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Foreword:The Uses of Atrocity

Martin Malia

C ommunism has bee n the great story of the twentieth cen tury.

Hurs ring into history fro m the most unlikely corner of Europe ami d th e

tra uma of World Wa r I, in the wake of the catacl ysm of 1939-1945 it made a

great leap wes tward to the m iddl e of Germany and an even grea ter one east

ward to the C hina Seas . Wit h this feat, the apogee of its fortu nes, it had come

to rule a th ird of m ankind and seemed poised to adva nce ind efinitely. For seven

decades it haunted world politics, polarizin g opin ion betw een those who saw it

as the socia list end of histo ry and those who co nsi de red it history's most tot al

tyra n ny.

O ne m ight th erefor e ex pec t th at a pr ior ity of mod ern hist orians would be

to ex plain why Communism's power grew for so lon g only to collapse like a

house of cards. Yet surprising ly, more than eigh ty years after 191 7, probing

exam inatio n of th e Big Questions rai sed by the M arxist-Len inist ph enomenon

has ha rdly begun . Ca n The Black Bool: of Commu nism, rece nt ly a sensation in

Fra nce and mu ch of Euro pe, pro vide the sal uta ry shoc k th at will make a

d iffere nce?

Because a serious histo riograph y was pr ecluded in Soviet Russia by th e

reg ime's ma ndato ry ide ology, scho larly inves tiga tio n of Comm unism has until

recen tly fa llen di sp roportion ately to Westerners. And thou gh these outside

obse rvers co uld not en tirely escape the ide ological ma gnet ic field ema na ting
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from their subject, in the half-century after World War II they indeed accom

plished an impressive amount . I Even so, a basic problem remains: the concep

tual poverty of the Western empirical effort.
This poverty flows from the premise that Communism can be understood,

in an aseptic and value-free mode, as the pure product of social process.
Accordingly, researchers have endlessl y insisted that the October Revolution

was a workers' revolt and not a Party coup d'etat, when it was obviouslv the
latter riding piggyback on the former. Besides, the central issue in Comm'unist

history is not the Party's ephemeral worker "base"; it is what the intelligentsia
victors of October later did with their permanent coup d'etat, and so far this

has scarcely been explored .
More exactly, the matter has been obscured by two fantasies holding out

the promise of a better Soviet socialism than the one the Bolsheviks actuallv
built. The first is the "Bukharin alternative" to Stalin, a thesis that purports to

offer a nonviolent, market road to socialism-that is, Marx's Integral socialism,
which necessitates the full suppression of private property, profit, and the

marker.' The second fantasy purports to find the impetus behind Stalin 's
"revolution from above" of 1929-1933 in a "cultural revolution" from below

by Party activists and workers against the "bourgeois" specialists dear to Buk

harin, a revolution ultimately leading to massive upward mobilitv from the
factory bench.' .

With such fables now consigned to what Trotsky called "the ash heap of
history," perhaps a moral, rather than a social, approach to the Communist

phenomenon can yield a truer understanding-for the much-investigated So
viet social process claimed victims on a scale that has never aroused a scholarly

curiosity at all proportionate to the magnitude of the disaster. The Black Bool:
offers us the first attempt to determine, overall, the actual magnitude of what

occurred, by systematically detailing Leninism's "crimes, terror, and repres
sion" from Russia in 1917 to Afghanistan in 19119 .

This factual approach puts Communism in what is, after all, its basic
human perspective. For it was in truth a "tragedy of planetary dimensions" (in

the French publisher's characterization), with a grand total of victims variouslv
estimated by contributors to the volume at between 85 million and ](){) millio~ .
Either way, the Communist record offers the most colossal case of political

carnage in history. And when this fact began to sink in with the French public,
an apparently dry academic work became a publishing sensation, the focus of

impassioned political and intellectual debate.

The shocking dimensions of the Communist tragedy, however, are hardlv
news to any serious student of twentieth-century history, at least when th~
different Leninist regimes are taken individuallv The real news is that at this. .
late date the truth should come as such a shock to the public at large . To be
sure, each major episode of the tragedy-Stalin's Gulag, Mao Zedong's Great
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Leap Forward and his Cultural Revolution, Pol Pot's Khmer Rouge-had its
moment of notoriety. But these horrors soon faded away into "history"; nor

did anyone trouble to add up the total and set it before the public. The surpris
ing size of this total, then, partly explains the shock the volume provoked.

The full power of the shock, however, was delivered by the unavoidable

comparison of this sum with that for Nazism, which at an estimated 25 million
rurns out to be distinctl y less murderous than Communism. And the volume's
editor, Stephane Courtois, rather than let the figures speak for themselves,
spelled out the comparison, thereby making the volume a firebrand. Arguing

from the fact that some Nuremberg jurisprudence has been incorporated into
Fren ch law (to accommodate such cases as that of Maurice Papon, a former
minister of Giscard d 'Esraing tried in 1997-98 for complicity in deporting Jews

while a local official of Vichy), Courtois explicitly equated the "class genocide"
of Communism with the "race genocide" of Nazism, and categorized both as

"crimes against humanity." What is more, he raised the question of the "com
plicity" with Communist crime of the legions of Western apologists for Stalin,
Mao, Ho Chi Minh, Fidel Castro, and indeed Pol Pot who, even when they

"abandoned their idols of yestery ear, did so discreetly and in silence."
These issues have a special resonance in France. Since the 1930s, the left

has been able to come to power only as a popular front of Socialists and

Communists (whether under Leon Blum or Francois Mitterrand), a tandem in
which the democratic partner was always compromised by its ally's allegiance

to totalitarian Moscow. Conversely, since 1940 the right has been tainted by
Vichy's links with Nazism (the subtext of the Papon affair). In such a historical

context, "knowing the truth about the U.S .S.R." has never been an academic

matter.
Furthermore, it happens that at the time the volume appeared the Socialist

prime minister Lionel Jospin stood in need of Communist votes to assemble a
parliamentary majority. Orators of the right, therefore, citing The Black Book,
rose in the National Assembly to attack his government for harboring allies

with an unrepented "criminal past." jospin countered by recalling the Libera

tion coalition between Gaullists and Communists (which was fair game), only
the better to conclude that he was "proud" to govern with them too (which was
a gaffe, for at the Liberation the Gulag was not yet known). Nor was this just
a hasty choice of words; in the eyes of the left that he leads, the Communists,
despite their past errors, belong to the camp of democratic progress, whereas

the right is open to suspicion of softness toward the National Front of the

"fascist" Jean-Marie Le Pen (after all, the conservatives had once rallied to
Vichy). -i'he incident ended with the non-Gaullist right walking out of the

chamber, while the Gaullists remained awkwardly in place. Thereupon the

debate spread to television and the press.
Indeed, the debate divides the book's own authors. All are research schol-

xi
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ars associated with the Centre d'Etude d 'Hisroire et de Sociologie du Commu

nisme and its review, Communisme. Founded by the pioneer of academic Com
munist studies, the late Annie Kriegel, its mission is to exploit our new access

to Soviet archives in conjunction with younger Russian historians. Equally to
the point, these researchers are former Communists or close fellow-travelers;

and it is over the assessment of their common past that they divide. Thus, once
The Black Blook raised the foreseeable political storm, Courtois's two key

collaborators-Nicolas Werth for Russia, and Jean-Louis Margolin for
China-publicly dissociated themselves from his bolder conclusions.

So let us begin with the debate, which is hardly specific to France. It breaks out

wherever the question of the moral equivalence of our century's two totalitari
anisms is raised, indeed whenever the very concept of "totalitarianism" is
invoked. For Nazism's unique status as "absolute evil" is now so entrenched
that any comparison with it easily appears suspect.

Of the several reasons for this assessment of Nazism, the most obvious is
that the Western democracies fought World War II in a kind of global "popular
front" against "fascism." Moreover, whereas the Nazis occupied most of

Europe, the Communists during the Cold War menaced only from afar. Thus,
although the stakes for democracy in the new conflict were as high as in its hot

predecessor, the stress of waging it was significantly lower; and it ended with
the last general secretary of the "evil empire," Mikhail Gorbachev, in the

comradely embrace of the ultimate cold warrior, President Ronald Reagan.
Communism's fall, therefore, brought with it no Nuremberg trial, and hence

no de-Communization to solemnly put Leninism beyond the pale of civiliza
tion; and of course there still exist Communist regimes in international good
standing.

Another reason for our dual perception is that defeat cur down Nazism in
the prime of its iniquity, thereby eternally fixing its full horror in the world's
memory. By contrast, Communism, at the peak of its iniquity, was rewarded

with an epic victory-and thereby gained a half-century in which to lose its
dynamism, to half-repent of Stalin, and even, in the case of some unsuccessful

leaders (such as Czechoslovakia's Alexander Dubcek in 1968), to attempt giving
the system a "human face." As a result of these contrasting endings of the two
totalitarianisms all Nazism's secrets were bared fifty years ago, whereas we are

only beginning to explore Soviet archives, and those of East Asia and Cuba
remain sealed.

The effect of this unequal access to information was magnified by more
subjective considerations. Nazism seemed all the more monstrous to Western

ers for having arisen in the heart of civilized Europe, in the homeland of

Luther, Kant, Goethe, Beethoven, and indeed Marx . Communism, by contrast,
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appeared as less of a historical aberration in the Russian borderland of
Europe-almost "Asia" after all-where, despite Tolstoy and Dostoevsky, civi

lization had never taken deep root.
The ultimate distinguishing characteristic of Nazism, of course, is the

Holocaust, considered as the historically unique crime of seeking the extermi
nation of an entire people, a crime for which the term "genocide" was coined

around the time of Nuremberg. And therewith the Jewish people acquired the
solemn obligation to keep the memory of its martyrs alive in the conscience of
the world . Even so, general awareness of the Final Solution was slow to emerge,

in fact coming only in the 1970s and 1980s-the very years when Communism
was gradually mellowing. So between these contrasting circumstances, by the
time of Communism's fall the liberal world had had fifty years to settle into a

double standard regarding its two late adversaries.
Accordingly, Hitler and Nazism are now a constant presence in Western

print and on Western television, whereas Stalin and Communism materialize
only sporadically. The status of ex-Communist carries with it no stigma, even

when unaccompanied by any expression of regret; past contact with Nazism,
however, no matter how marginal or remote, confers an indelible stain . Thus
Martin Heidegger and Paul de Man have been enduringly compromised and

the substance of their thought tainted. By contrast, Louis Aragon, for years
under Stalin the editor of the French Communist Party's literary magazine, in

1996 was published among the classics of the Pleiade. the press was lyrical in
praise of his art, while virtually mute about his politics . (The Black Book
reproduces a 1931 poem to the KGB's predecessor, the GPu.) Likewise, the
Stalinist poet and Nobel laureate, Pablo Neruda, in the same year was senti

mentalized, together with his cause, by an acclaimed film, II postino--even
though in 1939 as a Chilean diplomat in Spain he acted as a de facto agent of

the Comintern, and in 1953 mourned Stalin with a fulsome ode. And this list

of unparallel lives could be extended indefinitely.
Even more skewed is the situation in the East. No Gulag camps have been

turned into museums to commemorate their inmates; all were bulldozed into

the ground during Khrushchev's de-Stalinization. The only memorial to

Stalin's victims is a modest stone brought to Moscow from the Arctic camp of
Solovki and placed in Lubyanka Square (though well off to the side), where
the KGB's former headquarters still stands. Nor are there any regular visitors

to this lonely slab (one must cross a stream of traffic to reach it) and no more

than an occasional wilted bouquet. By contrast, Lenin 's statue still dominates
most city centers, and his mummy reposes honorably in its Mausoleum.

Throughout the former Communist world, moreover, virtually none of
its responsible officials has been put on trial or punished . Indeed, everywhere

Communist parties, though usually under new names, compete in politics.

xiii
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Thus, in Poland, Aleksander Kwasniewski, onetime member of General
]aruzelski's government, in 1996 won the presidency against the symbol of

resistance to Communism, Lech Walesa (admittedly an inept campaigner).
Gulya Horn, the prime minister of Hungary from 1994 to 1998, was a member

of the country's last Communist government, and a member of the militia that
helped suppress the 1956 revolt alongside the Soviet army. In neighboring
Austria, by contrast, former president Kurt Waldheim was ostracized world 

wide once his Nazi past was uncovered . Granted, card-carrying Western literati
and latter-day Eastern apparatchiki never served as executioners for Stalin.

Even so, does the present silence about their past mean that Communism was
all that less bad than Nazism?

The debate around The Black Book can help frame an answer. On the one side,

commentators in the liberal Le Monde argue that it is illegitimate to speak of a
single Communist movement from Phnom Penh to Paris. Rather, the rampage

of the Khmer Rouge is like the ethnic massacres of third-world Rwanda; or the
"rural" Communism of Asia is radicall y different from the "urban" Commu

nism of Europe; or Asian Communism is really only anticolonial nationalism .
The subtext of such Eurocentric condescension is that conflating sociologically
diverse movements is merely a stratagem to obtain a higher body count against

Communism, and thus against all the left. In answer, commentators in the
conservative Le Figaro, spurning reductionist sociology as a device to exculpate

Communism, reply that Marxist-Leninist regimes are cast in the same ideo

logical and organizational mold throughout the world. And this pertinent point
also has its admonitory subtext: that socialists of whatever stripe cannot be
trusted to resist their ever-present demons on the far left (those popular fronts
were no accident after all).

Yet if we let the divided contributors to The Black Book arbitrate the
dispute, we find no disagreement in this matter: the Leninist matrix indeed
served for all the once "fraternal" parties. To be sure, the model was applied

differently in different cultural settings. As Margolin points out, the chief agent
of represssion in Russia was a specially created political police, the Cheka

GPU-NKVD-KGB, while in China it was the People's Liberation Army, and
in Cambodia it was gun-toting adolescents from the countryside: thus popular
ideological mobilization went deeper in Asia than in Russia . Still, everywhere

the aim was to repress "enemies of the people"-"like noxious insects," as
Lenin said carlyon, thus inaugurating Commmunism's "anirnalization" of its
adversaries, Moreover, the line of inheritance from Stalin, to Mao, to Ho, to

Kim II Sung, to Pol Pot was quite clear, with each new leader receiving both
material aid and ideological inspiration from his predecessor. And, to corne full

circle, Pol Pot first learned his Marxism in Paris in 1952 (when such philoso-
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phers as Jean-Paul Sartre and Maurice Merleau-Ponty were explai.ning how

terror could be the midwife of "hurnanism'')." So if the debate remains on the
level of the quantitative atrocity, the double standard collapses, and Commu

nism appears as the more criminal totalitarianism.

But if the debate is shifted to qualitative crime, this outcome is easily reversed.

And here the decisive factor is, again , the Holocaust as the confirmation of
Nazism's uniquely evil nature. Indeed, this standard has become so universal

that other persecuted groups, from Armenians to the native peoples of both
Americas have appropriated (with varying degrees of plausibility) the term

"genocid~" to characterize their own experience. Not s~rprising~y, ~~ny of
these implicit comparisons to the Holocaust have been rejected as illegitimate,

even slanderous. And in fact one overexcited op-ed piece in Le Monde. from a

respected researcher, denounced Courtois's introduction as antisemiti~. .
Yet there are other less emotionally charged arguments for assignmg a

significant distinctivenes's to Nazi terror. The crim~nal.law everywhere distin
guishes degrees of murder, according to the monvatron, the cruelty of t~e

means employed, and so on . Thus, Raymond Aron long ago, an.d Fra~C;:?ls

Furet recently, though both unequivocal about the evil of Commum~m, .dlstln

guished between extermination practiced to achieve ~ poli~ical o~Jectl.ve, no
matter how perverse, and extermination as an end in itself.' And in this per

spective, Communism once again comes off as le~s evil than Nazis~ .
This plausible distinction, however, can easily be turned on Its he~d. In

particular, Eastern European dissidents ha:e. a~gued that mass murder I~ the
name of a noble ideal is more perverse than It IS in the name of a base one. The
Nazis, after all, never pretended to be virtuous. The Communists, by contrast,

trumpeting their humanism, hoodwinked millions around the gl?be for dec
ades, and so got away with murder on the ultimate scale. The NaZIS, m~reover,

killed off their victims without ideological ceremony; the Commumsts, by
contrast, usually compelled their prey to confess their "guilt" in signed d~po-
iti s thereby acknowledging the Party line's political "correctness." Nazism,

Sl IOn. itive) d
finally, was a ~nique case (Mussolini's Facism was not really. co~petl.tlve , ~n
it developed no worldwide c1ientle. By contrast, Communism s universalism

permitted it to metastasize worldwide. . . .
A final position, forcefully expressed by Alain Besancon, .IS that murder IS

murder whatever the ideological motivation; and this is undeniably true for .the

equally dead victims of both Nazism and Communism.) Such absolute equiva-

I '. I xprcssed in Hannah Arendt's Origins of' Totlllttanalll sm: bothence IS a so e . ' . .
systems massacred their victims not for what they did (suc.h as ~esls.t ~ ~ g th~

. e) but for who they were, whether Jews or kulaks . In this perspectIve, t~c
reglm . . " k" . I . ,
distincti de bv some that the term petIt-bourgeOIS kula IS more e asncIstmctton rna J ,
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and hence less lethal than biological "Jew," is invalidated : the social and the
racial categories are equally psuedoscientific.

Yet none of these qualitative arguments can be "clinched"-unlike an

empirically established victim count. And since there can be no con sensus

regarding degrees of political "e vil," some researchers would claim that all

value judgments merely express the ideological preferences of their authors.

Such "Positivist" social scientists, therefore, have averred that moral questions

are irrelevant to understanding the past. An example is a recent volume devoted

to political denunciation in modern Europe." The introduction presents some

fascinating facts: in 1939 the Gestapo employed 7,500 people in contrast to the

NKVD's 366,000 (including Gulag personnel); and the Communist Party

made denunciation an obligation, whereas the Nazi Party did not. But no

conclusions are drawn from these contrasts. Instead we are told that under both

regimes the population was given to denunciation as "an everyday practice,"

and for reasons of self-advancement more than for reasons of ideology. We arc

told further that denunciation was endemic in prerevolutionary rural Russia,

and that it flourished under the French Jacobins and the English Puritans, the

Spanish Inquisition and American McCarthyism. And in fact all the "witch

crazes" enumerated in the introduction did have some traits in common .

The rub is, however, that this perspective reduces politics and ideology

everywhere to anthropology. And with this accomplished, the editors blandly

assure us that, contrary to Hannah Arendt, the "Nazi/Soviet similarities" are

insufficient to make denunciation "a specifically 'totalitarian' phenomenon ."

What is more, the difference between Nazi/ Communist systems and Western

ones is "not qualitative bur quantitative." By implication, therefore, singling

out Communist and Nazi terror in order to equate them becomes Cold War

slander-the ideological subtext, as it happens, of twentv-fivc years of "revi-
sionist," social-red uctionist Sovietology. ' .

By the same token, this fact -for-faet's-sake approach suggests that there
is nothing specifically Communist about Communist terror-and it would,
seem, nothing particularly Nazi about Nazi terror either. So the blood v Soviet

experiment is banalized in one great gra y anthropological blur; and the Soviet

Union is transmogrified into just another country in just another age, neither

more nor less evil than any other regime going. But this is obviously nonsense.

Hence we are back with the problem of moral judgment, which is 'inseparable

from any real understanding of the past-indeed, inseparable from being hu
man.

In the twentieth century, however, morality is not primarily a matter of eternal

verities or transcendental imperatives. It is above all a matter of political alle

giances. That is, it is a matter of left versus right, roughly defined as the
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priority of compassionate egalitarianism for the one, and as the primacy of

prudential order for the other. Yet since neither principle can be applied abso

lutely without destroying society, the modern world lives in perpetual tension

between the irresistible pressure for equality and the functional necessity of

hierarchy.

It is this syndrome that gives the permanent qualitative advantage to

Communism over Nazism in any evaluation of their quantitative atrocities. For

the Communist project, in origin, claimed commitment to universalistic and

egalitarian goals, whereas the Nazi project offered only unabashed national

egoism . Small matter, then, that their practices were comparable; their moral

auras were antithetical, and it is the latter feature that counts in Western,

domestic politics. And so we arrive at the fulcrum of the debate: A moral man

can have "no enemies to the left," a perspective in which undue insistence on

Communist crime only "plays into the hands of the right"-if, indeed, any

anticommunism is not simply a mask for antiliberalism.

In this spirit, Le MOl/tie's editorialist deemed The Black Book inopportune

because equating Communism with Nazism removed the "last barriers to

legitimating the extreme right," that is, Le Pen. It is true that Le Pen's party

and similar hate-mongering, xenophobic movements elsewhere in Europe rep

resent an alarming new phenomenon that properly concerns all liberal demo

crats. But it in no way follows that Communism's criminal past should be

ignored or minimized. Such an argument is only a variant, in new historical

circumstances, of Sartrc's celebrated sophism that one should keep silent about

Soviet camps "pour ne pas descsperer Billancout" (in order not to throw the

auto workers of Billancout into despair) . To which his onetime colleague,

Albert Camus, long ago replied that the truth is the truth, and denying it mocks

the causes both of humanity and of morality."

In fact, the persistence of such sophistry is precisely why The Black Book is so

opportune. What, therefore, do its provocative pages contain? Without preten

sion to originality, it presents a balance sheet of our current knowledge of

Communism 's human costs, archivally based where possible and elsewhere

drawing on the hest available secondary evidence, and with due allowance for

the difficulties of quantification. Yet the very sobriety of this inventory is what

gives the book its power; and indeed, as we are led from country to country and

from horror to horror, the cumu lative impact is overwhelming.

At the same time, the book quietly advances a number of important

analytical points. The first is that Communist regimes did not just commit

cri~inal acts (all states do so on occasion); they were criminal enterprises in

their very essence: on principle, so to speak, they all ruled lawlessly, by violence,

and without regard for human life. Werth's section on the Soviet Union is thus

xvii
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titled "A State against Its People" and takes us methodically through the

successive cycles of terror, from Great October in 1917 to Stalin's death in

1953. By way of comparison, he notes that between 1825 and 1917 tsarism

carried out 6,321 political executions (most of them during the revolution of

1905-1907), whereas in two months of official "Red Terror" in the fall of 1918

Bolshevism achieved some 15,000. And so on for a third of a century; for

example, 6 million deaths during the collectivization famine of 1932-33,

720,000 executions during the Great Purge, 7 million people entering the Gulag

(where huge numbers died) in the years 1934-1941, and 2,750,000 still there

at Stalin's death . True, these aggregates represent different modes of state

violence, not all of them immediately lethal; but all betoken terror as a routine
means of government.

And the less familiar figures in Margolin's chapter on China's "Long

March into Night' are even more staggering: at a minimum, 10 million "direct

victims"; probably 20 million deaths out of the multitudes that passed through

China's "hidden Gulag," the laogai; more than 20 million deaths from the

"political famine" of the Great Leap Forward of 1959-1961, the largest famine

in history. Finally, in Pol Pot's aping of Mao's Great Leap, around one Cam

bodian in seven perished, the highest proportion of the population in any
Communist country.

The book's second point is that there never was a benign, initial phase of

Communism before some mythical "wrong turn" threw it off track. From the

start Lenin expected, indeed wanted, civil war to crush all "class enemies"; and

this war, principally against the peasants, continued with only short pauses until

1953. So much for the fable of "good Lenin/bad Stalin ." (And if anyone doubts

that it is still necessary to make this case, the answer may be found, for example,

in the maudlin article "Lenin" in the current edition of the Encyclopaedia
Britannica .) Still another point is of a "technical" nature: the use of famine to

break peasant resistance to regime economic "plans." And ever since Solzhenit

syn, such "pharaonic" methods have been contrasted with the technologically
advanced Nazi gas chamber.

A more basic point is that Red terror cannot be explained as the prolon

gation of prerevolutionary political cultures. Communist repression did not

originate from above, in traditional autocracies; nor was it simply an intensifica

tion of violent folk practices from below-whether the peasant anarchism of

Russia, or the cyclical millenarian revolts of China, or the exacerbated nation

alism of Cambodia, although all these traditions were exploited by the new

regime. Nor does the source of Communist practices reside in the violence of

the two world wars, important though this brutal conditioning was. Rather, in

each case, mass violence against the population was a deliberate policy of the

new revolutionary order; and its scope and inhumanity far exceeded anything
in the national past.

Foreword

A final point, insisted on by Courtois yet clear also in his colleagues'

accounts, is that Communism's recourse to "permanent civil war" rested on

the "scientific" Marxist belief in class struggle as the "violent midwife of

history," in Marx's famous metaphor. Similarly, Courtois adds, Nazi violence

was founded on a scientistic social Darwinism promising national regeneration

through racial struggle.

This valid emphasis on ideology as the wellspring of Communist mass

murder reaches its apogee in Margolin's depiction of escalating radicalism as

the revolution moved East. Stalin, of course, had already begun the escalation

by presenting himself as the "Lenin of today" and his first Five-Year Plan as

a second October. Then, in 1Y53, four years after Mao came to power, his heirs

ended mass terror : it had simply become too costly to their now superpuissant

regime. To the Chinese comrades, however, Moscow's moderation amounted

to "betrayal" of the world revolution just as it was taking off. in Asia. Conse

quently, in IlJ59-llJ61 Mao was goaded to surpass his Sov~et mentors by a

"Great Leap Forward" beyond mere socialism, Moscow style, to full Commu

nism as Marx had imagined it in the Communist M(Jn~lesto and the Critique of

the Gotha Program. And in '906-llJ76, by directing the anarchy of the Cultural

Revolution against his own Party, he proceeded to outdo Stalin's Great Purge

of his Party in IlJ37-IY]Y. But the most demented spinoff of this whole

tradition was Pol Pot's Khmer Rouge of IlJ75-llJ79; for this rampage against

urban, "bourgeois" civilization expressed nothing less than an ambition to

propel tiny Cambodia beyond Mao's "achievements" into the front rank of

world revolution .

Yet the long-term inefficiency of such "progress" eventually led Mao's

heirs, in their turn, to "betray" the Marxist-Leninist impetus by halting mass

terror and turning halfway to the market. Thereby, after 1979, Deng Xiaoping

ended worldwide the perverse Prorncthcanism launched in October 1917. Thus

the Communist trajectory, as The Black Book- traces it from Petrograd to the

China Seas, inevitably suggests that ideology, not social process, fueled the

movement's meteoric rise, and that ideology's practical failure produced its

precipitate fall.

This transnational perspective goes far toward answering the great ques

tion posed by Communist history : namely, why did a doctrine premised on

proletarian revolution in industrial societies come to power only in predomi

nantly agrarian ones, by Marxist definition those least prepared for "socialism"?

But socialist revolution for Marx was not just a matter of economic develop

ment; it was at bottom an eschatological "leap from the kingdom of necessity

to the kingdom of freedom." Since such quasi-miraculous transformation has

the strongest allure for those who have the greatest lag to overcome, it is hardl y

surprising that Marxism's line of march turned out to lead ever farther into

the politically and economically backward East. Only by taking account of this
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Foreword

paradoxical eastward escalation through increasingly extravagant " leaps" can
we build a real historiog raphy of the great twentieth -century story that was

Communism.

And th is brings us back to the vexed-and vexing--question raised by

Stephane Courtois in The Black Book: What of the moral equivalence of
Communism with Nazism? After fifty years of debate , it is clear that no matter

what the hard facts are, degrees of totalitarian evil will be measured as much in
terms of present politics as in terms of past realities. So we will always encoun
ter a double standard as long as there exist a left and a right-which will be a

very long time indeed. No matter how thoroughly the Communist failure ma y
come to be documented (and new research makes it look worse every day), we

will alwa ys have reactions such as that of a Moscow correspondent for a major
Western paper, who, after the fall, could still pr ivately salute the Russian people

with: "Thanks for having tried!"; and there will always be kindred spirits to
dismiss The Black Book, a priori, as " right- wing anti -Communist rhetoric."
For more mundane obser vers, howe ver, it is at last becom ing clear that our

current qual itative judgments are scandalously out of line with the: century 's
real balance sheet of political crime.

And thi s very absurd ity perhaps brings us to a turning point. Ten years

ago, the authors of The Black Book would have refused to believe what they
now write. And exploration of the Soviet archives-and eventuall y those of

East Asia-will continue to redress th e balance. This comes at a time, moreover,
when historical writing is turning increasin gly to retrospective affirmative ac

tion , to fulfilling our "duty of remembrance" to all the oppressed of the
past-indeed, when governments and churc hes formally apol ogize for th eir

historic sins. Surely, then, the Party of humanity can spare a little compassion
for the victims of the inhumanity so long meted out by so many of its own

partisans.
Even so, such an effort at retrospective justice will always enc ounter one

intractable obstacle. Any realistic accounting of Communist crime would effec

tively shut the do or on Uto pia; and too many good souls in this unjust world
cannot abandon hope for an absolute end to inequality (and some less good

souls will always otTer them "rational" curative nostrums). And so, all com
rade-questers after historical truth should gird their loins for a very Long

March indeed before Communism is accorded its fair share of absolute evil.

The Black Book of Communism



Introduction: The Crimes of Communism

Stephana Courtois

Life cannot withstand death,but memory is gaining in its struggle against
nothingness.

Tzvetan Todorov, Lesabusde la tttemoite

It has been written that "history is the science of human rnisfor

tune." 1Our bloodstained century of violence amply confirms this statement. In

previous centuries few people and countries were spared from mass violence .

The major European powers were involved in the African slave trade. The

French Republic practiced colonization, which despite some good was tar

nished hy repugnant epi sodes that persisted until recentl y. The United States

remains heavily infl uenccd by a culture of violence deeply rooted in two major

historical traged ies-the enslavement of black Africans and the extermination

of Native Americans.

The fact remains that our century has outdone its predecessors in its

bloodthirstiness. A quick glance at the past leads to one damning conclusion :

ours is the century of human catastrophes-two world wars and Nazism, to

say nothing of more localized tragedies, such as those in Armenia, Biafra, and

Rwanda . The Ottoman Empire was undoubtedly involved in the genocide of

the Armenians, and Germany in the genocide of the Jews and G ypsies . Italy

under Mussolini slaughtered Ethiopians. The Czechs are reluctant to admit

that their behavior toward the Sudeten Germans in 1945 and 1946 was by no

mean s exemplary. Even Switzerland has recently been embroiled in a scandal

over its role in administering gold sto len by the Nazis from exterminated Jews,

although the country's behavior is not on the same level as genocide.
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Communism has its place in this historical setting overflowing with trage

dies. Indeed, it occupies one of the most violent and mo st significant places of

all. Communism, the defining characteristic of the "short twentieth century"

that began in Sarajevo in 1914 and ended in Moscow in 1991, finds itself at

center stage in the story. Communism predated fascism and N azism, outlived

both, and left its mark on four continents.

What exactly do we mean by the term "Communism"? We must make a

distinction between the doctrine of communism and its practice. As a political

philosophy, communism has existed for centuries, even millennia . Was it not

Plato who in his Republic introduced the concept of an ideal city, in which

people would not be corrupted by money and power and in which wisdom,

reason, and justice would prevail? And consider the scholar and statesman Sir

Thomas More, chancellor of England in 1530, author of Utopia. and victim of

the executioner's ax by order of Henry VIII, who also described an ideal society.

Utopian philosophy may have its place as a technique for evaluating society. It
draws its sustenance from ideas, the lifeblood of the world's democracies. But

the Communism that concerns us does not exist in the transcendent sphere of

ideas. This Communism is altogether real; it has existed at key moments of

history and in particular countries, brought to life by its famous leaders

Vladimir I1ich Lenin, Josif Stalin, Mao Zedong, Ho Chi Minh, Fidel Castro,

and, in France, by Maurice Thorez, Jacques Duclos, and Georges Marchais.

Regardless of the role that theoretical communist doctrines may have

played in the practice of real Communism before 1917-and we shall 'rctur n

to this later-it was flesh-and-blood Communism that imposed wholesale re 

pression, culminating in a state-sponsored reign of terror. Is the ideology itself

blameless? There will always be some nitpickers who maintain that actual

Communism has nothing in common with theoretical communism. And of

course it would be absurd to claim that doctrines expounded prior to Jesus

Christ, during the Renaissance, or even in the nineteenth century were respon 

sible for the events that took place in the twentieth century. Nonetheless, as

Ignazio Silone has written, "Revolutions, like trees, arc recognized by the fruit

they bear." It was not without reason that the Russian Social Democrats better,
known to history as the Bolsheviks, decided in November 1917 to call them

selves "Communists." They had a reason for erecting at the Kremlin a monu

ment to those whom they considered to be their predecessors, namely Sir

Thomas More and Tommaso Campanella.

Having gone beyond individual crimes and small-scale ad-hoc massacres

the Communist regimes, in order to consolidate their grip on power, turned

mass crime into a full-blown system of government. After varying periods,

ranging from a few years in Eastern Europe to several decades in the U.S .S .R .

and China, the terror faded, and the regimes settled into a routine of admin-
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istering repressive measures on a daily basis, as well as censoring all means of

communication, controlling borders, and expelling dissidents. However, the

memory of the terror has continued to preserve the credibility, and thus the

effectiveness, of the threat of repression. None of the Communist regimes

currently in vogue in the West is an exception to this rule-not the China of

the "G reat Helmsman," nor the North Korea of Kim II Sung, nor even the

Vietnam of " good old Uncle Ho" or the Cuba of the flamboyant Fidel Castro,

flanked by the hard-liner Che Guevara . Nor can we forget Ethiopia under

Mengistu Haile Mariam, Angola under Agostinho Nero, or Afghanistan under
Mohammed Najibu llah.

Incredibly, the crimes of Communism have yet to receive a fair and just

assessment from both historical and moral viewpoints. This book is one of the

first attempts to study Communism with a focus on its criminal dimensions, in

both the central regions of Communist rule and the farthest reaches of the

globe. Some will say that most of these crimes were actions conducted in

accordance with a system of law that was enforced by the regimes' official

institutions, which were recognized internationally and whose heads of state

continued to he welcomed with open arms. But was this not the case with

Nazism 3S well? The crimes we shall expose are to be judged not by the

standards of Communist regimes, but by the unwritten code of the natural laws
of humanitv,

The history of Communist regimes and parties, their policies, and their

relations with their own national societies and with the international commu

nity are of course not purely synonymous with criminal behavior, let alone with

terror and repression. In the U.SSR. and in the "people's democracies" after

Stalin's death, as well as in China after Mao, terror became less pronounced,

society began to recover something of its old normalcy, and "peaceful coexis

tence" -if only as "the pursuit of the class struggle by other means"-had

become an international fact of life. Nevert heless, many archives and witnesses

prove conclusively that terror has always been one of the basic ingredients of

modern Communism. Let us abandon once and for all the idea that the execu

tion of hostages by firing squads, the slaughter of rebellious workers, and the

forced starvation of the peasantry were only short-term "accidents" peculiar

to a specific country or era. Our approach will encompass all geographic areas

and focus on crime as a defining characteristic of the Communist system

throughout its existence.

Exactly what crimes are we going to examine? Communism has committed

a multitude of crimes not only against individual human heings but also against

world civilization and national cultures. Stalin demolished dozens of churches

in Moscow; Nicolae Ceausescu destroyed the historical heart of Bucharest to

give free rein to his megalomania; Pol Pot dismantled the Phnom Penh cathe-
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dral stone by stone and allowed the jungle to take over the temples of Angkor

War; and during Mao's Cultural Revolution , priceless treasures were smashed

or burned by the Red Guards. Yet however terrible thi s destruction may ulti

mately prove for the nations in question and for humanity as a whole, how does

it compare with the mass murder of human beings -v-of men, women, and

children?
Thus we have delimited crimes against civilians as the essence of the

phenomenon of terror. These crimes tend to fit a recognizable pattern even if

the practices vary to some extent by regime. The pattern includes execution by
various means, such as firing squads, hanging, drowning, battering, and, in

certain cases, gassing, poisoning, or "car accidents"; destruction of the popu

lation by starvation, through man-made famine , the withholding of food, or

both; deportation , through which death can occur in transit (either through

physical exhaustion or through confinement in an enclosed space), at one 's

place of residence, or through forced labor (exhaustion, illness, hunger, cold).

Periods described as times of "civil war" are more complex-it is not always

easy to distinguish between events caused by fighting between rulers and rebels

and events that can properly be described only as a massacre of the civilian

population .
Nonetheless, we have to start somewhere. The following rough approxi

mation, based on un official estimates, gives some sense of the scale and gravity

of these crimes:

U.S .S .R .: 20 million deaths

China: 65 million deaths

Vietnam: I million deaths

North Korea: 2 million deaths

Cambodia : 2 million deaths

Eastern Europe: I million deaths

Latin America: 150,000 deaths

Africa: 1.7 million deaths

Afghanistan : 1.5 million deaths

The international Communist movement and Communist parties not in

power: about 10,000 deaths

The total approaches 100 million people killed .

The immense number of deaths conceals some wide disparities according

to context. Unquestionably, if we approach these figures in terms of relative

weight, first place goes to Cambodia, where Pol Pot, in three and a half years,

engaged in the most atrocious slaughter, through torture and widespread fam

ine, of about one-fourth of the country's total population . However, China's
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experience under Mao is unprecedented in terms of the sheer number of people

who lost their lives. As for the Soviet Union of Lenin and Stalin, the blood

turns cold at its venture into planned , logical, and "politically correct" mass
slau ghter.

This bare-bones approach inevitably fails to do justice to the numerous issues

involved. A thorough investigation requires a "qualitative" study based on a

meaningful definition of the term "crime." Objective and legal criteria are also

important. The legal ramifications of crimes committed by a specific country

were first confronted in 1945 at the Nuremberg Tribunal , which was organized

by the Allies to consider the atrocities committed by the Nazis. The nature of

these crimes was defined by Article 6 of the Charter of the International

Military Tribunal, which identified three major offenses: crimes against peace,

war crimes, and crimes against humanity. An examination of all the crimes

committed by the Leninist/Stalinist regime, and in the Communist world as a

whole , reveals crimes that fit into each of these three categories.

Crimes against peace, defined by Article 6a, are concerned with the "plan

ning, preparation, initiation, or waging of wars of aggression, or a war in

violation of international treaties, agreements, or assurances, or participation

in a common plan or conspiracy for the accomplishment of any of the forego

ing." Unquestionably, Stalin committed such a crime by secretly negotiating

two treaties with Hitler-those of 23 August and 28 September 1939 on the

partition of Poland and on the annexation of the Baltic states, northern Buk

ovina, and Bcssarabia to the U.S.S.R ., respectively. By freeing Germany from

the risk of waging war on two fronts, the treaty of 23 August 1939 led directly

to the outbreak of World War II. Stalin perpetrated yet another crime against

peace by attacking Finland on 30 November 1939 . The unexpected incursion

into South Korea by North Korea on 25June 1950 and the massive intervention

in that war by the Chinese army are of comparable magnitude. The methods

of subversion long used by the Moscow-backed Communist parties likewise

deserve categorization as crimes again st peace, since they began wars; thus a

Communist coup in Afghanistan led to a massive Soviet military intervention

on 27 December 1979, unleashing a conflict that continues to this day.

War crimes arc defined in Article 6b as "violations of the laws or customs

of war. Such violations shall include, but not be limited to, murder, the ill-treat

ment or deportation of civilian residents of an occupied territory to slave labor

camps or for any other purpose, the murder or ill-treatment of prisoners of

war or persons on the seas, the killing of hostages, the plunder of public or

private property, the wanton destruction of cities, towns, or villages, and any

devastation not justified by military necessity." The laws and customs of war

are written down in various conventions, particularly the Hague Convention of
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1907, which states that in times of war "the inhabitants and the belligerents

remain under the protection and the rule of the principles of the law of nations,

as they result from the usages established among civilized peoples, from laws

of humanity, and the dictates of the public conscience."

Stalin gave the go-ahead for large numbers of war crimes. The liquidation

of almost all the Polish officers taken prisoner in 1939, with 4,500 men butch

ered at Karyn, is only one such episode, albeit the most spectacular. However,

other crimes on a much larger scale are habitually overlooked, including the

murder or death in the gulag of tens of thousands of German soldiers taken

prisoner from 1943 to 1945. Nor should we forget the rape of countless German

women by Red Army soldiers in occupied Germany, as well as the systematic

plundering of all industrial equipment in the countries occupied by the Red

Army. Also covered by Article 6b would be the organized resistance fighters

who openly waged war against Communist rulers and who were executed by

firing squads or deported after being taken prisoner-for example, the soldiers

of the anti-Nazi Polish resistance organizations, members of various Ukrainian

and Baltic armed partisan organizations, and Afghan resistance fighters.

The expression "crime against humanity" first appeared on 19 May 1915

in a joint French, British, and Russian declaration condemning Turkey's mas

sacre of the Armenians as a "new crime by Turkey against humanity and

civilization." The atrocities committed by the Nazis obliged the Nuremberg

Tribunal to redefine the concept, as stated in Article 6c: "Murder, extermina

tion, enslavement, deportation, and other inhumane acts committed against any

civilian population before or during the war; or persecutions on political, racial,

or religious grounds in execution of or in connection with any crime within the

jurisdiction of the Tribunal, whether or not in violation of the domestic law of
the country where perpetrated."

In his arguments at Nuremberg the French prosecutor general, Francois

de Menthon, emphasized the ideological dimension of these crimes:

I propose today to prove to you that all this organized and vast criminal
ity springs from what I may be allowed to call a crime against the spirit,
I mean a doctrine that, by denying all spiritual, rational, or moral values
by which nations have tried for thousands of years to improve human
conditions, aims to plunge humanity back into barbarism, no longer the
natural and spontaneous barbarism of primitive nations, but into a dia
bolical barbarism, conscious of itself and using for its ends all material
means put at the disposal of humanity by contemporary science. This
sin against the spirit is the original sin of National Socialism from which
all crimes spring.

This monstrous doctrine is that of racism ...
Whether we consider a crime against peace or war crimes, we are
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therefore not faced by an accidental or an occasional criminality that
events could explain without justifying it. We are in fact faced by sys
tematic criminality, which derives directly and of necessity from a mon
strous doctrine put into practice with deliberate intent by the masters of
Nazi Germany.

Francois de Menthon also noted that deportations were meant to provide

additional labor for the German war machine, and the fact that the Nazis sought

to exterminate their opponents was merely "a natural consequence of the

National Socialist doctrine for which man has no intrinsic value unless he serves

the German race." All statements made to the Nuremberg Tribunal stressed

one of the chief characteristics of crimes against humanity-the fact that the

power of the state is placed in the service of criminal policies and practice.

However, the jurisdiction of the Nuremberg Tribunal was limited to crimes

committed during World War II. Therefore, we must broaden the legal defini

tion of war crimes to include situations that extend beyond that war. The new

French criminal code, adopted on 23 July 1992, defines war crimes in the

following way: "The deportation, enslavement, or mass-scale and systematic

practice of summary executions, abduction of persons following their disap

pearance, torture, or inhuman acts inspired by political, philosophical, racial, or

religious motives, and organized for the purpose of implementing a concerted

effort against a civilian population group" (emphasis added).

All these definitions, especially the recent French definition, are relevant

to any number of crimes committed by Lenin and above all by Stalin and

subsequently by the leaders of all Communist countries, with the exception (we

hope) of Cuba and the Nicaragua of the Sandinistas. Nevertheless, the main

conclusions are inescapable-Communist regimes have acted "in the name of

a state practicing a policy of ideological hegemony." Thus in the name of an

ideological belief system were tens of millions of innocent victims systemati

cally butchered, unless of course it is a crime to be middle-class, of noble birth,

a kulak, a Ukrainian, or even a worker or a member of the Communist Party.

Active intolerance was high on the Communists' agenda. It was Mikhail Tom

sky, the leader of the Soviet trade unions, who in the 13 November 1927 issue

of Trud (Labor) stated: "We allow other parties to exist. However, the funda

mental principle that distinguishes us from the West is as follows: one party

rules, and all the others are in jail!"2
The concept of a crime against humanity is a complex one and is directly

relevant to the crimes under consideration here. One of the most specific is

genocide. Following the genocide of the Jews by the Nazis, and in order to

clarify Article 6c of the Nuremberg Tribunal, crimes against humanity were

defined by the United Nations Convention on the Prevention and Punishment
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of Genocide of 9 December 1948 in the following way: "Genocide means any

of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in pa~·t, a

national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such: (a) killing members of the

group; (b) causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group; (c)

deliberatelv inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bnng about

its physical destruction in whole or in part; (d) imposing measures intended to

prevent births within the group; (e) forcibly transferring children of the group

to another group."
The new French criminal code defines genocide still more broadly: "The

deed of executing a concerted effort that strives to destroy totally or partially a

national ethnic, racial or religious group, or a group that has been determined (In
the basis'0/any otherarbitrary criterion" (emphasis adlled). This legal definition

is not inconsistent with the philosophical approach of Andre Frossard, who

believes that "it is a crime against humanity when someone is put to death

purely by virtue of his or her birth.":' And in his short but magnificent novel

Forever Flowing, Vasily Grossman says of his hero, Ivan Grigorevich, who has

returned from the camps, "he had remained exactly what he had been from his

birth: a human being.":' That, of course, was precisely why he was singled out

in the first place. The French definition helps remind us that genocide comes

in many shapes and sizes-it can be racial (as in the case of the Jews), but It

can also target social groups. In The Red Terror in Russia, published in Berlin

in 1924, the Russian historian and socialist Sergei Melgunov cited Martin

Latsis, one of the first leaders of the Cheka (the Soviet political police), as

giving the following order on I November 1918 to his henchmen: "We don't

make war against any people in particular. We are exterminating the bourgeoisie

as a class. In vour investigations don't look for documents and pieces of cvi

dence about what the defendant has done, whether in deed or in speaking or

acting against Soviet authority. The first question you should ask him is what

class he comes from, what are his roots, his education, his training, and his

occupation."
Lenin and his comrades initially found themselves embroiled in a merci

less "class war," in which political and ideological adversaries, as well as the

more recalcitrant members of the general public, were branded as enemies and

marked for destruction. The Bolsheviks had decided to eliminate, by legal and

physical means, any challenge or resistance, even if passive, to their absolute

power. This strategy applied not only to groups with opposing political views,

but also to such social groups as the nobility, the middle class, the intelligentsia,

and the clergy, as well as professional groups such as military officers and the

police. Sometimes the Bolsheviks subjected these people to genocide. The

policy of "de-Cossackization" begun in 1920 corresponds largely to our defini

tion of genocide: a population group firmly established in a particular territory,
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the Cossacks as such were exterminated, the men shot, the women, children,

and the elderly deported, and the villages razed or handed over to new, 0.00.

Cossack occupants. Lenin compared the Cossacks to the Vendee during the

French Revolution and gladly subjected them to a program of what Gracchus

Babeuf, the "inventor" of modern Communism, characterized in 1795 as
"populicide.?"

The "dekulakization" of 1930-1932 repeated the policy of "de-Cossacki

zarion" but on a much grander scale. Its primary objective, in accordance with

the official order issued for this operation (and the regime's propaganda), was

"to exterminate the kulaks as a class." The kulaks who resisted collectivization

were shot, and the others were deported with their wives, children, and elderly

family members. Although not all kulaks were exterminated directly, sentences

of forced labor in wilderness areas of Siberia or the far north left them with

scant chance of survival. Several tens of thousands perished there; the exact

number of victims remains unknown. As for the great famine in Ukraine in

1912-13, which resulted from the rural population's resistance to forced col

lectivization, 6 million died in a period of several months.

Here, the genocide of a "class" may well be tantamount to the genocide

of a "race"-the deliberate starvation of a child of a Ukrainian kulak as a result

of the famine caused by Stalin's regime "is equal to" the starvation of a Jewish

child in the Warsaw ghetto as a result of the famine caused by the Nazi regime.

Such arguments in no way detract from the unique nature of Auschwitz-the

mobilization of leading-edge technological resources and their use in an "in

dustrial process" involving the construction of an "extermination factory," the

use of gas, and cremation. However, this argument highlights one particular

feature of many Communist regimes-their systematic use of famine as a

weapon. The regime aimed to control the total available food supply and, with

immense ingenuity, to distribute food purely on the basis of "merits" and

"demerits" earned bv individuals. This policy was a recipe for creating famine

on a massive scale. Remember that in the period after 1918, only Communist

countries experienced such famines, which led to the deaths of hundreds of

thousands, and in some cases millions, of people. And again in the 1980s, two

African countries that claimed to be Marxist-Leninist, Ethiopia and Mozarn-

biq ue, were the only such countries to suffer these deadly famines. .

A preliminary global accounting of the crimes committed by Communist

regimes shows the following:

The execution of tens of thousands of hostages and prisoners without

trial and the murder of hundreds of thousands or rebellious workers,
and peasants from 1918 to 1922

The famine of 1922, which caused the deaths of 5 million people
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The extermination and deportation of the Don Cossacks in 1920
The murder of tens of thousands in concentration camps from 1918 to

1930
The liquidation of almost 690,000 people in the Great Purge of 1937-38
The deportation of 2 million kulaks (and so-called kulaks) in 1930-1932
The destruction of 4 million Ukrainians and 2 million others by means
of an artificial and systematically perpetuated famine in 1932-33
The deportation of hundreds of thousands of Poles, Ukrainians, Baits,
Moldovans, and Bessarabians from 1939 to 1941, and again in 1944--45
The deportation of the Volga Germans in 1941
The wholesale deportation of the Crimean Tatars in 1943
The wholesale deportation of the Chechens in 1944
The wholesale deportation of the Ingush in 1944
The deportation and extermination of the urban population in
Cambodia from 1975 to 1978
The slow destruction of the Tibetans by the Chinese since 1950

No list of the crimes committed in the name of Leninism and Stalinism
would be complete without mentioning the virtually identical crimes commit
ted by the regimes of Mao Zedong, Kim II Sung, and Pol Pot.

A difficult epistemological question remains: Should the historian employ
the primarily legal categories of "crime against humanity" and "genocide"? Are
these concepts not unduly time specific-focusing on the condemnation of
Nazism at Nuremberg-for use in historical research aimed at deriving relevant
medium-term conclusions? On the other hand, are these concepts not some
what tainted with questionable "values" that distort the objectivity of historical
research?

First and foremost, the history of the twentieth century has shown us that
the Nazis had no monopoly over the use of mass murder by states and party
states. The recent experiences in Bosnia and Rwanda indicate that this practice
continues as one of the hallmarks of this century.

Second, although it might not be appropriate to revive historical methods
of the nineteenth century, whereby historians performed research more for the
purpose of passing judgment than for understanding the issue in question, the
immense human tragedies directly caused by certain ideologies and political
concepts make it impossible to ignore the humanist ideas implicit in our judeo
Christian civilization and democratic traditions-for example, the idea of re
spect for human life. A number of renowned historians readily use the
expression "crime against humanity" to describe Nazi crimes, including jean
Perre Azema in his article "Auschwitz"! and Pierre Vidal-Naquet on the trial
of Paul Touvier." Therefore, it does not seem inappropriate to use such terms
and concepts to characterize the crimes committed by Communist regimes.
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In addition to the question of whether the Communists in power were
directly responsible for these crimes, there is also the issue of complicity. Article
7(3.77) of the Canadian criminal code, amended in 1987, states that crimes
against humanity include infractions of attempting, conspiring, counseling,
aiding, and prll7.:ldlng encouragement [or de facto complicity" This accords with
the definition of crimes against humanity in Article 7(3.76) of the same code:
"attempting or conspiring to commit, counseling any person to commit, aiding
or abetting am person in the commission of, or beingan accessory after the fact
in relation to the act" (emphasis added). Incredibly, from the 1920s to the 1950s,
when hundreds of thousands of people served in the ranks of the Communist
lntcrnurionul and local sections of the "world party of the revolution," Com
munists and fellow-travelers around the world warmly approved Lenin's and
subsequently Stalin's policies. From the 1950s to the 1970s, hundreds of thou
sands of people sang the praises of the "Great Helmsman" of the Chinese
Revolution and extolled the virtues of the Great I .eap Forward and the Cultural
Revolution. :\Iuch closer to our time, there was widespread rejoicing when Pol
Pot came to powcr.!" Many will S,ly that they "didn't know." Undoubtedly, of
course, it was not always easy to learn the facts or to discover the truth, for
Communist regimes had mastered the art of censorship as their favorite tech
nique for concealing their true activities. But quite often this ignorance was
mcrclx the rcsu It of ideologies II y motivured self-deeeption. Starting in the
IlJ·Ws· and IlJS()s, manv facts about these atrocities had become public knowl
edge and undeniable. 'And although many of these apologists have cast aside

their gods of vcstcrdav, they han; done so quietly and discreetly. What are we
to make of a profoundly amoral doctrine that seeks to stamp out every last trace

of civic-rnindcdncss in men's souls, and damn the consequences?
In Il)M\ onc of the pioneers in the study of Communist terror, Robert

Conquest, wrote: "The fact that so many people 'swallowed' [the Great Terror1
hook line .md sinker W,IS probably one of the reasons that the Terror sue
ceed~d so ~\c11. In particular, the tri~ls would not be so significant had they not
received the blessing of some 'independent' foreign commentators. These pun
dits should be held accountable as accomplices in the bloody politics of the
purges or at least blamed lur the fact that the political assassinations resumed
when the first show trial, regarding Zinovicv in IlJ36, was given an ill-deserved
stamp of apprnval."!' If the moral and intellectual complicity of a number of
non-Communists is judged by this criterion, what can be said of the complicity
of the Communists' I.ouis Aragon, for one, has publicly expressed regret for

having appealed in a IlJ.\ I poem for the creation of a Communist political police

in France.':'
Joseph Berger, a former Comintcr n official who was "purged" and then

exiled to the camps, quotes a letter received from a former gulag deportee who

remained a Party member even after her return:
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My generation of Communists everywhere accepted the Stalinist form
of leadership. We acquiesced in the crimes. That is tru e not only of
Soviet Communi sts, but of Communists all over the world. We, espe
cially the active and leading members of the Party, carry a stain on our
consciences individu allyand collectively. The only way we can erase it is
to make sure that noth ing of the sort ever happens again. How was all
th is possible' Did we all go crazy, or have we now become traitors to

Communism? The truth is that all of us, including the leaders directly
und er Stalin, saw these crimes as the opposite of what they wcre. We
believed that they were important contributions to the victory of social
ism . We thought everything that promoted the power politics of the
Communist Party in the Soviet Union and in the world was good for
socialism. We never suspected that conflict between Communist politics
and Communist ethics was possible.!'

Berg er, however, tries to have it both ways. "On the other hand , I person 
ally feel that there is a difference between criticizin g people for having accepted
Stalin's policy, which many Communists did not do, and blam ing them for not

having prevented his crimes . To suppose that th is could have been done by any
individual , no matt er how import ant he might have been, is to misunderstand

Stalin's byzantine tyranny." !' Thus Berger has found an excuse for having been
in the U.S.S.R. and for having been caught up in its inferna l machin e without

any means of escape. But what self-deception kept Western European Com
munists, who had not been di rectly arr ested by the People's Commissariat of

Internal Affairs (N KV D, the secret police), blind ly babbl ing away about th e

system and its leader ? Wh y could they not hear the wake-up call at the very
star t? In his remarkable work on the Russian Revoluti on , The Soviet Tragedy,

Ma rti n M alia lifts a corner of the curtai n when he speaks of " this paradox ...

that . . . [it] takes a great ideal to produce a great crime."! ' Annie Kriegel,
another major student of Communism, insists that there is a cause-and-effect

relationsh ip bet ween the two faces of Communism, as sure ly as day follows
night.

T zvctan Tod orov offer ed the first response to this paradox:

A citizen of a Western democracy fondly imagines that totalitarian ism
lies utterly beyond the pale of normal human aspirations. And yet,
totalitarianism could never have sur vived so long had it not been able to
dr aw so many people into its fold. There is something else-it is a
formidably effi cient machine. Communist ideology offers an idealized
model for society and exhorts us toward it. The desire to change the
world in the name of an ideal is, after all, an essential characteristic of
human identity . . . Furthermore, Communist society strips the ind ivid
ual of his responsibilities. It is always "somebody else" who makes the
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decisions. Remember, individual responsibility can feel like a crushing
burden . . . T he artraction of a totalitarian system, which has had a
powerful allur e fill' many, has its roots in a fear of freedom and responsi
bility. T his explains the popularity of authorita rian regimes (which is
Erich Fromm's thesis in !:..''\(l/Pt' [nnn Freedom s. None of this is new;
Bocthius had the right idea long ago when he spoke of "voluntary
servitude." \"

T he com plicity of those who rushed in to voluntary servitude has not

ulwuvs been as abst ract and theoreti cal as it may seem. Simple acceptance

and /or dissemination of propaganda designed to conceal the truth is invariably
a sym ptom of act ive complicity. Although it may not always succeed, as is

demonstr ated by the tragedy in Rwanda, the glare of the spotlight is the only
ctfccrivc response to mass crimes that arc committed in secre t and kept hidd en

from prying eyes.

An unalvsis of ter ror and dictatorship-the defini ng charnctcristics of Com
munists'in powcr - is no casy task. Jean H lcnstcin has defined Stalin ism as a

combination of Greek tra gedy and Oriental despotism . T his definition is ap

pealing, but it tails to account fill' the sheer modernity of the Communist
experience, its tot alitar ian impact dist inct from previously existing form s of

dictatorsh ip. A comparati ve synopsis may help to put it in context.
l:irst , we should consider the possib ility that responsibility for the crimes

of Communism can be traced to a Russian pen chant for opp ression . However,

the tsarist regime of ter ror against which the Bolsheviks fought pales in com

parison with the horrors committed by the Bolsheviks when they took power.
T he tsar allowed political prisoners to face a meaningful justice system. The
counsel fi ll' the defendant could repr esent his client up to the time of ind ict
ment and even hcvund , and he could also appeal to nation al ~1I1 d international

public op inion, an'option unavailable und er Communist regimes. Prisoners and

convicts benefited from a set of rules gover ning the pr isons, and the system of
imprisonment and deport ation was relat ively lenient. Those who were deport ed

could take their families, read and write as they pleased, go hunting and fishing,
and talk ubout the ir " misfortune" with their companions. Lenin and Stalin had

fi rsthand experience of this . I': \'(;n the events described by Fyodor Dostoevsky
in .1lt'11/IJirs [rom Ihe Hause o]' the Deud, which had such a great impact when it

was pUhlished , seem tame by comparison with the horror s of Communism .

True, riots and insurrection s were brutally crushed by the III1(it'l1 n:gime. How
ever, from IX2 ) to IY17 the total number of people sentenced to death in Russia

IiI I' their polit ical beliefs or activities was 6,360, of whom only 3,YJ2 were
executed . T his number can be subdivided chro no logically into \YI fill' the year s
IX2)-1 Y()) and .1,741 till' 1l)()6-l91 t). These figures were surpassed by the
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Bolsheviks in March 1918 , afte r the y had been in power for only four months.
It follows th at tsar ist repression was not in the same league as Co mmunist

dictatorsh ip.
From the In os to the I<)40s, Communism set a standa rd for tcrror to

which fascist regimes cou Id aspire. A glance at the figure s for these reg imes

shows that a comparison may not be as straightfor ward as it would first appear.
Italian Fascism, the first regime of its kind and the first that openly claimed to

be "totalitarian," undoubtedly imprisoned and regularl y mistreated its political
opponents. Although inca rceration seldom led to death , durin g the I <)3()s Italy
had a few hundred political prisoner s and several hundred am lmut], placed
under house ar rest on th e coun try's coastal islands. In addi tion, of cours e, there

were tens of thousand s of politi cal exiles.

Before World War II , Nazi ter ror targeted several gro ups. Opponent s of
the Nazi regime, consistin g mostly of Communists, Socialists, anarchists, and

trade union activists, were incarcerated in prisons and invariably interned in
concen trat ion camps, where they were subj ected to extreme brutality. .'\1 1told,

from 1933 to 1939 about 20,000 left-win g militants were killed afte r trial or
with out trial in the camps and prisons. T hese tigures do not inclu de the

slaughter of other Nazis to settle old scores, as in "The N ight of the Lon g
Kni ves" in June 1934. Ano the r category of victim s doomed to die were Ge r

man s who did not meet the proper racial criteria of "tall blond Aryuns." such
as th ose who were old or mentally or physically defect ive. As a result of the
war, Hitle r forged ahead with a euthanasia program - 70,()O[) Germans were

gassed between the end of 1931l and the beginning of 1941, when churc hes

began to demand that thi s program be stopped. The gassing methods devised

for this euthanasia program were applied to the third group of victim s, the

Jews.
Before World War 11 , crackdowns against the Jews were widespread ; per 

sec ution reach ed its peak during Kristullnu cht, with several hundred deaths and
3S,()(JOround ed up ftlr internment in concent ration camps. These fi gure s apply

only to th e per iod before the invasion of the Soviet Unio n. T hereafter the full
ter ror of the Nazis was unleashed, producing the follo wing' body count- I:;

million civilians killed in occ up ied countries, 6 million Jl:WS, 3J million Soviet
prisoners of war, 1.1 million deportees who died in th e camps, and several

hundred thousand Gypsies. We should add another /; million who succumbed
to the ravages of forced labo r and 1.6 million surviving inmates of the concen
trati on camps.

The Naz i terror captures the imaginat ion for three reasons. First, it
touched the lives of Europ ean s so closely. Second, because the :\azis were

vanquished and their leade rs prosecuted at Nuremberg, their crimes have been
officially exposed and categori zed as crimes. And fi nally, the revelati on of the
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genoc ide carried out aga inst th e Jews outraged th e conscience of humanity by

its irr ationality, racism , and unprecedent ed blood thirstiness.
O ur purpose here is not to devise some kind of macabre comparative

system for crunch ing numbers, some kind of grand total that dou bles the
horror, some kind of hierarchy of cruelty. But the intransigent facts dem on

stra te that Communist regimes have victimized approximately 100 million
people in contrast to the approximately 2S mill ion victims of the Nazis. This

clear record sho uld pro vide at least some basis tilr assessing th e similarity
between the Naz i regime, which since 1114 5 has been conside red the most

viciously crimina l regime of this cent ur y, and the Communist system, which
as lat e as IlllJ I had preserved its innmntional legitirnacy unimp aired and which ,

even today, is sti ll in power in certai n count ries and continues to prot ect its
supporters the world over. And even though many Communist parties have
belarcdlv acknowledged Stalinism 's crimes, most have not abandoned Lenin 's

principles and sc arcelv question their own involvement in acts of terrori sm.
The methods implemented by Lenin und perfected by Sta lin and the ir

hen chmen brin g to mimi the meth ods used by the Nazis, bu t most often th is

is becau se the latter adopted the techn iques developed by the form er. Rudol f
Hess, charged with org,lOizing the camp at Auschwitz and later appointed its
commandant, is a perfe ct examp le: "T he Reich Sccurirv I lead Office issued to

th e com ma ndan ts a full collection of reports concern ing the Russian concen

trat ion camps. These described in great detail the conditions in, and organiza

tion of, the Russian camps, as supplied hv former prisoners who had managed
to escape. Great emphasis was placed on the Iuct that the Russians, hy thei r
massive employment of forced labor, had destroyed whole peopl es ."!' However,

the fact that the techniques of mass violenc e and the inten sity of their usc

origi nated with the Communists and that the ;-\uis were inspired hy them d ocs

not implv, in our view, that one can postu late a cause-and-effect relationship

between th e Bolshevik revoluti on and the rise of Nazism.
From the end of the I920s, the State Pol itical 1)irl:etor ate (GPU, the new

name for the Chcku) int roduced a quota meth od -cach region and district had

to arres t, depo rt, or shoot a certain percen tage of people who were memb ers
of several "e nemy" social classes. These qu otas were ccnrrnllv (kfined under

the super vision of the Party. T he mania lor planning and main taining stati stics
was not confined to the economy: it was also an important weapon in the arsenal

of terror. From 1920 on , with the victor y of the Red Arm y mer the Whit e

Ar rnv in the Crimea, statistical and soc iological methods made an appearance,
with 'victims se lected accordin g to precise crit eria on the basis of a compulsory

qu estionnaire. The same "sociological" methods were used by th e Soviet Union
to organize mass deportations and liquidation s in th e Baltic states and occu pied
Poland in IlJ 31)-l lJ41. As with the Nazis, th e rransporrat ion of deportees in
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ca tt le ca rs ush ered in "a be rra tio ns." In ]943 and 19+4, in the rnidd le of the

war, S talin di verted thousands of tr ucks and hundreds of thou sands of so ld iers

se rv ing in th e speci al NKVD troops from the front on a short-term bas is in

orde r to deport the var ious peo ples living in the Ca ucasus. T his ge noc idal

im pulse, which aims at " the total or part ial dest ru ction of a nat ion al , ethnic,

ra cia l, or re ligio us gro up. o r a gro u p that has been determined on the basis of

any othe r arb itra ry cr iteri on," was a pp lied by Communist rul ers agains t g ro ups

bra nded as ene mies and to entire segm ent s of societ y, and was pu rsu ed to its
m aximum hy Pol Pot and his K hmer Rou ge.

Effort s to draw parallels between Nazism and Com m unis m on th e basi s
of th eir res pec tive exte rmi natio n tact ics may give offense to some peopl e.

H owever, we shoul d rec all how in For/T('/' FIll /ping Vasi lv Grossma n, whose

mother was killed hy th e Naz is in th e Herd vchiv ghetto. who a uthored th e first

work on T re blin ka, and who was one of the ed itors of the Blarl: Bllo/'- on the

ex te rmination of Soviet jews, has one of his character s describe the famine in

Ukraine: "writers kept writing . . . Stalin himself: too: the kulaks are parasites;

th ey are burning grain ; they are killing children. .'\ nd it was ope nly proclaimed

' tha t the rage and wrath o f the masses mu st he inflam ed agains t them , th cv

must be d est ro yed as a class, because th ey are accursed ." He adds : "To mas

sac re them , it was necessary to pr oclaim that kulaks arc not human bein gs, just

as th e G ermans procl aimed tha t jews arc not human beings. T hus d id Lenin

and Stalin say: kulaks arc not human bein gs." In con clusion, G rossman sa l's of

th e child re n of th e ku laks: "That is exact ly how the Nazis rut the j e~l'ish

child re n into the Nazi gas cham hers: ' You are not allowed to live, vou are all
Jew s!' " IX .

T ime and again th e focus of the ter ror was less on tar geted ind ivid uals
th an on gro ups of people. The purpose of the terror was to extermi nate a g- ro up

tha t had be en design ated as the enemy. Even though it migh t he onlv a small

fra ction of society. it had to be stam ped out to satisfy thi s genoc idal-im r ulse.

T h us, the tec h nil/li es of segregation and excl usion employed in a "cl ass-based

tot alitarian ism " closely resemble th e techn ique s of " race- based tot al itarian

ism ." T he fu ture Nazi society was to be bu ilt upon a "pu re race," and the fu ture

Co m m unist society was to he built upon a prolet ar ian peopl e purified of the

d regs of th e bourgeoisie. The restructu ring of these two societies was envi

sioned in th e same way, even if the crackdowns were differen t. Therefor e, it

would be fool ish to pr et end th at Co m m unis m is a form of univer salism . Co m

munism m ay have a worldwide pu rpose. but like Nazism it deem s a pan of

humanity un worthy of ex iste nce . T he difference is that the Co m m unist mod el

is based on the class syste m, the Nazi mod el on race and tcrritorv, Th us the

transgressions of L enin ism, St alin ism, Maoism, and the Khmer R;Juge pose a

fresh challenge for humanity, and particularly for legal scho lars and hist ori ans:
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spec ifically, how do we descr ibe a crime designed to extermi na te not merel y

individ ua ls or opposing gro ups but entire segments of societ y on a ma ssive

scale for th eir political and ideol ogical beli efs? A whol e new language is needed

for this. Som e autho rs in the English-s pea king countries usc th e term " polit i

cide." O r is th e term "Comm unist crimes ," suggested by Czech legal scholars,

pr efer able ?

H ow arc we to assess Com m unis m's crimes? What lesson s are we to learn from

them ' Why has it been necessary to wait until the end of the twentieth centu ry

fill' this suhj ect to sh ow up on th e academic radar scree n? It is undoubtedl y the

case th at the study of S talinis t and Communis t ter ror, when compared to the

study of N azi crimes, has a grea t deal of ca tc hi ng- up to do (alt hough such

resear ch is gai ning popularity in Eas tern Euro pe).

O ne canno t hel p noticing the stro ng con trast betwee n the study of Na zi

and Communist crimes. The victo rs of 1945 legitimately made Nazi crimes

and especially the genocide of the Jews-the central focus of th eir condemna

tio n of Nazism. A number of resea rche rs aro und the world have been working

on the se issues for decad es. Thou sands of book s and dozens of tilms-most

notably Nigh: lint! F0l!.. Shoah, Sophies Choice, and Schindler's List- have been

devoted to the s ubjec t. Raul H ilber g, to nam e but one exam ple, has centered

his major work upon a detailed description of the methods used to put j ews to

death in the Third Reich."
Yet scholars have neglected th e cr imes committed by th e Communists.

Whi le names such as Hirnmlcr and Eichma nn arc recog nized around the world

as byword s for twentieth-centu ry barbarism , the names of Fcli ks D zerzh insky,

Ge;rikh Yugod a, and N ikolai Ezhov lan gu ish in obscurity. As for Len in, M ao,

H o Ch i M inh, and even Stal in , th ey have always enjoy ed a surprising reverence.

A French government agency, the National Lotter y, was cra zy enough to use

S talin and Ma o in one of its adver tising cam paigns . Would anyone even dare

to come up with th e idea of featuring H itler or G oeb bels in commercia ls?

The ex traord ina ry atte n tio n paid to Hitler 's crimes is entirely just ified . It
respects th e wishes of the surv iving witn esses. it satisfies the needs of re

searchers trying to understand th ese events, and it reflects the desire of moral

and political authorit ies to strengthen democrati c values. But the revel ations

co ncern ing Com m unis t crimes cause barely a stir. Why is there such an awk

ward silence fro m pol iticians? W hy such a deafening silence from the acade mic

world rega rd ing th e Co m munist catastro phe, whi ch touched the lives of about

one-third of humanity on four continents during a peri od spanning eigh ty

years? Why is th ere suc h widesp read relu ctance to make such a crucia l factor

as crime- ma ss crime, systematic crime, and crime against humanity-a cen

tr al factor in the analysis of Com munism ? Is thi s really something that is
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beyond human understandin g? Or are we talking; about a refusal to scrutinize
th e subjec t too closely for fear of learn ing the tr uth about it?

The reasons for th is reticence are many and various. First, there is the
dictators ' und erstandable ur ge to erase their crimes and to just if~ ' the actions
they canno t hide, Khr ushchev's "Secret Speec h" of 1950 was the fir st admis
sion of Communist atrocitie s by a Communi st leader, It was ulso the statemen t
of a tyran t seeking to gloss over the crimes he himself committed when he
headed the U krainian Communist Party at the height of the terror, cri mes that
he clever ly attributed to Sta lin by claiming that he and his henchm en were
me rely obey ing orders, T o cover up the vast majority of Communist offenses,
Khru shchev spoke only of victims who were Communists, although thev were
far fewer in num ber than the other kind , He defined these crimes with a
euphemism, desc ribing them in his conclusion as "abuses committed under
Stalin" in order to justify the continuity of the system that retained the samc
principles, the same structure, and the same people,

In his inimitable fashion Khrushchev described the opposition he t:lced
while prep ar ing his "Sec ret Speech," especially from one of Stalin' s confidants:
"[ Laza r] Kuga novich was suc h a yes-man that he would have cut his own
father's th roat if Stalin had winked and said it W.1S in the interests of the
cause- the Stalinist cause, th at is , , _He was arguing against me out of a seltish
fear for his own hide, He was motivated entirely by his eagerness to escape any
res ponsib ility I'm what had happened, If crimes had been commi tted, Ku
ganovich wanted to make sure his own tracks were covered ." ?" T he absolute
denial of access to archives in Comm unist countries, the total control of the
pr int and other media as well as of border crossings, the pro paganda trumpet 
ing the reg ime's "s uccesses," and the entire apparatus fill' keep ing inforrn.n ion
under lock and key were designed primaril y to ensure that the awful trut h
would never sec the light of day,

Not satisfied with the con cealment of their misdeeds, the tvrunrs svstcm 
utically at tacked all who dared to expose thei r crimes. After World \Var II this
became star kly clear on two occasions in France, From January to April 1949,
the " trial" of Vikror Kravchcnk o-i- a former senior official who wrote I Chose
Freedom, in which he descri bed Sta lin's dictatorship-was conducted in Paris
in the pages of the Comm unist magazine l.es lettres [rancaises, which was
managed by Lo uis Aragon and which heaped abuse on Kravchcnko. hom
November 1950 to January 1951, again in Paris, Les lettres [raucaisc« held
ano ther " trial"--{)f David Re usser. an inte llectual and for mer T rotskvitc who
was deponed to G ermany bv the Nazis and who in 1946 received the Rcnuudot
Prize for his book The IVo/,U 4 Concentration Camps, On 12 November ](H I)

Rou sset ur ged all former Nazi camp deportees to form a comm ission of inquirv
into the Sov iet camp system and was savagely attacked hy the Communis t press,
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which denied the existence of such camps. Following Rousser's call, Mar garet
Huber-Neumann recounted her experience of being twice deport ed to concen
tration camps-once to a Nazi camp and once to a Soviet camp-in an art icle
published on 25 Februa ry 1950 in Figaro litterairc. "An Inqui ry on Soviet

Camps: Who Is Worse, Satan or Beelzebub ?" ,
Despi te these efforts to enlighten hum ankind , the tyrants continued to

w-heel out ucavv arti llery to silence all those who stood in their way anywhcre
in the world _' I-'he Com mu nist assassins set out to incapacitate, discredit , and

inlimidatc their adversaries. Aleksandr Soli',heni tsyn , Vladimir Bukovsky, Al
cksundr Zinm'ie\, and J.conid Plvushch were expelled Irom their own country;
Andrei Sukharo v \\ as exiled to Go rky; Gen eral Petro Hr yhorenko was th rown
into a psvchiaui c hospital; and Georgi Markov was assassinated with an um

brella t hat tired pellets lilled with poison _
1n the b ee of such incessant intimidatio n and cover- ups, the victims grew

reluctant to speak out and were effectively preven ted from reentering mai,n
stream socicty, where their accusers and executioners were eyer-present. Vasily
Grossman el:)Lj uently describes their despair." In contrast to the Jewish Holo
caust, which the i n lern ~lt iona l.lewish community hJS actively commemorated,
it has been impossib le for victims of Communism ami their legal advocates to

keep the memory of the tragedy alive, and unv requ ests for cummemoratlO n or

demands lor rep'lra tion arc br ushed aside.
When the i vrunts could no longer hide the truth-the tiring squads, the

concentra tion (;l:11 PS, the nun-made famine- they did their best to justify these
atrocities 11\ glossing them over, After admitt ing the lise of terr or, they justified
it .IS ~l ncccssurv aspect of revolution through the usc of such catchphrases as
" When \ III I C UI' down a forest , the shavings get blown away" or "You can't make

an omelet without hrca king eggs," Vladimir Buko vskv retorted that he had seen
the broken q~g;s, h ut no one he knew had ever tasted the omele_t! Perhaps the
single greatest evil was the perver sion of language, As if by magic, the conccn
tr.ltion-clmp system was turned into a "r eedu cation system," a ~d t~e t y~ants

bcc.rruc " ed ucators " who rrnnsfor mcd the people 01 the old sucietv 1I1to new
peop le," The ~cJ.'-,. a term used for Soviet concentra tion camp prisoner s, ~\c re

Iorciblv " im'ited" to place their trust in a syste m that enslaved them, In China
the co~ce n tr .lt i o n-cam p prisoner is called .1 "student," and he is requir ed to
studv the correct thoughts of the Party and to rc!ilrm his own faulty , t h i n ~i ng-

' :\ s is usuallv the case, a lie is not, str ictly speaking, the opposite ol the

tru th, and a lie " .'ill gener'llly conta in an clement of truth , Pervert ed words .~ re
situa ted in a twisted vision that distort s the land scape; one is confronted With
~1 mvupic social and political philoso[1hy, Attitudes twisted hy ,Communist
prol~aganda arc easy to correct, hut it is monument.llly d i f~cu lt to IIlStl:uct false
prophets in the ways of intellectual tolerance. T he fi rst impression IS always
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the one that lingers. Like marti al artists, the Communists, thank s to their
incomparable propaganda strength grounded in the subversion of language,
successfully turned the tables on the criticisms leveled against their terrorist
tactics, continually uniting the ranks of their militants and sympathizers by
renewing the Communist act of faith. Thus they held fast to their fundamental
principle of ideological belief, as formulated by Tertullian for his own era : "I
believe, because it is absurd ."

Like common prostitutes, intellectuals found themselves inveigled into
counterpropaganda operations. In 1928 Maksim Gorky accepted an invitation
to go on an "excursion" to the Solovetski Islands, an experimental concentra
tion camp that would "metastasize" (to use Solzhenitsyn's word) into the Gulag
system. On his return Gorky wrote a book extolling the glories of the Solovetski
cam ps and the Soviet government. A French writer, Henri Barbu sse, recipient
of the 1916 Prix Goncourt, did not hesitate to praise Stalin's regime for a fee.
His 1928 book on "marvelous Georgia" made no mention of the massacre
carried out there in 1921 by Stalin and his henchman Sergo Ordzhonikidze. It
also ignored Lavrenti Beria, head of the N KVD, who was noteworthy for his
Machiavellian sensibility and his sadism . ln 1935 Barbusse brought out the first
official biography of Stalin. More recently Maria Antonietta Macciochi spoke
gushingly about Mao Zedong, and Alain Peyrefirte echoed the same sentiments
to a lesser degree, while Danielle Mitterrand chimed in to praise the deeds of
Fidel Castro. Cupidity, spinelessness, vanitv fascination with rower violence
and revolutionary fervor-whatever the m~tivation, totalitarian dic~atorshir~
have always found plenty of diehard supporters when they had need of them,
and the same is true of Communist as of other dictatorships.

Confronted with this onslaught of Communist propaganda, the West has
long labored under an extraordinary self-deception, simultaneously fueled bv
naivete in the face of a particularly devious system , by the fear of S~"iet power,
and by the cynicism of politicians. There was self-deception at the meeting in
Yalta, when President Franklin Delano Roosevelt ceded Eastern Europe to
Stalin in return for a solemn undertaking that the latter would hold free
elections at the earliest opportunity. Realism and resignation had a rendezvous
with destiny in Moscow in December 1944, when General Charles de Gaulle
abandoned hapless Poland to the devil in return for guarantees of social and
political peace, duly assured by Maurice Thorez on his return to Paris.

This self-deception was a source of comfort and was given quasi-legiti
macy by the widespread belief among Communists (and many leftists) in the
West that while these countries were "building socialism ," the Communist
"Utopia," a breeding ground for social and political conflicts, would remain
safely distant. Simone Weil epitomized this pro-Communist trendiness when
she said, "revolutionary workers are only too thankful to have a state backing
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them-a state that gives an official character, legitimacy, and reality to their
actions as only a state can, and that at the same time is sufficientl y far away
from them geographically to avoid seeming oppressive.'?" Communism was
supposedl y showing its true colors-it claimed to be an emissary of the En
lightenment, of a tradition of social and human emancipation, of a dream of
"true equality," and of "happiness for all" as envisioned by Gracchus Babeuf.
And paradoxically. it was this image of "enlightenment" that helped keep the
true nature of its evil almost entirely concealed .

Whether intentional or not, when dealing with this ignorance of the
criminal dimension of Communism, our contemporaries ' indifference to their
fellow humans can never he forgotten. It is not that these individuals are
coldhearted . On the contrary, in certain situations they can draw on vast un
tapped reserves of brotherhood, friendship, affection, even love. However, as
Tzveran Todorov has pointed out, "remembrance of our own woes prevents us
from perceiving the suffering of others."!' And at the end of both world wars,
no European or Asian nation was spared the endless grief and sorrow of licking
its own wounds. France's own hesitancv to confront the history of the dark
years of the Occupation is a compelling illustration in and of itself. The history,
or rather non history, of the Occupation continues to overshadow the French
conscience. We encounter tbe same pattern, albeit to a lesser degree, with the
history of the "Nazi" period in Germany, the "Fascist" period in Italy, the
" Franco" era in Spain , the civil war in Greece, and so on . In this century of
blood and iron, everyone has been too preoccupied with his own misfortunes
to worrv much about the misfortunes of others.

However, there are three more specific reasons for the cover-up of the
criminal aspects of Communism. The first is the fascination with the whole
notion of revolution itself. In rodav's world, breast-bearing over the idea of
"revolution," as dreamed about in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, is
far from over. The icons of revolution-the red flag, the International, and the
raised fist-reemerge with each social movement and on a grand scale. Che
Guevara IS hack in fashion . Openly revolutionary groups arc active and enjoy
every legal right to state their views, hurling abuse on e' en the mildest criti
cisms of crimes committed by their predecessors and onlv too eager to spout
the eternal verities regarding the "achievements" of 1.cnin, Trotsky. or Mao.
This rcvolurionary fervor is not embraced solely by revolutionaries . Many
contributors to this book themselves used to believe in Communist propaganda.

The second reason is the participation of the Soviet Union in the victory
over Nazism, which allowed the Communists to use fervent patriotism as a
mask to conceal their latest plans to take rower into their own hands . From
June llJ41, Communists in all occupied countries commenced an active and
frequently armed resistance against Nazi or Italian occupation Iorces. Like
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resistance fighters everywhere, they paid the price for their efforts, with thou
sands being executed by firing squad, slaughtered, or deported. And they
"played the martyr" in order to sanctify the Communist cause and to silence
all criticism of it. In addition to this, Juring the Resistance many non
Communists became comrades-in-arms, forged bond s of solidarity, and shed
their blood alongside their Communist fellows. As a result of this past these
non-Communists may have been willing to turn a blind eye to certain things.
In France, the Gaullist attitude was often influenced bv this shared memorv
and was a factor behind the politics of General de GauIJ~, who tried to playoff
the Soviet Union against the Americans ."

The Communists' parti cipation in the war and in the victorv over Nazism
institutionalized the whole notion of antifa scism as an article 0'1' faith for the

leli:. The Communists, of cours e, portrayed them selves as the best repre
sentatives and defenders of this antifascism , For Communism, antifascism
became a brilli antly effective label that could he used to silence one's opponents
qui ckly. Francois Furet wrote some superb articles on the subject . The defeated
\:azism was labeled the "Supreme Evil" by the Allies, and Communism thus
automaticall y wound up on the side of Good . This was made crvstal clear
durin g the N uremberg trials, where Soviet jurists were among the prosecutors.
Thus a veil was drawn over embarrassing antidemocratic episodes, such as the
German-Soviet pact of IY3Y and the massacre at Karvn . Victory mer the Nazis
W,lS supposed to demonstrate the superiority of the (~ommuni~t system . In the
Europe liber ated hy the British and the Americans (which was spared the
su fferings of occupation) this was done for propaganda purposes to arou se a
keen sense of gratitude to the Red Army and a sense of guilt for the sacrifices
made by the peoples of the U.S.S.R. The Communists did nor hesitate to play
upon the sentiments of Europeans in spreading the Communist message.

By the same token, the ways in which Eastern Europe was "liberated" bv
the Red Army remain largely unknown in the West, where historians assimilat~
two very different kinds of " liberation," one leading to the restoration of
democracies, the other paving the way for the advent of dictatorships. In
Central and Eastern Europe, the Soviet system succeeded the Thousand Year
Reich, and Witold Gornbrowicz neatly captured the tragedy facing these peo
ples: "The end of the war did not bring liberation to the Poles. In the battle
grounds of Central Europe, it simply meant swapping one form of evil for
another, H itler' s henchmen for Stalin's. While sycophants cheered and rejoiced
at the 'emancipation of the Polish people from the feudal yoke,' the same lit
cigarette was simply passed from hand to hand in Poland and continued to burn
the skin of people." I; Therein lay the fault line between two European folk
memories. However, a number of publications have lifted the curtain to show
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how the U.S.S.R. "liberated" the Poles, Germans, Czechs, and Slovaks from

Nazism."
The final reason for the gentl e treatment of Communism is subtler and a

little trickier to explain . After \<·.145 the Jewish genocide became a byword for
modern barbarism, the epitome of twentieth-century mass terror. After initially
disputing the unique nature of the persecution of the Jews by the Na zis, the
Communists soon gra sped the benefits involved in immortalizing the Holocaust
as a way of rekindling antifascism on a more systematic basis. The specter of
"the filthy beast whose stomach is fertile again"-ru usc Bertolr Brecht's fa
mous phrase·-was invoked incessantly and constantly. More recently, a single
minded focus on the Jewish genocide in an attempt to characterize the
Holocaust as a unique atrocity has also prevented an assessment of other
episodes of comparable magnitude in the Communist world . After all, it seems
scarcclv plausihle that the victors who had helped bring about the destruction
of a genocidal apparatus might themselves have put the very same methods into
practice. When faced with this p'1radox, people generally preferred to bury their

heads in the sand .

The first turning point in the official recognition of Communist crimes came
on the evening of z.t February 1956, when First Secretary Nikita Khrushchev

took the podium at the Twentieth Congress of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union, the CPSu. The proceedings were conducted behind dosed
doors ; only delegates to the Congress were prcscnt . In absolute silence,
stunned bv what thcv were hearing, the delegates listened as the first secretary
of the Pa~t y svstcrnatically dismantled the image of the "little father of the
peoples," of the "genius Stalin," who fill' thirt y years had been the hero of
world Communism . This rcpurt, immort~llized as Khrushchev's "Secret

Speech," W~lS one of the watersheds in the life of contemporary Communism.
For the first time, a hi[!:h-ranking Communist leader had officially acknowl
edged, albeit only as a tactical concession, that the regime that assumed power

in 1917 had undergone a criminal "deviation."
Khrushchcvs motivations tilr breaking one of the great taboos of the

Soviet regime were numerous. Khrushchcv's primary aim was to attribute the
crimes of Communism only to Stalin, thus circumscribing the evil, and to

eradicate it once and for all' in an effort to salvage the Communist regime. A
determination to carry out an arrack on Stalin's cliq ue, which stood in the way
of Khrushchev's power and believed in the methods practiced by their former
boss, entered equally into his decision. Beginning in June 1957, these men were
svsrcrnaticallv removed from office. However, for the first time since ]<).\4, the
act of "being put to death politically" was not followed hy an actuul death, and
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this telling detail itself illustrates that Khrushchev's motives were more com

plex. Having been the boss of Ukraine for years and, in this capacity, having

carried out and covered up the slaughter of innocent civilians on a massive

scale, he may have grown weary of all this bloodshed. In his memoirs, in which

he was naturally concerned with portraying himself in a flattering light,

Khrushchev recalled his feelings: "The Congress will end, and resolutions will

be passed, all as a matter of form. But then what) The hundreds and thousands

of people who were shot will stay on our consciences." As a result, he scvcrcl ,

reprimanded his colleagues:

What are we going to do about all those who were arrested and elimi
nated? ... We now know that the people who suffered during the re
pressions were innocent. We hale indisputable proof that, far from

being enemies of the people, they were honest men and women, devoted

to the Party, dedicated to the Revolution, and committed to the Leninist
cause and to the building of Socialism and Communism in the Soviet
Union ... I still think it's impossible to cover cvcrvrhing up. Sooner or
later people will be coming out of the prisons and the camps, and thcv'll
return to the cities. They'll tell their relatives, friends, and comrades,

and everyone back home what happened we're obliged to speak
candidly to the delegates about the conduct of the Party leadership
during the years in question ... How em we pretend not to know what
happened) We know there was a reign of repression and arbitrary rule in

the Party, and we must tell the Congress what we know ... In the life of
anyone who has committed a crime, there comes a moment when a
confession will assure him leniency if not exculpation. 2;

Among some of the men who had had a hand in the crimes perpetrated

under Stalin and who generally owed their promotions to the extermination of

their predecessors in office, a certain kind of remorse took hold-a lukewarm

remorse, a self-interested remorse, the remorse of a politician, but remorse

nonetheless. It was necessary for someone to put a star to the slaughter.

Khrushchev had the courage to do this even it~ in 1956, he sent Soviet tanks

in to Budapest.

In 1961, during the Twenty-second Congress of the CPSli, Khrushchev

recalled not only the victims who were Communists but all of Stalin's victims

and even proposed that a monument be erected in their memory. At this point

Khrushchev may have overstepped the invisible boundarv beyond which the

very raison d'etre of Communism was being chalienged-~am~ly,the absolute

monopoly on power reserved for the Communist Party. The monument never

saw the light of day. In 1962 the first secretary authorized the publication of

One Day In the Li/e of' hall Demsorich, by Alcksandr Solzhenitsvn. On 24
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October 1964 Khrushchev was stripped of his powers, but his life was spared,

and he died in obscurity in 1971.
There is a substantial degree of scholarly consensus regarding the impor

tance of the "Secret Speech," which represented a fundamental break in Com

munism's twentieth-century trajectory. Francois Furet, on the verge of quitting

the French Communist Party in 1954, wrote these words on the subject:

Now all of a sudden the "Secret Speech" of February 1956 had single
handedly shattered the Communist idea then prevailing around the
world. The voice that denounced Stalin's crimes did not come from the
West but from Moscow, and from the "holy of holies" in Moscow, the

Kremlin. It was not the voice of a Communist who had been ostracized
but the voice of the leading Communist in the world, the head of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Thus, instead of being tainted

by the suspicion that was invariably leveled at accusations made by
ex-Communists, Khrushchev's remarks gained the luster that reflected
glory upon its leader The extraordinary power of the "Secret
Speech" on the mind stemmed from the fact that it did not have any

opponents. 2H

This event was especially paradoxical inasmuch as a number of contem

poraries had long warned the Bolsheviks about the inherent dangers of this

course of action. From 1917 to 19 IS disgruntlement arose even within the

socialist movement itself, including among believers in the "great light from

the East," who were suddenly relentless in their criticism of the Bolsheviks.

Essentially the dispute centered upon the methods used by Lenin: violence,

crime and terror. From the 1920s to the 19S0s, while the dark side of Belshe-,
vism was being exposed by a number of witnesses, victims, and skilled ob-

servers (as well as in countless articles and other publications), people had to

bide their time until the Communist rulers would recognize this themselves.

Alas, the significance of this undoubtedly important development was misin

terpreted by the growing body of public opinion as a recognition of the errors

of Communism. This was indeed a misinterpretation, since the "Secret

Speech" tackled only the question of Communists as victims; but at least this

was a step in the right direction. It was the first confirmation of the testimony

by witnesses and of previous studies, and it corroborated long-standing suspi

cions that Communism was responsible for creating a colossal tragedy in

Russia.
The leaders of many "fraternal parties" were initially unconvinced of the

need to jump on Khrushchev's bandwagon. After some delay, a few leaders in

other countries did follow Khrushchev's lead in exposing these atrocities. How

ever, it was not until 1979 that the Chinese Communist Party divided Mao's
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policies between "great mer its," which lasted until 1957, and "great er rors,"
which came afterward. T he Vietnamese contented themselves with oblique
refere nces to the genocide perpetrated by Pol Pot. As for Castro , the atroc ities

committed un der h im have been denied.
Before Khrushchev's speech, denunciation of crimes committed by Com

munists came only from the ir enemies or from Trotskyite dissidents or anar 
chi sts; and such denunciation s had not been especially effective. The desire to
bear witness was as strong amo ng the survivors of Commu nist massacres as it
had been amo ng those who survived the Nazi slaughters. However, the survi
vors were few and far between, especially in France, where tangible experience
of the Soviet concentration-ca mp system had directly affected only a few
isolated groups, such as "In Spi te of Ourse lves," from Alsace-Lorrainc" \-Iost
of the tim e, however, the witn ess statements and the work carr ied out by
indepen dent commissions, suc h as David Rousset 's International Comm ission
on the Concentration Camp System and the Comm ission to Fin d the T ruth
about Sta lin 's Crimes, have been bur ied beneath an avalanche of Communist
prop aganda , aided and abette d by a silence born of cowardliness or indiffer
ence. T his silence generally managed to win out over the sporadic moments of
self-awareness resulting from the appearance of a new analytical work (such as
Solzhenitsyri's Gulag Archipelago) or an irreproachable eyewitn ess account
(such as Var lam Shalarnov's KII / )/I1/ll Tales and Pin Yarhay's Slay . 11m '. .tty
SOJl )..11J Regrettably, it was most tenacious in Western societies whenever the
phenomenon of Communism came under the microscope, Until now rhcy have
refus ed to face the reality that the Communist system, albeit in varying degrees,
possessed fund ament ally criminal underpinnings. By refusing to acknowledge
this, they were co-cons pirato rs in " the lie," as perhaps best sum med up bv
Friedrich Nie tzsche: "Men bel ieve in the truth of anythin g so long as they sec
that others strongly believe it is tru e."

Des pite widespread relu ctance to confront the issue, a number of ob
servers have risen to the challenge, From the llJ20s to the l lJSOs, lor want of
more reliable data (which were assiduously concealed by the Soviet regime)
researchers were wholly reliant on informati on provided hy defectors. '\ot on lv
were these eyewitness accounts subject to the normal skepticism with which
historians tr eat such testim ony; they were also sysrcmaricully discrcditcd h~

sympathizers of the Comm unist system, who accused the defectors of hein~

moti vated by vengeance or of being the tools of anti-Communist powers. Who
would have thought , in 1959, that a descript ion of the G ulag could be provided
by a high-ranking KGB defect or, as in the book bv Paul Barton: "-\nd who

would have thought of consult ing Barton himself, an exile from Czcchosiovuki«
whose real name was J iri Veltr usk~', who was one of the organize rs of the
anti-Nazi insur rections in Prague in JlH5 and who was forced to Ike his
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country in 194iP Yet anyone who confr onts the information held in recently
opened classified arc hives will find tha t the accounts provided in 1959 were
to tallv ac cura te .

In the 1l)60s and IlJROs, Solzhcnitsyn's Gulag Archipelago and later the
" ReJ Wheel" cycle on the Russian Revolut ion produced a quantum shift in
publ ic opini on , Pr ecisely because it was literature, and from a master craft sman,
The Glllllg "lrchlpc!lIgo captu red the true nature of an unspeakable system.
However, even Solzhcnitsyn had trouble piercing the veil. In 1975 one journal
ist from a major Fre nch daily compared So lzhcnirsyn to Pierre Laval, Jacqu es
Doriot, and Mar cel Dear , "who welcomed the Naz is as liberators.t'V Nonethe
less, his account was instrumental in exposing the system in much the same
way that Shalamov brou ght Kolyma to life and Pin Yathay laid bare the atroci
tics in Cambodia, More recently still, Vladimir Bukovsky, one of the leading
Soviet dissident s unde r Leonid Brezhnev, cr ied out in protest in Reckoning with
l) o,l' (( IJI" demandin g the establishment of a new Nuremberg Tribunal to judge
the criminal activities of the Com munist regime. His book enjoyed considerable
SUCCI:SS in the West. At the same time, however, publications rehabilitating
Stalin began to appear."

At the 1:11l1 of the twenti eth century, what mot ivation impels us to explore an
issue so mired in trage dy, confusion, and controversy? Today,archives confirm
these sporadic acco unts of ycstcrycar, hut th ey also allow us to go a step
fur ther. T he inte rnul archives maintained by the repressive apparatuses of the
former Soviet U nion, of the fo rrncr "people 's demo cracies," and of Cambodia
bring to light the ghastly truth of the massive and systematic natur e of the
ter ror, which all too often resulted in full-scale crimes against humanity. T he
time has come to rake a scholarly approach to thi s subject by documenring hard
facts and hy illuminnting the political and ideological issues that obscure the
matter at hand, the key issue that all these obser vers have raised: What is the
true significance of crime in the Communist system'

From this perspect ive, whur scholarly sup port can we count on? In the
fi rst place, our met hods reflect our sense of duty to history. A good historian
leaves no sto ne unturned . No other factors or considera tions, be they political,
ideological , or per sonal, should hinder the historian from engaging in the quest
fi ll' knowledge, the unear thing and interp retation of f:1CtS, especially when these
facts han ' been IO Il~ and deliberately bur ied in the immense recesses of gov
ern ment arc hives and the conscience of the people. T his history of Communist
terror is one of the major chapters in the histor y of Europe and is directly
linked to the two goals of the study of histo rical writing on totalitari anism,
:\ftcr all, \I T all know abou t the Hitlcrian brand of totalitarianism; but we must
not filrgct that there was also a Leninist and Stalinist version. It is no longer
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good enough to write partial histories that ignore the Communist brand of
totalitarianism. It is unt enable to draw a veil over the issue to ensure that the
history of Communism is narrowed to its national, social, and cultural dimen
sions. The justic e of this argument is ampl y confirmed by the fact that the
phenomenon of tot alitarianism was not limited to Europe and the Soviet pe
riod . The same appli es to Maoist China , orrh Korea, and Pol Pot's Cambodia.
Each national Communism has been linked by an umbilical cord to the Soviet
womb, with its goal of expandi ng the worldwide movement. The history with
which we are dealing is the history of a phenomen on that has spread through
out the world and that concerns all of humanity.

The second purpose of this nook is to serve as a memorial. There is a
moral obligation to honor the memory of the innocent and anonymous victim s
of a juggernaut th at has systematically sought to erase even their memory. .'\fter
the fall of the Berlin Wall and the collapse of Communism's center of power
in Moscow, Europe, the continent that played host to the twentieth century's
many tragedies, has set itselr the task of reconstructing popular memory. This
book is our contribution to that effort. The auth ors of this hook carry that
memory within themselves. Two of our contributors have a particular attach
ment to Central Europe, while the others are connected by firsthand experience
with the theory and practice o f revolution in 196H or more recently.

This hook, as both memorial and histor y, covers very diverse settings. It
touches on countries in which Communism had almost no practical influen ce,
either on societ y or on government power-Great Britain, Australia , Belgium,
and others. Elsewhere Communism would show up as a powerful source of
fear-in the United States after 1946------0r as a strong movement (even if it
never actuall y seized power there), as in France, Italy, Spain, Greece, and
Portugal. In still other countries, where it had lost its decade s-long grip on
power, Communism is again reasserting itself- in Eastern Europe and Russia .
Finally, its small flame is wavering in countries in which Communism still
formally prevails-China, North Korea, Cuba, Laos, and Vietnam.

Others may have different perspectives on the issues of history and mern

orv. In countries in which Communism had little influence or was merelv. .
dreaded, these issues will require a simple cours e of study and understanding.
The countries that actually experienced the Communist system will have to
address the issue of national reconciliation and decide whether the former
Communist rulers are to be punished. In this connection, the reunified Ger
many may represent the most surprising and "miraculous" example- -one need
onl y think of the Yugoslav di saster hy way of contrast. Howe ver, the form er
Czechoslovakia-now the Czech Republic and Slovakia-Poland , and Cambo
dia alike confront considerable trauma and suffering in their memory and
history of Communism. In such places a modicum of amnesia, whether con-
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scious or unconscious, may seem ind ispen sable in helpin g to heal the spiritual,
mental, emotional , personal , and coll ecti ve wounds inflicted by a half-century
or more of Communism. Where Communism still clings to rower, the tyrants
and the ir successo rs have either xvstcmaticully covered up their actions, as in
Cubn and China , or have COllI inued to promote terror as a form of governm ent ,
as in :'-Jorth Korea .

The rcspunsibiliry for preserving hisior, and mcmorv undoubtedly has a
moral dim ension . Those whom we cond emn may respond , "Who has given you
the author ity to say what is Good and what is Bad?"

According to the criteria proposed here, this issue was addr essed well by
the Catholic Church when Pope Pius '\1 condemned Nazism and Communism
respect i\l'I~ in the encyclicals .\111 Brcnncndcr Sorg" of l-l March 19:17 and
Du-ini rc,{c/IIjJlori_( of 19 March ]()'\7. The latter proclaimed that God endowed
humunirv with certain rights, "the right to life, to bodily integrity, and to the
necessary means of existence; the right to pursue one's ultimate goal in the path
marked our till ' him 11\ God; the right of association, and the right to possess
and usc propcrtv." Lvcn though there is a certain hypocrisy in the church's
pronouncement ,Ig- ,Iinst the excessive enrichment of one class of people at the
expense of others, the importance of the pope's appeal for the respect of human
dignity is beyond question .

:\ s carlv as 11).1 I, Pius \ I had proclaimed in the encyclical Q/I(/tlra.~ t'sll1ll1

11/11/11 : " ( .ommunism teaches .uul seeks two objectives: unrelenting class warfare
and the complete crudicuri on of privat e ownership. Not secret ly or by hidden
methods docs it do this, but publicly, openly, and 11\ employin g any means
possible, even the most violent . To achieve these objectives there is nothing it
is afraid 10 do, nothing for which it has respect or reverence. When it comes to
power, it is ferocious in its cruelty and inhumanity. The horrible slaughter and
destruct ion through which it has laid waste to vast regions of Eastern Europe
and :\ sia g-in.· evidence of this." Admittedly, these words originated from an
inst irurion that for several centuries had xvsrcmaticallv justified the murder of
non-I .hristians, spread the lnquisirion, stilled freedom of thought, and sup
ported dictatorial regimes such ,IS those of General Francisco Franco and
'\ ntl'mlo Salazar

However, even if the church was functioning in its capacity as ,I guardian
of morality, how is a historian to respond when confronted bv a "he roic" saga
of Communist partisans or hy a heartbreaking account from their victims' In
his _\ I"/11 l1 lrs lr.mcois-Rcnc de Chatcaubriund wrote : "When in the silence of
abject ion, no sound can he heard S;1\-e that of the chains of the slave and the
mi ce of the informer: when all tremble before the tyrant, and it is ;ISdangerous
to incur his favor as to merit his displeasure , the historian appears, entrusted
with the vengeance of the people . Nero pros[1ers in vain, for T acitus has already
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been born within the Empire."!' Far be it from us to advocate the cryp tic

concept of th e "vengeance of the peop le." Chatea ubri und no lon ger bel ieved

in this idea by the end of his life. However, at some mod est level and almost

despite himself, the histor ian can spea k on behalf of th ose who have had th eir

voices si lenced as a result of terror. The histor ian is there to prod uce work s of

sc holarship, and his first task is to establish the facts and dat a that will th en

become knowledge. Mo reove r, the historian 's rela tionship to the his to ry of

Communism is an unu sual one: H istori ans are obliga ted to chro nic le th e his

toriogra phy of " the lie." And even if the opening of arc hives has pro vid ed th em

with access to essen tial materi als, historians mu st guard agai nst na'lvct c in the

face of a num ber of com plica ted facto rs that are deviously calculated to stir up

controver sy. No net heless, thi s kind of histo rical knowledge cannot be see n in

isolation from certai n fundamental principl es, such as respect for the rules of

a representative democr acy and, above all, respect for life and human di gn ity.

This is the yard st ick that historians use to "judge" the actors on the stage of

history.

For th ese general reasons , no work of history Of human memory can

remain untou ched by personal moti ves. So me of the contributors to thi s book

were not always stra ngers to th e fascina tions of Com munism. So metimes th ey

themselves rook part (even if only on a modest scale) in the Com m unis t system ,

eit he r in the ort hodox Len inist -St alinist schoo l or in its related or d issident

varieties (T ro tskyite, Mao ist). And if they still remai n closclv wedde d to th e

left--or, rather, precisely becau se they arc still wedded to th e left-it is neces

sary to take a closer look at th e reason s for th eir self-dece ption . This mindsct

has led th em down a certai n intellectual pathway, cha racterized by th e ch oice

of topics th ey study, by th eir scho lar ly publicat ions, and by the journals (su ch

as La nouvelle altematice and Communismei in which they publish. This book

ca n do no more than provide an impetus for th is particular type of reassess

ment. If th ese leftists pursue the task conscien tiously, they will show th at th ey

too have a right to be heard on this issue, rath er th an leavin g it to the increas

ingl y influential extreme right wing. The crimes of Co m m unism need to be

judged from the standpoint of democratic values, not from the standpoint of

ultranationalist or fascist philosophies.

This approach calls for cross-country anal ysis, including comparisons of

China and the U.S.S.R., Cuba and Vietnam, and othe rs. Alas, the documents

currently availabl e are decidedly mixed in qu ant ity and quality; in some cases

the arc hi ves have not yet been opened . H owe ver, we felt th at we sho u ld carry

on re gardl ess, con fining ourselves to facts th at are crysta l-clear ami beyo nd

question . We want th is book to be a gro undbreaki ng work that will lay a broad

foundati on for fur ther study and th ou ght by others .

This bo ok conta ins many words but few pictu res. T he dearth of pictures

The Crimes of Communism

is one of the more del icat e issu es invo lved in th e cover- up of Communist

crimes . In a medi a- saturated global soc iety, the ph ot ographed or televised

image has becom e th e fount of " tr uth." Alas, we have only a handful of rare

arc hiva l ph otogr aphs of the G ulag and the laogai. There are no photographs

of dckul akizarion or of th e famine during th e Great Leap Forward . The

victor ious powers at N urem berg could at least photograph and film the thou

sands of bodies found at Bergen -Belsen . T hose in vesti gat ors also found pho 

tographs that had been taken by th e tyr ants th em sel ves-for example, the

pictu re of a Nazi s hooting point blank at a woman with an infant in her arms.

No such para llels existed in the darkn ess of the C ommunist world , where terror
had bee n orga niz ed in strictest secrecy.

Readers may feel less than satisfie d with the few photograph ic documents

assembled he re. They will need tim e to read , page after page, abou t the ordeal

to which milli ons of people were subjected . They will have to mak e an effort

to ima gine th e scale of the traged y and to realize and appreciate how it will

leave its mark on the history of the world for decades to com e. T hen readers

mu st ask them selves the essential quest ion, " W hy?" Why did Le nin, Trotsky,

Stalin , and othe rs believe it necessar y to ex term inate all th ose whom the y had

branded as "enem ies"? What mad e them imagi ne th ey co uld violate one of the

basic ten et s of civi lizatio n, "Thou shall not kill" ? We will tr y, through th is boo k,
to answer th at question .
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Paradoxes and Misunderstandings Surrounding
the October Revolution

1

IIW
ith the fall of Communism, the necessity o f demonstrating

th e 'historicall y ine vitable' character of th e G rea t Socialist October Revolution

faded int o th e back ground , and 11)17 co u ld a t last become a ' no rmal' historical

event. U nfo rt unat ely, histo rians, like everyone else in our society, seem unwill

in g to break with the found in g myth of Year Zero, of th e year when it all

seemed to he gin -the happiness or mi sery of the Ru ssian Peopl e."

These words, by a contcmporarv Rus sian historian, serve to illustrate an

idea th at has become a co ns tant theme. More th an eighty years after the even t,

th e battle lur co n tro l O\T r the s to ry o f ) l)17 co n tinues to rage.

For on e historical sc hoo l, which includes th e proponents of what we might

term the " liber al" vers io n of events, the O ctober Revolution W,IS noth ing more

th an a p utsch imposed o n a pas s ive society. Fur th ese historians, October was

the result of a clever co nspi racy dreamed up by a handful of resourceful and

cy nical Ema tics wh o had no real sup port any where else in th e co untry. Tod ay

th is is the preferred version of even ts for almos t all Ru ssian historian s, as well

as for the cul tured elite and the lead ers of post-Communist Russia . Deprived

o f all soc ial and h ist orical weight, the October Revolution of 1l)1 7 is rer ead as

an accident that cha nged the course of history, di verting a p rosp erous, hard 

workin g prcrcvolurion urv Russia , well on its way to democracy, fro m its natural

course . This view is defended q uite loudly and fier cely, and as lon g as there
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40 A State against Its People

exists a remarkab le continuity in the power struct ure of post-Soviet Russia

(nearly a ll of whose leaders are former Com muni st officials), there is a clear
benefit [0 dis tancing prese nt Russian society from the "monstrous Soviet pu

re n the sis ." All too clearly, it serves to liberate Russian society from any burden
of gui lt, and it marks a break with those obvious, public acts of cont ritio n
el icited by the painful rediscovery of Stalinism during the perestrail:« years. If

it can be shown that the Bolshevik coup d'etat of IlII7 was nothin g more th an

an accident, it follows that the Russian people were the collective inn ocent

vict ims of these events.
Alte rna tively,Soviet histor iography has att empted to de mo nst ra te that the

eve nts of October 1917 were the logical, torcsccahlc, and inevitable culminat ion
of a process of liberation undert aken by the masses, who conscioux ly rall ied to

Bolshevism . In its various form s, this current of historiography has connec ted
the story of IlI!7 to the issue of the legitim acy of the whole Soviet regim e. If

the Great Socialist October Revolution \vas the result of the inexorable march

of history, and if it was an event that conveyed a message of emancipation to
the entire world, then the Soviet political system and the state institutions that
resulted from the revolution, des pite the errors of the Sta lin ist period, were all

necessa rily legitimate. T he fall of the Sov iet regime naturall y brought both a
wholesale delegirimarion of the Octo ber Revolution and the d isap pearance of

the tra di tional Marxis t view, which in its tu rn was consigned, in the famo us
Bolshe vik formula, to " the du stbin of history." Nonetheless, like the mem ory
of the St alinist ter ror, th e memory of the Marxist version of events lives on,

perhaps even more vividly in the West than it does in the former C.S.S.R.
Reject ing both the liberal view and Marxist dogma, a third historio graph ic

c urrent has recently attempted to remove ideo logy from the histor y of the
Russian Revolution altogether, in order to make clear, in t he word s of Ma rc
Ferro, "w hy the uprising of Oc tober It)17 was simultaneously a mass movemen t

and an event in which so few people actually took parr ." Amo ng the many
quest ions arising from the events of It)17, historians who refuse to accept the

dominant oversimplified liberal view of event s have identified some key prob

lem s. What role was played by the milit arization of the economy and by the
social unrest following from the entry of the Russian empire into World War
I? Did a specific cur rent of violence emerge that paved the way for political

violence exercised agains t society in general? How did it come about that an
essentially popular and plebeian movement, which was profoundly antiauthori

tari an and antistate, brought to power the most dictatorial and most statist of
po litical gro ups? Finally, what linkage can be estab lished between the und en i

able rad icalization of Russian society thro ughout the year III 17 and the specific
phen om enon of Bolshevism?

With the passage of time, and as a result of much recent stimulating and

Paradoxes of the October Revolution

lively deba te amo ng historians, the Oc tober Revolution of 1917 now appears as

the m~)men t~ ry convergence of two movement s: on the one hand the carefully

~rgal1lzed seizure of power by a part y that differed radically in its pract ices, its
Ideology, and its orga nization from all other par ticipants in the revoluti onary
process; an d on the othe r a vast social revolution, which took many forms. Th~

social revolution had many facets, includ ing an imm ensely powerful and deep 

rooted movement of rebellion amo ng the peasantry, a rebellion whose origins
stretehe d. far bac k into Russian history and which was marked not simply by a
hatred of the land owners, but also by pro found distrust of both the city and
the outside world in general-a distrust , in practice, of any form of state
intervent ion . .

T he summe r and autumn of 1917 thu s appear as the culminatio n of the
great cycle of revolt s that beg an in 1902, and whose first real effects were felt
from Il)05 to 1<)07 . The year III17 was a decisive stage in the great agra rian
revolu tion , a confron tation between the peasantry and the great landowners

over the ownership of land, and, in the eyes of the peasants, the final longed-for
realization of th e "Black- Eart h partition, " or distribution of land according to

the number of mouths to be fed in each fami ly. But it was also an important
stage in the confronta tion bet ween the peasantry and the state, in which the
peasantry rejec ted all cont rol oy the city over the co untryside. Seen from this

point of view, 1917 was no more than a stage in th e series of confronta tions
that con tinued in 14I H-l lI22 and I<)2l1- 1433, and th at ended in total defeat for
the countryside as a result of enforced collectiviza tion.

Th rou ghout III 17, at th e same time that the peasant revoluti on was gain
ing momentum, a pro cess of fundamental decay was taking place in the army,
which was made up of more than III mill ion peasant soldiers mobil ized to fight
a war whose significance escaped them . Russian generals unanimously deplored

the lack of patrio tism among these peasant sold iers, whose civic horizons
seldo m extended beyond the boundaries of the ir own ru ral communities.

A thir d basic movem ent arose within the politically active industrial work
ing class, high ly concent rated in the big cities, which accounted for scarcely

3 percent of the working population, The ur ban milieu distill ed all the social
contrad icti ons arising from a process of eco nom ic modernization that had
lasted no more than a single generation . From this environment was born a

movem ent aimed at the protection of the rights of workers, und erstood
through a few key political slogan s such as "workers' power" and " power to
the soviets."

The fourt h and final movement originate d in the rapid emancipation of
the d i\'erse nat ions under imper ial Russian rule. Ma ny of these nations de
mand ed first au tonomy, then independ ence.

Each of the se movements progressed at its own pace, according to its own
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internal dynamic; and each had its own specific aspirations, aspirations that
clearl y were not reducible to Bolshevik slogans or the political activities of that
party. But each of these became a catalyst for the destruction of traditional
institutions and the erosion of all forms of authority. For a brief but decisive
instant in October 1917, the Bolshevik revolt-the action of a political minority
acting in what was effectively a political vacuum-coincided with the aspira
tions of all these other movements, despite their disparate medium- and long
term objectives. For a short time the political coup d'etat and social revolution
coincided, or, more precisely, were telescoped together, before t hey moved apart
again in the ensuing decades of dictatorship.

The social and national movements that exploded in the autumn of 1<)17
developed out of a particular conjunction of circumstances, including SCHTe
economic crisis, upheavals in social relations, the general failure of the appara
tus of the state, and, perhaps most important, a total war that contributed to
the general climate of brutality.

Far from reviving the tsarist regime and reinforcing the imperfect cohe
sian of society, World War 1 ruthlessly revealed the fragility of an autocracy
already shaken by the revolution of 1905-06 and progressively weakened hy
political vacillation between insufficient concessions and reversions to stubborn
conservatism. The war also underscored the weaknesses of ,10 incomplete
economic modernization dependent on regular inflows of foreign capital, spc
cialists, and technology. Finally, the war reinforced the deep divide between
urban Russia, the seat of power and industry, and rural Russia, the IOCLlS or
largely independent and traditional communities .

Like all the other participants in the conflict, the tsarisr gO\'Crnment had
counted on a quick war. Russia's lack of access to the sea and the economic
blockade hrutally revealed the extent of the country's dependence on fllreign
suppliers. The loss of its western provinces after the 1915 invasion by Austro
Hungarian forces deprived Russia of the products of Poland's highly developed
industry. The domestic economy did not long withstand the test of war: a lad
of spare parts plunged the transportation system into chaos as early <IS 1<) 15,
The almost complete conversion of Russian factories to the war effort squeezed
production for domestic consumption, and within a few months shortages wert'
common and inflation and poverty rampant. The situation deteriorated rapid Iy
in the countryside: an abrupt end to agricultural loans and land reallocation, ,1

large-scale mobilization of men into the army, the requisitioning of livestock
and grain, the scarcity of manufactured goods, and the destruction of networks
of exchange between town and country all brought the process of agrurian
transformation, begun in 1906 by Prime Minister Pyotr Stolypin (assassinated
in 1911), to a grinJing halt. Three consecutive years of war strengthened the
peasant belief that the state was an alien and hostile force. Daily privations in

Paradoxes of the October Revolution

an army in which soldiers were treated more like serfs than like citizens exac
erbated the tensions between officers and their men, while a series of defeats
undercut the little prestige remaining to the imperial regime. The deep-seated
tradition of violence in the Russian countryside, expressed in the immense
uprisings of 1902-1906, grew ever stronger.

By the end of 19J5 it was clear that the forces of law and order no longer
existed. In the face of the regime's apparent passivity, committees and associa
tions began to spring up everywhere, taking control of services no longer
provided by the state, such as tending to the sick and bringing food to the cities
and the army. The Russians in effect began to govern themselves; a great
movement took shape whose depth and scope no one could have predicted. But
in order to prevail, this movement would have needed encouragement and help
from the scat of power, whose forces were concurrently dissolving.

Instead of attempting to build bridges between the government and the
most advanced clements of civic society, Nicholas II clung to the image of
himself as a populist monarch, the good paterfamilias of the state and the
peasantry. lie assumed personal command of the armies, a suicidal act for an
autocracy staring national defeat in the face. Isolated in his private train at the
Mogilev headquarters, from the autumn of 1915 onward, Nicholas II ceased to

govern the country, surrendering that task to the Empress Alexandra, whose
German origins made her very unpopular.

In tuct the government had been losing its grip on power throughout 1916.
The Duma, Russia's first nationally elected assembly, sat for only a few weeks
a year, and governments and ministers, all equally unpopular and incompetent,
came and went in quick succession. Rumors abounded that the Empress Alex
andra's coterie, which included Rasputin, had conspired to open the country
to enemy invasion. It became clear that the autocracy was incapable of winning
the war, and bv the end of 1<) I0 the country was in effect ungovernable. In an
atmosphere of political crisis, typified by the assassination of Rasputin on 31
December, strikes, which had been extremely rare at the outbreak of the war,
became increasingly common . Unrest spread to the army, and the total chaos
of the transport system broke the munitions distribution network. The days of
February 1917 thus overtook an entirely discredited and weakened regime.

The tall of the tsarist regime, which came after just five days of workers'
demonstrations ami the mutiny of a few thousand men in the Petrograd garri
son, revealed not only the weakness of the regime and the disarray of an army
whose commanders did not even dare try to quell the popular uprising, hut also
the unpreparedness of the profoundly divided opposition, from the liberals of
the Constitutional Democratic Party to the Social Democrats.

At no time did the political forces of the opposition shape or guide this
spontaneous popular revolution, which began in the streets and ended in the
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plush suites of th e Tauride Palace, th e scat of the Duma. The liber als feared

the mob; the socialists feared mi lita ry reaction . Pr otracted negotiation s betw een

the liberals, who were co ncerned about the spread of th e d isturban ces, and th e

soc ialists, who saw this " bour geois" revolution as perh aps th e first s tep on the

long path to a socialist revolution, resulted in a vagu e idea of pow er-sh aring.

The liberal and socialist camps came to be represented in two di stinct and

incompatible institu tions. The provision al govern ment, co ncern ed with the

liberal objec tives of social orde r and parliamentary dem ocracy, strove to bui ld

a Russia that was modern, capi talist, and resolutely faithful to its Fr ench and

British allies. It s arc hriva l was the Petrograd Soviet, crea ted by a handful of

militant socialists in the grea t tradition of the S t. Peter sbu rg Sov iet of I<.lOS to

represent directl y the revolutionar y will of " the masses." But thi s so viet was

itself a rapid ly evolving phen omenon , at the mercy of its own expand in g,

decentralized stru cture and of th e ever-changing public opinion it claimed to

represent .

The three succes sive provisional gove rn ments th at ruled Rus sia fro m

2 March to 25 October 1917 proved incapable of solving the p roblems inh er ited

from th e ancien regime: the econo mic crisis, the failing war effort, work in g-cl ass

unrest , and the agrar ian pro blem . The new men in power-the liberals of th e

Con st itutional Democratic Party, th e major ity in the first two governments, and

th e Mensheviks and Socialist Revolution aries, th e majority in the th ird -be

longed to the cultivated urb an elite, those advanced clem ents of civil soci ety

who were torn bet ween a naive, blind trust in th e " people" and a fear of the

incomprehensible "dark masses" who en gulfed them. For th e most part, at least

for the first few months of a revolution remarkable for its pacific nature, they

gave free rein to the dem ocrati c impulse th at had emerged with the fall of the

old regime. Idealist s like Pr inc e L vov, the head of th e firs t two pr ov ision al

governments, dreamed of makin g Russia " the freest co unt ry in the world ."

"T he spirit of the Russian people," he wro te in one of his first manifest os, "has

shown itself, of its own accord, to be a uni ver sall y dem ocrati c spirit. It is a s pirit

that seeks not on ly to d issolve int o un iver sal democr acy, b ut also to lead th e

way proudly down the path firs t marked out by the Fr ench revolut ion, toward
Liberty, Equality, and Fratern ity."

Guided by these beliefs, the provisional government extended democratic

principles to as many as it could, bringing new freedom s and universal suffrage,

outlawing all discrimination on grounds of class, race, or religion , recogn izing

the rights of both Poland and F in land to home rul e, and pr omi sin g auto nomy

to nationalist minorities. The gove rn me nt ima gin ed that all th ese efforts would

have far-reaching effects, causing an up surge in patrioti sm , co nso lida ting soc ia l

cohesion, assur ing militar y vic to ry alongside the Allied forces, and solid !v
linking the new regime to other Western de mocracies. But out of a fi nick~
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solicitude for legal ity th e gove rn me nt refu sed , in wa rtime condi tions, to adopt

measu res th at wou ld have sec ured the fut ure. It held firmly to remaining

" provis io nal" and deliberat ely left unresolved the most pressing issu es: the

problem of th e war an d th e problem of land . In th e few months of its rule the

pro visional government proved no more capable th an its predecessor of coping

with the economic cr isis, clos ely linked to the waging of the war; problems of

supply, poverty, inflation , the br eakdown of econ omic network s, th e closing of

bu sinesses, and th e massive up surge in un employm ent all exacerbated the

climate of soc ial ten sion .

In the face of th e govern me nt's passivit y, society continued to or gani ze

itself in de pende nt ly. Wit hin a few week s th ou sand s of soviets, neighborhood

and fact ory co mm ittees, armed gro ups of wor ke rs (the Red Guard s), and

commi ttees of soldiers, peasant s, Cossacks, and housewives spr ang int o exist

ence . These wer e new forms of political expression in Ru ssia, providing pr e

viously unknown (ill'ums for public opinion, claims for com pensation, new

in itiatives, and debates. It was a ver itable festival of liberty, which became more

violent day by day, as the February revolution had unleashed rese ntment and

socia l fr ustr atio n long held in check . N/it;ngovanie (" the never-end ing meet

ing" ) was the oppos ite of th e dem ocr ati c parl iam entary pr ocess envisaged by

the polit icians of the new regim e. T he radi calizati on of socia l mo vements

continue d throu gh out III 17.
The wor kers' d em ands evo lved from the econo mic-an eight-ho ur day,

an end to fines and other on erou s regulat ions, social ins ura nce , wage in

creases- to political demands th at implied a rad ical shift in social relations

between workers an d employers. Workers organi zed into factory committees

whose chief obj ccr ivcs were cont ro l of the hiring process, the prevention of

factory clos ings, and even co ntrol of the mean s of product ion . But to be viable,

worker co ntro l required a com ple tely new form of gove rn me nt, "soviet power,"

whic h a lone was ca pa ble of rad ical measu res, especially th e seizure and

nat ion ali zati on of busin ess, an aim th at had been in con ceivable in the spring of

III17.
The role of th e peasa nt-soldie rs-a mass of 10 mill ion mob ilized men-

was decisive in th e revolutions of III17. The rap id dissolution of the Ru ssian

army hastened bv desertion and pacifism, propelled the collapse of state insti

rution s. Basing th eir authority on the first decr ee issued by th e provision al

gove rn m ent - the famo us "Order N umber One," abolishing .the worst of ,the

d iscipl in ar y rul es for so ld iers in the imperi al army--com mlttees of soldiers

pu shed th e limits of th eir power. T hey elected new officers and even took part

in planning milit ar y strategies and tacti cs. This id ea of "sold!er power" pa~ed

th e way for wh at G en er al Aleksei Brusilov, comm ander in chief of the RUSSIan

army termed a " Bo lshev ism of the tr en ches." In h is description , "T he so ldiers
. '
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didn't have the faintest idea of wha t Com munism, the proletariat , or th e

constitution actua lly meant. T hey wanted peace, land , and th e freed om to live

without laws, without officers, and without landl ords. T heir Bolsh evism was

nothing more than a longing for an idea lized sort of libert y- anar ch y, in fact."

Aft er the failure of the last Russian offensive in June IY17, the arm y b egan

to fall apart; hundreds of officers, accused by the troops of being counrer revo

lutionaries, were arrested by the soldiers and massacred, T he number of de 

sert ions soared-by August and Septem ber th ere were tens of th ou sand s eve ry

J ay. The peasant-soldiers had one goal-to return home as qu ickly as possible.

so as not to miss out on the distribu tion of land and livest ock prev iou sly

belongin g to the land owners. From June to Octob er 1917 more th an 2 m ill ion

sold iers, tired of the fighting and of th e appa lling depri vat ion s th ey had Iivcd

through in their garrisons and trenches, deserted the rap idly disin tegra ting

ar m y. Inevitably their re turn inc reased the unres t pervad in g the countryside.

Until the summer of 1917, the agrarian trouble spot s had been rclu t ivcly

localized, particularly in comparison with the agrarian revolts during th e rcvo 

lution of 1905---D6. Once news of the tsar' s abdication had sp read , a pea sant

asse mbly met and dr ew up a peti tion contai ning th eir grieva nces an d dem a nd s:

the land should be given to whose who wor ked it, fall ow land belongin g to the

landowners should be imm edi ately redistributed, and all rents should be dras

ticall y red uced . Slowly the peasants became more and mor e org anizcd , se tt ing

up agricultural committees on local and regional levels headed by lea di n g

member s of the rural intell igentsia such as schoo lteachers, ag ro no mis ts, doc 

tors, and Orthodox priests, all of whom sym pathized with the aim s o f the

Socialist Revolutionaries. From May and June onward, man y agrarian commit

tees simply seized agricultural material and livestock belon ging to the land 

owners and appropriated woods , pastures, and fallow land . In this battle for

land, the main victims clearl y were the grea t land bar ons, but th e kulaks (the

better- off peasant s, who had taken advant age of St olypiri' s reforms to se t up

small hol d ings on their own and thus becom e free of obliga tions to th e com 

munity) also suffered as a gro up. Even before the Octob er Revolut ion the

kulaks, who had been the soft tar gets of Bolsh evik rh etoric-which caricat ur ed

the m in slogans as "money-g ru bbing peasants," " the rural bourgeoisie," and

"blood-sucking kulaks" -wer e no longer th e important force they had been. In

fact by thi s point many of them had been forced to return most of thci r

livestock, machinery, and land to the community, which th en redistributed it

accord ing to the ancestral ega litarian principle that counted the number o f
mouths to be fed.

During the summer the ag rarian troubl es becam e more and more vio len t,

fueled by the return of hundred s of thousands of armed deserter s. Bv the end

of Aug us t, disillusioned by the broken prom ises of a govern ment that seem ed

to be del aying agrarian refor ms , the peasants mounted assa ults on the m anor
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houses, b ur ni ng and sac king them in th e hope of driving out th e hated land 

owners once and for all. In U kraine and in th e ce nt ra l pro vinces of Russia

T,1111bov, Pen za , Voronezh, Sara rov, O re l, T ula, an d Ryazan-thousands of

hou ses were bu rne d and hund red s of landown ers killed .

Faced with th e ex pans ion of th is soc ial re volution, the ruling elit e and the

pol iti cal parties-with the notable exception of th e Bolsheviks- all wavered

between the desire to control the movem ent in some fashion and th e temptation

of a sim p le militar y putsch . After taking their places in the government in May,

both the :-'lcn she\'iks, who were po pula r in working -class areas, and the Social

ist Rcvnlutionarics, wh o had a stro nge r base in th e countryside than any other

pol it ical group, proved unable to car ry out the reform s they had always de

manded-particul arl y in th e case of the Soc ialist Revolution ar ies, land reform .

Fo r the most part , th is Iailu re stemme d from th e fact that the y were coopera ting

with a guvcr nrucnt co ncern ed pri marily with socia l orde r and law-abiding

behavior. Once they hud become the managers and leaders of an essen tially

bourgeoi s state, the moderate socialist parties left the more rad ical calls for

ref orm to the I~olshe\' ik s , without, however, reaping any great benefit from their

part icip ati on in a gm "ern me nt th at was slowly losing its gr ip on the political

real ities in th e coun try.
In the face of thi s gro wing ana rc hy, th e captains of industry, the land 

owners, the lead ers or the arm y, ami some of th e mor e d isillusioned liberals

co nsidered mount in g a military co up, an idea p rop osed by General Lavr

Kor nilov. -'lost of them abando ned the idea , si nce a military putsch would

inevitably h,I\C destroyed the civil power of the elec ted provision al govern ment

led by Alcksandr Kcrcnsky. The failure of General Kornilov's putsch on 2+--27

August did, how eve r, lead to the tinal crisis of th e provisi onal govern ment.

Wh ile th e propo ne nts of civ il \ U SUS military d ict atorshi ps engaged in fruitless

arg ume nt s, the centra l ins titutions of the sta te-the justice sys tem , the civil

sen- icc, the arm y-werc disint egra tin g.
But it would he a mi stak e to describe th e radicalizati on of the urb an and

rura l populations as a proccss of " bo lshc vizatio n ." T he sha red slogans

" wor ke rs' power" and " power to the sov iets"-had differ ent mean ings for the

militant workers and the Bolsh evik leaders. In th e army, the "Bolshevism of

the trenches" refle ct ed above all ,1 general asp ir ation fill' peace, shared by

combatants from all the coun tries eng aged in the bloodi est and most all

co ns um ing war that t he world had ever seen . T he peasant revolution followed

a m ore or less auto nomo us course, more sym pathe tic to the Socialist Revolu

tionary progr am , wh ich favore d the " Black-Earth part ition " of land . T he

Bol shevik approach to the agr ari an qu estion was in fact antithe tical to peasan t

wishes, favorin g th e national ization of all land and its subsequent exploitation

throug h en ormou s co llecti ve farms . In the co untryside littl e was known about

rhc Bol sheviks except for the confused reports brought hom e by deserters,
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whose message could be summed up in those two magic words " land" and

" peace." Membershi p in the Bolshevik movement seems to have numbered no
more th an two thousan d at th e beginnin g of Octobe r 1917, But as a constel la

tion of comm itt ees, soviets, and other small groups rushed to till th e wholesale
ins titu tional vacuum of th at autumn, the environment was perfec t for a sma ll,

well-o rganized group to exerc ise a disp roporti onate amount of power.And that
is exactly what the Bolshevik Party did ,

Since its found ing in 1903, the parry had remained outside the other
curren ts of social democracy in both Russia and Europe, chiefly because of its

will to break radi cally with the existing social and political order and because
of its concep tio n of itself as a highly structured, disciplined, elitist av.mr-garde

of professional revolutionarie s. T he Bolsheviks were thus the compl ete oppo

site of the Menshevik and other European social-democratic parties, wh ich
allowed large m ember ships and widely differin g points of view.

World War I furth er distilled Leninist Bolshevism. Rejecting collaboration

with all other curren ts of social democracy, Lenin became incrcasiriglv isolat ed,
justifying his th eoretical pos it ion in essays like Imperinli-un, the Highest Stllge
of Capita/ism. H e began to arg ue that the revolut ion was destin ed to occur not

in countries whe re capitalism was most advanced, hu t rat her in countries like

Ru ssia that were considerably less developed econo mically, provided that the
revolutionary move ment was led by a disciplined avanr-gurdc of revolut iona ries

who were prep ared to go to extremes. That meant , in th is case, cre ating a
dictatorship of th e pr oletariat and tran sform ing "t he imperialist war" into .1

civil war.

In a lett er of 17 Octobe r 1917 to Aleksandr Shlyapnikov, Len in wrot e:

T he least bad thing that could happen in the short term would he the
defeat of tsarism in the war , . . The essence of our work (which must he
pers istent , systematic, and perhaps extremely long-term) is to aim for

the rransformation of the war into a civil war. When that will happen is
anoth er qu est ion, as it is not yet clear. We must wait for the moment til
ripen, and systematically force it to ripen .. . We can neither promise
civil war nor decree it, but we must work toward that end for as long as
we have to.

Throughout the war Lenin returned to the idea that the Bolsheviks had to be
ready to encourage civil war by all possible means, "A nyone who believes in

class war," he wrote in Septe mber 1916, "must recognize that civil war, in an~'

class-based society, is the natural continuation, development , and resul t of
class war."

Afte r the Febru ar y revolut ion (which occurred while most of the Bolsh e
viks were in exile or abroa d) , Lenin- unlike the vast majority of the leaders of
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his parry-pred icted th e failure of the conciliatory policies pur sued by the

provisional government. In his four Letters[rom Abroad, penn ed in Zurich on
20-25 March 1917, of which the Bolshevik daily Pravda dared print only the

fi rst (so far were they from th e political ideas held at th e time by the leaders of
the Petrograd Bolsheviks), he demand ed an immedia te rupture between the

Petr ograd Soviet and the pro visional government, as well as active preparations
for the subsequent " proletarian" stage of the revolution . As he saw it, the

app earance of th e sov iets was the sign that the revolution had already passed
th rough its "bourgeo is phase." Revolut ionary agents should now seize power

by force and pu t a stop to the imp erialist war, even if this meant the beginn ing

of a civil war.
When he returned to Russia on 3 Apri l 1917, Lenin continued to defend

these extre me positions, In his famous April Theses he reiterated his implacable

hostili ty to both a parliamentary republic and the democratic process. Met with
blank incomprehension and outright hostility by most of the Bolshevik leaders
in Pcrro grad , I .cn iri 's ideas nevertheless began to take hold, particularly among

the new recru its to the party, whom Stalin termed praktikn, "practiti oners" (as
opposed to the th eoreticians ). Within a few months plebeian element s, includ

ing pcasunr-sold icrs, occupi ed a central place in the party and outnumbered the
urban and inte llectual clements, These militan ts, wit h their more humbl e ori
gins, brough t with th em the violence of Russian peasant cultu re exacerbated

bv thre e vears of war. With littl e background in polit ics, the y sought to trans
form the 'original theoretical and intellectu al Bolshevism unhindered hy any of

the limitations imp osed by Marxist dogma. In particular, they had little inter est
in the qu est ion of whether a "bourgeois stage" was necessary in the transition

to real socialism. Believ ing onl y in d irect action and in force, they supported a
stra nd of Bolsh evism in which theoret ical debates increasingly gave way to the

far more pressin g issue of the seizu re of power.
Len in was caught bet ween two opposing forces: a plebeian mass increas

ingly im patie nt for act ion , made up of the sailors at the Kr onstadt naval base
ncar Pctro grad , certain regiment s in the capital, and the worker battalions of

Red G uards in Vyborg: and a group of leaders haunted by fear that an overhasty
insurrection would fail. Contrary to commonly held histori cal opinion,

throughout 1() 17 the Bolshevik Part y was profoundly divided, torn between the
timidity of one gro up and the overcnrhusiasm of the other. At th is stage the

famous party d iscipline was mor e an act of faith than a concrete reality. In Jul y
1917, as a result of troubles at the naval base and confrontations with the

govern ment forces, th e Bolshe vik Party was very nearl y dest royed altoget her.

In the afte rma th of the bloody dem onstr ations in Petrograd from 3 to 5 Jul y,
its leaders were arrested, and some, like Len in himself, were forced into exile,

But the Bolshe vik Party resur faced at the end of August 1917, in a situ-
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ation quite favorable for an armed seizure of power. The powerlessness of the
government to resol ve the great problems it faced had become dear, parti cularl y
in the wake of the decay of traditional institutions and authorities, the growth
of social movement s, and the failure of General Kornil ov's attempted military

coup.
Again Lenin's personal role, both as theorist and as strategist of the

seizure of power, was decisive. In the weeks preceding the Bolshevik coup d'etat
of 25 October 1917, he personall y prepared all the necessary stages for the
military takeo ver. He was to be deterred neither by an unforeseen upri sing of
the masses nor by the "revolutionary legalism" of Bolsheviks such as Grigory
Zinoviev and Lev Karnenev, who, made cautious by the bitter experience of the
July days, preferred to have the support of a majority of social democrats and
revolutionary sociali sts of all tendencies. From exile in Finland, Lenin sent a
constant stream of articles and letters to the Central Committee of the Bolshe
vik Party, calling for the uprising to begin. "By making immediate offers of
peace and giving land to the peasants, the Bolsheviks will establish a rower base
that no one will be able to overturn," he wrote. "There is no point in waiting
for a formal majority for the Bolsheviks; revolutions do not wait fClr such things.
History will never forgive us if we do not seize power immed iarclv."

Lenin's urgency in the face of an increasin gly revolut ionary situation left
most of the Bolshevik leaders skeptical and perplexed . It was surely enough,
they believed , to stick behind the masses and incite them to spontaneous acts
of violence, to encourag e the disruptive influence of social movements. and to
sit tight until the Second All-Russian Congress of Soviets, planned for 20
October. It was more than likely that the Bolsheviks would achieve a plur ality
at the assembly, since they would be overrepresented by the soviets from the
great workin g-class areas and from the army. Lenin , however, greatlv feared
the power-sharing that might result if the tran sfer of power rook place as a
result of a vote at the Congress of Soviets . For month s he had been clamorin g
lor power to de volve to the Bolsheviks alone, and he wanted at all costs to ensure
that the Bolsheviks seized power through a military insurrection, before the
opening of the Second Congress. He knew that the other socialist parties would
universally condemn such a move, and thus effectively force themselves into
opposition, leaving all power in the hands of the Bolsheviks.

On 10 October, having returned secretly to Perrograd, Lenin gathered
together twelve of the twenty-one members of the Central Committee of the
Bolshevik Party. After ten hours of negotiations he persuad ed a majority to vote
in favor of the most important decision ever made by the parry-to undertake
an immediate armed uprising. The decision was approved by ten to two, the
dissenters being Zin oviev and Karnenev, who wished to wait for the Second
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Congress of Soviets. On 16 October, despite opposition from the moderate
socialists, Trotsky therefore set up the Pctrograd Revolutionary Milita ry Com
mittee (PR:\' IC) , a military organization theoreti cally under the control of the
Petrograd Soviet but in fact run by the Bolsheviks. Its task was to organi ze the
seizure of power thr ou gh an armed insurrection-and thu s to prevent a popu
lar anarchi st uprising that might have eclipsed the Bolshevik Part y.

In accordance with Lenin's wishes, the numb er of direct particip ants in
the Gr ell Socialist October Revolution was extremely limited-a few thousand
soldier s, the sailors from Kronstadt, Red G uards who had rallied to the cause
of the PR:\'IC, and a ICw hundred militant Bolsheviks from factory committees.
Careful preparation anti a lack of opposition allowed the whole operation to

proceed smoothly and with very few casualties. Significantl y, the seizure of
pom:r I\,IS accomplished in the name of the PRMC. Thus the Bolshevik leaders
nrtriburcd ,III their power to a single event that no one outside the party's
Central Committee could link to the Congress of Soviets.

Lenin's strateg\" worked. Faced with this jill! accompli, the moderate so
cialists, after denouncing "an organized military action deliberatel y planned
behind the hack of the soviets ," simply walked out of the Congress. Onl y the
sm.u l group of left-wing Socialist Revolutionaries remained, and they joined
the Bolsheviks in Lltih'ing the coup, voting in a text drawn up by Lenin that
gan ' "a ll power to the soviets." This purely lorrnal resolution allowed the
Bolsheviks 10 authenticate a fiction thai I\as to deceive credul ous generations
IC lr decades to clll1le-that thcv gm'crned in the name of the people in " the
Soviet state ." :\ few hours later, before breaking up, the Congress ratified a new
Bolshel'ik gm LT nment-the Soviet Council of People's Commissars (S I K),
presided uvcr hv lcnin-v- and approved two decrees about peace and land .

,"en sunn nusundcrst.mdin gs and conflicts arose between the nell' reg ime
and the social movements, which until then had acted independently to destro y
the old political, social , and economi c order. The first confl ict of interest
concern ed the ag rar ian revolution. T he Holshcviks, who had always stood for
the natjunu lizarion llf all land, were now compelled by a combination of unfa
voruble circumstances til hijack the Socialist Revolutionary program and to
apprme the red istribution of land til the peasants. The "Decree on Land"
stated that "all right o l proper tv regarding the land is hereby abolished without
indemnity , und all LlI1d is hcrcl» put ,II the disposal of local agrarian commit
tees for red istribution ." In practice it did little more than legitimate what had
alrc.ulv taken place since the summer of ]<)17, namely the peasant confiscation
of land from the landlords and the kulaks. Forced to go along with this autono
mous peasanr r evolurion because it had facilitated the ir ()\\"O seizure of power,
the Bolsheviks \H'IT to wait a decade before having their way. The enforced
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collectivization of the countryside, which was to be the bitt erest confrontation
between the Soviet regime and the peasantry, was the tragic resolution of the
1917 confl ict.

The second confl ict arose between the Bolshevik Part y and all the spon
taneous new social stru ctur es, such as factory committees, unions, socialist
parties, neighborhood organizations, Red G uards, and above all soviets, which
had helped destroy traditional institutions of power and were now fightin g for
th e extension of their own mandates. In a few weeks these str uctures found
th emselves either subordinated to the Bolshevik Part y or suppressed altogether.
By a clever sleight-of-hand, "A ll power to the soviets," probably the single most
popul ar slogan in the whole of Russia in Octobe r 191 7, became a cloak hiding
th e power of the Bolshevik Party over the soviets. "Workers' contro l," anot her
ma jor demand of the workers, in whose interest the Bolsheviks claimed to be
acting, was rapidly sidelined in favor of state control in the name of the workers
over businesses and workforces. A mutual incomprehension was born between
the workers, who were obsessed by unemployment, decline in real wages, and
ever-present hunger, and a state whose only concern was economic efficiency,
From as early as December 191 7 the new regime was forced to con fron t
mounting claims from workers and an increasing number of strikes, In a fell'
weeks the Bolsheviks lost the greater part of the confidence that the y had
carefully cultivated in the labor force throughout the year.

The third misunderstanding developed between the Bolsheviks and the
satellite nations of the former tsarist empir e. T he Bolshe vik coup d'etat had
accelerated their desire for independence, and they thought that the new regime
would support their cause. In recognizing the equality and sovereignty of the
peoples of the old empire, as well as their right to self-determination and
secession, the Bolsheviks seemed to have invited these peoples to break away
from centralized Russian control. In a few months the Finns, Poles, Baltic
nati ons, Ukrainians, Georgians, Armenians, and Azerbaijanis were claiming
their independence. Overwhelmed, the Bolsheviks soon put their own eco
nom ic needs before the rights of these nations, since Ukrainian wheat, the
petroleum and minerals of the Caucasus, and all the other vital economic
interests of the new state were perceived to be irreplaceabl e. In terms of the
control it exercised over its terr itories, the new regime proved itself to be a
more worthy inheritor of the empire than even the provisional government had
been.

These conflicts and misunderstand ings were never truly resolved , but
continued to grow, spawning an ever increasing divide between the new Soviet
regime and society as a whole, Faced with new obstacles and the seeming
intransigence of the populat ion , the Bolshevik regime turned to terror and
violence to consolidate its hold on the institutions of power.

The Iron Fist of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat

The new Ilolshnik power structurc was qu ite complicated. Its
public face, " the P OWL'T of the soviets," was Ior rnallv represented by the Cen
tral F xecutl\c CIlIl1mittee, whil« the lawmaking apparatus of government was
the Soviet Coun cil of People's Commissars (SN"- ), which struggled to achieve
some dq~ree of do mestic and inte rna tional legitimacy and recognition. The
govcrnment also had its rcvolui iona rv organizat ion in the form of the Petro
grad Revolut ionary .\til ilary Comm ittee (PRMC) , which had been so central in
the actual seizure of power. Feliks Dzcrzhin sk,; who from the earliest days hall
played .1 decisive m il' in the PR.\ tL , characterized it as "a light, fl exible str uc
ture that cou ld SV\ ing into action at a moment 's notice, without any bureau
cratic interference, T here were no restr ictions when the time came fil l' the iro n
tisr of the dictator sh ip of the proletariat to smite its foe,"

How did th is "iron fist of the dictatorship of the proletariat" (an expres
sion later used to describe the Bolshevik secret police, the Chcka) work in
practice) Its orga nization was simple and extre mely effective. T he PR1V\C was
made up of sumc sixty' ofticials. including forty-eight Bolsheviks, a few Socialist
Rcvolutiunuricx of the far left, and a handful of anarchists; and it was officia lly
under the dir ect ion of a chairman, the Socialist Revolutionary Alcksandr Laz
imir, who V"'IS .Issisted in his operations by a group of four that include d
Alcksandr :\ nronov-O vsccnku and Iherzhinsky, In fact during the fifty-t hree
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days of the PRM C's existence, more than 6,000 orders were drawn up, most
of them scribbled on old bits of paper, and some twenty differe nt people signed
their name as chair man or secretary.

The same operational simplicity was to be found in the transmission of
d irectives and the execution of orders: the PRMC acted through the interm e
diary of a net work of nearl y one thousand "commissars," who operated in
many different fields-in military units, soviets, neighborhood committees , and
administrations. Responsible only to the PRMC, these commissars often made
decisions indepen den tly of th e govern ment or of the Bolshevik Central Com
mittee. Beginning on 26 October (8 November), ' while the Bolshevik leaders
were off forming the govern me nt, a few obscure, anonymo us commissars de
cided to "strength en the dicta tors hip of the proletariat" by the following meas
ures: forbiddin g counte rrevo lutionary tracts, closing all seven of the capital's
principal newspapers (bourgeo is and moderat e socialist), taking control of radio
and telegraph stations, and setting up a project for the requisitioning of apart
ments and privately owned cars, The closing of the newspapers W,IS legalized
by a government decree a few days later, and within another week, after some
quite acrimon ious discussions, it was approved by the Centra l Executive Com
mittee of the Sovie ts.'

Unsure of their st rength, and using the same tactic that had succeeded so
well earlier, the Bolshevik leaders at first encouraged what they called the
" revo lutionary spontaneity of the masses." Replying to a delegat ion of repre
sent at ives from ru ral soviets, who had come from the province of Pskov to

inquire what measur es should be taken to avoid anarchy, Dze rzhinskv explained
that

the task at hand is to break up the old order. \Ve, the Bolsheviks, arc not
numerous enough to accomplish this task alone. We must allow the
revolutionary spontaneity of the masses who are fig hting for their eman
cipation to take its course. After that, we Bolsheviks will show the
masses which road to follow. Th rough the PR.\\ C it is the masses who
speak, and who act against their class enemy, against the enemies of the
people. We are here only to channel and direct the hate and the legiti
mate desire for revenge of the oppressed against their oppressors.

A few days earlier, at the 2<) October (11 November) meeting of the
PRMC, a few unid entified people had mentioned a need to combat the "ene
mies of the people" more vigoro usly. This formul a would meet with great
success in the mon ths, years, and decades to follow. It was taken up again in
the PRMC pro clamati on dated 13 November (26 November): " H igh- ranking
func tionaries in state admi nistrat ion, banks, the treasury, the railways, and the
post and telegr aph offices arc all sabotaging the measur es of the Bolshevik
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govern ment . Henceforth such individ uals are to be described as 'e nemies of
the people.' Their names will be printed in all newspapers, and lists of the
enemies of the peopl e will be put up in public places."! A few days after these
lists were published, a new proclamation was issued : "All individuals suspec ted
of sabotage, speculation, and opport unism are now liable to be arrested imme
diately as enemies of the people and transferr ed to the Kron stadt prisons."! In
the space of a few days the PRMC had introduced two new notions that were
to have last ing consequences: the idea of the "e nemy of the people" and the
idea of the "s uspect."

On 28 Nove mber ( I I December) the govern ment instituti onalized the
notion of "enemy of the people." A decree signed by r.enin stipulated that "a ll
leaders of the Consti tutional Democratic Part y, a part y filled with enemies of
the peop le, are hereby to be considered outlaws, and are to be arrested imme
diately and brou ght before a revolutionary cour t .:" Such court s had just been
set up in accordance with "Order Numher One regarding the Courts," which
effccrivcly aholished all laws that "were in contradiction with the worker and
peasant government, or with the political programs of the Social Democratic
or Socialist Revoluti onary parti es." Wh ile waiting for the new penal code to be
drawn up, judges were granted tremendous lat itud e to assess the validity of
existing legislation " in accordance with revoluti onary order and legality," a
notion so vague that it encouraged all sorts of abuses, The courts of the old
regime were immediately suppressed and replaced by people's court s and
revolut ionarv courts to judge crimes and misdemeanors comm itted "against the
proletar ian state," "sabota ge," "esp ionage," " abu se of one's position," and
other "co unterrcvolutionarv crimes." As Drnitry Kur sky, the people's commis
sar of justice from ]lJIX to ]l)2X, recognized, the revolution ary court s were not
courts in the normal "bourgeois" sense of the term at all, but courts of the
dictatorship of the proleturiar, and weapons in the struggle against the coun
rerr cvolution , whose main concern was eradica tion rath er than judgment."
Among the rcvolurionary cour ts was a " revolutionary press court," whose role
was to judge ,III crimes comm itted bv the press and to suspend any publication
found to be "sowing discord in the minds of the people by deliberately pub

lishing erro neous news."?
Wh ile these new and previously unh eard-of categories ("su spects," "ene 

mies of the people") were appearing and the new means of dealing with them
emerging, the Pcrrograd Revolutionary Military Committee continued its own
process of res tructur ing. In a city in which stoc ks of flour were so low that
rat ions were less than hal f a pound of bread per day rer adult, the question of

the food su pply was naturally of great importance.
On 4 ( 17) Nove mber a Food Commissio n was established, and its fi rst

proclamation stigmatized " the rich classes who profit from the misery of oth-
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ers ," noting th at "the time has come to requ isition the surpluses of the rich,
and all their goods as well." On 11 (24) November the Food Commission
decided to send special detachments, made up of soldiers, sailors, workers , and
Red Guards, to the provinces where cereals were produced "to procure food
needed in Petrograd and at the front. :" This measure, taken by one of the
PRMC commissions, prefigured the forced requisitioning policy that was en
forced for three years by detachments from the "food army," which was to be
the essential factor in the conflicts between the new regime and the peasantry
and was to provoke much violence and terror .

The Military Investigation Commission, established on 10 (2.\) overn

ber, was in charge of the arrest of "counterrevolutionary" officers (who were
usuall y denounced by their own soldiers) , members of "b ourgeoi s" parties,
and functionaries accused of "sabotage." In a very short time this commission
was in charge of a diffuse array of issues. In the troubled climate of a starving
city, where detachments of Red Guards and ad hoc militia groups were con
stantly requisitioning, commandeering, and pillaging in the name of the revo
lution, or on the strength of an uncertain mandate signed by some commis sar,
hundreds of individuals every day were brought before the commission for a
wide variety of so-called crimes, including looting, "speculation," "hoarding
products of the utmost necessity," "drunkenness," and "belonging to a hostil e
class.'''J

The Bolshevik appeals to the revolutionary spontaneity of the masses were
in practice a difficult tool to usc. Violence and the settling of old scores were
widespread, as were armed robberies and the looting of shops, particularly of
the underground stocks of the Winter Palace and of shops selling alcohol. :\ s
time passed the phenomenon became so widespread that at Dzerzhinskv's
suggestion the PRMC established a commission to combat drunkenness and
civil unrest. On 6 (19) December the commission declared a state of emergency
in Petrograd and imposed a curfew to "put an end to the trouble s and the unrest
brought about by unsavory elements masquerading as revolutionaries.'! "

More than these sporadic troubles, what the revolutionary government
feared was a widespread strike by state employees, which had start ed in the
immediate aftermath of the coup d'etat of 25 October (7 November). This
threat was the pretext for the creation on 7 (20) December of the / 'serossiiskava
Chrezvychainaya Komissiya po bor'be s kontr-revolyutsiei, spekulyatsiei i sab;)
tazhem-i-thc All-Russian Extraordinary Commission to Combat the Counter
revolution, Speculation, and Saborage-i-which was to enter historv under its
initials as the VChK, abbreviated to the Cheka. .

A few days after the creation of the Cheka, the government decided, not
without hesitation, to disband the PRJ'vlC. As a provisional operating structure
set up on the eve of the insurrection to direct operations on the ground, it had
accomplished its task: it had facilitated the seizure of power and defended the
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new regime until it had time to create its own state apparatus. Henceforth, to
avoid confusion about power structures and the danger of spreading responsi
bilities too widely, it was to tran sfer all its prerogatives to the legal government,

the Council of People's Commissars.
At a moment judged to be so critical by their leaders, how could the

Bolsheviks do without this "iron fist of the dictatorship of the proletariat"? At
a meeting on 6 (Ill) December the government entrusted "Comrade Dzerzhin
sky to establish a special commission to examine means to combat, with the
most revolutionary energy possible, the general strike of state employees, and
to investigate methods to combat sabotage." What Dzerzhinsky did gave rise
to no discussion, as it seemed so clearly to be the correct response. A few days
earlier, Lenin, always eager to draw parallels between the French Revolution
and the Russian Revolution of 1917, had confided in his secretary Vladimir
Bonch-I3ruevich an urgent need to find "our own Fouquier-Tinville, to combat
the counterrevolutionary rabble."!' On 6 December Lenin's choice of a "solid
proletarian Jacobin" resulted in the unanimous election of Dzcrzhinsky, who
in a few weeks, thanks to his energetic actions as part of the PRMC, had become
the great specialist on questions of security. Besides, as Lenin explained to

Bonch-Brucvich, "of all of us, it's Feliks who spent the most time behind bars
of the tsarist prisons, and who had the most contact with the Okhrana [the

tsarist political police I. He knows what he's doing!"
Before the government meeting of 7 (20) December Lenin sent a note to

Dzerzhinsky:

With reference to your report of today, would it not be possible to write
a decree with a preamble such as the following: The bourgeoisie are still
persistently committing the most abominable crimes and recruiting the
very dregs of society to organize riots. The accomplices of the bourgeoi
sie, notably high-ranking functionaries and bank cadres, are also in
volved in sabotage and organizing strikes to undermine the measuresthe
government is taking with a view to the socialist transformation of
society. The bourgeoisie is even going so far as to sabotage the food
supply, thus condemning millions to death by starvation. Exceptional
measures will have to be taken to combat these saboteurs and counter
revolutionaries. Consequently, the Soviet Council of People's Commis
sars decrees that . . 12

During the evening of 7 (20) December Dzerzhinsky presented his project
to the SNK . He began his intervention with a speech on the dangers faced by

the revolution "from within" :

To address this problem, the cruelest and most dangerous of all the
problems we face, we must make use of determined comrades-solid,
hard men without pity-who arc ready to sacrifice everything for the
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sake of the revolut ion. Do not imagine, comrades, that I am simply
looking for a revolutionary form of justice. We have no concern about
justice at this hour! We are at war, on the front where the enemy is
advancing, and the fight is to the death. What ] am proposing, what] am
demanding, is the creation of a mechanism that, in a truly revolutionary
and suitably Bolshevik fashion, will filter out the counterrevo lutionaries
once and for all!

Dzerzhinsky then launched into the core of his speech, transcribed as it
appears in the minutes of the meeting:

The task of the Commission is as follows: ( I) to suppress and liquidate
any act or attem pted act of counterrevolutionary activity or sabotage,
whatever its origin, anywhere on Russian soil; (2) to bring all saboteurs
and count err evolutionaries before a revolutionary CO LIrt.

The Comm ission will proceed by a preliminary inquiry, wherever
this is indispensahle to its task.

The Comm ission will he divided into three sections: (1) Informa
tion; (2) Or ganization; (3) Operation.

The Commission will attach particular importance to questions
regarding the press, sabotage, the KDs [Constitutional Democruts], the
right Socialist Revolutionaries, saboteurs, and strikers.

The Commission is entitled to take the following repressive meas
ures: to confiscate goods, expel people from their homes, remove ration
cards, publish lists of enemies of the people, etc.

Resolution: to approve this draft. To name the commission the
All- Russian Extraordinary Commission to Combat the Counterrevolu
tion, Speculation, and Sabotage.

These resolutions are to be made publi c. '!

This text , which discusses the found ing of the Soviet secret police, un
do ubtedly raises a few qu estion s. How, for example, is the difference between
D zerzh insky's fiery-so unding speech and the relative modesty of the powers
accorded the Cheka to he interpreted? The Bolsheviks were on the point of
concluding an agreem ent with the left Socialist Revolutionaries (six of whose
leaders had been admitted to the government on 12 December) to break their
political isolation, at the crucial moment when they had to face the question of
calling the Constituent Assembly, in which they still held only a minority.
Accordingly they decided to keep a low profile, and contrary to the resolution
adopted by the government on 7 (20) December, no decree announcing the
crea tion of the Cheka and outlining its role was actually published.

As an "extraordina ry commission," the Cheka was to prosper and act
witho ut the slightest hasis in law. Dzerzhinsky, who like Len in want ed nothing
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so much as a free han d, descr ibed it in the following astonishing fashion: " It is
life itself that shows the Cheka the dir ection to follow." Li fe in this instance
meant the "revol utio nary ter ror of the masses," the street violence fervently
encouraged hy many of the Bolshevik leaders, who had momentar ily forgotten
their profound dis trust of the spo ntaneous actions of the people.

When T rotsky, a people's commissar during the war, was addressing th e
delegates of the Ce nt ral Executive Committee of the Soviets on 1 (14) Decem
her, he warne d that " in less than a month, this ter ror is going to take extremely
violent forms, just as it did during the great French Revolut ion. Not only prison
awaits our ene mies, but the guillotine, that remar kable invention of the French
Revolution which has the capacity to make a man a whole head shorter."!'

:\ few weeks later, speaking at a workers' assembly, Lenin again called for

terror, describing it as revolutionary class justice:

T he Soviet regime has acted in the way that all revolutionary proletari
ats should act; it has made a clean break with bourgeois justice, which is
an instr ument of the oppressive classes . . . Soldiers and workers must
under stand that no one will help them unless they heir themselves. If
the masses do not rise up spontaneously, none of this will lead to any
thing . . For as long as we fai l to treat speculators the way they de
scne-with a buller in the head- we will not get anywhere at all."

T hese calls for ter ror intensified the violence already unleashed in society
by the Bolsheviks' rise to power. Since the autumn of ]917 thou sands of the
great agri cultural properties had been attacked hy brigades of angry peasants ,
and hund reds of the major landowners had been massacred. Violence had been
omnipresent in Russia in the summer of IlJ1 7. The violence itself was noth ing
new, hut the events of the yeJr had allowed several d ifferent types of violence,
already there in a latent state, to converge: an urban violence reacting agains t
the bru tality of capitalist relations at the heart of an industrial society; tradi
rionul peasant violence; and the mod ern violence of World War I, which had
rein trod uced cxrraordinarv regression and brutality into human relations. T he
combina tion of these three form s of violence made for an explosive mix, whose
effect was potentially devastating du ring the Russian Revolution, marked as it
was bv the failure of normal institutions of order and authority, by a rising
sense of resent ment and social frustr ations accumulated over a long period, and
hy the political lise of popular violence. Mutual suspicion had always been the
norm between the townspe ople and the peasant s. For the peasant s, more now
than ever, the city was the seat of power and op pression; for the urban elite ,
and for profession al revolutionaries who by a large majority were from th e
intelligentsia, the peasant s were still, in Gorky's words, "a mass of half-savage
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people" whose "cruel instincts" and "animal individualism" ought to be

brought to book by the "organized reason of the city." At the same time,

politicians and intellectuals were all perfectly conscious that it was the peasant

revolts that had shaken the provisional government, allowing the Bolsheviks,

who were really a tiny minority in the country, to seize the initiative in the

power vacuum that had resulted.

At the end of 1917 and the beginning of 1918, the new regime faced no serious

opposition, and one month after the Bolshevik coup d'etat it effectively con

trolled most of the north and the center of Russia as far as the mid-Volga, as

well as some of the bigger cities, such as Baku in the Caucasus and Tashkent in

Central Asia. Ukraine and Finland had seceded but were not demonstrating

any warlike intentions. The only organized anti-Bolshevik military force was a

small army of about 3,000 volunteers, the embryonic form of the future

"White Army" that was being formed in southern Russia by General Mikhail

Alekseev and General Kornilov. These tsarist generals were placing all their

hopes in the Cossacks of the Don and the Kuban. The Cossacks were radically

different from the other Russian peasants; their main privilege under the old

regime had been to receive 30 hectares of land in exchange for military service

up to the age of thirty-six. If they had no desire to acquire more land, they

were zealous to keep the land they had already acquired. Desiring above all to

retain their status and their independence, and worried by the Bolshevik proc

lamations that had proved so injurious to the kulaks, the Cossacks aligned

themselves with the anti-Bolshevik forces in the spring of 1918.

"Civil war" may not be the most appropriate term to describe the first

dashes of the winter of 1917 and the spring of 1918 in southern Russia, which

involved a few thousand men from the army of volunteers and General Rudolf

Sivers' Bolshevik troops, who numbered scarcely 6,000. What is immediately

striking is the contrast between the relatively modest number of troops involved

in these dashes and the extraordinary repressive violence exercised by the

Bolsheviks, not simply against the soldiers they captured but also against

civilians. Established in June 1919 by General Anton Denikin, commander in

chief of the armed forces in the south of Russia, the Commission to Investigate

Bolshevik Crimes tried to record, in the few months of its existence, the

atrocities committed by the Bolsheviks in Ukraine, the Kuban, the Don region,

and the Crimea. The statements gathered by this commission, which constitute

the principal source of Sergei Melgunov's 1926 classic, The Red Terror In
Russia, 1918-/924, demonstrate that innumerable atrocities were committed

from January 1918 onward. In Taganrog units from Sivers' army had thrown

fifty Junkers and "White" officers, their hands and feet bound, into a blast

furnace. In Evpatoria several hundred officers and "bourgeois" were tied up,
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tortured, and thrown into the sea. Similar acts of violence occurred in most of

the cities of the Crimea occupied by the Bolsheviks, including Sevastopol,

Yalta, Alushta, and Simferopol. Similar atrocities are recorded from April and

May 1918 in the big Cossack cities then in revolt. The extremely precise files

of the Denikin commission record "corpses with the hands cut off, broken

bones, heads rip red off, broken jaws, and genitals removed."!"

As Mclgunov notes, it is nonetheless difficult to distinguish the systematic

practice of organized terror from what might otherwise be considered simply

uncontrolled excesses. There is rarely mention of a local Cheka directing such

massacres until August and Septernbcr 1918; until that time the Cheka network

was still quite sparse. These massacres, which targeted not only enemy com

batants but also civilian "enemies of the people" (for instance, among the 240

people killed in Yalta at the beginning of March 1918, there were some 70

politicians, lawyers, journalists, and teachers, as well as 165 officers), were often

carried out by "armed detachments," "Red Guards," and other, unspecified

"Bolshevik clements." Exterminating the enemy of the people was simply the

logical extension of a revolution that was both political and social. This con

ception of the world did not suddenly spring into being in the aftermath of

October 1917, but the Bolshevik seizure of power, which was quite explicit on

the issue, did ria) a role in its subsequent legitimation.

In March 1Y17 a young captain wrote a perceptive letter assessing the

revolution and its effects on his regiment: "Between the soldiers and ourselves,

the gap cannot be bridged. For them, we are, and will always remain, the barini
[masters]. To their way of thinking, what has just taken place isn't a political

revolution but a social movement, in which they arc the winners and we are the

losers. They say to us: 'You were the barini before, but now it's our turn!' They

think that they will now have their revenge, after all those centuries of servi

rude."!'

The Bolshevik leaders encouraged anything that might promote this as

piration to "social revenge" among the masses, seeing it as a moral legitimation

of the terror, or what Lenin called "the just civil war." On 15 (28) December

1917 Dzerzhinsky published an appeal in l zuestiya (News) inviting all soviets

to organize their own Chekas. The result was a swift flourishing of "commis

sions," "detachments," and other "extraordinary organizations" that the cen

tral authorities had great problems in controlling when they decided, a few

months later, to end such "mass initiatives" and to organize a centralized,

structured network of Chckas."
Summing up the first six months of the Cheka's existence in July 1918,

Dzerzhinsky wrote: "This was a period of improvisation and hesitation, during

which our organization was not always up to the complexities of the situ

arion."!" Yet even by that date the Cheka's record as an instrument of repression
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was already enormous. And the organization, whose personnel had numbered
no more than 100 in December 1917, had increased to 12,000 in a mere six

months.
Its beginnings had been modest . On II (24) January 1918 Dzerzhinsky

had sent a note to Lenin : "We find the present situation intolerable, despite the
important services we have already rendered. We have no money whatever. We
work night and day without bread , sugar, tea, butter, or cheese. Either take
measures to authorize decent rations for us or give us the power to make our
own requisitions from the bourgeoisie. " lU Dzerzhinsky had recruited approxi
mately 100 men, for the most part old comrades-in-arms, mostly Poles and
people from the Baltic states, nearly all of whom had also worked for the
PRMC, and who became the future leaders of the GPU of the 1920s and the
NKVD of the 1930s: Martin Latsis, Viacheslav Menzhinsky, Stanislav Mess 
ing, Grigory Moroz, Jan Peters, Meir Trilisser, Josif Unshlikht, and Genrikh

Yagoda.
The first action of the Cheka was to break a strike by state employees in

Petrograd. The method was swift and effective-all its leaders were arrcsred-s
and the justification simple: "Anyone who no longer wishes to work with the
people has no place among them," declared Dzerzhinsky, who also arrested a
number of the Menshevik and Socialist Revolutionary deputies elected to the
Constituent Assembl y. This arbitrary act was immediatel y condemned by Isaac
Steinberg, the people's commissar of justice, who was himself a left Socialist
Revolutionary and had been elected to the government a few days previously.
This first clash between the Cheka and the judiciary raised the important issue
of the legal position of the secret police.

"What is the point of a ' People's Commissariat for Justice' ?" Steinberg
asked Lenin. "It would be more honest to have a People's Commissariat [or
Social Extermination . People would understand more clearly."

"Excellent idea," Lenin countered. "That's exactly how I sec it. Unfort u
nately, it wouldn't do to call it that!"!'

Lenin arbitrated in the conflict between Steinberg, who argued for a stri ct
subordination of the Cheka to the processes of justice, and Dzcrzhinsky, who
argued against what he called "the nitpicking legalism of the old school of the
ancien regime." In Dzerzhinsky's view, the Cheka should be responsible for its
acts only to the government itself.

The sixth (nineteenth) of January marked an important point in the
consolidation of the Bolshevik dictatorship. Early in the morning the Constitu
ent Assembl y, which had been elected in November-December 1917 and in
which the Bolsheviks were a minority (they had only 175 deputies out of 707
seats), was broken up by force, having met for a single day. This arbitrary act
seemed to provoke no particular reaction anywhere in the country. A small
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demonstration against the dissolution of the assembl y was broken up by troops,
causing some twenty deaths, a high price to pay for a democratic parliamentary
experiment that lasted only a few hours.!!

In the day's and weeks that followed the dissolution of the Constituent
Assembly, the position of the Bolshevik government in Petrograd became
increasingly uncomfortable, at the very moment when Trotsky, Karnenev, Adolf
Yoffe, and Karl Radek were negotiating peace conditions with delegations from
the Central Powers at Brest Litovsk . On 9 (22) January 191X the government
devoted all business to the question of its transfer to Moscow;"

What worried the Bolshevik leader s was not the German threat-the
armistice had held good since 15 (2X) December-but the possibility of a
workers ' uprising. Discontent was growing rapidly in working-class areas that
just two months before had been solidly behind them. With demobilization and
the consequent slump in large-scale orders from the military, businesses had
laid off tens of thousands of workers, and increasing difficulties in supply had
caused the daily bread ration to fall to a mere quarter of a pound. Unable to
do anvthinj; to improve this situation, Lenin merely spoke out against
"profiteers" and "speculators," whom he chose as scapcgoats. "Every factory,
every company must sct up its own requisitioning detachments. Everyone must
be mobilized in the search for bread, not simply volunteers, but absolutely
everyone; anyone who fails to cooperate will have his ration card confiscated
immcdiarcly" he wrote on 22 January (4 February) JlJlX 24

Trotsky's nomination, on his return from Brest Litovsk on .\I January
1<)IX, to head the 1':xtr,lordillary ' Commission fi,r Food and Transport was a
clear sign from the gmcrnment of the decisive importance it was giving to the
"hunt filr lood ." which was the first stage in the "dictatorship of food." Lenin
turned to this commission in mid-Februar-y with ,I draft decree that the mem
bers of the commission-who besides Trotsk y included Aleksandr Tsyurupa,
the people 's commissar of lilOd-rejected . According to the text prepared by
Len in, all peasants were to he required to hand over any surplus food in
exchange fill' ,I receipt . Any dcfaultcrs who failed to hand in supplies within the
required time were to he executed . "When we read this proposal we were at a
loss for words," Tsyur upa recalled in his memoirs. "To carry out a project like
this would have led to executions on ,I massive scale. I .cnin 's project was simply
abandoned ." 2.l

The episode was nonetheless extrcmclv revealing. Since the heginning of
191H, Lenin had found himself trapped in an impasse of his own making, and
he was wur ricd about the catastrophic supply situation of the big industrial
centers, which were scen as isolated Bolshevik strongholds among the great
mass of peasants. Ilc was prepared to do anything to get the grain he needed
without altering his policies . Conflict was inevitable here, between a peasantry
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determined to keep for itself the fruits of its labors and to reject any external
interference, and the new regime, which was attempting to place its stamp on
the situation, refused to understand how economic supply actually functioned,
and desired more than anything to bring under control what it saw as growing

social anarchy.
On 21 February 1918, in the face of a huge advance hy the German army

after the failure of the talks at Brest Litovsk, the government declared the
socialist fath erland to be in danger. The call for resistance against the invaders
was accompanied by a call for mass ter ror: " All enemy agents , speculators,
hooligans, counterrevolutionary agitators, and German spies will he shot on
sight."lO This proclamati on effectively installed martial law in all military w nes.
When peace was fi nally agreed at Brest Litovsk on J Ma rch 1918, it techn ically
lost its legal force, and legally the death penalty was reestablished aga in only
on 16June 191 8, Nevert heless, from Febru ary 1<J18 on the Cheka carr ied out
numerous summary execu tions, even outside the militar y zones.

On 10 March 1918 the govern ment left Perrograd for Moscow, the new
capital. The Cheka headquarters were set up ncar the Kremlin , in Holshavu
Lubyanka Stree t, in a building that had previously belonged to an insurance
company. Under a series of names (including the GP U, OGP L, '\i K Vl ), \ 1\ '1),
and KGB ) the Cheka would occupy the buildin g unt il the fall of the So\'iet
regime. From a mere 600 in March, the number of Cheka employees workin g
at the cen tral headquarters had risen to 2,000 in July 191X, exclud ing the special
troops. At this same date the People's Commissariat of Internal Affairs, whose
task was to direct the immense apparatus of IOl:JI soviets throughout the

country, had a staff of 4-00 .
The Cheka launched its first major operation on the night of 11 -12 :\ priI

191 8, when more than 1,000 men from its special troop detachments stormed
some twent y anarchist strongholds in Moscow. After severa l hour s of hard
fighting, 520 anarchists were arrested; 25 were summarily execut ed as "ban
dits," a term that from then on would designate workers on strike, deserters
fleeing co nscription, or peasants resisting the forced requisit ion ing of grJin,!;

After this first success, which was followed by oth er "pacificat ion" opera
tions in both Moscow and Petrograd, Dzerzhinsky wrote a letter to the Central
Executive Committee on 2<J April 1<j18 requesting a considerable increase in
Cheka resources. "At this part icu lar time," he wrote, "Cheka activity is almost
bound to increase exponentially, in the face of the increase in countc r rcvolu
tionary activity on all sides.'?"

The "particular time" to which Dzerzhinsky was referring seemed indeed
to be a decisive period for the installation of the political and economic dicta
torship and the streng theni ng of repression against a population that appeared
to regard the Bolsheviks with ever-increasing hostility. Since October IlJ I '7 the
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Bolsheviks had dune nothing to improve the everyday lot of the average Rus
SIan, nor had the y safeguarded the fundam ental liberties that had accru ed
throughout I<j17. Fo rmerly regard ed as the only political filrce that would allow
peasants to seize th e land they had so long desired, the Bolsheviks were now
perceived as Communists, who wanted to steal the fruits of the peasants' labors.
Could these really be the same people, the peasant s wonder ed, the Bolsheviks
who had finally given them the land, and the Communists who seemed to be
holdin g them for ransom, and wanted even the shirts from their backs?

T he spring of 1918 was a crucial period , when everything was still up for
gra bs. The soviets had not yet been muzzled and transformed into simple tools
of the state appa ratu s; they were still a forum for real political debate between
Bolsheviks and moderate socialists. Opposition newspapers, though attacked
almost daily, continued to exist. Political life fl ourished as different institut ions
com peted for popular support . And during this period, which was marked by
a deterioration in living conditions and the total breakdown of economic rela
tions between the town and the country, Socialist Revolutionaries and Men
sheviks scored und eniable political victories. In elections to the new soviets
despite a certa in amo unt of intimidation and vote- rigging, they achieved out
right victories in n ineteen of the thirty main provincial scats where voting took
place and the result s were made publi c."

T he governme nt responded by strengthening its dictatorship on both the
poliricul and the eco nomic fronts. Networks of economic distr ibution had fallen
apart as a result of th e spectacular breakdo wn in communications, part icularly
in the railways, and all incentiv e for farmer s seemed to have been lost, as the
lack of rnanufa cturing products provided no impetus for peasants to sell their
goods. The fundurncnrul problem was thus to assure the food supply to the
army an ti to the ci ties, the scat of power and of the proletariat. T he Bolsheviks
had t wo choices: the y could either attempt to res urrect some sort of market
econ om y or usc add itional constraints. They chose the second option , con
vinced of the need to go ever further in the st rugg le to destroy the old order.

Speaking before the Centr al Executive Committee of the Soviets on 29
Apr il I<J IH, Lenin went straight to the point : "The smallholders, the people
who owned only a parcel of land, fought side by side with the proletariat when
the time came to overthrow the capitalists and the major landowners. But now
our paths have diver ged . Smallholders have always been afraid of discipline
and organization . T he time has come for us to have no mercy, and to turn
against them." 111 A few days later the people's commissar of food told the same
assembly: "I say it quite openl y; we are now at war, and it is only with guns
that we will get the grain we need." Trotsky himself added: "O ur only choice
now is civil war. Civ il war is the struggle for bread .. ' Long live civil war!"!'

;\ In I text by Karl Radek, one of the Bolshevik leaders, is revealing of
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Bolshevik policies in th e sp ring of 1918, severa l months before th e outbrea k of

the armed conflict th at for two years would find Reds and Whites at war :

T he peasants had just received the land from the state, they had just
returned home from the front, they had kept their guns, and their
attitude to the state could be summed up as "Who needs it)" They
couldn ' t have cared less about it. If we had decided to come up with
some sort of food tax, it wouldn' t have worked, for none of the state
appar atus remain ed. T he old order had disappeared, ,InU the peasants
wouldn' t have handed over anything without actually being forced. Our
task at the beginning of IlJ] R was quite simple: we had to make the
peasants understand two quite simple things: that the state had some
claim on what they produced, and that it had the means to exercise those
rights."

In M ay and June IlJIRthe Bolshevik gover nm ent took two decisive meas

ures th at inaugu rat ed the period of civil war, which has come to he known as
"War Communis m." On 13 May IlJ IiI a decree gra nted extrao rdinary powers

to the People's Commissariat of Food, requiring it to requisit ion all foodstuffs
and to establish what was in fact a "food army." By Jul y nearly 12,()O() people
were involved in these "foo d detachm ent s," which at their heigh t in 1920 were

to number mor e than 24,()O() men, over half of whom were unemployed work

ers from Pet rogr ad , attracted by the prom ise of a decent salary and a pro por 
tional sha re of th e confiscated food. The second decisive measur e was the
decree of II June 191R, which established committees of poor peasants, order

ing them to work in close collaboration with the Iood detachm en ts and also to
requis it ion , in exc ha nge for a share of the profits, any agricultura l surp luses

that the better-o ff peasants might be keeping for themselves, T hese committ ees
of poor peasant s soon displaced the rural soviets, which the government judged

to he unt rustworthy, as they were contaminated with Socia list Rcvnluti onarv

ideology. G iven th e tasks they were ordere d to carry out-to seize bv force the
results of other people's labor-and the mot ivations th at were used to spur

them on (power, a feeling of frustration toward and envy of the rich , and the
promise of a share in the spoils), one can imagi ne what these fi rs t repre

sentat ives of Bolshevik power in the countrysid e were really like. As And rea
G razios i acutely notes: "For these people, devotion to the cause-or ra ther to

the new state-and an unden iable operational capacity went hand in hand with
a rather falterin g social and politi cal conscience, an interest in self-advance 

rnent , and trad itional modes of behavior, includin g brutalirv to their subordi
nates, alcoholism, and nepotism . . . What we have here is a good example of

the manner in which the 's pirit' of the plebeian revoluti on penetrated the new
regime ." .lJ

The Iron Fist of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat

Despite a few initia l successes, the organization of the Committees for the

Poor took ,I long tim e to get off the gro und. The very idea of using the poorest
section of th e peasant ry reflected the deep mistru st the Bolsheviks felt toward

peasant society. In acco rdance with a rat her simplistic Ma rxist schema, thev

imagined it to be divided into warring classes, whereas in fact it present ed a
fairly solid front to the world , and particularly when faced with strangers from

the city. When the qu esti on arose of hand ing over sur pluses, the ega litarian and
community-minde d reflex found in all the villages took over, and instead of
persecuting a few rich peasants, by far the greater part of the requisitions were

simply redi st rib uted in the same village, in accord an ce with people' s needs.
Th is policy aliena ted th e large centra l mass of the peasantry, and discont ent

was soon widespread, with troubles break ing out in num erou s regions. Con
fron ted by the br ut ality of the filml detachm ent s, who were often reinforced bv

the ar my or by C hck« uni ts, a real guer rilla force began to take shape from june

191i1 onward . In July and August 110 peasant insurrections, described hv the
Bolsheviks as kulak reb el lions- which in their term inology meant up risings
involvin g whole villages, with insurgents from all d asses·-hroke out in the
zones they controlled. All the trust that the Bolshevik s had gained by nor

opposing the seizure of land in 1917 evapor ated in a mail er of weeks, and Ior

more than th ree years the policy of requisitioning food was to provoke thou
sands of rio ts and up risings, which were to degener ate into real peasant wars
that were quelled with ter rible violence.

T he political effec ts of the hardening of the dict atorship in the spring of

1915 included th e complete shutdown of all non -Bolshevik newspapers, the
forcible dissoluti on of all non-Bolshevik soviets, the ar rest of op position lead

ers, and the bruta l repression of many strikes. In :\ tay and June PJl iI, 20S of
the opposition socialist newspapers were finallv closed down . The mostly Men
shevik or Socialist Revolut ionary soviets of Kuluga , T vcr, Ya roslavl, Ryazan,

Kosrromu. Kuzan, Sar.uov, Penza, Tarnbov, Voronez h, Ore l, and Vo logda were

broken up b~ ' force." Lvcrv wherc the scenario was almost ident ical: a few days

after victory by the opposing party and the conseq uent formation of a new
soviet, the Bolshevik detachment would call for an ar med f(Jrce, usually a

detac hment of the Chcka, which then proclaimed martial law und arrested the
oppositi on leaders.

Dzcrzh insk y, who had sent his principal collabo rators into town s that had
initially been won hy th e opposing part ies, was an unabashed advocate of the
use of lorcc, as can be seen clearly from the directive he sent on 31 May IlJIiI
to A, \' . Eidu k, his plenipotent iary on a mission to T vcr:

Th e workers, under the influence of the Mensheviks, the Socialist Rcvo
lutionaril:s, and ofher countcr revolutionarv bastards, have all gone on
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strike, and demonstrated in fav or of a govern ment made up of all the
differen t socialist parties. Put big posters up all over the town saying
th at the Cheka will execute on the spot any bandit, thief, speculator, or
counterrevo lutionary found to be conspiring against the soviet. Levy an
extraordinary tax on all bourgeois resident s of the town, and make a list
of them, as that will be very useful if things start happening. You ask
how to form the local Cheka: just round up all the most resolute people
you can, who under stand that there is nothin g more effective than a
bullet in the head to shut people up. Experience has shown me that you
only need a small number of people like that to turn a whole situation
around ."

The dissolution of the soviets held by the opposition , and the expulsion
on 14 June 1918 of all Mensheviks and Socialist Revolutionaries from the

All-Russian Central Executive Commi ttee of Soviets, provoked protests and
strikes in many working-class town s, where, to make matters worse, th e food
situation was st ill steadil y deteriorating. In Kolpino, near Petrograd, the leader

of a Cheka deta chment ordered his troops to open fire on a hunger march
organ ized by workers whose monthly ration of bread had fallen to two pounds.

There were ten deaths. On the same day, in the Bcre zovsky factory, ncar
Ekarcrinburg, fifteen people were killed by a detachment of Red Guards at a

meetin g called to protest against Bolshevik commi ssars who were accused of
confi scating the most imp ressive properties in the town and of keepin g for

themselves the 150-ruble tax they had levied on the bourgeoisie. The next day
the local authorities declar ed a state of martial law, and fourteen peopl e wcrc

immediately executed by the local Chcka, who refrained from mentioning this

detail to headquarters in Moscow."
In th e latter half of May and in June 191 8, num erous workin g-clas s

demonstrations were put down bloodily in Sorrnovo, Yaroslavl, and Tulu, as

well as in the industrial cities of Uralsk, Nizhni-Tagil, Beloretsk, Ziatoust, and
Ekaterinburg. The ever-increasin g involvement of the local Chekas in these
repression s is attested by the growing frequen cy in working-class environments

of slogans directed against the " New Okhrana" (the rsarist secret police ) who

worked for what th ey termed the "cornmissarocra cy?"
From 8 to 11 June 191H Dzerzhinsky presided over the first All-Russian

Conference of Chekas, attended by 100 delegates from fort y-three local sec
tions, which already employed more than 12,000 men . That figure would rise

to 40 ,000 by the end of 191 8, and to more than 2HO,OOO by the beginning of
1921 . Claiming to be above the soviets and, according to certain Bolsheviks,

even above the Party, the conference declar ed its intention to "take full respon
sibility for the struggle against the counterrevolution throughout the republic,

in its role as supreme enforcer of administrative power in Soviet Russia." The

The Iron Fist of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat

role that it proclaimed for itself at th e end of the conference revealed the extent
of the hu ge field of acti vity in which the political police was alread y operating,
before the great wave of counterrevolutionary act ions that would mark the

summer. Modeled on th e organization of the Lubyanka headqu arters, eaeh
pro vincial Ch eka was to establi sh the following departments and offices:

I. Information Department. Offices: Red Army, monarchists, cadets, right
Socialist Rcvoluti unarics and Mensheviks, anarchists, bour geoisie and
church people, unions and workers' committees, and foreigners. The ap

propriate offices were to d raw up lists of suspects corresponding to all
the above categories.

2. Department fill' the Struggle again st the Counterrevolution . Offices:
Red Army, monarchists, cadets, right Socialist Revolut ionaries and

Menshev iks, an archists, unioni sts, national minorities, foreigner s, alco
holism, pogroms and public order, and press affairs ,

J. Department for the Stru ggle against Speculation and Abuses of
Authorirv,

4. Department of Transport, Communicat ion , and Port s.

5. Operational Dep artment, including special Chcka units ."

Two days after the All-Russian Conferencc of Chcka s, the government

reinstat ed the death penalty, which had been aboli shed after the revolution of
February 191 7. Though form ally reinstated bv Kcrcnsky in July 191 7, it had

been applied only at the front , in areas und er milit ary control. One of the first
measures taken by the Second Congress of Smicts on 26 October (H Novern

her) Jl)] 7 had been to abolish capital punishment, a decision that elicited a
furious reaction from Lenin : " It's an error, an unforgivable weakness, a pacifist

delu sion !"!" Lenin and Dzerzhinsky had been constantly rrying to reinstat e the

penalty "hill' knowing \'ery well that in pract ice it could alread y be used
whenever necessary, without any "nitpicking legali sm," by organizations like
the Chcka, which operated outside the law. The first legal death sentence was

pron ounced by a rcvolutionurv court on 21 June 191 H; Admiral A. Shchastnyi
was the first "counterr evolutionary" to he shot " lega lly."

On 20 June V. Voloclarskv, a Bolshevik leader in Perrng rud, was shot down
hy a militant Socialist Revolutionary. This event occurred at a time of extreme

tension in the old capital . In the preceding weeks, relation s between Bolsheviks

and workers had gon e from bad to worse , and in May and June the Petrug rad
Cheka recorded seventy " inciden ts"- strikes, anti -Bol shev ik meetings, demon
strations-led principally by metalworkers from lahor stronghold s, who had

been the most ardent sup porters of the Bolsheviks in the period leading up to

the event s of 191 7. The authorities responded to strikes with lockouts at the
large stare-owned factories, a practice that became more and mor e widespr ead
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in the foll owing months to break th e wor kers' resistance . Voloda rs ky's assassi

nat ion was foll o wed by an unp reced ented wave of arrests in th e wo rking-class

areas of Petr ograd . T he Asse mb ly of Wor kers' Representati ves, a mainl y Men

shevi k gro up that organ ized wor king -class o pposi tio n and was in fac t a real

o pposit ion po wer to the Pet ro gr ad soviet, was d issolved. More th an SOO lead ers

were arrested in two days. The wor kers' respon se to this hu ge wave of ar rests

was to call a ge ne ral strike for 21 Jul y 191 8."1

From Moscow L en in sent a letter to Grigori Zinoviev, pr esident of the

Perrograd Com mittee of th e Bolsh evik Part y. The docu ment is extremely

revea ling, both of Len in 's conception of terror and of an ex traordi na ry polit ical

d elusion . Leni n was in fact comm itt ing a huge polit ical mist ake wh en he

claim ed that the workers wer e protes ting Volodarsky's death .

Comrade Zinoviev! We have just learn ed that the workers of Pctro grud
wish to respond to Comrade Volodarsky's murder with mass te rror, and
that you (n ot you pers onally, but the memb ers of the Part y Committ ee
in Petrograd) are trying to sto p them : I want to prot est most vehemently
aga inst this . We arc comprom ising ourse lves; we are calling for mass
terror in the resolutions passed by the Sovie t, but when the time comes
for act ion , we obstruct the natural react ions of the masses. T his cannot
be! The terro rists will start to th ink we are being halfheart ed. T his is the
hour of tru th: It is of supreme import ance that we encourag e and make
lise of the energy of mass terror d irected agains t the counte r revolutio n
aries, es pecia lly th ose of Pcrrogru d, whose examp le is decisive . Regards.

Lenin."

The Red Terror

"The Bo lshevi ks arc saying ope nly th at the ir days arc numbered ,"

Karl Hclffcrich, the G er ma n ambassado r to Moscow, told his govern men t on

3 Augu st 141 S. "A veritable pani c has overtaken Moscow ... T he crazi est

rumor s imaginable ar e rife, about so-called 'traitors' who arc supposed to be in

h id ing around th e ci ty."

T he Bolsh eviks ce rtain ly never felt as mu ch under th reat as they did in

141 X. T he terr ito ry th ey co n tro lled amo un ted to litt le mor e than th e tradition al

province of M uscovy, whi ch now faced anti-B ol sh evik oppositi on on three

so lid ly establi shed fro nts : the first in th e region of th e Don, occ upied by th e

Cossack troops of Atam an Krasn ov and by G en eral D eniki n 's W hite Army;

the seco nd in U krai ne , which was in the hand s of th e Germans and of the

Rad a, the nation al U kr ain ian govern ment ; and a third fro nt all along th e

T rans-S iberian Railway, where most of the big cit ies had fallen to the Cz ech

Legion, whose offen sive had been supported by the Socialist Revolutionary

gove rn me nt in Samara.

In th e region s th at we re more or less under Bolsh evik control, nearl y 140
major revolt s and in sur rect ions brok e out in th e su m mer of 191 8; most involved

peasant communities resisting th e enforce d com mandeering of food supplies,

whic h was being ca rr ied out with suc h brutalit y by the food ar my; protest s

aga ins t the lim itat ions on trade and exc hange; o r prot est s agains t th e new
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com p ulsory co nscn pnon for the Red Army.' Typically the angry peasant s
would flock en masse to the nearest town, besiege the soviet, and some times

even attempt to set fi re to it. T he incidents usually degenerated into violence,

and either local militias or, more and more often, detachm ents from the local
C he ka opened fire on the protesters. In these confro ntations, which became
more frequent as time passed, th e Bolshevik leader s saw a vast counterrevolu

tionary conspiracy directed aga ins t their regime by "k ulaks disguised as White

Guards."
" It is quite clear that prep arations are being made for a W hite G uar d

up ri sing in N izhni Novgorod, ' wrote Lenin in a telegram on 9 August 19l X to

the p resident of the Executive Committee of the Nizhn i Novgorod soviet, in

respo nse to a report about peasan t protests agains t requisitioning. "Your first

res ponse must be to establish a dictatorial troika (i.e., you, Markin, and one
other person ) and introduce mass terror, shooting or deporting the hundreds

of prostitutes who are causing all the soldiers to drink, all the ex-officers, etc.
There is not a moment to lose; you must act resolutely, with massive repri sals.
Immediate exec ution for anyone caught in possession of a firearm . Massive
deportat ions of Mensheviks and other suspect elements."! T he next day I.cnin

sent a similar telegram to the Central Executive Committee of the Penza soviet :

Comrades! T he kulak upr ising in your five distr icts must be cr ushed
without pity. T he interests of the whole revolution demand such .IC

tions, for the final struggle with the kulaks has now begun . You must
make an example of these people. ( I) Hang (I mean hang publicly, so
that people see it) at least Ionkulaks, rich bastards, and known blood
suckers. (2) Publish their names. (3) Seize all their grain. (of) Single out
the hostages per my instructions in yesterd ay's telegram . Do all this so
that tor miles around people see it all, understand it, tremble, and tell
themselves that we are killing the bloodth irsty kulaks and that we will
cont inue to do so. Reply saying you have received and carr ied out these
instructions. Yours, Lenin.

P.S. Find tougher people. I

In fact a close reading of C heka report s on the revolts of the summer of

1918, reveals th at the only uprisings planned in advance were tho se in Yarosluvl,
Rybinsk, and Mu rom, which were orga nized by the Unio n for the Defense of

th e Father land, led by the So cialist Revoluti onary Boris Savinkov; and that of
workers in the arms factory of Evsk, at the instigation of M ensheviks and local

Socialist Revoluti onaries. All the other insurrection s were a spontaneous, dir ect
result of incid ents involving local peasantry faced with requ isitions or con

sc ription . They were put down in a few days with great ferocity by trusted unit s

from the Red Army or the C heka. Onl y Yaroslavl, wher e Savinkov 's detach-

The Red Terror

ment s had ousted the local Bolsheviks from power, managed to hold out for a

few weeks. Afte r the town fell, Dzerzhinsky sent a "special invest igative com
mission, " which in five days, from 24 to 28 Jul y 1918, executed 428 people.'

In August 1918, before the offi cial beginn ing of the period of Red Terror
on J September, the Bolshevik leaders, and in particular Le nin and Dzerzhin

sky,sen t a great number of telegrams to local Cheka and Part y leaders, instruct

ing them to take " prophylactic measures" to prevent any attempted
insur rection . Among these measures, explained Dzerzhin sky, "the most effec

tive are the takin g of hostages among the bourgeoisie, on the basis of the lists
that you have d rawn up for exceptio nal taxes levied on the bour geoisie ... the
arrest and the incarcer ation of all hostages and suspects in concent ration
camps." On 8 August Len in asked Tsyurupa , the people's commissar of food ,

to draw up a decree sti pulating that " in all gr ain- pro ducing areas, twenty-five
designated hosta ges drawn from the best-off of the local inhabitant s will answer
with their lives for an y failur e in the requisitioning plan." As Ts yurupa turned

a deaf ear to this, on the pretext that it was too difficult to organ ize the taking

of hostages, Len in sent him a second, more explicit note: " I am not suggesting
that these host ages actually be taken, but th at th ey are to be named exp licitly
in all the relevant area s. The purpose of this is that the rich, just as they are

responsible tor their own contribution, will also have to answer with their lives
for the imm ediate realization of the requi sitioning plan in their whole district .?"

In addition to th is new system for taking host ages, the Bolshevik leade rs
experimented in Augu st 191Hwith a tool of oppression that had made its first

appearance in Russia during the war: the concentration camp. On 9 August
Lenin sent a telegram to the Executi ve Comm itte e of the province of Penza

instructing them to intern " kulaks, priests, White G uards, and other doubtful
elements in a concent ration camp."?

A few days earlier both Dz erzhin sky and T rotsky had also called for the
confinement of hosta ges in concentration camps. These concentration camps
were simple int ernment camps in which, as a simple interim administrative

measure and independ entl y of any judicial process, "doubtful elements" were
to be kept. As in every other country at this time, numerou s camps for pr isone rs
of war already existed in Russia.

First and fcrernost among the "doubtful elements" to be arr ested were th e
leaders of op position parti es who were still at liberty, On 15 August 1918 Len in

and Dzerzhinsk y jointly signed an order for the arrest of Yuri Martov, Fedor
Dan , Aleksand r Potresov, and M ikhail Go ldman , the prin cipal leaders of th e

Men shevik Party, whose press had long been silenced and whose repre
sentatives had been hounded out of the soviets."

For the Bolsh evik leaders, distin ctions amo ng types of opponents no
longer existed, becau se, as th ey explained, civil war s have their own laws. "Civil
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war h as no written laws," wrote Martin Latsis, one of Dzerzhinsky's principal

co llabor ators , in Lzuestiya on 23 August 191 8.

Capi talis t wars have a written constitution , but civil war has its own laws

. . . One must not only destroy the active forc es of the en em y, but also

demonstrate that anyone who raises a hand in protest against class war

will die by the sword . These are the laws tha t the bourgeoisi e itself drew

up in the civil wars to oppress the proletariat . . . We have yet to assimi

lat e these rule s sufficien tly. Our own people are being killed by the

hundreds of thousand s, yet we carry out executions one by one after

lengthy deliberations in commissions and court s. In a civil war, there

s ho uld be no courts for th e enemy. It is a fight to th e death . If you don't

kill, you will d ie. So kill, if you don 't want to be killed!~

Two assassination att em pts on 30 Au gu st-one against M . S . U ritsky, the

head of the Petrograd Cheka, the other against Lenin-seemed to confirm the

Bolshevik leaders' theory that a real conspiracy was threatening their existen ce .

In fact it now appears that there was no link between the two events. The first

was carried out in the well-established tradition of populist revolutionary ter

ror, by a yo ung student who wanted to avenge the death of an officer friend

killed a few da ys earlier by the Petrograd Cheka. The secon d in cid ent was long

attributed to Fanny Kaplan, a militant socialist with anarchist and Socialist

Rev olutionary leanings. She was arrested immediately and shot three day s later

without trial, but it now appears that there ma y have been a larger consp iracy

against Lenin, whi ch escaped detection at the time, in the Cheka itself. \II The

Bol shevik go vernment immediatel y blamed both assassination attempts on

"rig h t Socialist Revolutionaries, th e servants of French and En glish imperial

ism ." The response was immediate: the next day, articles in the press and

official declaration s called for more terror. "Workers," said an article in Pni ida

(Truth) on .II August, "the time has come for us to crush the bourgeoisie or

be crushed by it. The corruption of the bourgeoisie must be cleansed from our

towns immediately. Fil es will now be kept on all men concerned, and those who

represent a danger to the revolutionary cause will be executed . .. The anthem

of the working class will be a so ng of hatred and re venge!"

On the same day Dzerzhinsky and his ass istant Jan Peters drafted an

" Ap peal to the Working Classes" in a sim ilar vein : "The working classes must

crush the hydra of the coun ter revolut ion with massive terror! "Ve must let the

enem ies of th e working classes kn oll' that an yone caught in illegal possession

of a firearm will be immediately executed, and that an yone who dares to s p read

the slightest rumor against the Soviet reg ime will be arrested immediately and

sent to a concentration cam p!" Printed in l zoestiya on 3 September, this appeal

was followed the next day by the publication of instructions sent by

N. Petrovsky, the people's commissar of internal affairs, to all the soviets.

The Red Terror

Petrovsky complained that de spite the "massive repressions" organized by

enemies of the state agains t the work ing masses, the " Red Terror" was too slow

in its effec ts:

T he t ime ha s com e to put a sto p to all this weakness and sentimentality.

All the right Soc ialist Revolutionaries must be arrested immediatel y. A

great number of hostages must be taken amung the officers and the

bourgeoisie . The s lightes t resistance mu st be greeted with widespread

executions. Provincial Executive Cummittees must lead the way here .

The Ch ekas and the other organized militia must seek out and arrest

suspects and immediately execute all those found to be involved with

counterrevo lutionary practices ... Leaders of the Executive Commit

tees mu st immediately report ,my weakn ess or indecision on the part of

the local soviets to the People's Commissariat of Internal Affairs . No

weakness or indeci sion can be tolerated during this per iod of mass
terror. "

This telegram, wh ich marked th e official start of full -scale Red Terror,

gives the lie to Dzerzhinsky's and Peters' later claims that the Red Terror " was

a general and s ponta neous reaction of indignation by the ma sses to the at

tempted assass inat io ns of 30 Augus t IY18, and began without an y initiative

from the central organizations." The rruth was that the Red T error was the

natural outlet lor th e almost abstract hatred that most of the Bolshevik leaders

felt toward their "oppressors," whom they wished to liquidate not on an indi

vidual ba sis, but as a class. In his memoirs the Menshevik leader Rafael Abra

rnovich recalled a revealin g conversation that he had in August 1917 with

Dzerzhinsky, the future leader of the Cheka:

"A bramovich, do you remember Lasalle's speech about the essence of a
Consrirurion ?"

"Of course."

"He said that any Constitution is alway s determined by the relation
between the social for ces at work in a given country at the time in

question . I wonder how thi s co r relation between the political and the
social might be changed ?"

"Well, by the various processes of ch ange that are at work in the

fields of politics and economics at any tim e, by the emergence of new

forms of economic growth, the rise of different social classes, all those

things that you knoll' pcrfecrly well already, Feliks . . ."

" Yes, but couldn't one change things much more radically than

that ' By forcing certain classes into submis sion, or by exterminating
them altogether?"! '

This cold, calc u lat ing, and cynical cruelty, the logical result of an implac

able class war pushed to its extreme, was shared by many Bolsheviks. Grigory

Z inoviev, one of the main leaders, declared in September 191H: "To dispose of
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our enemies, we will have to create our own socialist terror. For this we will

have to train 90 million of the 100 million Russians and have them all on our

side. We have nothing to say to the oth er J0 million ; we'll have to get rid of

them."!'
On 5 September the Soviet government legalized terror with the famou s

decree "On Red Terror" : "At this moment it is absolutely vital that the Chckus

be reinforced . . . to protect the Soviet Republic from its class enemies, who

must all be locked up in concentration camps. Anyone found to have had any

dealings with the White Guard organizations, plot s, insurrections, or riots will

be summarily executed, and the names of all these people, together with the

reasons for their execution, will be announced publicly."!' As Dzcrzhinsky was

later to acknowledge, "The texts of 3 and 5 September finally gave us a legal

right that even Party comrades had been campaigning against until then ·- -thc

right immediately to dispose of the counterrevolutionary rabble, without hav

ing to defer to anyone else's authority at all."

In an internal circular dated 17 September, Dzerzhinksy, invited all local

Chekas to "accelerate procedures and terminate, that is, liquidate, any pending

business."!' In fact the "liquidations" had started as early as 31 August. On 3

September lzuesuya reported that in the previous few days more than 500

hostages had been executed by the local Cheka in Petrograd. According to

Cheka sources, more than 800 people were executed in September in Perrograd

alone. The actual figure must be considerably higher than that. An eyewitness

relates the following details : "For Petrograd , even a conservative estimate must

be 1,300 executions . . . The Bolsheviks didn't count, in their 'statistics, ' the

hundreds of officer s and civilians who were executed on the orders of the local

authorities in Kronstadt. In Kronstadt alone, in one night, more than 400

people were shot. Three massive trenches were dug in the rnidd Ie of ! he

courtyard, 400 people were lined up in front of them and executed one after

the other."!" In an interview given to the newspaper Utro Mushy (\ loscow

morning) on 3 November 1918, Peters admitted that "those rather oversens itive

[sic] Cheka members in Petrograd lost their heads and went a little too far.

Before Uritsky's assassination, no one was executed at all-and believe me,

despite anything that people might tell you, I am not as bloodthirstv as they

say-but since then there have been too many killed, often quite indiscrimi

nately. But then again, Moscow's only response to the attempt on Lenin's life
was the execution of a few tsarisr ministers."! ' According to l zicstiva again, J

"mere" 29 hostages from the concentration camp were shot in \10SCllW on 3

and 4 September. Among the dead were two former ministers from the regime

of Tsar Nicholas 11, N. Khvosrov (internal affairs) and I. Shchcgloviiov (jus

tice) . Nonetheless, numerous eyewitness reports concur that hundreds of hos

tages were executed during the "September massacres" in the prisons of
Moscow.

The Red Terror

In these times of Red T error, Dzerzhinsky founded a new newspaper,

Ezhenedelnie VChK (Cheka weekly), which was openly intended to vaunt the

merits of the secret police and to encourage " the just desire of the masses for

revenge." For the six weeks of its existence (it was closed down by an order

from the Central Committee after the raison d' erre of the Cheka was called into

question by a number of Bolshevik leaders), the paper candidly and unasham

edly described the taking of hostages, their internment in concentration camps,

and their execution . It thus con stituted an official basic minimum of informa

tion of the Red Terror fix September and October 1918. For instance, the

newspaper reported that in the medium-sized city of Nizhni Novgorod the

Cheka, who were particularly zealous under the leadership of N ikolai Bulganin

(later the head of the Soviet state from 1954 to 1957), executed J41 hostages

after 31 August, and once took more than 700 hostages in a mere three days.

In Vyatka the Cheka for the Ural region reported the execution of 23 "ex

policemen," 154 "counterrevolutionaries," S "monarchists," 2R "members of

the Constitutional Democratic party," IR6 "officers," and 10 "Mensheviks and

right Socialist Revolutionaries," all in the space of a week. The Ivanovo Vozne

sensk Cheka reported taking JRI hostages, executing 25 "counterrevolutionar

ies," and setting up a concentration camp with space for 1,000 people. The

Chcka of the small town of Sehezhsk reported shooting" 17 kulaks and one

priest , who had celebrated a mass tor the hlood y tyrant Nicholas 11"; the Tver

Cheka reported 130 hostages and .N executions; the Perm Cheka reported 50

executions. This macabre catalogue could be extended con siderably; these are

mer ely a few exrrucrs from the six issues of the Chek« Wakl)'.lx

Other provincial journals also reported thousands of arrests and execu

tion s in the autumn of 1<) 1H. To take but two examples, the single puhlished

issue of l z irstiv« Tsaritsvnskoi ClIbchd'u (News of the Tsaritsyn Province

Chcka) reported the execution of 103 people for the week of 3-10 September.

From I to S Novem ber 371 people appeared in the local Cheka court ; 50 were

condemned to death, the rest "to a concentration camp as a measure of hy

giene, as hostages, until the complete liquidation of all counterrevolutionary

insurrections." The only issue of l zce stivu Penzenskoi Gubcheka (News of the

Penza Province Chcka) reported, without commentary, that "in response to

the assassination of Comrade Egorov, a Pctrograd worker on a mission in one

of the detachments of the Food Army, ISO White Guards have been exe

cuted bv the Chcka. In the future, other, more rigorous measures will be taken

against 'anyone who raises J hand in protest against the iron fist of the prole

tariat ,"
The .\l·otlki, or confidential reports that the local Chekas sent to Moscow,

which ha ve onlv recently become public, also confirm the brutality of responses

to the slightest 'i nc i d ent~ between the peasant community and the local authori

ties. These incidents almost invariabl y concerned a refusal to accept the requi-
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si tion ing process or conscription, and th ey were systematically catalog ued in

the files as "counterrevolutio na ry kulak riots" and suppressed witho ut mercy.

It is impossible to come up with an exac t figure for the number of people

who fe ll victi m to this firs t grea t wave of th e Red Terror. Larsis, who was one

o f the m ain leader s of th e Ch eka , claime d th at in th e second hal f of 1918 th e

C he ka ex ec u ted 4,500 people, add ing with some cynicism : " If th e Cheka can

be acc used of an yth ing, it isn' t of bein g overze alous in its executions, but rather

of failu re in the need to ap ply th e supreme punishmen t. An iro n hand will

always m ean a smaller number of victims in th e lon g terrn ."!" At the end of

Octo ber 1918 th e Menshevik leader Yur i Martov es tima ted th e nu mber of

d irect victims of the Cheka si nce the sta rt of Se ptember to be "i n excess of

lO,aoo."20

Whatever the exac t number of victims may have bee n that autumn-and

the total reported in th e official press alone su ggest s th at at the very least it

must be between 10,000 and 15,000-the Red T error marked the definitive

beginning of the Bolshevik practice of treating any for m of real or potential

o pposit io n as an act of civil war , which, as L ats is put it , had "its own laws."

When worker s went on strike to protest th e Bolshevik pr actice of rationin g

"acco rd ing to socia l origin" and abuses of power by th e local C heka, as at the

ar ma men ts fac tory at Motovi likha, the authori ties declar ed the whole factory

to be " in a sta te of insu rrect ion ." The Cheka d id not negot ia te with th e striker s,

but en fo rced a lockout and fired th e worker s. T he leader s were ar res ted , and

all the "Mens hevi k cou nte rrevolutio naries," who were suspected of havin g

inc ite d the st ri ke, were hunted down ." S uc h pract ices were normal in th e

sum m er of 191 8. By autu mn the local Ch ekas, now be tte r organized and mo re

m oti vat ed by ca lls from Moscow for bloodi er repression s, went cons idera bly

fu rther and ex ecuted mo re than 100 of th e strikers witho ut any tri al.

T he size of these numb e rs alone- between Ill,OOll and IS,llOll sum mary

ex ec u tio ns in two mon ths-mark ed a rad ical br eak with th e pr acti ces of th e

tsarist reg im e. For the who le pe riod 1825-1 9 17 the number of death sen tences

passed by the tsarist court s (inc luding courts -ma rt ial) "relat in g to pol iti cal

matters" came to only 6,32 1, with the highest figur e of 1,31II recorded in IlJ06,

the year of the react ion against the 1905 revolution . Mor eover, not all death

sentences were carried out; a good number were converted to forced labor." In

the space of a few weeks th e Cheka alone had exec uted two to three times th e

total number of people cond emned to death by the tsarist regime over ninety 

two ye ars.

The change of scale went well be yond th e figures. T he in trod uc tion of

ne w categor ies such as "sus pec t," " enemy of th e peo ple," " hos tage," "conccn

trat ion cam p," and " revo lutiona ry court," and of previously unknown practi ces

s uch as " pro p hy lactic meas ures," summary exe cu tion witho ut judic ial process

The Red Terror

of hund red s and th ou sands of peopl e, and arrest by a new kind of pol itical

police who were above th e law, m ight all be said to have cons tituted a sort of

Co pernican revolution .

T he change was so powerful th at it took eve n some of th e Bolsh evik

leaders hy s ur prise, JS CJ n be judged fro m t he arg ume nts th at broke out within

the Part y h ierarc hy fro m O ctob er to Decem ber 191 S regardin g th e role of th e

Cheka . O n 2S Octobe r in the abse nce of Dzerzh ins ky-who had bee n sen t away

incog nito for J m o nth to rebu ild his me nta l ,1O d physica l health in Sw itze r

land- the Ce n tra l Co m m ittee of th e Bo lshev ik Party d iscussed a new status

for th e Cheka. C rit icizing the "full power s give n to an o rganization th at seems

to he acti ng above th e sov iets and above eve n the pa rty itself,' N ikolai Bukhar in,

Aleksa ndr O lrnins ky, who was one of th e oldes t members of the Part y, and

Pet rovsky, t he people's commissar of int ern al affairs, demanded that measures

he taken to cur b the "excessive zea l of an org an ization filled with crimi nals,

sadists, and degenerate elcmcnrs fro m the lumpenproletariat." A comm ission

for political control was established , Lev Kurncncv, who was part of it , went so

fur as to pr op ose the abolition of th e Cheka."
But th e diehard proponents of th e C he ku soon regain ed th e upper hand.

Among their number, besid es Dzcrzh insky, wer e th e ma jor nam es in th e Part y:

Yakm Svcrd lov, Stalin, Trotsky, and of co urse Len in him sel f. He reso lute ly

carne to th e defen se of an ins titution " un just ly acc used of excesses by a few

un real ist ic in tellect ua ls . . . incap able of co ns ideri ng th e problem of terror in a

wider pe rspect ive.">' On 19 December Il.,l\ X, at r.cniri's inst igation , the Cent ral

Co m m ittee ado p te d a resolution forbiddin g the Bolsh evik pr ess to pu blish

"defa matory art ic les abo ut institutions, not abl y the Chcka, whic h goes abo ut

its bu sin ess unde r particula rlv difficult circumstan ces." And th at was th e end

of t he deb at e. The " iro n fist of the d ict atorshi p of the pr oletariat" was thu s

accorded its in la llibi lirv. In Le nin 's wor ds, "A goo d Communist is also a goo d

Che kis t ."

At the hcgi n n in g of JlJJl) D zcrzh insky received authorizat ion fro m the

Ce ntral Committee to establish th e Chcka specia l depa rtments, which th creaf

tel' were to be responsible for mil itary sec ur ity. On \6 March he was mad e

people's co m m issar of internal affairs and set about a reorganizat ion , under the

aeg is of th e Chcka, of all militias, troops, detachments, and auxiliary units,

which until then had been attach ed to different administrations. In Ma yall

these un its-railway militias, food de tac hme nts , frontier guards, and Che ka

batralions-c--wcrc com bined int o a sing le body, th e Troop s for the Int ernal

Defense of the Republic, whi ch by Inl numbered 200,Ollll. T hese troop s'

variou s dut ies inc luded pol icing the cam ps , s ta tio ns, and othe r poin ts of stra

regie im portance ; co ntrolling requisit ion in g o pera tio ns; and, most im portan t,

purr in g down peasant reb ellions, rio ts by wo rkers, and mutin ies in the Red



The civil war in Russia has gene ra lly been analyzed as a confl ict

between th e Reo Bolsheviks and the White mon archi sts; but in fact the even ts

that took place behind the lines of military co n fro n tation are considerably

more important. T his was th e interior front of th e civil war. It was charac

ter ized above all by multifarious forms of repression carried out by each side

the Red repressions bei ng mu ch mo re gene ra l an d sys tema tic-agains t militant

polit ician s of opposi ng part ies or oppos ition groups , agai nst workers str iking

for any grievance , aga ins t deserters fleeing either th eir units or th e conscri p tion

process, or quite sim p ly aga ins t citizen s who happen ed to belon g to a "sus pect"

or " hostile" socia l class, wh ose only cri me ofte n was sim ply to have been livin g

in a town tha t fell to th e enemy. T he strugg le on th e int er ior fron t of the civil

war inc luded all ac ts of resi stance car ried out by millions of peasants, rebels,

and deserters, and the group th at both the Red s and the Whites called th e

Greens often pla yed a decisive role in the advance or retreat of one or other

side.
In 19 J9, 1(lr insta nce, massive peasa nt revo lts aga ins t the Bolshe vik powers

in the m id- Volga regio n and in U krai ne allowed Ad miral Kolchak and Gener al

Denikin to ad vance hundreds of mil es behind Bolshe vik lines. Similarly, se ver al

months later, th e uprisin g of Si be rian peasants who were incensed at the

reestablishment of th e ancient rights of th e landowner s precip itated th e retreat

of Kolch ak's W hite Army befor e th e advanci ng Reds.
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Army. T he Troops for the Int ernal Defense of the Republic re presented a

form idable force for co ntro l anti oppression. It was a loyal ar rny within th e

larger Red Army, which was con stant ly plagued by desert ions an ti whic h never

m an aged , desp ite a theoretica l enro llment of between j mill ion and S m illion,

to muster a fighting force in excess of 500,000 well-equipped sold iers."

One of th e first decrees of the new people's commissar of in ternal affa ir s

co ncerned th e organization of the cam ps that had existed since the sum me r of

191 8 wi thout any lega l basis or systema tic orga nization . T he decree of 15 April

191 9 drew a d ist inct ion between "coercive wor k cam ps," wh ere, in p rin ciple,

all the pri son ers had been conde mned by a court, anti "concent ration cam ps,"

whe re peopl e were held , ofte n as hostages, as a result of administ rative meas

ur es. T hat th is di stincti on was somew ha t arti ficial in pract ice is evide nced in

the co m p lemen tary ins tructio n of 17 May 19 19, which d irected the crea tion of

"at least one cam p in each pr ovince, with room for a minimum of j ()() people"

an ti listed the sixteen categories of prisoner s to he interned. The categories

were as diverse as "hostages fro m the huute bourgeoisie" ; "fun ctionaries fro m

th e ancien regime, u p to the rank of college assesso r, procur at or, and th eir

ass ista nts, mayors and assis ta nt mayor s of cities, incl udi ng di strict capi ta ls";

" peop le co ndemned, under th e Soviet regime, for any crime of parasit ism ,

p rostitution , or procuring" ; and "o rd inary deserters (no t rep eat offe nders) an ti

so ld iers who are prisoners in th e civil war.":"

The number of people imprisoned in work cam ps and co nce ntration

cam ps increased stea di ly from around 16,O()Oin May 1919 to more than 7(),()()()

in Septem ber Ien 1Y These figu res do not include several camps that had been

established in regions that were in revolt against Soviet power. In Tambox

Pr ovin ce, for exa m ple, in th e summer of 1921 there were at least Sll,()()()

"bandi ts" and " me mbers of the families of ban dits taken as hostages" in the

seven concentrat ion cam ps ope ned by the autho rities as part of th e measures

to put down th e peasant revolt ."

4 The Dirty War
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Altho ug h lar ge-scale mi litary operations between the Whi tes and Reds

last ed little m ore th an a year, from th e end of 1918 to the begi nni ng of 1920,

th e greater par t of what is normally termed the civi l war was actua lly a dirt y

war, an att empt by all th e d ifferent author ities, Red and W hite, civil and

military, to stam p out all real or potential op ponents in th e zones th at ofte n

cha nged hands se vera l t im es. In region s held by the Bolsheviks it was th e " class

struggle" again st the "a r istoc rats," the bourgeoisie, and soc ially und esirable

elements, th e hunt for all non -Bolshe vik militan ts from opposi ng parties, and

th e putting down of workers' stri kes, of mutin ies in the less sec ure elem en ts

of the Red Ar my, and of peasant revolts. In the zones held by the W hi tes, it

was open seaso n on anyo ne suspec ted of having possible "judco-Holshcvik"

sym pathies.

The Bolsheviks cert ain ly did not have a monop oly on terror. ThLTe was

also a White T error, whose worst moment was the terrible wave of pogroms

carried out in Ukraine in the summer and autumn of 1919 by Simon Pctlyura 's

detachments from Denikiri 's armies, which accounted for more than 1SO,OOO
victim s. But as most hist orian s of the Red Te rro r and White Terror have

already pointed ou t, th e two types of terror were not on th e same plane. T he

Bolsh evik poli cy of terror was more systema tic, better orga nized, and tar get ed

at who le soci al classes. Moreover, it had been thoug ht out and put int o pr act ice

before th e outbrea k of the civi l war. The White T error was never sys tema tize d

in suc h a fashio n. It was almost invariably the work of detachments th at were

out of contro l, takin g measures not officially aut horize d by th e military co m

mand that was atte m p ting, without mu ch success, to act as a gover nme n t . If

one di scounts th e pogrom s, which Denikin him self conde m ned, the White

Terro r most often was a series of repri sals by the police act ing ;IS a so rt of

mil itar y counter espi onage force. The Chek a and the Troops for th e Inrcrnal

Defense of the Republ ic were a struc tured and power ful ins trume nt of rep res

sio n of a com p lete ly d ifferen t order, whic h had suppo rt at the highe st level

from th e Bolsh evik regime.

As in all civil war s, it is extremely d ifficul t to derive a com plete pictu re of

all the forms of terror em ployed by the two war ring parti es. The Bolshevik

Terror, with its clear methodology, its specificity, and its car efully chosen aim s,

easily predated th e civ il war, which developed into a full -scale conflict onl~ at

the end of the summ er of 1918. The followin g list indica tes in chronological

order the evolution of d ifferent types of terror and its different targets fro m

th e early months of th e reg ime :

N on- Bo lshevi k political mi litant s, from anarc his ts to mon arch ist s.

Wo rkers fightin g for the most basic rights, incl udi ng brea d , work , an d a

m inimum of liberty and dignit y.
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Peasants-HI'ten deserters-im plica ted in any of the innume rable peas

an t revo lts or Red Ar my mutin ies.

Cossacks, who were deported en masse as a social and ethnic group sup

posedl y host ile to th e Sov iet regi me . "Dc-Cossackiza tio n" pre figure d

th e massive de porta tions of th e 1930s called " de kulakizatio n" (ano ther

exam ple of the d ep ortation of ethnic groups) and underlin es the funda

mental co ntinuity bet ween th e Len inist and S ta linist policies of politi cal

rep ression .
"Socially undesirable clem ents" and othe r "ene mies of the peopl e,"

"suspects," and " hos tages" liqu idated "as a preventive measure," par

ticul arly when th e Bolsh eviks wer e enforcing the evacuat ion of villages

or wh en they took back ter ritor y or towns that had been in th e hand s of

th e Wh ites.

The best-known repressions arc those th at concerned political militant s from

the variou s parties opposed to th e Bolshe viks. Numerous statement s were

mad e bv the ma in leaders of the op pos itio n par ties, who were often imp risoned

and exiled, hut who se lives were genera lly spa red , unlike militan t workers and

peasan ts, who wer e sho t with out tria l or massacred during pun itive Cheka

operations.
O ne of the firs t ac ts of terror was the attack launched on II April 1918

agai ns t th e M oscow anar ch ists, dozens of whom were immed iately execut ed .

T he strugg le ag ains t th e anarc his ts in tensified over th e followin g years, al

thou gh a certain number did tran sfer their allegia nce to th e Bolshevik Part y,

even beco min g high -rankin g Chcka offic ials, suc h as Alcksandr Go ldbe rg,

M ikhai l Hrencr, and T imolc i Sarnsonov, T he dilemma faced by most anarchists

in their opposi tion to both the new Bolsh evik di ct at or ship and the return of

the old regi me is well illus tra ted by th e U- tu rns of the grea t peasan t anarc hist

leader Nesto r Ma khno, who tor a wh ile allied himself with the Red Army in

the struggle agai ns t th e W hites, then tu rned agai ns t the Bolsheviks afte r the

Whi te threa t had been elim inat ed . Thou sands of anonymou s militant anar

chists wert: exec uted as bandits as part of the repression again st the peasant

army of Makhno and his partisans, It would appear that these peasant s consti

tuted the im mense majority of anarch ist victims, at least according to the

figur es presented by the Russian anarch ists in exile in Berlin in 1922 . These

incomplete figu res note 138 mil itan t ana rc hists executed in th e years 1919

1921, 281 sent in to exile , and hOS sti ll in pr ison as of 1 January 1922.1

The le ft Socialist Revolution ar ies, who were allies of th e Bolsh eviks until

the slimmer of II)18, wer e trea ted with re lative leniency until February 1919.

As late as Decem he r 1918 their most famous lead er, Maria S pirido nova, pre

sided ove r a part y co ng ress th at was to lera ted by the Bolsheviks. However, on
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10 February 1919, after she condemned the terror that was being car ried out
on a daily basis by the Ch eka, she was arrested with 210 ot her militants and
sentenced by a revolutionary court to "detention in a sanatorium on account
of her hysterical state." This action seems to be the fi rst example und er the
So viet regime of the sentencing of a political opponent to detention in a
psych iatri c hospital. Spiridonova managed to escape and continued secretly to
lead the left Socialist Revoluti onar y Part y, which by then had been bann ed by
th e Soviet govern ment . According to Cheka sources, fifty-eight left Socia list
Revolutionary organiza tions were disbanded in 1919, and another forty-five in
1920. In these two years 1,875 militants were imprisoned as hostages, in re
sponse to Dzerzhin sky's ins tructio ns. He had declared, on 18 Ma rch 1919:
" He ncefort h the Cheka is to make no distinction between Wh ite Guards of the
Krasnov variety and White G uards from the socialist camp . . . The Socialist
Revolutionaries and the M ensheviks arrested are to be considered as hostage s,
and their fate will depend on the subsequent behavior of the parties they belong
to."2

To the Bolshev iks, the right Socialist Revolutionaries had always seemed
th e most dangerous politi cal rivals. No one had forgotten that they had regis
tered a large majorit y in the free and democratic elections of November and
December 1917. After the dissolut ion of the Constituent Assembly, in which
the y held a clear major ity of seats, the Socialist Revolutionaries had conti nued
to serve in the soviets and on the Central Executive Committee of the Soviets,
from which th ey were the n expelled together with the Mensheviks in June 191 8.
Some Social ist Revolut ionar ies, together with Mensheviks and Constitutional
Demo crats, then established temp orary and short- lived govern ments in Samara
and Omsk, which were soon overturned by the White Admiral Kolchak.
Caught bet ween the Bolsheviks and the Whites, the Socialist Revolut ionari es
and the Mensheviks encountered considerable difficult ies in defining a coherent
set of policies with whic h to oppose the Bolshevik regime. T he Bolshe viks, in
turn, were extremely able politicians who used measur es of appeasement,
infiltration, and outr ight oppression to second-guess the more moderate social
ist opposition.

After authorizing the reappearance of the Socialist Revolutionary news
paper Delo naroda (The people's cause) from 20 to 30 March, when Admiral
Ko1chak's offensive was at its height, the Cheka rounded up all the Socialist
Revolutionaries and Mensheviks that it could on 31 Mar ch 1919, at a time when
there was no legal restriction on membership of either of the two parties. More
than 1,900 militants were arrested in Moscow, T ula, Srnolensk, Voronez h,
Penza, Samara, and Kosrroma.' No one can say how many were summarily
executed in the putt ing down of strikes and peasant revolts organized hy
Socialist Revolutionari es and Mensheviks. Very few statistics are available, and
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eve n if we know ap proximately the num ber of victims in part icular incidents,
we have no idea of the pro portio n of political acti vists who were caught up in
the massacres,

A secon d wave of arrests followed an ar ticle published by Len in in Pravda
on 28 August 191<) , in which he again berated the Socialist Revolutionaries and
the Me nsheviks, acc using them of heing "acco mplices and footservants of the
Whi tes, the landlords, and the capitalists." According to the Cheka records,
2JXO Socialist Revoluti onarie s and Mensheviks were arrested in the last four
mon ths of 1919.' T he repressions against socialist activists intensified after a
meeting of a typog raphy union, culled in honor of a visiting delegation of
English workers on 23 1\ '1ay 1lJ20. At that meet ing, under an assumed name
and in disguise, the Socialist Revolut ionary leader Viktor Cher nov, who had
been presiden t or the Constituent Assembly for the single day of its existence
und was in hidin g from the secret police, publicly ridiculed the Cheka and the
government , T he "hole of Chcr nov's famil y were taken as hostages, and all
the Socialist Revolutionary leaders sti ll at liberty were thrown into prison.' In
the summer of 1l)20 more than 2,000 Socialist Revolutionary and Menshevik
activists were registered, arrested, and kept as hosta ges. A Chcka interna l memo
dated I .I11I ~ · ] ()] 9 laid out with extraordinary cynicism the outlines of the plan
to deal with the opposing socialists:

Instead of merclv outlawing these part ies, which would simply force
them undcrground and make them even more diffi cult to control, it
seems prclc ruhlc to grant them a sort of semilegal status, In this way we
can have them at hand, and whenever we need to we can simply pluck
out t rnuhlcrnakcrx, renegades, or the informers that we need .. . As far
~ l S these anti-So viet part ies arc concerned, we must make usc of the
present war situation to blame crimes on their members, such as "coun
rcrrcvoluu onar v activities," "high treason," " illegal action behind the
lines," "Sln"ing Itlr interventionist foreign powers," etc."

Of .il l the repressive episodes, the one most carefully hidden by the new regime
was the violence used against workers, in whose name the Bolsheviks had first
come to power. Hcginning in 191 8, the repr essions increased over the following
two ycurs, culminating in 1921 with the well-known episode in Kronstadt .
From early 1918 the workers of Perrogr ad had shown their defiance of the
Bolsheviks, After the collapse of the general strike on 2 Jul y 191 H, trouble
broke out again among the worker s in the former capital in March 191 9, after
the Bolsheviks had arrested a num ber of Socialist Revolutionary leaders, in
eluding vl uria S piri donovu, who had just carried out a memorable tour of the
Petrogrud factor ies, where she had been greeted with tremendous popular
acclaim. T he moment was already one of extre me delicacy because of dir e
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shortages of food, and these arres ts led to strikes and a vast protest movement.
On 10 Ma rch the genera l assembly of workers of the Purilov factories, at a
meeting of more than ten thousand members, adopted a resolution that sol
emnly condemned the Bolshevik actions: "T his government is nothin g less
than the dictatorship of the Centra l Committee of the Communist Parrv, kept
in place thanks to the Cheka and th e revolutionary courts."?

T he proclamation called for power to be handed over to the soviets, free
elections for the soviets and for the factory committees, an end to limitati ons
on the quant ity of food that workers could bring into the city from the coun
tryside (1.5 pUt(j', or about 55 pounds), the release of political prisoners from
the "authentic revolutionary parties ," and above all the release of Mari a Sp iri
donova. To try to put a brake on this movement , which seemed to get more
powerful by the day, Lenin came to Petrograd in person on 12 and 13 \ larch
191 9. But when he tried to address the workers who were striking in the
factories, he was booed off the stage, along with Zinoviev, to cries of "I )own
with Jews and cornmissar sl'" Deep-rooted popular antisemit ism, which was
never far below the surface, had been quick to associate Bolsheviks and .Jews,
so that th e Bolsheviks qu ickly lost much of the credibility they had been
accorded in the aftermath of the October Revolution in 19 17. T he bct that
several of the best-known Bolshevik leaders (Tro tsky, Zinoviev, Kumcncv, Alek
sci Rykov, Karl Radek) were Jewish served to justify, in the mind of the masses,
this amalgamation of the labels "Jew" and "Bolshevik."

On 16 March 191 9 C heka detachments stormed the Purilov fucrorv, which
was defend ed by armed workers. Approximately 9llll workers were ar rested . III
the next few days more than 200 strikers were executed without trial in the
Schli.isselburg fortr ess, about thirty-five miles from Petrogrud. :\ new workin g
practice was set in place whereby all the strikers were fired and were rehir ed
only after they had signed a declaration stating that they had been deceived and
" led into crime" by counter revolutionary leaders." Henceforth all worker s wcr«
to he kept und er close surveillance. After the spring of IlJ llJ, in several work
ing-class cente rs a secret Cheka department set up a network of spies and
informers who were to submit regular reports about the "stare of mind " in the
factory in question , The working classes were clearly considered to he dan 
gerous.

The spring of 191 9 was marked by numerous strikes, which were sa\~I~ely

put down, in some of the great workin g-class centers in Russia, such as Tula,
Sormovo, Orel, Bryansk, T ver, Ivanovo Voznesensk, and Astrakhan.!" The
workers' grievances were identical almost everywhere. Reduced to star vation
by minuscule salaries that barely covered the price of a ration card lur a
half-pound of bread a day, the stri kers sought first to obtain rations matchin u
those of soldiers in the Red Army. But the more urgent demands were 311
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political: the elimination of special privileges for Communists, the release of
political prisoners, free elections for soviets and factory committees, the end of
conscription into the Red Army, freedom of association, freedom of expression,
freedom of th e press, and so forth .

What made th ese movements even more dangerous in the eyes of the
Bolshevik authorities was their frequent success in rallying to their cause the
military units stationed in the town in question. In Orel, Bryansk, Gomel, and
Astrakhan muti nying soldiers joined forces with the strikers, shouting "Death
to Jews! Down with the Bolshevik commissars]," taking over and looting parts
of the city, which were retaken by Chcka detachments and troops faithful to
the regime only after several days of fighting." T he repressions in response to
such strikes and mut inies ranged from massive lockouts of whole factories and
the confiscation of ration cards-the threat of hunger was one of the most
useful weapons the Bolsheviks had-to the execution of strikers and rebel
soldiers bv the hundreds.

Among the most significant of the repressions were those in Tul a and
Astrakhan in March and April 1919. Dzerzh insky came to Tula, the historical
capital of the Russian army, on 3 April 1919 to put down a strike by workers
in the mun itions factories, In the winter of 1 91 ~-1 l) these factories hall already
been the scene of strikes and indus trial act ion, and they were vital to the Red
Army, turning out more than ~() percent of all the rifles made in Russia.
Mensheviks and Socialist Revolutionaries were very much in the majority
amon g the political activists in the highly skilled workforce there. T he arrest,
in eurlv Marc h 1919, of hundreds of socialist activists provoked a wave of
protests that culminated on 27 March in a hu ge "March for Freedom and
again st Hunger," which hrought together thousand s of industr ial and railway
worker s. On 4 Apr il Dzerzhinsky had another ~()O " leaders" arrested and
forcibly emptied th e factor ies, which had been occupied for several weeks by
th e strikers. All the workers were fi red . T heir resistance was hroken by hunger;
for several weeks their ration cards had not been honored. To receive replace
ment cards, giving the right to a half-poun d of bread and the right to work
again after the general lockout, workers had to sign a job application form
stipulating, in parti cular, that any stoppa ge in the future would be considered
an act of desertion and would thus he punishable hy death. Production resumed
on III April. The night before that, 26 "leaders" had been executed. "

The town of Astrakhan, near the mouth of the Volga, had major strategic
importance in the spring of 1919, as it was the last Bolshevik stronghold
preventin g Admira l Kolchak's troops in the northwest from joining up with
those of General Dcn ikin in the southwest. T his circumstance alone probably
explains the extraordinary violence with which the workers' strike in the town
was suppressed in Ma rch. Having hegun for both economic reasons (the paltr y
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rations) and political reasons (the arres t of socialist activists), the strike inten
sified on 10 Ma rch when the 45th Infantry Regiment refused to open fire on
workers march ing thr ough the city. Joining forces with the strikers, the soldiers
sto r med the Bolshevik Part y headqu art ers and killed several members of the
sta ff. Sergei K irov, the president of the regional Revolut ionary M ilitary Com
mittee, immedi ately ordered "the merciless extermination of th ese White
G uar d lice by any means possible." Tro ops who had remained faithful to the
regime and to th e Cheka blocked all entrances to the town and meth odically set
about retaking it. When the prisons were full, the soldiers and stri kers were
loaded onto barges and then thrown by the hundreds into the Volga with sto nes
aro und their necks. From 12 to 14 March between 2,000 and 4,000 strikers were
shot or drowned. After 15 March the repr essions were concentrated on the
bourgeoisie of the town, on the pretext that they had been behind this " White
Guard conspiracy" for which the workers and soldiers were merely cannon
fodder. For two days all the merchants' houses were systematically looted and
their owners arrested and shot . Estimates of the number of bourgeois victim s
of the massacres in Astr akhan range from 600 to 1,000. In one week between
3,000 and 5,000 people were either shot or drown ed. By contrast, the number
of Communists buried with great pomp and circumstance on IX March-the
anniversary of the Paris Commune, as the authorities were at pains to point
out-was a mere 47. Lo ng remembered as a small incident in the war between
the Whites and the Reds, the true scale of the killing in Astrakhan is now
know n, thanks to recentl y publ ished archival docum ent s.' :' These docum ent s
revea l that it was the largest massacre of workers by Bolsheviks before the
events at Kr onstadt.

At the end of 1919 and the beginnin g of 1920 relations between the
Bolsheviks and the wor kers deteriorated even further, following the milita riza
tion of more th an 2,000 busi nesses. As the principal architect of the militar i
zat ion of the workplace, Trotsky laid out his ideas on the issue at the Nint h
Party Congress in March 1920. T rotsky explained that humans are naturally
lazy. Under cap italism, people were forced to search for work to survive. The
capitalist market acted as a stimulus to man, but under socialism "the utilization
of work resources replaces th e market." It was thus the job of the state to direct,
assign, and place the worker s, who were to obey the state as soldiers obey orders
in the army, becau se the sta te was working in the inte rests of the proletariat.
S uch was the basis of the militarization of the workplace, which was vigorously
crit icized by a min ority of syndicalists, union leaders, and Bolshevik dire ctor s.
In pract ice thi s meant the outlawing of strikes, which were compared to deser 
tion in times of war; an increase in the disciplinary powers of employers; the
total subordination of all un ions and factor y committees, whose role henceforth
was to be simply one of suppo rt for the produ cers' policies; a ban on workers'
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leaving their posts; and puni shment s for absenteeism and lateness, bot h of
which were exceedi ngly widespread because workers were often out searching
for food.

T he genera l discont ent in the workplace brou ght about by militarization
was compounded by the difficulti es of everyday life. As was noted in a report
submitted by the C heka to the govern ment on 16 December 19 I9:

Of late the foot! crisis has gone from had to worse, and the working
masses arc starv ing. T hey no longer have the physical strength necessary
to cont inue working, and more and more often they are absent simply as
;.I result of the combined effects of cold and hunger. In many of the
metallurgical companies in Moscow, the workers are desperate and
ready to take to take any measures necessary- strikes, riots, insurrec
tions- unless some sort of solution to these problems is found imrnedi
arclv. "

At the beginning of 1920 the monthl y salary for a worker in Petrograd
was between 7,000 and 12,000 rubl es. On the free market a pound of butter
cost ),000 rubl es, a pound of meat cost 3,000, and a pint of milk 500. Each
worker was also entitled to a cer tain numh er of product s according to the
category in which he was classed . In Petrograd at the end of 1919, a worker in
heavy ind ust ry was entitled to a half-pound of bread a day, a pound of sugar a
month , half a pound of fat, and four pounds of sour herrin g.

In theory citizens were divided into five categor ies of "stomach," from the
workers in heavy industry and ReJ Army soldie rs to the "sedenta ry"-a par
ticularl y harsh classifi cation that included any intellectual-and were given
rations accordingly. Because the "scdcn rary' t-c-the intellectuals and aristo
crats-were served last , they often received nothin g at all, since often there was
nothin g left. T he " workers" were divided into an arra y of categories that
Iavored the secto rs vital to the surviva l of the regime. In Petrograd in the winter
of IlJ I9- 20 there were thirt y-three categories of ration cards, which were never
valid for more than one month . In the centralized food distribution system that
the Bolsheviks had put in place, the food weapon played a major role in
rewardin g or punishing different categories of citizens. "The bread ration
should he redu ced for anyone who doesn't work in the transport sector, as it is
now of such capital importance, and it should be increased for people who do
work in this sector," wrote Lenin to Tro tsky on 1 February llJ20. "If it must
be so, then let thousands die as a result , but the country must be saved."!'

When this policy came into force, all those who had links with the country,
and rhar meant a considerable number of peop le, tried desperately to go back

to their villages as ofte n as possible to bring back some food.
T he militarization measur es, designed to " restore order" in the factories,
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had the opposite effect, and led to numerous stoppages, strikes, and riots, all
of which were ruthlessly crushed. "The best place for strikers, those noxious
yellow parasites," said Pravda on 12 February 1920, "is the concentration
camp!" According to the records kept at the People's Commissariat of Labor,
77 percent of all large and medium-sized companies in Russia were affected by
strikes in the first half of 1920. Significantly, the areas worst affected-metal
lurgy, the mines, and the transport sector-were also the areas in which mili
tarization was most advanced. Reports from the secret Cheka department
addressed to the Bolshevik leaders throw a harsh and revealing light on the
repression used against factories and workers who resisted the militarization
process. Once arrested, they were usually sentenced by revolutionary courts for
crimes of "sabotage" and "desertion." At Simbirsk (formerly Ulyanovsk), to
take but one example, twelve workers from the armaments factory were sent to

camps in April 1920 for having "carried out acts of sabotage by striking in the
Italian manner ... spreading anti-Soviet propaganda, playing on the religious
superstitions and the weak political convictions of the masses ... and spreading
erroneous information about Soviet policies regarding salaries."!" Behind this
obfuscatory language lay the likelihood that the accused had done little more
than take breaks that were not authorized by their bosses, protested against
having to work on Sundays, criticized the Communists, and complained about
their own miserable salaries.

The top leaders of the Party, including Lenin, called for an example to be
made of the strikers. On 29 January 1920, worried by the tense situation
regarding workers in the Ural region, Lenin sent a telegram to Vladimir
Smirnov, head of the Revolutionary Military Council of the Fifth Army: "P.
has informed me that the railway workers are clearly involved in acts of sabo
tage ... I am told that workers from Izhevsk are also involved in this. I am
surprised that you are taking the matter so lightly, and arc not immediately
executing large numbers of strikers for the crime of sabotage."!' Many strikes
started up in 1920 as a direct result of militarization: in Ekaterinburg in Murch
1920,80 workers were arrested and sent to camps; on the Ryazan-Ural Railway
in April 1920, 100 railway workers were given the same punishment; on the
Moscow-Kursk line in May 1920, Ion workers met the same fate, as did 152
workers in a metallurgy factory in Bryansk in June 1920. Many other strikes
protesting militarization were suppressed in a similarly brutal fashion."

One of the most remarkable strikes took place in the Tula arms factory, a
crucial center of protest against the Bolshevik regime, which had already been
severely punished for its actions in April 1919. On Sunday, 0 June InO, a
number of metallurgy workers refused to work the extra hours that the bosses
demanded. Female workers then refused to work on that Sunday and on
Sundays thereafter in general, explaining that Sunday was the only day they
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could go out looking for food in the surrounding countryside. In response to a
call from the factory bosses, a large detachment from the Cheka arrived to arrest
the strikers. Martial law was decreed, and a troika made up of Party repre
sentatives and representatives of the Cheka was instructed to denounce a
"counterrevolutionary conspiracy fomented by Polish spies and the Black Hun
dreds to weaken the combat strength of the Red Army."

While the strike spread and arrests of the "leaders" multiplied, a new
development changed the usual course of developments; in hundreds, and then
in thousands, female workers and simple housewives presented themselves to
the Cheka asking to be arrested too. The movement spread, and the men
demanded to be arrested en masse as well in order to make the idea of a Polish
conspiracy appear even more ridiculous. In four days more than 10,000 people
were detained in a huge open-air space guarded by the Cheka. Temporarily
overwhelmed by the numbers, and at a loss about how to present the informa
tion to Moscow, the local Parry organizations and the Chcka finally persuaded
the central authorities that there was indeed an enormous conspiracy afoot. A
Committee for the Liquidation of the Tula Conspiracy interrogated thousands
of prisoners in the hope of finding a few guilty conspirators. To be set free,
hired again, and ~iven a new ration book, 0111 the workers who had been arrested
had to sign the following statement: "I, the undersigned, a filthy criminal dog,
repent before the revolutionary court and the Red Army, confess my sins, and
promise to work conscientiously in the future."

In contrast to other protest strikes, the Tulu confrontation in the summer
of ]()20 was treated with comparative leniency: only 2X people were sentenced
to camps, and 200 were sent into exile. I'! At a time when a highly skilled
workforce was comparurivclv rare, the Bolsheviks could hardly do without the
best armaments workers in the country. Terror, like food, had to take into
account the importance of the sector in question and the higher interests of
the regime.

However important the workers' front was strategically and symbolically, it was
only one of the many internal fronts of the civil war. The struggle against the
Greens, the peasants who were resisting requisitioning and conscription, was
often far more important. Reports now available for the first time from the
special departments of the Chela and from the Troops for the Internal De
fense of the Republic, whose task was to deal with deserters and to put down
mutinies and peasant riots, reveal the full horror of the extraordinary violence
of this "dirty war," which went on beyond the more obvious conflicts between
the Reds and the Whites. It was in this crucial struggle between Bolshevik
power and the peasantry that the policy of terror, based on an extremely
pessimistic view of the masses, was really forged: "They arc so ignorant,"
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wrote Dzerzhinsky, "that they have no idea what is really in their own inter
est." The brute masses, it was felt, could be tamed only by force, by the "iron
broom" that Trotsky mentioned in a characteri stic image when describing the
repressions he had used "to clean" Ukraine and "sweep away" the "bandit
hordes" led by Nestor Makhno and other peasant chiefs."

The peasant revolts had started in the summer of 1918. They became
much more widespread in 1919 and 1920 and culminated in 1920-21, when
they momentarily obliged the Bolshevik forces to retreat slightly.

There were two obviou s reasons for these peasant revolts: the constant
requisitioning of goods and the enforced conscription into the Red Army. In
January 1919 the rather disorganized foraging for agricultural surpluses that
had characterized the first operations of the summer of 1918 was replaced by
a centralized and more carefully planned requisitioning system . Every prov
ince, district, canton (VO/OSI ), and village community had to hand over to the
state a quota that was fixed in advance in accordance with estimates about the
size of the harvest . In addition to grains, the quotas included some twenty-odd
products such as potatoes, honey, eggs, butter, cooking oil, meat, cream, and
milk . Each community was responsible I(Jr the collection itself. Only when the
whole village had filled its quota did the authorities distribute receipts allowing
people to buy manufactured goods, and even then only about IS percent of the
people 's needs in that department were actually met. Payment for the agricul
tural harvest was more or less symbolic by this stage. By the end of Ino the
ruble had lost 96 percent of its previous value relative to the prewar gold
standard ruble. From 1918 to 1920 agricultural requisitioning increased three
fold, and peasant revolts, though difficult to calculate exactly, seem to have
increased at approximately the same rate."

Opposition to conscription, after three years in the trenches in "the im
perialist war," was the second most frequent reason for the peasant revolts,
often led by the Greens. It also accounted for the groups of deserters hiding in
the woods. It is now believed that in 1919 and 1920 there were more than
J million deserters. In 1919around 500,000 deserters were arrested by various
departments of the Cheka and the special divisions created to combat desertion ;
in the following year the figure rose to between 700,000 and 800,000. Even so,
somewhere between 1.5 and 2 million deserters, most of them peasants who
knew the territory extremely well, managed to elude the authorities."

Faced with the scale of the problem, the government took ever more
repressive measures. Not only were thousands of deserters shot , but the fami
lies of deserters were often treated as hostages. After the summer of 1918 the
hostage principle was applied in more and more ordinary situations. For exam
ple, a government decree of IS February 1919 signed by Lenin encouraged
local Chekas to take hostages from among the peasants in regions where the
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railway lines had not yet been cleared of snow to a satisfactory standard: "And
if the lines aren 't swept properly, the hostages arc to be shot. " 2.1 On 12 May
1920 Lenin sent the following instructions to all the provincial commissions
and detachments responsible for tracing deserters : "After the expiration of the
seven-day deadline for deserters to turn themselves in, punishments must be
increased for these incorrigible traitors to the cause of the people. Families and
anyone found to be assisting them in any way whatsoever arc to be considered
as hostages and treated accordingl y.'v" In practice this decree did nothing more
than legally sanction what was already common practice . The tidal wave of
desertions nonetheless rolled on. In 1920 and 1921, as in 1919, deserters
accounted for most of the Green partisans, against whom, for three years (or
in some regions four or even five), the Bolsheviks waged a relentless war of
unimaginable cruelty.

Besides their resistance to req uisitioning and conscription, the peasants
generally rejected any intervention by what they considered to be a foreign
power, in this case the Communists from the cities. As far as many of the
peasants were conccr ncd, the Communists responsible for the requisitioning
were simply not the same people as the Bolsheviks who had encouraged the
agricultural revolution in 1917. In the regions that were constantly changing
hands between the Reds and the Whites, confusion and violence were at their
height .

The reports from different departments of the Cheka responsible for
suppressing the insurrections are an exceptionally good source of information,
and allow us to sec many different sides of this guerrilla war. They often draw
a distinction between two types of peasant movement: the bunt, a spontaneous
revolt and brief flare-up of violence with a relatively limited number of par
ticipants, typically between a few dozen to a hundred or so rebels; and the
uosstanie, a large-scale insurrection involving thousands or even tens of thou
sands of peasant s, organized into veritable armie s capable of storming towns
and cities, and held together by a coherent political program, usually with
anarchist or Socialist Revolutionary tendencies. Excerpts from these reports
give some idea of what went on:

30 April 1919 . Tarnbov Province. At the beginning of April, in the
Lcbyadinsky district, a riot broke uut among kulaks and deserters pro
testing the mobilization of men and horses and the requisitioning of
grain . With cries of "Down with the Communists! Down with the
Soviets!" the rebels stormed and burned several of the ExecutiveCom
mittees in the canton and killed seven Communists in a barbaric fashion,
sawing them in half while they were still alive. Summoned by members
of the requisitioning detachment, the 212th Battalion of the Cheka
arrived and put down the kulak revoir. Sixty people were arrested, and
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fifty were executed immediately; the village where the rebellion started

was razed.

Voronezh Province, II June 1919, 16:15. Telegram. The situation is
improving. The revolt in the Novokhopersk region is nearly over. ?ur
planes bombed and set fire to the town of Tret yaki, one of the principal
bandit strongholds. Mopping-up operations are continuing.

Yaroslavl Province, 23 June 1919. The uprising of the deserters in the
Petropavlovskaya volost has been put down. The families of the desert
ers have been taken as hostages. When we started to shoot one person
from each family, the Greens began to eome out of the woods and
surrender. Thirty-four deserters were shot as an example.1;

Thousands of similar reports bear witness to the great violence of this

war between the authorities and peasant guerrillas, often caused by desertion
but described in the reports as kulak revolts or bandit uprisings. " The three
excerpts above demonstrate the varieties of repre ssion used most often bv the

authorities: the arrest and execution of hostages taken from the families of
deserters or "bandits," and the bombing and burning of villages. These blind
and disproportionate reprisals were based on the idea of the collective respon

sibility of the whole village community. The authorities generally laid down a
deadline for the return of deserters, and once the deadline had expired, the
deserters were considered to be "forest bandits" who were liable to be shot on
sight. Moreover, it was made clear in the tracts of both the civil and the military
authorities that "if the inhabitants of a village help the bandits in the forests

in any way whatever, the whole village will be burned down ."
Some of the more general Cheka reports give a clearer idea of the scale

of this war in the countryside. In the period 15 Oetober-30 November 191 S,

in twelve provinces of Russia alone, there were 44 hunt riots, in which 2,320
people were arrested, 620 were killed in the fighting, and 9S2 subsequently
executed . During these disorders 480 Soviet functionaries were killed , as were

112 men from the food detachments, the Red Army, and the Cheka. In Sep
tember 1919, for the ten Russian provinces for which reports arc available,
48,735 deserters and 7,325 "bandits" were arrested, 1,826 were killed , 2,230

were executed , and there were 430 victims among the functionaries and the
Soviet military, These very fragmentary reports do not include the much

greater losses during the larger-scale peasant uprisings.
The uprisings can be grouped around several periods of greater intensity :

March and April 1919 for the regions of the mid-Volga and U kraine; Fehru
ary-August 1920 for the provinces of Samara, Ufa, Kazan, Tarnbov, and again
Ukraine, which was retaken from the Whites by the Bolsheviks but whose

heartlands were still controlled by the guerrilla peasants. From late 1920
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through the first half of 1921 the peasant movement, very much on the defen

sive in Ukraine, the Don, and the Kuban, culminated in huge resistance in the
central provin ces of Tarnbov, Penza, Samara, Sararov, Simbirsk , and T sarit
syn." The onlv factor that diminished th e intensity of the peasant war here was
the arrival of one of the worst famines of the twentieth century,

It was in the rich provinces of Samara and Simbirsk , which in 1919 were

required to provide more than one-fifth of the grain requisitions for the whole
of Russia, that spontaneous peasant riots were tr ansforrncd for the first time in

\\arch 1919 into a genuine insurrection . Dozens of towns were taken by the
insurrectionist peasant urrnv, which by then numbered more than 30,()()() armed
soldiers. The Bolshevik central powers lost ;111 control of Samara for more than

a month, The rebellion facilitated the advance toward the Volgu of units from

Admiral Kolchak's \\'hite Arrny, as the Bolsheviks were forced to send tens of
thousands of men to lkal with this extremely well-organized peasant army with

a clear political program calling lor free trade, free elections to the soviets, and
an end [0 requ isitioning and the " Bols hevik cornrnissarocrucv." Summing up

the situation in :\ pril 1919, after the end of the uprising, the head of [he Chcka

in Samarn noted rhut 4,2·HJ of the rebels had been killed in the fighting, 1125
had been subscqucn tlv shot , and (1 ,21() deserters and "hand its " had been ar
rested ,

Just when the tire seemed to han' been damped in Samara, it flared up
again with unparalleled intensity, in Ukraine. After the Germans and the Aus

rro-Hungarians h.ul lclt at the end of 11)1X, the Bolshevik government had

decided to recapture Lkruinc. The breadbasket or the old tsarisl empire,
L'kraine was nOli to feed the proletariat of \\oscow and Pcrrograd. Requisi

tioning quotas were higher there than anywhere else in the Soviet empire. To

meet them would huvc been til condemn thousands of villages, already badly

damaged by the German und Austro-l lungurian occupations, to certain star
vation. ln add ition. unl ikc the pulicv in Russia at the end of 1917 for the sharing

of land ;lnllJl1 g lhe peasant communities, the llolshcvik intention lilr Ukraine

waS;1 straightf(lrward nationalization of all the great properties, which were the

most modern in Ihe old empire, This policy, which aimed to transform the great

sugar- and grain-producing areas into huge collect ive farms with the peasants
as nothing more than agricultural laborers, \\;IS hound to provoke resistance.

The peasants had hccorne militarized in the fight against the (Jerman and

Ausrro-l lungnr iun occupying lorccs . By 1919 there existed real armies of tens

of thousands or peasants, commanded h~' military chiefs and Ukrainian politi 
ci.ms such as Simon Pctlvuru, \:estor :\lakhno, Mvkolu Hrvhoryiv, and Zeleny,

The peasant armies were determined to implement their version of an agrarian

revolution : land lor t hc peasant s, free trade, and free elections to the soviets,

"without .\\lIscO\'ites IIr Jews ." For many or the Ukrainian peasants, who had
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been horn into a long tradition of antagonism between the countryside and the
mostly Russian and Jewish towns, it was temptingly simple to make the equa 
tion Muscovites = Bolsheviks = Jews. They were all to be expe lled from
U kraine.

These parti culariti es of Ukraine explain the brutality and the length of
the confrontations between the Bolsheviks and a large part of the Ukrainian
peasantry. The presence of another party, the White s, who were under assault
at once by the Bolsheviks and by various peasant Ukrainian armies who op
posed the return of the great landowners, render ed the political and military
situation even more complex ; some cities, such as Kyiv, were to change hand s
fourteen times in the space of two years.

The first great revolts against the Bolsheviks and their food-requisitioning
detachments took place in April 1919. In that month alone, <)3 peasant revolts
took place in the provinces of Kyiv, Chernihiv, Poltava, and Odessa. For the
first twenty days of July 191 <) the Cheka's own statistics note 210 revolts,
involving more than 100,000 armed combatants and several hundred thousand
peasants. The peasant armies of Hryhoryiv, numb ering more than 2ll,OOO,
including several mutin ying units from the Red Army, with 50 cannon and
more than 700 heavy machine guns, took a whole series of towns in southern
Ukraine in April and May 1919, including Cherkassy, Kherson , Nikolaev, and
Odessa. They set up an independent interim governm ent whose slogans stated
their intentions quite clearly: .,All power to the soviets of the U krainian peo

ple ," "Ukraine for the Ukrainians, down with the Bolshe viks and the Jews,"
"Share out the land," "Free enterprise, free trade." lXZeleny 's partisans, nearly
20,000 armed men, held the entire province of Kyiv except for a few hig cities .
U nder the slogan "Long live Soviet power, down with the Bolsheviks and the
Jews!" they organized dozens of bloody pogroms against the Jewish commu
nities in the towns and villages of Kyiv and Chernihiv. The best known, thanks
to numerous studies, are the actions of Nestor Makhno. At the head of a
peasant army numbering tens of thousands, he espoused a sirnulrancously

nationalist and social anarchist program that had been elaborated in several
peasant congresses, including the Congress of Delegate Peasants, Workers, and
Rebels of Gulyai-Pole, held in April 1919 in the midst of the Makhno uprising.
The Makhnovists voiced their rejection of all interference by the state in
peasant affairs and a desire for peasant self-government on the basis of freely
elected soviets . Along with these basic demands came another series of claims,
shared by other peasant movements, such as calls for the end of requisitioning,
the elimination of taxes, freedom for socialist and anarchi st parties, the redis
tribution of land, the end of the "Bolshevik cornmissarocracy," and the expul
sion of the special troops and the Cheka"

The hundreds of peasant uprisings in the spring and summer of 191 9

The Dirty War

behind the lines of the Red Army played a key rol e in the short- lived victories
by General Dcnikiri's troops. Mo ving out of southern Ukraine on 19May 1<)19,
the White Arm y advanced rapidl y while the Red Arm y was busy putting down
the peasant rebellions. Denikin 's troop s took Kharkiv on 12June, Kyiv on 28
August , and Voronezh on 30 September. The retreat of the Bolsheviks, who
had established a power base only in the big cities and left the countryside in
the hand s of the peasants, was greeted by large- scale executions of prisoners
and hostages. In a hast y retreat through the countryside held by the peasant
guerrillas, the Red Army detachments and the Cheka gave no quart er. They
burned villages by the hundreds and carried out massive executions of bandits ,
desert ers, and hostages. The retreat and the subsequent reconquest of Ukraine
at the end of 191 <) and the heginning of Ino were the settings for scenes of
extraordinary violence against the civilian population, as recounted in Isaac
Babel's masterpiece, The Red Cllvllhy ..1 11

By early 1920 the White armies, with the exception of a few straggling
units that had taken refuge in the Crimea under the command of Baron Pyotr
Wrangel, Denikin's successor, had been defeated. The Bolshevik forces and the
peasants were thus left face to face. From then until In2, the conflict with the
Bolshevik authorities precipitated extremel y blood y repression. 1n February
and Mar ch Ino a huge new upri sing, known as the " Pitchfork Rebellion,"
stretched from the Volga to the Urals, in the provinces of Kazan, Simbirsk,
and Ufa. Populated by Russians, but also by Tarars and Bashkirs , the regions
in que stion had been subject to parti cularl y heavy requis itioning. Within weeks
the rebellion had taken root in almost a dozen districts. The peasant arm y
known as "T he Black Eagle" counted more than 50,000 soldiers at its height.
Armed with cannons and heavy machin e guns, the Troop s for the Internal
Defense of the Republic overwhelmed the rebels , who were armed with only
pitchfork s and axes. In a few days thou sand s of rebels were massacred and
hundreds of villages hurned ..1 1

Despit e the rapid crushing of the Pitchfork Rebellion, the peasant revolts
continued to spread, flaring up next in the provinces of the mid-Volga region,
in Tarnbov, Penza, Samara, Saratov, and Tsaritsyn, all of which had suffered
heavily from requisitioning. The Bolshevik leader Antonov-Ovseenko, who led
the repressions against the rebel peasants in Tambov, later acknowledged that
the requisitioning plans of Ino and Inl, if carried out as instructed, would
have meant the certain death of the peasants. On average, they were left with
I pud (.\5 pounds) of grain and 1.5 pudy (about 55 pounds) of potatoes per
person each year- approximately one-tenth of the minimum requir ements for
life. These peasants in the provinces were thus engaged in a straightforward
fight for survival in the summer of Ino. It was to continue for two years, until
the rebels were finally defeated hy hun ger.
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T he third great center of conflic t between peasants and Bolsheviks in 1920
was U kraine itself, most of which had been reconqu ered from the White armies
between Dec ember 1919 and Febr uary 1920; but the countrys ide had remained
under the cont rol of hundreds of detachments of free Greens of various
allegiances, many of them affiliat ed with Makhnu's command. Un like the Black
Eagles, th e Ukrainian detachment s were well armed, since they were made up
largely of deserters. In the summer of 1920 Makhnu's army numbered IS,OOO
men , 2,SOO cavalry, appro ximatel y 100 heavy machine guns, twent y artillery
pieces, and two armore d vehicles. Hundreds of smaller groups, numberin g
from a dozen to several hundred, also put up stout resistance against the
Bolshevik incursions. To fight th ese peasant guerrillas, the government in \lay
1920 called on the serv ices of Feliks Dzerzhin sky, namin g him " Commander
in Chief of the Rear Front of the Southwest." Dzerzhinsky rem ained in
Kharkiv for more than two mon ths, sett ing up twenty-four special un its of the
Tro ops for the lnter nal Defense of the Republic, elite units with special cavalry
detachm ents trained to pur sue retreatin g rebels, as well as airplanes to bomb
bandit srrongholds.V T heir task was to eradicate all peasant guerrillas with in
three months. In fact the opera tion took more than two years, lasting from
the summer of 1l)20 until th e autumn of 1922, and cost tens of thou sand s of
lives.

Among the episodes in the st ruggle bet ween peasants and the Bolshevik
authorities, "de-Cossackizarion "- the systematic elimination of the Cossacks
of the Don and the Kuban as social groups--occupies a special place. For the
first time, on the prin ciple of collective responsibility, a new regime took a
series of measures specially desi gned to eliminate, exterminate, and deport the
pop ulation of a whole territory, which Soviet leaders had taken to calling the
"Sov iet Vendee.Y'! These operations were plainly not the result of rniliturv

excesses in the heat of battle, hut were carefully planned in advance in response
to decre es from the highest levels of state authority, directly implicating nu
merous top- ranking polit icians. including Lenin, Sergo Ordzhoni kidzc, Sergei
Syrrsov, G rigory Sokolnikov, and Isaac Reingold. Momentarilv halt ed in the
spri ng of 1919 because of military setbacks, the process of de-Cossackizat ion
resumed with even greater cruelty in 1920, after Bolshevik victories in the Don
and the Kuban.

The Cossac ks, who since December 1917 had been depriv ed of the stat us
they had enjo yed under the old regime, were classified hy the Bolsheviks as
"kul aks" and "class enemies" ; and as a result they joined forces with the \\'hite
armies that had un ited in southern Russia in the spr ing of I() IH under the
ban ner of Ataman K rasnov, In February 1919, after the general advance of the
Bolshevik s into Ukra ine and sou thern Russia, the first detachment of the Red

The Dirty War

Arrny penetrated the Cossac k territories along the Don. At the outset the
Bolsheviks took measur es to destro y every thing that made the Cossacks a
separate gro up: the ir land was confiscated and red istributed among Russian
coloniz ers or local peasant s who did not have Cossack status; they were ordered,
on pain of death , to surrender all their ar ms (historically, as the traditional
front ier soldiers of th e Russian empire, all Cossacks had a right to bear arms);
and all Cossack administr ative assemblies were immediately dissolved.

All these measures were part of the preestablished de-Cossackization plan
approved in a secre t resolution of the Bolshevik Part y's Central Committee on
24 ju nuar v 191() : " In view of the experiences of the civil war against the
Cossacks, we must recogn ize as the on ly politically correct measure massive
terror and a merciless fight against the rich Cossacks, who must be extermi
nated and physically disposed 01: down to the last man .""H

In practice. as acknowledged by Reingold, the president of the Revolu
tionary Committee of the Don, who was entrusted with imposing Bolshevik
rule in the Cossack territories, " what was carr ied out instead against the
Cossacks was an ind iscrim inate policy of massive extermination." " From mid
Fcbruarv to mid- March 19 J(), lkilshcvik detachments executed more than
X,OOO Cossacks." In each ,1' 11/11 11,1'1/ (Cossack village) revolutionary court s passed
summary judgments in a mutter of minutes, and whole lists of suspects were
condemned to death, genera lly fo r "co unterrevo lutionary behavior." In the face
of this relentl ess destruc tion, the Cossacks had no choice but to revolt.

The remit beg un in the district of Veshcnskaya on 11 March 191(). T he
well-o rganized rehels decreed the genera l mobilization of all males aged sixteen
to fi frv- fivc and se nt out telegrams urging the whole population to rise up
against the Holshcv iks th roughout the Don reg ion and as far as the remote
province of Voron ezh.

"We, the Cossacks," they explained, "arc not anti-Sov iet. We are in favor
of free elections. We arc against the Communists, collective farming, and the
Jews. We arc agains t requi sitionin g, theft, and th e endl ess round of executions
practiced by the Chckus.":" At the beginning of April the Cossack rebels
represent ed a well-armed for ce of nearly 30,000 men , all hardened by hattie .
Ope rating beh ind the lines of the Red Army, which, fart her south, W,IS fi ghting
Dcnikiri's troop s together with the Kuban Cossacks, these rebels of the Don,
like the ir Ukrainian counterparts, cont ributed in no small measure to the huge
advance of the Whit e Army in May and June I() ]9. At the beginnin g of June
the Cossac ks of th e Don and the Kub an joined up with the greater part of the
White armies. T he whole of the "Cossack Vendee" was freed from the dreaded
power of the "M uscovi tes, Jews, and Bolsheviks."

But the Bolsh eviks were hack in February 1920. T he second military
occupat ion of the Cossack lands was even mure murd erous than the first. T he
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whole Don region was forced to make a grain contribution of 36 million pudy,
a quantity that easily surpassed the total annual production of the area; and the

whole local population was robbed not only of its meager food and grain

reserves but also of all its goods, including "shoes, clothes, bedding, and samo

vars," according to a Cheka report." Every man who was still fit to fight

responded to this institutionalized pillaging by joining groups of rebel Greens,

which by July 1920 numbered at least 35,000 in the Kuban and Don regions.

Trapped in the Crimea since February, General Wrangel decided in a last

desperate attempt to free himself from the Bolsheviks' grip on the region by

joining forces with the Cossacks and the Greens of Kuban. On 17 August 1ll20,

5,000 men landed near Novorossiisk. Faced with the combined forces of the

Whites, Cossacks, and Greens, the Bolsheviks were forced to abandon Ekater

inodar, the main city of the Kuban region, and then to retreat from the region

altogether. Although Wrangel made progress in the south of Ukraine, the

Whites' successes were short-lived. Overcome by the numerically superior

Bolshevik forces, Wrangel's troops, hampered by the large number of civilians

that accompanied them, retreated in total disarray toward the Crimea at the

end of October. The retaking of the Crimea by the Bolsheviks, the last con

frontation between the Red and White forces, was the occasion of one of the

largest massacres in the civil war. At least 50,000 civilians were killed by the

Bolsheviks in November and December 1920.1~

Finding themselves again on the losing side, the Cossacks were again

devastated by the Red Terror. One of the principal leaders of the Cheka, the

Latvian Karl Lander, was named "Plenipotentiary of the Northern Caucasus

and the Don." One of his first actions was to establish froiki, special commis

sions in charge of de-Cossackization. In October 1920 alone these troiei con

demned more than 6,000 people to death, all of whom were executed

immediately" The families, and sometimes even the neighbors, of Green par

tisans or of Cossacks who had taken up arms against the regime and had

escaped capture, were systematically arrested as hostages and thrown into

concentration camps, which Martin Latsis, the head of the Ukrainian Cheka,

acknowledged in a report as being genuine death camps: "Gathered together

in a camp near Maikop, the hostages, women, children, and old men survive in

the most appalling conditions, in the cold and the mud of October ... They

are dying like flies. The women will do anything to escape death. The soldiers

guarding the camp take advantage of this and treat them as prostitutes."!'
All resistance was mercilessly punished. When its chief fell into an am

bush, the Pyatigorsk Cheka organized a "day of Red Terror" that went well

beyond instructions from Lander, who had recommended that "this act of

terrorism should be turned to our advantage to take important hostages with a

view to executing them, and as a reason to speed up the executions of White
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spies and counterrevolutionaries in general." In Lander's words, "The Pya

tigorsk Cheka decided straight out to execute 300 people in one day. They

divided up the town into various boroughs and took a quota of people from

each, and ordered the Party to draw up execution lists ... This rather unsat

isfactory method led to a great deal of private settling of old scores ... In

Kislovodsk , for lack of a better idea, it was decided to kill people who were in

the hospital.":"

One of the most effective means of de-Cossackizarion was the destruction

of Cossack towns and the deportation of all survivors. The files of Sergo

Ordzhonikidze, who was president of the Revolutionary Committee of the

Northern Caucasus at the time, contain documents detailing one such opera

tion in late October and early November 1920. On 23 October Ordzhonikidze

ordered:

I. The town of Kalinovskaya to be burned
2. The inhabitants of Ermolovskaya, Romanovskaya, Samachin

skava, and M ikhailovskaya to he driven out of their homes, and
the houses and land redistributed among the poor peasants, par
ticularly among the Chechens, who have always shown great re
spect for Soviet power

3. All males aged eighteen to fifty from the above-mentioned
towns to he gathered into convoys and deported under armed es
cort to the north, where they will he forced into heavy labor

-l, Women, children, and old people to be driven from their homes,
although they are to be allowed to resettle farther north

5. All the cattle and goods of the above-mentioned towns to he

seized"

Three weeks later Ordzhonikidze received a report outlining how the operation

had progressed:

Kalinovskava: town razed and the whole population (4,220) deported or

expelled
Errnolovskaya: emptied of all inhabitants (3,218)
Romanovskaya: 1,600 deported, 1,661 awaiting deportation
Samachinskaya: 1,018 deported, I ,<.JOO awaiting deportation
Mikhailovskaya: 600 deported, 2,20f) awaiting deportation

In addition, 154 carriages of foodstuffs have been sent to Grozny. In the
three towns where the process of deportation is not yet complete, the
first people to be deported were the families of Whites and Greens and
anyone who participated in the last uprising. Among those still awaiting
deportation arc the known supporters of the Soviet regime and the
families of Red Army soldiers, Soviet officials, and Communists. The
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delay is to be explained by the lack of railway car riages. O n average, on ly
one convoy per day can be devoted to these operations. To finis h th e
opera tion as soon as possible, we urgently requ est 306 ext ra rai lway

car riages."

How did such "ope ra tions" come to an end? Unfortunately, th er e are no

d ocuments to pro vide an answer. It is clear th at they co nti nue d for a co ns ide r

able time, and that they a lmost always end ed with dep ort ati on s not to th e grea t

northern reg ions, as was to be th e case for many year s to come, but ins tead to

th e m in es of D on etsk , w hich were closer. Given the state of th e ra ilways in

19 20 , th e operatio n mu st have been fairl y chaotic. No ne the less, in th eir ge neral

s ha pe an d inte ntio n th e de-Cossackizario n operations of In o prefigure th e

lar ger-scale dekulakizar ion ope ra tions of ten yea rs lat er. T hey share th e same

id ea of collecti ve resp onsibil ity, the sam e pro cess of dep ortation in convoys,

the same organizati on al p roblems, the same unprep aredness of the destination s

for the arrival of pri son ers, and the same princip le of for cing deportees into

heavy labor. T he Cos sack regions of the Don and th e Ku ban paid a heavy pri ce

for their oppositi on to th e Bol sh eviks. According to the most reliable estimates,

be t wee n JOO,OOO and 500,000 people were killed or deported in 19]9 and 1920,

o ut of a populat ion of n o m ore th an J milli on .

Amo ng the atroci tie s whose scale is th e most di fficul t to gauge ar c the

ma ssacres of prison ers and host ages who were taken sim p ly o n th e ba sis of

th e ir " belongi ng to an e ne m y class" or bein g "socially undesirable." T he se

m assacres were part of The logic of the Red Terror in the second half of \9 1 ~ ,

but on an even larger scale. T he ma ssacres on th e bas is of c lass were cons tanr lv

justified with th e clai m th at a new world was coming in to bei ng, and th at

every th ing was per m itted to assis t the difficult bi rt h , as an ed ito r ial expla ine d

in th e first issu e of Krasnyi ma ll (T he Red sword) , Th e newspap er of The Kviv

Cheka:

We reject the old systems of morality and "humani ty" inve nted hy the
bourgeo isie to opp ress and exploit the " lower classes." O ur moral ity has

no precedent , and our humanity is absolute because it rests on a new
ideal. Our aim is to destroy all forms of oppression and violence. To us,

everything is per mitted, tor we arc the first to raise the sword not to
oppress races and reduce them to slavery, but to liberate humanity from
its shackles . . . Blood ? L et blood flow like water! Let blood stain forev er

the black pirat e' s flag flown by the bourgeoisie, and let our tlag be
blood-r ed forever! Fo r only thr ough the death of the old world can we
liberate ourselves forev er from the return of those jackals!"

S uc h murderou s ca lls found many ready to respo nd , and th e rank s of th e

C hc ka were filled with social elem ents anxio us for reven ge, rec r uited as th ey
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ofte n were, as the Bo lshevik lead ers the mselves ac knowledged and eve n recom

mended , from the ra n ks of " the criminals and th e socially degene ra te." In a

letter of 22 Marc h to L en in , th e Bolsh evik lead er Sera fina G opner descr ibed

th e activi tie s of th e E kate r inos lavl C he ka: " T h is o rga nizatio n is ro tte n to th e

co re: th e canker of cr im ina lity, violence, an d to ta lly arb itrary decision s abo unds,

and it is filled w ith co m mo n criminals and th e dregs of soc iety, men arme d to

th e teeth who s im ply execute an yon e th ey don 't like. They stea l, loot, rape, and

th row anyone into prison , forge d ocuments, prac t ice ex to rt ion and blackmail ,

am i will le t anyo ne go in exchange for hu ge sums o f money." 46

T he files o f th e Ce n t ral Comm itt ee, like th os e of Feliks D zerzh insky,

con tai n in nu merable reports from Part y leaders or inspectors from the sec re t

pol ice d et ail ing the "degenerate ac ts" of local C hekas "d riven ma d by blood

and vio lence ." T he ab sence of any juri dica l or m oral norm oft en res ulted in

complet e auton omy for local Cheka s. No lon ger an swerable for th ei r actions to

any higher aut hority, they became bloodthirst y and tyrannical regimes, un con 

trolled and un controllable. Three extracts from dozens of almost identical

Cheka re po rts illu strate the slide into almost tot al anarchy.

F irs t , a repo rt from Smirnov, a C hcka training instructor in Syzran , in

T ambov Pro vin ce, to Dzerzhinsky, on 22 Marc h ]9 l ll:

I have checked up on the C\'C nlS sur roundi ng th e kulak upr ising in the
Novo-Ma trvonskava rolost. T he interrogations were carr ied out in a
tota lly chao tic manner. Scvcntv-fi vc people were to rt ured, but it is im
possible to make head or tJ il of any of the wri tt en report s .. . Five

peo p le were shot on 10 February, and thirteen th e following day. T he
report on the death sentences and th e exec utions is dated 2RFebruary.

When I as ked t he local Chcka leader to expla in himself, he answered,
" We didn ' t have tim e to writ e the reports at th e tim e. What docs it
mailer anyway, when we arc tr ying to wipe out the hourgeoisie and the
kulaks as a class?":"

Next, a rep ort fro m the secretary of th e regio nal or gan iza tion of the

Bolshevik Part y in Yar oslavl on 20 Se ptember 19 Ill : "The Cheka are loot in g

and arres ti ng eve ryo ne indiscriminately. Safe in the knowledge that they canno t

be punish ed , they have transformed th e C he ka headquarters into a huge brothel

where they take a ll the bourgeois wom en . D runkenness is rife. Cocaine is bein g

used quit e wid ely am o ng the supervisors."!"

F inally, a rep ort from N . Roscnrul, inspecto r of the lead er ship of special

departments, dat ed ]nOctober ]9 l lJ:

Atarbe kov, chief of the special dep art ment s of th e Eleventh Arm y, is

now refu sing to recogni ze the authority of headquarters. O n .10 July,
when Com rade IAndrei] Zukovsky, who was se nt fro m Moscow to ex-
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amine the work of special departments, came to see [Georgy JAtarbekov,
the latter answered openly, "Tell Dzerzhinsky I am refusing his con
trol." No administrative norm is being respected by these people, who
for the most part are highly dubious, if not plainly crimina l in the ir
behavior. The Operations Department keeps almost no records what
ever. For death sent ences and the execution of such sentences, I found
no individual judgments , just lists, for the most part incomplete , of
people killed, with the mention "Sh ot at the behest of Comrad e Atur
bekov." As for the events of March, it is impossible to get any clear idea
of who was shot or why . . . Orgies and drunkenness are daily occur
rences. Almost all the personnel of the Chcka arc heavy cocaine users.
They say that this helps them deal with the sight of so much blood on a
daily basis. Drunk with blood and violence, the Cheka is doing its dut y,
but'i t is made up of uncontrollable clements that will require close
surveillance."

The in terna l rep orts of the Part y and the Cheka confir m the num erou s
statements collected in I LJ It) anti 1l)2 () by the enemies of the Bolsheviks, and

particularly by the Commission of Special Inquiry into Bolshevik Cr imes,
established by General Denikin , whose archives, after bein g tran sferr ed from

Prague to ]\I105co\\' in ILJ45, were long inaccessible but arc now open to publi c

scr ut iny. In 1926 the Russian Socialist Revolutionary historian Sergei MeI
gunov, in his book The' Red Terror II/ Russ ia, had tried to catalogue the main

massacres of prisoners, hosta ges, and civilians who were killed en masse by the
Bolsheviks, usually on the basis of class. T hough incomplete, the list of the

principal episodes mention ed in that pioneerin g work is fully confirmed by a
whol e variety of documentary sources coming from the two different camps in

quest ion. Because of the or ganizational chaos that reigned in th e Che kas, the re
are still gaps in this informat ion regarding the exact number of people who

died in the massacres, although we can be fairlv certa in of th e number of
massacres th at took place. Us ing these various sources, one can attempt at least

to list them in order of size.

The massacres of "s uspects," " hostages," and other "enemies of the peo
ple" who were locked up as a prevent ive measure or for simple adminis tra tive

reasons in prisons or con centration camps started in Sept ember 1t)IH, in the
first wave of Red Te rror. On ce the categories of "suspects," "hos tages," and

"ene mies of the people" had been established, and the concentr ation camps

were in place, the machin er y of repression could simply swing into action . The
trigger for th is war, in which terri tor y so often changed hand s and each month

brought some sort of turnaroun d in milit ary fort unes, was usuall y nothing
more than the taking of a village that unt il then had been occ upied by the
enemy.

The Dirty War

T he imp osition of the "d ictatorship of the pro letariat" in cities that had
b~en ca~ t ured or retaken always went th rough th e same stages: the dissoluti on
~ )f previously elected asxcm blies, a ban On all tr ade-which invariably meant

Ill~med iate price rises fill' food, and su bseq uen t shortages-the n at ion~li zati on
of all businesses, and the levying of a huge tax on the hourgeoisie- 600 million

ru bles in Khar kiv in February 191 9, 500 million in Odessa in Apr il 191 9. T o
ensure that thi s contribution was paid, hundreds of bour geois would be taken

as hostages and locked up in the concentra tion camps. In fact this contribution
meant a sort of ins ti tutionalized pillaging, expro pria tion, and intimidation the
first step in th e destruct ion of the " bour geoisie as a social class." ,

"In accordance with the resolut ions of the Workers' Sovie t, IJ Mav has
been declared the day of exprop riation of the pr operty of the bour gcoisie,"
announ ced the I Z I 't 'SIiY II of the Council of Workers' Delegates of Odessa on

1..1 J\ la y III It). "T he prop ert y-ownin g classes will be required to fi ll in a ques
tionnarrc detail ing- fi)otlstu ffs, shoes, clothes, jewels, bicycles, betiding, sheets ,
silverware, crockcrv, and other articl es indi spensable to the working population

It is the duty of all to assist the expropriat ion commissions in this sacred
task. :\ nyonc failin f{ to assist the expropriation commissions will be ar rested
immcd iurclv. Anvonc resistin g will be executed withou t furt her delav."

As I ,ats is, chie f of the C:heka in Ukraine, acknowledged in a circular to
local C hekas, the fruits of these exp ropriations went st raight into the pockets

of the C.heka or remained in the hands of the chiefs of the innumerable
exprop riation and requisitioning det achments or Red G uards.

The seco nd stage of the expropr iations was the confiscation of bourgeois
apartm ent s. In th is "c lass war," hum iliat ion of the cnc rnv was extremely im

portant , "We must treat them the way the y deserve : the hour geoisie respect
only authori ty that pun ishes anti kills," said the report of 26 April 1919 in the

Odessa ncwspaper menti oned above. " If we execute a few du zen of these

bloodsuckin g idiots, if we red ucc them to the status of street sweepers and force
their women to clean the Red Army barr acks (and that would be an honor for
them), thcv will unders tand that our power is here to sruv and that no one
neither the En!'dish nor the Hott ent ots, is going to come and help them."!" '

:\ recurring theme in num erous ar ticles in Bolshevik newspapers in
Odessa, Kyiv, Kharkiv, Lkatcnnoslav, as well as in Perm, Ural, and Nizhni
!\o"gorotl, was the "humiliation" of bour geois women , who were forced to

clean toilets or the barracks of the C heka or Red G uards. But this was merely

the ton ed-d own and politicall y presen table face of the much more brutal real it~.
of rape, which acco rd ing to innumcrable stateme nts took on gigant ic proper

tions, part icularly in the second reconquest of Ukra ine and the Cossack regions
of the C rimea in I()20 .

T he logical culmination of the "ex ter mina tion of the bourgeoisie as a
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class," th e execu tion of prisoners, suspects, and hostages imprisone d simply

on the basis of their belon ging to the " possessing classes," is record ed in man y

of the cities taken by th e Bolsh eviks. In Kh arkiv there were between 2,000 and

3,000 executio ns in Fe brua ry-June 191 9, and another 1,000-2,000 when the

to wn was taken again in Decem ber of that year; in Rostov-on- D on , approxi

mat ely 1,000 in J anuar y 1920; in Odessa, 2,200 in May-Aug ust 1919, th en

1,500-3,000 be tween Fe br uary 1920 and Febr ua ry 1921 ; in Kyiv, at least 3,000
in Fe bruary-August 1919; in Ekaterino da r, at least 3,000het ween August 1lJ20
and February 1921; in Armavir, a small town in Kuban, between 2,000 and

3,000 in Aug ust-Oc tober 1920. The list cou ld go on and on.
In fact man y other execu tions too k place elsewhere, but were no t subject

to close examinati on very soo n afterward . Hence those th at occ urred in Ukrai ne

or so uthern Ru ssia are much better know n than those of the Caucasus , Ce n tr al

Asia, and the U rals. The pace of exec utio ns was often ste pped up as th e enemy

approached, or when th e Bolsh eviks were abandoning th eir position and "e m p 

tyin g" the prisons. In Kharkiv, in the days leading up to th e ar rival of the

W hi te s, on 8 and 9 June 1919, hundreds of hostages were executed. In Kyiv

m or e than 1,800 peopl e were executed on 22-28 Augus t, before the town was

ret aken by th e W hites on 30 August. The same scenar io played ou t at Fka tcr

in odar, where, in th e face of the adva ncing Cossack troops, Atarbe kov, head of

th e local C he ka , disposed of 1,600 bourgeois on 17-19 August, in a sm all

provincial town who se population before th e war numbered a mere 30,00ll
inhabitant s."

D ocuments from the inqu iry commiss ions of th e Whi te Ar my, which

so me times ar r ived a few da ys or even a few hours afte r the exe cut io ns, con tain

a mass of state ments, testimon ies, a uto psy rep ort s, and ph otographs of th e

massacres and informat ion about the ident ity of the victims . Although th ose

wh o were exec uted at th e last minute, generally with a bullet in the back of the

head , showe d few tr aces of tor ture, this was not always the case for the bodies

th at were d ug out of the mass graves. T he use of the most d readfu l types o f

to rture is evident from autopsy reports, circums tant ial evidence, and eyewitn ess

rep orts. D etailed desc ripti ons of th e tort ure are to be found both in Sergei

M el gunov' s Red Terror in Russia and in the report by the Centra l Comm ittee

of the Social ist Revolut ionary Part y, Cheea, published in Berl in in 1922.;2
It was in the Crimea, when the last units of Wrangel' s White for ces and

th e civilians wh o had fled befor e the Bolshe vik advance were movin g out, that

th ese ma ssacr es were most int ensive. From mid-November to the end of D e

ce m ber 1920, m ore th an SO,OOO peo ple were sho t or hanged ." A lar ge number

of the executions happened immediately after the de partu re of Wra ng e l's

troops. In Sevastopol several hundred dock workers were shot on 26 November

for having ass isted in th e White evacuation . On 28 and 30 November the

The Dirty War

l z cestiya of the Revolution ar y Co mmittee of Se vasropol publish ed two lists of

vict ims ; th e firs t contained 1,634 names, th e second 1,202. In earl y D ecember,

when the first wave of executions had somewhat ab ated, th e authorities began

to dr aw up as com plete a list as poss ible of the population of the main tow ns

of the Crimea, where, they believed , ten s or hu ndreds of thousands of bour

geo is were hid in g. O n 6 Decem ber L en in to ld an asse mbly in Moscow that

300,000 bou rgeois were hiding out in th e Crimea. H e gave an assurance that in

th e very ncar futu re th ese "cleme nts," which con st ituted "a rese rvoir of spies

and secret age n ts read y to leap to the defense of capitalism," would all be

" p unishc d .t""

The mi litary cordo n th at was closing off th e Perek op isthmus, the only

escape ro ute by land , was rein forced ; and once th e t rap was laid , the authorities

or de red all inhabita nts to present th em selves to th e local Chcka to fill in a

q uest ionnaire co ntain ing some fifty qu estion s abo ut their social orig ins, past

act ions, income, and other matter s, esp ecially their whereabout s in November

1920 and their opin ion s about Poland, Wrangel, and the Bolsheviks . On the

basis of these inqu ir ies, the populatio n was d ivided in to three groups: those to

be shot, th ose to be sen t to concent ra tio n camps, and those to be saved.

St atem ents fro m th e few sur vivors, published in emigre newspaper s th e follow

ing year, describe Scvasto pol, one of th e tow ns tha t suffered most heavily under

th e repression s, as " the city of th e han ged ." " F rom N akhimo vsky, all one could

sec was th e hanging bo dies of officers, sold iers, and civilians arrested in the

stree ts. The to wn was dead , and the only peopl e left alive were hidi ng in lofts

or baseme nts. All th e walls, sho p fro nts, and teleg raph poles were covered with

pos ters culling fill' ' D eath to th e tr aitors.' They were hangin g peopl e for fun." 55

The last episode in th e co nflict between W hi tes and Reds was not to be

th e end of th e terror. The m ilitar y front of the civil war no longer existed, but

th e war to erad icate th e enemy was to continue for another two years .
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From Tambov to the Great Famine

At the end of 1920 the Bolshevik regime seemed poised to tri

umph . The remnants of the White armies had been defeated , the Cossacks had

been beaten, and Makhno's detachments were in retreat. But although the war

against the Whites was effectively over , the conflict between the new regime

and large sections of the population was intensifying. The war aga inst the

peasants reached its height in the early months of 1921, when whole provinces

were effectively beyond the control of the Bolsheviks. In the province of

Tarnbov, one of the Volga provinces (which also included Samara, Saratov,

Tsaritsyn , and Simbirsk) in western Siberia, the Bolsheviks held on!v the cirv

of Tambov itse lf The countryside was either in the hands of one of hundreJ:s

of groups of Greens or under the control of one of the peasant armics. \Iuti

nies broke out daily in the local Red Arm y garrisons. Strikes, riots, and work

ers' protest movements multiplied in the few areas of the countrv where

industry still functioned-Moscow, Petrograd, lvanovo Voznescnsk, a~J Tub.

At the end of February 1921 , sailors from the Kronsradt naval base near

Petrograd mutinied . The situation was becoming explosive, and the country

was becoming ungovernable. In the face of a huge wave of socia l unrest that

threatened to sweep away the regime, the Bolshevik leaders were fnrccd to

retreat and take the only step that could momentarily calm the massive, Jan

gerous, and widespread discontent: they promised an end to requisitioning.
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which was to be replaced by taxes in kind . In March 1921, against this back

drop of conflict between society and the regime, the New Economic Policy

(NEP) came into being.

The dominant version of events has exaggerated for too long the extent

to which March 1921 marked a break with the past . Hastily adopted on the last

day of the Bolsheviks' Tenth Party Congress, the substitution of taxes in kind

for requisitioning brought neither the end of the workers' strikes nor an abate

ment in terror. The archives that can now be consulted show that peace did not

immediately result from this new regulation in the spring of 1921. In fact

tensions remained extremely high until at least the summer of 1922 and in some

regions until considerably later. Requisitioning detachments continued to scour

the countryside, strikes were still put down brutally, and the last militant

socialists were arrested. The "erad ication of the bandits from the forests" was

still pursued by any means possible, including large-scale executions of hos

tages and the bombing of villages with poison gas. In the final analysis, the

rebellious countryside was beaten by the great famine of 1921-22: the areas

that had suffered most heavil y from requisitioning were the areas of rebellion

and also the areas that suffered worst during the famine. As an "objective" ally

of the regime, hunger was the most powerful weapon imaginable, and it also

served as a pretext for the Bolsheviks to strike a heavy blow against both

the Orthodox Church and the intelligentsia who had risen up against the

regime.
Of all the revolts that had broken out since the introduction of requisi

tioning in the summer of 1918, the revolt of the peasants in Tambov was the

largest, the most organized, and therefore the longest-lasting. Located less t.han

300 miles sou theas t of Moscow, Tambov Province had been one of the bastions

of the Socialist Revolutionary Party since the turn of the century. From 1918

to 1920, despite heavy sanctions, the Party still had numerous militant activists.

Tambov Province was also the largest wheat-producing area near Moscow, and

since the autumn of 1918 more than 100 requisitioning detachments had been

scouring this densely populated agricultural region. In 1919 a number of bunty
(short-lived riots) had been put down as soon as the y had . fl~red up. In .1 ~20
the requisitioning requirements were increased , from 18 million to 27 million

pudy, while the peasants had considerably reduced the amount ~hey s~wed,

knowing that anything they did not consume themselves would be Immediately

requisit ioned. I To fill the quotas was thus to force the p~asants into death by

starvation . On 19 August 1920 routine incidents involving the food det~c.h
merits abruptly degenerated in the town of Khitrovo. As the local authorities

themselves acknowledged, "the detachments committed a series ~f abuses.

They looted everything in their path, even pillows and kitchen utensils, .shared

out the booty, and beat up old men of seventy in full view of the public. The
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old men were being punished for the absence of their sons, who were deserters
hiding in the woods. The peasants were also angr y that the confiscated grain,
which had been taken to the nearest station by the cartload, was being left to

rot in the open air."!
From Khitrovo the revolt spread rapid Iy. By the end of August Inomore

than 14,000 men, mostly deserters, armed with rifles, pitchforks, and scythes,
had chased out or massacred all representatives of the Soviet regime from the
three districts of Tambov Province. In the space of a few weeks, this peasant
revolt, which at first could not be distinguished from the hundreds of others
that had broken out all over Russia and Ukraine over the previous two years,
was transformed into a well-organized uprising under the inspirational leader
ship of a first-class warlord, Aleksandr Stepanovich Antonov.

A Socialist Revolutionary activist since 1906, Antonov had spent the years
after 1908 as a political exile in Siberia, returning only in October 1917. Like
many left Socialist Revolutionaries, he had rallied to the Bolshevik cause for a
time, and had been the head of the local militia in Kirsanov, his native region .
In August 1918 he had broken with the Bolsheviks and assumed leadership of
one of the many bands of deserters that roamed the countryside, fighting in
guerrilla style against the requisitioning detachments and attacking the few
Soviet officials who dared go out into the remote villages. When the peasant
revolt took hold in Kirsanov in August 1920, Antonov organized both a highly
effective peasant militia and a remarkable information network that infiltrated
even the Tambov Cheka. He also organized a propaganda service that distrih
uted tracts and proclamations denouncing the "Bolshevik cornrnissarocrucy"

and mobilized the peasants around key popular demands such as free trade, the
end of requisitioning, free elections, the elimination of Bolshevik commissari
ats, and the disbanding of the Cheka .'

In parallel, the underground Socialist Revolutionary Party organization
established the Union of Working Peasants, a clandestine network of militant
peasants from the surrounding area. Despite serious tensions between Antone»

and the leaders of the Union of Working Peasants, the peasant movement in
the Tambo v region basically had a military organization, an information net
work, and a political program that lent it strength and unity, things that no
other peasant movement (with the possible exception of the Makhnovist move
ment) had possessed.

In October 1920 the Bolsheviks controlled no more than the city of
Tambov and a few provincial urban centers. Deserters flocked by the thousands
to join Antonov's peasant army, which at its peak numbered more than 50,000.
On 19 October, realizing at last the gravity of the situation, Lenin wrote to

Dzerzhinsky: "It is vital that this movement be crushed as swiftly as possible
in the most exemplary fashion: we must be more energetic than this!"

From Tambov to the Great Famine

At the beginning of November the Bolsheviks in the area numbered no
more than 5,000 Troops for the Internal Defense of the Republic. After the
defeat of Wrangel in the Crimea, the number of troops deployed to Tambov
Province quickl y reached 100,000, including some detachments from the Red
Army, who were nonetheless kept to a minimum when it came to suppressing
popular revolts.

After 1January the peasant revolts spread to several other regions, includ
ing the whole of the lower Volga (the provinces of Samara, Saratov, Tsaritsyn,
and Astrakhan), as well as western Siberia. The situation became explosive as
famine threatened these rich, fertile regions that had been overtaxed for several
years. In Samara Province the commander of the Volga Militar y District re
ported on 12 February 1921 that "crowds of thousands of star ving peasants
are besieging the barns where the food detachments have stored the grain that
has been requisitioned for urban areas and the army. The situation has dete
riorated several times, and the army has been forced to open fire repeatedly on
the enraged crowd ." From Sarurov the local Bolshevik leaders sent the follow
ing telegram to Moscow: "Banditry has overwhelmed the whole province. The
peasants have seized all the stocks-3 million putty-from the state grain stores.
They are heavily armed, thanks to all the rifles from the deserters. Whole units
of the Red Arm y have simpl y vanished."

At the same time, about 600 miles eastward, a new trouble spot was
emerging. Having extracted all the resources that it could from the prosperous
agricultural regions of southern Russia and Ukraine, the Bolshevik government
in the autumn of 1919 had turned to western Siberia, where the quotas were
fixed arbitrarily on the basis of wheat export figures dating from 1913. Evi
dently no attempt was made to consider the difference between the old harvest ,
which had been destined for export and had been paid for with gold-standard
rubles, and the pitifully meager reserves that the peasants had set aside for
requisitioning. As in other regions, the Siberian peasants responded with an
uprising to protect the results of their labors and to assure their own survival.
From January to March 1921 the Bolsheviks lost control of the provinces of
Tyumcn, Omsk, Chelyabinsk, and Ekaterinburg-a territory larger than
France. The Trans-Siberian Railway, the only link between western Russia and
Siberia, was also cut off. On 21 February a Russian peasant army seized the
city of Tobolsk, which Red Army units did not manage to retake until 30

March .'
At the other end of the country, in both Petrograd, the old capital, and

Moscow, the new one, the situation at the beginning of 1921 was almost as
explosive. The economy had nearly stopped, and the transport system had
ground to a halt . Most of the factories were closed or working at half-sp:cd
because of lack of fuel, and food supplies to the cities were in danger of ceasing
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altogether. All th e workers were in th e streets, in the surroundi ng villages

sc ave nging fo r food, or stand ing aro und and talk ing in the freezi ng, hal f-em pty

fac tories, man y of whic h had hee n strippe d for items to exc hange for food.
" Discon tent is widesprea d ," said a Cheka In formation Depa rtme nt report

on 16January. "T he worke rs arc predi ctin g the immi nent dem ise of th e reg ime .

No one works any more beca use th ey are all too hungry. S tr ikes on a hu ge scale

are bound to sta rt any day now. T he garrisons in Moscow arc less and less

tr ustwor thy and could become uncontrollable at any momen t. Prevent ive meas

u res are req u ired ." n

O n 21 January a government decree ordered a .10 percent red uc tio n in

bread rat ion s for Moscow, Petrogr ad , Ivanovo Vozncsc nsk, and Kron stad r.

Co m in g at a tim e when the last Wh ite armies had bee n defeat ed and th e

gover nment could no longer claim that th e counter revo lut ionaries wer e to

blame, this measure was enough to light the powderk cg of rebellion . From the

end of January to mid-March 1921, strikes, protest meetin gs, hunger marches,

d emonstrations, and factory sit- ins occurred daily, reac hi ng their height in

Moscow and Pet rograd at th e end of February and the beginning of March .

In M oscow from 22 to 24 Ma rch there were serious confro nta tions between

C he ka detachments and gro ups of dem on strato rs who were attem pting to for cc

the ir way into the barr acks to join forces with th e soldie rs. Ma ny of the workers

were shot, and hundr eds were arres ted .'

In Petrogr ad the trouhl es became mor e wides pread after 22 February,

w hen workers from several of the main factor ies vote d in a new " Plen ipo te n

tiar y Wo rkers' Assembly" th at was stro ngly Menshev ik an d Socia list Rcvo!u 

tion ar y in charac te r. In its first decree the asse mbly demand ed th e elirninarinn
of th e Bolsh evik dictatorshi p, free elections to the soviet, freedom of s peec h,

asse m b ly, and th e press, and th e release of all political pr ison er s. T o ac hieve

th ese ends th e asse mbly called for a gene ral str ike. T he mi litary command failed
to sto p seve ra l regi ments from hold ing meet in gs that passed mot ion s of support

fo r th e st rike rs . On 24 February Cheka detachment s opened fire on a work ers '

d em onstration, killin g twelve men . That same day, mor e than 1,OO() worker s

and militant soci alists were ar res ted." Yet the ranks of th e strikers continued to

swell, with thousands of so ld iers leaving their units to join forces with the

workers. Four years after th e February days that had overt urn ed the tsarist

regime, history seem ed to be repeating itself as mil itant work er s and mutinying

so ld iers joined for ces. On 26 February at 9:00 P.M. G rigory Zinoviev, the head

of th e Bolshevik Part y in Pet rograd , sent a telegr am to Le nin in panic : "The

wo rkers have joined up with the so ldiers in the barracks .. . We arc sti ll wait ing

for the rein forcement s we dem anded from No vgorod . If th ey don 't arrive in

the next few hours, we arc going to be over run."

T wo days lat er came the event th at the Bolsh evik leaders had been fear ing
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above all else : a mut iny of th e sailor s aboard the two wars hips in the Kronst adt

base near Petrog rad . Zinoviev sen t ano ther telegram to Lenin on 28 Fe b ruary

at II :00 P.M.: " K ro ns tad t: the two main ships, the Seoastopol an d th e

Petropavlovsk, have ado pted Socialist Revolut ion ar y and Black Hundred reso

luti on s and given us an ultimatum to whic h we have twenty-four hours to

resp ond. T he sit ua tion amon g th e wor kers is very unstable. All the main

factories are on strike. We think th at the Socialist Revolutionaries are goi ng to

step up prot ests." ?
T he demands tha t Zin oviev labeled " Socialist Revolution ary and Bla ck

Hundred" were the same things that the immense majority of citize ns were

dem anding after th ree years of Bolsh evik d ictatorship: free and sec ret elect ions,

freed om of speech, and freedom of the pr ess-at least for "w or kers, peasants,

anar chi sts, and left-wing sociali st part ies." T hey also demanded equal rat ions

for all , th e freei n g of all political pri son er s, th e convocation of a spec ia l co m 

mission to ree xam ine the cases of those im pri soned in concentration cam ps, an

end to requ isit ioning, the abolition of specia l C he ka detachments, and freedom

for th e peasan ts " to do whatever th ey want with their land , and to raise their

own livestock, provided the y do it usin g their own resource s." !"
At K ro nst adt eve nts were gatheri ng mom entum. On I March a huge

meet ing gather ed toge ther more than 15,000 peopl e, a quarter of the enti re civil

and mi litary po p ulation or the naval base. Mikhail Kalin in, pr esident of the

Central Executive Co mmittee of the Sov iets, arrived in person to try to defuse

th e situatio n; but he fai led to make him sel f heard over the boos of the cro wd.

T he following day th e rebel s, joined by at least 2,()()() Bolsh eviks from Kron

stad t , formed a pro visional revolution ar y com m ittee that attempted to link up

with th e strikers and sold iers from Petrogr ad .
T he dai ly C he ka rep orts on th e situa tio n in Petrograd in the first week of

March 1921 leave no doubt about the widespread popula r support for th e

mu tiny at Kron stadr: "The Kronstad t revo lu tio na ry committee clearly ex pects

a gene ral upr isin g in Perrograd any day now. They have mad e contac t with the

mut ineer s and with a number of the facto ries. T od ay,at a meetin g in the Arsenal

factor y, workers voted for a resolution to join the general insurrection . A

del egat ion of three people-including an ana rchist, a Menshevik, and a Social-
. , I d keeo i . h K d " 11ist Revolution ary -i-has been e ecte to eep 111 contact wit ron sta t.

On 7 Mar ch the Petrograd Cheka received the order to "undertake d eci

sive action aga ins t the workers." Within forty-eight hours more th an 2,000

work ers, all kn own socialist or anarch ist sym pa thizers or acti vists, were ar

rested . U n like the mutineer s, the workers were un armed and co uld put up little

resist ance to th e Che ka detachments. H aving thus broken th e support for th e

ins ur rectio n, th e Bolsh eviks care fully pr epar ed the assault on Kronstadt itself.

The task of liquidating the reb ellion was en trus ted to G eneral M ikhai l T u k-
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hachevsky. In opening fire on the crowd, th e victor frum the Polish cam pa ign

of 1920 used young recruits fro m th e mil itary school, who had no tr ad it ion of

revolu tion , an d specia l detachments from th e Cheka, T he o peration began on

8 M arch. Ten da ys lat er Kron stadt fell afte r th ousands of peopl e had lost th eir

lives. Several hundred rebels who had been taken prison e r were sho t ove r the

ne xt few days. T he r ecords of the event, recen tly pu blish ed for th e first time,

show that from April to June 1921,2, 103 were sentenced to death and 6,459

were sent to pri son or to th e camps. Ii Ju st before th e fall of Kronstad t nearly

8 ,000 people man aged to esca pe across the ice to Fin land , where th ey were

in terned in transit cam ps in Terioki, Vyborg , and In o. Deceive d by th e promise

of an amnesty, a number of th em returned to Russ ia in 192 2, wh ere they wer e

immediatel y ar rest ed an d sent to cam ps on the So lovers ki Islands and to Khol

m ogor y, one of the worst concentra tio n cam ps, nea r Arkha ngelsk . I.! Accord ing

to one ana rc h ist source, of th e 5,00 0 Kronstadt prisoners who wer e sen t to

Kholmogory, fewer th an 1,500 were still alive in the sprin g of 1922 1 -1

T he Kholm ogory cam p, on the grea t river D vina , was sad ly fam ou s for

the swift ma n ner in whic h it d ispatched a grea t number of its prison ers. They

were o ften load ed onto barges, stones were tied aro und th eir necks, th eir ar ms

and legs were tied, and the y were thrown overboard into the river. Mikhail

K edro v, o ne of the m ain leaders of th e Cheka, had started th ese massi ve

drownings in June 1920. Severa l eyew itness reports conc ur th at a lar ge number

of th e mu t ineers from Kr on stad t, together with Cossacks and peasants fro m

Tambov Province who had also been deported to Kholrnogury, were drowned

in the D vina in this fashion in 11)22. T ha t same year, a specia l evacuat io n

commi ttee dep orted to Siberia some 2,5 14 civilians from K ron st adt , m erel y on

the gro unds rha t they had stayed in the town through th e events.!'

Once th e Kron st adt reb ellion had been crushed, the regime co ncentra ted its

energies on hunting down socia list activists, figh ting s trikes and " workers'

com placency," qu elling the peasant upri sings th at continued desp ite the official

end ing of requis itioning, and takin g measures to rep ress th e ch urc h .

O n 28 Feb ru ar y 1921 D zerzh insky had orde red all th e pr ovincial Che kas

"(I) to carry ou t im mediate arrests of all anarchis t, Me nshevik, and Socialist

Revolutionary intelligentsia, in particular the officials working in the People's

Comm issaria ts of Ag ric ult ure and Food ; and (2) to arrest all Mens heviks,

anarchists, and Socialis t Revolution ari es working in facto ries and liabl e to ca ll

for st r ikes or demonstrations."!"

Rather than marking the beginning of a relaxation in the repress ive poli

cies, th e introd uction of th e NEP was accompa nied by a resurgen ce in th e

repression s aga ins t th e mod erate socia list activists . T he repression s wer e mo

tivated not by th e danger of their perc eived opposition to the Ne w Economic
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Policy, but by the fac t that they had been campa igni ng for it for so long, and

might thus use it to just ify the ir ow n app roach to pol itic s. "The on ly pl ace for

Me ns heviks and Socia lis t Revolution ari es, whe the r th ey hide thei r alleg iances

or arc op en abou t them," wrote L enin in 1921, "is prison."

A few mon th s lat er, judgi ng th at th e soc ialis ts were sti ll mak ing too mu ch

trou ble, he wrote : " If th e M en sh eviks or Socialist Revolutionaries so mu ch as

peek o ut agai n, th ey mu st all be sho t wit ho ut pi ty." Between March and June

1921 more than 2,000 moderate socialist ac tivis ts and sym path izers wer e again

arres ted . By now all th e mem ber s o f the Ce nt ra l Committee of th e Mens hevi k

Party were in prison ; when threat ened with ex pulsion to S iber ia in J anu ar y

1921 they he gan a hunger strike, and twel ve of th e lead ers, includin g Fedor

Dan and Boris N ikolaevsky, wer e ex pelled abroad and arrived in Berlin in

Februa ry 1922 .

O ne of th e main prior it ies o f the regim e in th e sp ring of 1921 was to revive

industrial production, whi ch had fallen to 10 percent of what it had been in

1913. Rather th an rel axing th e pr essure on wor kers, th e Bolsheviks maintained

and eve n inc reased the militari zat ion begun over th e pr eced ing years . The

pol icies pur su ed in 1921 after th e ado ption of the NEP in the grea t industr ial

and mining regi on of the Donbass, which produced mort than 80 percent of

the co un try's coa l and s tee l, see m parti cul arl y rev ea ling of the so rt of dictator ial

method s used by th e Bolsh eviks to get th e wo rkers hack to work . At the end

of' 1920 Georgy Pyata kov, one of the main leaders who was close to Trotsky,

had been appoin ted head of the Central D irecto ry of the Coa l Industry. Within

a year he inc reased coa l product ion fivefo ld by m eans of a po licy of unrem itt in g

exploitati on and in timi da tion . Pyatokov im posed exc ruciat ing d iscipline on his

120,()O() workers : an y absenteeism was eq uate d with an act of sabo tag e and

pun ished with e xp ulsion to a cam p or even a death sen tence. In 1921 18 min er s

were exec u ted for " persistent pa rasit ism ." Work hou rs were increased, pa rticu

larl y o n S undays, and Pyatokov effectively blackmailed th e workers int o in

crea sing productivity hy threatening the confiscation of rat ion card s. These

measu res wer e taken at a tim e when th e worker s received between one- thi rd

and one- ha lf of' th e br ead rati on th ey need ed to su rvive; often at the end of th e

J ay th ey had to lend th eir boot s to com rades who were takin g over th e next

shi ft. The directory acknowledged that absenteeism among th e workforce was

du e in parr to epidemics, "perman ent hunger," and "a tota l abse nce of clo thes,

trou sers, and shoes." To reduce th e numher of mouths to feed when th e threat

of fami ne was at its height, Pyatok ov on 24 June 1921 orde red the ex pulsio n

from the mining vill ages of everyone who did not work in th e min es. Rati on

car ds were co nfisca ted fro m fam ily me mb ers o f' m iners . Rat ionin g was also

calc u lated strictly in accor da nce with th e producti on of ind ividual m iner s, thus

introducin g a r udi me n tary for m of productivit y-related pay. '?
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Such practices went directl y agai nst the ide as of eq uality of treatment that

many workers, deceived by Bol shevik rhetoric, still che rished . In a remarkable

wa y these measures prefigured th ose taken agains t th e working classes in th e

1930s. The working m asses were nothing more than th e rabsi/a-the work

force-which had to be exploited in the most effecti ve manner possible, Doin g

so involved overturning legislation and the appeals of th e unions, which wer e

totall y hamstrung and were ordered to support the directi ves of management

at all costs. Militarizati on of the workforce seemed to be the mo st effective

means of forc ing the hungry, stu bborn, and unproductive worker s to cooperate.

The similarities between thi s exploitation of the theoreti call y free workforce

and the forced labor of the great penal colonies crea ted in the early 1930s seem

inescapable. Like so many other episodes in the formative years of Bolshevism,

none of which can be explained through the context of th e civil war, the events

in the Donbass in Inl prefigured a series of practices that were later to be

found at the heart of Stalinism.

Among the other top-priority operations for the Bolshevik regime in the

spring of 1921 was the " pacificat ion" of all the regions that were in the hands

of the peasants. On 27 April 1921 the Politburo appointed General Tuk

hachevsky to lead " opera tions to liquidate the Anronov elemen ts in Tambov

Province." With nearly 100,000 men at his disposal, including many spec ia l

Cheka detachments, and equipped with airplanes and heavy artillery, Tuk

hachevsk y waged war on the Antonov units with ex t rao rdi nary vio lence. To

gether with Antonov-Ovseenko, president of th e Plen ipotentiary Commission

of the Central Executive Committee established to con stitute an occupying

force in the region, he took ho stages on an enormous sca le, carried out execu

t ions, se t up death camps where prisoners were gassed , and deported entire

villa ges suspected of assistin g or collaborating with th e so-called bandits. IX

Order No. 171, dated II June 1921 and signed by Antonov-Ovsccnko and

Tukhachevsky, shows clearly th e sorts of methods used to " pacify" Tarnbov
Province. The order st ipu lated :

I. Shoot on sight any citizens who refuse to give their names.
2. District and Regional Political Commissions arc hereby autho

rized to pronounce sentence on any village where arms arc he
ing hidden, and to arrest hostages and shoot them if the
whereabouts of the arms are not revealed .

3. Wherever arms are found, execute immediately th e eldest son in
the family.

4. Any family that has harbored a bandit is to be arrested and de
poned from the province , their possessions are to be seized , and
the eldest son is to he executed immediatel y.

5. Any families she lter in g other familie s who have harbored ban-
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d its arc to be punished in the same manner, and their eldest son

is to he sho t.
6. In th e event that bandit fam ilies have fled, their possession s are

to he redi stributed am on g peasants who are loyal to the Soviet
reg ime, and th eir hou ses arc to he burned or dem olished .

7. These orders are to be carr ied out rigorously and without
mercy. I"

The d ay after Order N o. 171 was sen t out, Tukhachevsky ord ered all

reb els to be gassed. " T he remnants of th e defeated rebel gangs and a few

isolated bandits a rc still hiding in th e fores ts . . . The fore sts wher e th e bandits

arc hiding arc to he cleared by the usc of poison gas . This mu st be carefull y

calcu late d, so that the layer of gas pen etrates the forests and kills everyone

hiding there . The artillery inspector is to provide the necessary amounts of gas

immcdiutcly, and find staff qualified to carry out this sort of operarion .t'"

On 1() .Iul~ 1n I the head of a five-member commission on th e measures

taken ag 'linst the "hand its" in Tarnbov Province reported:

\lopring-up operations in the Kud ryukovska ya rotost began on 27 June
in the village of Ossin ovki, which in the past has been a known hideout
I()r bandit s. The attitude of peasant s to ward our deta chments is perh aps

best de scribed as on e of mistrust. They refu sed to name rhe bandits in
the lorcs rs, and when asked qu estion s they replied that the y knew noth 

Ing.
\\ 'c took some foriv hosta ges, declared the village to be und er a

st ate of siege, and pH' the villagers two hours to hand over the bandits
and their ar ms. The villagers then called a me eting, where it was appar
ent I hat thcv were undecided as to how to respond ; but the y resolved not

to provide acrive help in the hun t for th e bandits. U ndoubtedly they had
not taken seriously our threat to shoot the hostages. When the deadline

had passed, we executed twenty-one of the hostages before the village
assem bly. These public executions, in accordance with the usual proce
d ure, were carried out one hy on e in th e presence of all five members of

the Plcniporcnriary Commission , and had a considerable effect on the

peasants .
Regarding the village of Kurccvku, which was a bandit stronghold

because of its geographical situation, the commission decided to strike it
from the map. The whole population was deponed and their possessions
confis cated, with the exception of th e families of soldiers serving in the

Red Ar my, wh o were transferred to the town of Kurd yuki and relocat ed
in hou ses previously occupied by the families of bandits. After objects
of value had been removed-window fram es, glass, wooden objects, and

other suc h items-all the hou ses in the village were set on fire.
On .\ .Iuly \\"1: began operat ions in the town of Bogoslovka. We have
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rarely come across peasants so stubborn or well organized. No matter
whom we spoke to, of whatever age, they invariably replied with an air
of surprise, "Bandits? In these parts? Not at all. We might have seen one
or two people go by, but we couldn' t say whether they were bandits or
not. We live quietly here, minding our own business. We don' t know
anything."

We took the same measures as in Ossinovki: we took 5R hostages.
On { j uly we publicly executed a fi rst group of 21, another 15 the next
day, and removed the families of about 60 bandits, about 200 people in
all. We finally achieved our objectives, and the peasants were obliged to
go out looking for the bandits and the weapons caches.

The mopping-up operations in the above-mentioned towns and
villages came to an end on 6 jul y. T he operation wasa great success, and
its impact was felt even further afie ld than the neighboring cantons. T he
bandit elements are still surrendering.

President of the Plenipotentiary Commission of Five Member s,
[M.Y.] Uskonin."

On 19 july, as a result of much high-level opposition to this extreme form of
"e radica tion," Order No. 171 was annulled.

By July 1921 the military authorities and the Cheka had set up seven
conce nt ration camps. Accord ing to infor mation that even now is incompl ete,
at least 50,000 people were int ern ed in the camps, for the most part women,
children, and the elderly, as well as hostages and members of the families of
desert ers. The cond itions in thes e camps were into lerable: typhu s and cholera
were endemic, and the half-naked prisoners lacked even basic requirements. A
fami ne began in the summer of 1921, and by the autumn the mor tality rate had
climbed to 15- 20 percent a mo nth. The peasant movement which in-February
had numbered some {O,OOO, was reduced to J,000 by the beginning of Septem"
her . From Nov ember onward , long after the "pacification " of the countryside
several thousand of the strongest prisoner s were deported to the concentratio n
camps in north ern Russia, to Arkhangelsk and Kholrnogory. v

As is evident from the weekly Cheka reports to the Bolshevik leaders, the
" pacification" of the countryside continued at least into the second half of 1922

in many reg ions of U kraine, western Siberia, the Volga provinces, and the
Ca ucas us. The habits of earlie r years died hard , and although requi sitionin g
had officially been abolished in March 1921, taxes in kind also were levied with
extr em e bru tality. Given the catastrophic agricultural situation of 192 I, the
quotas were extremely high, and th is meant a constant state of tension in the
countryside, where many of the peasants were still armed.

Describ ing his imp ressions of a tr ip to the provinces of Tula, Orel, and
Voro nez h in May 192I, N ikolai Osinsky, the people's commissar of agriculture,
rep orted that local officials were convinced that requisitioning would be
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brou ght back in the autumn. Moreover, local authorities "seemed incapable of
considering the peasants to be anything oth er than born saboteurs.t'<'

T o facilitate the collection of taxes in Siberia, the region expected to
provide most of the wheat after famin e began ravaging the provinces of the
Volga, Feliks Dzerzhinsky was sent there in De cember 1921 as extraordinary
plenipotentiary. He established "flying revolutionary courts" whose mission
was to travel th rou gh the villages and pass sente nce immediately on peasant s
who had not paid their taxes, hand ing out prison sentences or sending them
off ro camps." Li ke the requisition ing detachments, these courts , bolstered by
"fiscal detachm ent s," were responsible for so many abuses that the President
of the Supreme Court himself, Nikolai Kr ylenko, was forced to open an inquir y.
From Omsk on 14 February 1922 one inspecto r wrote:

Abuses of position by the requisitioning detachments, frankly speaking,
have now reached unbelievable levels. Systematically, the peasants who
arc arrested are all locked up in big unheated barns; they are then
whipped and threatened with execution. Those who have not fi lled the
whole of their quota are hound and forced to run naked all along the
main street of the village and then locked up in another unheated han
gar. A great number of women have been beaten until they are uncon
scious and then thrown naked into holes dug in the snow . . .

The situation rem ained extremely tense in all the provinces.
A great deal can also be derived from these excerp ts from the secret

police report s for October 1922, a year and half after the NEP had come
into force:

In Pskov Province the quotas fixed for the taxes in kind represent two
thirds of the harvest. Four districts have taken up arms .. . In the
province of Novgorod the quotas will not be fi lled, despite the 25 per
cent reduction that was recently approved hecause of the exceptionally
poor harvest. In the provinces of Ryazan and Tver a 100 percent realiza
tion of the targets would condemn the peasants to death by starva
tion . . . In the province of Novonikolaevsk [Novosibirsk] the famine is
threatening and the peasants are already reduced to trying to eat grass
and roots . . . But this information seems mild compared with the re
ports we are receiving from Kyiv, where the suicide rate has never been
so high. Peasants are killing themselves en masse because they can nei
ther pay their taxes nor rebel, since all their arms have been confiscated.
Famine has been hanging over the regions for more than a year now, and
the peasants are extremely pessimistic about the future."

After the autumn of 1922 the worst seemed over. Following two years of
famine, the surv ivors mana ged to store enough of a harvest to get them through
the winter, prov ided that taxes were not levied in their entirety. "This year the
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grain harvest will be lower than the average for the last decade" : these were the
laconic terms in which Pravda, in a short article on the back page on 2 Jul y
1921, had first mentioned the existence of a "feeding problem on the agricu1
tural front ." In an "Appeal to All the Citizens of Soviet Russia" published in
Pravda on 12July 1921, Mikhail Kalinin, president of the Central Executive
Committee of Soviets, admitted that "in numerous districts, the drought this
year has destroyed the harvest."

"This calamity is not solely a result of the drought," explained a resolution
of the Central Committee dated 2I July.

It is the result of all our past history, of the backwardness of our
agriculture, of the lack of organization, of the low level of our knowl
edge of agronomy, of the lack of materials, and of outdated methods of
crop rotation. The situation has been exacerbated by the war and by the
economic blockade, by the rearguard action fought by the landowners,
capitalists, and their servants, and by the constant actions of bandits
carrying out the orders of organizations hostile to Soviet Russia and its
working population."

In a long enumeration of the causes of this "calamity," whose real nature
no one yet dared mention , one major factor was lacking: the requisitioning
policy that for years had been such a drain on the resources of the already
fragile agricultural system. All the leaders of the provinces where the famine
was beginning to be felt, summoned to Moscow in June 1921 , emphasized the
government's responsibility and pointed out in particular the causal role of the
all-powerful People's Commissariat of Food. I. N. Vavilin, the representative
for the Samara region, explained that the provincial food committee, since the
first introduction of requisitioning, had constantly inflated the estimates for the
harvest.

Despite the bad harvest of 1920, 10 million pudy had been requisitioned
that year. All grain stocks, even the seed for the future harvest, had been seized .
Numerous peasants had had virtually nothing to eat since January 1921 . The
mortality rate had immediately increased in Februar y. In the space of two to

three months, riots and revolts against the regime had effectively stopped in
the province of Samara. "Today," Vavilin explained, "there are no more revolts.
Wesee new phenomena instead: crowds of thousands of starving people gather
around the Executive Committee or the Party headquarters of the soviet to
wait, for days and days, for the miraculous appearance of the food thev need .
lt is impossible to chase this crowd away, and every day more of them di~. They
are dropping like fl ies . . . I think there must be at least 900,000 starving people
in this province.t" ?

The Cheka reports and the military bulletins make it clear that famine had
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been threatening the region since at least 1919. The situation had deteriorated
considerably throughout 1920. In their internal reports that summer the Cheka,
the People's Commissariat of Agriculture, and the People's Commissariat of
Food, fully aware of the gravity of the situation, drew up lists of districts and
provinces judged to be starving or threatened by imminent famine. In January
1921 one report claimed that among the causes of the famine in Tambov was
the "orgy" of requisitioning of 1920. It was quite obvious to the common
people, as conversations reported by the political police made clear, that the
"soviet regime is trying to starve out all the peasants who dare resist it."
Though perfectl y well informed of the inevitable consequences of the requisi
tioning policy, the government took no steps to combat these predicted effects.
On 30 Jul y 1921, while famine gripped a growing number of regions, Lenin
and Molotov sent a telegram to all leaders of regional and provincial Party
committees asking them to "bolster the mechanisms for food collection .. . step
up the propaganda for the rural population, explaining the economic and
political importance of the prompt paying of taxes . . . put at the disposal of
the agencies for the collection of taxes in kind all the authority of the Party,
and allow them to use all the disciplinar y measures that the state itself would

use.'!"
Faced with thi s attitude of the authorities, who seemed to be pursuing a

policy of starving out the peasantr y at all cost, the more enlightened intelli
gentsia began to react. In June 192\ the agronomists, economists, and univer
sity lecturers who belonged to the Moscow Agricultural Society established a
Social Committee for the Fight against Famine . Among the first members were
the eminent economists Nikolai Kondratyev and Sergei Prokopovich, who had
been a minister of food in the provisional government; the journalist Ekaterina
Kuskova, a close friend of Maksim Gork y; and various writers, doctors, and
agronomists. In mid -Jul y, with the help of Gorky, who was highly influential
among Part y leader s, a delegation from the committee obtained an audience
with Lev Kamenev after Lenin had refused to sec them. Following the inter
view Lenin, still distrusting what he described as the overly emotional reactions
of certain other Bolshevik leaders, sent the following note to his colleagues in
the Politburo: "T his Kuskova woman must not cause any damage ... We will
use her name and her signature, and a carriage or two from the people who
sympathize with her and her kind. Nothing more than that ." z~

Finally the committee members convinced some Party leaders of their
usefulness. As internationally prominent scientists and writers, they were well
known abroad, and many of them had taken an active part in aid for the victims
of the famine of 1891. Moreo ver, they had numerous contacts with other
intellectuals the world over, and seemed to be guarantors that the food would
reach its intended destination, in the event that the appeal wassuccessful. They
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were prepared to allow their names to be used, provided that some sort of
official status was granted to the Committee for Aid to the Hungry.

On 21 July 1921 the Bolshevik government reluctantly legalized the com
mittee, naming it the All-Russian Committee for Aid to the Starving. It was
immediately given the emblem of the Red Cross and was permitted to collect
food, medicine, and animal feed both in Russia and abroad and to share it out
among the needy. It was allowed to use whatever means of transport necessary
to distribute the food, to set up soup kitchens and local and regional commit
tees, "to communicate freely with designated organizations abroad," and even
"to discuss measures taken by local or central authorities that in its opinion are
relevant to the question of the struggle against the famine."!" At no other
moment in the history of the Soviet regime was any other organization granted
such privileges. The government's concessions were a measure of the scale of
the catastrophe facing the country, four months after the official (and somewhat
muted) introduction of the NEP.

One of the committee's first actions was to establish contact with the
Patriarch Tikhon, head of the Orthodox Church, who immediately set up an
All-Russian Ecclesiastical Committee for Aid to the Hungry. On 7 July 1921
the patriarch had a letter read out in all the churches: "Rotten meat would be
gladly eaten by the starving population, but even that is now impossible to find.
Cries and moans are all that one hears wherever one goes. People's minds turn
even to thoughts of cannibalism ... Lend a helping hand to your brothers and
sisters! With the consent of your brethren, you may use church treasures that
have no sacramental value, such as rings, chains, bracelets, decorations that
adorn icons, and other items to help the hungry."

Having obtained the assistance of the church, the All-Russian Committee
for Aid to the Starving contacted various international organizations, including
the Red Cross, the Quakers, and the American Relief Association (ARA),
presided over by Herbert Hoover; all responded positively. Even so, coopera
tion between the committee and the regime lasted only five weeks; on 27 August
1921 the committee was dissolved, six days after the government had signed
an agreement with a representative of the ARA. For Lenin, now that the
Americans were sending the first cargoes of food, the committee had served its
purpose: "The name and the signature of Kuskova" had played the required
role, and that was enough. In announcing this decision, Lenin wrote:

I propose to dissolve the Committee immediately ... Prokopovich is to
be arrested for seditious behavior and kept in prison for three
months ... The other Committee members are to be exiled from Mos
cow immediately, sent to the chief cities of different regions, cut off if
possible from all means of communication, including railways, and kept
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under close surveillance. Tomorrow we will release a brief governmental
communique saying that the Committee has been dissolved because it
refused to work. Instruct all newspapers to begin insulting these people,
and heap opprobrium upon them, accusing them of being closet White
Guard supporters and hourgeois do-gooders who are much keener to
travel abroad than to help at hume. In general, make them look ridicu
lous and mock them at least once a week fur the next two months."

Following these instructions to the letter, the press unleashed a ferocious
attack against the sixty famous intellectuals whu had served on the committee.
The titles alone of the articles demonstrate the eloquence of this campaign of
defamation: "You shouldn't play with hunger" (Pravda, 30 August 1921);
"Hunger Speculators" iKommunistichcskii trud, 31 August 1921); "Committee
for Aid ... to the Counterrevolution" (!zuestiva, 30 August 1921). When
someone tried to intercede in favor of the committee members who had been
arrested and deported, Josif Unshlikht, one of Dzerzhinsky's assistants at the
Cheka, declared: "You say the Cummittee has done nothing wrong. It's possi
ble. But it has become a rallying point in society, and that we cannot allow.
When vou put a seed in water, it soon starts to sprout roots, and the Committee
was beginning to spread its roots throughout society, undermining collectivity
... we had no choice but to pull it up by the roots and to crush it."12

In place of the committee the government set up a Central Commission
for Help for the Hungry, a slow-moving and bureaucratic organization made
up of civil servants from various People's Commissariats, which was charac
terized by inefficiency and corruption. When the famine was at its worst in the
summer of 1922 and nearly 30 million people were starving, the Central Com
mission was assuring an irregular supply to about 3 million people, whereas the
Red Cross, the Quakers, and the ARA supplied about II million people per
day. Despite the massive international relief effort, at least 5 million of the 29
million Russians affected died of hunger in 1921 and 1922.11

The last great famine that Russia had known, in IS!) I, had affected most
of the same regions (mid-Russia, the lower Volga, and part of Kazakhstan) and
had been responsible for the deaths of between 400,000 and 500,000 people.
Both the state and society in general had fought extremely hard to save lives.
A young lawyer called Vladimir lIych Ulyanov was then living in Samara, the
regional capital of one of the areas worst affected by the famine. He was the
only member of the local intelligentsia who not only refused to participate in
the aid for the hungry, but publicly opposed it. As one of his friends later
recalled, "Vladimir llich Ulyanov had the courage to come out and say openly
that famine would have numerous positive results, particularly in the appear
ance of a new industrial proletariat, which would take over from the bourgeoi
sic ... Famine, he explained, in destroying the outdated peasant economy,
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wo u ld bring abo ut the next stage more ra pid ly, and ushe r in soc ia lism , th e st age

th at necessarily followed capitalism . Fami ne would also dest roy fai th not on ly

in the tsar, but in God roo.'" !
Thirty years late r, when th e young lawyer had becom e th e head of th e

Bol shevik govern me nt , his ideas rem ained un ch an ged : fami ne co u ld and sho uld

"strike a m or tal blow against th e en em y." The enemy in q uest ion was th e

Orth odox Church . "Elect rici ty will replace G od. The peasants sho uld pray to

it ; in any case th ey wi ll feel its effec ts lon g befor e the y feci any effec t from on

high," said L en in in 1918 whe n discuss ing th e elect ri ficatio n of Ru ssia with

L eonid Krasin. As soon as the Bolsh evik regime had come to power, relations

wi th the Orthod ox C h urc h had de te r iora ted . O n 5 February 1t) I8 the gove rn

m ent h ad decl ar ed th e separa tio n of church and sta te an d of th e ch u rc h and

scho o ls, proclaimed freedom of conscience and wors h ip, an d announced th e

nationalization of al l churc h property. Patriarch Ti kho n had vigorousl y pro

tested this attack on th e traditi onal role of th e ch urc h in four pastoral letters

to the faithful. The behavior of the Bolsheviks bec am e m ore an d more provoca

tive . They ordered all church relics to be "valued," orga n ize d antireligious

ca rnivals to coincid e wit h tr adi tional feast da ys, and dem anded that th e great

m on ast ery of th e Trinity and S t. Se rgi us near Moscow, where th e reli cs of St.

Sergius of Radonezh were kep t , be turned into a museum of a theism . N umer

ous priest s and bish ops had already been arrested for pro test ing th e in timida

tory m easures of th e s tate whe n the Bolsh evik leaders, on Len in 's orders, used

th e famin e as a pr etext to laun ch a lar ge- scale campaign against the ch urc h.

On 26 February 1922 a gove rn ment decr ee was p ubli sh ed in th e pr ess

orde ring " the immed iat e confisca tion from ch urc hes of all preciou s o bjects of

go ld or silve r an d of all pr eciou s sto nes that do not have a re ligio us importan ce.

T hese objects will be sent to th e People's Co m missa riat of F inanc e and will

th en be transferred to the Ce ntra l Co m mittee for Help for th e Hungry." T he

co n fisca tio ns began in early Marc h and were acco m pa n ied by man y co nfron ta

tions bet ween th e detachme n ts res po nsi ble for im poundi ng th e ch urc h tr eas

u res and th e ch urc h faithful. The mo st serio us inci de nts to ok pla ce on 15

March 1922 in Chuya, a small industrial town in Ivan ovo Province, wh er e

t ro ops opened fire on the crowd and killed a dozen of the faithful. Lenin us ed

this massacre as a pret ext to ste p up the antireligiou s campa ign .

In a letter add ressed to the Politburo on 19 M ar ch 1922, he ex plained ,

with characteristi c cyn icism, how the famine could be turned to the Bolsheviks'

advan tage and ex ploited to st rike the enemy a mortal blow:

Regard ing the events at Chuya, which the Politburo will be discu ssing, 1
think a firm deci sion should be adopted immediately as part of the
gene ral campaign on this front .. . If we bear in mind what the ne wspa -
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pers are saying abo ut th e att itude of the clergy toward the co nfiscation
of churc h goo ds, and the subversive atti tude th at is being ado pted by the
Pat riarch Tikho n, it becom es ap parent that th e Black Hundred clergy
are putt ing into actio n a plan that has been dev elo ped to stri ke a decisive
blow agai nst us ... 1 think our enemies are commi tti ng a monumental

strategic error. In fact th e present moment favors us far more than it
does them . We arc almos t 99 percent sure th at we can str ike a mortal

blow agai nst th em and conso lida te the cen tra l posi tio n that we are going
to need to occu py for several decades to come. Wi th the help of all those
starving people who are starling to eat each other, who arc dying by the
m illion s, and whose hodi es litt er the roads ide all over the count ry, it is

now and only now that we can-and therefore must-s-confiscate all
chu rch prop er ty with all th e ruthless energy we can still muster. T his is
pr ecisely the moment when the masses will support us most ferventl y,

an d rise up against the reactionary mac hinat ions of the petit -bourgeois
and Black Hundred religious con sp irator s . . . we must therefore amass a
tr easure of hundreds of millions of gold rubles (think how rich some of

th ose mon asteri es are!). Withou t tr easure on that scale, no state projects,
no eco no m ic pro jects, and no shoring up of our present position will he
conce ivab le. N o matter what the cost, we mu st have those hundreds of
millions (or eve n billions) of rubles. T his can he carrie d out on ly at the

prese nt moment . All evide nce suggests that we could not do th is at any
other mom ent , because our onl y hope is the despair engendered in the
masses by th e fami ne, which will cause them to look at us in a favorab le
light or, at the very least , with indifference, I thu s can affirm categori

cally that thi s is the mom en t to cr ush the Black Hundred clerg y in the
most decisive mann er possible, and to act witho ut any mercy at all, with
th e sor t of brutal ity that they will remem be r for decades. I propose to

im plem ent our plan in the following ma nne r: O nly Comrade Kalinin
will act openly. W ha tever hap pens, Comrade Trotsky will not appear in
the press or in publ ic . . . O ne of the most intelligent and energetic

members of th e Ce nt ra l Execu tive Committee must he sent to Chuya,
wit h ora l ins tr uc tio ns from one of the member s of the Politburo. T hese
inst ructi on s will stipulate that his mission in Chuya is to ar res t a large

number of members of the clergy, of bourgeoisie and petit -b ourgeoisie,
severa l dozen at least, who will all he acc used of direct or indi rect
part icipati on in violent resistance against the decree regardin g the

confiscatio n of church good s. O nce hack fro m this mission, the envoy
will make a full report to the enti re Politburo or to a meeting of two or

three me mbers . On the basis of this report , th e Politburo, agai n ora lly,
will issue precise ins t ructions to the judicial author ities, to the effect that

the trial of the Ch uya rebels is to be expedi ted as rapid ly as possible.
T he resu lt uf th e tri al is to be the execution , by publi c shoo ting, of a
lar ge number of the Chuya Black Hundreds as well as the shooting of as
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many as possible from Moscow and other important religious cen
ters ... The more representatives from the reactionary clergy and the
recalcitrant bourgeoisie we shoot, the better it will be for us. We must
teach these people a lesson as quickly as possible, so that the thought of
protesting again doesn't occur to them for decades to come."

As the weekly reports from the secret police indicate, the campaign to

confiscate church goods was at its height in March, April, and May 1922, when

it led to 1,414 incidents and the arrest of thousands of priests, nuns, and monks.

According to church records, 2,691 priests, 1,9h2 monks, and 3,H7 nuns were

killed that year." The government organized several large show-trials for mem

bers of the clergy in Moscow, Ivanovo, Chuya, Smolcnsk, and Pctrogrud. A

week after the incidents in Chuya, in accordance with Lenin's instructions, the

Politburo proposed a series of measures: "Arrest the synod and the patriarch,

not immediately, but between a fortnight and a month from now, Make public

the circumstances surrounding the business in Chuva. Bring to trial all the

priests and lay members of Chuya in one week's time. Shoot all the rebel

leaders.t'" In a note to the Politburo, Dzerzhinsky indicated that

the patriarch and his followers ... are openly resisting the confiscation
of church goods ... We already have enough evidence to arrest Tikhon
and the more reactionary members of the synod. In the view of the
GPU: (1) the time is right for the arrest of the patriarch and the synod;
(2) permission should not be granted for the formation of a new synod;
(3) all priests resisting the confiscation of church goods shou ld he desig
nated enemies of the people and exiled to one of the Volga regions most
affected by the famine."

In Petrograd 77 priests were sent to camps; 4 were sentenced to death,

including the metropolitan of Petrograd, Benjamin, who had been elected in

1917 and enjoyed a wide popular following. Ironically, he was among those who

had spoken strongly in favor of the separation of church and state. In Mosco«

148 priests and lay brethren were sent to the camps, and 6 received death

sentences that were immediately carried out. Patriarch Tikhon was placed

under close surveillance in the Donskoi monastery in Moscow.

On 6 June 1922, a few weeks after these legal travesties in Moscow, a large

public trial began, announced in the press since the end of February: thirty

four Socialist Revolutionaries were accused of "counterrevolutionary and ter

rorist activities against the Soviet government," including most notablx the

attempt to assassinate Lenin on .II August 1918 and participation in the Tam

bov peasant revolt. In a scenario that was replayed over and over in the I<J3()s,

the accused included authentic political leaders, such as the twelve memhers of
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the Central Committee of the Socialist Revolutionary Party, led by Avraham

Gots and Dmitry Donskoi, and agents provocateurs instructed to testify against

the others and to "confess their crimes." As Helene Carrere d'Encausse has

pointed out, this trial permitted the authorities to "test out the 'Russian doll'

method of accusation, whereby one solid accusation-the fact that since 1918

the Socialist Revolutionaries had been opposed to Bolshevik rule-was cited to

'prove' that any opposition to the Bolsheviks' policies was, in the final analysis,

an act of cooperation with the international bourgeoisie.v"

At the conclusion of this parody of justice, after the authorities had

orchestrated political demonstrations calling for the death penalty for the "ter

rorists," eleven of the accused leaders of the Socialist Revolutionary Party were

condemned to death. Faced with protests from the international community,

organized largely by exiled Russian socialists, and with the more serious threat

of uprisings in the pro-Socialist Revolutionary countryside, the sentences were

suspended on the condition that "the Socialist Revolutionary Party ends all

conspiratorial, insurrectionary, and terrorist activities." In January 1924 the

death sentences were reduced to five years' internment in the camps. Needless

to say the prisoners were never set free, and were in fact executed in the 1930s,

when international opinion and the danger of peasant uprisings no longer

posed a threat to the Bolshevik leadership.

The trial of the Socialist Revolutionaries was one of the first opportunities

to test the new penal code, which had come into force on I June 1922. Lenin

had followed its elaboration quite closely. One of the code's functions was to

permit the use of all necessary violence against political enemies even though

the civil war was over and "expeditious elimination" could no longer be

iustificd. The first drafts of the code, shown to Lenin on 15 May 1922, pro

yoked the following reply to Kursky, the people's commissar of justice: "It is

my view that the leeway till' applying the death penalty should be considerably

en larged, and should include all the activities of Mensheviks, Socialist Revolu

tionaries, and others. Create a new punishment involving hanishment abroad.

And find some formulation that will link all these activities to the international

bourgeoisie."!" Two days later Lenin wrote again:

Comrade Kursky, I want you to add this draft of a complementary
paragraph to the penal code ... It is quite clear for the most part. We
must openly-and not simply in narrow juridical terms-espouse a
politically just principle that is the essence and motivation for terror,
showing its necessity and its limits. The courts must not end the terror
or suppress it in any way. To do so would be deception. They must give
it a solid basis, and clearly legalize all its principles without any form of
deception or deceit. It must be formulated as openly as possible: what
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we need to encourage is a revol utionary legal consciousness that wil l
allow it to be applied wherever it is needed."

In accordance with Lenin's instru ctions, the penal code defined counter
revolut ionary activity as any action "a iming to attack or destabilize the power
given to Soviet workers and peasants by the revolutionary proletariat, " as well
as "any action in favor of the international bourgeoisie that fails to recognize
the valid ity of the Commun ist system and the fai r distr ibution of propert y as
a natural successor to the capitalist system, and any action that tries to reverse
the situation by force, military interventi on, economic blockade, espionage,
illegal financing of the press, or other such means."

Anything that was classified as a counterrevolutionary action, including
rebellion, rioting, sabotage, and espionage, was immediately puni shable by
dea th , as was participation in or support for any organization "t hat might
prov ide supp ort for the international bourgeoisie." Even "p ropaganda that
might be of use to the international bourgeoisie" was considered a coun ter
revo lutionary crime, punishable by incarcerat ion for not less than three years
or by lifelong exile.

Along with the legalization of political violence, discussed in early IlJ22,
came nominal changes within the secret police. On 6 Febru ary 1922 the Chcka
was abolished by decree, to be immediately replaced by the State Political
Directorate Administration (Gosudastvenn oe politicheskoe upravlcnie; G PU),
which was responsible to the People's Commissariat of Intern al Affairs. Al
th ough the name had changed, the staff and the administrative structure rc
mained the same, ensuring a high degree of continuity within the institution.
The change in title emphasized that whereas the Cheka had been an extraor
din ary agency, which in principle was only transitory, the GPU was permanent .
The state thu s gained a ubiquit ous mechanism for political repression and
cont rol. Lying behind the name change were the legalization and the insti tu
tionalization of terror as a means of resolving all conflict between the people
and the state.

One of the new punishments instituted in the new penal code was lifelong
ban ishm ent, with the understanding that any return to the U.S.S.R. would he
greeted with immediate execution. It was put into practice from as early as 1922
as part of a long expulsion operation that affected nearly 200 well-kn own
inte llectuals suspected of opposing Bolshevism. Among them were many of the
prom inent figures who had participated in the Social Committee for the Fig ht
against Famine, which had been dissolved on 27 July of that year.

In a long letter to Dzerzhinsky dated 20 May 1922, Lenin laid out a vast
plan for the "banishment abroad of all writers and teachers who have assisted
the counterrevolution . . . This operation must be planned with great care. A
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special commissi on must be set up. All members of the Politburo must spend
two to three hour s each week carefully examining books and newspapers ...
Information must be gathered systematically on the political past, the work,
and the literary acti vity of teachers and writers."

Lenin led the way with an example:

As far as the journal Eisonomist is concerned, for example, it is clearly a
center for White Guard activity. On the cover of the third issue (N B.: as
early as thatl) all the collaborators are listed. I think they are all legiti
mate candidates fo r expulsion. They are all known counterrevolutionar
ies and accomplices of the Entente, and they make up a network of its
servants, spies, and corrupters of youth. Things must be set in motion
such that they are hunted down and imprisoned in a systematic and
organized fashion and banished abroad ." .

On 22 May the Politbu ro established a special commission, including
notably Karnenev, Kur sky, Un shlikht, and Vasily Mantsev (the last two being
Dzcrzhinksy's two assistants), to collect information on intellectuals to be
arres ted and expelled. The first two people expelled in this fashion were the
two main leaders of the Social Committee for the Fight against Famine, Sergei
Prokopovich and Ekateri na Kuskova. A first group of 160 well-known intellec
tuals, philosophers, writers, historians, and university professors, who were
arrested on 16 and 17 August, were deported in September. Some of the names
on the list were already famous internationally or would soon become so:
Nikolai Berdyaev, Sergei Bulgakov, Semyon Fran k, Nikolai Loski, Lev Kar
savin, Fyodo r Stepun, Sergei T rubetskoi, Aleksandr Isgoev, Mikhail Ossorgin,
Aleksandr Kiesewetter. Each was forced to sign a document stating that he
understood that if he ever returned to the U.S.S.R., he would immediately be
shot. Each was allowed to take one winter coat and one summer coat one suit,
and chan ge of cloth es, two shirts, two nightshirts, two pairs of socks, two sets
of und erwear, and twent y dollars in foreign currency.

Parallel to th ese expulsions, the secret police proceeded with its policy of
gathering information about all second-tier intellectuals who were under sus
picion and were dest ined either for admin istrati ve deportation to remote areas
of the country, codified in law by a decree on 10 August 1922, or for the
concentration camp s. On 5 September Dzerzhinsky wrote to his assistant
Unshlikht:

Comrade Unshlikht! Regarding the fil es kept on the intelligentsia, the
system is not nearly sophisticated enough. Since [Yakov] Agronov left,
we seem to have no one capable of organizing this properly. Zaraysky is
still too young. It seems to me that if we are going to make any progress
at all, Menzhinsky is going to have to take things in hand ... It is
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essential to devise a clear plan that can be regularly completed and
updated. The intelligentsia must be classed into groups and subgroups:

1. Writers
2. Journalists and politicians .
3. Economists: subgroups are very important here: (a) financiers,

(b) workers in the energy sector, (c) transport specialists, (d)
tradesmen, (e) people with experience in cooperatives, etc.

4. Technical specialists: here too subgroups are necessary: (a) engi
neers, (b) agronomists, (c) doctors, etc.

5. University lecturers and their assistants, etc.

Information on all such people must go to specificdepartments and
be synthesized by the Main Department on the Intelligcntsia. Every
intellectual must havehis own file ... It must be clear in our minds that
the objectiveof the department is not simply to expel or arrest individu
als, but to contribute to general political matters and policies concerning
intellectuals. They must be controlled, closely watched and divided up,
and those who are ready to support the Soviet regime and demonstrate
this by their actions and their words should be considered for promo

tion."

A few days later Lenin sent a long memorandum to Stalin in which he

returned over and over, in almost maniacal detail, to the question of a "defini
tive purging" of all socialists, intellectuals, and liberals in Russia:

Regarding the question of the expulsion of Mensheviks, populist social
ists, cadets, etc., I would like to raise a few questions here. This issue
came up in my absence and has not yet been dealt with fully. Has the
decision been made yet to root out all the popular socialists' [Andrei]
Pechekhonov, [Aleksandr] Myakotin, [A.G.] Gornfeld, [N.] Petrishchcv,
and the like? I think the time has come for them to be exiled They are
more dangerous than the Socialist Revolutionaries because they are
more cunning. We could say the same of [Aleksandr] Porresov, [Alek
sandr] Isgoev, and the rest of the staff at the journal Ekonomist, such as
Ozerov and several others. The same applies to the Mensheviks such as
[Vasily] Rozanov (a doctor, not to be trusted), Vigdorshik (Migulo or
something like that), Lyubov Nikolaevna Radchenko and her young
daughter (who seem to be two of the worst enemies of Bolshevism), and
N. A. Rozhkov (he must be exiled, he really is incorrigible). . The
Mantsev-Messing commission must draw up lists, and hundreds of
these people should be expelled immediately. It is our duty to clean up
Russia once and for all ... All the authors at the House of Writers and
Thinkers in Petrograd, too, must go. Kharkiv must be searched from top
to bottom. We currently have absolutely no idea what is happening
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there; it might as well be in a foreign country. The city needs a radical
cleansing as soon as possible, right after the trial of al1 the Socialist
Revolutionaries. Do something about all those authors and writers in
Petrograd (you can find all their addresses in New Russian Thought. no.
4, 1922, p. 37) and all the editors of small publishing houses too (their
names and addresses are on page 29). This is all of supreme impor
tance.+!
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From the Truce to the Great Turning Point

For slightly less than five years, from early 192:1 until the end of

1927, there was a pause in the confrontation between society and the new

regime. Lenin had died on 24 January 1924, already politically sidelined since

his third stroke in March 1923, and the in-fighting surrounding his succession

accounted for much of the political activity of the other Bolshevik leaders.

Meanwhile society licked its wounds.

During this long truce the peasantry, who made up more than R5 percent

of the population, tried to get agriculture moving again , to negotiate a price

for their product, and to live, in the words of historian Michael Confine, " as

though the peasant utopia actually worked." This "peasant utopia," which the

Bolsheviks called eseroushchina (a term whose closest translation would be

something like "Socialist Revolutionary mentality"), was based on four princi

ples that had been at the heart of all the peasant programs for decades: first,

the destruction of the traditional large estates, with the land distributed by

household in accordance with the number of mouths to be fed; second, the

freedom to dispose of the fruits of their labor however they wished, with all

the benefits of free trade; third , peasant self-government, represented by a

traditional village community; and finall y, the Bolshevik sta te reduced to its

simplest possible expression, one rural soviet for several villages, and a Com

munist Party cell for every hundred villages.
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Market mechanisms, which had not been operational from 1914 to 1922,

were partly reinstated by the Bolshcvik authorities and were temporaril y toler

ated in reco gnition of the backwardness of the pea santry. Seasonal migration

into the towns, which had been such a feature of the old regime, immediately

started up again . Because the state-run industrial sector had ne glected the

production of consumer goods, rural industries began to take off again . Fam

inc s became more and more rare, and the pea sants once again could eat as much
as they needed .

The apparent calm of these years sho uld not conceal the persistence of

deep-seated tensions between the regime and a society that had not forgotten

the years of violence. The peasants still had many reasons for discontent.'

Agricultural prices were very low, manufactured goods were both rare and

extremely expensive, and taxes were extremely high . Peasants sensed that they

were second-class citizens hy comparison with city dwellers and in particular

the working class . Above all, the peasants complained about the innumerable

abuses of power committed by the local representatives of the Soviet regime,

who had grown up in the tradition of "War Communism." They were often

subject to the arbitrary decisions of absolute local authority, which still prac

ticed many of the recent methods of the Red Terror. "The justice system, the

government administration, and the police arc all totall y corrupted by wide

spread alcoholism . Hribcry is commonplace, and everything is characterized hy

excessive bureaucracy and a general di sta ste for the peasant mas ses," according

to a lon g report from the secret police at the end of 1925 on "T he Position of

the Socialist Lcgul System in the Countryside."?

Alt hough the Bolshevik leaders condemned the most obvious abuses by

Soviet officials, they still considered the countryside to he a vast and dangerous

terra incognita "crawling with kulaks, Socialist Revolutionaries, religious lead

ers, and old-fashioned landowners who have not yet been eliminated, " accord

ing to a report from the chief of the secret police in Tula Province.'

N umero us documents from the Information Department of the GPU

reveal that ordinary workers were also still under close surveillance. As a social

group rhar was still rebuilding after years of war, revolution, and civil war,

workers were always suspected of maintaining links with the hostile world of

the countryside. Informers, placed in every enterprise, reported suspicious

conversations, unusual actions, and "peasant attitudes" that the workers, re

turning from working in the countryside during their days off, were suspected

of importing buck into the cities. Police reports divided the workers into

"hostile elements," "those obviously under the influence of counterrevolution

ary cells," "politicall y backward groups" that generall y originated in the COUIl

rrvsidc, and the few clements judged to be worthy of the label " polirica lly

aware." Any st r ike or work stoppage, both of which were now quite ran: in
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th ese years of high un em ploym ent and slowly im proving standards of living,

was analyzed in great det ail, and its inst igator s arrested.

Internal documents from the secret police demon strate th at after several

years of extremely rap id grow th, police insti tutions actually began to declin e,

precisely beca use of th e Bolsh eviks' waning desire to tra ns form soc iety. From

1924 to 1926 D zer zhinsky had to figh t quite hard aga ins t Party lead ers who

co nsidered th e G PU much too big for the job it was requi red to do . As a res ul t,

for the onl y time since its creation until 195.1 , the secret police ex pe r ienc ed a

considerable decrease in the number of its employees. In IY2 1 the C heka

employed a pproxima te ly J05,000 civilians and nearl y IXO,OOOtroops of d iffer

ent type s, includ ing frontier guards, railway po lice, an d cam p officia ls. By 11)25
th e number s had shru nk to about 20,000 civilians and 0.1,000 troop s. T o th ese

fig u res sho u ld be ad ded .10,000 in formers; th eir nu mber in 1921 can no t yet be

ga uged from the avai lable docu men tat ion .' In De cem ber IY24 Ni kolai Uukhar in

wrote to Feliks Dzerzhinsky: " It is my belief that we should now progress to

a m ore liberal form of So viet power : less rep ression, more legalit y, more o pen

di scussions, more resp onsibility at local levels (unde r th e leadershi p of the

Party natu ra literv, etc." ;

A few months lat er, on I Ma y 1925, th e president of the Revol ut ion ary

Court, Ni ko lai Krylenko, who had pre sided over the farcical tr ial of the Socia l

ist Revolutio naries, wro te a lon g note to th e Politburo in whic h he cri t icized

th e excesses of the G Pu. Several decrees th at had been promul gated in 1922
an d 1923 had limited the ro le of the G PU to mat ters of espionage, band itr y,

co u nterfeiting, and co unterrevo lutionary activ ities. For crimes th at fell into any

of those categories, th e G PU was the sole jud ge, and its spec ial co urt was

entit led to pronounce sente nces of deport ation and house arrest for up to three

years, deportation to co ncentra tion camps, and even the death penalty. O f the

62,000 dos siers that th e GPU opened in 1924, more than 52,000 wer e trans

fe r red to ordi nary co urts. The G PU specia l uni ts th emselves had inv est igat ed

more th an 9,000 cases, a high number given th e rela tively stable pol it ical

si tua tion. K ry len ko co nclude d: "T he cond itions suffered by peopl e who arc

deported and fo rced to live penniless in some forgo tten co rner of S iberia arc

dread ful. T he people se nt th ere are often seve nteen or eigh tee n yea rs old, often

fr om student backgrounds, or old men of seventy, members of the clergy, and

old wome n belongin g to 's ocially dangerous classes ."

Krylenko proposed that the term "counter revo lutionary" he reser ved fo r

people known to be members of " po litical part ies representing th e interests of

th e bourgeo isie." This limitati on , he argued, would avoid " wro ngful in terpre

tat ion s of the term by th e services of the GPu.""

Dzerzhinsky and his aid es reacted swiftly to such criticism by su pplying

th e high-ranking mem bers of th e Party, and Stalin in pa rt icular, with alarmist
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rep orts abou t the persist en ce of serious internal pr oblem s, incl udi ng supposed

d iver sion ary tacti cs orchestra ted by Poland, the Baltic states, Great Britain,

Fra nce, and Japan . According to the GP U's annual report for 1924, th e secret
police had

arrested 11 ,453 bandits, 1,853 of whom wer e imme diately executed

a p~rehend cd 920 fore igner s (357 of whom were deported ) and 1,542
spies

prev ented a White Guard uprising in the Crimea (132 people were exe
cute d d uring th is op eration )

carried out 81 opera tions agai ns t ana rc his t g rou ps, which res ulted in
260 arres ts

liquidat ed 14 Mens hevik orga nizations (540 ar res ts), 0 righ t Soc ialist

Revolu tion ary organiza tions (152 ar res ts), 7 left Socia list Revolu tion ary

organizations (52 ar rests), 117 "diver se intellectual organizations" (1,360

arrests), 24 mon ar chist movements (1,245 arrests) , 85 cleri cal and sec ta r

ian organizatio ns ( 1,765 arres ts), and 675 " kulak groups" (1, 148 ar rests)

exiled, in two large-scale ope ra tions in Fe br uary and Jul y 1924, approx i

mately 4,500 " thieves, persistent offe nde rs and nepmen" (entreprene urs
and sma ll bu sin essm en ) fro m Moscow and Le ningrad

placed under hou se arrest 1X,200 "socially dangerous" individuals

read 5,078,174 letters and diverse pieces of corresponden ce?

On e may wel l wonder how trust worthy th ese figures are, in their appa r

en tly scrup u lous burea uc ratic exac titude . T he figure s were inc luded in th e

pro jected bu dget for th e G PU filr 1925, and th eir function may well have been

to demons trate that th e secret police were not lowering their guard in the fac e

of threats from abroad and sh ould thus be considered for an increase in fund

in g. No nethe less th e figures arc inva luable tor hist orians because they reveal

the permanen ce of the me thods used , the same obsessions with potential ene

mies, and t he exten t of a net work tha t was mom entarily less active but rem ained
very mu ch operat iona l.

De spite th e cuts in the bu dg et and the cr iticis m from low-rankin g Bol

shevik officials, the activit ies of the GPU began to increase again, th anks to

increa singl y hard-line penal legislation . In pr actice th e Fundamental Principles

of the Pen al Legisl at ion of the U.S.S.R., ado pted on J! October 1924, as we ll

as th e code ado pted in 1920, significa nt ly br oaden ed th e definit ion of what wa s

cons idered a counte rrevolu tiona ry crime, and also codi fied the not ion of a

"socially dan ger ou s person ." Amo ng counterrevo lutionary cri mes, the law in 

eluded any activity th at, without directl y aim ing to overthrow or weaken the

Sov iet regim e, was in itself "an atta ck on th e political or econom ic achievements
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of the revolut ionary pro letariat." T he law thu s not only punis hed intentional
transgressions but also proscribed possible or unintent ional acts.

A "socially dangerous person" was defined as "any person who has com
mitted an act dangero us to society, who has maintained relations with crimi nal
circles, or whose past actions might be considered a danger to society." Anyone
who fell within the scope of these extrem ely elastic categories could be sen
tenced , even in a case of total absence of guilt: " the court may use these
measures of social protection to deal with anyone classified as a danger to
socie ty, either for a specific cr ime that has been committed or when, even if
exonerated of a part icular crime, the person is still reckoned to pose a threat
to society." The measu res that came into force in 1926, includ ing the famous
Article 58 of th e penal code, with its fourteen definitions of counterr evolut ion
ary activity, reinforced the legal foundation of the terror." On 4 May 1926
Dzerzhinsky sent his aide Genrikh Yagoda a letter in which he laid out a vast
program for "the fight against speculation." The letter is revealing about the
limits of the NEP and the permanence of the "spiri t of civil war" among
high-ranking Bolshevik officials:

The fi ght against "speculation" is now of exceptional importance . .
Moscow must be cleansed of these parasitic speculators. J have asked
Pauker to assemble all avai lable documentation from the fil es of the
inhabitants of Moscow regarding this problem. As yet I have received
nothing from him. Do you not think that the GPU should set up a
special penal colony unit, which could be fi nanced with a speciaJ fund
from the money confisca ted? We could resettle all of these parasites in
our most distant and inhospitable regions, in accordance with a prees
tablished governmental plan. Otherwise the parasites will be our undo
ing. Because of them there are no more goods for the peasants, and
through their machinations the prices are constantly rising and the value
of the ruble falling. The GPU must tackle this problem directly as soon
as possible.')

Among other peculiarities of the Soviet penal system was the existen ce of
two quite separate systems for prosecution in criminal matters, one judicial and
the other administrative, and of two systems of detention , one run by the
Ministry of Internal Affairs and the other by the GPu. In addition to the
regular prisons th at housed those who were senten ced through the normal legal
channels, a whole network of camps was run by the G PU, reserved for anyone
sen tenced for crimes under its special jurisdiction. Such crimes included any
form of counterrevolutionary activity, band itry, counterfeiting, and crimes
committed by the political police themselves.

In 1922 the government proposed that the GPU set up a hu ge camp on
five islands in the So lovetski archipelago, in the White Sea near Arkhangelsk,
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the main island of which was home to one of the largest Russian Orthodox
monasteries. T he G PU expelled the monks and established a chain of camps
with the common name Special Camps of So lovetski (SLON) . T he first in
tern ees, from the Kholmogory and Pert aminsk camps, arrived in early Jul y
192J. By the end of that year there were more than 4,000 prisoners, by 1927
there were 15,000, and by the end of 1928 there were nearly 38,000. .

One of the peculiarities of the Solovetski camps was their relative auton
omy. Apart from the dire ctor and a handful of suppor t staff, all posts in the
camps were filled by the prisoners themselves. Mos t of these were people who
had collabora ted with the secret police but had been sentenced for particu larly
serious abuses of their position . Jn the hands of sueh people, autonomy was
bound to give rise to anarchy.

Under the NE P, the GP U adm inistration recognized thr ee categories of
prisoners. T he first included all those involved in politics, that is, people who
were members of the old Menshevik, Socialist Revolutionary, or anarchist
parties. In 1921 they had convinced Dzerzhinsky, who himself had spent nearly
ten years as a po litical prison er und er the tsarisr regime, that they deserved a
less st ringe nt fate. As a result they received a slightly larger food ration, known
as the political ration , were allowed to keep more of their personal belongings,
and were permitted to receive newspapers and journ als. T hey lived in commu
nities, and above all they were spared any forced labor. Th is privileged stat us
was to last until th e end of the decade.

T he second group, numerically by far the largest, contained all the coun
terrevoluti onaries: memb ers of nonsociulist or new anarchist political parties,
members of the clergy, veteran officers from the rsarist armies, civil servants
from the old regime, Cossacks, parti cipants in the Kronstadt and Ta mbov
revolts, and anyone else who had been sente nced under Article 58 of the penal
code.

T he third category gro uped together all common criminals sentenced by
the G PU (bandits, counterfeiters) and former members of the Cheka who had
been prosecuted for any num ber of offenses. T he counterrevolutionaries, hav
ing been imprisoned with the common criminals who made all the laws in the
camp, thu s underwent endless privations and suffered starvation, the extreme
cold of the winters, and the summer mosquitoes; one of the commonest tor
ture s was to tie up prisoners naked in the woods, at the mercy of the mosqui
toes, which were particularly voracious in these northern islands. T he writer
Va rlarn Shalarnov, one of the most famous of the Solovetski prisoners, recalled
that prisoners would del iberately ask to have their hands tied behind their
backs, a procedure that was in fact ensh rined in the regulations. "T his was the
only means of defense that the prisoners had agai nst the laconic formula ' killed
while attempting to escape.'''10
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It was the Solovetski camps that, after the years of improvisation during

the civil war, perfected the system of enforced labor that would see such a

tremendous expansion after 1929. Until 1925 prisoners were kept occupied in

a relatively unproductive manner inside the camps; but beginning in 1926 the

camp administrators decided to set up production contracts with a number of

state organizations. This arrangement meant the use of forced labor as a source

of profit rather than as a tool for reeducation-the original ideology of the

corrective work camps of 1919 and 1920. Reorganized under the name Direc

torate for Special Camps in the Northern Region (USLON), the Solovetski

camps expanded in the surrounding area, initially on the shores of the White

Sea . In 1926 and 1927 new camps were established ncar the mouth of the

Pechora River, at Kern , and at other inhospitable nearby sites with densely

wooded hinterlands. The prisoners carried out a preci se program of produc

tion, chiefly involving the felling and cutting of timber. The exponential growth

of the production programs soon required an even greater number of prisoners

and eventuall y led, in June 1929, to a major restructuring of the detention

system. Prisoners who were sentenced to more than threc years were sent to

work camps. This measure implied a veritable explosion in the work-camp

system. As the experimental laboratory for forced lahar, the "special camps" of

the Solovetski archipelago were the testing ground tor another archipelago that

was coming into being, the immense Gulag archipelago.

The ever yday activities of the GPU, including the sentencing of thousands of

people to house arrest or to the camps, did not deter the secret police from

involvement in specific operations of repression on a totally different scale . ln

the apparentl y calm years of the NEP, from 1923 to 1927, the periphera I

republics of Russia-Transcaucasia and Central Asia-saw the bloodiest and

most massive repressions. Most of these nations had fiercely resisted Russian

expansionism in the nineteenth century and had only recently been recon

quered by the Bolsheviks: Azerbaijan in April 1920, Armenia in December

1920, Georgia in February 1921, Dagestan at the end of 1921, and Turkestan,

including Bukhara, in the autumn of 1920. They were still putting up strong

resistance to the process of Sovietization. "We still control only the main cities,

or rather the main city centers," wrote jan Peters, the Cheka plenipotentiary

envoy, in January 192J . From 1918 until the end of the 1920s, and in som e

regions until 1935-36, the greater part of Central Asia, with the exception of

the towns, was still in the hands of the busmachis. The term basmachis ("brig

ands" in Uzbek) was applied by the Russians to all the partisans, both seden

tary and nomadic, such as Uzbeks, Turkmenians, and Kirgiz, who were actin g

independently of one another in the various regions.

The main crucible of revolt was in the Fergana valley. After Bukhara fell
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to the Red Army in September 1920, the uprising spread to the western and

southern regions of the old emirate of Bukhara and to the western region of

the Turkmenian steppes. In early 1921 Red Army headquarters estimated the

number of armed basmachis at about 30,000. The leadership of the movement

was extremely heterogeneous, made up as it was of local chiefs from villages or

tribes, traditional religious leaders, and Muslim nationalist leaders from abroad,

such as En ver Pasha, the former Turkish minister of defense, who was killed

in a battle with Chcka detachments in 1922.

The basmachi movement was a spontaneous uprising against the "infidel"

and the "Russian oppressor," the old enemy who had returned in a new guise

and who this time not only wanted land and cattle but also was attempting to

profane the Muslim spirit ual world . This essentially colonial war of "pacifica

tion," waged for more than ten years, required a large part of the Russian armed

forces and the special troops of the secret police, one of whose principal

sections became the Oriental Department. It is still impossible even to guess at
the number of victims in this war. I I

The second major sector of the GPU's Oriental Department was Tran

scaucasia. In the first half of the 1920s Dagesran, Georgia, and Chechnya were

severely affected by the repressions. Dagestan resisted the Soviet invasion until

1921. Under the direction of Sheikh Uzun Hadji, the Muslim brotherhood of

the Nakshbandis led a major rebellion among the people of the mountains, and

the struggle against the Russian invaders took on the character of a holy war.

It lasted for more than a year, and some regions were " pacified" onl y by heavy

bombing and huge massacres of civilians, which persisted into 1924.12

After three years of independence under a Menshevik government, Geor

gia was occupied by the Red Army in February 1921, and it remained, in the

words of Aleksandr Myasnikov, secretary of the Bolshevik Party Committee in

Transcaucasia, "a distinctly arduous affair." The local Party was skeletal, having

recruited scarcely 10,000 members over three years, and it faced opposition in

the form of a highly educated and noble class of about 100,000 and a vigorous

Menshevik resistance group (the Menshevik Party in 1920 had numbered some

60,000 local members) . The terror in Georgia was carried out by the ail-pow

erful Georgian Cheka, largely independent of Moscow and led by Lavrenti

Beria, a twenty-five-year-old policeman who would soon rise rapidly in the

Cheka. Despite this, at the end of 1922, the exiled Menshevik leaders managed

to organize all the anti-Bolshevik parties into a secret committee for Georgian

independence that prepared for an uprising. The revolt , which began in the

small town of Chiatura, consisted mainly of peasants from the Gurev region

and spread within a few days to five of the twenty-five Georgian regions.

However, faced with the superior forces of a Russian army equipped with heavy

artillery and air power, the insurrection was crushed within a week. Sergo
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Ordzhonikidze, th e first secretary of the Bolshevik Party Committee in Tran

scaucasia, and Lavrenri Beria used thi s upri sing as the pretext to " fin ish off the

Mensheviks and the Georgian nob ilit y once and for all." According to recently

publ ished data, 12,578 people were shot betwe en 29 August and 5 September

1924. Repressions were so widespread that even the Politburo reacted. The

Party leadership sent a message to Ordzhonikidze instructing him not to exe

cute a disproportionate number of people or to dispose of political enemies in

such fashion without express authorization from the Central Committee. Nev

ertheless, summary executions continued for some months. Befor e a meeting

of the Central Committee in Mo scow in October 1924, Ordzhonikidze admit

ted that "perhaps we did go a littl e far, but we couldn't help ourselves." !'

A year after the Georgian uprising had been cru shed , the regime launched

a massive "pacification " camp aign in Che chn ya, where people sti ll went about

their business as though Soviet power did not exist. From 27 August to 15

September 1925 more than 10,000 regular troops from the Red Army under

the leadership of General Ierorne U borevich, backed by special units from the

GPU, began an enormous operation to try to d isarm the Chechen partisans

who still held the countryside. Tens of thousand s of arm s were seized and

nearly 1,000 " bandits" arrested . So fierce was the resistance that the GPU

leader Unshlikht reported that "the troops were forced to resort to heavy

artillery to bombard the rebel strongholds." At the end of this new "pacifica

tion" operation, carried out during what might be called the GP U's finest hour,

Unshlikht concluded his report thus: " As was demonstrated by the experience

of our struggle against the basmachis in Turkestan, and against the bandits in

Ukraine, military repression is effective only when it is followed by an intensive
process of Sovietization in the core of the country. "14

After the death of Dzerzhinsky at the end of 1926, the GPU came under

the leadership of Vyacheslav Rud olfovich Menzhin sky, who had been its foun

der's righthand man (and who was also of Polish extraction). By now the GPU

was called upon more frequentl y by Stalin, who was preparing his political

offen sive against both Trotsky and Bukharin . In January I<J27 the GPU re

ceived an order instructing it to accelerate the classification of "ant i-Soviet and

socially dangerous elements" in the countryside. In a single year the number

of people thus classified rose from 30,000 to about 72,000. In September 1927
the GPU launched campaigns in several provinces to arrest kulaks and other

"socially dangerous elements." With hindsight, these operations seem to have

been preparatory operations for the great "dekulakization" programs of the
winter of 1929-30.

In 1926 and 1927 the GPU showed itself also to be extremely acti ve in the

hunt for Communists of oppo sing tendencies, who were classified as either

" Zinovievites" or "T rotskyites." The practice of classifying and follow ing
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Communists of different tendencies had first appeared in 1921. In September

1923 Dzerzhinsky had proposed "to tighten the ideological unity of the Party"

by insisting that Communists agree to inform the secret police about the

existence of splits or disagreements within th e Party. The proposal had met

with considerable hostility from several leaders, including Trotsky himself.

Nonetheless, the practice of placing opponents under surveillance became

increasingly widespread in the years that followed. The GPU was very closely

involved with the purge of the Communist organization in Leningrad, carried

out und er Zinovie v in January and February 1927. Opponents were not simply

expelled from the Party; several hundred were exiled to distant towns in the

count ryside, where their position was ver y precarious, since no one dared to

offer them any work . In 1927 the hunt for Trotskyites-who numbered several

thousand around the country-intensified co nsiderably, and for a month it

involved a number of units from the GPu. All opponents were classified, and

hundreds of militant Trotskyites were arrested and then exiled as a simple

administrative measure. In November 1927 all the main leaders of the so-called

Left Opposition, including Trotsky, Zinoviev, Karnenev, Radek, and Rakovsky,

were expelled from the Party and arrested. Anyo ne who failed to make a public

confession was exiled . On 19January 1928 Pravda announced the departure of

Trotsky and a group of thirty Opposition leaders from Moscow to exile in

Alma -Ata . A year later Trotsky was banned from the U.S.S.R. altogether. With

the transformation of one of the main architects of the Bolshe vik terror into a

"counterr evolutiona ry," it was clear that a new era had dawned, and that a new

Party strongman had emerged-Josif Stalin .
In early 1928, when the Trotskyite opposition had been eliminated, the

Stalinist majority in the Politburo decided to end the truce with society, which

seemed to be straying increasingl y from the or iginal path set by the Bolsheviks.

The main enem y now, as ten years previously, was the peasantry, which was

still perceived as a hostile, uncontrolled, and uncontrollable mass. This second

stage of the war against the peasantry, as th e historian Andrea Graziosi notes,

" was markedly different from the first. The initiative was taken very much by

the state this time, and all the peasantry could do was react, with ever decrea sing

strength, to the attacks carried out against it ."I S
Although the state of agriculture had improved since the catastrophic

events of I918-1922, the end of the decad e saw the "peasant enemy" still

weaker , and the state considerably stronger, than at the beginning. The author i

ties, for example, had considerably more information at the ir disposal about

what actually went on in the villages. Thanks to its files on "socially dangerous

elements," the GPU could carry out the first dekulakization raid s, stamp out

more and more " band itry," disarm the peasants, increase the proportion of

villagers recruited as soldiers, and expand Soviet education. As the correspon-
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dence of Part y leaders and the records of high-level discussions within the
Party demonstrate, the Stalinist leadership, like its opponents Bukharin, Rykov,
and Kamenev, was perfectly aware of what was at stake in this new assault on
the peasantry. "There will be a peasant war, as in 1918-19," warned Bukharin .
But Stalin was ready, since he knew that, whatever the cost, the regime would

emer ge the victor.In

The harvest crisis at the end of 1927 provided Stalin with the pretext he
needed . November was marked by a spectacular decline in deliveries of agri 
cultural products to the state collection centers, and by December this was
beginning to take on catastrophic proportions . In January 1928 the facts had to
be faced: despite a good harvest, the peasants had delivered only 4.8 million
tons, down from 6.8 million the previous year. The new crisis had many causes,
including the decline in the prices offered by the state, the cost and the scarcity
of manufactured products, the disorganization of the collection agencies, the
rumors of war, and, in general, the peasants' discontent with the regime .
Nonetheless, Stalin was quick to label this a "kulak strike ."

The Stalinist faction quickly used the reduced deliveries as a pretext to
return to requisitioning and to the repres sive measures used during the period
of War Communism. Stalin visited Siberia in person. Other leaders, including
Andrei Andreev, Anastas Mikoyan, Pavel Postyshev, and Stanislas Kossior, also
left for the grain-producing centers in the Black Earth territories (fertile re
gions in southern Russia), Ukraine, and the Northern Caucasus. On 14January
1928 the Politburo sent a circular to local authorities ordering them to "arrest
speculator s, kulaks, and anyone else interfering in the market s or in pricing
policies." "Plen ipotentiaries" (the term itself was a throwback to the requi si
tionin g policies of 1918-1(21) and detachment s of militant Communists were
sent into the countryside to remove local auth orities judged to be too compla
cent toward the kulaks. They also sought out hidden grain surpluses, if neces
sary with the help of poor peasants, who were promised a quarter of all
confiscated grain as compensation for their assistance.

To punish peasants who were unwilling to hand over their agricultural
products at prices that were a mere third or even a quarter of the going market
rate, the Soviet authorities doubled, tripled , or even quintupled the original
amount to be collected. Article 107 of the penal code, which set a prison term
of three years for anyone acting in a manner liable to increase prices, was also
widely used. Taxes on the kulaks were increased tenfold in two years. The
markets themselves were closed, a move that affected wealthier and poorer
peasants alike. Within a few weeks all these measures clearly vitiated the uneasy
truc e existing between the regime and the peasantr y since IIJ22-23 . The req
uisitioning and repressive measures merely worsened the agricultural situation.
In the short term , the use of force had allowed the authorities to obtain a harvest
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approximately the same size as that from the preceding year. In the long term,
however, the consequences were similar to those during War Communism:
peasants reacted by sowing considerably less the following year.17

The harvest crisis of the winter of 1927-28 played a crucial role in the
events that followed. In particular, Stalin drew a whole series of conclusions
from this crisis. He decided to to create " fortresses of socialism" in the coun
tryside-giant sovk hozy, pilot farms run by the state, and kolkhozy, or collective
farms-and to get rid of the kulaks once and for all by "liquidating them as a
class."

In 1928 the regime also broke its truce with another social group, the
spetsy, the " bourgeois specialists" left over from the intelligentsia of the ancien
regime, who at the end of the 1920s still filled most of the managerial positions
in industrial and government departments. At a meeting of the Central Com
mittee in April 1928, it was announced that an industrial sabotage plan had
been discovered in the Shakhty region, one of the mining areas of the Donbass,
among the workers of the Donugol Company, which was known to employ
"bourgeois specialists" and to have relations with finance companies in the
West. A few weeks later, 53 of the accused, most of them engineers and
midd le-rnanagement workers, were tried in public in the first open political trial
since that of the Socialist Revolutionari es in IIJ22; II were condemned to death,
and 5 were executed . This show-trial, which was reported extensively in the
press, serves as an illustration of the obsessive hunt for "saboteurs in the pay
of foreign powers, " a term used as a rallying call for activists and informers in
the pay of the GPu. " Saboteurs" were blamed flJr all economic Failures, and
they became the excuse for using thousands of whitt-collar workers to build
the new special offices of the GP U, known as the sharashki. Thousands of
engineers and technicians who had been convicted of sabotage were punished
by being sent to construction sites and high-profile civil engineering projects.
In the months following the Shakhty trial the Economic Department of the
GP U fabricated dozen s of similar affairs, notabl y in Ukraine. In the Yugostal
metallurgy complex in Dncpropcrrovsk, 112 whit e-collar workers were arrested
in May 1928.IX

Not only white-collar industrial workers were targeted in the vast anti
specialist operations begun in 1928. Numerous university professors and stu
dents of "socially unacceptable" background were excluded from higher
education in a series of pur ges of the univer sities designed to advance the
careers of the new Red "proletarian" intelligentsia.

The new repressive measur es and the economic difficulties of the later
years of the NEP, which were marked by growing unemployment and upsurges
in criminal activity, resulted in a huge increase in the number of criminal
convictions: 578,000 in 1926,709,000 in 1927,909,000 in 1928, and 1,778,000
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in 1929. 19 To cur tail the rapid growth of the prison popul ation, which in 1928

was su pposed to be no higher than 150,000, the govern ment mad e two impor

tant decisions. The first, a decree of 26 Ma rch 1928, was a proposal to replace

a ll sho rt- term pri son sentences for minor offenses with corrective work, to be

car ried out without re munera tion "i n industry, on construc tion pro jects, or in

fore st ry work ." The second measure was a decree of 27 June 192Y, which had

eno r mo us consequences . It recommend ed the transfe r of all prison ers who

were sente nced to more than three years to work cam ps whose aim was to be

"the development of the natural resources of th e northern and easter n region s

of th e country," an idea that had been in the air for a few years. The GPU was

already involved in a vast enterprise of wood production for the export market ,

and had repeatedly as ked for addi tiona l worke rs from the orga niza tions at the

Ministry of Internal Affairs responsible for incarcerations. The G PU's own

prisoners in th e speci al Solovetski camps, who num bered 38 ,000 in 1928, were

not s ufficient to me et the desired production targets."!

The dr awin g-up of the first Five-Year Plan highli ghted qu estions about

the d ivision of th e labor force and the exploit ati on of the inhospitable region s

that were so ri ch in natural resources. In th at respec t th e pen al work for ce,

heretofore an untapped source of manpower, was considered a potent ially

extremely valuable asset- a major source of revenu e, influence, and power . The

leaders of the GPU, and in part icular Me nzhinsky and his aide Yagodu, bo th

of who m had Stalin 's ba cking, were well aware of the potent ial impor tance of

th e pr isoners. In th e summer of 1929 they put together an ambi tio us plan to

colon ize the N arym region , which covered 225,000 square miles of marshy pine

forest in western Siberia. T his plan was implemented in a decree of 27 June

1929 . It was in thi s cont ext that the idea of dekul akizat ion began to take sha pe.

The idea was to d ep ort kulaks, defined as th e better-off peasants, whom th e

official circles co nsi dered necessa rily opposed to collectiviza tio n."

Nonetheless, it took an entire year for Stalin and his followers to persuade

other Party leaders to accept the policies of enforced collectivization, dekulaki

zation , and accelerated indu strialization-the th ree key aspe cts of a cohe re nt

program for th e brutal tr ansformation of the economy and society. The pro

gra m called for the sim ultaneous dissolution of the tr aditi onal market econ om y,

expropriation of all peasant land, and development of the natural resources of

the in hospit able regions of the country using the forced labor of "k ulaks" and

other groups that were the targets of thi s "second revolut ion ."

The "rig ht-wing" opp osit ion to the se ideas, led notabl y by Rykov and

Bukhar in, thought that collectivizatio n would result onl y in a new feud al ex

ploitation of the peasantry, leading to civil war, incre ased terror, ch aos, and new

fam in es. This obs tac le was finally eliminated in April 1929. Throu gh out th e

sum me r of 1929 th e " rightists" were att acked in the Soviet press with unprece-
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dented venom, accused of col laborating with capitalist elem ents and colluding

with Trotskyi tes. T otally discredited, the se op ponents were forced to make

public con fess ions at th e Plenar y Session of th e Central Committee in Novem

ber 1929.

During th ese epi sodes in the struggle between proponents and opponents

of the NEP, the country sank further and further into economic crisis. The

agricultural figures for 1928-29 were disastrou s. D esp ite sys tematic reco urse

to a whole arsenal of coe rc ive measu res directed against th e peasantry, includ

ing stee p fines and pr ison sentences for anyo ne who refused to sel l produce to

the state, the amount gathered by the state in th e wint er of 1928-29 was

considerably smaller th an th e precedi ng year, whi ch understandabl y created a

situation of ext reme ten sion in the countrysid e. From January 1928 to Decem

ber 1929-that is, even before enforced collecti vizat ion-the GP U record ed

mor e than l ,jon riot s and mass demonstration s in th e countryside , which led

to the arrest of tens of thousands of peasants. One other statistic is also a good

indicator of th e climate in the countrysi de at that tim e: in 1929 more than 3,200

Soviet civil servants wer e victims of terrorist att acks. In February ration cards

appeared for the firs t time since the int roducti on of the N EP. Povert y agai n

became wide spread after the authorities closed down most sma ll companies and

peasant workshops, labeling th em capitalist throwbacks.

In S talin's view, the cri sis in agricult ure was th e work of kulaks and othe r

hostil e forces who were att empting to undermine th e Soviet reg ime. T he stakes

were set : the cho ice was to be mad e bet ween rural capitalism and the kolkhozy.

In June IY29 the gov ernment announced th e heginning of a new ph ase, that of

" mass collectivization ." The targets of the first Five-Year Plan , ratified in April

by the Six teenth Party Cong ress, were retroact ively rounded upward. The plan

had origi nally foresee n th e collectivization of around 5 million (or approxi

mately 20 percent) of all farms before the end of the Fi ve-Year Plan . In Ju ne

it was announced that the objective was now 8 million farm s for 1930 alone; by

Se ptemb er the projected figur e had risen to 13 milli on . Throughout the sum

mer th e authorit ies mohilized tens of thou sands of Co mmunists, tr ade union

ists, members of th e Communist youth organizations (the Komsomol s),

laborer s, and stud ents and sent them into rural villa ges together with local Party

leaders and GPU officials . The pressure on the peasants in tensified as local

Part y orga niz ations strove to outdo each othe r to beat the collectivizatio n

records. On 3 1 October 1929 Pravda called for " to tal collectivization." A week

later, on the twelfth ann iversa ry of the Revolution, Sta lin published his famo us

article "The G reat Turning Point," which was based on the fundamentally

er roneous idea that " the average peasant has welcomed the arrival of the

kolkhoz ." The N E P was defin iti vely over.
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Recent research in the newly accessible archives has confirmed
that the forced collectivization of the countryside was in effect a war declared
by the Soviet state on a nation of smallholders. More than 2 million peasants
were deported (1.8 million in 1930-31 alone), 6 million died of hunger, and
hundreds of thousands died as a direct result of deportation. Such figures,
however, only hint at the size of this human tragedy. Far from being confined
to the winter of 1929-30, the war dragged on until the mid-1930s and was at its
peak in 1932 and 1933, which were marked by a terrible famine deliberately
provoked by the authorities to break the resistance of the peasants. The vio

lence used against the peasants allowed the authorities to experiment with
methods that would later be used against other social groups. In that respect it
marked a decisive step in the development of Stalinist terror.

In a report to a Central Committee plenum in November 1929, Vyacheslav
Molotov declared: "The speed of collectivization is not really at issue in the
plan ... We still have November, December, January, February, and March,
four and a half months in which, if the imperialists do not attack us head-on
we can make a decisive breakthrough in the economy and in collectivization.':
The committee endorsed the decision to speed up the pace of collectivization.
A commission drew up a new timetable that was optimistically revised several
times before being officially published on 5 January 1930. The Northern Cau-
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casus and the lower and middle regions of the Volga were to be fully collectiv
ized by thc autumn of 1930, and the other grain-producing regions a year later.'

On 27 December 1929 Stalin demanded "the eradication of all kulak
tendencies and the elimination of the kulaks as a class." A commission from
the Politburo, presided over by Molotov, was charged with pursuing all meas
ures needed to achieve this goal. The commission defined three categories of
kulaks: those engaged in "counterrevolutionary activities" were to be arrested
and transferred to GPU work camps or executed if they put up any sign of
resistance. Their families were to be deported and all their property confiscated.
Kulaks of the second category, who were defined as "showing less active oppo
sition, but nonetheless archexploiters with an innate tendency to destabilize the
regime," were to be arrested and deported with their families to distant regions
of the country. Those in the third category, classified as loyal to the regime,
were to be officially transferred to the peripheral regions of the districts in
which they lived, "outside the collectivized zones, on land requiring improve
ment." The decree also stipulated that "the number of kulak farms to be
liquidated within the next four months ... should be between 3 percent and
5 percent of the total number of farms," a figure intended as a general guideline
for the size of dekulakization operations.?

Coordinated in each district by a troika composed of the first secretary of
the local Party Committee, the president of the local Soviet Executive Com
mittee, and the chief of the local GPU, operations were carried out on the
ground by special dekulakization commissions and brigades. The list of kulaks
in the first category, which, according to the Politburo's guidelines, was to
comprise some hO,OOO heads of household, was to be drawn up by the secret
police themselves. Lists of kulaks in the other two categories were made in situ
at the recommendation of local village activists. Sergo Ordzhonkidze, one of
Stalin's closest advisers, explained who these "activists" really were: "Because
there arc almost no Party activists in the villages, we generally install a young
Communist in the village and force two or three poor peasants to join him, and
it is this aletit: [activist cell] that personally carries out all the village business
of collectivization and dekulakization.":' Their instructions were quite clear:
they were to collectivize as many farms as possible, and to arrest and label as a
kulak anyone who put up resistance.

These practices naturally opened the way to all sorts of abuses and the
settling of old scores, and difficult questions were raised regarding the catego
ries of kulaks. In January and February 1930 the criteria established by the
Party after considering innumerable reports from committees of economists
and ideologues were scarcely applicable, since the ever-increasing taxes had
impoverished all previously wealthy peasants. In the absence of external signs
of wealth, the commissions had to resort to outdated and often incomplete tax
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returns kept by the rural soviet, information provided by the GPU, and denun

ciations by neighbors tempted hy the possibility of gain. In practice, instead of

the precise and detailed inventory that the y were instructed to draw up before

expropriating goods for the kolkhoz, the dekulakization hrigades seemed to

follow the motto "Eat, drink, and be merry, for it all belongs to us ." According

to a GPU report from Smolensk, "the brigades took from the wealthy pea sants

their winter clothes, their warm underclothes, and above all their shoes. They

left the kulaks standing in their underwear and took everything, even old rubber

socks, women's clothes, tea worth no more than fifty kopeks, water pitchers,

and pokers . . . The brigades confiscated ever ything, even the pillows from

under the heads of babies, and stew from the family pot, which they smeared

on the icons they had smashed.'" Dekulakized properties were often simply

looted or sold at auction by the dekulakization brigades for ahsurd prices:

wooden houses were bought for sixty kopeks, cows for fifteen .

In such conditions it is not surprising that in certain districts between 80
and 90 percent of those victimized by the dekulakization process were

serednyaki, or middle-income peasants. The brigades had to meet the required

quotas and, if possible, surpass them . Peasants were arrested and deported for

having sold grain on the market or for having had an employee to help with

harvest back in 1925 or 1926, for possessing two samovars, for having killed a

pig in September 1929 "with the intention of consuming it themselves and thus

keeping it from socialist appropriation." Peasants were arrested on the pretext

that they had "taken part in commerce," when all they had done was sell

something of their own making. One peasant was deported on the pretext that

his uncle had been a tsarist officer ; another was labeled a kulak on account of

his "excessive visits to the church ." But most often people were classed as

kulaks simply on the grounds that they had resisted collectivization. At times

confusion reigned in the dekulakization brigades to an almost comic extreme:

in one city in Ukraine, for example, a serednyak who was a member of a

dekulakization brigade was himself arrested by a member of another brigade

that was operating on the other side of the town .

After a first phase that allowed some to settle old scores or quite simpl y

to engage in looting, village communities began to harden their attitudes to

both dekulakization and collectivization. The GPU recorded 402 revolts and

mass peasant demonstrations against dekulakization and collectivization in

January 1930, 1,048 in February, and 6,528 in March.'
This massive and quite unexpected resistance caused the government

briefly to alter its plans. On 2 March 1930 all Soviet newspapers carried Stalin's

famous article "Dizzy with Success," which condemned "the numerous abuses

of the principle of voluntary collectivization" and blamed the excesses of
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collectivization and dckulakization on local bosses who were "drunk on suc

cess." The impact of the article was immediate: in March alone more than 5

million peasants left the kolkhoz)'. Trouble and unrest, linked to the often

violent reappropriation of tools and cattle by their original owners, immediately

tlared up. Throughout March the central authorities received daily reports

from the GPU of massive uprisings in western U kraine, in the central Black

Earth region, in the N ort hern Caucasus, and in Kazakhstan . The GPU counted

more than 6,500 mass demonstrations during that critical month, more than

~OO of which had to be put down by force . During these events more than 1,500
civil servants were killed, wounded, or badly beaten . The number of victims

among the rebels is not known but must easily have totaled several thousand ."

By early April the authorities were forced into further concessions. Several

circulars were sent to local authorities calling for a slowdown in collecti vization,

acknowled ging that there was a genuine danger of "a veritable tidal wave of

peasant wars" and of "the death of at least half of all local Soviet civil servants."

That month the number of uprisings and peasant demonstrations began to

decline, though it remained exceedingl y high. The GPU reported 1,992 pro

tests for April. The decrease became more apparent as the summer wore on .

In June there were SSO revolts, 61S in July, and 256 in August. In all of 1930
nearly 2.5 million peasants took part in approximately 14,000 revolts, riots, and

mass demonstrations against the regime. The regions most affected were the

Black Earth region, the Nort hern Caucasus, and U kraine, particularly the

western parts, where whole districts, and notably the areas that bordered on

Poland and Romania, temporaril y slipped out of the control of the Soviet

regime.'
One of the peculiarities of these movements was the key role played by

women peasants, who were sometimes sent to the front lines in the hope that

they would not suffer as severe a fate as the men who were captured." Although

the demonstrations hy women often focu sed on the closure of churches or the

collectivization of dairy farming, there were also bloody confrontations between

GPU detachments and groups of peasants armed with axes and pitchforks.

Hundreds of Soviet officials were attacked, and for a few hours or a few days

the peasants would tr y to reclaim the administration of village affairs, demand

ing the return of confiscated tools and cattle, the dissolution of the kolkhoz,
the reintroduction of free trade, the reopening of the churches, the restitution

of all goods to the kul aks, the return of the peasants who had been deported,

the abolition of Bolshevik power, and, in Ukraine at least, national inde

pendencc."
The peasants managed to postpone collectivization onl y through March

and April. Their actions did not lead to the creation of a central movement of
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resistance, with leaders and regional organizations. Weapons, too, were in short

supply, having been steadily seized by the authorities over the preceding decade.

Even so, the revolts were difficult to put down.

The repressions were horrifying . By the end of March 1930, "mopping

up operations against counterrevolutionary elements" on the borders of west

ern Ukraine led to the arrest of more than 15,000 people. In about forty days,

from 1 February to 15 March, the Ukrainian GPU arrested 26,000 people, of

whom 650 were immediately executed. According to the GPU's own records,

20,200 people received death sentences that year through the courts alone. III

While car rying out this repression of "counterrevolutionary elements,"

the GPU began to appl y Yagoda's Directive No. 44121 , which called for the

arrest of 60,000 kulaks of the first category. To judge by the daily reports that

were sent to him, the operation was carried out exactly as planned . The first

report, dated 6 February, noted 15,985 arrests; by 9 February the GPU noted

that 25,245 kulaks had been "taken out of circulation." A secret report

(spctssoode«) dated 15 February gave the following details: "The total number

of liquidations, incluc.ling both individuals taken out of circulation and larger

sca le operations, has now reached 64,51\9 . Of these, 52,166 are first category,

arrested during preparatory operations, and 12,423 were arrested in larger-scale

operations." In just a few days the target figure of 60,000 first-category kulaks
had already been met .J I

In reality the kulaks represented only one group of people "taken out of

circulation ." Local GPU agents everywhere had taken the opportunity to clear

their district of " socially dangerous elements," among whom were "police

officers from the old regime," "White officers," "priests," "nuns," "rural arti

san s," former "shopkeepers," "members of the rural intelligentsia," and "oth

er s." At the bottom of the report dated I5 February 1930, which detailed the

categories of individuals arrested as part of the liquidation of kulaks of the first

class, Yagoda wrote: "The regions of the northeast and of Leningrad have not

understood the orders, or at least are pretending not to have understood them .

They must be forced to understand. We are not trying to clear the territory of

religious leaders, shopkeepers, and 'others.' If the y write 'others,' that means

they don't even know who it is they are arresting. There will be plenty of time

to dispose of shopkeepers and religious leaders. What we are trying to do now

is to strike at the heart of the problem by weeding out the kulaks and kulak

counterrevolutionaries.l" ? Even today it is impossible to say how many of the

"kulaks of the first category" who were " liquidated" were actually executed,
since there are no figures available .

Undoubtedly "kulaks of the first category" were a major part of the first

groups of prisoners who were transferred to the labor camps. By the summer

of 1930 the GPU had already established a vast network of such camps. The
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oldest group of pri sons, on the Solovetski Islands, continued its expansion on

the shores of the White Sea, from Karelia to Arkhangelsk. More than 40,000

prisoners built the Kem-Ukhta road, and thus facilitated most of the wood

production that was exported from Arkhangelsk . The group of camps in the

north , where nearl y 40,000 other pri soners were detained, set about the con

struction of a 200 -mile railwa y line between Ust, Sysolk, and Pin yug, and a

road of the sam e length between Ust, Sysolk, and Ukhra . The 15,000 prisoners

in the camps in the east were the sole source of labor for the Boguchachinsk

Railway. The fourth group of camps, in Vichera, where some 20,000 prisoners

were detained, provided the labor force for the construction of the great chemi

cal plant of Berezniki in the Urals. Finally, the camps in Siberia, where 80,000

people were kept, provided the labor for the Tomsk-Eniseisk Railway and the

Kuznetsk metallurgy complex .' :'

In a year and half, from the end of 1928 to the summer of 1930, forced

labor in the GPU camps had more than tripled, from 40,000 to approximately

140,000. The successful use of forced labor encouraged the government to

tackle more projects on a similar scale . In June 1930 the government decided

to con struct a canal more than 150 miles long, most of it through granite,

linking the Baltic to the White Sea. In the absence of the necessary technology

and machinery, it was calculated that a labor for ce of 125,000 would be required

to carry out the task, using nothing but pickaxes, buckets, and wheelbarrows.

Such a labor force was unprecedented; but in the summer of 1930, when

dekulakization was at its height, the authorities had precisely that sort of spare

labor capacity at their disposal.

In fact the numher of people deported as kulaks was so great-more than

7011,OOO people by the end of 1930, more than 1.8 million by the end of

19311~-that the framework designed to cope with the process could not pos

sihly keep up. Most of the kulaks in the second or third category were deported

in improvised operations of almost total chaos, which often resulted in an

unprecedented phenomenon of "abandonment in deportation." This provided

no economic benefit for the authorities, although the plan had been to utilize

this forced labor to its maximum capacity to develop the regions of the country

that were inhospitable but rich in natural resources.IS

Deportation of kulaks of the second category began in the first week of

February 1930. According to a plan approved by the Politburo, 60,000 families

were to be deported as part of a first phase that was to last until the end of

April. The northern region was to receive 45,000 families, and the Urals 15,000.

However, as earl y as 16 February, Stalin sent a telegram to Robert Eikhe, first

secretary of the Party's regional committee in western Siberia: "It is inexcus

able that Siberia and Kazakhstan are claiming not to be ready to receive deport

ees! It is imperative that Siberia receive 15,000 families between now and the
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end of April." In reply, Eikhe sent Moscow an estimate of the installation costs
for the planned contingent of deportees, which he calculated to be 40 million
rubles-a sum that he never, of course, received. II I

The deportation operations were thus characterized by a complete lack of
coordination between the place of departure and the destination. Peasants who
had been arrested were thus sometimes kept for weeks in improvised prisons
barracks, administrative buildings, and railway stations-from which a great
number managed to escape. The GPU had allocated 240 convoys of 53 car
riages for the first phase. Each convoy, according to GPU regulations, consisted
of 44 cattle trucks with 40 deportees apiece; 8 carriages to carry the tools, food,
and personal belongings of the deportees (limited to 480 kilos per family), and
I carriage to transport the guards. As the rather acerbic correspondence be
tween the GPU and the People's Commissariat of Transport demonstrates, the
formation of the convoys was invariably a painfully slow process. In the great
depots, such as Vologda, Kotlas, Rostov, Sverdlovsk, and Omsk, convoys would
remain for weeks, filled with their human cargo. These masses of women,
children, and old men rarely passed unnoticed by the local population; many
group letters, signed by the "Workers' and Employees' Collective of Vologda"
or the "Railway Workers of Korlas," were sent to Moscow complaining about
"massacres of the innocent." !'

Few detailed records were kept of the mortality rates for the convoys of
1930 and 1931, but the appalling conditions , the cold, the lack of food, and the
rapid spread of disease must have cost a large number of lives.

When the railway convoys finally arrived at a station, the men were often
separated from their families, kept provisionally in flimsy cabins, and then
escorted to the new colonies, which, in accordance with official instructions,
were "some way distant from any means of communication ." The interminable
journey thus sometimes continued for several hundred more kilometers, with
or without the family, sometimes on convoys of sledges in the winter, in carts
in the summer, or even on foot. From a practical point of view, the last stage
in the journey of kulaks of the second category was often indistinguishable
from the deportation of kulaks of the third category, who were being relocated
to lands requiring improvement in the peripheral regions-regions that in
Siberia or the Urals covered hundreds of thousands of square miles. As the
authorities in the district of Tomsk, in western Siberia, reported on 7 March
1930,

The firstconvoys of third-category kulaks arrived on foot I since we have
no horses, sleighs, or harnesses . .. In general the horses that are as
signed to the convoys are totally unsuited to journeys that are often of
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more than 200 miles, for when the convoys are being made up, any of
the good horses belonging to the deportees are quickly replaced with old
nags . . . In view of the present situation, it is impossible to transport the
two months' supplies that the kulaks are entitled to bring with them. It
is also very hard to deal with the children and old men who usually make
up some 50 percent of the contingent."

In a similar report the Central Executive Committee of western Siberia
demonstrated the impossibility of carrying out the instructions of the GPU
regarding the deportation of 4,902 kulaks of the third category to two districts
in the province of Novosibirsk: "The transportation, along 225 miles of road
in appalling disrepair, of the 8,560 tons of grain and animal feed to which the
deportees arc theoreticall y entitled 'for their journey and their settling in,'
would require the use of 2H,909 horses and 7,227 horsemen (I horseman for
4 horses)." The report concluded that "carrying out an operation of this scale
would seriously compromise the spring sowing program, because the horses
would be exhausted as a result, and would require several weeks of rest . . . It
is thus of capital importance that the volume of provisions that the deportees
are allowed to bring with them be decreased considerably,"!"

It was thus without provisions or tools, and often without any shelter, that
the prisoners had to begin their new lives. One report from the province of
Arkhangelsk in September 1930 admitted that of the planned 1,641 living
quarters for the deportees, only 7 had been built. The deportees often "settled"
on the bare earth, on the open steppes, or in the middle of the marshy pine
forests. The fortunate ones who had been able to bring some tools with them
could construct some sort of rudimentary shelter, often the traditional zemly
ank:a, a simple hole in the ground covered with branches. In some cases, when
the deportees were to reside by the thousands near a large building or industrial
complex that was under construction, they were lodged in primitive military
camps, where they slept in three-tier bunk beds, with several hundred people

per shack.
In all, 1,803,3<)2 people were officially deported as part of the dekulakiza

tion program in 1930 and 193I. One might well wonder how many died of cold
and hunger in the first few months of their "new life." The archives in Novosi
birsk contain one startling document in the form of a report sent to Stalin in
May 1933 by an instructor of the Party committee in Narym in western Siberia,
concerning the fate met by two convoys of more than 6,000 people deported
from Moscow and Leningrad. Although it concerns a later period and deals
with a different category of deportee-not peasants but "outdated elements"
thrown out of a new socialist town at the end of 1932-the document describes
the fairly common phenomenon of "abandonment in deportation ."
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On 29 and 30 Apri l 1933 two convoys of "outdated elements" were sent
to us by tr ain from Moscow and Lenin grad . On their arr ival in Toms k
they were transferred to barge s and unloaded, on 18 May and 26 May,
onto the island of Naz ino, which is situat ed at the juncture of the Ob
and Nazina rivers. The first convoy contai ned 5,070 people, and the
second 1,044: 6,114 in all. The tran spor t conditions were app alling: th e
little food that was available was inedi ble, and the dep ort ees were
cramped into nearly airtight spaces . . . T he result was a daily mortality
rate of 35-40 people. T hese living cond itions, however, pr oved to be
luxuriou s in comparison to what awaited the deportees on the island of
Nazino (from which th ey were supposed to be sent on in groups to their
final destination, the new secto rs that are being colonized fart her up the
Nazina River). The island of Nazino is a totally uninhabited place,
devoid of any sett lements . . . T here were no tools, no gra in, and no
food. That is how their new life began. T he day after the arriva l of the
first convoy, on 19 May, snow began to fall again, and the wind picked
up. Starving, emaciat ed from months of insufficient food, with out shel 
ter, and with out tools, . . . th ey were trapped . T hey weren 't even able to

light fires to ward off the cold. More and mor e of them began to die . . .
On the first day, 295 people were buri ed. It was on ly on the fourt h or
fifth day after the convoy's arri val on the island that the authorities sent
a bit of flour by boat, really no more than a few poun ds per person . On ce
they had received their meager ration, people ran to the edge of the
water and tr ied to mix some of the flour with water in their hats, their
tro users, or their jackets. M ost of them just tried to eat it stra ight off,
and some of them even choked to death . T hese tin y amo unts of flour
were the only food that the deport ees received du ring the entire period
of their stay on the island . The more resourceful among th em tried to

make some rud iment ary sort of pancakes, but they had noth ing to mix
or cook them in .. . It was not long before the first cases of cannibalism
occurred .

At the end of June th e deportees began to be tr an sported to th e so-ca lled

village colonies . These places were nearl y ISO m iles farth er up th e river, deep

in for ests. They were not villages , but untam ed wilderness. Some of the de

portees somehow managed to build a primitive oven, so that th ey could bake

bread . But for th e rest th er e was littl e change from life as it had been on th e

island : the sam e feeling of purpose lessness, th e same fires, th e same nak edness.

The only di fference was th e bread rati on , which cam e aro und eve ry few da ys.

The mortality rat e was sti ll appalling ; for exam ple, of the sev enty -eigh t peop le

who em barked fro m the island to th e fifth colonia l village, twel ve were s till ali ve

when the boat arrived . Soon the authorities realized th at these regions wer e
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simply not hab itable, and th e who le co nt ingen t was sent down the river once

aga in . Escape attempts became more and more common .

At the new locat ion the sur viving deportees were at last given some
tools, and in the seco nd half of Jul y they bega n to build shelters that
were half sunk into the grou nd . . . Cases of cann ibalism were still bein g
record ed . Slow ly, however, life began to take a more normal course, and
peop le bega n to work again, but they were so worn out from the events
of the pr eceding months that even with rations of 1.5 to 2 pounds of
bread a day the y still fell ill and died, and ate moss, grass, leaves, etc.
The result of all thi s was that of the 6, I00 people sent from To msk (to
whom another 50()....700 were subsequent ly adde d from the surrounding
region s), on ly 2,200 were sti ll alive by 20 August."

It is im poss ible to ga uge how man y sim ilar cases of th e abandonme nt of

deportees th ere were, bu t som e of the official figures give an indication of the

losses. From Fe br uary 1930 to D ecember 1931 mor e than 1.8 million kulaks

were de port ed ; but on 1 January 1932, when the authori ties carried out a

gene ral cens us, o n ly 1,317,022 kulak deportees wer e reco rded . L osses were thus

close to hal f a million people, or nearl y 30 per cent of all deportees." U ndoubt

cd ly, a not insign ificant proportion of th ose had m anaged to escape." In 1932

th e fate of th ese "contingents" was for the first time made an object of system

at ic study by the GPU After the summer of 1931 th e GPU itself was respon

sible for all de portation s of what wer e termed " sp ecially displaced ," from the

in it ial dep ortation itsel f to th e creation and management of th e new village

co lon ies. Acco rd in g to that init ial study, th ere had been more than 210,000

esca pes and approx ima tely 90,000 de aths. In 1933, th e year of th e grea t fami ne,

the authori ties rec orded the dea th s of 151,60 I of the 1,142,022 "s pecia lly

displaced" who had been included in the cen sus of 1January 1933 . The annual

death rate was thus in th e vicinity of 6 .8 per cent in 1932 and 13,3 percent in

1933. For 1930 and 1931 the data are incomplete but nonetheless eloquen t: in

1931 th e m ortality rate was 1.3 pe rcen t per month among th e deportees to

Kazakhstan, and 0.8 per cent per month for those to western S iberia. Infant

mortal ity hovered around 8 percent and 12 percent per mon th and peaked at

15 percent per month for Magnitogorsk. F ro m 1 June 1931 to June 1932 the

mortalit y rate am o ng t he deportees in th e region of Naryrn, in western Si be ria,

reach ed 11.7 percent for th e year. O n the who le, it is unlikel y th at the mortalit y

ra te for thi s per iod was lower th an that of 1932, and was thus very likely in the

same vicin it y of 10 per cent. One can thus est im ate th at approxi ma tely 300, 000

dep ortees di ed durin g the process of deport ati on .P
For the cen tral authorities, who wer e eager to make as much profit as
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possible from the labors of those they termed "special deportees," and after

1932 the labor of pri soners in "work colonies," the abandonment of deportees

was a last resort, which could be blamed, as noted by N. Puzitsky, one of the

GPU officials in charge of work-colony prisoners, on "the criminal negligence

and political shortsigh tedness of local leaders, who haven't yet got used to the

idea of colonization by ex-kulaks.?"
In March 1931 a special commission was established to tr y to halt "the

dreadful mess of the deportation of manpower." The commission was directly

attached to the Politburo and presided over by V. Andreev, with Yagoda pla ying

a key role. The first objective was the "rational and effective management of

the work colonies." Preliminary inquiries by the commission had revealed that

the productivity of the deported workforce was almost zero. Of the 300,000

workers in the colonies of the Urals, for example, in April 1931 a mere Hpercent

were detailed to "wood chopping and other productive activities." All other

able-bodied adults were "building their own living quarters ... and generally

just trying to survive." Another document calculated that the massive program

of dekulakization had actually lost the state money. The average value of goods

confiscated from kulaks in 1930 was 564 rubles per farm, a derisory sum

(equivalent to fifteen months' wages for an average laborer). This figure dem

onstrates clearly how minimal the supposed riches of the kulaks actually were.

The cost of deporting a kulak family, by contrast, was often more than 1,000

rubles. "
For the Andreev commission , rationalization of the management of "work

colonies" entailed first and foremost an administrative reorganization of all the

mechanisms dealing with the deportees. In the summer of 1931 the GPU had

been given sole control of the administrative management of all population

displacements, which previously had been under the control of the local

authorities. A whole network of komandatury (commands) had been put into

place; these became in effect a rival government administration that allowed

the GPU to place huge areas under its control, where the specially displaced

made up the greater part of the local population. The colonies were subject to

extremely tight controls. Forced to reside in designated areas, workers were

transferred b y the administration either into state-run companies, into "agri

cultural or artisanal co-operative]s] of special status under the supervision of

the local GPU commander," or into construction work , road-mending, or

land-clearing. They were expected to produce 30-50 percent more than the free

workers, and their pay (when they were paid at all) was cut by 15 percent or

25 percent. The rest was taken for the local GPU administration .

As documents from the Andreev commission confirm, the GPU was

extremely proud that the resettlement cost of workers in the colonies was nine
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times less than that of camp prisoners. In June 1933 the 203,000 "specially

displaced" in western Siberia, divided among 93 komandatury, were directed

by a skeletal staff of 97],20 It was the goal of the GPU to provide, in exchange

for a commission (derived from a percentage of the wages earned plus an initial

fixed sum), its own workforce for a number of industrial enterprises. These

enterprises-such as Urallesprom (forestry), Uralugol, Vostugol (coal mining),

Vostokstal (steel), Tsvetrnetzoloto (nonferrous minerals), and Kuznetstroi

(metallurgy)--exp loited the various natural resources in the northern and east

ern regions. In principle the companies were to provide living quarters for their

workers, schools for the children, and a regular supply of food for all. In reality

the managers usually treated these workers, whose status was comparable to

that of prisoners, as a free source of labor. Workers in the colonies often

received no salary, since whatever money they earned was generally less than

the amount the administration kept for the construction of buildings, tools,

obligatory contributions to unions, state loans, and other functions .

As the lowest category in the rationing hierarchy, these people were treated

as pariahs, were often kept in conditions of near starvation, and were subject

to all sort s of abuses and intimidatory practices. Among the most flagrant

abuses cited in the reports were totally unrealistic work targets, nonpayment of

wages, beatings, and confinement in unheated prison cells in the dead of winter.

Women prisoners were traded with GPU officers in exchange for food or

were sent as maids "for all services" to the local chiefs. The following remark

by the director of one of the forestry companies in the Urals was quoted and

often criticized in GPU reports of the summer of 193.'\, and summed up

very well the attitude of many such directors toward their highly expendable

human resources : "If we wanted to, we could liquidate all of you. If we were

to do so, the G PU would promptly send us another hundred thousand just like

you ."

Gradually the use of forced labor began to take on a more rational char

acter, if only because of the need for higher industrial productivity. During

1932 the idea of colonizing the most inhospitable regions with deportees was

abandoned, and increasing numbers were sent to civil engineering projects and

to industrial and mining areas. In certain sectors the proportion of deportees

working and even living alongside free workers was extremely high, and in some

places deportees were in the majority. In the Kuzbass mines at the end of 1933,

more than 4 I ,000 forced laborers accounted for 47 percent of the miners. In

Magnitogorsk the 42,462 deportees recorded in the census of September 1932

constituted two-thirds of the local population ." Living in specially designated

areas between one and four miles from the construction site, they worked in

teams alongside free workers, and inevitably the differences between them
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gradually eroded. By force of circumstance-that is, through economic neces

sity-those who had suffered from dekulakization and were promoted to the

status of forced laborers were slowly reintegrated into a society in which all

levels of society were marked by a general fear of repression, and no one knew

which class would be the next to suffer exclusion .

The Great Famine

The great famine of 1932-33 has always been recognized as one of

the darkest periods in Soviet history. According to the irrefutable evidence that

is now available, more than 6 million people died as a result of it.' However, the

catastrophe was not simply another in the series of famines that Russia had

suffered at irregular intervals under the tsar s. It was a direct result of the new

system that Nikolai Bukharin, the Bolshevik leader who opposed Stalin on this

issue , termed the "military and feudal exploitation" of the peasantry. Famine

was a tragic illustration of the formidable social regression that accompanied

the assault on the countryside through forced collectivization at the end of the

1920s.
Unlike the famine of 1921-22 , which the Soviet authorities acknowledged

and even sought to redress with help from the international community, the

famine of 1932-33 was always denied by the regime. The few voices abroad

that attempted to draw attention to the tragedy were silenced by Soviet propa

ganda. The Soviet authorities were assisted by statements such as that made

by Edouard Herriot, the French senator and leader of the Radical Party, who

traveled through Ukraine in 1933. Upon his return he told the world that

Ukraine was full of "admirably irrigated and cultivated fields and collective

farms" resulting in "magnificent harvests." He concluded: "I have crossed the

whole of Ukraine, and I can assure you that the entire country is like a garden
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in full bloom." ! Such blindness was the result of a marvelous show put on for
foreign guests by the GPU, with an itinerary that includ ed not hing but kolkhoz)'

and mod el chi ldre n's gardens. T he hlindness was perhaps also reinforced by
polit ical conside ra tions, notably the desire of French leaders not to jeopardize
the meeting of min ds with the Soviet Union regarding Germany, which had
become a threat with Adulf Hitl er 's rise to power.

Nonetheless a number of high- ranking politicians in Ge rmany and Italy
had remarkably precise information about the scale of the catastro phe facin g
the Soviet U nio n . Report s from Italian diplomats posted in Kh ark iv, Od essa,
and Novorossiisk, recently discovered and published by the Italian histor ian
Andrea Gr aziosi, show that M ussolini read such texts extre mely carefully and
was fully aware of the situation but did not use it in his anti- Communist
propaganda .' On the contrary, the summer of 1933 was marked by the signin g
of an important Italian-Soviet trade agreemen t and a pact of friendship and
nonaggression. Denied, or sacrificed on the altar of " reasons of state," the truth
about the great famin e, long known only through small-cir culation pamphlets
published by Ukrainian emigre organizations, was not widely comprehended
until the latter half of the 19S0s, following the publication of a ser ies of works
by Western histor ians and by a numb er of researchers in the former Soviet
Union.

To come to gri ps with the famine of 1932- 33, it is vital to understand the
context of the relations existing between the Soviet sta te and the pcasunrr v as
a result of the forced collectivization of the countryside . In the newly collec
tivized areas, th e role of the kolkhoz was a strategic one. Part of its role was to

ensure the deli very of a fi xed supply of agricultural produ cts to the state by
taking an ever-l arger share uf the collective harvest. Every autumn the govern 
ment collection camp aign became a sort of tr ial of strength between the state
and the peasants, who desperate ly tried to keep back enough uf the harvest to

supply their own needs. Quite simply, the requ isitioning was a threat to the
peasants' survival. The more fertile a region, the bigger a share the state
demanded . In 1930 the state took 30 percent of the agric ultural product ion of
Ukraine, 38 per cent in the rich plains of the Kuban in the No rthern Caucasus,
33 percent of the har vest in Kazakhstan. In 1931 , when the harvest was con
siderably smaller, the percentages for the same areas were 41.5, 47, and 39.5
percent, respectivel y. Removing produce on such a scale created total chaos in
the cycle of production. Und er the NEP, peasants sold between IS and 20
percent of their total production , keepin g 12-15 percent back for sowing, 25-39
percent for the ir catt le, and the rest for their own consumption. Confl ict was
inevitable between th e peasan ts, whu had decided to use every possible means
to keep a part of the harvest, and the local authori ties, who were obliged to
car ry out at all costs a plan that looked ever more unr ealistic, part icularly so in
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1932, when the govern ment collection target was 32 percent higher than it had
been the previous year.'

T he collection campaign in 1932 got off to a very slow start. As soon as
the thr eshin g began , the collective farm ers tr ied to hide or steal part of the
harvest every night . A movement of passive resistance took shape, strengthened
by the tacit ag reement of almost all concerned, including collective farm work
ers, brigadier s, accountants, farm manager s (many of whom had themselves
been peasant workers until their recent prom otion), and even local secretaries
of the Part y. To collect the grain the y wanted, the central authorities had to
send out new shock troops, recruited in the towns from among the Communists
and Kornsornols.

T he following report , from an instructor of the Central Execut ive Com
mittee to his superiors regarding his mission in a grain-producing region in the
lower Volga, gives an idea of the warlike climate in the countryside at this time :

T he arrests and searches are heing carried out by almost anyone: by
members of the rural soviet, anyone sent from the towns, the shock
troops, and any Komsomol that has the time and energy. Thi s year, 12
percent of all the farmers have been tried already, and that doesn't
include the deported kulaks, peasants who were fined, etc. According to
the calculations of the previous district procurator, over the course of
the last year 15 percent of the whole adult population has been the
victim of some sort of repression or other. If one adds the fact that over
the last month about 800 farmers have been thrown out of the kolkhozy,
you get an idea of the scale of this government repression . .. If we
discount the cases in which large-scale repressions are really justifi ed,
we must admit that the effectiveness of repressive measures is bound to
diminish whenever they pass a certain thre shold, since it becomes liter
ally impossible to carry them out .. . The prisons are all full to bursting
point. Balachevo prison cuntains more than fi ve times as many people as
it was originally designed to hold, and there are 610 people crammed
into the tiny district prison in Elan. Over the last month, Balachevo
prison has sent 78 prisoners back to Elan, and 48 of them were less than
ten years old. Twenty-one were immediately released. To show how
insane this method is-I mean coercion, the only method they use-I
will say a few words about the individual peasants here, who are just
trying to be good farmers .

One example of how the peasants are being victimized: In Mortsy
one peasant, who had actually fulfill ed his quota, came to see Comrade
Fornichev, the president of the District Executive Committee, and asked
to be deported to the north , because, as he explained, "No one can Jive
under these conditions." I know of another similar instance in which
sixteen peasants from the rur al soviet of Aleksandrov all signed a peri-
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tion also asking to be deported out of their region . .. In short, violence
seems to be the only way of thinking now, and we always "att ack"
everything. We "start the onslaught" on the harvest, on the loans, etc.
Everything is an assault; we "attack" the night from nine or ten in the
evening till dawn. Everyone gets attacked: the shock troops call in evcry
one who has not met his obligations and "convince" him, using all the
means you can imagine. They assault everyone on their list, and so it
goes, night after night.'

Among the whole range of repress ive laws, one famous decree, promul gated on
7 August 1932, played a decisive role when the war bet ween th e peasantry ;1Od

the regime was at its height. It pro vided for the execution or sentencing to ten

years in a camp for "any theft or dama ge of socialist property." It came to he
known among the people as "the car law," for people condemned und er it had

often don e nothing more than take a few ears of corn or rye from the fields of
the kolkhoz. From August 11I32 to December 1933 mor e than 125,000 people

were sent enced under this terrible law, and S,400 received death sentences."
Despite these draconian measures, the amount collected was still in

sufficient. In mid-October 1932 the government collection plan for the main
grain-producing areas of the country had achieved only 15- 20 per cent of its
target. On 22 October the Politburo sent two extrao rdinary commissions to

Ukraine and the Northern Caucasus, one led by Vyacheslav Mo loto v, the other

by Lazar Kaganovich, in an attempt to speed up the collectio n pr ocess.' O n 2
November Kaganovich's commission, which included Gc nrikh Ya goda, ar rivcd

in Rostov-on-Don. They immediately called a meetin g of all the Party d istr ict

secretaries for the Northern Caucasus region, who adopted the followin g rcso
lution: " Following the part icularly shameful failure of the grain collecti on plan ,

all ioeal Party organizations are to be obliged to break up the sabotage netw orks
of kulaks and counterrevolutionaries, and to cr ush the resistance of the rural
Communists and kolkhoz presidents who have taken the lead in thi s sabotage."

For certain districts that had been blacklisted (accord ing to the official termi 

nology), the following measures were adopted: the immedia te rem oval of all
products from shops, a tota l ban on trade, the immediate repayment of all loans,

sudden extraordinary taxes, and the swift arre st of all "saboteurs," " foreign
element s," and "counterrevolutionaries" with the help of the GPu. Where

sabotage was suspected, the population was deported on a massive scale.
In November 1932, the first month of the fi ght agains t sabo tage, ),000

rural Communists who were judged to have been "criminally complacent"

regardin g sabotage of the collection campaign and IS,OOOcollect ive far m work 
ers were arrested in the region of the Nort hern Caucasus, which was highly

strategic from the standpo int of agr icultu ral produ ction . In Decemb er the

massive deporta tion of whole villages began, including the Cossac k stanitsy that
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had alrea dy suffered similar measur es in 1920.H T he number of special work
colonizers dep orted began to climb rap idly again. Records from the gulags note
th e ar riva l of 71,236 deportees in 1932; the following year the number of new
"specially displa ced" soared to 268,091Y

In U kraine th e M olotov commi ssion took similar measures. T he commis
sion blacklisted all distri cts in which the required collection targets had not
been me t, with the same consequences described above: a purge of local Party

adm in ist ration s, the massive arrest not simply of workers on the collective
t:trITIS, bu t also of managers suspected of " minimizing produ ction ." Soon the
same measur es were being applied in other grain-producing regions as well.

Co uld th ese rep ressive measur es employed by the state have won the war

agai ns t the peasant s? Definitely not , according to one lucid report from the
Ital ian co nsul in Novorossiisk:

T he Soviet state is powerful, and armed to the teeth, but it cannot fi ght
this sort of battle. There is no enemy against which to take up a battle
form ation on the steppes. The enemy is everywhere and must be fought
Oil innumerable fronts in tiny operations: here a field needs hoeing, there
a few hundredweight of corn arc stashed; a tractor is broken here,
another sabotaged there; a third has gone astray . . . A depot has been
raided, the books have been cooked, the directors of kolkhozy, through
incompe tence or dishonesty, never tell the truth about the harvest .. .
and so on, infinitely, everywhere in this enormous country . . . T he
enemy is in every house, in village after village. One might as well try to

carr y water in a sieve.I II

To defeat the enemy, onl y one solution was possible: he would have to be

starved out.
The first reports on the risk of a "cr itical food situa tion" for the winter

of IlJ32- 33 reached Moscow in the summe r of 1932. In August Molotov
rep orted to th e Politburo that there was "a real risk of famine even in areas
where the har vest has been except ionally good." But his intention was still to

car ry out the projected collection plan, regardl ess of the cost. That same
month , Pyotr Isaev, the presid ent of the Council of People's Commissars of

Kazakhstan, informed Stalin of the scale of the famine in that republic, where
collectivization and en forced settl ement programs had totally destabilized the
tradit ion al nomadic economy. Even hard-line Stal inists such as Stanislas Kos

sior, firs t secretary of the Communist Party of Uk raine, and M ikhail
Kha taevich, first Party secretary in th e region of Dn epropetrovsk, asked Stalin
to revise the collection plan downward. " If onl y so that in the future produ ction

can increase in accordance with the need s of the pro letarian state," wrote
Khataevich to Mo lotov in November 1932, "we must take into cons ideration
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the minimum needs of the collective farmers, or there will be no one left to sow

next year's harvest."
"Your position is profoundly mistaken, and not at all Bolshevik," Molotov

replied. "We Bolsheviks cannot afford to put the needs of the state-needs that
have been carefully defined by Party resolutions-in second place, let alone
discount them as priorities at all." 11 A few days later the Politburo sent local
authorities a letter ordering new raids on all collective farms that had not met
the required targets; this time they were to be emptied of all the grain they
contained-including the reserves kept back for sowing the next year's harvest.

Forced by threats and sometimes torture to hand over all their meager
reserves, and lacking the means or even the possibility of buying any food,
mil1ions of peasants from these rich agricultural regions had no option but to
leave for the cities . On 27 December, however, in an attempt to curtail the rural
exodus, "liquidate social parasitism," and combat "kulak infiltration of the
towns," the government introduced new identity papers and obligatory regis
tration for all citizens. In the face of the peasants' flight for survival, on 22
January 1933 it effectively decreed the death of millions who were starving. An
order signed by Molotov and Stalin instructed local authorities and above all
the GPU to ban "by all means necessary the large-scale departure of peasants
from Ukraine and the Northern Caucasus for the towns. Once these counter
revolutionary elements have been arrested, they are to be escorted back to their
original place of residence." The circular explained the situation as follows:
"The Central Committee and the government are in possession of definite
proof that this massive exodus of the peasants has been organized by the
enemies of the Soviet regime, by counterrevolutionaries, and by Polish agents
as a propaganda coup against the process of collectivization in particular and
the Soviet government in general.':"

In all regions affected by the famine, the sale of railway tickets was
immediatel y suspended, and special barricades were set up by the GPU to
prevent peasants from leaving their district. At the beginning of March 1933 a
report from the secret police noted that in one month 219,460 people had been
intercepted as part of the operation to limit the exodus of starving peasants to
the cities, that 186,588 had been escorted back to their place of origin, and that
others had been arrested and sentenced. No mention was made of the fate of
the people expelled from the towns.

On that point the following testimon y from the Italian consul in Kharkiv,
one of the regions worst affected by the famine, is more revealing:

A week ago, a special service was set up to try to protect children who
have been abandoned. Along with the peasants who flock to the towns
because there is no hope of survival in the countryside, there are also
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children who arc simply brought here and abandoned by their parents,
who then return to their village to die. Their hope is that someone in the
town will be able to look after their children .. . So for a week now, the
town has been patrolled by duorniki, attendants in white uniforms, who
collect the children and take them to the nearest police station ...
Around midnight they arc all transported in trucks to the freight station
<It Scverodonet sk. That's where all the children who arc found in sta
tions and on trains, the peasant families, the old people, and all the
peasants who have been picked up during the day are gathered to
gether ... A medical team does a sort of selection process . . . Anyone
who is not yet swollen up and still has a chance of survival is directed to

the Kholodnaya Gora buildings, where a constant population of about
H,()()() lies dying on straw beds in the big hangars. Most of them are
children . Pcople who arc already starting to swell up arc moved out in
goods trains and abandoned about forty miles out of town so that they
can die out of sight. When they arrive at the destination, huge ditches
are dug, and the dead arc carried out of the wagons. \.1

In the countryside the death rate was at its highest in the summer of 1933.
As though hunger were not enough, typhus was soon common, and in towns
with populations or several thousand there were sometimes fewer than two
dozen survivors. Cases of cannibalism are recorded both in GPU reports and
in Italian diplomatic bulletins from Kharkiv: "Every night the bodies of more
than 250 people who have died from hunger or typhus are collected. Many of
these bodies have had the liver removed , through a large slit in the abdomen .

The police finally picked up some of these mysterious 'ampurators' who con
fessed that they were using the meat as a filling for the meat pies that they were
selling in the market ."!'

In April 1933 the writer Mikhail Sholokhov, who was passing through the
city of Kuban, wrote two letters to Stalin derailing the manner in which the
local authorities had tortured all the workers on the collective farm to force
them to hand over all their remaining supplies. He demanded that the first
secretary send some sort of food aid. Here are excerpts from his letter of

4 April.

The Vechenski district, along with many other districts in the Northern
Caucasus, failed to fulfill its grain quota this year nut on account of
some "kulak sabotage," but because of bad leadership at the local Party
headquarters . . .

Last December the Party regional committee, with a view to accel
erating the government's collection campaign, sent the plenipotentiary
Ovchinnikov. He took the following measures: (I) he requisitioned all
available grain, including the advance given by the eolkho': leaders to all
the collective farmers for sowing this year's harvest; and (2) he divided
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by family the entire quota that was due to the state from the collective
farmers. The immediate result of these measures was that when the
requisitioning began, the peasants hid and buried the grain. The grand
total found came to 5,930 hundredweight ... And here are some uf the
methods that were used to recover these 593 tons, sume of which had
been buried since 1918:

The "cold" method: the worker is stripped bare and left out in the
cold, stark naked in a hangar. Sometimes whole brigades of collective
workers are treated in this fashion.

The "hot" method: the feet and the bottom of the skirt of female
workers are duused with gasoline and then set alight. The flames are put
out, and the process is repeated ...

In the Napolovski kolkhoz a certain Plotkin, plenipotentiary for the
district committee, forced the collective workers to stretch out on stoves
heated till they were white hot; then he cooled them off by leaving them
naked in a hangar ...

In the Lebyazhenski kolkhoz the workers were all lined up against a
wall and an execution was simulated.

I could give a multitude of similar examples. These are not
"abuses" of the system; this is the present system for collecting grain.

If it seems to you that this letter is worthy of the attention of the
Central Committee, then please send us some real Communists, who
could unmask the people here who have struck a mortal blow against the
collective farming system. You are our only hope."

In his reply on 6 May, Stalin made no attempt to feign compassion:

Dear Comrade Sholokhov,
I have received both of your letters and have granted the things

that you request. I have sent Comrade Shkiryatov to sort out the matters
to which you referred. I would ask you to assist him. But, Comrade, that
is not all I wish to say. Your two letters paint a picture that is far from
objective, and I would like to say a few words about that.

I have already thanked you for these letters, which pick up on one
of the minor inconveniences of our system, in which, while we try to do
good and to disarm our enemies, some of our Party officials attack our
friends, and sometimes can be quite sadistic about this. But do not allow
these remarks to fool you into thinking that I agree with everything you
say. You see one aspect of things and describe it quite forcefully, but it is
still only one aspect of things. To avoid being mistaken in politics-and
your letters, in this instance, are not literature, they are pure politics
one must see another aspect of reality too. And the other aspect in this
instance is that the workers in your district-not just in your district,
but in many districts-went on strike, carried out acts of sabotage, and
were prepared to leave workers from the Red Army without bread! The
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fact that this sabotage was silent and appeared to be quite peaceful (there
was no bloodshed) changes nothing-these people deliberately tried to
undermine the Soviet state. It is a fight to the death, Comrade Sholo
khov!

Of course this cannot justify all the abuses carried out by our staff.
The guilty few will be forced to answer for their actions. But it is as clear
as day that our respected workers are far from being the innocent lambs
that one might imagine from reading your letters.

I hope you stay well, and I offer a warm handshake. Yours,
J. Stalin 10

In 19.1.1, while these millions were dying of hunger, the Soviet government

continued to export grain, shipping 18 million hundredweight of grain abroad

"in the interests of industrialization."

Using the demographic archives and the censuses of 1937 and 1939, which

were kept secret until very recently, it is possible to evaluate the scale of the

famine in 1933. Geographically, the hunger zone covered the whole of Ukraine,

part of the Black Earth territories, the fertile plains of the Don, the Kuban,

and the Northern Caucasus, and much of Kazakhstan. Nearly 40 million people

were affected by famine or scarcity. In the regions worst affected, such as the

rural zones surrounding Kharkiv, the mortality rate from January to June 1933
was ten times higher than normal: 100,000 deaths in June 1933 as opposed to

9,000 deaths in June 19.12. Many deaths went unrecorded. The mortality rates

were higher in the countryside than in the cities, but the cities were scarcely

spared: Kharkiv lost 120,000 inhabitants in a year, Krasnodar 40,000, and

Stavropol 20,000.
Outside the immediate hunger zone, demographic losses attributable to

the scarcity of food were far from negligible. In the rural zones around Moscow,

mortality rates climbed by 50 percent from January to June 19.13; in the town

of Ivanovo, for instance, which had been a center for hunger riots in 1932,
mortality rose by 35 percent in the first half of the year. In total, for the year

1933 and for the whole of the country, there were 6 million more deaths than

usual. As the immense majority of those deaths can be attributed directly to

hunger, the death toll for the whole tragedy must therefore be nearly 6 million.

The peasants of Ukraine suffered worst of all, with 4 million lives lost. There

were a million deaths in Kazakhstan, most of them among the nomadic tribes

who had been deprived of their cattle by collectivization and forced to settle in

one place. The Northern Caucasus and the Black Earth region accounted for

a million more.'?

Five years before the Great Terror that was to strike the intelligentsia,

industrial administrators, and the Party itself, the Great Famine of 1932-33
appeared as the decisive episode in the creation of a system of repression that
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was to consume class after class and social group after social group. Throu gh
the violence, torture, and killing of entire populations, the great famin e was a
huge step backward both politically and socially. Ty rants and local despots
proliferated, ready to take any ste p necessary to force peasants to abandon their
goods and their last provisi ons, and barbarism took over. Extort ion becam e an
everyday pract ice, children were abandoned, cannibalism reapp eared, epid em
ics and banditry were rampant, new death camps were set up, and peasants were
forced to face a new form of slavery, the iron rule of the Part y-state. As Se rgo
Ordzhonikidze lucidly remarked to Sergei Kirov in Januar y 1934, "O ur mem
bers who saw the sit uation of 1932-33 and who stood up to it are now temp ered
like steel. I think that with peopl e like that , we can build a state such as history

has never seen."
Sh ould one see this famine as "a genocide of the Ukrainian peop le," as a

number of Ukrainian histor ians and researchers do today?" It is undeniable
that the Ukrain ian peasantry wer e the prin cipal victims in the famine of 1932
33, and that this "assault" was preceded in 1929 by several offensives again st
the Uk rainian intelligentsia, who were accused of "nationalist deviations," and
then against some of the Ukrainian Commun ists after 1932. It is equally
undeniable that, as Andrei Sakharov noted , Sta lin suffered from "Ukraino pho
bia." But proportionally the famine was just as severe in the Cossac k territories
of the Kuban and the Don and in Kazakhstan. In this last republi c, from 1930
onward, th e enforced collectivization and sett ling of the indigenous nomadic
peoples had disastrous conseq uences, with 80 percent of all livestock killed in
two years. Dispossessed of the ir goods and reduced to a state of famine,
2 million Kazakhs emigrated ; nearly half a million went to Central Asia, and
approximately 1.5 million went to China .

In many regions, includ ing Ukraine, the Cossack areas, and certain dis
tricts of the Black Earth territo ries, the famine was the last episude in the
confrontation between the Bolshe vik state and the peasantr y that had hegun in
191 8-1 922. T here is a rem arkable coincidence between the areas that mounted
stiff resis tance to requi sit ionin g in 191 8-1 921 and to collectivization in 1929
30, and the zones that were wor st affected by the famine. Of the 14,000 riots
and peasant revolts recorded by the GP U in 1930, more than 85 percent took
place in regions "punished" by the famine of 1932-33. The richest and most
dynamic agricultural region s, which had the most to offer the state and the
most to lose in the extort ionate system of enforced collectivization, were pre
cisely the regions worst affected by the great famine of 1932-33.

Socially Foreign Elements and Cycles of Repression

Althou gh the peasantry as a whole paid the heaviest price in the
S talinist transformation of society, other social groups, classified as "socially
alien clements" in the "new socialist society," were also stigmatized, depri ved
of their civil rights, thrown out of their jobs and their homes, pushed furth er
down the social scale, and sent into exile. "Bourgeois specialists," "aristocrats,"
memb ers of th e cle rgy and of the liberal professions, entrepreneurs, shopkeep
ers, and craftsmen were all victims of the anticapitalist revolution that was
launched in the early 1930s. Other townspeople who simply failed to fit into the
category of " proleta rian worker and build er of soc ialism" also suffered various
repressive measures.

The infamous Shakhty trial clearly marked the end of the truce that had begun
in 1921 between the regime and the "speciali sts." Coming as it did just before
th e launching of th e first Five-Year Plan, the political lesson of the trial was
clear : skepticism, ind ecision , and indifference regardin g the aims of the Party
would automa tically be laheled "sabotage." To doubt was to betray. Spetseed
stUll-harass ment of the specia list-was deeply rooted in the Bolshevik men
talit y, and th e political signal given by the Shakhty tr ial was received loud and
clear at a grass-roots level. The spetsy were to become the scapegoats for
eco nomic failu re and for the frustrations engendered by the sharp decline in
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living standards. By the end of 1928, thousands of managers and hourgeois
en gineers had been fired and deprived of both ration cards and the right to
medical attent ion; sometimes they were even driven out of their homes. In
1929 thousands of civil servants in the State Planning Administra tion (Gos
plan), the Supreme National Council for the Economy, and the People's Com
missariats of Finance, Commerce, and Agriculture were purged because of
their " right-wing deviat ions," "sabotage," or "membership in a socially alien
class." It was notable that 80 percent of the more senior civil servants at the
People's Commissariat of Financ e had served under the old regime. I

The purge of certa in sectors of the administration intensified after the
summer of 1930, when Stalin decided to dispose of all "righr-wingers" such
as Aleksei Rykov, claiming that they were secretly conspirin g with "s pecialist
saboteurs." In August and Septemher 1930 the GP U stepped up its campaign
and arrested all well-known specialists working for Gosplan, the State Bank,
and the People's Commissariats of Finance, Commerce, and Agriculture.
Those arrested included Professor Nikolai Kondratyev, the inventor of the
famous "Kond ratyev cycle," former deputy minister in charge of food supplies
for the provisional government of 1917, and then the director of an Inst itute
for Economic Studies at the Finance Ministry. Others arrested included Pro
fessors Nikolai Makarov and Aleksandr Chayanov, who occupie d important
posts in the Agriculture Ministry ; Professor Andrei Sadyrin, a member of the
board of directors at the State Bank; and Professor Vladimir Groman, one of
the best-known economic statisticians at Gosplan.'

In all these cases Stalin personally instructed the GPU, since he was
careful to follow all matt ers pert aining to the "bourgeois specialists." The GPU
prepared dossiers demonstrating the existence of a network of an ti-Sovie t
organizations, linked together by a "Peasant Workers' Part y," supposedly
headed by Kondratyev, and an "Industrial Party" headed by Aleksandr Ramzin.
The investigators extracted a number of confessions from some of those ar
rested . Many admitted their connection with "right-wingers" such as Rykov,
Bukharin, and Sergei Syrtsov; many others confirmed their part icipation in
totally fictitious plots to eliminate Stalin and overthrow the Soviet regime with
the assistance of emigre anti-Soviet and secret service organizations abroad.
Pu rsuing the matter further, the GPU extracted confessions from two instruc
tor s at the military academy concerning preparations for a plot to be led by the
chie f of the General Staff of the Red Army, Mikhail Tu khachevsky, In a letter
to Sergo Ordzhonikidzc, Stalin made it clear that he could not risk arrest ing
Tukhachevsky himself but was content with the destru ction of smaller targets,
other "specialist saboteurs."; T hus the techn iques for fabricating evidence to

implicate as "terrorists" any who opposed the Stalinist party line were already
perfectly honed by 1930. For the time being, however, Stalin was cont ent to
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use relatively moderate tactics designed to discourage the little opposition that
remained, and to frighten into submission those who were as yet undecided.

On 22 September 1930 Pravda published the "confessions" of forty-eight
civil servants from the People's Commissariats of Finance and Commerce, all
of whom took responsibility for "the diffi cult ies current ly being experienced
in the supp ly of food, and for the sudden disappearance of silver coins." A few
days previously, in a lett er addressed to Molotov, Stalin had given strict instruc
tions: " It is imperative to: (1) carry out a radical purge of the whole of the
People's Commissariat of Finance and the State Bank, regardless of any objec
tions from doubtful Communists like Pyatakov and [Aleksandr] Bryukhanov;
(2) shoot at least twenty Of thirty of the saboteu rs who have managed to

infi ltrate these organizations . . . (3) step up GPU operations all over the coun
try to try to recover all the silver coins that are still in circulation." On 25
September IY3() all forty-eight civil servants were executed .'

In the months that followed there were several identical show-trials. Some
were held III camera , includin g the trials of specialists from the Supreme
Councilor the Natio nal Economy and from the "Peasant Workers' Party."
Others were held in public, such as the trial of specialists from the " Industr ial
Part y," eight of whom "confessed" to having established a vast network of
2,()()() specialists dedicated to organizing economic subversion at the instigation
of foreign embassies, AII these trials fed the myth of sabotage, which, like the
myth of the consp iracy, was soon at the center of Stalinist ideology.

In fou r years, from 1t)2X to 1931, I3X,()()() civil servants were removed from
office, and 23,()()() of these were classed as "enemies of Soviet power" and
stripped of their civil rights.' T he specialist witch-hunt became even more
widespread in ind ustry, where the great pressure to increase productivity led
to an increase in the number of accidents, a considerable decline in quality of
producti on, and more frequent breakdowns. Between January 193() and Jun e
1931, 4X percent of all engineers in the Don hass region were dismissed or
arrested, and 4,5()() "specialist saboteurs" were "unmasked" in the fi rst half of
IY3 I in the transport sector alone. T he hunt for these specialists, new and
totally unattainable indust rial targets set by the authorities, and growing indis
cipline in the workplace caused considerable long-term damage to Soviet in
dustry.

Realizing the scale of the problem, Part y leaders were forced to adopt a
series of corrective measures. On )()Ju ly 11)3 I the Politburo took steps to try
to limit the num ber of victims among the spetsy. The Politburo immediately
released severa l thousand engineers and techn icians, "above all those working
in metallurgy and the coal industry," ended the ent ry restrictions to higher
education for the children of "s pecialists," and banned the GPU from arresting
"specialists" without prior permission from the relevant ministry. T he mere
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fact that the se measures were anno unced demonstr ates how wides pread dis
cr imination and op press ion had become. After the Shakhty t rial, ten s of th ou

sand s of eng ineers , agronomists, techn icians, and administrators had been

victi ms of th is form of terror."

Among the other social categories proscribed in the "new soc ialist soci et y,"

members of th e clergy fared es pecially badly. T he years 1929 an d 1930 were

marked by a second great offen sive by the Sovie t state agains t th e churc h,

following up on th e attacks of 1918- 1922. At the end of the I920s, a number of

prel at es opposed th e pledge of allegiance to the Sovie t regime an nounce d by

Metropolitan Sergei, who had succeeded T ikhon as head of th e ch urch . Even

so, the Orthodox C hurc h remained an importa nt force in Soviet society. O f the

54,692 ch urches th at had been acti ve in IlJ14, aro und 39,000 were still hold ing

services at th e beginning of 1929.' Em clyan Yaros lavsky, presi dent of the

"League of th e M ilitant Godless," founded in 1lJ25, admitted that fewer than

10 million pe opl e, out of a total population of 130 million, had actuully broken

wit h religi on.

The antireligio us offensive of IlJ2l)- 30 occurred in two stages. The firs t

began in th e spring and summe r of Inl) and was mar ked by a reintro d uct ion

and rei nforceme nt of the anti re ligious legislat ion of 1l)I8- 1922. On 8 April

1929 an importan t decree was promulgated to increase the local autho rities '

contro l over parish life, imposing new restric tions on the activi ty of reli giou s

soc ieties. H en ceforth any activity "go ing beyo nd the limits of the si mple satis

faction of reli gious aspirations" fell under the law. Notably, sec tion 10 of the

much -feared Article 58 of th e penal code stipulated that "any use of th e

religious prejudices of the masses . . . for destabilizing the state" was puni sh

able "by anything fro m a minimu m th ree-year sen tence up to and includ ing th e

dea th pen alty." On 26 August 1929 the government inst ituted the new five-d ay

work wee k-five days of work, and one day of rest-which mad e it impossible

to obse rv e Sunday as a day of rest. T his measu re was deliberately introduced

" to facilitate th e struggle ro eliminate religion.?"
T hese decrees were no more than a pre lude to a seco nd, mu ch larger phase

of th e antireligiou s campaign . In October 1929 the seizure of all chur ch bells

was ordered becau se "the sound of bells disturbs the right to peace of the vast

majority of atheists in the town s and the count ryside ." Anyon e c lose ly associ

ated with the ch urc h was treated like a kulak and forced to pay sp ec ial taxes.

T he taxes paid by religious lead ers increased ten fold from 1nx to 1930, and

th e lead ers were stripped of their civil right s, which meant th at th ey lost their

ra tion cards and their right to medical care. Ma ny were arres ted, ex iled, or

dep orted . According to the incomplete records, more than 13,OO() pri est s were

"dek ulakized" in 1930. In many villages and towns, co llectiviza tio n began
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symbo lically with th e closure of th e church, and dekulakization began with th e

removal of th e local religiou s lead ers. Significantly, nearly 14 percent of riots

and peasant uprisings in 1930 were sparked by the closure of a church or th e

remova l of its bells." T he antire ligio us campaign reached its heigh t in the winte r

of 1929-30; by I March 1930, 6,7 15 church es had been closed or destroyed .

In th e aftermath of Stalin's famous article "Dizzy with Su ccess" on 2 March

1930, a resolution fro m the Central Committee cynically condemned "inadmis

sible deviat ion s in th e struggle aga ins t religio us prejud ices, par ticularly th e

admi nis trative closure of churches without th e conse nt of th e local inh ab i

tan ts." This formal condemnatio n had no effec t on the fate of people dep orted

on religiou s grounds .
O ver the next few years th ese great offensives against the church were

repl aced by daily ad ministr ative harassm en t of pries ts and religio us orga niza

tion s. Freel y interpreting the six ty-ei ght art icles of the government decree of

X April 1929, and going con sid erably beyond th eir mandate when it came to

th e closure of chu rches, local authorities continu ed their gue rrilla war with a

series of justificat ion s: "unsanitar y condition or extreme age" of the buildings

in qu estion, " unpaid insurance," and nonpayment of taxes or othe r of the

innumerable contributio ns impose d on th e members of religious communities .

St ripped of th eir civi l right s and th eir ri ght to teach , and witho ut th e possibil ity

of taking up other paid employment-a sta tu s that left them arbitr ar ily clas

sified as " parasi tic eleme nts living on unearned wages"- a number of pr iests

had no op tio n b ut to becom e peripatetic and to lead a secre t life on the ed ges

of society. Hence, despite M etropolitan Sergei' s pledge of allegiance to the

Soviet regime, sc hism s devel op ed within the ch urch, particularly in the prov

inces of Voronezh and Tambov.
T he followers of Aleksei Bui, a bishop of Voronezh who had been arres ted

in 1929 for his unfl aggin g host ility to any compromis e between the churc h and

the regime, se t up the ir own autonomou s church, the "True Orthodox

Ch urch," whi ch had its own clergy of wand ering pri ests who had been expe lled

from th e ch urc h head ed by th e patri arch . This "Desert Churc h" had no bu ild

ings of its own; th e faithful wou ld meet to p ray in any number of places, su~h

as private hom es, hermitages, or even caves. III These "True Orthodox Chris

tian s," as they called themselves, were persecuted with parti cular severity;

several thousand of them were arre sted and de por ted as " specially displaced"

or simply sent to camps. T he O rt ho dox C h urc h itself, in the face of thiS,

cons tant pr essure from the autho rities , saw a clear declin e in the numbers of

its follower s, eve n if, as th e cens us of 1937 was to dem on st rate, 70 per cent of

ad ults continued to think of themselves as having religiou s beliefs. On I April

1936 only 15,835 O rtho dox churches rema ine d in service in th e U.S.S.R. (2R

percent of th e prer evolution ary total), 4,830 mosques (32 percent of th e pre-
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revolutionary figure), and a few dozen Catholic and Protestant churches. The

number of registered priests was a mere 17,857, in contrast to 112,629 in 1914

and 70,000 in 1928 . The clergy, in the official terminology, had become "the

debris of a dying class ."! '

The kulaks, spetsy, and members of the clergy were not the onl y victims of the

terror of the early 1930s . In January 1930 the authorities launched a vast

campaign to "evict all entrepreneurs." The operation was aimed in particular

at shopkeepers, craftsmen, and members of the liberal professions-all of the

nearly 1.5 million people who had worked in the minuscule private sector

under the NEP. These small entrepreneurs, whose average working capital did

not exceed 1,000 rubles, and 98 percent of whom did not have a single em

ployee, were rapidly evicted by a tenfold increase in their taxes and the confis

cation of their goods. As "socially undesirable elements," "socially

unnecessary," or "alien elements," they were stripped of their rights in the

same way as the disparate collection of "aristocrats" and "members of the

possessing classes and of the apparatus of the old tsarist state." A decree of 12

December 1930 noted more than 30 different categories of lishentsv, citizens

who had been deprived of their civil rights, including "ex-landowners," "ex

shopkeepers," "ex-nobles," "ex-policemen ," "ex -tsarist civil servants," "ex

kulaks, " "ex- employees or owners of private companies," "ex-White officers,"

ex-priests, ex-monks, ex-nuns, and "ex-members of political parties." The

discrimination carried out against the lishentsy, who in 1932 together with their

families totaled some 7 million people, entailed the elimination of their voting

rights and their rights to housing, health care, and ration cards. In 1933 and

1934 the measures became even stricter with the inception of "passportization"

to clear the towns of "socially undesirable elements."!'

By destroying social structures and traditional rural ways of life, the forced

collectivization of the countryside and the accelerated program of industriali

zation spurred the migration of an enormous number of peasants to the towns.

Peasant Russia became filled with vagabonds, the Rusbrodyashchava. From late

1928 until late 1932, Soviet cities were flooded by an influx of peasants-12

million by official estimates-fleeing collectivization and dekulakization. The

regions surrounding Moscow and Leningrad alone were swollen by more than

3.5 million migrants. Among these were a number of enterprising peasants

who had preferred to flee their villages, even at the price of being classified as

kulaks, rather than enter a kolkhoz. In 1930-31 the huge public works pro

grams absorbed these peasants without too man y difficulties. But in 1932 the

authorities began to worry about the massive and uncontrolled movements of a

vagabond population that threatened to destabilize the urban areas. Their
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presence also threatened to jeopardize the rationing system that had been

carefullv structured since 1929; the claimants for ration cards increased from

26 milli~m in 1929 to nearly 40 million in late 1932. Migrants often forced the

authorities to transform factories into huge refugee camps. Gradually the mi

grants were considered responsible for an increasing range of negative phe

nomena, such as absenteeism, lapses in discipline at work, hooliganism, poor

quality of work , alcoholism, and criminality, all of which had a long-term

destabilizing effect on industrial production . I.]

To combat this sti]:..hia-a blanket term used to describe natural disasters,

anarchy, or any sort of disorder-the authorities enacted a series of repressi ve

measures in October 1932, ranging from harsh new employment laws to purges

of "socially foreign clements." The law of 15 November 1932 severely punished

absenteeism at work by immediate dismissal, confiscation of cards, and even

eviction. Its affirmed intention was to unmask "pseudoworkers." The decree

of 4 December 1932, which gave employers responsibility for issuing ration

cards, aimed chiefly at the removal of all "dead souls" and "parasites" who were

wrongfully included on some of the less tightly controlled municipal rationing

lists.
The keystone of the new legislation was the introduction of the internal

passport on 27 December 1932. The "passportization" of the population ad

dressed several carefully defined objectives, as the preamble to the decree

explained : it was intended "to eliminate all social parasitism ," to prevent "infil

tration" by kulaks into city centers and markets, to limit the rural exodus, and

to safegu;rd the social purity of the towns. All adult townspeople over age

sixteen who had not yet been deprived of their rights, such as railway workers,

permanent workers on construction sites, and agricultural workers on state

farms autornaticallv received a passport from the police. The passport was

valid :1I11 y after it r~ceived an official stamp (propiska) showing the legal resi

deuce of the citizen in question . The status of the indi vidual depended on his

or her propislea and could determine whether an individual received a ration

card, a social security card, or the right to a home. All towns were categorized

as either "open" or "closed." The closed cities-initially Moscow, Leningrad,

Kyiv, Odessa, Minsk, Kharkiv, Rostov-on-Don, and Vladivostok-were those

that had been awarded a privileged status and were better supplied . Right of

residence in a closed city was obtainable only through family ties, marriage, or

a specific job that officially entitled the worker to a propiska. In the open cities,

a propiska was much easier to obtain .
The passportizarion operations lasted a whole year, and by the end of

1933, 27 million passports had been issued . The first effect was to allow the

authorities to purge the cities of undesirable elements. Begun in Moscow on

5 January 1933, within the first week passportization "discovered" 3,450 "ex-
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White Guards, ex-kulaks, and other criminal elements." Nearly 3~5,OOO people

were refused passports in the closed cities and forced to vacate their homes

within ten days. Moreover, they were prohibited from residing in any other city,

even an open one. The chief of the passport department of the I\,;K \'[) noted

in his report of 13 August 1934 that "to that figure should be added all those

who preferred to leave the towns of their own accord when passporrizarion was

first announced, knowing that they would in any case be refused a passport. In

Magnitogorsk for example, nearly 35,000 immediately left thc town In

Moscow, during the first two months of the operation, the population /(:11 bv

60,000. In Leningrad, in a single month, 54,000 people vanished back into the

countryside." Some 420,000 people were expelled from the open cities."!

Police raids and spot-checks for papers resulted in the exile of hundreds

of thousands of people. In December 1933 Genrikh Yagoda ordered his men

to "clean up" the railway stations and the markets in the closed cities cverx

week. In the first eight months of 1934more than 630,000 people in the c1ose~1

cities were stopped for violations of the passport laws. Of these, 6\661 were

imprisoned and then usually deported as socially undesirable clements with the

status of "special displaced." Some 3,596 were tried in court, and 175,627 were

sent into exile without any status; the others escaped with a tine. I;

The most spectacular operations took place in 1933. From 2~ [uric to

3 July, 5,470 Gypsies from Moscow were arrested and deported to Siberian

"work villages"; If> from 8 to 12 July, 4,750 "socially undesirable clements" were

arrested and deported from Kyiv; in April,june, and July, three waves of police

activity in Moscow and Leningrad resulted in the deporratinn of I~,OO() PL:O

ple.'? The first of those contingents was sent to the island of \iazino, with the

results described earlier. More than two-thirds of the deportees died within ,I

month.

A Party instructor in Naryrn, in the report quoted earlier, commented on

the identity of "socially undesirable elements" who had been deported as the
result of a simple police raid:

There are many such examples of totally unjustified deportations. Un
fortunately, all these people, many of whom were Party members or

workers, are now dead. They were precisely the people ~\ho were least
adapted to the situation. For example, Vladimir Novozhilov from .\los
cow was a driver in the steamroller factory in Moscow who had been

d.ecorated three times and was married with a chilli. I Ie tried to go to the
cmema with his wife, and while she was getting ready he went out

~ithout his papers to buy cigarettes. He was then stopped by the police
in the street and picked up. Another example was [K. J Vinogrado , a, a
collective farm worker. She was going to visit her brother, the chief of
police in the eighth sector in Moscow, when she got picked up by the
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police after getting off the train at the wrong station. She was deported.
Or Nikolai Vasilievich Voikin, who had been a member of the Komso
mol since 1929, and was a worker in the Serpukhov Red Textile factory,
having been decorated three times. He was on his way to a soccer game

one Sunday and had forgotten his papers. He was arrested and deported.
Or I. M. Matveev, a builder on the construction site of the new No.9
bakery. He had a seasonal worker's passport, valid until December 1933,
and was picked up with that passport. He reported that no one had even
wanted to look at his papers."

In 1933 the purge in the towns was accompanied by numerous similar

operations in industry and government. In the railways, a strategic sector ruled

by Andreev and then by Kaganovich, 8 percent of all personnel (nearly 20,000
people) were removed in the spring of 1933. The following extract from a

report by the chief of the Transport Department of the GPU on "The Elimi

nation of Anti-Soviet and Counterrevolutionary Elements from the Railways"

describes how such operations were normally carried out:

The purge operations carried out by the Transport Department of the
GPU of the Eighth Region had the following results: In the penultimate
purge operation, 700 people were arrested and tried. The numbers were
as follows: there were 325 parcel pilferers, 221 smalltime hooligans and

criminals, 27 hand its, and 127 counterrevolutionaries. Some 73 of the
people pilfering parcels were clearly part of an organized network and

were consequently executed. In the last purge operation, around 200
people were arrested. For the most part these were kulaks. More than

300 suspect employees have also been dismissed by the administration.
This means that in the last four months, the total number of people who
have been expelled from the network for one reason or another is 1,270.

The purge continues."

In the spring of 1934 the government took a series of repressive measures

aimed at curbing the number of young vagabonds and juvenile delinquents,

the products of dekulakization, the famine, and the general breakdown in social

relations whose influence was beginning to be felt more and more in the cities.

On 7 April 1935 the Politburo promulgated a decree aimed at "bringing to

justice, and punishing with the full force of the law, any adolescent older than

twelve years who is cunvictcd of burglary, acts of violence, grievous bodily

harm, mutilation, or murder." /\. few Jays later the government sent out secret

instructions to the courts confirming that the penal sanctions regarding adoles

cents "did indeed include society's last line of defense"-the death penalty.

The previous portions of the penal code that forbade the sentencing of minors

to death were thereby abrogated.i'' The NKVD was also instructed to reorgan-
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ize th e detention centers for underage crim inals, which un til then had been run

under the auspices of the Legal Department of the People's Com mis sariat of

Preliminar y In vesti gations, and to set up a net wor k of " work co lonies " filr

minors in stead. However, in th e face of grow ing juve nile del inqu en cy and

homelessn ess, th e measures ha d littl e discern ible effect. A rep ort on "The

Elimination of Underage Vagabondage during the Period from I July 1935 to

1 O ctober 1937" co ncl uded :

Desp ite the reorganization of the services, the situation has hard y im
prove d . . . After Februa ry 1937 there was a large influx of vagabo nds
from the country and the rural areas, part icularly from the areas affected
by the poor harvest of 1936 . . . The large-scale depart ure of child ren
from the co untryside because of temporary material difficulties affect
ing their fami lies can be exp lained not only by the bad org anization of
the " poor funds" in the kolkhoz )'. but also by the criminal pract ices of
many kolkhoz director s, who, in an attempt to get rid of youn g beggars
and vagabonds, give them a "certificate of vagabondage and mendi
cancy" and send them off to the railway station for the neares t town . . .
The problem is compounded by the railway administration and the
transp ort police, who, instead of arre sting these und erage vagabonds
and sending them to the special NKVD centers built for that pur pose,
simply put them all on special trains " to clean up their sector" and pack
them off to the big cities."

A few figures provide an id ea of the magnitude of the problem . In 1936

alone mor e th an 125,000 underage vagabonds passed throu gh the special

NKVD centers. From 1935 to 1939 more than ISS,OOO min ors were sent to the

N KV D work co lon ies, and 92 ,000 child ren aged twelve to six teen ap pea red in

co ur t fro m 1936 to 1939. On I Apri l 1939 it was calculated that more than

10,000 children were incarcerated in the gulags.?

In th e first half of th e 1930s, the repression car ried out by the Party and state

agai nst soc iety varied in its in te nsit y. Mo men ts of violent confronta tion, with

terrori st measures and massive purges, alterna ted with mom ents of qui et ,

whe n a certain equilibrium was foun d and a br ake was pu t on th e chaos.

The spring of 1933 marked the apo gee of the first great cycle of te rro r

launched in 1929 with the de kulakization program . The aut ho rit ies were co n

front ed by seve ral previous ly un known problem s. How, for exam ple, co uld a

ha rvest be assured the followin g year in areas that had been almost emptied bv

fam ine? "Unless we take into consi de ration the basic needs of th ese collective

farmers," warned a high-rank ing regional Party official in the autumn of 1932,

" there will be no one left to sow, let alone reap, the har vest ."

S imilar ly, wha t was to be done with the hundreds of thou sands wh o then
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filled th e prisons, but whos e labor the cam p syst em was not yet read y to expl oit?

"What possible effe ct can these super- repress ive laws have on the population ,"

wonde red anot her local Pa rty offic ial in Marc h 1933, "when they know that at

the jud iciary's suggestion, hundr ed s of co llective farmers, who last month were

con de m ned to two years' im prison me nt for sabotaging th e har vest , have already

bee n released? "
In the sum mer of 193 3 th e author ities came up with answ ers revelato ry

of th e two div erse direct ion s that socia l poli cy was to tak e in th e year s lead in g

up to th e G rea t Terror in th e aut um n of 1936. T he first qu estion , how to ensure

a reaso nab le harvest in areas ravaged by fami ne , was ans were d with cold logic:

large numbers of the urban population wer e ro u nded up and sent out to th e

fields in an ex t remel y mi lita rized fash ion . O n 20 Ju ly 1933 the Italian co ns ul

in Kh ark iv de scribed thi s ph enom en on : "T he en forced conscri ption of people

from the city is ass umi ng enormous proportions. T his week alone, at least

20,000 people are being sent out to the countryside every day . .. The day

be fore yesterday, the market was sur ro unded, and ever y able-b odi ed person

men, wome n, young boys and girls-was ro und ed up, escorted to the railway

sta tion by th e G PU, and sent ofT to the field s." 21

Th~ lar ge-scale arr ival of city-dwellers in the starv ing countryside created

its own tensions . On several occasions peas ants set fire to the livin g quarters

reserved for th e " conscripts," who had been warned by th e authori ties not to

ventur e out in to th e villages, which were " filled with cannibals." Despite th is

hostil it y the har vest fill' 1932- 33, co llected in O ctober, was resp ectable. That

develo;ment was attributable 10 several fact ors, includ ing exceptionally good

weather, the mobilization of every available sp are work er, and the will to survive

of th ose who were trapped in the ir own villages.
The seco nd qu esti on , how to deal wit h th e tremendous incre ase in the

priso n population , was also answe red in a pragmatic manner- with th e release

of several hundred th ousand people. A confid ential circular from the Central

Co m mittee on H May 1933 acknowled ged th e nec essit y of " reg ulating arrests

. . . presently mad e by just about anyo ne," " cur bing the overcrowd ing of

pr ison s," and " red uci ng th e population of the prison s, over the next two

months, fro m HOO,OOO to 400 ,000, not includi ng th e camps."?' The operation

in fact took over a vear and finally resu lted in the release of J20,OOO prisoners.

T he year 1914 was marked by a certain relaxation of politi cal repressio n .

The number of co nv ictions handed down by the G PU declined from 240, 000

in 1932 to 79,0 00 in 1933. 2; T he sec re t police were reor gani zed . As a result of

a gover nmen t decree on 10 July 1934, th e G PU becam e a department of the

new People' s Com m issariat of Internal Affairs, whose authority extended

thro ughout th e U.S.S .R . H encefor th it had the same name as the People's

Co m missar iat of Internal Affairs itself- Nar odnyi kornissariar vnutrennikh
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del , or NKVD-and it lost some of its previous judicial powers. In the new
scheme of things, after initial question ing all files had to be sent " to the relevant
judicial depart ments." Moreover, the police no longer had the power to pass
death sentences on prisoner s without first consulting the central polit ical
authorities. An appeals proced ure was also set up, and all death sentences were
now to be approved by a special commission of the Politbur o.

T hese changes, proud Iy depicted as measures to "reinforce the legal
mechanism of socialism," had very limited effects in practice. T he new legal
regulations to cont rol the num ber of arrests had almost no impact, since Andrei
Vyshins ky, the procurator gene ral, gave a free hand to all the repr essive organi
zations. M oreover, as early as September 1934 the Politbur o broke its own rul es
regardin g the need to confirm all death sentences, authorizing local leaders in
a number of different areas to pass death sente nces without firs t cons ult ing
Moscow. The calm was therefore short- lived.

After Sergei Kirov, a member of the Politburo and first secretary of the
Party organization in Lenin grad , was shot on 1 December 19.14 bv Leon id
Nikolaev, a young Communis t who had managed to find his way' into the
Lenin grad Party headqu arter s with a gun, a new cycle of terro r began.

For several decades it was widely believed that Stalin had played an
important role in the assass ination of Kirov, who was his chief polit ical rival.
This belief stemmed from the " revelations" made by Nikita Kh rushchev in the
secret report he present ed on the night of 24-25 Febru arv [956 to the Soviet
dele gates at the Twentieth Party Congress. The theory has'recentl y been called
into q uestion, part icularly in the work of Alia Kiriiina, who draws on pre
vious ly unavailable arch ival sources." In any case it is indisp utable that St alin
used the assassination for his own political ends to crystallize the idea of
con spiracy, which was always a central motif in Stalinist rhetor ic. It allowed
him to maintain the atmosph ere of crisis and tension by "provi ng" the existence
of a huge conspiracy against the count ry, its leaders, and socialism itself It even
became a convenient explana tion for the failures of the svstem: when everv
thing went badly and life was no longer "happy and merr v,'" in Stalin's famo~s
express ion, then it was "all th e fault of Kirov's assassins."

A few hours after the assassination was announced, Stalin dr afted the
decree that came to be known as the "Law of I December. " This extraordinary
measure, authorized by the Politb uro two days later, ordered that the period (;f
qu estioning for suspected terrorists he reduced to ten days, allowed suspec ts to

be tried without legal representat ion, and perm itted executions to be carried
out immed iately. T he law marked a radi cal break with the relaxation of terror
only a few months earlier, and it became the ideal instrum ent for the laun chin g
of th e Great Terror."

In the following weeks a numb er of Stalin's opp onents with in the Party
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wen: accused of ter rorist acnv ines . T he press announced that the "odious
crime" had been th e work of a secret terr orist group directed from its "Cent er
in r.eningra d," and that it included, besides Ni kolaev himself, thirteen for mer
Zinovicvites. All members of the gro up were tried In camera on 28 and 29
December, condemne d to death , and immed iately executed. On 9Janu ary 1935
the infamo us trial of the "Leningrad Zinoviev ire Counterrevolutiona ry Cen
ter" began , and 77 people, includi ng many famous Party militants who had
opposed Stalin at some point, received prison sentences. T he unmasking of the
" Leningra d Cente r" led to the subsequent discove ry of a "Moscow Cente r,"
whose J!J supposed members included Zinoviev and Karnenev themselves.
Members of the " Moscow Center" were accused of " ideological complicity"
with Kirov's assassins and went to trial on 16 January 1935. Zinovicv and
Kumcncx admi tted that their " previous activi ty in opposing the Party line,
when looked at objectively, could not fail to have acted as a catalyst and pro
vokcd the worst ins tincts of these criminals." T his extraordinary public admis
sion of "ideological complicity," coming after so many disavowals and public
denials, led to five- and ten-year sentences respectively. f rom December 1934
to February 1935, 6,5()() people were sentenced under the new procedures to
combat terrori sm. "

The day after Zin()\'iev and Karncncv were convicted, the Central Com
mitrcc sen t a sec ret circ ular to all Part y organiza tions, titled "Lessons to Be
Drawn from the Cowardly Murder of Comrade Kirov." T he text affi rmed the
existen ce of a plot that had been led by "t wo Zin ovicvitc cells ... which were
fronts tilr White G uard orga nizations" and reminded all members of the per
manent struggle against "anti-Part y gro ups" such as Trotskyites, Democratic
Centralists, and righ t- and left- wing splinter gro ups. Anyone who had pre
viously opposed Stal in on any matter became a suspect. T he hunt for enemies
intensified . and in January 1935, 9XX former Zinoviev supporters were exiled
from Leningrad to Siberia and Yakutsk. T he Cent ral Committee ordered all
local Party organiz ations to draw up lists of Communists who had been banned
in J!J2(J-]l)2 X for belonging to the "Trotskyite and Zinoviev-T rotskyite bloc,"

and arrests were later carried out solely on the basis of these lists. In May J935
Stalin sen t out another letter to all Part y orga nizations ordering careful checks
to he carried out on the Party membership card of every Communist .

The official version of Kirov's assassination, which claimed that it had
been car ried out by someone who had entered Smolny using a fake Part y
membersh ip card, served to demonst rate the " immense political importance"
of the campaign to check all memb ership cards. The operation went on for
more than six mon ths and was car ried our with the full assistance of the secret
police. T he N K VI) supplied all the tiles required on "suspicious Communists ,"
and the Part y organizations in tu rn informed the NKVO about people barred
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from the Party as a result of the campaign. The whole operation resulted in

the exclusion of 9 percent of Party members, or approximately 250,000 peo

ple. 29 At a Central Committee meeting in late December 1935 Nikolai Ezhov,

the head of the Main Department in charge of the operation, produced incom

plete data suggesting that 15,218 of the "enemies" who had been expelled from

the Party had also been arrested during the campaign. Nevertheless Ezhov

believed that the purge had not been a great success because it had taken three

times longer than originally planned, on account of the "ill wil1 and sabotage"

of several "bureaucratic elements who were still working in the directorate."

Although one of the Party's main concerns had been to root out Trotskyites

and Zinovievites, only 3 percent of those who had been excluded actually

belonged to either of those categories. Local Party leaders had often been

reluctant "to contact the NKVD and hand over lists of people to be exiled

immediately by means of an administrative decision." In short, in Ezhov's

opinion, the card-check campaign had revealed the extent to which local Party

offices were inclined to present a united front of passive resistance against the

authorities" This was an important lesson that Stalin would always remember.

The wave of terror that struck immediately after the assassination of

Kirov did not affect just the previous opponents of Stalin within the Party. On

the pretext that "White Guard terrorist elements have penetrated the country

from the West," the Politburo on 27 December 1934 ordered the deportation

of 2,000 "anti-Soviet" families from the frontier districts of Ukraine. On 15

March 1935 similar measures were taken to deport "all doubtful elements from

the frontier districts of the Leningrad region and the autonomous republic of

Karelia ... to Kazakhstan and western Siberia." The principal victims were

nearly 10,000 Finns, the first of many ethnic groups to suffer deportations that

would reach their peak during World War II. In the spring of 1936 a second

mass deportation of 15,000 families took place, involving nearly 50,000 people,

most of them Poles and Germans from Ukraine, who were deported to the

Karaganda region in Kazakhstan and settled there on the collective farms."

The cycle of repression intensified over the next two years, with the NK VD

handing down 267,000 sentences in 1935 and 274,000 in 1936. At the same

time a few measures were taken to appease the population. The category of

lishentsy was abolished, sentences of less than five years of imprisonment for

collective farm workers were annulled, 37,000 people who had been sentenced

under the law of 27 August 1932 were released early, the civil rights of the

"specially displaced" were reinstated, and discriminatory practices were ended

that had forbidden the children of deportees from gaining access to higher

education. Such measures often had contradictory results. Deported kulaks,

for example, who had their civil rights reinstated five years after their deporta-
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tion, were ultimately forbidden to leave the area in which they had been reset

tIed. As soon as their rights had been returned, they had begun to go back to

their vil1ages, which had resulted in a multitude of insoluble problems: Were

they to be allowed to join the collective farms? Where were they to live now

that their houses and goods had been confiscated? The logic of repression

allowed for only slight pauses in the process: there was no going back.

Tension between society and the regime increased stil1 further when the

government decided to endorse the Stakhanovite movement, named after An

drei Srakhanov, who, thanks to an extraordinary process of teamwork and

reorganization, had managed to increase coal production fourteenfold. A huge

productivity campaign began, and two months later, in November 1935, a

"Conference of Avant-Garde Workers" was held in Moscow. Stalin himself

emphasized the "profoundly revolutionary nature of a movement that has

managed to free itself of the habitual conservatism of engineers, technicians,

and managers." In fact, given the nature of Soviet industry at the time, the

introduction of Stakhanovite days, weeks, and even decades had a profoundly

negative effect on production: equipment wore out more quickly, accidents in

the workplace soared, and increases in production were almost inevitably fol

lowed by a period of decline. Returning to the spetseedstoo theme of the late

1920s, the authorities again took to blaming economic difficulties on so-called

saboteurs who had infiltrated the management, especially the engineers and

specialists. Once again any doubt expressed about the Srakhanovites, any break

in the rhythm of production, or any technical breakdown came to be regarded

as counterrevolutionary action. In the first six months of 1936 more than 14,000

managers in industry were arrested for sabotage. Stalin used the Stakhanovite

campaign to unleash a new wave of terror, to be remembered forever as the

Great Terror.
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Much has been written about the Great Terror, whi ch was also

kn own in th e So viet Un ion as the Ezh oish china, "T he Reign of Ezhov. " It is

undoubtedl y true to say that when Nikolai Ezhov was in charge of th e N K YO

(from September 1936 to N ovember 1938), the effects of repression were felt

at every level of Soviet soci ety, from the Politburo all th e way down to simple

citizens arrested in th e s treet. For decades the tr aged y of the Great T error was

passed over in silence. The West saw only the three spectacular public tri als in

M osco w in Augus t 1936, January 1937, and March 1938, when Lenin 's most

illu strious com panions (among them Zinoviev, Kamenev, N ikolai Krestinsky,

Rykov, Pyatokov, Radek, and Bukharin) admitted to organizing terrorist cen

ters with Trotsk yite and Zinovievite or right -wing Trotskyite tendencies, plot

ting to overthrow the So viet government or to assassinate its leaders, plotting

to reinstate capitalism, car rying out acts of sabotage, undermining the military

mi ght of the U.S.S.R ., and conniving to break up the So viet Union and help

foreign powers by facilitating th e independence of Ukraine, Belarus, Georgia,

Armenia, and the Sovi et Far East . . .

As huge, stage-managed events, the trials in Moscow were also a highl y

effective tactic to deflect th e att ention of fascinated foreign observers from

events that were going on elsewhere, especially the massive repressions against

all social categories. For th ese observers, who had already kept silent about

1~ The Great Terror (1936-1938)
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dekulakization, th e famine, and th e de velopment of th e camp system , the events

of 1936-193S were no more than the last act in the politi cal fight that for more

than ten veal's had seen Stalin pitted against his principal rivals. This was the

end of th e po wer st rug gle between the Stalinist "T herrnidor" bureaucracy and

th e Leninist old guard , which had always remained faithful to its revolutionary

promises.
Picking up on th e main ideas of Trotsky's Recolutton Betray ed, published

in 193h, the autho r of a leading arti cle in th e Frenc h daily Le temps had th e

followin g to say on 27 July 1930: "The Ru ssian revolution has now ent ered its

Therrnidor per iod . Stalin has understood the impracticality of pu re Marxist

ideolo gy and the myth of th e uni vers al revolution . As a good socialist, but above

all as a true patriot, he is aware of th e dangers posed to the country by both

ideology and myth . H is dream is probabl y a sort of enli ghtened dictator ship, a

paternalism very far from capitalism, but eq ually distant from the chimera of

Communism ."
l, ('e/III de Paris exp ressed mu ch the same sentiment, in slightly more

colorful and di srespectful terms, on 3DJanuary 1937: " T hat G eor gian lowbrow

has unwittingly joined the rank s of 1van the T erri ble, Peter the Great, and

Cathe rine II. The people he is eliminating arc the revolutionaries who have

remained faithful to th eir d iaboli cal caus e, madmen filled with a permanent will

to destroy. " I

It was onl v on 25 February ]l)5(l, in Khrushchev's "Secret Report to th e

T wentieth Co~g rcss of th e CPS U," that the veil was finally lifted on th e

"numerous illeg al act s against leaders and Party members from 1930 to 1938."

In the veal's that followed, a number of leaders, especially from the military,

were r~habil itated . Hut silence persisted abou t the ord inar y victim s. At th e

Twentv-second Part y Congress in October 1961, Khrushchev publ icly adm it

ted th at "mass repressions . .. had also struck simple and honest Sovi et citi

zens," but the scale of the repressions, in whi ch he and man y other leaders of

his generat ion had person ally been invol ved, was passed over in silence.
Toward the end of th e I<)oDs, on the basi s of eyewitness statements from

Soviet citizens who had come to the West and th e eviden ce in both emigre

publications and Soviet puhlicat ion s in the years of the Khrushchev thaw, th e

historian Robert Conquest first dr ew up the gen eral outlines of the Great

T error. Some of his extrapo lations about the power struc tures and the number

of victims involved ha ve subseljucntly been disproved.'
Conquest's work beg an an enormous debate about the extent to which the

terror was a centralized phenomenon, about the respect ive roles of Ezh ov and

Stalin , and about th e number of victims involved . Certain Am erican historians

of the revisionist school contested the idea that Stalin had carefully planned

the events of 1936-1938. Stress ing instead the increasing ten sion betw een the
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centr al autho ri ties and ever-m are-p ower ful local authori ties, as well as isolated

instances of excessive zea l, they atte mpted to explain the excep tion al sca le of

th e repression s of 1936-1938 by the not ion that local aut horities had found

in n um erable scapegoats on which to carry out the ter ror, so tha t th ey cou ld

deflect the terror that was actua lly bein g dir ected at them. In this way local

officials tried to d emonstrate to the central authorit ies th eir vigilance and

in tra nsigence in the str uggle aga inst the comm on enemy.'

Another disagreemen t arose about the number of victims. For Conq ues t

and hi s followers, th e Great Te rror led to at least 6 million arrests, 3 m illion

execu tions, and 2 m illion death s in th e camp s. Revisioni st historian s regard

th ese figures as somew hat inflated.

Even th e partial ope ning of the Sovie t arc hives has allowed historians to

see th e Great T er ror in a new ligh t. Other studies have already re trace d the

ext rao rd ina rily com plex and tragic sto ry of the two blood iest years of th e Soviet

regime. Our intenti on here is to address some of the question s raised by the

debate, notabl y the extent to which the terror was a centralized phcnomcn nn ,

and the categories and numbers of the victim s.

On th e quest ion of the centra lization of the terror, documents from the

Politbu ro th at are now accessible con firm that th e mass repressions were ind eed

the result of initi at ives taken at th e very top level of the Part y, in the Politb uro,

and by Stalin in part icular! T he organization and imp lementat ion of one of

the blood iest repressions, the opera tion to "liquida te ex-k ulaks, crimi na ls, and

othe r anti-Soviet eleme n ts," which took place from August 11)37 to Ma y 11)38,
are q uite revealin g about the respective roles of central and local agencies.'

Beginning in 1935-36, th e ultimate fate of the deported ex- ku laks had

been a burnin g issue. Despite the often-repeated ban on their leaving the places

to which th ey had been assigned, more and more of the "s pecia lly dis placed"

were grad ually becoming indisting uishable from the mass of frce workers. In a

report dated Aug ust 1936, Rud olf Berman, chief of the G ulag Adm inis tra tion,

wrote that " taking adva ntage of the fairly lax mann er in which th ey arc guar de d ,

numerous ' specially displ aced,' who for some time have been wor king in the

sa me team s as free workers, have now left their place of resid en ce. They arc

becoming mor e and more difficul t to pick out. In fact they often have sp ecial

skills that mak e them valuable as managers, and many of them have been able

to get passports. Many also have married free workers and now own hou ses.:"

Although many of the "specially displaced " who had been ass igne d to

reside on th e indust rial sites were beginning to blend in with the local work ing

classes, others fled fart he r afield . Many of these so-called runaways who had

no papers and were homel ess joined th e gangs of socially marginal elem ents

and petty crimina ls that were increasin gly to be found on the outs kirts of most

of th e big cities. Inspections carried out in th e autumn of 1936 in certai n
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kO/l/1I1/111l1Ur)1revealed situations th at were intol erable in the eyes of t he autho ri

ties. In the region of Arkhangelsk, for example, of th e 89,700 coloniz ers who

had been assigne d residency there, a mere 37,000 remai ned .

T he obsession wit h the ideas of th e kulak saboteur who had managed to

in filt rate a bu siness and of th e kulak bandit wh o roamed th e streets goes som e

way toward explaining how thi s "category" becam e the centerpiece in the gr eat

rep ressive operati on th at Stalin concocted in ear ly Jul y 1937.
On 2 J uly 1937 the Polit bu ro sent local autho ri ties a telegram orderi ng

that " all kul aks and crimi nals mu st be immed iatel y ar rested ... and after tr ial

before a tr oika ra commission consisting of th e regional Party first secreta ry,

the procurato r, and thc region al KY O chief] th e most host ile are to be shot,

and the less active hut sti ll host ile e lements deported .. . It is th e Ce ntral

Com mittee 's wish tha t the com position of the troiki be presented to it within

five days, together with the num bers of th ose sho t and deport ed ."

In the following weeks th e central authorities received "indicative figur es"

sent in by the local authorities, on the basis of whi ch Ezhov prepa red Opera

tional O rde r No. 00447, dat ed 30 Jul y 1937, whic h he submit ted to the Polit

buro for rat ification the same day. D uri ng th is part icular operation 259,450
people were ar res ted and 72,1)50 shot.?T hese numbers were inexact, since many

region s had not yet sent their calculations to th e central authorities. As in the

days of the dekulak izati on opera tions, all region s received qu otas for each of

the two categories : those to be shot and those to be deported .

It is notable that the victims of this opera tion belon ged to a mysterious

sociopo litical group that was mu ch larger than the categories initially enumer

ated . Besides th e " ex-kulaks" and the "criminal d ements," th ose to be found

now included "socially dan gerous clements," "members of ant i-Soviet parties,"

"for mer tsari st civi l se rva nts," an d "White Guards." These designat ion s were

applied qu ite freely to any suspect, regardl ess of whet her he was a Party

member, a mem ber of th e int elligent sia , or an ordi nary worker. T he relevant

offices of th e G PU and th e N KY D had had man y years to draw up th e

necessary lists of suspects, and plenty of time to keep them up to date.

The opera tio na l or de r of 30 Jul y 1937 also gave local leaders the righ t to

ask Moscow for fur the r lists of suspects to be eliminated . The famili es of

people condemned to the camps or to death could also be arrested to swell th e

qu otas.
By th e end of Aug ust th e Politburo was assailed with num erou s requests

for the' quotas to be raised . From 28 August to 15 December 1937 it ratified

vario us prop osals for increases so that an additional 22,500 indiv id uals were

exec uted and ano the r 16,800 were condemne d to camps. On 31Ja nuary 1938,
at th e ins tig ation of the N K YO, a further increase of 57,200 was acce pte d,

48,000 of whom were to be exec uted . All ope ra tio ns were to have bee n finis hed
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on 15 March 1938, but once again the local authorities, who had been purged
several times in the preceding years and whose new staff were eager to show
their zeal, demanded another increase in the numbers. From I February to 29
August 1938 the Politburo ratified the requests , thus sanctioning the elimina
tion of a further 90,000 suspects.

In this fashion, an operation that was originally planned for four months
went on for over a year, and affected at least 200,O()O more people than those
originally planned for in the quotas." Any individual suspected of the wrong
social origins was a potential victim. People living in the frontier zones were
also particularl y vulnerable, as was anyone who had any contacts out side the
country, no matter how far removed. Such people, including anyone who owned
a radio transmitter, collected stamps, or spoke Esperanto, stood a very good
chance of being accused of espionage. From 6 August to 21 December IY37,
at least ten operations similar to the one begun by Operational Order No. 00447
were launched by the Politburo and the NKVD to liquidate groups of sus
pected spies or "subversives" nationality by nationality: Germans, Poles, japa
nese, Romanians, Finns, Lithuanians, Latvians, Gre eks, and Turks. Over a
fifteen-month period, from August 1937 to November IlJ3H, several hundred
thousand people were arr ested in these anriespionage operations.

Among the operations about which some information is available (al
though it is still fragmentary; the ex-KGB and Russian Presidential archives,
where the most sensitive documents are kept, are still secret and closed to
researchers) are the following:

The operation to " liquidate the German contingent working in all
offices linked to ational Defense" on 20 july 1937
The operation to " liquidate all terrorist activity, subversion, and espio
nage by the network of japanese repatriated from Kharbin," launched
on 19September 1937

The operation to "liquidate the right-wing military and Japanese
Cossack organization," launched on 4 August 1937, in which more than
19,000 people died from September to December 1937
The operation to "repress the families of enemies of the people," set in
motion by NKVD Order No. 00486 on 15 August 1937

This very incomplete list of one small part of the operations decreed by
the Politburo and carried out by the NKVD suffices to underscore the central 
ized nature of the mass repressions of 1937 and 1938. These actions, like all
the actions decided by the center but implemented by local authorities-in
cluding dekulakization, the purging of the towns, and the hunt for specialists
were often carried out with tragic excesses in the local communities. After the
Great Terror, a single commission was sent to make inquiries in Turkmenistan
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about excesses committed under the Ezhaoshchina. In this small republic of 1.3
million inhabitants (0.7 percent of the Soviet population), 13,259 had been
sentenced by the NK VO troiki in the period August 1937-September 1938 as
part of the operation to "liquidate ex-kulaks, criminals, and other anti-Soviet
clement s." Of these, 4,037 had been shot . The quotas fixed by Moscow had
been respectivel y 6,227 (the total number of sentences) and 3,225 (the total
number of executions) ." One can easily imagine that similar excesses were
common in all other regions of the country. They were a natural result of the
quota scheme . Planned orders from the center and bureaucratic reflexes, which
had been well assimilated and drummed into civil servants for many years,
naturally spurred local officials to try to anticipate and surpass the desires of
superiors further up the hierarchy and the directives that arrived from Moscow.

Another series of documents also highlights the centralized nature of the
mass slaughter ordered by Stalin and ratified by the Politburo. These are the
lists of people to be sentenced that were drawn up by the Commission for
judicial Affairs of the Politburo. The sentences for people who were summoned
before the military collegium of the Supreme Court, the military court s, or the
Special Board of the NKVO were all predetermined by the Commission for
judicial Affairs of the Politburo. This commission, of which Ezhov himself
was a member, submitted at least 383 lists to be signed by Stalin and the
Politburo. These lists contained some 44,000 names of Party leaders or mem
bers, as well as the names of prominent figures from industry and the army. At
least 39,000 of them were condemned to death . Stalin 's own signature appears
at the bottom of 362 lists, with Molotov 's signature on 373, Kliment Voroshi

loy's on 195, Kaganovich's on 191, Andrei Zhdanov's on 177, and Mikoyan's
on 62. 111

All these leaders arrived in person to carry out purges of local Party
organizations after the summer of 1937. Kaganovich was sent to purge the
Oonbass regions of Chelyabinsk, Yaroslavl, Ivano vo, and Smolensk; Zhdanov,
after purging his own region of Leningrad, went to Orenburg, Bashkiria, and
Tatarstan: Andrccv went to the Northern Caucasus, Uzbekistan, and Tajikis
tan; Mikoyan went to Armenia; and Khrushchev went to Ukraine .

While most instructions about mass repressions, like all other resolutions
adopted by the Politburo, were ratified by Stalin as a matter of course, it now
appears, in the light of archival material that has recently become available, that
Stalin was also the author and initiator of most of the repressive measures . For
example, when on 27 August 1937 at 5:00 P.M. the Secretariat of the Central
Comm ittee received a communication from Mikhail Koroshcnko, first secretary
of the regional Party committee in western Siberia, regarding the proceedings
of a trial of some agronomists who had been accused of sabotage, Stalin himself
sent a telegram back ten minutes later, saying: "I advise the sentenc ing to death
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of all saboteurs in Andreev's d ist rict, and the public proclamation of their
execution in the local papers." !'

All docum ents that are now available (protocols from the Politburo,
Stalin's diary, and the list of visitors he received at the Kremlin) demonst rate
that Stalin meticulously contro lled and directed Ezhov's every move, He cor
rected instruct ions to the NKVD, mastermind ed all the big public trials, and
even wrote the scripts for them. During preparations for the trial of Marshal
Tukhachevsky and other Red Army leaders for their participation in a "military
conspiracy," Stalin saw Ezhov every day. " At each stage of Ezho rshrhina, Stalin
retained political control of events. It W;IS he who decided the nom ination of
Ezhov to the post of people's commissar of internal affairs, sending the famous
telegram from Sochi to the Polithu ro on 25 September IY36: "It is absolutely
necessary and extremely urgent that Comrad e Ezhov be nominated to the post
of People's Commi ssar of Internal Affairs. Yagod a is plainly not up to the task
of unmasking the Trotskyite and Zinovievite coalition. T he G PU is now four
years behind in this business" It was also Stalin who decided to put a stop to
the "excesses of the NKVo." On 17 November IY3S a decree from the Central
Committee put a (provis ional) stop to the organization of "large-scale arr est
and deportation proced ures." On e week later, EzhOY was dismissed from the
post of People's Commissar and replaced by Beria. T he Grea t Te r ror thus
ended as it had begun, on Stalin's orders,

In seeking to tally the num ber and categories of the victims of the
Ezhmshchina, we now have at our disposal a few extremely confi de ntial docu
ments drawn up for Nikita Kh rushchev and the main leaders of the Part y
durin g dc-Stalini zarion . Foremost among these is a long study of " rep ressions
carried out during the era of the personality cult," conducted hy a commission
established at the Twenty-second Congress of the Soviet Communist Partv and
Jed by Nikolai Shvernik.!' Researchers can thus compare these figures with
other sources of statistics about the Gulag Administra tion, the Peop le's Com
missariat of Justice, and legal records that are now also available."

It appears that duri ng 1937 and 1935, 1,575,000 people were arrest ed by
the NKVD; of these, I ,.H 5,O()O (S5A percent) received some sort of sentence
and 681,6Y2 (51 percent of those who were sentenced) were executed.

People arrested were sentenced in different ways. Cases involving white
coll ar workers, politicians, rnilirarv leaders, economists, and members of the
intelligentsia-the highest-profile category-were judged by military tribunals
and the Special Board of the N KVD. Given the scale of these operations, the
government in late August J937 set up Imi!:i at regional levels made up of the
local procurator, the chief of the local police, and the head of the local branch
of the NKVD, These lroi!:i meted out an extremely perfuncto ry form of justice,
since their main aim was to comply with resolutions and quotas sent out in
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advance by the central offices. Oft en they did little more than pick up suspects
who had been unde r surveillance for some time, " reactivating" old lists. T he
trial was as simple as possible: the troiki would often see hundreds of fil es in a
single day, as is evident from the recent publi cation of the Leningrad List oj
Mllrl)lrs , a directory showing mont h by month the names of inhabitants of the
city who were condemned to death as a result of Article 58 of the penal code,
beginning in August 1937. The usual interval between the arr est and the death
sentence was a few weeks. The sentence, against which there was no appeal,
was then car ried out in a few days, T he probability of being arrested merely to
fi ll a quota for a specific operation depended on a series of coincidences in all
the large-scale rep ressive operations car ried out around that time, including the
liquidation of th e kulaks launched on 30 Jul y 1937, the operation to liquidate
criminal elements begun on 12 September IY37, and the "repression of families
of enemies of the people." If the list of names on file was not long enough, the
local authorities would use any means necessary to find the extra names to
"compl y with the established norm s." To give but one example, in order to fill
the category of "s aboteurs," the NK VD in T ur kmenia used the pretext of an
indust rial fire to arres t everyone who was on the site and forced them all to
name their "accomplices."!' Communist cadr es were only a tiny share of the
hSI,h<}2 people executed. Programmed from on high and arbitrari ly inventing
categories of politi cal enemies, the terro r, by its very natur e, generated side
effects that were always highly indicative of the culture of violence endemic at
the lowest levels of the hierarchy.

These fi gur es are far from exhaustive. They do not include any of the
deportations carri ed out durin g these years, such as those from the Soviet Far
East between May and October 1937, when 172,000 Koreans were moved to

Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan. No r do they include the number of people who
died from torture du ring imprisonment or on the way to the camps (an un
known number), or the number of prisoners who died in the camps during
these years (approxi mately 25,000 in 1<) 37, more than YO,OOO in 1935).lhEven
when rounded down in relation to extrapolating from the eyewitness reports
of survivors , the fi gures are still a shocking reminder of the size of these mass
killings, carried out by the hundreds of thousands against a whole society.

It is now possible to analyze furth er the categories of victims of these mass
slaughters. We now have some statistics, to be discussed at length in the next
chapte r, on the number of prisoners in the gulags at the end of the 19305. This
inform ation covers all groups of prisoners, not simply those arrest ed dur ing
the Grea t Ter ror, without specifying the categories of victims condem ned to

the camps during the Ez hoishchina. Nevertheless, some patterns arc discern
ible, notably a sharp increase in the num ber of victims who had had some form
of higher education (over 70 percent in 193h--1 939), confi rming that the terr or
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at the end of the de cade was aimed particularly at the educated elite, whether

they were Party members or not.
- Because the purge of Party cad res was the first event of the Stalin era to

be publicly denounced (at the Twentieth Party Con gress), it is one of the

be st-known aspects of the Great Terror. In his " Secre t Sp eech" at the Con

gress, Khrushchev covered thi s phenomenon at some len gth . lt had affected

five members of the Politburo who were faith ful Stalinists (Postyshcv, Jan

Rudzutak , Eikhe, Ko ssior, Anatoly Chubar), 98 of the 13lJ members of the

Central Committee, and 1,108 of the 1,990 delegates to th e Seventeenth Party

Congress in 1934. It had equally affected the leaders of the Komsornol : 72 of

the 93 members of the Central Committee were arrested, as well as .II I) of the

385 regional secretaries and 2,210 of the 2,750 district secretaries. Generally

speaking, the local and regional headquarters of the Party and the Kornsornol

were entirelv restaffed . All were suspected of sabotaging thc decisions handed

down by M~scow and of opposing central control of local affairs. In Leningrad,

where the Party had been led by Zinoviev and where Kirov had been assassi 

nated, Zhdanov and Zakovsky (the chief of the regional NKVD) arrested more

than 90 percent of the Party cadres . These numbers represent only a tiny share

of the people from Leningrad who were victims of repression from 1936 to

1939.17 To ensure that the purges were carried out with maximum efficiency,

representatives from the central authorities together with troops from the

N K YlJ were sent out in the provinces on a mission described in Praidu as an

attempt "to smoke out and destroy the bugs' nest s of the Trotskvitc-fuscists."

Some regions seem ed to suffer more than others, especially Chaine. ln

1938 alone, after the nomination of Khrushchev as head of the L kruinian

Communist Party, more than lOh ,OOO people were arre sted in U kraine, and the

majority of these were executed . Of the ZOO members of the Central Commit

tee of the Ukrainian Communist Party, 3 survived . The sam e scenario was

repeated in all local and regional Party headquarters, where dozens of public

trials were organized for previous Communist leaders.

Unlike the trials ill camera or the secret sessions of the troiki. in which the

fate of the accused was di spatched in a few minutes, the public trials of leaders

were strongly populist in nature and fulfilled an important propaganda role. :\s

Stalin said in a speech of 3 March 1937, the intention was to denounce these

local leaders, "those new lords, who are so smug and filled with overconfidence

... and who through their inhuman attitudes inevitably create suffering and

discontent, and end up encouraging the formation of an army of Trotskyites."

It was thought that this would stren gthen the alliance between "the ordinary

people, the simple militants who believed in justice," and the Leader himself.

Imitating the great trials in Moscow, but this time on a local and district scale,

these public trials were generally reported in detail in the relevant local press
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and became the extraordinary focus of ideological, popular, and populist mo

bilization . Because of the manner in which these public trails unmasked con

spiracies, the central preoccupation with Communist ideology, and the carnival

atmosphere that reigned when those who had been rich and powerful were cast

down and the poor people exalted, the trials, in Annie Kriegel's words, beeame

"a formidable mechanism for social cleansing."

The repression directed at local Party leaders was, of course, only the tip

of the iceberg. One example is a detailed report from the regional department

of the N KYO in Orenburg "on operational measures for the liquidation of

clandestine groups of Trotskyit es and Bukharinites, as well as other counter

revolutionary groups, carried out from 1 April to 18 September 1937" (that is,

before Zhdanov visited the province to accelerate the purge) ." In this province

the following Party memhers were arrested :

420 "Trotskyites," all of whom were politicians or economists of the

first rank

120 "right-wingers," all of whom were local leaders of some importance

These 540 Party cadres represented 45 percent of the local officials. After

Zhdanov's mission to Oranienburg, 5lJH more cadres were arrested and exe

cuted . Before the autumn of 1937 almost all Party leaders in the province and

every economist of note were eliminated . They were replaced by a new genera

tion, who were rapidly promoted to the front line, the generation of Brezhnev,

Kosygin, Dmitry Ustinov, and Grornyko-s-in short, the generation that was to

make up the Politburo of the 1970s .

In addition to the thousands of Party cadres who were arrested, there were

a number of ordinary Party members and ex -Communists, who were particu

lady vulnerable. These simple citizens, who had been in the N K YD 's files for

years, in fact made up the greater part of the victims who suffered in the Great

Terror. To return to the Orenburg NK YO report:

Slightly more than 2,000 members of a right-wing military Japa
nese Cossack organization [of whom approximately 1,500 were
executed]

More than 1,500 officers and tsarist civil servants exiled to Orani
enburg from Leningrad in 1935 [these were "socially alien cle
ments" exiled to various regions after the assassination of
Kirov]

250 people arrested as part of the Polish affair
95 people arrested . .. as part of the affair concerning elements

originating from Kharbin
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3,290 people arrested as part of the operation to liquidate all ex

kulaks
1,399 people arrested during the operation to liquidate all criminal

elements

If one also includes the 3D-odd people from the Komsomol and 50 cadets

from the local military training academy, it becomes apparent that the NKVD

arrested more than 7,500 people in this province in five months. Again, this

was before the intensification of the repression under Andrei Zhdanov As

spectacular as this proportion might appear, the arrest of 90 percent of the local

nomenklatura represented only a negligible proportion of the victims of the

repression, most of whom fell into other categories specifically defined by the

Politburo and approved by Stalin himself.

Certain categories of officials were particularly singled out: for example,

diplomats and all the personnel at the People's Commissariat of Foreign Af

fairs, who naturally were accused of espionage; or factory directors and per

sonnel from the ministries for economic affairs, who were often suspected of

sabotage. Among high-ranking diplomats arrested and, for the most part, cxc

cuted were Krestinsky, Grigory Sokolnikov, Aleksandr Bogomolov, Konstantin

Yurenev, Nikolai Ostrovsky, and Antonov-Ovsccnko, who were posted respec

tively in Berlin, London, Beijing, Tokyo, Bucharest, and Madrid .1')

Whole ministries fell victim to the repressions. In the relatively obscure

People's Commissariat of Machine Tools, an entire directorate was replaced;

and all but two of the managers of factories dependent on this rninistrv were

arrested, together with almost all engineers and technicians. The same was true

for several other industrial sectors, notably aeronautical industry, naval con

struction, metallurgy, and transport, for which only fragmentary information

is available. After the end of the Great Terror, at the Seventeenth Congress in

March 19.'\9, Kaganovieh noted that "in 19.'\7 and 19.'\8 the leading personnel

in all heavy industry was entirely replaced, and thousands of new men were

appointed to the posts of those who had been unmasked as saboteurs. In some

branches of industry, there had been several layers of saboteurs and spies ...

Now we have in their place cadres who will accept any task assigned to them

by Comrade Stalin."

Among the party cadres hit hardest by the Ezhocshschina were the leaders

of foreign Communist parties and leaders of the Communist International,

who were staying in Moscow at the Hotel Lux. 211 German Communist Party

leaders who were arrested included Heinz Neumann, Hermann Remmel, Fritz

Schulte, and Hermann Schubert, all of whom had been members of the Pol

itburo; Leo Flieg, a secretary of the Central Committee; Heinrich Susskind and

Werner Hirsch, the editors of the newspaper Role Fahne; and Hugo Eberlein,
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who had been the German Party delegate at the founding conference of the

Communist International. In February 1940, several months after the signing

of the German-Soviet pact, 570 German Communists who had been locked up

in Moscow prisons were handed over to the Gestapo on the frontier bridge at

Brest Lirovsk.

The purges were equally savage in the Hungarian Workers' (Communist)

Party. Bela Kun, the instigator of the Hungarian revolution in 1919, was

arrested and executed, together with twelve other people's commissars from

the ephemeral Communist governmcnt in Budapest who had taken refuge in

Moscow. Nearly 200 Italian Communists were also arrested (including Paolo

Robotri, the brother-in-law of Palmiro Togliatti, the Italian Communist Party

leader), as well as approximately 100 Yugoslav Communists (including Milan

Gorkic, the Party secretary general; Vladimir topic, secretary and director of

the Organization of the International Brigades; and three-quarters of the mem

bers of the Central Committee).

The vast majority of the victims of the Great Terror were anonymous.

The following is an excerpt from an "ordinary" file of 19.'\8, dossier no. 24260: 21

I. Name: Sidorov
2. First name: Vasily Klcmcntovich
.\. Place and date of birth: Sechcvo, Moscow region, 189.'\
4. Address: Sechevo, Kolorncnskii district, Moscow region
5. Profession: co-opcrati vc em ployee
n. Union membership: co-operative employees' union
7. Possessions at time of arrest (detailed description): I wooden

house, Hmeters by 8, covered in sheet metal, with partially cov
ered courtyard 20 meters by 7; I cow, 4 sheep, 2 rigs, chickens

H. Property in IlJ2lJ: identical, plus I horse
lJ. Property in IlJ17: I wooden house, Hmeters by 8, I partially

covered courtyard 30 meters by 20, 2 barns, 2 hangars, 2
horses, 2 COl\'S, 7 sheep

IO. Social situation at moment of arrest: employed
11. Service in tsarisr army: 1915 In foot-soldier, second class, nth

Infunrrv Regiment of Turkestan
12. Military service in the White Army: nunc
13. "tilitary service in the Red Army: none
14. Social origin: I consider myself the son of an ordinary peasant
15. Political history: no party memberships
16. Nationality and citizenship: Russian, U.S.S.R. citizen
17. Communist Party membership: no
18. Education: basic
19. Present military situation: reservist
20. Criminal record: no
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21. State of health: hernia
22. Family situation: married. Wife: Anastasia Fedorovna, 41

years old , kolkhoz worker; daughter: Nina, 24 years old

Arrested 13 February 1938 on the orders of the leaders of the
district NKVD.

An excerpt from the interrogation protocol:

Qu estion : Explain your social origins, your social situation, and your
situation before] 917.

Reply: I come originally from a family of small merchants. Until
about 1904 my father had a little shop in Moscow, on Zolotorozh skaya
Street, where, according to what he told me, he did business but had no
employees. After 1904 he was forced to close the shop, for he couldn' t
compete with the bigger shops. He came back to the country, to

Sechevo, and rented six hectares of arable land and two hectares of
meadow. He had one employee, a man called Goryachev, who worked
with him for many years, until 1916. After 1917 we kept the farm, but
we lost the horses. I worked with my father until 1925; then, after he
died, my brother and I sharcd out the land between us.

I don 't think I am guilty of anything at all.

An excerp t from the charges drawn up :

Sidoro v, hostile to the Soviet regime in general and to the Part y in
particular, was given to systematically spreading anti-Soviet propa
ganda, saying, "S talin and his gang won't give up power. Stalin has
killed a whole mass of people, but he doesn't want to go. The Bolsheviks
will hold on to power and go on arresting honest people, and you can't
even talk about that , or you' ll end up in a camp for 25 years."

The accused pleaded not guilty but was unmasked by several wit
nesses. The affair has been passed on to the troika for judgment.

Signed: S. Salakayev, Second Lieutenant in the Kolornenskaya dis
tr ict police.

Agreed: Galk in, Lieutenant in the State Security, Chief of the
State Security detachment in the Kolomenskaya district.

An excerpt from the protocol of the troika's decision, J6 July 1938:

V. K. Sidorov affair. Ex-shopkeeper, previously kept a shop with his
father. Accused of spreading counterrevolutionary ideas among kolkhoz
worker s, characterized by defeatist statements together with threats
against Communists, criticism of Party policies and of the government.

Verdict: SHOOT Sidorov Vassily Klementovich; confiscate all his
goods.
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Sentence carried out on 1 August 191X.
Posthu mously rehabilitated on 24 j anuary 19H9.

The heaviest pri ce of all was paid by the Pol ish Commun ist Party. The
situatio n of Polish Communis ts was somewhat unusual, in that their Part y

emerged out of the Socia l Democrat ic Part y of the Kingdoms of Poland and
J.ithuaniu, which in J90!) was admi tted, on an autonomous basis, to the Social

Democratic Workers' Party in Russia. The links bet ween the Russian Part y and
the Polish Party had always been very close. Many Socia l Democratic Poles

Dzerzhinsky, Mc nzhinsky, Unshlikht (all of whom had been directors of thc
G PUl, and Radck, to name but a few-had gone on to make a career in the
Bolshevik Part v,

In IlI.\7-3X the Polish Communist Part y was completely liqu idated. The
twelve Polish memb ers of the Centra l Committee living in Russia were exe
cuted, as were all Po lish representatives of the var ious offices of the Communist

In tern ational. O n 2X November 19.n Stalin signed a document proposing a
"purge" of the Polish Co mmunist Party. Generally, after a part y had been

purged S talin chose new personn el to lead it from one of the rival factions of
the liquida ted group. In the case of the Polish Commu nist Part y, all the factions

were equally accused of "fo llowing the orders of counterrevolutionary Polish
secret ser vices." O n 16 Augus t IlI3X the Executive Committee of the Interna 

tional voted for the d issolution of the Polish Communist Part v As Drnitry
.\1anu ilsky ex plained, " Polish Llscist agents have infilt rated the part y and taken
up all th e key positions."

On the grounds th at they had been "c augh t out" and found " lacking in

vigilance," Soviet officials in the Co mmunist Interna tional were naturally the
next victims of the pu rges. Almos t all the Sovie t cad res in the Intern ational

(inc lud ing Wilhelm Kn orin , 3 member of the Ce ntra l Exec utive Committee;
V. A. M irov-Abrarnov, chief of the Department of Fore ign T ies; and Gevork

Alikhanov; the head of the Department of Cadres), a total of several hundred
people, were removed . T he only survivors of the Int ern ational purge were a

few leaders suc h 3S Mnnuilsky and O tto Kuu sincn, who were completely in
S talin's power.

The military was another sector hit hard in 1937 and 19:1 X, as care fully kept

records test ify.'! O n II June 1937 the press anno unced that a military court

sitt ing ill camera had condemned Marshal Tukhachevsky to death for treason
and espionage. Tukhachevsky was depu ty commissar of defense and the prin 
cipal architec t of the modern ization of the Red Army. Recurring differences

had led to his growing op position to Sta lin and Voroshilov after the Polish
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campaign of 1920. Also condemned were seven arm y generals: Jonas Yakir, the
military commander of the Kyiv region; Uborevich, commander of the Belarus
region; and Robert Eideman, Avgust Kork, Vitvot Putna, Fred Feldman, and
Vitaly Primakov. Over the next ten days 980 high-ranking officers were ar
rested, including twent y-one army corps generals and thirty-seven division
generals . The "military conspiracy" affair, implicatin g Tukhachevski and his
accomplices, had been several months in the planning. The accused were ar
rested in May 1937. Subject to brutal interrogation led by Ezhov himself
(when Tukhachevsky was rehabilitated twenty years later, it was revealed that
several pages of the deposition were stained with blood), all were forced into
confessions before judgment was passed. Stalin personally supervised the
whole affair. Around 15 May he had received via the Soviet ambassador in
Prague falsified files compiled by the Nazi secret services contain ing fake let
ters that had supposedly passed between Tukhachev sky and members of the
German high command. In fact the German secret service had been manipu

lated by the NKVD.
In two years the purge of the Red Army eliminated :

3 out of 5 marshals (Tukhachevsky, Aleksandr Egorov, and Vasili
Blucher, the last two executed in February and October 1937, respec

tively)
13 out of 15 army generals
8 out of 9 admirals
50 out of 57 arm y corps generals
154 out of 186 division generals
16 out of 16 arm y commissars
25 out of 28 army corps commissars

From May 1937 to September 1918, 35,020 officers were arrested or
expelled from the army. It is still unclear how many were executed . Around
11,000 (including Generals Konstantin Rokossovsky and Aleksandr Gorbatnv)
were recalled in 1939-1941. But a new wave of purges began after September
1938, so that according to the most serious estimates, the total number of
arrests in the army during the Great Terror was about 30,000 cadres out of a
possible 178,000.2.1 Though proportionally less significant than has generally
been believed, the purge of the Red Army, notably at the higher levels, had
serious effects on the Russo-Finnish conflict of 1939-40 and the initial phase
of the war with Germany, when it constituted one of the heaviest handicaps
for Soviet military effectiveness.

Stalin took the menace of Nazi Germany much less seriously than did
other Bolshevik leaders, especially Bukharin and Maksim Lirvinov, who was
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people's commissar of foreign affairs until April 1939. Stalin did not hesitate
to sacrifice the majority of the best officers in the Red Army and replace them
with entirely untried substitutes. Stalin wished his army to be staffed with those
who had no memory of the controversial episode s in which he had participated
as militar y chid' in the civil war, and who would not be tempted to argue, as
Field Marshal Tukhachevsky might have, with the militar y and political deci
sions that Stalin took at the end of the 1<)30s, especially the rapprochement
with Nazi Gcrrnanv,

The intelligentsia were another social group who fell vicnrn to the Great
Terror, and about whom relatively abundant information is available.v' A rec
ognized social group since the mid-nineteenth century most of the Russian.,
intelligentsia had been a center of resistance against tyranny and intellectual
constraint. This fact had accounted for their victimization in the previous
purges of 1922 and I<.I2i\-1 <)1 I. Now, in March and April I<.117, a virulent press
campaign railed against "deviation ism" in economics, history, and literature.
All branches of learning and creativity were targeted, and political and doc
trinal pretexts often served to cover personal ambition or rivalry. In the field of
history, till' example, all the followers of Mikhail Pokrovsky, who had died in
1<.1 32, were ar rested . Teachers and professors were especially vulnerable, since
their lectures were readily accessible to zealous informers. Universities, insti
tutes, and academicians were all decimated, notably in Belorussia (where 87 of
the 105 academics were arrested as "Poli sh spies") and in Ukraine. In the latter
republic a tirst purge of "bourgeois nationalists" had taken place in 1913, when
several thousand Ukrainian intellectuals were arrested for "having transformed
the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, the Shcvchcnko Institute, the Agricul
tural Academy, the Ukrainian Marxist-Leninist Institute, and the People's
Commissariats of Education, Agriculture, and Justice into havens for bour
geois nationalists and counterrevolutionaries" (a speech hy Pavel Posryshev, 22
June 1(33). The Great Purge of 1937-3i\ thus finished off an operation that
had actually begun four years earlier.

All scholarly fields with the slightest connection to politics, ideology,
economics, or defense were also affected . The main figures in the aeronautics
industry, notably Andrei Tupolev (the renowned aeronautical engineer) and
Sergei Korolcv (one of the founders of the first Soviet space program), were
arrested and sent to NK\'l) research centers similar to the those described by
Solzhenits yn in First Circle. Of the twenty-nine astronomers at the great Pulk'
ovo observatory, twenty-seven were arre sted . Nearly all the statisticians from
the national economic headquarters were arrested after completing the January
1917 census, which was annulled for "gross violations of elementary procedures
of the science of statistics, and fill' contravening governmental orders ." Arrests
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were made of nume rous linguists opposed to the theories of the Marxist
lingui st Nikolai Marr, who was officially supported by Stalin; and of several
hundred biologists who opposed the charlatanism of the "official" biologist
Trofim Lysenko. Other victims included Professor Solomon Levit, the director
of the medical genetics institute; Nikolai T ulaikov, the director of the Inst itute
of Cereals; the botanist A. Yanata; and the academician Nikolai Vavi lov, presi
dent of the Lenin Academy of Agricultural Science, who was arr ested on
6 August 1940 and died in prison on 26 January 1943.

Accused of defend ing hostile and foreign points of view anti of stra ying
beyond the boundaries of Socialist Realism, writers, pu blishers, theater direc
tors, and journ alists all paid a heavy price during the Ezhoushchinu, Approxi
mately 2,000 members of the writers' union were arrested, deport ed to camps,
or executed. Among the most famous victims were Isaac Babel, author of The
Red Cavalry and Odessa Tales , who was shot on 27 January 1940; the writers
Boris Pilnyak, Yury Olesha, Panreleimon Romanov; anti the poets Nikolai
Klyuev, Nikolai Zabolotsky, Osip Mandelsrarn (who died in a Siberian transit
camp on 26 December 1938), Gurgen Maari, and Ti tsian T abidze, Many
musicians were also arr ested, including the composer Andrei Zhelyaev and the
conduc tor E. Mikoladze, as were famous fi gures from the theater, such as the
great d irector Vsevolod Meyerhold, whose theater was closed early in 1935 on
the ground that it was " foreign to Soviet art ." Having refused to make a public
act of contrition, Meyerhold was arrested in June 1939, to rtu red , and executed
on 2 Fehruary 1940.

D uring these years the authorities sought the "complete liqu idat ion" (to

use their own expression) of the last remaining members of the clergy. T he
census of January 1937 revealed that approximately 70 percent of the popula
tion , despite the pressures placed on them, still replied in the affirmative when
asked "Are you a believer?" Hence Soviet leaders embarked on a third and
decisive offensive against the church . In April 1937 Malenkov sent a note to
Stalin suggesting that legislation concerning religious organizations was out
dated, and he proposed the abrogation of the decree of 8 April 192<1 . "T his
decree," he noted, "gave a legal basis for the most active sections of the
chu rches and cults to create a whole organized network of individuals hostile
to the Soviet regime." He concluded: "The time has come to finish once and
for all with all clerical organizations and ecclesiastical hierarchies.?" T housands
of priests and nearly all the bishops were sent to camps, and this time the vast
majority were executed. Of the 20,000 churches and mosques that were sti ll
active in 1936, fewer than 1,000 were still open for services at the beginning of
1941. In early 1941 the number of officially registered clerics of all religions
had fallen to 5,665 (more than half of whom came from the Baltic territories,
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Poland, Moldavia, and western Ukraine, all of which had been incorpora ted in
1939-1 941), from over 24,000 in 1936.z6

From this infor mation it is possible to conclude that the Grea t Ter ror was a
political operatio n initiated and led by people at the highest levels in the party
under the supreme direction of Stalin.

Moreove r, the Grea t Ter ror achieved two of its main objectives. T he first
was to establish a civil and military burea ucracy made up of young cadres
brought up in the st rict Stalini st spirit of the 1930s. These were officials who,
as Kaganovich said at the Seventeenth Party Con gress, "would accept without
question any task assigned to them by Comrade Sta lin." Before the late 19305,
various govern ment administrations were a heterogeneous mixture of " bour
geois specialists" tr ained under the old regime and Bolshevik cadres, many of
whom had been trained on the job dur ing the civil war anti were quite incom
petent. Each institution had tried to preserve some sort of professionalism and
administrati ve logic, as well as a degr ee of autonomy from the ideological
voluntarism and orders that came from the cen ter. T his was particularly dem 
onstrated in the campaign to verify all Part y identity cards in 1935, when local
Communist leaders had put up passive resistance. It was also obvious in th e
refusal of statis ticians to " brighten up" the figures from the January 1937
census and bring them into line with Stalin's wishes. Stalin realized that a
significant proportion of the cadres, whether Communist or not, were not
prepared to follow blindly orders that carne from the center. His goal was to
replace these officials with people more obedient to his wishes.

T he second objective of the Great Te rro r was to complete the elimination
of "socially dangerous elements," a grou p whose members continued to grow.
As the penal code ind icated, any individual "who had committed an act hostile
or dangerou s to society, or who had relations with a criminal milieu or a criminal
record" was liable to be classed as a socially dangero us clement. Hence, anyone
whose social gro up contained the prefi x "ex-" was socially dangerou s: ex
kulaks, ex-cri minals, cx-tsarisr civil servants, ex-m embers of the Menshevik
Party, ex-Socialist Revoluti onaries, and so on . All these categories had to be
eliminated during the Great Te rro r because, as Stalin stated at the plenum of
the Central Committee in February-March 1l)37, "the nearer we come to

socialism, the more the remn ants of the moribund social classes figh t bac k."
In this speech Stalin had emphasized the idea that the U.S.S.R.-the only

country that had built socialism-was surro unded by hostile enemy powers.
According to Stalin, the countries bordering the U.S.S.R.-Finland, the Balti c
states, Poland, Romania, Turkey, Japan, and others, assisted by fra nce and
Great Britain-were sending "armies of spies and subversives" on a mission
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to sabot .rgc t hc soci<l li~1 project \s a uniqu e and S,lL'I'eJ xt.u«, t hv l ,S,S,l{, had

inviolablr troru icrs rh.u were th e Irom lincx in a s lJ' u!!~k ,1~,lins t .m cn'l' prcscnt

cncmv. In thi s con text. the 111i1l 1 forspil'~( lhal is.u nvouc wh« had ~ i m p h mad,'

l'o nlact II irh the u u tsid« world . no matter huw ten uous it 11l i~ 1t 1 h.ivc been ) took

un ~rCll im po rt ance. T he el imi nati on or' potvnrial and 111 \ t hical " ritrh cnlum
ni s rs" \\;I S ar rhc heart o t the Gre.u T LT I'tlI'.

The hu ~c l';l te~uriL's ",' \ icums listed above ' cJ d rl' ~ ,I III I splTia lish. Sl l

ci il ll ~ J ;II1!!e rOlh and alien d em ents, and spit's all dl'Ill lll)~lr a l l' Ihl'llJ~ i l , ,, r t hc
rna ssiv« killin ~s of the Circ.u Terro1', which \\ as rL'sl'0n~ i h lt- lnr l1l'arl~ , 011.1100
deaths in two veur-;

\ 1'''ClllI, 11),11> , St .dill " 'II I rllllllded ((rllill IeI't III ri}-:hl ) h \ .... , I..: hru shcl u« , II hll dislill g-uished himse]! ill
i h« 1'<:I'I'<'"illlls ill L'k r.rin..; \ , \ ,lll.llIll\ , ,I II id"lIl11 g- i",d IInil'i,tI wh» launched lht' post w.u' campaign

.1 t:ain-a "n " llIlIl'" liLIIl i' III" ; I , " ,11.:.11111\ irh , IIll' r.u l« ,I \ ,'lInllni".u'; k . \ '1I 1'l>~ h i l ll\ , l'llllllllissar III" defense;
\ , \l lIllllcl\, SLd i n ' ~ ,'Ind ;h'IS LIIlI, II h» d i..d in I' /HI> ; \1. krlin iu; ,111 .1 \\;l rsh'II.\1. 'I'uhh ach""hi . who

II ,\S liquid.ucd in 1'1 ';:-, Sn'lllill ruw : ( J. \ Ltkn hll\ (2nd troru lell I, .... , Ilul ~a n in (:;Ih), and Ek lu SU SSII\;\

,Hlh) , whocnclur -cd S l;di n', 1'"l ili, " invi.lc thc ( ,lllllin l<:rn, ' \ r,h 1"1I" '" .I.. I'htlltlp .ll'hi,'" I-" r .I ' II t1~tlr , k

Fclik-, I ) / l'l' ~ h i n ' h\ , tou ndv r Il l ' Jill' t .hck.r and
Iw,ld 1)( the ( iPl ( ,,' , 'I' l' l 1'"li, ',·) um i l he din l in

1'121>, 1e;l\ in ~ ,I pcrm.uunt mark lin t hc rl" g-nlll'.
, I ) R,

I .. Ill'l"ia ,,>lint:. ill .m imit.uiuu nt d,'nllllT.I,'\ , h
t h e ' lIl"l"l:,," r III \ , \ kn / hin, b , ( i. \ a ~II .! , I , ,Ind

:'-. , I-. / hll\. Ileri;1 l'lInlrlllk d Ih,' 'l"lTl'l plllicl" ,Ind

i h« li,r...·' lit" rq11'l'" illn un til he \\ ,1 ' .lr r,·, ln l ill
I U Ill' \'1:;3 11\ hi, ri\ ,\1, Khru vhchvv, \ laknk .»,

,Ill.! \ 111111111 \, ' 1..1\11 \ ,,,11"1



\ icrr ibl« t.nniu« "l'I'ISl'lle" Ih,' \"Il l~ a

re!,\llil 'h ,I n ',ldl ll( Ihe l'i \ il w.rr all"

1l"I,hl'\ ik I' " l i" i l" ill lhe mllilin ,,,Il'.
111 1')2 ! all" !'12 2 1111' LtI11 i Ill' In! III

II " , " l 'alh Il l ' ,lr ""I1i1 ,'i [llilli""I"'''l'k;

I lu IiI' " I i"1 im-, \1nl' ,dlllll,1 1111 .ui 

'11>h dlll"rell ' \\ IN" .! 'h" [,,i rl '''"

1" IlJI'" r,llIll ' II I ) l t ,

l, l 'llill \1,1' I, ,r l l'd Ii, ,"T e!,' 'II"

(1'1111 1.ihro.ul. .uu l u.un -, lilkd

w irl: munuiun -, l";1I1ll' 111 trnm

rh. f{"d ( ,1'I h-, . t hc "II"l'lI

," " 11 11 11 1,',', ,111.1 Ihl' \lIllTiLII1

1{"lil'l' \lhllil1l '"',IIIOIl RII "I'111

Illl d led 11.11, II h" hdl'"d ,11' 

r.u uu the .iid line ' 1IIh " q ll ell l il

,1""" ,ll''' ,llld \l' l l l ell led ,,, dl' ,lI h

"" linin ", Il rdn" \\ hell

I: ',""l'll hlll " ,'!1 Illln, ('li ed ,

Ihn lin" h:llli,I""llrllll l I{II"I,I

i ll .... 1Lld ' \ \ 11-.,("(" ,!'lll ... lll1r t'

\ " ll l vllll ll ll .uur HI )I t

\\ hl'll 11", !l"bhn il.- \ 1.Ir1t'l l l he

.'i v il w.u: Ihl''. IlI l k,hl,," ,I '.1,11 "

til \ illklll' I.' IH I ,I "' I. · . d ~ ' til t' " (H" ld
h.u] 1',11' ,,1'. ', , ' ,'11 I k, ,' 11 1I )"h.1

III II} I ,\ ,I 1'"I "h " l llll' l I'

h,III ~ l'<1 .uu] unp.rkd! » ,, " d ll'l '

,>! Ih , ' ll n'. h ,' 1'.11",1 Rnl \'111\

1-\.\1\, l 'I! :-;, \I 'ler Ihe a'11T,11 ol 11", Red \1'111 \, Ih" i>,,"ie, "I' li,III11 ' "I t h« l , h l' ~ , 1 \I l'l ,

.x hun u«! ,II :; Sadm,II,1 Sireel, II hnl' Ih, ' " 11,,11' 11 1111'111 "I 1l,",II"'.I~, In",," ( ,I' t hr

( :hekl dv.... l'rihu.l l l .... clt ) 1l1,lillLtinnl o tu (If ii-, luil ui«... . I \\ \1 , ('\" 11'11,.. 11111\ ' ll l l1lt ' IIIIt04 .L1l1ll'

1:1 Ii(



1431l- 3 1. Peasants re sist in~ ,'o lln :t il iz.u ion confronted the Red C;u'll'lh. II hll , 'a liI, ' III , e i/e Ihe h.irv"' I.
and the n tlllll.. refn ~,' ill th e tilre, ts , (i I'l ' troo ps On l'll sel nrc to the t rvvx III ti ll"T ilu- I'l'a',lll" til elll lT ~"
.. I>, R,

I ,

•

!, : 'I. "ti

'I'll elllk l'l i, ii ,' lit" l.uu! III ;1 " u n -.it .I" ;lIdl 1I11 Ihe 1" ';h ,lnl n ," Sul ill usnl SLlna li lln as ;1 wra po n ,

p.irt irul .ul , ,1;!.Iilh l rlu: l l. r.uni.m-, Tlt i, I'lll in re,ult ...1 in lit e dv.uh of n lll;!hh I. million peop le ,

includinu ,j mill ion ill ll..L1 il\l ' I k l"l' In k h.uk iv ill 1'1,'-'. l ite l'e ,I' ,III1 , !>eLIIII" ind iffere lll 10 ti ll' d 'lil ~

ph en omenon III de.uh . ( :,lIll1ih.ll i" lI w.i -, '" lIid" ,p l"l ',ul 1It,II Ihe ;:lIl lT lllll" 1l1 print ed po sln, ih .u said:

" L.lt ill;! vuur vhildrvu i-, .m .ut u l b.nh.uivm." I) K,

The co ns t ruct io n s ite o f th e BilK, III' Hclornorkanal, the canal hctwcv n thr \\ hire S e,l and the'
Balt ic T h is pha rao nic' p roj eel resu lted in rhc de.u hs of r,'ns III' thous.uuls o r p r iso n lT ' ill

1'1 32- 33. T he canal II;IS «pcncd ami d l-(rca l pom p hv Sralin and h is ,1 l'llhl "S h ut proved 10 he

usekss. ' CIIII. Tum"" t-.. i l.ll~ / \ \I



"lllnll,'1'111 l{u""i;1 wruhcd
ill p;lil1 I Ikl1l';l!h Ihe
hlllildl hlllll, I .uul Ihv

d.nk IIheels of I hI' lll.uk

\ l.ui .i-." 111"'1 1' I Ill' P'll'l

'\ 11 11.1 \l;hl1);\lIII':1 ill hIT

III·II ·kllllll 11 "Kl'ljllil'lll."

l lvr 11 11 11 "'" ILl'> illlJ'ri ,,
IIl1ed .lIld kill",1 Th,''' '

Il'u,b, 1-11 111111 III \\lI"'1I

I III" .1' "hl.uk cro« <,"

tr u i], pri"'llill'r-, l 'rlll)} till'

1.1I11\.I11k.l 1111 ,l'li ,nllll'

.111.1 HutI I'Ll pri -on -. ' I'hl'

tru .], ... wvrv -,llI1Wlillll':-'

d i ' ~ lIi,e d .I" h;ll-n ,,' ddil

cr .\ \ .m x . ( I{ll~l' r \ udkl

T he 1.,11,>\ :111 1;.1. \1, ,, 
l ' lI \ \, ,1I)" lll Iq .2 ,~ , III

lilt' h.I'>"lllelll 01' till '

( i I' L k.ldqll .lrll'r ,

\\l'J' l' "lh.'t'j·,t1 1'11111 11'- III

IIhi.l. l'll' ·II1i,·, "I IIll'

I'q~ill11' \\tTl' L' \ l' L' ll l l ,d

II iil, .1 hl1lkl III t h«

mc k T Ill' hll ildill f:

1·.II1 11· III " Illh"II /I' I Ill'

.uhi t r.uv ,'I'UI'III " I'
I hI' n' ~l1lll' , I) i{

\ ]Hll";.! l' ' c... ... itIII r i l rill'
1'.11' 1: lnu iull- u"'d ;1,;1

m c.ui -. (l! It.k()I,,~ i l, ;t1

n ,I\l l'lIl l1 lt T milu.mt
I';lnl 11111'1- ,·1' ,. till'

, /11.1 / 1-" (pUI'~e) h' ·c'.I11l'· ;1

ruu.il rh.r: "lIuld k.ld III

ill ,' dl'UI\lll'i;llilllllll ;l1l1

'''II', ,....d l ~lTil ici -m "l', .

""'Ib 1''''>Iill\'I1 Illor" .uul
more 11l'l t 'll In .IIT l' .... I :-.;1

11'11 .1;11' III' ""l' b LIIIT.

I Rl lel'l" \ il 111 t.'1

The Hclomork.in.rl orchcxt r«. (," llstruI'lioll of Ihl' 1·;lIl;II,.Ill .Ih, urd I'llinpri ,,', 11;1 , mu-ndcd 10 he p;lrl of
the "rccduc.uion" "I' the delainel", ' I l , R

The h;lt'b ill' p l'0p;l ~ allda ph"lo~ raph" IIITe " fll'll u'l'd 11\ dl'1:lilll'l" III dr ;l\1 :\l1l'IIl i<> 11 III their pl i,dll .md
to port r.i , li f,· :lIld d":l1h in rh« SlI\il'I I\llllJ lS, 'Ihi-, dr;l\Iill ~ In LI l'< hill.l r: l'l'IlI·", b .l;I 1"'r1r;l l' .nri vnl in J

"rccduc.u iuu 1I'II1'k c.unp" in ..... jhl·lil in ,\pril 1'J.l3, , I ),·" il1 .11'1--.''1''11''' ' ' .''''



The"Shakhl y trial in I )unh'bS in I (12i1 inau uu r.ucd a nell eatL' ~UI"I or cru-mi c-, or Ih, ' rq :illll' : t lu: " spLTi;ll .

IsIS, who WLTe accused 01 sahola~ e II hell St .rlin launched the tirst liv« le'l r l'Lin T he illLenlion w .i-, t"

impose Stalin's princi ples ur the "s econd rvvolui iun" on l'alires in irulust rv ,'iland lll t.: ri ~' hl pIOCUI,Itl>
N, Krvlcnko, whilllas hirnsclt liquid .ucd ill l 'I3R , '~R"~l'C.\ 'i"II<'1 ' "

\

One or Ih, ' rn.mv l'\ lTlI

tion or.lcr-, sif:lled ,bih

III St.iliu durini; Lh e

Grc.u T"!Tor. This dll(lI,
IlIl'1I1 sc,ded Ihl' l'i1e lIr

1,,1>1111 people more i h.m

ailih e polirILtI"pl">II"lIts

l'\ LTlI lnl dllrill~ t hr <" 'IIIlin

pr''l'L'din l! rhc HlIl-;hn ik CUllP

ill 11)1 7" C"II. \ B"".",,.,

--------

\\alk , 1':Slillll.l, 1'11'1 \\ h 'U th t: 1\0lsh"I'ib '111 \'lIIpled 10 sci Ie pllll LT, Ihel e\l" 'lilnl hOSI'I f'cs Liken rrOll1

tlu: r.mk-, IIr Illl' ,'Iii" \\ 11<'11 tlWI II ithdr.«, Ihn k ll Ill'hind hundn-d-, IIr (kad, Th e "\Iel'lllinalilill or

polilll"tI ,ldlLTs,lril" .u u ] "I "lllllT sil,'i,tl c:rllllJ" II,Is ,'olls idelnllll','c"an lor 11<'101"1 iu ih« civil war

The'" 11I,''',ILTes I'r cl l!,:ul'l'd t lic 1.'1' -':" sLtle d eporl ,lIiollS or I',slullian s, I,all iun-; '111.1 Liruani.m- in 1'1-10
,11 ,11I .1 I'H'1 4,; , I) \{

Cicr m.mv. P,'llln'ust l'i27 \ IUli'IIl ,tllll"<'lill ~ or th e Rill" lrunt (Red lroru). a p.rr.unilit.u. lIr~'lIli/,lIi"ll

~c ll LT ,d h l'lIllsldn "d III hall' h''l'1l all L'l1lhl"llllli,' Ikd\l'lll ;, Th« Rl'lII :l'IIlIl h.ul its 1I l'lc: 1I 1S III Illl' .ult ur. '

lIr civ il l"lI' cl'id 'r .llcd 11\ l,lIlIis \ra ~IIII' "Prulct.ui .u , kllllll I lim s l r l' n~ l h / f..:nllll : " 111' sirell ~tli .uul 1111

le'Ish il l 0pell til'" lin Ihlls .. lin Ihu ,s<' know-i t-all SII"i,tll klll'"T,lls I ()I" '11 lire, "l ' ell IiI'" I ()pell

lire , I ull '<Ill I l rukr Ilu: ~ lI l d .l l1l'L' IIr Ihe (,ollllllllnisl 1"11'1' " ( fn nn I,,, i rvu t r( ' /I~ I ' , 1'1.\ I), ' I) R
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1-.. ,11 \ 11 , \{1I " i,l. 'I'ril I'I,H , Tb" (i,TlI1 ,lIh di,,"I\n,'d h'T" till' hod i," of -l,'illll Polixh oflicl'r , buried in

III ,Is ' 1"," ,', 'Rnl ( ,1'''' ' "1l11l 11i"ioll ,·" lh'llIdnll h.1I Ih", h.ul been killnl hI' SlI\ il'l tl'll0PS in rlu- sprillg

" I 1' /111, \I hell ,In lu lld ~ ' ,(HIli I'" ,,!,k d is;\!'I" ',ll'n l. 1-.. ,1 1\ 11 ,',111 1" 10 '''' ;1 ' ' mbol of lIlass murder and of!i" i;\1
Ill" l 11 11 1 1":-''' t hv 1 ."I1UllI lIlI,1 1:,, \ , '1' 11 111 ,'11 1 ill !,oLlIld ,111 .1 ( :0I1I1l11llli ,r.. ihru ughour the world attributed

[he' 1ll,1",I'T" III th,' ( ;l'l'Il1;II1 ' . ' I ) R.
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Spain, 1437, I loping to exploit the Spauivh civil II ;11' to hi, ;\d\ ,IIII.I J.:" , St.ihn -vnt .1 I1 l1 l11h"1 " I ,'011",11'

ies and ;\gl"nts, The Nl\.VI) (thc SUCCl'SSor 10 the tiP L) w.t -, ilhll'llll,',1 I" li" llId ,II" ,11"" 1ll \\ 1111

obstructed its inrernarional s t r;\ trg~ , includin g au.mhi-a -, Tl'lIhkI' ii"', ,Ind nul it.u u -, 1" 111 ill" \ 1.11\1 I

Workns' Unification Partv, Th e leader III' Ih;\1 part \. .\l1dr,'u ,ill . \1 ,1' l,i,II1 ,II'I', 'd 11 ,111 11" 1'1; ; ,ll1d

tortured before being killed Il\ agl'nlS \\orkillg under Ern,i ( in o. tlu- tururv lc.ukr "I Ih" Il u l\l! .11' 1.II1

Communist P,ITl\, ,\ k;\11\\ hill' all intern ational ,';lI11 p;\ign \I'h ",In inl " t il ill i lu- ( HIlUllIllI!' t 1'1" '' ',
accusing the allliElscists of Iwil1g agl'l1 l, \\or kil1g IiII' Fr;\lIw ' I I, K

On 20 ,\ ugust Ili,H!, Ramon Vlcrcadcr, all agl'11 1 [rum the SI'l"ci,1i T;hk , Ih-I',lr Ull,'1I1 " I Ihl' " Jo.- \ I I,

attacked l .eon Trur skv (right) with all ice pick Tror.. kI' died the ucvt dl\ S II II' II II I ' II I I. . . . ~ . -v-. .. . . . .H. 1'\'( "' " 1.1 \ I If\. e rn
the l' hl~1 01 the dep artm ent , Pa\"l'1Suduplatuv (left, ill a picture Irum I'H2 I, III vlin un.u c 1"' '' 1' \.. ' . \l h ll

,11 the tim e was the head of Ihl' FOUTlh lntcrn.uiun .rl. , U, K, tI,' III , , K ,,~cr \ ,,,II.-,

\ I l ' , 11"1 ' \1111" I'H I I I,'T" t rcuchc-, d.u inu Irnm 1'1,"; ';X \l LT" IIpelll'l1 '1I1d huud rv.l» III' Itlld i",\ 1)11\ ....1. • to. . t,", • . •

cvh u uu«]. T he ,llIl l'H 'ri lies h;1<1 hui l: a par], .uul ,I ,U II<Ill L'l' thr.ucr 1111 t lu- ,iI" , Similar Irelld ."s \I, 'n '

di ' ''\ ' 'I'ed ill Z h\ IIIIll\r. ....irncn ct-, I'lIdlllski, alld 11111''1' arv. r- . S udl 1l1"";I!> r,' di"'II\l'I'ies cou tinuc cvvn

lod, l\ . III 1'1'1'7, l. llllJ ill,d i,'s \ \l'l'" cxhunu-c! ill S I. 1','I''I', l ll lr~, 'IIll! 'lI1oI11l' r 1),lJOIl \1 ,'1',' !;llllJd in J 1lJ.I "

j!r 'I\ " illl h,' !" n ', I, of Jo.- ar l"l ia . ' II I(



The JL'lIi ,;h n 'nH'llTI, \\ ,lr';;III , \ I1I111UI IIII'111

crecn-d ill -ccrc r ill I'IS, 10 Ilu- 1111:l11on " I' \ i~

tur ,\ Iter alld I lcnr v~ Lrlich, I .c.ulcr-, 0' IhI'

./"\\ ish .'i,"'i:t1 isl \\ orker'" Parll . Ihl" IIlT e 11r,1
, clllcll n ,d till ' 'lIp pllSl'd h lUI 11lf: lic, II illl Ihl'

'\all P:II'lI, Th ( ' ~ were Sl'lIlr llI'L,d 101 ,k,111I ,I ' Cl"

oud t inu .nu ] kcpl ill ,,, Jil.lfI "" IIIiIIL'lll"11i LI
Iii'll hall ':"" hilll,dl ill hi, c(,11"II I ,:; \ 1.11 1'1-1 2:
Ylicr ILls , holl 0111 17 l:cl>rll,II'1 11/'1.\ ,:1 11'11 d,I ~ '

alt er 1111' I i,'loIn .n SI:tlillf:r,ld , I ) J(

\\' ilold Pikd..i. a I'llli,;h res is

ranee lif!lllCL delibcratcl , had
himself cap tured h~ l icrm.m

ti,r"t''; (ahol e) Sll ih.u Ill' co uld

se t li p a resist an ce nct wurk in

Ausch« ill , I It- suhscqucnrl,
escl pt'd an d ,'om inued 10 lif!hl
lhe ;\;uis, I Ie II a,; urrcsu-d ill

\ Ia ~ I 'H , hv lhe l .ommun ist

,;eCH'1 pol ice (bc lu« J. rurt urcd ,

scnrcnccd 10 deal h. and ,'.\t"

cured, I It- li as reha hilila lt'd ill
)lJIJO, " IJ, R,

:\ monumen t erecte d ill \\'ar

" III ill 11/1)( , ill hom.ur« IIIj ew

ish and C ll lllllic Poks who

were deponed 10 rhc Elr norrh,
Siberia. !\:a/ akhsl an, .uul other

dixt.mt rq !ion ,; in 1(1311-I'I-t1
and IIJ-H---t5 , , ,\ , Tahor

L.ISI lk -rlin. 17 .1ulI l' 11/ :; ,; , P r"l e ,lill ~ lIa::c 1'111 ,. wurkcr-, wvnt '"1 ,;Irikc llll I"JUIlCand de llloll ,;II"l1 t,d ill

ti ll' , IrITis, .'i," il'l 1, 1Tl ~ ' Ihell l oI"~ up l'o, ilio l11llerc oil rll\' l ,t'ip / i,:er ,I LI' Sl' ), .'ii\II'I'1l .h-mou vt r.u or-, were

~i ll l''' , IIlIl hl n 'd, III'!'" lIo lITllI l'l1. ,11 11 1 Iholl" llh" of I'L'ol'l,' r('(Tiled lOll ': pnsoll ,e l1l l'lIn's, Th « LI S' ( it'!'
111.1 11 11 1)1 1"11:: ILls t lu : IiI'" ;:re,11 rr.n], III ,11'1" '.11' ill .1"pl'Opl<-\ del11 olT,h'I," , 11, J(

Hudapcxr, ( le illher III,:;" , T he rirvt .m tuota liruri.ur revolutio n mohi li/ l'd the cnt in - popu l.nin r:

,1;:,lins' IIH' , \'I Tl'I I'ol i,'(' .nu l the l .om mnnist !':In l , ' Ihv rl' ,i, I;IIII'I' li;:hllT ' lIull ,l ~nl 10 .11'1 ,1 1

SO\ ict int cr vvnt iun . I \ rd ll \ l' Phol.....
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Pr;lgu,e, August .llJhH. During'the Soviet invasion the inhahitanrs of rhe ['ill " ITt' '1111' , I I I . ' . . , .'. ' I I :--: .. . " . l ~ '" 1.1\\ ,I L1,m lMII -
son " It l uie : 'IZI mvasion ot Ili" X, I Ierc thcv ~ ree l rhc Soviet rroops with moe], ." a / i salu lL's, ' Il /{

The 1930s, marked by repressio n uguinsr society on a hitherto
unknown scale, also sa\\' a huge cxp.msion of the concentration-camp system,
The Ciu lal!-' Adm inist rat ion arc hives now available allow a dose examina tion of
the cvolution of these institu tions, revealing changes in orga nizational str uc
ture, per iods of ~rea t uctivitv the num ber of prisoners, their economic status,
(he sort Ill' cr imes till' which they had been condemned, and th eir division by
a~e , scv, n.uio nulitv, and educational background .' But many gray areas re
main, In parti cular, although the Clulag bur eaucracy kept efficient records of
the numbers of inmates , lin k is known about the late of those who lailed to

arrive at thei r dest inat ion; and this despit e numerous individual testim onies,
By mid - ]I)3{) app roximatd y 140,O!lO pr isoners were already working in

the camps run by' the Ci PLi, The huge project to dig' a canal conn ccrin g the
White Sea and the Baltic, which alone required more than 120,000 men, re

suit ed in the tr ansfer of tens of thousands from prison to camp, The number
or people receivin g' some sort ul custod ial sentence continued to rise: n1O['(: than
SIl,OO() W LTC sentenced hy the CiPL in I'i 2l), and 20X,()OO in IlJ3() (this compared
1\ ith I, 17X,()OO cases prosecuted by bodi es other than the G PU in 142'), and
1,2.lR,[)()[) in 1931 ) , ~ One can th er efore calculate that in carly 1932 more than
301l,[)(H) prisoners \\' l ' IT labor ing; on the CiPU projects, wha t th e annual rnor-
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tality rate often reached 10 per cent, as was the case for the Baltic-White Sea

canal.

When the GPU was reorganized and renamed the NKVD in Jul y 1934,

the Gulag absorbed 780 small penal colonies and some 212,000 prisoners from

camps that had been judged inefficient or badl y run under the People's Com

missariat of Justice. To increase productivity, and to match the image they were

trying to create for the rest of the country, camps became bigger and more

specialized . Huge penal complexes, each holding tens of thousands of prison

ers, were to be a major factor in the economy of Stalin's U.S.S.R. On I January

1935 the newly unified Gulag system contained more than 965,000 prisoners

725,000 in work camps and 240,000 in work colonies, smaller units where less

sociall y dangerous elements were sent, usually for a period of less than three

years.'
In this fashion, the map of the gulags for the next two decades was drawn .

The penal colonies of the Solovetski Islands, which contained some 45,000

prisoners, spawned "fl ying camps" that were moved to places where wood was

to be cut: in Karelia, along the shores of the White Sea, and in the Vologda

region. The large Svirlag group of camps, which held around 43,O()O pri soners,

had the task of keeping the Leningrad area supplied with wood for heating,

while the Temnikovo camps fulfilled the same role for the Moscow area .

From the strategic crossroads at Kotlas, a railwa y was laid down along the

"Northern Route" to West Vym, Ukhta, Pechora, and Vorkura, with woodcut

ting operations and mines along the way. In the far north, the Ukhtpechlag

used its 51,000 prisoners to build roads, mine coal, and extract petroleum.

Another branch snaked out toward the Urals and the ch emical centers at

Solikamsk and Berezniki, while to the southeast all the camps in western Siberia

and their 63,000 prisoners provided free manpower for the great mining com

plex at Kuzbassugol.

Farther south, in the Karaganda region in Kazakhstan, the "agricultural

camps" of the Steplag, containing some 30,000 prisoners, pioneered a project

to cultivate the steppes. Apparently the regime there was less harsh than at the

huge Dmitlag complex, which in the mid-1930s contained some 196,000 pris

oners. After the completion of the Baltic-White Sea canal in 1933 it was

detailed to construct the second great Stalinist canal, from Moscow to the

Volga.

Another huge construction project was the BAM, the Baikal-Amur

Magistral, the railwa y that was to run parallel to the Trans-Siberian line be

tween Baikal and Amur. In early 1935 about 150,000 prisoners from the group

of concentration camps at Bamlag, organized into some thirty divisions,

worked on the first section of the railway. In 1939 the Bamlag with its 260,000

prisoners was the biggest Soviet concentration camp of all.
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Finally, after 1932 the Sevvostlag, a group of camps in the northeast,

provided manpower for a center of great strategic importance, the Dalstroi. Its

task was the production of gold to finance purchases from the West of equip

ment for industrialization. All the gold seams were situated in a particularly

inhospitable region-in Kolyma. Accessible onl y by sea, Kolyma was to become

the region most symbolic of the gulags. Magadan, the capital and the port

where all new arrivals disembarked, had been built by the prisoners themselves.

Its single road, a vital artery that had also been built by the prisoners, served

only to link these camps. The living conditions were particularly inhumane and

are well described in the works of Varlam Shalamov. Between 1932 and 1939,

the gold extracted by the Kolyma prisoners-who numbered 138,000 in 1939

rose from 276 kilos to 48 metric tons, which accounted for 35 percent of all

Soviet gold produced that year.'
In June 1935 the government launched a new huge project that could be

carried out only with penal labor-the construction of a large nickel production

center in Norilsk, north of the Arctic Circle. At the height of the Gulag years,

in the 19505, the prisoners in the concentration camps in Norilsk would number

70,000 . The productive function of this camp, known as a "corrective work

camp," clearly reflected the internal structure of the Gulag. Its central organi

zation was neither geographical nor functional, but entirely economic, with

centers for hydroelectric production, for railway construction, for bridge and

road buildin~, and so on. For both the administration of the penal centers and

the government ministries of ind ustry, prisoners and work colonizers were just

so much merchandise to be parceled out by contract .'
In the second half of the 1930s the Gulag population doubled , from

965,000 prisoners in early 1935 to 1,930,000 in early 1941. In 1937 alone it grew

by 700,000." The massive influx of new prisoners so destabilized production

that it fell by 13 percent from the previous year's. It continued to stagnate in

1938 until the new people's commissar of internal affairs, Lavrenti Beria, took

vigorous measures to rationalize the work carried out by prisoners. In a note

addressed to the Politburo on 10 ApriI19.N, Beria laid out his program for the

reorganization of the gulags . He argued that his predecessor, Nikolai Ezhov,

had placed a much higher priority on hunting down class enemies than h~ had

on healthy economic management. The normal food allowance for the pnson

ers, set at 1,400 calories per da y, had been calculated for people who did nothing

but sit around a prison cell all da y' As a result, the number of prisoners capable

of working had shrunk considerably over the previous years : some 250,000

prisoners were unable to work on I March 1939, and 8 percent of all prisoners

had died in the previous year. To meet the production targets set by the NKVD,

Beria called for an increase in food rations. In addition, he called for a halt to

the early release of prisoners and to exemplary punishments of malingerers or
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"production disorganizers." He recommended the extension of the working

day to eleven hours, with three rest days allowed per month, "to exploit, as

much as possible, all the physical capacities of all the prisoners."

Contrary to popular belief, the Gulag archives demonstrate that the turn

over of prisoners was quite high; 20--35 percent were released each year. This

rotation can be explained by the relatively high number of sentences of less

than five years, nearly 57 percent of all sentences in early 1940 . But the arbitrary

nature of the camp administration and the justice system, particularly where

the political prisoners of 1937-38 were concerned, often meant that sentences

were mysteriously extended. Release often did not mean freedom, but subjec

tion to a whole series of measures such as exile or house arrest.

Also contrary to popular belief, the Gulag camps were not filled only with

political prisoners-sentenced for "counterrevolutionary activities" according

to the fourteen definitions of the infamous Article 58 of the penal code. The

political contingent oscillated between one-quarter and one-third of all prison

ers in the gulags each year. The other prisoners were not necessarily common

criminals. Many were sentenced to camps for having committed crimes spe

cially created by the Party, ranging from "destruction of Soviet property" to

"breaking the passport law," "hooliganism," "speculation," "leaving one's work

post," "sabotage," or even "nonfulfillment of the minimum number of working

days" in the ko/khozy. Most prisoners in the gulags were simply ordinary

citizens who were victims of particularly harsh laws in the workplace and a

growing number of regulations regarding social behavior. They were the result

of a decade of repressive measures taken by the Party-state against ever-larger
sections of society.x

A provisional balance sheet of statistics on the terror might run as follows:

6 million dead as a result of the famine of 1932-33, a catastrophe that

can be blamed largely on the policy of enforced collectivization and the

predatory tactics of the central government in seizing the harvests of the

kolkhuz)'.

720,000 executions, 680,000 of which were carried out in 1937-38, usu

ally after some sort of travesty of justice by a special GPU or NKYD

court.

300,000 known deaths in the camps from 1934 to 1940 . By extrapolating

these figures back to 1930-1933 (years for which very few records are

available), we can estimate that some 400,000 died during the decade,

not counting the incalculable number of those who died between the mo

ment of their arrest and their registration as prisoners in one of the

camps.
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600,000 registered deaths among the deportees, refugees, and "specially

displaced ."
Approximately 2,200,000 deported, forcibly moved, or exiled as "spe-

cially displaced people."
A cumulative figure of 7 million people who entered the camps and Gu

lag colonies from 19.14 to 1941 (information for the years 1930-1933 re

mains imprecise).

On 1 January 11)40 some I,h70,000 prisoners were being held in the 53
groups of corrective work camps and the 425 corrective work colonies. One

year later the figure had risen to 1,930,OOl). 1n addition, prisons held 200,000

people awaiting trial or a transfer to camp. Finally, the NKYD komandatury

were in charge of approximately 1.2 million "specially displaced people."? Even

if these figures are heavily rounded down to bring them into line with estimates

made by previous historians and eyewitnesses, which often confused the num

bers of those entering the gulags with the numbers already present at a certain

date, the data still give a good idea of the scale of the repressive measures

against the Soviet people in the ]1J30s.

From the end of 193<) to the summer of 11)41 the camps, colonies, and special

Gulag settlements saw the arrival of yet another wave of prisoners. This was

partly the result of the Sovietization of the new territories, and partly the

result of the unprecedented criminalization of various sorts of behavior, nota-

blv in the workplace.
~ On 24 August 1<)39 the world was stunned to learn that a mutual pact of

nonaggression had been signed the previous day between Stalin's U.S.S.R. and

Hitler's Gerrnanv. The announcement of the pact sent shock waves through

much of the world, where public opinion was totally unprepared for what

appeared to be a 1'1"1t:~/i/{e in international relations. At the time, few people

had realized what could link two regimes that apparently professed such op-

posed ideologies.
On 21 August 11)39 the Soviet government adjourned negotiations with

the Franco-Hri;ish mission that had arrived in Moscow on 11 August. The

mission had hoped to conclude a pact that would reciprocally engage all three

of the parties in the event of a hostile action by Germany against anyone of

them . Since carlv that year, Soviet diplomats, led by Yyacheslav Molotov, had

progressively di:tanced- themselves from the idea of an agreement with Fra~ce

and Britain, which Moscow suspected were prepared to sign another Munich

treaty to sacrifice Poland, leaving the Germans a free hand in the east. While

negotiations between the Soviet Union on the one hand, and the French and
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British on th e othe r, becam e bogged down in inso luble probl em s, es pec ially the

ques tion of per mission for Sov iet tr oops to cross Polish rer ri rorv, co ntac ts

between Sovie t and Ger ma n representat ives at vario us levels took a new tur n .

On 14 August von Ribben tr op, th e G erman forc ign min is ter, o ffered to come

to Moscow to con clude a mom entous po litical agreement with the Soviet

Union. The following day, S talin accepted th e offer.

On 19 August , after a ser ies of negot iations begun in lure 14J ~ . the

Germa n and Soviet delegat ions signed a commerc ial treat y tha t looke d ex 

tremely promising for the U.S.S.R, T ha t same evening, the Soviet Lnion

accepted von Ribb entrop 's offer to visit Moscow to sign th e pact of nona ggres

sion alr eady worked out in Moscow and sent ahea d to Berlin . T he German

min ister, who had been given extrao rdina ry powers for the occasion, ar r ivcd in

Moscow on the afte rnoon of 2j August. T he nonaggression tr eat y was signe d

during the night and mad e public the followin g day. Meant to last for ten years,

it was to com e into effect immediately. The mos t important part of the agree

ment, outlining sp heres of influence and ann exations in Eas te rn Europe, oh \' j

ously remained sec ret. T he Soviet U nio n de nied th e existence of the secret

protoco l unt il 1989. According to the sec ret agreement, Lit huania fdl un der

German control, and Eston ia, La tvia, Fi nland, and Hcssarubia would be give n

to Sov iet contro l. T he maint enance of some sort of sovereign Poli sh sta re was

left unresolved , but it was clear th at after Germa n and Soviet military int er

vent ion in Poland , the U.S .S.R. was to recover the Ukrai n ian and llel nrussian

ter ritori es it had lost und er the Riga treat y in InO, toget her with part of the

"historically and ethnicall y Polish" territories in the pr ov inces of r.ublin and

Warsaw.

Eight days after the signing of the pact , Nazi troop s marched into Poland .

O ne week later, after all Pol ish resis tance had bee n cr ushed, and at th e insis

tenc e of the Ge rmans, th e Sovi et gove rnment proclaim ed its int ention to

occupy the territor ies to whic h it was entit led under th e sec re t pr ot ocol of 2.\
August . On 17 Se p tember th e Red Army ente red Poland , on the pretext th at

it was coming to th e aid of its "U krainia n and Beloru ssian blood brother s,"

who were in danger because of "the disint egration of the Polish state," So vie t

int ervention met with little resistance, sin ce the Polish army had been alm ost

completely destroyed. The So viet Union took 230,000 prison ers of war, includ 
ing 15,000 officers. III

The idea of in stallin g some sort of Polish pup pet gove rn ment was rap id Iy

abando ned, and negotiation s were opened on the fixing of th e border between

G ermany and the U.S.S.R. On 22 Se ptem ber it was dra wn along the Visrul a in

Warsaw, but after von Ribbentrop 's visit to Moscow on 28 Septem ber it was

pu shed farther eas t, to the Bug. In exchan ge for th is co ncession, Ger rnany

ag reed to inclu de Lithuan ia in the sphere of Sov iet cont ro l. The partit ion in g
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of Poland allowed th e U.S .S.R . to annex vas t territories of 180,000 square

kilometers, with ,I populati on of 12 mi llion Belorussians, U kra inia ns, and Poles.

O n I and 2 November, afte r a farc ical refe re nd um, th ese territor ies were

arrached to th e Soviet republ ics of U kraine and Belorussia.

By this time th e NKVD " clea ns ing" of th e regions was already under way.

The first targets we re the Poles, who were arrested and deport ed en masse as

"host ile clem ents." Those most at risk wer e landowners, industrialists, sho p

keepers, ci vil servants, pol icem en, and " mi litary colonists" (osa dnicy toojskome)
who had received a par cel of land from th e Poli sh gove rn me nt in recognition

of their se rv ice in the Sov iet- Po lish war of 1920 . Accord ing to reco rds kept in

th e S pec ial Colonies Department of the G ulag, JS I,000 Pol ish civilians from

the ter ritories taken over by th e U.S .S.R . in September 1939 were deported

between Febr uary 1940 and June 1941 as "specially d isplaced peopl e" to Sibe

ria, the Arkhan gelsk region, Kazakhstan, and other far-flung corn ers of th e

U.S.S.R. II The figures given by Polish historian s are much higher, arguing for

ap pro xim ately I million deportees.12There are no precise figures for the arrest

and deportat ion of c ivilians carried out bet ween Septem ber 19J9 and J anu ar y

14·m
For later per iods, archival documents co ntain evidence for three grea t

waves of ar re st s an d deportations, on 4 and 10 Fe bru ary, 12 and 13 April, and

211 and 29 June 1940.'1 The return tr ip for th e convoys between the Polish

bo rder and Siberia, Kazakh stan , or the Arctic regions took two mo nt hs . As for

the Polish prison ers of war, on ly 82,000 out of 2J O,000 were still alive in th e

s ummer of 1941. Losses am on g th e Polish deportees were also extremely high .

In August 1941 , after reaching an agreement with the Polish govern ment- in

exile, the Soviet go vern ment granted an am nesty to all Poles who had been

de porte d since Novem be r 19JY, but to only 243,100 of the 381,0 00 "specially

dis placed ." In to ta l mor e than JII8,OOO Polish pri son ers of war, interned refu

gees, an d deported civilians benefited from this amnesty. Seve ral hundred

thousand had d ied in th e previou s two years. A g rea t number had been executed

on th e pretext th at they were "unrepentan t and de termi ned enemies of Soviet

power."
Among th e latter were th e 25,700 officer s and Polish civilians whom Beria,

in a top-secret lette r to Stalin on 5 March 1940, had proposed to shoot.

A large nu m ber of ex-officers frum the Polish army, ex-officials from the
Polis h police and inforrn ation departments, members of nationalist
counter revolutio nary parties, memb ers of opposition counterrevo lu
tionary orga n izations that have rightl y been unm asked, renegades, and
many othe rs, all sworn enemies of the Sov iet system, are at present
bein~ detai ned in prisoner-o r- war camps run by the NKVD in the
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U.S .S.R. and. in the prisons situated in the western regions of Ukraine
and Belorussia.

. The ar~y officers and policemen who are being held prisoner are
stili att~mptm.g to ~ursue their counterrevolutionary activities and are
f?mentmg anti-Soviet actions. They are all eagerly awaiting their libera
non so ~hat o~ce more the y may enter activel y into th e str uggle again st
the Soviet regime.

NKyD organizations in the western regions of Ukraine and in
Bel~.ru~sla have unco.vered a number of rebel counterrevolutionary or
ganJ~atJOns. ~he Polish ex-army officers and policemen have all been
playing an active role at the head of these organizations.

Among the renegades and those who have violated state borders are
nu~erous pe?pJe who have been identified as belonging to counterrevo
lutionary espronage and resistance movements.

14,736 ex-officers ,official.s, landowners, policemen, pri son guards,
border settlers (osadniki} , and mformation agents (more than 97 percent

of whom ~re Polis.h) are at present being detained in prisoner of war
camps..Nelt.her pnvate soldiers nor non commissioned officers are in
cluded in this number. Among them are:

295 general s, colonel s, and lieutenant colonels
2,080 commanders and captains

6,049 lieutenants, second lieutenants, and officers in training

1,030 o ffi~ers and police NCOs, border guards, and gendarmes
5,138 policemen, gendarmes, prison guards, and information

officers

144 officials, landowners, priests, and border settlers

In add!tion to the a.bove, 18,632 men are detained in prisons in the
weste~n regions of Ukraine and Belorussia (10,685 of whom are Polish)
They mel ude : .

1,207 ex-officers

5,141 ex-information officers , police and gendarmes
347 spies and saboteurs '

465 ex-landowners, factory managers, and officials

5,345 members of various counterrevolutionary resistance move
ments and diverse other clements

6,127 renegades

. Insofar as all the above individuals are Sworn and incorrigible ene-
mies of the Soviet regime the U S S R NK\'D b I' ., . . . . e leves It necessa ry to:
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1. Order the U.S .S.R. NKVD to pass judgment before special
courts on:

a. the 14,700 ex-officers, officials, land owners, police officers ,
information officer s, gendarmes, spe cial border guards, and
prison guards detained in prisoner-of-war camps

b. the 11,000 members of the diverse counterrevolutionary es
pionage and sabotage organization s, ex-landowners , factory
managers, ex-offic ers of the Polish army, officials, and rene
gades who have been arrested and are being held in the pris
ons in the western reg ions of U kraine and Beloru ssia, so that
THE SUPREME PENALTY BE APPLIED, DEATH BY
FIRING SQUAD .

2. Order that individual files be studied in the absence of the ac
cus ed, and with out particular charges bein g lodged . The conclu
sions of the inquiries and the final sentence should be presented
as follows:

a. a cer t ificate produced by the Directorate for Prisoner of War
Affairs of th e N KVD of the U.S.S.R. for all individuals de
tained in pri soner-of-war camps

b. a certificate produced by the Ukrainian branch of the
NKV D and the Bclorussian N K VD for all other people ar
rested.

3. Files should be examined and sentences passed by a tribunal
made up of three people-Comrades [Vsevolod] Merkul ov,
[Bogdan1Kobulov, and [Ivan L.] Bashtakov

Some of rhe ma ss graves containing the bodies of th ose executed were

discovered by the Germans in April 1943 in the Karyn forest. Several huge

graves were found to contain the remain s of 4 ,000 Polish officers. The Soviet

authorities tr ied to hlame this ma ssacre on the Germans; onl y in 1992, on the

occasion of a visit hy Boris Yeltsin to Warsaw, did the Russian government

acknowledge the Soviet Politburo's sole responsibility for the massacre of the

Polish officers in 1940.

As soo n as the Polish territories were annexed , the Soviet government

summon ed the heads of the Eston ian, Latvian, and Lithuanian governments

to Moscow and imposed "mutual assistance treaties" on them, according to

which they " invited" th e U.S .S.R. to set up military bases on their terr itory.

Immediately, 25,000 Soviet soldiers marched into Estonia, 30 ,000 into Latvia,

and 20,000 into Lithuania . These troops far outnumbered the standing armies

in each of the theoreti call y independent countries. The entry of So viet tr oops

in October 1939 marked the real end of the independence of the Balti c states.

On 11 October Beria gave the order to "s tam p out anti-Soviet and antisociali st
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elements" in these countries. The Soviet military police then began arresting

officers, civil servants, and intellectuals considered untrustworthy.

In June 1940, shortly after the successful German offensive in France, the

Soviet government acted on the clauses contained in the secret protocol of 23
August 1939. On 14June, on the pretext that there had been "acts of provoca

tion carried out against the Soviet garrisons," it sent an ultimatum to the Baltic

leaders, ordering them to form "governments prepared to guarantee the honest

application of a treaty of mutual assistance, and to take steps to punish all

opponents of such a treaty." In the days that followed, several hundred thou

sand more Soviet troops marched into the Baltic states. Stalin sent repre

sentatives to the capital cities: Vyshinsky to Riga, Zhdanov to Tallinn, and

Vladimir Dekanozov, the chief of the secret police and deputy minister of

foreign affairs in the U.S.S .R ., to Kaunas. Their mission was to carry out the

Sovietization of the three republics. Parliaments and all local institutions were

dissolved and most of the members arrested. Only the Communist Party was

authorized to present candidates for the elections on 14 and 15July 19·m
In the weeks following the farcical elections, the NKVD, under the lead

ership of General Ivan Serav, arrested between 15,000 and 20,0()() " hostile

elements." In Latvia alone, 1,480 people were summarily executed at the be

ginning of July. The newly "elected" parliaments requested that their countries

be admitted into the U.S.S.R ., a request that was granted in early August by

the Supreme Soviet, which then proclaimed the birth of three new Soviet

Socialist Republics. While Pravda wrote that " the sun of the great Stalinist

constitution will henceforth be shining its gratifying rays on new territories and

new peoples," what was actually beginning for the Baltic states was a long

period of arrests, deportations, and executions.

Soviet archives also contain the details of a large deportation operation

carried out under the orders of General Serov during the night of 13-14 Mav,

when "socially hostile" elements from the Baltic region Moldavia Belorussi;

and western Ukraine were rounded up. The operation had been pianned a few:

weeks previously, and on 16May 1941 Beria wrote to Stalin regarding the latest

project to "clean up regions recently integrated into the U.S.S .R . and remove

all criminal, socially alien, and anti-Soviet elements." In total, 85,716 people

were deported in June 1941, including 25,711 from the Baltic states. Vsevolod

Merkulov, the second in command at the NKVD, in a report dated I i July

1941, tabulated the results of the operation in the Balrics, During the night of

13-14 June, 11,038 members of "bourgeois nationalist" families, 3,240 mem

bers of the families of former policemen, i, 124 members of families of land

owners, industrialists, and civil servants, 1,649 members of the families of

former officers, and 2,907 "others" were deported. The document makes clear

that the heads of these families had been arrested, and in all probability had

alread y been executed . The operation carried out on 13June was aimed exclu

sively at the remaining family members of those who had been deemed "socially

alien ." !"
Each deported famil y was allowed 100 kilograms of baggage, which was

supposed to include enough food for one month. The NKVD itself accepted

no responsibility for providing food during the whole deportation process. The

convo ys arrived at their destination at th e end of Jul y 1941, most of them going

to Novosibirsk and Kazakhstan. Some of them did not reach their destination

in the Altai region until mid-September. No information is available on the

number of deportees who died in tr ansit , but one can imagine that the numbers

were high. The journey took from six to twelve weeks, and the deportees were

fifty to a wagon in the cattle trucks used to transport them, kept together with

all their food and baggage in the same place. Beria planned a similar large-scale

operation for the night of 27-28 June 1941 . The choice of this date can be

taken as further confirmation that the Soviet high command was not prepared

for the German attack planned for 22 June. Operation Barbarossa delayed for

several years the NK VI) "cleansing" of the Baltic states.
A few days after the occupation of the Baltic states, the Soviet government

sent an ultim~rum to Romania demanding the immediate return of Bessarabia

and Northern Hukm'ina to the U.S.S .R .-another provision of the secret Ger

man-Soviet protocol of 23 August 1939. Abandoned by the Germans, the

Romanians immediately gave in . Bukm'ina and part of Bessarabia were incor

porated into U kraine, and the remaining part of Bessarabia became the So~i~t
Socialist Republic of Moldavia, proclaimed on 2 August 1940. Kobulov, Beria s

assistant, s igned a deportation order that same da y for 31,099 "anti-Soviet

clements" who lived in the Soviet Socialist Republic of Moldavia, and for

another 12,]lJI in the Romanian regions that had been incorporated into

Ukraine. Within a few months all these "elements" had been classified and filed

in what was bv then the tried and tested manner. The previous evening, on

I August 19.W: Molotov had given a triumphant speech to the Supreme S.o~iet
regarding the German-Soviet pact, which had given the U.S .S.R. 23 million

new inhabitants.

The vear 1940 was also remarkable for one other statistic. It was the year when

the number of prisoners in gulags and Soviet prisons reached their height. On

I January 1941 the gulags contained more than 1,930,~OO people, 2,:O,0~0 ~or~
than the previous year. More than 500,000 people 10 the new SO~letlze~
territori es had been deported, in addition to the 1.2 million "specially dIS

placed people" who had been counted at the end of 1939. Soviet prisons, which
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had a theoretical limit of 234,000 inmates, held 462,000 people ;\5 and the total
number of sentences passed that year saw a huge rise, climbing in one year
from 700,000 to 2,300,000.\6

This spectacular increase was the result of an unprecedented effort to

criminalize different types of social behavior. In the workplace the date of 26
June 1940 remained imprinted on the minds of many because of the decree
"on the adoption of the eight-hour working day, the seven-day working week,
and the ban on leaving work of one's own accord." Any unjustified absence,
including any lateness of more than twenty minutes, was henceforth treated as
a criminal offense. Lawbreakers were liable to six months' uninterrupted "cor
rect ive work," the loss of 25 percent of their salary, and the possibility of a
prison sentence of between two and four months.

On 10 August another decree increased the punishments for any act of
"hooliganism," shoddy work, or petty theft in the workplace to as much -as three
years of imprisonment in the camps. In the conditions that then prevailed in
Soviet industry, almost any worker could be prosecuted under this severe new
law.

These decrees, which would remain on the statute books until 1950,
marked a new stage in the criminalization of the labor laws. In the first six
months after they came into effect, more than 1.5 million people received
sentences; the fact that 400,000 of these were custodial sentences partly ex
plains the huge increase in prison numbers after the summer of 1Y41 . The
number of "hooligans" sentenced to the camps rose from IOR,OOO in 1939 to
200,000 in 1940.17

Th e end of the Great Terror was thus marked by a new offensive against
the ordinary citizens of the country, those who refused to bend to accommodate
the new factory or kolkhoz laws. In response to the severe laws of the summer
of 1940, a number of workers, if one is to judge by the reports of N KVD
informers, fell into what were termed "unhealthy states of mind ," particularly
during the first few weeks of the Nazi invasion. They openly called for "th~
elimination of allJews and Communists" and began to spread what the NK VD
termed "provocative rumors." For example, one Moscow worker claimed that
"when Hitler takes our towns, he will put up posters saying, 'I won't put
workers on trial, like your government does, just because they are twenty-one
minutes late for work.'"!" Any such comment was treated with extreme severity,
as is indicated by the report of the military procurator general on "crimes and
misdemeanors committed on the railways between 22 June and 1 September
1941." This report recorded 2,254 sentences against individuals , including 204
death sentences; 412 people were sentenced for "the spreading of counterrevo
lutionary rumors," and 110 railway workers were condemned to death for this
crime."

The Empire of the Camps

A collection of documents recently published details the mood of the
Moscow population during the first few months of the war.What emerges most
clearly is the total confusion felt by people during the German advances in the
summer of 1941.zn Muscovites seemed to fall into one of three categories:
patriots, a large group of ambivalent individuals who latched on to rumors, and
the defeatists, who wished for a swift German victory to get rid of the "Jews
and Bolsheviks" per ceived to have ruined the country. In October 1941, when
factories were dismantled and moved farther east in the countr y,an "anti-Soviet
disorder" broke out in the textile industry in the Ivanovo district ." The defeat
ist slogans of the workers were quite revealing of the despair felt by much of
the workforce, which since 1940 had labored under ever-harsher conditions.

The barbarism of the Nazis created some reconciliation between the
Soviet government and the people, in that Germany classed Russians as sub
humans destined for extermination or slavery. After the German invasion there
was a swift upturn in patriotism . Stalin very cleverly began to reaffirm tradi
tional patriotic Russian values. In a famous radio address to the nation on 3July
1Y41, he again used the language and imagery that had unified Russians for
more than a century: "Brothers and sisters, a grave danger is threatening our
land." References to the Great Russian Nation of Plekhanov, Lenin, Pushkin,
Tolstoy, Tchaikovsky, Lermontov, Suvorov, and Kutuzov were used to call for
a holy'war, the "Great Patriotic War." On 7 November 1941, while reviewing
battalions of volunteers who were leaving for the front, Stalin called on them
to fight according to "the glorious cxamples of our ancestors Aleksandr Nevsk.y
and Dmitrv Donskoi ." The former had saved Russia from the Teutonic

Knight s in "the thirteenth century, and the second, a century later, had finally

shaken off the Tatar yoke.
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For a long time, one of the best-kept secrets of Soviet history was
the deportation of whole ethnic groups during the Great Patriotic War-na

tions that were collectively accused of "subversive tactics, espionage, and col

laboration with the occupying Nazi forces." Only at the end of the 1950s did

the authorities finally admit that "excesses and generalizations" had taken

place. In the 1960s the legal existence of a number of autonomous republics,

which had been struck off the map for collaboration with the enemy, was

finally reestablished. But it was only in 1972 th at the remainder of the living

deportees were finally given a "free choice of their place of abode." And it was

only in 1989 that the Crimean Tatars were fully rehabilitated . Until the mid

I960s, the progressive removal of the sanctions against these peoples was still

top secret, and the decrees issued before 1964 were never made public. Only

with the "Declaration of the Supreme Soviet" of 14 November 1989 did the

Soviet state finally acknowledge "the criminal illegality of the barbarous acts

committed by the Stalinist regime against the peoples deponed en masse."

The Germans were the first ethnic group to be collectively deported, a

few weeks after the German invasion of the U.S.S .R. Accord ing to the 1939

census, there were then 1,427,000 Germans living in the Soviet Union, most

of them descendants of the German colonists invited by Catherine II to settle

the vas t empty spaces of southern Russia. In 1924 the Soviet government had
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created the autonomous Volga German Republic. Numbering around 370,000,

the Volga Germans accounted for onl y a quarter of the population of German

immigrants located throughout Ru ssia (chiefly in the regions of Saratov, Stal

ingrad, Voronezh, Moscow, and Leningrad), U kraine (where there were

390,000), the N o rt hern Caucasus (chiefly in the regions of Krasnodar,

Ordzhonikidze, and Stavropol), and even in the Crimea and Georgia. On 28

Augu st 1941 the Presidium of th e Supreme Soviet issued a decree stipulating

that all Germans in the autonomous Volga Republic, the Saratov region , and

Stalingrad were to be deported to Kazakhstan and Siberia. The decree por

traved this move as a humanitarian measure.

. At a time when the Red Army was retreating on all fronts and losing tens

of thousands every da y as soldiers were killed or taken pri soner, Beria diverted

mor e than 14,000 men from the N K VD for this operation, which was led by

the people's commissar of internal affairs, General Ivan Serov, who had already

shown his efficiency in this sort of exercise during the ethnic cleansing of the

Baltic states. Even if one takes account of the extraordinary circumstances and

the unforeseen defeat of the ReJ Army, the cruelty with which the operation

was carried out is as tound ing, From 3 to 5 September 1941,446,480 Germans

were deported in 2JO convoys, which on average contained 50 trucks. This

meant that there were nearly 2,aOO people per convoy, or 40 per truck. Travel

ing at only a few kilometers per hour, these convoys took between four and

eight weeks to reach their destinations in Omsk, N ovosibirsk, Barnaul in south

ern Siberia, and the Krasnoyarsk region of eastern Siberia. As in the case of

the previous deportations from the Baltic states, the displaced persons, accord

ing to the official instructions, had "a certain time to gather enough food for a

minimum period of one month ."

The following are excerpts from the decree of 28 August 1941.

According to reliable information received by the military authorities,
the German population living in the Volga region is harboring tens of
thousands of saboteurs and spies who, at the first hint of a signal from
Germany, will immediately organize disruptive activities in the region s
they inhabit. The Soviet authorities had not previou sly been aware of
the presence or the numbers of these saboteurs and spies. The German
population of the Volga is nurturing in its bosom enemies of the people
and of Soviet power . . .

If acts of sabotage are indeed carried out on Germany's orders by
German saboteurs and spies in the autonomous Volga Republic or in
neighboring areas, then blood will flow, and the Soviet government, as is
only appropriate in times of war, will be obliged to take punitive meas
ures against the German population of the Volga. To avoid this eventu
alit y and to save much bloodletting, the Presidium of th e Supreme
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Soviet of the U.S.S.R. has approved a decision to transfer the whole
German population of the Volga district elsewhere, providing them
with land and help from the state so that they can resettle in other
regions.

Districts where abundant land is available have been put aside to
this end in Novosibirsk and Omsk, Altai, Kazakhstan, and other areas
contiguous with these territories.

While the main deportation was under way, secondary operations were
carried out as military fortunes rose and fell. On 29 August 1941 Molotov,
Malenkov, and Zhdanov proposed to Stalin that they should cleanse the city
and region of Leningrad of the 96,000 people of German and Finnish origin
living there. The following day, German troops reached the Neva, cutting the
railway line that linked Leningrad with the rest of the country. The risk of
encirclement became more and more serious by the day, and the relevant
authorities had taken no measures to evacuate the civilian population of the city
or to prepare any food stocks in the event of a siege. Nonetheless, on that same
day, 30 August, Beria sent out a circular order ing the deportation of 132,000
people from the Leningrad region: 96,000 by train and 36,000 by river. As it
turned out, the NKVD had time to arrest and deport only 11 ,00ll Soviet
citizens of German origin before the arrival of German arm y units forced a
suspension of the deportation s.

Over the next several weeks similar operations were begun in the Moscow'
region, where 9,640 Germans were deported on IS September: in Tula , where
2,700 were deported on 21 September; in Gork y (formerl y Nizhni Novgorod),
where 3,162 were deported on 14 September; in Rostov, where 38,288 were
deponed between 10 and 20 September; in Zaporizhzhia (31,32ll between 25
September and 10 October); in Krasnodar (38,136 on 15 September); and in
Ordzhonikidze (77,570 on 20 September). In October 1941 there was a further
deportation of 100,000 Germans living in Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, the
Northern Caucasus, and the Crimea. As of 25 December 1941 , 894,600 Ger 
mans had been deported, most of them to Kazakhstan and Siberia . II' the
Germans deported in 1942 are taken into account , in all roughl y 1,209,430 were
deported in less than a year- very close to the 1,427,000 Germans reported in
the 1939 census.

More than 82 percent of the German populat ion in Soviet terri ton' were
thus deported , at a moment when all police and military forces should have
been concentrating on the armed struggle against the invading enemy rather
than the deportation of hundreds of thousands of innocent Soviet citizens. In
fact the proportion of Soviet citizens of German origin who were deported was
even higher than these figures suggest, if one also includes the tens of thou
sands of soldiers and officers of German origin who were expelled from Red
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Army units and sent off in disciplinary battalions of the " work army" to

Vorkuta, Kotlas, Kerner ovo, and Chel yabinsk. In this last city alone, more than
25,000 Germans were soon working in the metallurgy plant. Working condi
tions and the chances of sur vival were little bett er in the work camps than the y

were in the gulags.
Because information about the convoys is so piecemeal, it is impossible

today to calculate how many of these Germans died in the transfer to the new
settlements. It is also unclear how many convoys actually reached their desti
nation in the chaos engulfing Russia in the autumn of 1941. At the end of
November, according to the plan, 29,600 German deportees were to arri ve in
the region of Karaganda. But on I January 1942 only 8,304 had actually
arrived. The intention was for 130,Y98 individuals to settle in the area, but in
fact no more than 116,612 made it. What happened to the others? Did they die
en route, or were they transferred elsewhere? T he Altai region was slated to

receive 11,000 deportees, but actually received Y4,7Y9 . Worse still are the
NKVD reports on the arrival of the deportees, which leave no doubt that the

regions were totally unprepared for them.
In the prevailing environm ent of secrecy, local authorities were informed

only at the last minute about the arrival of tens of thousands of deportees. No
living quarters were ready, so the deportees were kept in stables, barracks, or
outside, exposed to the elements, even though winter was coming on fast.
Nonetheless, over the preceding ten years the authorities had acquired consid
erable experience in such matter s, and the "economic implantation" of the new
arr ivals was carried out far more efficiently than the arrival of the kulaks back
in the early IY30s, when they had often been abandoned in the forests. After a
few months most of the deportees were living as "specially displaced," which
is to sav that the y were living under extremely harsh conditions. T hey lived. .
under the control of NKVD liomandatury on collective farms, experimental
farms, or indu strial complexes, where food was poor and work was hard .'

The deportation of the Germans was followed by a second great wave of
deportations, from November IY43 to June 1944, when six peoples-the
Chcchens, the Ingush , the Crimean Tatars, the Kar achai, the Balkars, and the
Kalmyks-were deported to Siberia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, and Kirgizstan
on the pretext that the y had "collaborated massi vely with the Nazi occupier."
Thi s main wave of deportations was followed by other operations from July to
December 1944, which were intended to cleanse the Crimea and the Caucasus
of several other nationalities judged to be untrustworthy : the Greeks, the
Bulgars, the Armenians from the Crimea, the Meskhetian Turks, the Kurds ,

and the Khemshins of the Caucasus. '
Recently available archival documents have shed no new light on the
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supposed collaboration of the mountain peoples of th e Caucasu s the Kalm vks, - ,
or the Crimean Tarars with th e Nazis. Some facts point to a small number of

collaborators in the Crimea, in Kalmykia, in the Karachai lands, and in

Kabardino-Balkaria, but no evidence exists of general policies of collaboration

in these regions . It was after the loss by the Red Army at Rostov-on-Don in

July 1942, and during the German occupation of the Caucasus from the sum

mer of 1<)42 to the spring of 1943, that the most controversial collaborationist

episodes took place . In the power vacuum between the Soviet army's departure

and the arrival of the Germans, local leaders set up " National Committees" in

Mikoyan-Shakhar, in the autonomous region of Karachaevo-Cherkess; in Nal

chik, in the autonomous republic of Kabardino-Balkaria; and in Elista, in the

autonomous republic of Kalmykia . The German army recognized the authoritv

of these local committees, which for a few months enjoyed religious economic. , ."
and political autonomy. Once this experiment in the Caucasus had reinforced

the "Muslim Myth" (the notion that Islamic regions of the U.S.S.R. could be

exploited) in Berlin, the Crimean Tatars were also permitted to set up their

own "Central Muslim Committee," based in Simferopol.

Nevertheless, because the Nazis feared that there might be a resurgence

of the Pan-Turkic movement, which had been crushed by the Red Army in the

mid-1920s, they never gave the Crimean Tatars the auronomv the Kalrnvks,
Karachai, and Balkar s enjoyed for a few months. In exchange for the small

measure of autonomy they were accorded, these local authorities contributed a

few troops to break the resistance of the nearly negligible forces that had

remained loyal to the Soviet regime. In all, these units amounted to no more

than a few thousand men: six Tatar battalions in the Crimea, and one body of
Kalmyk cavalry.

The autonomous republic of Chechnya-Ingushetia was only partially oc

cupied by Nazi detachments for approximatel y ten weeks, from earl y Septem

ber £0 mid-No vember 1942. There was not the slightest evidence of

collaboration . The Chechens, however, had always been a rebellious people.

The Soviet authorities had launched several punitive expeditions in 1<)25 to

confiscate some of the arms held by the population, and again in 1930-1932 to

try to break the resistance of the Chechens and Ingush against collectivization.

In March and April 1930, and again in April and May 1932, in a struggle

against the "bandits," the special troops of the NKVD had called in artillery

and air support. This provoked a strong groundswell of resistance to central

ized power and a desire for independence among people who had alwavs
struggled against the influence of Moscow. -

The five big deportation movements between Novem her 1943 and Mav

1944 were carried out in accordance with the usual methods, but unlike the

earlier deportations of the kulaks, the operations were marked by " remarkable
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organizational efficiency" (in Beria's words). The logistical preparation was

carefully organized for several weeks and was overseen personally by Beria and

his assistants Ivan Serav and Bogdan Kobulov, all of whom traveled in their

special armored train . The operation involved a huge number of convoys: 46

convoys of 60 trucks for the deportation of 93,139 Kalmyks on 27-30 Decem

ber 1943, and 194 convoys of 64 trucks for the deportation on 23-28 February

1944 of 521,247 Chechens and Ingush . For these exceptional operations when

the war was at its height, the NKVD used 119,000 troops.

The operations, which were planned down to the last minute, began with

the arrest of "potentially dangerous clements," between 1 and 2 percent of the

population, most of whom were women, children, and old people. The vast

majority of adult men were fighting under the Russian flag. If one is to believe

the reports sent to Moscow, the operations were carried out extremely swiftly.

The Crimean Tatars had been rounded up on 18-20 May 1944. On the evening

of the first day, Kobulov and Serov, who were in charge of the operation, sent

a telegram to Beria: "At 1\:00 P.M . today, 90,000 people were moved to the

station . Seventeen convoys have already taken 48,400 people to their destina

tion. Twenty-five convoys are being loaded up. The operation is running ex

tremely smoothly. It continues." On 19 May, Beria informed Stalin that on the

second day 165,515 people had been assembled in the stations, and that 136,412

of these had been loaded into convoys. On 20 May, Serov and Kobulov sent

Beria a telegram announcing that the operation had finished at 4:30 that after

noon, with a total of 173,287 people in transit. The last four convoys carrying

the 6,727 who remained were to leave that evening. !

From the reports of the NKVD bureaucracy it would appear that these

deportation operations, affecting hundreds of thousands of people, were a pure

formalit y, each operation more "successful ," "effective," or "economical" than

the last. After the deportation of the Chechens, Ingush, and Balkars, Solomon

Milstein, a civil servant in the NKVD, drew up a long report on the "sav ings

of trucks, planks, buckets, and shovels during these last deportations in com

parison with earlier ones."

Experience gained from transporting Karachai and Kalmyks has made it
possible for us to take certain measures that have allowed us to pare back
what is needed for convoys and hence ultimately to diminish the number
of journeys that need to be made . We now put 45 people into each cattle
truck as opposed to the previous 40. By placing the people together with
their possessions, we also cut down on the number of trucks required,
thus saving 37,548 meters of planks, 11,834 buckets, and 3,400 stoves.'

What dreadful reality lay beyond this bureaucratic dream of an NKVD

operation carried out with terrifying efficiency? The experiences of some of
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the survivors were collected at the end of the 1970s. One recal led: "T he journey
to the destination of Zerabulak, in the Samarkand region, took twenty-four
days. From there we were taken to the Pravda kolkhoz, where our job was to
repair horse carts . . . We worked hard, and we were always hun gry. Many of
us could barely stand. They had deport ed thi rty families from our village.
There were one or two survivors from fi ve families. Everyone else died of
hun ger or disease." Another survivor recount ed that

in the tightly shut wagons, people died like fl ies because of hunger and
lack of oxygen, and no one gave us anything to eat or drink. In the
villages through which we passed, the people had all been turned against
us, and they had been told that we were all traitors, so there was a
constant rain of stones against the sides and doors of the wagons. When
they did open the doors in the middle of the steppes in Kazakhstan, we
were given military rations to eat but nothing to drink, and we were told
to throw all the dead out beside the railway line without burying them.
We then set off again.'

Once they had arrived at their destinations in Kazakhstan, Kirgi zstan,
Uzbekistan, or Siberia, the deportees were assigned to J..'olJ:hoz]' or to local
industry. Problems with housing, work, and survival were their everyday lot, as
is d ear from the local NKVD reports that were sent to Moscow and kept in
the extensive files of the "special peoples" section of the G ulag. One report
from Kirgizstan in September 1944 mentions that of the ] I,000 families re
cently deport ed there, only S,OOO had been housed. And " housed" itself seems
to have been quit e a fl exible term . The text reveals that in the district of
Kameninsky the local authorities had housed 900 families in eighteen apart
ments in one sovkhoz (state farm); in other words, there were 50 families in
each apartment. T hese families, many of whom had a large number of children,
mus t have taken turns sleeping in the apartment, and the rest of the time were
forced to sleep outside as the harsh winte r approached.

In a letter to Mikoyan in November 1944, more than a year after th e
deportation of the Kalmyks, Beria himself acknowledged that " they had been
placed in exceptionall y difficult living conditi ons with extremely poor sanita
tion. Many of th em had no underwear, no shoes, and very few clothes." Two
years later two NKV D leaders reported that "30 percent of the Kalmyks who
are fit to work are unable to work because they have no shoes. The fact that
the y are totall y unadapted to the severe climate and to the unusual conditions,
and that they have no knowledge of the local language, also implies another
whole series of d iffi culties.'?' Uproo ted from their homes, hungry, and working
on collective farms so poorly managed that they could barely manage to feed
them selves, or in factories for which they had received no training, many
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deportees were very poor workers. "The situa tion of the Kalmyks deported to
Siberia is tragic," D. P. Pyurveev, the former president of the Autonomous
Republic of Kalm ykia, wrote to Stalin.

Th ey have lost all their catt le. T hey arrived in Siberia having nothing at
all . . . T hey arc very poorly adapted to the new living conditions in the
region to which they have been sent . . . T he Kalmyks working on the
collective farms receive almost nothing at all, since even the original
workers on the farms cannot feed themselves.T hose who have been sent
to factories instead are fi nding it extremely hard to adjust to this new
existence, and also to the fact that they are unable ro buy a normal food
ration because they are not paid properly?

Condemned to spending their lives standing in front of machinery, the
Kalmyks, who were a nomadic agricultu ral people, often saw all of their tiny
salary taken away in fines.

A few figures give an idea of the scale of death among the deportees. In
Januar y 1946 the Administration for Special Resettlements calculated that there
were 70,J60 Kalrnyks remainin g of the 92,000 who had been deported two
years previously. On I Jul y 1944, ]5,7 50 Tata r families representing \ 51,424
people had arriv ed in Uzbekistan; six months later there were XIXmore families
hut Ih,Ollll fewer peop le. Of the h08,749 people deported from the Caucasus,
14h,X92, or nearly I in 4, had died by I October \94X, and a mere 2X,120 had
heen horn in the meantime. O f the 22R,.192 people deported from the Crimea,
H ,RX7 had died after four years, and there had heen only 6,564 births." The
extremely high mort ality rare becomes even more apparent when one also takes
into account the fact that between 40 percent and 50 percent of the deportees
were under sixteen years of age. " Death from natur al causes" was thus only a
tiny part of these statistics. The children who did survive had little future: of
the X9,OOOchildren dep orted to Kazakhstan, fewer than 12,000 had been given
places in schoo ls fou r years late r. Moreover, official instr uctions insisted that
all school lessons for children of "specially displaced peoples" were to be
carried out exclusively in Russian .

These were not the only official deport ations carried out during the war. On 29
May 1944, a few days after the end of the opera tion to deport the Tatars from
the Crimea, Beria wrote to Stalin : "The NKVD also thinks it reasonable to
expel from the Crimea all the Bulgars, Gr eeks, and Armenians." The Bulgars
were accused of "having actively assisted the Germ ans in making bread and
other foodstuffs for the Germ an army" and of " having collaborated with the
German military authorities in searching for soldiers from the Red Army and
fo r partisans." The Greeks were accused of " having set up small industries
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after the arrival of the invading forces ; the German authorities also helped the

Greeks do business, organize transport etc." The Armenians, in their turn,

were accused of having set up a collaborationist center in Simferopol called the

Dromedar, presided over by E. Oro, the Armenian army general. Their pur 

poses supposedly were " not only religious and political, but also to develop

small industries and priv ate businesses." In Beria's opinion, the organization

"had collected funds both for the military needs of th e Germans and with a

view to setting up an Armenian legion."?

Four da ys later, on 2 June 1944, Stalin signed a decree from the State

Committee for Defense ordering that "the expulsion of the Crimean Tatars

should be accompanied by the expulsion of 37,000 Bulgars, Greeks, and Ar

menians, accomplices of the Germans." As had been the case for the other

contingents of deportees, the decree arbitrarily fixed the quotas for each "wel

come region": 7,000 for the Gurev region, in Kazakhstan; 10,000 for Sverd 

lovsk Province; 10,000 for Molotov Province, in the Urals; 6,000 for Kemerovo

Province; and 4,000 for Bashkiria. As was always the claim, "the operation was

successfully carried out" on 27 and 28June 1944. Over those two days, 41 ,H54
people were deported, that is, "Ill percent of the planned number," as the

report emphasized .

Once the Crimea had been purged of Germans, Tatars, Bulgars, Greeks,

and Armenians, the NKVD decided to cleanse the Caucasu s regions. Based on

the same underlying preoccupation with the cleansing of national boundaries,

these large-scale operations were in many ways the natural continuation of the

antiespionage operations of 1937-38 in a more systematic form . On 21 July

1944 a new decree from the State Committee for Defense signed by Stalin

ordered the deportation of 86,000 Meskhetian Turks, Kurds, and Khemshins

from the border regions of Georgia . Given the mountainous nature of the

territory and the nomadic lifestyles of many of these peoples, who until recentl y

had been part of the Ottoman Empire and had always passed freely between

the Soviet and Turkish lands, the preparations for the deportations were par 

ticularly long. The operation lasted from 15 to 25 November 1944 and was

carried out by 14,000 special troops from the NKVD. Nine hundred Stude

baker trucks, provided by the Americans as part of the lend-lease arrangement

that supplied large quantities of munitions for the Allies in the anti-German

war effort, were diverted to help carry out the deportations."
In a report to Stalin on 28 November, Beria claimed to have transferred

91,095 people in ten days "under particularly difficult cond it ions." In Beria's

opinion, all of these were Turkish spies, even though more than 49 percent

were under sixteen . "The majority of the population of this region have famil y

ties with the inhabitants of the border districts of Turkey. They are for the

most part smugglers, show a strong inclination to emigrate, and provide many
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recruits for the Turkish intelligence services and for the gangs of bandits that

operate all along the border." According to the statistics from the "people

movements" sect io n of the Gulag, nearl y 94,955 people were deported to

Kazakhstan and Kirgizstan. Between N o vember 1944 and July 1948, 19,540
Meskhetians, Kurds, and Khcrnshins, approximately 21 percent of all the

people moved, died as a result of deportation. This mortality rate of 20-25
percent in four years was almost identical for all such peoples punished by the

regirne.!'

The deportation of hundreds of thousands of people on ethnic cr iteria

during the war increased the number of "specially displaced" from approxi

mately 1.2 million to more than 2.5 million . The victims of dekulakization

operations before the war had made up the greater part of the "specially

displaced," hut their number felJ from approximately 936,000 at the outbreak

of war to 022,000 in May 1945 . In fact tens of thousands of adult males

formerly classed as kulaks, with the exception of heads of families, were con

scripted into the army during the war. Their wives and children then recovered

their previous status as free citizens and were no longer classed as "specially

displaced ." But with conditions as they were during the war, the newl y freed

were in practice rarely able to leave their designated residences, particularly

because all their goods and even their houses had been confiscated ."

Conditions for survival in the gulags were most difficult in the years

1941-1944. Famine, epidemics, overcrowding, and inhuman exploitation were

added to the continual suffering of the zeks, who were also subject to unusually

harsh conditions at work and were constantly monitored by an army of inform

ers whose task was to expose the "counterrevolutionary organizations of pris

oners." Summary executions occurred every day.

The rapid German advance in the first months of the war forced the

N K VD to evacuate several prisons, labor colonies, and camps that would

otherwise have fallen into enemy hands. Between July and December 1941,210
colonies, 135 prisons, and 27 camps, containing nearly 750,000 prisoners, were

transferred to the east. Summarizing "gulag activity in the Great Patriotic

War," the Gulag chief, Ivan Nasedkin, claimed that "on the whole, the evacu

ation of the camps was quite well organized." He went on to add, however, that

"because of the shortage of transport, most of the prisoners were evacuated on

foot, over distances that sometimes exceeded 000 miles. "11 One can well imagine

the condition in which the prisoners arrived at their destinations. When there

was not enough time for a camp to be evacuated, as was often the case in the

opening weeks of the war, the prisoners were simply executed . This was

particularly the case in western Ukraine, where at the end of June 1941 the

N K VD massacred 10,000prisoners in Lviv, 1,200in the prison at Lursk , 1,500
in Stanislwow, and 500 in Dubno. When the Germans arrived, they discovered
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dozens of mass graves in the regions of Lviv, Zhytomyr, and Vynnytsa. Using

these "Judeo-Bolshevik atrocities" as a pretext, the Nazi Sonderkommandos in

their turn immediatelv massacred tens of thousands of Jews.

All administrati;n reports from the gulags for the years 1941-1944 em

phasize the horrendous deterioration of living conditions in the camps during

the war." In the overcrowded camps, the living space of each prisoner fell from

1.5 square meters to 0.7; prisoners must have taken turns sleeping on boards,

since beds were then a luxury reserved for workers with special status. Average

daily caloric intake fell by 65 percent from prewar levels. Famine became

widespread, and in 1942 typhus and cholera began to appear in the camps.

According to official figures, nearly 19,000 prisoners died of these diseases each

year. In 1941 there were nearly 101,000 deaths in the labor camps alone, not

including the forced-labor colonies. Thus the annual death rate was approach

ing 8 percent. In 1942 the Gulag Administration registered 249,000 deaths (a

death rate of 18 percent), and in 1943, 167,000 deaths (a death rate of 17
percent).'! If one also includes the executions of prisoners and deaths in the

prisons and in the forced-labor colonies, one can roughly calculate that there

were some 600,000 deaths in the gulags in 1941-43 alone. The survivors were

also in a pitiful state. According to the administration's own figures, only 19

percent of all prisoners by the end of 1942 were capable of heavy physical labor,

17 percent were capable of medium physical labor, and 64 percent were able to

perform "light work"-which meant that they were sick .

Here are excerpts from a report, dated 2 November IlJ41, from the assis

tant chief of the Operational Department of the Gulag Administration on the

situation in the Siblag camps.

According to information received from the operational department of
the Novosibirsk NKVD, there has been a sharp increase in mortality
among the prisoners in the Akhlursk, Kuznetsk, and Novosihirsk de
partments of Siblag .. .

The causes of this increase, as well as of the huge rise in the
number of recorded instances of disease, is undoubtedly widespread
undernourishment resulting from the constant lack of food and the
harsh working conditions, which place great strain on the heart.

The lack of medical attention given to prisoners, the difficulty of
the work they carry out, the long working day, and the lack of sufficient
nourishment all contribute to the sharp increase in the death rate ...

Numerous deaths from malnutrition, undernourishment, and
widespread epidemics have also been recorded among the prisoners sent
from different sorting centers to the camps. On 8 October 1941 more
than 30 percent of the 539 prisoners sent from the Novosibirsk sorting
center in the Marinskoe division were extremely underweight and cov-
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ered with lice. Six corpses also arrived with the prisoners. 16 On the night
of 8-9 October another five died . In another convoy that arrived from
the same sorting center in the Marinskoe division on 20 September, all
the prisoners were covered in lice, and a considerable portion of them
had no underwear .. .

Recently, in the Siblag camps, there were numerous acts of sabo
tage by the medical staff made up of prisoners. One assistant from the
Azher camp, in the department of Taiginsk, sentenced under section 10
of Article 58,17 organized a group of prisoners to sabotage production.IH

Members of the group were caught sending sick workers to the hardest
physical labor sites, rather than curing them, in the hope that this would
slow down camp production and prevent the targets from being met.

Assistant Chief of the Operational Department of the Gulag Ad
ministration, Captain of the Security Forces, Kogenman.

These "severe health problems encountered by prisoners," to use the Gulag

euphemism, did not prevent the authorities from exerting even greater pres

sure on the prisoners, often until they dropped. "From 1941 to 1944," the

chief of the Gulag wrote in his report, "the average worth of a day's work rose

from Y.5 to 21 rubles." Hundreds of thousands of prisoners were drafted into

the armaments factories to replace the manpower that had been conscripted

into the army. The Gulag's role in the war economy came to be extremely

prominent. According to estimates by the penal administration, prisoner man

power was responsible for nearly a quarter of all production in certain key

sectors of the armaments industry, notably in metallurgy and mining."
Despite the "solid patriotic attitude" of the prisoners, Y5 percent of whom

"were strongly committed to the socialist cause," the oppression, notably

against political prisoners, was as intense as ever. As a result of a decree issued

by the Central Committee on 22 June 1941, not a single "58" (a prisoner

sentenced as a result of Article 58 of the penal code) was to be released before

the end of the war, even if he had served his time. Prisoners sentenced for

political crimes (such as belonging to a counterrevolutionary party or to a

right-wing or Trotskyite organization) or for espionage, treason, or terrorism

were isolated in heavily guarded special camps in areas where the climate was

most severe, such as the Kolyma region and the Arctic. In such camps the

annual death rate regularly reached 30 percent. After a decree of 22 April 1943,
specially reinforced punishment camps were upened up, which in effect became

death camps, since the prisoners were exploited in a manner that made survival

extremely unlikely. A twelve-hour working day under poisonous conditions in

the gold, coal, lead, and radium mines, most of which were situated in the

Kolyma and Vorkuta regions, was tantamount to a death senrence .i"

From Jul y 1941 to July IY44 special courts in the camps sentenced 148,000
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pr iso ne rs to new pu nish ments and exec uted 10,858 of these: 208 were executed

for es pionage, 4,307 for subversive and terror ist activities, and 6,0 16 for having

or ganized an uprisin g or riot in th e camps. According to NKVD figur es, 603

" prisoner organ izatio ns" in the gu lags were eliminated during the war." Al

th ou gh it is possi ble th at th ese figures were meant to show the continued

vigi lance of th e sys tem despite considerable res truc turing-ma ny of the special

troops who had guarded the camps had been assigned to other tas ks, notably

to deportation activities-there is no doubt that during the war th e cam ps faced

th eir first mass escapes and their first large-scale revolt s.

In fact the populat ion of th e camps changed conside rably d uri ng th e war.

Following the decree of 12July 1941 more than 577,000 pri soner s who, as th e

autho r ities th em sel ves acknow ledge d, had been sentenced for " ins ignificant

cri mes such as un justified absenteeism at work or petty the ft" were set free and

immed iately in teg rated into th e Red Ar my. Durin g the war more than

1,068,000 prisoners wen t directly from th e gulags to th e front, if one includes

th ose who serv ed out their sentences in full.22 The weakest prisoner s and th ose

least adapted to th e harsh con ditions that prevailed in the cam ps were amo ng

th e app roxima tely 600,000 who died in the gulags in 1941-1 943. Whi le the

cam ps and colonies were being emptied of so many who had bee n sente nced

for minor offenses , th e toughest and most recalcitr ant stayed behind and sur

vived , wheth er they wer e political prisoners or comm on criminals. The sha re

of th ose sent en ced to long terms of imprisonment (eight years or more) as a

resu lt of Article 58 increased from 27 to 43 percen t of all prison ers. This

cha nge in the complexion of the pri son popul ation was to becom e all th e more

m ark ed in 1944 and 1945, when the gulags grew imm ensely, inc reas ing th eir

pop ulation by m or e tha n 45 percent between January 1944 and J anuary ]\)45.

The U.S.S.R . in 1945 is best remembered as a country deva stated but tr ium

ph an t. As Fra ncoi s Furet on ce wrote: " In 1945, as a grea t glorious state, the

U.S .S. R. joine d tr em en dous mat er ial might to a messianic new vision of man ."

No one remembers, or at least no one seems willing to recall, th e other-well

hid den-side of th e sto ry. As the Gulag archives demonstrate, th e year of

victory was also th e apogee of th e Soviet concentra tion-camp sys tem. When

pea ce was made with the rest of the world , the struggles within continued

un ab at ed; there was no let-up in state control over a society bruise d from four

years of war. On th e con trary, 1945 was a year when regions were reoccupied

by th e Soviet U nion as the Red Army advanced west, and when million s of

Soviet citizens who had manage d to escape the system were also finally forced

to submit.

The terr itories annexed in I939-4O---the Baltic states, western Belorussia,
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Moldavia, and weste rn U krai ne-which had been free of Soviet cont rol during

most of the war, were forced to und ergo a second process of Soviet ization.

Nationalist op position mov ements had spru ng up in protest against the Soviet

Union, beginni ng a cycle of arm ed struggle, persecution , and repression . Re

sistance to annexa tio n was par ticularly fierce in wes tern U kraine and th e Balti c

sta tes.

The firs t occ u patio n of western Ukraine, from Sept emb er 1939 to June

1941, had brought abo ut th e formation of a fairly power ful armed resistance

movem ent , the OUN, or Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists. Members of

this organiza tion subseq uent ly en listed as spec ial troo ps in SS units to fight

Communis ts and J ews. In Ju ly 1944 , whe n the Red Army arrived, the O UN

set up a Supreme Co unc il for th e Liberation of U kraine. Roman Shu khovich ,

the head of th e OU N, becam e commande r of the U PA, the U krainian insurgent

army. According to U krainian sources, th e U PA had mo re than 20,000 mem

bers by the autumn of 1944. On 3I March 1\)44, Beria signed an ord er stipu

lating that all famil y members of soldiers in th e OUN and UPA were to be

arres ted and dep ort ed to th e regio n of Krasnoyar sk. From February to Oc tober

1944, 100,300 civilians (mainly wome n, child ren, and old people) were de

ported unde r Her ia's orde r. As for th e 37,000 soldie rs who were taken prisoner

d urin g this time, all were sent to the gulags . In November 1944, after the death

of Mon signor Andrei Sh cheprytsky, metropolitan of th e Uniate Church of

Ukraine, the So vie t authorities forced that religious body to mer ge with the

Ort hodox Ch urch .

T o root our a ll opposi tion to Sovie tization , N KV D agents targeted th e

schools. After leafing through the schoo lbooks o f children who had atte nded

school when western U krai ne had sti ll been a pa rt of " bourgeois" Poland , they

drew up lists of people to be arrested as a preventive measure . At the top of

these lists were th e names of the most able pupils, whom they jud ged to be

"potentia lly host ile to th e Sovie t sys tem ." Accordi ng to a report by Kobulov,

one of Beria' s ass ista n ts, more than !OO,OOO "deserters" and "co llabora tors"

were ar rested bet ween Se ptember 1944 and Ma rch 1945 in western Belorussia,

anot her region consi de red "full of elements host ile to the Sovie t regime." The

few statist ics available for Li th uania in the per iod 1 January-IS March 1945

note 2,2 57 ethnic-cleansing operations.
These opera tio ns were also notable for th e death of more than 6,000

"bandits" and for the arrest of more th an 75,000 " bandi ts, deserters, and

memb ers of nati on alist gro ups." In I lJ45 more th an 38,000 " members of the

families of socia lly alien elements, bandits, and nationalists" were deported

from L ithu ania. In ]\)44-1 940 th e proport ion of peopl e from these regions

imprisoned in the gu lags increased 140 percent for Ukrainians and 420 percent
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for people from the Baltic states. By the end of 1946, Ukrainians became 23
percent and Baltic nationals 6 percent of the population in the camps, and thus
were more highly represented than the rest of the Soviet population.

The growth of the gulags in 1945 can also be explained by the transfer of
thousands of prisoners from "control and filtration camps." These were camps
that had been set up after 1941 in parallel to the Gulag labor camps. They were
intended to contain Soviet prisoners of war who had been set free or had
managed to escape from enemy prisoner-of-war camps; all were suspected of
being potential spies or at least of having been contaminated by their stay
outside the Soviet system. The camps imprisoned men of draft age from
territories formerly occupied by the enemy, as well as the senior officials
(starosti) and any others who had occupied a position of authority-no matter
how minor-during the occupation. From January 1942 to October IYH more
than 421,000 people, according to official figures, passed through the control
and filtration camps."

After the advance of the Red Army in the west and the retaking of
territories that had been under the control of the Germans for two to three
years, the liberation of Soviet prisoners of war and those held in labor camps
and the repatriation of both military and civilian Soviet citizens became an
urgent matter. In October 1944 the Soviet government established a Repatria
tion Affairs Department, headed by General Filip Golikov. In an interview
published in the press on II November IY44, the general stressed that "the
Soviet regime is most concerned about the fate of its children who were
dragged into Nazi slavery. They will be respectfully received back home like
honest children of the fatherland. The Soviet government believes that even
Soviet citizens who under the threat of Nazi terror committed acts that went
against the interests of the U.S.S.R. will not be held responsible for those
actions, provided that these people are prepared to carry out their normal duties
as Soviet citizens upon their return." This declaration, which was widely
circulated, managed to deceive the Allies. How else can one explain the zeal
with which they carried out the clauses of the Yalta agreement concerning the
repatriation of all Soviet citizens "present outside the borders of the home
country"? While the agreement stipulated quite clearly that only people who
had worn German uniforms or actively collaborated with the enemy would be
forcibly repatriated, any Soviet citizen found outside the national boundaries
was, in practice, handed over to NKVD agents in charge of their return.

Three days after the cessation of hostilities, on II May 1945, the Soviet
government ordered the creation of 100 new control and filtration camps, each
containing space for 10,000 people. Repatriated Soviet prisoners of war were
under the jurisdiction of SMERSH (Death to Spies), the counterespionage
organization, while civilians were filtered on an ad-hoc basis through the
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NKVD. Between May 1945 and February 1946 more than 4.2 million Soviet
citizens were repatriated, including 1,545,000 surviving prisoners of war out
of the 5 million captured by the Germans and 2,655,000 civilians, work deport
ees, or people who had fled to the West when the fighting had broken out. After
their obligatory stay in the filtration and control camps, 57.8 percent of those
repatriated, mostly women and children, were allowed to return to their homes:,
IY.I percent were drafted back into the army, often into disciplinary battalions;
14.5 percent were sent, generally for at least two years, into "reconstruction
battalions"; and S.£> percent, or about 360,()OO people, were either sentenced to
between ten and twenty years in the gulags, most of them for "treason against
the fatherland," or sent to an NKVD komandatura with the status of "specially
displaced pcrson.:""

A singular fate was reserved for the Vlusouts», the Soviet soldiers who had
fought under the Soviet general Andrei Vlasov Vlasov was the commander of
the Second Army who had been taken prisoner by the Germans in July 1942.
On the basis of his anti-Stalinist convictions, General Vlasovagreed to collabo
rate with the Nazis to free his country from the tyranny of the Bolsheviks.With
the support of the German authorities, Vlasov formed a Russian National
Committee and trained two divisions of an "Army for the Liberation of Rus
sia," After the defeat of Nazi Germany, the Allies handed over General Vlasov
and his officers to the Soviet Union, and they were promptly executed. The
soldiers from Vlasov's army, following an amnesty decree of November 1945,
were deported tor six years to Siberia, Kazakhstan, and the far north. In early
1946, 14S,074 I '1I/SIIl'IS)/, most of them noncommissioned officers, were accused
of treason and sent to the gulags."

The "special resettlements," the gulags, the forced-labor colonies, the
control and filtration camps, and the Soviet prisons had never held as many
prisoners as they did in the year of victory: a grand total of nearly 5.5 million
people, This figure was eclipsed by the festivities of victory and the "Stalingrad
effect," The end of World War II began a new period in Soviet history, destined
to last nearly a decade, when the Soviet model was to elicit a fascination shared
by tens of millions of citizens from countries the world over. The fact that the
U.S.S.R. had paid the heaviest human toll for its victory over Nazism-a toll
greatly magnified by Stalin's own mistakes and misjudgments-served to mask
the character of the Stalinist dictatorship and cleared the regime of all suspi
cions formerly aroused in the era of the Moscow trials and the Nazi-Soviet
pact.
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The last years of Stalinism were marked neither by a new Great

Terror nor by more public show-trials. But the heavy and oppressive climate

continued in postwar Russia, and the criminalization of different types of

social behavior reached its height. The hope that the regime might relax its

grip after the long and murderous war proved vain. "The people have suffered

too much, and it is inconceivable that the past should repeat itself," wrote lIya

Ehrenburg in his memoirs on 9 May 1945; but he immediately added: "Yet I

am filled with perplexity and anguish." This foreboding was all too prophetic.

"The population is torn between despair in the face of an extremely

difficult material situation, and the hope that something is going to change."

So read several inspection reports sent to Moscow in September and October

1945 by instructors from the Soviet Central Committee who were touring

different provinces. The reports claimed that many parts of the country were

still in chaos. Production was delayed by an immense and spontaneous migra

tion of workers who had been sent east during the evacuations of 1941 and

1942. A wave of strikes of unprecedented size were rocking the metallurgy

industry in the Urals. Famine and terrible living conditions were becoming the

norm. The country had 25 million people without homes, and bread rations

were less than one pound per day for manual laborers. At the end of October

1945 the situation was so bad in Novosibirsk that the heads of the regional
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Party committee went so far as to suggest that the workers not participate in

the parade to mark the occasion of the October Revolution, because so many

of the population lacked clothes and shoes. In the face of such misery, rumors

spread quickly, particularly concerning the imminent abandonment of collec

tive farming practices, since it had been demonstrated yet again that the kolk
hoz)! were incapable of feeding the peasants and providing them with a few
pudy of wheat in exchange for a whole season's work.'

It was on the agricultural front that the situation was most perilous. The

countryside was devastated by war and a severe drought; and with both ma

chinery and manpower in critically short supply, the harvest of the autumn of

1946 was catastrophic. Once again the government was forced to continue

rationing, despite Stalin's promise in a speech on 9 Februarv 1946 that ration

ing would end. Refusing to look into the reasons for this agricultural disaster,

and blaming the failure on the greed of a few private farmers, the government

decided to "eliminate all violations of the status of the A'olkhozj!" and to go after

"hostile and foreign clements sabotaging the collection process, thieves, and

anyone caught pilfering the harvest." On 19September 1946 a Commission for

Kolkhoz Affairs was established, chaired by Andrei Andreev; its task was to

confiscate all the land that had been "illegally appropriated" bv kolkhoz workers

during the war. In two years the administration managed to 'recover nearly I()

million hectares that peasants had whittled away, trying to gather more land in
an attempt to survive.

On 25 October 1946 a government decree titled "The Defense of State

Cereals" ordered the Ministry of Justice to dispatch all cases of theft within

ten days, and to apply once again the full force of the law of 7 August 1932,
which by then had fallen into disuse, In November and December 1946 sen

tences were handed down against more than 53,300 people, most of them

collective farm workers, who were sent to the camps for the theft of grain or

bread. Thousands of kollsh«: chiefs were arrested for "sabotaging the country

side collection campaign." Initially collections typically met 33 percent of their

targets, but in these two months the share rose to 77 percent.! This increase

came at a price: Behind the euphemism "delay in the collection in the country

side" lurked the bitter realities of another famine.

The LImine of the autumn and winter of 1946-47 struck the regions most

severely affected by the drought of the summer of 1946, that is, the provinces

of Kursk, Turnbov, Voronezh, Orcl, and Rostov. There were at least SOO,O()O
victims. As in 1932, the famine of 1946-47 was passed over in total silence. The

refusal to lower the ohligatory collection targets when the harvest in some areas

reached scarcely 250 kilos per hectare meant that shortage evolved into famine.

The starving workers often had no choice but to steal a few reserves simply to

survive. In one year, recorded thefts rose by 44 percent.'
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On 5 June 1947 two decrees issued by the government the previous day

were published, both of which were very close to the spirit and letter of the

famous law of 7 August 1932. These stipulated that any " att ack on state or

kolkhoz property" was punishable by a camp sentence of between five and

twenty-five years, depending on whether it was an individual or collective

crime, and whether it was a first or repeat offense. Anyone who knew of

preparations for a theft, or was a witness and failed to inform the police,

received a sentence of one to three years . A confidential circular reminded

courts that petty thefts in the workplace, which until then had carried a maxi

mum penalty of the loss of civil rights for one year, henceforth fell within the

remit of these new laws of 4 June 1947.
In the second half of that year more than 380,000 people, including 21 ,oon

under age sixteen, were sentenced as a result of this new, draconian law. Fur

the theft of no more than a few kilos of rye, one could be sentenced to eight to

ten years in the camps. An example is the following verdict of the People's

Court in the Suzdal district, in Vladimir Province, dated I() October 1447:

"While on duty guarding the kolkhoz horses at night, N. A. and B. S., two

minors of fifteen and sixteen, were caught in the act of stealing three cucumbers

from the kolkhoz vegetable patch . . . N . A. and B. S. have thus been sentenced

to eight years custody in an ordinary labor colony."! Over a period of six years,

as a result of the decrees of 4 June, 1.3 million people were sentenced, 75

percent to more than five years . In 1951 they accounted for 53 percent of all

common criminals in the gulags, and nearly 40 percent of all prisoners.' :\ t the

end of the 1940s, strict enforcement of the decrees of 4 June considerably

increased the average length of sentences passed by ordinary courts: the share

of sentences exceeding five years rose from 2 percent in 14·Hl to 29 percent in

1949. At this high point of Stalinism, "ordinary" repressive punishments, of

the sort meted out by people's courts, took the place of the extrajudicial :\K\' [)

terror that had been more the norm in the 1930s."

Among people sentenced for theft were numerous women, war widows,

and mothers with young children who had been reduced to begging and stealing

to survive. At the end of 1948 the gulags contained more than 500,000 prisoners

(twice as many as in 1945). Some 22,815 children under age four were kept in

the "infant houses" located in the women's camps. By early 1953 this figure

rose to more than 35,000. 7 To prevent the gulags from turning into vast nurs

eries, the government was forced to decree a partial amnesty in April 1449, so

that nearly 84,200 mothers and children were set free . Even so, the permanent

influx of hundreds of thousands of people charged with petty thefts meant that

until 1953 there was still a relatively high number of women in the gulags, who

generally accounted for 25-30 percent of all prisoners.

In 1947 and 1948 the armory of repressive laws was augmented by several
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more decrees that were quite revealing of the climate at the time: a decree

forbidding marriages between Soviet citizens and foreigners on 15 February

1947 and another decree on "penalties for divulging state secrets or losing

documents containing state secrets" on 9 June 1947. The best known is the

decree of 21 February 1948, according to which "0111 spies, Trotskyites sabo

teurs, right-wingcrs, Mensheviks, Socialist Revolutionaries, anarchists ~ation
alists, Whites, and other anti-Soviet groups, on completion of th:ir camp

sentences, will be exiled to the Kolyma regions, the provinces of Novosibirsk

an~ Krasno.y~rsk . . . and to certain distant regions of Kazakhstan." In reality,
pnson administrations preferred to keep these "anti-Soviet elements" (mostly

the Article 58 political prisoners sentenced in 1937 and 1938) under close

guard, and arbitrarily extended their sentences by another ten years .

On the same day, 21 February 1948, the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet

adopted another decree ordering the deportation from the Ukrainian S.S.R. of

"all individuals refusing to comply with the minimum number of work days in

the J:IJ/kl/llzy and living like parasites." On 2 June the measure was extended to

the rest of the country. The dilapidated collective farms were in no position to

guarantee the slightest remuneration to workers, and so numerous workers

regularly had failed to comply with the minimum number of work days im

posed by the administration . Millions were thus suddenly under threat from

this new law. Understanding that the strict application of this new decree on

"parasitism" would disrupt production even further, local authorities were

generally lax in appl ying the law. Nonetheless, in 1948 alone more than 38,000

"parasites" were deported and assigned a residence in an NKVD komandatura.
These repressive measures totally eclipsed the symbolic (and short-lived) abo

lition of the death penalty on 26 May 1947. On 12 January 1950 capital

punishment was reinstated to permit the execution of the accused in the
"Leningrad Affair" of that year."

In the 19305 the "right to return" of deportees and the "specially dis

placed" had led to some contradictory and incoherent government policies. At

the end of the 1940s the question was resolved in a fairly radical manner: it was

decided that all people who had been deported in 1941-1945 had in fact been

deported "in perpetuity." The problem posed by the fate of the children of

deportees who had reached the age of majority thus disappeared immediately.

They and their children, too, were always to remain "specially displaced."

In the period 1948-1953 the number of "specially displaced" continued

to grow, from 2,.H2,OOO in early 1948 to 2,753,000 in January 1953. This

increase was the result of several new waves of deportation. On 22 and 23 May

1945 the NKVD launched a huge roundup named "Operation Spring" in

Lithuania, a nation still resisting enforced collectivization . Within fort y-eight

hours 36,932 men, women, and children were arrested and deported in thirty-
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two convoys. All werecategorized as "bandits, nationalists, and family members
of these two categories." After a journey lasting between four and five weeks,
they were divided up among the various komandatury in eastern Siberia and
set to work in the harsh conditions of the different logging centers. One NKVD
note observed that

the Lithuanian families sent as a workforce to the Igara forestry center
(in the Krasnoyarsk territory) are presently living in conditions that are
quite inappropriate for the local climate: the roofs leak, there is no glass
in the windows, no furniture, and no beds. The deportees sleep on the
floor, on beds of moss or straw. This overcrowding, and the constant
breaking of the sanitary regulations, have led to cases of typhus and
dysentery, which are sometimes fatal , among the speciall y displaced.

In 1948 alone nearly 50,000 Lithuanians were deported as "specially dis
placed," and 30,000 were sent to the gulags. In addition, according to figures
from the Ministry of Internal Affairs, 21,259 Lithuanians were killed in
"pacification operations" in that republic. At the end of 194H, despite ever
more-vigorous pressure from the authorities, less than 4 percent of the land
had undergone collectivization in the Baltic states."

Early in 1949 the Soviet government decided to accelerate the process of
Sovietization in the Baltic countries and to "eradicate banditry and nationalism
once and for all" in these newly annexed republics. On 12January the Council
of Ministers issued a decree "on the expulsion and deportation from the
Lithuanian, Latvian, and Estonian S.S.R.s of all kulaks and their families, the
families of bandits and nationalists whose present situation is illegal, the fami
lies of bandits killed in armed confrontations, any bandits arrested or freed who
are still carrying out hostile operations, and the families of any bandit's accom
plices." From March to May 1949 nearly 95,000 people were deported from
the Baltic republics to Siberia. According to the report addressed to Stalin by
Sergei Kruglov on 18May 1949, these "elements who are hostile and dangerous
to the Soviet regime" included 27,084 under the age of sixteen, 1,785 young
children who had no family left, 146disabled people, and 2,850 infirm elderly. III

In September 195 I a new series of sweeps resulted in the deportation of
another 17,000 so-called Baltic kulaks. For the years 1940-1953 the number of
deportees from the Baltic is estimated at 200,000, including about 120,000
Lithuanians, 50,000 Latvians, and just over 30,000 Estonians .'! To these figures
one should add the number of people from the Baltic imprisoned in the
gulags-a total of 75,000 in 1953, including 44,000 in special camps that were
reserved for hard-line political prisoners. In the special camps, 20 percent of
the inmates were of Baltic origin. In total, 10 percent of the entire adult Baltic
population was either deported or in a camp.

The Moldavians, another nationalit y occupied by the U.S.S.R., also
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strongly resisted Sovietization and collectivization . At the end of 1949 the
authorities carried out a huge deportation sweep among "socially alien and
hostile elements." The operation was overseen by the first secretary of the
Communist Party in Moldavia , Leonid I1ych Brezhnev, later to become general
secretary of the Communist Party of the U.S.S.R. A report from Kruglov to
Stalin dated 17 February 1950 revealed that 94,792 Moldavians had been
deported "in perpetuity" as "specially displaced ." If the same death rate during
transport applied to the Moldavian operation as in other deportations, this
would mean that approximately 12ll,OOO people, nearly 7 percent of the popu
lation, were taken from Moldavia . In June 1949, 57,6HO Greeks, Armenians,
and Turks from the shores of the Black Sea were deported to Kazakhstan and

Altai. '!
Throughout the second half of the 1940s the OUN and UPA partisans

captured in Ukraine accounted for a large share of the "specially displaced."
From July 1944 to December 1949 the Soviet authorities made seven appeals
to the insurgents to give up their weapons, promising amnesty, but with no
tangible results . In 1945-1947 the countryside of western Ukraine was still
largely in the hands of the rebels, who were supported by a peasantry hostile
to any form of collectivization. The rebel forces operated on the borders of
Poland and Czechoslovakia, fleeing over the border when pursued . One can
gain some idea of the size of the rebel movement in the agreement that the
Soviet government signed with Poland and Czechoslovakia to coordinate the
struggle against the Ukrainian gangs. As a result of the agreement, the Polish
government moved the whole of its Ukrainian population to the northwest of
Poland to deprive the rebellion in Ukraine of its base.!'

The famine of 1946-47 forced tens of thousands of peasants from eastern
Ukraine to flee to the less affected west, and it also swelled the number of rebels.
To judge from the last amnesty proposal, signed by the Ukrainian minister of
internal affairs on 30 December 1949, the rebel gangs were not made up solely
of peasants. The text also mentions, among the various categories of bandits,
"young people who have fled the factories, the Donetsk mines, and the indus
trial schools." Western Ukraine was finall y "pacified" at the end of 1950, after
forced collectivization of the land, the displacement of whole villages, and the
arrest and deportation of more than 300,000 people. According to statistics
from the Ministry of Internal Affairs, nearly 172,000 members of the GUN
and the UPA were deported as "specially displaced" to Kazakhstan and Siberia
in 1944-1952, often together with their families.Ii

Deportation operations for what the Ministry of Internal Affairs de
scribed as "diverse contingents" continued right up until Stalin's death . In 1951
and 1952, as a result of various small-scale operations, the following were
deported: 11,685 Mingrelians and 4,707 Iranians from Georgia, 4,365 Jeho
vah's Witnesses, 4,431 "kulaks" from western Belorussia, 1,445 "kulaks" from
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western Ukraine, 1,415 "kulaks" from the Pskov region, 995 people from the

sect that called itself "True Orthodox Christians," 2,795 busmachis from Tajik

istan, and 591 " vagabonds." These deportees received slightly lesser sentences

of between ten and twenty years.

As the recently opened Gulag archives demonstrate, the early I<.J50s were the

most intense period of operation; never had so many people been detained in

the camps, forced -labor colonies, and penal settlements. This was also a period

of unprecedented crisis in the system.

In the first months of 1953 the gulags contained 2,750,000 prisoners, who

were grouped into three categories :

Those incarcerated in the approximatel y 500 labor colonies, found in all

regions, containing between 1,000 and 3,000 prisoners on average, most

of whom were common criminals serving sentences of less than five

years
Those incarcerated in some 60 large penal complexes, or labor camps,

which were mainly in the northern and eastern regions of the country,

each holding tens of thousands of pri soners, common criminals, and po

litical prisoners all serving sentences of more than ten years

Those imprisoned in the approximately IS special -regime camps, which

had been established following secret instructions from the Ministry of

Internal Affairs on 7 February 1948 to house only political prisoners

considered particularly dangerous, totaling approximately 200,000

people"

This huge concentration-camp universe thus contained 2,750,000 pri soners;

another 2,750,000 "specially displaced people" were controlled by a different

part of the Gulag Administration . These numbers made for serious problems

in administration and control, as well as in economic profitability. In 1951

General Kruglov, the minister of internal affairs, was worried about the con 

stant declin e in productivity among penal workers. He began a vast inspection

cam paign to assess the state of the gulags. When the commissions reported

hack, they revealed an extremely tense situation.

First of all, in the special-regime camps where "political" prisoners

(Ukrainian and Baltic "nationalists" from defeated guerrilla organizations,

" fore ign clements" from newly incorporated regions, real or supposed "col

laborators," and other "traitors to the fatherland") had been arriving since

1945, the detainees were far more determined than the "enemies of the people"

of the 1930s, who had been former Party cadres convinced that their impris

onment had been the result of a terrible misunderstanding. These new people,

by contrast, condemned to twenty or twenty-five years with no hope of an early

release, felt they had nothing left to lose. Moreover, their isolation in the
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special-regime camps had removed them from the influence of common crimi

nals. As Alcksandr Solzhcnitsyn pointed out, the one thing that prevented an

atmo sphere of solidarity from developing among prisoners was precisely the

presence of common criminals. Once thi s obstacle had been removed, the

special camps quickly became hotbeds of resistance and revolt against the

Soviet regime. Ukrainian and Baltic prisoners were particularly active in re

volting against the system . Strikes, hunger strikes, mas s escapes, and riot s all

became increasingly common . Research so far reveals sixteen large-scale riots

and revolts in 1<.J50-1952, each involving hundreds of prisoners."
The Kruglov inspections of 1951 also revealed that the system was dete

riorating in ordinary camps, where "a general laxity in discipline" was to be

discerned . In 1<.J51 a million work da ys were lost to protests and strikes by

prisoners. There was also a rising cr ime rate in the camps, an increasing number

of violent confrontations between prisoners and guards, and a decline in the

productivity of the penal workforce. According to the authorities, the situation

was largely the result of conflicts between rival gangs of prisoners, with one

group that refused to work ami despised the other groups that did work,

labeling them collaborators. In-fighting among factions and fights among pris 

oner s had a corrosive effect on discipline and generally created disorder. Deaths

from stabbing were more common than deaths from hunger or disease. A

conference of gulag commanders held in Moscow in January I<)52 acknowl

edged that "the authorities, who until now have been able to gain a certain

advantage from the hostilities between various groups of prisoners, [arc] be

ginning to lose their grip on the situation . .. In some places, certain factions

are even heginning to run the camp along their own lines ." To break up groups

and factions, it was decided that prisoners should he moved between camps

more frequently, and that at the biggest penitentiaries, which often held be

tween 40,000 and 60,000 people, there should be a permanent reorganization

into separate scctions.! '
In audition to noting the considerable problems generated by the different

factions, many inspection reports from 1951 and I<.J52 acknowledged a need

both for a complete reorganization of the prisons and their systems of produc

tion, and for a considerable scaling down of the entire operation .
In January 1952 Colonel Nikolai Zverev, the commander of the concen

tration camps in Norilsk, where 69,000 prisoners were kept, sent a report to

General Ivan Dolgikh, the commander in chief of the gulags, with the followin g

recommendations :

1. Isolate the factions, "But," Zverev noted, "given the great numher of

prisoners who belong to one or other of the rival factions, we would be

lucky if we could even simply isolate the leaders."

2. Aba~don the huge production zones, where tens of thousands of pris-
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oners belon ging to one faction or ano ther are currently working without

superv ision.
3. Establ ish sma ller prod uc tion un its to ens ure bett er su rve illance of th e

prisoners.
4. Increase th e numbe r of gua rds. "But," Z verev added, "i t is cur re ntly

impossibl e to orga nize the guards in th e desired fashion, since alm ost

double th e number of guards is requ ired. "

5. Separate free workers fro m pr ison ers at all product ion sites . " Rut th e

technical links between th e differ ent com panies that m ake up th e

No rilsk co m plex, and the requirement th at produ ct ion be co n tinuo us,

couple d wit h the serio us housing shortage, all mean th at it is cu rre ntly

impossible to segregate th e prison ers and the free wor kers in a sati sfac

tory manner .. . G enerally speaking, th e probl em of productivity and

of uninterrupted production could be res olved on ly by the early release

of 15,000 pri son er s, who in any case would be forced to remain at the

same site.": "

Zverev's last proposal was far from incon gru ous, given the climate of

opinio n at the time. In Jan uary 195 I Kruglov had asked Beria for the earl y

release of 6,000 pri soners, who were then to be sent as free wor kers to an

enormo us construction site for the hydroelectric power sta tio n in S taling rad ,

where 25,000 pr isoners were then toiling away in what was perceived to be an

extremely in effectu al mann er. The pract ice of ear ly release, particularl y tor

pri soners who had some qualification s, was fairly frequent in the earl y 1l1 50s.

It also called int o qu estion th e economic value of an outda ted sys tem or

concentratio n cam ps.

Faced with thi s hu ge inc rease in pri son er s who were far less doci le than

th ose in the past , and with a who le series of logist ical and su rve illance problem s

(G ulag personnel now num bered approx imat ely 208,000), th e eno r mo us ad

mi nis tra tive mach ine foun d it more and mor e di fficult to prod uce its llilia-the
false accoun ts of its succ ess. T o resolve th is enduring pro blem , the authoriti es

had a choice of two solu tions: either to exploit all manpower to the maximum,

without regard for hum an losses, or to ensure the G ulag's survival by treating

the manpower with grea ter consideration. Until 1948 the first solution was

preferred; but at the end of the 1940s it dawned on Part y leaders that with the

co untry bled dry by the war and manpower scarce in every sector of the

eco nomy, it was far mor e logical to use the pr ison er workforce in a mor e

eco nomical fashion . T o tr y to stimulate product ion , bo nuses and salaries were

in tro d uced , an d food rations were inc reased for prison ers wh o met th eir qu ot as.

As a result , th e death rate fell immediately by 2-3 percen t. But the reforms

qu ickly came up agai nst th e har sh realities of life in th e co nce ntration cam ps.
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By the begi nni ng of the 1950s, the production in fras truc ture in gene ral

was mor e th an twenty years old and had had no benefit of any recent invest

men t. T he hu ge penitentiaries, which held tens of th ousands of prison er s and

which had been bu ilt to use the extensive wor kforce in the big projects of the

time, were extremely diffi cult to reor gani ze, despite th e numer ous atte m pts

from 1949 to 1952 to break them up into sma ller production units. T he tiny

salaries given to priso ne rs, gene ra lly a few hundred rubles per year (fiftee n to

twent y times less th an th e pay of a free wor ker), were an inadequate stim ulus

to increased prod uc t ivity. More and mor e prisoner s were down ing tools, refu s

ing to work, an d fo r m ing orga nized grou ps that required ever-closer surveil

lance. Regardl ess of whether they were be tter paid or gua rded more closel y, all

prisoners, both th ose who coopera ted with the au thori ties and th ose who pre

ferred to sho w solida rity with th e other str ikers , began to cost mor e and mo re

in economi c terms.
All th e in formation available from th e ins pection reports of 195 I and 1952

points in th e same direction: The gulags had become a much harder mechanism

to cont rol. All the large-scale Stalinist project s th at were being bu ilt with lar gely

penal manpower, incl ud in g the hydr oelectric power stations in Kuibyshev and

Stalingrad, the Turkmeni st an cana l, and the Volga-Do n canal, fell considerab ly

beh ind sched u le. T o speed up work, the authori ties were forced to bring in a

large number of addi tio na l free workers, and to g ra nt earl y release to a nu mb er

of pr isoners in an attem pt to moti vat e th e othe rs .")

T he G ulag cri sis she ds new light on th e am nesty of 1.2 mill ion prisoners

decreed by Ber ia sca rce ly three weeks after Stalin's death, on 27 March 1953.

Certa in ly, poli tical reasons alon e could not have moti vated Stalin's potential

successors to unite in proclaimin g a part ial am nes ty. All were aware of the

imm ense d ifficulty of managing th e ove rcrowde d and unprofitable gu lags. Yet

at the very mom ent whe n all th e pen al au thori ties were asking lor a redu ct ion

in the number of prisoner s, Sta lin, who was sufferi ng increasin gly from para

noia in his old age , was preparing a second G rea t Terror. Su ch contradic tions

abounded in t he last, m ost troubled period of th e Stal inist regime.
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On 13 January 1953, Pravda announced the purported discovery
of a plot by a "terrorist group of doctors" consisting of first nine and then
fifteen famous physicians, more than half of whom were [ewish . They were
accused of having abused their high positions in the Kre~lin to shorten the
lives of Andrei Zhdano v (a member of the Politburo who had died in 1948)and
Aleksandr Shcherbakov (who had died in 1950) and of having attempted to
assassinate several Soviet military officers at the behest of American intelli
gence servicesand a Jewish charitable organization, the American Jo int Distr i
bution Committee. While the woman who denounced the plot, Dr. Lydia
Timashuk, was solemnly awarded the Order of Lenin, the accused were inter
rogated and forced to "confess." As in 1936-1938, thousands of meetings were
held to call for the punishment of the guilty and to demand further inquiri es
and a return to old-fashioned Bolshevik vigilance. In the weeks following the
announced discovery of the "Doctors' Plot," a huge press campaign reestab
lished the climate that had prevailed during the Great Terror, with demands
that "criminal negligence within the Party ranks be definitively stamped out,
and all saboteurs punished." The idea of a huge conspiracy among intellectu 
als, Jews, soldiers, industrial managers, senior Party officials, and leading rep
resentatives from the non-Ru ssian republics began to take hold, recalling the
worst years of the Ezh ovshchina.

14 The Last Conspiracy
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Docum ents relatin g to this affair, which arc now available for the first time,
confi rm that the Doctors' Plot was a decisive moment in the history of postwar
Stalinism. I It marked both the peak of the "anticosrnopolitan" (that is, an
tisemitic) campaign that had begun in 1949 (and whose first stirrings can be
traced back to 1946---47) and the beginning of a new general purge, a new Great
Terror that was halted only by Stalin 's death, a few weeks after the story of the
conspiracy broke . A third factor of some importance was the power struggle
among factions in the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the Ministry of State
Security, which had been separated in 1946and subjected to constant reorgani
zations ever since.' Splits within the secret police were a reflection of struggles
at the very top of the hierarchy, where Stalin's potential heirs were constantly
jockeying for position . One final troubling aspect of the affair was that eight
years after public revelation of the horrors of the Na zi death camps, it allowed
the deep-seated tsarist antisemitism, which the Bolsheviks had previously es
chewed, to resurface, thus demonstrating the confusion of the last years of
Stalinism.

The comple xities of this affair, or rather of these several converging
affairs, are not our concern here; it is enough to recall the major outlines of the
plot. In 1942 the Soviet governm ent, with a view to putting pressure on
American Jews to force the U.S. government to open a second front against
Germany as soon as possible, set up a Soviet Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee,
chaired by Solomon Mikhoel s, the director of the famous Yiddish theater in
Moscow. Hundreds of Jewish intellectuals were soon active in the movement,
including the novelist lIya Ehrenburg, the poets Samuel Marchak and Peretz
Markish, the pianist Emil Guilcls, the writer Vasily Grossman, and the physi
cist Pyotr Kapitza, the father of the Soviet nuclear bomb. The committee soon
outgrew its original purpose as an official propaganda machine and became
instead a genuine center for Jewish solidarity, and also a representative body for
Soviet Jewry. In February 1944 the leaders of the committee-Mikhoels, Isaac
Fefer, and Grigory Epstein- sent Stalin a letter proposing the creation of an
autonomous Jewish republic in the Crimea to replace the largely unsuccessful
national Jewish state of Birobidzhan established in the 1930s. During the
previous decade fewer than 40,000 Jews had moved to this distant , forgotten
region of deserts and marshes in extreme eastern Siberia, on the borders of
China.'

The committee also dedicated itself to collecting statement s about Nazi
massacres of Jews and any "abnormal events concerning Jews," a euphemi sm
for any antisemitic behavior noted in the population. There were a considerable
number of such "e vents." Antisemitic traditions were still strong in Ukraine
and in certain western regions of Russia, notabl y in the ancient "pale of
settlements" of the Russian empire , where Jews had been authorized to live by
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the tsarist authorities. The first defeats of the Red Army revealed how wide

spread antisemitism actually was among the population . NKVD reports about

attitudes of the population revealed that many people had responded positively

to Nazi propaganda claiming that the Germans were fighting only Communists

and Jews. In regions that had been occupied by the Germans, and particularly

in Ukraine, the open massacre of Jews met with little resistance from the local

population. The Germans recruited more than 80,000 troops in U kraine, and

some of these definitely participated in the massacre of Jews. To counter Nazi

propaganda and to mobilize the whole of the country around the theme of the

struggle for survival of the whole Soviet people, Bolshevik ideology was initially

quite resistant to the specific nature of the Holocaust. It was against this

backdrop that first anti-Zionism and then official anti semitism began to flour

ish . Antisemitism was particularly virulent in the Agitprop (Agitation and

Propaganda) Department of the Central Committee. As early as August 1942

that body sent out an internal memorandum regarding "the dominant role

played by Jews in artistic, literary, and journalistic milieus."

The act ivism of the Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee was soon a cause of

concern to the authorities. In early 1945 the Jewish poet Peretz Markish was

forbidden to publish . The appearance of the Black Book about N azi atrocities

against Jews was canceled on the pretext that "the central argument of the

whole book is the idea that the Germans made war on the U.S.S.R. only as an

attempt to wipe out the Jews." On 12 October 1946, Viktor Abakumov, the

minister of state security, sent a note to the Central Committee about "the

nationalist tendencies of the Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee."! Because Stalin

sought to follow a foreign policy favorable to the establishment of the state of

Israel, he did not react immediately. Onl y after the U.S.S.R. had voted at the

United Nations to partition Palestine, on 29 November 1947, was Abakumov

given a free hand to liquidate the committee.

On 19 December 1947 several of the committee's members were arrested.

On 13January 1948 Solomon Mikhoels was found murdered in Minsk; accord

ing to the official version of events, he had been in an auto accident . On

21 November 1948 the Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee was broken up on the

pretext that it had become a "center for anti-Soviet propaganda," and its

various publications, including the notable Yiddish journal Einieait, were

banned.' In the following weeks the remaining members of the committee were

arrested, and in February 1949the vast "anticosmopolitan" campaign began in

the press. Jewish theater critics were denounced for their inability to under

stand the Russian national character: "What vision can a [Abram] Gurvich

or a [josif] Yuzovsky possibly have of the national character of Russian So

viet men?" asked Pravda on 2 February 1949. Hundreds of Jewish intellectuals
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were arrested, notabl y in Moscow and Leningrad , in the first few months of

1949.
A revealing document from this period, a decree from the Judicial Colle-

gium of the Leningrad Court , dated 7 Jul y 1949 and recently published in Neva
magazine, condemned Achille Grigorevich Leniton, I1ya Zeilkovich Serman,

and Rulf Alexandrovna Zevina to ten years in the camps for several alleged

crimes, most significantly for "having criticized in an anti-Soviet manner the

resolution of the Central Committee regarding the magazines Zuezda and

Leningrad . . . for interpreting Marx's opinions on international affairs in a

counterrevolutionary manner, for praising cosmopolitan writers . . . and for

spread ing lies about Soviet government polic y regarding the question of na

tionality." After an appeal the sentence was increased to twenty-five years by

the Judicial Collegi urn of the Supreme Court, which justified its verdict as

follows: "The sentence passed by the Leningrad Court failed to take account

of the gravity of the offenses committed . . . The accused had been involved

in counterrevolutionary activities, using nationalist prejudices to proclaim the

superio rity of one nation over the other nations of the Soviet Union .!"
Thereafter Jews were systematically removed from all positions of author

ity in the arts and the media, in journalism and publishing, and in medicine

and man y other professions. Arrests became more ami more common, striking

all sorts of milieus. A group of "engineer saboteurs" in the metallurgy complex

in Stalino, almost all of whom were Jewish, were sentenced to death and

executed on 12 August ]lJS2. Paulina Zhernchuzhina, Molotov's Jewish wife,

who was a top manager in the textile industry, was arr ested on 21 January 1949

for "losing documents containing state secrets" and was sent to a camp for five

years. The wife of Stalin's personal secretary Aleksandr Poskrebyshev, who was

also Jewi sh, was accused of espionage and shot in July 1952,7 Both Molotov

and Poskrebyshev continued to serve Stalin as though nothing had happened.

Despite this widespread antisemitism, preparations for the trial of the

Jewish Anti -Fascist Committee dragged on for a long time . The trial did not

begin, In camera, until May 1952, more than two and a half years after the arrest

of the accused . The incomplete documentary evidence now available suggests

two possible reasons for the exceptionally long period of preparation. One is

that Stalin was then orchestrating in great secrecy the "Leningrad Affair," an

important case that together with the Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee matter

was to form one of the cornerstones of the great final purge. The other is that

Stalin was concurrently involved in completely reorganizing the security serv

ices. Abakumov's arrest in Jul y 1951 proved to be the central episode in this

reorganization. This action was directed against the powerful Lavrenti Beria ,

the longtime head of the secret police and a member of the Politburo. Thus
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the Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee affair was at the heart of a power struggle,

and was also to form a keystone in the series of arguments that were to result

in the Doctors' Plot and lead to a second Great Terror.

Of all these purported activities, the Leningrad Affair, which led to the secret

executions of the main leaders of the Soviet Communist Party's second-most

important branch organization, is still by far the most mysterious. Stalin had

always been suspicious of the city. On 15 February 1949 the Polithuro adopted

a resolution "on the anti-Party activities of [Nikolai] Kuznersov, [M . I.]
Rodionov, and [Pyotr] Popkov," three high-ranking Party officials. The three

were immediately forced to resign, as were Ivan Voznescnsky, the president of

Gosplan, the state planning department, and most of the members of Lenin

grad's Party apparatus. In August-September 1949 all these officials were

arrested and accused of having attempted to establish an "anti-Party" group

with the help of American intelligence services. Abakumov then launched a

witch-hunt for anyone who had once been a memher of the Party in Leningrad

but had since moved to another cit y or republic. Hundreds of Communists in

Leningrad were arrested , and about 2,000 were hounded out of the Parry and

deprived of their jobs. The repression had some strange twists, striking the city

itself as a historical entity. In August 1949 the authorities decided to dose the

Museum of the Defense of Leningrad, which was a reminder of the heroism

of the city during the siege of the Great Patriotic War. A few months later

Mikhail Suslov, a high-ranking CPSU official responsihle for ideological af

fairs, was instructed by the Central Committee to form a commission for the

liquidation of the museum . This commission functioned until the end of

February 1953.x

The accused in the Leningrad Affair-Kuznetsov, Rodionov, Popkov,

Voznesensky, Va. F. Kapustin, and P. G. Lazutin-were judged in camera on

30 September 1950 and executed the following day, one hour after the verdict

was announced. The entire business was shrouded in secrecy; nobody was

informed of it, not even the daughter of one of the principal suspects, who was

the daughter-in-law of Anastas Mikoyan, the Soviet trade minister and a mem

ber of the CPSU Politburo. In October 1950 other travesties of justice con 

demned to death dozens of Party leaders who had belonged to the Leningrad

organization : K . Soloviev, first secretary of the Crimean regional committ ee;

AJeksei Badaev, second secretary of the Leningrad regional committee; Verbit

sky, second secretary of the Murmansk regional committee; M . Y. Basov, first

deputy chairman of the Russian Council of Ministers; and many others.'!

It is not yet dear whether this purge of the Leningrad Party organization

was a simple settling of scores between factions of the Party apparatus or

another link in a whole chain of affairs, stretching from the liquidation of the
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Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee to the Doctors' Plot, and including the arrest

of Abakurnov and the Mingrelian nationalist plot . This second hypothesis is

perhaps th e more probable. The Leningrad Affair was without doubt a sig

nificant stag e in the preparation of a great purge, for which the public signal

was given on 13 January 1953 . In quite significant fashion, the crimes of which

the fallen Leningrad leaders were accused were strongly reminiscent of the

dark years of 1936-1938. At the first plenary meeting of Leningrad Party

cadres in October 1949, Andrei Andrianov, the new first secretary, announced

to the startled audience that the previous leaders had been found to have

puhlished Trotskyite and Zinovievite literature: "In documents published by
these people, they were surreptitiously passing on the opinions of some of the

worst enemies of the people, Zinoviev, Kamenev, Trotsky, and others." Beyond

the grotesqueness of the accusation , the message was clear for Party cadres. A

new 1937 was indeed beginning."
After the execution of the principal suspects in the Leningrad Affair in

October 1950, there was much maneuvering and countermaneuvering within

the security services and the Ministry of Internal Affairs. Having become

suspicious of Beria himself, Stalin invented a fictitious Mingrelian nationalist

plot whose aim was supposedly to join Mingrelia, the region in Georgia where

Beria got his start, to Turkey. Beria was thus forced to lead a purge within the

Georgian Communist Party." In October 1951 Stalin dealt Beria another blow

hy having a group of elderly Jewish cadres in the security forces and the

judiciary arrested, including Lt. Colonel Naum Eitingon, who under Beria's

orders had organized Trotsky 's assassination; General Leonid Raikhman, who

had taken part in setting up the Moscow trials; Colonel Lev Shvartzrnan, the

torturer of Babel and Meverhold; and Lev Shein in , the examining magistrate

who had been Vvshinskis righthand man during the Moscow show-trials of

1936-1938. A11 \~ere accused of organizing a huge Jewish nationalist plot, led

bv Abakumov, the minister of state security and Beria's principal assistant.

- Ahakumov had been secretly arrested a few months earlier, on 12 July

1951. He was first accused of having deliberately killed Jacob Etinger, a well

known Jewish doctor who had been arrested in November 1950 and had died

in custodv shortly afterward . It was claimed that by "eliminating" Etinger, who

in his lon~ caree; had looked after Sergei Kirov, Sergo Ordzhonikidze, Marshal

Tukhachevsky, Palmiro Togliarti, Tiro, and Georgi Dimitrov, Abakumov had

ensured that "a criminal group of nationalist Jews who had infiltrated the

highest levels of the Ministry of State Security would not be unmasked ." A

few months later it was claimed that Abakumov himself was the brains behind

the whole nationalist Jewish plot. Abakumov's arrest in July 1951 thus consti 

tuted a vital link in the formulation of a vast "Judea-Zionist plot," and provided

the transition between the still-secret liquidation of the Jewish Anti-Fascist
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Committee and the Doctors' Plot, which was to be the public signal for the

beginning of a new purge. One can therefore conclude that it was during the

summer of 1951 , and not at the end of 1952, that the scenario began to take

shape.'?
The secret trial of the members of the Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee

lasted from II to 15July 1952. Thirteen of the accused were sentenced to death

and executed on 12 August 1952 along with ten other "engineer saboteurs," all

Jewish, from the Stalin automobile factory. In all, the Jewish Anti-Fascist

Committee affair led to 125 sentences, including 25 death sentences, which

were carried out immediately, and 100 camp sentences of between ten and

twenty-five years.11

By September 1952 the scenario for the Judea-Zionist conspiracy was

ready, but it was not put into action until after the Nineteenth Party Congress,

in October (thirteen and a half years after the Eighteenth Congress). As soon

as the Congress adjourned, most of the Jewish doctors who were to he accused

in the Doctors' Plot were arrested, imprisoned, and tortured. These arrests,

which were kept secret for some time, coincided with the trial of Rudolf

Shinsky, the former general secretary of the Czechoslovak Communist Party,

and of thirteen other Czechoslovak Communist leaders, which began in Prague

on 22 November 1952. Eleven of them were condemned to death and hanged .

One of the peculiarities of that travesty, which was organized in its entirety by

Soviet advisers from the secret police, was its openly antisemitic character.

Eleven of the fourteen accused were Jewish, and the charge was that they had

set up a "Trotskyite-Titoist-Zionist terrorist group." Preparatiuns for the trials

included a witch-hunt for Jews in all the Eastern European Communist parties .

The day after the execution of eleven of the accused in the Shinsky trial,

Stalin forced the Presidium of the CPSU Central Committee to vote for a

resolution titled "On the Present Situation at the Ministry of State Security,"

which ordered a " tigh tening of discipline within the state security organs." The

ministry itself was brought under the spotlight: supposedly it had been too lax,

shown a lack of vigilance, and allowed "saboteur doctors" to operate with

impunity. A further step had thus been taken . Stalin's intention, clearly, was to

use the Doctors' Plot against both the Security Ministry and Beria himself.

And Beria, who was himself a specialist in such affairs, must have been well

aware of the implications of what he could see.

What exactly happened in the weeks leading up to Stalin's death is still

largely unknown. Preparations for the interrogation and trial of the doctors

who had been arrested continued behind the scenes as an official campaign

gathered momentum for a "reinforcement of Bolshevik vigilance," a "struggle

against all forms of complacency," and exemplary punishments for the "cos-
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mopolitan assassins." Each day more arrests widened the scope of the "con

spiracy."

On 19 February 1953 Ivan Maisky, a deputy minister of foreign affairs

and one of Molotov's chief aides, who had previously been Soviet ambassador

in London, was arrested. After relentless interrogation he "confessed" that he

had been recruited as a British spy by Winston Churchill, together with Alek

sandra Kollontai, a grand figure in the history of Bolshevism, who had been

one of the leaders of the Workers' Opposition in 1921 and who until the end

of World War II had been the Soviet ambassador in Stockholm.H

Despite the sensational progress that was made in "uncovering" the con

spiracy from its beginning on 13 January to Stalin's death on 5 March, it is

noteworthy that unlike during the years 1936-1938, none of the other leaders

of the regime came forward in public and openl y endorsed the investigation of

the affair. According to testimony from Nikolai Bulganin in 1970, Stalin was

the main inspiration and orchestrator of the Doctors' Plot, and only four of

the other top leaders actually knew what was going on: Georgy Malenkov,

Mikhail Suslov, Marternyam Ryumin, and Sergei Ignatiev. Accordingly, every 

one else must have felt under threat. Bulganin also claimed that the trial of the

Jewish doctors was to have opened in mid-March, and was to have been

concluded with the massive deportation of Soviet Jews to Birobidzban ." Given

the current state of knowledge and the continued lack of access to the Russian

Presidential Archive, where the most secret and sensitive files are kept, it is

impossible to know with certainty whether plans were really afoot for a large

scale deportation of Jews in early 1953. One thing alone is certain: Stalin's

death finally put an end to the list of the millions of victims who suffered under

his dictatorship.



Stalin's death, coming in the middle of the Soviet Union's seven
decades of existence, marked a decisive stage. Although it was not the end of
the system, it was at least the end of an era. As Francois Furct wrote, the death
of the Supreme Leader revealed "the paradox of a system that was supposedly
part of the laws of social development, but in which everything actually de
pended on one man, so much so that when he died, it seemed that the system
had lost something essential to its continued existence ." One of the major
components of this "something essential" was the high level of inhuman re
pression by the state against the people in a number of different forms .

For Stalin's main collaborators, including Malenkov, Molotov, Voroshilov,
Mikoyan, Kaganovich, Khrushchev, Bulganin, and Beria, the political problem
posed by Stalin's death was extremely complex. They had at once to assure the
continuity of the system, divide up responsibilities, and find some sort of
equilibrium between individual dominance-however attenuated-by anyone
of their number and collective rule, which would take account of all their
ambitions and skills. They also promptly had to introduce a number of major
changes, about which there was considerable agreement.

The difficulty of combining these diverse objectives accounts for the
extremely slow and tortuous process that started with Stalin's death and cul-
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minated in the elimination of the threat posed by Beria, who was arrested on
26June 1953.

The shorthand reports that arc now available of the plenary sessions of
the Central Committee on 5 March 1953 (the day of Stalin's death) and again
from 2 to 7 July 1953 (after the elimination of Beria) help explain why the
Soviet leaders began this "exit from Stalinism" that Nikita Khrushchev was to
transform into "de-S talinization.": The process would have its high points at
the Twentieth Congress of the Soviet Communist Party in February 1956 and
the Twenty-second Congress in October 1961.

One impetus for the move away from Stalinism was quite simply a defense
mechanism, an instinct for survival. During the last few months of Stalin's
reign, almost all the top leaders had become aware of how vulnerable they
actually were. No one had been safe-not Voroshilov, who had been accused of
being an agent for foreign intelligence services; nor Molotov and Mikoyan, who
had been removed from the Presidium of the Central Committee, nor Beria,
who had been under threat from intrigues at the heart of the security services
orchestrated by Stalin himself. Further down the hierarchy, the bureaucratic
elites that had been regrouping since the war also feared and ultimately rejected
the terrorist aspects of the regime . The omnipotence of the secret police was
the last obstacle to their enjoying a stable career. What had to be dismantled,
as Martin Malia has phrased it, was " the mechanism set up by Stalin for his
own private use" to ensure that no single figure would be able to advance further
than his colleagues and political rivals. Rather than differences of opinion about
the reforms that had to be undertaken, what really mobilized Stalin's heirs to

turn against Bcria was the fear of seeing another dictator come to power. Beria
appeared to be the most powerful figure because he had the whole state security
apparatus and the Ministry of Internal Affairs at his disposal. The lesson was
quite obvious to all concerned : the apparatus of repression should never again
"escape the control of the Party" and be allowed to become the weapon of a
single individual and thus threaten the political oligarchy.

The second and more profound reason for the change was the realization
shared by all the main leaders, from Khrushchev to Malenkov, that economic
and social reform was now of prime necessity. The exclusively repressive
management of the economy, based on the authoritarian control of almost all
agricultural production, the criminalization of various forms of behavior, and
the atrophying Gulag system, had resulted in a serious economic crisis and
social stagnation that rendered impossible any increase in labor productivity.
The economic model put into place in the 1930s against the will of the vast
majority of the people had brought the results described above and was now
perceived to be outdated.
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The third reason for change was the struggle for power itself, which led
to a constant raising of the stakes among the politicians. It was Nikita Khrush
chev, who for reasons that will not be detailed here (suffice it to say that he was
able to confront his own Stalinist past, seemed to feel genuine remorse, was a
skillful polit ician and a great populist with a real belief in a better future, and
had the will to return to what he considered to be a legitimately socialist
position), went further than his colleagues in aiming for a slow and gradual
process of de-Stalinization, not only in the political arena but also in the
day-to-da y lives of the people.

What were the principal steps of this movement in dismantling the re
pressive machinery? In the space of a few years the Soviet U nion changed from
a country with an extremely high level of legal and extralegal repr ession into
an aut horitarian police state, where for more than a generatio n the memory of
the terror was one of the most effective guarantees of post-Stalini st order,

Less than two weeks after Stalin's death, the gulag system was completely
reorganized and brought under the authority of the Ministry of Justice. Its
economic infrastructure was immediately transferred to the relevant indu strial
ministri es. Even more spectacular than these administra tive changes, which
demonstrated clearly that the Ministry of Internal Affairs was losing its place
as the most powerful ministry, was the announcement, in Prurda on 2R March
1953, of a large amnesty. By virt ue of a decree promulgated by the Presidium
of the Supreme Soviet of the U.SSR. the previous day and signed by its
presid ent, Voroshilov, the following were granted amnesty:

Anyone sentenced to less than five years
Anyone sentenced for lying, economic crimes, and abuses of power
Pregn ant women and mothers with children under age ten, minors, men

over fifty-five, and women over fifty

In addition, the amnesty provided for the halving of all other sentences except
those handed out for counterrevolutionary activities, grand theft , band itry, and
premedita ted murder,

In a few weeks about 1.2 million prisoners-nearly half the population of
the camps and penal colonies-were released from the gulags. Many of them
were small-t ime criminals sentenced for petty theft; still more were simple
citizens whu had been convicted under one of the innumerable repressive laws
that governed every sphere of activity, from " leaving the workplace" to " break
ing the law regarding interna l passports," This part ial amnes ty, which notably
excluded political prisoners and special deport ees, reflected in its very ambigu
ity the still ill-defi ned changes that were afoot. T he sprin g of 1953, a time of
tort uous reasoning, was also a time of intense power struggles when even
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Lavrenti Beria, the first deputy chairm an of the Coun cil of Ministers and
minister of interna l affairs, seemed to be turn ing into a great reformer.

What considera tions dictated such a large amnesty? According to Amy
Knight, the biograph er of Beria, the amnesty of 27 March 1953, which was
adopted at the behest of the minister of internal affairs himself, was part of a
series of political measures indicating a new, liberal direction in the thinkin g
of Beria, who, like the others, was involved in the power stru ggle after Stalin 's
death and was thu s also caught up in the spiral of rising political stakes. To
justify the amnesty, Beria had sent a note to the Presidium of the Cent ral
Committee on 2-l March in which he explained that of the 2,526,402 prisoners
in the gulags, only 221,435 were " part icularly dangerous criminals," and that
most of those were kept in special camps. In an astonishing admission, he noted
that an overwhelming share of prisoner s posed no threat to the state. A large
amnesty was the refore desirable to free up a penal system that was both over
crowded and intrinsically unwieldy.'

The issue of the increasing difficulty of managing the gulags wasregularly
raised in the early 19S()s. The crisis in the camps, which was widely acknowl
edged before Stalin's death , puts the amnesty of 27 March in a new light.
Economic as well as political reasons induced the potential successors of Stalin
to proclaim a large but parti al amnesty. They were aware that the gulags were
overcrowded and totally ineffi cient.

Here, as elsewhere, no radical measures could be taken so long as Stalin
was still alive. As the historian Moshe Lewin once noted so aptly, everything
was "mummified" in the last years of the dictatorship.

Even after Stalin's death , of course, not everything was possible. T he
principal victims of the system's arbitrary natur e-the political prisoners con
demned for counterr evolutionary activities-failed to benefit from the amnesty.
T he exclusion of poli tical prisone rs from the amnesty sparked a number of
riots and revolts among prisoners in the special gulag camps and in the Rechlag

and Steplag.'
On 4 April it was announced in Pravda that the conspirators of the

Doctors' Plot had them selves been the victims of a miscarriage of justice, and
that their confessions had been extracted "by illegitimate means of interroga
tion," which everyone und erstood to mean torture. The importance of this
acknowledgment was amplified further by a resolution adopted by the Central
Committee a few days later "on legal violations by the state security forces." It
emerged clearly that the Doctors' Plot had not been an isolated incident , and
that for some years the security forces had been abusing their powers and had
been involved in illegal activities. The Part y claimed that it was now rejecting
these method s and clamp ing down on the excessive powers of the police. T he
hope engendered by these statements immediately elicited an enormous re-
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sponse, and the courts were swamped by hundreds of thousands of demands

for rehabilitation. Prisoners, particularly those in the special camps, were ex

asperated by the limited and selective nature of the amnesty of 27 March. They

were well aware of the turmoil among the guards and the systemwide crisis,

and they simply turned on the guards and commanders, refusing to work or to

obey orders. On 14 May 1953 more than 14,000 prisoners from different

sections of the Norilsk penitentiary organized a strike and formed committees

composed of delegates elected from various national groups, in which Ukraini

ans and people from the Baltic states played key roles. The main demands of

the prisoners were a reduction of the working day to nine hours, the elimination

of labels on their clothes, an end to restrictions on communication with their

families, the removal of all informers, and an extension of the amnesty to

include political prisoners.

The official announcement on 10July 1953 of the arrest of Beria, who

was accused of being an English spy and an avowed enemy of the people,

confirmed the prisoners' impression that something had indeed changed in

Moscow and made them even more forceful in their demands. The strike

became increasingly widespread; on 14July more than 12,000 prisoners from

the Vorkuta prison complex also went on strike. One sure sign that things had

changed was that the authorities began to negotiate with the prisoners, repeat

edly postponing an attack.

Unrest was endemic in the special camps from the summer of 1953 until

the Twentieth Party Congress in February 1956. The largest and most sus

tained revolt broke out in May 1954, in the third section of the Steplag prison

complex in Kengir, near Karaganda in Kazakhstan. It went on for forty days

and was put down only after special troops from the Internal Affairs Ministry

had surrounded the camp with tanks. About 400 prisoners were arrested and

resentenced, and the six surviving members of the commission that had led the

resistance were executed.

Another sign that things had genuinely changed with the death of Stalin

was the fact that some of the demands made by the striking prisoners in 1953
and 1954 were actually met; the working day was indeed reduced to nine hours,

and other significant improvements in the quality of life for prisoners were

introduced.

In 1954-55 the government took a series of measures that significantly

altered the enormous power of the state security forces, which had been totally

reorganized in the aftermath of Beria's arrest. The lroikl-the special courts

that judged all cases handled by the secret police-were abolished altogether.

The secret police were reorganized into an autonomous entity, renamed the

Komitet Gosudarstvennoi Bezopasnosti (the Committee for State Security, or

KGB), purged of one-fifth of all personnel who had worked there before
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Stalin's death, and placed under the authority of General Ivan Serov, whose

achievements included oversight of the deportation of various ethnic groups

during the war. An associate of Nikita Khrushchev, Serov embodied many of

the ambiguities of a transitional period in which previous leaders were still in

positions of authority. The government decreed more partial amnesties, the

most important of which, in September 1955, freed everyone who had been

sentenced in 1945 for "collaborating with the enemy," as well as the remaining

German prisoners of war. Finally, several measures benefited the "specially

displaced," who were henceforth allowed to move around more freely, and no

longer required to register quite so regularly at the local komandaturv: Follow

ing high-level German-Soviet negotiations, German deportees, who repre

sented 40 percent of those held in special colonies (more than 1,000,000 out of

approximately 2,750,000), were the first to benefit in September 1955 from the

easing of restrictions. However, the wording of the new laws made it clear that

the lifting of judicial restrictions and the changes in professional status and

residency requirements would not lead to "the return of confiscated goods or

a right to return to the place from which the 'specially displaced' had origi

nated.""

These restrictions were a significant part of the partial and gradual process

that came to be known as de-Stalinization. Carried out under the direction of

a Stalinist, Nikita Khrushchev (who, like all the other leaders of his generation,

had played a major role in the worst acts of repression, such as dekulakization,

purges, deportations, and executions), de-Stalinization could afford to con

demn only certain excesses of the "cult of personality." In his "Secret Speech"

to the Soviet delegates at the Twentieth Party Congress on 24 February 1956,
Khrushchev was extremely selective in his condemnation of Stalinism and did

not call into question any of the major decisions taken by the Party since 1917.
This selecti vity was also apparent in the chronology of the Stalinist "devia

tion." Because this deviation supposedly began in 1934, it excluded the crimes

of collectivization and the famine of 1932-33.The selectivity was also apparent

in the choice of victims, who were all Communists and had generally followed

the Stalinist line; they were never ordinary citizens. By restricting the list of

victims of oppression to Communists who had suffered at Stalin's hand, and

by focusing solely on historical episodes that happened after the assassination

of Kirov, the Secret Speech evaded the central question of the collective

responsibility of the Party toward society since 1917.
The Secret Speech was followed by a series of concrete measures to

complete the limited steps that had already been taken. In March and April

1956 decrees were issued in regard to "specially displaced" persons from ethnic

groups that had been punished for supposedly collaborating with Nazi Ger

many and deported in 1943-1945.These people, according to the decrees, were
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"no longer to be subject to administrative surveillance by the Internal Affairs

Ministry." There was, however, no restoration of their confiscated goods, nor

were they allowed to return home. These half-measures were met with consid
erable anger; many deportees refused to sign statements requiring them to

abandon all claims for compensation, the restoration of their goods, and the
right to return home. Faced with a remarkable shift in the political climate and

the popular mood, the Soviet government made new concessions. On 9 January

1957 the government once again recognized the republics and autonomous
regions of the deported peoples, which had been abolished in the immediate

aftermath of the war. Only the autonomous republic of the Tatars in the

Crimea was not reinstated .
For more than three decades the Crimean Tatars struggled for their right

to return home. From 1957 on, the Karachai, Kalmyks, Balkars, Chechens, and

Ingush slowly began to return by the tens of thousands. Nothing was made

easy for them by the authorities. Numerous disputes broke out between deport
ees trying to move back into their former homes and the Russian colonists who
had been brought there from neighboring regions in 1945. Having no proplSkI-
licenses from the local police granting the right to live in a given place-the

returning deportees were again forced to live in shantytowns, encampments,
and other temporary housing, under the permanent threat of arrest for failing

to comply with passport laws (an offense that brought two years ' imprison
ment) . In July 1958 the Chechen capital, Grozny, was the scene of bloody

confrontations between Russians and Chechens. An uneasy peace was estab

lished only after the authorities freed up funds to build accommodations for
the former deportees.'

Officially, the category of "specially displaced" existed until January 1960.
The last deportees to be freed from this pariah status were Ukrainians and

people from the Baltic states. Faced with the prospect of more administrative
obstacles to their return, more than half of the Ukrainians and Baltic peoples

settled in the places to which they had been deported .
In 1954-55 90,000 "counterrevolutionaries" were released from the gu

lags; in 1956-57, after the Twentieth Congress, nearly 310,000 were freed. On
1 January 1959 only 11,000 political prisoners remained in the camps. b To

expedite the release of prisoners, more than 200 special review commissions

were sent into the camps, and several amnesties were decreed. Liberation,
however, was not synonymous with rehabilitation. In 1956 and 1957 fewer than

60,000 people received any sort of pardon. The vast majority had to wait for
years, and sometimes decades, before obtaining a certificate of rehabilitation.
Nevertheless, the year 1956 remained engraved in popular memory as the year

of the return, admirably described by Vasily Grossman in his novel All Things
Pass. This great return, which took place in almost total silence as far as official
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pronouncements were concerned, together with the realization that for millions
no return would ever be possible, threw many people into deep confusion and

began a vast social and moral trauma, a tragic confrontation in a divided society.
As Lidia Chukovskaya wrote, "two Russias looked each other in the eye: the

one who had imprisoned, and the one who had been imprisoned." Faced with
such a situation, the initial response of the authorities was not to accede to the
demands of any individual or group regarding the prosecution of officials who

had broken socialist law or used any illegal methods of investigation during the
"cult of personality." The onl y means of appeal were the Party control com
missions. The political authorities sent instructions to the courts regarding
pardons, making it clear that the first priorities were Party members and
soldiers. There were no purges.

After the release of political prisoners, the post-Stalin gulags saw the
number of inmates dwindle, before stabilizing in the late 1950s and early 1960s
at around 900,OOll prisoners: a core of 300,000 common criminals and repeat
offenders serving long sentences and 600,000 petty criminals who had been

sentenced in accordance with laws requiring prison terms quite out of propor
tion to the offense committed. The pioneering role played by the gulags in
colonization and in exploitation of the natural and mineral wealth of the far

north and cast began to fade, and the huge Stalinist prisons were slowly broken
up into smaller units. The geography of the gulags changed, too. Most camps
were again established in the European part of the U.S.S .R. Confinement in

the post-Stalin era took on the more conventional purpose that it has in other
societies, although it retained features that distinguished it from the normal

legal system. Various groups were sporadically added to the common criminals
in accordance with whatever crackdown was in force at the time---on alcohol
ism, vandalism, "parasitism"-and a few (several hundred each year) were

senrenced under Articles 70 and 190 of the new penal code, adopted in 1960.
These commutations and amnesties were completed by some major

changes in penal legislation. Among the first reforms was the law of 25 April

1956, which abolished the 1940 law forbidding workers to leave the workplace .
This first step in the decriminalization of the labor laws was followed by several

other partial measures, which were systematized with the adoption of new
"Foundations of Penal Law" on 25 December 1958. The new laws did away
with several key terms from earlier penal codes, including "enemy of the

people" and "counterrevolutionary crimes." The age of legal responsibility was
raised from fourteen to sixteen; the use of violence and torture to extract
confessions was outlawed; people accused of crimes were to be present at all

stages of the inquiry and were entitled to a lawyer who was aware of the details
of [he case; and, with few exceptions, all trials were to be public. The penal

code of 1960 diu, however, retain several articles allowing tor the punishment
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of an y form of political or ideological deviancy. Under Article 70, anyone
"caught spreading anti-Soviet propaganda . . . in the form of mendacious
assertions denigrating the state" could be given a sentence of six months to
seven years in the camps, followed by exile for two to five years. Article 190
required a sentence of three years in the camps or in community-service work
for anv failure to denounce anti-Soviet behavior. During the 1960s and 1970s
these two articles were widely used to punish political or ideological "deviancy."
Ninety percent of the several hundred people sentenced each year for "anti
Sovietism" were found guilty under these two articles .

During the political thaw, when the quality of life was clearly rising
although memories of the oppression remained strong, active forms of debate
or dissent remained rare. KGB reports noted 1,300 "opponents" in 1961 , 2,SOO
in 1962, 4,500 in 1964, and 1,300 in 1965.7 In the 1900s and 1970s three
categories of citizens were the object of particularly close surveillance bv the
KGB: religious minorities (such as Catholics, Baptists, members of the Pente
costal Church, and Seventh-Day Adventists); national minorities who had been
hardest hit by the Stalinist repressions (notably people from the Baltic states,
Tarars from the Crimea, ethnic Germans, and Ukrainians from western
Ukraine, where anti-Soviet resistance had been particularly strong); and the
creative intelligentsia belonging to the dissident movement that grew up in the

I960s .s

After a last anticlerical campaign, launched in 1957, which limited itself
to closing several churches that had reopened since the war, the confrontation
between the Orthodox Church and the state subsided into uneasy cohabitation .
The attention of the KGB's special services was directed more toward religious
minorities, who were often suspected of receiving assistance and support from
abroad. A few numbers demonstrate that this was indeed a marginal concern:
from 1971 to 1975, 116 Baptists were arrested; in 19H4, 200 Baptists were either
in prison or serving a sentence in a camp, and the average sentence W;l S only
one year.

In western Ukraine, one of the regions most resistant to Sovietization , a

dozen or so nationalist groups in the au' tradition were broken up in Tcr
nopil, Zaporizhzhia, Ivano-Frankivsk, and Lviv between 1961 and 1973. Sen
tences passed on the members of these groups generally amounted to fin: to
ten years in prison . In Lithuania, another region that had been brutally brought
to heel in the 1940s, local sources reveal that there were cornparativclv few
arrests in the 1960s and 1970s. The murder of three Catholic priests under
susp icious circumstances in 1981, in which it was almost certain that the ~GB
was involved, was, however, felt to be an act of intolerable provocation .

Until the breakup of the U.S .S.R., the Crimean Tatars, who had been
deported in 1944 and whose autonomous republic was never reinstated , re-

The Exit from Stalinism

mained a burdensome legacy of the Stalinist era . At the end of the 1950s the
Crimean Tatars, most of whom had been settled in Central Asia, began a
campaign (yet another sign that times really had changed) petitioning for their
collective rehabilitation and for authorization to return to their homeland. In
1966 a petition of 130,000 signatures was delivered by a Tatar delegation to the
Twenty-third Party Congress. In September 1967 a decree from the Presidium
of the Supreme Soviet annulled the charge of "collective treason." Three
months later a new decree authorized the Tatars to settle in a location of their
choice, provided they respected the passport laws, which required a legal
document to work in any given place. Between 1967 and 1978 fewer than 15,000
people-about 2 percent of the Tatar population-managed to comply with
the passport law and return home. The Crimean Tatar movement was assisted
by General Petro Grigorenko, who was arrested in May 1967 and sent to a
psychiatric hospital, a form of imprisonment used for several dozen people
each year in the 1970s.

Most historians date the beginning of the dissident movement from the
first big public trial of political prisoners in the post-Stalin era. In February
1Y66 two writers, Andrei Sinyavsky and Yuri Daniel , were given sentences of
seven and five years respectively in a prison camp. On 5 December 1965, shortly
after the arrest of the writers, a demonstration of about fifty people supporting
them took place in Pushkin Square in Moscow. The dissidents, who in the
1Y60s numbered a few hundred intellectuals, and who at the height of the
movement a decade later numbered between 1,000 and 2,000, began a radically
different means of protest. Instead of arguing against the legality of the regime,
they demanded a strict respect for Soviet laws, for the constitution, and for
international agreements signed by the U.S.S.R . Dissident action followed the
same line. They refused to be treated as an underground group, they were quite
open about their structu re and movements, and they made great use of pub
licity to advertise their actions by cooperating as often as possible with the
international media .

In the disproportionate struggle between a few hundred dissidents and
the might of the Soviet state, the weight of international opinion was extremely
important, particularly following the publication in the West in 1973 of Alek
sandr Solzhenitsyn's Gulag Archipelago (which was quickly followed by his
expulsion from the Soviet Union). In the space of a few years, because of the
actions of a tin y minority, the issue of human rights in the U.S.S.R. became a
major international concern and the central subject of the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe, which culminated in the Helsinki Accords
of 1975. The final document produced by the conference, which was signed by
the U.S.S.R ., strengthened the position of the dissidents. They organized
committees to ensure that the Helsinki agreement was upheld in the cities in
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which they lived (Moscow, Leningrad, Kyiv, Vilnius, and so on) and to forward

any information about human-rights violations. This information-gathering

had already started under more difficult conditions in 1968, with the appear

ance every few months of an underground bulletin called the Chronicle a]'
Current Events, which listed any violations of liberty or human rights. In this

new context, human-rights violations in the U.S.S.R. swiftly came under inter

national scrutiny, and the secret police in particular were held in check. As

opponents of the regime became recognized figures, their arrest could no longer

pass unnoticed, and information about their fate could spread rapidly abroad.

Significantly, patterns of police behavior were soon linked to the state of

detente; arrests were more numerous in 1968-1972 and in 1979-1982 than in

1973-1976. It is still impossible to calculate the number of people arrested for

political reasons in the years 1960-1985. Dissident sources listed hundreds of

arrests in the worst years; in 1970 the Chronicle or Current Events reported 106

sentences, including 21 forcible incarcerations in psychiatric hospitals "as a

security measure." In 1971 the figures in the Chronicle were 85 and 24, respec

tively. In 1979-1981, years of international confrontation, almost 500 people

were arrested on similar charges.

The phenomenon of dissidence was an expression of radical opposition

reflecting a totally different conception of politics, one that counter posed indi

viduality to collectivity. But in a country in which the government had always

been opposed to freedom of speech, and particularly to the free expression of

opinions contrary to its own, such a phenomenon was unlikely to have a huge

effect on society in general. The real change was elsewhere, in the many

different spheres of cultural and social autonomy that developed in the 1960s

and 1970s, and even more so in the 1980s, with the gradual realization by one

part of the political elite that changes as radical as those of the 1950s were once

again of prime importance.

Conclusion

The preceding chapters do not pretend to offer any new revelations

about the use of state violence in the U.S.S.R., or about the forms of oppres

sion exercised by the government during the first half of the Soviet regime's

existence. Such things have been explored for some time now by historians who

did not have to wait for the opening of the archives to see the development or

scale of the terror. On the other hand, the opening of the archives does allow

an account of the terror's chronological development and of its scale and

various forms. Accordingly, the outline presented in the preceding pages con

stitutes a first step in compiling an inventory of questions that must be asked

about the use of violence, its constant recurrence, and its meaning in different

contexts.

As such, this research is part of a larger movement that has been under

way for a decade now both in the West and in Russia. Since the first partial

opening of the archives, historians have been trying to reconcile one brand of

historiography, born in unusual circumstances, with the newly available data.

For several years now, a number of historians, particularly in Russia, have been

publishing material that has formed the basis of many other studies and uni

versity courses. Some fields of investigation have been better covered than

others, particularly the concentration camps, the confrontation between the
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government and the peasantry, and decision making at high levels of govern

ment. Historians such as V. N. Zemskov and N. Bugai have tried to calculate

the number of deportations that took place in the Stalinist era. V. P. Danilov

in Russia and A. Graziosi in Italy have highlighted the continuity in the clashes

between the peasantry and the new regime. Looking at the archives of the

Central Committee, O. Khlcvnyuk has shed important light on the functioning

of the Kremlin "First Circle."

Using such research as a basis for my own, I have attempted to demonstrate

how, in the years following 1917, cycles of violence became the norm in the

U.S.S.R. These cycles of violence lie at the heart of the social history of the

Soviet Union, a history that is still waiting to be written. Building upon earlier

efforts to explore the most tragic aspects of this history, I have drawn upon

sources that most clearly expose the different forms of violence and repression,

the practices involved, and the groups victimized. These sources also reveal the

contradictions and inconsistencies, such as the extreme violence of the Lenin

ist discourse regarding Menshevik opponents, who were "all to be shot" but

who were usually imprisoned instead; the extraordinary violence of the requi

sitioning detachments, which at the end of 1922 were still terrorizing the

countryside at a time when the NEP had technically already been in place for

more than a year; and the contradictory alternation in the IlJ30s hetween

spectacular waves of mass arrests and huge amnesties to "empty the prisons."

The multiplicity of cases yields an inventory of the forms of violence and

oppression used, broadening the scope of the investigation into the practices,

the scale, and the meaning of mass terror.

The persistence of such practices until Stalin's death and their determin

ing influence in the social history of the U.S.S.R. seem to justify the relegation

of political history to second place, at least in the early stages of such an

investigation. In this reconstruction I have tried to synthesize long-acknowl

edged facts with recently released documentary evidence, which constantly

raises new questions. Many of these documents are reports from the grass-roots

level, such as the correspondence of civil servants relating to the famine, local

Cheka reports on the strikes at Tu!a, and administrative reports on the state of

prisoners in the concentration camps-all of which reveal the concrete reality

of that extremely violent world.

Before addressing the major questions at the heart of this study, it is

necessary to recall the different cycles of violence and repression.

The first cycle, from the end of 1917 to the end of 1922, began with

Lenin's seizure of power, which he saw as a necessary part of civil war. After

a brief phase in which spontaneous social violence was channeled into more

Conclusion

official structures, which then acted as catalysts in breaking up the old order, a

deliberate offensive against the peasantry took shape in the spring of 1918. This

offensive, even more than the military confrontations between the Reds and the

Whites, was to provide the model for several decades of terror. It destroyed

people's faith in the machinery of politics. What is striking is the constant

refusal to negotiate despite the high stakes involved, the regime's tenuous hold

on power, and its frequent deviations from proclaimed goals, particularly evi

dent in the repressive measures taken against the working classes-the group

one would have imagined to be the natural ally of the Bolsheviks. In this respect

thc Kronstadt revolt was a clear sign of things to come. The first cycle did not

end with the defeat of the Whites or with the NEP, but was prolonged by the

very people it created. It came to an end only with the famine of 1922, which
broke the last peasant resistance.

What can one make of the short pause, from 1923 to 1927, between the

two cycles of violence? There were some indications that once the civil war was

over and the manpower of the secret police was scaled back, a truce of sorts

would be established with the peasantry, and a reform of the legal system could

be carried out. Despite these palliatives, the secret police not only remained in

existence but also preserved their main functions and continued their control,
eavesdropping, and surveillance operations. The pause was notable for its
brevity.

Whereas the first cycle of repressions was marked by direct and gen

eralizcd confrontation, the second began with an offensive by the Stalinist

group against the peasantry in the context of political in-fighting at the top.

The second cycle of violence was perceived as a new beginning by all par

ties concerned. Politicians again used methods that had been tried and tested

over previous years. Violence had become such an everyday occurrence, so

much a way of life, that the new terror went on for another quarter of a

century. The second war against the peasantry was decisive in institutionaliz

ing terror as a means of government. This was manifested in several differ

ent ways. Collectivization made use of preexisting social tensions, reawak

ening the archaic violence that was lurking beneath the surface in society;

it began the system of mass deportations; and it became the proving

ground for up-and-coming politicians. Furthermore, by setting up a predatory

system that disrupted the cycle of production-in Bukharin's words, "the

military and feudal exploitation of the peasantry"-a new form of slavery

was invented. This opened the way for the most extreme experiments

of Stalinism and the famine of 1933, which in the grand total of deaths

under Stalin accounts for the highest number. After that limit had been

reached-when there were no peasants left to sow the next harvest, and the
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prisons were full-another brief, two-year truce was established, and for

the first time there was an amnesty. But such rare moments of relaxation did

little more than generate new tensions. For example, the children of deported

kulaks had their civil rights restored, but they were not permitted to return

home.

After the war against the peasants, the terror began to manifest differ

ently during the 1930s and 1940s, changing in intensity and form . The time of

the Great Terror, from late 1936 to 1938, brought more than 85 percent of all

the death sentences handed down during the entire Stalinist period . During

these years the soc ial origins of the victims were often extremely mixed. Al

though many cadres were arrested and executed , the terror claimed victims

from all social backgrounds, many of whom were chosen arbitrarily when

quotas had to be filled . This blind and harbarous repression, when the terror

was at its height, seems to indicate that some obstacles were simply insur

mountable, and that liquidation was the only course the state could find to

impose its will.

Another way of investigating the sequence of repressions is to look at the

social groups that were affected. Insofar as different areas of social interaction

became increasingly subject to legislation throughout the decades, several dis

crete offensives can be discerned. The last one in particular was aimed at the

ordinary people of the country, with the increase in legislation in 1935 locused

almost exclusively on the working classes .

After 1940, in the context of the So vietization of the new territories

that had been annexed and the "Great Patriotic War," a series of repres

sions resumed. This time there were new groups of victims-the "national

ists" and "enemy peoples" who subsequently underwent systematic

deportation . The earl y stages of this new wave were alread y visible in 1936 and

1937, notably in the deportation of Koreans, when the frontiers were being

tightened.

The annexation of eastern Poland and then of the Baltic states in 1939

1941 led to the elimination of the "nationalist bourgeoisie" and to the depor

tation of specific minority groups, for example the Poles from eastern Galicia.

This last practice intensified during the war despite the more pressing need to

defend a country facing possible annihilation. The successive deportation of

whole groups-such as Germans, Chechens, Tatars, Kalmyks-also revealed

the expertise that had been developed in these operations in the 1930s. The

practices, however, were not confined to the war years . They continued in other

forms throughout the 1940s as part of the long process of pacification and

Sovietization in the newl y annexed regions of the Soviet empire. At the same

time the influx of huge nationalist contingents into the Soviet gulags had an

Conclusion

important influence on the structure and composition of the concentration

camp world . Representatives of the "punished peoples" and national ist resis 

tance fighters soon outnumbered the So viet prisoners.

In parallel to that growth , the years immediately following the war saw yet

another hardening of government policy toward various forms of civil behavior,

resulting in a steady increase in the gulag population. The same period marked

the numerical apogee of that population and the beginning of the crisi s of the

gulags, which were outdated, paralyzed by multiple internal tensions, and beset
by ever-greater problems of economic inefficiency.

The last years of the Stalinist period, s till largely shrouded in uncertainty,

show a series of relapses : a resurgence of latent antisemitism; a return of the

idea of the conspiracy, rivalry, and in-fighting among ill-defined factions; and

the elitist and clique-ridden nature of the secret police and the regional Party

organizations. Historians arc led to wonder whether plans were being laid for

a last campaign, a new Great Terror, whose principal victims might have been
the Soviet Jews.

This brief overview of the first thirty -five years of Soviet history under-. .
scores the continuity of extreme violence as a means of political control of the
society.

The classic question, often raised in this context, concerns the continuity

between the first Leninist cycle and the second Stalinist cycle: to what extent

did the former prefigure the latter? The historical configuration in both cases

is really quite incomparable. The " Red Terror" grew out of the widespread

confrontations of the autumn of 191H. The extreme nature of the repressions

was in part a reaction to the radical character of the times. But the restarting

of the war against the peasantry, which was at the root of the second wave of

terror, occurred during what was basicall y a time of peace, and was part of a

long-lasting offensive against the majority of society. Besides the se important

differences in context, the use of terror as a key instrument in the Leninist

political project had been foreseen before the outbreak of the civil war, and was

intended to be of limited duration . From that point of view, the short truce

ushered in by the NEP and the complex debates among Bolshevik leaders about

possible ways forward seem to indicate the possibility of normalized relations

between the Bolsheviks and society and the abandonment of terror as a means

of government . In practice, however, during this period the rural world lived

in retreat, and the relationship between the government and society was char

acterized largely hy mutual ignorance.

The war against the peasants is the nexus linking these two cycles of

violence . The practices that emerged in 191S-1922 continued. In both periods,

requisitioning campaigns were used , social tensions within the peasantry were
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encouraged, and archaic forms of brutality became commonplace. Both execu

tioners and victims had the conviction that they were reliving a previous

scenano.

Even if the Stalinist er a represents a specific social context in the use

of terror as a means of government and social management, questions re

main about links with other periods in Sovi et history. In that respect the

polic y of deportation , for example, might have an important antecedent in

the de-Cossackization operations of I<J 19-20. At the moment when Cossack

territories were being seized, the government began a deportation operation

that affected the entire indigenous population. That operation followed

one that had targeted the better-off Cossacks, ending in " large- scale physical

extermination" thanks to the overzealousncss of local agents. These events

could be said to foreshadow the practices of a decade later, albeit on a totally

different scale. Both involved the stigmatization of an entire social group, an

overreaction at the local level, and an attempt at eradication through deporta

tion . In all of these aspects there arc troubling sim ilarit ies to the practices of

dekulakization .

If one examines in a wider sense the phenomenon of exclusion and

isolation of enemy groups, and the consequent creation of a camp system

during the civil war, one is forced to acknowledge that there arc indeed impor

tant differences between the two cycles of repression. The camps that were

developed and used during the civil war in the Inos bore little resemblance to

those of the 1930s. The great reforms of In<J not only led to the abandonment

of normal systems of detention , but also laid the foundation for a new system

characterized above all by the idea of forced labor . The appearance and devel

opment of the gulag system point to the existence of a grand plan lor the

exclusion of a certain segment of the population, and the use of that segment

in a project to transform the economy and society as a whole. Several clements

point clearly to the existence of such a grand design, and have been the object

of important studies. First, there is the extent to which the terror was a

well-planned and well-orchestrated phenomenon . The usc of quotas stretched

from dekulakization to the Great Terror, a fact that can be interpreted as being

part of such a plan. The archives confirm an obsession with numbers and

statistics that permeated administrative organs from top to bottom . Regular,

perfectly balanced statistics evince an obsessive preoccupation with the

mathematical dimensions of the repression process. While such figures can

never be entirely trusted, they do allow historians to reconstruct periods of

intensity in the phenomenon . The chronology of the various waves of oppres

sion is better understood today, and support s the theory of an ordered series

of operations.

Conclusion

To a significant degree, however, reconstruction of the entire series of

repressive procedures, of the chain of command, and of the methods of im

plementation counteracts the theory of a well-conceived, long-term plan.

Looking at the planning of repressions, one can see that chance played a huge

role and that cracks appeared at all stages of th e operations. The deportation

of the kulaks is a case in point. They were often deported with no destination

in mind, and their "abandonment in deportation" is a clear indicator of the

prevailing chaos. Likewise, the "campaigns of emptying" the camps suggest a

lack of planning. ln the transmission and execution of orders, troops often went

too far too soon and were guilty of "excessive zeal" or "deviation from the path"

at a grass-roots level .

The role of the gulags is also extremely complex and seems to become

more so as research progresses. In contrast to the vis ion of a Stalinist order in

which gulags were the hidden but entirely representative face of the regime,

documents now available suggest contradictory interpretations. The successive

arrival of repressed groups often promoted disorganization rather than

efficicncv in the system . Despite an extremely elaborate system of classification

of the d~tainces, boundaries between different categories were fragile and often

illusor y. Moreover, the question of the system's economic profitability remains

unanswered .

To contend with these contradictions, improvisations, and illogicalities,

several hypotheses have been put forward to explain the frequent recourse to

mass repression and the way in which violence and terror seemed to create their

own logic.

Historians have stressed the role played by improvisation and the gen

eral lack of focus in directing "the Great Moment" of modernization and

the unleashing of the Stalinist cycles of repression. Often the authorities

would step up the intensity of terror so that they could persuade them

selve that they were in control of volatile situat ions. They were quickly

caught up in an extreme spiral of violence that almost immediately became

self-perpetuating. The scale of this phenomenon escaped contemporary histo

rians and is only now beginning to be understood . The process of repression

itself, seemingly the only possible response to the conflicts and obstacles con

fronted by the authorities, generated uncontrollable movements that fueled the

terror,

The central place of terror in the pol itical and social history of the

U.S.S.R. poses increasingly complex questions today. Current research

seems to negate many of the conclusions previously drawn by Sovietolo

gists. While historians still seek a general and definitive explanation of the

whole phenomenon, it is extremely resistant to understanding. More progress
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is being made in understanding the mechan isms and dyna m ics of the violence

itsel f.

Many gray areas remain, particularl y regardi ng the everyd ay beh avior of

people react in g to th e violence. If one wishes to find out who th e exec ut ione rs

actua lly were, then it is the whole of socie ty th at m ust be qu est ion ed- all t hose

who took part in th e events, not jus t the victims.
World Revolution, Civil War, and Terror

Stephana Courtois, Jean-Louis Panne, and Remi Kauffer



10 The Comintern in Action

Stephans Courtois and Jean-louis Panne

From early on, Lenin was determined to foment socialist revolution
throughout Europe and the rest of the world. This goal was partly the logical
fulfillment of the Communist Mantlesto of 1848, with its famous slogan "Work
ers of the world, unite!" In 1917 the spread of Bolshevism initially seemed to

be an urgent matter, since the revolution in Russia, it was thought, would be
endangered without revolutions in more advanced countries. In this respect
Lenin looked above all to Germany, with its enormous, well-organized prole
tariat and its formidable industrial capacity. What had first been simply a need
of the moment was transformed into a full-fledged political project: world
socialist revolutiun.

At first the progress of events seemed to prove the Soviet leader right.
The breakup of the German and Austro-Hungarian empires following their
defeat in World War I brought about a series of political upheavals in Europe,
many of which had a strongly revolutionary character. Even though the Bol
sheviks could not take any immediate action themselves, and had to rely solely
on their propaganda to give them influence abroad, revolution seemed to be
breaking out spontaneously in the wake of the German and Austro-Hungarian
defeat.
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The Revolution inEurope

Germany was the first country to feci the effects of revolutionary upheaval.
Even before its surrender, it faced a general mutiny of its naval fleet. The
defeat of the Reich and the emergence of a republic led by Social Democrats
resulted in some fairly violent reactions in the army and the police force, as well
as among ultranationalist and revolutionary groups that admired the actions of

the Bolsheviks in Russia.
In Berlin in December 1918 Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht pub

lished the program of the Spartakus group, breaking away from the Inde
pendent Social Democratic party a few days later to set up the German
Communist Partv (KPD) through a merger with a few other groups. Inearly
January 1919 the Spartakists, led by Liebknecht-who was more of a radical
revolutionary than Luxemburg and, like Lenin, opposed the idea of a Constitu
ent Assembl;·-tried to start an insurrection in Berlin.' The revolt was quickly
crushed by the military on orders of the Social Democratic government. The
two leaders of the revolt were arrested and shot on 15 January. This pattern
recurred in Bavaria, where on 13 April 1919 Eugcn Levine, a KPD leader,
assumed leadership of a Republican Council, which nationalized the banks and
started to form a Red Army. The Munich Commune was crushed by the
military on 30 April, and Levine was arrested on 13 !\1<Iy, court-marrialcd,

condemned to death, and shot on 5 June.
The most famous example of these revolutionary movements was in Hun

gary. In defeat, Hungary had found the forced loss of Transylvania, decreed
by the victors of the war, a hard pill to swallow,' It became the first genuine
instance of the Bolsheviks' exporting their revolution. Beginning in early IY]S
the Bolshevik Party collected all non-Russian Communist sympathizers into a
group called the Federation of Foreign Communist Groups. As a result, there
existed a Hungarian group in Moscow made up, for the most part, of former
prisoners of war. In October 1918 this group sent some 20 members back to

Hungary. On 4 November the Hungarian Workers' (Communist) Part' (HfP)
was established in Budapest under the leadership of Bela Kun: Kun had been
a prisoner of war and had quickly rallied to the Bolshevik revolution, becoming
president of the Federation of Foreign Communist Groups in April 191 S. He
arrived in Hungary in November, accompanied by 80 activists, and was imme
diately elected Party leader. It has been estimated that in late 191S and early
1919 another 250 to 300 "agitators" and revolutionaries arrived in Hungary.
With financial support provided by the Bolsheviks, the Hungarian Communists
set about spreading propaganda, and their influence soon began to grow.

The official newspaper of the Social Democrats, the ,'v'ips:::iH'a (The voice
of the people), which was firmly opposed to the Bolsheviks, was attacked on

The Comintern in Action

18 February 1919 by a group of soldiers and unemployed workers who had
been mobilized by the Communists. Their aim was either to take control of the
printing press or to destroy it. The police intervened, and in the ensuing
conflict 8 people died and 100 were injured. The same night, Bela Kun and his
collaborators were arrested. At the police headquarters many of the prisoners
were beaten by the police in revenge for their colleagues who had died in the
attempt to break up the attack on the Nepszaua. Hungary's president, Mihaly
Karolyi, sent his secretary to inquire after the health of the Communist leader,
who was subsequently granted extremely liberal custodial restrictions and al
lowed to pursue his activities, and was soon able to reverse the setback despite
his detention. On 21 March, while still in prison, he achieved a major success
by bringing about the merger of the HCP and the Social Democratic Party. At
the same time, President Karolyi's resignation opened the way for the estab
lishment of a "republic of soviets," the freeing of all imprisoned Communists,
and the organization on the Bolshevik model of a Revolutionary Council of
State modeled on the Soviet People's Commissars. This republic lasted 133
days, from 21 March until I August 1919.

At their first meeting the commissars decided to establish revolutionary
courts with judges chosen from among the people. Lenin, whom Bela Kun had
hailed as the leader of the world proletariat, was in regular contact by telegram
with Budapest after 22 March (218 messages were exchanged), and he advised
shooting the Social Democrats and "petits-bourgeois." In his message to the
Hungarian workers on 27 May 1919, he justified this recourse to terror: "The
dictatorship of the proletariat requires the use of swift, implacable, and resolute
violence to crush the resistance of exploiters, capitalists, great landowners, and
their minions. Anyone who does not understand this is not a revolutionary."
Soon the commissars of commerce, Matyas Rakosi, and of economic affairs,
Eugen Varga, and the head of the new courts had alienated all businessmen,
industrial employees, and lawyers. One proclamation posted on the walls
summed up the mood of the moment: "In the proletarian state, only the
workers are allowed to live!" Work became obligatory, and all businesses em
ploying more than twenty workers were immediately nationalized, followed by
businesses employing more than ten, and soon the rest as well.

The army and the police force were dissolved, and a new army was
created, composed exclusively of revolutionary volunteers. Soon a Terror
Group of the Revolutionary Council of the Government was formed and
quickly became known as "Lenin's Boys." The Terror Group murdered about
ten people, including a young naval ensign, Ladislas Dobsa; a former first
secretary of state and his son, who was the chief of the railways; and three
police officers. "Lenin's Boys" answered to a retired sailor named J6zsef
Czerny, who recruited them from among the most radical Communists, par-
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ticularly former prisoners of war who had taken part in the Russian Revolution.
Czerny was politically closer to Tibor Szarnuely, the most radical of the Com
munist leaders, than he was to Bela Kun, who at one point proposed dissolving
"Lenin's Boys." In response Szamuely gathered together his troops and
marched on the House of Soviets. Kun received the support of the Social
Democrat J6zsef Haubri ch, joint people's commissar of war. Finally negotia
tions began, and Czerny's men agreed to join forces with the People's Cum
missariat of the Interior or to enlist in the army, which in fact most of them
did .

With some twenty of "Lenin's Boys," Szamuely then went to Szolnok,
the first city to be taken by the Hungarian Red Army, where he executed several
locals accused of collaborating with the Romanians, who were considered na
tional enemie s because of their takeover of Transylvania and political enemies
because of their regime's opposition to the Bolsheviks. One Jewish schoolboy
who tried to plead for his father's life was killed for calling Szamuely a "wil~1
beast." The chief of the Red Army tried in vain to put a brake on Szumuclv's
appetite for terror. Szarnuely had requisitioned a train, and was traveli-ng
around the country hanging any peasants opposed to collectivization measures.
Accused of having killed more than 150 people, his assistant jozscf Kerekes
admitted to having shot 5 and having hanged 13 others with his own hands.
Although the exact number of people killed has never been established. Arthur
Koestler claimed that there were perhaps slightly fewer than 500, but went on
to note: "I have no doubt that Communism in Hungary would have followed
the same path as its Russian model, and soon degenerated into a totalitarian
police state. But that certitude, which came only much later, does nothing to

dim the glorious days of hope of the early days of the revolution."! Historians
attribute some 80 of the 129 recorded deaths to "Lenin's Boys," but it is likelv
that the real number was at least several hundred . ' -

Faced with mounting opposition and a worsening of the threat posed bv
the Romanian troops, the revolutionary government drew upon popular an
tisemitism. One poster denounced Jews who refused to fight at the front :
"Exterminate them, if they won't give their lives to the sacred cause of the
dictatorship of the proletariat!" Bela Kun ordered the arrest of 5,000 Polish
Jews who had come looking for food; he then confiscated their ~oods and had
them expelled . The HCP radicals demanded that Szamucly take charge of the
situation, and called for a "Red St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre," thinking for
whatever reason that this was the only means of halting the decline of the
Republic of Councils. Czerny tried to reorganize "Lenin's Boys," and in mid
July an appeal appeared in Ndpszaua: "All previous members of the Terror
Group, who were demobilized when the group was broken up, are requested
to turn up at jozsef Czerny's office to reenlist." The following dav an official
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denial was published : "Notice is hereby given that no reestablishment of the
'Lenin 's Boys' group can possibly be envisaged. Such great atrocities against
the honor of the proletariat were committed by the group as to preclude any
future role played by them in the service of the Republic of Councils."

The last weeks of the Budapest Commune were chaotic. Bela Kun faced
an attempted coup against his leadership, possibly led by Szamuely. On
1 August 1919 he left Budapest under the protection of the Italian military. In
the summer of 1920 he took refuge in the U.S.S.R. and was immediately named
a political commissar of the Red Army on the southern front. There he distin
guished himself by executing officers from Wrangel's army who had agreed to
surrender if their lives would be spared . Szamucly attempted to flee to Austria
hut was arrested on 2 August and committed suicide soon afterward.'

The Comintern and Civil War

At the very moment when Bela Kun and his companions were attempting to
set up a second Soviet state, Lenin decided to establish an international organi
zation whose aim was to spread the revolution throughout the world. The
Communist Inrcmational- -also known as Comintern or the Third Interna
tional-was created in Moscow in March 1919 and immediately began to
compete fiercely with the International of Socialist Workers (the Second Inter
national, which had been established in 1889). The Comintern Congress of
1919 had no real organizational capacity, and in practice did little more than
answer the urgent need for Communist propaganda to capture the attention of
the spontaneous revolutionary movements that were then shaking Europe. The
real foundation of the Comintern should instead be dated from its Second
Congress, in the summer of Ino, when twenty-one conditions of admission
were laid down that had to be met by all socialists who wished to be associated
with the organization . Thereafter, as the "headquarters of world revolution,"
the organization was extremely centralized and totally controlled by the Bol
shevik Party, which lent it prestige, experience, and real political power in
financial, military, and diplomatic terms .

From the outset Lenin regarded the Comintern as one of several instru
ments for international subvcrsion-s-orhcrs included the Red Army, diplomacy,
and espionage-and its political agenda closely followed the Bolsheviks' kev
idea that the time had come to stop talking and to take up armed struggle . Th~
manifesto adopted at the Second Congress proudly announced : "The Commu
nist International is the international party for insurrection and proletarian
dictatorship." Consequently, the third of the twenty-one conditions stipulated
that "in almost all the countries of Europe and America, the class struggle is
moving into the period of civil war. Under such conditions Communists can
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no longer trust bourgeois law. It is the duty to set up ever ywhere, in parallel to

the legal organization, an underground mo vement capable of decisi ve acti on in

the service of the revolution at the moment of truth ." These euphemisms were

transparent: The "moment of truth" was the moment of revolutionary in sur

rection, and "decisive action" was participation in civil war. The policy was

applied to all countries regardless of political regime, including dem ocracies,

republics, and constitu tional monarchies.

The twelfth condition outlined the organizational necessities occasioned

by the preparations for civil war: "At the present moment of hard-fought civil

war, the Communist Part y will be able to fulfill its role on ly if it is organized

in a totally centralized fashion, if its iron discipline is as rigorous as that of any

army, and if its central organization has sweeping power s, is allowed to exert

uncontested authority, and en joys the unanimous confidence of its members."

The thirteenth condition also prescribed th e action to be taken in the event of

di ssent among the militants: "Communist parties . . . mu st proceed with peri

odic purges of their organizations to eliminate all members who are petits

bourgeois or have ulterior moti ves."

At the Third Congress, which took place in Mosc ow in June 1921 with

the participation of many recently established Communist parries, the direc

tions were made even clearer. The "Thesis on Tactics" indicated that " the

Communist Party must educate large sections of the proletariat , with both

word s and deeds, and inculcate the idea that any economic or political struggle,

when the circumstances are favorable, can be transformed into civil war, in the

course of whi ch it is the duty of the proletariat to seize power." In addit ion,

the "T heses on the Structure, Methods, and Action of Communist Parties"

elaborated at length on "openly revolutionary uprisings" and " the organization

of combat" that it was the duty of each Communist Party to foment. The theses

made it clear that preparatory work was indispensable as long as "i t is momen

taril y impossible to form a regular Red Army."

The step from theory to practice was taken in March 1921 in Germany,

where the Comintern envisaged large-scale revolutionary action under the

leadership of Bela Kun, who in the meantime had been elected a member of

the Cornintern Pre sidium. Launched at the moment when the Bolsheviks were

putting down the Kronstadt rebellion, the "March Act ion" in Saxony was a

genuine attempt at insurrection that met with failure despite the violent means

invol ved, including an attempt to dynamite the express train from Halle to

L eipzig. This failure immediately resulted in the first purge of the Comintern's

internal ranks. Paul Levi, one of the founders and the president of the KPD,

was sidelined becau se of his criticism of what he termed "adventurism ." Al

read y under the influence of the Bolshevik model , the Communist parties,

which from an institutional point of view were merely the national sectio ns of
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the International , rapidl y became more and more subordinate, before sur ren

derin g completely to the Comintern. This subordination was both political and

organizational, as th e Com intern came [0 make all major decisions for thes e

parti es and ultimately decided all questions of policy. The "insurrectionist

tendcncv" owed much to G rigor y Zinovicv but was criticized by Lenin himself.

Althoug'h Lenin was fundamentall y in agreement with Paul Levi, he handed

control of the K PO over to Le vi's opponents in order to strengthen his own

control over the Com in ter n .
In January 11)23 French and Belgian troops occupied the Ruhr to exact

the reparations from Germany th at had been mandated by the Treaty of

Versailles. T his move brought about a rapprochement between nationalists and

Communist s over their common opposition to "French imperialism." In con

crete terms the military occupation prompted a mo vement of passive resistance

by the population , a movement that was backed by the government. The

alreadv un stable economic situ ation deteriorated rapidly, the value of the cur

rency 'plunged , and by August one dollar was worth 13 million marks . Strikes,

demonstrations, and riots were widespread, and on 13 August, with revolution

in the air, the government of Wilhelm C uno fcll.
In Moscow the Comintern leaders thought that a new October Revolution

was still possible. Once th e diffe rences among Trotsky, Zino viev, and Stalin

over who would take the lead in a new revolution wer e sett led, the Comintern

set about the ser ious business of armed insurrection . Emissaries (August Gu 

ralsky and Matyas Rakosi) were sent to Germany, accompanied by civil war

specialists such as General Alcksandcr Sklobcwski, alias Gorev. The plan was

to rely on a government of workers made up of left-wing Social Democrats

and Communists and to use it to procure arms for th e masses. In Saxon y, Rakosi

planned to blow up a railwa y bridge that linked the province to Czechoslovakia

in order to provoke Czechoslovak involvement and thus sow further confusion.
The act ions were to sta rt on the anni versary of the Bolshevik Revoluti on.

Excitement mounted in Moscow, where it was believed that victory was certain.

The Red Arm y was mobilized on the western frontier, ready to come to the aid

of the ins urr ection . In mid-October, Communist leaders joined the govern 

ments of Saxon y and Thuringia with orders to reinforce the several hundred

proletarian mili;ias, made up of 25 percent Social Democratic worker s and 50

percent Communists. But on 13 October the government of Gustav Strese

mann declared a state of emergency in Saxony, taking direct control of the

province, with the Reichswehr read y to intervene. Despite this turn of events,

Moscow called the workers to arms, and Heinrich Brandler, having just re

turned from Moscow, called for a general strike at a workers' con feren ce in

Chemnitz on 21 October. This move failed when the Social Democrats refused

to follow the Communist lead. The Communists then canceled the strike, but
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because of faulty communications this message never arrived in Hamburg,

where on the morning of 23 October Communist Combat Groups of 200-300

attacked the various police stations. Despite the element of surprise, they failed

to attain their objectives. The police counterattacked together with the Reichs

wehr, and after thirty-one hours of fighting, the Hamburg Communists were

totally isolated and forced to surrender. The hoped-for "second October" failed

to materialize. Nevertheless, the "M-Apparat" (Military Apparatus) rema ined

an important part of the KPD until the I930s, and has been described in detail

by one of its leaders, Jan Valtin, whose real name was Richard Krebs.'

The next scene for an attempted insurrection was the Republic of Estonia.

This was the second attack by Communists against the small country. On 27

October 1917 a Council of Soviets had seized power in Tallinn, dissolved the

assembly, and annulled election results that had been unfavorable to the Com

munists. However, the Communists retreated en masse before the German

Expeditionary Force. On 24 February 1918, just before the arrival of the

Germans, the Estonians proclaimed independence. The German occupation

lasted until November 1918. Following the defeat of the kaiser the German

troops were forced to retreat, and the Communists again took the initiative. On

18 November a Communist government for Estonia was set up in Petrograd,

and two divisions of the Red Army invaded. The aim of this offensive was

clearly explained in the newspaper Severnaya Kommuna (The Northern

Commune): "It is our duty to build a bridge connecting the Russian Soviets to

the proletariat of Germany and Austria . . . Our victory will link the revolu

tionary forces of Western Europe to those of Russia . It will lend irresistible

force to the universal social revolurion.?" In January 1919 the Soviet troops

were stopped by an Estonian counterattack within twenty miles of the capital.

Thus this second offensive also failed. On 2 February 1920 the Russian Com

munists recognized Estonian independence with the Tartu peace accord . By

thi s time the Bolsheviks had already carried out a number of massacres in the

areas they had taken over. On 14 January 1920, the day before their retreat,

they killed 250 people in Tartu and more than 1,000 in the Rakvere district.

When Wesenburg was liberated on 17 January, three mass graves were discov

ered, containing 86 bodies. In Tartu hostages were shot on 26 December 1919

after their arms and legs had been broken and in some cases their eyes cut out.

On 14 January the Bolsheviks had time to kill only 20 people, including Arch

bishop Plato, of the 200 the y were holding prisoner in Tartu. Because the

victims had been clubbed to death with axes and rifle butts-c-one officer was

found with his insignia nailed to his body-they were extremely difficult to
identify.

Despite this defeat, the Soviet Union had not given up hope of estab-
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lishing a satellite state on its borders. In April 1924, during secret negotiations

in Moscow with Zinoviev, the Estonian Communists prepared for an armed

uprising. They created combat teams structured in companies, and by the

autumn had organized more than 1,000 men. They then set about dem oralizing

the army. The initial plan was to start the uprising and then to reinforce it with

a general strike. The Estonian Communist Party, which had nearly 3,000 mem

bers and had suffered severe repression, tried to seize power in Tallinn on

I December 1924, seeking to proclaim a Soviet Republic that would immedi

ately demand affiliation with the Russian Soviet Republic, thus justifying the

arrival of the Red Army. The coup failed within a single day. "The working

masses .. . did not actively assist the insurgents in the struggle against the

counterrevolutionaries. Most of the working classes of Revel [Tallinn] re

mained disinterested spectators." Jan Anvelt, who had directed operations, fled

to the U.S .S.R., where he worked as a functionary in the Comintern for many

years before dying in one of the purges."

After Estonia the action moved to Bulgaria. In 1923 the country faced grave

difficulties. A1eksandr Stamboliski, the leader of the coalition formed by the

Communists and his own Agrarian Party, was assassinated in June and replaced

as head of the government by Aleksandr Tsankov, who had the support of both

the police and the army. In September the Communists launched an insurrec

tion that lasted a week before being harshly repressed. After April 1924 they

changed tactics, using assassinations and direct action . On RFebruary Ins an

attack on the Godech police station led to four deaths. On II February in Sofia

the parliamentary deputy Nikolas Milev, who was the head of the journal

Slo vel and president of the Union of Bulgarian Journalists, was assassinated.

On 24 March a manifesto of the Bulgarian Communist Party (BKP) prema

turely announced the inevitable fall of Tsankov, revealing the link between the

terrorist actions and the Communists' political objectives. In early April an

attack on King Alexander I very nearly succeeded, and on IS April General

Kosta Georgiev, one of his advisers, was killed.
What followed was one of the most devastating episodes of these years of

political violence in Bulgaria. On 17 April, at Georgiev's funeral in the Cathe

dral of the Seven Saints in Sofia, a terrible explosion caused the dome to fall

in . Among the 140 dead were 14 generals, 16 commanding officers, and 3

parliamentary deputies. According to Viktor Serge, the attack was organized

by the military section of the Communist Party. The presumed perpetrators of

the attack, Kosta Yankov and Ivan Minkov, two of the leaders of the organiza

tion, were later shot in a gunfight while resisting arrest.
This terrorist act was exploited to justify fierce reprisals, with 3,000

Communists arrested and 3 hanged publicly. Some members of the Comintern
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later claimed that the head of the Bulgarian Communists, Georgi Dirnitrov,

who led the Party in secret from Vienna, was responsible for this action. In

December 1948, at the Fifth Congress of the Bulgarian Communist Party,

Dimitrov accepted responsibility on behalf of both himself and the military

organization. According to other sources, the man behind the dynamiting of

the cathedral was Meir Trilisser, head of the Foreign Section of the Cheka and

later deputy head of the GPU, who was decorated in 1927 with the Order of

the Red Flag for services rendered." In the 1930s Trilisser was one of the ten

secretaries of the Comintern assured permanent control of the organization by

the NKVD.

After this series of failures in Europe the Corninrern, at Stalin's instigation,

turned its attention to China. In a state of anarchy, torn apart by internal wars

and social conflicts, but at the same time experiencing a huge wave of national

ism, China seemed ripe for an "anti-imperialist revolution." One sign of the

times was that in the autumn of 1925 the Chinese students at the Communist

University of the Workers of the East (KUTV), which had been established in

April 1921, were reorganized into the new Sun Vat-sen University.

Duly influenced by leaders from the Comintern and the Soviet govern

ment, the Chinese Communist Party, which was not yet under the leadership

of Mao Zedong, was pushed in 1925-26 into a close alliance with the Nation

alist Party, the Kuomintang, led by the young Chiang Kai-shek. The tactic

chosen by the Communist Party was to place all hope in the Kuomintang, using

it as a sort of Trojan horse to smuggle in the revolution. The Cornintern

emissary, Mikhail Borodin, arrived as an adviser to the Kuomintang. In 1925

the left wing of the Nationalist Party, which favored collaboration with the

Soviet Union, took control of the party. The Communists then stepped up their

propaganda, encouraging social unrest and increasing their influence until they

gained control over the Kuornintang's Second Congress. But an obstacle soon

appeared in the person of Chiang Kai-shek, who was worried by the continuing

expansion of Communist influence. He feared, quite correctly, that the Com

munists were attempting to sideline him. Seizing the initiative, he proclaimed

martial law on 12 March 1926, arresting all Communists in the Kuomintang

and the Soviet military advisers (although they were released a few days later),

silencing the leader of the party's left wing, and imposing an eight-point plan

whose purpose was to limit the prerogatives and activities of Communists in

the party. Chiang thus became the undisputed leader of the Nationalist army.
Borodin accepted the new situation .

On 7 July 1926 Chiang Kai-shek, with considerable military backup from

the Soviets, launched a Nationalist attack on the north of the country, which

was still under the control of the warlords. On 29 July he proclaimed martial
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law in Canton . The countryside in Hunan and Hubei was undergoing an

agrarian revolution whose dynamics called into question the alliance between

the Communists and the Nationalists. In the great industrial metropolis of

Shanghai, the unions began a general strike as the army approached . The

Communists, who included Zhou Enlai, called for an insurrection, counting on

the immediate entry of the army into the town. But no such event took place.

The uprising of 22-24 February 1927 failed , and the strikers were ferociously

punished by General Li Baozhang.

On 21 March a new, larger general strike took place, and the uprising

swept away the authorities in power. One division of the Nationalist army,

whose general had been convinced to take part, entered Shanghai and was soon

joined by Chiang Kai-shek, who was determined to take control of the situ

ation . His success was made easier by the fact that Stalin, deceived by the

"anti-imperialist" dimension of the policies of Chiang and his armies, gave the

order to make peace with the Kuomintang and to stand beside them. On 12

April 1927 Chiang repeated in Canton the operation that he had carried out in

Shanghai, ordering the Communists to be hunted down and beaten up.

But Stalin changed course at the worst possible moment. In August, to

avoid losing face with his critics in the opposition, he sent two personal emis

saries, Vissarion Lominadze and Heinz Neumann, to relaunch the insurrec

tional movement after breaking the alliance with the Kuornintang.' Despite the

failure of the "autumn harvest revolt" orchestrated by his two envoys, they

continued trying to foment revolution in Canton "to be able to bring news of

victory to their chief" (as Boris Suvarin put it) at the Fifteenth Bolshevik Party

Congress. This maneuver indicated the extent of the Bolsheviks' disdain for

human life, including now even the lives of their supporters. The senselessness

of the Canton Commune attests to that disregard for loss of life as much as the

terrorist actions in Bulgaria had a few years earlier.

In Canton several thousand insurgents were caught in a confrontation for

fort y-eight hours with troops that outnumbered them by five or six to one . The

commune had been badly prepared; insufficiently armed, it also pursued poli

cies not favored by the Cantonese workers. On the night of 10 December 1927

loyal Communist troops took up positions in the assembly areas that were

usually used by the Red Guards. As in Hamburg, the rebels initially benefited

from the element of surprise, but the advantage was soon lost. The proclama

tion of a "soviet republic," on the morning of 12 December evoked no response

from the local population. The Nationalist forces counterattacked in the after

noon, and the following day the red flag that had flown over the police head

quarters was removed by the victorious troops. The reprisals were savage, and

thousands died .

The Comintern should have drawn lessons from this experience, but it
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was not in a position to st udy th e maj or underl ying q ues tio ns . O nce agai n the

use of violence was justified agai nst all tar gets, in te r ms th at de monstrated

clearly how mu ch the culture of civil war had taken root amo ng th e Co m mu nist

cadres. The Armed Uprising, publ ish ed by the Co min te rn in 1931 and soo n

translated into several lan guages, offers the following terrifyin g bit of se lf

criticism, with its transparen t conclusions: "We sho uld have got rid of the

co un terrevo lutionaries mor e carefu lly. In all th e time th at Ca n to n was in the

hands of th e revolution aries, we killedonlv 100 people. T he prisoners were killed

only after a normal trial before the commission for the fight ag ains t th e reac

t ionaries. In combat, in the middle of a revolution , this procedure was 100

lenient." 10 T his lesson would be rem embered .

F ollowin g th is disaster th e Communist s withd rew from th e towns and

regrouped in th e distant co untryside. Afte r 1931 th ey es tablishe d fre e zones

protected by th e Red Army in Hunan and Ki an gsi . It was thus very early on

that the idea took roo t amo ng the Communists in C hina that the revolution was

above all a military affair. This belief institution alized the political function of

the military, which naturally resulted in ideas like M ao' s famous formula,

"Power comes out of th e barrel of a gun ." What followed dem onstrated all too

clearly th at thi s was indeed the essen ce of th e Co mm unist vision of how power

was to be se ized and kept .

Despite the Chinese disaster and th e Europ ean failures o f the earl y Inos, the

C omintern was convinced that it was on th e rig ht tr ack . All Co m munist par

ties, including th e legally consti tu ted ones in dem ocrat ic republics, possessed a

se c re t military wing th at mad e occasional publ ic appearan ces. The mod el m ost

often followed was that of th e KPD in Germany, which was co n tro lled hy

Soviet mil it ar y cad res and which possessed a large M-A ppa ra t, whose task was

to liqu idate opponents (par tic ularly th ose who belon ged to th e right wing) and

informer s who might have infi ltr ated th e Party, but whic h also played a lar ger

paramilitary role than ks to the famo us Rote Front (Red Fro nt) , whi ch had

sev eral thousand mem bers. There was nothin g un usual about politi cal violen ce

in the Weimar Republic, but the Communists did not co ncen trate their att en

tion only on extreme rig ht- wing movements suc h as th e newly formed N azi

Party. They also br oke up socialist meetings held by people they termed " so

ciorraitors" or "sociofascists."!' Nor did th ey hesitate to attack the poli ce,

whom they saw as the represent atives of a reaction ar y or eve n fascist state. T he

events of 1933 and what followed of course dem on st rat ed th at the real fascist

ene my was th e Na tio nal Socialist Party, and th at it wo uld have been mor e

se ns ible to form an alliance aga ins t the Nazis with the othe r socia list parties

who so ug h t to defe nd "bourgeois democr acy." But th e Communis ts altogethe r
re jected the idea of de moc racy.
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In France, where the pol itical climate was much calmer, the French Co m

mu n ist Party (PCF) also had its ow n ar med sec tion . It was led by Albert Trein t,

o ne of the Party secreta ries, who had served as a captai n during th e war and

thus had mi lita ry experience . Their firs t public appeara nce was on II Januar y

1924 , at a Co m mu nist m eet ing where a group of anarch ists were ob jecting

voc ifero usly: Treint gave th e orde r, and ten men armed with revolver s rose up

and o pened fire on th e anarchi st s from po in t- blank ran ge, killin g two of th em

o utrig ht anti wo undi ng sever al ot hers . Beca use of lack of proof, non e of th e

ass assi ns was eve r pro secu ted . A year later, on 25 April 192 5, a few weeks befor e

the municipal elections, th e PC F sec uri ty services were involved in anothe r

vio lent incident a t an electora l meeti ng of a rig ht-wi ng orga niza tio n ca lled th e

Patri ot ic Youth Group, in th e r ue Damrerno nt in Pari s. S ome of the militan ts

were ar me d anti d id not he sitat e to make use of th eir weapo ns. T hree of the

Patriotic Youth G ro up were killed inst antl y; another died a few days later . J ean

Taittinger, th e leader of the Patriotic Youth G ro u p, was arrested, and th e police

mad e severa l raids on the houses of th e Co mmunist militants.

Nevert he less , the Party con tinued to act in the same vein. In 1926 Jacques

Duclos, who as a newl y ele cted parl iamentary deputy enjoyed full parl iam en

tary immunity, was pla ced in cha rge of th e Anti- Fascis t Defense Groups,

co ns isting of former serv icemen from Worl d War I, ami th e Young Anti -Fascist

Guard s, recru ited fro m am on g th e Co mm unis t You th groups. T hese param ili

tar y groups, clos ely mod eled on th e Germa n Rot e Front, paraded in unifo rm

on 11 Novem ber 192 6. At the same tim e D uclos was in cha rge of antimi litaris t

propagand a, p ublish ing a review called l.e combattant rouge, whic h taught th e

art of civi l war, describing anti ana lyzing histori c street combats and th e like.

The .l rmn! Uprising, whi ch described various insu rr ection s since 1920,

was repu blish ed in Fra nce in ea rly 1934.1l T he polit ical misfortunes of th e

F re nch Pop ular Fron t in th e summe r an d autum n of 1934 caused th e book to

wane in popularity, hut th at decline had litt le effec t on th e funda me nta l ro le of

vio lence in Comm unist pr acti ce. T he justifica tio n of vio lence, the day-to-day

practice of class hatred, an ti th e th cor y of civil war and terror were used again

in IY3h in S pain , where the Com in tern sent a number of its cadres who

di stingu ished th emselves in th e Commu nis t repressions.

T he sele ction anti training of cadres to join future armed upri sings oc

curred in dose liaison with the So viet secret se rvices, and with on e service in

partic ular, th e GRU (Glavnoe razvcd yvatel'noe upravlenie, or M ain Intelli

gen ce Di recto ra te). Created by T rots ky as th e Fo urth Bureau of th e Red Army,

the G RU nev er aba ndo ne d th is ed ucationa l rol e even when circ umstances

cha nged an ti it was sca led down co nsiderably. Even in the early 1970s some of

th e yo ung cadres in th e Frenc h Co mm unis t Party underwent tr aining in th e

U.S.S .R. (learni ng how to shoot, strip, and assemble va rio us firearm s, make
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bombs and radio transmitters, and use sabotage techniques) with the Spetsnaz,
the special Soviet troops who were used to train the security forces. The GRU
also had a number of military advisers who could be sent to friendl y parties
whenever necessar y. Manfred Stern for instance, the Austro- H ungarian who
was lent to the KPD M-Apparat for the Hamburg uprising in 1923, was
subsequently also sent to China and Manchuria before becoming better known
as "General Kleber" in the International Brigades in Spain .

Many of these underground militar y organizations were run by unsavory
characters. The members were often simply the local hand its, who occasionally
formed gangs in their own right. The " Red Guards" or " Red squadrons" of
the Chinese Communist Party in the second half of the 1920s provide one of
the most striking examples. Their sphere of activity was Shanghai, which was
then the epicenter of Party operations. Led by Gu Shunzhang, a former gang
ster affiliated with the secret Green Band society, the more powerful of the two
Shanghai mafia families, they were in daily conflict with their Nationalist
opponents, particularly with the Blue Shirts, who modeled themselves on the
Fascists. These two adversaries engaged in a series of conflicts in which terror
was traded for terror, ambushes were a daily occurrence, and revenge killings
were commonplace. All these activities had the full support of the Soviet consul
in Shanghai, who had his own military specialists such as V. Gorbatvuk, as well

as manpower at his disposal.
In 1928 Gu Shun zhang's men liquidated two suspects who had been freed

by the police: He Jiaxing and He Jihua were riddled with hullets while they
slept. Outside, other conspirators set off some fireworks to cover the sound of
the gunfire. Similarly efficacious methods were adopted to settle differences of
opinion within the Parry itself. Sometimes a simple accusation was considered
sufficient evidence . On 17january 1931 , furious at having been outmaneuvered
by Pavel Mif, the Comintern delegate, and by the other leaders acting under
orders from Moscow, He Mengxiong and some twent y comrades from the
workers' faction met at the Oriental Hotel in Shanghai . As soon as they began
their discussion, armed policemen and agents of the Diaocha Tongzhi (the
central investigative bureau of the Kuomintang) burst into the room and ar
rested everyone. The Nationalists had received an anonymous tip-off about the
meeting.

After the defection of Gu Shunzhang in April 1931, his immediate return
to the fold of the Green Band (he had earlier switched sides to the Blue Shirts),
and his submission to the Kuomintang, a special committee of five Communist
cadres-Kang Sheng, Guang Huian, Pan Hannian , Chen Yun, and Ke Qing 
shi -took charge of operations in Shanghai. In 1934, the year when the urban
apparatus of the CCP almost fell apart for good, Ding Mocun and Li Shiqun,
the last two leaders of armed groups of Communists in the city, fell into the
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hands of the Kuomintang. They went on to work for the japanese before
coming to a sorry end: Ding Mocun was shot by the Nationalists for treason
in 1947, and Li Shiqun was poisoned by a japanese officer. Kang Sheng became
the head of Mao 's secret police from 1949 until his death in 1975, and was thus
one of the main butchers of the people of China under the Communist re
gime. !'

Sometimes members of foreign Communist groups were used in covert
police operations inside the U.S.S.R. This seems to have been the case in the
Kurepov affair. In 1924 General AJeksandr Kutepov was called to Paris by
Grand Duke Nicholas to become the head of the General Military Union
(ROVS). In 1928 the GPU decided to break up this organization. The general
disappeared on 26 january, and rumors began to fly, some of them undoubtedly
started by the Soviet Union itself. After two independent inquiries it became
clear who was responsible for the kidnapping. The first inquiry was conducted
by Vladimir Burtsev, who was famous for having unmasked Evno Azev, the
Okhrana (tsarist secret police) agent who had infiltrated the Socialist Revolu
tionary organization; the other was led by jean Delage, a journalist at the Echo
de Paris. Delage proved that the general had been taken to Houlgate and put
on a Soviet ship, the Spartak, which left Le Havre on 19 February. The general
was never seen alive again . On 22 September 1965 Soviet general N. Shimanov
claimed responsibility for the operation in the Soviet army 's main newspaper,
Red Star, and revealed the name of the perpetrator of the incident : "Sergei
Puzitsky . .. not only took part in the capture of the bandit Savinkov .. . but
also led the operation to arrest General Kutepov and other White Guard chiefs
in exemplary fashion ." I ~ Today the circumstances of the kidnapping are better
known . The general's emigre organization had been infiltrated by the GPu. In
1929 a former minister from the White government of Admiral Kolchak, Sergei
Nikolaevich Tretyakov, had secretl y switched to the Soviet side and was hand
ing on information under the code name Ivanov No. Uj\ 1. Thanks to the
detailed information he passed to his contact Vechinkin, Moscow knew almost
all there was to know about the general's movements. A commando group
posing as policemen seized Kutepov's car on the street, while a Frenchman,
Charles Hanel, who was a mechanic in a garage in the suburbs of Paris, asked
Kutepov to follow him. Honel's brother Maurice, who was also involved in the
operation because of his contacts with the Soviet secret services, would be
elected a Communist member of Parlement in 1936. Kutepov refused to coop
erate and he was stabbed to death and his body buried in the basement of,
Hanel's garage .IS

Kutepov's successor, General E. K. Miller, had as his second in command
Nikolai Skoblin, who was in fact a Soviet agent. With his wife, the singer Nadya
Plevitskaya, Skoblin organized the abduction of General Miller. On 22 Sep-
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tember 1937 Miller disappeared, and on 23 September the Soviet ship Mana
Ulvanoima left Le Havre. Subsequently General Skoblin also disappeared, and

suspicions focused increasingly on the ship. General Miller was of course on

board, but the French government decided not to detain the ship. Once in

Moscow Miller was interrogated and tortured."

Dictatorship. Criminalization of Opponents, and Repression within the
Comintern

At Moscow's instigation, the Comintern installed an armed group within each

Communist Party to prepare for revolution and civil war against the reigning

powers. It also introduced its brethren to the same police tactics and terror that

were used in the U.S.S.R. At the Tenth Congress of the Bolshevik Party, which

took place from Rto 1() March 1921, the same time as the Kronstadt rebellion,

the bases for a dictatorial regime for the Party itself were laid down. During

preparations for the congress no fewer than eighteen different platforms were

proposed and discussed. These debates were the last vestiges of the democracy

that had struggled to establish itself in Russia. It was only within the Party that

this supposed freedom of speech prevailed, and even there it was short-lived.

Lenin set the tone on the second day: "We do not need opposition, comrades;

this is not the moment for that. Be here, or in Kronstadt with a rifle: but do not

join the opposition. Do not hold it against me, this is just the way it is. It is time

to end opposition. In my opinion, the Congress should vote for an end to all

opposition, and pull a veil over it; we have had enough of it already."!' His

targets were the people who, without constituting a group in the normal sense

of the word, and without publishing anything, nonetheless united around two

opposition platforms. The first was known as the Workers' Opposition and

included Aleksandr Shlyapnikov, Aleksandra Kollontai, and Yuri Lurovinov

Members of the second group were known as Democratic Centralists and

included Timofei Sapronov and Gavriil Myasnikov

The congress was nearly over when Lenin presented two resolutions, the

first concerning Party unity and the second "unionist and anarchist deviation

within the Party," which was in effect an attack on the Workers' Opposition.

The first text demanded the immediate dissolution of all groups centered upon

a particular platform and their expulsion from the Party. One unpuhlished

article of this resolution, which remained secret until October 192.\, gave the

Central Committee the power of enforcement. Feliks Dzerzhinsky's police thus

had a new field of operations: any opposition group within the Party itself

became subject to surveillance, and if necessary was punished by expulsion

from the Party, which for true militants was a form of political death.

Even though their call for the end of freedom of speech contradicted Party
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statutes, both motions were carried. Radek gave an almost prescient justifica

tion for the first one: "I am sure that it could be used against us, and yet I am

voting for it ... In times of danger, the Central Committee must take severe

measures that it considers necessary against even the best comrades ... Even

the Central Committee itself might make mistakes, but that is preferable to the

general chaos we are witnessing at the moment." This choice, which was the

result of a particular set of circumstances but was entirely in keeping with the

Bolsheviks' most profound instincts, was an extremely important one for the

future of the Soviet Party, and accordingly for the Comintern as well.

The Tenth Party Congress also reorganized the Party Control Committee,

whose role it defined as "the consolidation of unity and authority within the

Party." From that time on, the commission assembled personal dossiers on all

Party activists. These dossiers could be used if necessary as the basis for

accusations, giving details of attitudes toward the political police, participation

in opposition groups, and so on. As soon as the congress ended, harassment

and intimidation of members of the Workers' Opposition began. Later Shlyap

nikov explained that "the struggle was not carried out on ideological grounds,

but was more a simple question of removing the people in question from their

posts, moving them from one district to another, or even excluding them from
the Party."

A new series of checks began in August and went on for several months.

Nearly one-fourth of all Party activists were thrown out. Periodic recourse to

the chistka (purge) became an integral component of Party life. Aino Kuusinen

described this cyclical practice:

Chistka meetings took the following form: the name of the accused was
read out, and he was ordered to take the stand. Then members of the
Purification Committee would ask questions. Some managed to explain
themselves with relative ease; others had to undergo this severe test for
some time. If anyone had personal enemies, that could give a decisive
turn to events: in any case, expulsion from the Party could be pro
nounced only by the Control Commission. If the accused was not found
guilty of anything that would have led to expulsion from the Party, the
procedure was closed without a vote's being cast. But if the opposite was
the case, no one ever intervened in favor of the accused. The President
simply asked, "Kto protiv?" [Who is opposed?] and because no one
dared to object, the case was deemed to have been decided unani

rnously."

The effects of the Tenth Congress were felt quickly: in February 1922

Gavriil Myasnikov was suspended for one year for having defended freedom

of the press against Lenin's orders. Finding no support within the Party, the

Workers' Opposition appealed to the Comintern ("Declaration of the 22").
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Stalin, Dzerzhinsky, and Zinoviev then called for the expulsion of Aleksandr

Shlyapnikov, Aleksandra Kollontai, and G. Medvedev, but this expulsion was

rejected by the Eleventh Congress. Ever more in thrall to Soviet power, the
Com intern was soon forced to adopt the same internal regime as the Bolshevik

Party. This was the logical consequence of the preceding events and in itself

quite unsurprising.
In 1923 Dzerzhinsky demanded an official resolution from the Politburo

that would oblige all Party members to denounce to the GPU any opposition
activity they encountered. Dzerzhinsky's proposal led to a new crisis within the

Bolshevik Party. On 8 October Trotsky sent a letter to the Central Committee,
followed on IS October by the "Declaration of the 46." The ensuing debate

centered on the "new direction" of the Russian Party and was hotly contested

in all sections of the Cominrer n."
Simultaneously, at the end of 1923, it was decreed that all Comintern

sections should undergo a process of "Bolshevization," reorganizing their

structures more tightly and reinforcing their allegiance to Moscow. Resistance
to these measures led to a considerable increase in the power of the Interna

tional's "holy missionaries," against a background of debates concerning the

evolution of power in Soviet Russia.
Boris Suvarin (sometimes spelled Souvarine), one of the leaders of the

French Communist Party, took a stand against the new line, denouncing the
low tactics being used by Kamenev, Zinoviev, and Stalin against their opponent

Trotsky. On 12 june 1924 Suvarin was summoned to the Thirteenth Congress

of the Communist Party in the Soviet Union and asked to explain himself. The
meeting became acrimonious, in the manner of meetings where full confessions

were expected. A commission was hastily put together to examine the "Suvarin
case," and he was suspended from the Party. The reaction of the other French

Party leaders was a clear indication of the prevailing mood. On 19 July an
anonymous author wrote in L 'humanite: "In our Party [the PCF], which the

revolutionary battle has not yet completely purified of its social-democratic

remnants, individual personalities still play too big a role ... Only after petit
bourgeois individualism has been destroyed once and for all will the anonymous

iron cohorts of the French Bolsheviks take shape. If we wish to be worthy of
the Communist International to which we belong and to follow in the steps of

the glorious Russian Party, we must mercilessly punish all those in our ranks

who fail to comply with our rules!" This line was to govern the PCF for many
decades. The unionist Pierre Monatte summed up the change in a single word:

the "corporalization" (turning everyone into little corporals) of the Communist
Party,

During the Fifth Congress of the Comintern in the summer of 1924,

Zinoviev threatened to "break the bones" of his opponents, demonstrating
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clearly the sort of behavior that was becoming the norm in Communist circles.
Unfortunately, it was to rebound on him: it was his bones that were broken by

Stalin when he was removed from the post of Comintern President in 1925.
Zinoviev was replaced by Bukharin, who soon suffered the same fate. On II
july 1928, just before the Sixth Congress of the Comintern (17 july-I Sep

tember), Kamenev had a secret meeting with Bukharin at which he took notes.
Bukharin explained that he was a victim of the police regime, that his phone

was being tapped, and that he was being followed by the GPu. His fear was
quite real as he said, "He'll strangle us ... we can't bring division into the
Party, because he'd strangle us." The "he" in question was Stalin.

The first person whom Stalin tried to "strangle" was Leon Trotsky. The
onslaught against Trotskyism, launched in 1927, was an extension of the ear

lier campaign against Trotsky himself. Hints of this had come during a Bolshe
vik Party conference in October 1926, when Yuri Larin writing in Pravda had
demanded that "either the Opposition must be expelled and legally desrroyed.

or we must solve the problem with guns in the streets, as we did with the left
Socialist Revolutionaries in july 1918 in Moscow," The Left Opposition, as it
was officially called, was isolated and getting weaker all the time. The GPU
initiated a campaign of intimidation against it, claiming that the group had a

secret press, directed by a former officer from Wrangel's army (who in fact was
a GPU agent), where Opposition documents were being printed, On the tenth

anniversary of October 1917, the Opposition decided to disseminate its own
agenda. Brutal police tactics prevented this from happening, and on 14 No
vember 1927 both Trotsky and Zinoviev were expelled from the Bolshevik

Party. The next step was to exile the best-known opposition activists to far
flung regions of the Soviet Union. Christian Rakovsky, the former Soviet
ambassador to France, was exiled to Astrakhan, on the Volga, then to Barnaul,
in Siberia. Viktor Serge was sent to Oranienburg in the Urals, in 1933. Others

were expelled from the Soviet Union altogether. Trotsky was first taken by
force to Alma-Ata, in Kazakhstan; a year later he was expelled to Turkey and
thus avoided the prison sentence that awaited most of his followers. These

followers were becoming more and more numerous, and like the activists of
what had been the Workers' Opposition and the Democratic Centralist Group
they were being arrested and sent to special prisons known as "political deten
tion centers."

From this time on, foreign Communists who either were members of the
Comintern abroad or were living in Russia were arrested and interned in the

same fashion as activists in the Russian Party. It was claimed that they should
be treated as Russians since any foreign Communist who stayed in Russia for
any length of time was required to join the Bolshevik Party and thus was subject
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to its discipline. One well-known case was that of the Yugoslav Communist

Ante Ciliga, a member of the Yugoslav Politburo who was sent to Moscow in

1926 as a Yugoslav Communist Party (YCP) member of the Comintern. He

made contact with Trotsky's opposition group and increasingly distanced him

self from the Cominrern, where there was never any real debate about ideas,

and whose leaders never hesitated to use intimidatory methods to counter

opposition of any kind . Ciliga termed this the "servility system" of the inter

national Communist movement. In February 1929, at a General Assembly of

Yugoslav Communists in Moscow, a resolution was adopted condem.ning the

policies of the YCP. This resolution was tantamount to a condemnation from

the Comintern itself. An illegal group----according to the rules that were then

in place-was then organized by those who opposed the Soviets' official line .

A commission began an inquiry into Ciliga, who was suspended for one year .

Ciliga refused to abandon his "illegal" activities and settled in Leningrad. On

I May 1930 he returned to Moscow to meet with other members of his

Russo-Yugoslav group, which had become extremely critical of the way indus

trialization was being carried out and sought to form a new party. On 21 May

he and his companions were arrested and sent to the " polit ical detention center"

in Verkhne-Uralsk on the basis of Article 59 of the penal code. For more than

three years he demanded the right to leave Russia, constantly writing letters of

prote;t and conducting a series of hunger strikes while being m(~v.ed fr~m
prison to prison . During one moment of freedom he attempted SUICIde. 1 he

GPU attempted to persuade him to give up his Italian citizenship. After a

further exile in Siberia, he was finally expelled on 3 December 11)35, and that

in itself was an exceptional event."
Thanks to Ciliga, we have a good idea of what life was like in the political

detention centers. "Comrades would send us newspapers that appeared in the

prisons. What a range of opinion, what freedom of thought there was in those

articles! What passion and openness in the discussion of questions that were

not simply abstract and theoretical, but were also the burning issues of the day!

And our freedom did not stop there either. During our daily walk, we would

pass through a series of rooms, and the inmates would gather in the corners

and conduct proper meetings, with a president, a secretary, and speakers who

took the floor in turns." He also described the physical conditions:

Our diet was that of the traditional muzhik [peasant]: bread and soup
day and night, all year long ... For lunch there was a soup made from
bad fish or rotten meat. For dinner we had the same soup without the
fish or meat . . . The daily bread ration was 700 grams, the monthly
sugar ration was one kilo, and we also had a tobacco ration, some ciga
rettes, tea, and soap. The diet was monotonous, and there was never
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enough food. We constantly had to fight against reductions in our ra
tions: I could not begin to describe how we fought for our right to the
tiniest little scraps. But if we compare how we lived to the regimes in
force in the normal prisons, where hundreds of thousands of detainees
were all crammed in together, and certainly to the gulags, where millions
of people were crushed, our regime was privileged by comparison."

Such pri vileges of course were all relative. In Verkhne-Uralsk the prison

ers went on hunger strike three times, in April and then again in the summer

of 11)31, and again in December 1933, to tight for their rights and above all to

protest the lengthening of their sentences. After 1934 the special treatment of

such political prisoners was largel y ended, although it remained in place in

Verkhne-Uralsk until 11)37, and conditions rapidly worsened. Some detainees

died after being beaten, others were shot, and others simply disappeared alto

gether, as Vladimir Smirnov did in Suzdal in 1933.

The crirninulization of real or imaginary opponents within the various Com

munist Parties was soon extended to high-ranking members. Jose Bullejos, the

leader of the Spanish Communist Party, and several of his colleagues were

called to Moscow in the autumn of 1932 and their policies severely criticized .

When they refused to submit to the dictates of the Cominrern, the y were

expelled from the Party en masse on 1 Novem ber and found themselves under

house arrest in the Hotel Lux , where the members of the Com intern were

ba sco . The Frenchman jacques Duclos, the former Comintern delegate in

Spain, brought them the news of their expulsion and explained to them that

any attempt to resist would be met with "the full force of Soviet law." 22 Bullejos

and his companions had an extremely difficult time trying to leave the

U.S.S.R .; it took two months of tense negotiations before their passports were

returned to them .

The same year saw ~.he epilogue to an extraordinary series of events

concerning the French Communist Party. Early in 1931 the Comintern had

sent a representative and several instructors to the PCF with orders to bring

the situation there under control. In July the head of the Corninrern, Dmitry

Manuilsky, came secretly to Paris and revealed to an amazed local Politburo

that a group in their midst was attempting to sow disorder in the Party ranks.

In fact the mission itself was an attempt to sow discord in the Party and hence

to weaken the grip of French Party leaders and increase their dependence on

Moscow. Among the heads of this mythical group was Pierre Celor, one of the

main leaders of the Party since 1n8, who was called to Moscow on the pretext

that he was to be elected to the post of PCF representative at the Comintern .

As soon as he arrived he was treated as an agent provncateurand a social outcast .
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Having no money, Color managed to get through the winter thanks to the ration

card of his wife, who had accompanied him to Moscow and who still had a post

in the Comintern . On 8 March J932 he was called to a meeting with several

secret-police investigators, who during a twelve-hour interrogation tried to

make him admit that he was a "police agent who had infiltrated the Part)'."

Celor refused to admit any such thing, and after several more months of

harassment he returned to France on 8 October 1932, only to he publicly

denounced as a police spy.

In 1931 French Communist Louis Aragon wrote the following poem,

titled "Prelude to the Cherry Season" :

I sing the GPU which is taking shape
In the Fran ce of today
I sing the GPU we need in France
I sing the GPUs of nowhere and everywhere
I call for the GPU to prepare the end of the world
Call for the GPU to prepare the end of the world
To defend the betrayed
To defend those always betrayed
Ask for a GPU, you whom they bend and whom they kill
Ask for a GPU
You need the GPU
Long live the GPU the dialectical figure of heroism
Real heroe s not imb ecile idiot pilots
Who people think are heroes just because they
Fly in the face of the earth
Long live the GP U, true image of materiali st splendor
Long live the GP U ; down with Chiappe and the /vll/rsei/laise
Long live the GPU ; down with the pope and the bugs
Long live the GPU ; down with mone y and banks
Long live the GPU; down with the cheating East
Long live the GPU; down with the family
Long live the GPU; down with infernal laws
Long live the GPU ; down with socialist assassins like
Caballero Boncour MacDonald Zoergibel
Long live the GPU; down with the enemies of the proletariat
LONG LIVE THE Gpu. 21

In 1932 cadre sections on the model of the Bolshevik Partv were estab

lished in many Communist Parties. These sections were depe~dent on the

Central Section of the COOlintern cadres. Their task was to keep complete

records on all Party activists and to gather biographical and autohiographical

questionnaires on all the leaders. More than 5,000 such dossiers from the

French Party alone were sent to Moscow before the war. The biographical
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questionnaire contained more than seventy questions and was divided into five

broad sectio ns: origins and current social situation, role in the Party, education

and intellectual activities, participation in social life, and any legal records that

might be relevant . This material was catalogued in Moscow, where the records

were kept by Anton Krajewski, Moi sei Chernornordik, and Gevork Alikhanov,
the successive heads of the Comintern cadre section, which was also linked to

the foreign section of the N K VD. In 1935 Meir Trilisser, one of the NKVD's

highest-ranking agents, was appointed secretary of the Central Executive Com

mittee of the Comintern and placed in charge of the cadre section . Under the

pseudonym Mikhail Moskvin he collected information and denunciations and

decided who was to be disgraced, which was the first step on the way to

liquidation ." It was the job of all cadre sections to draw up blacklists of enemies

of the U.S.S.R . and of Communism.

In rapid order, various sections of the Comintern began to recruit intel

ligence agents for the U.S.S.R. In some cases the people who agreed to under

take this illegal and clandestine work were genuinely unaware that they were

working for the Soviet secret services, including the GRU, the Foreign Section

(Inosrrannyi otdel'; INa) of the Cheka-Gl'U, and the NKVD. Relations among

these organizations were formidably complicated . Moreover, they fought

among themselves to recruit new agents, often attempting to entice agents from

rival services. Elizaveta Poretskaya gives man y examples of such practices in
her memoirs.I,

In 1932, when the cadres began to be controlled by emissaries from the Comin

tern , the PCF itself started keeping records on all people it considered suspect

or dangerous. The official function of the cadre sections was to recruit the best

activists; another function was to compile lists of people who had been found

wanting in som e way. From 1932 to June 1939 the PCF drew up twelve

documents with titles such as "Blacklist of provocateurs, traitors, and police

informers thrown out of French revolutionary organizations" and " Blacklist of

provocateurs, thieves, crooks, Trotskyites, and traitors thrown out of workers'

organizations in France." To justify such lists, whieh by the start of World War

II contained more than 1,000 names, the PCF used a simple political argument:

"The struggle of the bourgeoisie against the working classes and revolutionary

organizations in our country is becoming ever more intense."

Activists were required to submit information about the appearance of

suspects (List no. 10, from August 1938, specified "size and build, hair, eye

brows, forehead , nose, mouth, chin, shape of face, complexion, distinguishing

marks") and "any information that might help locate" them, such as their

address and place of work . All activists were thus required to some extent to

behave like Cheka members.
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Some s uspects undoubted ly were genuine crooks; others were simply

opposed to th e Par ty line, irrespec tive of whe ther they be longed to th e Part y.

The first tar gets in the 1930s were th e Trotskyites and th e followe rs of Jacqu es

Doriot in Saint-Denis, The French Co mmun ists sim ply re pea ted the argu

ments of th eir Soviet counte rparts: the T rot skyites had become "a gang of

crimina ls and un scr up ulous saboteurs, subversive agents, and assassins follow

ing the ord er s of foreign espionage serv ices." 2h

The war, th e banning of the PC F because of its su pport for th e Ge rman

Sovie t pact , and the German occupation induced the Part y to int ensify its

secret- police activities. All PC F members who refused to acce pt the Germ an

Sovie t pac t were denoun ced , incl uding those who joined th e resis tance . Amo ng

these were Adrien Langum ier, an ed itor at Jean L uchai re's Temps nouveaux ;
and Rene N icod, a former Co mmunist deputy from Oyo n na x, whose ties with

his former comrades remained close. Jules Fourier was another Communist

whom the Party police tried unsuccessfully to liquidate: Fourier, after votin g

in favor of full powers for Petain, set up a resistance net work in 1941 and was

subsequently deported to Bu chenwald and Mauthausen .

Other targets included th ose who in 1941 part icip ated in the French

Workers' and Peasant s' Pa rty (PO PF ); one of its leade rs , Marcel G itton , a

former peF Part y secretary, was shot in September by mil itant Co mmunis ts.

T he PCF declared th is gro up " traitors to the Party and to France ." So metimes

their accusator y statements were followed by th e note " pu nis hed acco rdingly."

T her e were also cases of militants such as Georges Dezire, who were suspec ted

of tr eason and assassi nated, only to be rehabilitated afte r the war.

In the mid st of the persecution of Jews, th e Co mmunist Party used

strange methods to denoun ce its enemies: "C . . . Renee, also kn own as Ta nia,

or Therese, of th e 14th arrondissement, Bessar abian Jew" ; " De B .. . Foreign

Jew, a rebel who insults th e CP and the U.S .S.R." Immigr ant Ma npowe r (the

Mal), an orga nization that grouped all fore ign militant Communists, had used

similar language: " R. Jew (no t his real nam e). Works wit h a group of enem y

Jews." T he hatred for T rotskyites also remained stro ng: " 0 . . Yvonne.

1, Place du G en eral Beuret, Par is 8 .. . A Trotskyite, has had liaisons with the

POUM. Insults the U.S.S.R." It is quite probable th at in the course of arrest s

such lists fell int o the hands of the Vichy police or the Gestapo. What then

happened to the people on the lists?

In 1945 the PCF released another serie s of blacklist s of political enemies,

some of wh om had already surv ived severa l assassin at ion atte m pts. The insti 

tut ional ization of the blacklist quite obviously echoes the list s of potential

criminals drawn up by Soviet security services such as th e Ch eka, the GPU,

and th e N K YD. It was a un iversal practice among Com munists, which began
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in th e early days of the civi l war in Russia. In Poland, at the mom ent th e war

ende d, such list s con tained fort y-eigh t catego ries o f peopl e to be watched .

In- fighting amo ng th e vario us serv ices was ende d by a simple cha nge tha t

united th e Co m intern and th e secret services und er th e control of th e head of

th e C PSu, making th em directl y accou nta ble to S ta lin himself for th eir ac

tion s. In 1932 M ikhail Ryutin , who had been zea lous and relentl ess in car rying

out repression aga ins t his ow n friends, s uddenly found him self in opposi tion to

St al in . He dr ew up a sta tement saying that "S talin todav has the in fallible

sta tus of a pope at th e Co m intern . He controls, by d irect and ind irect means

all the leading cad res of th e Comin tern , not simply in Moscow but everyw her e:

and this is th e decisive argu ment that confi rms h is invincibility in political

qu estions.l" ?By the end of the 1920s th e Comi ntern, whi ch was also financially

depend ent on th e Soviet state, had lost all semblance of independ en ce. It was

not long before this material dependence, which went hand in hand with

political dep end ence, accompanied an even more sinister dependence on the
secret police.

T he inevitable result of th e ever -i ncreas ing po lice pr essur e on Comintern

members was fear and m istrust. As soo n as t he threat o f denunciat ion became

widesp read, a gene ra l lack of confide nce becam e apparent in all quart ers.

D enunciat ion came in two form s: either a voluntary d eclarat ion , or a sta tement

taken from people as a res ult of mental or ph ysical torture. Sometimes fear was

eno ug h . And there were othe r militan ts who we re pr oud to denounce their

co lleagues. T he case of th e French Co mmunis t And re Marty is charac teristic

of the paranoia that was so wides pread at the tim e, and the sense less r ush to

appear to be t he most vigilant Co mmunist of th em all. In a lett er marke d

"st rictl y confide ntial" add resse d to the Ge neral Secre tary of the Co mintern

Georgi Dimi trov, and dated 23 June 1927, he wro te a l en ~thy denunciat ion of

Eugen Fried , th e rep resentati ve of the Int ernati on al in France, preten d ing to

be amazed tha t Fried had not yet been arres ted by the French police, and
express ing extreme s us picion of th is fact. 2s

The phen om ena of terror and th e pu blic trials inevitably met with differ

ent res po nses abroad. In Pari s Bori s Suvari n made the following remark s in Le
Figaro litteruir« on 1 July 1937:

It is a great exaggeration to claim that the Moscow trials are an exclu
sively Russian phenomenon . While there are of course national charac
ter istics involved, one can also discern many other more general trut hs.

First, one should abandon the idea that what can be understood by
Russians cannot possibly be understood by the French. In fact the ad
missions tha t have been made arc as puzzling to th e people of Russia as
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they are to the people of France. Those who, out of some fanatical sense
of devotion to the Bolshevik cause, find it all quite natural are probably
more numerous abroad than they are in Russia ...

In the early years of the Russian Revolution, it was easy to put
everything down to the idea of the "Slavic soul"; yet the events that
were reputed to be exclusively Slavic phenomena have subsequently
been witnessed in Italy and Germany. When the beast in man is un
leashed, the same consequences are visible everywhere, irrespective of
whether the man in question is Latin, German, or Slav, however differ

ent he may appear on the surface.
And in any case, in France and everywhere else there are millions

of people who are in Stalin's pocket. The editors of L'humanite are
identical with the men at Pravda when it comes to flattery and syco
phancy, and they don't have the excuse that a totalitarian dictator is
breathing down their necks. When an academician like [Vladimir]
Komarov demeans himself in Red Square yet again by asking for more
blood, one must bear in mind that if he had not done so, he would have
been effectively committing suicide. And with that in mind, what are we
to make of men like Romain Rolland, [Paul] Langevin, and [Andre]
Malraux, who admire and actively support the so-called Soviet regime
with its "culture" and "justice," and who aren't forced to do so by

hunger or torture?

In the same vein as the Marty letter is one sent to "Comrade L. P. Beria" (the

people's commissar of internal affairs in the U.S.S.R.) by the Bulgarian Stella

Blagoeva, an obscure employee in the cadre section of the Executive Commit

tee of the Comintern:

The Executive Committee of the Communist International possesses
information drawn up by a series of comrades, all militants in friendly
parties, that we feel should be addressed to you so that you may check
the information and accordingly take any steps necessary ... One of the
secretaries of the Central Committee of the Hungarian Communist
Party, [Frigyes] Karikas, has taken part in conversations that seem to
indicate insufficient devotion to the Party of Lenin and Stalin ... Com
rades have also been asking a very serious question: How is it that in
1932 the Hungarian court condemned him to only three years in prison,
whereas during the dictatorship of the proletariat in Hungary Karikas
carried out death sentences pronounced by the revolutionary tribunal
... There are many indications from comrades from Germany, Austria,
Lithuania, Poland, and elsewhere that political emigration is becoming a
dirty business ... This problem must be addressed in a determined
fashion."
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Arkady Vaksberg notes that the Comintern archives also contain dozens

(perhaps even hundreds) of denunciations, a phenomenon that attests to the

moral decay that rook hold within the Comintcrn and among officials of the

Soviet Communist Party. This decay was quite apparent during the great trials

of members of the Bolshevik "old guard," who had lent their support to the

establishment of power on the basis of "the absolute lie."

The Great Terror Strikes the Comintern

The assassination of Sergei Kirov on I December 1934 provided Stalin with an

excellent pretext for moving from severe repression to real terror both in the

Russian Communist Party and in the Comintcrn. 111 Until then, terror had been

used as a weapon only against the general population. After Kirov's murder, it

was used mercilessly against the very people who wielded power in the Party
itself.

The first victims were the members of the Russian Opposition who were

already in prison. From the end of 1935 on, anyone whose sentence had expired

was automatically reimprisoned. Several thousand militant Trotskyites were

grouped together in the Vorkuta region. There were some 500 in the mine

1,000 in the Ukhto-Pechora camp, and several thousand in the Pechora region:

On 27 October 1936, 1,(lOO prisoners (including women and children) began a

hunger strike that lasted thirty-two days. They demanded separation from the

common criminals and the right to live with their families. The first death

among the prisoners came after four weeks. Several others met the same fate

before the authorities agreed to their demands. The following autumn, 1,200

prisoners (about half of whom were Trotskyites) were grouped together near

an old brickworks. At the end of March the camp administration posted a list

of 25 prisoners, who received a kilo of bread and orders to prepare to leave. A

few minutes later, shots were heard. The worst possible scenario soon proved

to be true when the other prisoners saw the convoy escort return to the camp.

Two days later there was a new list and a similar fusillade, and so it continued

until the end of May. The guards generally disposed of the bodies by pouring

gasoline over them and setting them on fire. The NKVD announced on the

radio the names of those shot, claiming that they had been killed "for counter

revolutionary agitation, sabotage, banditry, refusing to work, and attempting to

escape." Even women were not spared. The wife of any activist who was

executed was also condemned to capital punishment, as were any children over
age twelve."!'

Approximately 200 Trotskyites in Magadan, the capital of Kolyma, also

went on hunger strike in the hope of being granted the status of political
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prisoners. Their declaration denounced the " gangster executioners" ami

"Stalin's fascism, even worse than Hitler's." On II October IlJ37 they were

condemned to death, and 74 of them were executed on 2{}-27 October and

4 November. Such executions continued throughout IlJ37 and IlJ3H..l!

Wherever orthodox Communists were to be found, they were given orders

to combat the Trotskyite minority in their midst. After the war in Spuin the

operation took a new turn, with the completely spurious revelation of links

between Trotskyism and Nazism, made even as Stalin was preparing to sign a

pact with Hitler.

Soon the Great Terror launched by Stalin reached the: Central Committee

of the Comintern . A 1965 survey of the liquidation of C:ominrern workers was

Branko Lazich's evocatively titled "Martyrology of the Cominrcr n.":" Boris

Suvarin ended his "Commentaries on the Martyrology," which followed Laz

itch's article, with a remark concerning the humble collaborators at the Comin

tern, the anonymous victims of the Great Purge. It is a useful comment to bear

in mind when looking at this particular chapter of the history of Sovic: Com

munism : "Those who died in the massacres at the Comintern were till more thun

the tiniestfraction 0/ an enormousmassacre, that ol millions III' markers and pnHiln1S

who were sacr ificed without rhyme or reason by a monstrous tyranny hidden

by a proletarian label."

Officials in both the central and the national offices were: affected bv the

mechanisms of repression in the: same way that ordinary citizens were, The

Great Purge of IlJ36-37 claimed not only opponents of the: regime but also

officials in the Comintern apparatus and similar organizations : the Communist

Youth International (KI1\1), the Red Trade Union International (Profintcr n),

Red Aid (MOPR), the International Leninist School, the Communist Univer

sity of Western National Minorities (KUMNZ), and other organizations.

Wanda Parnpuch-Bronska, the daughter of one of Lenin's old companions,

reported under a pseudonym that in IlJ36 the KUMl\:Z was broken up, and its

entire staff and almost all its students arrested."

The historian Mikhail Panreleev, reviewing the records of the various

Comintern sections, has so far found 133 victims out of a total staff or -llJ2

(that is, 27 percent)." Between I January and 17 September IlJ37, 256 people

were fired by the Secretariat Commission of the Executive Committee, made

up of Mikhail Moskvin (Meir Trilisser), Wilhelm Florin, and Ian Anvelt; and

by the Special Control Commission, created in May IlJ37 and consisting of

Georgi Dimitrov, Moskvin, and Drnitry Manuilsky. In general, arrest soon

followed dismissal : Elena \Valte:r, who was fired from Dimitrov's secretariat un

16 October 193H, was arrested two days later, although Jan Borowski (Ludwig

Kornorovsky) was fired from the Central Executive Committee of the Comin

tern on 17 July and not arrested until 7 October. In 1937, HH Comintern
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employees were arrested, and another 19 the following year. Others were ar

rested at their desks, including Anton Krajewski (Wladyslaw Stein), who was

then the press attache in charge of propaganda and was imprisoned on 27 May

1937. Many were arrested immediately following missions abroad.

All sections of the Comintern, from the Secretariat itself to its various

representatives in the Communist Parties, were affected in some manlier. In

1937 and 1938 forty-one people were arrested at the Secretariat of the Execu

tive Committee. In the Department tor International Relations (the OMS)

thirty-four were arrested. Moskvin himself fell victim on 23 November 1938

and was condemned to death on I February 1940. Jan Anvelt died while being

tortured, and A. Munch-Peterson, a Dane, died in a prison hospital as a result

of chronic tuberculosis. Fifty officials, including nine women, were shot. A

Swiss national, Lydia Di.ibi, who was in charge of the underground Com intern

network in Paris, was called to Moscow in early August 1937. No sooner had

she arrived than she was arrested, together with her colleagues Karl Brichman

and Erwin Wolf, and accused of having belonged to an "anti-Soviet Trotskyite

organization" and of having spied for Germany, France, Japan, and Switzer

land . She was condemned to death by the Military Collegium of the Supreme

Court of the US.S.R . on 3 November and was shot a few days later. Her Swiss

nationality afforded her no protection, and her famil y was brutally informed

of the outcome with no explanation. The principle of familial responsibility,

which was used against the general population, was also brought to bear on

members uf the Comintcrn . L. jankowska, a Pole, was condemned to eight

years in prison for being a "member of the family of a traitor to the fatherland,"

it status she acquired when her husband, Stanislaw Skulski (Mertens), was

arrested in August 1937 and shot on 21 September.

Osip Pyatnitsky (Tarchis) had been second in command to Manuilsky at

the Comintern and had been in charge of the finances of foreign Communist

Parties and secret liaisons with the Comintern worldwide. In 1934 he was

appointed head of the political and administrative section of the Central Com

mittee of the CPSU On 24 June IlJ37 he intervened in a plenary session of the

Central Committee to protest the intensification of repressions and the grant

ing of special powers to the head of the NKVD, Nikolai Ezhov. Stalin was

furious; he broke up the session and exerted great pressure to bring Pyatnitsky

into line. All in vain: when the session opened the next day, Ezhov accused

Pyarnirsky of being a former agent uf the tsarist police, and had him arrested

on 7 July. Ezhov then forced Boris Muller (Melnikov) to testify against Pyat

nitsky, and after Muller himself was executed on 29 July 1938, the Military

Collegium of the Supreme Court passed sentence on Pyatnitsky, who refused

to plead guilty to the fabricated charge that he was a spy for Japan. He was

condemned to death and shot on the night of 29-30 July.
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Many of the staff at the Comintern who were executed were accused of
belonging to "the anri-Cornintern organization led by Pyatnirsky, IWilhelm
Hugo] Knorin , and Bela Kun ." Others were simply labeled Trotskyites or
counterrevolutionaries. Bela Kun, the former head of the Hungarian Com
mune, who had taken a stand against Manuilsky, was in turn accused by
Manuilsky (probably on Stalin's orders), who twisted his words until they
amounted to a direct attack on Stalin. Kun protest ed his innocence and reiter 
ated his attack against Manuilsky and Moskvin, who he claimed were respon 
sible for the poor reputati on of the CPS U abroad and the general inefficiency
of the Comintern. No one among those present , including Pulrniro Togliarti,
Otto Kuusinen, Wilhelm Picck, Klement Gottwald , and Arvo Tuornincn, came
to his defense. When the meeting ended, Georg i Dimitrm tabled a motion
requesting that the "Kun affair" he examined by a special commission . Kun
was arrested as soon as he left the room and was executed in the basement of
the Lubyanka building at an unknown date. If>

According to Mikhail Panreleev, the ultimate aim of these purges was the
eradication of all resistance to Stalinism ." The main targets of the repre ssion
were those who had been Opposition sympathizers or who had had any rela
tionship with known Trotskyites. Other victims included German militants
belonging to the faction led by Heinz Neumann, who was himself liquidated
in 1937, and other former militants from the Democratic Centralist Group. At
the time, according to Yukov Murusov, joint chief of the First Department of
the secret Political Section of the Main Directorate for State Security (Glavnoe
upravlenic gosudarstvcnnoi bezopasnosti ; GUGH), then part of the NKVD,
all high-ranking leaders in the state apparatus, unbeknownst to them, had
dossiers containing evidence that could he used against them at any moment .
Kliment Voroshilov, Andrei Vyshinsky, Lazar Kaganovich, Mikhail Kalinin,
and Nikita Khrushchev all had such files. It is thus more than probable that
similar files were kept on the activities of Comintern leaders.

The highest-ranking non-Russian Comintern leaders also actively partici 
pated in the repression. One symptomatic case was that of Palmiro Togliatti,
one of the secretaries of the Comintern, who, after Stalin's death, was hailed
as one of the people who had been openly opposed to terrorist methods.
Togliatri himself accused Hermann Schubert, an official in the Red Aid, and
prevented him from giving an account of his actions . Schubert was arrested
shortly afterward and shot. The Petermanns, a German couple who were
Communists and had arrived in the U.S.S.R. after llJJ3 , were accused by
Togliatti at a meeting of being Nazi agents, on the grounds that they had kept
in touch with their family in Germany. They were arrested a few weeks later.
Togliatti was present when everyone turned on Bela Kun , and he signed the
order that sen t him to his death . He was also present at the liquidation of a
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Polish Communist in llJ38. On that occasion he endorsed the Moscow trials,
and saying: "Death to the cowards, spies, and fascist agents! Long live the Party
of Lenin and Stalin, the vigilant guardi an of the victories of the October
Revolution, and the sure guarantor of the triumph of the revolution throughout
the world! Long live the heir of Feliks Dzerzhinsky, Nikolai Ezhovl'l"

Terror within the Communist Parties

Once the Central Bureau of the Com intern had been purged, Stalin set about
attacking the other sections. The German section was the first to suffer. In
addition to the descendants of the Volga Germans, the German community in
Soviet Russia included militants from the German Communist Party (KPD)
and antifascist refugees and workers who had left the Weimar Republic to help
build socialism in the Soviet Union. But none of these people were exempt
when the arrests began in 1933. In all, two-thirds of the antifascists in exile in

the U.S.S.R. were affected by the repression .
The fate of militant German Communists is well documented thanks to

the existence of lists of cadres , Kaderlisten. which were drawn up under the
KPD leaders Wilhelm Picck, Wilhelm Florin, and Herbert Wehner and used
to punish or expel Communists and victims of repression. The earliest list dates
from 3 September 1936, the last from 21 June 193H. A document from the late
I950s, drawn up by the control commission of the SED (the Socialist Unity
Part y, the name taken by the German Communist Party when it regrouped
after World War II), lists some 1,136 people. Arrests reached their peak in 1937,
when 619 people were arrested, and continued until PHI, when 21 were
arrested . The fate of 666 of these people is unknown , although it is almost
certain that they died in prison . At least H2 were executed, 197 died in prison
camps, and 132 were handed over to the Nazis. Approximately ISO survived
their long sentences and eventually managed to leave the U.S.S.R. One of the
ideological reasons invoked to justify the arrest of these militants was that they
had failed to stop Adolf Hitler's rise to power, as thou gh Moscow itself had

played no role in the Nazi seizure of power."
The most tragic episode of all, the occasion on which Stalin displayed the

full extent of his cynicism, was the handing over to Hitler of the German
antifascists. This took place in 1937, when the Soviet authorities began expel
ling Germans from the U.S.S.R. On 16 February ten were condemned and then
handed over by the Soviet special services. The names of some of them are
well known: Emil Larisch, a technician who had been living in the U.S.S.R.
since 1921; Arthur Thilo, an engineer who had arrived in 1931; Wilhelm
Pfeiffer, a Communist from Hamburg; and Kurt Nixdorf, a university em
ployee at the Marx-Engels Institute. All had been arrested in IlJ36 on charges
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of spying or " fascist activities," and the Ger man ambassador, Werne r von der
Sc hulenberg, tried to intervene on their behalf with Ma ksim J.itvinov, the
Soviet ministe r of foreign affairs. Arthur T hilo managed to get to the Brit ish
cons ulate in Warsaw, but many were not so lucky. Pfeiffer tried to get himself
expelled to En gland, knowing that if he returned to Germany he would be
arrested immediately. Eighteen months later, on I i\ August 193i\, he was taken
to the Polish bord er and was never heard from again. Otto Walther, a lithogra
phe r from Leningrad who had lived in Russia since I<)OX, arrived in Berlin on
4 Ma rch 1937 and subsequently killed himself by throwing himself out a
windo w of the house in which he was living.

At the end of May 1937, von dcr Schulenberg sent two new lists of
Ge rmans who had been arres ted, and whose expulsion he considered desirable.
Amo ng the 67 names were several antifascists, including Kurt Nixdorf In the
autu mn of 1<)37 negotiations took a new turn , and the Soviet U nion agreed to

spee d up expulsions in respon se to German demands, since only 30 had actually
been expelled so far. In November and Decem ber I<)37 anoth er 14i\ Germans
were expelled, and in I<)3i\ the num ber rose to 445 . Generally the people to be
expelled (including several members of the Sch utzbund, the param ilitary arm
of th e Austrian Social Democratic Part y) were escorted to the frontier with
Poland, Lithuania, or Finl and, where they were immediately registered and
classified by the German authorities. In some cases, includ ing that of the
Austrian Communist Paul Meisel , victims were taken in J\by 193i\ to the
Austrian front ier via Poland and were then handed over to the Gestapo. t\ l eisel,
who wasJewish , subsequently died in Auschwit z.

This understanding between Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia prefigured
the Nazi-Soviet pact of 1<)3<), when, accordin g to Jorge Semprum , " the truly
convergent natur e of all totalitarian systems was revealed ." After the pact was
signed, the expulsions increased dramatically. Once Poland was cru shed by
Hid er and Stalin, the two powers had a common border, so the victims could
pass directly from a Soviet prison to a Germ an one. From 193<) to 1<)41 , as a
resu lt of an ag reement signed on 27 Novembe r 1<)39, between ZOO and 300
German Communists were handel! over to the Gestapo as a measure of the
goodwill of the Soviet auth orities toward their new allies. Appro ximately .ISO
people were expelled between November 1939 and May 1941, including X5
Austrians. On e of these was Franz Korirschoner, a foundin g member of the
Austrian Commun ist Part y, who had become an official in the Red Trade Union
International. After being deponed to the far north , he was handed over to the
G estapo in Lubl in, transferred to Vienna, tortur ed, and executed in Auschwitz
on 7 June 1<)41.

The Soviet authorit ies refused to take Jewish origins into account in their
decisions to expe l people. Hans Walter David, for examp le, a KPD member
who was a com poser and a cond uctor, as well as being Jewish , was hand el! over
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to the Gestapo and gassed in 1942 in the Ma jdanek camp. T here were many
other cases, some recounted in the memoirs of Alexander Weissberg, a physicist
who survived to tell his stor y. Margaret Buber- Neum ann , the companion of
Hans Neumann, who had been pushed out of th e KPD leadersh ip and had
emigrated to the U.S.S.R., also wrote of the extraordinary complicity that
existed between the Nazis and the Soviet Uni on . After being arres ted in 1<)37
and deported to Karaganda, in Siberia, she was handed over to the Gestapo
along with many other unfortunates and interned in Ravensbru ck"

Weissberg recalled his transfer to the G erm ans:

On 31 December 1939, we wen: awa kened at six in the morning .
After we hal! dressed and shaved we had to spend a few hours in a
waiting room. O ne Jewish Communist from Hun gary called Blnch had
fled to Germany after the fall of the Commune in 191 9. He had lived
there with false papers and managed to continue working secretly as a
Party activist. Later he emigrated with the same false papers, He had
heen arrested, and despite his protests was to be handed over to the
German Gestapo .. . Just before midnight some buses arrived, and we
were taken to the station . . . Dur ing the night of 31 December 19] 9-1
January 1940, the train started moving. It was carrying seventy beaten
men back horne .. . The train continued on through the devastated
Polish countryside toward Brest Lirovsk. On the Hug River bridge the
other European totalitarian regime was waiting, in the lorrn of the Ger
man Gestapo.~1

Weissberg managed to escape the Nazi prison s, joined the Polish rebels, and
fought alongside them . At the end of the war he crossed into Sweden and then
went to England .

Margaret Bubc r- Neumann described the later stages of the same transfer :

T hree people refused to cross the bridge: a Hungarian Jew named
Bloch, a Communist worker who had already been sentenced by the
Nazis, and a Ger man teacher whose name I cannot remember. Th ey
were dragged across the bridge by force. T he SS disposed of the Jew
immediately. We were then pur on a train and taken to Luhlin . . . In
Lublin we were handed over to the Gestapo. There it became apparent
that not only were we being handed over to the Gestapo, but that the
NKVD had also sent all our records and documents to the SS. In my
dossier, for instance, it was noted that I was the wife of Neumann and
that he was une of the Germans most hated in Nazi Gerrnanv. ?

Buber- Neumann rem ained in Ravensbriick until its liberation in April 1<)45 .

At the same time that the German Communists were suffering, the cadres in
the Palestinian Communist Party (PC P), many of whom had emig rated from
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Poland , were also caught up in the ter ror. Joseph Berger, secretary of th e

PCP from 1929 to 193 I , was a rres ted on 27 February 1935 and was libe rat ed

on ly after th e Twen tieth Soviet Party Co ngress in 1956. Hi s surv ival was

exceptional. O ther mi lita nts were executed, and many m ore died in camps.

'Wolf Averbuc h, the director of a tracto r facto ry in Rosrov-on -Don , was ar 

rest ed in 1936 and exec uted in 194 1. The systema tic liqu idati on of members of

the PCP and of soc ialist Zio nist groups who had come to th e U.S.S.R. is

relat ed to the more gene ral Soviet policy toward the Jewish minority after th e

es tablishme nt of Birobid zhan as a Je wish auto nomous region , a ll of whose

lead ers were ar rested . Pro fessor losif L iberberg, the presi de nt of th e Exec utive

Co mmi ttee of Birob idzh an, was den oun ced as an "enemy of the peopl e," and

all the other cadres of state insti tution s in th e auto nomo us region were a lso

purged. Samuel Aug urs ky was accused of belon ging to a fictitious judco
Fasc ist Center. The entire J ewish section of the Russian Party (the Evrciskaya

sektsiya) was taken apart . The goal of destroying all Jew ish institutions was

implemented even as the So viet state was seeking support from Jewish notables

abroad.f

T he Polish Commun ists figure second only to Russians themselves in terms of

the number who suffered in th e purges. U nlike its coun terparts elsewhere, th e

Poli sh Communist Part y (K PP) had been dissolved following a vote by th e

Central Executive Committee of the Cominte rn on I f> Aug ust 193H. S talin had

always been suspicious of the KPP, which he felt was filled with dcviationists,

Ma ny Polish Co m munists had been part of Lenin 's entou rage before 1917 and

had enjoyed spec ial protecti on in the U.S.S.R. as a resu lt. In 1923 th e KPP had

take n a stand in sup port of T rotsky, and after Lenin 's death it had voted in

favor of the pro-Trot sky Opposition . The influence of Rosa L uxem burg on the

KPP was also criticized . At the Fifth Co ng ress of th e Comintern in June-Jul y

1924 , Stal in sidel ined th e people who had been the Party leade rs-.'\ dolf

War sky, Henryk Walecki, and Wera Kostr zewa- in what was clearly th e first

s te p toward total contro l of the KPP by th e Comintcrn . T he KPP was then

denounced as a hotbed of Trotskyism. But even thi s declaration does little to

ex p lain the radical purge that then struck the Part y, many members of which

were Jewish. There also followed the Polish Mil itar y O rganization (POW)

affair in 1933 (di scu ssed in Chapter 19). Other facto rs sho uld also he borne in

mind , such as the fact th at the Comintern had a policy of systematicall y

weakening th e Polish sta te to increase its depend ence on bo th th e U.S.S.R. and

Ger ma ny. The th eory tha t the most important element behi nd the liqu idat ion

of the KPP was the need to prepare for th e signing of th e Germa n-Soviet

ag ree ments d eser ves to be take n seriously. How S talin went ab out it is also

quite revealin g. H e mad e sure (with the assis tance of the Co minte rn) th at eac h
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of the victims was brou ght back to Moscow, and th at as few as possible es

caped . T he only ones who survived were those who were imp risoned in Po

land, such as W ladys law G omulka.

In February 1938 th e official Co mi nte rn bulletin th at came out twice a

wee k, La correspondence mternationale, launch ed an atta ck, signed by

J. Sw iecicki, on th e KPP. During th e purge tha t be gan in June 1937, when

General Sec retary Julian Lenski was called to Moscow and imm ediately disap

peared , twelve member s of th e Ce ntra l Co mmittee, many leaders slightly lower

in the hierarchy, and seve ra l hund red militants, incl udi ng Poles who had en

list ed in the Int ernati on al Bri gades, were liqu idat ed . The political leaders of

the Dombrowski Br igad e, Kazim ierz Cichows ki and Gustav Reicher, were

arrested upon th eir return to M oscow. S ta lin did not permit a new Polish

Commu nist Party to be formed until 1942, und er the name Polish Workers'

Party (PPR), so that a new government could be formed to rival the official

government-in-exile that had been set up in Lo ndon .

The Yugoslav Co mm unists also suffered badl y under the Stalinist terror. After

bein g bann ed in 1921 , the Yugoslav Co mmunis t Party had been forced to

regr oup abroad, in Vien na from 192 I to 1936, and in Paris from 1936 to 1939;

but after 1925 its main cent er was Moscow. A sm all core of Yugoslav emigres

first formed amo ng th e students at the Co mmunist University of Western

N ational Mi no ri ties (KU M NZ), the Sverdlov Co m munist Universi ty, and the

International Le n in ist Sc hoo l. This group was cons iderably strengthened by a

seco nd wave of emig res after Kin g Alexande r too k power as dictator in 1929.

In th e 1930s th e 200 to 300 Yugoslav Co mmunists residing in the U.S.S.R. had

a fairly high pro file in the inte rna tio na l organiza tions, particul arly in the

Com int ern and th e Internation al Youth Organizat ion . They were thu s usuall y

members of th e C PSU.

They began to acq uire a bad reputat ion beca use of th e num erous factional

strugg les to take con tro l of the YC P. Int er vent ion by the Comintern became

mor e and more freq ue nt and cons tra ining. In mid -I92S the first chistea (purge)

took place at th e KUM NZ, wher e the Yugoslav students were favorin g the

Opposition and opposing the rector, Maria J. Frukina. A few student s were

disgraced and expelled , and four of th em (Ante Ciliga, V. Dedic, A. Dragic,

and G. Ebe rling) were arrested and bani shed to Siberia. Another sixtee n mili

tants were expel led in another purge in 1932.

In the afte rma th of the Kirov assassin at ion , control over polit ical emig res

was reinforced , and in th e autumn of 1936 all YC P militants were investiga ted

be fore the ter ror began . Although litt le is know n about the fate of the ano ny

mous workers , we d o know that eight sec retaries of the YCP's Centra l Com

mittee, fifteen othe r members of th e Ce nt ral Committee, and twenty-on e
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secre taries fro m regional or local bodi es were arrested an d disa ppea red. Si ma

Mar kevic, one of the secretari es, who had been force d to flee to th e U.S.S .R.

and had worked at the Acade my of Scie nces, was arrested in July 1<)39, se n

ten ced to ten years of hard labor, and forbidden any contact with th e outside

world . H e di ed in priso n. O thers were exec uted immedia te ly, includ ing th e

Vu iovic brothers, Radomir (a member of th e YCP Centra l Co mmit tee) and

Gregor (a member of the Ce ntra l Youth Co mmittee) . Ano the r brother, Voja,

who had been the head of th e Communist Youth Internati onal and a T ro tskv

sy m parh izer, also disappeared . Mi lan Gorkic, a secretary of the Cen tral Com~
m ittee of the Yugos lav Communist Part y from 1<)32 to 1<)37, was accused of

ha ving establ ish ed "a n anti-Soviet organization within the Internation al, an d

of havin g directed a terrorist group within the Corninrern, whic h was led by
Knorin and Pyatnitsky. "

In the m id-I Y60s the YCP rehabilitated abo ut 100 victims of the repres

sion, but no systema tic investigation was ever und ertaken . Such an inquiry

would of course also have raised the question of th e number of victims of the

repression of supporters of th e U.S.S.R. in Yugoslavia after the 1948 schis m.

And it would have d emon st rated quite convincingly that th e asce ns ion of T iro
(losip Broz) to the leadership of the Party in 1938 took place as a result of a

particularly bloody pur ge. The fact that T iro rose up aga ins t S talin in 1948

take s nothing away from his res ponsibility for the purges of th e I <)30s.

The Hunt for Trotskyites

Havin g thinned th e ranks of forei gn Communists living in th e U.S. S.R., S ta lin

turned his attent ion to dissid ents living abroa d. T hus th e N KV D gained an
op po rt unity to demonstrate its power world wide.

One of th e most spectacular cases was that of Ign az Reiss, whose real nam e

was Natha n Poretsky, As a young Je wish revolu tion ar y in Ce ntra l Euro pe wh o

had emerged from the G reat War, Reiss was amo ng man y who were eager ly

recruited by the Cominrern." A pro fession al agi tator, he worked in th e inter 

national underground network and carried out his work with such efficicn cv

that he was de cor ated with the Order of th e Red F lag in 1928. After 1935 h~
was "retrieved" by th e NKVD, which took control of all foreign networks and

put him in ch arge of espionage in Germany. The first of the great Moscow

trials came as a terrible shock to Reiss, who th en decided to break with Stalin.

All too famili ar with the house rules, he pr ep ared his defection with extre me

ca re. On 17 July 1937 he sent an open lett er to the CPSU Ce nt ral Co mm ittee

in which he explained his posit ion and attacked St al in and Sta linism bv name

ca lling it " tha t admixt ure of the wors t types of opportunis m , unp rin cipled,
bloody, and deceptive, which is threaten ing to poiso n the who le world and to
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kill off what remai ns of th e Worke rs ' Moveme nt. " Reiss also exp lained his

move into the Trotskyite cam p, and in doing so unknowingly signed his own

deat h war rant. T he N K VI) immedia tely contac ted its net work in France and

fo und Reiss in Swi tzer land, where an amb ush was laid for him. In Lausanne

on the night of 4 Septembe r he was riddl ed with bull ets by two Frenc h

Co mmunis ts wh ile a fem ale NKVD agent atte mpted to kill his wife and child

with a box of poi son ed choco lates . Des pite a lon g police sea rch in both Fr ance

and Switzerland, th e killers and th eir acco mplices were never found . Trotsky

immediat ely suspec ted J acques D uclos, one of the PCF sec retaries , and he told

his own secretary, J an Van H eijenoort , to send th e following teleg ram to the

head of the Fre nc h govern me nt: "Chauternps Head of Government France /

rega rdi ng Ignaz Reiss assassinat ion affai r / my files sto len among othe r crimes

/ suggest at least in terr oga t ing J acq ues D uclos Vice Pr esident Cha mber of
D ep uties ex-G PU agent."4;

Du clos had been vice president of the Chamber of Deputies since 1930.

Nothing was done to follow up on thi s teleg ram.

T he assass ination of Reiss was qu ite spec tacular, but it was part of a much

wider movement to liquidate T rot skyites whe rever possible. It is hardly sur

prisin g th at T ro tskyites were massacred in th e U.S.S .R. alon g with all the others

who died in the p ur ges. W hat is mort: surp rising is the lengths to which the

secret services went to dest ro y th eir opponen ts abroad, as well as the diffe ren t

Trotskyite gro ups th at had sprung up in so many co untries. The main meth od

used was the patient cove rt infiltra tion of all suc h gro ups.

In J uly 1<)37 Rud olf Klement , th e leader of the Int ernation al Secretariat

o f the Trotskyite Oppositi on, disappeared . O n 26 August a headless, legless

bod y was fished out of th e Sei ne and was soo n identified as the body of

Kl em en t. T rot sky's own so n, Le v Se dov, died in Paris short ly after a medical

opera tio n, but the s us pic ious circumstances sur ro und ing his death led his

fami ly to believe it was an assassination organized by the Sovie t secret services,

altho ugh this is de nie d in th e mem oirs of Pavel Sudo platov" But undo ubtedly

Lev Scdov was being closel y watc hed by th e N K Vo. In fact one of his close

fr iends, Mark Zborowski, was an age nt who had infiltrated the T rotskyite

mov ement.

Sudo platov did admit, however, th at in March 193<) he had been person

ally ordered by Beria and Stalin to assassi nate Trotsky. Stalin told him: "We

mu st do away with Trotsky thi s year, be fore the outbreak of th e war th at is

inevit ably com ing ." He add ed , "You will be answe rable to no one but Beria for

th is, and you are to tak e full charge of th e mission .":'? T he man hunt was

launched , and afte r Paris, Bru ssels, and the United Sta tes the leader of the

Fourth Intern at ion al was found in Mexico. With th e help of th e Mex ican

Communist Part y, S udo plarov's me n prepared a first atte m pt on Trotsky's life
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on 24 May, which he miraculously escaped. The infiltration by Ramon Mer

cader under an assumed name finally provided Sudoplatov with the means to

eliminate Trotsky. Mercader gained the confidence of one of the female mem

bers of Trotsky's group and managed to get int o cont act with him . Rather

warily, Trotsky agreed to meet him to go over an article Mercader had suppos

edly written in Trotsky's defense. Mercader then stabbed Trotsky in the head

with an ice pick . Mortally wounded, Trotsky cried out for help, and his wife

and bod yguards threw themselves on Mercader. Trotsky died the next da y.

The connections among the various Communist parties, the COOlintern sec

tions, and the N KVD had been denounced by Trotsky, who knew very well

that the Comintern was dominated by the GPU and the NKVD. In a letter of

27 May 1940 to the procurator general of Mexico, three days after the first

attempt on his life, he wrote that "the traditions and methods of GPU organi

zation are by now well established outside the Soviet Union. The GPU needs a

legal or semilegal cover for its activities, and an environment favorable for the

recruiting of new agents, and it finds the necessary environment and condi

tions in the so-called Communist parties. "4H In his last text, regarding the

assassination attempt of 24 May, he visited in detail the incident that had

nearly taken his life. For him, the GPU (Trotsky always used that 1922 abbre

viation from the days when he had been associated with it) was "Stalin's main

weapon for wielding power" and was " the instrument of totalitarianism in the

U.S .S.R.," from which "a spirit of servitude and cynicism has spread through

out the Comintern and poisoned the workers' movement to the core." He

described at some length how this had influenced matters : "As organizations,

the GPU and the Comintern are not identical, but the y are indissolubly linked .

The one is subordinate to the other, and it is not the Comintern that gives

orders to the GPU but quite the contrary: the GPU completely dominates the
Comintern .":"

This analysis, backed up a wealth of examples, was the result of Trotsky 's

twofold experience as one of the leaders of the nascent Soviet state, and also

as a man on the run from the NKVD killers who trailed him around the world,

and whose names today are in no doubt. They were the successive directors of

the Special Tasks Department established in December 1936 by Nikolai Ezhov:

Sergei Spiegelglass (who failed), Pavel Sudoplatov (who died in 1996), and

Naum Eitingon (who died in 1981), who finally succeeded thanks to many
accomplices.P

Most of the detail s about Trotsky's assassination in Mexico on 20 August

1940 are known thanks to successive inquiries carried out on the spot and again

later by Julian Gorkin.!' In any case the man who ordered the killing was never
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in any doubt, and the people directl y responsible were also known . All of this

was later confirmed by Pavel Sudoplatov. Jaime Ramon Mercader del Rio was

the son of Caridad Mercader, a Communist who had been working for the

services for a long time and who became the mistress of Naum Eitingon.

Mercadcr had approached Trotsky using the name Jacques Mornard , who did

in fact exist, and who died in Belgium in 1967. Mornard had fought in Spain,

and it was probably there that his passport was borrowed by the Soviet serv ices.

Mercader also used the name jacson, with another false passport, which had

belonged to a Canadian who had fought in the International Brigades and had

died at the front. Ramon Mercader died in J97X in Havana, where Fidel Castro

had invited him to work as an adviser to the Ministry of the Interior. He had

been decorated with the Order of Lenin for his crime, and he was buried quietly

in Moscow.

Although Stalin was now rid of his most important adversary, the hunt for

Trotskyites continued. The French example is revealing of militant Commu

nists' reflexive response to small Trotskyite organizations. During the occupa

tion of France, some Trotskyites may well have been denounced by

Communists to the French and Gcrman poli ce.

In the prisons and camps of Vichy, Trotsk yites were systematically sepa

rated from the rest. In Nont ro n, in the Dordogne, Gerard Bloch was ostracized

by the Communist collective led bv Michel Bloch, the son of the writer Jean 

Richard Bloch . Later incarcerated in the Elysee prison, Gerard Bloch was

warned by a Catholic teacher that the Communist collective of the pri son had

decided to execute him by strangling him in the night .V
In this context of blind hatred, th e disappearance of four Trotskyites,

including Pietro Tresso, the founder of the Italian Communist party, from the

FTP (Francs-Tircurs ct Partisans) "Wodli" maquts in Haute-Loire is of greater

significance. The FTP was a Stalinist organization through which the Com

munist-dominated N ational Front operated . Having escaped from the prison

in Pu y-en-Velay with their Communist colleagues on 1 October 1943, five

Trotskyite militants were "captured" by the Communist muquis. One of them,

Albert Dcmazicrc, somehow managed to break away from his companions, and

he was the only one to survive: Tresso, Pierre Salini,Jean Reboul, and Abraham

Sadek were executed at the end of October, after a farcical trial. ;] Witnesses

and the people involved (who are still alive) reported that the militants had been

plotting to poison the water supply in the camp, an almost atavistic expl anation

that smacks of antisemitism against Trotsky (similar accusations were made

against his own son Sergei in the U.S.S.R .) and against at least one of the

prisoners, Abraham Sadek. The Communist movement showed that it, too, was
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capa ble of the crudest antisemi tism . Before the four Trots kyites were killed ,

th ey were photographed, probabl y so th at th ey could be iden tified back at PCF

headquarters, and for ced to write a summary of their lives.

Even inside the conce ntration cam ps, th e Communists attem pted to an

nih ilate their closes t rivals by taking advantage of th e hie rarc hies th at ex isted

th ere. Ma rce l Beaufrere, lead er of th e Br eton region al section of th e Interna

tion alist Wor kers' Party, was ar res ted in October 1943 and dep ort ed to Buch en 

wald in January 1944 . The inr erblock chief (who was himsel f a Communis t)

suspected him of being a Trotskyite. Ten days after Beaufrere 's arrival, a fri end

informed him that th e Co m munis t cell in Block 3<)- h is block-had co n

demn ed him to deat h and was send ing him as a guinea pig to be in jected with

typhu s. Beau frer e was saved at the last minute through th e interve ntio n of

Germa n mil itant s." T he Co m mun ists often used th e concen trat ion-c am p sys

tem to get rid o f their political ene mies, del iberately se ndi ng th em to th e

hardest sect ion s, even th ough th ey themselves were victims of the same G e

stapo officer s and the same SS divisions. M arcel Hi e and Roland Filiatre, who

were de ported to Bu ch en wald , were sent to the terrible cam p Dora " with the

assen t of KPD ca d res who had high admi nis trative func tions in th e camp,"

accord ing to Rod olphe Prager." H ie died there; Fili at re surv ived another at

tem pt on his life in 1948.

Other liqu idation s of militant T rotskyites took place durin g th e liberat ion.

Ma thieu Buchholz, a young Pari s worker fro m the " Class War " gro up, di sap

peared on 11 Septem ber 1944 . In May 1947 his group c laime d that th is had

been the wor k of S ta linis ts.

The T rot skyite movem ent had a sizable im pac t in G reece . A secr et ary fro m t he

G ree k Communist party (t he KKE), Pandelis Poliop olos, who was sho t by the

Italians, had joined the movement before th e war. During the war the Tro tsky

ites rallied to th e cause of the Na tio nal Libe ration Fro nt (EAM), found ed in

J une 1941 by the Communists . Ares Velouc hiotes, th e lead er of th e People 's

Army for Na tio na l Li beration (ELAS), ordered some twenty T ro ts kyite lead 

ers to be killed . Afte r the liber at ion th e per secution of T ro ts kyi tes con tin ued,

and many were to rt u red to reveal the nam es of the ir co lleag ues . In 1946, in a

report to th e Ce ntral Co mm ittee of the Co m munist Party, Vasilis Bartziotas

noted that 60() Trotskyites had been executed by OP LA (Organization for the

Protect ion of the Popular Str uggle), a figure th at pr obably also incl udes ana r

chis ts and other di ssid ent soc ialists .51> The Arcbeo-Marxists , m ilit ants who had

broken with th e KKE in 1924 , were also per secuted and assassina ted."
It was no different for Alba nia n Communists. After uni ficat ion in 1941,

differences eme rg ed amo ng the left-wing gro ups th at rallied around Ana sraste
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L ula, primar ily bet ween th e Trotskyites an d leaders of the ort hodox part ies

(E nver H oxh a, M ehrnct Shehu) who were be ing ad vised by th e Yugos lavs. Lula

was summarily executed in 1<)43. After several a ttem pts on his life, Sadik

Premtaj , anothe r popular T ro tskyite leader, man aged to reach France, but in

May 1<) 51 he fell victim to ano ther assassi na tio n attem pt by Djema l Cha rni, a

for m er member of th e Intern ation al Brigad es and an Albanian agent in Paris.

In China an embryonic movem ent had taken s hape in 1928 under th e

leadersh ip of Che n D ux iu, one of th e founde rs and earliest leaders of the

C hinese Co m m unis t Party. In 1<)35 it still had onl y a few hundred members.

In the war aga ins t J ap an some of th em managed to infiltrate th e Eighth Army

of th e People's Libera tion Ar my (PI .A), the armed force of th e Comm unis t

Party. Mao Zedo ng had th em exec uted and liqu id ated th eir battali ons. At the

e nd of th e civ il war th ey were sys tema tically hunted d own and killed . T he fate

o f many of them is stil l unknown.
For a while the situation in Indoch ina was quite di fferent. Trotskyites

from th e Tranh D au (T he S tr uggle) and Communists put up a common front

from I<)33 o nward . The influence or Trotsky ites was stro nges t in the south of

th e peninsula. In I<)37 a direct ive from j acques Duclos forbade th e Ind och inese

Com munis t Party to coo pe ra te with the Tranh Dau militant s. In th e months

foll o wing th e co nflict wit h the j apanese, ano the r Trots kyi te branch-the Inter

national Co m mun ist J.eag ue-gained an ascendan cy th at t roubled the Com

munist lead ers. In Se ptember I<)45, when the British troops arrived, the

In ternat ional Co m m un ist L eague sha ttere d the p eaceful welcome that the Viet

M inh (the D emocr ati c Fron t for lnd ep endcn cc) had reserved for th em. O n 14

Se p tember the Viet M in h laun ched a hu ge ope ra tio n aga ins t the T rot skyite

cadres. Most of th em were executed short ly after th ei r cap ture. Having fought

aga ins t th e Ang lo-Fre nch troops in th e padd y fields, th ey were crus hed by th e

Viet Minh troops. In the second part of the op eration th e Viet Minh turned

aga inst the Tranh Da u. Imprisoned in Ben Sue, they too were executed as the

Fre nc h tro op s ap p roache d . Tu Tu Thau, the lead er of the movem ent, was

executed in Fe bruary 1<)46 . l-lo C hi Min h himself wrot e that all T rotskyites

we re " traitors and spies of th e lo west sort ." ih

In Czechos lova kia, th e fate of Zavis Kalandru is typ ical of the la te of all

his companions. In 1<)36 Kal andra had been thrown out of the Cz echoslovak

Com m unist Partv for writ ing a leaflet den ouncing the Mo scow trial s. He later

fought in the resistance, and was deport ed by the Germans to Oranie nburg .

Ar res ted in Novem be r I<)4Y, he was acc used of plotting agai ns t the re public

and tort ured . Hi s t r ial began in June 1950; he m ad e a "fu ll confessio n" and was

sen tenced to dea th on Xjune. In Combat on 14 J une, Andre Breton asked Paul

E luard to intervene in his favor ; both had known him since before the war.
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EIuard replied: " I am too bu sy worrying abo ut inn ocent people wh o are pro

testing their innocen ce to worry about guilty peopl e who have ad mitt ed their

gu il t."s~ Kalandra was executed on 27 June with three of hi s co m pan ions .

Foreign Antifascist and Revolutionary Victims ofthe Terror in the U.S.S.R.

T he Communist terror target ed more than the Co m inte rn, Trotskyites, and

other dissidents. In the 1930s there were still many fore ign er s living in the

U.S .S. R . who were not Co mm unists but who had been attracted bv the Soviet

dream. Many of them paid the highest price for the passion they had felt for
Soviet Russia.

In the early 1930s the So viet U n ion launched a propaganda campaign in

the Karelia region, making much of the possibiliti es offe red by the frontier

regions between Russia and Finland and of the golden opportunity presented

there to "build socialism. " Some IZ,OOO people left Finland to live in Karelia

and were joined there by another 5,000 Finns from th e United States. Most of

the latter were members of the American Association of Finnish Workers and

were experiencing tr emendou s hardship because o f the sto ck- m ar ket crash of

1929 . Amtorg agents (Amtorg was the Soviet advertising agency) promised

them work , go od salaries, hou sing, and a free trip from New York to Leningrad.

They were told to bring all th eir possessions with th em .

What Aino Kuusinen termed "the ru sh for U to pia" soon turned into a

nightmare. As soon as th e F inns arrived , their machinery, tool s, and savings

were co nfiscated . They were for ced to hand over th eir passports and effectively

found themselves pri soners in an underdevelop ed region where there was

nothing but for est and cond itions were extremely harsh .!" Accord ing to Arvo

Tuominen , who led th e Finnish Co mm unist Party and held a key position in

the Presidium of the Comintern Executive Committee until 1939 before heing

co nd em ned to death and then having his sen tence com m uted to ten years'

imprisonment , at least ZO ,OOO Finns were detained in concen tra t io n camps."!

Forced to live in Kirovakan after World War II, Aino Kuusinen also

witnessed the arri val of th e Armenians, another set of victims of clever propa

ganda who came to live in the Soviet Republic of Armenia . In response to

Stalin's appeal to all Russians living abroad to return home to rebuild the

country, many Armenians, most of whom had been living in exile in Turkey,

mobilized to promote th e Armenian Republic, which they envisaged as the land

of their forefathers. In September 1947 several thousand of th em gathered in

M arseille, and 3,500 boarded the ship ROSSI)''', which carried them to the

U.S .S. R. As soon as th e ship had en tered Soviet territorial waters in the Black

Sea , the attitude of the authorit ies changed markedl y. M an y understood im 

med iately that th ey had walked into a terrible trap. In 194 8 another ZOO Arme-
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n ian s ar rived fro m the U ni ted S tat es. Dece ived by the festi vitie s, th ey met th e

same [ lie: th eir passports were confiscat ed as soo n as they arrived . In M ay 1956

severa l hundred Ar men ians in France demonstrated when Christian Pineau ,

the minister of for ei gn affairs, was to visit Erevan . Only nO families managed

to lea ve the U.S .S .R. durin g these repressions."? Almos t all left as soon as th ey

could.

The terror affected not onl y those who had returned to th e U.S .S.R. by

ch oice, but also those who had alread y s uffe re d under other dictatorial reg imes .

Ac co rd ing to Articl e ZI) of the ll)J(J Soviet co ns t itu tio n, "The U.S.S.R. g ran ts

asylum to all foreign cit ize ns persecuted for def ending the int er ests or rights

o f wo rk ers, lor their scho larly work , or for th eir s tr uggle to ach ieve nation al

liberation. " In his novel I,ili' IIl1d I'il/ I', Vasily Grossman describes a confronta

tion between an SS soldier and an cx- rn ilirun r Bolshevik In a long mon ologue

the 5S so ld ie r sums up the fate of thousands of men, women, and children

who came to seck refuge in the U.S .S.R .: "Who is in the camps in peacetime,

when there arc no more prisoners of war? The enemies of the party, anti the

enemies of the people. They arc people whom you know VI:f)" well, because

they're in your camps too. AnJ if you r p ri soners came into our SS cam ps in

peacetime, we wouldn't let them out ,lga in because your pri soners arc our

prisoners too." h.l

Whethe r th ey carne from abroad so lely because of Sovi et propa ganda,

be cau se they so ugh t refuge or secu rit y that th ey could not exp ect in th eir

countries o f ori gin, or because of their pol itical beliefs, all immigrants wer e

tr eated as potential spies. At least suc h wa s the excuse till' condemn ing the

majorit y of them .

One of th e first wave s of immigration wa s that of Italian anti -Fascists in the

mid -I n os . A number of th em , bel ievin g that they had ;It last found the true

home o f socia lism and the country of their dreams, were cruelly deceived and

suffered egregiously under the terror. Itali an Communists and sympathizers

numbered around 600 in the U.S .S .R. in the mid-11)30s-about Z50 emigre

political cadres and another 350 undergoing training in the political schools.

Because many of the students left the U.S.S.R. after their sch ooling, ami

another 100 activists left to fight in Spain in I(J3n-37, the Great T error affected

only those who remained. Around ZOO Italians were arrested, mostly for espio

nage, ami abour-lll were shot, Z5 of wh om have been identified. The remainder

were sent to the gulags, to the Kolyma go ld mines or to Kazakhstan. Rornolo

Caccavale has published a moving st ud y tracing the movements and tr agic

destiny of several d ozen of these acti vist s."

A typical case is that o f N azareno Scarioli , an anti -Fasci st wh o had fled

Ital y in 11)25 . From there he rea ched Berlin and finall y Moscow. Welcomed by
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the Italian section of the Red Cross, he worked in an agricultural colony near
Moscow for one year before being transferred to a second colony in Yalta,where
some twenty other Italian anarchists were working under the direction of Tito
Scarselli. In 1933 the colony was dissolved, and Scarioli returned to Moscow,
where he found a job in a biscuit factory. He played an active role in the Italian
community there .

Then came the years of the Great Purge, Fear and terror divided the
Italian community, and everyone began to suspect his own comrades. The
Italian Communist leader Paolo Robotti announced to the Italian club the arrest
of thirty-six "enemies of the people" who worked in a ball-hearing factory.
Robotti forced each person present to approve the arrest of the workers whom
he knew personally. When the time came to vote, Scarioli refused to raise his
hand, and he was arrested the following night. After being tortured at the
Lubyanka building, he signed a confession, He was then deported to the
Kolyma region and forced to work in a gold mine, Many other Italians shared
the same fate, and many died, including the sculptor Arnaldo Silva; an engineer
called L. Cerquetti; the Communist leader Aida Gorelli, whose sister had
married Egidio Sulotto, the future Communist politician; Vicenzo Baccala, the
former secretary of the Rome committee of the Italian Communist Party; j

Tuscan, Otello Gaggi, who worked as a porter in Moscow; Luig i Calligaris, a
laborer in Moscow; Carlo Costa, a Venetian unionist working in Odessa; and
Edmundo Peluso, who had been a friend of Lenin's in Zurich, In 1950 Scarioli,
who then weighed 36 kilos, left Kolyma but was forced to continue working in
Siberia, In 1954 he was granted amnesty and subsequently received a full
pardon, He then waited another six years for a visa to return to Italy.

The refugees were not limited to members of the Italian Communist Party
or to Communist sympathizers. Some were anarchists who had been persecuted
at home and decided to move to the Soviet Union . The most famous of such
cases is that of Francesco Ghezzi, a militant unionist and freedom fighter, who
arrived in Russia in June 1921 to represent the Italian Trade Union at the Red
Trade Union International. In 1922 he traveled to Germany, where he was
arrested; the Italian government had charged him with terrorism and de
manded his extradition. A vigorous campaign by his supporters in Italy saved
him from the Italian prisons, but he was forced to return to the L.SSR. In the
autumn of 1924 Ghezzi, who was linked closely to Pierre Pascal and Nikolai
Lazarevich, had his first run-in with the GP u. In 1929 he was arrested again,
sentenced to three years in prison, and interned in Suzdal under what were
criminal conditions, considering that he was suffering from tuberculosis. His
friends organized a support campaign in France and Switzerland , and Romain
Rolland, among others, signed a petition in his favor. The Soviet authorities
then spread the rumor that Ghezzi was a secret Fascist agent. When he was
freed in 1931 he returned to work in a factory, He was arrested again in 193i,
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but this time his friends abroad could find out nothing about his whereabouts.
He was reported dead in Vorkuta in late August 1941 .65

In Linz on II February 1934, when the leaders of the Austrian Schutzbund
decided to resist all attacks from the Heimwehren (the Patriotic Guard), who
were trying to ban the Socialist Party, they could hardly have imagined the fate
that awaited them.

The Heimwehren attack in Lim, forced the Social Democrats to begin a
general strike in Vienna, which was followed by an uprising. But Engelbert
Dollfuss was victorious after four days of hard fighting, and the militant social
ists who escaped prison sentences or internment either went into hiding or fled
to Czechoslovakia, while others went on to fight later in Spain. Some of them,
attracted by intensive propaganda against the Social Democratic leadership,
fled to the Soviet Union . On 23 April 1934,300 people arrived in Moscow, and
smaller convoys continued arriving right up until December, The German
embassy calculated that there were R07 Schutzbund immigrants in the
U.S.S.R.!,hIf one includes their families, about 1,400 people had sought refuge

in the U.S.S.R.
The first convoy to arri ve in Moscow was greeted by the leaders of the

Austrian Communist Part y (KPO), and the combatants paraded through the
streets. They were taken in hand by the Central Council of Trade Unions. One
hundred twenty children whose fathers had fallen on the barricades or been
condemned to death were gathered together and sent off to the Crimea for a
while, before all being housed in Children's Home No.6 in Moscow, which was
specially built for rhcm."?

After a few weeks' rest, the Austrian workers were sent out to factories in
Moscow, Kharkiv, Leningrad , Gorky, and Rostov. They quickly became disen
chanted hy the terrible working conditions. Austrian Communist leaders were
forced to intervene. The Soviet authorities tried to pressure them into taking
Soviet citizenship, and by 193X, 300 of them had done so. But significant
numbers also contacted the Austrian embassy in the hope of being repatriated .
Seventy-three succeeded in returning to Austria in 1936. According to the
Austrian embassy, 400 had made the return journey before the spring of 1938
(after the Anschluss of March 193R, all Austrians became German subjects).
Another 160 traveled to Spain to fight in the war there.

But many did not have a chance to leave the U.S.S.R.; 278 Austrians were
arrested between late 1934 and 193R.6x In 1939 Karla Stainer met a Viennese
named fritz Koppcnsteiner in Norilsk but lost touch with him." Some were
executed, notably Gust! Deutch, a former leader from the Floridsdorf quarter
and a former commander of the "Karl Marx" Regiment, whose brochure,
February Combut in Florulsdor], the Soviet Union had published in 1934.

Even Children's Home No.6 was not spared . In the autumn of 1936
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arres ts bega n among th e parents of those housed th ere, and th e child ren were

th en taken into N KV D custody and sent away to orpha nages. T he moth er of

Wolfga ng Leon hard disa ppeared after her arrest in October 11)3/) . In the sum

me r of 11)37 he received a postcard from the Komi republ ic, informing him

that she had been sentenced to five years in a forced-labor cam p for "Trotskyite

counterrevolutionary activ ities." 711

On 10 February 1963 the socialist journal Arbeiter Zeitung told the sto ry

of the S lade k fami ly. In mid-Sep tember 11) .14 Frau S ladek an d her two so ns

went to Kharki v to join her hu sband, Josef Slade k, a Srhut z bunder who had

worked on the railways in Scmrnc ring and then fle d ro the U.S.S.R. In 11)37

the lK VD began its arrest s amo ng the Aus tria n comm uni ty in Kh ark iv, lat er

th an it had in Moscow and Le ning rad . Josef S lade k's turn came on 15 February

1938. In 1941 , before the German attack, Fra u Sla dek ask ed permission to leave

the count ry and went to th e German embassy. On 2/) Jul y the N KVD also

arrested her son Alfred, age sixteen, and Victor, age eight , who was sent to an

NKVD orphanage . NK VD functionaries, seekin g to ext ract a confession fro m

Alfred at all costs, beat h im and to ld his mother that he had been shot . Evac u

ated because of th e Ge r ma n advance , the mother and so n then met by chanc e

in the lvdel camp, in the Ura ls. Fr au S ladek had been se ntenced to five years

for espionage; Alfred had been sentenced to ten years for espion age and an ti

Sov iet agitation . Transferred to the Sa rma cam p, th ey found J osef Sl adek, who

had been sentenced in Khark iv to five years of pri son . T hey wer e th en sepa

rated again. Se t free in 1946, Fra u Slad ek was assigned residen cy in So likams k,

in the U rals, where she was joined by her hu sband on e year later. By now Josef

was sufferin g from tubercul osis and a weak heart and was unable to work . He

died a beggar on 31 M ay 11)48. In 1951 Alfred was free d and rej oin ed his

moth er. In IY54, after many more hard sh ips, they man aged to reac h Austr ia

and return ed to Sernrnering. T he last time they had see n Victo r was se ven yea rs

earl ier. They never heard from him again .

In 1917 there were 2,600 Yugoslavs living in Russia, and by IY24 th e number

had risen to 3,750. T hei r numbers were swelled by ind us trial workers and

specialists fro m America and Canada who had come with all their belon gings to

try to "build socialism ." T hey lived in colonies all over the country, fro m

L eninsk to Magnirogorsk and Saratov. Bet ween SO an d 100 of them helped

bu ild the Moscow subway. As with the other nat ionalit ies, Yugoslav em igration

was limi ted . Bozida r Maslaric claimed in IY52 that th eir fate was one of th e

wors t, addi ng that " the vast major ity were arres ted in I lJ 37 and 1938, and

th eir fate rem ain s unkn own."?' Hi s view is supporte d by th e fact th at seve ral

hund red emig res di sappeared without a trace. Eve n now no definite inforrn a

tion is available abo ut th e fate of th e Yugoslavs who worked in the U.S .S.R., in
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part icular co nce rn ing th ose who worked on the subw ay, prot ested aga ins t

th eir working condi tio ns , and were su bseq ue ntly taken away, n ever to be seen

aga m.

In mid-September 193Y the di vision of Poland between N azi G ermany and the

Soviet Union, wh ich had been sec retly decided on 23 August 1939, came into

for ce. The two invad ers coordinated their action to cont ro l th e population, and

the Gestapo and the N KV D worked together. O u t of a J ew ish comm unity o f

3.3 million, 2 million fell int o the Ger man zo ne of occupa tio n. After the

persecutions, massacres, and burn ing of sy nagogues cam e the es tablishme nt of

th e ghetto es, first in Lodz on 30 April 1940 , an d th en in Warsaw in O ctober ,

befor e it was closed on 15 Novem ber.

Many Pol ish J ews had fled cast before the advanc ing German army. In the

winter of 1939-40 th e Germans were not ove rly worried abou t people fleein g

over the border, bu t many of th ose who did try their luck met an unexpect ed

obstac le: "The So vie t Guard s in th e 'classless society' in their long fur coat s,

with th eir ba yon ets at the read y, often greeted with police do gs and burst s of

automatic gun fire the nomads who had se t o ut for the promised land ." 71 F ro m

December 1939 to March I940 th e J ews found them sel ves tra pped in a no

man 's-land about a mile wid e, on the west bank of th e Bu g, and were forced to

cam p out under the sta rs . Most of th em th en turned around and returned to

the German zo ne.

L. c., " I.D. no. 15015," a former so ld ier in the Polish army of Gen eral

Ladi slav Anders, lat er summed U[1 the situation as follows:

The territory was a secto r of about 600- 700 meters, where about 800
people had been str anded for several weeks. N inety per cent of them
were J ews who ha"d escaped from the Germa ns . We were ill and con
stant ly damp from the incessant autumn rain , and we huddled together
for war mth. T he " humanitarian" Soviet borde r guards wou ldn' t give us
even a mou thful of bread or hot water. They d idn 't even let through the
peasants from the surrou nding coun tryside, who were willing to help us
stay ali ve. Many of us died there as a resul t . .. I can confir m that the
people who went back home to the German side wer e right to do so,
because the NKYD was no better than the Gestapo from any point of
view. The only difference was that the Gestapo killed you more quickly,
while the N KYD killed and tort ure d in a horr ibl y long and slow way, so
that anyone who surv ived all of this came out a broken man and was an
invalid for the rest of his life."

Sy mbolically, Israel J oshua S inger had his hero die in thi s no-man 's-land , aft er

he had become an "enemy of th e people" and had been forced to flee from th e

U.S.S.R.74
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In March 1940 several hundred thousand refugees-some historians put

the figure at around 600,000--were forcibly given Soviet passports. The So

viet-German pact included the exchange of refugees. With their families bro

ken apart and with poverty and NKVD oppression hecoming ever more

unbearable, some decided to try to return to the German part of prewar Poland.

Jules Margoline, who had wound up in Lviv, in western Ukraine, reported that

in the spring of 1940 "the Jews preferred the German ghetto to Soviet equal

ity."75 It seemed to them a much better idea to try to flee the zone of occupation

to reach a neutral country than to attempt flight through the Soviet Union itself.

Early in 1940 deportations affecting Polish citizens began (see Chapter 19

for details), continuing into June. Poles of all denominations were taken by train

to the far north and to Kazakhstan. Margolinc's own convoy took ten days to

reach Murmansk. One of the great observers of life in the concentration camps,

he wrote:

The main difference between the Soviet camps and detention camps in
the rest of the world is not their huge, unimaginable size or the murder
ous conditions found there, but something else altogether. It's the need
to tell an endless series of lies to save your own life, to lie every day, to
wear a mask for years and never say what you really think. In Soviet
Russia, free citizens have to do the same thing. Dissembling and lies
become the only means of defense. Public meetings, business meetings,
encounters on the street, conversations, even posters on the 11',111 all get
wrapped up in an official language that doesn't contain a single word of
truth. People in the West can't possibly understand what it is really like
to lose the right to say what you think for years on end, and the way vuu
have to repress the tiniest "illegal" thought I"OU might have and srav

silent as the tomb. That son of pressure breaks something inside peo
ple."

A 19<)2 article revealed the fate of two Polish socialists." Viktor Alter (horn in

18(0), a municipal magistrate in Warsaw, was a member of the Socialist Work

ers' International and had also been the president of the Federation of Jewish

Unions. Henryk Erlich was a member of the Communal Council of Warsaw

and the editor of a Jewish daily called Fo/kslil,l'lung. Both were also members of

the Bund, the Jewish Socialist Workers' Party. In 1<)3<) they took refuge in the

Soviet zone. Alter was arrested on 20 September in Kowcl, Erlich on 4 October

in Brest Litovsk. Transferred to Lubvanka, Alter was sentenced to death on 20

July 1940 for anti-Soviet activities (it was claimed that he had been in league

with the Polish police and been in charge of illegal Bund action). The sentence

imposed by the Military Collegium of the Supreme Court of the U.S.S.R. was

commuted to ten years in camp. On 2 August 1940 Erlich was sentenced to

death by a court-martial of the NKVD forces in Saratov, but his sentence, too,
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was reduced to ten years in camp. Freed in September 1941 after the Sikorsky

Maisky agreement, Alter and Erlich were summoned to meet Beria, who pro

posed that they establish a Jewish anti-Nazi committee, which they agreed to

do. They were sent to Kuibyshev and were arrested again on 4 December,

accused of having collaborated with the Nazis. Beria ordered that they be given

solitary confinement, and thereafter they were known as prisoners 41 (Alter)

and 42 (Erlich), their identity not to be revealed to anyone. On 23 December

1941, now considered to be Soviet citizens, they were again condemned to

death under section I of Article 58, which punished treason. Over the follow

ing weeks they sent a series of requests to the authorities, probably unaware

that they had again been sentenced to death. Henryk Erlich hanged himself

from the bars of his cell on 15 May 1942. Until the archives were opened, it

was believed that he had been executed.

Viktor Alter had also threatened to commit suicide. Beria ordered a closer

watch to be kept on him, and he was executed on 17 February 1943. The

sentence, passed on 23 December 1941, had been personally approved by

Stalin. Significantly, the execution took place shortly after the victory in Stal

ingrad. The Soviet authorities added a further calumny to the execution,

claiming that Alter and Erlich had been spreading propaganda in favor of the

signing of a peace treaty with Nazi Germany.

In the winter of 1945-40 the physician J acques Pat, secretary of the Jewish

Workers' Committee of the United States, went to Poland to begin an inquiry

into Nazi crimes. On his return he published two articles in the JewISh Dai6'
Forward on the fate of Jews who had fled to the U.S.S.R. By his calculations,

and on the hasis of hundreds of interviews, 400,000 Polish Jews had died in

deportation, in the camps, and in forced-labor colonies. At the end of the war

150,000 chose to take back Polish citizenship so that they could leave the

U.S.S.R. "The 150,000 Jews who are today crossing the Soviet-Polish border

are no longer interested in talking about the Soviet Union, the Socialist father

land, dictatorship, or democracy. For them such discussions are over, and their

last word is this gesture of flight."?"

The Forced Return of Soviet Prisoners

If having any contact with people from abroad, or simply being a foreigner,

made one suspect in the eyes of the regime, then having been kept prisoner for

four years during the war outside one's national territory was also enough to

make a Russian soldier a traitor as far as the Soviet authorities were concerned.

Under Decree No. 270 in I<)42, which modified Article 193 of the penal code,

any soldier captured by the enemy ipso facto became a traitor. The circum

stances under which the capture had taken place and the subsequent conditions
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of captivity were of little importan ce. In the case of the Russians, the condi
tions had often been atrocious, as Hitler considered that all Slavs were subhu
man and hence were to be disposed of en masse. Of the 5.7 million Russian
prisoners of war, 3.3 million died of hun ger and the poor conditions.

It was thus very early on that Stalin , in response to the Allies' preoccupa
tion with the idea that there were Russian soldiers in the Wehrmacht, decided
to obtain permission to repatr iate all Russians who found themselves in the
Western zone. T his permission was qu ickly granted. From the end of 1944 to

J anuary 1945 more than 332,000 Russian prisoners (including 1,179 from San
Francisco) were transferred the Soviet Union, often against their will. T his
transaction seemed to pose no crisis of conscience among British and American
diplomats, who were fairly cynical about the whole affair, since, like Anthony
Eden, they were aware that this was a quest ion that had to be sett led by the use

of force.
At the Yalta conference (5-12 February 1945) the three Allied powers

Soviet, British, and American-s-drew up secret agreem ent s that covered sol
diers as well as displaced civilians. Churchill and Eden accepted the idea that
it was up to Stalin to decide the fate of prisoners who had fought in the Russian
Liberation Army commanded by General Andrei Vlasov, as though he had
offered some sort of guarantee that they would be well treated .

Stalin knew very well that some of the Soviet soldiers had been taken
prisoner principally because of the disorganization of the Red Army, for which
he had been mainly to blame, and thanks to the widespread military incompe
tence of the generals, of which he himself was one. We can also be sure that
many of the soldiers simply had no desire to fight for a regime that they hated ,
and, in Lenin 's expression, they had probably "voted with th eir feet."

Once the Yalta accords had been signed, convoys left Brita in weekly for
the U.S.S.R. From May to July 1945 more than 1.3 million people who had
been living in the Western occupied zones, and who were considered Russian
by the British, including people from the Balrics, which had been annexed in
1940, and Ukrainians, were repatriated. By the end of August more than 2
million of these " Russians" had been handed over. Sometimes they were kept
in terrible conditions. Indi vidual and collective suicides involving whole fami
lies were frequent, as was mutilation. Often, when the prisoners were handed
over to the Soviet authorities, they tried to put up passive resistance, but the
Anglo-Americans did not hesitate to use force to satisfy Mosco w's require
ments. When the prisoners ar rived in the U.S.S.R., they were placed und er
police contro l. T he day the ship A lmanzora arri ved in Odessa, on 18 Apr il,
summary executions took place. This was also the case when the Empire Pride
arrived in port in the Black Sea.

The West feared that the Soviet Union might hold French, British, or
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American prisoners as hostages and use th em as a sort of currency in ex
change-an attitude very indicative of their view of the Soviet diktats demand
ing the repatriation of all Russians, even those who had fled the revoluti on after
191 7. Th is conscious policy of the Western allies did not in fact facilitate th e
return of their own citizens, but it did allow the Soviet Union to send out a
veritable army of officials to hunt down people att empting to resist these laws.
T he officials them selves often acted with suprem e disregard for local laws.

In the Fren ch zone of occupation, th e Bulletin of the military administra
tion in Germany affirmed that on I October 1945, 101,000 "displaced persons"
had been sent back to the Soviet Union. Even in France itself, the authorities
accepted the creat ion of seventy transit camps that were somehow exempt from
French law. On e of these, Beauregard , was in th e Paris suburbs. France had no
contro l over what hap pened in such camps, which were operated by the N KVD
with impunity on French soil. T hese operat ion s, which started as early as
September 1944 with the help of Communist propaganda, had been carefully
planned hy the Soviet Union . The Beauregard camp was not closed until
November 1947 by the Fren ch security for ces, after a scandal concern ing the
abduction of children of d ivorced parents who were feuding. T he closure came
at the behest of Roger Wybot, who not ed that "t his camp, according to the
information I have in my possession , was less a tr ansit camp than a sort of
sequestration cente r."?" Protests against suc h policies were few, and took place
too late to be of any usc. On e did appear in th e sum mer of 1947, in the Socialist
review Masses:

One can easily imagine Genghis Khan, at the height of his powers,
closing his frontiers to prevent his slaves from running away. But it is
hard to imagine that he would be granted the right to extradite them
from abroad ... This is a true sign of our postwar moral decay ... What
moral or political code can possibly be used to oblige people to go and
live in a country where they will live and work as slaves? What gratitude
does the world expect from Stalin for turning a deaf ear to the cries of
all the Russian citizens who have taken their own lives rather than return
home?

The editors of Masses went on to denounce the recent expulsions:

Spurred on by the criminal indifference of the masses regarding viola
tions of the right to asylum, the British military authori ties in Italy have
just been accessories to a heinous crime: on 8 May, 175 Russians were
taken from Camp 7 in Ruceione, and another 10 people from Camp 6
(where whole families are being kept), allegedly to be sent to Sco tland ,
When these 185 people were somewhat distant from the camp, all ob
jects that could possibly have been of assistance to them, had they
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wanted to take their own lives, were removed from their possession, and
they were informed that their real destination was not in fact Scotland,
but Russia. Despite the precautions, some of them still managed to kill
themselves. That same day another 80 people, all of Caucasian urigin,
were taken from the camp in Pisa. All were taken tu the Russian zone in
Austria, in railway carriages guarded by British troops. Some of them

tried to escape and were shot by the guards."

The repatriated prisoners were interned in special camps called "filtration

and control camps" (established in late JlH I), which were scarcely different

from the forced-labor camps, and which became officially a part of the Gulag

Administration in January 1946. In 1945, 214,000 prisoners passed through

them." These prisoners, sent into the Gulag at its height, generally received

six-year sentences, in accordance with section 1(b) of Article 58. Among them

were the former members of the Russian Liberation Army, who had partici

pated in the liberation of Prague, where they had fought against the SS.

Enemy Prisoners

The Soviet Union had not ratified the 1929 Geneva Convention on prisoners

of war. Theoretically, all prisoners were protected by the convention even if

their country was not a signatory, but the Soviet government took little account

of this . In victory, it still kept between J million and 4 million German prison

ers. Among them were soldiers freed by the Western forces who had come hack

to the Soviet zone and been deported farther east to the U.S.S.R.

In March 1947 Vvacheslav Molotov declared that a million Germans had

been repatriated (1,003,974 was the exact number) and that there were still

R90,532 interned in various camps. The figures provoked some controversy. In

March 1950 the Soviet Union declared that the repatriation process was com

plete, but humanitarian organizations claimed that at least jOO,llOO prisoners

of war and 100,000 expatriate civilians remained in the C.S .S .R. On X May

1950 Luxembourg protested the ending of repatriation operations, in part

because at least 2,000 Luxembourg nationals were still trapped in the Soviet

Union. Was the holding back of information the cover for a more sinister fate?

This seems quite likely, given the atrocious conditions in the camps.

One estimate made by a special commission (the Maschke commission)

claimed that nearly I mil1ion German prisoners of war died in Soviet camps.

A typical case involved the !Oll,OOO German prisoners taken by the Red Army

at Stalingrad, of whom only 6,000 survived. In addition to the Germans, there

were still around 60,0001talian survivors in February 1947 (the figure of XO,Ooo
has also often been put forward in this context) . The Italian government

claimed that only 12,513 of those soldiers had returned to Italy at that date.

Romanian and Hungarian soldiers found themselves in the same position after
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the war. In March 1954, 100volunteers from the Spanish "Azul" division were

finally liberated . This survey would not be complete without mention of the

900,000 Japanese soldiers taken prisoner in Manchuria.

The Unwilling

There was a saying in the camps that summed up the diverse national origins

of their inhabitants: "If a country isn't represented in the gulags, it doesn't

really exist." France also had prisoners in the gulags, and French diplomacy

was remarkably slow in coming to their aid.

The French departments of Moselle, Bas-Rhin, and Haut-Rhin were

treated in a special way when they came under Nazi occupation : Alsace-Lor

raine was annexed, Germanized, and even Nazified. In 1942 the Germans

decided forcibly to conscript those born in 1920-1924. Many young people

from Alsace and Moselle did their utmost to avoid service. By the end of the

war, twenty-one age groups had been mobilized in Alsace, and another fourteen

in Moselle, or UO,OOO people in all. Many of these soldiers, who were known

in France as the Malgre-nous, or "In Spite of Ourselves," were sent to the

eastern front, where 22,000 of them died. When the Soviet authorities found

(Jut about this unusual situation from the Free French, they began to appeal to

French soldiers to desert, promising them that they would be reenlisted in a

regular French army. Whatever the circumstances were, 23,000 people from

Alsace-Lorraine were taken prisoner; at least this was the number of files

handed over to the French government in 19lJ5. Many of these were kept in

Camp 188, in Tarnbov, guarded by the Ministry of Internal Affairs (Minister

stvo vnutrennikh del, or MVD-formerly the NKVD) in terrible conditions:

they were undernourished (receiving only 600 grams of black bread a day),

forced to work in the forests, and lived in primitive, half-buried huts, with no

medical care. People who escaped from this death camp estimated that at least

10,000 of their companions died there in 1944 and 1945. Pierre Rigoulot gives

the figure of 10,000 deaths in different camps, including those who died in

rransit ." After lengthy negotiations, 1,500 prisoners were freed in the summer

of 1944 and were repatriated to Algiers. Although Tambov was the camp where

the greatest number of people from Alsace-Lorraine were interned, there were

certainly others that housed French prisoners, a sort of specialized subar

chipelago.

Civil Warand War ofNational Liberation

Although the signing of the German-Soviet pact In September 1939 had

brought about the collapse of a considerable number of Communist parties,

whose members were unable to accept Stalin's abandonment of an antifascist
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policy, the German attack on the Soviet Union on 22 June 194 I immediately

reactivated the antifascist response. The very next day the Comintern sent out

a message by radio and telegram that the time had come for a temporary halt to

the socialist revolution, and that all energy sh ould be channeled into the strug

gle against fascism and the war for national liberation. The me ssage also de

manded that all Communist parties in occupied countries rise up immediatel y.

The war was thus an opportunity to tryout a new form of action : the armed

struggle and the sabotage of Hitler's war machine, which promised valuable

practice in guerrilla tactics. Paramilitary organizations were thus strengthened

to form the core of armed Communist groups. Where geography and circum

stances were favorable, they formed guerrilla forces of considerable efficacy,

particularly in Greece and Yugoslavia after 11)42, and in Albania and northern

Italy after 1943. In the most successful situations, this guerrilla action gave

Communists the opportunity to seize power, with recourse to civil war if

necessary.

Yugoslavia furnished the clearest example of this new direction . In the

spring of 1941 Hitler was forced to come to the aid of his Italian ally, Benito

Mussolini, whose forces were being held in check in Greece by a small but

determined army. In April Germany also had to intervene in Yugoslavia, where

the government that supported the Nazis had been overthrown in a pro-British

coup. In both of these countries, small but experienced Communist parties had

existed in secret for many years, since being banned by the dictatorial regimes

of Milan Stojadinovic and Joannes Metaxas.

After the armistice, Yugoslavia was divided up among the Italians, Bul

garians, and Germans. The right-wing extremist U stasha group in Croatia, led

by Ante Pavelic, tried to establish an independent state, but it amounted to little

more than an apartheid regime that subordinated the Serbs and carried out

massacres of Jews and Gypsies. The Ustasha sought to eliminate all its oppo

sition , driving numerous Croats to join the resistance.

After the surrender of the Yugoslav army on IX April 11)41, the first to

form a resistance movement were the royalist officer s around Colonel Draza

Mihailovic, who was soon appointed commander in chief of the Yugoslav

resistance, and then minister of war for the royal government-in-exile in Lon

don . Mihailovic created a largely Serb army in Serbia, the Chctniks Only after

the German invasion of the U.S .S.R., on 22 June 11)41, did the Yugoslav

Communists rally to the idea of national liberation to "free the country from

the yoke of fascism and start the socialist revolution .?"" But whereas Mo scow

wanted to support the royal ist govern ment for as long as possible so as not to

alienate the U.S.S.R.'s British allies, Tito felt confident enough to follow his

own line, and he refused to pledge allegiance to the royalist government-in

exile . Recruiting soldiers regardless of their ethnic background-Tito himself
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was a Croat-the Communist partisan leader began to establish guerrilla bases

in Bosnia in 1942. The two movements were soon opposed on key issues. Faced

with a Communist threat, Mihailovic chose to appease the Germans and even

to form an alliance with the Italians. The situa tion became a veritable imbroglio,

mixing war for national liberation and civil war, political and ethnic rivalries,

all within the larger context of occupation by foreign troops. Both sides com

mitted numerous ma ssacres and atrocities as each tri ed to exterminate its rivals
and to impose its own power on the population.

Historians estimate that there were slightly more than I million deaths,

out of a total population of just J6 million . Executions, the shooting of pris

oners and the wounded, and vicious cycles of revenge dragged on endlessly in

a culture that had a long tradition of violent opposition between clans. There

was, however, a difference between the massacres carried out by the Chetniks

and those carried out by the Communists. The Chetniks, who hated any form

of centralized authority-many groups were actually outside the control of

Mihailovic-s-carried out their massacres far more often on an ethnic rather than

a political basi s. The objectives of the Communists were much more clearly

military and political. Milovan Djilas, one of Tiro's assistants, said many years
later :

We were quite put out by the excuses the peasants gave for rallying to
the Cherniks: they claimed to be afraid rhar their houses would be
burned and that they would suffer other reprisals. This question came
up in a meering with Tiro, and he offered the following argument: If we
can make the peasants understand that if they join with the invader
[note th e interesting slippage here from Chernik (royalist Yugoslav resis
ranee fighter) to "invader"], we will hurn down their houses, too, they
might change their minds . .. After some hesitation, Tito made up his
mind, and said: "All right, we can burn down the odd house or village
now and then." Tito later issued orders to this effect, which looked all
the more resolute simply because he was taking a firm stand ."

Following Italy's surrender in September J943, Churchill's decision to

help Tito rather than Mihailovic, and Tiro's formation of the Yugoslav Na

tional Anti-Fascist Council for Liberation (AVNO)} in December 1943, the

Communists had a clear political advantage over their rivals. By the end of 1944

and earl y 1945 the Communist partisans had taken over nearly the whole of

Yugoslavia . As the German surrender approached, Pavelic and his army, his

aides, and their families-in all, tens of thousands of people-set off for the

Austrian frontier. Sloven ian White Guards and Chetniks from Montenegro

joined them in Bleiburg, where they all surrendered to British troops, who
handed them over to Tito.
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Soldiers and policemen of all types found themselves forced to walk to

their deaths, hundreds of miles across the country. The Slovenian prisoners

were taken back to Slovenia near Kocevje, where as many as 30,000 were

killed.f" In defeat, the Chetniks were unable to avoid the vengeance of the

partisans, who never took prisoners. Milovan Djilas described the end of many

of the Serb soldiers without going into any of the macabre details of the last

period of the campaign: "Draza Mihailovic's troops were completely annihi

lated at about the same time as the Slovenians. The small groups of Chetniks

who managed to get back to Montenegro after they had been defeated brought

the full story of the horror they had seen. No one has ever spoken of that again,

not even people who make much of their revolutionary spirit, as though it was

all a terrible nightmare.l''" Once captured, Draza Mihailovic was tried, sen

tenced to death, and shot on 17 July 1946. At his "trial," all offers to bear

witness for him by various officers from the Allied missions who had been sent

to his aid and who had fought the Germans by his side were turned down."
After the war, Stalin once shared his philosophy with Milovan Djilas: "Anyone

who occupies a territory always imposes his own social system on it."

When the war ended, the Greek Communists were in a situation roughly

similar to that of the Yugoslavs. On 2 November 1940, a few days after the

Italian invasion of Greece, Nikos Zachariadis, the secretary of the Greek Com

munist Party (KKE), who had been in prison since 1936, sent out a call to

arms: "The Greek nation is now engaged in a war for its national liberation

from the fascism of Mussolini ... Everyone must take his place, and everyone

must fight."88 But on 7 December a manifesto from the underground Central

Committee called into question this decision, and the KKE returned to the

official line recommended by the Comintern, that of revolutionary defeatism.

On 22June 1941 came the spectacular U-turn: the KKE ordered its militants

to organize "the struggle to defend the Soviet Union and the overthrow of the

foreign fascist yoke."

The experience with clandestine activity had been crucial for the Com

munists. On 16July 1941, like their counterparts in other countries, the Greek

Communists formed a National Workers' Front for Liberation (Ergatiko Eth

niko Apelevtheriko Metopo, EEAM), an umbrella organization for three un

ions. On 27 September they established the EAM (Ethniko Apelevtheriko

Metopo), the Party's political arm. On 10 February 1942 they announced the

creation of the People's Army for National Liberation (Ellinikos Laikos Ape

levtherotikos), or ELAS. By May 1942 the first ELAS partisans were operating

under the leadership of Ares Velouchiotes (Thanassis Klaras), an experienced

militant who had signed a recantation in exchange for his freedom. From this

point on, ELAS numbers continued to grow.
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The ELAS was not the only military resistance movement. The National

Greek Democratic Union, (Frhnikos Dernokratikos Ellinikos Syndesmos), or

EDES, had been created by soldiers and republican civilians in September

1941. Another group of resistance fighters was formed by a retired colonel,

Napoleon Zervas. A third organization, the National Social Liberation Move

ment (Ethniki Kai Koiniki Apclcvtherosis), or EKKA, came into being in

October 1942 under Colonel Dimitri Psarros. All these organizations were
constantly trying to recruit from one another.

But the success and strength of the ELAS made the Communists hopeful

of imposing their leadership on all the armed resistance groups. They attacked

the EDES partisans several times, as well as the EKKA, who were forced to

suspend operations to regroup. In late 1942 Major G. Kostopoulos (a renegade

from the EAM) ,\I1d Colonel Stef:\I10S Sarafis formed a resistance unit in the

heart of a zone that had been captured by the EAM in western Thessaly, at the

foot of the Pindus Mountains. The EI ,AS surrounded them and massacred all

those who did not escape or who refused to enroll in their ranks. Taken

prisoner, Sarafis finally agreed to assume leadership of the ELAS units.

The presence of British officers who had come to help the Greek resis

tance was a cause of concern to the ELAS chiefs, who feared that the British

would attempt to reinstate the monarchy. But there was a difference in view

point between the military branch, directed by Arcs Vclouchiotcs, and the KKE

itself The latter, led by Giorgis Siantos, wished to follow the official line as laid

down by Moscow, advocating a general antifascist coalition. The actions of the

British were momentarily beneficial because in July 1943 their military mission

convinced the three main protagonists to sign a pact. At that time the ELAS

had some lS,OOO men, the 1':])ES 5,000, and the EKKA about 1,OO().
The Italian surrender on S September 1943 immediately modified the

situation. A fratricidal war began when the Germans launched a violent offen

sive against the EDES. The guerrillas, forced to retreat, confronted several

large ELAS battalions, which threatened to annihilate the EOES. The KKE

leadership decided to abandon the EDES, hoping thus to check British policy.

After four days of fighting, the partisans led by Zervas escaped encirclement.

This civil war within the main war was of great advantage to the Germans

as they swept down upon the resistance units one by one." The Allies thus took

the initiative to end the civil war. Fighting between the ELAS and the EDES

stopped in February 1944, and an agreement was signed in Plaka, The agree

ment was short-lived; a few weeks later the ELAS attacked Colonel Psarros'

EKKA troops. He was defeated after five days and taken prisoner. His officers
were massacred; Psarros himself was beheaded.

The Communists' actions demoralized the resistance and discredited the

EAM. In several regions, hatred for the EAM was so strong that a number of
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resi stance figh ters joined th e sec uri ty battal ions set up by th e German s. The

civil war did not end until th e EL AS ag reed to collaborate with th e Greek

government-in-exile in Cairo. In September 1944 six members of th e EAM

ELAS becam e mem ber s o f the government of nat ion al uni ty preside d over by

G eorges Papandreou . On 2 Se ptember, as th e G erman s began to evac uate

Greece, th e ELAS sent its t roop s to conq ue r the Pelop onnese, whi ch had always

eluded its con trol th anks to th e security batta lio ns. All ca p tured towns and

vi llages were "punished ." In Meligala, 1,+00 men , women, and chi ldren were

massacred alon g with some 50 officers and noncommissioned officers from the

security batt alions.

Nothi ng now seemed to sta nd in th e way o f EAM- E LAS he gemon y. But

when Athens was liberated on 12 Octob er it escaped the gue r rillas' co n tro l

because of th e presence of Brit ish troop s in Piraeu s. The KK E lead er sh ip

hesitated to undertake a tri al of streng th, unsure of whether it wanted a pla ce

in a coalition government. When the ELAS refused a gov ernment demand to

d emobilize, Iannis Zegvos, th e Co m m unis t agricultu re minist er , demanded that

all government units be d isb and ed too. On 4 Decem ber, ELAS patrols entered

At hens, where th ey clashed with government forces. By the foll owin g da y,

alm ost th e entire capital had fallen under the con trol o f th e 20,OOO-s tro ng

ELAS forces; but th e Brit ish stood firm, awaiting rein forceme nts. O n 18 De

ce m ber the EL AS again attacked th e EDES in Epirus and at the same time

launched a blood y ant iroyalist operation.

The offens ive was conta ined, and in talks held in Var kiza the Communists

resigne d th em sel ves to a peace acco rd under whic h they agreed to disarm . The

acc o rd was som ething of a sham, however, since lar ge numbe rs of weap on s and

munitions rema ined care fu lly hidden . Ares Velouchio tcs , o ne of the prin cipal

warlords, rejected the Varkiza cond itions, rejoined th e partisan s with abo ut on e

hundred men, and then crossed into Albania in the hope of continuing the

armed str ugg le from there. Later, asked abo ut the reas o ns for the de feat of th e

E AM - ELAS, Velouc hio tes replied fran kly: "We d idn 't kill eno ugh peopl e. The

E nglish were taking a major interest in th at cross roa ds called Greece . If we had

killed all th eir friend s, th ey wo uld n' t have been abl e to land . Everyo ne described

me as a killer-that 's the way we wer e. Revolution s succee d only when rivers

run red with blood , and blood has to be spilled if what you are aim ing for is

the perfect ability of the human race ."?' Velouchiot es died in com ba t in June

1945 in Thessal y, a few days after he was thrown out o f the KKE. T he defeat

o f the EAM-E LA S unleash ed a wave of hatred agai nst the Communist s and

t he ir allies. Groups of militants were assassinate d by paramilitar y gr oups, and

many others were im prisoned . Most of th e leaders were depor ted to th e islands.

Nikos Zachariadis, the sec re tary gen eral of the KKE, had returned in May

1945 from Germany, where he had been deported to Dachau . His first decla-
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ration s dearl y anno u nced KKE po licy : "Ei ther th e EA 1Vl s truggle fo r national

lib eration is fina lly re ward ed with the estab lishmen t o f a people's democracy

in G reece, or we return to a simi lar but even more seve re re gim e than th e last

fascis t monarchist d ict atorsh ip." G reece, ex ha uste d by th e war, see med to ha ve

little chance of en joy ing peace at last. In October th e Seventh Party Cong ress

ratified Zachariadi s ' p rop osal. T he first stage was to ob tain th e departure of

th e Brit ish t roops. In J anuary 1946 th e U.S .S.R. dem onstrated its in terest in

Greece by c laimi ng a t a U nited Nations S ecurity Co unc il meeting th at the

British presence constituted a danger to th e country. On 12 F ebruary 1946,

wh en defeat for the Com m unists in th e comi ng elec tio ns see me d inevitab le

they were ca lling on th eir vo te rs to ahs tain-the KKE o rga nized an up rising,

wit h th e help of th e Yugo s lav Co mm unists.

In December 1<)4 5 th e memb er s of the KK E Central Committ ee had m et

wit h variou s Bu lga rian and Yugos lav officers. The Gree k Com mun ists were

ass ured that th ey could usc Alb ania, Bul garia, and Yugoslavia as ba ses. For

more than three yea rs th eir tro op s did so, re treat ing with the ir wou nded into

these countries a nd using th em to reg ro up an d bu ild up su p plies and munitions.

These pr ep a ration s took pl ace a few mont hs afte r the creat ion of the Co mm u

nist lnforrna tion Bureau (Cominform), the Moscow-d omi nated gro u ping of

world Co m m unist part ies. It see ms th at the Greek Co m m unis t uprisin g was

perfectly coordinated with the Soviet U nion 's new poli cies. On 30 March \<)411

the KKF de clared that a third civi l war was under way. The first attacks by the

Democrati c Ar my (A I) ), whi ch had been es tab lished o n 2R October 194h a nd

was led bv Gene ral Markos Vafiadis, followed the usu al pattern : police sta tio ns

we re atta cked, their occupan ts killed , and leadin g local figu res execu ted . The

KK E openly co n tin ued such actions th rou gh out 194 6.

In th e firs t months of 1947 General Vafiad is intensified his campaign,

att acking do zens of villa ges and executing hundred s of peasants. The ranks of

th e AD were swollen by enfor ced recru itm ent." Villages that refused to coop

era te suffered se vere reprisal s. O ne village in M ace do n ia was h it part icul arl y

hard : forty-e igh t houses were burned down , and t welve men , s ix wo m en, and

two babies were killed . Afte r March 1947 municipal lead er s were syste matica lly

elimi nated , as were priest s. By Ma rc h th e number of refugees reached 400,000.

The policy of terror was met with counterterror, and militant left-wing Co m 

munists were killed in turn by righ t-wing ex trem ists .

In June 1947, afte r a tou r of Belgr ad e, Pra gu e, and Moscow, Zach ariadis

anno unced the im m ine nt fo rma tio n of a " free" govern men t. T he Greek Com 

munists seemed to beli eve th at th ey cou ld follow th e sa m e path ta ken by T iro

a fe w years earlie r. T he govern me n t was offici ally crea ted in Decem ber. The

Yugoslavs provided nearly 10,000 volunteer s recruited from th eir own arrny.'"

N u merous reports fr om the UN S pecial Comm iss ion on th e Balkans have
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established the grea t importance of thi s assis tance to th e Democratic Army.

The break bet ween T iro and Stalin in 1948 had direct con sequ ences for th e

G ree k Communist s. Altho ug h T iro continu ed his aid unt il t he aut umn , he also

began a ret reat th at ended with clos ure of the border. In the sum mer of 1948,

while the G reek gove rn me nt forces were engaged in a massive offensive, the

Albanian leader Enver Hoxha also closed his country's border. The G ree k

Communists became increasin gly isolated, and di ssent within the Party grew.

The fi ghtin g con tinued until August 1949. Ma ny of th e com batants fled to

Bulgaria and th en ce to other part s of Eas tern Europe, se tt ling particul arly in

Rom ania and th e U.S .S.R. Tashkent, th e capita l of Uzbe kista n, received th ou

sands of refugees, includin g 7,500 Comm unists. After thi s de feat , th e KKE in

exile suffered a num be r of p urges, and as late as 1955 th e conflicts between the

pro- and anri-Zachariad is factions was still extreme ly fierce, so much so that at

one point the So viet army was forced to in tervene, resul ting in hundreds of

casualties."

During the ci vil war of 1946-1948, G reek Communists kept records on

all the children age d three to fourteen in all the areas they co ntro lled. In March

1948 these chi ld re n were gathered together in th e bord er regio ns, and severa l

thousand were ta ken int o Albania, Bul garia , and Yugoslavia. T he village rs trie d

to protect their child ren by hiding th em in th e woods. The Red C ross, despite

th e enormo us obs tacles pla ced in th eir path , managed to co unt 28,2lJ6 . In the

sum mer of 194R, wh en the Tiro-Co minfor m rupture became apparen t, I 1,000

of the child ren in Yugoslavia were moved to Cz echoslova kia, Hungary, Rom a

nia, and Poland , despite many protests fro m the Greek govern ment. On 17

November 1948, the Third U N General Assembly passed a resolution roundly

condemning th e removal of the G ree k children. In Novem ber 1941J the G eneral

Assembly aga in demanded their return. T hese and all s ubseq uent UN reso lu

tions rem ained un an swered . T he ne ighb oring Co m munis t regime s claimed tha t

the children were being kept und er conditions su perio r to th ose they would be

exper iencing at home, and that th e deportation had been a humanitari an act."!
In reality th e enforce d de po rta tion of the child re n was car ried out in

appa lling con di tio ns . Sta rvat ion and epidemi cs were ex tremely co m mo n, and

many of the chi ld ren simply died . Kept togeth er in "child ren's villages," they

were subjected to courses in politics in add ition to their normal educat ion. At

age thirteen th ey were forced int o manual labor, car rying out ard uous task s suc h

as land reclam at ion in the marsh y Hartchag reg ion of Hungar y. The int en tion

of the Commun ist lead er s was to form a new gene ratio n of devot ed m ilitants,

but their efforts ended in fai lu re. One Greek called Con st antin ide s di ed on th e

H un garian side fighting the Sov iet U nion in 1956. Other s m ana ged to flee to

West G ermany.

From 1950 to 1952 only 684 child ren were permitted to return to G reece .
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By 1963, aro und 4,000 ch ild re n (so me of them born in Communist countries)

had been repatriat ed . In Poland , th e G reek comm u nity numbered seve ral th ou

sand in the earl y 1980s. Some of th em were members of Solidar ity, and were

im priso ned after th e in trod uc tion of martial law in December 1981. In 1989,

when d emocratization was well under way, sever al thousand Greeks still living
in Poland began to return home.

The wa rm welcome extend ed to the defe at ed G reek Communists in the

U.S .S. R . co nt rasted strangely with S talin' s an ni hi lation of the Greek commu

nity that had lived in Ru ssia for cent uries. In 1917 the number of Greeks in the

Sov iet s ta te was bet ween 500,000 and 700,000 , co nce ntrated for the most part

aro und the Ca ucas us and th e Black Sea. By 1939 the number had fallen to

4 10,00 0 , mainl y becau se of " unna tura l" deaths, not emigrat ion ; and there were

a mere 177,000 rem aining by 1960. After De cember 1937 the 285,000 Greeks

livin g in the maj or towns were deported to th e regions of Arkh angelsk, the

Komi republic, and northeastern Siberia. Other s were allowed to return to

Gree ce. During thi s period A. H aitas, a form er sec re tary of the KKE, and the

ed ucator]' j ord in is d ied in purges. In 1944, 10,000 Greeks from the Crimea,

th e remnants of wh at had been a flourish in g G reek community there, were

deported to Kirgizst an and U zbe kistan, on the pr ete xt th at they had adopted a

pr o- G erman sta nce dur ing th e war. O n 30 June 1949, in a single night, 30,000

Greeks from G eorgia were dep orted to Kazakh st an . In April 1950 the entire

G ree k population of Batumi suffered a simi lar fate .

In other count ries in Western Euro pe, Communist attempts to seize power

aft er liberation from Nazi rule were rapidly snuffed out by the presence of

An glo-American forces and by S talin 's directiv e at the end of 1944 urging

Com m u nis ts to cac he their arms and wait for a better time to seize power. This

line was confirmed by a rep ort of a meet in g in th e Kreml in on 19 Novemb er

1944 between S talin and M aurice Thorez, th e sec re tary gen eral of the French

Co m m unist Party, before he returned to France afte r spending the war in the
U.S .S .R. q

;

A fter th e war, and at least unt il St alin 's dea th in 1953, the violent methods

and terror that had become th e norm inside the COOlin tern continued in the

international Communist movement. In Eastern E urope the repression of real

or supposed di ssidents by mean s of rigged sho w- trials was espe cially intense

(see C ha pter 20 for details ). The pr etext for thi s terror was the confrontation

between Tito and S ta lin in 1948. H avin g cha llenged Stalin's omnipotence, T ito

was tran sformed into a ne w T rotsky. Stalin tri ed to have him assass inated, but

Ti ro was extrem ely wary and had his own highl y effecti ve state security appa

ratus. U nable to elim ina te T ito himself, Communist parties ar ound the world

launch ed a ser ies of sy m bo lic pol itical mu rders and excluded all "T iroists" from
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On 17 July 1936 the Spanish military in Morocco, under the lead

ership of General Francisco Franco, rose up against the Republican govern

ment. The next day the mutiny spread throughout the peninsula. On 19July it

was checked in many cities, including Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia, and Bilbao,

thanks to a general strike and the mass mobilization of the working classes.

Months earlier, on 16 February 1936, the Popular Front's margin of victory in

the Spanish elections had been extremely narrow, 4,700,000 votes (267 depu

ties), compared to 3,997,000 (132 deputies) for the right and 449,000 for the

center. The Socialists had won 89 seats, the Republican left 84, the Republican

Union 37, and the Spanish Communist Party (PCE) 16. The Marxist Workers'

Unification Party (POUM), born in 1935 from the fusion of Joaquin Maurin's

workers' and peasants' bloc and the Communist left of Andreu Nin, won a

single seat. One of the main forces in Spain was not represented at all. The

anarchists of the National Confederation of Labor (CNT) and the Federation

of Iberian Anarchists (FAI)---which had 1,577,547 members, compared to the

1,444,474 members of the Socialist Party and the General Workers' Union

had, in accordance with their principles, not put forward any candidates for the

election.' The Popular Front would have been unable to win without the votes

of the anarchists' supporters. Support for the Communist Party was actually

much less than the figure of 16 elected members suggests. They claimed to
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their ranks, treating them as scapegoats at every opportunity. One of the first

expiatory victims was the secretary general of the Norwegian Communist Party,

Peder Furubotn, a former Comintern official who had worked in Moscow, and

who had already eluded one such purge by escaping to Norway in 1938. At a

Party meeting on 20 October 1949, a Soviet agent named Strand Johansen

accused Furubotn of Titoism. Confident that he would be given a fair hearing

within the Party, Furubotn called a meeting of the Central Committee on 25

October, where he announced his immediate resignation and that of his team,

provided that a new election for the Central Committee took place immediately

and that the accusations against him were examined by an international panel

of experts. Furubotn had thus temporarily outmaneuvered his opponents. But

to general amazement, Johansen and several armed men burst into the Central

Committee the following day and expelled Furubotn's supporters at gunpoint.

They then organized a meeting where Furubotri's expulsion from the Party

was agreed. Furubotn himself had anticipated these Soviet-style tactics and

had barricaded himself in his house with a few armed colleagues. Most of the

military forces of the Norwegian Communist Party died in the ensuing

gunfight. Johansen himself was manipulated by the Soviet Union to such an
extent over the next several years that he eventually went mad yo

The last act in this period of terror inside the international Communist

movement took place in 1957. Imre Nagy, the Hungarian Communist who for

a while had led the 1956 revolt in Budapest (see Chapter 20), had taken refuge

in the Yugoslav embassy, fearing for his life. After some tortuous maneuvering,

Soviet KGB officers took him into custody and then transferred him for trial

to the new Hungarian government of Janos Kadar. Unwilling to take sole

responsibility for what was clearly going to be a legalized murder, the H ungar

ian Workers' Party used the first World Conference of Communist Parties, held

in Moscow in November 1957, to have all the Communist leaders present vote

for Nagy's death. Included among them were the Frenchman Maurice Thorez

and the Italian Palmiro Togliatti. Only the Polish leader, Wladyslaw Gornulka,
refused to endorse the move. Nagy was condemned to death and hanged on 16
June 1958.97

11 The Shadow of the NKVD in Spain

Stephana Courtois and Jean-Louis Panne
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have 40,000 members, but in reality fewer than 10,000 sympathizers were

present in the many fragmented organizations that did not depend directly on

the Communist Party.

The left was thus extremely divided, and the right was powerful and

concentrated in the Falange faction. The cities were seething with political

demonstrations and strikes, and unrest spread to the countryside, where peas

ants began to take over land. The army was strong, the government was

divided, there was a multitude of plots afoot, and political violence was con

stantly escalating. All these factors indicated that a civil war was brewing, and

this was indeed the outcome desired by many.

The Communist Line

To increase their political clout, the Communists had proposed joining with

the Socialists. This tactic at first succeeded only with the two parties' youth

organizations. On 1 April 1936 the Unified Socialist Youth group was formed.
This event, however, was followed on 26 June by one of much greater impor

tance-the creation of the Unified Socialist Party of Catalonia.

The Comintern had not been particularly interested in Spain, and began

to pay attention to the country only after the fall of the monarchy in 1931 and

the workers' uprising in Asturias in 1934. The Soviet Union had been equally

uninterested, and the two countries did not sign a pact of mutual recognition

until August 1936, after the civil war had broken out. A month earlier the Soviet

government had signed a noninterventionist pact adopted by France and Eng

land in July, in the hope of preventing the war from escalating internationally.'
The Soviet ambassador, Marsel Israelovich Rosenberg, took up office on 27

August.

In the government of Francisco Largo Caballero, formed in September

1936, the Communist Party had only two ministers: Jesus Hernandez at the

Education Ministry, and Vincente Uribe at the Ministry of Agriculture. But

the Soviet Union very quickly acquired much greater influence in the govern

ment. Thanks to the sympathy of several other members of the government

(including Juan Alvarez del Vayo and Juan Negrin), Marsel Rosenberg became

a sort of deputy prime minister and even took part in meetings of the Council

of Ministers. He had several considerable advantages, since the U.S.S.R. was

eager to arm the Republicans.

Soviet intervention in an area so far outside the U.S.S.R.'s normal sphere

of influence became a matter of special importance. It came at a key moment,

when Spain was weakened by a powerful social movement and a civil war. In

1936-1939 the country became a sort of laboratory where the Soviet authorities

not only applied new political strategies and tactics but also tried out techniques
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that would be used during and after World War II. Their aims were manifold,

but their primary goal was to ensure that the Spanish Communist Party (by

now run entirely by the Comintern and the NKVD) seized power and estab

lished a state that would become another Soviet satellite. To achieve their goal,

they used traditional Soviet methods, such as establishing an omnipresent

police force and liquidating all non-Communist forces.

In 1936 the Italian Communist Palmiro Togliatti (known then as Mario

Ercoli), who was a member of the Cornintern directorate, defined the specific

features of the Spanish civil war, which he characterized as "a war of national

revolution." In his view, the nationalist, popular, and antifascist nature of the

Spanish revolution presented the Communists with a new agenda: "The people

of Spain are solving the problems of the bourgeois democratic revolution in a

new fashion." He quickly identified the Republican and Socialist leaders as

enemies of this new conception of revolution, calling them "elements who hide

behind anarchist principles and weaken the unity and cohesiveness of the

Popular Front with premature projects for forced 'collectivization.'" He estab

lished Communist hegemony as a clear objective, to be realized by "a common

front of Socialist and Communist parties, the creation of a single Communist

Youth Organization, the creation of a single Proletarian Party in Catalonia [the

psuq, and the transformation of the Communist Party itself into a large-scale

party of the masses.":' In June 1<)37 Dolores Ibarruri-a Spanish Communist

better known by the name "La Pasionaria," who became famous because of her

calls for resistance-proposed a new objective: "a democratic parliamentary

republic of a netu sort?"

Immediately after the Franquista pronunciamento, Stalin again demon

strated his relative indifference to the whole Spanish situation. Jef Last, who

accompanied Andre Gide to Moscow in the summer of 1936, recalled: "We

were quite indignant at finding such a total lack of interest in the events there.

At no meeting did this subject ever arise, and whenever we attempted to engage

officials privately in conversation on the topic, they scrupulously avoided airing

their own opinion."? Two months later, given the turn of events, Stalin realized

that he could take advantage of the situation for both diplomatic and propa

ganda purposes. By cooperating with the noninterventionist pact, the Soviet

Union might gain greater international recognition and might even be able to

break up the Franco-British bloc. At the same time, of course, the Soviet Union

was secretly supplying the Republicans with guns and lending military aid,

hoping to exploit the Popular Front government in France, whieh seemed ready

to collaborate with the Soviet secret services in organizing further help for the

Republican forces in Spain. Acting on Leon Blum's instructions, Gaston Cusin,

the deputy head of the Cabinet at the Finance Ministry, met with Soviet

officials and emissaries who had established their headquarters in Paris to
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organize the shipment of arms and the recruiting of volunteers for Spain.
Although the Soviet Union initially intended to avoid an overt role, the Cornin

tern mobilized all its sections for the cause of Republican Spain, using the
conflict as a tremendous vehicle for antifascist propaganda, with particularl y
good results for the Communist movement.

In Spain itself, the main Communist tactic was to occupy more and more
positions in the Republican government so as to direct policy in accordance
with the interests of the Soviet Union. Julian Gerkin, one of the POUM
leaders, was probably among the first to suggest that there was a link between
Soviet policies in Republican Spain and the ideals of a people's democracy, in
an essay titled Espaiia , primer ensayo de democracia popular.b By contrast, the
Spanish historian Antonio Elorza believes that Communist policies in Spain
came mostly from "a monolithic rather than a pluralist conception of political
relations in the Popular Front and from the role of the Party, which naturall y
tried to turn the alliance into a platform for its own hegemony." Elorza empha
sizes the invariant pattern of Soviet policy, which encouraged the Spanish
Communist Party to exert itself against all antifascists, "not simpl y enemy
fascist groups , but also any internal opposition." He adds: "As such, the project
was a direct precursor of the strategy for taking power in all so-called people's
democracies." 7

Moscow predicted success in the elections of September 1')37, when the
option of voting a straight ticket would allow the Spanish Communist Party to
profit from the national plebiscite. The goal, inspired and closely followed by
Stalin himself, was the establishment of "a democratic republic of a new type,"
to be accompanied by the elimination of all ministers hostile to Communist
policies. But the Communists failed, mostly because of opposition from their
allies, and because of the worrying turn of events with the failure of the
offensive in Teruel on 15 December 1937.

"Advisers" and Agents

As soon as Stalin had decided that Spain presented important opportunities for
the Soviet Union and that intervention was therefore necessary, Moscow sent a
large contingent of advisers and other personnel to that country. First and
foremost among these were the 2,044 military advisers (according to one Soviet
source), including the future marshals Ivan Konev and Georgy Zhukov, as well
as General Vladimir Gorev, the military attache in Madrid. Between 700 and
800 would stay permanently. Moscow also mobilized its Comintern workers
and other emissaries of various sorts, in both official and unofficial capacities.
Those who stayed included the Argentinian Vittorio Codovilla, who played a
considerable role in the Spanish Communist Party from the early 1930s on,
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eventually becoming its leader; the Hungarian Emo Geru (known as "Pedro"),
who was to become a high-ranking Communist in Hungary after the war; the
Italian Vittorio Vidali (suspected of taking part in the assassination of the
Cuban Communist student leader Julio Antonio Mella in 1929), who went on
to become the chief political commissar of the Communist Sth Regiment; the
Bulgarian Stepan Mincv (Stepanov), who had worked in Stalin's Secretariat
from 1927 to 1929; and the Italian Palmiro Togliatti, who arrived in 1937 as a
Comintern representative. Others came on inspection tours, including the
French Communist jacques Duclos.

At the same time the Soviet Union sent a large number of officers from
its special services: Vladimir Antonov-Ovsecnko (who had taken part in the
assault on the Winter Palace in Pctrogrud in 1917), who arrived in Barcelona
on I October 1936;x Aleksandr Orlov (whose real name was L. Feldbin), an
NKVD leader in Spain ; the Pole Artur Staszewski, a former Red Army officer
who at the time was a commercial attache; General Ian Berzin, chief of the
intelligence services or the Red Army; and Mikhail Koltsov, the editor of
Pravda and a secret spokesman for Stalin, who established himself in the
Ministry of War. From 1936 on, Leonid Eitingon, the deputy head of the
NKVD station in Spain, was in charge of terrorist operations in Barcelona. His
colleague Pavel Sudoplutov arrived in Barcelona in 1938."

In short, as soon as Stalin decided to intervene in Spain, he sent in a
genuine army that could act decisively in several different domains. A formal
decision was probably made on the night of 14 September 19.16 in Moscow at
a special meeting at the Luby.mka convened by Genrikh Yagoda, the head of
the NK VD. There, plans fill' action in Spain were coordinated to achieve two
main objectives: to combat the Franquisrus and the German and Italian agents
and, at the same time, to remove the threat posed by enemies of the U.S.S.R.
and Communism in the Republican camp. Intervention was to be as covert as
possible so that the position of the Soviet government would not be compro
mised. If General Walter Krivirsky, the chief of the NKVD's external forces
in Western Europe, is to be believed, only 40 of the approximately 3,000 Soviet
agents in Spain saw active ser vice; the rest were advisers , politicians, or gath

erers of intelligence.
The first concentrated Soviet effort was in Catalonia. In September 1936

the General Commissariat for Public Order in Catalonia, which had already
been infiltrated by Communists, created the Grupo de Informacion (Informa
tion Group) insitie the Catalan Secret Services (SSI), led by Mariano Gomez
Emperador. This official service, which soon employed some fifty people, was
in fact a camouflaged NKVD cell. At the same time the Unified Socialist Party
of Catalonia-a name chosen by the Communists-formed a Servicio Extran
jero (Foreign Service) in room 340 of the Hotel Colon in the Plaza de
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Catalunya . The latter's task was to control all foreign Communists arriving in

Barcelona to fight in Spain. The Servicio Extranjero was tightl y controlled by

the NKVD and a front for its covert operations.

Both services were under the local control of Alfredo Hertz, an NKVD

commander who worked under the direct authority of Orlov and Gens. Hertz

was a German Communist whose true identity has never been established. He

had started out in the Cuerpo de Investigaci6n y Vigilancia (Corps of Investi

gation and Vigilance), where he had been in charge of passport control, includ

ing all entry and exit visas to and from Spain . He was also exrremelv skilled in

his use of the Assault Troops, the elite police division. With his i~formation
network in place inside the General Commissariat of Public Order, Hertz

filtered information from all other Communist parties-blacklists of other

antifascist groups, denunciations of Communists who had criticized the Party,

biographical information supplied by the cadre sections of the differc~t
branches of the Party-and sent it on to the State Department, which was

controlled by the Communist Victorio Sala . Hertz set up his own service, the

Servicio Alfredo Hertz, which had a legal front but was in fact a private political

police force made up of foreign Communists and Spanish nationals. Under his

leadership, a list was drawn up of all foreign residents in Catalonia (later this

was done for the rest of Spain), with a separate list of wayward people to be

eliminated. From September to December 1936 the persecution of opponents

was not systematic, but gradually the NKVD drew up real plans to purge all

political opponents among the Republicans. The first targets were the Social

Democrats, followed by the anarchosyndicalists, the Trotskyites, and then the

more rebellious of the Communists. Many of these so-called enemies had called

into question the value of the pro-U.S.S.R. alignment. As was always the case

on such occasions, there were personal vendettas and feuds to be settled too. III

The most banal as well as the most sophisticated police methods imagin

able were employed by these double or even triple agents. The first police task

was the "colonization" of the Republican administration, the army, and the

pulice . The gradual takeover of key posts and the formation of Communist

cells were made possible by the fact that the Soviet Union was one of the few

countries supplying weapons to the Republican forces, and could demand

political favors in return. In contrast to Hitler's and Mussolini's extension of

aid to Franco's nationalist forces, the Soviet Union refused to grant the Repub

licans any credit; it demanded that all arms be paid for in advance in gold from

the Bank of Spain. The gold was taken back to the U.S.S.R . by Communist

agents. Each delivery of arms thus presented one mure opportunity to black
mail the government.

Julian Gorkin, the POUM militant, provides a striking example of this

mixture of war and politics. Early in 1937, Largo Caballero, the head of the
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Spanish government, with the support of President Manuel Azana, had autho

rized Luis Araquistain, the Spanish ambassador in Paris, to begin secret nego

tiations with Dino Grandi , the Italian ambassador in London, and Hjalmar

Schacht, Hitler's financier, under the authority of Leon Blum and Anthony

Eden . The aim was to bring an end to the war. Tu thwart these plans, Juan

Alvarez del Vayo, the minister of foreign affairs, who was favorably disposed

toward the Spanish Communists, informed Communist leaders about the ne

gotiations. The Communists, together with the Soviet secret service, decided

to push Largo Caballero out of office, thus eliminating the possibility of a

negotiated settlement uf the conflict, which would have compelled all the Italian

and German forces to retreat. II

"After the Lies. Bullets inthe Neck"

The notion of "lies" and "bullets in the neck" was huw Viktor Serge, the

Russo-Belgian writer set free by the U.S.S.R. in April 1936, explained Commu

nist policy to Julian Gorkin when the y met in 1937. The Communists in Spain

faced two serious obstacles: the huge anarchosyndicalisr CNT, which was out

side Communist influence; and the POUM, which was fundamentally opposed

to Communist policies. The POUM was an easy target for Communist exploi

tation because of its marginal position in Spanish politics. It was also reputed

to be politically close to Trotsky. In 1935 Andreu Nin and Julian Gorkin had

tried to convince the Catalan authorities that Trotsky, who had been chased out

of France, shuuld be allowed to settle in Barcelona . In the context of the hunt

for Trotskyites taking place in the Soviet Union, it is hardly surprising that the

Comintern Secretariat, meeting on 21 February 1936 (five days after the elec

tural victory of the Spanish Popular Front), gave the Spanish Communist

Party permission to begin "an energetic struggle against the Trotskyite coun

terrevolutionary sect ."! ' In addition, the POUM had spoken out in the summer

of 1936 in defense of the victims of the first show-trials in Moscow.

On 13 December 1936 the Communists managed to eject Andreu Nin

from the General Catalan Council. They demanded his removal on the grounds

that he had insulted the U.S.S.R., and they threatened to disrupt the delivery

of arms if they did not get their way. On 16 December Pravda began an

international campaign against everyone who opposed Soviet policy: "In Cata

lonia the elimination of Trotskyites and anarchosyndicalists has begun. It will

be carried out with the same energy and dedication as in the U.S.S.R."

To the Communist mind, pulitical deviation was the equivalent of treason,

and everywhere it was met with the same punishment. Calumny and lies were

spread about the POUM, whose front-line troops were accused of having

abandoned their positions, even when Communist troops had refused to sup-
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port thern.!' L 'humanite, the French Communist Party daily, was especially

vicious in its attacks, reprinting a series of articles by Mikhail Koltsov, a close

friend of Louis Aragon and Elsa Triolet. The central theme of the campaign

was repeated endlessly: the POUM was an accomplice of Franco, in league with

the fascist cause. The Communists took the precaution of infiltrating POUM

ranks with agents whose task was to gather information and draw up blacklists,

so that they could identify the relevant militants when they were arrested. One

particularly well-known case is that of Lev Narvich, who after contacting Nin

was unmasked and executed by a POUM self-defense squad. The executions

came after the disappearance of Nin himself and the arrest of other leaders.

May1937 and the Liquidation ofthe POUM

On 3 May 1937, assault troops led by the Communists mounted an attack on

the Barcelona central telephone exchange, which was in the hands of the CNT

and the Socialist trade union, Union General de Trabajadores (UGT). The

operation was led by Rodriguez Salas, the chief of police and a member of the

PSUc. The Communists had prepared for the attack by increasing the level of

propaganda and harassment and closing down both the POL\1 radio station

and La batalla, the POUM's official newspaper. On 6 May, S,()()() police agents

headed by leading Communists arrived in Barcelona. The ensuing violent

confrontations between Communist and non-Communist forces left nearly 500

dead and another 1,000 wounded.

Taking advantage of the confusion, the Communists seized every oppor

tunity to liquidate their political opponents. Camillo Berneri, the Italian anar

chist philosopher, and his companion Francesco Barbieri were abducted and

killed by a squad of twelve men; their bodies were found riddled with bullets

the following day. Only days before, Berneri had prophetically written in his

journal, Guerra di classe: "Today we fight Burgos, tomorrow we must fight

Moscow for our freedom." Alfredo Martinez, the secretary of the Free Youth

of Catalonia movement; Hans Freund, the militant Trotskyite; and Erwin Wolf,

a former secretary of Trotsky, met the same fate.

Kurt Landau, an Austrian and an opposition Communist, had been a

militant in Germany, Austria, and France before moving to Barcelona and

joining the POUM. He was arrested on 23 September and then disappeared.

His wife, Karia, who was herself imprisoned, wrote about these purges: "The

Party houses, including 'La Pedrera' and 'Paseo de Garcia,' and the' Karl Marx'

and 'Voroshilov' barracks, were just death traps. Witnesses last saw the men

from the radio station alive in La Pedrera. Young anarchists were taken to the

barracks to be tortured in the most vile manner, mutilated, and killed. Their

bodies were later found by accident." She quotes one article from the anarcho-
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syndicalist paper Solidaridad obrera: "It was determined that before dying they

had been tortured in a grisly manner, as was evident from the presence of

serious contusions and bruises on the stomach, which seemed swollen and

deformed ... It was clear that one of the bodies had been hung by the feet,

and the head and neck were terribly bruised. The head of another of these

unfortunates had obviously been beaten with the butt of a rifle."

Many militants such as Guido Picelli simply disappeared for good, with

out a trace. George Orwell, who had enlisted as a volunteer in the POUM, lived

through these days and was forced to go into hiding and to flee. His account

of May 1937 in Barcelona survives in an appendix in Homage to Catalonia.
Assassinations planned by the Communist police squads were not

confined to Barcelona. In Tortosa on 6 May, twenty CNT militants who had

been arrested by government forces from Valencia were spirited out of their

cells in the basement of the town hall and slaughtered. Fifteen more freedom

fighters were coldly executed the following day in Tarragon.

Although the Communists were unable to kill off all their opponents, they

did manage to deprive them of political power. Jose Diaz, the secretary general

of the Spanish Communist Party, had declared in May that "the POUM should

be removed from the political life of the country." Largo Caballero, the head

of the government, refused to give in to Communist demands that the POUM

be dissolved. On 15 Mav, after the events in Barcelona, he was forced to resign.

His successor, Juan Ne~rin, was a "moderate" Socialist in thrall to the Com

munists. Thus the final obstacle to the Communist political takeover was re

moved. Not only did Negrin align himself with the Communists-writing to

the London Times correspondent Herbert L. Matthews that the POUM "was

controlled by elements who rejected anything that might constitute a single,

supreme direction in the struggle, or any sort of common discipline"-but he

also approved the usc of terror as a method of political control. 14Julian Gorkin

witnessed the radical change: "A few days after Juan Negrin's government had

been formed, Orlov was already acting as though Spain was some sort of

Communist satellite. He turned up at the headquarters of the security offices

and asked for Colonel Antonio Ortega, whom he now considered to be one of

his subordinates, and demanded warrants for the arrest of members of the

POUM Executive Committee."!'
On 16 June 1937 Negrin officially banned the POUM and had the entire

Executive Committee arrested. This decision allowed Communist agents to act

with a semblance of legality. At I :00 P.M. on 16 June, Andreu Nin was arrested

by the police. None of his companions ever saw him again, living or dead.

Police officers from Madrid, under orders from the Communists, took

over the newspaper La batalla and the various POUM buildings. Two hundred

militants, including Julian Gorkin, Jordi Arguer, Juan Andrade, and Pedro
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Bonet, were imprisoned. Later, to justify the liquidation of the POUM, the

Communists fabricated charges of treason, claiming that POUM members had

been spying for Franco. On 22 June a special tribunal was established and the

propaganda campaign launched. Conveniently, police investigations turned up

documents relating to espionage. "Max Rieger" (the name was either a collec

tive pseudonym or a pseudonym for a journalist working under specific orders)

gathered together all these forgeries and published them under the title Espio
nage in Spain, which came out simultaneously in several languages.

Under Orlov's orders and protected by Vidali, Ricardo Burillo, and Gero,

Nin was tortured. However, he neither admitted anything that could be used

to prove the validity of the accusations made against his party nor signed any

declaration. The Communists were thus compelled to liquidate him and to use

his disappearance to discredit him, claiming that he had gone over to the

Francoist side. Again, assassination and propaganda went hand in hand. The

opening of the Moscow archives confirmed what Nin's friends and supporters

had supposed all along."

After the activity against the POUM on 16 and 17 June, a systematic manhunt

against all "traitors'l->Trotskyites and others-began. The Communists used

information gathered by the police to carry out these operations. They set up

illegal prisons, called cekas, hispanicizing the name of the first Russian secret

police agency, the Cheka. The names of these places arc now known: the

central aka in Barcelona was at 24 Avenida Puerta del Angel, with other

branches in the Hotel Colon in the Plaza de Catalunya, the former Arocha

convent in Madrid, Santa Ursula in Valencia, and Alcala de Henures, Several

private houses were also requisitioned and served as centers for detention,

interrogation, and execution.

In early 1938 some 200 anti fascists and anti-Stalinists were held in the

Santa Ursula ceka, which soon came to be known as the Dachau of Republican

Spain. "When the Stalinists decided to open a ceea," one victim recalled,

there was a small cemetery being cleaned out nearby. The Chckists had a
diabolical idea: they would leave the cemetery's tombs open, with the
skeletons and the decomposing bodies in full view. That's where they
locked up the most difficult cases. They had some particularly brutal
methods of torture. Many prisoners were hung up by their feet, upside
down, for whole days. Others they locked in tiny cupboards with just a
tiny air hole near the face to breathe through One of the worst
methods was known as "the drawer"; prisoners were forced to squat in
tiny square boxes for several days. Some were kept there unable to move
for eight to ten days.
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To do this sort of work, Soviet agents used depraved individuals who felt that

their actions had already been approved by "La Pasionaria" (Dolores Ibarruri).

She had once said at a meeting in Valencia: "It is better to kill one hundred

innocents than to let one guilty person go."!'

The use of torture was systematic." One common technique was to force

the prisoner to drink soapy water, a powerful emetic. Some techniques were

typically Soviet, such as sleep deprivation or enclosure in a tiny space known

as a cupboard cell, where the prisoner could not sit or stand, was unable to

move his limbs, could scarcely breathe, and was constantly blinded by an

electric light. Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn describes one such cell at length in The
Gulag Archipelago, in his account of his arrival at Lubyanka.

Summary executions were also common practice:

Lieutenant Astorga Vayo, a member of the Military Investigation Serv
ice and the NKVD, came up with an excellent means of preventing
escape: as the prisoners were lined up in rows of five, they would shoot
four prisoners for cvery one who was missing, and they also threatened
to shoot the rows both in front and behind. Some of his comrades
objected to this practice, but Vayo, though relieved of his functions, was
promoted and became the head of one of the main concentration camps
in Catalonia, Onells de Nagaya, in Lerida Province."

Opinions vary on the total number executed. Katia Landau gives a figure

of 15,000 prisoners, incl uding 1,000 POU M members, in both official and

unofficial prisons.?" Yves Levy, who carried out an inquiry at the time, men

tioned "approximately 10,000 civil and military revolutionaries in prison,"

including members of the POUM, the CNT, and the FAr. Some died as a result

of their treatment, including Hob Smilie, a correspondent for the Independent

Labour Party (a radical socialist group that had split from the British Labour

Party in 1932) who was closely aligned with the POUM; and Manuel Maurin,

the brother of Joaquin Maurin, who had been imprisoned by the Franquistas

but whose life had been spared in the cdrcelmodele (model prison) in Barcelona.

According to Julian Gorkin, some 62 people in Santa Clara had been sentenced

to death by the end of 1937.

Once the POUM had been crushed and the Socialists outmaneuvered or

sidelined, there remained the anarchists. In the months following the Republi

can riposte to the military pronunciamento, agrarian collectives had proliferated

under the anarchists' influence, particularly in Aragon. A few weeks after the

events of May 1937, villages and towns in Aragon were besieged by the Assault

Troops. The Congress of Collectives was taken over, and on 11 August a decree

was published ordering the dissolution of the Aragon Council. Its president,

Joaquin Ascaso, was arrested and charged with theft. He was replaced by a
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governor-general named Jose Ignacio Mantecon, a member of the Republican
left who was a Communist mole." This was a direct attack on the CNT
designed to undermine its foundations. '

The Eleventh Division, under the command of the Communist Enrique

Lister, who had already carried out numerous operations in Castile (such as
executions and violence against peasant collectives), broke up the collectives
with the help of the Twenty-seventh Division (known as the "Karl Marx"

Division of the PSUC) and the Thirtieth Division. Hundreds of freedom
fighters were arrested and eliminated from municipal councils and replaced by

Communists. The land that had been turned into collectives was returned to
its original owners. The operation was timed to coincide with a large-scale

operation against Zaragoza, to make it look as if the actions were justified by

the preparations for the offensive. Despite the massacre of hundreds, the
peasants formed yet more collectives. In Castile, operations against the peasants

were led by the famous Communist general Valentin Gonzalez, who was known
as "EI Carnpesino" (The Peasant). According to Cesar M. Lorenzo, Gonzalez
surpassed even Lister in his cruelty." Once again hundreds of peasants were

massacred and villages burned, but this time the CNT reacted with rnilitarv
force and halted El Campesino's campaign. J

The NKVD at Work

In Spain in 1937, the NKVD, under the name Grupo de Informacion, had
become a sort of annex of the Ministry of Internal Affairs. Communist agents
also controlled the leadership of the security department, and during the

spring and summer of 1937 the Servicio Alfredo Hertz saw its most intense

period of activity. Hertz himself was described by Julian Gorkin as "one of the
great masters of interrogation and execution." Hubert von Ranke, who had
been employed by Erno Gero since 1930, worked alongside Hertz.I' He had

been a political commissar in the Thalmann battalion in the International
Brigades before being made head of security for German-speaking foreigners.

That was probably how he came to arrest Erwin Wolf, who was subsequently
released but disappeared for good shortly afterward.

Arrested by two members of the Grupo de Informacion on II September

1937, Katia Landau later wrote about von Ranke's methods: "One of the worst
GPU agents, Moritz Bressler, alias von Ranke, reduced all accusations to the

minimum. He and his wife, Seppi Kapalanz, once arrested a comrade on the
suspicion that he had knowledge of the whereabouts of Kurt Landau. 'If vou
don't give us his address,' they said, 'you'll never get out of prison. He'; an

enemy of Stalin and of the Popular Front. And as soon as we find out where
he lives, we're going to kill him. "'24
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On the night of 9-10 April 1937 a young Russian emigre named Marc

Rein, who had been a volunteer in extreme left-wing movements in Norway

and Germany, disappeared from his hotel room in Barcelona. A few days later
his friends noticed his absence and raised the alarm. Marc Rein was the son of

Rafael Abramovich, the exiled Russian leader of the Second International. That
fact, together with the determination of his friends and family to discover his

fate, caused a great stir abroad and much soul-searching in Republican Spain.
The Spanish government was forced to assign one of its own agents to launch

an inquiry, which found the Servicio Alfredo Hertz responsible for the disap
pearance. The conflict between the NKVD police and the government became

so bitter that on 9 July 1937 the secretary of state at the Ministry of Internal
Affairs provoked a confrontation between one of his own intelligence agents

(SSI 29) and Hertz and Gomez Emperador. The next day SSI 29 was himself
arrested by the Servicio Hertz. However, the secret service that employed him

was powerful enough to get him released the following day. SSI 29, whose real
name was P. Laurencic, was found in 1931\ and arrested by the Franquistas, sent

before a miliary tribunal, and executed as an NKVD agent.
Although the Rein affair remains unresolved to this day, it did have the

effect of ending the activities of Alfredo Hertz and Gomez Emperador in July
1937. Their secret services were disbanded and restructured under the new

leadership of Victorio Sala. On IS August, Indalecio Prieto, the minister of
defense and a Socialist, established the Servicio de Investigacion Militar (SIM)
as an umbrella for all political surveillance and counterespionage organizations.

The SIM soon had 6,000 agents in its service. Numerous "technicians" from
the Servicio Hertz simply went straight into the organization. In 1939 Prieto

admitted that the SIM, which in principle was a counterespionage agency, had
basically been created by the Soviet NKVD, and that in no time at all, despite

the precautions taken, it was controlled by the Communists and used for their

own purposes." Under pressure from the Soviet Union and the Communists,
Prieto was removed from the government on 5 April 1938.

Julian Gorkin described the activities of the SIM:

They arrested everyone according to their own whims or some policy of
NKVD reprisals. Suspects were then thrown into prison, and charges
were drawn up ... The SIM kept files for months and months, on the
pretext that it always needed more information. The SIM was also the
scourge of all the magistrates and lawyers, because if a judge was con
vinced of the prisoner's innocence, the SIM would simply override his
decision."

The Swiss Communist Rudolf Frei, a retired mechanic who had taken

courses at the International Leninist School in Moscow in 1931-32, was in
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charge of organizing the transfer of volunteers from Basel to Spain. At his own

request he was transferred to Spain in late 1937 and was put in charge of the

control service of the SIM, where he was to keep an eye specifically on the

Swiss volunteers.F
After the summer of 1938, many of the antifascists who had been kept in

the prisons controlled by the Communists were taken to the front and forced,

along with the Franquista prisoners, to carry out heavy work such as terracing,

often under very harsh conditions, without food or medical care, and under the

permanent threat of Communist attacks. Karl Branning, a member of a dissi

dent German Communist group, managed to escape and six months later, in

December 1939, told some friends about his experience:

What we lived through in July was horrible and cruel. Dostoevsky's
House of the Deadis nothing in comparison ... And we were so hungry
that we were often delirious. I'm half the man I used to be, just skin and
bones. We were ill all the time and had no strength left at all. There's no
difference between men and animals when you get down to that stage,
it's just pure barbarism. Fascism still has a lot to learn from those
bandits; it's culture and luxury in comparison. It must have been written
in our files that we were literally to be worked to death by legal means,
because that's exactly what they tried to do."

A uMoscow Show-Trial" in Barcelona

Despite the restructuring, infiltration, and camouflage operations, the NKVD

encountered obstacles. Because of the savage repression against it, the POU M

received support from various revolutionary groups. These groups formed in

France a Cartel for the Defense of Revolutionary Prisoners in Republican

Spain. Thus overt public action was opposed to covert Soviet maneuvering.

Three delegations were sent to Spain to investigate. The third, led by John

MacGovern of the Independent Labour Party and by Felicien Challaye in

November 1937, was allowed to visit the prisons in Barcelona, notably the

model prison where 500 anti fascists were kept, and to collect their testimony

on what they had suffered. MacGovern and Challaye managed to arrange for a

dozen prisoners to be freed. They also tried to get access to thc secret NKVD

prison in Junta Square, but, despite the support of Manuel de Irujo, the

minister of justice, they were forbidden to enter. Macfiovern concluded: "The

mask has been dropped. We have raised the veil and shown who holds the real

power. The ministers wanted to help, but they really couldn't.":"
From II to 22 October 1938, members of the POUM Executive Commit

tee-Gorkin, Andrade, Pascal Gironella, Jose Rovira, Arquer, Bonet, Jean

Reboul, and Jose Eseuder-were brought before a special court in a scenario
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highly reminiscent of the Moscow show-trials. One of the aims of the trial was

to lend credibility to Moscow's claim that Trotskyites were endangering the

Party on all fronts. However, Spanish militants roundly rejected the accusation.

Andre Gide, Georges Duhamel, Roger Martin du Gard, Francois Mauriac, and

Paul Rivet sent telegrams to Juan Negrin demanding that the accused be given

a fair trial. Because the charges were based on confessions extracted by force,

some considerable confusion followed. The Communist press vigorously de

manded death sentences, but none was handed down.P Even so, the POUM

militants were convicted on 2 November and sentenced to fifteen years in prison

(the only exceptions were Jordi Arquer, who received eleven years; and David

Rey, who was acquitted). They were found guilty of having "falsely claimed in

the newspaper La batulla that the government of the Republic obeys orders

from Moscow and systematically hunts down all those who refuse to obey such
orders"-a statement that itself seemed more like a confession.

When the defeat of the Republic was complete in March 1939, the last

chief of the SIM tried to hand these prisoners over to the Franquista forces so

that they might be shot, counting on the enemies of the Republic to finish the

sinister task that the NKVD agents had begun. Luckily, all the members of the

POUM Executive Committee managed to escape.

Inside the International Brigades

The rallying cry to the cause of the Republican struggle had echoed around the

world. Numerous volunteers came to Spain to fight the nationalists, and they

enlisted in the militias or in fighting groups sponsored by organizations to

which they were sympathetic. But the International Brigades were created at

Moscow's instigation and constituted a genuine Communist army, even though

not all their troops were Communists." A distinction should also be made

between the real combatants at the front and the men who formally belonged to

the Brigades but were absent from the field of battle. The history of the

Brigades is not simply the story of heroic battles fought on the front line.

The Brigades grew exponentially throughout the autumn and winter of

1936 as tens of thousands of volunteers flocked in from all around the world.

The Communists did not accept all newcomers instantly, since they needed to

prevent infiltration by double agents, Nazis, and Franquistas. While the Great

Terror was at its height in Russia, the orthodoxy of the volunteers in Spain

was also tested. The task of rooting out agentsprovocateurs--of unmasking any

dissident, critical, or undisciplined elements-fell to the cadre services of the

various Communist parties. Surveillance and control of volunteers also took

place outside Spain. For example, the Zurich police seized from the German

Communist Alfred Adolf a list of the names of "undesirable" volunteers, which
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he had intended to send to Soviet agents in Spain. In the autumn of 1937 a

document of the Executive Committee of the Comintern noted that the Bri

gades should be cleansed of all politicall y questionable volunteers and that " the

selection of volunteers should be carefully controlled to prevent intelligence

agents, fascist spies, and Trotskyites from slipping into the Brigades.v" A

personal file for each Brigade member, including political details, was sent to

the Cornintern headquarters in Moscow and regularly updated . The archives

have yielded up tens of thousands of such files.

Andre Marty, a member of the French Communist Party Politburo and a

secretary in the Comintern, who had arrived in Spain in August 1936 as a

Comintern delegate to the Republican government, became the official chief

of the Albacete base , where the International Brigades were organized . Along

with the Brigades, the Communists created a new Fifth Regiment, under the

control of Enrique Lister, who had been trained at the Frunze Military Acad

emy in the U.S.S.R . in 1932. The SIM was also present in Albacete.

The scale of violent repressions within the Brigades is still a subject of

controversy. Some commentators persist in den ying that Marty bore any re

sponsibility, despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary. Others claim that

the executions in question were justified by the circumstances. El Campesino

explained as follows: "Of course he had no choice but to get rid of some of the

dangerous elements. That he executed some people is quite incontrovertible;

but they were all deserters, or had killed someone, or were traitors in some

way." ·n The testimony of Gustav Regler, an assistant commissar in the 12th

Brigade, confirms that executions occurred. During a battle near EI Escorial,

two anarchist volunteers had shown sign s of weakness; Regier had them ar

rested and proposed to send them to a sanatorium. He said as much to Marty,

who sent the two anarchists straight to Alcala de Henares, Much later Regier

learned that this in fact was not a sanatorium, but a center where Soviet NKVD

squads executed people.r' A note signed in Marty's own hand, found in the

Moscow archives, explained to the Central Executive Committee of the Span

ish Communist Party: "I am also not at all happy that spies and fascists whom

I sent to Valencia to be liquidated are being sent back to me here at Albacete.

You know very well that the International Brigades cannot do this themselves

here at Albacete. ".15 One can well imagine that it would have been difficult to

execute "spies and fascists" in the middle of a military base . Whoever these

"spies and fascists" were, he preferred that the dirty work be done elsewhere

by other people, out of his sight.

A recent film has recounted the execution in November 1937 of Erich

Frommelt, a member of the Thalmann battalion of the 12th Brigade, who was

condemned to death on charges of desertion at 11 :15 P.M. on one day and executed

the next day at 4:45 P.M J o Officially, Frommelt was listed as having died in the
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battle of Teruel. Such dissembling naturally raises questions about who the

"deserters" reall y were. Roger Codou, another member of the International

Brigades, consulted their pri son files and noted numerous references to "death

by hydrocution ," which in his view was simply a euphemism for execution. There

were two special prisons for members of the International Brigades: one in the

Horta district of Barcelona, where there were 265 prisoners in 1937; and the

other in Castellon de la Plana. It is difficult to calculate the number of Brigade

members who were liquidated. According to Julian Gorkin, Andre Marty was

personally responsible for approximately 500 executions of "undisciplined members

or those who were simply suspected of having 'oppositional' tendencies.t'F
Robert Martin, from Glasgow, also testified to the frequency of arrests in

Albacete. When he himself was arrested, he was placed in a cell with sevent y

other Brigade members who had seen combat, some of whom were wounded.

The extremely harsh conditions spurred some pri soners to start a hunger

strike. After being told that they would be set free, they were taken to Barcelona

in small groups. Martin and his group were taken to the Falcon Hotel , which

had been the headquarters of the PO UM before being transformed into a

prison , and then to Corsiga Street, where they were photographed and their

fingerprints taken . After a miraculous escape, Martin managed to cross into

France and heard nothing more about the fate of his companions..1M

According to the Social Democrat Max Reventlow, the Republican forces

had at least 650 prisoners with them during the Republican retreat after the

nationalist breakthrough to the Mediterranean . Once the prisoners arrived in

Catalonia, they were transferred to the prisons of Horta. and Castellon, both of
which were under the command of the Croatian F I. Copic. Sixteen of them

were shot as soon as they arrived. In these pri sons, a special commission

pronounced death sentences, with no possibility of appeal. After an escape by

50 prisoners, another 50 were shot. The practice of torture was common. One

German lieutenant, Hans Rudolph, was tortured for six days, his arms and legs

broken and his fingernails ripped out . He was executed on 14June 1938, along

with 6 other prisoners, with a bullet in the neck. Copic himself was later

accused of espionage but was saved by the intervention of Luigi Longo, Andre

Marty, and his brother, Colonel Vladimir Copic.'?
After killing an SS guard, the German Communist Deputy Hans Beimler

escaped from Dachau , Upon reaching Spain he helped establish the Thalmann

battalion. He was killed on 1 December 1936 in Palacete. Gustav Regier claimed

that Beimler fell victim to a bullet from the nationalists. Antonia Stern, Beirn
ler's companion, who was stripped of her rights and expelled from Spain,

disputed this version of events. She claimed that Beimler had spoken out

against the first Moscow show-trial and had been in contact with the former

directors of the KPD Arkadv Maslow and Ruth Fi scher, who led an opposition, .
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group in Par is. On the basis of a report from the Sec ret Intelligence Ser vice, a

spe cial department of the Catalan Police D epartment that dealt with infor mers

in th e Communist ranks, P ier re Broue also believes that Beimler was assassi
nated .f

Stalin and his agents cynicalIy exploited the idealism th at had brought so

many to Spain to fight for th e Republican cause, then abandon ed the country

and the Brigades to their fate. By then he was preparing his rapprocheme nt
with Hitl er.

Exile and Death inthe "Fatherland ofthe Proletariat"

After the Rep ublican defeat , a committee presid ed over by Togliatt i was

for med in Paris in March 1939 to select Sp an iards wort hy of emigra ting tu th e

" fatherland of the proletariat ." EI Campesino wrote about the conditions of his

departure for the U.S.S.R.41 On 14 May 1939 he sailed from Le Havre on the

Siberia with 350 other people, including mem bers of the Politburo and Cent ral

Co m mittee of the Spanish Com munist Party, Communist de put ies, th e com

manders of th e Fifth Regiment , and some .10 Brigade chiefs . El Cam pesino was

present whe n Togliatti 's committee was esta blished under th e aegis of th e

NKVD. It s function was to monitor th e 3,961 Spanish refugees, who were

im me diately d ivided into eighteen gro ups and sent to di fferent town s. In exile.

most of th e leaders spied and infor med on their com pa triots, such as th e

form er secre tary of the Span ish Communis t Par ty Co mmittee in jacn, who had

half the Spanish contingent in Kharkiv arrested; and Jorge Co rt ina, who had

m any injured people deported to Siberia . Accuse d of bein g a Trotskyi te. E I

Campesino was thr own out of th e Frunze Mi litary Academy and in Ma rch

1942 was wo rking on the subway system in Moscow. He was late r deported to

Uzbekistan and then to Siberia. In 1948 he managed to esca pe to Iran.

Jose D iaz, the form er secreta ry genera l of the S panish Co m munis t Part y,

di ed on 19 March 1942 after falling from his window on th e fourth floor of a

bui ldi ng in Tbilisi, at a moment when non e of his fam ily were presen t. £1
Ca rn pesino and his compatrio ts believed th at th is death was in fact an assassi

nation. Ju st before his death , Dia z had been writing a book about his expe ri

enc es and seem ed quite disillusioned by what he had seen . H e had also written

a letter to th e authorities, prot esting the conditions in wh ich children wer e
being kept in the T bilisi colony.

Du rin g the civil war, thousands of S panish chi ldre n aged five to twelve

had been se n t to the U.S.S.R.42T heir living conditions change d dramatically

after the Republican defeat. In 1939 their teachers were acc used of Trotskyism,

and, accord ing to El Campesi no, 60 percent of them were ar rested and i~pri s
one d in th e L ubyanka; the res t were sent to work in factories. On e you ng
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woma n was tortured for mor e th an twenty months before being exec uted . T he

fate of th e ch ildren was particularly harsh because a ll the colonies were dir ected

by Soviet officials. The Kalu ga colony was particul arl y severe und er the stro ng

authori ty of Juan Mo desto, a general who had learned his trade in the Fi fth

Regiment, and of Enriq ue Lister." In 1941, according to Jesus H ernand ez,

roughl y 50 percent of the children there had devel oped tuberculosis, and 750
of th em (15 percent) di ed before th e exodus of 1941. The adolescent s end ed

up in the U rals and in central Siberia, particu larl y in Kokand, where the y

for med cr iminal gangs, whi le th e women fell into prostitution . Many of them

comm itted suici de. Acco rd ing to Hernand ez, 2,O()Oof the 5,000childre n died."
In 1947, o n th e tenth anniversary of th eir arri val in the U.S.S.R., a ceremo ny

took place at th e Stanislavsky T hea te r in Moscow involving 2,000 young Span

ish peo p le. In Se ptember 1956, 534 of them retu rn ed to Spain. In all, only
1,500 were ever permitted to return .

O ther Spaniard s came to know both life and death in th e Soviet Union.

Amon g these were th e non-Commun ist sailors and pilots who came voluntarily

to th e S ovie t U nio n to train . EI Carnpesino tells th e story of a gro up of 21 H
pilots who arrived in 193Hfor what was suppose d to be a six- to seven-month

tra ining period in Kirovabad . At th e end of 1<IN Co lone l Martinez Carton, a

memb er of th e Spanis h Comm unist Party Politburo and an NKV D agent, gave

th e pilot s a cho ice be tween remaining in the U.S .S .R. or departin g from the

coun try. T hose who chose to leave were sent to wo rk in factories . On I Sep

tember 1939 they were all ar rested , and charges were drawn up against them .

Some were tortured, others were killed in the Lubyanka; most received camp

senten ces of ten to fifteen year s. Of the group tha t went to Pechoralev, there

wer e no survivors at all. Out of th e original grou p of 21 H, there were 6
survivors.

In 1947 some refugees man aged to leave th e U.S.S.R. T hose who stayed

were force d to sign a d ocument saying that th ey would not tr y to leave again.

In April 194HJ ose Es te r (M authausen political d eportee no. ( 4553) and Jose

Domenech (Neuenga m me polit ical deportee no. 4(202) held a press conference

in Par is on beh alf of th e Spanish Fed era tion of Depo rtees and Polit ical Intern

ees to reveal th e details they had gathered conce rn ing deportees of Camp 99
in Kar aganda, K azakh stan, northwest of Lake Balkhash. Ester and Domenech

supplied the nam es of 59 deport ees, including 24 pilots and 33 sailors. In a

broadsid e dated I Marc h 1948, th e two for mer dep ort ees explained their ac

tion s as follows: " It is a bind ing d uty for us, and an imperat ive for anyone who

has known famine, co ld, and desolat ion under a regime like that of the SS or

th e G est apo , and it is a civic dut y for everyo ne for whom the words Freed om

and Human Righ ts have an y sense at all, to s tand up and demand out of

solidari ty the freedom of th ese men , who are facin g the threat of certa in death ."
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In the InOs ami 1930s the international Communist movement
concentrated on the preparation of armed insurrections, all of which ulti
mately failed. As a result, the movement largely abandoned this type of action.
In the 1940s it profited instead from wars of liberation from the azis or from
Japanese expansionism, and in the 1950s and 1960s it focused on the process of
decolonization, creating groups of organized insurgents that were slowly trans
formed into regular Red Armies. In Yugoslavia, China, Nort h Korea, Vietnam,
and Cambodia this tactic worked, allowing the Communist Party to seize
power. However, the failure of guerrilla movements in South America-where
they were opposed by special troops trained by the Americans-was an incen
tive for the Communists to resume the "terrorist" methods that until then they
had used relatively infrequently, the most memorable exception being the Sofia
Cathedral explosion in 1924. The distinction between terrorism pure and sim
ple and preparations for an armed uprising may sometimes appear slightly
academic, since the same people are usually involved. Moreover, the one course
of action does not preclude the other. Many national liberation movements
have combined terrorism and guerrilla warfare in their actions, as was the case
with the Front de Liberation Nationale (FLN) and the Arrnee de Liberation

Nationale in Algeria .
The Algerian case is an interesting one in that the supporters of French
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After World War II , the Communists and their special services continued to
liquidate their opponents. Joan Farre Gasso, a former POUM leader from
Lerida, took part in the French resistance during the war. He was arrested and
imprisoned in Moissac by the Vichy regime, but was freed again at the end of
the war, when he tried to rejoin his wife in a small village in French Catalonia .
On the way to Montauban he was stopped by the Communist maquis, or
guerrilleros espaiioles, who executed him on the spot ." This assassination pro
longed the civil war in Spain in its most sinister aspect : the liquidation of
thousands of the bra vest and most determined anti fascists. The Spanish exam
ple shows the impossibility of separating the legal and criminal enterprises of
the Communists in their pursuit of their political objectives. Although it may
be true that political and social violence was the norm in interwar Spain, and
that the civil war allowed this violence to erupt on a massive scale, it is still the
case that the Soviet Union brought into the equation the might of a party-state
born out of war and violence. Moscow's intervention was intended solely to
promote Soviet interests while pretending it was essential for the struggle
against fascism .

It is clear that the real goal of Stalin and his henchmen was to take control
of the destiny of the Republic . To that end, the liquidation of left-wing oppo
sition to the Communists-Socialists, anarchosyndicalists, POUMists, and
Trotskyites-was no less important than the military defeat of Franco.

1~ Communism and Terrorism

Rami Kauffer
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Algeria saw the nationalist uprising as a plot drawn up in Moscow, and found

more confirmation of this idea in the fact that at the time of the hattie of Algiers

(1956-57) the Algerian Communist Party had provided Yacef Saadi, the FLN

chief for the capital , with a number of its best explosives specialists. Can one

conclude from this that the nationalist movement was in thrall to the Commu

nists? In many respects, this was clearly not the case . The Algerian Communist

Partv and the FLN were constantly at loggerheads. In the international arena,

the ~'LN benefited from the open political support of the U.S .S.R., but apart

from a few extremely limited operations by its special services, Moscow was

careful not to implicate itself directly in the conflict with France. In fact the

main arms suppliers to the FLN were Nasser's Egypt, Tito's Yugoslavia, and

Czechoslovakia, which acted on behalf of the Eastern Bloc. In addition, a

number of FLN cadres had been trained in underground techniques by the

Czechs in Prague. But the Soviet Union deliberately remained in the back

ground. Did the Soviet Union already have an intuition that the future state

of Algeria would be politically close to Moscow but at the same time careful to

retain its independence? The fact is that the Soviet special services never had

oversight of the holy of holies of the new regime, the Military Security, in

contrast to the Cuban Direccion General de Inteligcncia (DGI) .

Another example of Soviet prudence regarding extremely controversial

nationalist movements is the Irish case. As an offspring of the IRA (the Irish

Republican Army, formed in Dublin after the failure of the IYI6 Easter upris

ing), "Republicanism" was a way of thinking quire specific to Northern Ireland .

Apart from social issues, after IY2I the IRA's nationalist prograrn (the re

unification of Ireland through the wresting of the six northern counties from

the British crown) was at the center of all its actions. In contrast, the pro-Soviet

figures who in 1933 formed the Communist Party of Ireland distanced them

selves further and further from purely nationalist preoccupations to highlight

the importance of the class struggle.

The IRA needed arms to fight the British . Between the wars, it repeatedly

tried to get them from the U.S.S .R., but Moscow politely refused. Undoubtedly

it did not seem particularly judicious to arm pro-independence forces at the

risk of open conflict with Great Britain. The fact that several hundred IRA

members joined the International Brigades and fought in Spain did little to

change Moscow's position. In 1939-40, when the IRA was starting a new

bombing c-ampaign in Britain, its most secret team was a small group of militant

nationalists who were less likely to arouse suspicion by virtue of being Protes

tant. The core of this group consisted of Communists, notably Hetty Sinclair.

Throughout Europe, groups of saboteurs such as the Ernst Wollwcber network

were ready to attack not only German ships but also French and British vessels.

Moscow intended to use the IRA to sabotage British ships, thinking that using
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the underground organization would mask the Soviet origins of the sabotage.

But the project came to nothing. Moscow retained a certain suspicion of the

Irish, who would ally themselves with anyone simply to procure arms for their

own ends, but who refused categorically to pay any political price by compro

mising their own political agenda. In the early 1970s the IRA again took up

arms (and more usually its speciality, explosives) against the British following

a revolt of the Catholic ghettoes in Northern Ireland. Contrary to a widely held

belief, neither the bombs nor the explosives came from the Soviet Union either

directly or indirectly. In fact the IRA's main support, both historically and

today, has come from the Irish-American community in the United States.

The "hand of Moscow" was thus not omnipresent. But it played an active

role in supporting certain Middle Eastern terrorist groups. Starting from the

idea that the Palestinian organizations represented a national liberation move

ment comparable to the Algerian FLN, the Soviet Union was quick to come

out in favor of Vasser Arafat's Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) and its

main component, El Fatah. But the KGB also kept its eye on another Palestin

ian nationalist group, the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP),

led by Doctor George Habash. Claiming to be a radical Marxist group, this

highly structured movement had no qualms about carrying out terrorist attacks

and spectacular hijackings. Its first attack was the hijacking of an EI AI aircraft

in July I%8, followed by an attack on the Athens airport in December. These

actions culminated in I Y70, just before the troops of King Hussein crushed the

Palestinians in Jordan, with the blowing up of three aircraft-a TWA Boeing,

a Swissair DC-8, and a BOAC Viscount VC-IO---at Zarka, in Jordan, where

they had been rerouted and the passengers taken prisoner.

One of the PFLP cadres, Nayef Hawarrneh, who was worried by what he

perceived as overly violent terrorism, formed a breakaway group in 1970-71

called the Democratic and Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine

(DPFLP). After a period of continued terrorism, the DPFLP renounced vio

lence in the name of the international proletariat and the working masses and

aligned itself along ever more orthodox Communist lines, thus becoming in

principle the main Soviet ally on Palestinian questions. Yet this was not really

the case, for at the same time the KGB was stepping up its support for the

PFLP. Habash himself was soon sidelined by his own assistant and director of

operations, Wadi Haddad, a retired dental surgeon who had trained at the

American University in Beirut.

Dr. Haddad was a man of considerable experience. In the opinion of

Pierre Marion, the former head of the DGSE, the French special services,

Haddad is the real inventor of modern terrorism : "It is he who dreamed up its

structures, he who trained its main practitioners; it is he who perfected recruit

ment and training methods, he who refined tactics and techniques." In late
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1973 and early 1974 he broke from the PFLP to set up his own organization,
the PFLP-EOC (PFLP Externa l Operations Command), which was enti rely
ded icated to international terro rism, while Habash's organization carried out
other activities, including guerrilla operations against the Israeli ar my and
cooperati ve projects in the Palestinian refugee camps.

The Soviet KGB decided to support Hadd ad's ter rorist group, as is evi
dent from a straightforward message of 23 April 1974, with the fi ling designa
tion of 1071-] /05. T his message from the KGB was addressed to Leon id
Brezh nev, the general secretary of the Soviet Comm unist Party :

Since 1968 the Committee for State Security has been in secret contact
with Wadi Haddad, a member of the Politburo of the PFLP and the
head of External Operations for the PFLP.

When he met the KGB chief for the Lebanon region last April,
Wad i Haddad revealed in confidence the PFLP program for subversive
activitiesand terrorism, the main points of which are listed below.

T here followed a list of terrorist targets in Israel and planned subversive
actions against Israeli terri tory, attacks against diamond companies and Israeli
dipl omats, and sabotage of oil refineries and super tankers in Saudi Arabia, the
Persian Gulf, and even Hong Kon g. The KGB report continued :

W. Haddad asks us to help his organization obtain certain special mate
rials that are indispensable for subversive actions of this type. While he
cooperates with us and asks us for help, \V. Haddad is well aware that in
principle we disapprove of terror, and he asks nothing of us with regard
to PFLP activities. The nature of our relationship with W Haddad
allows us to a certain extent to control the activities of the External
Operations Command of the PFLP, to exert on it an influence beneficial
to the Soviet Union, and to usc the forces of this organization 10 carry
out active operations in the appropriate manner when they are In our
interest.

Beyond the double-talk, the conclusion was obvious: prin ciples count for
noth ing so long as one can st rike at the enemy without gett ing caught. Passed
on to Suslov, Nikolai Podgorny, Kosygin, and Gro rnyko, the document was
approved on 26 April 1974.2

Haddad's most gifted pup il was a young Venezuelan, Ilyich Ramirez
Sanchez, better known by the name Carlos. The two of them worked with the
survivors of an Asian terr or ist group, the Japanese Red Army UR."), whose
histor y is instructive. Created at the end of the 1960s, when stud ent rad icalism
in Japan was at its height and Maoism was in the air, the JRA quickl y made
contac t with North Korean agents (the Korean community is quite large
th rou ghout the Japanese archipelago). T he Korean agents passed instruc tions
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to their cadres and brou ght the arms the JRA was lacking, but they were unable
to pr: vent a split in the group in the early 1970s, which result ed in a bloody
confl ict between the dissent ing and ort hodox factions. Accordingly, some of the
cad r~s simply defected to North Korea, taking refuge in Pyongyang, where they
remain as businessmen and intermediaries with the West. The other faction
decided to internation alize its affairs even further, and joined up with Wadi
Haddad. As a result of this alliance, thr ee members of the JRA acted on behalf
of the PFLP in killing twent y-eight people at Tel Aviv's Lod airport in May
1972.

Th e fact that the PFLP-EO C had worked hand in hand with the Swiss
Nazi banker Francois Genoud, as was revealed by Pierre Pean in L 'extremiste
(where Genoud admitted this openly), was clearly no problem for the KGB..l
Neither were the subsequent spectacular terr orist act ivities of Carlos first for
the PFLP- EOC and later for the KGB itself, throu gh his connections with
~ bou t fifteen secret ser vices in Arab and Eastern bloc countries . A partial
Inventory follows.

.I1 yich Ra~ i rez-Sanchez, the son of a Venezuelan lawyer who was a great
admirer of Lenin (he had named his thr ee sons Vladimir, Ilyich, and Ulyanov),
when brought to tr ial in Fran ce in 1997, told Judge Jean-Louis Bruguiere that
he had first met a mem ber of the PFLP in 1969. The man in question was
Rifaat Abul Aoun, and the meeting took place in Moscow, where the bored
youn~ student who later came to be known as Carlos was studying physics,
chemistry, and Ma rxism- Leninism. Carlos felt disappointed by the lack of
activity in the Latin American Communist part ies, and was ready for action of
a more violent and radical nature. The PFLP-EOC offered him the opportun ity
for such action not lon g after his ar rival in Jordan . After a period of training
he became an operational agent in early 1971, passing easily throu gh Europe
because of his wealthy upb ringing and his consequently urbane manner. Sur
face appearances aside, he soon carried out a series of spectacular and bloody
terronst acts.

On 27 Jun e 1975 Carlos killed two policemen in Paris and grievously
injured a third . In December he led an attack on the OPEC offices in Vienna
killing three people before fl eeing to Algiers. With the other members of his
team, who were Germans from a radical left-wing group calling themselves the
Revolutionary Cells (led by Johannes Weinrich), he moved about in Libya,
Yemen, Iraq, and Yugoslavia. He was also often in East Germ any, where the
Minisrerium fur Staatss icherheit (Mi nistry for State Security), or Stasi,
watched him very closely, wary of a man capable of such audacious acts.

"Separat" was the code name of Carlos' organization within the Stasi. In
1980 a top-secret file was sent to Er ich Mielke, the head of the Stasi. It was
called quite simply " Project for Stasi action regardin g treatment and control
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of Carlos' group." According to Bernard Violet, the author of a highly infor
mative biography of Carlos, "Weinrich and Pascale Kopp [Carlos' assistant and
companion] were not really Stasi agents. They never carried out a mission for
the Stasi, and they were not actually on the payroll for passing information back
to the Germans. But they were very important go-betweens linking the East
German special services and the members of the group." After naming Carlos'
successive East German contacts-Colonel Harry Dahl, Horst Franz, Gunther
Jackel, and Helmut Voigt-Violet adds: "Carlos was fully aware of the contacts
that these two [Weinrich and Kopp] had with the [East] German secret serv

ices."
Carlos' ties to the Stasi did not stop him from striking up an alliance with

the Romanians, or from imposing on the Hungarian state security forces by
treating Budapest as a base. His group, which renamed itself the Organization
for Armed Struggle for Arab Liberation, carried out ever-bloodier attacks.
Colonel Voigt of the Stasi blamed the "Separat" group for the attack on the
Maison de France in West Berlin on 25 August 1983, in which two people died.
That attack was blamed at the time on another terrorist group linked to the
Eastern bloc and based in Beirut, called the Secret Army for the Liberation of

Armenia.
It might seem amazing that the Stasi showed such indulgence toward an

agent who never seemed to do them any favors. This decision was apparently
taken at the very top of the Stasi hierarchy. One unproved psychological
explanation is that Erich Mielke, who was the head of various KPD combat
groups before the war and was charged with the murder of two policemen in
Berlin, saw a lot of himself in the Venezuelan terrorist and in the other mem
bers of the Baader Meinhof gang, the most prominent terrorist group in West
Germany. But there must be a more objective link between the Stasi and these
international terrorist groups. Neither Mielke nor anyone else in the Stasi
seems to be much of a romantic revolutionary in spirit. If Carlos and his group
had links with at least fifteen different secret services in Arab and Eastern bloc
countries, we can be sure that it was not a matter of chance.

The indulgence with which Communist countries treated Middle Eastern ex
tremists was not reserved for Carlos alone. Abu Nidal and his Fatah Revolu
tionary Council, who were violently opposed to Yasser Arafat and the PLO,
working first for the Iraqis and then for the Syrians, also benefited from such
support, but to a lesser degree, since they were judged to be less controllable.
Nevertheless, their leader, when extremely ill, could still travel in secret to the
other side of the Iron Curtain for medical help.

Another example of direct intervention by Eastern bloc countries in mod
ern international terrorism is their manipulation of the German RAF (Rote
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Armee Fraktion), better known in the West as the Baader Mcinhof gang. Born
out of student protest, this small organization of about fifty agents and about
one thousand supporters launched itself into terrorism in the 1970s, mainly
attacking American interests in Germany. After 1977 and the assassination of
the West German "patron of patrons" Hans Martin Schleyer, followed by the
death in prison of the group's two leaders, Ulrike Meinhof and Andreas
Baader, it found more support on the other side of the Berlin Wall, so much
so that its own identity gradually faded and the group became more or less a
secret arm of the Stasi itself. After German reunification, the last group mem
bers who had escaped prison continued to live in the former East Germany.

The manipulation of guerrilla and terrorist groups is seldom easy; it
requires delicacy and great political skill. Perhaps for that reason the KGB,
through one of its most brilliant agents, Oleg Maksimovich Ncchiporenko, and
with the help of the North Koreans, chose in 1961J-70 to form a revolutionary
movement that was entirely under its own control. The Movimiento de Accion
Revolueionaria (MAR) was finally destroyed by the Mexican police in 1971.4

Quite clearly the objective of this bold initiative was to avoid the threats, lack
of discipline, and double-dealing that were rife in other Castroist and Maoist
organizations. Some of these groups did manage to escape from their mentors.
The Spanish FRAP-the Revolutionary Anti-Fascist Patriotic Front-flirted
for a while in the early InOs with the Chinese and Albanians in the vain hope
of obtaining arms, and then transformed itself into GRAPO-the Anti-Fascist
Resistance Group of October First. In contrast, Abirnael Guzman's Peruvian
Sendero Luminoso (Shining Path) army, which claims allegiance to hard-line
Maoist doctrines and the prolonged popular war, always hated Deng Xiaoping
and still has little to do with the new Chinese leadership. In December 1983 it
even went so far as to attack the Chinese embassy in Lima.

In a few rare cases-i--for the risks are too great in the modern period
Communist countries carried out terrorist attacks themselves through their
own secret services. This happened, for example, in I9H7, when a team of two
North Korean agents, one an experienced cadre called Kim Seung-il, and the
other a young woman called Kim Hyuon-hcc, who had trained for three years
at the military academy in Keumsung, failed to rejoin their flight during a
stopover in Abu Dhabi, leaving a bomb in a radio on the Korean Airlines plane
that was heading for Bangkok. Some 115 people died in the subsequent blast.
When arrested, Kim Seung-il committed suicide, while Kim Hyuon-hcc made
a full confession and went on to write a hook about her experiences. It is still
too soon to determine how much of the book is fabrication. However true it is,
it remains the case that by 1997 the only Communist country systematically
committed to the practice of terrorism was North Korea.
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1~ Poland, the "Enemy Nation"

Andrzej Paczkowski

Soviet Repression of the Polish People

Poland was one of th e nation s th at suffe red the mo st und er Soviet rule . This

was the case even thou gh Feliks Dzerzhinsky, the man who masterminded the

early Soviet terror, was himself Polish, as were man y others who worked in the

various repressive organizations that characterized Soviet rule, including the

Cheka, the OGPU, and the N K Vo. There are sever al reasons for Poland's

special status as an " ene my nat ion ." So me arc specific to the Soviet regim e;

others can be put down to th e trad it ion al host ility between Russians and Poles.

T hus, the origins of thi s conflict were roo ted both in the distant past and in the

mistrust th at various leaders-and in particular Stalin-felt toward Poland

and its nationals. Between 1772 and 1795 Poland had been partiti oned three

times, and each time th e tsarist empire had taken th e lion' s share. The Poles

had risen up again st Ru ssia in 1830 and 1863, but both rebell ions had been

violently suppressed . Thereafter patriotism and resistance against foreign oc

cupation- whethe r Ru ssian or Prussian-had been centered in th e nobility

and the Catholi c clergy. World War I and the collapse of the three empires

G erman, Russian , and Aust ro- H ungarian-that had oppressed Poland for

more than a cen tury o ffered a historic opport uni ty for Poland's reb irth as an

independent nati on. But the drive for independence, led by an army of volun

teers under jozef Pilsudski , immediately came into conflict with the revolu

tionar y aims of Moscow, for which control of War saw was vital to extending

the revolution to G ermany.
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In the summer of 1920, Lenin launched a Reo Army offensive against

Warsaw, This audacious move was thwarted bv nationwide Polish resistance. ,
and in 1921 the Soviet Union was forced to sign the Treaty of Riga, which was

favorable to Poland . Stalin, whose own carelessness had contributed to the

defeat of the Red Army, never forgot this affront or forgave those who criticized

him on this occasion : Trotsky, who was the head of the Red Army; and Marshal

Tukhachevskv, who was the commander of the troops. The events of 1921

provided the framework for the ill will felt by Soviet leaders, and by Stalin in

particular, toward Poland, the Poles, and those who had fought so hard for

independence-the nobilitv, the army, and the church .

The Poles, regardless of whether they were Soviet citizens, suffered every

aspect of Stalinist terror : the hunt for spies, dckulakization, anticlerical ism,

national and ethnic "cleansing," the Great Purge, the purges of border regions

and of the Red Arrny itself, "pacification" operations to help the Polish Com

munists into power, and all the forms that terror took, including forced labor,

the execution of prisoners of war, and mass deportations of groups of people
labeled as "socially dangerous clements."

The Polish Military Organization (POW) Affair and the "Polish Operation" of
the NKVD (1931-1938)

B~ 1924 the repatriation of Poles under the Treaty of Riga was coming to an

end, although there were still between 1.1 and 1.2 million in the U.S .S.R. The

vast majority of these lived in either Ukraine or Belorussia. At least SO percent

were peasants who had resided there since the Polish colonization of the region

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. There were also sizable Polish

communities in the large cities such as Kyiv and Minsk. Another 200,000 Poles

lived in Russia itself, principally in Moscow and Leningrad, as well as in the

Caucasus and Siberia . Among these were several thousand exiled Communists

and about an equal number who had taken part in the revolution and civil war.

The rest were economic refugees who moved there earlier in the century.

Tension persisted oct ween the two countries, despite the signing of the

peace treaty and the establishment of diplomatic relations. Given the scale of

[he Polish-Soviet conflict in 1920 and the strength of the belief that the "for

tress of thf proletariat" was being assaulted by imperialists, it is hardly surpris

ing that so many Poles in the L'.S .S .R . found themselves accused of spying. In

1924-1424 several hundred were shot, although only a handful had actually

been involved in espionage. During the Soviet campaign against religion, sev

cral hundred Catholics were persecuted and dozens were shot or disappeared.

Although this repression seems insignificant in comparison with the scale of

the repression against the Russian Orthodox Church, it resulted in the disap-
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pearanee of a church that had formed the foundation of social, cultural, and
spiritual life for hundreds of thousands of Polish peasants.

These peasants were among the victims of collectivization. According to

official classifications in use at the time, 20 percent of them were designated as

kulaks and a slightly larger share as "subkulaks." In Ukraine, Polish resistance

was fierce and had to be broken by force. According to approximate figures at

the time, the population of the regions inhabited by Poles fell by around 25
percent in 1933 alone. In Belorussia the collectivization of Polish farms was

less brutal.

Aside from the repression of "Polish spies," the logic of the repressions

was clear-they were part of the "class struggle" (that is, collectivization and

the campaign against religion) as it was then conceived. But along with collec

tivization, another form of repression was launched: between 15 August and

15 September 1933 the authorities arrested about twenty Polish Communists,

most of whom were emigres, including one member of the Politburo of the

Polish Communist Party, the KPP. Subsequent waves of arrests followed. All

these people were accused of belonging to a "POW [Polish Military Organiza

tion] espionage and sabotage operation ."

The Polish Military Organization, or POW, had been formed in 1915 by

]6zef Pilsudski as an underground organization whose activities were directed

against Austro-H ungary and Germany, and in 1918-1920 it had carried out

reconnaissance missions in the areas where the civil war was raging, principally

in Ukraine. It definitively ceased operations in 1921. Most of its members were

leftists; many belonged to the Polish Socialist Party; several had broken with

the Socialists to establish the Communist Party. In 1933 the POW quite simply

no longer existed. Nevertheless, several Poles (including the well-known avant

garde poet Witold Wandurski) were arrested, falsely charged with belonging to

the organization, condemned to death, and shot. Others died in prison, Those

who survived in prison were later shot during the Great Purge.
For several years the POW affair fed internal conflicts in the KPP: it was

as bad to be accused of being a POW agitator as it was to be labeled a Trotskyite.

More important, the OGPU (and later the Main Directorate for State Security

of the NKYD) began to compile detailed files and records of Poles working in

the Soviet administration, the Comintern, and the security services. These were

complemented by lists of Poles living in Ukraine and Belorussia in the two

so-called autonomous Polish regions. The first, in Ukraine, called the "Julian

Marchlewski" (after one of the founders of the KPP who had died in 1925),

had been established in 1925; the second, in Belorussia, had been created in

1932 and bore the name of Feliks Dzerzhinsky. These regions, with their own

local governments, newspapers, theater, schools, and publishing houses, were

"Soviet Polish" enclaves in the U.S.S.R.
September 1935 saw a new wave of arrests in Minsk, Kyiv, and Moscow,
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officially aimed at putting an end once and for all to the supposed POW

network. Liquidation of the autonomous Polish regions began at the same time.

During the time of the Great Purge in 1936-1938, arrests of NKVD officials

of Polish origin began, reaching to the very top of the security hierarchy before

spreading ever more widely at the base. During a plenary session of the Central

Committee of the Soviet Communist Party in June 1937, Nikolai Ezhov af

firmed that the POW "had infiltrated the Soviet counterespionage and intelli

gence services" and that the NKVD "had broken and liquidated the largest

Polish espionage operation." Hundreds of Poles, many of them KPP leaders,

had already been interned, and the false accusations against them were "sub

stantiated" by confessions extracted under torture.

In the summer of 1937 the NKVD embarked on new repressions against

national minorities, beginning with the Germans and moving on to the Poles.

On II August Ezhov signed Operational Order No. 004115:

larder that:

I. On 20 August 1937 a vast operation is to begin, with the aim of
completely eradicating all local POW organizations. Particular
attention is to be paid to the cadres responsible for subversion,
espionage, and rebellion in industry, communications, souehoz».
and kolkhozy. This operation is to be carried out within three
months-that is, it is to be completed on or before 20 Novem
ber 1937.

2. Arrests are to be made of:
a. the most active members of the paws (see enclosed list)

found during the investigation who have remained uniden
tified until now

b. all Polish prisoners of war who are still in the U.SSR.
c. all Polish refugees, regardless of the date of their arrival in

the U.S.S.R.

d. all political immigrants and political prisoners who have been
exchanged with Poland

e. former members of the Polish Socialist Party and all other
anti-Soviet parties

f. local anti-Soviet elements and the most active nationalists in
the Polish regions

3. The arrest operation is to be divided into two phases: first, all
relevant personnel in the NKVD, the Red Army, the weapons
factories, the military departments of all other enterprises, the
railway, road, shipping, and aviation industries, the energy sec
tor, industry in general, and refineries and gas works; second, all
those who work in industries where national security is not at
such a premium, such as the souehozv and kolkhoz», and in
government administration.
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4. All investigations are to be carried out simultaneously. During
the investigations, considerable pressure must be brought to
bear on all organizers and leaders of subversive groups to force
them to divulge all their collaborators and reveal the true extent
of their networks. This information must be acted on immedi
ately, so that all spies, harmful elements, and subversive groups
can be arrested on the basis of this information. To carry out
such investigations, a special task force is to be established.

5. Classify all people arrested during the investigation in one of

two categories:
a. Those in the first category, people belonging to Polish espio

nage networks, groups of saboteurs, subversive agents, and
Polish insurrectionists, must be shot.

b. Those in the second category, people less active than the
first, are to receive prison or camp sentences of five to ten

years.

A decision by the NKVD and the Soviet Council of People's Commissars

on IS November 1938 formally ended the "Polish Operation," although it was

in fact prolonged by a purge of NKVD agents who had taken part in its earlier

stages. The repressions wiped out many Polish Communist leaders (46 full

members and 24 nonvoting, or candidate, members of the Central Committee

of the Polish Workers' Party were shot) as well as ordinary citizens-workers

and, above all, peasants. According to an NKVD report of 10 July 1938, the

number of prisoners of Polish origin was 134,519, S3 percent of whom came

from Ukraine or from Belorussia. Between 40 and 50 percent (that is, between

S4,OOO and 67,000) were shot.' The survivors were sent to camps or deported

to Kazakhstan.
The Poles account for some 10 percent of the total number of victims of

the Great Purge, and for around 40 percent of the victims of purges against

national minorities. These figures are, if anything, understated, since thousands

of Poles were deported from Ukraine and Belorussia for reasons unconnected

with the "Polish Operation." It was not only the Polish Communist suites and

offices at the Hotel Lux that were emptied, but whole Polish villages and

ko/khozy as well.

Katyn, Prisons, and Deportations (1939--1941)

A secret protocol to the nonaggression pact signed by the U.S.S.R. and Ger

many on 23 August 1939 partitioned Poland into "spheres of interest." The

order to attack Poland was given on 14 September 1939, and three days later

the Red Army invaded the country with orders to "liberate" the parts de

scribed as "western Belorussia" and "western Ukraine" from what was termed
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"the Polish fascist occupation" and to incorporate these territories into the
U.S.S.R. Annexation proceeded quickly, accompanied by measures to repress
and intimidate the population. On 29 November the Presidium of the Su
preme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. extended Soviet citizenship to all residents in the
new territories. Vilnius and its surroundings were ceded to Lithuania, then in
its last few months of independence. The Soviet system of repression and
internal control was extended to these new regions. The regime rightly foresaw
that a considerable local resistance movement would take share; almost imme
diately, some detachments from the Polish army who had avoided capture set
about organizing resistance. In response the NKVD sent troops into the Polish
regions and began to establish its own units, replete with a largc staff and
border guards. The new authorities had to solve the problem of what to do
with the prisoners of war, as well as to determine how society in general would
respond to the new system.

Moscow's main preoccupation was the Polish army, which had consisted
of 240,000 to 250,000 troops, including 10,000 officers. The Soviet authorities
made some important decisions immediately after the attack on Poland was
launched: On 19 September Lavrcnti Beria set up within the NK\'l) a new
Directorate for Prisoners of War (Glavnoe upravlenie po dclam voenno-plen
nykh), or GUVP, under Order No. 0308, as well as a network of prison camps,
In early October 25,000 Polish prisoners of war wen: sent to mend roads, and
12,000 were put at the disposal of the People's Commissariat or Hcavv Industry
to be used as forced labor. A still unknown number were dispersed in small
groups throughout the huge gulag system. At the same time officers' camps
were established in Starobielsk and in Kozielsk, and a special camp for police
men, prison guards, and frontier guards in Ostaszkow, Soon Bcriu lorrncd
another special group to begin prosecutions inside the camps. At the end of
February 1940, 6,192 policemen and 8,376 officers had been interned.

Moscow was undecided regarding their fate. Manv expected that some of
them, beginning with those in the camp at Ostaszkow, would be charged with
offenses under section 13 of Article 58 of the penal code, aimed at people who
"had resisted the international workers' movement," It did not take much
imagination to see that this could be applied to any Polish police officer or
prison guard. The punishment was usually five to eight vcars in the camps, and
in some cases deportation to Siberia (and in particular to Kamchatka),

A decision was finally made in late February 1<)40, perhaps because of a
sudden turn in the secret war with Finland. If one is to judge from documents
that are now public, this decision was unexpected. On 5 March, at Berra's
instigation, the Politburo decided to "apply the supreme penalty" to prisoners
in Kozielsk, Starobielsk, and Ostaszkow, as well as to another 11,()()() Poles
imprisoned in western Ukraine and Belorussia (see the extract in Chapter 11),
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This verdict was approved by a special tribunal, the troika of Ivan L.
Bashtakov, Bogdan Z. Kobulov, and Vsevolod N. Merkulov. Beria's memoran
d urn was approved by Stalin, Voroshilov, Molotov, and Mikoyan, all of whom
prominently signed it. The clerk noted that Kalinin and Kaganovich, who were

absent, also supported the proposal.
Technical preparations went on for a month. Over the next six weeks, from

3 April to 13 May, all the prisoners were taken out of the camps in small groups.
A total of 4,404 people were taken from Kozielsk camp to Karyn, where they
were shot with a bullet in the neck and buried in a mass grave. The 3,896
Starobielsk prisoners were shot in the NKVD headquarters in Kharkiv, and
their bodies buried in an outlying region of the city, Pyatishatki. The 6,287
from Ostaszkow were executed in the NKVD headquarters in Kalinin (for
merly Tver) and buried in the Mednoe district of the city. In all, 14,587 people
were liquidated. On 9 June 1940 an assistant to the head of the NKVD, Vasily
V Chernyshev, filed a report saying that the camps were now empty and

awaiting new prisoners.
Stanislaw Swianiewicz, who escaped the Karyn massacre at the last min

ute, when, at Moscow's orders, he was suddenly separated from the group of
captured Polish officers and transferred to a prison in Smolensk, gave the

following account:

Below the ceiling [of the railway carl I could look through a hole in the
wall and see what was happening outside ... In front of us there was a
grassy square ... The place was cordoned off by large numbers of
N KVO troops, their bayonets fixed at the ready.

This was different from what we had already been through. Even at
the front, after we had been taken prisoner, our captors had never fixed
bayonets ... An ordinary-looking bus arrived in the square. It wasmuch
smaller than the ones usually found in cities in the West. The windows
had been chalked up so you couldn't see inside. Its capacity was prob
ably about thirty people, The entrance was at the back.

We wondered why we couldn't see through the windows. The bus
backed up until it was nearly touching the railway car, so that the prison
ers could get straight in, without having to get down. The NKVD were
watching closely on both sides, bayonets at the ready ... Every half
hour the bus would take away another load. Therefore, the place where
the prisoners were being taken wasn't far away ...

The NKVD colonel, a very tall man who had taken me out of the
car, was standing in the middle of the square with his hands deer in his
pockets. It was obvious that he was in charge of the whole operation.
But what was the point) I must say that looking out at that fine spring
day, it never crossed my mind that these people were all being taken
away to be executed.'
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The 11,000 prisoners ment ioned by Beria were only a tiny porti on of all
the Polish prisoners. Of the other categories of prisoners, the largest was the
bezhentsy, people arrested after they had fled the German occupation of west
ern Poland. More than 145,000 bezhentsy passed throu gh the various prisons;
some were sent on to other pr isons, and others were allowed to leave. Another
category was the perebezhchiki, Poles arrested while trying to fl ee into Lithu
ania, Romania, or Hungary. Some of them were freed after a few weeks, but
around 10,000 were sentenced by the OSO (Osoboe Soveshchanie, the special
NKVD board) to anywhere from three to eight years, and they ended up in the
gulags, especially in the Dallag but also in Kolyma. Some of them were shot
in accordance with Beria's order of 5 March 1940. The third category consisted
of militants from the resistance networks, officers who had not been mobilized
in 1939, high-ranking offi cials in the state apparatus or local governments, and
various sorts of pomeshchiki (Iandowners)-in sum, all those deemed sotsia lno
opasnyi, or "socially dangerous elements." Most of the 7,305 who were shot
(out of a total of 11 ,000 prisoner s) under the directive of 5 March came from
the last category. Th e place of their bur ial is still unknown; all that is known is
that 3,405 were shot in Ukraine and 3,880 in Beloru ssia.

The total number of people imprisoned in territories incorporated into
the U.S.S.R. (including Lithuania in 1940) has not yet been established defini
tively, but as of 10June 1941 there were 39,600 prisoners in western Ukra ine
and Belorussia, of whom roughly 12,300 had already been sentenced. Thei r
number had doubled since March 1940. T he proportion of common criminals
versus political prisoners is also unknown.

After the German attack on the Soviet Uni on, most of the prison ers met
a terr ible fate. In the prisons of western Ukraine alone, around 6,000 people
were executed, although it is highly unlikely that they had received death
sentences for any crime. In the NKVD reports these mass killings were re
garded as simply "a decrease in the number of people belonging to the first
category."l In one instance several hundred prisoners were killed for attem ptin g
to flee a convoy. In another case the convoy commander took personal respo n
sibility for shooting 714 prisoner s (500 of whom had not appeared before any
court), killing several of them himself

Mass deportation was anoth er tactic used in the new territories of the
U.S.S.R. Th ough consisting chiefly of four separate large-scale operations, the
deportation of families or small groups began as early as November 1939. The
real number of people involved is not known. The same can be said about the
numbers of those deported from Bessarabia and the eastern regions of Beloru s
sia and Ukraine in the latter half of 1940. Until recently the only fi gures
available were those provided by the Polish resistance or those issued by the
Polish embassy in 194I. Today the NKVD archives make it clear that these
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numbers are actually a hare minimum and will almost certainly have to be
revised upward.

The first wave of deport ations began on 10 Febr uary 1940, as a result of
a decision by the Soviet Council of People's Commissars on 5 December 1939.
The preparations, part icularl y the reconnaissance on the ground .and the com
pilation of lists, took two months. The organizers of the de~ortatlOn had many
technical obstacles to surmount, includ ing a deart h of railway tracks of the
correct gauge for Soviet trains. T he entire operation was directed in person by
Vsevolod Merkulov, one of Beria's assistants, an unu sual measure that und.er
scores the importance of the operation for the Soviet Union. T~e de~ortatlOn

of Februarv 194() took its greatest toll on the peasantry, the inhabitants of
villages, forestry workers, and the settlers who had moved into these regions.as
part of a political strategy to "Polonize" the area. According to NKVD statis
tics, some 140,000 were" deported, 82 percent of whom were Polish . T he

operation also included Ukrainians and Belorussi~ns ' . The convoys left for
northern Russia, the Komi republic, and western Siberia.

Even before Soviet leaders approved the execution of the prisoners, the
SN K ordered a new wave of deporta tions on 2 Ma rch 1940. T his time the
families of prisoner s were deported (even as the ir husbands or fathers were
being executed) as well as "socially dangerous elements." The NKVD. figures
show that approximately 60,OO() people were deported , almost entirely t.o
Kazakhstan, enduring terrible conditions of famine and cold. A good de.al IS

now known about this operation from survivors' test imony. One such survivor,
Lucyna Dziur zynska-Su chon, recalled:

I can still remember one of the worst times in our life. For a few days we
had had nothing to eat at all, literally nothin g. It was wi nter, and the
cabin wascovered in snow. Wecould still get out thanks to a tunnel that
someone had dug on the outside . . . Mother could still get out to work.
She was just as hungry as we were. We just lay there, huddling toget~er

in the straw to try to keep warm. We kept seeing tiny lights da.ncmg
before our eyes, and we were too weak to stand. It was really cold m the
cabin .. . We just slept, we just slept the whole time. My brother would
wake from time to time and cry out that he was hungr y. Th at wasall he
couId say, except"Mother, I'm dying." Mother cr i ~d a lot.. She went to
ask for help from our friends in one of the neighbonng cabins, It was no
use. We just had to pray to "Our Father" all the time. !t pr.obably was a
miracle that saved us. A friend came from another cabin WIth a handful
of wheat.

Th e third operation, also a result of the March SNK decree, took place
dur ing the night of 28-29 June 1940 and affected all those \~ho be~ore Septem
ber 1939 had not lived in the territories annexed by the Soviet Union, and had
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not returned home across the Soviet-Ge rman demarcation line in Poland .
(People who had fl ed after the part ition and had been found in the other zone
still had the right to return home. T hus 60,000 people, including 1,500 jews,
returned to the Ger man sector from the Soviet zone.) Of the 80,000 Poles who
were deported as part of this operation, 84 percent were j ews, who, if they
managed to escape the massacre carried out by the Einsatzgruppen (Tas k
Forces, a euphemism for Nazi death squads) in the summer of 1941 , were sent
to the gulags.

The fourt h and final operation began on 21May 1941, following a decision
by the Central Committee of the Soviet Communist Part y (CPSU) and the
Soviet Council of People's Commissars on 14 May. Its aim was to cleanse the
border regions and the Baltic regions of " undesirable clements." The deportees
belonged to the category of silposelentsv, people who had been sentenced to
twenty years or more of forced exile in the designated regions (particularly in
Kazakhstan) . Th is wave of deportations affected 86,000 people in the border
regions, not counting Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania.

Using the NKVD's own figures, we arrive at a total of between 330,000
and 340,000 people deported. If we include the other available figures, the
number of victims of these repressions rises to between 400,000 and 500,000.
Some groups wound up in distant parts of the U.S.S.R., notably the more than
100,000 young men who were forced to work in Soviet indu st ry (above all in
the mining districts of Donetsk, the Urals, and western Siberia), and the
150,000 men who were mobilized into the stroibatal'any, the construction bat
talions of the Red Army.

During the two years of Soviet rule in the eastern half of Poland, approxi
mately I million people (10 percent of the populat ion) were directly affected
by Soviet repression in one form or other: execution, prison , the camps, de
portation, or forced labor. No fewer than 30,000 people were shot, and another
90,000 to 100,000 (8-10 percent of the deportees) died in the camps or en route
in railway convoys.

The NKVD against the Armia Krajowa (Homeland Army)

During the night of 4-5 january 1944, the first Red Army tanks crossed the
Polish-Soviet border established in 1921. In reality this border was recognized
neither by Moscow nor by the Western powers, and following the revelation of
the Karyn massacres, the Soviet Union had broken all dipl omati c links with the
legal Polish governmen t-in-exile in London on the pretext that the Poles had
demand ed an interna tional inquiry by the Red Cross, a demand that by chance
coincided with a similar request by the Germ an aut hori ties. The Polish resis
tance assumed that as the front approached, the Homeland Army, or Ar mia
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Krajowa (AK), would mobilize the population and begin to fi ght the Germans,
and that the Red Army would come to its defense. T he operation was code
named "Burza" (Sto rm). The fi rst skirmishes took place in late Marc h 1944, in
Volhynia, where the parti san division of the AK fought alongside Soviet units.
On 27 May the Red Army forced several AK units to lay down their arms.
Consequently, most of the AK had to fight their way through German lines
back to Poland .

The Soviet Union's way of proceeding here-s-cooperarion on a local level
followed by forced disarmament-is confirmed by examples elsewhere. The
most spectacular actions took place in the Vilnius region. A few days after the
fig hting was over, the Intern al Troops of the NKVD arr ived and, in accordance
with Order No. 220145 from headquarters, began systematically disarmin g AK
soldiers. According to the report received by Stalin on ZOjuly, more than 6,000
partisans were arrested , while 1,000 managed to escape. All the leaders of the
partisan units were arrested. Officers were interned in NKVD camps, where
they were offered a choice between remaining there or joining the Polish army
of Zygmunt Berlin g, formed under the aegis of the Soviet Union. The AK
units that had participated in the liberation of Lviv suffered the same fate. All
these events took place on what the Soviet authorities considered to be their
terr itory.

On I August 1944 the commanders of the AK began an uprising in
Wa rsaw, knowing that Soviet military commanders were planning to launch an
all-out attack on Ge rman positions in Warsaw on 8 August. Stalin halted the
offensive on the Vistula River, which had already been crossed to the south of
Warsaw, and allowed the Germ ans to crush the rebellion, which lasted until
2 October.

To the west of the Curzon Line, where the NKVD had mobilized between
30,000 and 40,000 soldiers and liberated many small areas, NKVD, SME RSH
(the military counterespionage section), and filtration units proceeded in the
same manner, in accordan ce with the U.S.S.R.'s Supreme Command No.
220169 of I August 1944. According to a report compiled in October, which
contains details of how that directive was carried out, around 25,000 soldiers,
including 300 AK officers, were arr ested, disarmed, and interned.

NK VD unit s and SMERSH operational groups had their own prisons
and camps where they detained Polish parti sans as well as Volksdeutsche and
German prisoners.' Officers and soldiers who refused to enlist in Berling's
army were sent to distant gulags, along with their comrades from Vilnius and
Lviv. The exact numb er of those imprisoned as a result of Operat ion Burza is
still not known; estimates vary between 25,000 and 30,000. The terri tories
newly annexed by the U.S.S.R. in the autumn of 1944 subsequently witnessed
arrests on a massive scale followed by deport ations to the gulags or transfer to
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forced-labor sites, particularly in the Donetsk region . Although most of the

deportees this time were Ukrainian, it has been estimated that these various
forms of repression also affected tens of thousands of Poles.

NKVD and SMERSH operations did not cease once most of the AK units

had been dispersed. On 15 October 1944 Beria signed Order N o. 0012266/44,
which decreed that a special division (Division 64, known as the francs-ureurs
et partisans) be stationed in Poland . In the border regions of Poland, NKVD

units from Beloru ssia and Ukraine lent a hand in the operations. After the
formation of Division 64 in late 1944, more than 17,000 people were arrested;

4,000 were deported to distant Soviet camps. After 1 March 1945 the Soviet
units were put under the command of the general adviser to the NKVD,

General Ivan Serov, through the Polish Ministry of Public Security (of which
he was appointed head), and they remained in Poland until the spring of 1947.

Until August-September 1945 they were the main security force on the ground

in zones where there was still effective independent partisan resistance. From
January 1945 to August 1946, 3,400 fighters from different resistance groups
were arrested . Most of them were sent to camps; the rest were handed over to

the Polish authorities. In addition, some 47,000 people were detained for inter
rogation . After the entry of the Red Army into the Polish regions annexed by

Germany in 1939, there had been arrests not only of Volksdeutsche but also of
all Poles who, under pressure from the Germans, had signed the so-called third
national list (Eingdeutsche) .n At least 25,000 to 30,000 civilians from Pomerania

and Upper Silesia were deponed to the U.S.S.R., including IS,OOO miners who

were sent to the Donbass region and to the mining regions of western Siberia.
The NKVD did not stop at mass repressions, manhunts, and pacification

operations. At the end of the summer of 1944, SMERSH set up local groups
that operated regularl y in Poland , recruiting in particular a network of inform

ers. The best-known operation, led personally by NKVD commander Serov,
was the arrest of sixteen leaders of the underground Polish government, in

cluding the deputy prime minister, three of his assistants, the leader of the AK,
and members of the Council for National U nity-a son of underground

parliament that had been established during the German occupation. On 22

February 1945 the council had protested the Yalta accord and had given notice
that it was prepared to negotiate directly with the Soviet Union. As a result,

General Serov had invited the leaders of the underground government to make
themselves known publicly. The moment they arrived at the agreed meeting

place in Pruszkow, near Warsaw, they were arrested and taken directly to the
Lubyanka in Moscow. On 19 June a public trial began in the Palace of Trade

Unions, where the great prewar show-trials had been held . At the same time,

talks began in Moscow between the pro-Soviet Polish authorities and repre
sentatives of the Polish democratic forces to discuss the clauses of the Yalta
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accord that affected Poland . The democratic forces had alread y declared their

willingness to negotiate directl y with the Soviet Union. The verdict of the trial
was reached the same day that the United States, the U.S.S.R., and Great

Britain consented to the agreement among various Polish parties for the for

mation of a coalition government, in which the Communists and their satellite
parties held a huge majority. The sentences at the trial were relatively light-the
longest was ten years in prison-but three of the accused never returned to

Poland . Leopold Okulicki, the general commander of the AK, died in prison

in December 1946.

The System ofRepression. 1944-1989

The extent of political repression in Poland and the various forms it took

reflected the evolution of the political system. To paraphrase a popular saying,
"Tell me the exact system of repression, and I'll teIl you the phase of Com

munism to which it corresponds."
Two major problems affect a description and analysis of the repressive

system. First, because various aspects of repression were extremely secret,

many of the documents are still classified . Second, looking at the past only from
the point of view of repression risks a somewhat deformed assessment of the

Communist system, since even in the most repressive periods the system did
have other functions. Nonetheless, the centrality of repression is of fundamen
tal importance in any evaluation of the regime and its ideological roots. During

the forty-five years of the Communist Party's monopoly on power in Poland,

five phases of repression are discernible. The one thing they all had in common
was their dependence on the existence of a secret police force accountable to

the policymaking unit of the Party and a few of its leaders.

The Conquest of the State, or Mass Terror (1944---1947)

On the domestic level, the foundations of the Communist state in Poland were
established by the presence of the Red Army. In matters of foreign policy,

Stalin's oversight was decisive. The role of the Soviet security system was not
limited to fighting enemies of the new regime. The NKVD/KGB, with a few

minor but important modifications, became the model of choice for the Polish
Communists who were trained at the NKVD officers' school in Kuibyshev. In

addition, a core of several hundred advisers (or soietniki, with General Serov at
their head as chief adviser) was set up, forming the central structure of the

Polish Security Service. Because the security chiefs at the Lubyanka had access
to an v information they wanted through a network of Soviet experts, Moscow
did not have to establi"sh its own full-fledged intelligence network in Poland .
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Because of the political and ideological interests common to the Polish Com

munists and the Soviet state, the Polish Security Service became an integral

part of the Soviet machine. This commonality of interest was even more

apparent where the Polish military counterespionage system was concerned .

In Poland the Communists had been a marginal group, with no chance of

being elected to power in a democratic process. They were all the more un

popular because the majority of Poles were traditionally wary of, or even overtly

hostile to, the U.S.S .R . and Russia in particular, especially after the recent bitte'r

experience of "liberation" by the Red Army. In the early years of the postwar

period, the main opposition to Sovietization came from resistance movements

underground political groups, and legal parties, among which the only impor~
tant one was the Polish Peasant Party, the PSL. The first task that the new

Communist-led government set for itself was breaking the resistance of the

Polish people so that a Soviet-style system could be consolidated. It is sig

nificant that the first representative of the Committee of National Liberation

(created in Moscow on 21 July 1944) to make an appearance in public was the

minister of public security, Stanislaw Radkiewicz . A full year passed before the

Polish security apparatus (known after 1945 as the Ministry of Public Security,

or MBP) was able to take over the consolidation of power launched by the Red

Army and the NKVD. By the second half of 1945 the MBP had dev~loped an

operational structure that employed more than 20,000 officials (not including

its police), as well as a military organization known as the Internal Security

Corps (KBW) of around 30,000 heavily armed soldiers. The war against the

resistance, which was quite intense until 1947 and continued until the early

1950s, was both bloody and brutal. Polish historians disapprove of the use ;f

the term "civil war" in this context, given the large numbers of Soviet military
and NKVD troops deployed in the country.

The security apparatus employed a wide range of methods, from infiltra

tion and provocation to the pacification of entire regions. It had an absolute

material advantage over the partisans-more and better communications and

weapons, as well as the option to call in KBW troops, an asset that the regime

never hesitated to exploit. According to the Third Department, which was

responsible for combatting the anti-Communist resistance, 1,486 people died

in the conflicts in 1947, while the Communist losses were a mere 1367 Large

scale pacification operations were led not only by the KBW but also by specially

assigned units of the regular army. Around 8,700 opponents of the government

were killed in 1945-1948. Most of these operations were led by the Commission

for State Security, presided over by the ministers of security and defense. Mass

deportations also occurred whenever they were deemed necessarv That was

precisely how the problem posed by the Ukrainian resistance in southeastern

Poland was resolved: from April to July 1947, all Ukrainians in Poland (around
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140,000 people) were deported as part of Operation Wisla (Vistula) and reset

tled in what had been the German territories in the west and north of the

country.

The records of the Security Service show that many of these operations

were planned with great care. Examples include the massive fraud perpetrated

during the referendum of june 1946, the "preparations" for the elections of

january 1947 (that is, the enormous propaganda machine that was put into

action), the thousands of arrests, particularly during the election campaign, the

systematic recourse to fraud, and the development of a network of collabora

tors-some 17,500 as of I January 1946. However, it is clear that the most

characteristic tactic was the use of brute force, even though the precise number

of prisoners is still not known . In 1947 approximately 32,800 people were

arrested by the Third Department (many of whom were ordinary criminals).

The Fourth Department, whose task was to safeguard industry, arrested 4,500

people that same year. In the weeks preceding the elections, between 50,000

and 60,000 militants from the PSL (the Peasant Party) were arrested by the

various departments of the MBP, the military police, the KBW, and the army.

There arc many known cases of murder, some definitely carried out by local

branches of the Communist Party.
Interrogations were often extremely brutal. Beatings and torture were

common, and the detention conditions were inhuman.
Kazimierz Moczarski, an anti-Nazi resistance fighter arrested in 1945, was

imprisoned for 225 days in the same cell as SS general jiirgen Stroop, who had

been in charge of the annihilation of the Warsaw ghetto in 1943. After Moczar

ski was freed he wrote a memoir of this confrontation.f The following account

records his treatment during his imprisonment.

Kazimierz Moczarski
Prisoner sentenced to life imprisonment
Article 2 of decree of J I August 1944

Sztum Central Prison
23 February 1955

Tribunal of the Supreme Penal Chamber
Ref. III K 161/52

Following the request for a retrial and reconsideration of previous
events drawn up by my lawyers, I declare the following:

During the investigation carried out by an officer of the former
Ministry of Public Security from 9 January 1949 to 6 June 1951, I
underwent forty-nine different types of torture and beatings, among
which I single out in particular:
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1. Blows from a hard-rubber truncheon on particularly sensitive
parts of the body (bridge of nose, chin, salivary glands, protrud
ing parts likeshoulder blades).

2. Blows from a whip covered with sticky rubber to the external
parts of my bare feet, particularly my toes, an extremely painful
method.

3. Blows from a hard-rubber truncheon on my heels (in a series of
ten blows, on each heel, several times a day).

4. Hair torn out on my temples and neck ("plucking the goose"),
beard, chest, perineum, and sexual organs.

5. Cigarette burns on my lips and eyelids.
6. Burning of the fingers of both hands.
7. Sleep deprivation: For seven to nine days prisoners are forced to

stand upright in a dark cell and are kept awake with blows to the
face .. . This method, which the officers called "the beach," or
Zakopane, brings on a state of near madness. Prisoners experi
ence severemental problems, and see visions like those experi
enced by people taking mescaline or peyote.

1 should add that for six years and three months I was deprived of
a walk. For two years and ten months I never had a bath. For about four
and a half years I was kept in total isolation with no possibility of
contacting the outside world (no news of my family, no letters, hooks,
newspapers, etc.).

The tortures and agony I describe above were carried out by,
among others, Lt. Coloneljozef Dusza, Commandant ]erzy Kuskiewicz,
and Captain Eugeniusz Chimczak to terrorize me and to extract confes
sions that were not true, but that were considered necessary to confirm
the charges and accusations that had been leveled against me.

They were acting under the orders of Colonel [jozcf] Rozanski,
Colonel [Anatol] Fejgin, and the deputy minister. General lRoman]
Romkowski told me on 30 November 194R, in the presence of Colonel
Rozanski, that I was to undergo an investigation that would be "sheer
hell." Th is is in effect what happened."

In many cases the authorities were not content with a summary condem
nation, and instead staged open trials, during which a hand-picked "public"
would hum iliate the accused prisoners and demonstrate " the hatred of the
people" toward them. The dates of some trials were fixed to coincide with
various elections so that the propaganda effect was maximized. This was the
case for the trial of the largest und erground group, Wolnosc i Niezawislosc
(WIN; Liberty and Independence). The accused had to wait from November
1945 until January 1947 before finally coming to trial one week before the
elections. Another common procedure was the condemnation of anti-German
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resistance fighters as collaborators. The Communists' reasoning here was quite
simply that anyon e who was not with them was against them. Consequently,
the AK, the main anti-German resistance unit, was considered to be an ally of
Hitl er because it had not actually fought alongside the Red Army. To lend
credence to these charges, Gestapo functionari es were brought forward to bear
false witness and just ify the accusations.

One of the most scandalous miscarriages of justice was that of Witold
Pilecki. Born in 1901, Pilecki participated in the defense of Vilnius against the
Bolsheviks in 1920 . A landowner and an officer in the reserves, he organized
cavalry squads that were incorporated into the arm y in 1939. After the defeat
of Poland he set up one of the first underground resistance movements, the
Secret Polish Army (founded on 10 November 1939). In 1940, at his own
initiative and with the auth orization of his superior officers in the AK, he
allowed himself to be caught in a raid and taken to Auschwitz (he was prisoner
no. 4859) to form a resistance network . In April 1943 he escaped to carryon
his resistance activities, parti cularly in the Niepodleglosc (Independence) net
work, and subsequently took part in the Warsaw uprising. After the city's
sur render, he was sent to the officers' camp ( Oflag) in Murnau. When he was
freed, he joined the second corps of General Ladislav Anders' army. In the
autumn of 1945 he returned to Poland to rejoin the underground movement,
organizing a small and highly efficient network to gather intelligence about the
Bolshevization of the country and send it back to General Anders. He was
arrested on 5 May 1947, tortured , and given three death sentences on 15 March
194R. The principal charge was "espionage for a foreign power," in this case
the Polish army in the West. He was executed on 25 May 1948and rehabilitated

in 1990.
The Party leaders themselves decided the sentences in the major trials.

The Party also kept a close watch on all appointments to key post s in th e

Secur ity Service.
All organized and coordinated resistance was broken in the autumn of

1947. After the flight of several leaders of the PSL and the arrest of the fourth
leader of the WI N, the resistance network ceased to exist as a nationwide
movement. The political situation began to stabilize: exhausted after years of
war, society gave up all hope of assistance from the Western powers. The need
to adapt to the new realit y was paramount, however shameful and unwanted
that reality might be. T he Communist coup in Czechoslovakia in February 1948
reinforced Moscow's grip on Central and Eastern Europe . The Polish Com
munist Party prepared to fuse with its main ally, the Socialist Party. With
economic improvements and progress in reconstruction, Polish settlement in
previousl y German territories caught the interest of the public. Su ch factors
enabled th e Communist Party to proceed to the following stage: the Sovietiza-
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tion of Poland and the domination of the whole of societ y. Quite logically the
MBP began to redu ce its personnel , and the number of its agents and secret

collaborators (some 45,000 at the time) began to fall.

The Conquest of Society, or Generalized Terror (1948-1956)

In the aftermath of the Prague coup and Yugoslavia's dem otion to pariah status
in the international Communist movement, the Eastern-bloc countries went

thr ough similar tran sformations, including the absorption of soc ialist parties
by Communist parties, the formation (de facto or dej ure) of a one-party system,

total centralization of economic planning, accelerated industrialization pro 
gram s along the lines of the Stalinist five-year plan s, the beginnings of collec

tivization in agriculture, and an intensification of activit y again st the church.

Mass terror became commonplace.
From 1945 through 1947, thousands of people who had never taken any

part in opposition activity fell victim to pacification campaigns and preventive
measures, even though the machiner y of repression was directed , in principle,

again st the concrete enemies of the regime and active militants such as the

Polish Workers' Party (PPR). After 1948, the Security Service used terror to
subjugate the whole of society, including segments that were more or less

favorabl y disposed toward the regime. In this period of generalized terror,
anyone, including Communist Part y leaders and high -ranking state officials,

could suddenly fall under close scr utiny by the Security Service or become yet

another of its victims. Although some functionaries in the MBP had called for
"intensification of revolutionary vigilance" as earl y as 1947, it was only in 1948
that thi s slogan became the key to the act ions of the Security Service, echoing

the Stalinist call for " intens ification of th e class struggle."
The point of departure was the conflict with Tito, which, for Central and

Eastern Europe, played a role similar to that of the fight against the Trotskyite s

in the U.S.S.R. In Poland the issue arose in earl y September 1948 with the
"critiq ue of right-wing nationalist deviation" dire cted against the general sec

ret ary of the PPR , Wlad yslaw Gomulka. The first arre st s in mid-October did
not affect his immediate entourage, but everyone famil iar with the Moscow

trial s of the 1930s knew very well that once the base was attacked, it was not

long before the very top fell victim, too.
In a generalized system of repression, the Communists suffered less than

the rest of the population , but their experien ces were far from negligible. In
Poland a relatively small number of victims were involved. In seekin g to un

cover "an espiona ge and subversion network" the Security Service turned its
att ention to the arm y, con centrating on career officers who had enlisted before

the war. In thi s instance, joint action by the MBP and the military Main
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Intelligence Directorate (GZI) led to the arrest of hundreds of officers, fol

lowed by many trials and twenty executions. T he disappearance from the public
stage of Gomulka, who was arrested with several hundred officials from all

levels of the Party, was a clear signal: the time had come for the total submission
of the Party apparatus, including the Security Service itself. Several high-rank

ing officials from the Security Service also found themselves in prison. Because
Gomulka was never actually put on tr ial, III the Sovietization of Poland was not

marked by anyone main sho w-t rial , such as that of Laszlo Rajk in Budapest
or of Rudolf Slansk y in Prague.

Only a small part of the Security Service, which had grown spectacularly
since 1949 and employed some 34,000 people by 1952, was involved in the affair
concern ing the " provocation within th e workers' movement." The agents in

question all belonged to Department 10, which employed about 100 people
altogether. A Security Commission headed by Boleslaw Bierut (who had suc

ceeded Gomulka in 1948) was established by the Politburo to handle many of
the most important in vestigations of the org anizat ional problems of the MBP

and GZI , and to formulate general directi ves.
The omnipresence of the "Bezpieka" (the name by which the Security

Service was popularly known) in all domains of social and political life was one
of the main features of the era . In the summer of 1949, when a network of

74,000 informer s was no longer sufficient for the Security Service's needs,
small units called Protection Squads (Referat Ochrony, or RO) were established

in all industrial enterprises. Within a few years there were 600 such cells. Inside
the MBP, particular attention was given to several departments of the Eco
nomic Protection Section. From 1951 through 1953 the majority of people

arrested (around 5,000 to 6,000 each year) were victims of th is service, which
had the largest network of informers (26,000 people) at its disp osal. Any

breakdown or disruption in industry was automatically considered to be the
result of sabotage or subversion . In some cases, dozens of workers from a single

company were imprisoned. T o help protect state institutions, the Security
Service was asked to give assessments of candidates doing polytechnic studies.

In 1952, some 1,500 people were pr evented from carrying out their studies as

a result of the service's conclusions.
The "protection and organization of agricultural cooperatives" (that is,

collect ivization) and th e controls and decrees on wheat and meat quotas con
stitute a separate chap ter. In this last case, the most active institution was not

the security apparatus but the police and the Special Commission for the Fight
against Economic Abuses and Sabotage, established in 1945. This name, which
recalled that of the Cheka, struck terror into people's hearts. Thousands of

peasants in fifteen regions were imprisoned for failing to deliver their quotas.
The security forces and the police carried out the arrests according to a specific
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political plan: the better-off peasants (kulaks) were arrested first, even if they

had delivered their quota. They were held for several weeks without trial before

being sentenced, and their wheat, livestock, and other property were confis

cated. The Extraordinary Commission also preyed upon the urban population.

Most sentences were for speculation, black marketeering, or, in 1952-1954,

hooliganism. The commission's rulings became more and more repressive. In

1945-1948 it sent 10,900 people to forced-labor camps; in I(j4Y-l (j52 the figure

reached 46,700. The total for the years up to 1954 was 84,200. These verdicts

were not for political crimes, but the nature of the measures, affecting the rural

population and so-called speculators, stemmed from the same repressive sys

tem.

The main objective of the security apparatus was the pursuit of under

ground militants. The targets included former PSL militants, soldiers who had

returned from the West, and officials, political cadres, and officers from before

the war. In early 1949, registers of suspect clements were standardized into

several categories. By January 1(j53 the Security Service had files on 5.2 million

individuals, one-third of the adult population. Despite the elimination of illegal

organizations, the number of political trials continued to rise. The number of

prisoners rose as a result of the various "preventive measures." Thus in Octo

ber 1950, as a result of "Operation K," 5,000 people were arrested in one night.

In 1952 more than 21,000 people were arrested. According to official figures,

in the second half of 1952 there were 4(j,500 political prisoners. There was even

a special prison for juvenile political delinquents, of whom there were 2,500 in

1(j53.

After the liquidation of the opposition, the Catholic Church was the

principal independent institution that remained. It was watched much more

closely after 1948, and was the object of constant attacks. In 1950 the imprison

ment of bishops began. In September 1(j53 Bishop Czeslaw Kaczmarek was tried

and received a prison sentence of twelve years, and Stefan Cardinal Wyszynski,

the primate of Poland, was also interned. In all, more than 100 priests were

sent to prison. Jehovah's Witnesses, who were considered to be American spies,

were a particular target. In 1951 more than 2,000 of them were imprisoned.

This was a period when everyone seemed to be going to prison: members

of the Politburo, prewar officials (including the former prime minister), gener

als, commanders of the AK, bishops, partisans who had fought the Germans

and then turned their weapons against the Communists, peasants who refused

to join the kolkhoz)', miners in a pit where a fire had broken out, young people

arrested for breaking the glass on a poster or for writing graffiti on the walls.

Any potential opponent of the system was removed from society, and all free

dom of action was prohibited. One of the main functions of the system of

generalized terror was the diffusion throughout society of a feeling of perma

nent fear and atomization.
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A political prisoner named Andrzej Staszek described conditions In

Wronki prison shortly before 1950:

Tuberculosis was the worst illness in postwar Poland ... We were seven
in a cell. It was small, barely eight square meters, and we had hardly any
room to move. One day an eighth prisoner arrived, and we could see
immediately that there was something seriously wrong with him. He
didn't have a bowl or a blanket and he looked seriously ill. It soon
became clear that this man was suffering from advanced stages of tuber
culosis. His body was covered with tubercular sores. When I saw how
frightened my companions were, I started to feel really scared too ...
We tried to keep as far away as possible from him. But you can imagine
how absurd the situation was, when in a cell of eight square meters
seven men are trying to keep an eighth away. The situation got worse
when they brought the next meal. He didn't have a bowl, and no one was
going to bring him one. I looked at the others, hut no one would meet
anyone else's eye or look at him.

I couldn't take this any more, so I gave him my plate. I told him to
eat first, and that I would eat afterward. He turned his dead and apa
thetic face to me (he seemed quite indifferent to everything), and I heard
him say, "The thing is, I'm dying ... I have only a few days left." "You
eat, eat to my health," I told him, as the others looked on horrified.
Then they began to try to avoid me as well as him. When he finished, I
washed off the plate with what little water there was, and I began to
eat.!'

The system began to change slightly at the end of 1953. The network of

informers was dismantled, conditions in the prisons began to improve, some

of the prisoners were released for health reasons, fewer people were put on trial,

and sentences became lighter. Beatings and torture became less frequent.

Officers who had particularly bad reputations were dismissed, Department 10

was broken up, and staffing levels at the Security Service were cut. When on

28 September 1954 Radio Free Europe began transmitting a series of reports

by]6zef Swiatlo, the former deputy head of Department 10 who had "chosen

liberty" (defected) in December 1953, it was like a bomb going off. In a few

weeks the MBP was restructured and superseded by the Ministry of Internal

Affairs (MSW) along with a separate Committee for Public Security (KBP).

The minister and three of the five deputy ministers of the MBP were forced

to resign. In December 1953 Gomulka was set free and the head of the Inves

tigations Department, J6zef Rozanski, imprisoned instead. The Special Com

mission for the Fight against Economic Abuses and Sabotage was disbanded.

In January 1955 the Central Committee denounced "faults and errors," putting

all the blame for these on the Security Service, which had supposedly "put
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itself above the Party. " Some of the MBP executioners were arrested, and the

numbers employed by the Security Service were again cut.

In fact, however, most of the se changes were a sham. In 1955 there were

still around 30,000 political prisoners, and the latter half of that year saw the

trial of former minister Wlodzimierz Lechowicz, who had been arrested in

1948 by the special Swiatlo group.F Marian Spychalski, who had been a mem

ber of the Politburo until 1949, was arrested in 1950 and remained in prison

without trial until April 1956. A real abatement in political repression came

only after the Twentieth Soviet Party Congress in 1956 and the death of Bierut

at nearl y the same time . An amnesty was then proclaimed, although 1,500

political prisoners remained behind bars. Some of tho se who had been sen

tenced were rehabilitated. Both the procurator general and the minister of

justice were replaced, and the former deputy minister for security and the head

of the former Department 10 were arrested . Control of the prisons, which until

then had been run by the Internal Affairs Ministry, was handed over to the

Justice Ministry. As a result of much in-fighting, the security organs began to

lose their sense of direction, and some of the more secret collaborators began

to withdraw their services. The strategy, however, did not change: the Security

Service was still interested in exactly the same people, and the prisons had been

only half emptied. Thousands of investigations were still carried out, and even

after reductions the network of informers numbered 34,000. The system of

generalized terror simply functioned on a slightly smaller scale. It had obtained

its objectives: the most active opponents of the regime had died by the thou

sands, and society had understood the lesson, now knowing the fate that awaited

"defenders of people's democracy."

Real Socialism, or Selective Repression (1956-1981)

The catacl ysm of "iron socialism" was of relatively shor t duration in Poland,

and with the coming of the thaw, the strategy of the Security Service began to

change slightly. The control exercised by the security organs over the popula

tion was more discreet . At the same time, the security forces stepped up their

surveillance of legal and underground opposition movements, the Catholic

Church, and intellectual circles.
Politicians expected the security apparatus to be ready to disperse street

demonstrations at a moment's notice, a new role that began during the second

great revolt of workers in the Eastern bloc, in Poznan in June 1956 . The

security forces, the police, and the KBW had all been caught by surprise by the

strike, both in practical terms and from an ideological point of view, and the

strike had been followed by a demonstration involving tens of thousands of

protestors who had attacked a number of public buildings. In one sense, the
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Poznan revolt was the last chapter in the civil war of 1945-1947, and was the

only occasion when the demonstrators were the first to open fire. The Party

reacted brutally: the prime minister declared that "any hand raised against the

people's regime will be cut off. " The army moved in with tanks. Around

seventy people died, hundreds were arrested, and dozens of demonstrators

were brought before the courts; but the sentences issued during this period of

thaw, which set in during October 1956, were relatively light.

Shortly after the Eighth Plenum of the Central Committee of the Polish

United Workers' Party (PZPR, as the Communist Party had been renamed),

held on 19-21 October 1956, the KBP was dissolved and the Security Service

integrated into the MSW. The number of personnel in the security apparatus

fell by 40 percent, leaving 9,000, and 60 percent of all informers were dis

missed. The so-called Protection Squads inside industry were suppressed, and

half of the investigations then under way were abandoned. The last Soviet

advisers returned to Moscow and were replaced by an official KGB mission.

The organization of the security apparatus was reviewed again, and many of

the cadres, who were for the most part of jewish origin, were dismissed to make

way for younger people. The whole repressive apparatus was radically scaled

back . However, the Parry leadership, including Gomulka, who had returned to

power in October 1956, opposed the trial of these officials . As a result, only a

few discreet trials were ever held. The general concern among PZPR leaders

was not to disturb a mechanism that might be called on again .

As early as February 1957, at the first general meeting of the MSW,

Minister Jerzy Wicha affirmed that the notion of an "intensification of the class

struggle" (as Stalin had proposed) was quite wrong, but he also managed to

claim that the struggle was becoming more and more radical .!' From this

moment until the end of the system, the Security Service and other organiza

tions, including the PZPR, the army, and the propaganda machine, constantly

acted in this contradictory manner.

Twenty years of silent, calm, and well-organized work, occasionally punc

tuated by str ikes and revolts, formed the basis for the system of repression.

This consisted of a control system with a large number of informers as well as

eavesdropping techniques and the monitoring of correspondence, all of which

was slowly perfected over the years. In the 1970s the new Security Service

(Sluzba bezpieczenstwa; SB) paid particularly close attention to economic tar

gets, but its main interests, unlike those of the previous security services, were

the use of new technology and the profitability of various enterprises. Break

downs no longer led to the arrest of workers, but to discreet pressure from the

Party organization for the removal of inefficient managers. The MSW had one

means of persuasion that had been irrelevant in the Stalinist years but that now

became extremely valuable: the authority to deliver a passport (which was good
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for only one trip). Because many people would quite willingly cooperate so that

they would be granted a passport, the MSW could pick up all sorts of intelli

gence about what was happening inside institutions, businesses, and universi

ties. Slowly but systematically, the SB rebuilt its network, particularly in areas

that were considered sensitive. In the struggle against the church the MSW

established a new, specialized department in June 1962 that soon had several

hundred employees. In the first half of the 1960s, there were numerous attacks

by the police on congregations who gathered to defend chapels or crosses that

had been erected without the permission of the authorities. Although court

sentences were relatively light, hundreds of people were beaten, and many more

were fined.

In 1967, after the Six-Day War between the Israelis and Arabs, the strug

gle against "Zionism" became the new order of the day. This particular rallying

cry had a triple political, social, and international function, and the government

needed a new means of motivating nationalist fervor. A number of PZPR

officials began purveying antisemitic ideas to sideline the old guard and im

prove their own career prospects. The antisemitic campaign also served to

discredit the student protest movements of March 1968. A special service

employing dozens of officials was created. The MSW passed on information

to local Party organizations to attack various individuals. The Security Service,

in Poland as well as in the U.S.S.R., was the great inspiration for "Antisemitism

without Jews," promoted by both the Party and the state. (This phrase was

commonly used to describe the Communist regime's promotion of antisemi

tism even though Poland's once-huge community of Jews had been red uced to

a trivial number by the Holocaust.)

The SB's comprehensive penetration of public groups undermined many

attempts to form illegal organizations. The members of such organizations,

who in many cases were very young, henceforth constituted the majority of

political prisoners. Most organizations had only a few dozen members. I~tel
lectuals were watched extremely closely. If necessary the security forces could,

with the express permission of the authorities, identify people who collaborated

with Radio Free Europe or the international press. Isolated arrests on such

grounds took place throughout the 1960s. The most important case was that

of Melchior Wankowicz, an elderly writer who had a large following. The SB

watched Communist heretics most closely of all. Cases in which Trotskvites or

Maoists were incarcerated met with relative indifference, but one exception was

the case of Jacek Kuron and Karol Modzielewski. In 1970 forty-eight people

from the illegal political group known as Ruch (Movement) were arrested. The

leaders were sentenced to seven or eight years in prison-and this in a period

of relative leniency.

The use of violent repression had never ceased. Just a year after Gom-
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ulka's return to power when yo I . ., ung peop e came out In protest against the
closure of ~he weekly Po prostu (Simply), which in 1956 had played a consid-
erable role In the pressure for change Dozens of pe I b d. '. op e were eaten, an ten
received sentences. The strikes and demonstrations in March 1968 were ex-

tremely Widespread. The protests were broken up with tremendous brutality'

2,700 people were .arrested, and 1,000 went before courts of various types:

Dozens received pnson sentences of several years and hundreds were fo ibl
I· d i ' rCI y

en iste In the army for "retraining."

Demonstrations by workers had different effects. Those that took place in

December] 970 took a dramatic turn in the towns on the Baltic coast. Despite

the presence of spec~al police units, the authorities called in the army as they

had done In Poznan fourteen years earlier. According to official statistics

forty-five people were kill~d. Thousands of people were beaten by the police:

often inside the police stations. Workers had to pass through what was known

as."the road to health,:' which consisted of two rows of policemen hitting them

With trunc~~ons. ,But 10 keeping with the times, there were no prosecutions by

the authorities after the events of December, and all detainees were released

after Gomulka stepped down that month. In industry, the ringleaders of the
strikes suffered various types of intimidation.

During the relatively brief strikes that erupted in several towns in 1976

the authorities forbade the use of arms by special police units, but this measure

was not sufficient to prevent several killings. Roughly 1,000 people were ar

rested, several hundred were fined, and a few dozen received prison sentences.

. The ~rials that followed were the occasion for renewed contact among the

families of the accused workers, young people, and dissident intellectuals, and

they sparked ,a large human-rights movement among the intelligentsia. They

also resulted In the establishment-for the first time since the PSL had been

disbanded in 1947--01' organized opposition groups, notably the Workers'

Defense Committee (KOR) and the Movement for the Defense of Human and

Civil Rights (ROPCIO). Faced with this new situation, the authorities were

forced to make a tactical choice. For several reasons, chief among them the

regime's growing financial dependence on the West and the threat that a

domestic crackdown would provoke international reprisals, the government

decided instead to employ tactical harassment: keeping people under close

watch for forty-eight hours (a measure authorized by the penal code), firing

people from their jobs, using psychological pressure, confiscating copying

equipment, and rejecting passport applications. The SB rapidly developed a

large network of agents. In 1979 the Special Department for Defense of the

~conomy was reactivated in response to fears that the influence of the opposi
tion would spread to industry,

This development had almost no lasting effect, and in mid-1980 a new
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wave of strikes began. Hard-liners were still in charge at the top of the Party,

but no one would take responsibility and make the decision to crush the strikes

by force. In any case, as was pointed out at a PZPR Politburo meeting on

28 August 1980, the troops that would be required were neither numerous

enough nor at all willing to confront the hundreds of thousands of strikers who

were occupying hundreds of factories. On this occasion, the strikers, unlike in

1956 1970 and 1976 followed the advice ofJacek Kuron, who had counseled:" ,
"Don't just break up the Party committees; organize your own."

The government used the same tactics with Lech Walesa's Solidarity trade

union as it had in previous years. The intention was to weaken the union by

provoking divisions within it and gradually bringing it under the control of the

PZPR as had been done in the 1940s with the Front for National Unity. In,
October 1980 the MSW and the army made preparations to impose martial law

(stan toojenny, or "a state of war"). The MSW systematically infiltrated Soli

darity (by the following summer there were more than 2,400 informers in

Warsaw alone) and tried a series of small-scale confrontations to gauge the

reaction of the union, arresting its members for forty-eight hours without

charge and using force to evacuate public buildings that were occupied. By

February 1981 the lists of people to be arrested were ready, and the prisons had

been prepared for their arrival, but the PZPR leadership decided to continue

with just harassment and provocation techniques, as in Bydgoszcz in March

1981, when plainclothes police attacked unionists. The Polish Security Service,

which initially had been rather passive, received reinforcements, and after the

strikes of 1980 the Stasi, the East German secret police, set up an operational

group in Warsaw. 14This in itself was quite an event, although the collaboration

of Eastern-bloc security services against the democratic opposition, coordi

nated by the KGB, had already been in place for a few years.

This situation continued until early December 1981, when, to test the

power of Solidarity, the antiterrorist unit of the police broke up a strike at the

fire department in Warsaw. Ten days later, in the early hours of 13 December,

martial law was declared in Poland.

"A State of War," an Attempt at Generalized Repression

What followed was a large-scale police and military operation that had been

prepared with astonishing precision. More than 70,000 soldiers and 30,000

police, armed with 1,750 tanks, 1,900 armored personnel carriers, and 9,000

trucks and cars, along with several helicopter squadrons and transport aircraft,

went into action. Forces were concentrated in the main cities and industrial

centers. Their task was to break the strikes and to paralyze the normal life of

the country in a way that would cow the population and preclude any response
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by Solidarity. Telephone lines were cut (resulting in numerous deaths, as peo

ple were unable to phone for ambulances), and the borders and gasoline sta

tions were closed. Passes were required to move from one locality to another. A

strict curfew and comprehensive censorship were enforced. After ten days the

strikes and the demonstrations came to an end, proving the effectiveness of the

plan. Fourteen were killed, and several hundred were injured. About 4,000

strikers were arrested, and the first trials, which began at Christmas, resulted in

prison sentences of three to five years (with some as long as ten years). All the

accused were judged by special military courts, which were responsible for

halting and punishing "any infraction of martial law." Throughout this time

the Soviet, East German, and Czechoslovak armies were also on a war footing,

ready to step in if the strikes and demonstrations turned into a full-scale
insurrection that the Polish army could not quell.

The second part of the repression consisted of the internment of all

opposition and Solidarity militants, which began just before midnight on the

night of 12-13 December. In a few days, by means of this simple administrative

decision, more than 5,000 people were locked up in forty-nine isolation centers

located outside the main cities. The primary objectives were to paralyze the

union and to replace the leaders with SB collaborators. The strategy of intern

ment, which lasted for twelve months, was a seemingly less rigorous form of

imprisonment and relatively easy to apply, since it dispensed with the need for

magistrates or trials. In principle the SB did not use "forbidden methods"

(torture) on people who were interned, imprisoned, or sentenced, contenting

itself instead with "persuasion techniques" backed up by force. The SB also

intensified the recruitment of collaborators and efforts to persuade militants to
emigrate, often blackmailing their families.

General Wojciech Jaruzelski, who had taken over as PZPR first secretary

on 18 October 1981 (he retained his earlier posts as prime minister and defense

minister), had to cope with ultra-hard-liners in the Party, among them Party

cadres in industry, army officers, and retired MSW officials. These individuals

had formed self-defense groups (although no one had attacked them), arming

themselves with heavy guns. They demanded that those interned be brought

to trial and given stiffer sentences, including the death penalty. The hard-liners

wanted generalized terror; they regarded generalized repression (with no death

sentences) as unacceptably lenient. Despite an aggressive propaganda campaign

against Solidarity, the Party leaders decided against using the methods de

manded by the hard-liners. Rather than crush social resistance by Stalinist

methods, they decided to "reduce tensions." Despite this policy, the authorities

forcefully suppressed Solidarity's demonstrations on I and 3 May 1982 (mark

ing the anniversary of the 1791 constitution and hence a traditional festival)

and on 31 August 1982 (the anniversary of the Gdansk agreement of 1980).
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Thousands of people were arrested, hundreds were brought to trial, and six
people were killed. In these public trials, some of the leaders of the Solidarity
underground were sentenced to up to five years' imprisonment. After the
internment centers were closed in December 1982and martial law was formally
lifted on 22 july 1983, there were still perhaps as man y as 1,000 political
prisoners incarcerated for underground union activity, underground printing,
the dissemination of forbidden literature and books, or sometimes just for
taking up a collection for prisoners. The authorities also dismissed many people
from their jobs. Thousands of strikers suffered in that fashion in December
1981, and journalists in particular were singled out for "verification proce
dures"-in all, more than a thousand of them lost their jobs.

With the exception of the first few weeks after 13 December 1981, Poland
did not again experience a period of repression comparable to that of 19+9
1956. The security apparatus did use a number of new methods, known in the
language of the secret services as "disinforrnation and disorientation," which
had already been practiced in the 1970s when the Ministry of Internal Affairs
set up the autonomous Group D of the Fourth Department, with many local
branches. Until 1981 this new department concentrated its attention on the
church and similar organizations. After martial law was proclaimed, it broad
ened its activities to include Solidarity and carried out a series of attacks against
the union's properties. Group D also burned union buildings, set fire to cars,
beat up Solidarity militants, sent death threats, and distributed false tracts and
fake underground newspapers. In a few cases, victims were abducted and left
by the side of the road after being given huge doses of barbiturates or other
drugs. Several people died in beatings, including a schoolboy called Grzegorz
Przernyk, who was killed in a police station in 1983.

One of the best-known actions of this type, carried out by officers from
Group D, was the murder of Father ]erzy Popieluszko on 19 October 1984.
According to the official version of events, the murderers were acting on their
own, without the knowledge of their superiors. This claim seems highly im
plausible, given that the security system was very tightly controlled and all
important actions required a ministerial green light. In this case the MSW did
eventually prosecute and punish the culprits, but there were several other cases
of murders of priests and people linked to Solidarity that went unpunished. If
one is to judge by the reaction of the population, this sort of activity did not
achieve its main objective, which was to spread fear in selected circles . Instead,
opponents of the regime seem to have become more and more resolute.

The period following the violent confrontations of the first days of martial
law and the full-scale repression of the demonstrations in 1982-83 was marked
by more limited repression. Underground militants were aware that they were
rarely risking more than a few years in prison and that there were regular
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amnesties of political prisoners. By this stage of its evolution, the system was
far from its Stalinist origins.

From Cease-Fire to Capitulation, or the Government in Disarray /1986-1989)

That was the situation at the end of 1986, when under the influence of per
estroika and glasnost in the Soviet Union and the stagnation of the Polish
economy, General jaruzclski's team tried to pick out opposition groups with
which it could arrive at a compromise. This effort was preceded by a consider
able abatement of repression. On 11 September 1986 the minister of internal
affairs, General Czeslaw Kiszczak, announced the liberation of the remaining
225 political prisoners. To maintain a minimum punitive standard, it was
decided that any participation in a forbidden organization or an underground
publication was to he punished by a fine or by detention under house arrest or
in a minimum-security facility. These repressions were thus similar to those of
1976-1980, with one important difference: now the government was con
fronted not by hundreds, hut by tens of thousands of militants. In early 1988,
after a first wave of strikes, repressions increased again, but on 26 August a
communique announced the opening of negotiations with Solidarity.

Although sccuritv-force personnel were frustrated with these develop
ments, most behaved with discipline. However, it is likely that some of them
attempted to prevent an agreement from being reached. In january 1989 two
priests who worked for the pastoral section of Solidarity at a local level were
mur<.lered. It is still unclear whether this was simply a criminal act or the work
of Group D.

After the elections of 4 June 1989 and the installation of the government
of Tadeusz Mazowiecki, control of the "ministries of force" (Internal Affairs
and Defense) remained in the hands of their previous chiefs. On 6 April 1990
the SB was dissolved and replaced by the Bureau for State Protection, the UOP.

In Poland the Communist system could never trul y claim any legitimacy
or legal basis, since it respected neither international law nor its own constitu
tion. As a criminal entity from its birth in 1944-1956, the system was always
ready to resort to brute force (including military force) on a grand scale.
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Central and Southeastern Europe

Karel Bartosek

"Imported" Terror?

In Central Europe, one mu st always think of ter ro r in rel ation to the war,

which was its most extreme expression in the first half of this century. World

War II , which began in thi s re gion , far surpassed General J.udcndorff' s "total

war." What Mi guel Aben sour described as th e " democratiza t ion of death"

thereafter affected tens of millions of people as tot al annihilation became an

integral part of the idea of war. :\azi barbarism struck the entire population,

particularl y with the exter m ina tio n of the Jews. The figures th emselves arc

eloquent: in Poland, military losses accounted for 32ll,llOO de ad , while civ- ilian

losses were 5.5 mill ion ; in Hungary, there were HO,llOO m ilitary losses and

more than 300,llOO civilian deaths ; in Czechoslovakia, ci vi lian losses were 80

YO percent of th e tot al.

But the gre at terro r of the war did not come to an end with the German

defeat. With the arrival of the Red Army, the lighting arm of the Communist

regime, populations underwent "national cleansing," which had ,1 quite specific

character in this region , Political commissars and counterintelligence units in

thi s army, under SrvtERSH and the :\KVD, were deeply involved in such

op erations. The repression was especially severe in the countries that had sent

troops to fight aga inst the Soviet Lnion-Hungar y, Romania, and Slovakia-s

where the N KV D deported hundred s of th ousands to the Soviet gulags. Their

exact number is st ill being calculated .
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Accord ing to new studies in Hungar y ant! Russia published since the

opening of the archives-stu d ies th at are quite co nserv a tive regarding the exact

ligures-hundreds or thousands of people were deported : soldiers and civil

ian s, ch ild ren as youn g as thirteen , and old men of eighty. Approxima tely

4ll,llOO were tak en to the T ransc arpath ian re gio n o f U kraine, wh ich had be

longed to Czec hos lovakia but was occupied by Hungary in 1939 in accordance

with th e 19JH M unich agreement and then an nexed by the Soviet Union in

1944. From Hungary, which had a populat ion of about lJ million in 1944, more

than (jllO,OOO people were deported (the Soviet figure of 526,604 is based on

the number of people wh o arrived at th e camps; it does not take into account

those wh o diet! in transit camps in Rom ani a). There were camps in Braso v,

Tim isoara, S ighet Marmati cl, Moldavia, Bessarabia, and Sambor ; around 75

percent o f all deportees passed through th ese . Among the deportees were Jews

who hat! been engaged in the work battalions of the Hungarian army. Two

thirds of these prisoners were sent to forc ed -labor camps and on e-third to

prison camps, where the mortality rate, as a result of epidemics, was twice as

high. Current estimates suggest that around 20{),OOO of these deportees from

Hungary- including people belonging to the G erman minority, Ru ssians who

haJ arriv ed after 1l)20, and French and Poles wh o were living in Hungar y

never returned .'

Some o r these purges were carried out by " pop u lar" or "extraordinary"

courts. At the end of the war, and in the first months of the postw ar period ,

viol ent e xtr aj ud icial action was common , incl udi ng executions, assassinations,

torture, and the taking of hostages. This was facilitated by the absence of, or

the failure to respect , international conventions regarding pri soners of war or

the ci vilia n population . Bulgaria , whi ch had a population of 7 million at the

time, was particularly noteworthy in thi s respect. Immediatel y after 9 Septern
her 1944, when the Popular Patriotic Front seized power and the Red Ar my

ma rched int o the country, a poli ce force and a security department co ntrolled

by the C ommunist Party moved into act ion . On Ii October " peo ple's tribunals"

were establ ished hy decree. By March 1945 they had issued 10,897 sentences

in IJ 1 tri als and condemned 2, 13H people to death, including the regents, the

brother of Kin g Boris III, high-ranking officers, policemen, judges, industrial

ists, and journalists. According to specialists, a savage purge accounted for the

death or disappearance of another 30,000 to 40,000 people, mainly the local

nobility, mayors, teachers, Orthodox priests , and shopkeepers. In 1989, thanks

to witnesse s who were no longer afraid to talk, previously unknown mas s gr aves

were uncovered . Yet Bulgaria had nev er sen t troops to fight the Soviet U nion

and had saved most of its Jews from genocide. To get an idea of the scale of

Communist repression in the country, one can com pare the number of victims

from the period of monarchic rule in 1923-1944, often thought of as di ct atorial :
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according to an investigation by the new parliament in 1<145, 5,632 people were

assassinated, executed, or died in prison or as a result of a prison sentence

during that period! From 19{ I to 19-+.f, the years of antifascist resistance and

its repression, only 3S7 pcople-not even all resistance fighters-i-were con

demned to death and lost their lives.

Purges under the influence of the ReJ Army brought about a generalized

fear in the societies concerned. The purges affected not only those who had

actively supported the r-.,;azis or the local fascists, hut also many others who were

innocent or had simply refused to take sides.

In a Bulgarian documentary made after the fall of the Communist regime

in the early 19l}Os, one woman recounted an episode in the autumn of ll}-+.f:

The day after mv father was first arrested, another policeman arrived
around middav and instructed my mother to go to Police Station :\0. 10
at five o'clock that afternoon. ,\ly mother, a beautiful and kind woman,
got dressed and left. We, her three children, all waited for her at home.
She came back at half past one in the morning, white as a sheet, with her
clothes tattered and torn. :\s soon as she came in, she went to the stove,
opened the door, took ofT all her clothes, and burned them. Then she
took a bath, and onlv then took us in her arms. \\'e went to bed. The
next day she made her first suicide attempt, and there were three more
after that, and she tried to poison herself twice. She's still alive, I look
after her, but she's quite severe" mental" ill. I have never found out
what rhev actuallv did to her.'

At this time, after the "liberation by the Red Army," which, according to

the official propaganda, established international relations of a "new type,"

man~ people tried to change their affiliations, and denunciations flew thick and

fast. :"amc changes were common; Rosenzweigs often quickly became

Rozanskis, and Brcitenfelds became Bares.

The terror in Central and Southeastern Europe did not stop with this.

The armed struggle against the new authorities continued in Poland, prolong

ing the war, and also affected Slovakia in I<H7, when the Bandcra units fleeing

from Lkruine arrived ..-\t the same time, armed groups of former members of

the fascist Iron Guard, calling themselves the "Black Shawls," roamed the

Carpathian .\\ountains. Central Europe was still prey to virulent antisemitism.

The' last pogroms or attempted pogroms in European history took place in 19+6

in Poland, Hungarv, and Czechoslovakia.

An aggressive anti-German nationalism took hold in Central Europe.

Although this was understandable in light of the :\azi German occupation, it

hindered the evolution of democratic behavior. Violence was common on a

day-ro-dav level, particularly in the deportation of millions of people belonging
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to German minorities who had been in some regions since as long ago as the

thirteenth century. More than 6.3 million Germans were forced to leave their

homes in the territories of Silesia and Pomerania, which had been given to

Poland; roughly 3 million were thrown out of Czechoslovakia, 200,000 from

Hungary, and more than 100,000 from Yugoslavia. These impersonal figures

represent millions of individual dramas. While many of the men were soldiers

in prisoner-of-war camps, women, children, and old people were forced out of

their houses, apartments, businesses, workshops, and farms. This massive

transfer, which took place with official backing from the Allies in the summer

of 1945, had been preceded in some countries by unofficial outbreaks of vio

lence. Czech nationalists had been particularly ruthless, and in the hunt for

Germans had killed several thousand civilians.

Thus there were elements of terror present in Central Europe before the

installation of the Communist regimes, and violence was an integral part of the

recent experience and mentality of the countries concerned. Societies were

often powerless to resist the new wave of barbarism that was about to descend

upon them.

The Communist parties were instrumental in the new violence. Their

leaders and disciples were often faithful followers of the Bolshevik doctrine,

"enriched" in the Soviet Union under the leadership of Stalin. As we have seen

in previous chapters, the goal of all their actions was quite clear: to ensure by

any means necessary that the Communist Party had a monopoly on power, and

that the Party played the same leading role that it did in the Soviet Union.

There was never any attempt at power-sharing, political pluralism, or parlia

mentary democracy, even if the parliamentary system was formally retained.

The doctrine in place at the time presented the Soviet Union as the glorious

victor in the struggle against Nazi Germany and its allies, and the principal

force and universal guide toward worldwide revolution. Naturally, local Com

munist forces were expected to coordinate and subordinate their activities to

the center of world Communism, in Moscow, and its chief, Stalin.

The Communist monopoly on power was assured almost at the moment

of liberation in two countries: in Yugoslavia, where the Communists were led

by Josip Broz, better known as Tito; and in Albania, where Enver Hoxha had

risen to the leadership of the Communist Party. These two leaders had domi

nated their respective national resistance movements against the Nazi or Italian

invaders, and despite pressure from outside, and even from the Soviet Union,

they accepted power-sharing for only very limited periods.

Rarely in the course of history had the arrival of a new regime been

preceded by a bloodbath on the scale of the one seen in Yugoslavia, where out

of a population of 15.5 million, 1 million people died. A series of ethnic,

religious, ideological, and civil wars tore the country apart, and many of the
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victims were women, children, and old people. This was a truly fratricidal war,

and the genocide and purges ensured that at the moment of liberation, Tiro

and the Communist Party had hardly any political rivals left. They swiftly set

about eliminating them all the same. Events took a similar turn in neighboring

Albania, with the heir of the Yugoslav Communists.

In other countries in Central and Southeastern Europe, with the exception

of Czechoslovakia, the prewar Communist parties had been marginal forces,

with only a few thousand members. In Bulgaria, for instance, the Party had

been an important force from 1919 to 1923 and had then been forced under

ground (although it did plav an important role in the resistance). Throughout

the region, Partv leaders were convinced that the moment was right and that

they had the support of the Red Army. They quickly emerged as an important

politicalforce and joined the new governments. Almost everywhere Commu

nists took charge of the ministries in charge of repression (the internal affairs

and justice ministries) and of those that might be used in a similar manner,

such as the defense ministries. In 14+4-45 Communist parties held the Ministry

of Internal Affairs in Cz echoslovukia, Bulgaria, Hungary, and Romania; the

Minisrrv of Justin: in Bulgaria and Romania; and the Ministrv of Defense in

Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria. The ministers of defense in both Czechoslovakia

and Bulgaria, Generals Ludvik Svoboda and Damian Velchev, were crypto

Communists. Communists were also in charge of the state security or secret

police (the Durzhavna Sigurnost in Bulgaria, and the Allamvedclrni Osztaly, or

A\O-Iater the A.lIamvcdclmi Harosug, or AVH-in Hungary) and of the

intelligence services in the armed forces. In Romania the Special Service. which

was the precursor of the infamous Securitare, was controlled by Emil Bodnaras,

~l lor mer army officer who, according to Cristina Boico, had been a Soviet agent

in the lY3()s.~ E\'erY'w here the Communists strengthened their grip on the

apparatus of terror. The need for absol ute control of the AVO was stressed by

\ l.it v.i« Raknsi. the secretary general of the Hungarian Workers' (Communist)

Party: "This is the onlv institution of which we must keep total control,

cllq!orlcalh refusing to share it with anv other parties in the coalition, regard

kss oil he proportion of our respective forces.";

The Political Trials of Non-Communist Allies

Occasional speeches ginn by certain Communist leaders regarding the "na

tional road to Socialism" without the Sovict-stv!e "dictatorship of the proletar

iat " often acted ~IS a cover for the real strategies followed by Communist parties

in (:entral and Sourhcasrcr n Europe. This strategy was identical with the

Bolshevik practices used in Russia in 1917, and repression followed the tried

and tested Soviet pattern. In the same manner that the Bolsheviks had elimi-
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nated their initial allies such as the Socialist Revolutionaries, the Central and

East European Communist parties eliminated their coalition partners. Analysts

have discussed the "process of Sovietization" in these countries, and the strate

gic plan laid out in Moscow. It was Stalin himself who ordered the rejection of

the Marshall Plan in the summer of 1947, and who instigated the creation of

the Communist Information Bureau (the Cominform) in September 1947 to

increase his control of the parties in power.

There were, of course, many differences in the trajectory of events in these

various countries. But everywhere it was the aim of the Communist parties to

eliminate their actual or potential adversaries and to crush all political, ideo

logical, and spiritual competitors. Marxist-Leninist doctrine demanded that the

rivals be wiped out for good, and all means to that end were considered

legitimate, including death sentences, execution, long prison sentences, and

forced exile in the West. The last of these options was a less cruel procedure,

but it was very effective at breaking down resistance, and its importance has

been generally underestimated in the analysis of the history of these countries.

After all, the right of abode and the right to a home are fundamental human

rights. In addition, in 1444-45 tens of thousands of Hungarians, Slovaks, Poles,

and other nationals fled their countries in fear of the Red Army.

The first tool used in the panoply of repression was the political trial of

non-Communist leaders, many of whom had been resistance fighters and had

suffered in the prisons and camps of the Nazis or fascists. Under the direct

control of the Red Army, the trials began first in the countries that had been

allies of Nazi Germany, notably Hungary, Romania, and Bulgaria. In the inter

Allied commissions that were created in 1944 and existed until 1947, the Soviet

military was a dominant force and often forcibly imposed its own point of view.

In Hungary the Smallholders' Party, which had been the great victor in the

\1)45 elections, gaining 57 percent of the vote, became the target not only of

considerable political wrangling but also of large-scale police operations. In

January 1947 the Ministry of Internal Affairs, under the control of the Com

munist Laszlo Rajk, who had fought in the International Brigades in Spain and

been a leader of the resistance toward the end of the war, announced the

discovery of a plot against the state involving the Hungarian "Community"

group, which had been set up in secret during the war to fight the Nazi invaders.

The police arrested a minister and several deputies from the Smallholders'

Party; the alleged ringleader, Gyiirgy Donath, was sentenced to death and

executed; the others received long prison sentences.

In February 1947 Bela Kovacs, the secretary general of the Smallholders,

was arrested by the Soviet authorities for "plotting against the security of

the Red Army." He was detained in the Soviet Union until 1956. The number

of victims rose rapidly, for in Hungary, as everywhere else, the Commu-
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nist secret polic e believed that every plot mu st includ e a large number of

pe ople.
The result of all this was that two vcars after the end of the war what had

been the most imp ortant party in Hungary was "decapitated and decimated ." n

L ike Bela Kovacs, its main represenrat ives-i-Fcrcnc Nagy, th e presid ent of its

council; Zoltan Tildy, his predecessor; Bela Varga, pre sident of the National
Assernbly. jozsef Kovago, the mayor of Budapest- and dozens of deputies and

other party members were all either in pr ison or in exile. Between late 1947
and earl y 1949, both the Independence Party and the People's Democratic

Party wer e dissolv ed . In what was known as the "salami tacti cs" later recom
mended by Matyas Rakosi, the secretary genera l of the H ungurian Workers'

Party, who had returned from Moscow with the Red Arrnv, opponents, suc h as
th e Smallholders' Party, were eliminated in successive slices. The belief was

that a few slices at a time would never result in violent ind igestion .
In February 1941\ the persecution of the Social Democrats in Hungary

continued with the arrest of justu s Kelemen, und er secretary of state to the
min ister of industry. Persecution of the Social Democ rats (excl ud ing Poland)

probably began in Bulgari a, where in june 1946 their leade r Kr usriu Pasrukhov

was sen tenced to five years in pri son . B~· the summer of 11J4fJ til'teen members
of the Central Committee for Independent Social Democracy. led hy Kosta

Lulchev, found themselves in pr ison . Lulchcv and other leaders were arrested
in 1948 and sentenced in November to til'teen years in prison . This form of

repression struck hard at all those opposed to the forced unific ation of Social

D emocratic and Communist parties, such as Constantin Tircl Petrescu and

Anton Dimitriu, the president and secretary general of the Independent Social
Democrat ic Party in Romania , who were arrested in \Iay 1941'.

Many of these pri soners were detained und er an cxrrcrncly harsh regime
in the politi cal prison at Sigher Marrnurie}, on the northwestern border of

Romania . In May 1950 police trucks brought more than 200 well-known lead
ing figures to Sighet, including several people who had served in the ~()\"ern

rncnr aft er 1945. Most of them were quite old, notably the leader of the

National Peasant Party, Iuliu Maniu, who was seventy-three. and the head of
the Bratianu family (instr umental in the found ing- of mod ern Rom ania), who

was eighty-two. The prison was tilled with politicians, generals, journalists.

priests, G reek and Cath olic bishops, and others. In the space of five years.
fift y-two of these prisoners died .

The alliance with the Social Dem ocrats thu s revealed itself to he pure ly
tactical; pluralism of workers ' movements never real" had a place under Com

munist regimes. In the Soviet-occupied lone of Gcrrnunv, which later became

East Germany, 5,OOD Social Demo crat s, of whom 400 died in prison, were
sentenced by Sov iet and East German courts between 1Y45 and I()50. The last

great trial of Social Dem ocrats in this period took place in Prague in IY54.
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In Bulgaria, in the run-up to the elections of 27 October 194fl, twenty-four
Agrarian Union Party activists were killed . Nikolai Pctkov, the part y' s leader,

was arrested on 5 june 1947 while attend ing a session at the Na tional Assembly
with twenty-fo ur other deputies. A republican Francophile, he had spent seven

years of exile in France after his brother, a deputy for the Agr arian Union Party,
was assassinated in 1924. In ]940 Pctkov had been interned for a few mon ths

in a camp in Gonda Voda and th en placed under hou se arrest. At that time he

made preparations to set up a Patriotic Front, which includ ed in its ranks many
Communist resistance fighters. He became deputy prime minister in the in
terim government of Bulgaria at the end of the war, but resigned in prot est

against the terrorist violence carried out by the minority Communists during
the period of cleansin g. After Petkov became the head of the opposition, his

earlier alliance with the Communists counted for nothing. He was brought up
on spur ious charges of conspiring in an armed plot against the government,
tried on 5 August, and condem ned to death on 16 August.

After the summary statement of the prosecution requesting the death

sentence, Perkov had the right to make a last statement. I Ie calmly took a paper
out of his pocket and read out the followin g:

Respected Judges, being of calm conscience and fully aware of my
rcsp onsihility to the Bulgarian justice svstern , to Bulgarian society in
general , and to the political organization of which I am a member and
for which I am ready to lay down my life. I believe it is rnv dut y to make
the following declar at ion.

I have never participated, nor ever had the intention of participat
ing, in any illegal activity directed aguinst the popular government of
l) September 194-1, of which , together with the rest of the Agrarian
Union, [ was an architect.

I have been a member of the Bulgarian Agrarian L nion since IlJ23.
The fundamental principles of its ideology are peace, order, legality, and
popular power. Its only weapons arc the hallot box and the written and
spoken word. The Agrarian Union of Bulgaria has never had any re
cour se to secret or conspiratorial organizat ions, and has never taken part
in any coup d'etat , althoug-h it has oflen been the victim of such actions.

Petk ov then went on to describe the events of 9 june 1923 and 19 May

1934, "the beginnings of fascism in Bulgaria," and the events surrounding his
resignation from the governmcnr .

If, as my accusers have suggested. I really was greedy fo r power and
mindful only of my career, today [ would be deputy chairman of the
Council of Ministers of Bulgaria. From the moment I went over to the
opp osition, and (rom the moment of my arrest, I have not ceased to
work toward an understanding between the Agrarian Union and the
Communist Workers' Part y, which I consider to he a historical necessity.
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I have never been part of any reactionary force either with in the country
or abroad.

Respected judges, for more than two years now, since 25Jun e !945
to give the exact date, I have been the victim of the cruelest and most
mer ciless campaign ever directed against a politician in Bulgaria. No
part of my private or public life has been spared. I have been burned in
effigy thr ee times in Sofia alone and about ten times elsewhere. 1 have
read my own obituary notice at the entrance to the cemetery in Sofia on
these occasions, and 1 never complained. I will also face with courage
anything else that awaits me, for such is the ineluctable natur e of the sad
realirv that is Bulgarian politics today.

As a modest worker in public life, I don't hal e the right to com
plain, part icularly when two people universally recognized as great men
of state, Dimitr i Perkov and Petko Petkov, were assassinated like traitors
in the streets of Sofia. [Perkov's father, Dimitri, then chairman of the
National Council, had been shot twice in the back on II March IlJ()7.
Petko, his brother, a deput y, had been ShO I rcpcatcdlv in the chest on J+
June 1lJ24 and died immediately]

Respected judges, 1 allow myself to believe that in reaching a ver
d ict I'OU will leave aside political concerns that have no place in a court
of law and look onlv at the facts that have been established. 1am sure, or
at lea~t I hope, th;t in following your conscience as judges you will
acquit me of the charges laid against me.

On 16 August, after hearing the sentence that condemned him to death
by hanging "i n the name of the people of Bulgaria," Nikolai Pctkov cried out
loudly: "No! Not in the name of the people of Bulgaria' I am being sent to my
death by your foreign masters from the Kremlin and elsewhere. The people of
Bulgaria , crushed hy th is bloody tyranny that passes [or justice, will never
believe your lies!'"

Perkov was hanged un 23 September. Among the Com munist leader s and
Sta te Securi ty (Durzhavna Sigurnost) workers who arr anged his arres t and tr ial
was a certain T raicho Kostov, who was himself hanged two years later.

In the two other form er Nazi clien t states, political trials were also used
firs t aga inst the leaders of the powerful agrar ian partie s, who had cont r ibut ed
to breaking the alliance with Germany and thu s provoked the arrival of th e Red
Armv. In Romania in October IlJ47 Iuliu Maniu and Ion .\1ihalach c were
sentenced to life imprisonment on the basis of police evidence after a lengthy
tr ial, together with seventeen other key officials from the :\ational Peasant
Party. The trial paved the way for th e massive prosecution of non -Communist
politicians. Maniu died in pr ison in 1lJ5 2. Even before the elections of 18
No vember 1946, several politicians, includ ing the liberal Vinti lu Bratianu , were
co nvicted by a military court on charges of ru nning a ter rorist org anization.
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Co ncern ing the political tri als of previous allies, Czechoslovakia perhaps
offers the pur est and most cynical examples. It ended the war on the side of
the victo rs, and its restorat ion in 1945 swiftly enabled people to forget the
earlier alliance of the Slovaks with Ge rmany, which had effectively been ended
bv the Slovak nation al uprising against the Nazi occupiers in late August 1944.
I~ November 1945, as a result of the accord signed with the Allies, the Red
Army was forced to retreat, as were the Amer icans, who had occupied the
province of Western Boh emia . The Czec hoslovak Communist Part y won the
elections in May 1946, but it was in the minority in Slovakia, where the
Democr atic Party gat hered 62 percent of the vote. The politicians who had
been sharing power with the Communists since the liberat ion had already
proved their attachment to freedom and democracy by taking part in the
resistance inside and outside the country, as well as in Slovakia.

The openin g of the Czechoslovak and Soviet archives has brought to light
the perv erse behavio r of the followers of the Bolsheviks. In December 1929
their leader, Klem ent G ottwald, had made the following claims in a speech to

the parliament in respon se to accusations tha t the Czec hoslovak Communist
Parrv was following orders from Mosco w: "We are the party of the Czecho
s l ov~kia n prolet ariat, and naturally our supreme revolutionary headquarters is
in Moscow. And you know very well why we go to M oscow: we go ther e to
learn from the Russian Bolsheviks how to wring your necks. You all know that
the Bolshevik Russians arc past masters in that artl'"

After the elections of May 1940 this determined " wringer of necks,"
whose trajectory from autodidact worker to leader of the Czechoslovak Com
muni st Party was akin to that of the Frenchman Maurice Thorcz, became the
chairman of the Co uncil. He then became the director of all the repre ssions,
first behind the scenes and then in public.

The first target of politi cal maneu vering and harassment by the State
Securi ty (Sratni bczpecno st; StB) organization was the Slovak Democratic
Part y. T he other non-Communist Czec h part ies, man y of which were fueled
bv a~ t i -S lova k nationali sm , mounted little opposi tion to these tactics. In Sep
t~mber 1947 the Co mm unist-co ntro lled police announced the "discovery" of
a plot against the state in Slovak ia. As a result of the ensuing crisis the Demo
crati c Party lost its majority in the Slovak government, and two of its three
genera l secretaries were arrested .

The process of repression was accelerated conside rably with the Prague
coup in February 194R, which opened wide the door for a Com munist Part y
monopoly of power. Durin g the crisis in February, which was provoked by the
resignation of a majorit y of the non-Communist ministers, many people found
themselves in prison , including the Slovak Jan Ursiny, the president of the
Democratic Part y, who had heen deputy pr ime min ister in the Go ttwa ld gov-
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ernment until he was forced to resign in the autumn of 1S/D; and Prokop

Drrina, the justice minister. Both men had been in the resistance during the

occupation.
The leaders of the SIO\ak Democratic Party were the first to be tried

publicly, in April and May 1<)48. Twenty-five people were sentenced, one for

thirty years. By then the general aims of judicial and police repression seem to

have been already established: enemies inside the army and the security services

were sought out, as were Democratic-Liberal and Social Democratic Party

leaders, all of whom had been allies until Fcbruarv 1948; some of them had

even been strongly in favor of close cooperation with the Communists.

The cases of Heliodor Pika and Josef Podsednik arc typical of the fate of

political prisoners at this time.

General Heliodor Pika, a great patriot and democrat, had played an im

portant role in the resistance. Favorably disposed toward cooperation with the

Soviet Union, he was promoted to the leadership of the Czechoslovakian

military delegation in the L.S.S.R. in the spring of 1s/4], well before 22 June

and the German attack. His actions and policies favoring amicable collaboration

with Moscow had been well known since the 1930s, as well as his conflicts with

the Soviet state. The latter stemmed from his attempts to free the more than

10,000 Czech citizens who were in Soviet camps and prisons, mostly for "illegal

crossing of L.S.S.R. borders" in 1S/38-39, when they had attempted to join the

Czechoslovak army that was forming inside the L.S.S.R. His patriotism and

his services to the "national and democratic revolution" were incontestable even

after 1S/45, when he was working as first assistant to the Czechoslovak army's

chief of staff.

Since late 1945, Pika's activities had been closely monitored by the mili

tary intelligence services, led by Bed rich Reicin, a Communist with close ties to

the Soviet intelligence services. In February 1948 General Pika was dismissed

from the army; in May he was arrested and accused of sahotaging the Czecho

slovak war effort in the U.S.S.R. by working as a British agent. He was sen

tenced to death on 28 January 1949 by a special court established in mid-1948

for purposes of political repression. He was hanged on the morning of 21 June

1949 in the courtyard of the prison in Plzen. Bedrich Reicin told his colleagues

that the Soviet Union had demanded the general's liquidation because he had

known too much about the Soviet intelligence services. Such knowledge un

doubtedly also explains why Reicin himself was hanged three years later.

In February 1948 Josef Podsednik was the mayor of Br no, the capital of

Moravia. He had attained the post in the democratic elections of 1946 as a

candidate for the National Socialist Party (a party created in the early years of

the century that had nothing in common with Hitler's version of "National

Socialism"). As a man who favored the democratic and humanitarian ideal of
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Tomas Masaryk, the first president of the republic, Podsednik was a repre

sentative figure for a great number of Czech Socialists, who numbered more

than 60,000 as of 31 December 1947. He was also a sincere believer in coop

eration with the Communists. After February 1948 the mayor of Brno decided

to emigrate, hut then abandoned the idea in order to concentrate on helping

former party members who were being persecuted. Arrested on 3 September

I<)48, he was sentenced by the State Court in March 1949 to eighteen years in

prison for illegal activities, attempting to overthrow the regime by violent

means, liaison with reactionary foreign powers, and so on. Nineteen other party

members who were condemned at the same time received sentences totaling

seventy-four years in prison. All the witnesses in this trial were themselves

political prisoners awaiting trial. Other groups, including thirty-two activists

from southern Moravia, were later sentenced as part of the "Podsednik affair"

to a total of sixty-two years' imprisonment.

The Podsednik trial was J public one. Years later, Pcdscdnik, who was

released in 1<)63 after serving fifteen years of his sentence, noted: "A few dozen

of the Czechoslovak Communist Party leaders came to the trial, which was the

first big political trial to be heard in the State Court, and they included Otto

Sling rwho was later to receive the death sentence in the Shinksy trial], who

laughed at the moment the sentence was read out."

The elimination of Democratic and Socialist allies in Czechoslovakia

culminated in the trial of Miladu Horakovu, which took place in Prague from

31 May to 8June 1950. Thirteen people-s-the leaders of the Socialist Party, the

Social Democratic Party, and the People's Party, as well as one Trotskyite

were sentenced. Four, including Horakova, received the death penalty; another

four received life imprisonment; and five were given sentences of between 15

and 28 years (totaling 110 years). The report prepared by the official Commis

sion of Inquiry during the Prague Spring in 1968 shows that 300 other political

trials were linked to the Milada Horakova trial, and that more than 7,000 former

members of the Socialist Party alone were sentenced. Many of the larger trials

took place from May through July of 1950 in several provincial towns to

demonstrate the national dimension of the supposed conspiracy. In thirty-five

trials there were 63S/ sentences handed out, including 10 death sentences, 48

sentences of life imprisonment, and a total of 7,850 years in prison.

The Milada Horakova trial was a milestone in several respects. According

to the distinguished Czech historian Karel Kaplan, it was the country's first

real show-trial, and the first trial prepared directly by Soviet "advisers," the

heads of the Soviet special services, who had come to help orchestrate the

terror. It was a carefully prepared spectacle in which all the participants, from

witnesses to judges, knew their lines beforehand, and the whole show served as

an enormous propaganda coup for the authorities.
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The trial also marked an important stage in the history of repression in

Europe in general, and not simply in the history of Communism: a woman was
hanged, a woman who had fought bravely in the resistance in the earliest days

of the occupation of Czechoslovakia in March 1939, and who had then been
imprisoned for nearly five years by the Nazis. A female victim, in short, who

was also a democrat, who had never intended to put up any sort of armed
resistance to the Communist dictatorship.

The affair raises many questions. Why did the West not protest more
vociferously against this crime? Why did no one respond to Albert Einstein's

protests or collect signatures for a petition? Why did the others who had fought
in the resistance against the Nazis in the rest of Europe fail to respond, and
why did they not try to save one of their own from the gallows?

The following account of a Communist intellectual party game in Paris at
about this time sheds some light on the mentality then prevailing.

"Psychodramas" weren't much talked about at the end of IliS\. I turned
up with Claire toward midnight on New Year's Eve, coming from one
family party at my relatives' to this other family party at Pierre Cour
tade's house. [He was a Communist journalist and writer.] Everyone was
very happy. In fact, everyone was quite drunk. "You're the one we were
waiting for," said all my friends. They explained the game to me. Jean
Duvignaud [an art historian and sociologist] said that cvcrv epoch in
vents its own literary genre or form: the Greeks had had tragedy, the
Renaissance the sonnet, the classical age the five-act play in verse with
the three unities, ere. The socialist age had invented its own form: the
Moscow show-trial. These partygoers, who were all slightly the worse
for drink, had decided to play at being on trial. All they needed was an
accused, and as I had come last I was the obvious choice. Roger Vailland
[a Communist writer1 was the prosecutor, Courtade was the defense
lawyer. I had to take my place in the dock. I resisted rather feebly, and
then decided to go along with it. The charges were very serious, as I had
broken ten different articles of the Code, and was accused of sabotaging
the ideological effort, collaborating with the cultural enemy, plotting
with international spies, philosophical high treason, etc. When I wanted
to argue during the examination, the procurator, lawyer, witnesses, etc.
all got quite angry. My lawyer's address to the court was terrible, and he
pleaded that there were attenuating circumstances, but that I should be
relieved of the burden of life as soon as possible. Thanks to the alcohol,
the clowning around soon became quite nightmarish, and what was
supposed to be a parody really began to hurt. When the sentence was
passed (I got the death sentence, of course), two women there, including
my wife, really began to get quite upset. Everyone was shouting and
crying, looking in the cupboards for indigestion tablets, putting cold
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compresses on heads, etc. We all-s-judge, lawyer, and accused-i-attended
to these people and tried to calm them down. I think I was the only one
who wasn't drunk; hut I wasn't the only one to feel ashamed.

No doubt about it, looking back on it now we were all quite mad.
There must be a point past which madness diminishes your responsibil
ity. But before you get to that point, madness doesn't relieve you of the
burden of your responsibility. You choose madness to escape the noose
that is closing around your neck, which you don't dare slip.

Our insanity was the consequence of the insanity of the moment.
We were rationalizing and internalizing a sort of general dementia.'!

The Destruction ofCivil Society

To understand what made such show-trials possible, we have to think very
carefully about the meaning of "civil society." Civil society evolves with capi

talism and the formation of the modern state. As the counterpart to the power
of the state, it is also an independent force. It depends first of all on a system of

needs, in which private economic activity plays a primary role. Civil society
supposes an individual who has many needs, and it depends on the values of

these individuals, their consciences, actions, and their sense of freedom, Indi
viduals are both selfish and citizens interested in public affairs and the commu
nity. Lubornir Sochor, a philosopher and political thinker, defines civil society

as "the ensemble of suprafamilial, nonstate institutions that organize the mem
bers of society into coordinated groups and allow them to express their opin

ions and particular interests. Of course, the prerequisite is that these

institutions and organisms are autonomous and are not merely transformed
into offshoots of the state apparatus, or simple 'transmission belts' for state
power."!" Among the organizations of civil society that constitute a means of

social control over the state are groups such as corporations and associations,

churches, unions, municipalities and local government bodies, regional self
government groups, and political parties, as well as general public opinion.

The constant strategy of Communist repression, whose central aim was
always the establishment of absolute power and the elimination of political

rivals and anyone else who had any sort of real power in society, was to attack
systematically all the organisms of civil society. Because the aim was a monop

oly on power and truth, the necessary targets were all other forces with political
or spiritual power. Hence the systematic targeting of unionists and political

activists, priests, journalists, writers, and the like.
There was also a sort of international criterion that operated in the choice

of victim. Governments that were totally subordinate to the Soviet Union

decreed that the many rich links existing between civil society and the outside
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world should all be severed. Social democrats, Catholics, Trotskyites, Protes

tants, and others were all targeted not simply because of their domestic activi

ties, but also because by their very nature they had strong, useful, and quite

traditional links with the outside world . The interests and aims of the global

strategy of the U.S.S.R . demanded that all these links be cut .

In the new "people's democracies," civil society was on the whole quite

weak . Before the war, its development had been halted by authoritarian or

semiauthoritarian regimes or by a rather backward level of economic and social

life . War, fascism, and the different policies of the occupying forces were all

factors in its relative weakness . When the liberation finally came, the behavior

of the Soviet Union and the bloody purges that followed were a further im

pediment to the development of civil society.

Soviet intervention in the occupied zone of East Germany goes a long way

toward explaining the relatively mild nature of judicial and police repressions

there, and the absence of show-trials in the German Democratic Republic

during the period up to 1949. Elsewhere, repression and show-trials invariably

accompanied the founding of the new regimes. But in East Germany at that

moment there was no need for recourse to such means, since the new govern

ment's aims had already been attained by policies pursued earlier. According

to studies conducted since the fall of the Berlin Wall in 19R9, the occupying

Soviet forces interned 122,000 people in their zone in 1945-·1950, 43,()()O of

whom died in detention and 736 of whom were executed . By its own estimates,

the SED (Socialist Unity Party) adopted repressive measures against 40,000 to

hO,OOO people.!'
Czechoslovakia is an exception of a different type, because of the violent

repression of civil society after February 194R. Of all the countries in Central

and Southeastern Europe, it was the only one with a history of parliamentary

democracy in the interwar years, although there had been a limited experiment

in Romania as well. Czechoslovakia, at the time, was also one of the ten most

industrialized countries in the world . At the moment of liberation, it had by

far the most structured and developed civil society in Central and Southeastern

Europe, and it had quickly tried to reorganize itself in 1945 . By 1946 more than

2.5 million citizens, or nearly half the adult population, belonged to one or

another of the four main Czech political parties in Bohemia, Silesia, and

Moravia . Two million Czechs and Slovaks were members of unions. Hundreds

of thousands of people belonged to numerous organizations and associations.

One organization alone, the Sokol (Falcon) Club, a politicized sporting asso

ciation that had existed since the previous century and had been an important

factor in nationalist affirmation, counted more than 700,000 members in 1948.
The first Sokol members were arrested in the summer of 1948 at the sin. the

annual sporting assembly festival. The first political trials of the members
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began in September. Two years later, with several thousand of its leaders

arrested, the organization had been almost completely destroyed . The segments

in the villages were simply integrated into the state apparatus. Like so many

other organizations in civi I society, such as the Boy Scouts and various Catholic

and Protestant organizations, the Sokol was reduced to nothing by persecutions

and repression, purges, the occupation or expropriation of property, and the

confiscation of goods-all activities in which the secret police, under the cover

of the "action committees" created in February 1948, excelled.
For the Communist governments, the churches were the greatest obstacle

to annihilation or control of the mechanisms of civil society. The Catholic

Church, with its organization directed from the Vatican, represented a rival

international faith to the one with its headquarters in Moscow. Moscow's

well-defined strategy was to force the Roman Catholic and Uniate churches to

break their links with the Vatican and to keep the resulting "national" churches

in its own power. This much can certainly be understood from consultations

that took place between Soviet leaders and the Information Bureaus of the

different Communist Parties in June 1948, as reported by Rudolf Shinsk y, the

secretary general of the Czechoslovak Communist Party.
To reduce the influence of the churches on society, bring them under the

bureaucratic control of the state, and transform them into instruments of

policy, the Communists combined repression, attempts at corruption, and even

infiltration of the church hierarchy. The opening of the archives, in Czecho

slovakia for instance, has revealed that numerous priests and even a few bishops

actively collaborated with the secret police . Were they perhaps trying to avoid

a worse fate?
The first antireligious repressions-if one excludes the victims of the

purges, such as the Bulgarian priests mentioned above-probably took place in

Albania . Gaspar Thaci, the archbishop of Shkoder, died under house arrest at

the hands of the secret police. Vincent Predushi, archbishop of Durres, who

was sentenced to thirty years of hard labor, died in February 1949, probably as

a result of torture. In February 1948 five clergymen, including Bishops Gjergj

Volaz and Fran Gjini of the apostolic delegation, were condemned to death and

shot. More than a hundred priests, nuns, and seminarians were executed or

died in custody. At least one Muslim also died as part of this wave of persecu

tion, a lawyer by the name of Mustafa Pipa, who was executed for coming to

the defense of the Franciscans. Years later, in 1967, Enver Hoxha was to declare

that Albania had become the first officially atheist state in the world . The official

newspaper Nendori (November) proudly announced that same year that all

mosques and churches, 2,169 in total, including 327 Catholic sanctuaries, had

been destroyed or closed.
In Hungary violent confrontations between the government and the
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Catholic Church began in the summer of 1948, with the nationali zation of
numerous religi ous schools.'! F ive priest s were sentenced in Jul y, and more in
August. joszef Cardinal Mindszenry, the indom itable primate of Hungary, was
arrested on 26 December 1948 and sentenced to life imprisonment on 5 Feb
ruary 1949. He was accused of plotting with various accomplices against the
state and of espi onage for foreign imperial powers, including th e United States.
A year later the government occupied most convents and mona steries, expellin g
the majority of the twelve thousand monks and nun s. In June 1451 Mon signor
jozsef Grosz, th e archbi shop of Kalocsa , leader of the episcopate and a close
friend of Mindszenty, met the same fate as the primate. Persecution of the
churches and religious orders in Hun gary did not affect only Ca tholics. The
Lutheran and Calvinist churches were considerably less numerous but were
also affected and also lost pastors and bishops, including an eminent Calvini st,
Bishop Laszlo Ravasz.

In Czechoslovakia as in Hungary, the government tried to create a dis
senting faction within the Catholic Church that was ready to co llaborate with
the government . When this tactic met with only part ial success, the scale of
repressions increased . In June 1449Josef Beran, the archbishop of Prague, who
had been imprisoned by the Nazis in 1942 in camps in Terczin and Dachau,
was placed under house arre st and later interned . In September 1949 several
dozen vicars who were prote sting the new law concerning churches were ar
rested . On 31 March 1950 a trial of several high-ranking churc h officials began
in Prague; they were accused of spying for the Vatican and other foreign
powers, organizing arms caches, and preparing a coup d'etat. The Redcmptor
ist Jan Mastiliak , the rector of the theological institute, received a life sentence,
and others received a total of 132 years of prison . On the night of 13-14 April
1950 a massive operation against the convents was carried out, which had been
prepared with military precision by the Ministry of Interior. Almost 0111 the
nun s and priests were removed and interned . At the same time the police placed
all bishops und er house arrest and forbade them to communicate with the
ou ts ide world .

In the summer of 1950 in eastern Slovakia the regime ordered the liqu i
dation of the Greek Catholic Uniate Church and ordered it to fuse with the
Orthodox Church, a procedure that had been used in Soviet Lkraine in 19-16.
Dissenting pri ests were interned or thrown out of their parishes . The archpri
est of Soviet Rurhcn ia, j ozsef Csari, was convicted in a tr ial that W3S clearl y
rigged, and th en deported to a camp in Vorkuta, in Siberia, where he was
imprisoned until 1956.

Repression against the churches was conceived and controlled by
Czechoslovak Communist Part y leaders. In September 195() the leadership
approved a series of trials of Catholics, which opened in Prague on 27 Novcm-
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ber 1950. Nine people connected to the bishop s, headed by Stanislav Zela, the
vicar- general of Olom ouc, in central Moravia, were given heavy sentences. On
IS Janu ary 1951, thi s time in Brati slava, the capital of Slovakia, a trial of three
bishop s, includin g the bishop of the Greek Cath olic Church, was finally con
cluded . In these two trials, all those accused of being "agents of the Vatican in
Czechoslovakia" were sentenced to terms ranging from ten years to life impris
onm ent. This tactic was used for the last time later that year in tr ials of more
people connected to the bishops. But the repressions did not end there . The
bishop of Lirorncficc, in Central Bohemia , Stcp,in Trochra, a resistance fighter
who had been arre sted in \Ia~ 1\)42 and detained in concentration camps in
Terczin , Dach au, and Mauthuuscn, was sentenced to twent y-five years in

prison in July 195·l,
The people who co n ceived and carried out these repressions sought not

only to remove thos e at the top or the hierarchy, out to strike at all Christian
intell ectuals in general. Ruzcna Vackova, who had fought in the resistance and
was a professor of art history at Charles University, was also a great supporter
of th e cause of polit ical prisoners. She was arrested in June 1\)52 and impris
oned unt il 1%7. The Catholic intell igentsia \\as quite severely affected by this
and another trial in 1952. The second took place in July in Brno, the capital of
Moravia, and was probahlv the largest political trial of "men of letters" in the
history of rwenticrh -ccnturv Europe.

One of those tr ied in Brno \\as Bedrich Fucik. a Czech Catholic intellec
tual who had little time for the church hierarchy. Arrested in the spring of I(),5I ,

he was tortured th roughout his interrogation. One day, after giving the usual
evasive answers to his torturers lor seven hours- "nothing," '" don't know,"
"none," and so f(lrth -he finally cracked and begun to "confess." "Leave me
alone, I beg you," he told them . " I can' t stand it any more . It's the ann iversary
of my mother's death roday." For a whole week before the trial, he was coached
in the answers he was til givc the court . He weighed -lX kilos (he had weighed
oI kilos before his arrest) and was in a very bad physical state. Fucik was
sentenced to prison Ior fifteen years but was amnestied and released in 1900.
The following is an excerpt from several interviews he gave to Karel Hartosek,

recorded in Prague between Ins and 19S2.

S.: DiJ you have the feeling, when you were in court, that you were like an

actor in a play?
F: Absolutely. [ knew that from the very beginning.
B. : Wh y did you agree to go alon g with it? How could you, as a Catholic in

tellectual, accept this highly staged Stalinist comed y?
F: This was the worst thing that one takes away from prison, the thing that

haunts you the most. The hunger, the cold, the black hole they keep you
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in, the terrifying headaches at the time when I seemed to be losing my

sight , all those things, you can for ger them , even if they alwa ys stay with

you , hidden away in your brain some w here. But the one thing I'll never

forget, the most horrible thing that will never leave me, is the way that

suddenly there arc two people inside you, two different men . The first

one, me, the person I had alway s been, and me, the second one, the new

one who sa~ s to th e old one, "you 're a criminal , you did such and

s uc h . . ." The first one fight s back, and an ar gument follows between

th ese two people, its like a total doubling of the personality, the one re

lenrlesslv humiliating the other. "You're lying! It' s not true! " and the

other saying "Yeah, okay, it's true, I did do it , I signed , et c."

H: You're not th e only one who made suc h a confession, of course. ~hny

people did. You were men, strong-willed ind ividuals, all with yo ur own

unique physical and mental characteristics, yet you all acted in a similar

or even identical manner: you all went along with the game, and learned

the parts vou had been assigned . I've talked a lot about the causes of

these "confessions" with Communists, and the way s uch men were

be aten anti broken at the end of it all. Hut you arc a man with a different

vision of the world . What happened inside you ? Why did you collaborate

with the government?

E: I co uld n ' t protect my self, physically or mentally, against their relentless

brainwashing any longer. I gave in . I've already told you about the mo

ment that something cracked inside me.j At thi s point he became more

and more agitated, and was almost shouting.] After that, I simply wasn't

myself any longer ... I consider the state of nonbeing to be the greatest

humiliation, the lowest thing that one can experience, it's like a destruc

tion of being itsel f. And they make you do it to yoursel f.

Repression of the churches followed a similar pattern in the Balkans. In

Romania, the liquidation of the Greek-Catholic U niare Church, which was

second only to the Orthodox Ch urch in the number of its followers, became

more intense in the autumn of 194R. The Orthodox Church stood by in silence,

and its hierarchy generally supported the regime-a fact that did not prevent

the government from closing many of its churches and imprisoning a number

of its lcadcrs. In October all the Uniate bishops were arrested . The Greek

Catholic Church was officially banned on I December 1948 . At that time its

faith ful numbered I,Sn,OOo (out of a population of IS million people) , and it

had 2,498 buildings and 1,713 priests . The authorities confiscated all its goods,

clo sed the cathedrals and churches, and in some cases even burned its libraries.

\ lore than 1,400 priests (about bOO in November IlJ48 alone) and some 5,000

followers were sent to prison, where approximately 200 were murdered .
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In Ma y 1948, with the arrest of ninety-two priests, it was the turn of the

Roman Catholic Church, whi ch had 1,250 ,000 followers in Romania to un-,
dergo repression . The government closed all the Catholic schools and nation-

alized the religi ous charities and medical centers. In June 1949 several Roman

Catholic bishops were arrested, and the following month all monastic orders

were banned. Repressions culminated in September 1951 with a large trial in

Bu charest in which several bishops and eminent lay figures were convicted of
"espionage."

One of the Greek-Catholic bishops, who had been ordained secretly and

who served fifteen years in prison followed by a period of hard labor, had the
following to say :

For years on end we endured tortu re, blows, hunger, cold , the confisca
tion of our goods, and endless mockery and ridicule in the name of the
Church. We would kiss our handcuffs, our chains, and the iron bars of
our cells as though they were sacred objects, and we loved our prison
clothes as if they were sacred vestments. We had cho sen our cross to
bear, and we kept it , desp ite the constant offers of freedom , money, and
the easy life if we renounced our faith . Our bishops, priests, and faithful
were sentenced in total to more than fifteen thousand years in prison,
and they served well over one thousand . Six bishops were imprisoned
for refusing to renounce the ir allegiance to Rome. And despite the blood
of all these victims, our Church toda y has as many bishops as it had at
the time when Stalin and the Orthodox Patriarch Justinian triumphantly
proclaimed its death.' :'

Ordinary People and the Concentration Camp System

The hisrory of dictatorships is complex, and the history of Communism no

less so. Its birth in Central and Southeastern Europe was at times marked by

massive popular su ppor t, linked to the crushing of the Nazi menace as well as

to the unquestionable skill with which the Communist leaders nurtured peo

ple 's illusions and fanaticism . The Left Bloc, for instance, which was estab

lished in Hungary at the initiative of the minority Communist Party after the

elections of November 1945, organized a demonstration by more than 400,000
people in Budapest in March 1946.

The newl y installed Communist regimes favored the promotion of hun

dreds of thousands of people from socially disadvantaged backgrounds. In

highl y industria lized Czechoslovakia, where the workers made up some 60

percent of the population in the Czech lands and 50 percent in Slovakia,

between 200,000 and 250,000 workers rook the places of people who had been

removed in purges or who came to fiJI various departments. The vast majority
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of them, of course, joined the Czechoslovak Communist Party. Millions of

peasants and agricultural workers in Central and Southeastern Europe unde

niably did benefit immediately from the agrarian reforms and the redistribution

of previously privately owned land (including land that had belonged to the

Catholic Church) and of the confiscated property of the expelled Germans.

This happiness of the few, built on the misery of others, was often short

lived, for Bolshevik doctrine mandated the liquidation of all private property.

In pursuit of the "intensification of class war" and "the offensive struggle of

the masses," in 1945 all the new regimes implemented a hroad program of

nationalization of properties previously owned by "Germans, traitors, and

collaborators." Once the Communists' monopoly of power was assured, it was

the turn of the small landowners, shopkeepers, and artisans to have their

property seized. The owners of small workshops and modest shops, who had

never exploited anyone other than perhaps themselves or members of their

families, had good reason to be unhappy. The peasants' turn came in 1949-50,

when they were forced into collectivization. The workers in large industrial

centers also suffered from new measures that affected their freedoms and their

standard of living, often wiping out the gains they had made in the past.

As discontent grew, social tension increased. To express discontent, the

workers soon tired of vocal or written demands and began to organize strikes

and demonstrations in the streets. In the summer of 1948, a few months after

"victorious February," a strike supported by demonstrations began in fifteen

Czech and Moravian cities and in three Slovak cities. The strikes began again

in late 1951 in all the industrial regions, with protest meetings in the factories

and demonstrations of between 10,000 and 30,000 people in the streets of Brno.

Then, in early June 1953, to protest against a draconian currency reform,

strikes and work stoppages were declared in about ten of the major factories,

often accompanied by demonstrations, which in Plzen became a rebellion. In

1953, 472 strikers and protesters were arrested, and the Communist Party

leadership immediately demanded that a list of all participants in the strikes be

drawn up, so that they could be "isolated and placed in work camps."

Peasants also revolted from time to time. One of the participants in the

Romanian peasant revolt of July 1950 recalled how they all met outside the

Communist Party headquarters, unarmed and peaceable, only to be fired upon
by a Communist militant.

After that we forced our way into the building, and we threw the por
traits of Stalin and Gheorghiu Dej on the floor and stomped on
them Reinforcements arrived quite soon, first of all the village gen-
darmes Luckily, a young girl named Maria Stoian had cut the wires
at the telephone exchange and rung the bells. But the Bolsheviks shot at
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us as much as they could ... In midmorning, about ten o'clock I think,
the Securitare arrived with machine guns and all sorts of heavy weapons.
Women and children fell to their knees. "Don't shoot us or our children!
You've all got children too, and relatives! We're dying of hunger, and
we've come here to heg for our wheat not to be taken away!" Lt. Major
Stanescu Martin gave the order to open fire.

The author of this statement was arrested, tortured, and sent away into forced

labor until 1953. 14

Under these regimes, which systematically denied freedom and funda

mental human rights, any expression of discontent was treated as political and

"antistate." The leaders used persecution to plunge society into what Karel

Kaplan described as the "psychology of fear," which they viewed as a "stabi

lizing factor" for the regime.

In the years 1949-1954 millions of people were affected by repression

not only those in prison, but also members of their families. The repression

took multiple forms. There were mass deportations from Budapest, Sofia,

Prague, and Bucharest to the provinces. In the summer of 1951 they included

14,000 Jews from Budapest, who had survived the wartime massacres and

formed the largest Jewish community in Europe. Also affected were the families

of emigres, students who were thrown out of their universities, and hundreds

of thousands named on the lists of those judged to be "politically suspect" or

"hostile." Such lists were first instigated by the security forces in 1949 and

continued to grow longer and longer.

The immense sea of suffering was constantly augmented. After the elimi

nation of figures from political parties and civil society, repression turned to

ordinary people. In factories, "troublemakers" were treated as "saboteurs" and

were punished with "class justice." The same fate awaited those in the villages

who had enjoyed authority because of their knowledge or wisdom, and who

simply failed to believe that collectivization was the best or fairest agricultural

method. Millions of people then began to see that the promises made earlier,

to encourage them to follow Communist ideas, had often been no more than

tactical lies. Some dared to voice their discontent.

In-depth studies of the social dimension of these repressions and of the

persecution of ordinary people are still rare. We do have quite reliable statistics

for the Czech provinces and for Slovakia, where the archives are now open. In

most of the other countries we are forced to make do with the investigations

of journalists and with eyewitness reports, which luckily have been quite nu

merous since 1989.

In Czechoslovakia, as early as mid-1950, people described as workers

made up 39.1 percent of all those imprisoned for crimes against the state. Offiee
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workers, who were often victims of purges in the administration, were second,

with 2H percent. The proportion of peasants was slightly lower. In 1951-52

nearly half of all the people arrested by State Security were workers.

The "Report on the Activity of the Courts and the Magistrates" for 1950

presents statistics for people sentenced for "minor crimes against the Republic"

(such as inciting people to rebel, spreading false reports, and small-scale sabo

tage), adjudicated in the Czech provinces by local courts. Of these, 41,2 percent

were workers, and 17.7 percent were peasants. In Slovakia the figures were :13.9

percent and .12.6 percent, respectively. Although the share of workers and

peasants brought to trial in the main state courts was somewhat smaller, the

social category of workers, including agricultural workers, accounted for 2X.X

percent of those sentenced (this figure also includes the peasantry), 1X.5 percent

of those sentenced to death, and 17.6 percent of those sentenced to life impris

onment.

The same pattern was common in other countries, although the peasants

were sometimes the main victims of repression. This influx of ordinary people

into the prisons was tied to the expansion of the camps and the creation of a

concentration-camp svstem, which was perhaps the most remarkable feature of

the barbarism of the Communist regimes. The prisons were never large enough

to receive a mass of prisoners, and governments again followed the lead of the

Soviet union and created their own gulag archipelago.

Both Bolshevism and Nazism enriched the history of repression in the

twentieth century by establishing camp systems in times of peace. As Annette

\\'ie\'iorka pointed out in a special issue on camps in the journal ~ 'ingtieme siecle
in 1997, before the invention of the Gulag and the Lagers (the gulags came

first ), prison camps had been a wartime means of repression and exclusion,

1)uring World War II the concentration-camp system arose in continental

Europe, and camps, Lagers, and gulags were to be found from the Urals to the

foothills of the Pyrenees. But their history did not end with the defeat of

Germany and its allies.

During the war the fascist and dictatorial regimes allied with Germany

had incorporated the camp into the culture of their countries. In Bulgaria the

conservative government had established an internment camp on the small

island of Saint Anastasia in the Black Sea, near Burgas, and then built the

camps of Gonda Voda and Belo Pole, where political opponents were interned.

In I<)41-1944 the populists in power in Slovakia had built fifteen "penitential

work establishments" near civil-engineering projects that lacked manpower,

and sent there "asocial clements," which generally meant Romany Gypsies. In

Romania camps had been created for political prisoners by the dictatorial

regime of Marshal Ion Anronescu, most notably the Tirgiu Jiu camp, in the

territory between the Dniester and the Bug, which was used for racial repres-

SIlJn.
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Thus, when the war ended there were already well-established camps that

could serve as transit points for the new deportees (as in the case of Hungary)

or as internment camps for people suspected of having collaborated with the

Nazis. This was the new function of Buchenwald and Sachsenhausen, infamous

concentration camps under the Nazis that lay in the Soviet-occupied zone of
East Germany.

After 1945 new types of camps sprang up, to which governments sent

their political adversaries. The camps may have been established first in Bul

garia, where a 1945 decree allowed the police to establish camps to educate

people through work, known as labor-educational communes (/rudovo-vuzpi
tatchni obshchezhitiva, or TVO). Hundreds of people, including dozens of

anarchists, were sent to the Kutsian camp, near the mining center in Pernik,

which at the time was already known as "the kiss of death," and to Bobov Dol

and Bogdanov Dol, known to its inmates as "the camp of shadows." After

receiving detailed information about these sites in March 1949, French anar

chists denounced them publicly as "Bolshevik concentration camps."!'
The "Gulag archipelago" came to Central and Southeastern Europe in

1949-50. Unlike the case of the Nazi camps, there is no mass of studies and

eyewitness testimony to provide a picture of these camps. Nevertheless, we

must attempt at least a sketch, both to deepen our understanding of the nature

of the Communist regimes and to do justice to the memory of the victims who

lost their lives in this part of Europe.

An analysis of the Soviet system leads to the conclusion that the main

purpose of the camps was economic. Obviously, the system was meant to isolate

and punish certain segments of society. But the geographic distribution of the

camps makes it clear that they were situated primarily where the authorities

most needed disciplined, plentiful, and cheap manpower. These modern slaves

may not have built pyramids, but they did build canals, dams, factories, and

buildings in honor of the new pharaohs. They also worked in coal, anthracite,

and uranium mines. Could it be that the choice of prisoners and the extent and

rhythm of repression were all influenced by the needs of the construction sites

and the mines?

In Hungary and Poland the camps were systematically located near mining

areas. In Romania the vast majority of the camps were set up along the route

of the Danube-Black Sea canal and in the delta of the Danube. The biggest

and most important group of camps was known as the Poarta Alba, where

names like Cernavoda, Medgidia, Valea Neagra, and Basarabi were engraved

in people's memories, together with places in the Danube delta (Periprava,

Chilia Veche, Stoenesti, Tataru), The Danube-Black Sea canal soon became

known as "the canal of death." This was indeed a terrible place, where thou

sands of peasants who had opposed collectivization were sent, along with other

"suspect individuals." In Bulgaria, detainees in the Kutsian camp worked an
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open-cast mineral mine, in Bukhovo they worked in a uran ium mine, and in
Belene they shored up the banks of the Danube. In Czechoslovakia, the camps
were grouped mainly around the uranium mines in the ] achymov region, in
Western Bohemia, and in the coalfields of Ostrava , in lorthern Moravia ,

Why were such places known as "labor camps" ? Could the leaders possibly
have been unaware that"Arbeit macht frei" had been the inscription above the
gates of Nazi death camps? Living conditions in these camps, particularly in
the period 1949-1953, were extremely hard, and the daily tasks usuall y resulted
in the total exhaustion of inmates.

One former inmate of a labor camp recalled conditions there in a 1988
interview for a program called "The Other Europe."

After the war Irnre Nyeste, a Hungarian resistance fighter in charge of a
youth organization, had refused to join the Communist Party. After his trial he
was sentenced to a labor camp, where he stayed until 1950. Inmates there broke
stones for twelve hours a day in winter and sixteen hours a day in summer. But
worst of all for him was the hunger.

The difference between the Communist secret police and the Nazis-l
am one of the happy few who haveexperience of both-isn 't a question
of their respective levels of brutality and cruelty. The torture chamber
in a Nazi jail is the same as one in a Communist jail. The difference is
elsewhere. If the Nazis arrested you as a political dissident, in general
what they wanted to know was what your activities were, who your
friends were, what your intentions were, etc. The Communists never
bothered with all that. They already knew when they arrested you what
sort of confession you were going to sign. But you yourself did not.
had no idea that I was going to becomean "American spy"!"

The exact number of prison s and camps is now more or less clear, bur
determining the number of inmates is more difficult . For Albania, a map drawn
up by Odile Daniel locates nineteen camps and pr isons. A map of the Bulgarian
gulag prepared in 1990 shows eighty-six localities. Around IX7 ,000 people were
imprisoned in Bulgaria in the period 1944-1902, according to a list compiled
in 1989 by the association of former political prisoners. That figure includes
not only those sentenced but also those sent to camps without trial and those
kept for weeks on end in police stations-s-often a means used to force peasants
to join agricultural cooperatives. According to other estimates, approximately
12,000 people were in camps between 1944 and 1953, and 5,000 between 1956
and 1962.

In Hungary several hundred thousand people were prosecuted in 1948
1953, and, according to different estimates, between 700,000 and 800,000 were
convicted. Most cases were trials for "crimes against state property." Here, as
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in other countries, administrative internments carried out by the secret police
should also be included in the figures. In the German Democratic Republic
before the Berlin Wall had been erected, new political prisoners (other than
those mentioned in the previous section) seem to have been quite rare.

In Romania, estimates for the number of people incarcerated throughout
the Communist period vary between 300,000 and I million . The second figure
probably includes not onl y political prisoners but also common criminals (al
though for crimes like "parasitism" it is extremely hard to tell the two apart) .
The Briti sh historian Dennis Deletanr estimates that approximatel y 180,000
people were detained in camps in Romania in the early I950s. In Czechoslova
kia, the number of political prisoners for the years 194X-1954 has now been
established at 200,000. For a population of J2.6 million inhabitants, there were
H2 camps and prisons. The figure for those imprisoned includes not only those
brought to trial and sentenced, but also those sent to prison without trial or
interned in camps on the whim of local authorities.

The penal world differed only slightly from country to country, since all
were modeled quite closely on the Soviet system, whose emissaries often came
to inspect such establishments. However, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, and Roma
nia added some new clements to the Soviet system.

Czechoslovakia brought bureaucratic perfectionism. Some analvsts be
lieve that the weight of the Ausrro-H ungarian imperial bureaucrac y left an
imprint on the behavior here . The Czechoslovak government provided itself
with ample legislation to legitimate its actions, including Law 247 of 25 October
194X, which ratified the forced-labor camp s (I (ihIJr)1 nucrne prdce, or T NP) for
people aged eighteen to sixty. Their purpose was to educate prisoners for a
period ranging from three months to two years, which could be shortened or
lengthened at will. The law was aimed at delinquents and at the work-shy, but
also at tho se whose "lifestyle needed improvement. " Administrative penal Law
XI{ of 12 July 1950 authorized sending to the TNP anyone who, for example,
failed to respect "the protection of agriculture and forestry" or who "demon
strated an attitude hostile toward the people's democratic order of the Republic
or its construction ." As was pointed out in the National Assembly, these meas
ures necessitated "effective repression of all class enernies."!'

Under these laws, sentencing to the camps was decided by a commission
of three memb ers, created first by a national regional committee and after 1950
by a national district committee or, alternatively, by a special penal commission
from the committees headed by the chief of the local branch of the security
forces. In all provinces, most of those sent to the TNP were ordinary people,
and, as studies carried out since 1989 have confirmed, most of them were
workers.

In 1950 the Communist bureaucracy came up with another means of
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repression, using the army : the technical support battalion (pomoC1lJI technicey
prapor. or PTP) . Those inducted into these battalions were often significantly

older than those doing military service, and they were forced to work extremely

hard in the mines, living in conditions similar to those of the labor camps.

Romania was also quite innovative. The Securirate, the Romanian secret

police, used all the classic methods of torture during their interrogations:

hearings, blows to the soles of the feet, hanging people upside down, and so

forth . But in the prison built in the 1930s in Pitesti, about 110 kilometers from

Bucharest, the cruelty far surpassed those usual methods. The philosopher

Virgil Ierunca recalls: "The most vile tortures imaginable were practiced in

Pitesti . Prisoners' whole bodies were burned with cigarettes: their buttocks

would begin to rot , and their skin fell off as though they suffered from leprosy.

Others were forced to swallow spoonfuls of excrement, and when they threw

h . . "1M
it back up, they were forced to eat t err own vomit.

These tactics were part of a program of "reeducation." Romania was

probably the first country in Europe to introduce the methods of brainwashing

used by the Communists in Asia. Indeed, these tactics may well have been

perfected there before they were used on a massive scale in Asia . The evil goal

of the enterprise was to induce prisoners to torture one another. The idea was

conceived in the prison in Pitesri . The experiment began in early December

1949 and lasted approximately three years . It resulted from an agreement

between the Communist Alexandru Nikolski, one of the chiefs of the Romanian

secret police, ami Eugen Turcanu, a prisoner who had been arrested in 1948

because of his role as a student organizer for the fascist Iron Guard in 1940-41 .

After arriving in prison, Turcanu became the head of a movement called the

Organization of Prisoners with Communist Beliefs, or OPCB. The goal of the

organization was the reeducation of political prisoners, combining study of the

texts of Cummunist dogma with mental and physical torture. The hard core

of reeducators consisted of fifteen hand-picked detainees, who first had to make

contact with other prisoners and win their confidence.
According to Virgil Ierunca, reeducation occurred in four phases. The first

phase was known as "exterior unmasking." The prisoner had to prove his

loyalty by admitting what he had hidden when the case had been brought

against him and, in particular, admit his links with his friends on the outside.

The second phase was "interior unmasking," when he was forced to denounce

the people who had helped him inside the prison. The third phase was "public

moral unmasking," when the accused was ordered to curse all the things that

he held sacred, including his friends and family, his wife or girlfriend, and his

God if he was a believer. In the fourth phase, candidates for joining the OPCB

had to "reeducate" their own best friend, torturing him with their own hands

and thus becoming executioners themselves. "Torture was the key to success.
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It implacably punctuated all confessions, between sentences. You couldn't es

cape the torture. You might perhaps he able to shorten it, if you admitted the

worst horrors. Some students were tortured for two months; others, who were

more cooperative, got away with a week."!"

Eugen Turcunu devised especially diabolical measures to force seminari

ans to renounce their faith . Some had their heads repeatedly plunged into a

bucket of urine and fecal matter while the guards intoned a parody of the

baptismal rite . One victim who had been systematically tortured in this fashion

developed an automatic response that went on for about two months: every

morning, to the great delight of his recducators, he would plunge his own head

into the bucket.

Turcanu also forced the seminarians to take part in black masses that he

orchestrated himself, particularly during holy week and on Good Friday. Some

of the reed ucarurs played the part of choirboys; others masqueraded as priests.

Turcanu's liturgy was extremely pornographic, and he rephrased the original

in a demonic fashion, The Virgin Mary was called "the Great Whore," and

Jesus "that cunt who died on the cross." One seminarian undergoing reeduca

tion and playing the role of a priest had to undress completely and was then

wrapped in a robe stained with excrement. Around his neck was hung a phallus

made of bread and soap and powdered with DDT In IlJ50 on the Saturday

before Easter the: students who were undergoing reeducation were forced to

pass before: the priest, kiss the: phallus, and say. "He is risen ."11i

In I <)52 the: Romanian authorities tried to extend the Pitcsri experiment,

particularly in the work camps on the: Danube-Black Sea canal. When West

ern radio stations got wind of the: operation, the Communist leaders decided

to end the: "reeducation" program. In a trial in 1954, Turcanu and six accom

plices were: condemned to death, but no one else in the police hierarchy was

ever held accountable.

The Lovech camp in Bulgaria offers a third and final example of the new

elements added by Central and Southeastern Europe to the history of Com

munist repression. This camp was established in 1959, six years after Stalin's

death and three years after Khrushchev's speech at the Twentieth Party Con

gress condemning the Stalinist camps. It was a time when many of the camps

for political prisoners were being dosed, even in the Soviet Union. The Lovech

camp was not particularly large-its capacity was about 1,000 prisoners-but

the killings carried out there by the executioners were truly atrocious. People

were tortured and finished uff in the most primitive fashion imaginable: they

were simply clubbed to death .

The government opened the Lovech camp after closing the camp at

Belene-a camp unforgettable to the Bulgarians, since the bodies of prisoners

who died there were fed to the pigs . Officially, the camp was created to deal
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with repeat offenders and hardened criminals. But according to eyewitness

reports made in 1990, most of the inmates were in fact sen t there without trial :

" You' re wearing jeans, you' ve got long hair, you listen to American music, you

speak the language of a country that is hostile to us, you've been talking to

tourists ... off to camp with you!" Accordingly, the majority of people in the

camp were very young.

In the preface to a book of statements from victims, their families, and

former members of the repressive apparatus, Tzvetan Todorov summed up life

in Lovech as follows:

During morning roll call, the chief of police (i.e., the head of the State
Security forces in the camp) would choose his victims . He would take a
little mirror out of his pocket and shove ir in their faces, saying, "Here,
take a lasr look at your face!" The vicrims were rhen given a sack, in
which they would be brought back to the camp thar evening: they had to
carry it themselves, like Christ carrying his own cross up to Golgotha.
They left for the sire, which in fact was a quarry. There they were beaten
to death by the brigadiers and tied up in the sack with some wire. That
night their comrades would have to bring them back to the camp in a
handcart, and the bodies were then stacked up behind the toilets until
there were twenty of them, when a truck would arrive and take them
away. Those who didn't make their daily quota were singled out during
the evenin g roll call; the police chief would draw a circle in the sand
with his baton , and the designated people who were pushed into the
circle were beaten repeatedly."

The exact number of deaths in this camp has not yet been established .

The camp was closed by the authorities in 1962. Although the regime inside

the camp began to improve a little in 1961, and although the actual number of

deaths was onl y a few hundred , the name Lovech will alwa ys remain an impor

tant symbol of barbarism in formerly Communist countries.

This mass terror cannot be explained as "natural for those times," or as

part of the Cold War that began in 1947 and reached its height with the Korean

war of 1950--1953. The opponents of Communist power inside these countries,

despite their huge majority, demonstrated almost no interest in violent or armed

struggle (Poland is a notable exception, and there were also armed groups in

Bulgaria and Romania) . Their opposition was often spontaneous, unorganized,

and quite democratic. Some of the politicians who had not immediately emi

grated believed that the repression would be short-lived . Armed resistance was

rare, and when it did occur it was usually a case of the secret services settling

grudges, or of underworld killings being passed off as political murders, rather

than a result of genuine political opposition .

Thus there is no way to explain the violence of the repression by pointing
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to vio lence in society or the scale of opposit ion . The "class struggle" was highly

orchestrated , and opposition networks were sometimes deliberately established

by agents prooocateurs from the secret police. Occasionally those agents were in

turn killed by the secret services.

People still tr y to explain away the history of Communism with reference

to the "spirit of the moment" or the "context of the time." But such attempts

are pan of a spec ifically ideological approach to history and a revisionism that

does not correspond to the facts as they have now come to light . Scholars and

others should pay closer attention to the social dimensions of the repression,

and concentrate more on the persecution of ordinary people.

The Trials ofCommunist Leaders

The persecution of fellow Communists is one of the most important episodes

in the history of repression in Central and Southeastern Europe in the first

half of the twentieth century. Neither the international Communist movement

nor any of its local branches ever ceased to denounce "bourgeois justice and

legality" and fascist and Nazi repression . Undoubtedly, there were thousands

of militant Communists who died as victims of Nazi and fascist repression

during World W,lr II.

But the persecution of Communists did not stop with the progressive

installation of " people's democracies," when the "dictatorship of the proletar

iat" took over from the "dictatorship of the bourgeoisie."

In Hungary in 1945 the secret pol ice imprisoned Pal Demeny, jozsef
Skolnik, and a number of their friend s. All considered themselves to be Com

munists, and it was under that label that th ey had led underground resistance

groups, to which they had often recruited young people and workers. In the

industrial centers, membership in their groups was higher than that of Com

munist groups who had sworn allegiance to Moscow, and who considered

competitors like Demeny to be Trotskyites or "deviationists." When the mo

ment of liberation finally arrived, Demeny met the same fate that befell those

he had fought against, and he was imprisoned until 1957. In Romania the fate

of Stefan Foris, general secretary of the Romanian Communist Party in the

mid-1930s, was even more tragic. He was accused of being a police agent, kept

under surveillance until 1944, and killed in 1946 with a blow from an iron bar.

His mother, who had looked everywhere for him, was found drowned in a river

in Transylvania with stones tied around her neck . Ceausescu denounced the

political assas sination of Foris and his friends in 1968 .

The examples of Demeny, Foris, and others demonstrate quite clearly that

for the people in charge, there were "good" Communists, who were in the Party

and faithful to Moscow, and "bad" Communists, who refused to join what they
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saw as a Party with no independence. The principle varied over time in certain
countries, but the dialectic of Communist persecution became considerably
more complicated after 1948, when it moved inside the Party itself.

In late June 1948 the Cominform, which had been establi shed in Septem
ber 1947and included all the Communist parties then in power except Albania,
together with the two most powerful Communist parties in Western Europe
the French and Italian-roundly condemned Tiro's Yugoslavia and called for
his overthrow. In the months that followed, "deviationism" (opposition to the
reigning powers in Moscow) began to take shape as a new phenomenon in the
Communist movement. The desire to be autonomous and independent of the
center, which previousl y had been discernible only in small groups, now became
the province of an entire state. One small Balkan state, in which the Communist
Party's monopol y on power had already been tried and tested , challenged the
entire Communist empire. The increasingly tense situation offered new per
spectives on the repression of Communists. Communists themselves, as well as
citizens of Communist states, could now be accused of being allies or agents
of hostile foreign Communist powers.

There were two important aspects of this historical novelty in the perse
cution of Communists--events in Yugoslavia and the repression of Titoists
and little attention has been paid to the former until now. After what the
newspapers described as the Tito-Stalin split, Yugoslavia went through an
economic crisis worse, according to some, than the one experienced during the
war. Links to the outside world were repeatedl y cut, and with Soviet tanks
deployed near the border the country was under serious threat. In 1948-49 the
prospect of a Soviet invasion and a new war was not a happy one in a country
already devastated by war and its aftermath.

The government in Belgrade reacted to the accusation of "Yugoslav trea
son" and threats of force by isolating those who were faithful to Moscow, whom
it termed informbiroutsi (Cominformers) , as well as anyone who approved the
Cominform resolution of June 1948. This isolation was not merel y a process
of internment that would have prevented contact with the outside world . Tiro's
government was still deeply imbued with Bolshevik ideas and came up with the
solution one might expect: it opened more prison camps. Yugoslavia has many
islands, and in an allusion perhaps to the first Bolshevik camp set up in the
Solovetski archipelago, the main camp was called Goli Otok, or "Naked Is
land ." This was no ordinary camp; it used reeducation methods similar to those
practiced in Pitesti in Romania. For instance, there was a practice known as the
"walk of dishonor" or " jack-rabbit," which forced newcomers to run a gauntlet
of prisoners, who, partly to improve their standing with the authorities, would
beat them, insult them, and throw stones as they passed. There were also rituals
of criticism, self-accusation, and confession.
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Torture was the daily bread of the internees. Among the method s was one
known simply as "the bucket," which forced a prisoner's head into a receptacle
filled with excrement. Another, called "the hunker," forced prisoners to stay in
a tiny space for long periods. The most widespread method used by reeduca
tors-reminiscent of work done in Nazi camps-was stone-breaking on the
rocky islands of the Adriatic. To complete the humiliation, the stones were
thrown back into the sea at the end of the day.

The persecution of Communists in Yugoslavia that began in 1948--49 was
probably one of the most massive persecution movements that Europe had yet
witnessed, including those of the Soviet Union from the 1920s to the 1940s,
Germany in the 1910s, ami the repression of Communists during the Nazi
occupation . What happened in Yugoslavia was a trul y immense phenomenon
cons idering the number of inhabitants and the number of Commun ists. Ac
cording to official sources that were long kept secret, the purges affected 16,371
people, 5,017 of whom were brought to trial, and three-quarters of whom were
sent to Goli Otuk and Grgur. Independent analysis by Vladimir Dedijer sug
gests that between 11,000 and 12,000 people went through the Goli Otok camp
alone. But even the most recent research has been unable to come up with a
figure for the number of prisoners who died as victims of executions, exhaus
tion, hunger, epidemics, or even suicide-a solution chosen by many Commu

nists to escape their cruel situation .
The other aspect of the persecution of Communists is better known: the

repression of Titoists in the other "people's democracies." This usually took
the form of show- trials aimed at affecting public opinion in the countries
concerned, as well as serv ing an international function . The progress of these
trials proved that Mo scow's suspicions were well founded : the principal enemy
was within the Communist Party itself. Vigilance and mistrust, it followed,

must therefore become a way of life for true Communists.
In early 194/\the Romanian Communist Party opened the case of Lucretiu

Patrascanu, an intellectual and renowned Marxist theorist who had been a
founding member of the Party in 1921 at the age of twenty-one and minister
of justice since 1944. Some aspects of his case foreshadowed the campaign
against Tiro . Dismissed from office in February 194/\ and imprisoned, Parras
canu was condemned to death in April 1954, one year after the death of Stalin,
and executed on 1() April. The mystery of this late execution has not yet been
cleared up. One theory is that Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej, the general secretar y
of the Romanian Communist Party, feared Parrascanu 's rehabilitation, viewing
him as a potential rival. This idea is only partl y plausible, however, inasmuch

as the two had been in conflict since the war.
In 1949 the first trials of Communist leaders in countries bordering Yu

goslavia took place. The first were in Albania, where the leadership had close
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ties to the Yugoslav Communists. The designated victim, Koci Xoxe, had been

a chief of the armed Communist resi stance before being made minister of

internal affairs and general secretary of the Party after the war. Xnxe was

devoted to Tiro's cause. After a politi cal cam paign within the Party in the

autumn of 1948 attacking the " pro-Yugoslav Trotskvite taction led by Xox e

and Kristo," all allies of the Yugoslav Communists were arrested in March

1949. Xoxe was brought to trial in Tirana with four other leaders-Pandi

Kristo, Vasco Koleci , N uri Huta, and Vango Mitrojorgji. He was sentenced to

death on 10 June and executed the next day. Hi s four com panions received

heavy sentences, and it was not long before other pro-Yugoslav Communists in

the Albanian Party also fell victim to the purge.

A second show-trial in the anti-Tito series took place in September 1949

in Budapest. The accu sed was I.a szli> Rajk , who had fought in the International

Brigades in Spain . Rajk had been one of the heads of the resistance and as a

minister of internal affairs had carried out severe repressions of non -Commu

nist democrats before being made minister of foreign affairs . After his arrest

in May 1949, Rajk was tortured and blackmailed by his previous colleagues,

who told him that he would not he killed if he helped the Party. He was ordered

to confess in court and to reel off a string of accusations aga inst Tiro ami the

Yugoslavs as " enem ies of people's democracy." The verdict of the Hungarian

court was reached on 24 September, with no right to appeal: I .:iszlo Rajk, Tiber

Szonyi, and Andras Szalai were condemned to death, and the Yugoslav Lazar

Brankov and the Social Democrat Pal justus were given life sentences. Rajk was

executed on 10 October. In a subsequent trial a military court condemned four
high-ranking officers to death ,

In the repressions following the Rajk trial, 94 people in Hungary were

arrested, sentenced , and interned; IS were executed; II others died in prison;

and 50 of the accused received prison sentences of more than ten years. The

total number of deaths in thi s affair was about 60, including a number or

suicides among prisoners, their relatives, and judges and police officers ca u ght
up in the affair.

Animosities within the leadership, and the zeal of the general secretary of

the Party, Matyas Rakosi, and the chiefs of the secret poli ce, influen ced the

choice of victims and their leader, Laszl« Rajk. These and other factors, how

ever, should not ob scure the essential fact that many of the main decisions were

made in Moscow by, among others, the heads of the security forces and intel 

ligence services resp onsible tor Central and Western Europe. This had been

the case since the earliest waves of repression . Sovi et leaders were preoccupied

with discovering a huge international anti-Soviet conspiracy. The Rujk trial

played a key role, particularly through its main witness, the American Noel

Field, who was secretly a Communist and helped the Soviet union, as has
recently been proved in the archives."
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This attempt to find an international conspiracy in Titoism was also

evident in the trial of Traicho Kosrov, in Sofia. Kostov was an experienced

Comintern official who had been condemned to death by the previous regime.

He had fought in the resistance during the war, had been made vice president

of the National Council after the war, and was considered the heir apparent to

Georgi Dimitrov. Dimitrov was a previous general secretary of the Comintern

and had been head of the Bulgarian Communist Party since 1946, but in 1949

his health began to deteriorate stead ily. He was treated in the Soviet Union

beginning in March of that year but died on 2 July.

From late 194i\, the "Muscovites" at the head of the Bulgarian Commu

nist Party (that is, the leaders who had spent the war in Moscow, people of the

same mold as Rakosi in Hungar y and Gottwald in Czechoslovakia) had been

criticizing the faults and failures of Kostov, above all his "incorrect relationship

with the U.S.S.R." concerning economic questions, despite his "self-criticism."

With the consent of Dirnitrov, who had condemned Kostov in violent terms in

a letter dispatched on 10 May from a Soviet sariarori urn, Kosrov was arrested

in June 1949 with several other collaborators.

The trial of Traicho Kostov and the nine accused with him opened in

Sofia on 7 December 1949 . A verdict was reached one week later, and Kostov

was sentenced to death as an agent or the Bulgarian police of the old regime,

as a Titoist traitor, and as an agent of Western imperialism . Four other lead

ers-Ivan Stefanov, Nikolai Pavlov, Nikolai Nechev, and Ivan Tutev-were

given life sentences; three more received fifteen years, one recei ved twelve years,

and another received eight years. Two days later, after Kostov's appeal for

clemency was rejected, he was hanged .

The Sofia trial has a unique place in the history of the trials of Communist

leaders under Communist regimes. While giving his evidence Kostov contra

dicted statements that had been forced from him under torture and claimed his

innocence. He was immediately silenced but was able to make a last plea that

he was a friend of the Soviet U nion . He was prevented from finishing, but his

outburst made those who staged subsequent show-trials extremely careful in

their preparations.

The Kostov affair did not end in Bulgaria with the execution of the

principal victim. In August 1950 the trial of twelve of his collaborators, chosen

from leading economic officials, took place. Another trial of two more "mem

bers of Kostov 's band of conspirators" took place in April 1951, which in turn

was followed by a third trial of two members of the Central Committee of the

Bulgarian Communist Party. There were also several related trials of army

officers and members of the security forces.

In Czechoslovakia, the leaders had been warned in June 1949 that a

number of conspirators were plotting within the Communist Party. To flush

them out-and to find in particular the "Czech Rajk"-a special group was set
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up In Prague, consisting of leaders from the Central Committee, the secret

police, and the Control Commission of the Czechoslovak Communist Party.

The first Communist leaders, initially of the third order, were arrested in 1949.

But during this first wave of trials the regime could mount only one anti-Tiro
trial. It took place from 30 August to 2 September 1952 in Bratislava, the capital

of Slovakia . Sixteen people, including ten Yugoslavs, were brought to trial.

Their leader was Stefan Kevic, the vice-consul of Yugoslavia in Bratislava. Two
Slovaks were condemned to death in the trial, and one of them, Rudolf Lan
carrie, was executed .

In late 1949 the police began to close in on the "Czech Rajk," reinforced

by the assistance of experienced agents from the Soviet KG 13. The Soviet

advisers made no secret of their aims. One of them, Mikhail Likhachev, irri
tared by the lack of zeal of a Slovak security leader, exclaimed, "Stalin sent me

to set up the trials, and I don't have any time to waste. I haven't come here to

discuss things with people, I hJ\'C come to Czechoslovakia to cut ofT heads

[srohhit XU/lilY] . I'll kill ISO people with my own hands before I get into

rroublel"!
The historical reconstruction of this repression hJS been carried out

meticulously because historians in 19fiS had access to secret Party and police

archives and after November 1989 were able to pursue the question even

further.

The Pavlik couple-Gejza and Charlotte-were arrested in May 19-19 as

part of the preparations for the Rajk trial in Hungary. The trial of Gejza Pavlik

began in June 1950. In June 1949 the Hungarian Party leader .\latyas Rakosi

gave a list to the Czechoslovak Communist leader Klement Gottwald in Prague

of about sixty Czechoslovak leaders whose names had come up in the course

of the Rajk investigation . As a result of the Rajk case, and under pressure from

the Soviet and Hungarian security forces, Prague became more and more

obsessed with Communists who had been exiled to the West during the war,

and in particular with those who had served in the International Brigades. That

autumn the Czechoslovak Communist Party set up a special section of the state

security forces to unmask enemies inside the Party. They did not hesitate to

use former members of the Gestapo, the "specialists" of the Communist move

ment. After the arrest of Evzen Lobi, the deputy minister of foreign trade, in

November 1949, repression against the Communists intensified. It reached the

highest-ranking cadres and intensified further in 1950, affecting even regional

Party leaders.

In January and February 1951 a great wave of arrests swept through a

section of the power structure. Among fifty arrests of high-ranking Party and

state officials was the detention of a group of "Francophone Communists" and

others accused, like Karel Svab, of having contact in one manner or another

with foreign parties.
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The hunt for the "Czech Rajk" took more than two years, and during that

time a variety of people were accused of being at the head of such a plot . It
was only in the summer of 1951 that Stalin, with the consent of Klement

Gottwald , decided that the man in question must be Rudolf Shinsky, the

general secretary of the Czechoslovak Communist Party, whose righthand man

was Bedrich Geminder, another key figure in the Comintern, Geminder's name

was found next to that of Shinsky almost everywhere, from the correspondence

between Stalin and Gottwald to the interrogations of Communists imprisoned

in the lead-up to Slansky's arrest. If worse came to worst, thought the Soviet

advisers, they could pin most charges on Geminder instead . The state security

forces arrested both men on 24 November 195 I. In subsequent months two

other leaders joined them behind bars: Rudolf Margolius, deputy minister of

foreign trade, on 12 January 1952; and Shinsky's assistant, Josef Frank, on 23

May 1952.

Soviet advisers and their local assistants took turns torturing and breaking

the accused in preparation for the show-trial. On 20 November 1952 the trial

of "the conspiracy against the state with Rudolf Shinsky at its head" finally

began. The verdict was pronounced one week later. Eleven of the accused were

sentenced to death, and three received life imprisonment. On the morning of

3 December 1953, between 3:00 and 5:45 A.M., the eleven were hanged at

Pankrac prison in Prague.
Aside from the trials of Bolshevik leaders in Moscow in the 1930s, the

Shinsky trial was the most spectacular and the most talked-about judicial pro

ceeding in the history of Communism. Among the condemned were a number

of eminent figures on the international Communist scene who had made Pra

gue the Communist Geneva during the Cold War. The Czech capital had played

a crucial role, particularly in relations with the French and Italian Communist

Parties.
Rudolf Slansky, who had been general secretary of the Czechoslovak

Communist Party since 1945, was a faithful servant of Moscow and the presi

dent of the "Group of Five," a special body established to follow the repres

sions day by day. Among its functions was the approval of dozens of death

sentences.
Bedfich Geminder and Josef Frank were deputy general secretaries.

Geminder had held a high position in the Comintern and had returned spe

cially from Moscow to Prague to lead the International Department of the

Czechoslovak Communist Party. Frank had been a prisoner in a Nazi concen

tration camp from 1939 to 1945 and had supervised economic affairs and the

financial aid sent to Western Communist Parties. As deputy minister of foreign

trade, Rudolf Margolius had maintained relations with various businesse~ and

commercial enterprises that were under the control of the Party. Otto FIschl,

the deputy minister of finance, also had in-depth knowledge of the financial
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affairs of the Czechoslovak Communist Party. Ludv ik Frejka had participated

during the war in the Czech resistance based in London, and since 194H, when

Gottwald had become president of the republic, Frejka had been head of the

Economic Department in the Treasury.

Among those sentenced who had links with the Soviet special services,

either directly or through the Communist International , were Bedrich Reicin,

the head of military intelligence and deputy minister of defense since 1948;
Karel Svab, who had been a prisoner in a Nazi concentration camp and was

head of personnel in the Czechoslovak Communist Party, a function that had

brought him an appointment as deputy minister of state security; Andre Si

mone, a journalist who before the war had worked in Germany and France;

and Artur London, who had assisted the Soviet N K VD during the war in

Spain, fought in the resistance in France, been deported, helped the Commu

nist intelligence services after 1945 in Switzerland and France, and been made

deputy minister of foreign affairs in Prague early in 1949.
Two other figures from the Foreign Affairs Ministry were among those

sentenced . The first was a Slovak, Vladimir Clcrnenris, who had been a Com

munist law yer before the war and been exiled to France. From abroad, he had

been critical of the German-Soviet pact, a stance that resulted in his expulsion

from the Party, although the decision was reversed in 1945. He had been

minister of foreign affairs since the spring of 194H. The other was Yam) Hajdu,

a deputy minister, who was also a Slovak . The third Slovak involved in the trial,

Evzen Lobl , who had spent the war in London, was deputy minister of foreign
trade when he was arrested .

Otto Sling had also participated in the Czech resistance in London after

fighting in the International Brigades in Spain . After the war he had become

the regional secretary of the Communist Party in Br no, the capital of Moravia,

The three who received life senrences-i-Vavro Hajdu, Artur London, and

Evzen Lobl-s-saw their Jewish origins produced as evidence in court . This was

also the case for all those condemned to death, with the exceptions of Clemen

ti s, Frank, and Svab .

Although the Shinsk y trial became a symbol of repression in the "people's

democracies," most of the victims of the repression were not Communists. In

194R-1954 Communists in Czechoslovakia accounted for 0 .1 percent of all

people sentenced, 5 percent of those condemned to death, and I percent of all

deaths, including death sentences, suicides provoked by persecution, and

deaths in prison or in the camps as a direct con sequence of imprisonment

(accidents in the mines or s hoo tings by guards during attempted escapes,

termed "acts of rebellion").

The Slansky trial was carefully prepared by Soviet advisers who were

acting on orders from the highest authorities in Moscow. It was part of the
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second wave of the great political trials of Communist leaders in the "people's

democracies" after 1949.
In Czechoslovakia the Slansky trial was followed by others in 1953 and

1954, despite the deaths of both Stalin and Gottwald in March 1953. The

culmination came in 1954. The first great trial in th e series took place in Prague

from 26 to 28 January. Marie Sverrnova, a founding member of the Czecho

slovak Communist Party and a member of its leadership from 1929 to 1950,

was sentenced to life imprisonment; six other high-ranking Party members who

had been accused of the same crimes were given sentences totaling 113 years.

In a second trial, from 23 to 25 February, seven members of the "Great

Trotskyite Council," all Czechoslovak Communist Party activists, recei ved

sentences totaling 103 years. A third trial took place in Bratislava on 21-24
April , in which previous leaders of the Slovak Communist Party were accused

of " bo urgeois nationalist" tendencies. Gustav Husak, who had been a leader in

the resistance, was sentenced to life; the four other accused received 63 years

in total. In six more trials in 1954 the accused were high-ranking army officers,

economic officials (eleven of whom were collectively sentenced to 204 years in

prison), and Social Democrats. As had been the custom for several year s in all

important trials, the political secretary of the Czechoslovak Communist Party

approved the charges and the sentences, and the Party leadership then drew up

a report on the progress of the trial.
The trials of 1953 and 1954 were not the big show-trials of previous years.

The last political trial for the period 1948-1954, which took place on 5 Novem

ber 1l}54, was that of Edward Outrat, an economist .

Osvald Za vodsk y, the last Communist to be executed in this wave of

repressions, had fought in the International Brigades, had served in the resis

tance ami then been deported during the war, and by 1948 had become chief

of State Security. The court sentenced him to death in December 1953, and

the government refused to commute the sentence. He dearly knew too much

about the Soviet special services. He was hanged in Prague on 19 March 1954.
Various questions arise here. How did this repression of such high -rank

ing Communists come about? Was there a logic in the choice of victims? Thc

opening of the archives has confirmed many ideas put forward before 1989: the

trials were all fabrications, confessions were systematically extracted by force,

and operations were directed from Moscow against a frenzied ideological back

drop that was initiall y anti-Titoist but soon acquired an anti-Zionist and anti

American character. Several facts have supplemented our knowledge of events.

But this opening of the archives also allows us to formulate some hypotheses

about the second wave of repression against Communists, launched by an

immediate need to stamp out the Yugoslav heresy.
Richly documented studies have confirmed the obvious causes. Interven-
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tion by Moscow was dearly the determining factor. The trials of Communists
were directly related to the international situation at the time; after Tiro's revolt
the Stalinist regime had to impose total control upon the Communist move
ment and to accelerate the process of making the Communist states satellites
of the Soviet Union . The repression was also linked to the social economic, ,
and political problems of each country. The condemned Communist leaders
served as scapegoats; their faults were used to explain aW3Y the failures of the
government and to channel the people's anger. The omnipresent terror sowed
and nurtured fear among the leaders; it was a means of ohtaining absolute
obedience and total submission to Party orders and to the needs of the "peace
camp," which were defined by Soviet leaders.

Dissension within the leadership W3S also a major factor in the choice of
victims. Hatreds and reciprocal jealousies, so frequent in any basically colonial
society, likewise played a role. Moscow acted as a central man ipulator, pulling
the strings and frightening its servants; it had long had detailed information on
all those jealousies and hatreds .

Each of the two waves of repression sweeping over the Communist leaders
had a model victim. In one case repression was concentrated on those who had
fought as volunteers in the civil war in Spain, had served in the resistance
abroad or in Yugoslavia, or had spent time in France or England . In the other
case, in Hungary, Bulgaria, and Slovakia, the victims were chieflv those who
had fought in the resistance inside the country. .

But we should go further and ask why the Slansk5' trial in particular was
so important, and why it effectively became a worldwide spectacle. What un
derlying interests of Stalinist power surfaced here? Why was it accorded such
publicity? Why were the sentences so brutal ? Why was the violence so spec
tacular at a moment when the Soviet Union seemed to have such a tight grip
on the "people's democracies"? Much more is constantly being discovered
about such questions, particularly concerning the sort of control that Moscow
exercised , the letters it sent and the meetings it organized, and above all the
exact role of the Soviet advisers in situ.

Let us formulate an initial hypothesis for the logic behind this repression :
the Soviet bloc was preparing for war in Europe. "American imperialism" had
become the principal enemy, and Soviet leaders helie\'ed--or wished to make
people think they believed-that an American attack on them was heing pre
pared . The Shinsky trial, its development, its carefully organized echoes, and
its violently anti-American ideology (the pervasive antisemitism was secon
dary), were all a part of Soviet preparations for war. The terror was aimed not
only at the Communist ranks but also at the encrnv. Stalin had alreadv used it
in the Soviet Union dur ing the great purges of the"1930s and in the lead-up to

the war. Did he believe that he could usc the tactic again-
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Those who have worked in the archives agree that around 1951-52, when
the war in Korea was still under way, the Soviet Union was making intense
preparations for a war in Europe, and might even have been preparing for a
full-scale invasion and occupation of Western Europe. At a meeting of political
and military officials in 1951, Stalin referred to the likelihood of war in 1953.
Militarization of the economy was everywhere at its maximum .

Czechoslovakia would have played a major role in any such contingencies.
The country had had a highly developed armaments industry since the days of
the Austro-Hungarian monarchy. In the 1930s Czechoslovakia was one of the
world's major exporters of arms. After 1949 it also began to supply weapons
to the Soviet Union . Soviet advisers oversaw a militarization of the Czecho
slovak economy, an intensification of propaganda about the imminence of war,
an unprecedented increa se in the defense budget -over five years, spending on
the military increased by 700 percent-the ravaging of civil society, and the
comprehensive pillaging of Czechoslovakia's uranium mines .

The military historian jindrich Madry, who has worked in archives
opened since 19H9, recently concluded that " until May 1953, Czechoslovakia's
armaments industry had been geared up to the maximum for what was regarded
as an 'inevitable war.' " !4 The pro jected IlJ53 budget for the Ministry of Defense
was ten times greater than that of IlJ4H. In line with Soviet demands, the
Czechoslovak economy W3S to evolve on a war footing, On I January 1953 the
army numbered 2lJ2,7HH men, twice its size in IlJ4lJ . In April the president of
the republic lengthened the term of military service to three years. Financial
and material reserves were stockpiled in preparation for war. It is against this
backdrop that one should place the monetary reform of June llJ53, which
stripped away savings. According to some indications, the situation changed in
June 1953, when "inevitable war" no longer seemed the preferred strategy of
Moscow's new leadership.

If we view the repression of Communist leaders from this perspective, we
can more clearly understand the logic behind the choice of victims. "Big
Brother" was well aware who his loyal comrades were, and he had an idea of
who his enemies were in the West. This " pedagogy of corpses" seemed to be
the height of Machiavellian policy. What better way was there to convince one's
enemies of one's vigor and determination (and even at times to give the illusion
of being weak) so as to plunge them into complete disarray? What better way
was there to convince one's loyal allies, who knew all one's secrets, of the gravity
of the situation and the necessit y of iron discipline as well as the necessity of
sacrifice in the coming conflict ?

The answer was to sacrifice the most loyal, to choose victims who would
ensure that the decision had the widest possible repercussions both interna
tionally and in the Soviet Union, to use the cheapest lies and worst calumnies
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as weapons. If those tried had been the likes of Antonin Zapotocky or Antonin

Novotny', who were hardly known in Moscow or elsewhere, the effect of the

spectacle would have been greatly diminished . Can anyone seriously believe

today that Thorez, Togliatti, Khrushchev, and Gottwald believed that Rudolf

Slansky, Bedfich Gerninder, and their companions really were American

agents? The effort of trying to believe it wore everyone down, and wearing

people down was the name of the game,

If what Annie Kriegel has called "that infernal pedagogy" was to be

echoed around the world, the victims had to be well-known figures in the

antifascist movements in Spain, France, England, and the U.S.S.R. They were

well-known for having been deported or otherwise persecuted bv the Nazis,

1'he members of the Soviet security organs knew vcry well what sort of service

had been rendered to thcm by these people and how loyal to Moscow they really

were, Among the Communists who were sacrificed, many were themselves

responsible for the earlier persecution or assassination of other non-Commu

nists, and many had collaborated very closely with Soviet organizations,

The trials continued in 145.'\ and 1954, until the moment when the Soviet

Union decided to opt for a new policy of "peaceful coexistence."

A second hypothesis, which it seems important to advance here, concerns

the widespread antisemitism in the repression of the Communists, Analyses of

the trials regularly mention "the struggle against Zionism and the Zionists,"

and there is no doubt that this aspect was linked to changes in Soviet policy

regarding Israel and the Arab world. The new state of Israel, to whose birth

Czechoslovakia in particular had greatly contributed (supplying arms to the

Haganah), became the Great Enemy, and Soviet policy realigned itself behind

the Arab struggle for national liberation .

Nicolas Werth (see Part I) has already pointed out the antisemitic clements

in the repressions in the Soviet Union after December 1447 and in the prcpa

ration for the "great final purge" of the 14,()s. In Central Europe, antisemitism

was quite apparent in the Rajk trial, when the judge stressed the Jewish origins

of the names of four of the accused, including Rajk . This antisemitism reached

its height in the Slansky trial, which stressed the Jewish origins of eleven of

the accused and their alleged links with international Zionism,

To appreciate the extent of this latent antisemitism, one need onlv read

one of the reports from a Musco",' adviser already cited above, Comrade Lik

hachev, who had asked for information about the subversive activities of certain

Slovak leaders. According to a statement by his Slovak interlocutor, Likhachev

declared: "I don't care where this information comes from. I don't even care

if it's true or not. I'm ready to believe it, and let me do the rest. \\hy worry

about these Jewish shits anyway?"!'

There is another, unknown side to this intractable antisemitism . It would
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appear that Stalin and his followers wanted to settle scores with all the Jews in

the International, definitively eliminating them. These Jewish Communists did

not practice their religion; they seem to have identified with the nation to which

thev belonged or with the international Communist community. We have no

sources to indicate how they thought their identity had been affected by the

Holocaust. But, of course, many of their relatives had died in Nazi death camps.

After the war there were still many Jewish Communists occupying key

posts in parties and organizations in Central Europe. In a comprehensive

survev of Hungarian Communism, Miklos Molnar writes: "At the very top of

the hierarchy, almost without exception, the leaders were of Jewish origin, as

they were in a slightly lower proportion in the Central Committee, the secret

police, the press and publishing houses, and the theater and cinema. , . Al

though a policy was in place to promote young workers to positions of

influence, the fact remains that for the most part power was wielded by the

Jewish petite bourgeoisie, " If> In January 195.'\ Gabor Peter, the chief of the

Hungarian secret police and an old friend of Rajk, found himself in prison as

a Zionist conspirator, An official speech by Rakosi, who was himself a Jewish

Communist, stigmatized "Peter and his gang" and turned him into a scapegoat.

In Romania, the fate of Jewish Comintern worker Ana Pauker was settled

in 1952. She had been a member of the ruling "troika," together with Gheor

ghiu-Dej, the Party leader, and Vasile Luca. According to a statement that

cannot he confirmed from other sources, at a meeting with Gheorghiu-Dej in

1951 Stalin expressed surprise that agents of Titoism and Zionism had not yet

been arrested in Romania, and demanded immediate action, As a result Vasile

Luca, the minister of finance, was dismissed in May 1952 along with Teohari

Ghcorghcscu, the minister of interior, and sentenced to death . Luca's sentence

was later commuted to life imprisonment, and he died in prison . Ana Pauker,

the minister of foreign affairs, was sacked in early July, arrested in February

195.'\, and freed in 1954, returning to family life. The antisemitic repression

moved on to smaller targets.
Events that took place around this time in Moscow, such as the complete

reorganization of the security services and the arrest of the chief of the secret

police, Viktor Abakurnov, in July 1951, permit yet a third hypothesis: in

fighting within the Soviet security services may have been decisive in the choice

of victims who collaborated with the services and in the sentences they were

given, Karel Kaplan has recently pointed out that "it remains an open question

whether the liquidation of a group of people who cooperated with the Soviet

securitv services and their replacement by others (Karol Bacilek, A. Keppert,

and others) originated in the conflicts and changes in the central security

apparatus in Moscow." 27

The validity of this last hypothesis cannot be established until after
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lengthy wor k in th e pr inc ip al Moscow arc hives. T here is no doubt th at at the

en d of S ta lin's reign , differe nce s existed amo ng his po te n tia l successo rs, in

cluding Khrush ch ev, Ma len kov, and Beria, who were in charge of d ifferent

parts of th e sec urity ap pa ra tus. We already have a reaso nable idea of the Sort

of rivalry that existed between military int elligence and th e N K VD, wh ich were
in open com petition in th e "people's de moc racies.":"

The Prague ar chi ves reveal a lack of res olution on the part of the Soviet

securi ty serv ices. In the sp r ing of ]9S0, Moscow began to repl ace the advisers

it had sen t to Pragu e th e previou s aut um n, who had failed to produce the

desired res ul ts . In a m eeti ng in th e Kremlin on 2.1 Jul y I<.J 51 at tende d bv

G ott wald (who had been invited by Alexe i Ccpicka, th e minist er of national

de fen se) , S ta lin crit icized th ese advisers for the ir irrespo nsi ble work . H e sub

s,eq uen tly wrote a letter to Gottwald , whic h was bro ug ht fro m Mosco w by

C cp icka, abo ut the resp ect ive fates o f S lans kj and Gem indcr:

Regarding vour positive appreciation of the wor k of Comrade
IVlad im ir I Boyar sk v Ithe main S oviet adviser] and your desire to keep
him in the post of adviser to the min ister of national secur irv for the
Repu hlic of Czec hoslovakia, we are of a qu ite differ ent opinio n . T he
exper ience of Bovar sk v's work in the Czech Repu blic has shown that he
lacks the necessary qualiti es and qualification s to car rv out his task as
adviser in a satisfactory fashion. T his is why we hal l' ~lcc i ded to recall
him fro m Czechos lovakia . If you feel you really need an adviser for Slate
Security (and it is your decision) we will attempt to lind a more rel iable
repla cem ent who has more experience."

U nde r th ese co ndit io ns , th e position of the head s of S ta te Securi ty was

extremely precari ou s: the ch ie f of th e Czec hos lovak officer s responsibic for

trainin g noted in a memorandum to one of his adviser s that " on e never leaves

the sec urity services car lv, unl ess it is in a box." j ind jich Veselv, chief of State

Secur ity, mad e an un successful suic ide atte mpt in I<.J 50; a second att empt , in

I% 4, was successfu l. Before he d ied he wrote a long expla na tion o f th e moti ves

for his act ion , which can he consulted in the archives of the Central Co m mittee

of the C zechoslovak Communist Party and appears to he totally since re. He

knew perfectly well that S ta lin regularly liquidated the heads of his security
se rvices and wished to avoid hi s own liqu idat ion .

A fou rth hypothesis mi ght also be advanced to ex p lain th e log ic of the

choice of vict im s am ong Com m unist leader s. Ther e was clearl y a need for a

lar ge show- trial in th e Soviet U nio n , to cro wn th e series of pO"l itical trial s in

o ther count r ies and to punish the sup pose d culpri ts in a huge int ernati on al plot

in th e ce n te r, in Moscow itsel f. The new eleme nts br ou ght to light by Ni colas
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Wer th ear lier in th is b ook are strong arg ume n ts for thi s interpretation of the

repression exer cised agains t Co mm unists in Central and Southeast ern Eu rope.

From "Post-Terror" to Post-Communism

Before examinin g the period extend ing from 195 5 to 1989, which the historian

Miklos Molnar has ca lled th e " pos t- terror," we should take note of a few facts

that may shed ligh t on th e evo lut ion of the repression and its logic.

Let us note first that th e mass terror and repression implemented in th e

Co m munist regim es were in violation of fun dam ental liberties and human

righ ts. T hese had been ackn owled ged in int ernat ion al conve nt ions, particularly

in the U niversal Decla ra tio n of H um an Righ ts, whic h was passed in the U nited

Nations Gener al Assem bly in Dece m ber 1948 de spite the abs ten tion of the

U.S .S. R. and five " people's democracies." Rep ression violated the constitutio ns

of all the countries in which it was implemented, and it was the leaders of the

Com mun ist parties in these co untries who wer e behind th ese un constitutional

actio ns. In Czechos lova kia, for instance, the " lead ing role of the Communist

Part y" d id not become a part of the co ns titution until 1960, when Czec hos lo

vakia becam e th e second Co mm un ist country to ado pt a socia list constitution .

No legislati on eve r allowed the wides p read usc of torture du rin g questioning

and detention , and n o law ever gave power to the sec ret police to resort to th e

massive fabrica tio n of evide nce . It is wor th remember ing in thi s context that

the com me nt aries accom pa nying the first reassessments of Co mmunist trials

cri t icized the police for "placing themselves above the Part y" but not for

placing themscl ves "above the law." Clearl y, th e aim was to diminish or elimi

nat e any responsib ilit y by th e politi cal leaders for th e functi oning of the police

sys te m.

The speci fic nature of Co mmun ist d ictat or ship sho uld also be borne in

mind . This was not one sta te th at covered one-six th of the globe, but several

sta tes and an international movem ent. Communist dictator ships were in ti

matel y link ed with o ne ano ther an d with their cen te r, Moscow. T hanks to the

opening of th e arch ives we know that aft er 1944, repression in the se countr ies

was inspired and directed by a ver y powerful international Communist appa

ratus within th e C om m unist Int ernational itself, which was int egrated into the

cen tral Soviet ap para tu s. On 12June 194.1, after the dissolution of the Comin

tern anno unce d on 9 June, th e Internati onal Information Depar tment of the

Ce ntra l Committee of th e Soviet Co m mu nist Part y (Comi nfo rm) was created,

with Aleksandr S hc he rbakov at its head, assisted by Georgi Dimitrov and

Dmitry M anuils ky. This department gave cons ta n t instruction s to for eign

Co mmunist parties. D imitrov, who was the real ch ief from the very beginning,

was officially insta ted as head in late D ecember 1943 by a decision of the Soviet
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Politburo. The department sent out its directi ves through the foreign offices of

Communist Parties in the U.S.S.R. (only Yugoslavia and Alban ia had no such

offices), by radio or mail, and later on by "consultations" in Moscow, Wla

dyslaw Gomulka received such a directive from Dimitrov on 10 May 1945. He

was reproached for using insuffi cientl y severe measures in Poland, and told that

"one can never have too many concentration camps. " The concentration-camp

system was thus already envisa ged for political enem ies at the end of the war."

The sp read of the Bolshevik experiment to states not int egrated into the

Soviet Union was not without risks. Nati onalist sentiment per sisted and was

often expressed, despite attempts from Moscow to homogenize the different

regimes in the Eastern bloc. After the events in Yugoslavia in 1948-49, in

Hungary in 1953-1956, and in Poland in 1956, th e diversificat ion of Commu

nist regimes became still more pr onounced with the break between the Soviet

U nion and China in th e 1960s and its repercussions in the European satellite
st ates, particularly in Albania and Romania .

Finally, it should be noted that Communists who had formerly held power

were able to confront their past as oppressor s; and thi s is one of the major

differences between Nazism and Communism . Nazism never had a Khrush

ch ev, nor men like Imre Nagy, Alexander Dubcek, or Mikhail Gorbachev. In

th e 1950s the rehabilitation of victims became a major factor in the power

struggles to succeed the great leaders who had died, such as Stalin and

Gottwald in 1953 or Bierut in Poland in 1950, or tho se who had been removed

as General S ecretary, like Rakosi in Hungary in 195n. Rehabilitation did not

involve simply denouncing obvious injustices; it also implied sear ching out the

culprits. The importance of rehabilitation in the struggles at the top of the

parties lasted into the 1900s, particularly in Czechoslovakia . The phenomenon

also touched many of the real believers in Communism , abov e all the intelli

gentsia, for whom the Communist ideal had a moral dimension and who felt

betrayed by the revelation of the crimes of the regime. From 1953 to the 1900s,

th e history of repression is also a history of amnesties, even if thcv were often
only partial. .

So in 1955-56, th e massive, grinding machine was still fun ctioning, but it

was becoming rusty. Offi cials in the secret poli ce, the consummate actors in the

repressions o f 1949-] 953, had been fired, and som etimes arrested and sen

tenced, how ever lenientl y. Political leaders were also obliged to resign, some

times to be replaced by former prisoners, like Gomulka in Poland and Kadar

in Hungary. On the whole, repressions seemed to be easing cons iderably.

But th e founding period of many of the Communist regim es had left many

open wound s. Mass terror did not completely disappear as a method of repres

sion in the 1950s and I960s. It surely can be said to have continued with the

various Soviet military intervention s in East ern Europe. Driving a tank through
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the street was one highl y effecti ve means of sowing terror and panic In the

population .

Soviet tanks intervened for the first time in East Germany on ]7 June 1953

to crush spontaneous uprisings by work ers in East Berlin and oth er cities,

sparked by government mea sures that created difficult conditions in the work

place. According to the most recent studies, at least 5] peopl e died in th e riots

and ensuing repression : 2 wer e cru shed by tanks, 7 were sentenced to death by

Soviet courts and 3 by German courts, 23 died of wounds received during the

clashes, and 6 members of the security forces lost their lives. By 30 June, 6,171

people had been arrested, and another 7,000 were arrested s ubsequent ly."

After the Twentieth Congress of the So viet Communist Party, Soviet

leaders ordered two more spectacular military interventions, in Hungary in

1956 and in Czechoslovakia in 1968. In both cases the use of force was int ended

to crush a popular antitotalitarian revolt.

In Hungary the Soviet army was already in place, and its units went into

action twice : at 2:00 A.M . on 24 October in Budapest, before retreating on 30

October; and on the night of 3-4 No vember. The worst of this fighting ended

on 6 N ovember, with a few pockets of resistance in the suburbs hold ing out

until 14 Novem ber, as did the insurgents in the M ccsck Mountains. Confron

tations with the arm y continued in December, linked to dem onstrations in the

streets. In Salgotar jan on H December, 131 people were killed in crossfire

between Soviet and Hungarian units,

Thus for a few weeks violent death was part of everyday life for the

Hungarians . N early 3,000 peopl e died in the fi~hting, two-thirds of them in

Budapest; and nearl y 15,000 people were wounded . Thanks to the opening of

the archi ves, historians have also been able to establish the number of victims

on the side of the oppressors : between 23 October and 12 December, the secret

police (th e AVH), the Soviet and Hungarian armies, ant! the Hungarian Min

istry of Internal Affairs recorded the loss of 35ll live s; 37 people from th e AVH,

the police, and the army wer e executed without tr ial, some shot, some lynched .

Thus, according to a number of historians, "the honor of the revolution was

sullied .' >.1 2

The repression that followed the crushing of the Hungarian revolution,

in which the Soviet military police played an important role until early 1957,

affected more than 100,000 people. Tens of thousands were interned in camps

that were officially created on J2 December; 35,000 people were prosecuted and

around 25,000 jailed . Several thousand Hungarians were deported to the

U.S.S .R., 229 rebel s were condemned to death and executed, and 200,000

people emigrated .

Repression followed the tried and tested pattern. Extraordinary courts

were set up in the form of People's Tribunals and Special Chambers of Military
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Courts. The trial of Im re Nagy took place in the People's Tribunal in Bud apest .

N agy was a Com munist of lon g standi ng who had emigra ted to Moscow during

the war. Rem oved from power in 1«)48, he became pr ime minist er in 1953, and

had been ou sted ag ain in 1955 before taking the lead role in the revolutionary

gove rnment . The t rial of N agy and those acc used with him ended in June 1958.

Tw o of th e defendants were absent. Ge za Losonczy, a Co mmunis t journalist

and former res istance fighte r who had been im pr ison ed fro m 195) to 1954, and

had been a minister in the N agy government , d ied in cus to dy on 21 December

1957, almos t cer tai nly with the help of his quest ioners. j ozsef Sz ilagyi, another

Communist of lon g stand ing, who had fought in the resistance and been

imprisoned durin g th e war, and had risen to become head of N agy's cab inet in

1956, was condemne d to death on 22 April 195R and execute d two days later.

Acco rding to documents now available, Szi lagyi resisted with tremendous cour

age, repeatedly tel ling his accusers that in comparison with th e Co mmun ist

prisons, th e pri son s of Mikl os Horthy's in terwar regime had been like mere

hospitals.

T he Irnre Nagy tr ial op en ed on 9 June 1958; the verdic t was reached on

ISJ une. The death sente nce passed on three of the accused was carri ed out th e

following day. Besides Irnre N agy, th e oth ers who receiv ed death sentences wer e

Genera l Pal Malete r, who had been a resis tance fighter du ring the war, a

Co mmunist since 194 5, and mi nister of defense in the revolution ary govern

ment in 1956; and Mi klos Gimes, a Communist journa list who had founded an

underground new spaper after the failure of the revolution . F ive others received

sen tences ran gin g fro m five years to life.

The Imre N agy trial , one of th e last great politica l tri als in the Eastern

blo c, confir me d that it was im possible for the Communist regim e, propped up

by Soviet m ilitary int ervention, not to resort to this supreme form of repres

sio n. But th e days of the big show- trials were over: Nagy's tr ial took place in
camera, in a spec ially converted chamber of the police headquart er s at th e

central prison in Budapest. In 1958 Nagy and his companions, who refused to

recognize th e legit ima cy of Soviet intervention and th e seizu re of power by

J an os Kadar, and who stood as symbols of th e popular revolt, could not possibly

remai n alive.

New research und erscores th e cruelty of these repressions and refers to

thi s period as one of terror; but it also reveals th e ambivalent nature of the

peri od and its differences fr om the years 1947-1 953. In 1959, when the first

tr ials of the reb els took place, a part ial amnesty had already been decl ared. In

1960 the exception al measures that had been decreed began to be phas ed out,

and the intern me nt camps were close d. In 1962 th ere was a purge of office rs

in th e secret police who had fabrica ted evide nce in th e Rakosi period ; Rajk and

)90 other victims were also d efin iti vely rehabilitated. In 1963 a gen eral amnesty
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was declared, but it d id not app ly to th e rebels who had been condemned as

" mur de rers ." Violen t re pression came to an end . Nevert heless the rehabilita

tion of Imre Nagy and his followers did not occur until 1989, and even in 1988,

police in Budapest beat up demonstrators who were comme morat ing the thir

tieth annive rsa ry of h is death.
Two exte rnal factors influ enced th is evolutio n . The first was obviously the

criticis m of S talin's reign inside th e Sovie t U nion and the sidelinin g of various

Stalinist leaders. The second was the th aw in international relations that ac

com pan ied the idea of peaceful coex istence between Eas t and West. The effec ts

of th ese cha nges were not felt in Hungary alone .
Aft er the executio n of the eleven accused in th e Slan skv trial in Czec ho

slovakia in D ecember 1952, the bodies were cremat ed an d the ashes simply

scattered on th e frozen road s and fields aro und Prague . Six years later, incin

era tion no longer see me d th e answe r for Co mmunist autho rities. Alajos Dorn

bach, the civil- rig hts lawye r who demanded a reopening of the Nagy case in

1988, provided th e follow ing infor ma tion about th e successive disposals of the

bodi es."
Once 1mr e Nagy and h is companions were executed, they were first buried

und er a thi ck laver of conc re te inside the pri son on Kozma Street, where the

trial had take n place, But b urying bodies in a place unknown to the families

becam e a so urce of anx iety. In the summer of 1Y61 th ey were exhumed and

buried in ex treme secrecy, at night, in th e main com munal cemet ery in Buda

pes t , nca r the place wh ere Geza Lo sonczy and jozsef Szil agyi, two oth ers who

had di ed as a result of th e trial , had been laid to rest. T he coffins were passed

over the wall, and th e ceme tery em ployees knew nothin g about the burial of

th ese three corpses, who were given false nam es. For thirty years the families

searched in vain for th e burial place. On the bas is of fragmentar y information

they began to erec t graves tones in Lot 30 1 in the co mmunal ceme tery; but the

police th reaten ed the m whe n they came to visit and knocked down the stones

on several occa sions, trampling th em with horses.
In Ma rc h 1989 the bodi es were finally exh ume d agai n. An au topsy per

formed on G eza L usonczy revealed several bro ke n ribs, some of which had

pr eced ed d eath by three to six mo nths, and some of which were much more

recent. The government then ordered a few young officer s to conduct an

inquiry into th e loca tio n or the grav es. Sandor Rajnai, who had be~n in charge

of the Nagy tr ial and was th e Hungar ian ambassad or to Moscow In 1988-89,

was among th ose who refu sed to help this comm issio n.

T welve years afte r th e events in Hungar y, Soviet tanks rolled int o Czechoslov.a

kia to s pread mass ter ror th ere. The militar y inte rve ntion of 1968 was quite

different from that of 1956, alth ough the aim was identica l: to crush a popular
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revolt against "Soviet socialism." The passage of time had brought a new
international situation and a specific moment in world Communism. Most of
the assault troops came from the Soviet Union, but four other Warsaw Pact
countries also participated: Bulgaria , Hungary, Poland, and East German y all
sent troops. There was another fundamental difference: Soviet troops werenot
already stationed in Czechoslovakia as they had been in Hungary in 1956,
when Hungary was basically an occupied country. In Czechoslovakia , the So
viet Union feared a massive armed resistance movement leading to a localized
or even a European war.

For this reason, a huge number of troops were deployed. The operation
began during the night of 20-21 August, under the code name "Danube." It
had been minutely prepared since 8 April, when Marshal Andrei Grcchko, the
Soviet minister of defense, had signed Order GaUl I187654, mobilizing So
viet troops in East Germany, Poland, and Hungary. Most of these were tank
regiments, and tanks now became the symbol of oppression, as they did in
Tiananmen Square in Beijing in 1989 . More than 165,000 men and 4,600 tanks
were sent in the first wave; five days later Czechoslovakia was occupied by
twent y-seven divisions , with 6,300 tanks, 800aircraft, 2,000 artillery pieces, and
approximately 400,000 soldiers. To appreciate the scale of the terror here, it
should be borne in mind that in 1940 Hitler invaded France with approximately
2,500 tanks and that in 1941 the Germans used 3,580 tanks in the attack on the
Soviet Union . At the time, Czechoslovakia had a population of approximately
14.3 million, a small fraction of the population of France in PHO.

But no war occurred, and resistance to the invasion was quite peaceful.
The invaders killed 90 people, mostly in Prague; around JOO Czechs and
Slovaks were seriously injured; and another 500 sustained minor injuries. The
number of victims among the invading forces (as a result of incompetent
handling of weapons, execution of deserters, or the usual road accident s) is not
yet known. All we know with certainty is that one Bulgarian was shot by
Czechoslovak civilians. The Soviet authorities arrested and deported several
Czechoslovak leaders, but within a few days the Soviet Politburo had to set
them free and open negotiations with them. The political scenario that had been
envisaged after the intervention was a failure, insofar as the occupying forces
failed to set up a collaborationist "workers' and peasants' government" as they
had planned.

Repression linked to this military intervention did not stop in 1968.
Several people acquired-and retain-the status of symbolic victims by be
coming "human torches," setting themselves on fire in public to protest the
occupation. The first to choose this fate was Jan Palach, a twenty-year-old
student who set himself alight at 2:30 P.M . on 16Januar y 1969 in the center of
Prague; his death three days later was followed by huge demonstrations. In
February Jan Zajic, another student, followed suit . A third human torch, a
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forty-year-old Communist called Evzen Plocek, sacrificed himself in early April

in Jihlava, in Moravia.
Repression reverted to an old pattern in Czechoslovak ia, carried out for

the most part by internal security forces, the army, and the regular police force.
The pressure exerted by the Soviet occupying army was immense. More fuel
was added to the fire by spontaneous demonstrations by more than half a
million people during the night of 28-29 March 1969. Czechs and Slovaks went
out onto the streets in sixty-nine cities to cheer the victory of their national
ice-hockey team over the Soviet Union in the world championships; and
twenty-one of the thirty-six Soviet garrisons came under attack. Alexander
Dubcek, who was still the secretary general of the Czechoslovak Communist
Part y (until 17 April), was told that if the situation failed to improve, he risked
meeting the same fate as Imre Nagy.

The repressive potential of the "normalized" Czechoslovak forces-the
special units in the army and police, and the People's Militia at factories-was
put to the test on the first anniversary of the invasion , but these forces had been
carefull y prepared. There were numerous confrontations with the demon stra
tors, most of whom were quite young. The fighting was intense, especially in
Prague, where two young men died on 20 August. Tanks and armored cars
were seen on the streets of all the main cities . Military historians consider this
episode the biggest combat operation by the Czechoslovak army in the postwar
period . Three more demonstrators lost their lives on 21 August, and dozens
more were seriousl y wounded . Thousands of people were arrested and beaten
by the police. By the end of 1969, 1,526 demonstrators had been sentenced
under a decree from the Presidium of the Federal Assembly, which had the
force of law and had been signed by the chairman of that legislative body,
President Dubcek himself."

In 1969 a few more people who had been involved in the 196H revolt were
imprisoned, including a group from the Revolutionary Youth Movement
(Hnuti rcvolucniho mladeze), which had been active in preparing the demon
strations to mark the anniversary of the events of 196H, and which had been
infiltrated by the secret police. Despite strong pressure from hard-liners, the
government did not give an automatic green light to the trials of the reform
minded Communist leaders of 1965. Analysts have often pointed out that the
new leadership W<iS perhaps rather wary of the process, fearing it would
backfire. Gustav Husak, the new first secretary of the Czechoslovak Commu
nist Party, chosen as Dubcek's replacement by the Soviet leadership, knew the
pattern all too well. He himself had been sentenced to life imprisonment back
in 1954 in a trial of "Slovak bourgeois nationalists," and had spent nine years
behind bars . Nonetheless, mass repressions were approved by Moscow and
carried out in a cruel and insidious fashion, as part of a subtle strategy to inspire
fear. Hundreds of thousands of people could no longer take part in public life
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and were forbidden to work in their professions, and their children were pre
vented from entering secondary or higher education, effectively being held
hostage. When "normalization" began, the regime lashed out at the elements
in society that had begun to regroup in 1968, and roughl y seventy organizations
were banned or forcibly merged with other governmental organi zations. Cen
sorship was also rigorously enforced . Tens of thousands of Czechs and Slovaks
joined those who had gone into exile after February 1948. During the forty
years of Communist rule, around 400,000 people, most of whom were well
qualified and highly trained, chose exile from their homeland. After 1%9, many
of them were sentenced in absentia .

Political trials reappeared after the crushing of the Prague Spring. The
trial of the sixteen members of the HRM took place in March 1971; the leader,
Petr Uhl, received a four-year sentence . Nine other trials followed in the
summer of 1972. Most of the accused were "second-rank" protagonists in
1968, charged with illegal activity following the occupation. Of the 46 accused,
two-thirds of whom were ex-Communists, thirty-two received prison sentences
totaling ninety-six years; and sixteen others; after being detained for several
months , received suspended sentences of twenty-one years. The longest sen
tence imposed was one for five and a half years in prison, which was mild in
comparison to the atrocities of the founding years of the regime . Some of those
sentenced in this particular wave of repression-Petr Uhl, Jaroslav Sabata,
Rudolf Battek-were imprisoned again when their sentences expired and spent
nine years behind bars in the 1970s and 1980s. At that time, Czechoslovakia
had one of the worst records for political persecution in Europe.

The great revolts of 1956 and 19611 and their crushing by the Soviet Union
reveal another important aspect of the logic of repression: events in one coun
try had repercussions elsewhere, particularly when military engagement was
involved. As a result of the Hungarian revolution in 1956, the post-Stalinist
leadership of the Czechoslovak Communist Party was prepared to send units
from the Czechoslovak army into Hungary. At the same time , it stepped up
domestic repression, sent a number of political prisoners who had recently
been freed back to prison, and prosecuted the Czechs and Slovaks who were in
sympathy with the Hungarian revolt. Of the 1,163 who were taken into cus
tody, mostly for verbal expressions of solidarity, 53.5 percent were workers .
Sentences, however, were rarely for more than a year in prison . Repression at
that time was much more severe in Albania, where on 25 November 1956 the
Hoxha regime announced the sentencing and execution of three "Titoist"
leaders: Liri Gega, a member of the Central Committee of the Albanian Com
munist Party (who was pregnant at the time); General Dale Ndreu; and Petro
Buli. In Romania, Gheorghiu-Dej, who was beginning to play the Chinese card
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in his relations with the U.S.S.R., provided clemency to persecuted nationalists
even as he instigated a large trial of high-ranking industrialists involved in
international trade, many of whom were Jewish Communists.

In 1968 many of the Communist regimes, including the U.S.S.R., feared
contagion from the ideas of the Prague Spring and stepped up their repression
both before and after the military intervention in Czechoslovakia. The fate of
Alfredo Foscolo is a good indicator of the spirit of the times. Born of a
Bulgarian mother and a French father who had taught in Bulgaria until 1949,
Foscolo often spent his holidays in Bulgaria. In 1966, while studying law and
Oriental languages in Paris , he typed 500 copies of a tract in France and brought
them to his friends in Sofia. The tract demanded free elections, freedom of the
press, and freedom of movement, autonomy for workers, the abolition of the
Warsaw Pact, and the rehabilitation of the victims of repression. That same
year he had a daughter with Raina Aracheva, a Bulgarian . Fredy and Raina then
asked for official authorization to marry, which was slow in coming. Then came
the events of 1968. Alfredo Foscolo described what followed :

In early 1968 I was drafted for military service. In July the Bulgarian
embassy informed me that I would receive authorization to get married
if I went to Sofia. I had a fourteen-day furlough , and I rushed down
there. But when I got there I met with another refusal. This was August
1968, and on 21 August the Soviets marched into Prague; a week later,
still empty-handed , I got onto the Orient Express to return to Paris. But
it took me several years to get home. I was arrested at the border by
agents from the Durzhavna Sigurnost. I effectively disappeared for two
weeks while I was kept in the State Security headquarters . During that
time Captain lA.] Nedkov told me that I had a simple choice: either I
admitted that I was an imperialist agent, or no one would ever hear of
me again. I accepted, in the hope that the truth might comeout in a trial.

The trial began on 6 January 1969. Two friends, as well as Raina,
were beside me in the witness box. When the prosecutor demanded the
death sentence for me, my lawyer answered that it was in fact what I
deserved, but that he was pleading for clemency all the same. The whole
trial wasa farce, played out purely for the purposes of propaganda. I was
sentenced to twenty-seven years in prison, including fifteen years of
solitary confinement for espionage. My friends got ten and twelve years,
and Raina, who hadn't known anything about the tracts, got one year.
Another friend, who was a political refugee in Paris, was sentenced to

death in absentia.
After a month on death row in the central prison in Sofia (7th

division), I was transferred to the prison in Stara Zagora, where most of
the 200 to 300 political prisoners in Bulgaria were kept. I learned a lot
there about the prison history of Bulgaria over the first twenty-five years
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of Communism, and quickly saw that what I had been through was
nothing in comparison to what thousands of Bulgarians had lived
through. I also witnessed a revolt on 8 October 1969, which led to the
deaths of a number of prisoners. At the same time, a new request for
authorization to marry, made during our detention, was rejected.

Quite unexpectedly, I was freed on 30 April 1971 and sent back to
France. Our arrest in 1968 and the big trial that followed against the
backdrop of the Czechoslovak affair had all clearly been intended to
implicate "imperialist forces" in the freedom movement in the Eastern
bloc. But by 1971, with negotiations over the Helsinki agreement under
way, the world had changed again, and my presence in Bulgarian jails
was no longer desirable. Unfortunately, my two Bulgarian friends did
not benefit from that new clemency.

When I got back to Paris, I tried a variety of schemes to enable
Raina and my daughter to join me there. Finally, on 31 December 1973,
I went to Sofia in secret, under a false name, with two other false
passports. Thanks to those documents and a lot of luck, we managed to

slip across the Bulgarian-Turkish border on the night of 1-2 January
1974. Two days later we were in Paris."

In the period 1955-1989 repression followed a fairly predictable pattern: a

powerful police presence constantly harassed the opposition, whether opposi

tion took the form of spontaneous social movements such as strikes or street

protests, or was deliberately structured, with well-formulated demands and a

well-organized network. In the second half of the 1970s the apparatus of

repression developed an ever-larger network of informers to infiltrate and

destroy opposition movements that had benefited from the 1975 Helsinki

agreement. That this form of control was needed in ever-increasing amounts

was undoubtedly a sign of the decline of the system. In Czechoslovakia, for

instance, in 1954-1958 there had been roughly 132,000 officially recruited

secret informers. By the end of the 1980s the number had risen to 200,000.

The logic of repression in the post-terror period was also marked by

specific national characteristics and by the trajectory of internal power strug

gles in the countries concerned. Regimes acted differently depending on their

confidence in their legitimacy or the success or failure of political and economic

projects. On 13 August 1961, at the initiative of the SED leadership and with

approval from the Soviet leadership, the Berlin Wall was erected, a clear sign

that the East German regime was panicking about its own future.

In Romania, the Communist leadership had clearly expressed its inde

pendence by refusing to participate in the military intervention in Czechoslo

vakia. Nonetheless this brand of "national Communism" revealed itself to be

the most repressive (with the possible exception of Albania), particularly in the
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1980s. Repression was inherent in the Communist system, even without gui

dance from Moscow.

In the late 1970s Nicolae Ceausescu, who styled himself "the Great

Leader" (Conducaror) in the manner of Hitler, Mussolini, and Stalin, was

facing a tremendous economic and social crisis in Romania, and a large protest

movement began to emerge. The movement was inspired by the struggles for

democratic rights occurring in other countries, but in Romania the movement

was strengthened by the participation of workers. The great strike of 35,000

miners in the Jiu valley in August 1977; the demonstrations and strikes of the

summer of 1980 in which factories were occupied in Bucharest, Galati, Tir

goviste, and the mining regions; the uprising in the Motru valley in the autumn

of 1981; and other manifestations of discontent all provoked severe and massive

repression: arrests, forced evacuations, house arrests, beatings, summary firings

from jobs, incarceration in psychiatric hospitals, trials, and assassinations. Re

pression won in the short term, but opposition inevitably resurfaced. Demon

strations and strikes broke out again in 1987 and culminated in 1988 in a

popular uprising in Brasov, Romania's second-largest city. Confrontations with

the forces of law and order were extremely violent and bloody, resulting in

deaths anti hundreds of arrests.

The suffering of some of Romania's political prisoners seemed eternal.

One example was the case of Gheorghiu Calciu Dumitreasa, known as Father

Calciu. Born in 1927, he was arrested while a medical student and was impris

oned in Pitesti (see above). His captivity lasted until 1964. When he came out

of prison, he decided to become a priest. He became involved with the founders

of the Free Union of Romanian Workers (SLOMR). Arrested again, he was

sentenced In camera on 10 May 1979 to ten years for "passing on information

and endangering state security." In prison he went on five separate hunger

strikes. Another example was Ion Puiu, a leader of the National Peasant Party

who received a twenty-year sentence in IlJ47 and was released in 1964. In 1987

he was again imprisoned for his involvement in opposition movements.

In 1987 a French journal listed some cases of current Romanian political

prisoners:"

Francise Barabas, a forty-year-old mechanic in a textile factory, had been

sentenced to six years in prison. A Hungarian from Transylvania, with

his brother and fiancee he had distributed some tracts in Hungarian that

read "Down with the shoemaker [Ceausescu's first trade]! Down with

the murderer!"

Ion Bugan, an electrician born in 1936, had been sentenced to ten years

for driving around Bucharest in March 1983 with a sticker on his car

that read: "Executioners, we don't want you any more."
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Ion Guseila, an engineer, had been sentenced to four year s in prison in

late 1985 for distributing tra cts that demanded a new head of state.

Gheorghiu Nastasescu, a fifty-six-year-old construction worker, had

been sentenced to nine years for spreading antigovernment propaganda.

He had alread y spent four years in pri son for antisocialist propaganda.

In the autumn of 1983 he had dropped fliers off some scaffolding in

Bucharest urging people to show their discontent .

Victor Totu, Gheorghiu Pavel, and Florin Vlascianu, all workers born in

1955, had been senrenced to seven or eight years . On 22 August 1983,

on the eve of the national holiday, they had been caught writing anti

Ceausescu graffiti comparing his regime to that of the Nazis.

Oimitru luga had been forty when he was sentenced to ten years in

1981 He had held several meetings tr ying to organize young people to

demonstrate against Ceausescu . They were determined to act peacefully.

Seven of them were sentenced to five years, and were freed-although

Iuga was not-in an amnesty in 1984.

Nicolae Litoiu at age twenty-seven had been sentenced in 1981 to fifteen

years for "plotting against state security." In the summer of 1981 he had

thrown a firecracker onto one of the Party's stands at Ploiesti , and had

also dropped fliers from the top of the Omnia store in Ploiesti . His

brother-in-law had been sentenced to eight years for having known in ad

vance of these events and not having acted.

Atrila Kun, a doctor, had been sentenced to three years in January 1987

for refusing to deliver a death certificate for a political prisoner who had

died under torture.
1. Borbel y, a fifty-year-old philosophy professor, had been sent enced to

eight years in 1982 for publishing an underground newspaper in

Hungarian .

Variations in the degree of repression were always linked to changes in

the international political situation, to relations between Eastern and Western

Europe, and to changes in Soviet polic y. From Brezhnev to Gorbachcv the

world changed dramatically, as did the ideology of repression . After the 1960s

people were very rarely persecuted as "Titoists'' or "Zionists." In most coun

tries the focus shifted to "ideological subversion" or "illegal relations with

foreign countries," particularl y, of course, with the West.
"Milder" repressions then became more common in several countries.

Involuntary exile, especiall y in East Germany and Czechoslovakia, and " psy

chiatric treatment" on the Soviet model often replaced imprisonment. As vio

lence within the regimes drew wider comment in the West, some victims began
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telling their stories to mass-circulation newspapers. Increased media coverage

forced many regimes, even the Romanians, to reflect more on their actions.

But if the suffering was less intense, the repressions were no less real. The

slave-labor camps disappeared, except in Albania and Bulgaria (where they

were used in the 1980s as inrernment camps for Turks) . But political trials

continued, marking out the evolution of all these coun tries except Hungary. As

before 1956, trials were aimed chiefl y at people who wished to improve civil

society, at opposition figures who were to be liquidated, at independent unions,

and at those who had helped the churches to survive in the shadows. Commu

nist leaders were also placed on trial. Examples include Paul Merker in East

Germany, who was sentenced to eight years' imprisonment in March 1955 and

freed the following year ; Rudolf Barak, the Czechoslovak minister of interior,

who received a six- year sentence in April 1962 ; and Milovan Ojilas, a vocal

Yugoslav dissident who was first imprisoned in 1950-1961 and again in 1962

1966. When Albania broke with the U.S .S.R. and aligned itself with China,

pro-Soviet officials, such as Liri Beleshova, a member of the Politburo, and

Koco Tashko, the president of the Control Commission of the Albanian Com

munist Party, were punished severely. Similarly, Rear Admiral Temo Sejko was

executed in May 1961 along with several other officers. In 1975, after Albania

had broken with China, Enver Hoxha liquidated Beqir Balluku, the minister of

defense, and Petrit Dume, the chief of staff.

In the many political trials of the period, death sentences were rare, except

for genuine cases of espionage, and were rarely carried out. This was true for

the Bulgarian Dimitar Penchev, who in 1961 was sentenced to death, together

with an accomplice, for attempting to resurrect the Agrarian Union Part y of

Nikolai Petkov. His sentence was commuted to twenty years, and he was freed

in the autumn of 1964 as part of a general amnesty. He was then forced to work

as a laborer, but he had not seen the last of prison . He was jailed again from

1967 to 1974 for illegally attempting to cross the border, an escapade that led

to the death of one of his friends. In 1985, suspected of terrorist offenses,

Penchev spent two months in the prison camp on Belene Island, before ending

up under house arrest in a small mining village called Bobov Dol.

The number of deaths and victims of repression was clearly lower in the

period of post-terror than it was in the period up to 1956. Apart from those

mentioned above who were killed in Hungary in 1956 and in 1968-69 in

Czechoslovakia, only a few hundred died . Many of them, about two hundred

in all, were shot trying to cross the border between East Germany and the

Berlin Wall. One of the last political prisoners during this period, the Czecho

slovak dissident Pavel Wonka, died in prison from insufficient medical attention

on 26 April 1988.
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Calculations of the victims are piecemeal and difficult to make. Among
the deaths one must include assassinations by the secret police that were some
times passed off as car accidents, as was the case for two Romanian engineers
who led a strike in the Jiu valley in 1977and who were killed a few weeksafter
the strike had been broken .

Future research on the period after 1956 will perhap s result in a typology
of victims and a profile of the typical prisoner. We know that manv of the
victims of this period were not always in prison, as was the case (clr those killed
during militar y intervention or while desperately trying to cross a border. It
would also be wrong to concentrate too specifically on high-profile victims such
as the Czech playwright Vaclav Havel, the Hungarian philosopher Istvan Bibo,
the Romanian writer Paul Gorna, or other members of the intelligentsia, while
overlooking tens of millions of ordinary people in the countries concerned.
Indeed, cynics might suggest that in fact no one of the stature of Babel or
Mandelstarn was executed between 1956 and 191\9. There was, of course, the
assassination of the Bulgarian writer Georgi Markov in London in September
1978, executed with the poison-tipped umbrella of a Bulgarian secret agent .
There may have been other young victims, whose talent was never allowed to

flourish . But everywhere, particularl y in Romania, most of the victims who
were imprisoned and killed were simply the people in the streets; and history
should never forget the names of ordinary people. .

It is well known that Communist dictatorships feared artists and creative
people, and anyone who could express himself with originality. In early 1977
the Communist leaders in Czechoslovakia panicked when they were faced with
260 signatures on the opposition manifesto known as Charter 77. But Commu
nist regimes were considerably more frightened when tens of thousands of
people took to the streets.

By the end of the 1980s, people were suddenl y no longer afraid of mass
terror. And thus there finally came a general assault on all government power.

The Complex Management ofthe Past

Is it possible to forget, or to make people forget, the suffering brought on by a
system and its jackbooted agents, when the suffering lasted for decades? Can
one be generous and indulgent toward those who have been defeated, when
they are executioners or torturers? When one wishes to set up democracy and
the rule of law, what can be done with previous leaders and their assistants,
particularly when they were so numerous and the state apparatus was so vast?

The new democracies in Central and Southeastern Europe have sought
answers to these questions. The cleansing of the Communist apparatus was the
order of the day, even if this meant dredging up extremely unpleasant memo-
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ries. Not surprisingly, the new leaders, who include many former Communists,
are divided in their views about how extensive this cleansing should be and the
methods it should involve. There have been calls for radical measures-for the
banning of Communist parties as criminal organizations, and for trials of all
former leaders who are still alive. On the other hand, there is an overwhelming
desire to avoid a purge reminiscent of old Communist practices. For the Polish
prime minister Tadeusz Mazowiecki or for the president of the Czech and
Slovak republics, Vaclav Havel, denouncing the crimes of the previous regime
and removing its agents from positions of authority could not mean a return
to the methods of the previous regime. These anti-Communist democrats did
not want to govern in an atmosphere of fear. Gyiirgy Oalos, a Hungarian writer
and a longtime opponent of the authoritarian regime, wrote in 1990 that
"purification and cleansing, even if one hides behind terms like 'spring clean
ing,' can still create a deep-seated feeling of insecurity among those who worked
under the old regime, whom we still need very much ... It would be very
serious if fear gave rise to a new 'loyalty,' which frankly would have very little
to do with the idea of democracy itself.".17

In the first days after freedom had been restored, victims of the Commu
nist regimes, concretely identified, living or dead, silent or vocal, were at the
center of investigations of responsibility. Victims of all different types were in
the spotlight, from people who had been unjustly executed or imprisoned to

people whose livelihoods had been taken away, to people who had been humili
ated on a daily basis by their submission to the lies of the Party. Post-Commu
nist society had to face up to what Vaclav Havel termed this "monstrous
heritage," and to face as well the grave issues of crime and punishment . In
seeing the victim as the main witness to suffering, societies necessarily appealed
to their new political officials, to provide a framework that would either exploit
or calm the resentment produced by this suffering. There were some who
exploited the situation for personal gain, and those who wanted to prevent the
rise of blind vengeance, those who simply watched, and those who were con
scious of human frailty and sought the true causes of the evil, while proposing
democratic measures. A "silent majority" had existed in all the Communist
regimes; and ironically, those who had remained most passive, becoming semi
collaborators, ended up calling most loudly for brutal revenge on the oppres
sors.

It is hardly surprising that after so many years of amputated memories,
the interpretation of the recent past was so impassioned. Naturally, there was
an explosion in publishing after the abolition of censorship, as a multiplicity of
viewpoints began to emerge. The journalistic, highly media-focused approach,
with its constant hunt for sensationalism , led to oversimplification, a black-and
white view in which history was reduced to victims versus executioners, until
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suddenly it seemed possible to believe that a whole nation had been resistance
fighters against a regime imposed from abroad. In the process, words lost their
finer meanings. The term "genocide" was bandied about : the Communists had
perpetrated genocide on the Romanians, the Czechs, and others; the Czechs
had tried to launch genocide against the Slovaks. In Romania, people began
talking about a "Red holocaust" ; and in Bulgaria the formula " innumerable
Auschwitzes lackingonly crematoria" became the standard way of referring to

the gulags.
These approaches to the recent past have already been the object of

dispassionate studies, which demonstrat e clearly how stro ngly the effects of
World War II persist in post-Co mmunist societies. The extreme case is that of
the former Yugoslavia, where the recent war was, in part, an extension of the
conflicts generated fifty years before, and where memor ies were flagrantl y
manipulated to fuel the confl ict. T he shadows of the war have not dissipated,
particularly among the former allies of Nazi Germany. If Marshal Petain had
been Romanian or Slovak, many would have claimed him as a victim of Com
munism, as was the case with the Romanian dictator Antonescu and the Slovak
president Monsignor Jozef Tiso, both of whom were sentenced to death and
executed after the war for the atrocities committed within their countries.

T he history of Communist regimes is now extremely politicized, espe
cially when parties and movements seek to rediscover thei r ancestors and
traditions. T he Pole Andrzcj Paczkowski, one of the authors of this book,
speaks unhesitatingly about a "civil war" in Poland over the search for origins,
although happily this war is merely one of words. T he past is manipulated and
used as a tool as ancient myths and legends are reborn and new ones appear.
Th e myth of the number of victims is one that commands special attentio n.
According to the French historian Robert Frank, the figure becomes a key
symbol, a mathematical truth; it lends authority to discourses about death , and
it transforms mass deaths into a kind of sacrament. Hence the special need for
prudence among those researching new national or social mythologies.

Th e Hun garian Gyorgy Lit vin, director of the Inst itut e for the His tor y
of the Hungarian Revolution of 1956, has suggested that a politically aware
interpretation of extreme points in history facilitates in-depth analysis of the
political evolution of a country. He claims that a country's relation to the recent
past can tell us much more about the democratic roots of certain types of
discourse than it can about economic problems or other changes that might be
under way at the time.

All memories are "created" to some extent, and the official version of
events is no exception. Panels of legislators and decisionrnakers select the
traditions that will underlie new constitu tions, choose the figures whose heads
will appear on stamps and banknotes, determine the nationa l holidays to be
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celebrated, the medals to be handed out, the events to be commemorated, and
the names to be given to streets, squares, and public places-and, of course,
draw up the curriculum to be taught in schools. The heroes and victims of the
Comm unist period cannot be forgotten. Nevertheless, many post-Communist
regimes have decided to put the Communist period in the ir history in brackets.
T his is hard ly new in the twentieth century, as the Italian historian Maria
Ferretti, who specializes in Russian memory, has point ed out : Benedetto Croce
proposed a similar approach in order to bu ry the ghost of Italian fascism."
Bracketing, however, is always an illusion, and whole decades cannot simply be
bur ied and forgotten. T hese decades have molded the outlook of the vast
majority of the citizens in each country, and they have also determined the
course of social and economic developmen t. Dispassion ate analyses attempt to

propose explanations of behavior, including the abse nce (or inadequacy) of
historical self-cri ticism among individuals, groups, and whole peoples; the
desire to avoid any reflection about collective respon sibility (in the form of tacit
support for the regime); or the presence of a "martyred people " mentality that
excuses an entire nation for everything. (Alexandra Laig ncl- I .avastine has stud
ied the idea of "collective mart yrology" in Romania, which is accompanied by
an "i nnocence comp lex" that causes everyt hing to he seen as someone else's
fault.)

Control over the past in post-Communist states is a topic sufficiently
complex to merit a hook-len gth study in its own right. Mo st notable at this
point arc the differences among the countries concerne d . In Romania in par
ticular, men from the old Communist regime kept power unt il the legislative
and presidential elections of November 19<.)6 , and a similar situation existed for
some time in Bulgaria as well. But even in those two count ries, considerable
documentation about repression under the Communists is now available. Yet
althou gh citizens in all the coun tries have in their own possession considerable
documentation pert aining to the years of Com munist rule , and although victim
testimonies are now commonp lace, in-depth histories based on a close scrutiny
of archival sources arc still lacking, except perhaps in the Czech Republic,
Poland, am) Hun gary.

It should also be pointed out that no Communist Party has yet been
banned. These parties have changed their names except in the Czech Republic,
where a referendum inside the Party result ed in a decision to keep the name
unchanged. Almost everywhere, the most compromised leaders have been
thrown out and the leadership entirely repla ced.

Few trials of people responsible for the repressions have taken place. T he
most spectacular one occurre d in Romania, where a pseud ot rial ended in the
execution of Nicolae Ceausescu and his wife on 25 D ecember 191\9, after which
the dictator's body was shown on natio nal television. In Bulgaria, Todor
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Zhivkov, the former general secretary of the Party, was tried in April 1991 but

allowed to go free. Paradoxically he most visibly failed to live up to one of the

mottoes of the Bulgarian Party elite: "We took power with bloodshed, we won't

give it up without bloodshed." In Albania, some of the Communist leaders were

sentenced for "abuse of public goods and infringing the equality of citizens";

one such person was the wife of Enver Hoxha, who received an eleven-year

prison sentence. In Czechoslovakia, Miroslav Stepan, a member of the Party

Presidium and first secretary of the Prague municipal Party committee, was

sentenced to two years in prison in 1991 for violence carried out against a crowd

of demonstrators on 17 November 1989. Several trials have been brought

against the former leaders of East Germany. The most recent was the trial of

the last Communist leader, Egon Krenz, in August 1997. He was sentenced to

six and a half years in prison and freed pending an appeal. As of 1999 charges

were still being pressed against General Wojciech Jaruzelski for the deaths of

strikers in Gdansk in December 1970, when as defense minister he relayed the

orders to open fire. (jaruzelski was granted a pardon by the Polish parliament

in 1996 on separate charges brought against him for his role in imposing martial

law in December 1981.) Similarly, an effort is still under way in Prague to try

a few of the Czechoslovak Communist leaders who "invited" in the occupying

forces in 1968.

Post-Communist justice has also involved several trials of officials from

the various security services directly implicated in crimes. One of the most

interesting was the trial in Poland of Adam Humer and eleven other officers

from the UB (Urzad Bezpieczenstwa, the Security Bureau) for crimes commit

ted during the repression of the opposition in the late 1940s and early 1950s.

Humer was a colonel at the time, and the deputy head of the Investigations

Department of the Ministry of Public Security until 1954. These crimes are

generally described as crimes against humanity. At the end of the trial, which

lasted two and a half years, Humer was sentenced on II March 1996 to nine

years' imprisonment. In Hungary, those who shot at civilians on 8 December

1956 in Salgotarjan, an industrial town northeast of Budapest, were convicted

in January 1995 of crimes against humanity. But the verdict reached in January

1997 by the Hungarian Supreme Court decreed that after 4 November 1956,

because of the illegal intervention of Soviet forces, a state of war existed

between Hungary and the U.S.S.R., and therefore these crimes had to be

considered war crimes instead.

Of all the countries of the former Soviet bloc, the Czech Republic has

developed perhaps the most original approach to the management of the coun

try's Communist past. It is the only country to have adopted laws mandating

the return of goods confiscated by the authorities after 25 February 1948, and

decreeing the mass rehabilitation of all those unjustly convicted. In 1994, for
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example, regional and district courts rehabilitated approximately 220,000 peo

ple. Until 1998, when Poland adopted a law requiring the screening of all

judicial and police officials, the Czech Republic was alone in having passed a

law on "lustration," limiting access to public office. The law requires verifica

tion of and open access to any senior official's past as it appears in the police

records of the old regime. It is also the only country that has a special admin

istrative body, the Bureau for Documentation and Inquiry into the Crimes of

Communism, to pursue members of the old regime. As an integral part of the

Investigations Bureau of the Police of the Czech Republic, this body has full

powers to gather information and file charges for any Communist crime com

mitted from 1948 to 1989. The Bureau for Documentation has a staff of about

90. It intervenes with legal opinions in judicial procedures; it has to make the

case for each crime, assemble the necessary evidence, and then submit the case

to the department for public prosecutions. Of the 98 people investigated in

1997, 20 cases were deemed valid, 5 were actually taken to court, and a single

person-a former investigator in the State Security organs-was sentenced to

five years in prison. All cases are to be concl uded by 29 December 1999.

The current director of the Bureau of Documentation, Vaclav Benda, a

mathematician by training and an important figure in the opposition during the

1970s and 1980s, himself spent four years in prison. Today he is a Christian

Democratic senator, and in a recent interview he made clear his position re

garding Communist crimes and crimes against humanity:

The waiver of the statute of limitations for crimes against humanity
does exist in our legislation, but we are not sure what Communist crimes
it can be applied to. We can't automatically define all the crimes of
Communism as crimes against humanity. Besides, our international po
sition on the elimination of the statute of limitations was taken by
Czechoslovakia in 1974, and legal opinions differ as to whether we can
consider that crimes committed before that date fall within the remit of
the waiver of the statute of limitations."

Pavel Rychetsky, who was deputy prime minister of the federal govern

ment in 1991 and 1992, is now a Social Democratic senator and chairman of

the Legislative Commission of the Czech Senate. In June 1997 he told us:

In the Czech Republic, everyone believes that we do need trials, not
simply to punish the old men, but to bring everything that happened out
into the open, as a sort of catharsis. In fact most of the information is
out in the open already, and it's hard to believe we will find out anything
that is worse than the things we already know. Genocide, as a crime
against humanity, is of course without a statute of limitations. But none
of the Communist crimes in Czechoslovakia fell under that category,
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and we will never be able to prove that any actions corresponding to a
really close definition of genocide were ever carried out. By contrast, in
the Soviet Union there were certainly crimes of genocide committed
against ethnic groups or specific segments of the population, such as the
Cossacks and the Chechens. But those crimes can't really be punished
either, because they were not explicitly against any law that was in force
at that time.

These examples, of which many more could be found, lead inexorably to

the conclusion that numerous crimes have gone unpunished, because of the

statute of limitations, lack of witnesses, or lack of proof. After the fall of

Communism, justice has once again become independent of executive power,

and it has ensured that the principles of so-called civilized countries are re

spected, including both the principle of the statute of limitations and the idea

that no law can have retroactive effects. However, some countries have amended

their legislation to allow the prosecution of certain crimes. In Poland, the law

of 4 April 1991 replaced the law of April 1984 on the Principal Commission

for Research into the Crimes of Hitler and the Institute for National Memory.

The new law places Communism in the same category as fascism and intro

duces the concept of Stalinist crimes, which it defines as "any attacks on

individuals or groups of people committed by the Communist authorities or

inspired or tolerated by them during the period preceding 31 December

1956."-1{) Such crimes are not subject to a statute of limitations. In 1995, the

articles in the penal code regarding the statute of limitations were modified,

allowing the most serious crimes committed against civil liberties before

31 December 1989 to be prosecuted within a thirty-year period starting on

I January 1990. In the Czech Republic, the law regarding the "illegitimacy of

the Communist regime and resistance to it," adopted in 1993, extended the

statute of limitations for crimes committed between 1948 and 1989 that could

be described as "political."

Dealing with the past is an extremely complex business. But I would like

to finish this section on a personal note. In my opinion, the punishment of the

guilty was not carried out promptly enough or in an appropriate manner.

Despite the efforts of many, myself included, Czechoslovakia, for instance, has

failed to introduce any new categories of crime such as "national indignity,"

which could be punishable by "national degradation" and the removal of rights,

as was done in France in the aftermath of World War II. On the other hand,

the Germans' opening of the Stasi archives to any interested citizen seems a

brave and good decision. It increases a sense of responsibility, inviting everyone

to take charge of his or her own "tria)": your husband was an informer, and

now you know ... what are you going to do?

Whatever happens, the wounds will take some time to heal.

v Communism in Asia:
Between Reeducation
and Massacre

Jean-Louis Margolin and Pierre Rigoulot



Introduction

Two features distinguish Communism in Asia from Communism in Europe.

First, with the exception of Nort h Korea, most of the regimes established

themselves through their own efforts and built independent political systems

with a strongly nationalist character. (Laos is a partial exception in this regard,

because of its dependence on Vietnam .)

Second, at the time this book was written all these regimes were still in

power, even to a cert ain extent in Cambodia. Therefore, the onl y essential

archi ves then open were those dealing with the Pol Pot period in Cambodia (the

Comintern archives in Moscow do not cover any of the regimes still in place.)'

Even so, our knowledge of these regimes and their past has increased consid

erably. It is now relatively easy to do field research in China, Vietnam, Laos,

and Cambodia, and some interesting sources are now available there: official

media (including translations of Chinese radio transmissions available from

various Western sources), the regional press, memoirs by former leaders of the

regimes, written test imonies of refugees who fled abroad, and oral records

gathered inside the countries. For internal political reasons, Cambodians are

now encouraged to decry the Pol Pot period, and the Chinese to denounce the

horrors of the Cultural Revolution . However, this selective opening of materi

als has had some bizarre effects. For example, we still have no access to any

debates that may have taken place among Party leaders; we still have no idea

how or wh y Chairman Mao's designated successor, Marshal Lin Biao, died in

1971; and Mao's int entions during the Cultural Revolution remain quite mys

terious . Little is known about the purges of the 1950s in China and in Vietnam,

and perhaps even less about the Great Leap Forward . Almost nothing is known

about events in the vast death camps located in western China . As a rule, more

is known about the fate of Communist cadres and intellectuals who suffered in

the repressions than about the fate of normal citizens, who account for the great

majority of the victims. North Korea, one of the last bastions of hard-line

Communism, is still solidly closed to the outside world, and until very recently

almost no one ever managed to leave the country.

For all these reasons, the account that follows is inevitably somewhat

approximate, and some of the figures are rather speculative. But the ends and

means of Communism in the Far East are very much evident .
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Jean-Louis Margolin

China: A Long March into Night

After our armed enemies have been crushed, there will still be our
unarmed enemies, who will try to tight us to the death. We must never
underestim ate their strength. U nless we think of the problem in pre
cisely those term s, we will commit the gravest of er rors.

21

Thus Mao Zed ong ad ju red the Cent ral Committee of the Se venth Congress of
the Chinese Communist Party in March 1949. 1

Was repression in Communist China simpl y a replication of the practices

of the So viet Big Brother? After all, until the earl y 1980s Stal in' s portrait was

still to be seen ever ywhere in Beijing.? In some respects the answer is no. In

China, mu rderous purges in the Party itself were very rare, and the secret pol ice

were relati vely d iscreet , although the influence of their leader, Kang Sh eng ,

and of the Yan'an maquis was constantly in the background from the 1940s until

his death in 1975 .1 But in other respects the answer is assuredl y yes. Even if

one excludes the civil war, the regime mu st be held accountable for a huge

number of deaths. Although the estimates are quite spec ulative, it is clear that

there were between 6 million and 10 million deaths as a di rect result of the

Communist actions, including hundreds of thousands of Tibetans. In addition,

This chapter is ded icated to Je an Pasqu alin i (<1 . 9 October 1997), who revealed the hor ror s
of the Chinese conce ntration camps to rhe world .
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464 Communism in Asia

tens of millions of "counrcrrevolutionurics" passed Ion!; periods of their lives

inside the prison system, with perhaps 2lJ million dving there. To that total

should be added the staggering number of deaths during the ill-named Great

Leap Forward-estimates range from 20 million to 43 million dead for the

years 1959-196I -all victims of a Limine caused hv the misguided projects of

,I sing!e man, Vlao Zcdong, and his criminal obstinacy in refusing to admit his

mistake and to allow measures to he taken to rcctifv the disastrous effects. The

answer again is \CS if onc looks at the scale of the genocide in 'Tibet: some 10

to 2lJ percent of the inhabitants of the "rooftop of the world" died as a result

of Chinese occupation. The genuine surprise of Dcng Xiaoping ,IS he observed

rhar the massacre in Tiananmcn Square in june 19~9, where perhaps 1,000

died, was totally insignificant in comparison to the scale of events in China in

the compararivcly recent past, clearly .irnounts to an udrnissiun of guilt. One

can hardly argue that these massacres were the sad consequences of an ex

treme" bloody civil war, since the war was not in fact particularly violent and

t he regime was fir mlx entrenched by 1950. '\or can one ,lrgue that this was the

continuation of a g;enerall\' bloodstained history. If one discounts the japanese

occupation, which was not followed hy E1I11ine or other disasters, one h,IS to go

back to the t hird quarter of the nineteenth century 10 find slaughters on

anything resembling a comparable scale. And at that time there was nothing to

com p,lre to t he genera lit v or the s vstcrnuric ariel careful I~ p lunncd charucter

()f the -'Iaoist atrocities, despite the dramatic nature of events in China at the

t irnc.

:\n analysis of Chinese Communism is doubl, important. Since 1949, the

Ikijln~ regime has g;ll\erned ncur!v two-thirds of all people who lived under

the red flag. \\hen the Soviet Lnion hnalh broke up in 19()] and Eastern

Furope abandoned Communism, the figure rose to nine-tenths. It is therefore

quire clear that whatever happens to "real socialism" now depends on the

development ot Communism 111 Chinu. Beijing has been ;\ sort of second Rome

lor \ Iar xism-Lcninisrn, opcnlv so since the Sino-Soviet break ()f 11ihO, but in

actua litv since the birth of the free zone of Yan'an in 1935-1947 after the Long

Vlarch ~orean, japanese, and even Vietnamese Communists would retreat to

China to consolidate their strength. Although Kim II Sung's regime predates

the triumph of the Chinese Communist Parrv, and owes its existence to Soviet

occupation, it also owes its survival during the Korean war to the intervention

of more t han I million armed Chinese "volunteers." Repressions in '\orth

Korea were based quite closely on the Stalinist model, but what the master of

1',()ngy,ll1g took from Vluoisrn, which after Yanan became synonymous with

Chinese Communism, was the idea not of the Party line hut of the mass

linc-c-rhe intense effort to cldssify and mobilize the entire population-s-and its

logical consequence, an insistence on permanent education as a means of social

China: A Long March into Night

control. Kim paraphrased Mao when he noted that "the mass line is to mount

an active defense of the interests of the working masses, to educate and reedu

cate them so that they rally to the cause of the Party, to count on their strength,

and to mobilize them for revolutionary tasks.?"

Even more apparent is China's influence on Asian Communist regimes

established after I949. The memoirs of the Vietnamese leader Hoang Van

Hoan, who went over to Beijing, reveal that from 1950 until the Geneva accord

of 1954 numerous Chinese advisers trained troops and administrators for the

Viet Minh, and that from 1965 to 1970 some 30,000 soldiers from Beijing

helped North Vietnamese troops in their fight against the South.' General Vo

Nguyen Giap, the victor at Dien Bien Phu, indirectly acknowledged the Chi

nese contribution in 1964: "After 1950, in the wake of the Chinese victory, our

army and our people learned some precious lessons from the Chinese People's

Liberation Army. We educated ourselves according to the military thought of

Mao Zedong. That was the important factor that allowed our army to mature

and that Icd to our successive victories.:" The Vietnamese Communist Party,

which at the time was known as the Workers' Party, inscribed in its statutes in

1951 that "The Workers' Party recognizes the theories of Marx, Engels, Lenin,

and Stalin and the thought of Mao Zedong, adapted to the realities of the

Vietnamese revolution, as the theoretical foundation of its thought and as the

magnetic needle that points the way in all its activities."? The "mass line" and

the idea of reeducation were placed at the center of the Vietnamese political

system. The chengfen/{ ("the reform of work style"), which had been invented

in Yan'an, was transcribed into Vietnamese as chinh huan and became the

justification for the ferocious purges of the mid-1950s. H In 1975-1979 Cambo

dia under the Khmer Rouge also received powerful support from Beijing and

tried to carry out what Mao himself had failed to accomplish, taking up in

particular the idea of the Great Leap Forward. All these regimes, like that of

Mao, were strongly colored by their military origins (though less so in North

Korea, even if Kim often boasted of his alleged exploits as a guerrilla fighter

against the Japanese), which inevitably resulted in a permanent militarization

of society. This occurred the least in China, which had no front line. It is

notable that the central role played by the secret police in the Soviet system

was in China always played by the army, which sometimes carried out repres

sive measures on its own.

ATradition ofViolence?

During his lifetime, Mao Zedong was so powerful that he was often known as

the Red Emperor. In light of what is now known about his unpredictable

character, his ferocious egotism, the vindictive murders he committed, and the
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life of debauchery that he led right up to the end, it is all too easy to compare
him to one of the despots of the Middle Kingdom (ancient China)." Yet the
violence that he erected into a whole system far exceeds any national trad ition
of violence th at we might find in Ch ina.

As in most other countr ies, there had been periods of great bloodletting
in China, which usually occurred against a backdrop of religious tension or an
irreconcilable ideologicalclash . What separates the two great Chinese trad itions
of Confu cianism and Taoism is less the theoretical differences than the confl ict
between the focus by Confucius on society and on rationality and the emp hasis
by Lao Tsu, the great promoter of Taoism, on the ind ividual and intuitive and
irrational aspects of behavior. Chinese generally incorp orate some mixture of
these two tradit ions. Sometimes in moments of crisis Taois ts will gain the
upper hand among the disinherited and the lost, launching a massive assault
on the bastions of Confucianism-the educated and the state. Over the centu
ries there have been numerous uprising s inspired by apocalyptic, messianic
sects, including the Yellow Turbans of 184, the Maitreyi st revolt of Faqing in
SIS, the Manichean rebellion of Fang La in 11 20, the Wh ite Lotus in 1.\51,
and the Eight Trigrams of 1813.11I The message of these movement s was often
quite similar, synthesizing Taoism and popular Buddh ism, and often using the
figure of Mai treya, the Buddha of the future whose imminent, luminous, and
redemptive coming is to be accomplished in a universal cataclysm of the old
world. The faithful, the chosen few, must help hring about the realization of
the proph ecy for salvation to occur. All contingent links must be broken , even
with one 's own family. According to the chronicle of the Wei dynasty in 515,
"Fathers, sons, and brothers did not know one another."!'

In Chin a most morality is based on respect for familial obligations. Once
these are broken , anything can happen. T he replacement family that the sect
becomes annihilates the idea of the individual. T he rest of humanity is con
demned to hell in the hereafter and to violent death in this world. Sometimes,
as in 402, officials were cut into pieces, and if their wives und children refused
to eat them , they were dismembered themselves. In 11 20 massacres eviden tly
involved millions of people. All values can be inverte d: according to a procla
mation of 11 30, "The killing of people is the carryin g out of the dhurma
[Buddhist law]." Killing becomes an act of compassion, delivering the spirit.
Theft serves the purposes of equality, suicide is an enviable happiness; the
worse a death is, the greater its reward will be. According to a text from the
nineteenth century, "Death by slow slicing will ensure one's entry [into heaven1
in a crimson robe.I" ! From certain points of view it is d ifficult not to draw a
comparison here between this millenarian cruelty and the Asian revolut ions
of this century. T his does not help explain a number of the latt er' s charac
teristics, but it does help explain why they sometimes trium phed , and why the

China: A Long March into Night

violence that accompanied them could initially appear quite ordinary and

norm al.
Social safeguards were nonetheless extremely powerful , a fact that ex

plains why society was only rarely troubled . European visitors in the Middle
Ages and the Enlightenment were always struck by the tremendous peace that
reigncd in the old empire. Confu cianism, the offi cial doctrin e taught in the
countrys ide, made benevolence the cardinal virtue of the sovereign and mod
eled the state on the family. Without any risk of anachronism, one can speak
here of humanist pr incip les that have valorized human life from time imme
morial. Looking at the work of thinkers who have been the cardinal points of
reference for nearly twent y-one centuries of imperi al rule, we can single out
the Chinese philosopher Mo Ti (ca. .f79-3S1 s.c.), who condemned wars of
aggress ion thus: " If a simple homicide is to be considered a crime, but the
multiple homicide that is an attack on another country is to be considered a
good action, can we possibly call that a reasonable distinction between good and
evil?"!' In his famous treatise The Art ol War. Sun Tzu (writing around
SOO s.c.) noted that "war is like fi re; people who do not lay down their arms
will die by their ar ms." One should fight for economic reasons, as swiftly and
efficiently as possible: "No lon g war ever pr ofited any country: 100 victories in
100 battles is simply ridi culous. Anyone who excels in defeating his enemies
triumphs before his enemy's threats become real." Sav ing one's strength is
essential, but neither should one allow oneself to annihilate the enemy entirely:
"Cap turing the ene my is far better than dest roying him: do not encourage
murd er." That is perhaps less of a moral tenet than an opportunistic consid
eration: massacres and atrocities provoke hatred and lend the enemy the energy
of despair, possibly allowing him to turn the situation around in his favor. In
any case, for the victor, "T he best policy is to capture the state intact: it should
be destroyed only if no other options arc available."! '

Such is the typical reasonin g of the great Chinese tradit ion, as illustrated
above all by Confucianism: eth ical principles are deri ved not from some tran
scendental vision, but from a pragmatic vision of social harmony. This is surely
one of the reasons for their effectiveness. A different "pragmatic" approach,
developed by lawmakers who were contemporaries of Confu cius and Sun Tzu ,
implied that the state must affirm its omnipotence by terrori zing society. The
fund amental failure of this appro ach was immediately apparent , even in its
hour of glory during the short Qjn dynast y, in the third century s.c. Despite
enormous variations from one reign to the next, suc h arbitrary rule became
more and more uncomm on , particularly after th e N orthern Song dynasty
(960-1127).The most common punishment for errant officials became the long
walk into exile, which did not exclude th e possibility of pardon and return .
T he Tang dynasty in 654 drew up an extremely hum ane penal code, which took
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into account both the intentions of individuals and any repentance they might

show and abolished the idea of familial responsibility in case of rebellion. The

procedures leading to capital punishment became very long and complex, some

of the more horrible punishments were abolished altogether, and an appeals
procedure was also established."

State violence was thus quite limited and controlled. Chinese historians

have always been appalled by the behavior of the first emperor, Qin Shi (221

210 s.c.), who buried alive 460 administrators and men of letters, burned all

the classical literature (and made anyone who mentioned it subject to capital

punishment), condemned to death or deported at least 20,000 nobles, and killed

as many as several hundred thousand people during the construction of the

Great Wall. This emperor was explicitly taken as a model by Mao. With the

arrival of the Han dynasty (206 B.c.-220 A.D.), Confucianism returned to the

fore, and the empires never again saw such severe tyranny or such bloody

massacres. The law was strict, and justice was harsh, but apart from the (re

grettably frequent) times of rebellion and the invasions from abroad, human

life was safer there than it was in most other states in the ancient world or in
medieval and modern Europe.

Admittedly, even under the peaceful Song dynasty in the twelfth century

some 300 offenses were punishable by death, but in principle every sentence

had to be checked and countersigned by the emperor himself. Wars often

dragged on until hundreds of thousands had lost their lives, and the death

count inevitably rose during the ensuing epidemics, famines, disruption of the

transport system, and floodings of the Yellow River. The Taiping revolt and its

repression were responsible for between 20 million and 100 million deaths,
causing the population of China to fall from 410 million in 1850 to 350 million

in 187JY' But only a small fraction of those dead, probably about I million,

can be considered to have been intentionally killed in connection with the
I 17 I hi .revo t. n any case t IS was an exceptionally troubled period, marked by

immense rebellions, repeated attacks by Western imperialists, and the growing

despair of a population living in abject poverty. It was in this context that the

two, three, or four generations who preceded the Communist revolutionaries

grew up. It made them accustomed to a level of violence and social disintegra
tion unprecedented in China's history.

Even in the first half of this century there was no warning, in scale or in

kind, of what Maoism would unleash. True, the relatively undramatic revolu

tion of 1911 was followed by a growing number of deaths in the sixteen years

before the partial stabilization imposed by the Kuomintang regime. In Nanjing,

a hotbed of revolution, the dictator Yuan Shih-kai ordered several thousand

people executed from July 1913 to July 1914.JH In June 1925 the police in

Guangzhou killed fifty-two people taking part in a workers' demonstration. In
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May 1926 in Beijing, forty-seven students were killed in a peaceful anti-Japa

nese demonstration. In April and May 1927 in Shanghai, and then in other big

cities in the east, thousands of Communists were executed by a coalition uniting

the head of the new regime, Chiang Kai-shek, and the local secret societies. In

The Human Conduion Andre Malraux recalled the atrocious nature of some of

the executions, which took place in a locomotive boiler. Although the first

episodes of the civil war between nationalists and Communists do not appear

to have involved any massacres greater than those in the Long March of

1934-35, the Japanese did commit thousands of atrocities in the huge part of

China that they occupied from 1937 to 1945.

More murderous than many of these events were the famines of 1900,

1920--21, and IlJ28-1930 that struck the north and northwest of the country,

the areas most vulnerable to drought. The second of these caused the death of

5UO,00U people, and the third between 2 million and 3 million." But although

the second was made worse by the disruption of the transport system as a result

of the civil war, one can hardly say this was an intentional effect that should be

described as a massacre. The same cannot he said about Henan, where in

I(H2--43 between 2 million and 3 million people, or 5 percent of the population,

died of hunger, and many cases of cannibalism were recorded. Even though

the harvest had been disastrous, the central government in Chongqing refused

to reduce the tax levy. In effect, the government seized from a great number of

peasants all the goods they produced. The proximity of the front was another

factor. The peasants were drafted to help with military operations, such as the

digging of a SOU-kilometer antitank trench, which in practice proved useless."
This was a foretaste of other great errors of judgment such as the Great Leap

Forward, even if in this case the war might be seen to have provided an excuse.

The resentment felt by the peasants was enormous.

The most numerous and, taken as a whole, the most murderous atrocities

occurred quietly and left few traces. These often involved the poor fighting the

poor, far from the main centers, in the great ocean of China's villages. Innu

merable brigands roamed at large, sometimes in organized gangs, pillaging,

looting, racketeering, and kidnaping. They killed anyone who resisted or whose

ransom was not delivered in time. When they were captured, the whole village

would join in their execution. For the peasants, the soldiers were sometimes

worse than the bandits they were supposed to be fighting. In 1932 a petition

from Fujian demanded that all the forces of law and order be withdrawn, "so

that we will have only the bandits to fight."?' In the same province in 1931,

angry peasants annihilated the majority of a band of 2,500 soldiers who had

pillaged and raped the local populace. In 1926 a group of peasants to the west

of Hunan, under the cover of the secret society of the Red Lances, apparently

killed 50,000 "soldier-bandits" serving a local warlord. When the Japanese
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began their offensive in the same region in 1944, the locals, remembering the

earl ier murderous troops, hunted them down and buried some alive." And yet

the Chinese sold iers were no different from their executioners. They were

simply peasants, the unlucky and terrified victims of conscriptions that, ac

cording to the American General Wedemeyer, had hit the villages like a flood

or a famine and had taken an even greater number of victims.

Numerous other revolts, generally less violent, focused on various govern

ment exactions : taxes on land, opium, alcohol, and livestock ; forced con scrip

tion ; government loans; unfair judgments. The worst violence often involved

peasants against peasants. There were savage wars between villages. Clans and

secret societies ravaged the countryside and, by honoring th e cult of murdered

ancestors who demanded to be avenged , created inextinguishable hatreds. In

September 1928 , for example, the Little Swords in Jiangsu Province massacred

200 Big Swords and burned six villages . Violent hostility between the Black

Flag and Red Flag villages of the eastern part of Guangdong Province dated

from the late nineteenth century. In Puning County, in the same region, the

Lin clan hunted down and killed anyone bearing the patronymic Ho, including

lepers, who were often burned alive, and numerous Christ ians. Such struggles

were neither political nor social ; they were simply jockeyings for position by

local gangs. The adversaries were often immigrants, or simply people who lived
on t he other side of the river.v'

A Revolution Inseparable from Terror (1927-1946)

When in January 1ns the inhabitants of a Red Flag village saw a group

approach brandishing a scarlet flag, they rallied enthusiastically to one of the

first Chinese "soviets," that of Hai-Lu-Feng, directed by P'eng P'ai, The

Communists tailored their speeches to take account of local hatreds and used

the coherence of their message to win the locals over to their own ends while

allowing the new partisans to give full vent to their cruelest impulses. These

few months in In7-28 adumbrated the worst excesses of the Cultural Revolu

tion and the Khmer Rouge fort y and fifty years later. The movement had been

prepared since 1922 by intense activity in Communist Party-led peasant

unions, which had produced a strong polarization between "poor peasants"

and "landowners," with the latter being constantly denounced. Although nei

ther traditional conflicts nor social realities had accorded much importance to

t his division, the canceling of debts and the abolition of tenant farming en

s ured wide support for the new soviets, P'eng P'ai took advantage of it to

establish a regime of "dem ocratic terror": the whole people were invited to

public trials of "counterrevolutionaries," who almost invariably were con

demned to death . Everyone participated in the executions, shouting out " kill,
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kill" to the Red Guards whose task it was to cut victims into pieces . Sometimes

the pieces were cooked and eaten, or force-fed to members of the victim's

family who were still ali ve and looking on. Everyone was then invited to a

banquet, where the liver and heart of the former landowner were shared out,

and to meetings where a speaker would address rows of severed heads freshly

skewered on stakes. This fascination for vengeful cannibalism, which later

became common under the Pol Pot regime, echoes a very ancient East Asian

archetype that appears often at cataclysmic moments of Chinese history. At a

time of foreign invasions in 613, Emperor Yang of the Souei dynasty avenged

himself on one rebel by pursuing even his most distant relations: "Those who

were punished most severely were broken apart, and their heads were displayed

on stakes, or the y were dismembered and shot full of arrows. The emperor

then ordered all the state dignitaries to eat the flesh of the victims piece by

piece ." 24The great writer Lu Xun, who was an admirer of Communism before

it became imbued with nationalism and anti western sentiments, wrote that

"Chinese people are cannibals." Less popular than these bloody orgies were the

actions of the Red Guards in 1927 in the temples and against the Taoi st monks .

The faithful painted the idols red in an attempt to save them, and P'eng P'ai

himself began to benefit from the first signs of deification. Fifty thousand

people, including many peasants, fled the region during the four months of the

soviet's reign ."
P'eng P'ai, who was shot in 1931, was the first real promoter of rural

militarized Communism. His ideas were picked up by a pre viously marginal

Communist cadre, Mao Zedong (himself of peasant origin), and theorized in

his 1927 Report U11 the Peasant Movement in the Hunan. This peasant Commu

nism represented an alternative to the Communism of the urban workers'

movement, which at the time had been weakened as a result of repressions

carried out by Chiang Kai-shek's Kuomintang. It quickly gathered momentum

and resulted in the establishment in 1<}28 of the first Red Bases in the Jinggang

Mountains, between Hunan and Jiangxi . It was in the eastern part of that
province that on 7 November 1931, the anniversary of the October Revolution,

the consolidation and extension of the main base led to the proclamation of a

Chinese Republic of Soviets, with Mao presiding over the Council of People's

Commissars. Until its final triumph in 1949, Chinese Communism was to go

through many incarnations and terrible setbacks, but the main model was

established here: concentrating the energy of the revolution on the construction

of a state, and focusing the efforts of that state, which was to be warlike by
nature, on forming a strong army to crush the enemy, which was the central

government of Nanjing, presided over by Chiang Kai-shek. There is nothing

surprising in the fact that the military and repressive apparatus was present

from the very beginning. We are a long way here from Russian Bolshevism, and
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even further from pure Marxism . Bolshevism was an intermediary means,
linked to a strategy for seizing power and reenforcing a national revolutionary
state, through which the founders of the Chine se Communist Party, and in
particular their major thinker, Li Dazhao, came to Communism in 191 8 and
1919.1h Wherever Chinese Communism triumphed, it was the socialism of the
barracks, of courts-martial, and of tiring squads that took power. P'eng P'ai
was simply the first to provide this model.

The originality of Chinese Communist repressive practi ces is attested by
one surprising fact : the Stalinist Great Terror of 193fr-JlJ 3X was predated by
the terror carried out by the Chinese soviets, which according to some estimates
claimed 186,000 victims, excluding the war dead, in Jiangxi in IlJ27-1931.1'
Most of these people had offered some sort of resistance to the radical agrarian
reforms, which had been imposed almost immediately, or to the hcavv taxation
and the mobilization of young people that were justified as a rnilitarv necessity.
In the areas where Communism was especially radical (in IlJ31 Mao was criti
cized and temporarily removed from the leadership because of his terrorist
excesses, which had alienated the population) or where local cadres had been
marginalized (as happened around the soviet "capital," Ruijin), the Nanjing
forces encountered only weak resistan ce. Resistance was mor e vigorous, and
sometimes even victorious, in bases that were established later, which tended
to be more autonomous and whose leaders had learned the painful lessons of
the politics of terror." The same tensions were felt at the ~orth Shaanxi base,
centered in Yari'an, although by then the Communist Party had learned to deal
with them through more selective and less bloody repressions. Fiscal pressure
on the peasants was acute: 35 percent of the harvest was taken in ]li41, four
times as much as in the zones held by the Kuorn inrang . Villagers went so far
as to call openly till' .\lao's death . Repressions were severe, hut there were also
concessions: the Parry began secretly to grow and export opium, which until
1945 accounted for 26-40 percent of all public revenues. "

As so often under Communist regimes, the repression of Party activists
left more traces, since these people knew how to express themselves and since
their networks often survived . Some scores were settled decades later, and the
cadres who suffered most were invariably those who had the closest links with
the population. Their enemies, most of whom worked for the central apparatus,
would often accuse them of being overly concerned with local issues, which
undoubtedly did lead to some moderation in their views, and perhaps even led
them to question the orders they had been given. This conflict, however, mask s
another: local activists often came from the wealthier segments of the peasantry
and from the families of landowners (who furnished the literate core of the
Part y) who had rallied to Communism as a radical form of nationalism. On the
other hand, the militants from the center and the soldiers from the regular army
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were recruited mainly from the lower strata and the marginalized segments of
society, including bandits, beggars, mendicant monks, mercenaries, and, among
the women, prostitutes. From as early as 1926 Mao had intended members of
these groups to playa major part in the revolution: "These people can fight
with great courage, and, led in the right manner, they will become a genuine
revolutionary force."J() He was still trying to identify with them in 1965, when
he presented himself to Edgar Snow, an American journalist, as "an aged monk,
walking along with an umbrella full of holes, under the stars."!' The remainder
of the population, with the exception of a minority of resolute opponents
(many of whom were also members of the elite), was startlingly passive and
unemotional, according to Communist leaders. This assessment included the
"poor and semipoor peasantry," which constituted the class base of the Com
munist Party in the countryside. Once the people from the center had become
cadres, they owed their entire social status to the Party and were often hungry
for revenge. With the support of the Center'? they tended to choose the most
radical solutions, such as the elimination of local cadres wherever this seemed
appropriate or necessary. After 1946 this became a very common response to

di f azrari c 11the bloo ier aspects a agrarian rerorrn .:·
The first recorded purge, in 1930-31, ravaged the Donggu base in north

ern Jiangxi. There the tensions described above were exacerbated by the AB
(Anti-Bolshevik) Corps, a highly active secret police force linked to the right
wing of the Kuomintang, which sowed suspicion of treachery among Commu
nist Party members. These suspicions arose because the local Communist Party
had found manv recruits among the secret societies. Even the head of the Three
Dots society e~listed in the Party in 1927, in what at the time was considered
a major coup for the Communists. Initially, numerous local cadres were exe
cuted. Then the purge spread to the Red Army itself, resulting in the liquida
tion of around 2,000 soldiers. A number of cadres escaped and attempted to
stir up a revolt against Mao, the "Emperor of the Party." They were invited to
take part in negotiations, arrested, and killed . The Second Army, one unit of
which was in revolt, was entirely disarmed and its officers executed . Persecu
tion decimated civil and military cadres for more than a year, claiming thou
sands of victims. Of the nineteen highest-ranking local cadres, who included
the founders of the base, twelve were executed as "counterrevolutionaries," five
were killed by the Kuomintang, one died of illness, and the last one gave up

the revolution altogether and emigrared.l"
In the early days of Mao's presence in Yan'an, the elimination of the base's

founder, the legendary guerrilla fighter Liu Zhidan, seemed to fit the same
pattern, revealing a central apparatus without scruples but with considerable
Machiavellian reasoning. The man responsible seems to have been the Mos
cow-allied Bolshevik Wang Ming, who had not yet been sidelined inside the
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leadership and who evidently wanted to control Liu's troops. Liu confidently

accepted his arrest and under torture refused to admit anything. His main

supporters were then buried alive. Zhou Enlai, one of Wang Ming's adversaries,
set him free, but because Liu insisted on retaining autonomy in command, he
was labeled an "unrepentant right-winger." Sent to the front, he was soon
killed, possibly with a bullet in the back."

The most famous purge of the period before 1949 began with an attack
on the most brilliant Communist intellectuals of Yan'an in June 1942. As he

did again fifteen years later on a nationwide scale, Mao first authorized a
two-month period of free criticism. Then suddenly all militants were "invited"
to "struggle" at thousands of meetings against Ding Ling, who had denounced

the sham of official equality between men and women, and against Wang

Shiwei, who had advocated freedom of expression and creativity for artists,
Ding cracked and made a full public apology and attacked Wang, who refused

to give way. Wang was thrown out of the Communist Party, put in prison, and
executed during the provisional evacuation of Yan'an in 1947. The dogma of

the submission of intellectuals to politicians, promulgated by the Party presi
dent in February 1942 in his Remarks onArt and Literature, soon had the force
of law. Chengfeng sessions proliferated until people began to submit.

A Comintern representative in Yan'an commented on Maoist methods
there:

Party discipline is based on stupidly rigid forms uf criticism and self
criticism. The president of each cell decides who is to be criticized and
for what reason. In general it is a Communist who is attacked each time.
The accused has only one right: to repent his "errors." If he considers
himself to be innocent or appears insufficiently repentant, the attacks
are renewed, It is a real psychological training " I understood one
tragic reality. The cruel method of psychological coercion that Mao calls
moral purification has created a stifling atmosphere inside the Party in
Yan'an. A not negligible number of Party activists in the region have
committed suicide, have fled, or have become psychotic. The cheng feng
method is a response to the principle that "everyone should know the
intimate thoughts of everyone else." This is the vile and shameful direc
tive that governs every meeting. All that is personal and intimate is to be
displayed shamelessly for public scrutiny. Under the protocol of criti
cism and self-criticism, the thoughts and aspirations and actions of
everyone are on fuII view."

In early July 1943 the purge revived and expanded. The leader of this
"Campaign of Salvation," aimed at protecting people from their own hidden
doubts and insufficiencies, was Politburo member Kang Sheng, whom Mao had

appointed in June 1942 to head a new General Studies Commission, which was
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to supervise "Rectification." This "black shadow," who dressed in black leather,

rode a black horse, and was invariably accompanied by a savage black dog, had
been trained by the NKVD in Russia and organized the first "mass campaign"
in Communist China: criticisms and public self-criticisms, selective arrests

leading to confessions that in turn led to more arrests, public humiliations,

beatings, and the elevation of the thoughts of Chairman Mao to the status of
inviolahle faith, the only sure point of reference. During one meeting Kang

Sheng gestured at the entire audience and declared: "You are all agents of the
Kuomintang ... the process of your reeducation will go on for a long time."37

Arrest, torture, and death became more and more common, claiming at least

sixty members of the Center (some of whom took their own lives), until the
Party leadership itself became concerned, despite Mao's assertion that "spies
are as numerous as the hairs on a head."lx After 15 August "illegal methods"

of repression were banned, and on <) October, Mao, in the sort of about-turn

that was to become his trademark, proclaimed: "We should not kill anyone;
many should never have been arrested at all."!" The campaign was then defini

tively stopped. In December Kang Sheng was himself forced to perform an act
of self-criticism and to admit that only 10 percent of all those arrested had been

guilty and that the dead should be rehabilitated. His career stagnated from then
until the Cultural Revolution in May 1%6. Mao himself, appearing before an

assemhly of high-ranking cadres in April 1944, was forced to apologize and to
bow three times in homage to the innocent victims before he was applauded.

Once again his spontaneous extremism had met with stiff resistance. But the
memory of the terror of I<)43 remained indelible among those who had lived
through it. What Mao lost in popularity, he gained in fear.4j)

Repression became ever more sophisticated. While war against both the
japanese and the Kuomintang saw an increasing numher of terrorist massacres

claiming thousands of victims," the assassination of carefully targeted indi

viduals hecame more and more common. As is common practice among gangs
and secret societies, the targets were often renegades. According to one guerrilla

chief, "We killed a great number of traitors, so that the people had no choice
but to continue on the path to rcvolution.t'P The prison system expanded, with

the result that executions became less common than before. In 1932 the Chinese
soviets in jiangxi had estahlished corrective labor camps, which ironically had

been anticipated by a Kuomintang law. Beginning in I<)39, prisoners with
long-term sentences were assigned to labor and production centers by a new

type of court set up to handle these cases. There were three reasons for this:
the authorities did not wish to disaffect the population with punishments that

seemed too harsh thev wanted to make use of the large, captive workforce, and, ~

thev wanted to convert new faithful to the cause bv a clever process of reedu-_. ~

cation. Even japanese prisoners of war could thus be integrated into the
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People's Liberation Ar my (Pl .A), the hei r to the Chinese Red Army, and used

to figh t C hiang Kai-shek."

Agrarian Reform and Urban Purges (1946-1957)

By the time th e Comm unists se ized po wer in China in 1949, violence and

massacres were already everyday events, and governance often con sisted in

sett ling scores with one 's neighbor s. The actions taken to es ta blish a new state

were thus a so rt of riposte to othe r very real acts of violence (one of the victims

of P'en g P'ai , a local mag ist rat e, had ord er ed the execution of almos t 100

peasa n ts) and were recogn ized as such by man y rura l com m unities. For this

reaso n th e period has been glorified both in official post-Maoist history ( until

the Antiright mo vement o f 1957, the Helmsman was perceived to have steered

a stead y course) and in th e memory of many eyewitnesses and those who were

or were perceived to be th e direct beneficiaries of th e suffering of their fellow

countrym en. The Com m un ists themselves, includ ing Co m m unist intellectuals,

were not affected too badly by th e purges. Yet what resulted was in fact th e

bloodiest wave of rep ression s yet launched by the Chinese Co m munists, affect

ing the entire country. ln its bread t h of appl ication , gene ra lity, length, and

planned and cent ralized nature, the repression marked a new departure for th e

sort o f violence seen in China . There were br ief moments of res pite, but

almost every yea r saw th e launc hing of a new "mass cam pa ign ." The Yan 'an

"Rec tification" of 1943 may have been a sort of dr ess rehear sal on a local scal e.

Where ce rt ain socia l strata were conce rn ed, th e massacres took on a genocid al

aspect previou sly unknown in C hina, at least on a nat ion al scale. Even th e

Mongols in th e thirteenth centu ry had ravaged onl y th e northern parts o f th e

em pire . Som e of the a trocities occ ur red in the co ntex t of a brutal three- year

civi l war; one exa mple is th e massacre of 500 mostly Ca tho lic in habita nts of the

Manc h urian town of Si wanze afte r its captu re. In addi tio n, once th e Commu

nist s had gained a considerable advantage in 1941\ , they aba ndo ne d their pre

viou s practice of freeing p risoners for propaganda reason s. Henceforth pe ople

wer e locked up by the hundred s of thousands, and th e prison s quickly became

overc rowded . These prisoners became the first occ upants of the new labor

camps, called the luodotlf!, gaizao, or laogai for short, which com bined a drive for

reeducation with a concern for the war effort ." But during the period of

hostilities the worst at ro cities were committed behind th e lines, outside an y
military context.

The Countryside: Modernization and Soc ial Engineering

U n like th e Ru ssian Revol urion of 1917, th e C hinese Revolut ion of 1949 began

in th e countryside and spread to the cities. It is therefor e logica l that the urban
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purges were preceded by the movem en t for agrari an reform. As we have al

read y seen , the Co mmunists had ext ensive ex perien ce with th is policy. But to

main tain a unifie d an ti-Ja pa nese fron t wit h the cent ral Ku om intang gover n

ment , after IlJ37 rhcv were forced to be si len t abo ut th is fundame ntal aspect o f

th eir program . O n ly in 1<)46, after the j ap anese defeat , did they relaunc h

agra rian re for m as part of the civil wa r that was to car ry them into power.

Team s of thousands of professional agita to rs, most of who m came from ou t

side the region s in whi ch th ey work ed so th at they cou ld amid any feeling of

solidari ty with local in habitan ts, clans, an d secret soc ieties, traveled from vil

lage to village, especia lly in the zones tha t had been liberat ed hy the PL A. As

th e movement progressed , they sprea d aI-TOSS the so uth and west of the cou n

tr y, not incl udi ng T ibet tor the moment.

T he agrarian revolution, which was to engulf hundred s of tho usands of

Chinese villages one hy one, was ne ither the result of manipul at ion from on

high nor ,1 response by the Commun ist Party to the "will of the masses."! ' The

masses had many reasons to be discon tented and to desire chan ge, On e of the

most salient was the inequality to he found among peasants. For exam ple, in

th e villa ge of J.ong Bow (Shanxi), wher e Willi am Hinton followed the revolu 

tion, 7 percen t of the peasants owned 3 1 pe rce n t o f th e cu ltivable land and .n
per cen t of the d raft animals." A nationa l inquiry in l lJ45 att ribute d ap proxi

mat ely 26 percen t of all land to 3 percen t of the populat ion ." Ineq uality in the

distribu tion of pro pe rty was com pounded by the effec ts of usu ry (3-5 percent

pe r m onth , upward of 100 per cen t per vc.i r) , whi ch was con trolled by a very

small gro up of people in the rich est rura l areas.

Were these are as th e riche st , or sim p ly' the lea st poor ' Although there were

prope rties of severa l hundred hectares in the so u thern coasta l regions, most

pr op e rt ies the re measured no more than two to three hect ares. In Lo ng Bo w,

wh ich had 1,200 inhab itants, the rich est p roperty m easured scarcely ten hec

tar es. Fu rt her more, th e defin ing limits amo ng the d ifferent peasan t gro ups

were often vague; m ost rural peop le fell into an in termedi a te catego ry betwe en

th ose who had no land at ;111 and th e landowners whose ma in source of income

was not their own labor. In comparison with the extreme social contras ts found

in Europe befo re ]<)4S and still visible in much of South America even today,

rural C hinese society was in fact rel at ivel y egalitar ian . Conflict betw een the rich

and poor was far from being the pr incipal cause of the conflict. As in 1927 in

Hai -Lu-Feng, th e Communists, includ in g Mao himself, began to play at soc ia l

engineerin g hy tr yin g artifi cially to po lar ize care fu lIy defin ed rural grou ps an d

th en decr eeing that thi s pola rization was the major cause of peasant d iscontent .

T hese groups were det ermined in a highl y ar birra ry fashion, often in acco rd

ance with quotas fixed by the Party: 10-20 percent " pr ivileged" per village,

dep en din g on politi cal vicissi tudes and th e location of th e zone. T he path

toward salvation was then eas y to find .
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The agitators began by dividing the peasantry into four groups-poor,

semi poor, average, and rich. Anyone outside these categories was decreed a

landowner and thus became a marked man. Sometimes, in the absence of clear

distinguishing factors and because it pleased the poorest villagers, the rich

peasants were added to the list of landowners. Although the destiny of small

rural landowners was henceforth mapped out quite clearly, the path toward it

was somewhat tortuous, though usually politically effective. It was simply a

matter of ensuring the participation of the "great masses" so that they would

fear the consequences of the failure of Communism; and if it was possible to

give them the illusion that they had some sort of free will, too, then the

government happily cooperated with their decisions. There is no doubt that it

was an illusion, for everywhere, almost simultaneously, the process and the

results were identical, despite the enormous variation in conditions from region

to region. It is now known exactly what sort of effort was required of the

activists to give the illusion that the peasant revolution was a spontaneous

movement, and how they constantly had to refrain from using their basic

mechanism, which of course was terror, to achieve their ends most effectively.

During the war, many young people preferred to flee to the zones held by the

Japanese rather than enroll in the PLA. The peasants, who generally formed

an apathetic mass, were ideologically quite distant from the ideals of the Com

munist Party and were often so in thrall to the landowners that they continued

secretly to work on the landowners' farms even after the government had

reduced their size as a prologue to agrarian reform. Among themselves, the

agitators classed peasants according to their political position as activists, ordi

nary peasants, reactionaries, or supporters of the landowners. They then at

tempted to transfer these categories onto actual social groups; the result was a

sort of Frankenstein sociology that allowed old grudges and private quarrels,

such as the desire to get rid of a troublesome husband, to resurface." The

classification could be revised at will; to complete the redistribution of land,

the authorities in Long Bow swiftly changed the number of peasants who fell

into the poor category from 95 to 28 (out of 240)49 Among the Communist

cadres, civilians were generally classed as "workers," and soldiers as "poor

peasants" or "medium peasants," despite their actual origins among the more

privileged social classes. 50

The key element in agrarian reform was the "bitterness meeting." Land

owners were called before an assembly of the entire village, where for good

measure they were often labeled "traitors." (The Communists systematically

associated all landowners with those who really had collaborated with the

Japanese invaders and, except in 1946, quickly "forgot" that poor peasants had

often collaborated too.) Whether out of fear of these people who so recently

had been powerful or out of a sense of injustice, things often began very slowly,
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and the militants were forced to hurry things along a hit by physically beating

and humiliating the accused. At that point the opportunists or those who bore

a grudge against the accused would begin the denunciations and accusations,

and the temperature would begin to rise. Given the tradition of peasant vio

lence, the outcome was usually a death sentence for the landowner (accompa

nied by confiscation of all goods and possessions) and immediate execution

with the active participation of the peasants. The cadres often attempted, not

always successfully, to bring the prisoner before the local magistrate to have the

sentence confirmed. This Grand Guignol theater in which everyone knew his

role by heart prefigured the "struggle meetings" and sel f-criticism sessions that

were to become the everyday lot of all Chinese people right up to Mao's death

in 1976. From these early days the traditional Chinese propensity for ritual and

conformism, which any cynical government could use and abuse at will, was

immediately apparent.

There is no precise tally of the number of victims, but because there

was necessarily at least one per village, 1 million seems to be the absolute

minimum, and many authors agree on a figure of between 2 million and

5 million dead." In addition, between 4 million and 6 million Chinese "kulaks"

were sent to the new laogai, and almost double that number were placed under

observation for varying lengths of time by the local authorities, which meant

constant surveillance, ever harder work, and persecutions in the case of any

"mass campaign.l"? If we extrapolated from the number killed in Long Bow

lS-we would arrive at the top end of the estimates. Hut the reform process

started early there, and after 1948 some of the excesses of the previous period

were banned. Long Bow had been hit extremely hard, with a massacre of the

whole family of the president of the local Catholic association (and the closure

of the church), beatings, confiscation of the goods of poor peasants who had

shown solidarity with the rich, and a search for any "feudal origins" in the last

three generations (which meant that almost no one was safe from some sort of

reclassification). People were tortured to death in attempts to force them to

reveal the whereabouts of alleged treasure. Interrogations were systematically

accompanied by torture with red-hot irons. The families of people who were

executed were tortured and the tombs of their ancestors robbed and destroyed.

One cadre, who was a former bandit and a renegade Catholic, forced a four

teen-year-old girl to marry his son and declared to the world at large: "My

word is law, and anyone I condemn to death dies. "5.\ On the other side of China,

in Yunnan, the father of He Liyi, a police officer in the previous government,

was classified as a landowner on those grounds alone. As an official, he was

sentenced to hard labor. In 1951, in the middle of the agricultural reforms, he

was paraded from town to town as a "class enemy" before being sentenced to

death and executed, without ever being accused of any particular act. His eldest
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son , a soldier who had been officially congratulated for having rallied soldiers

from the Kuomintang to the PLA cause, was nonetheless classified as a reac

tionary and placed under observation." All of these acts appear to have been

popular among most of the peasants, who were then allowed to share the

expropriated land . Some, however, lor a variety of reasons (often related to the

experience of their families), perceived themselves as having been affected by

these arbitrary executions. Their desire for revenge was sometimes expressed

indirectly, during the Cultural Revolution, as a sort of ultraradicalism against

the existing establishment." Thus the massacre of scapegoats did not unite

peasants behind Party "justice" in the manner intended.

The real aims of this vast movement were primarily political, secondarily

economic, and only lastl y social. Although 40 percent of the land was redistrib

uted, the small number of rural rich and the extreme population density in

most of the countryside meant that the economic situation of most peasants

improved only marginally. After the reform movement, the average plot mea

sured 0.8 hectare. So Other countries in the region-Japan, Taiwan, and South

Korea-where the distribution of land was even more inequitable carried out

equally radical agrarian reforms in the same period with considerably greater

success. As far as we know, there was not a single death associated with those

reforms, and people were compensated more or less satisfactorily for their

losses. The terrible violence in China seems to have been a result not of the

reforms themselves, but of the power struggle carried out by the Chinese

Communists, in which a minority of activists were chosen as militants and

cadres, a "blood pact" with the mass of villagers implicated them in the exe

cutions, and the Communist Party demonstrated to the world that it was

capable of the worst atrocities. All these things also allowed the Communists

to develop an intimate knowledge of the way in which villages functioned,

knowledge that was to be extremely helpful when the Party sought to dispose

of industrial capital in the service of collectivization .

The Cities: "The Salami Tactic" and Expropriations

Although the massacres were supposed to be a spontaneous movement from

below, Mao Zedong thought it a good idea, during the phase of radicalization

that followed the entry of the Chinese troops into the Korean conflict in

November 1950, to sanction them personally and publicly, remarking: "We

surely must kill all those reactionary elements who deserve to be killed. " 57 But

what was new at the time was not the agrarian reform, which, at least in

northern China, was drawing to an end . (In southern China, which was "liber

ated" later, and particularly in areas filled with civil unrest, such as Guang

dong, the movement was still far from finished in early 1952.)SH It was rather
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the spread of the violent purges to the cities, through a series of carefully

targeted "mass movements" that aimed to bring into submission, either simul

taneously or one at a time, entire groups-intellectuals, the bourgeoisie, small

bosses, non-Communist militants, and overly independent Communist cadres

who threatened the totalitarian control of the Chinese Communist Party. This

approach was remarkably similar to what had occurred a few years earlier,

when the "people's democracies" of Eastern Europe were being established

through so-called "salami tactics." This was the period when Soviet influence

was most pronounced, both in the economy and in repressive political measures.

At the same time, and despite some extremely powerful alliances that were

struck at this time between two previously opposing groups-class enemies and

brigands-who were united by being labeled "enemies of the people's govern

ment," criminals and marginalized elements were treated extremely severely,

and there were crackdowns on prostitution, gambling, and opium dealing.

According to the Communist Party's own figures, 2 million bandits were liqui

dated between 1949 and 1952, and as many again were locked up in prison."
The system of control, most of which was in place before victory was

achieved, soon had considerable means at its disposal. At the end of 1950 it

had a militia 5.5 million strong. By 1953 it had added another 3.8 million

activists, as well as 75,000 informers charged with coordinating the activists and

ensuring their zeal. In the towns a perfect traditional system of mutual control

(baojia ) had been restored by the Kuomintang, in which groups of fifteen to

twenty families were watched over by neighborhood committees, who were in

turn subordinate to street or district cornrnittees.?" Nothing was supposed to

escape their vigilance. Any nocturnal visit or stranger who came for more than

a day had to be recorded by the residents ' committee. Such visitors had to have

a hukou, a certificate stating that they had registered in the town; the require

ment had been established to prevent a rural exodus. Accordingly, everyone

became a police informer to some extent. The police themselves, who at first

served the same function they had under the old regime, as part of the justice

and prison systems (roles that made them natural targets for future movements

once their transitory usefulness was past), quickly burgeoned in number: when

Shanghai was taken in May 1949 there were 103 police stations; by the end of

the year there were 146. The troops in the security services (the secret police)

numbered 1.2 million . Even the smallest brigades opened improvised prisons,

and the harshness of conditions in the official prisons reached unprecedented

levels: up to 300 in cells of 100 square meters, and 18,000 in Shanghai's central

prison; starvation-level rations and overwork; inhuman discipline and a con

stant threat of physical violence (for instance, people were beaten with rifle

butts to make them keep their heads high, which was obligatory when march

ing). The mortality rate, which until 1952 was certainly in excess of 5 percent
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per year-the average for 1949-1978 in the laof?al-reached 50 percent during

a six-month period in Guangxi, and was more than JOO per day in one mine in

Shanxi. The most varied and sadistic tortures were quite common, such as

hanging by the wrists or the thumbs. One Chinese priest died after being

interrogated continuously for 102 hours. The most brutish people were allowed

to operate with impunity. One camp commander assassinated or buried alive

I)20 people in one year, in addition to carrying out numerous rapes. Revolts,

which were quite numerous at that time (detainees had not yet been ground

into submission, and there were many soldiers among them), often degenerated

into veritable massacres. Several thousand of the 20,000 prisoners who worked

in the oilfields in Yanchang were executed. In November 1949, 1,000 of the

5000 who mutinied in a forest work camp were buried alive."
, The campaign to eliminate "counterrevolutionary elements" was launched

inJuly 1950, followed in 1951 by the "Three Anti" (antiwaste, anticorruption,

antibureaucracy) and "Five Anti" movements (against bribery, fraud, tax eva

sion, lying, and revealing state secrets, all aimed at the bourgeoisie) and the

campaign to "reform thought," which was directed at Westernized intellectuals.

Members of the last group were forced to undergo regular periods of "reedu

cation" and to prove to the local labor collective (danmei) that they had made

progress. The temporal conjunction of these movements reveals their essential

intent: to demonstrate to the urban elite that no one was safe. The definition

of "counterrevolutionary" in particular was so vague and so wide that any past

or current position that diverged even slightly from the Party line was enough

to bring condemnation. The result was that local Party secretarics had almost

all the repressive power they could want. With encouragement from the Center

and with help from the security forces, they could use and abuse their power

at will. Alain Roux's term "Red Terror" applies, especially to the year 1951.02

The few official figures available are appalling. There were J,O()O arrests

in one night in Shanghai (and .~8,OOO in four months), 220 death sentences and

public executions in a single day in Beijing, JO,OOO interrogations over nine

months in Beijing, 89,000 arrests and 2J,000 death sentences in ten months in

Guangzhou. More than 450,000 small businesses were investigated, including

100,000 in Shanghai alone; at least one-third of the bosses and numerous

managers were found guilty of some sort of fraud, usually tax evasion, and

punished with varying degrees of severity. Around JOO,OOO of them received

prison sentences.v' Foreign residents were also targeted: I :\,800 "spies" were

arrested in 1950, including many priests; one Italian bishop was condemned to

life imprisonment. As a direct result of this persecution, the numher of Catho

lic missionaries fell from 5,500 in 1950 to a few dozen in 1955, after which the

Chinese faithful began to feel the full force of repression without any awkward

witnesses from abroad. There were at least 20,000 arrests in 1955; the number
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of Christians of all denominations who were arrested over the next two decades

ran into the hundreds of thousands.v' Former political and military cadres from

the Kuomintang, who had been granted amnesty in 1949 in an attempt to slow

their massive exodus to Taiwan and Hong Kong, were decimated more than

two years later, with the press sternly noting that "even the extreme kindness

of the people toward such reactionaries has its limits." Penal legislation con

tinued to facilitate oppression, punishing past as well as current "counterrevo

lutionaries" through retroactive legislation. Judgment could also be passed "by

analogy" to a similar crime if the accused had not committed any specific act

that fell within the remit of a particular law. Penalties were extremely severe:

eight years in prison was a minimum for ordinary crimes; the norm was nearer

twenty years.

It is still difficult to venture with precision beyond the few official figures.

But Mao himself spoke of the liquidation of 800,000 counterrevolutionaries.

Executions in the cities almost certainly reached I million, that is, one-third of

the probable number of liquidations in the countryside. But since at least five

times as many people lived in the country as lived in the city, we can assume

that the repressions were harsher in urban areas. The picture becomes even

darker if one includes the 2.5 million people who were imprisoned in reeduca

tion camps, a figure that represents approximately 4.1 percent of the urban

population, as opposed to 1.2 percent for the countryside." Then there are the

numerous suicides of people harried by the authorities. On some days in

Guangzhou as many as fifty people committed suicide. Chow Chingwen

estimates the total number of suicides at around 700,000. 00 Urban purges

closely resembled those of the agrarian reforms, differing substantially from

the essentially secret purges in the U.S.S.R. carried out by the police. In China

the local Party committee had a firm grip on the police. The committee's

primary aim was to ensure that as large a segment of the population as possible

took part in the repressions, while being careful to ensure that full control of

the proceedings remained with the Party.

Workers, within the framework of the street committees, attacked the

"lairs" of "capitalist tigers," forcing them to open their accounts to public

scrutiny, to be criticized and to criticize themselves, and to accept state control

over their affairs. If they repented completely, they were then invited to par

ticipate in investigative groups and to denounce their colleagues. If they were

at all uncooperative, the whole cycle began again. The situation was very similar

for intellectuals: they had to attend "submission and rebirth" meetings at their

workplace, confess their errors, and show that they had definitively abandoned

"liberalism" and "Westernism," understood the evils of "American cultural

imperialism," and had killed the "old man" inside them with all his doubts and

independent thoughts. During this period, which could range from two months
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to a year, all other activities were banned. Their accusers had all the time they
needed, and there was no means of escape except suicide, a traditional Chinese
solution chosen by those who wished to escape repeated humiliations and the
ignominy of the obligatory denunciations by colleagues or who simply could
take no more. The same phenomena recurred during the Cultural Revolution
on an even larger scale, often accompanied by physical violence. For the mo
ment, the entire population and all the activities of the towns passed under the
absolute control of the Party. Heads of industry were subjected to ever-increas
ing restrictions. Beginning in 1951 they were forced to make all their accounts
public and were subjected to crippling taxes. In December 1953 they were
forced to hand over their entire capital to the state . In 1954, by which time
rationing was ubiquitous, they had to affiliate themselves with public supply
companies. In October 1955 they were again forced to submit to general scru
tiny, and they held out for no more than two weeks. In January 1956 they were
"offered" collectivization in exchange for a modest pension for life and some
tim es a place as technical director in what had been their own company. The
Cultural Revolution later reneged even on these promises. One person from
Shanghai who refused to cooperate was brought to trial on various charges by
his workers, was ruined in two months and then sent to a labor camp. Many of
the heads of small and medium-sized companies, which were systematically
plundered, took their own lives. The heads of larger companies tended to fare
better, since their knowledge of and contacts with the extensive network of
Chinese who lived abroad were recognized as being useful: even then it was

realized that competition with Taiwan was of great irnportance. f"
The repressive machinery rolled on and on. The campaigns of 1950 and

1951 were declared to be over in 1952 or 1953, and with good reason : the
repressions had been so widespread that there were few opponents left. Nev

ertheless, repression continued . In 1955 the Party began a new campaign to

eliminate "hidden counterrevolutionaries," known as sufan, targeting the intel
ligentsia in particular, including any former Party members and sympathizers
who had shown a modicum of independence. One example was the brilliant
Marxist writer Hu Feng, who was a disciple of the revered Lu Xun, and who
in July 1954 had denounced the "five daggers" used by the Central Committee
to attack writers and particularly the idea that all creativity should submit to
the Party line. In December an enormous campaign was launched against him.
Prominent intellectuals took turns denouncing him, and the masses rushed in
for the kill. Hu found himself totally isolated and made a public act of contri
tion in [anuary 1955, but this act was not accepted . He was arrested in July
along ;ith 130 "accomplices" and spent ten years in a camp. He was arrested
again in 1966 and moved around within the penitentiary system until his
complete rehabilitation in 1980.1*1 In the accompanying purge, Party members
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were affected on a large scale for the first time: the People's Daily announced
that 10 percent of Party members were hidden traitors, a figure that seems to
have been used as a guideline for arrest quotas.?" In estimating the number of
victims of the .\1I};/1I campaign, one source gives 81,000 arrests (which seems
rather modest), while another gives nO,oon deaths. There is at present no way
of determining the truth .

The well-known Hundred Flowers Campaign of May and June 1957 was
also part of the mass repressions and the cycle of successive campaigns. In this
case the crushing of the "poisonous weeds" destroyed the optimism generated
during the few weeks of liberalization proclaimed and then withdrawn by Mao.
The brief liberalization had two objectives, First, as in all rectification move
ments, Mao initially encouraged people to speak freely about their grievances,
then crushed those who had revealed "evil thoughts." ?" Second, in the face of
the harsh criticism, he sought to reunite the Parry around radical positions he
had adopted in the aftermath of the Twentieth Soviet Communist Party Con
gress, which had emphasized the need for the legal regulation of repressive
practices in order to increase juridical control over activities of the security
service and over the execution of sentences, thus calling into question Mao's
own position ." Communist intellectuals, frightened by the Yari'an experience,
for the most part prudently stayed quiet . But hundreds of thousands of people
who were more naive, and particularly those who had taken parr in the events
of 1949 or who were members of "democratic parties" that the Communist
Party had allowed to survive, were caught in the trap of their own outspoken
ness once the brutal Anririghrisr operation began . There were in general few
executions, but between 400,000 and 700,000 cadres, including at least 10
percent of all Chinese intellectuals, technicians, and engineers, were given the
invidious label "right-winger" and sentenced to twenty years of "repentance"
in prisons or camps in remote regions. Those who did not succumb to age, the
famines of 1<)59-1%1, or despair when a decade later the Red Guards ram
paged through the country with new persecutions still had to wait until 1978
for the first rehabilitations. In addition, millions of cadres and students, includ
ing IOO,O()O in Henan alone, were moved to the countryside, either provisionally
or definitively." Sending them to the countryside was a punishment, but it was
also preparation for the Great Leap Forward, which would focus mainly on the
rural areas.

During the Antirighrist "struggle," penal detention was generally pre
ceded by social exclusion . No one wanted to know "right-wingers"; no one
would even offer them hot water. They still had to go to work, but there they
had to make confession after confession and to attend an endless succession of
"criticism and education" meetings. Because housing was generally based on
employment , their neighbors and colleagues, and even their children, gave
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them no respi te, hurling sarcastic taunt s and insults, forbidding them to walk
on the left side of the road, and chanting a children's song that ended
with the line "The people will fi ght right-win gers to the death ."73 The wisest
course of action was silent acceptance, lest one make things worse." It is easy
to understand why suicides were so common. After the innumerable inquiries
and criticism sessions, and after the purge that affected 5 percent of the mem
bers of every labor unit (7 percent in the universities, which were singled
out for parti cular attention dur ing the Hundred Flowers campaign), Part y
officials were placed at the head of the main cultural institutions." The bril
liant intellectual and cultural fl ourishing that China had witnessed in the fi rst
half of the century simply died. T he Red G uards tr ied to kill off even its

memory."
T his was the moment when Maoist society reached its maturity. Even the

later upsets of the Cultural Revolut ion did not destabilize it for more than a
moment. No page would be turned thereafter until the first great reforms of
D eng Xiaoping. Its basis can be summed up in the words of the Helmsman:
"Never forget the class struggle!" And in practice everything did rest upon the
labeling and classification of people, first sketched out in rural areas at the time
of agrarian reform and in the towns durin g the mass movements of 1951 , but
completed only in 1955. T he labor collective had a role to play in the process,
but in every case it was the police who had the final say. As before, the social
groupings were quite fantastical, with diabolical consequences for tens of mil
lions of people. In 194Xan officia l in Long Bow stated that "the way one makes
one's living determines the way one thinks.»n According to the Maoist logic,
the reverse was also true. Social groups, which were divided up in a fairly
arbitrary fashion, were mixed with political groups, resulting in a binary divi
sion between "red" categories, such as workers, poor peasant s, medium peas
ants, party cadres, PLA soldiers, and "martyrs of the revolution" ; and "black"
categories, such as landowners, rich peasants, counterrevolutionaries, "evil ele
ments," and right-wingel's. Between these two grou ps were some "neutra l"
categories, such as intellectuals and capitalists; but these, together with the
marginalized in society, especially Part y leaders who had "chosen the capitalist
way," were pr ogressively shifted toward the "black" category. During the Cul
tur al Revoluti on, intellectuals were officially placed in the "s tinking ninth
[black] catego ry." Th e labels stuck no matter what one did later. Even after an
officia l rehab ilitation, a right-winger would remain a target for mass campaigns
and would never have the right to return to the city. T he infern al logic of the
system was such that there were always enemies to hunt down and kill. If the
stock of enemies ran low, it could be increased by an expansion of incriminating
tr aits or by a search for people who had fallen back into old ways. Any Com
munist cadre could thus become a right-winger.
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Th ese classifi cations had less in common with Marxist classes than they
did with Indian castes, even though trad itionally China had known no such
system. To some extent they took into account the social system that had existed
before 1949, but not the enormous changes that had come about in the mean
time. They also add ressed another perceived problem. Traditionally the father's
name had been passed on automatically to his children (while women by
contrast retained their maiden names). T his hereditary system threatened to

cause ossifi cation in a purportedly revolutionary society and posed an insur
mountable obstacle to those who were not "well born." Discrimination against
these "blacks" and their children was quite systematic, not only for entry into
universities and into norm al life (as stipulated in a directive of July 1957) but
also for entry into political life. It was very difficult for them to obtain permis
sion to marr y a " red" partner, and society tended to ostracize them, since as a
general ru le people were afraid that they might have problems with the author
ities if they associated with such people. It was during the Cultural Revolu
tion that labeling attai ned its height and its worst effects, even for the regime
itself.

The Greatest Famine in History (195!H961)

For many years one myth was common in the West : that although China was
far from being a model democracy, at least Mao had managed to give a bowl of
rice to every Chinese. Unfortunately, nothing could he fur ther from the truth .
Th e modest amount of food available per person probably did not increase
signifi cantly from th e beginning to the end of his reign, despite demands made
on the peasant ry on a scale rarely seen in history. Mao and the system that he
created were direc tly respon sible for what was, and, one hopes, will forever
remain, the most murderous famine of all time, anywhere in the world.

Undoubtedly it was not Mao's intention to kill so many of his compatriots.
But the least one can say is that he seemed little concerned about the death of
millions from hunger. Indeed, his main concern in those dark years seems to

have been to deny a reality for which he could have been held responsible. It is
always difficult to app ortion blame in such situations, to know whether to attack
the plan itself or its application. It is, however, indisputable that the Party
leadership, and especially Mao himself, displayed economic incompetence,
wholesale ignora nce, and ivory-tower utopianism. The collectivization of 1955
56 had been more or less accepted by most peasant s: it grouped them around
their own villages, and it allowed them to pull out of the collective-70,OOO
fa rms did so in Gu angd ong in 1956-57, and many of the bigger collectives were
broken Up.7XThe apparent success of reform and the good harvest of 1957
pushed Mao to propose-and to impose on the more reluctant farmers-the
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goals of the Great Leap Forward (first announced in December }<,IS 7 and

refined in May (<,ISH) am] the means of achi eving it-the People's Commune

(announced in August 1<,I SH ).

Within a verv short time (" T hree year s of hard work and suffering, and

a thousand years of prosperity," said one slog;;tn at the time), the Great Leap

Forward caused nationwide di sruption of the peasant \\'ay of life . Peasants were

to form themselves into huge g:roups of thousands or even tens of thousands

of families, with everything to become communal , including food . .-\~ r i c u lt u ra l

production was to be developed on a massive scale through pharaonic irrigation

projects and new farming methods. Finallv, the dilfcrcncc between agricultural

and industrial work was to be abolished as indust rial units, in particular small

furnaces, were created cvcrvwhcrc . The gual W;IS quite similar to the Khrush

chev Ideal of the "agrotown .' The aim \\;IS to ensure the self-sufficiency of

local communities and to accelerate industrial takeoff by creating new rural

industries and using the lurgc at(ricultural surpluses that the communes were

to make for the state and the industry it controlled . In this huppv dream that

\\as to bring real Communism within reach, the accurnulat ion of capital and a

rapid rise in the standard of hying were to go hand in hand . :\11 that had tIl be

done \\JS to achieve the simple objectives set by the Party.

For months everything seemed to he ~oing pcrfccrl v. People worked night

and day under reo flags blowing in the wind . Local leaders announced the

breaking of one record after another as people produced larger quantities

"more quickly, better, and more cconornicallv." :\ s a res ult, the t(o,lIs were

cont inually ra ised even higher : .~75 million tuns of grain tor I<,ISH, almost

double the 19.1 million tons 01" t he preceding year . In lJcccmbcr it WJS an

nounced that the gOJI had been met and the results verified b~ the staff of the

Central Statistics Bureau , who had been sent out to the countrvsidc after

expressing doubts. The original plan had been to surpass Great Britain in

tiftccn years; now it appeared certain that it would he done in two . :\ s produc

tion quotas cont inued to rise, it was decided to move more people into industrial

production. In Henan, a province intended to SC!"H' as a model, 200,O()() workers

were gcncrouslv rnoved to other, more needy regions where results had been

poorcr.:" "Socialist emulation" was pushed ever further : ,111 pr i, ate lund and

free trade was abolished along: with the right to leave the collcct ivc. and there

was a massive campaign to collect metal tools to transform everything into steel.

.-\t the same time, any wood, including doors, was collected to fuel the new

furnaces. As compensation, all communal loud reserves wen: eaten at memo

rable banquets. "Eating meat was considered revnlurionarv," according to one

witness in Shanxi .!" This wax no problem because the next harvest was bound

to be enormous. "The human will is the master of all things," the press in

Henan had already proclaimed, ;11 the provincial hydraulic conference in Oc

tober I <,IS7. x l
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. But so~n the leaders who still emerged from the Forbidden Cit y from time

to t.lme (which Mao seldom did) were forced to face facts , They had fallen into

their own trap, believing in the power of their own optimism and thinking that

after the L~)Ilg March, success would naturally follow because they felt them

s.elves o~I1IP?tent and were used to commanding the workers and the economy

~Ike soldiers 111 a battle. It was easier for cadres to doctor the figures or to put

intolerable pressure on administrators to deliver them than it was to admit that

the sacrosanct objectives had not been reached , Under Mao, a move to the left

(since voluntarism, dogmatism, and violence were left-wing virtues) was always

less da~gcrous than right-wing mediocrity. In 1958-59, the bigger a lie was, the

faster Its .author was promoted . The headlong race was under way, the baro

meters of success were soaring, and all potential critics were in prison or work
ing on the irrigation projects.

The reasons for the catastrophe were fairly technical. Some agricultural

methods advocated by the Soviet academic Trofim Lysenko, who rejected

genetics, won great favor in China under the auspices of Mao. They were

imposed on the peasants, and the results were disastrous. Mao had proclaimed

his belief that "in company grain grows fast ; seeds are happiest when growing

together"'-attempting to impose class solidarity on nature." Accordingly, seeds

were sown at live to ten times the normal density, with the result that millions

of young plants died . The intensity of the farming methods dried out the soil

or caused the sa lt to rise. Wheat and ma ize never grow well together in the same

fields, and the replacement of the traditional barley crop with wheat in the high ,

cold fields of Tibet was simply catastrophic. Other mistakes were made in the

nationwide campaign. The extermination of the sparrows that ate the grain

resulted in a massi ve increase in the number of parasites. A large amount of

hydraulic equipment that had been hurriedly and carelessly built was found to

be useless or even dangerous because of the increased erosion and the risk of

flooding at the first high tide. Moreover, the cost of its construction in terms

of human life had been enormous: more than 10,000 out of 60,000 workers had

died on one site in Henan . Risking everything on one large cereal crop (as on

steel in industry, where the slogan was "Big is beautiful") ruined all the smaller

associated agricultural activities, including the raising of livestock that was

often vital for balance in the ecosystem . In Fujian, for instance, the highly

profitable tea plantations were all resown as rice fields.

From an economic point of view, the reallocation of resources was disas

trous. Although the accumulation of capital reached a record level (43.4 percent

of the gross domestic product in I<,159) it was used to build ill-conceived or

badly finished irrigation projects and to develop industry inside the rowns."
Although one famous Maoist slogan proclaimed that "China walks on two

feet," all the blood from agriculture was pumped into industry. The incompe

tent allocation of capital was a decisive factor in the no less aberrant allocation
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of manpower: state industry took on 21 million nc« workers in ]1)5X, which

represented an 85 percent rise in a single sector in one ye~lr. In jlhl-llio() the

share of the population working outside agriculture increased from 15 percent

to 20 percent, and all these people had to he It'd by rhc st atc . Mcnnwhil«,

workers in the countrvside IHTe being exhausted by cvcryrhing except agricul 

ture. They were being drafted into large engineering projects, small steelworks

whose output tor the most part 11~IS worthless, the destruction of rrudit ional

villages, and the construction of nell ' towns , After the marx clou-, harvest of

195X, it was decided that cereal production could be cut bv 13 percent ." This

combination of "economic delirium and polit ical Iics" resulted in the harvests

of ]900, which many of the peasants wen, too weak to g;~l1hl'l', ' ; Henan, the first

province to be declared .. 100 percent hydraulic," since the coustruction of dikes

and irrigution work there was rechnicall, finished, was ~t1so one of the regionx

hardest hit by the tarninc: estimates of the deaths there I~lry from 2 million to

X million." The state quota hold reached its height, going from 4X million tons

of cereal in 11)51 (17 percent of all production), 10 III million in 1959 (2H

percent), to 51 million in 19110, The trap closed around those who had lied, or

rather, around their .ulminisrrarors. ln the supposedly model district of Fcng v
ung (Anhui}, jl)9,OOO tons of grain were announced f(lr 11)54, a considerable

increase liver the IIS,OOO tons of the previous year: but real production was a

mere 54,()()O tons, as opposed to ~N,()()O in 195X, Irespite the shnrtt.rll, the state

took a very real part of this phantom han est, claiming 2lJ.()()() tons, The

following year, almost everyone had to car clear rice soup, and the somewhat

surreal slogan for the year 11)59 in the 1)((Jfll<,~ Datl» 1I~IS: "J .ivc fru~'ally in a

year of plenty," The national press began to sing the pruisc« of a dail~ nap, and

medical professors LIme out to explain the particular phvsiology of the Chi

nese, till' whom fat and proteins were ~111 unncccssarv luxurv.: "

There was perhaps still lime to change direction and alter things till' the

better, Steps Were taken in that direction in December 195H, But the inception

of a serious split with the U.S.S,R. , and above all the attack in .lull 1951) by the

well -respected Marshal Pcng lJchuai on the Comrnurust Party Politburo and

Maos strategy, gave .\ lao purdy tactical political reasons to refuse to ucknowl

edg'e that the country W~IS facing ~lI1Y difficulties and rhus to ackn owledge anv

blame, The ovcrlv lucid minister of defense was thu s replaced bv Lin Hiao, who

showed himself to be a servile creature of the Helmsman, Pcn g was sidelined

hut not actually arrested at the time, In 1901 he was thrown out of the P~lrly

.uid sentenced to life in prison, dying in 1974. .\Iao's hatred was long-lasting,

To turn the situation to his advantage, he tried in lli59 to reinforce the Great

l .cup Forward by calling till' people's communes to be extended into the cities

(a s t r a tq~y never actually implemented). China then experienced its great LIm

ine, hut :\lao would survive. A,s Lin Biao was to say later, it is geniuses who

make history.

.\Li(l (,n l(lll": ;llld the C hi "
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lis " hid " l k ,' I, h(l\\('I'LT,
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Mao launched the ( irc.u Prolet.niun
Cult ural l{cIolurion in I'ibb 10

bring t lu: cuunrrv firmly under his

control once more, bUI he suc

ceed ed mainl, ill sian il1~ a civil

war. Red (.Ju;lrd, spread dcstrurt ion
and humili.u ion around the countrv,

lyuching and murdcriiu; C"UI1I il'ss
peuplc. I lvr« a historian named

( :hiel1 PO-ISal1 is handed ''\'IT ttl the
mob. , j I>, R,
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III the sprin~ of I'I/)'} ;I new ~e ll 

er.u iun 01' Ikijill <l Sllldl'l1 ts loo k

1111' 1' Tiu u.uuncn Sqllilr l', Their

principu] demand lias Ior dl'llllll"

ran, s~ IIlholill'd IWI'\' III il stut uc

pLlc"d in 1'1'11111 Ill' the ~iilnl pm-
trail of .\ LItJ , ' ( :;\1 lu-rinv
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111 ;1 major of!i:llsiH' a!'aillsi South \ icur.un ill ill\' ' I' rl ile 01 l"nS, illl" \ ivt \\illh , lI"I lI ~ [,. ,k
t hc [0\\11 of l luc. \\ hen South \ i,'III'UI1l'Sl' li ,r, ," rn "lJ'l ul n l Ih" 1" \1 11 , t hc, touud Sl'I<T,II
Ill"S~ v.l' a\l'~ . l t i.uu m.i

Terror ;r- ,I nl<";I Il' of rr luca tiou : t hv "\l,,"lIiOI1 of ;I " cuuutcrr cvolutiouury" provid es th e oppo rt unity to
relil li lln' ,11",lili",il .uu l ",,'ial svsrcm . ' ( :,,11. I hi" ' a" T"aj

:\ C01111l11l1li sl rcccluc. ttiun c.uup ill :\ or rh \"il'!II;1[II . The .un: of rcvd ur.u iun i-, I l' r ~ sp,'cilic ' dctuinees nr

10 uppruvc of Ihe SlSll'lll that h'ls i\11 prisuIIl'd Ih"\11 .uul ,,, ;ldup' Ihl' id l"lll,,~ ~ 01 their " pp ressor , .
, Henri I l ll " l" ; n, / S .' ~,, 1.1

Th.. I i,'lon "f Ihe ( :0[11I11Unisl
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;1 IlU" c vod u-, of 11ll";\ls \I ho ti-lt
th ..ir lives 10 he .u ris k, " llo ,1l

pcupk-" lkd 111 sma ll. rickct ,
CLi ft, prl'll'l'r il1!, III risk thei r lil l's

JI S" I, \I line pirat e ;I!I;lcks were

l'onUlloll, t h.m III rem.tin und er

Ih<'Il<'1I dkl ;llorship. I " .(jall!,ll'I' /
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Cam bodia, :\ pril 1 (1 7~ , ' I'hr virt uriu us k hnn-r RllU!!l' cn tcri nu Phnom l'en h. III ;1 ~ h ll rl rime, ~ lIuml

xnld icrx, m lls li ~ a!!cd lifll'l'n and <i xtccn. h"ClIll,' th,' iustrumcnr-, of I'llI Pill. "B i!! Brlllh l'!' :"llm hlT l Jne;"

l'l11 p!' ill ~ t lu- rupital »f all ih inhahit.mr-, . : \ B"rn'I /Sip,11'''''''

T he Tu ol S IL'Il;': pr i'"ll, " flll'll1l'!' ,, 'Iwlli. \I ;" UIII' Ill' t lu- \lll rsl l'l'lltlTS Ii,I' tort ure and cxerut ion . Each

pri,u ller -" \l'!" mall. wom.m . .uu l chi ld- \la s I'hlllll!!r;lphl'l1 hvlorv I lL' i ll ~ cru elly vvccutcd . I ' I'h ll io

R,,/.•I S, ~ I!I ,I

:H llT till' Etll lll" Pol Pili" r,'!!inll', thl' 1Il'\I prll-\ i,'ln;lnll' 'l' f'1l ' LT nnl" lIt llp,'n,'d " " niuvcun: Ill' !!l'lIul., d 
ill which the skulls Ill' Ihous;ullls Ill' unidcnriticd , iClillb Ill" t hc k luuer Rllll!!" \l lT" di, pl:l\l'\1.
I Spl'n ~..dt'T / S ~ ~l11d

Th e photographer said: .. ·\ s a rule.
I took the photll ;.:raphs as SIIl Il1 ;IS

the priStll1l'r s arrived , utt er a num 

bcr had been pinn ed on Ih"1I1 I' i i h a
Salel) pill , If thl') arri ved han',

d tested. the number \l as pinned IU
their skin,", I' hll ill ,\ n 'hi l l' lj rull p l

Tuol S I l'I1 ~ , .\1th \.'l ' .lu ~~·Il ol' id l'



\\ 'h<:11 the 11"l isLI r ,,~i llll' tell in I .ub.r, ( :astro \las only one Ill' the rebels involved, and hopes ti)r change
wen- high .lm" l1~ ( :lIh'lIls, ( :aslr,,'s rapid seizure of pO\\'l:r brou uhr considerable opposition among urhcr
(adi ot" , I ,d'i 10 r i ~,d ll: Ped ro Luis Hoitcl, a prisoner wh» died on hu nger strik e in )'172; Hu mbert» Sori
.\1.1ril1 , \\ 1111 " a, ,hili afLe r ;IILI'm plillg 10 III'galli/.l' an arme d struggk 'Igains his form er cumrudc- in-ar ms,

( bi ro; ;\nd rill' pO"1.I o r~<: Valls, wlu, \l as sentenced 1020 ) I:ars in pr ison and only recently treed . «: Il , R"

, 1.1l" \ ,lri ,1I1 ( " " h l)

(i el1eral ( ),-11IIa, the ti,rllll'l' commander 'If the Cuban force in Angola,
was ;I,Tused In ( :asl ro of plotting against him, On the grounds thai
(kh";1 had been Iraftic~ing in drugs (as the special services of the
r" giIII l' had dOl1\' tor leal'S), I .astro had him condemned 10 death
.md ex ec uted. " ' I,: t ' lrri,.ft;allllll,1

H,'hi lld ih , mincm-ld-, rill' '" lurn-r ROllt:e -ti ll h.II<' ., I1l1l11hn "I .u uv« 11 11 1" 111 ( .' lI1 h" ,h.1 t _llllh.,J IJ Ius
Ih " l lI ~h " ' 1 I'rlll'lIl'lillll of vicrim-, " I laudrninc- ui thc worh]. \\ " '1 ' IClIIII ' .ncc luklrcn .uu l adulc .cm
I I 11\ 11I 11\ f ( i .unm.i

1'111 Pili . h i, "" I1 II".I\'n. •1IIt! hi, l.un il«. l 'ISh , 111.1 11 1\ 1' 1" 71' 011'111 w .r-, d r.ll:l:ed h"IIIle ,\ p-c ud urriluuu] h,
hi, " " 11 livu n-n.uu -, '111.1 jlld ~ <:d ill ,I Iri.1I i ll "hi ..h " Ihn 1'"lili ".1I ' "I1, "I II' wvrc ,'''',111\ 1'.,r.lIl1" lInl II~
oIi, ·.! tI' ,I 1,,:,11'1 , I II ," ' ~ 111 \pr il I' I'IS, ' \r , III " 'Ph", ,,,



( _I' l rll e r"k cIII c'!I IlHlll k d " ,,'1,'1' t hruu gh t h« 11 ' 1' ,,( ( '"l1lmill ' ''' ' lo r I k l':lh " lit' Ih,'

R,',"lul lll1 IL l l \{, ) L....l ah l l' Ilt' \ l l lt rll ll ~ h ,, 1I 1 Ihe , 11111111'1, Tit" , 1\''1'' ' ' '' ' ' ' 11 1;.11 1. d''''I ~ nl'd

I" I n :\' II .u c h ,, ' ," 1;1I1I ;I;e" I It" u thvr 11I,l i" r I'kll H'lli ;11 t he ( .ul-.m r"l' r,'" i , e ;q' IU rJIU,

h Ihe \'''1'111 ,11' t rihun.rl . u,u,III, hl' ld III L I) I{ h" ,ld'l Il,lrt l' ''', ' I "r fl uvn .muu :-',~nu

1,' Ill!! hl'l " re t lu- h" ,11 I'l'opk' lk d \ il'l 11,1111 , 1" Th of t houv.nu l-, IIf /,,,1,,,,,, wcr c k,l\i l1 ~ ( ,uh" lin mJlClhi(t

" ,I I I , h l l' lit" " II" p i" l llrl'd here. T ho ll' ,llld died ,I I 1',1. ' \ 11\." 1<' J{ I II' ''' '1',11'" ,,,

I,'ide l Castro with Eden

Paxtoru ( iomez , known ;IS

Com .md .mu- Zero, the

most prcst iuious Saudi
nixta }-( lIlTrilla chiefin Ihl'

Sl ru~~It' ~ l g-a i ll s l Sor u u zn ,

Pasillra bcc.uuc a vocifcr
Oil S opponcnr or I he
Sa ndillisla rq -d nll' in

.vl.uu gua 1\he ll it

anvm ptcd I " t urn t lu
cu untr, inrn a Sm 'iel -sl yk

re public. 1k st.uu-d a nell

l-(uLTri \la war, 1\ Inch lasted

unt il II/HI> (rigln ). " I I, R,

In Peru the Shin ing Path,

a Maoisl t crrurist gro up ,
does not hesitate 10 mas

sucre peasants who re fuse
10 coopera te. Scvemy-t w«
people lost their li"l's in
the village " I' Muzarnuri
in this particular arrack.
Pictured is the head of
one vie tim. « : .\ lonica San

.\1art in / ( ;allll1la



l.i hiopi«, I-I Sq>l"lllher I ll i'I , Th« S",i"l I'J'IIlle num-t cr. vlc], ,'I f... ' ' ' ,I ,: ill , 11 11 a I h i t III

:\ d d i, \11;\h,1 I;' r th e liflh ,1I1 ni\ n"Il ' ~ 1>1 \I"II ~i 'lli I !:ti lt, \l.ln ,lIll ', ' ci/ ' " " " I p' " l a , I II,
dict.uori.il re ~ill1l' " '" run ,,1 1I1l ~ S", i,'llillV' I [u: \\lI l ke !" 1' ,11 11 " I 1,l llI"pi,I I' , pre" eJ J

Ik,i rl' III hI' " ,hI' inlu-ritor-, lit' ' he ,-:J"l' ,ll ( lel" h,,! Rel "l lIl i,," " , 1 .-1" 11 ( ' ,1111111,1

l n i hv 1I1iJ-! IIXIl, d rllu ~ 11I hit I.lhi"pi,I, I',lIh lll': lIi d", prl',IIl l.lllIlllt: , \ k ll ~ I ' 1 1I lI,,'J Jill' 1\<' '' 1'" 11 " I hunger
I II li"Yl' br~e "';; 1111'11" "I' thvpupu lut iou t» ""'',' 10111 "I' .uv.r-, \\ hc r« ~ lI l'1 l1 l1,,, \\1' 1', ' "pn,l lI n~ I ,l h''' run
t h u-, he" ;lIlll' llllSla ;!e, ill a " pnliticul rvo ru .nu v.uion " I' Illl' ll' rr i' ,,1'\ .. I I 'v tcvlc l'", l ll" ' \I ' l: lI l1 l1l l' h, ~ , ,,

Oil 27 Ikn'lIlhl'r 1<)/' /, SII

\ie ' Irllllp , cruvred \ I'~ha lli 

, 1'1Il ill rl',pllll'l' III 'lp lII';t!S
frotu ilu: 1,"',t1 (runmunist

leaders. \\ h" \\ ITt" l osi ll ~

cnntrul . ,\ 11 cxt rcmv lv
bl,,",h \\ ' II' " lISlied, III the

I:lel' lit' II id"'IH' ead resis 
tanrv, I lu- S", ict t roups cur
ricd 11111 a " ' cllre h l'd - l'a r lh "

policv, de ''''Il\ in~ rOil ns and

villauc-; Ch ild n -n \\'LTe

1lt'tl'lI th l' lirst \ ict ims of
ant iperson nel min es (abo ve ).

( Ill'!' 11'11 ,I cars, SIll ict ruil i
la r~ opcr.u ionx claime d 1
1.5 million lives, "I' wh ich
IJfI pl'l'l'l '1I1 \\I'IT e i\ iliuns.
" I.. \ "" .1l'1' S!,,d l / (i allllna

Suppurrcd b~ the Snvic: Union after 1'17+, the
l'opular 1\till cmcnt fill' Ihe Libcr.uinn III'
. \ II ~lI l a alslI received hel p Irom Cuba ill 1' // 5.
Teus III' th ou s.md « Ill' " volunteers " came III

ti ~lll the nun I\ \al'\ isr In1lI'l'1I1 l'nIS, ri nd s ,,1'
I he .\ 11'1 ..\ , before hcginning a withdruwnl in

.J anuar~ I liS') , ' 1'. o\ \ l'nturi,or/ li alllllla



\b r! lIa l iruua, Ih" Road III D"a lh. In

I'H'} Srulin h,,~a n a r.iil» ;11 link north of
Ih" \rl'liL' ( :ird ,' hel wee n Sakhdan l .nu]

l ~ arLl. "( )11I\;I I'd 10 ( :ol1 l1l11l nism" pro ·
cl.rin», Ih" b.uuu-r ;Ihll\( ', \ (11'1'Sialin 's
dc.tt h, Ihl'p l'O jL'l'1 I I ;b .ih.m d on cd. The "( Il 

L'OrTllll iH' ut his l llr\," I I hiI'll onrvpullcd

Tl'lllsk ~ " Irain hl,ti"'L' pulling '" l1Ianl ho\ 
Llrs 01 dl'!'Or!ITS, 110 11 lies a rus ting wrcr],
i ll t he lu rcs t . " T""",,/ 1(;1I1I/\U

China: A Long March into Night

T he resultin g- fam ine affected the whole country. In Beijing, playing fields

and recreation areas were tra ns formed into allormen ts, and 2 million chickens
were to be found on people's balconies in the capital ." No province was spared ,

desp ite the immense size or the country and the wide variety of cl imates and

cultures, That fact alon e shows the ridiculousness of the official explanation,
which blamed the famine on sorn« of the worst climatic conditions of the
century. In fact 1()54 and JlJSO saw El l' greater clim atic disturbances. In IlJ6U,

only S of the 120 Chinese weather stations noted a drought of any consequence,
and only a thi rd ment ion ed dr uuglu .IS a probl em at all.s')The 19M) harvest of

I·n million tons of ~ra i n was 2h percent lower than that of 1957, which was
almost the same as tha t of 1955. T he har vest had lullen III its level in 1950,

while the populat ion had grown by 100 million dur ing the dccade.?"T he towns,

which wen: ~enera ll~ privileged in term s of allocutions of lood stoc ks, partl y
because of the proximit , of the ~()\' ernment , were not hit as hurd. In 1961, at

thc darkest mom ent, th eir inhabitant s on average received lSI kilos of grain,
whereas peasants recei ved I :1.\; the pcasunrs' ratio n had lullcn by 23 percent,

that of the townspeople by H percent. Mao, in the t rad ition of Chinese lcudcrs,
but in contradiction to the legend that he encouraged to ~ row up aro und him ,
showed here how litt le he real ly cared for what he thought of as the clumsy
and primitive peasant s,

There were consi dera ble variations arnun g region s, T he most fragile re

gions, in the north and north west, the on l~ ones that had really suffered famine
mer the last cent ur y, were the harde st hit. By cont rast , in Heilon gjiang, in the

far nort h, which \I;I S relat ively unt ouched and largely virgin terr itory, th e
popula tion climbed from 14 million to 20 million as the region became a haven

tor the hun grv. :\ s in earlier Furopca» famines, regions that specialized in
commercia l agTit:ult ura l products (such as oil seeLl , sugarcane, sugar beet, and
above all cotton) saw production b ll dramatically, sometimes by as much as

two-thirds. Since the hungrv no longer had the means to buy thei r products ,
hun ger stru ck her e with part icular severity. T he price of rice on the free market

(or on the black mark et ) ruse fifteen- or even thirt ytold . Maoist dogma exacer

bared the disaster: because people 's communes had a duty to be self-sufficien t,
the transfer of ~oods bel ween provinces had been drastically reduced, There

was also a lack of coal as hun gry miners left to find food or to cultivate
allotments wherev er thcv could, T he situation was compounded by the general
apathy and dissolut ion brought on by hun ger. In industrialized provinces such

as Liaoning the eff ect s were cumulat ive: agricultural production in 1960 fell to
half of !lJ5 Xlevels, and wher eas an average of I.h6 million tons of foods tuffs

had arri ved in tha t reg ion each year during the 1950s, after IYS li transfers for
the whole country fell to a mere 1,5 million tons,

The tuct that the famine was pr imarily a politi cal phenomenon is demon
strated by the high death rate s in provinces where th e leader s were Maoist
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radi cals, provinces that in pre vious years had actually been net exporter s of
grain, like Sichuan, Henan, and Anhui. T his last province, in north-central
China, was the worst affected of all. In 1960 the death rate soare d to 68 percent

from its normal level at around 15 percent , while the birth rate fell to 11 percent

from its pr evious average of 30 percent. As a result th e population fell by

around 2 million people (6 percent of the total) in a sin gle year." Like M ao
himself, Party activists in Henan were con vinced that all th e difficulties arose

from th e peasants' concealment of private stocks of grain . According to th e
sec retary of the Xinyang distr ict (10 million inhabitants), where the first peo

ple's commune in the count ry had been established, "T he problem is not th at
food is lacking. There are sufficient quantit ies of grain, but 90 percent of th e
inha bitants are suffering from ideological d ifficulties.'?" In the autumn of 1959

the class war was momentar ily forgotten, and a mi litary-s tyle offensive was

launched aga inst the peasant s, using meth ods very simi lar to those used by
an ti-J apanese guerr illa groups. At least 10,000 peasants were imprisoned , and

many died of hun ger behind bars. The ord er was given to smas h all privately
owned cutlery that had not yet been turned to steel to prevent peopl e fro m

bein g able to feed themselves by pilferin g the food supply of the commune .
Eve n fires were banned , despite the app roach of winter. T he excesses of re

pr ession were terrifying. Thousand s of detainees were sys tema tically tortured ,
and childre n were killed and even boiled and used as fert ilizer-at th e very

moment when a nationwide campa ign was telling people to " learn the Hen an
way." In Anhui, where the stated intention was to keep the red flag flyin g even

if 99 perc ent of the populati on died, cadre s returned to th e traditional pract ices
of live buri als and torture with red-hot irons." Funeral s were prohibited lest

th eir number frighten survivors even more and lest th ey turn into protes t
marches. Ta king in the numerous abandoned childr en was also banned , on the
ground that "The more we take in, the more will be aba ndo ned ."?' Desperate

villagers who tr ied to force their way into th e towns were greeted with machine

gun fire. Mo re than 800 people died in this mann er in the Fenyang district , and
12 percent of the ru ral popul at ion , or 28,000 people, were punished in som e

ma n ner. This campaign took on the propor tions of a verita ble war aga ins t the
peasantry. In the words of j ean-Luc Dornenach, "T he intrusion of U topia int o
politics coincided very closely with that of police terror in society."95 Deaths

from hunger reached over 50 percent in certain villages, and in some cases the
only survivors were cadres who abused their position . In Henan and elsewhere

th ere were many cases of cannibalism (63 were record ed officially): child ren
were som etim es eaten in accordance with a communal decision."

In 1968 Wei Jingsheng, an eighteen-yea r-old Red G uard pursued by the
autho rities like millions of others, took refuge with his family in a village in

Anhui, where he heard many sto ries about the G reat Leap Forward :"?

China: ALong March into Night

As soon as I arr ived here, I ofren heard peasants talking about the Great
Leap Forward as though it was some sort of apocalypse that they had by
some miracle escaped. Quite fascinated, I questioned them in detail
about the subject so that soon I roo was convinced that the " three years
of natural catastro phes" had not been as natural as all That, and had
rather been the result of a series of political blunders. The peasants said,
for example, rhur in J<)St)~6() , during the "Communist Wind" [one of
rhe official names for rhe Great Leap Forward] their hunger had been so
great that they had not even been strong enough to harvest the rice crop
when it was ready, and thur ir would otherwise have been a relatively
good year for them. Manv of them died of hunger watching rhe grains
of rice fall into the fields, blown oil bv the wind. In some villages there
was literally' no one lcf 10 take in the harvest. One rime I was with a
relative who lived a small distance away from our village. On the way to
his home, we went past a deserted village, All the houses had lost their
roofs. Only the mud walls remained.

Thinking it was a village that had been abandoned during the
Great Leap l-orwarrl , when all the villages were being reorganized and
relocated, I asked why the walls hadn't been knocked down to make
room Ii II' rnore fields. ,\ Iy relative replied: " But these houses all belong
to people, and you can't knock them down without their permission." I
stared at the walls and couldn' t believe that they were actually inhabited.
"Of course they were inhabited! Bur everyone here died during the
'Com munist Wind ,' and no one has ever come back. The land was then
shared out among the neighboring villages. But because it seemed possi
ble that some of them mighr come hack, the living quart ers were never
shared out . Srill, that was so long ago, I don 't think anyone will come
back now."

We walked along beside the village. The rays of the sun shone on
the jade-green weeds that had sprung up between the earth walls, acccn
ruaring the contrast with the rice fi elds all around, and adding to the
desolation of the landscape. Before my eyes, among the weeds, rose up
one of the scenes I had been told about, one of the banquets at which
the families had swapped children in order to eat them. I could see the
worried faces of the families 3S they chewed the flesh of other people's
children. The children who were chasing butt erflies in a nearby field
seemed to be the reincarnation of the children devoured by their par
ents. I felt sorrv for the children, but not as sorry as I felt for their
parents. What hold made them swallow that human fl esh, amidst the
tears and grief of other parcnrs-s-flesh that they would never have imag
ined tasting, even in their worst nightmares? In that moment I under
stood what a butcher he had been, the man "whose like humanity has
not seen in several centuries, and China not in severa l thousand years" :"
Mao Zedong. Mao Zedong and his henchmen, with their criminal po-
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litical system, had driven parents mad with hunger and led them to hand
their own children over to others, and to receive the flesh of others to
appease their own hunger. Mao Zedong, to wash away the crime that he
had committed in assassinating democracy [an allusion to the Hundred
Flowers trap], had launched the Great Leap Forward, and obliged thou
sands and thousands of peasants dazed by hunger to kill one another
with hoes, and to save their own lives thanks to the flesh and blood of
their childhood companions. The y were not the real killers; the real
killers were Mao Zedong and his companions. At last I understood
where Peng Dehuai had found the strength to attack the Central Com
mittee of the Party led by Mao, and at last I understood why the peas
ants loathed Cummunism so much, and why they had never allowed
anyone to attack the policies of Liu Shamji, "three freedoms and one
guarantee." For the good and simple reason that they had no intention
of ever having to cat their own flesh and blood again, or of killing their
companions to eat them in a moment of instinctual madness. That
reason was far more important than any ideological consideration.

At the moment that Yuri Gagarin was bein g launched into space, a country
possessing more than 30,000 miles of railway lines and an extensi ve radio and
telephone network was being ravaged by a subsistence crisis of the sort that
had plagued premodern Europe, but on a scale that in the eighteenth century
would have affected the popul ation of the entire world . Literall y countless
millions were trying to boil grass and bark to make soup, str ipping leaves off
trees in the towns, wandering the roads of the country desperate for anything
to cat trying vainly to attack food convoys, and sometimes desperately banding
together into gangs (as in the Xinyang and Lan Kao districts in Henan)." They
were sent nothing to eat, hut on occasion the local cadres who were supposedly
responsibl e for the famine were shot. There were armed raids on houses all
over the country in a search for ground maize.''" An enormous increase in
di sease and infections increased the death rate further, while the birth rate fell
to almost zero as women were unable to conceive becau se of malnutrition .
Pri soners in the laogai were not the last to die of hunger, although their
sit uation was no less precarious than that of the neighboring peasants who came
to the camps to beg for something to eat. In August 1960, after one year of
famine, three-quarters of Jean Pasqualini's work brigade were dead or dying,
and the survi vors were reduced to searchin g through horse manure for und i
gested grains of wheat and eating the worms they found in cowpats.'!" People
in the camps were used as guinea pigs in hung er experiments. In one case flour
was mixed with 30 percent paper paste in bread to study the effects on diges
tion , while in another study marsh plankton were mixed with rice water. The
first experiment caused atrocious constipation throughout the camp, which

China: A Long March into Night

caused many deaths. The second also caused mu ch illness , and many who were

already weakened ended up dying.
For the entire country, the death rate rose from II percent in 1957 to 15

percent in 1959 and 1961, peaking at 29 percent in 1%0. Birth rates fell from
33 percent in 1957 to 18 percent in 1%1. Excluding the deficit in births, which
was perhaps as many as 33 million (although some births were merely delayed),
loss of life linked to the famine in the years 1959-1961 was somewhere between
20 million and 43 million people.l'" The lower end of the range is the official
figure used by the Ch inese government since 1988. This was quite possibly the
worst famine not just in the histor y of China but in the histor y of the world.
T he second worst had occur red in northern China in IH77-n and had taken
between 9 million and 13 million lives. The one that had struck the U.S.S.R.
in a similar political and econom ic context in I932-19.H had caused around
6 million deaths, a smaller proportion of the total population than in China
during the Great Leap Forward .l'" Under normal conditions, mortality in the
countryside was between 30 percent and 60 perc ent higher th an in the cities.
In 1960 it doubled, climbing from 14 percent to 29 percent. Peasants managed
to delay the effects of the famine sligh tly by con suming their own livestock,
which amounted to using up their prod ucti ve capital. In 1957-1961, .J.X percent
of pigs and 30 percent of all dairy animals were slaughtered . IIH ' l'he surface area

given over to non food crops such as cotton , which was the country's main
industry at the time, diminished hy more than on e-third in IYSY-1962, and this
fall in production inevitably hit the manufacturing sector. Although after 1959
peasant markets were reopened to stimulate production, the prices demanded
were so high and the quantities available so low that few of the starving could
find enough to survive. In 1961 , for example, the price of pork was fourteen
times higher in the markets than in the state shops. The price of feed went up
less than that of grain in the pastor al northwest, which was chronicall y deficient
in grain. In Gansu people were still dying of hunger in 1962, and the grain
ration was equivalent to only half the official limit for conditions of "semi

starvation."
Whether through unawar eness of or, more likely, indifference to the sev

eral million lives that had to be sacr ificed to build Communism, the state
responded (if such a word can be used here) to the crisis with measures that
under the circumstances were quite simply criminal. Net grain exports, prin
cipally to the U.S.S.R., rose from 2.7 million tons in 19SX to 4.2 million in 195Y,
and in 1960 fell only to the IY58 level. In 1961,5 .8 million tons were actuall y
imported, up from 66,000 in 1960, but thi s was still too little to feed the
starving.lOS Aid from the United States was refu sed for political reasons . The
rest of the world , which could have responded easily, remained ignorant of the
scale of the catastrophe. Aid to the need y in th e countryside totaled less than
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450 million yuan per annum, or 0.8 yuan per person, at a time when one kilo
of rice on the free market was worth 2 to 4 yuan. Chinese Communism boasted
that it could move mountains and tame natu re, but it left these faithful to die.

From August 1959 until 1961 , the Part y acted as though it was powerless
to help, simply standing by and watching events unfold. Cri ticizing the Great
Leap Forward, behind which Mao had thro wn .111 his weight, was a dangerous
business. But the situation became so bad that Liu Shaoqi, the number two
leader in the regime, finally put the Chairman on the defensive ami imposed a
part ial return to the easier form of collectivization that had been the policy
befor e the invent ion of the people's communes. Peop le were again allowed to
own a small amount of land , peasant markets were reopened, small private
workshops were opened, and labor teams were subdivided into labor brigades,
which were eq uivalent to the size of the earlier village teams . As a result of
these measures the country quickly emerged from the faminc.l'" But it did not
emerge as fast from poverty. Agricultural production , which had grown steadily
from 1952 to IlJ58, had lost its way, and the effects were felt for two decades,

Con fi dence would return only "when the belly was full" (as Mao said would
occur in the people's communes). Overall agricultural production doubled
between 1952 and 1978, but dur ing th is time the population rose from 574
million to 959 million, and most of the per-capita increase in production had
taken place in the I95()s. In most places produ ction did not reach IlJ 57 levels
un til at least 1% 5 (and as late as 1lJ68-6lJ in Henan )."? O verall. agr icultural
productivity was severely affected; the Gr eat l .cap Forward's astonishing
waste of resour ces caused it to fall by about one-quarte r. Not until IlJS3 did
productivity again reach 1<J 52 levels.'!" Eyewitness reports from the davs of the
Cult ural Revolut ion JII concur that China was still a traditional village society
of great poverty, functioning as a subsistence economy where luxuries were
extre mely rare (cooking oil, for instance, was like gold dus t);'?' The Great Leap
Forward made the people extremely suspicious of the regime's propaganda . It
is hardly surpris ing that the peasants responded most enthusiastically to Deng
Xiuopings economic reforms, and were the driv ing force behind the reintro
duction of a market economy twenty years after the launch of the people's
communes.

The disasters of 1<) 59-1961, the regime's great secret, which many foreign
visitors also managed to deny, were never recognized for what they really were.
Liu went out on a limb in January 1962 when he claimed at a conference of
cad res that 70 percent of the famine had been due to human error.' !" It was
imp ossible to say any more than that without directly incriminating Mao. Even
after his death, in the Chinese Communist Part y's televised final verdict on his
life in 19HI, th ere was no criticism of the G reat Leap Forward .

China : A Long March into Night

The Laogai:The Hidden Gulag

Chin ese Communism has many skeletons in the closet, and it is amazing how
long they have escaped the world's atten tion. The immense concentratio n
camp system is no exception. There were nearly 1,000 large-scale camps as well
as innumerable detention centers (see the mars at the beginning of the chap
ter) , but in many histor ies of the People's Republic, even in some of the more
detail ed and recent works, they receive no mention . The repressive apparat us
hid itself extremely well. Because punishment by prison or forced labor
smacked (00 much of the old regime, people were sen t instead for " reform" or
" reed ucation" through labor. T he main intern ment camps were disguised as
large public enter prises, so one had to know, for instance , that the "J ingzhou
Industr ial Dye Works," which was the name on the door, was actually Prison
No. J of Hub ei Province, or that the "Yingde Tea Plantation" was La bor
Reedu cation Center No.7 of Guan gdong Province. I I I Even the families of
prisoners wrote only to an anonym ous post office box. Throughout the Mao
era, visits were forbidden during the whole instruction process, which gene r
ally lasted for more than a year. Part icularl y during the Cultural Revoluti on ,
relat ives were not always noti fi ed about th e incarceration or even the death of
prisoners, or were informed only much later. The ch ildren of Liu Shaoqi, th e
for mer president of the Repu blic, who was held in a secret prison, did not learn
about his death in Nov ember 1%9 unti l August 1972; only then were the y
allowed to visit their moth er, who like her husband had been locked up since
August IlJ67. 112 If prisoners ever went out int o the world , they were und er
strict orders to remain invisible. Accusto med to hangin g their heads and stay
ing silent in their cells, they received strange new orders at the station: " Behave
normally in the tr ain . It is forb idden , I repeat , forbidden to bow your head . If
anyone has to go to the latr ine, signal to the guard, the fist with the thumb
sticking our. Smoking and talking will be allowed. No funny stuff. T he guards
have orders to shoot. " 11.1

For many years statements from former prisoners were extremely rare.
On e reason was that under Mao it was extremely difficult for anyone who had
ent ered the penal system to emer ge from it. Another was that prisoner s who
were freed had to swear that they would not talk about their experiences;
oth erwise they would be reimprisoned. So it was foreigners, who form ed only
a tin y fraction of the number of those im prisoned, who provided most of the
stories that still account for most of the available informati on. Because th e
foreign prisoners were protected by their govern ments, they generally came out
alive. Some were expl icitly charged with the mission to bear witness to th e
outs ide world of the suffering of the army of people trapped in those for gotten
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prisons. Such was the case of Jean Pasqualini, whose Chinese name was Baa

Rue-wang. One of his fellow prisoners told him why he and his companions

were looking after him so carefully: "All these people, and none of them will

ever make it out, myself included. Lifetime contract. You are the only one who

is different, Baa. You might get out the big door someday. It could happen to

a foreigner, but not to us. You will be the only one who can tell about it

afterward if you do. That's why we wanted to keep you alive ... Don't worry,

as long as you're here, you'll live. I can promise you that, And if you get

transferred to other camps, there will be other people who think like us. You're

precious cargo, old rnan!"!!'

The Biggest Penal System of All Time

The laogat was a sort of nonplace, a black hole where the light of ;\ taoism

blinded tens of millions of people. As a rough indication, Harry Wu calculates

that up to the mid-1980s some 50 million people passed through the system.'!'
Many died there. According to estimates by jcun-Luc Domenech, there were

roughly 10 million detainees each year, which equals 1-2 percent of the overall

population. Given that the mortality rate was around 5 percent, some 20

million Chinese must have died during imprisonment, including approxi

mately 4 million in 1959-1lJ62 during the famine caused by the Great Leap

Forward (although a return to normal rations took place on!v in IlJM ).llh Along

with Jean Pasqualini's extraordinary revelations, two recent studies (those of

Wu and Domenach) now yield a better general picture of the least-known of

the century's three great concentration-camp systems.

The scale of the system was enormous, as were the variety or prisoners

and the system's durability (the first great wave of liberations began only in

1978). In 1955, 80 percent of inmates were technically political prisoners,

although many common criminals had been reclassified as political offenders

and their sentences correspondingly lengthened. By the beginning of the fol

lowing decade the share of political prisoners had fallen to 50 percent, and hy

1971 to one-third-perhaps indications of popular discontent with the regime,

and of the rise of criminality in a situation of political instability, II~ Internment

took a variety of forrns.!" There were preventive centers, prisons (incl uding

special establishments for former leaders), the official/il()Kill, and more moder

ate deportation centers, known as Ii/OJ/i/O andj/uye. Detention centers, number

ing some 2,500 and located in various cities, were stepping-stones on the wa)

to the penal archipelago. Here detainees waited while the cases against them

were drawn up---a process that sometimes took ten years. Sentences of less than

two years were also served in these centers. The approxirnatcly 1,000 prisons
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proper contained only 13 percent of detainees and generally were run directly

by the central authorities. In these heavily guarded, high-security centers peo

ple with the stiffest sentences were detained. They included those sentenced to

death with the sentence suspended for two years, which was usually converted

to life imprisonment "for sincere reform of character" at the end of the two

years. These prisons also housed the more sensitive cases, including high-rank

ing cadres, foreigners, priests, dissidents, and spies. Living conditions were

extremely variable and in some cases were almost luxurious: in Beijing Prison. ,
No, I, a model prison where foreign visitors were taken on tours, people ate as

much as they wanted and slept on a tatami rather than on wooden slats.!" But

harsh discipline, the severity of the industrial labor performed there, and the

constant ideological battering often led prisoners to request transfer to the

"open air" of the labor camps.

The majority of detainees ended up in these huge camps, which were

scattered all over the country. The biggest and the most populated were situated

in the semidesert zones of northern Manchuria, Inner Mongolia, Tibet, Xin

jiang, and above all Qinghai, which was a genuine penal province-the Chinese

equivalent of the Russian Kolyma, with a climate that was scorching in the

summer and freezing in the winter. 1211 Camp No.2 there was perhaps the largest

in China, holding at least 50,000 deportees.'!' The camps in the distant western

and northeastern regions were reputed to be extremely harsh, but on the whole

working conditions were worse in the prison factories in the urban zones than

at these huge state penal farms. Because detainees were in principle under the

authoritv of the provincial or municipal administration (Shanghai had a net

work of 'camps spread over several different regions), they tended to come from

the same general area, so that, for example, there were no Tibetan detainees in

eastern China. Unlike Soviet camps, Chinese camps were integrated into the

local or regional economic framework and only occasionally were part of na

tional projects such as the "friendship railway" to Soviet Kirgiziya (Kirgizstan),

whose construction was halted for more than thirty years on account of the

Sino-Soviet split.
The inmates of the camps were divided into three categories. Under Mao

the biggest group, which stayed the longest, consisted of people who had been

sentenced specifically to the laogai, which can be translated as ."ref~rm th:~ugh

labor." 122 These medium- or long-term prisoners were organized m a military

fashion into squadrons, battalions, companies, and so on. They had lost their

civil rights, received no payment for their labor, and were. rarely a~lowed to
receive visitors. In the same camps, or occasionally in special establishments,

was a second category, those who were there for "reeducation through labor,"

or laojiao. This was a form of administrative detention invented in August 1957
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in the heat of the Antirightist campaign, and to some extent it formalized the
extrajudicial incarcerati on activities of the security forces. Victims were not
actually sentenced, so there was no fixed term for their detention, and they had
not been formally stripped of their civil right s, although it was impossible, for
example, to vote in the camps. They received a small wage, most of which was
held back to pay for their food and lodging. Most of the crimes of which they
were accused were slight, and their stay in the laojiao was rar ely longer than a
few years, but they were given to understand that much depended on their
attitude. The discipline and the detention and working conditions in the laojiao
were very similar to those found in the IIWKIII , and both were in practice run
by the state security organs.

Slightl y more privileged were the "forced job-placement personnel" of
the jiuye. who were sometimes known as "fr ee workers" although they had no
right to leave their place of work, which was usually a camp, except perhaps
twice a year. They were treated better and paid slightly more than the laojiao
prisoners, and they could bring their families to the camps or even get married
there. They lived, however, in semi prison conditions. These were a sort of
decompression chamber for the camps, where people who had been freed were
often kept for the rest of their lives. Unt il the I960s, <)5 percent of all prisoners
in the laogai were kept in thejiuye once their sentences had been served . At the
beginning of the 1980s that figure was still 50 percent, plus between 20 percent
and 30 percent of former laojiao prisoners.121 Cut off from their original mi
lieus, having lost their jobs and the ir right to reside in a city, generally divorced
because wives were constantly incited by the authorities to leave "criminal"
husbands, and condemned to being suspe cts for the rest of their lives because
they had "sinned" once, they had nowhere left to go, and thus were forced to
resign themselves to their condition. Because they had nothing left to hope for,
even the !aoKIlt' prisoners felt sorry for them :

The free workers we began running across were a sorry lot. They looked
as if they belonged in prison . They were lazy, unskilled, and dirty.
Evidently they had concluded that nothing was worth the effort any
more, and in a way they were right. They were constant Iy hungry and
subject to the orders of guards and warders, and they were locked up at
night just like the rest of us. The only difference between our condition
and theirs was the home visit privilege. Nothing else counted. True,
they now received salaries, but they had to spend them on food and
clothing, which were no longer gifts of the government. These free
workers just didn't give a damn ."!

Under Mao, any sentence was thus effectively a life sentence.

China: A Long Ma rch into Night

The Search for the "New Man"

Imprisonment with no possibility of returning to society was a fundamental
contradiction of the much-vaunted aim of the penal system : the reform of the
detainee and his tran sformation into a "new man." As jean-Lac Domenach has
pointed out, the system constantly claimed that "detention is not a punish
ment , but an opportunity lilr the criminal to reform his habits."125One internal

document from the security services made clear the process that faced new
detainees : "One can submit to the law only if one has first acknowledged the
error of one's ways. Acceptance and submissiveness are the first two lessons
that prisoners must be taught, and they must keep these lessons in mind
throughout their stay." Once prisoners had broken with their past, they could
hegin to accept "correct ideas" : " It is imperative that the four basic educational
principles be instilled to set the criminal's political ideas hack on the right path:
Marxism-Leninism, faith in Maoism and socialism, the Communist Party, and
the democratic dictatorship of the people."!" As a consequence, penitentiaries
were above all places to teach these "had students" who had been unrul y or
slow to learn; for such at least was the thinking of the Party. "Welcome to our
new schoolmates!" read one banner that Pasqualini came across in a labor
camp.127 And there certainly were studies involved . During the training period,
there were at least two hours of study each day, after dinner in the cells. But
when the progress of some prisoners was unsatisfactory or when there were

political campaigns, study could last a whole day, a week, or even a month . In
many cases "nonstop study" lasting from two weeks to three months served as
a sort of introduction to the renal system . 1 2 ~ Classes followed an extremely
rigid pattern, during which it was forbidden to walk around, to get up (or even
to change one's sitting posture), to talk, or, of course, to fall asleep, which was
a permanent temptation after a hard day's work. Pasqualini, who was brought
up a Catholic, was surprised to discover meditation, confession, and repen
tance reinvented as Marxist-Leninist practices, with the only difference being
the relentlessly public nature of the acts. The goal was no longer to rehuild a
bridge hetween man and God, but to dissolve the individual into a mass sub
missive to the Party. To vary things a little, the sessions that centered upon
confessions (which were extremely detailed) alternated with reading and com
mentary on the People's Dail» or discussion of an event chosen for their edifica
tion. During the Cultural Revolution, the works of Chairman Mao were read
instead; everyone was obliged to carr y around a copy of the volume of his

thought s.
In all cases the aim was the same: the destruction of individual personality.

The cell chief, who was himself a prisoner, and who usually had been a Party
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member, had a key role to play here: "He would constantly start the ball rolli ng
in gro up discussions or tell stories with moral principl es for our instr uct ion .
All th e other th ings we might have talked ahout-i-fa rnily, food, sports, past im es,
or sex of course-were totally forbidden. 'Facing the government, we must
st udy to gether and watch each other '; that was the mott o, and it was written
up everywher e in the prison ." Confessi on was a good idea, as was admitting
tha t one had done wrong because one was bad : "Whatever category we fi t into
all of us have committed our crimes because we had very had th;lughts," the
cell chief wou ld say.129And if that was the way it was, then the explanation had
to be that everyone was contaminated by capi talist, imperi alist , or reaction a ry
ideas. In the final analysis, in a society in which nothing escaped politics, ail
crimes were political.

The so lut ion, then, was qu ite simple: change people's ideas. Because in
China ritu al was inseparable from the heart, Mar shal L in Biao prom oted a
model th at encouraged people to want to become another revolutionary in a
hiue boilersu it , or a hero like the soldier Lei Fcng, who was proud to be °a tiny
cog in the great machine in the ser vice of the Cause. and who had been luck v
eno ug h to die while on a mission in the early II.JhOs. "T he prisone r," Lin Bia;)
declar ed , "q uickly learns to talk in noncommittal s logans. The dan ger of this,
of course, is that he might end up thinkin g in slogans. Mos t do. Ge nerallv it
takes th e rea lities of camp life to pull him out of it. " l Ui 0

J ean Pasqualini recalls an episode exemplary of the schizophrenic universe
created by th e system of confessio n:

On a cold, windy night at studv time, I left the cell to go out and take a
leak. When the cold north westerly wind caught me, I felt less inclined to

walk the 200 yards over to the latr ine. [ went over to a storage building
and pissed against the wall. After all, I reasoned, no one would see me in
the dark.

I was wrong. I had barely fini shed when I received a verv sharp and
swift kick in the ass. When I turn ed around I cou ld make OU l onlv a
silhouette, but thc voice belonged to a warder. .

"D on't you knoll' the sanitation rules:" he demanded. "Who are
you anyway)"

I gave my name, and what happened next W,I S a lesson I would
never for get . , .

"I admit that I am wrong. warder. but what I am doing is only a
violation of prison regulations, whereas you have broken the law. Gov
ern ment members are not allowed to lay' hands on prisoners, Phvsical
violence is forbidd en." .

T here was a pause while the silhouette considered. and I expected
the worst.
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"W hat you say is right , Bao," he said with measured calm. "I admit
that I have made a mistake- and I will bring up this subject at our [the
warders' ] next self-criticism session. Would you be ready to return to

your cell and write me a thorough confession?"
I was surpr ised by his reaction. I was touched, too; for here was a

warder admitting his mistake before a prisoner. An unheard-of thing!
What else could I do but blurt out, "Yes, warder, I certainly will."

. . . I sat in my place and began preparing my confession. At the
weekly examina tion of conscience a few days later, I read it aloud for the
entire cell to hear.

"What I did may appear on the surface to be not too serious," I
added after I had finished reading, "bur on further examination it dem
onstrates a disregard for the teachings of the government and a resis
tance to refor m. By pissing I was displaying my anger in an
underhanded manner. It was a cowardly act. It was like spitting in the
face of the government when I though no one was looking. I can only
ask that the govern ment punish me as severely as possible."

The confession was sent to Warder Yang, and I waited. I was
bracing myself for another bout of solitary. Two nights later Yang came
to the cell with his verdict.

"A few days ago," he said, "one of you thought he was above the
law and committed a big mistake . .. We'll let him go this time, bur don' t
think this means that you can always weasel out of trouble by just
writing an apology."!"

T he so-called brainwashing described by a number of Western observers
was precisely that. There was noth ing subtle about it; it was simpl y the rather
brutish imposit ion of a heavy-handed ideology with a simplist ic answer for
everything. T he essentia l point was to ensure that prisoner s had no chance of
individual expressio n, T he means were multiple. T he most original were sys
tematic underfeed ing which weakened resistance, and perm anent saturation
with the message of ort hodoxy. T hese techniques were used in a context in
which there was no free time (study, work, and obligatory exercises filled the
long days) or personal space (the cells were overcrowded, the lights were kep t
on all night, and very few per sonal belongings were permitted), and no oppor
tunit y to express one' s own ideas: all the obligat ory contributions to discussion s
were carefully record ed and kept in the file of the person who had made them.
Pasqualini paid dearly for one remark in 1959, in which he showed a slight lack
of enthusiasm for the Chinese intervention in Tibet. Another original feature
of the system was the delegati on of most of the ideo logical work to the pris
oners, demon strating the effectiveness of the system. The prisoners searched
each other, evaluated their companions' performance at work and controlled
the amount of food th ey ate, discussed the exten t of " reform" undergone by
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those who were to be set free; above all, criticized their cell companions to push

them to complete self-criticism in order to demonstrate their own progress .! ;2

Pasqualini recalls the usc of food as a weapon :

What power liH)(J can ha\'e-it is the on" important thing, the greatest

JO~', and the most powerful mori\'ating; force in the entire prison xvsrcm.
I had the bad luck to g;o to Grass .\ Iisl Lane [one of th e hi~J;esl deten 
tion cen ters in Beijing] on!v a month after rationin g had been intro

duced as a forma ) part of the interwg;ation prOCl'SS. :\0 J;realer weapon

exists for inducing cooperation . The distressin~h' thin .md wutcrv corn
gruel, the hard little loaves of 1/'0/01/ fa Chines'e equivalent of 'h read ,

eaten more than rice in northern China] , and the slive r of vczctablc

became the center of our lives and the !()CUS of our deepest atle~tiol1s.

As rationin g continued and we ~rew th inner, we learned to cat each

morsel with infinite attention, making; it last as long as possible. Rumors

and desperate fantasies circulated about how well prisoners ate in the

camps. These rumors, I later learned, were often pLlIltnl hI thc interro

gators to encourage confessions. :\ fter a year of this diet I ~Ias prepared
to admit virruallv Jnything to get more li)od .

The starvation was rainstaking'" studied---t'nough to keep us alive,
hut never enough to let us forget our hunger. During rnv fifteen months

in the interrogation center, I ate rice only once and never .uc meat. Six

months after my arr est, my stomach was cntirclv sunken in, and I bcv.m

to h'IIT the charac teristic bruised joint s [ r um sim pl« hod\ con tact lI'jth

the comm unal bed , The skin on my ass hung loose like the 'eals of an
old woman . Vision became unclear, and I lost m~' power of conccntru

tum . I reached a sort of record point for virurnin dcticicncv when I was
tinal'" able to snap off my toenails without using the c1ip·per. .\1\. skin
rubbed off in a du srv film, .\1\ hail' begun fallirur out , .

"Life here didn't used 10 he so bad, " LO:, told me . " \ \'e used 10

have a meal of rice cverv 15 davs, steamed white bread at the end of

every month, and some meat on bi~ holid ays, like the :\cw Year, I Vluv,
and I October. It lias alright." ,

. What changed it all IIJS that some people's dclcgut ion came 10

inspect ~he prison during the Hundred Flowers period Iin fact Juring
the Antirighnst movement that l(liloweo I. Thcx were horrified to sec

prisoners eating enough . It lias intolerable, the~ concluded, that these

counterrevolutionaries, the scum of society and t hc enemies of the peo

~Il', sho,uld have J standard of living higher than that of many peasants ,

From No vember JCJ57 on there was no more rice or meat or wheat flour
fi)r prisoners on festive occasions.

Food obsessed us so complerclv that lie were insane, in a wuv. \\'c

were ready for anything. It was the per teet climate for irucrrueations

E\'ery one of us be gan hcg~ing; to he sent to the camps, :\0 one ever left
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the Grass Mist Lane without specifically requesting it in writing. There

was even a form for it. "Please give me the authorization to show repen
tance for my sins hy working in the camps."

Later , no matter how bad the conditions became in the camps,

every warder could truthfully tell us that we were there only because we
had asked for it. I I I

The more traditional methods of persuasion were also used on prisoners.

The incentive offered was the promise of better treatment for people who

admitted their crimes, behaved well, made an active contribution to the retrain

ing of their companions, and denounced their accomplices or rebellious com

panions. Denunciation was an essential test of genuine reform, In the words of

one of the official formulas, " the denunciation of others is a very good method

or repentance," Inside the investigation bureau was a banner that proclaimed:

"Leniency to those who confess; severity to those who resist; redemption to

those who obtain merits; rewards to those who gain big merits."!" Many of

those who had received long sentences showed themselves to be zealous propa

gandists in the hope of getting their sentences shortened, The problem-and

Pasqualini gives several examples-was that they never got anything in return:

either their good conduct was never enough to prevent a heavy sentence, or,

worse s t ill- as sentences were usually announced only orally and people were

often not present at their own trial-the reduction in the sentence brought it

down to the length that had alwa ys been foreseen anyway. One old detainee

explained the system as follows: "Communists don 't feel obliged to keep prom

ises they make to their enemies. As a means to an end, they feel free to use any

scheme or ru se that happens to serve them, and that includes threats and

promises . . . And remember another thing-Communists don't have any re

spect for turncoats either." !"

Coercive measures were more common. Sentences were lengthened for

anyone who failed to confess, who refused to denounce his comrades ("with

holding information from the government is a punishable offense"),':" who

spoke in what was judged to be a heretical fashion, or who appealed his sentence

and thereby demonstrated that he refused to accept the will of the masses, Thus

it was relatively easy to have one's sentence changed from five years to life,

Prisoners could also drastically affect the lives of their fellow prisoners, The

"career" of the cell chief depended on the others, so he would always attack

those who resisted the most and was generally supported by the others in these

attacks, In addition to this process of weeding out, there was the "test" or

"struggle." There was nothing spontaneous about this; the victim had been

chosen by the prison authorities, and the time and the place were also deter

mined in advance. The atmosphere recalled that of the peasant pogroms during
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the agrarian reform, although here death was only rarely a conseq uence.
Pasqualini recalls:

Our victim was a middle-aged prisoner charged with having made a false
confession. He was an obstinate counterrevolutionary, a cadre shouted
to us through a cardboard megaphone . . . Every time he raised his head
to say anything-truth or falsehood, that wasn't our concern- we
drowned him with roaring cries of "Liar' Scum!" or even "Son of a
bitch!" and the like .. . The struggle continued for about three more
hours like this, and with every minute that passed we grew colder and
meaner. I almost think we would have been capable of tearing him to
pieces to get what we wanted. Later, when I had the time to reflect, I
realized that of course we had been struggling ourselves at the same
time, mentally preparing to accept the government 's position with pas
sionate assent, whatever the merits of the man we were facing.u;

Under such conditions the vast majority of prisoners were eventually
beaten into submission . In this process the role of the Chinese approach to

identity was at most secondary. Many French prisoners of war held by the Viet
Minh, who on the whole were treated better than the Chinese prisoners but
went through a similar process of reeducation, reacted in the same warllS The
effectiveness of the reeducation process derived from a combination of two
powerful means of psychological persuasion. One was radical infantilization,
in which the Party and the administration became father and mother, reteach
ing the prisoner how to talk and walk (head down, at double speed, with the
guard shouting out instructions) and controlling his appetite and hygiene, all
in a relation of absolute dependence. The other was the fusion of the prisoners
into a single unit, in which every gesture and every word were significant. This
group became a replacement family even as contact with the real family became
almost impossible. Wives were forced to divor ce their husbands and children
to disown their parents.

We may well wonder how deep the personal reform really went. Speaking
in slogans and reacting like an automaton were forms of self-abasement and
could lead to "psychic suicide,"!" but they were also means o f self-protection
and survival. The idea that people could maintain a sort of private space by
somehow splitting their personality is perhaps naive. Rut people who ended up
no longer hating Big Brother were often reasoning strategically rather than
through conviction . Pasqualini notes that in 1Y6l his reeducation seemed to be
complete and he sincerely believed everything that the guard s told him. But he
adds: "I also knew well that it was very much in my interest to keep my behavior
as close as possible to the letter of the law." Pasq ualini provides another example
in the response to an ultra-Maoist cell chief: To prove his ardor and devotion
to the regime, he claimed that prisoners should be allowed to work even after
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the temperature fell below the legal limit of five degrees above zero Fahrenheit
and that they should be allowed to get up earlier to do more work. The guard
interrupted this speech , judging it to be "totally unorthodox"-and the other
pr isoners were mightily relieved .1411 Like so many Chinese, they did have some
belief in the system, but what they really wanted was to avoid trouble at all

costs.

Once a Criminal Always a Criminal

There was no room in this system for the idea that an accusation might have
been false or that anyone on trial might be acquitted . In China, people were not
arrested because they were guilty; they were guilty because they had been
arrested. All arrests were carried out by the police, which were part of the
" people's government" led hy the Communist Party and controlled by Mao
Zedong. To question the reason for one's arrest was tantamount to opposing
Chairman Mao, thus revealing that one really was a counterrevolutionary. By
the same line of reasoning, any prison guard who was being disobeyed could
simply shout "What! Do you dare to disobey the people's government?" Ac
ceptance of one's crimes and total submissiveness were the only option s possi
ble. Self-castigation was the rule in the cells: "You arc a counterrevolutionary.
All of us are . Otherwise we would not be here."!" According to the delirious
logic of the system, the accused had to provide the motives for his arrest
himself "Tell us why you arc here" was usually the first question the instructor
asked a new prisoner. He also had to draw up the charges he would face,
including a recommendation for sentencing. Prisoners were also required to
present successive confessions (as soon as a serious problem arose, they had to
start again from the beginning), which sometimes took months and sometimes
ran to hundreds of pages, detailing whole decades of people's lives. The inter
rogations themselves went on for long periods , some for as long as 3,000
hOUfS. 142 As people said, the Party had plenty of time . The interrogators often
used sleep deprivation (which was reinforced by the fact that many interroga
tions took place at night), the threat of extreme punishment-even execu
tion--or a terrifying visit to a torture chamber, later claimed to be a

"museum."!"
Nien Cheng, a former inmate of a Shanghai prison, recalls:

The duv after I returned from the prison hospital, the guard on duty
handed' me a pen and a bottle of ink. She said, "Get on with writing
your confession! The interrogator is waiting for it."
. I picked up the roll of paper the interrogator had given me and saw
that instead of the blank sheets I was given in the winter of 1966 when I
was told to write my autobiography, page one had a special quotation of
Mao. It was enclosed in a red-lined square under the heading "Supreme
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Directive," and it said, "They are allowed only to be docile and obedi
ent. They arc not allowed to speak or to act out of turn." At the bottom
of the sheet, where the prisoner usually signed his name, was written,
"signature of criminal."

My immediate reaction was anger at the insulting word "criminal,"
and determination not to sign my name after it. However, after several
minutes of consideration, I devised a scheme to exploit the situation ...

Under the printed quotation of Mao, I drew another square over
which I also wrote "Supreme Directive." Within the square, I wrote
another of Mao's quotations: it did not appear in the Little Red Book,
but I remembered it from his essay "On the Internal Contradictions of
the People." The quotarion said, "Where there is counterrevolution, we
shall certainlv suppress it. When we make a mistake, we shall certainly
correct it" ...

I handed the paper to the guard on dutv. That very afternoon, I was
called for interrogation.

Except for the soldier, the same men were in the room. A dark
scowl was on each face, which I had anticipated when I decided to
contest their right to assume I was a criminal when I was not. I did not
wait for a signal from the interrogator, but bowed to Mao's portrait
immediately. The quotation the interrogator chose for me to read was,
"We must exercise the full power of dictatorship to suppress the run
ning dogs of the imperialists and those who represent the interests of
the landlords and the Kuorninrang rcactionarv clique. Thev have only
the right to be docile and obedient. They do not have the right to speak
or to act out of turn."

The paper I had written was in front of the interrogator. After I sat
down, he banged the table while glaring at me. Then he banged the table
again and shouted, "What have you done here)" He pointed at the
paper. "00 you think we are playing a game with you)"

I remained silent.
"Your attitude is not serious," the old worker said.
"If vou do not change your attitude, you will never get out of this

place," the young worker said.
Before I could say anything, the interrogator threw my account on

the floor, scattering the pages, and stood up. He said, "Go back to your
cell and write it again!"

A guard appeared at the doorway and shouted, "Come out!"!"

Physical violence as such was quite rare, at least between the mid-1950s
and the Cultural Revolution. Anything that resembled torture, such as blows

or even insults, was strictly forbidden, and the prisoners knew this; if they

could prove that they had been maltreated, they had some small hope of
redress. Thus the only real violence was extremely subtle, consisting either in
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a "struggle session," in which other prisoners were permitted to inflict blows

on the victim; or in confinement in unheated, badly ventilated cells so small
that it was impossible to stretch out, where prisoners were permanently hand

cuffed or chained, often with their hands behind their backs, so that hygiene
and eating were almost impossible. Prisoners in these cells usually died if the

punishment lasted more than eight days. Permanent manacling in too-tight
handcuffs was one of the commonest forms of lj uasi-torture, causing rapid

swelling of the hands, intolerable pain, and often irreversible scarring.

To put those special handcuffs tightlv on the wrists of a prisoner was a
form of torture cornmonl, used in Maoist Chi na 's prison system.
Sometimes addirional chains were put around the ankles of the prison
ers..'\t other times a prisoner might be manacled and then have his
handcuffs tied to a bur on the window so that he could not move away
from the windOl\ to eat, drink, or go to the toilet. The purpose was to
degrade J man in order to dcstrov his morale .. Since the People's
Government claimed to have abolished all forms of torture, the officials
sirnplv called such methods "punishment" or "persuasion."!"

The official purpose of these measures was to obtain a confession, which
itself carried the force of" proof", and denunciations, which showed the pris

oncr 's sincerity, as well as proving that the police accusation was well founded
The rule was that three denunciations validated the arrest, and so the chain

extended cndlcsslv With fell' exceptions, the tactics used by the police were the

same as those used hy police everywhere: highlighting; contradictions, pretend
ing that all is known already, and comparing; one confession with other confes
sions or denunciations. Denunciations, whether they were extracted by force

or were spontaneous (the streets of most cities had a special "denunciation
box") were in general so numerous that it was extremely difficult to hide

anything of am significance about one's past. It was the act of reading the
letters in which he had been denounced that finally broke Pasqualini's resis

tance: "It was a frightening revelation. On those hundreds of pages were
handwritten denunciations from colleagues, friends, and various people 1 had

encountered only once or twice ...--how many people whom I had trusted
without a second thought had betraved rne,"141> Nien Cheng, who was freed in

197:\ without having made any confession (this was quite unusual, and a result

partly of extraordinary strength of character and partly of changes in police
practice after the Cultural Revolution), was surrounded for years afterward by
relatives, friends, students, and servants all of whom had reported her to the
security forces. Some of them even admitted as much, claiming that they had

had no choice in the mattcr.!"

When the case was finally ready, the "true story" of the prisoner's guilt
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was staged as a coproduction between the prisoner and the judge and involved
" the semantic subversion of the real facts." H H The "crime" had to have had
some real impact (it was more useful if both the judge and the prisoner believed
this to some extent, and it helped a lot if others were implicated, too), but it
was totally recast in a paranoid fashion, as the constant expression of some
radical and desperate political opposition. So the simple act of menti onin g in
a letter abroad that grain rations had fallen slightly in Shanghai durin g the
Great Leap Forward became the offici al proof that one was a spy, despite the
fact that the figures had already been published in the official press and were
well known to all the foreigners in town .!"

The usual outcome wasabdication of the personality,as Pasqual ini attes ts:

It doesn't take a prisoner long to lose his self-confidence. Over the years
Mao's police have perfected their interrogation methods to such a fine
point that I would defy any man, Chinese or not, to hold out against
them. Their aim is not so much to make you invent nonexistent crimes,
but to make you accept your ordinary life, as you led it, as rotten and
sinful and worthy of punishment, since it did not accord with the po
lice's conception of how life should be led. T he basis of their success is
despair, the prisoner's perception that he is utterly and hopelessly and
forever at the mercy of his jailers. He has no defense, since his arrest is
absolute and unquestionable proof of his guilt. (During my years of
prison, I knew of one man who was in fact arrested by mistake-right
name but wrong man. After a few months he had confessed all the
crimes of the other. When the mistake was discovered, the prison
authorities had a terrible time persuading him to go home. He felt
himself roo guilty for that.) T he prisoner has no trial, only a well
rehearsed ceremony that lasts perhaps half an hour; no consultation
with lawyers; no appeal in the Western sense.l'"

Once the sentence had been passed, the prisoner was sent off to a labor
camp, sueh as a state farm, a mine, or a factory. Although studies at these camps
continued (though in a less intense manner), and although prisoners were
occasionally subjected to "struggle sessions" to remind them of their place, the
essential thing was to work. There was nothing hypothetical about the final
word in the term "reform through labor." People were graded according to
their capacity to keep going for twelve hours a day on two meals as meager as
those in the detention centers. The incentive now was to get the food ration of
a " high-performance worker," which meant that one ate considerably more
than the normal workers. Result s were averaged out for the whole cell or room ,
to encourage teamwork and to see who could work sixteen or eighteen hours a
day for the good of the team. In the late 1950s, this was known as "doing a
Sputnik." There were no days off other than the big national holidays, when
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the prisoners had to put up with interminable political speeches. T hey had
hardly enough clot hing. In the 1950s, people simply wore what they had been
wearing at the moment of their arres t. Winte r jackets were provided only in
the camps of northern Manchuria, the Chinese equivalent of Siberia, and th e
rules were that prisoners received one new und ergarment per year.'! '

The average food ration was between 12 and 15 kilos of grain each mon th,
although any detainee accused of not pulling his weight could be put on iron
rations of 9 kilos per month . This ration was lower th an that in French prison s
in the early nineteenth century, lower than that in the Soviet camps, and about
the same as that in the Vietnamese camps of 1975-1977.151 Th e vitamin and
protein deficiencies were quite frightening: the prisoners were fed almost no
meat, nor did they receive any sugar or oil. T hey had very few vegetables and
little fruit, so many resorted to stealing food, a crime for which the punishments
were particularly severe. People also tried to feed themselves as much as they
could, searching out edible plants and little animals, with dried rat being
particularly sought after. Medical care was minimal except where highly con
tagious diseases were concerned, and those who were too weak, too old, or too
desperate were sent to true death camps, where rations were so low that life
was quickly exringuishcd.!'" T he only advan tages of the labor camps over th e
detent ion centers were that discipline was slightly less harsh and that hardened
prisoners were slightly more willing to bend the rules once the guards had
turned their hacks, though never going so far as to revert to linguistic or
behavioral habits from their previous lives. However, life was bearable, and
there was a modicum of solidarity among the prisoners.

T he furth er detain ees advanced in the IUIJ!!.ui system, the dimmer the
original idea of reeducation became, The trajectory followed by individuals was
similar to that of the country itself: after th e " perfection" phase in the laogai

(from about 1954 to 1<)65), during which millions of zealous "students" disci
plined themselves with very little outside intervent ion and sometimes becam e
faithful Communists inside the prison, the system began to unravel slightly and
to lose its way. T his coincided with the arrival in the camp system of more and
more common criminals, many of them extremely young, as part of the general
demoralizat ion that seemed to foll ow the Cultural Revolution. Slowly the sys
tem began to lose the grip that it held on society, while inside the camps a
number of gangs began to form among the detainees. Obedience and respect
for authorit y were no longer automatic; they had to be gained either throu gh
concessions or by recour se to violence-and this violence was no longer simply
a one-way process. The real victim was the idea that people's thought s could
be reformed thoug h suppression of the will. But a certain amount of contra
diction had been inscribed inside the project from the very beginning. On th e
one hand there was th e imperative to raise people above themselves, to for ce
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them to improve and pur ify themselves so that they could rejoin the proletarian
mass that was marching toward the radiant future. On the other hand , there
was the sinister reality of a life to be passed in captivity, regard less of what was
achieved there, or, in the rare ease of a real liberati on, social ostracism, because
there was no way to wash away the crime that had land ed one in prison. In
short, a discourse about the perfectibility of man failed to mask the absolute
rigidity of a society ruled by fate, whether that fate involved a mom entary error
or, more often, having been born into the wrong family. T he same inhuman
and insupportable contradic tion would prod uce both the societal im plosio n
known as the Cultural Revolution and its unre solved failure .

\Ve leave the laogai with an account of a summary execution:

In the middle of them all was the barber, tied up in chains and fetters, :\
rope around his neck and cinched at the waist kept his head bowed, His
hands were tied behind his back. Th e guards shoved him directly in
front of us, He stood there silently, like a trussed penitent , as the steam
wisped up around his fee t. Yen had prepared a speech.

"I have something awful to speak about. I'm not happy to do it and
it's nothing to be proud of. But it's my duty and it should be a lesson for
you. T his rotten egg here was jailed on a morals charge-e-homosexual
relations with a boy. He received only seven years for this offense. Later,
when working in the paper mill, his behavior was constantly bad and he
stole repeatedly. His sentence was doubled. i\ow we have established
that while here he seduced a young prisoner nineteen years nld--a
mentally retarded prisoner. If this happened in society, he would be
severely punished. But by doing what he did here, he not onlv sinned
morally, but he also dirtied the reputation of the prison and the great
policy of reform through labor. T herefore, in consideration of his re
peated offenses, the representative of the Sup reme People 's Court will
now read you his sentence."

T he man in the blue uniform strode for ward and read out the
somber document, a recapitulation of the offenses t hat ended with the
decision uf the People's Court: death with immediate execution of sen
tence.

Everything happened so suddenly then that I did not even have the
time to be shocked or frightened. Before the man in the blue uniform
had even finished pronouncing the last word, the barber was dead. The
guard standing behind him pulled out a huge pistol and blew his head
open. A shower of blood and brains flew out and splattered those of us
in the front rows. I looked away from the hideous twitching figure on the
ground and vomited. Yen came up to speak again.

"Let this serve as a warning to you. I have been authorized to tell
you that no more leniency will be shown in this camp. From now on, all
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moral offenses will be pun ished in the same way. Now go back to your
cells and discuss this." 15;

The Cultural Revolution: Anarchic Totalitarianism (1966-1976)

By comparison with the terrifying but almost unknown horr ors of the agrarian
revolution and th e Great L eap Forward, the effect of the "Great Proletarian
Cultu ral Revolution" seems almost modest. Estima tes vary greatly for the
number of dead : most authors cite figures between 400,000 and I million ,
although Dornen ach calculates between I million and 3 million.Iss The Cul
tural Revoluti on's effects, past and present , on the world's imagination and
memory stem not only from the extreme radicalism of its discourse and actions
but also from its visibi lity; largely an urban phenomenon, it occurred in the age
of television, for wh ich it pr esent ed superb images of deftl y organized political
ceremonies filied with a tou ching fervor, Furthermore, unlike earlier move
ments, the Cultural Revolution was officially condemned in China itself almost
as soon as it was over, when it became quite acceptable to complain about the
excesses of the Red G uards, particularly if the excesses involved older cadres
and Communist leaders. Less welcome were complaints about the massacres
carried out by th e PL A during the return to order .

T he Cult ura l Revoluti on was full of paradoxes. Fir st, it was a moment
when extremism seemed almost certain to carry the day, and when the revolu
tionary process see med solid ly institutionalized, having swept through all the
centers of power in a year, But at the same time it was a movement that was
extremely limited in scope, hardl y spreading beyond the urban areas and having
a significant impact only on schoolchildren. At that time the countryside was
still recovering fro m th e Great Leap Forward, tension with the U.S.S.R. was
at its peak, and th e " Cultural Revolut ion G roup" (CRG) decided that the
peasantry, the ar my, and scientific research (which for the most part centered
upon nuclear weapons) sho uld remain unaffected.l'" The CRG's theory was
that the count ry would have to step back slightly so that it could spring forward
better: in the long run no sector of society or the state could escape the
revolutionary pro cess. But rural people clun g tightly to the small freedoms they
had been granted by Liu Shaoqi, and especially to their small private plots of
land. There was no intention of destroying either defense or the economy: the
recent experience of the Great Leap Forward inspired prud ence on the latter
score. The main aim instead was to seize the initiative in the intellectual and
artistic "s upers tr uctu re" of society and to take cont rol of the state. This last
objective was never fully realized. Although the rules were sometimes broken,
there are no rep orts of major confrontations or massacres in the villages, where
the vast majority of the population still lived; some 64 percent of incidents
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classed as rural took place in the outlying areas of major urban areas.'? How

ever, in the final stages of the emergence from the revolution there are reports

of numerous executions of individuals who had taken the wrong side in the

conflict and of Red Guards who had fled to the countryside. The major differ

ence between these events and the purges of the 1950s was that in this case

there was never a clear aim to eliminate a whole section of the population. Even

intellectuals, who were particularly affected at the outset, were not for long the

prime targets of persecutions. Moreover, the persecutors often came from

within their own ranks. The most murderous episodes were generally the result

of police brutality or of relatively spontaneous violence on a local scale, and

not the result of a general strategy. On the rare occasions when the central

government did issue edicts ordering military operations that resulted in mas

sacres, these were essentially reactive measures to a situation that was perceived

to have got out of hand. In general, such situations bore a closer resemblance

to the events of 191\9 than they did to the agrarian revolution. The Cultural

Revolution, in many ways, was the first sign that Chinese Communism had

reached an impasse and was running out of steam.

By way of contrast, a second paradox explains the presence of the Cultural

Revolution in this account: the Red Guard movement was a "repressive rebel-

I· "ISH d h . hi h .ion, . an t e manner In w IC It was put down was even more repressive.

A degree of terror had been present in Chinese Communism since the end of

the 1920s. In 1966-67 the most radical groups, whose primary goal was to attack

state institutions, still had a foot in government and had several friends there,

including Mao himself, who was constantly invoked whenever a tactical deci

sion was to be taken. In the great Chinese tradition, these radical groups used

the government's authority even in rebellion itself, and they never refused to

outdo one another in repression. Criticizing the government for its softness

toward the class enemy, they established their own heavily armed squads of

"investigators," their own police of morals, their own "tribunals," and their

own prisons. Throughout the Cultural Revolution, "one finds again and again

the struggle of low against high, but the 'low' were mobilized, drilled, and

terrorized by a government and an elite that dared not identify itself as such."

The government's reinvention of itself under another name, in a form that

allowed it to criticize and even punish itself, was representative of the "defini

tive formula of Maoism, which, after a lengthy quest, ended up combining

rebellion and authority into the permanent principle of an alternative form of

politics that was above both the state and society."15~This was not, of course,

a real alternative, for it was founded on illusion; hence the enormous frustration

among those who really tried to create a revolution. "Changing everything so

that it all remained the same," in the classic formula from The Leopard, ulti

mately meant that the people questioned not just the revolution but also the
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whole center of power. This was a movement among a minority, but it had

important consequences, leading, for example, to the Democracy Wall of 1979.

Its most daring theorist, Wei Jingsheng, highlights the ultimately fatal contra

dictions in a movement that emerged from legitimate discontent:

This explosion of anger quickly turned into a personality cult centered
upon a tyrant and was channeled into the struggle to impose tyranny on
the people ... This led to an absurd and paradoxical situation in which
a people rose up against its own government in order to defend it. The
people came out in opposition to the hierarchical system that was caus
ing them so much suffering, while brandishing banners in support of
the founders of the system, They demanded democratic rights while
denigrating democracy and allowed themselves to be guided, in their
struggle to impose their rights, by the ideas of a despot.l'"

The Cultural Revolution gave birth to an abundant literature of great

interest and quality, and there arc many eyewitness reports available from both

the victims and their persecutors. As a result it is much better known than any

previous episode in Chinese history, It really was more of a revolution (abortive,

incomplete, a PLA-like imitation of the others but a revolution nonetheless)

than simply another mass campaign. There was much more to it than repres

sion, terror, and crime, and it was an extremely protean movement, varying

greatly in its effects from one place to another. Only the repressive aspects will

concern us here, These can be divided into three quite distinct categories:

violence against intellectuals and political cadres, mostly in 1966-67; a series

of confrontations among factions of the Red Guards in 1967-61\; and the brutal

repressions curried out by the army to restore order in 1968. In 1969, at the

Ninth Chinese Communist Party Congress, some of the changes from 1966

were institutionalized in a rather halfhearted way, while inside the palace there

began a struggle for the succession to Mao Zedong, who by then was quite

weakened by illness. There were numerous tremors: Lin Biao, the official

successor, was eliminated in September IlJ71; Deng Xiaoping was restored as

Deputy Prime Minister in 1973, and large numbers of cadres who had been

eliminated as "revisionists" were reintegrated into the power structure; in 1974

there was a major "leftist" offensive within the Party; in 1976, between the

death of the moderate prime minister Zhou Enlai in January and that of Mao

Zedong himself in September, the "Shanghai Four," led by Mao's wife, Jiang

Qing, tried to seize power; by October the Four were no more than a "Gang"

and were all in prison. The country was then led for two years by Hua Guofeng,

who officially declared the Cultural Revolution to be at an end. Repressions in

the years following the crushing of the Red Guards were harsh but very similar

to those of the 1950s.
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Prominent Figures in the Revolution

The Cultural Revolution was the convergence of one man and an entire gen
eration . That man of course was Mao Zedong. Having been at the heart of
government during the disaster of the Great Leap Forward, he had suffered a
loss of prestige and been forced to hand over power for two years in 1962 to the
President of the Republic, Liu Shaoqi . Reduced to the (admittedly prestigious)
position of Party chairman , he began to rely more and more on his eloquence,
since he had few rivals as a public speaker. A seasoned old campaigner. he was
aware of the dangers of being simultaneously worshipped as a figurehead and
effectively marginalized in that position, so he began to look for more effective
ways of imposing his choices. The Party was kept well in hand by Liu and his
assistant , the secretary general Deng Xiaoping, and was protected from any
outside influence. The government, which as in all Communist countries was
under the control of the Communist Party, was run effectively by Zhou Enlai,
an intelligent opportunist and a moderate in thought if not in deed; in fact he
was a relatively neutral figure in the confrontation between the two factions.
Mao was aware that he had lost the support of many cadres and intellectuals in
the purges of 1957, and the support of the rural masses in the famine of
1959-1961. But in a countr y like Communist China, a passive majority that is
divided and afraid counts for much less than an active minority that is in the
right place. Since 1959 the PLA had been led by Lin Biao, one of Mao's
devoted supporters. Lin gradually transformed the PLA into an alternative
center of power that after 1962 played a major role in the Movement for
Socialist Education, an antirightist purge promoting military qualities such as
puritanism, discipline, and devotion to the cause. After 1'164 at least one-third
of all new political cadres came up through PLA ranks, and they cooperated
closely with a small group of intellectuals and failed artists who gathered
around Jiang Qjng and her program for the total destruction of all art and
literature that failed to follow the Party line. Military training became obliga
tory for all students, and after 1964 armed militia groups were established or
reorganized in all factories, districts, and rural areas. The army itself was never
a candidate for power, as it was effectively controlled by the Party; and the
mediocre Lin Biao, who was widely rumored to be a heroin addict, had no
deeply held political convictions .l'" The army above all was Mao's life insur
ance policy, or, as he said himself, his own Great Wall."?

The other strategic lever on which Mao believed he would always be able
to count was the younger generation, or more exactly the part of it that was in
secondary education, higher education, and the professional training institutes,
including in particular the military academies, which were the only part of the
PLA authorized to train Red Guard units."•.1 These had the immense advantage
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of being concentrated in the cities, and particularl y in the major cities, where
the struggles for power would inevitably take place. One-quarter of all the
inhabitants of Shanghai attendco one or another such school.l' " People who in
1Y6h were between ages fourteen and twenty-two would be Mao's most enthu
siastic tools, for they were both fanatically dogmatic and enormously frustrated.
Belonging to the first generation educated entirely after the 1949 revolution,
they were both too young and too urban to know anything of the horrors of
the Great J.eap Forward ;'?' Liu and his henchmen would come to regret not
having criticized it officially. Spoil ed by the regime, persuaded that they were
for Mao the clean white page on which the great epic of Chinese Communism
was to be written, assured by Mao that "the world belongs to you; the future
of China is yours," they had quickly learned, in the words of one Red Guard
song, that "the Party is our father and our mother." I hi . Faced with any conflict
about paterni tv, their choice was clear: they were to renounce their parents.
Pasqualini recounts the story of the visit of one child, "a mean little brat of
around ten or eleven," to sec his father in the laogai in 1962:

" I didn't want to come here," he brayed loudly, "but my mother made
me, You an: a counterrevolutionary am] a disgrace to the family. You
have caused gra,·c losses to the government. It serves you right that you
arc in prison . Al! l em say is that you had better reform yourself well , or
you will ge: what you deserve." Even the guards were shocked by this
tirade. The prisoner returned to the cell in tears-itself forbidden
muttcring, "If I had known that this would happen I would have stran
gled him the Jay he was born." Tien [the guard] let the incident pass
without even a reproach."?

The child would have been fifteen years old in 1966, just the right age to join
the Red Guards. The youngest were often the most violent, and the most
zealous to humiliate their victims.

At the same time, these youngsters also felt frustrated . They had had no
opportunity for heroism, whereas the generation of their parents was always
telling them about its revolutionary or wartime experiences : the Long March,
the first red bases, the anti-Japanese guerrilla operations of 1936-1938. Once
again, to paraphrase Marx, history was to repeat itself, but this time as farce.
Deprived of most of their literary heritage and of freedom of discussion by the
hyperprudcnt teachers who had escaped the "Rectification" repression of 1957,
they used the little knowledge they had-bits of Mao with a pinch of Lenin
added-e-re question , in the name of the revolution, the gray mess that it had
become as a result of its institutionalization. Many of them, who came from
"black" categories and had been subjected to obstacles such as class-based
selection procedures and quotas, had little real hope of ever achieving a job or
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situation in life that reflected their worth or their ambitions. The elite scholarly

institutions in which "blacks" were often in the majority were also often the

most revolutionary, and the Cultural Revolution Group's decree of I October

1966 officially opening the Red Guard to the "ill born" was an essential step in

the launching of the process.!"
The authorizations, on 16 November and 15 December, for the formation

of Red Guard groups in the factories and the villages decisively extended the

movement . The same period brought the repeal of much of the negative

political legislation enacted to control workers at the beginning of the Cultural

Revolution . Seizing the moment, those who had been rehabilitated sought the

abolition of the label "right-wing" and the destruction of the secret files in

which everyone's opinions and "errors" were kept. Two types of workers joined

forces with the students : "backward elements" and others who had been dis

criminated against politically (although in practice everything had become

political) regardless of their age; and seasonal workers, generally quite young.

who were paid by the day and thus had no job security or union membership.

and who wanted wage increases and permanent contracts. 11,4 The latter group

in fact accounted for the majority of workers in the new large factories. There

were also many young cadres who saw an unexpected opportunity to advance

their careers, managers who had been punished in some manner in the past and

who were eager for some sort of revenge, and the usual opportunists. 1711 The

resulting coalition was a mixed bag of malcontents who, filled with bitterness

and a desire to better themselves socially, were ready to bunch an assault on all

institutions-schools, factories, and offices. But in the final analysis they were

always in the minority, accounting for only 20 percent of city dwellers and for

an even smaller minority countrywide. Thus they could succeed only when the

state was paralyzed by contradictory orders from the Center and when the PLA

was hampered by its own regulations. Ultimately it was always Mao himself

who alternately spurred and checked the pace of revolution , although he, too,

was often unsure what to do ; power struggles and rapidly changing local

situations left him constantly seeking a conciliation between rebellion and his

own hold on power. When these "rebels"-whose only unity consisted in the

name-finally did seize power (or rather, had it handed to them), the contra

dictions within their ranks and their own selfish ambitions immediately took

over, giving rise to terrible struggles, often armed ones, among groups that had

been able to define themselves only as being against something. Iii

The Red Guards' Hour of Glory

The persecutions carried out in 1966 by the students and schoolchild ren who

made up the majority of the "rebel revolutionaries" typify the entire Cultural
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Revolution . There were relatively few deaths, and no new tactics were used .

Though carried out with the enthusiasm and sadism of youth, otherwise they

were very similar to the purges launched against intellectuals in the 1950s . We

might well wonder if they were even spontaneous. It would surely be absurd to

believe that Mao and his henchmen pulled the strings in every Red Guard unit,

but, for instance, the jealousy of Mao's wife, Jiang Qjng, toward Wang Guang

mei, the wife of President Liu Shaoqi, is clearly discernible behind the misfor

tune that befell Liu .m He was forced to carry out an act of self-criticism and,

when Mao believed he was sufficiently isolated, was thrown into prison, where

he died under torture. On the other hand, Zhou Enlai, who was also severely

criticized, escaped humiliation . The really sensational aspect of the movement

was the use of Red Guards to settle scores at the top, showing the definitive end

to the Party solidarity that predated even the Long March. This was aug

mented by purges of young Communist cadres, 60 percent of whom were

removed from their posts, although many, like Deng Xiaoping, were reinte

grated a few years later, even before Mao's death in 1976. Even in these cases

violence was far from extreme. Unlike in Stalin's U.S.S.R. in the 1930s, many

of the high-ranking leaders and cadres survived the bad treatment they re

ceived. One little-known minister of mining was beaten to death by Red

Guards, but there were no high-level judicial executions. Liu died insane in

1969. Peng Dehuai had two ribs broken in July 1967 in what was officially

described as "a struggle" and died of cancer in 1974. Chen Yi, the minister of

foreign affairs, was sent to the countryside in 1969 but persuaded the authori

ties to allow him to return in time to be present at the deathbed of Lin Biao

before himself dying shortly afterward. The most dramatic case was that of the

minister of security, Luo Ruiqing, who was removed in a purge in November

1965 to clear the way for Kang Sheng, was imprisoned the following year, and

subsequently suffered a serious foot injury while attempting to throw himself

out a window. His foot was amputated in 1969, and the difficult operation was

long delayed to get him to make a full confession . Nevertheless he went on to

outlive Chairman Mao. Prison conditions for the leaders were humiliating and

painful, but they were much less severe than anything experienced by the

millions of prisoners whom they themselves had sent to the laogai, and they at

least had a minimum of medical care.'?'

Red Guard tactics were sadly similar all over the country, in every city and

university. Everyth ing began on 1June 1966, after the read ing out on the radio

of a dazibao (a notice in large characters) by Nie Yuanzi, who was a philosophy

teacher at Beida University in Beijing, the most prestigious university in the

country. The notice called for a "struggle" and demonized the enemy: "Break

the evil influence of revisionists, and do it resolutely, radically, totally, and

completely! Destroy these monsters, these Khrushchev-like reformers!" 174Mil-
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lion s of students began to organize into committees, and soon they identified
th e ir professors, their teachers, and the mu nicipa l ,lOU provincial authorities
who had tried to defend them as the "monsters and devils" to he hunted down.

Wi th a certa in amoun t of imag ination, they term ed them "ev il geniuses,"
" bovine ghos ts," or "repti lian spirits." Qi Bcnyu. an extremist from the Cul

rural Revoluti on G roup, said of Pcng on I HJu l~' Jl)(17: " The poisonous snake

is no lon ger moving, but he is not dead yet. T he paper tiger Pcn g Dehuai can
kill without blinking. He is a master of death . Don ' t he Ioolcd by his pose, he's

an immo bile lizard , he's simply feigning death, that 's his ins tinc t. Lvcn insects
and the lowest animals have an ins tinc t tilr surviva l; wit h carnivores like him
it 's even worse. Kick him to the floor, and stamp on him ." 175These images must

he ta ken very serious ly, for the ir purpose was to sup press pity by making it

impossible to ident ify with the vict im . Su ch name-calling prom oted the "strug
gle" and often the death of the person in que stion T he call to "kill all the
monsters," which launched the universitv movement in Beijing, lias not an idle

threat. "Class enemies" had notices stuck on their backs, were dressed up in
ridiculous clothes and hats (part icularly women ), ,111l] lorc cd into grotesque and

painful positi ons. T heir faces were smeared with ink, they wer e forced to bark

like dogs on all fours so that they would be dep rived of human dignity. One
professor named Ma, which means " horse," was forced to cat grass . Another

pro fessor, one of whose colleagues \\ as beaten to deat h bv his st udents, said : " I

can almos t und erstand how it happ ened. The landlords were enemies then.
T hey were not people rcallv. You could usc violence agains t them. It was

acce ptable." I," In August ]1}07 the Beijing press declared t hat anti-Maoists were
"rats that ran th rough the streets" and should all he killed. I ;; This process of

de humanizat ion had been seen before, in the period of th e agrarian reform in

JlH I} . In one example, a land owner was tied to a plow and whipped while being

forced to plow the field, while the peasa nts shouted : " You treated us like beasts.
Now you can he our animal!"! " And million s of ot her "ani mals" were exter
m inat ed in similar fashion. Some were even eaten: at least 137 in G uangxi,

mostl y teach ers and college pr incipals, and this with the help of cadres from

the local branch of the Communist Party. Som e Red G uards asked to be served

human flesh in the canteen, and apparently this did actually happen in some
places. Harry Wu remembers one man who was execute d in a laog«: in 1970

and whose brain was then eaten by a member of th e secu rity forces. His crime
had been to scribble " Down with Chairman ;\ lao" on a wall.' :"

It is uncl ear what the main motivati on of the Red G uards was in these
ear ly days of violence. T hey seemed to oscillate between a real desire to trans

form socie ty and a sense of participat ion in a large-scale " happe ning" that was
perhaps a reflection of the long hot summe r. These feelings were combined

with a tr aditional conform ist desire to amid trou ble, at a time when doing
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nothing meant one riske d being trea ted as a rev isionist . All th ese factors led
naturally to furth er revo lt. Co nt radic tions were apparen t from th e very outse t:

the sim plistic slogan " O ne is always right to revo lt," which Mao had an nounce d

on 18 Augus t, was heard everywhere. So me how this slogan was ass ume d to

sum up the " tho usa nd tenets" of Marxism. At the same time a real person alit y

cu lt began to take root around the president and his works, suc h as the famo us
Little Red Book. Above all it was the govern ment that seeme d to decide who

had th e right to revolt and when revolt sho uld take place. T he result was
ferocious competition among Red Guard organizatio ns to qual ify for th e pre
cious label " left." T he claim was that all organizations were und er attack, but
the army, under the control of L in Biao, prot ected the Red G uards , who wer e

given free transport and top priorit y th rough out C hina in the autu mn of 1960.

The "ex per ience exchanges" that were used to justify this often becam e littl e
more than dizzying tourist excursions till' young people who had never left their

villages, with th e five-star attraction of a chance of meeting C hairma n Mao
himsel f. Such meetings featured obligator y displays of fervor and tears from

the girl s. Sometimes people were cr ushed to death in the rush .?"

O n III August Mao decreed: " We don 't want gentleness; we want war,"

and th e Red Gu ard Song Binhin (whose name me ant "Gentle Song") swiftly
change d her name to So ng Yaowu ("Song Wa n ts War") ."! T he new mini ster

of sec urity, Xie F uzhi, who was one of Jia ng Qjn g's circle, told an audience of

police cadres in late August:

We can' t act like everyone else and Iullow normal police procedure. If
you arres t people because they have bea ten others, you are mistaken:
should Red G uards who kill be punished ' j\ly opinion is that if people
have died, well, they're dead; there's not hing we can do about that, and
it isn' t our problem . I am not happy with the idea that the masses are
killing people, but if the masses hate bad people so much that we can't
stop them, then let's not both er trying to sto p them. The people's police
has to be behind the RcJ G uards. We must sympathize with them and
pass information to them , particularly where thc Five [b lack] Categories
arc concerned.1.<2

Thus initially conflict was relatively risk free: faced with a Party buffeted by
contrad ictory current s, stunned by Mao' s audacity, and afraid to condem n

what they saw, intellectuals and everything associated with th em-books,

paintings, porcelain, libraries, museum s, and monuments-were easy targe ts

on which all the factions could easily agree.
The Chinese Co mmunist Part y had a lon g trad ition of ant i- intellectual

ism , and Mao was a part icu larly noteworthy exam ple. Red G ua rds everywhe re
rep eated his slogan: "T he capitalist class is thc skin; the intellect uals are th e
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hairs that grow on the skin. When the skin dies, there will be no hair."!"

Officials became incapable of pronouncing the word "intellectual" without

adding the adjective "stinking." Jean Pasqualini, when he was once cleaning his

sandal after emerging from a pigsty, was told by a guard: "Your brain is dirtier

than that, and it smells worse roo' Stop that immediately. That is a bourgeois

habit. Clean your head instead!"!" At the beginning of the Cultural Revolution,

all schoolchildren and students were given a little volume by Mao about teach

ing, in which he condemned all teachers who could not distinguish the five

different types of grain, and who "become stupider the more they learn." He

favored shorter periods of study and the abolition of selective entry by an exam

system: universities were for training Reds, not experts, and they should be
open to anyone who was born a Red .IH;

Having for the most part already been through several sclt-cnricisms, the

intellectuals had little will to resist. Older writers, often wearing ridiculous

outfits, were paraded through the streets for hours until they dropped from

exhaustion, while the young hurled insults and blows. A number of them died

that way. Others killed themselves, including the great Lao She in August, and

Fu Lei, the translator of Balzac and Mallarrnc, in September. Tcng To was

killed; Wu Han, Chao Shu-li, and Liu Ching died in prison; and POl Kin spent

years under house arrest. Ding Ling had ten years' work confiscated and

destroyed.'!" The sadism and fanaticism of these rebellious killers was over

whelming; at the university of .\iamen (Fujian), "Some reachers could no

longer stand the constant attacks and criticism and fell ill and died more or less

in our presence. I felt no pity for them, no more than I did lilr the handful who

killed themselves by throwing themselves out of windows or for the one who

threw himself into our hot spring and boiled to death."lx; About one in ten of

all teachers were removed, and many more suffered serious intimidation.

Cities waited for the arrival of the Red Guards in the wuv that one waits

for a storm to hit, particularly during the campaign against "the Four Old

Fashioned Things't-i-old ideas, old culture, old customs, and old habits

which was launched by Lin Biao on I II August. Temples were barricaded

(although a great number were badly damaged or destroyed all the same, often

in public ilU(IIS-dil~/l0, treasures were hidden, frescoes were whitewashed for

protection, and books were hidden. All the sets and costumes at the Beijing

Opera were burned to make way for the revolutionary operas with contempo

rary themes that were demanded by Mao's wife and that for a decade were to

be the only authorized form of cultural expression. The Great Wall itself was

partially destroyed as bricks were removed from it to build pigsties. Zhou had

the Imperial Palace in Beijing partially walled up and protected b, his troops. lSI!

Various religious groups were affected: the monks were expelled from the

famous Buddhist monastery on Wutai Mountain, its ancient manuscripts were
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burned, and several of its sixty temples were partially destroyed; the Korans

of the Uighurs in Xinjiang were burned; and celebrations of the Chinese New

Year were banned. Xenophobia, which had a long history in China, was taken

to an extreme. "Imperialist" tombs in some cemeteries were looted, 189 all Chris

tian practices were more or less banned, and all English or French inscriptions

on the Bund in Shanghai were chiseled away. Nien Cheng, who was the widow

of an Englishman and who had offered a Red Guard a cup of coffee while he

was on requisition duty, found herself being asked: "Why do you have to drink

a foreign beverage? Why do you have to eat foreign food? Why do you have so

many foreign books? Why are you so foreign altogetheri''T? The Red Guards,

who took themselves extremely seriously, thought it was a good idea to ban

"wastes of revolutionary energy" such as cats, birds, and flowers. The prime

minister himself was forced to intervene to prevent legislation that would have

made a red traffic light mean "go." In big cities such as Shanghai, teams shaved

the head of anyone caught in the streets with long or lacquered hair, tore up

trousers that were too tight, ripped high heels off shoes, slit open pointed shoes,

and forced shops to change their names; the presence of hundreds of shops

called "East Is Red," all filled with identical portraits of the leader, caused the

inhabitants to lose their bearings. I'll Anyone who failed to comply received a

picture of Mao that it was considered a sacrilege to destroy. Red Guards

stopped passersby and forced them to recite their favorite quotation from

Mao. In Many people were afraid to leave their houses.

The hardest times for millions of "Black" families were the cycles of Red

Guard requisitioning. Searching for proof of imaginary crimes, looking for

silver and gold for the local authorities, their organization, or themselves, and

carrying out acts of wanton vandalism, the Guards looted and destroyed many

houses. Humiliation, insults, and blows were all part of the process. Anyone

who tried to resist was punished severely. The slightest expression of disdain

or mockery, or any refusal to reveal the location of "treasures," led to a rain of

blows often ending in death, and at the very least to wholesale destruction of

the property. 1
1
11 There were also a few deaths among the Guards. People were

often "visited" several times, by different units, and so as not to lose face, the

last to arrive would often carry off the tiny amount of belongings that re

mained, which had been left by the others to enable the family to survive. In

such conditions most deaths undoubtedly came about as a result of suicide, but

it is impossible to put a number on these deaths; many murders were also made

to look like suicides.
Some figures are available, however. The Red Terror in Beijing caused

approximately 1,700 deaths, 33,600 houses were raided, and 84,000 "blacks"

were chased out of the city. 194 In Shanghai, 150,000 lodgings were taken over,

and 32 tons of gold was seized. In the great industrial city of Wuhan, in Hubei
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P rovince, 2 I ,000 properties were raided , 32 peop le were beat en to deat h , and

th ere were 62 sui cides.J~5 Somet imes genuine atrocit ies were co mm itted . In the

Daxing district, south of th e ca pital, 325 "blacks" and th eir famil ies were

mu rd ered in th e space of five days-the eldest was eigh ty a nd th e youngest was

thirty-e ight d ays old . O ne doctor was executed for "assass ina ting a Red "-his

patient had died of an allergic reac tion to peni cill in . J ~IJ The " investigatio ns"

inside the govern ment adminis tra tio n, carried ou t by policemen dressed as Red

G uards , were massive and so me times mu rd erous: the re were 1,200 execu tions

in the purge of the Ministry for Security; 22 ,000 people were interrogated and

many imprisoned during the in vesti gati on into Li u S hao q i; 60 percent of the

members of t he Ce ntra l Co mmi ttee (which ha rdl y ever met ) and 75 percent of

all provincial Part y secre taries were expelled and usu ally also ar rested . In all,

for the who le per iod of th e C ultu ra l Revolution , bet ween 3 mill ion and 4

million of the 18 million cad res were im priso ned , as wer e 400,000 so ldiers,

despite th e banning of Red G uards in th e PLA. J ~ 7 Among the intell ectuals,

142,000 teachers, 53,000 scientists and technicians, 500 tea ch er s of medicine,

and 2,600 ar t ists and write rs were persecu ted , and ma ny of th em were killed

or commi tt ed suicide .J9~ In S hang hai, whe re in tellectuals were es pecially nu 

merou s, it was officially estimated in 197B th at 10,000 people had died vio len t
deaths as a res ult of th e C ult ura l Revolu tion .J~

It is astonishing how eas y it was for th ese young Red Guards, who in 1966

and 1967 had relatively few alli es in th e ot her strat a of soci et y, to attack and

critic ize Part y leader s in the stadi ums of Beijin g, or eve n torture them to dea th,

as was th e cas e for th e Part y leader in T ian jin and th e ma yor of S hang hai . The

latt er was a ttached to th e cr an e of a st ree t-car breakd own tr uck and severely

bea ten whi le an nouncing that he would rather d ie tha n co nfess to any thi ng. 1llO

T he onl y possible explanation was that C hair man Mao, which meant the state

apparatus, supported the "revolutionaries" with decisions like the o ne on

26 Jul y 1966 (su bsequent ly revoked ) to clos e all seconda ry sc hools and hi gher

ed uca tion es ta blishme nts for six months to mob ilize wh at was in effect a force

of 50 million schoo lchi ldren . With noth ing to do, and free to do whatever thev

liked , even killin g (dea ths were later descr ibed as "acciden ts"), and end less l~

egged on b y the official med ia, what co uld have stood in th e way of these
schoolchildren-

One of their first pogroms took place in one of th e top secondary sc hools
in X iame n:

At twelve o'c lock . .. as a few of us were on our way back from a swim
in the sea, we heard screams and sho uts as we ap proached the school
gate. Some schoolmates ran up to us shouting, "The struggle has begun!
The str uggle has begun!"
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I ran inside. O n th e at hletic field an d fart her in side, before a new
four-stor y classroom building, I saw rows of teach ers, about 40 or 50 in
all, with black ink poured over thei r heads and face s so th at they were
now in rea lity a "b lack gang." Han ging on th eir necks were placards wi th
words suc h as " reactionary acade mic aut hori ty so-and-so," "corrup t
rin gleader so-a nd-so," "class enemy so-and-so," "capitalis t roader so
and-so" : all epithets taken from th e news papers . O n each p lacard was a
red cross, mak ing th e teachers look like co ndem ned pr isoner s awai ting
execution . They all wore dunce cap s painted with similar ep ithets and
carried dirty broom s, shoes, and du ster s on their backs.

Hanging from their necks were pai ls filled with roc ks. I saw th e
princ ipal: the pail aro und his neck was so heavy that the wire had cu t
deep into his neck and he was s tagge ring . All were barefoot , hitting
broken gongs or po ts as they walked aro und the field crying ou t: " I am
black gangs te r so-a nd-so ." Finally, they all knelt down, bu rn ed ince nse ,
and begged Ma o Zedong to " pardon th eir crimes."

I was stunned by thi s scene and I felt myself go pale. A few gir ls
nearly fainte d.

Beati ngs and to rtu re followed . I had never see n suc h tortures be
fore: eating nightsoil and insec ts, being subjec ted to electr ic shocks,
being forced to knee l on broken glass, bei ng hanged " like an airplane" by

the ar ms and legs.
T hose who im mediate ly took up th e stick s and appl ied the tortures

were th e schoo l b ullies who, as child ren of Party cadres and ar my
officers, belon ged to the five " red" categories, a gro u p th at also incl ud ed
children of workers, poor and lower-m iddle peasants, and revolut ion ar y
mart yrs . .. Coarse and cr ue l, the y were accustome d to throwing around
their paren ts' status and bra wling with the other st uden ts. T hey did so
poorly in schoo l that the y were about to be expel led, and presumably
resent ed the teach ers because of thi s.

G reatl y emboldened by the inst igat ors, th e othe r st udents also
cried "Beat them !" and jumpe d o n the teachers, swi ngi ng th eir fists and
kicking. T he st ragglers were forced to ha ck th em up with loud shouts
and clenched fists.

There was noth ing st range in th is. Young students were ord inar ily
peaceful and well- behaved, but on ce the first ste p was taken, all were
bound to follow . . .

T he heaviest blow to me th at d ay was th e kill ing of m y most
respected and beloved teacher, Chen Ku-tch . . .

Teacher Chen, over sixty years old and suffering from high blood
pressur e, was dr agged out at II :30, exposed to th e summe r sun for more
than two hours, and th en paraded abo u t with the othe rs car ryi ng a
placard and hit tin g a gong. T hen he was dragged up to th e second floor
of a classroom building and down again, beat en with fists and br oom-
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sticks all along the way. On the second fl oor some of his attackers ran
into a classroom to get some bamboo carrying poles with which to beat
him further. I stopped them, pleading, "You don't have to do this. This
is too much!"

He passed out several times but was brought back to consciousness
each time with cold water splashed on his face. He could hardly move
his body. His feet were cut by glass and thorn s. But his spirit was
unbroken. He shouted, "Why don't you kill mc? Kill me!" This lasted
for six hours, until he lost control of his excrement. They tried to force
a stick into his rectum. He collapsed for the last time. They poured cold
water on him again-it was too late. The killers were stunned momen
tarily, as it was probably the first time they had ever beaten a man to
death , and it was the first time most of us had ever witnessed such a
scene. People began to run away, one after another . . . They dragged
him off the field to a wouden shack where the teachers used to play
ping-pong. There they put him on a dirty gym mat and summoned the
school doctor.

"Check carefully whether he died of high blood pressure. You are
not allowed to defend him."

Th e doctor examined him and pronounced him dead of torture.
Some of those present seized the doctor and began to beat him up, too.

"Why arc you breathing air from the same nostril as his? Do you
want to be like him?"

Finally, the doctor wrote on the death certificate "Death due to a
sudden attack of high blood prcssure. V'"

The Revolutionaries and TheirMaster

For a long time there was a much-cherished legend in the West: that the Red
Guards were nothing more than a slightly more fanatical vers ion of the French
revolutionaries of 1%8.202After the fall of the Gan g of Four, a legend just as far
from the truth arose in China : that the Red Guards were the cryptofascist
helpers of a bunch of polit ical opportunists. The reality was very different : the
"rebels" thought of themselves as good Maoist Communists, untouched by any
democratic or libertarian ideal; and for the most part they were precisely that.
ln the absence of democratic centralism, the whole experiment effectively
end ed in less than two years, but during that time they collectively represented
a str ange alternative Communist Party at a moment when the real "Communist
Party" was paralyzed by division at its very heart. They were ready to give up
their lives for Mao, and although they also had strong personal and ideological
links to Lin Biao and to the Cultural Revolution Group of Jiang Qing, they
were only really an alternative insofar as they opp osed the municipal and
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provincial authorities who were opposed to Mao. They were also of course a
supplementary force in the struggles for power inside the palace in Beijing.
The boundless energy of these tens of mill ions of young people was almost
purel y destructive. During the hrief periods when the y did hold posit ions of
power they achieved absolutely nothing and failed to modify the totalitarian
stru cture that was already in place in any significant way. The Red Guards
often pretend ed that the ir aim was to model themselves on the French Com
munards of 1871, but the election s that the y organized were never free or open .
All decisions were taken by small, self-appointed groups, and any changes were
simply the result of struggles within the movement and in th e administr ative
structures that were under their con trol."!' From time to time there were small,
individual victories, and some of the social demand s by work ers in factories
were met; hut these achievements onl y made the swing back again in 1%8

more dilficult .i'"
The Red Guards were linked to the Communist movement in many

different ways. In June and Jul y 1966 the working parties th at were sent into
the main educational establishments by Liu Shuoqi 's group and the various
provincial groups that depended on them established the first "black dens" for
professors and provided the impetus for the first Red Guard groups. Although
they were officially taken out of serv ice in earl y Augu st, as part of Mao's task
force in the Central Committee they sometimes had a lasting influence in
various local organizations.r'" In any case they were a major cause of the
systematic recourse to violence against teachers and cadres in the edu cation
system, and they open ed the way for the movement again st the Four Old 
Fashioned Thin~s . That movement, though supporte d by local authorities, was
largely the work of the police, who provided all the necessary information,
gathered evidence, and confiscated property. In IY7S Nien Cheng was surprised
and overjoyed to recover a large amoun t of her porcelain collection, which had
been seized under such violent circumstances twel ve years earl ier. At that time
those who had taken part in previous campaigns, as well as a few middl e-rank
ing cadres, were used as scapegoats to protect the people who had really been

directing oper ations.
The extension of the movement into the factories, along with Mao 's

growing sense that his goal-the elimination of all political rivals-was slipping
out of his grasp, led to ever-greater confrontations between rehels and munici 
pal or provincial authorities. But the local authorities invari ably knew very well
how to orchestrate mass demonstrations, which were hard to distinguish from
demonstrations by rebel s closer to the Maoist line. The rebels on the other hand
were more independent locally and saw their salvation in alignment with th e
"super-Central Committee" that the Cultural Revolution Group had become,
in which Kang Sheng played a discreet but essential role . Specialized teams
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maint ained close contact with Beijing (in the earl y days, th ese teams were ofte n

mad e up of stude nts from the capita l), which sent adv ice and black lists (incl ud

ing the names of two-thirds of the member s of the Ce ntral Co mmi ttee ), wait ed

for results and eviden ce, and rewarded its allies with the pr eciou s "good label s"

that served as a sort of magic shield aga ins t the PLA . 21 ~ ' T he rebels wer e just

as depend ent on the state machinery as th eir ad versari es we re, but in a di ffer ent

manner. All groups were unit ed on the qu esti on of repression, which was on e

enormo us difference from the revolutionary tr adition in th e West. If th e laogai
camps were ever criticized (some thing that happened ver v rar ely ), it was for

their laxity: N ien Cheng, for exam ple, recalls how bruta l and in humane th e new

Mao ist pr ison guards were. Hua Linsham, who was an ultraleft rebel and

ope nly opposed to the PLA, work ed in the part of a p rison factory wher e ar ms

were ma nufac tured; yet " thro ugho ut our stay there, the pr isone rs stayed in

the ir cells and we had almost no contact with the m ." 20' T he Red G uards , who

used kidn aping as an esse ntial weap on in their repressive armory, had th eir own

net work of pen itent iaries in every sc hoo l, governme nt office, and factory. In

these "stables" or "fo yers" (t he preferred eu ph emi sm was "stud y cente rs")

people were confined, inter rog ated , and to rt ure d incessant ly, with great care

and imagina tion. Ling recalls one informal "psychol ogical stu dy gro u p" in his

schoo l: "A t gro up meet ing we avoided ment ioning the tortu res, but we re

garde d torture as an art . . . We even tho ug ht our study ina deq ua te .. . th er e

were man y methods we could not test. " ItI~ One " rad ica l" m ilitia in Hangzhou,

cons isting mostl y of " blacks" who had themselves been per secuted, had on

average I,O{)O people in its three "i nvestigation centers" a t any given tim e. It
condem ned twent y-three people for slanderi ng its leader, \\'en g Se n he; and its

workers received three days off for every day th at they worked, as well as free

meals."? In all statements mad e by for mer Red G uards , descripti on s of repres

sive practices have a central place. There arc countless sto r ies of adversaries

who were beaten to the floor, paraded aro und, hum iliated , and som et imes

killed , seemingly without opposition from any qu arter. The period of the

Cul tu ral Revolu tion was also marked by th e reim prisonment of for mer de

tainees, by the reapplication of previou sly remo ved " right" labels, and by t he

sys tematic ar rest of foreigner s or Chinese peopl e who had lived ab road . There

were also new infamie s, such as a daughter's obli gation to serve out the remain

der of the sen tence of a fathe r who had died .2IO Civil admin istrat ion suffered

considerab ly, that of the Iaogui mu ch less. Perh aps th is genera tion was a gen

eration of jailers rath er than rebels.' !'
From the ideological point of view, even rad ical rebel gro ups th at wer e

concern ed with the elaboration of new theories, such as the S heng wu lian gro up

in Hunan, were unable to break from the ex tremely limi ted Maoist fra me of

reference.212 Ma o' s thinking was always so vague and his words so contrad icto ry
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that they could be turned to mean almos t an ything: both co nserv at ives and

rebel s had their stock of qu ot ations-sometimes th e same quotat ions, int er

preted diffe rentl y.' !' In the stra nge plac e that was Ch ina during the C u lt ura l

Revolution , a beggar co uld justify stea ling by quoting Mao's words about

mutual assistan ce, and a worker in th e und er ground eco nomy who had s tolen

bri cks could reject all scru ple s, for "the wo r king class must exe rc ise lead ership

in ever ything.V" But th ere was always one hard , central idea: the sa ncti fication

of violence, the radi cal nature of class st ruggle and its polit ical implications .i!'
For peopl e who followed the correct line, any thing was permitted. Even the

rebels could not dis tance th em selves fro m offici al prop aganda; th eir texts

closely imitated th e official lan gua ge of th e Pa rty. They lied outrageously not

I h . dill>only to the masses but a so to t etr own com ra es.
Perhaps the most d ra matic effect of the C ultu ra l Revolution was its rein

forcement of th e con sen su s favoring th e caste sys te m created in th e 1950s.

Things could have gon e quite differently. To sp eed things alon g, the Cultural

Revolution Group had opene d the door s of its o rga niza tion to "blacks," who

ru shed to join . Since 45 per cent of the ch ild ren of all int ellectuals in C hina

were enrolled in schools in Ca nton, a di sproportionate number signed up in

the south. The ch ildren of cadres and of people formally recognized as workers

mad e up 82 percent of co nse rvatives in the great southe rn m etropoli s. The

rebel s, bu oyed by the su ppo rt of worke rs who had no recognized status , were

the natural enemies of political cadres, while the conservat ives concen trated

their fire on the "blacks." But because the rebels' pr ogram incl ude d the elimi

nati on of soc iopo lit ical di vision s (an aspect that pr omi sed escape from th e

stigma of their ow n in ferior sta tus) , th ey launched a campaign of repression

against both the conservatives and the "blacks," hoping th at th e blows would

not fall on their ow n rel at ives. Worse still, t hey accepted for themselves the new

noti on of class heredity that had been put for ward by the Beijing Red Guards,

most of whom were th e children of cadres and so ld iers.
This notion was expressed, for example, in a remarkable marching song:

If the father is bra ve, the son will be a hero .
If he's a react ionary, the son will be an assh ole.
If you're a revolutionary, step forward and join us.

If you're not , get lost!

Get lost!
We're gonna chase you out of your fucking job!
Kill! Kill! KilJ!l17

On e "well-bo rn" person commen ted : " We were born Red! Our Redness

comes from the body of our mother. And I tell you quite clearly: You were born
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Black ! What can you do abo ut th at?" 2IHT he racia lizatio n of categories was

d evast atin g. Z hai Zhenhua, be lt in hand and insults at th e ready, forced t he

" blac k" half o f his class to spe nd all their time study ing Mao: " If they are to

save themselves, they must firs t learn to be ashamed of th eir horrible fami ly

origins, and to hate their parents.t? " Naturally there was no qu estion of thei r

jo in in g the Red Guards. Red G uards patrolled the train sta tion in Beijin g,

beating up and sending hom e any Red G ua rd who had th e wrong ori gins.

People were often more tolerant in the pro vinces, and there " blacks" sometimes

d id hold position s of respon sibility, but th e advantage always went to th e

" we llbo rn." Th us, in the case of a schoo lgirl nicknamed " Piggy," Ling recalls:

" Piggy 's class background , a major qualifi cati on , was very good: she was from

a m ason 's fam ily and often boasted that for three gene ra tions her family had

never had a roof over the ir heads."I2U In any verba l con fron tatio n, the class ca rd

was always pl ayed and always won . Hua Linsharn, who was a very militant

rebel, was on ce thrown off a tr ain by som e ra ther conservativ e Red Guards:

" W hat I still feel today was how much th ey found my ph ysical pr esence

offens ive and dirt y . . . I sudde nly had th e feeling that I W ,IS something 4 uite

disgusting.Y" In dem on st rat ion s, child ren with paren ts in th e Fi ve Red cate

gor ies (Party cadres, army officers, work ers, poor peasants, and revolut ion ar y

m artyr s) always played the lead ing role.w Apa rt heid divid ed th e entire socie ty.

At a meeting of a neighb orh ood committee in l lJ73, N ien C he ng sa t down by

m istake with the proletariat. "A lmost as if an elec tr ic shock had hit them , the

two workers closest to me immed iatel y moved th eir stool s away from me so th at

I sat isolated in the crowded room ." She th en went over to join a group of

women, "members of the denounced capitalist class and intellectuals, the out

cas ts of the C ultural Revolut ion ." ?" She mak es it clear that it was neith er th e

poli ce nor th e Part y that impose d thi s segrega tion.

From Factional Fighting to the Crushing of the Rebels

T he seco nd phase of the movement began in early January 1% 7, when the

question of power came to th e fore. The Maoist Center knew th at the point of

no return had been reached in th e confrontation with the former Liuist leader

sh ip, which was up against th e ropes in Beijin g but could still count on power

ful a llies in m ost of the provinces. To kill it off definitivel y, the rebel s had to

se ize power. Si nce the army, the ma jor player in th e game, was steadfastly

refu sin g to ste p in, it was clea r that th e president 's new troop s would have all

the room to maneuver th at th ey needed. Shang ha i gave th e first signa l in

J anuary, and qui ckly all th e municip aliti es and Party commi ttees were over

th rown. Suddenly the rebels could no lon ger simp ly cri ticize fro m the side

lines, but had to take on th e task of governing. And so the d isaster beg an :
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tension s began to mount between rival gro ups o f reb els, bet ween stud en ts and

workers, and bet ween workers on long-term co n trac ts and d ay laborers.V"
T hese ten sion s qu ickl y grew into ma jor co nfro nta tions invol vin g entire ci ties,

and th en esca lated into hand -to-hand fightin g with guns and knives. T he

Maoist leaders, now so dose to seizi ng power, s ud d enly took fri ght: industrial

production was collapsing (fallin g 49 percent in Wuhan in January),IIS the

govern ment admin istration was cr um blin g, and splinter gr oups were begin

ning to take power. C hina was suffering from a cruel lack of com pe ten t cad re s,

and so th e reb els had no option but to reinsta te m ost of th ose who had com e

und er att ack. Producti on at factories had to be restored , an d educa tiona l esta b 

lishm ents could not remain closed indefinitely. So at th e end of January th e

leadershi p made two decisi ons: to crea te a new power str uc ture, com posed of

the Revolution ar y Committees and based on the principl e of " three in o ne,"

meaning an all iance am ong th e rebels, the former cadres, and t he PLA; and to

push the Red G uards gently tow ard the exit s (o r back to the classrooms), if

necessary by makin g usc of Mao's other weapon, the army itself, which had

been on alert for six months.

Proximity to th e Center was no protection to the rebels th en , and th e

Cultura l Revolut ion still had many surpr ises to com e. In Apr il the return to

norm alization was going so smoo thly that Mao was worried. E verywher e the

conservatives and th e peopl e who had been pus he d out in J anuar y were lift in g

their heads again ami in some cases even for mi ng a potentiall y dangerou s

alliance with th e PLA . S uc h was th e situation in Wuhan , where the rebels were

in retreat. The tim e had therefore come for another swift turn to the left, which

was reinforced in Jul y by the arrest of Wuhan's military leaders over a two-day

period by eRG representatives. But as occurred whenever the Maoist Red

Guards felt tha t th ings were goi ng well, th e s hift unl eash ed violence and

fact ion al fighting verg ing on anarchy, making the formation o f Re volutionary

Councils impossible in some places. As a result, in September the PLA was

authori zed to usc its weapons (unt il th en it had been forced to stand by and

watch as its arsena ls wer e ra ided ). T his mo ve gave a new impetus to the rebels.

In some senses 196Hwas a repetitio n of 1967. In March Mao was ag ain worried

and made another but more mod erate turn to the left. The co nfrontations

became more and more bloody, and the rebel s were completely cr ushed in July.

T h us mu ch dep ended on M ao' s hesitation s as he found him self faced with

a cruel and inescap able dilemma: chaos on th e left or orde r on the right . All

the actors awaited the di rector' s next mo ve, hopin g it would be to their ad van

tage. It was a st ran ge situatio n, with mortal ene m ies all depen d ent on th e same

living god. So, for example, when the power ful conse rvat ive C onfederation of

the Mi llion H eroes in Wuhan learned in Jul y 1967 that th ings were not to go

its way, it decla red : "Whe ther we arc co nvinc ed or not , we must foll ow and
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apply the decisions that come from the Center, without any reservations" and
immediately disbanded. i" Because there was never a definitive interpretation
of what Mao said, those who might be imagined to be in a position of author
ity-the Party comrnittecs-i-were little heeded in practice. Confusion also
reigned concerning the real intentions of the Center, as people found it hard
to believe that Mao himself could be so indecisive. The swings of the pendulum
wert: so great that soon everyone was demanding some sort of vengeance, and
the victors of the moment never practiced magnanimity.

In addition to these external factors, two internal factors played an impor
tant role in increasing violence, particularly inside the rebel organizations . The
interests of small groups and individual ambitions, which were never arbitrated
in a democratic fashion, constantly led to new splits inside the parties, while
cynical "political entrepreneurs" tried to improve their positions by associating
with the new local powers, especially by cultivating close relations with the
regional PLA headquarters . Many ended up having close links with the Gang
of Four and effectively became provincial dictators. Little by little the factional
struggles lost their political character and became straightforward struggles for
power between those who had the top positions and the people who wanted to
replace them .227 And as was the case in the laogai, anyone who made accusations
was always right, since the accusations came with a barrage of quotations and
sacrosanct slogans. As a rule, those who tried to defend themselves always
ended up in even deeper trouble. The only effective riposte was a counterac
cusation at a higher level. It mattered little whether the accusation had any
basis; the important thing was that it be couched in correct political terms. The
logic of the debate thus constantly expanded the battlefield and the number of
targets. 22M In the final analysis, since everything was political, the tiniest incident
could be overinterpreted as proof of the worst criminal intentions. The out
come was arbitration through physical elimination.

These events might be described as civil war rather than massacre, although
the one leads almost automatically to the other. It was increasingly a war that
involved everyone. In Wuhan, in late December ]966, the rebels imprisoned
3,] 00 cadres and conservatives.F' The first death in the confrontations between
the rebels and the Million Heroes came about on 27 May 1967. As a result
armed positions were taken up at strategic points . The rebel headquarters was
seized on 17 June with 25 deaths . Casualties rose to 158 by 30June. After their
defeat, 600 conservatives were killed, and another 66,000 suffered persecution
of one sort or another. At the moment of the turn to the left in March 1968,
the hunt suddenly intensified. Tens of thousands were held in a stadium,
militia groups that were increasingly ruled by the mob sowed panic in the
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streets, and arms flooded in from neighboring provinces. In May, fighting
between rebel factions led to a generalized belief that civil war was under way
once more, and on 27 May SO,O()O weapons were stolen from the army in a
single day. This was a new record . A real black market in arms opened up on a
nationwide scale. Factories even began to turn out tanks and explosives for the
different rebel factions . I3\' mid-June, 57 people had been killed by stray bul
lets. Shops were looted, h;nks were raided, and the population began to flee the
city. But like a deus t:.r machina, a single statement from Beijing saved the day,
causing the rebels to fold. The PLA intervened on 22 Jul y and took charge
without the tiring of a single shot, and the factions were forced to disband in
SeptemberB ll In areas such as the relatively nonindustrial Fujian region, the
split was less one between conservatives and rebels than it was the age-old
divide between town and country. When Red Guards from Xiamen arrived in
the provincial capital, they were attacked by reopie shouting: "Fuzhou belongs
to the Fuzhou natives! . . . People of Fuzhou, do not forget your ancestors! We

I' X· I"lll I Sh haishall always be sworn enemies of the people 0 ramen : nang at, 111 a
slightly I~ss direct manner, the real confrontation \~as between peo~le from
regions to the north and south of Jiangsu Province.-Il Even on the tiny local
level of Long Row, the struggle among revolutionary factions barely disguised
the reemergence of the old quarrel between the Lu dan, which dominated the
north side of the village, and the Shen dan, which ruled the south side. This
was also the moment when old scores were settled, including quarrels that
dated back to the Japanese occupation or the bloody beginnings of agrarian
reform in 1946,2\1 In the highly rural Guangxi region, the conservatives, who
had been thrown out of Guilin, progressively encircled the town with peasant
militias and ulrirnarelv emerged victorious.!" In Canton in July and August
\967, pitched battles among various factions of the Red Flag and East Wind
groups led to 90() deaths.i" Some of the battles even involved artillery.

How hard conditions really were during this period can be gauged from
the following statement by a Red Guard who was then fourteen years old: "We
were young. \"k were fanatical. We thought that Mao was a really great man,
that he alone had the truth , that he was the truth . I believed everything that he
said. And I believed that there were good reasons for the Cultural Revolution.
We thought we were revolutionaries, and because we were the revolutionaries
who followed Mao's orders, we thought we could solve everything, solve all the
problems of our society."2>" Atrocities became more and more widespread, and
were of a more "traditional" nature than they had been the year before. The
following events were witnessed near Lanzhou, in Gansu: "There must .have
been about fifty vehicles . . . each one had a body strapped across the radiator.
Some lorries had more than one tied to them. They were all stretched out
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diagonall y, and tied there with rope and wire . . . The crowd surrounded one

man and stabbed him with sp ears and ru stic swords, until he fell to the ground
and lay there, a bleeding heap of 11esh."2.17

In the second half of 196R the army reasserted control and tightened its

grip. The Red Gu ards were disbanded, and that autumn millions of young

people (by 1970 the total was 5.4 million) were sent out into the countryside in

the hope that they would remain there.i" Many stayed for a decade or more.

Before Mao 's death , between 12 million and 20 million people were for cibly

ruralized in this fashion, including I million people from Shanghai, repre~

senting 18 percent of the city's popularion .t'" Three million cadres who had

been removed from their posts wer e sent (often for several years ) to the 7 Ma y

Schools, rehabilitation centers that were prisons in all but name. 2-10Without any

doubt this was the year of the greatest massacres, as worker parties and soldiers

took back various campuses and cities in the southern regions. Wuzhou, in

Guangxi, was destroyed with heavy artillery and napalm. Guilin was taken on

19August by 30,000 soldiers and armed peasants after a real military campaign

in which pol itical and military teams managed to fan the country dwellers '

imlifferencc toward the Cultural Revolution into active hostility. F;)r six days

rebels were executed en masse. In the month after the fighting' in Guilin had

end ed, the terror spread throughout the countryside, this time directed against

the " blac ks" and the Kuorninrang, who were the eternal scapegoats. It was so

thorough that at the end some regions could boast that they were "entirely free

of any member of any of the five Black categories." 2-11 Itwas then that the future

chairman of the Communist Party, Hua Guo/eng, who was in charge of security

for his province, gained the title "the butcher of Hunan." The southern part

of the country suffered most: there were perhaps JOO,OO(} deaths in Guangxi,

40,000 in Guangdong, 30,000 in Yurman. v" The Red Guards were extremely

cruel, but th e worst atrocities were carried out bv their executioners the
soldiers and militias carrying out the Party's orders. . ,

Former Red Guard Hua Linshan recalls the reprisals in Guilin:

As soon as day broke, the soldiers started searching the houses and
arr esting people. At the same time they shouted instructions through
megaphones. They had drawn up a list of ten crimes, including the
seizure of a prison, raids on a bank, attacks on am rnilitarv installation
tilrcible entry into any facility of the security sc;vices, raids on trains :
and parti cipation in the armed struggle. Anyone who was suspected of
any of these crimes was arrested and suffered the justice of the "dicta
torship of the proletariat." I did a quick calculation and realized that I
was guilty or at least six of thos e crimes. But [ had done all of them "for
the good of the revolution ." I had not obtained any personal advantage
or profit from any of them. If I had not wanted to take part in the
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revolution, I would not have carried out any of those criminal acts.
Suddenly I was being asked to be responsible for them . It seemed quite
unfair, and naturally I was very afraid .. .

I learned later that the soldiers had killed a number of our
wounded heroes who were lying in the hospital , and they had cut the
supplies of blood and oxygen to those who were undergoing transfu
sions, killing more of these sorts of people. Those who could still walk
had all their medication taken away, and they were taken to temporary
prisons.

One wounded man managed to slip away, and the soldiers cordoned
off the whole area . They searched all the rooms all over again. Anyone
whose name was not written on the local list s was arrested, and that was
my fate too . . .

When I was in pri son [in School No.7 in Guilin] I met up with an
old classmate from the time I was studying to be a mechanic. He told me
that one of the combat heroes from our school had been killed by the
soldiers. He had become a hero by holding out on a hilltop against the
enemy assault for three days and three nights. The rebel general, in
recognition of his courage, had given him the nickname " unique and
courageous hero." The soldiers who took over the school and arrested so
man y people had asked him to come out from the crowd . They tied him
up in a sack and hung him from a tree in front of all the stu dents so that
he truly resembled a "gall bladder" [in Chinese the term evokes the
notion of "unique and courageous hero"] . Then the y heat him to death
in the sack with their rifle burrs .

There were many other stories as horrible as that one going around
the prison, but I tried not to listen to them . Executions had gone on for
two days all over town, and they had become the major topic of conver
sation. The killing started to seem almost normal. The people who were
carrying them out did not seem much bothered by them, and the people
who talked about them had become cold and unfeeling. I listened to
these stories as though they were about some other world.

The worst thing in prison was always when one of the prisoners
agreed to cooperate with the authorities, and came around to try to
single out his previous companions. The guards would suddenly give us
an order like "Lift your horrible dog heads!" and a few masked individu
als would then enter the room and stare at us for a long time. If they saw
someone they knew, the soldiers would point a gun at him and order him
to leave with ' them . Often they were executed imrnediarely.I"

Thus in 196R the state reasserted itself with all its former perquisites. It,
again assumed a monopoly of institutionalized violence, and did not hesitate

to use it. An increase in the number of public executions marked a return to

the police tactics used before the Cultural Revolution . In Shanghai, former
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worker Wang Hongwen, a protege of Jiang Qjng and soon to be vice chairman

of the Party, proclaimed a "victory over anarchy." On 27 April several rebel

leaders were condemned to death and immediately killed in front of a vast

crowd?" Zhang Chunqiao, another member of the Gang of Four, said in July:

"If a few people arc wrongly accused, it does not really matter; but it would be

disastrous to allow any of the guilty to escnpe.Y" China entered a dark era of

nonexistent plots and conspiracy theories, during which arrests were carried

out on a massive scale, and society returned to dumb silence. Only the death

of Lin Biao, in 1971, attenuated the worst period of terror that China had seen

since the 1950s.

The first plot was that of the so-called People's Party of Inner Mongolia,

which in fact had been dissolved and absorbed by the Communist Party in 1947,

but which the authorities claimed had secretly reconstituted itself. More than

346,000 people were investigated in February-May 1968 . Three-quarters of

the suspects were Mongols, and xenophobia was undoubtedly a major factor in

the affair. There were 16,000 deaths from execution, torture, and suicide, and

87,000 people were maimed for life .2-lil Similar accusations led to 14,000 execu

tions in Yunnan, another province with a large number of ethnic minorities."?

Especially sinister was the "conspiracy" of the 16 May Regiment. This was

probably a tiny and very ephemeral organization of ultra-left-wing Beijing Red

Guards, one of thousands of comparable groups. The group had left a few

traces, including statements hostile to Zhou Enlai made in July 1967. For

reasons that are still unclear, the Maoist Center decided to portray the organi

zation as a huge network of "black bandits" ami counterrevolutionaries. The

campaign against them, launched in 1970, ended quite inconclusively and

without any major trials in 1976, after years of torture and forced confessions

all across the country. Of the 2,000 staff at the Foreign Affairs Ministry, 600

were investigated during the affair. Mao's own personal guard, Unit 8341,

distinguished themselves at Beijing University by unmasking 178 "enemies"

and killing 10 during their investigations. In a factory in Shaanxi in late 1968,

547 "spies" were unmasked, together with 1,200 accomplices. Yan Fengying,

an actress in the Beijing Opera, was accused on thirteen different counts and

committed suicide in April 1968 . An autopsy was carried out in an attempt to

find a radio transmitter that she supposed Iy had hidden inside her body. Three

great table-tennis champions also took their own lives.!"
Nien Cheng provides an account of one episode of theatricalized terror,

a "struggle meeting" in 1969:

The audience in the room was shouting slogans and waving Little Red
Books. After "Long Live Our Great Leader Chairman Mao!" came

"Good Health To Our Vice-Supreme Commander Lin, Always Good
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Health!" This seemed to me not only a reflection of the elevated posi

tion of Lin Biao after the Ninth Party Congress, but also testimony to

the fact that those who organized this meeting were his intimates, anx-

ious to promote Lin Biao's personahty cult. . . ,.
Two legs came into my limited field of VISIon. A m.a~ s vorce spoke

in front of me . He introduced me to the audience by giving an account
of mv family background and personal life. ] had noticed already that
each 'time my life story was recounted by the Revolutiona.ries ] became

richer and my way of life became more decadent and l~xunous. Now the
farce reached fantastic proportions. Since] had promised not to ans.wer
back but to remain mute, I was much more relaxed than at the prevlO~s

struggle meeting in 1966. However, the audience jumped u~ fro~ t~elr
seats when the speaker told (hem that] was a spy fo~ the imperialists,
They expressed their anger and indignation by crowding around me to

shout abuse.
To be so maligned was intolerable. Instinctively I raised my hea,d to

respond . The women suddenly jerked up my handcuffed hands. Such

sharp pain tore at my shoulder joints that I had to bend my . bod.y
forward with my head well down to ease the agony. They kept me In this

position during the rest of the man's de~unciation of me . Only when

the people were again shouting slogans did they allow my arms to d,~?p
back. I was to learn later that I had been subjected to the so-called J~t

. . " . ted bv the Revolutionaries to torment their more recalci-posinnn inven J . . ..

trant victims and to force them to bow their heads m servile subrnis-

sian . . . . f
The people in the audience soon worked themselves IOta a state 0

hysteria. Their shouts drowned out the voice of the speaker. Som~one
pushed me hard from behind. I stumbl~d and .knock ed over th~ micro
phone. One of the women tried to pick tl up, tripped o:,er the WIres, and

fell, dragging me with her. I fell in an awk ward posltl?n . My face .was
pressed against the floor; many others fell on top of us 10 t~e confusion.
Everybody seemed to be yelling. There was pandemOnium. Several

minures passed . Finally I was pulled up again .
Utterly exhausted, I longed for the meeting to end . But the

speeches continued . It seemed everyone sitting around the table on the

platform wanted to make a contribution . They had ce~sed to den.ounce
me' instead they were competing with each other to sing the praises of

Li~ Biao in the most extravagant flattery the rich Chin.ese .Ianguage

could provide. Their efforts to register their devotion to Lin B•.ao c?ul~
be explained, I thought, only by the probable presence of Lin Biao s

loyal lieutenants listening in an adjacent room. "
Suddenly the door behind me opened. A man s vorce sh~uted,

"Zuo-la!" This meant that someone had departed. The two Simple

words produced an effect that was electrical. The speaker stopped m
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midsentence. Since the important person or persons listening in the
adjoining room had gone, there was no more need to go on with the
performance. Some of the audience were already on their feet, while
others were collecting their bags and jackets. Hastily the speaker led
them to shout slogans. He was largely ignored. Only a few responded
while walking out of the room. It seemed the people were no longer
angry with me. Though they did not smile, the glances directed at me
were indifferent. I was just one of the many victims at whose struggle
meeting they had been present. They had done what was required of
them. Now it was over. Once when a man brushed against me, someone
behind him even stretched out a hand to steady me.

The room cleared in a moment. I could hear members of the
departing audience chatting as they left the building. "Getting rather
chilly, isn't it?" "Where are you going for supper?" "Not raining, is it?"
eIC., etc. They sounded no different from an audience departing after a
show at a cinema or theater."?

All witnesses concur that in 1969 and the years that followed China was
a violent place ruled by slogans and political campaigns. The obvious failure of
the Cultural Revolution caused most city dwellers to lose all faith in politics.
The young were particularly affected because they had invested so much in the
process. Their frequent refusal to go to the countryside led to the formation of
an underclass that lived a semiclandestine existence. Cynicism, criminality, and
selfishness were the norm everywhere. In 1971 the brutal and unexpected
elimination of Lin Biao, the man whom Mao himself had named as his succes
sor, opened many people's eyes at last. Mao, "the Great Helmsman," was not
infallible after allyn The Chinese were tired anu fearful, and rightly so: the
number of people in the laogai had grown by 2 million between 1966 and
1976.2\ 1 The darkness, however, was about to lift. People still pretended to be
faithful to their leader. But underneath, civil society was emerging from its
torpor, prior to its explosion in the years 1976--1979. This was a movement
much more fertile than the Cultural Revolution, which would always be best
summed up by the slogan with which Mao had rewarded a good student in
August 1966: "It is because 1 am obedient that I revolt."2\2

The Deng Era: The End of Terror

When Mao finallydied in September 1976, he had been a spent force politically
for some time. The muted nature of the popular response to his death was
sufficient proof of that, as was his obvious incapacity to assure his own succes
sion . The Gang of Four, to whom he was very close ideologically, were all
imprisoned within a month of his death . Hua Guofeng, who was supposed to
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be the guarantor of continuity, relinquished most of his powers in December
1978 to make way for the irrepressible Deng Xiaopin g, who was hated by the
Maoist camp. The great turning point perhaps had been 5 April 1976, the
Chinese Dayal' the Dead, when, in what was apparently a spontaneous out
pouring of grief, the people of Beijing commemorated the death of Prime
Minister Zhou, who had died in January. The government was astonished at
the unforeseen scale of the demonstrations: it could not be explained away by
reference to any faction or to Party manipulation . Some of the poems included
with the wreaths contained thinly veiled attacks on Mao. The crowds were
dispersed by force (although, unlike in 1989, there was no shooting in Tianan
men Square itself), leaving 8 dead and 200 wounded. There were many demon
strations outside the capital; thousands were imprisoned all over the country.
In the aftermath there were at least 500 executions including at least 100
demonstrators who had been arrested . Investigations continued until October,
affecting tens of thousands of people.m But this was not simply "business as
usual." The post-Maoist era had already begun, with politicians in retreat and
the Center no longer capable of directing all operations. "Whereas in 1966
Tiananmen Square was filled with intimidated crowds of people tearfully
watching the man who had taken away their liberty, ten years later those same
people had gathered their strength, and they looked him right in the eye .~'2H

The Democracy Wall, lasting from the winter of 1978 to the spnng of
1979, symbolized this new state of affairs, hut it also showed its limits. With
Deng's consent, several former Red Guards posted on the wall their opinions,
which were almost unthinkable for people who had been brought up under
Maoism. The most articulate of these thinkers, Wei Jingsheng, in a poster titled
"The Fifth Modernization: Democracy," actually came out and said that people
were heing exploited by the ruling classes through a system of feudal social
ism.25S He argued that democracy was the only way forward to lasting ~ha~ge,

that it was the natural fifth consequence of the four other modernizations
suggested by Deng, and that Marxism, as the source of all totalitarianism,
should he discarded in favor of more democratic forms of socialism. In March
1979, when Deng was somewhat more secure in his position, he had Wei ~nd
several others arrested . Wei was sentenced to fifteen years in prison for passing
information abroad, which was regarded as a counterrevolutionary crime. He
never made a confession, and was freed in 1993. But he continued to speak out
so forcefully that he was arrested again eight months later and in 199~ sen
tenced to fourteen years in prison for "drawing up a plan for a campaign to

overthrow the governrnent.Y" In November 1997 he was suddenly released

from prison and sent into exile in the United States. . .
Under Deng Xiaoping, however, it was possible to be critical and to

survive. This was a great step forward from the Mao era, when a word out of
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place or a scribble on a wall was enough to have someone shot. The major
post-Maoist reforms were economi c, but politics were not forgotten among the
changes. Everything bore witness to a growing sense of" emancipation and a
reject ion of the government 's arbitrary decisions. In the I<)X()s, I he suppression
of organizations of poor and middle-rank peasants meant that only about
one -tenth of the peasantry was actually represented in the Chinese Communist
Party, and the peasantry as a whole returned to traditional family farming on
a massive scalc .m In the cities, the explosion of private enterprise meant that
a large section of the workforce was no longer under dir ect political control.
The state machinery became more formal and predictable, providing citizens
with ,I better line of defense against the state . :\ her IlJ7X the freeing of pris
oners (approximately I()O,()()()) became common place, and rehabilitations
(though often posthumous) became increasingly widespread, particularly as far
as artists and writer s were concerned. For example, Ding Ling , a victim of the
rectification campaign of 1<)57-51\, was finally allowed to return from his rural
exile in 195<), ending a long series of persecutions stretching hack to Yan'an.
This was the beginning of a "literature of scars," and of a still timid return to
creative freedom . Two-thirds llr the people who had been sent to the country
side during the Cultural Revolution were allowed to return to the cities . The
new constitu tion afforded a hasic minimum of legal rights . In IY7Y the People's
Republic of China produced its first penal code; .\ lao had never wanted one
because he feared that it would unnecessarily restri ct the room he needed to

maneuver. In this new code, the death penalty was reserved fin "abominable
crimes," a right III appeal was instituted (so that appeals no longer automatically
brought stiffer sentences), and the entire legal mechanism was removed from
direct Party control.

An even larger wave of rehabilitations came in IYH2, when 242,000 people
were rehabilitated in Sichuan alone. In Guangdong, 7X percent of all people
who had been labeled "counrcrrcvolutionurics" had that label removed and
were given a small indcmnitv lilr each year they had spent in prison. Of the
new prisoners who were sentenced that year, only OJ percent were political
prisoners, ln I<)X3 the minister of security 's area of responsibility was drasti
cally reduced, and administration of the laoga, was transferred to the Ministry
of Justice. The courts began to reject a number of arrests, a complaints proce
dure against the police was established, torturers were prosecuted and tried in
public, and new inspections of the camps were carried out . Social class was no
longer to be taken into account during trials. In 19H4 integration of people
emerging from prison or camp was made much easier, while inside the prisons
professional training began to take the place of ideological study. Innovations
such .IS the reduction of sentence s for good behavior, suspended sentences, and
parole were introduced, and families were encouraged to maintain their links
with prisoners. By 19X6 the number of people in prison had fallen to 5 million
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and has remained stead y ever since. This is half the figure for 1976, and
represen ts (l.S percent of the total population , more or less identical with the
proportion in the United States, though lower than the proportion in the
U.S.S.R. during its final few years. Despite strenuous efforts, the share of gross
domestic product accounted for by the laogai remains large, although it is three
times lower than it was in the late 1950s.25H

Progress has continued despite the events of Tiananrnen Square . Since
1990 citizens have been allowed to sue the government. Since 1996all detention
without trial has come under strict regulation and has been reduced to a
maximum of one month, while the maximum laojiaosentence has been reduced
to three years. The role and autonomy of lawyers have increased considerably;
their number more than doubled between 1990 and 19%. Since 1995 magis
trates and judges have been recruited by a process of open competition, al-

. , 10' I' 2 5~though most are stili former so iers or po Icemen.
Much remains to be done, however, before China becomes a free and open

society. People are still not innocent until proved guilty, and the crime of
counterrevolution is still on the statute books, although it is now used with
much greater restraint. In Decemher 1994 the term laogai was replaced with
the much more hanal " prison," but as the Legal Gaz ette noted, " the function,
character, and role of our penal institutions remain unchanged.V'" Most trials
still take place in camera. and judgment is often passed extremely quickly and
without du e care. No case is ever prepared for more than three months. Al
though corruption is enormously widespread among cadres, in 1993-1995 less
than 3 percent of prosecutions were for crimes of corruption.P' In general,
while the 4 percent of the population who were members of the Communist
Parrv accounted for 3(l percent of all people who were charged with crimes,
thcY'made up only 3 percent of people who were executed.i'" clearly,solidarity
persists between the polit ical and legal spheres. The arrest in the 1990s of
several members of the political admini stration in Beijing on charges of cor
ruption and embezzlement caused quite a stir, but was a relatively isolated
event. Communist officials, who are increasingly involved in business, are still

quite invuln erable,
The death penalty continues to he widely used in China. Each year hun

dreds of people are sentenced to death for crimes ranging from serious cases
of smuggling, including the illegal export of art works, to "passing state ~e

crets," which in practice can mean almost anything . Presidential pardons, which
technically have been available since 1982, are never used, Thousands of people
arc executed each year; China account s for more than half the total ~nnu~1

number of executions worldwide . Furthermore, the number of executions IS

rising in comparison to the 1<)70s, as it did in the last centuries of the Chinese

empire.262
• • •

Exercise of the death penalty remains linked to political campaigns and
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crises. In 1983 the rising crime rate resulted in perhaps I million arrests, and
there were at least 10,000 executions. Many of these were held in public as a
lesson for the people, even though such practices are forbidden by the penal
code. All of these were part of a mass campaign reminiscent of the events of
the 1950s. As then, there was an attempt to group together all the "criminal"
elements. Many intellectuals, priests, and foreigners were intimidated during
what was termed the "Campaign against Spiritual Pollution," which was
launched amid much publicity. The occupation of Tiananmen Square in the
spring of 1989resulted in signifi cant repression, reflecting the fragility of Deng
Xiaoping's position. Unlike the Maoist leaders of 1976, Deng gave the order
to open fire. At least 1,000 people were killed and perhaps 10,000 injured in
Beijing. Hundreds of additional executions in the provinces were carried out
in secret or disguised to look like normal executions for criminal activity. At
least 10,000people were arrested in Beijing, and another 30,000 throughout the
country. Thousands of people were given prison sentences, and the leaders of
the movement, who refused to repent, received up to thirteen years in prison.
Much pressure was brought to bear on the families of the accused (a practice
that most people believed had disappeared for good), and the practice of forcing
criminals to hang their heads in public was reinstated . The treatment received
by prisoners and the length of their sentences were directly related to the
amount of contrition they expressed and the number of colleagues the y de
nounced. Although political prisoners are still a small minority of all detainees,
there were 100,000 of them in 1991, including at least 1,000 recent dissidents .i'"

Communist China in the late twentieth century is considerably more
prosperous and less violent than it was under Mao, ami it seems to have
definitively rejected utopian goals and permanent civil war. But because the
regime has never really disavowed its founder, it is still prepared to return to
some of his original methods in difficult moments.

Tibet: Genocide on the Rooftop ofthe World?

Tibet was the site of some of the worst excesses of the Dcng era, and nowhere
was the long-term influence of Mao more strongly felt. Although China is a
unitary state, the government gives special rights to national minorities, and a
certain amount of administrative autonomy to the larger ones. But the 4 mil
lion to 6 million Tibetan nationals had made it quite clear that they were not
happy being part of the Chinese state and longed for a return to the days when
they had been masters of their own country, before their historic region was
divided into the Autonomous Region of Tibet, which in fact included only half
of the countr y's former territory, and several Chinese provinces. Qinghai was
constituted in the 1950s from the Tibetan region of Amdo. The small Tibetan
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minorities in Sichuan, Gansu, and Yunnan had very few rights . For the most
part they were treated worse than Tibetans who lived in the autonomous
region, a fact that led to the rebellion of the nomad Golok warriors of the
Arndo, in northern Tibet, in May 1956.2M

Tibet had been through much since the first arrival of the PLA in 1950.
Although the intensity of repression varied from region to region, it was also
largely a result of the traditional prejudice among people of the Chinese
lowlands against the " backward savages" of the highlands. According to dissi
dents, 70,000 Tibetans died of hunger in 1959-1963 (as in other isolated
regions, pockets of famine persisted longer there than elsewherej. J' "That figure
represents 2 to 3 percent of the popul ation, considerably less proportionally
than in the rest of China. Jasper Becker 's more recent stud y gives figures that
are considerably higher, with a mortality rate of 50 percent in Qinghai, the
native district of the Dalai Lama.267 From 1965 to 1970 Tibetan families were
grouped together into people's communes that were run along almost military
lines. Famine resulted from the absurd attempt to produce the same "great"
cereals that were being grown in mainland China through ill-conceived irriga
tion and terracing projects, abandonment of the fallow farming system that was
vital for agriculture on such poor unfertilized soil, the replacement of barley
crops that were well adapted to cold and drought with more fragile wheat crops,
and a reduction in the amount of grazing land for yaks. Many yaks died, leaving
Tibetans without dair y products (butter is a staple of their diet) and without
animal skins to cover their tents in winter ; many people died of cold. As
elsewhere, government quotas were excessively high . Beginning in 1953, tens
of thousands of Chinese colonizers were resettled in eastern Tibet (Sichuan),
where they were given a share of the collectivized land. The presence in the
autonomou s region of some 300,000 Han Chinese, two-thirds of whom were
soldiers and all of whom needed feeding, further increased the strain on local
agriculture. The 1965 report on rural liberalization measures implemented by
Liu Shaoqi in 1962 noted that these measures were symbolized in Tibet by the
slogan "One farm, one yak." 26H

Tibet also suffered under the Cultural Revolution. In July 1966 Red
Guards, including some Tibetans (despite denials by supporters of the Dalai
Lama), began requisitioning private property and replacing Buddhas on altars
with pictures of Mao Zedong. They forced the monks to participate in "strug
gle meetings" that they did not always survive. Above all they attacked the
temples, including the most famous ones. Zhou Enlai was forced to protect the
Potala (the ancient home of the "living God") in Lhasa with his own troops.
The sacking of the Jokhang monastery in Lhasa was followed by similar inci
dents throughout the region. According to one monk who witnessed the events
at Jokhang, "There were several hundred chapels, but only two were spared.
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All the others were pillaged or defiled . All the statues, sacred texts, and objects
were broken or carr ied off . . . Only the sta tue of Cakyarnuni at the ent rance
to Jokhang was spared by the Red G uards because it symbolized the links
between China and Ti bet. T he destr uction went on for more than a week. After
that the Jokh ang was tran sformed into a bar racks for the Chinese soldiers . . .
Another part . .. was turned into an abattoir.t'-" Given the absolutely central
place of religion in traditi onal Tibetan society, these measures-which were
fairly typical for the time-must have been felt more deeply in Ti bet than
elsewhere. It would also appear that the army, which had fewer links to the local
populati on, provided more assistance to the Red Gu ard s than was the case
elsewhere, at least wherever resistance was encounte red. Mos t of the massacres
took place in I961l, at the end of the movement , as a result of battles among
Maoist factions that had caused hundreds of deaths in L hasa in Janu ary. The
casualties were particularly high in the summer, when the army imposed a
Revolutionary Committee on the population . As a result of these actions, more
Chinese than T ibetans died in Tibet durin g the Cultural Rcvolution .P''

But the worst years by far for Tibet were those that had begun with the
arrival of the Chinese troops in 1950 and culmi nated in forced collectivization
in 1959, three years after the rest of the count ry. T he collectivization dr ive
sparked an insur rection, which was put down with bru taI repression and led to

the flight to Ind ia of the Dalai Lama, the spiritual and temporal leader of Tibet,
together with 100,000 other refugees, includ ing the major ity of the count ry's
tiny cultivated elite. Although the 1950s were also an extremely di fficul t decade
for China proper, exceptionally violent measur es were used in Tibet to impose
both Comm unism and Chin ese domination on a ferociou sly independent peo
ple who were either scminomadic (about 40 percent) or atta ched to monaster ies.
Tensions increased further du ring collectivization in the m iddle of the decade.
The army responded to an uprising by Khampa guerrillas with atrocities out
of all proport ion to the rebellion 's scale. In 195h, durin g the T ibetan New Year
celebrations, the great Chode Gaden Phend eling monastery in Batang was
destroyed by aerial bomba rdment ; at least 2, O()() monk s and pilgr ims were
killed.271

The litany of atrociti es is hair-ra ising and in man y cases unverifiable. But
the eyewitness reports concur so precisely that the Dalai Lama's assessment of
this period seems beyond challenge: "Tibetans not only were shot, but also were
beaten to death , crucifi ed, burned alive, drowned , mutilated , starved, strangled,
hanged, boiled alive, buried alive, drawn and quarte red, and beheaded.Y" Th e
darkest moment was undoubtedly 1959, in the afterm ath of the uprising in
Kham , in eastern T ibet, in which the rebels captured L hasa. Several factors
prom oted the upr ising, including reaction against the people's communes, the
Gr eat Leap Forward, several years of Chinese quotas, and the large-scale
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repatr iat ion by the U.S . Central Int elligence Agency of the Khamp a warriors
they had train ed in guerrilla camps in Colorado and Guam.I" The civilian
population , whic h was qu ite sympathetic to th e rebels and allowed them to
blend into society, suffered massive bombard men t by the Chinese army. The
wounded were left un tended and were often buried alive or devour ed by stray
dogs-accounting for the high numb er of sui cides on the losing side. Lh asa
itself, a bastion of 20,000 Tibetans armed with onl y muskets and swords, was
retaken on 22 March at a cost of between 2,000 and IO,aoo lives, with th e
Ramoche and Potala temples suffering major dam age. The T ibetan leader and
100,000 of his followers then set off for India. Ano ther large-scale revolt in
Lhasa in 1969 was put down with great blood shed . The Kharnpa guerr ilJas
struggled on until 1972. The cycle of revolt and repression began again in
Lhasa in Octob er 1987, leading to a declarat ion o f martial law in 1989 after
three days of riot ing in favor of independence and what were depicted as the
beginnings of ant i-Ch inese pogroms. According to General Zhang Shaoson g,
there were more than 600 deaths in eighteen months. Despite some atrocities,
particularly again st nuns, Chin ese methods have clea rly chan ged; there have
been no more massacres. But by now almost all Tibetans have at least one fami ly
member who has suffered und er the Chinese.I"

T he worst tr aged y in modern T ibet was th e intern ment of hundreds of
thousands of people-perhaps as many as on e in ten Tihetans--during th e
1950s and I960s. It appears that very few people (perhaps as few as 2 percent )
ever returned alive fro m the 166 known camps, most of which were in Tibet
or the neighboring provinces.!" In 19M the Dal ai La ma's intelligence service
estimated that 173,000 people had died during d etention . Entire monasti c
communities were sent to the coal mines. Detention conditions on the whole
appear to have been dr eadful, with hunger, cold, o r extreme heat the daily lot
of the prisoners. T here are as many tales of exec ut ion of pri soners refusing to
renounce Tibetan inde pendence as there arc tales of cannibalism in prison
durin g the Great Leap For ward .? " It was as though the entire population of
T ibet (one in four of all adult men in T ibet are lamas) were sus pects . Nearly
one in six was classi fied as a right -winger, as op posed to one in twent y in Chin a.
In the Tibetan prairie region in Sichuan, wher e Mao had rested and gathered
his strength during the Long March, two-thirds of the population were ar
rested in the 1950s, and not freed until 1964 or 1977. In 1962 the Panch en
Lama, the second -h ighest dign itary in Tibetan Buddhism, protested to Mao
against the famine and repressions that were decimating his countrymen. In
retaliation, he was th rown into prison and then place d und er house arrest until
1977. T he verdict by which he had been sentenced was not annulled unt il

1988.277

If there is no definitive proof that the Ch inese planned a physical genocid e
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The People's Democratic Republic of Korea was created on 9 Sep

tember 1948 in the part of the Korean peninsula north of the 38th parallel. In

accordance with an agreement signed with the United States in August 1945,

the Soviet Union was provisionally responsible for administering this zone,

while the United States was to administer South Korea, below the 38th par

allel.

North Korea quickly became the most closed state in the world. The

Soviet Union in effect banned access to the North to anyone from the interna

tional community, and during the first two years of the Republic's existence,

the closure became more formal. The war launched by the North on 25 June

1950 and formally ended by an armistice on 27 July 1953 increased the diet of

lies, disinformation, and propaganda fed to its citizens to the point that almost

any information was classified as a state secret.

But the war was not the only cause. The North Korean regime is intrin

sically inward looking, even to the exclusion of other Communist powers;

during the Sino-Soviet conflict it vacillated constantly between one side and

the other. In addition, like the Cambodians and the Albanians, the North

Korean leaders feared that influence from the outside world might corrupt the

"ideological unity of the people and the Party." Together these factors explain

why North Korea is sometimes called "the hermit kingdom." This inward-
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in Tibet, there is no doubt that they carried out a cultural genocide. Immedi

ately after the Cultural Revolution, only 13 of the 6,259 designated places of

Buddhist worship were still open. Most of the others were turned into barracks,

storerooms, or detention centers. Some of those that survived have sub

sequently reopened. But many were emptied totally, and their treasures

manuscripts, frescoes, thanka paintings, statues, and other objects-were

destroyed or stolen, particularly if they contained any precious metals. By 1973,

one Beijing foundry had melted down 600 tons of Tibetan sculptures. In 1983

a mission from Lhasa found 32 tons of Tibetan relics in the Chinese capital,

including 13,537 statues and statuettes.?" The attempt to eradicate Buddhism

altogether was accompanied by a drive to give Chinese names to all newborn

Tibetan babies. Until 1979 all school classes were taught in Mandarin. Finally,

as a last reminder of the anti-Manchu revolution of 1911, the Red Guards cut

off the pigtails of Tibetans of both sexes and tried to impose Han-style Chinese

dress on the whole nation.

Violent deaths were proportionally much greater in Tibet than in China

proper. Even so, it is difficult to believe the figures released by the Tibetan

government-in-exile in 1984: 1.2 million victims, or approximately one-quarter

of all Tibetans. The figure of 432,000 deaths in combat seems even less cred

ible. But one can legitimately speak of genocidal massacres because of the

numbers involved, the lack of heed paid to the wishes and rights of civilians

and prisoners, and the regularity with which atrocities were committed. Ac

cording to official Chinese figures, the population of the autonomous region

fell from 2.8 million inhabitants in 1953 to 2.5 million in 1964. If one takes into

account the number of exiles and the (admittedly uncertain) birth rate, the

number of deaths could be as high as 800,000--a scale of population loss

comparable to that in Cambodia under the Khmer Rouge.'?" The fact that so

many Tibetan women fear that any form of hospitalization may result in

abortion or enforced sterilization is an indication of the draconian nature of

the region's recently adopted anti natal policies, which are modeled on the

practices in force for the Han. Previously, minorities had been excused from

these measures. It is said that the secretary general of the Chinese Communist

Party, Hu Yaobang, when visiting Lhasa in 1980, cried in shame when con

fronted with so much misery, discrimination, and segregation between Hans

and Tibetans, a situation he described as "colonialism pure and simple." The

Tibetans, so long forgotten or unknown in their remote country of snow and

gods, have the misfortune to live in a region of enormous strategic importance,

in the heart of Asia. Although they seem no longer threatened by physical

extermination, their culture remains in jeopardy.

LL Crimes, Terror, and Secrecy
in North Korea

Pierre Rigoulot
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loo kin g tendency has been th eori zed as th e ideology of juche, which mean s

self-contro l, inde pendence , and self-sufficienc y. T hi s ideo logy was officially

in trod uced at the F ifth Co ngress of th e Korea n Wo rkers ' (Comm unis t) Party

in N ovember 1970.

Under th ese conditions, and because Nort h Korea is unique in lacking an

act ive oppositi on movement ei ther inside th e country or ab roa d , which co uld

ga t he r and pass on informat ion , it is alm ost impossible to pr ovide a general

pic tu re of the countr y or de tails abo ut th e real ities of re pression there. We mu st

there fore con tent ourse lves with offic ial sta temen ts, wh ich need to be inter

pr eted and decoded ; with sta teme nts fro m peopl e wh o have mana ged to esca pe;

and with in formation from th e int elli gen ce services of ne ighhorin g cou n tries,

es pecia lly So uth Korea . All t hese so urces of information have to be tr eated with

care .

Before the Establishment ofthe Communist State

Con tr ary to th e claims mad e in the hagio graph ies rel eased hy the North Ko

rean authorities, Ko rean Co m mu nis m was not fou nd ed by Kim II S ung, but

dat es back co nsiderably ear lier. In 191 9 th ere were al rea d y two grou ps th at

cla imed to be Bolshev ik in origin. Moscow d id not give its immediate su p po rt

to ei the r fact ion, and th e struggle between them was feroc ious. Thus the firs t

vict ims of Co mmunis m in Korea were Commu nists themselves. The anti

Japanese guerri llas of th e Pan-Russian Kor ean Co m m u nis t Party, kno wn as the

Irkutsk grour, fought an armed battle with guerrillas from a group wh o had

foun ded a Korean Workers ' Party in June 1921. The affa ir res ulted in se veral

hundred death s and forced th e Co m in tern to t ry to impose unit y on the Ko

rea n Communist movemen t.

Korea had been a j apanese co lony since 191 D. Kor ean Co m m unists were

at the forefront in th e str ugg le for ind ependen ce, and fier ce co lon ial repress ion

clai m ed man y vic tims in th eir rank s. T he Comm unists th em selve s were to

blame for some of these deaths. Many of th e cad res had been trained ab road

and knew littl e abo ut th e co un try, and hero ic ac tio ns ofte n brought disa st rous

conseq uences ; demonstrating on symbolic days such as I \lay was an invitat ion

to the authorities to take rep ressive action aga inst them .

After th e defeat of J ap an , when th e co untry was di vid ed into two zo nes ,

more Communis ts fell in factional fight ing. Kim II Sung, th e co mma nd er of a

small anti-Ja panese gue rril la grou p near Manc h uria, was chose n by the Soviet

Union to be th e Korean leader over seve ra l othe r militant Co m munis ts wh o

had been in th e country a lon g tim e. In Se p tembe r 1945 pot ential rivals of Kim

II S u ng, notably H yon C h un H yok , were assass ina ted in Pyon gyan g. W hether

these assassinati ons ran to th e dozens or the h undred s is s ti ll unknown .
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l ariona lis ts who had been allowed to stay in Pyon gyan g in the winter of

1945-46 were then hunted down and arrested . Together with th eir leader Cho

Ma n Sik, they had objected to th e decision made at the co nference of Allied

mi nisters of fo re ign affai rs , held in Moscow in D ecember 1945, to keep Korea

und er a so rt of trust eeship for at least five year s. C ho was arrested on 5 January

1946 and exec u ted in O cto ber 1950, during the evac ua tion of Pyongyang that

preced ed th e advance of U nited Na tio ns troop s. Many of his close political
alli es met the sa me fate .

Rep ression was fclt by th e entire populati on. In th e northern part of th e

co untry, th e Soviet U n ion quickl y estab lished a state in its own image; agrarian

reform opene d the way to collect ivizat ion , th e popu lation was forced into

large-sca le organizations, and a one- part y sta te was in tro d uced . Pol it ical oppo

nen ts, landow ners, op po ne n ts of agrarian reform, and suspec ted collahorato rs

with th e japanese were sys tematica lly int imid ated . But the purge th at followed

cannot he blamed entire ly on th e Co mmunists; it was also prompted by an

up surge in nationali st sen t iments . T he arrival of th e new regime was heralded

not by a blood hat h, b u t by a mi gr at ion of hund reds of tho usands of people to

the South . T h e mi gran ts included no t only the ca tegories menti o ned above,

bu t anyo ne who feare d for his life or possession s. Altho ug h the N ort h was

quickly c losed to any official orga n izat ions from th e So uth, until 1948 it re

main ed reaso na bly easy to pass fro m one zone to the ot her.

Victims ofthe Armed Struggle

This generalized exodus, during th e first three years of the existence of a

Communi st regime th a t had not yet declared itself to be an au ton omou s state,

did not pu t an end to its leaders' int erest in th e "Communization" of the entire

peni nsula, On the co n tra ry, they bel ieved that th e who le coun tr y would soon be

uni fied under their a ut ho rity. Arc hives recentl y ope ne d in Moscow show th at

Kim II S ung was im patien t to overt hrow what he was already calling th e

American " pu p pets." T he puppet s in questi on had a mu ch sma ller ar my than

th e Nor th Korean s; fu rt her more, th ey were under pressure from strikes and

terrorist and gu errilla actions by various Communist groups. Kim II Sung

beli eved (or said he did) that the people of the South trusted both him and his

army. In the spring of 1950 Stalin ap proved the in vasion, which began on 25
J un e 1950 and took th e Sout h by surprise. O ver the next th ree years more th an

I mill io n civi lians on both sides died , and m illions lost their hom es. An add i

tion al 4ll0,D()0 d ied , an d almo st th e same number were wounded among th e

C hinese t roops who rescued th e Nort h Kore ans from defeat by General

D ou glas MacA r th ur's U ni te d Na tions forces. T here were 200,000 d ead amon g

th e Nort h K orean so ld iers, 50,000 among th e Sout h Koreans, and 50,00 0
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American dead. Three hundred French soldiers died in the UN forces, and

another 800 were wounded.

Few wars have been so clearly designed to extend the Communist zone of

influence. At the time a number of French left-wing intellectuals, including

Jean-Paul Sartre, supported the Communists, seeing South Korea as the ag

gressor against the North. Today, thanks to the archives that are now open,

there is no longer any room for doubt. All this suffering, including the suffering

of prisoners (6,000 Americans and as many again from other countries, mostly

South Koreans, died in detention), and the personal hell of British and French

diplomats who had remained in Seoul and of Christian missionaries working

in the South who were deported by the advancing North Koreans, was attrib

utable to actions by the Communist regime in North Korea.'

The armistice signed in July 1953 established a demilitarized zone be

tween the two countries more or less where the fighting began, on the 38th

parallel. This was an armistice but not a peace. Subsequent incursions and

attacks by the North on the South, against both civilians and military person

nel, have claimed many lives. In one action carried out in 1968 by a squad of

thirty-one commandos against the South Korean presidential palace, all but

one of the attackers were killed. An assassination attempt against members of

the South Korean government in Rangoon, Burma, on 9 October 1983 led to

the death of sixteen people, including four Korean government ministers. The

mitlflight explosion of a Korean Air Lines jet on 29 November 1987 killed 115

people.

North Korea is not a mere suspect; it is clearly guilty of these acts. A

terrorist who was arrested shortly before the Olympic games in Seoul in 1988

explained that he was working for Pyongyang and that his mission was to

demonstrate that the South was not capable of assuring the security of the

games, and thus to destroy its international reputation.'

Furthermore, North Korea's war against the entire capitalist world led it

in the 1960s and 1970s to assist various terrorist groups, including most notably

the Japanese Red Army (which carried out actions in Israel), several Palestinian

organizations, and guerrillas in the Philippines.

Communist Victims of the North Korean Party-State

As in Stalin's Soviet Union, in North Korea the list of victims of purges within

the Party would be extremely long. One human-rights organization has calcu

lated that of the twenty-two members of the first North Korean government,

seventeen were assassinated, executed, or purged.'

The ink was barely dry on the Panrnunjon armistice before a purge struck

a number of high-ranking cadres at the heart of the North Korean Party. On
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3 August 1953 there was a major trial of Communists accused of spying for the

Americans and plotting to overthrow the regime. Tibor Meray, a Hungarian

journalist and writer, witnessed the events. He knew one of the accused, Sol

Jang Sik, who had served as an interpreter for the North Korean delegation in

the Kaeshong negotiations in July and August 1951. Sol Jang Sik was also a

poet and a translator of Shakespeare.

All the prisoners had a large number sewn onto the back of their jackets.
The main suspect was number 1, and the others were classified in de
creasing order of importance, through number 14.

Number 14 was Sol Jang Sik.
I hardly recognized him. His once handsome, impassioned face was

now a picture of misery, fatigue, and resignation. No spark was left in
his eyes at all. He moved like a robot. I learned years later that the
accused were all fed very well in the weeks leading up to their first public
meeting, so that their appearance would improve after all the torture and
stress they had been through. When trials took place in public, the
authorities tried to show the audience, and particularly any repre
sentatives from the international press who might be there, that the
prisoners were in good health, were well fed, and were generally in good
shape both physically and mentally. Foreign correspondents from the
West were never present in North Korea, but there were always journal
ists from the Soviet Union and other Communist states. The clear aims
of the trial were to demonstrate the defendants' guilt and thereby hu
miliate people who had once been major figures in society but were now
just prisoners sitting in the dock.

Apart from that, the trial was exactly the same as political trials in
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, or Bulgaria. I was so surprised by Sol's con
dition, and the translation was so cursory, that I can hardly remember
what the charges were. My only hope was that Sol could see me, but I do
nor think that he could because the room was so full. As far as I can
remember, the main issue was some story about a plot against the Ko
rean People's Republic, and an assassination attempt against Kim Il
Sung, the leader they all loved so much. The idea was that the accused
had been trying to turn the country back into a feudal state and to hand
North Korea over to Syngman Rhee, and that they had been spying for
the American imperialists and passing information to their agents, etc."

Among the accused were a number of high-ranking officials, including Lu

Sung Yop, one of the secretaries of the Party's Central Committee; Paik

Hyung Bok, the minister of internal affairs; and Cho II Myung, assistant

minister of culture and propaganda. Sol was a small fish in this group. Some of

the others came from South Korea.

Pak Han Yong, the minister of foreign affairs, a Communist who had
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fough t for th e count ry for ma ny yea rs, was sent enced to death on 15 D ecember

1955 and execut ed th ree days later as an American secre t age nt. Others follo wed

in 11)56, incl ud ing M u C hong, a member of the so-called Yena n gro up , wh o

had been a general in th e Eig h th Chinese ar my, a co m ma nde r in the No rt h

K orean artill ery forces, and th en chief of staff of the combined Sino- North

Korean forces in the war against the South . A se pa rate purge affected all cad res

who had link s to the Soviet U nion, includin g Ho Ka i; cad res linked to th e

Ycna n fact ion who were d ose to the Chinese, incl ud ing K im D u Bon g in Ma rch

l lJ5H; and cadres who had voiced ap prova l of th e Kh ru sh chev reforms in the

So vie t U nio n. Various other purges took place in 1960, 1% 7 (when K im Kwan g

H yup, a secreta ry in th e Part y's Sccrcrariut, was se n t to the cam ps) , and 196Y,
when th e best-known victim was Hu H ak-bo ng, wh o \L IS in cha rge of sec ret

operatio ns aga ins t the So uth. The disappearan ce of eigh t ~ s tu den ts fro m the

Revolutionary Institute for For eig n Lan guages in Pyon gvang was also presum

ably connected with the purge. In ltin Polk Kurn Chul, ~I lor mer deputy prime

minister and member of the Politburo, was sen t to a cam p. In ltin Li Yong

M u, an other for me r Poli tb uro member, was sen t to a prison cam p, and more

studen ts d isap peared. Most of the latt er were thc child ren of cad res wh o were

under in vesti gat ion . Other purges occ ur red in 1ti/X a nd 19S11 .

These pur ges were sufficientl y commo n thur the y see m to have been

struc tu ra l in nature, rather th an co ntinge n t on e vents, The late st p urg e oc

cur re d in September Iti97. O ne of th e secreta ries of the P.Ht\' Ce n tral Com 

m itt ee , So H wun Hi , who was in charge of ug ric u lrurc. 11'01 " e xec uted in public

together with seventeen other cad res as a scape goa t for th e severe lood sho rt

ages currently afflict ing the country. Accordin g to statement s made b~ refugees,

whenever ten sion rises in th e co untry becau se of material diffi cult ies s uc h as

sho rtages, Commu nist cad res arc held responsible, a nd .1 nu mber are sent to

pr iso n ca mps or exec uted .

Executions

T he re is no way of know ing exac tly how many execution s have taken place in

Nor t h Korea, but an ind ication can be gaine d from the penal code, At leas t

forty-seven crimes arc punishable by the death penalty. These can he broken

down into crimes against th e sove reign ty of the state, crim es against th e sta te

adm in ist ra tio n or agains t sta te pr op erty, cri mes aguinst ind ivid ua ls, crimes

agai ns t propert y, and militar y crimes.

K an g Koo Chin, one of the great specia lists on the ' orth Korean legal

sys te m, has est ima ted th at in IY5 X-I t)6(), a per iod of part icu larl y brutal rcpres

sio n, a t least 9,(J()() peopl e were ejected from th e Parry, tr ied , and sentenced to

death . Ext rapola ting from this es tima te to incl ud e the ot her nin e p urgcs of a
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sim ilar sca le, o ne ar rives at a figure of 90, 000 exec utions . For now, thi s figure

mu st be merely an esti ma te of th e size of th e problem ; perhaps one day th e
Pyon g yang archives will reveal the fu ll sto ry.

Peopl e who have es ca ped from th e country have att ested to the routine

exe cu tion of civilians for crimes such as prostitution treason mu rd er rape, , "
and se dition . The crowd is invited to participate, and sentencing is accompa-

nied by cries of hat red , insults, and sto ne- thro wing . Sometimes the prisoner is

kic ked and beate n to dea th whi le the crowd chants slogans. Class origin is very

impo rtant in det ermin in g pun ishmen t. T wo witnesses told Asia Watc h th at

rape W,IS punishabl e by death only for members of th e lower social classes.

The or th K or ean jus tice sys tem exists so lely to promote the interests of

the re gime. All jud ges and almost all lawyer s act on th e orders of the Part y and

arc explicit ly ins tr uc ted to work along st rict Marx ist- Leninist lines. T rials often

cover on ly som e of th e accusations, leaving th e rest to he handled extrajudi

cially. Mu ch more drasti c measures arc often taken independently of the trial.

Prisons and Camps

Mrs, L i S un Ok was a member of th e Workers' Party and in charge of a supply

center rese rve d for cadres . She fell victim to one of the purges and was ar rested

together with some of her comrades. S he was tortured for a lon g time with

water and electricit y, was beaten and deprived of slee p, and ended up confess

ing to anyth in g sh e was asked, includ ing specifically the misappropri ation of

state goods . She was th en given a thirteen -year prison sentence. It was indeed a

prison sentence, al th ou gh that was not th e official term used . In her peniten

tiar y, some 0,000 people, incl udi ng 2,000 women, worked as slave labor from

5:30 A.M . until midn ight , manu facturing slippers, holsters, bags, belts, detona

tor s, an d artificial flower s. Any detainees who becam e pregn ant were brutally

force d to have abo rt ions , Any child who was horn in th e pr ison was smothered

or had its throat cut. '

T he har shness of prison co ndi tio ns is well known from earlier testimony.

One exceptional accoun t of life in th e pri sons of Nor th Korea in the 1960s and

IlJ70s comes from Ali Larneda, a Venezuelan Communist poet who was well

disposed toward th e regime and went to Pyongyan g to work as a translator of

officia l propag anda . In 1967, afte r expressi ng rese rva tions about th e effective

ness of some of the propaganda, he was arrest ed and im prisoned ." In a bro

chur e pu blished by Am nesty Internat ional , Larned a described his farc ical tr ial,

whi ch ende d with a se ntence to twenty years of hard labor for " attem pted

sabotage, espionage, and tryin g to help foreign age nts infilt ra te No rt h K orea. "

Altho ug h he h imsel f was never tortu red during th e year he was in prison , he
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heard the cries of many who were . During his six-year detention he lost about

45 pounds and developed abscesses and sores <Ill over his body .

Other witness statements mention the pervasive usc of hunger as a weapon

to break prisoners' resi st an ce. Not only was the amount of food inadequate,

but everything possible was done to spoil whatever was distributed . ~'1any

prisoners succumbed to diarrhea, skin complaints, pneumonia, hepatitis, and

even scurvy.

Prisons and camps are part of a vast ensemble of repressive institutions.

Among them arc :

"Heir post s," whi ch arc essentially tran sit camps where people await

trial for minor politi cal cr imes and nonpolitical crimes.

"Work regeneration centers," which house between 100 and 200 people

who have been labeled antisocial, ineffective, or simp" lazy. Most major

towns have one of these centers. People stay for between one month und

a year, often without ever having been to trial or even having been

charged with a specific offense.

Hard-labor camps. At least twelve of these exist in the countrv, each

holding between 500 and 2,000 people. .\Iost inmates there arc common

criminals accused of theft, attempted murder, rape, or similar crimes.

Children of political prisoners, people who have been caught attempting

to flee the country, and other minor political prisoners arc also incarcer

ated in these camps.

Deportation zones, where "untrustworthy clements" such as former

landowners or people with family members who han: escaped to the

South arc kept . Tens of thousands of such people arc placed under

house arrest in distant regions .

Special dictatorship zones. These arc full -fledged concentration camps

for political prisoners. Approximately a dozen such camps exist, contain 

ing a total of 150,()OO--200 ,OOO people. This figure is approximately

I percent of the population of the country. a much lower share than that

in the Soviet gulags in the 1940s. The figure should not he interpreted

as a sign that the Koreans arc particularly lenient, but as a sign of how

cowed the population has become,

\'Iost or the special dictatorship zones are in the northern part of the

country, in inaccessible mountainous regions. The Yodok zone is the biggest

and h(~lds approximately 50,000 prisoners. It includes the Yongpyang and

Pyonjon camps, which arc extremely isolated and contain some two-thirds of

all prisoners in the region, as well as the Kou-oup, Ibsok, and Daesuk camps,

where, among other groups, the families of people who have lived in Japan are
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incarcerated. Other special dictatorship zones are located in Kaeshong, Hwa
song, Hoiryong, and Chongjin.

These camps were established in the late 1950s to house political criminals

and Kim II Sung's opponents within the Party. Their population grew consid

erably in 1980 as a result of a particularly large purge after the opponents of

the institutionalization of dynastic Communism were defeated at the Sixth

Congress of the Workers' Party. Some of these camps, especially Camp 15 in

the Yodok zone, are divided into a "revolutionization" sector, where prisoners

who hope to be set free arc kept, and a high-security sector, which no one has

any hope of ever leaving. The "revolutionization" section is filled mainly with

prisoners from the political elite and people repatriated from japan who have

links with Japanese organizations known to be favorably disposed toward North
Korea .

The few eyewitness descriptions of these camps mention total isolation

high barbed-wire fences, German shepherd dogs, armed guards, surrounding

minefields-poor and insufficient food, and extremely hard work, involving the

excavation of mines, quarries, and irrigation canals, as well as wood-cutting

operations. Pri soners work twelve hours a day, followed by two hours of "po

litical training." Hunger is perhaps the worst torture; detainees try to eat

anything from frogs and toads to rats and earthworms. Prisoners not only suffer

progressive physical decay; they also are used for special tasks such as the

digging of secret tunnels or work at dangerous nuclear projects. Some have

been used as moving targets during shooting practice by guards and troops.

Torture and sexual violence are common .

As part of the regime's affirmation of familial responsibility, entire fami

lies have been sent to camps because one member has received a sentence. At

the time of the first great purge of Kim 11 Sung's opponents, in 1958, this form

of punishment was often extended to include three generations. One young

man who managed to escape to the South, Kang Chul Hwan, had been sent to

a prison camp in 1977 at the age of nine along with his father, one of his

brothers, and two of his grandparents. The grandfather, who had once been in

charge of a Korean association in Kyoto, japan, had been arrested for making

remarks about life in a capitalist country that were judged to be too compli

mentary. Until he was fifteen, Kang Chul Hwan followed the schedule laid

down for children in the camp: school in the mornings, where most of the

teaching involved studying the life of Kim II Sung, and work such as weeding

and picking up sto nes in the afternoon."
A number of French diplomats who were taken prisoner by the North

Koreans in july 1950, when the war first broke out, later spoke about their

experiences. Other statements have come from Americans on the Pueblo. a U.S.

surveillance ship captured off the Korean coast in 1968. Both sources attest to
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the brutality of the inter rogations, the indifference shown toward human life,
and the systematically bad conditions of detention ."

In 1992 two refugees brought more information about life in Yodok, one
of the biggest camps in North Korea . They noted that detention condit ions
were so bad that about fifteen people would try to escape each year, despite
electrified fences, watchtowers, and the guarantee that failure would result in
trial and execution in front or all the other prisoners. So far, no one had ever
managed to escape.

Another exceptional testimony that is now available is that of a camp guard
in the Hoiryong zone, ncar the China border. Thanks to this man, who fled
first to China and then to Seoul in IlJ9-l , we now have considerably more
knowledge about the world of the concentration camps in Korea ." According
to this witness, whose name is An Myung Chul, "bad subjects" are singled out
to be executed : "rebels, ringleaders, murderers, pregnant women (all prisoners
are forbidden to have sexual relations), and people who have killed cattle and
livestock or sabotaged material used in production. In the tiny cell, a big lump
of wood is tied to their folded legs and buttocks, and they stay like that on their
knees . In the end the damage to the circulation is enormous, and even if they
arc set free , they are no longer able to walk; they die after a few months."

This particular guard had been assigned to the execution center, where
since IlJH+ all executions have heen carried out in secret. At this camp, execu
tion s were no longer carried out in public because killing was so common that
it no longer inspired fear and terror hut became an incentive to rebel .

Who carried out the executions) The choice was left to the discretion of
security agents, who shot when they did not want to dirty their hands or
killed slowly if they wished to prolong the agony. I learned thai people
could be beaten to death , stoned, or killed with hlows from a shovel.
Sometimes the executions were turned into ,I game, with prisoners
being shot at as though they were targets in a shouting competition at a
fairground . Sometimes prisoners were lurccd to I1ghl each other to the
death and tear each other up with their hare hands. . \\'ith my own
eyes I saw several atrocious deaths . Women rarely died peacefully. I saw
breasts slashed with knives, genitals smashed in with shovel handles,
necks broken with hammers ... In the camps, death is vcrv banal. And
political criminals do whatever they han' to do to survive. They do
anything to gel a fractiun more cor n or pig fat. Even so, every day four
or five people would die in this camp, of hunger, bv accident, or through
execution.

Escape frum the camps is almost unthinkable. .'\ guard who catches
anyone trying to escape can aspire to join the [Korean Workerx' Parry]
and then maybe go to university, To get these rewards, some guards
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force prisoners to climb the fence and then shoot them or pretend to
have arrested them.

In addition to the guards, attack dogs watch the political prisoners.
These terrifying animals are basically killing machines. In July 1988 two
prisoners in Camp 13 were assailed by dogs. Nothing was left but their
bones. In 1991, two boys of fifteen were devoured by these dogs.

An Myung Chul reports a conversation between the chief of the guards and
two other personnel of Camp No. IJ that alluded to practices reminiscent of
Nazi death camps. The second in command of the squad addressed his chief:
"Comrade, I saw a lot of smoke coming out of the chimneys in the Third
Bureau yesterday. III Is it true that the bodies are being pressed to extract the
fat?"

The chief said that he had once gone into one of the tunnels of the Third
Bureau, near a hill. "I could smell blood, and I saw a lot of hair stuck to the
walls. I couldn't sleep that night. The smoke you saw would have come from
the cremation of the bones of those criminals. But don't talk about it or you'll
regret it . Who knows when you'll get a black hean [a bullet] in the head?"

Other guards described experiments carried out in the camp, including
deliberate efforts to star ve prisoners to death so that their resistance could be
studied. According to An,

The people who carry out these executions and these experiments all
drink before they do it. But they are real experts now; sometimes they
hit prisoners with a hammer, on the back of the head. The poor prison
ers then lose their memory, and they use them as zombies for target
practice. When the Third Bureau is running out of subjects, a black van
known as "the crow" turns up and picks out a few more prisoners,
sowing panic among the rest. Th e crow comes about once a month and
takes fort y or fifty people off to an unknown destination.

Arrest is always discreet, with no legal procedures, so that relatives and
neighbors know nothing about it. When they realize that someone has disap
peared, they avoid asking questions to keep out of trouble themselves.

Despite appalling working conditions, insufficient food, armed guards,
and tiny prison cells for anyone who fails to observe North Korean ways, the
North Korean logging camps, which have been located in Siberia since 1967,
pale by comparison with such horrors. Thanks to the testimony of workers who
have escaped from the camps and of Sergei KovaJev, the former human-rights
commissioner of the Russian Federation, the working conditions of these
rather special immigrants have improved enormously since the breakup of the
U.S.S.R., and they are no longer solely under North Korean control.

As in the case of Party purges, no extensive investigation is necessary to
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reveal the scale of the problem. By extrapolating from the est imate of an
eyewi tness, who reported that 5 of every 10,000 prisoners in Camp 22 were
dying every day, we can see that of the total camp population of about 200,000,
100 peopl e d ied every day and 36,500 died every year.!' II' we multiply this
number by th e forty-six years of the regime's existence, we find Korean Com
munism directl y responsible for the death of more than 1.5 milli on people.

Control ofthe Population

Even outs ide the camps, ind ividual freedom of choice is almost nonexistent in
Nort h Korea. Accordi ng to a radio commentator on .\ january 1996, "The
whole of society shou ld be welded together into one solid political force, which
breathes, move s, and thinks as one, under the leader ship of a single man." A
contemporary slogan in the country says: "Think, talk, and act like Kim II

Sung and Kim j on g 11."
From th e top to the bottom of the social ladder, the: state and the Party,

with their large organizations and police for ces, control the citizen s of the
country in the name of "t he Part y's ten pr inciples in the drive toward un ity."
T hat text , not the consti tution, contro ls thc everyday life o f the citizens of
Nor th Korea. Arti cle 7 is a good indication of its nature: " We must impose the
absolute au th or ity of our leader."

In 1945 a Socia l Sec urity Bureau was establish ed to monitor and control
the population . T he M inistry of National Political Protection , set up by the
secre t police in 1973 and now renamed the National Securit y Agency, is sub
d ivided into bureaus, including the Second Bureau , for foreigners; the T hird
Bureau, for bord er securi ty; and the Seventh Bureau, for the camps. The: official
establishment of a Na tional Censorship Commi ttee in 1975 inst itut ionalized a
practice that had existed from the regime's inception. T he Legal Committee
Ior Socialist Li fe was created in 1977 .'1

On ce a week eve ry No rt h Korean atte nds an obligatory indoctr ination
meeting and a cr it icism and self-criticism meetin g. T he latter is known in North
Korea as a "balance she et of life." Everyone must accuse himself of at least one
political fault and must reproach his neighbor for at least two faults.

North Kor ean cadres receive a number of privil eges and material benefits,
but they are also und er extremely tight control. T hey arc forced to live in a
special area, all their telephone conversations arc closely monitored , and any
audio or video casset tes in their possession arc regularly exam ined . Because of
the systematic jamming of foreign broadcasts, all radios an d televisions in
\;ort h Korea can pick up only state channels. To make any journey, special
perrnission is requ ired from the relevant local autho rity and th e necessary work
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unit. In Pyongya ng, the capital and hence a showp lace for the country, all
housing is tightl y contro lled by the govern ment .

Repr ession and terror affect the mind and spirit as well as the body. T he effects
of deliberate total isolation on the inhabitants of the country, together with the
perm anent ideo logica l barrage to which they are subjected on a scale unknown
elsewhere, mu st also be counted among the crimes of Communism. T he re
ports of the few who have managed to slip thro ugh the net and leave the
country are a rem arkable testimony to the resilience of the human spirit.

There are two main forms of propaganda in Nor th Korea. One is the
classic Marxis t-Leninist axis, which claims that the socialist and revolutionary
state offers th e bes t of all possible worlds to its citizens. People are to be
constantly alert, on th e lookout for the imperialist enemy, all the more so today
since so many erstwhile friends on the outside have now "surrendered." T he
second type of pro paganda is peculiarly national and almost mystical. Instead
of relyin g on th e arguments of dialectical materialism, the government has
created a whole mythology around the idea that the Kim dynasty represents
the will of both heaven and earth . A few examp les from among the thousands
that could be cited may clarify this type of propaganda. On 24 November 1996
in Panmun jon-the village where the armistice was negotiated, and the only
place where the armies of North and South Korea and the United States are
in immedia te con tact- duri ng an inspect ion of the North Korean army by Kim
j ong 11 , a th ick fog suddenly covered the area. T he leader could thus come and
go in the mist, exami ning the posit ions while remai ning more or less hidden.
Equally mysteriously, the fog lifted at the mome nt he was to be photographed
with a group of soldie rs . . . A similar thin g happened on an island in the Yel low
Sea. He came to an obser vation post and began to study a map of the opera
tions. T he wind and rain suddenly stoppe d, the douds cleared, and the sun
came out and shone radiant ly. Dispatches from the same official agency also
menti on "a series of mysterious phenomena that have been noted all over Korea
as th e th ird ann iversa ry of the death of the G reat Leader [Kim II Sung]
appr oaches .. . T he: dark sky was suddenly filled with light in the Kumchon
canton Th ree groups of red cloud s were seen to be heading toward Pyong-
yang At H: 10 P.M. on 4 july the rain that had been falling since early
morning sudden ly stopped , and a double rainbow unfolded over the statue of

. . h k . h b h "1 1the President . . . then a bright star shone 111 t e s y ng t a ove t e statue. .

AStrict Hierarchy

In a state claiming to base itself on socialism, the population is not only
carefully monitored and controlled; it is also subject to disparate treatment
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depending on social origin, geographic origin (that is, whether the family

originates in North or South Korea), political affiliation, and recent signs of

loyalty toward the regime. In the 1950s the whole society was carefully subdi

vided into fifty-one social categories that powerfully determined people's so

cial, political, and material future. This extremely cumbersome system was

streamlined in the 1980s; now there are only three social categories. Even so,

the system of classification remains very complex. In addition to these three

basic classes, the secret services are particularly vigilant in regard to certain

categories within the classes, particularly people who have come from abroad,

who have traveled overseas, or who have received visitors.

The country is divided into a "central" class, which forms the core of

society, an "undecided" class, and a "hostile" class, which includes approxi

mately one-quarter of the North Korean population. The North Korean Com

munist system uses these divisions to create what is in effect a sort of apartheid:

a young man of "good origin," who might have relatives who fought against

the Japanese, cannot marry a girl of "bad origin," such as a family that origi

nated in the South. One former North Korean diplomat, Koh Young Hwan,

notes that "North Korea has what is in effect an extremely inflexible caste

system."!'
Although this system in its early days may have had some basis in Marx

ist-Leninist theory, biological discrimination is much harder to justify. Yet the

facts are there: anyone who is handicapped in North Korea suffers terrible

social exclusion. The handicapped are not allowed to live in Pyongyang. Until

recently they were all kept in special locations in the suburbs so that family

members could visit them. Today they are exiled to remote mountainous re

gions or to islands in the Yellow Sea. Two such locations have been identified

with certainty: Boujun and Euiio, in the north of the country, close to the

Chinese border. This policy of discrimination has recently spread beyond

Pyongyang to Narnpo, Kaesong, and Chongjin.

Similar treatment applies to anyone out of the ordinary. Dwarves, for

instance, are now arrested and sent to camps; they are not onlv forced to live

in isolation but also prevented from having children. Kim Jong II himself has

said that "the race of dwarves must disappear."!'

Escape

Despite heavily guarded borders, some North Koreans have managed to es

cape. Since the war, some 700 have crossed to the South, and it is estimated

that several thousand have gone to China. The number arriving in the South

has quintupled since 1993 and continues to grow; about 100 arrived there in

1997. Most of them either arc fleeing some sort of punishment or already have
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some experience of the outside world. Thus a number of diplomats and high

ranking Party officials are among the escapees. In February 1997, HwangJang

Yop, one of the Party's chief ideologists, fled to the South Korean embassy in

Beijing and then to Seoul. The ambassador to Egypt, who defected to the

United States in August 1997, had been afraid for his political future; his son

had "disappeared" a year previously. Koh Young Hwan, the North Korean

diplomat mentioned above, feared that he would be arrested because of an

imprudent remark, after a televised broadcast of the Ceausescu trial, that he

"hoped nothing similar would happen in [his] own country"; the statement was

taken to be flagrant evidence of a lack of trust in the leaders of his country. He

fled when he heard that agents from the state security bureau would be coming

to the embassy a few days later. According to his statement, failure to escape

would have meant at best automatic arrest and a camp sentence. At worst, as he

had seen in Amman, Jordan, an attempt by a diplomat to flee could end in

"neutralization," being totally encased in plaster and returned to Pyongyang.

Once at the airport, the story would probably have been that he had been in an

auto accident.

Ordinary people who failed in their attempts to flee fared little better.

According to a 1997 report in the French press, "Statements taken from people

all along the [Yalu] river are in agreement: the police who picked up fugitives

held them together by putting a wire through the cheeks or noses of these

traitors to the nation who had dared to try to leave the fatherland. As soon as

they reached their destination they were executed, and their families were sent

to labor camps."!"

Activities Abroad

Not content with crushing attempts to flee the country, the North Korean

authorities send agents abroad to attack enemies of the regime. In September

1996, for example, the cultural attache at the South Korean consulate in Vladi

vostok was assassinated. Japan also suspects the North Koreans of kidnapping

about twenty Japanese women and forcing them to train spies and terrorists.

Another bone of contention between Japan and North Korea is the situation of

the hundreds of Japanese women who went to North Korea in 1959 with their

Korean husbands. Despite promises made at the time by the North Korean

government, none of them has ever been allowed to return home, even tempo

rarily. According to statements made by the very few Koreans who have man

aged to escape after being in a camp, several of these women were subsequently

detained, and the death rate among them has been extremely high. Of the

fourteen Japanese women who were incarcerated in the Yodok camp in the late

1970s, only two were still alive fifteen years later. The North Korean govern-
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ment has consistently used these women as a bargaining chip in negotiations,
often promising their imminent departure in exchange for Japanese food aid. It
is not known exactly how the North Korean authorities make their calculations,
or how much rice would have to be provided for one Japanese woman to be set
free. Amnesty International and other international human rights organiza
tions have examined these cases several times.

The North Koreans also kidnap South Koreans. According to the South
Korean government, more than 400 fishermen were abducted between 1955
and 1995. Those still missing include the passengers and crew members of an
airliner hijacked in 1969,a South Korean diplomat captured in Norway in April
1979, and a priest, Father Ahn Sung Un, who was kidnapped in China and
taken to North Korea in July 1995. All these people are examples of the many
South Korean citizens who have been victims of North Korean violence on

foreign soil.

Shortages and Famine

Another grave charge against the North Korean government involves the food
supply for the population. The situation has long been poor, but over the last
few years it has grown so bad that the North Korean authorities, disregarding
their sacrosanct principle of self-sufficiency, have launched an appeal for inter
national aid. In 1996 the grain harvest was 3.7 million tons, almost 3 million
tons less than at the beginning of the decade. The poor harvests of 1997 and
1998 made the situation worse. When asked by the UN World Food Program,
the United States, and the European Union about the situation, the North
Koreans have blamed it on a series of natural disasters, including flooding in
1994 and 1995 and drought and tidal waves in ll)97. The real causes of this
breakdown in the food supply are linked to the structural difficulties invariably
experienced by centrally planned socialist economies. Large-scale errors, in
cluding the deforestation of entire areas and the hasty construction of badly
planned terraces on orders from the very top of the Party, contributed to the
seriousness of the flooding. In addition, the collapse of the Soviet Union and
the political reorganization in China have curtailed aid from these two coun
tries; both now seek to trade in accordance with the normal laws of the interna
tional market. Because the North Korean government is extremely short of
hard currency, the acquisition of agricultural machinery, fertilizer, and fuel is
increasingly difficult.

It is impossible to know how grave the food situation really is. World
Vision has forecast a possible 2 million victims; the German Red Cross claims
that 10,000 children are dying of starvation every month.'? There is no doubt
that the situation is serious, and the rumors that circulate among the inhabitants
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on the Chinese border have been confirmed by reports from experts at the
United Nations. Shortages exist in many places, and in some places there is
famine. But the exploitation of well-meaning individuals on goodwill visits,
who claim that millions of deaths will inevitably result if aid is not increased,
and the dissemination abroad of photographs of undernourished children and
videos of television programs, which apparently teach the population how to
eat grass instead of food, are perhaps signs of a highly organized campaign to
blacken a picture that, though far from ideal, is perhaps not as catastrophic as
suggested. While North Korea is trying to convince the world that it is facing
a grave crisis and that any interruption in aid would have catastrophic conse
quences for political stability in the peninsula and peace in the Far East, the
North Korean army is extremely well fed and is building bigger and better

missiles.
Almost the only figures available for the number of victims of the food

crisis come from data released by the North Koreans themselves, which show
a not negligible number of children suffering from the effects of malnutrition.
Nutrition experts from the World Food Program made a study of a population
sample, provided by the government, of 4,zOO children, which revealed that 17
percent were suffering from malnutrition. IX This figure seems to confirm the
existence of widespread shortages and probably regional and local pockets of
famine. The shortages and famine, which are closely linked to political deci
sions made by the North Korean regime, have been held in check to some extent
by the efforts of the "imperialist" outside world, which has provided millions
of tons of grain in aid. Deprived of such aid, the population of North Korea

would face a real famine with catastrophic consequences.

Final Figures

In North Korea, perhaps more than anywhere else, the effects of Communism
are difficult to translate into numbers. Some of the reasons are insufficient
statistical data, the impossibility of carrying out any field research, and the
inaccessibility of all the relevant archives. But there are also other reasons. How
can one calculate the soul-destroying effects of constant, mindless propa
ganda? How can one put a figure on the absence of freedom of expression,
freedom of association, and freedom of movement; on the ways in which a
child's life is destroyed simply because his grandfather received a prison sen
tence; on the consequences for a woman who is forced to have an abortion in
atrocious conditions? How could statistics show what life is really like when
people are obsessed by the possibility of starvation, by lack of heating, and by
other acute shortages and privations? How can one compare the admittedly
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imperfect democracy in the South with the nightmarish situation in North
Korea?

Some have argued that North Korean Communism is a caricature, a
throwback to Stalinism. But this museum of Communism, the Asian Madame
Tussaud's, is all too alive.

To the 100,000 who have died in Party purges and the 1.5 million deaths
in concentration camps must be added at least 1.3 million deaths stemming
from the war, which was organized and instigated by the Communists, a war
that continues in small but murderous actions, including commando attacks on
the South and acts of terrorism; and the uncertain but growing number of
direct and indirect victims of malnutrition. Even if we content ourselves with
a figure of 500,000 victims of the primary or even secondary effects of malnu
trition (including the usual, unverifiable rumors of cannibalism), we end up
with an overall figure of more than 3 million victims in a country of 23 million
inhabitants that has lived under Communism for fifty years.

Vietnam and Laos:
The Impasse of War Communism

Jean-louis Margolin

Wemust transform our prisons into schools.

Le Duan, secretary general ofthe Vietnamese Communist Party

Admitting the damage caused by Communism in Vietnam is today
still anathema to many Westerners, who took a stand against French colonial
ism and American "imperialism" in the area and found themselves in the same
camp as the Vietnamese Communist Party. At the time it seemed quite logical
to assume that the Party was an expression of the hopes and aspirations of the
people to build a fraternal and egalitarian society. Its appeal was enhanced by
the charisma of Ho Chi Minh, who founded the Party and led it until 1969, as
well as the extraordinary tenacity of its members and its clever manipulation of
propaganda abroad, where it presented itself as a peace-loving, democratic
organization. At the very time when it was becoming increasingly difficult to

feel sympathy for Kim II Sung and his odious regime, it seemed ever more
logical to prefer the smiling austerity of the Hanoi mandarins to the rotten and
corrupt regime of Nguyen Van Thieu that ruled in Saigon from 1965 to 1975.
People genuinely wanted to believe that the Vietnamese Communist Party was
not just another Stalinist regime, but instead was above all a nationalist regime
that used a Communist label in order to receive aid from China and the Soviet
Union.

It would be ridiculous to question the sincerity of the Vietnamese Com
munists' nationalist aspirations, given the unparalleled determination with
which they fought against the French, the Americans, the Chinese, and the
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Japanese. For them the accusation of " treachery" or "collaboration" had the

same force that the label "counterrevolutionary" d id in C hi na . But Commu

nism was never incom pat ible wit h na tionalism or even xenop ho bia, particul arl y

in Asia. Unfor tu nately, benea th the surface of thi s appa re n tly am iable and

unan imously acce pted nat ionalism th ere lurk ed a S talin ist form of M aoism that

followed its pro totypes extremely closely.

The Ind och inese Comm unis t Party (ICP) got off to a had start .I Soon

after its founding in 19:10, several Part y activ ists were involved in a spectac ular

trial for actions taken in Saigo n in 192H. Influenced hy trad ition s of the local

secret societies and by nat ional ist ter rorism , Part y memb ers had jud ged and

executed one of their comrades and then burned his cor pse. Hi s cri me had been

to seduce a fema le mem ber of th e Parry. ' In 19:1] the Part y threw itself in to

the creation of rural "soviets " in N ge Tinh and star ted liquidating local land 

owners by the hundreds. In creating the soviet s, the ICP followed the Jiangxi

model, despite Vietn am 's com paratively minuscule size . T he flight of many of

the inhabitants facilitat ed the rapid return of colo nial troops. When the Indo

chinese Communist Part y, which hid behind the " united front" of the League

for the Ind ependence of Vietnam (Vie t Minh), finally dared to launch a full 

scale armed st ruggle in the spring of 19+5, it seem ed more hostil e to " traito rs"

and " reactio naries" (who somet imes included its own functio nar ies) th an to th e

better- armed occu pying Japa nese forces. O ne of the Part y' s leaders prop osed

an assassination cam paign to "s peed up the adva nce of th e m ovem ent. " Land

owners and local mand ar ins were tar gets of cho ice, and popular tribuna ls wer e

established to se ntence them and con fiscate th eir goods . The terror was also

aimed at political opponents of th e com paratively weak ICP, whi ch at the time

had on ly S,OO() me mbers. The Party wanted to produce a power vacuum as

soon as possible so that it could assume leadersh ip of th e nat ion alist movem ent.

T he Dai Viet, a nat ionalist part y allied with the J apanese, was savagely perse

cuted, and the Viet Min h un its und er Son Tay asked Han oi to send an elec

tricity generato r and a specialist so that th ey co uld tort ur e "traito rs" on a larger

scale.'

The August revo lution that catapulted Ho C hi Minh to power in the wake

of the Japanese surrender made the Iep the central clem ent in the new state.

In the several weeks preceding the arrival of Allied tr oop s (French and British

from the south, Chinese from the north), the Iep red oubled its campaign to

liquidate all compet ition . T he victims of this terror incl uded leaders of most

of the major op posi tion forces in Vietnam, includ ing th e emblematic moderate

cons titutiona list Bui Q uang C hien, th e great intel lectu al and righ t-wi ng poli 

tician Ph am Qu ynh , and Hu ynh Phu So, th e founder of the political religiou s

sect B oa Hao, who had himself orde red nu mero us assassi na tions . But it was

the Trotskyites , who though relat ively thin on the groun d were still active in
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the Saigon region, who were the obj ects of systema tic exte r mina tio n. T he ir

main leader, T a T u Thau, was ar res ted and killed in Se p tem ber 1945 in Qu an g

N gai, an area th at suffered particularl y bad ly in th e cleans ing.' T hese actio ns

were sup ported by th e Com m unist leader in Saigon , Tran Van G iau, who had

spent time in Moscow, though he was later to den y any invo lvement in the

assassination s. H e declared on 2 Septem ber: "A number of traitors to th e

fath erl and are swe lling their ranks to be tra y th eir co untry and serve th e enemy

. . . we mu st punish th e gro ups who are creating tr ouble in the Democrat ic

Rep ublic of Vietnam and facilitating an invasio n by th e enemy.'" An article in

th e Viet Mi nh pr ess in H an oi on 29 August reco m mended th at the people set

up " traito r elimi nation com mi ttees" in every ne ighborhood and village." Doz

en s, perhaps hundreds, of Trotskyites were captured and kill ed . Others, who

in October had helped defend Saigon agai ns t British and French forces, wer e

deprived of munitions and food, and most were killed." On 25 August a state

security organiz ation was established in Saigon on the Soviet mod el, and the

pri son s th at had just been emptied began to fill again. The Viet Minh formed

an Assault Assassination Committee, which mar ched through the st ree ts. Most

of its member s were recruited from th e local underworld, and it was at the head

of th e anti-Frenc h pogrom of 25 Septem ber th at left do zens of mut ilated

corpses in its wake." Vie tna mese wome n who had mar ried Fren chmen were also

systematica lly slaug htered, altho ugh these act ions were blamed on people who

were not rea lly members of th e Viet Mi nh. In Aug us t and S ep tember alone the

Viet Mi nh car rie d ou t thousand s of assassi na tions and tens of thousand s of

kidnapp ings, T hese wer e often local initiati ves, hut there is no doubt that the

central au tho ri ties wer e encouraging such actions on a hu ge scale, and the ICP

later declared publicly that it regretted not havin g wiped out more of its

enemies at t hat time." In th e north , whic h was th e only p art of the country

really under ICP co ntrol befor e th e outb rea k of th e Indoch ina war in 1946,

secret police and detention camps were already in place. In practice, the De mo

cratic Republic of Vietn am (D RY) was already a one-party state; the radica l

nationalist s of the Vietnam Quoc Da n Da ng (VN Q D D, the Vietnamese N a

tional Part y, found ed in 1927), who had been engaged in a blood y strugg le with

the Viet Minh, had been eliminated as a political force in July 1945 as a result

of the com bined efforts of the ICP and the colonial powers. The latt er had

come down hard on the VNQPD ever since the party had organized the Yenbai

mutiny in 19:10.
After World War II the repressive violence of the Communists was re

deployed as armed resistance agains t the Fre nc h co lonial powers. N umerous

eyewitness acco unts are avai lable abo ut the prison camps in which soldiers of

the French Expedi tionary For ce were held .to Ma ny suffered and died there; out

of 20,000, only 9,000 were still alive to be liberated when the Ge neva peace
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accord was signed in 1954 .11 The terrible diseases endemic to the mountains of

Indochina decimated the prisoners, who received woefully inadequate medical

care, lived in extremel y unhygienic conditions, and were often deliberately

starved . Beatings and torture were also common, but French soldiers could be

useful to their captors. The ICP considered them "war criminals" and forced

them to repent and take on the values of their captors so that they could be

used in propaganda against their own camp. This Chinese-style reedu cation

was assisted by many advi sers sent by Mao after J950 . These propaganda

sessions forced all "students" to participate actively and divided all participants

into "reactionaries" and "progressives." They made extensive promises, in

cluding the possibility of liberation, and met with some impressive successes,

mainly because of the ph ysical and psychological exhaustion of the pri soners,

but also because, later on, the French prisoners were treated less badly than the

Vietnamese themselves were in South Vietnam.

In December 1953, when victory seemed imminent, the Viet Minh

launched agrarian reforms in the liberated zones. By the end of 1954 this

measure had been extended to all the land north of the 17' h parallel, which had

been given to the Communists in the Geneva peace accord . The reforms were

completed in 1956. The aims and pace of the land reforms were similar to those

of the Chinese agrarian reforms of 1946-1952, and they strengthened the links

between the Party, which had officially reappeared in 1951, and the poor and

middle-range peasantry. By eliminating potential centers of resistance to Com

munism, the land reform became an important stepping-stone on the wav to

complete state control of the economy. And yet, even more so than in Ch"ina,

the traditional elite in the countryside maintained strong support for the Viet

Minh because of the Party's strongly nationalist stance. The Viet Minh's

ferocious and murderous methods were identical with those of their neighbors

to the north . In every village, activists, occasionally enlisting the help of theat

rical troupes, tried to incite the poorer peasants (this was often extrcmelv

difficult) and encourage them to put their victims on public trial. The victims

were chosen in a fairly arbitrary manner, frequently according to a quota of 4-5

percent, recalling again the sacred 5 percent of Maoism .'! These victims were

often killed, or at the very least imprisoned, and their goods confiscated. As in

China, the entire family was forced to suffer. By not taking political merit into

consideration, these fanatics showed not only their unpitying dogmatism, but

also the will toward a totalitarian classification of society that was a driving force

inside the Vietnamese Communist Party. One woman who was a rich landowner

and a successful entrepreneur was singled out for the attention of the peasants

even though she was a benefactor of the revolution and the proud mother of

two Viet Minh soldiers. When the peasants refused to react, "a group who had

been well trained in China were called in, and they managed to turn the
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situation around .. . Mme. Long was accused of hav ing killed three sharecrop

pers before 1945, of having slept with a Frenchman , and of having collaborated

with the French and spied for them . Exhausted by the treatment she received,

she ended up admitting everything and was sentenced to death . One of her

sons, who was in China at the time, was brought home, deprived of his rank,

stripped of his medals, and sentenced to twenty years in prison." As in Beijing,

people were found guilty simply because they had been accused by the Party,

which never made mistakes. Therefore, the best response was often to do what

was expected of you: "It was better to have killed your father and mother and

admitted it than to say nothing and to have done nothing wrong at all."!'
The scale of violence was extraordinary. The theme of hatred of the

adversary was hammered home again and again . According to Le Due Tho,

who was later to share the Nobel Peace Prize with Henry Kissinger, "If one

wishes to convince the peasants to take up arms, first of all you have to fill them

with hatred for the enemy." In January 1956, in an article in Nhan da (The

people), the official organ of the Communist Party, one could read that "the

landowning classes will never be quiet until they have been eliminated." The

motto was similar to those found in China: "Better ten innocent deaths than

one enemy survivor ." Torture was practiced routinel y, to an extent that began

to worry Ho Chi Minh by the end of 1954: "A number of cadres have once

again made the mistake of using torture. This is a savage method that is used

by the imperialists, capitalists, and feudal landlords to hold the masses and the

revolution in check . . . Throughout this phase, the recourse to torture is once

again strictly banned ."!'
There was one major difference from the Chinese model. Whereas in

China reform of the Party came after the experiment in social engineering that

was agricultural reform, in Vietnam the two were carried out simultaneously.

The reason was undoubtedly the relative sizes of the privileged classes in the

two countries. In Vietnam, as in China, 5 percent of the population was sus

pected of being infiltrators from the VNQDD, a party that was compared to

the Chinese Kuomintang. In a distant echo of the Jiangxi purges, the Vietnam

ese authorities engaged in witch-hunts for phantom "anti-Bolshevik counter

revolutionary elements." Paranoia swept the country, and even heroes of the

Indochina war were assassinated or sent to camps. In the discourse of the

Vietnamese Communists, the memory of 1956 (the chinh huan reached its high

point early in that year) still evokes horror in all the participants: "One Com

munist Party secretary who fell before a firing squad died shouting 'Long live

the Indochinese Communist Party!' Unable to understand what was happening,

he died convinced that he was being shot by the fascists." 15The exact number

of losses is hard to gauge, but they were certainly catastrophic. There were

probably some 50,000 executions in the countryside (excluding combat deaths),
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that is, OJ--D.4 percent of the populat ion (a figure very similar to the fraction
of the population that died in the Chinese agrarian reforms).I I, Between 50,000
and 100,000people were imprisoned; R6 percent of the members of Party cells
in the countryside were purged , as were 95 percent of the cadres in the anti
French resistance. In the words of the leader of the purge, who in 1956
admitted that mistakes had been made, "the leadership [of the rectification
committee] made some rather tendentious judgments about the Part y organi
zation. It was decided that the rural cells, particularly those in zones that had
been newly liberated, were without exception controll ed by the enemy or had
been infiltrated by them, and that all the district or provin cial leadership
committees were being contr olled by the landowner s or by counterrevolution
aries."!' These purges foreshadowed the mass condemnations of entire classes
by the Khmer Rouge (see Chapter 24).

The army was the first to organize a chinh huan, which was more ideo
logical than repressive, within its ranks in 1951. From 1952 to 1956 "rectifica
tion" was a constant , Tension was so high in some reeducation camps that
razors and knives had to be confiscated, and the lights kept on all night to

prevent suicides among the inmates. IX And yet it was the arm y that finished its
purge first. Persecutions hit its own cadres so hard that many deserted to the
South .'? This trend seriously worried the authorities, whose aim after all was
to reunify the country. By contrast with China, the weight of militar y necessity
brought a certain realism to the whole business, and the relat ively small size of
the country meant that those who were unhapp y found it easier to flee . These
factors led to a certain attenuation of the violence. Thi s is also evident from
the fate of Catholics in the North, who at 1.5 million people made up 10percent
of the population . Initially persecuted, they were well enough organized to take
advantage of the mass exodus to the South, leaving und er the prote ction of the
last French troops. At least 600,000 of them reached South Vietnam.

The effects of the Twentieth Congress of the Soviet Communist Party
were also beginning to be felt, and Vietnam experienced a timid Hundred
Flowers movement in April 1956. September marked the appearance of the
review Nhan van (Humanism), symbolizing the aspirations of a number of
intellectuals for freedom. The daring writers mocked the prose of the official
censor To Huu, the author of the following poem:

Long live Ho Chi Minh
The guiding light of the proletariat!
Long live Stalin
The great eternal tree!
Peace grows in his shadow!
Kill, kill again, let your hands never stop
Let fields and paddyfields produce rice in abundance
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So that taxes can be paid at once.
Let us march together with the same heart
So that the Party may last for ever
Let us adore Chairman Mao
And build an eternal cult to Stalin.1O

The intellectuals were punished for their audacity. Literar y reviews that
criticized the regime were soon banned, and a campaign similar to the one in
China against Hu Fen g and freedom of artistic expression began, with the
personal support of Ho Chi Minh ." The plan was to ensure a united front
among all intellectual s in Hano i who were members of the Party or close to it
and many of whom had previously fought in the resistance. Early in 1958, 476
"ideological saboteurs" were forced to make public acts of self-criticism and
were sent either to work camps or to the Vietnamese equivalent of the Chinese
laojlao. 22 As in the People's Republic of China, the temptation to enact Khrush
chev-style reforms was quickly rejected in favor of strengthening the orth odox
line. The factor that both limited repression and kept it going was the war in
the South, which flared up again in 1957in response to the ferociousanti-Com
munist policies of the u. S.-supported Ngo Dinh Diem regime. In Ma y 1959
the Vietnamese Communist Party made a secret decision to try to spread the
war and to support it by send ing troops and arms, despite the immense cost to
the people of North Vietnam. Thi s did not prevent the government from also
attemptin g a Chinese-style Great Leap Forward in agriculture, initiated with
a series of ent husiastic articles by Ho Chi Minh himself in October 1958.2.1 The
combination of massive irrigation projects and a long period of drought led,
as it did in China , to a fall in producti on, followed by a serious famine with an
unknown numb er of victims." The war effort was not enough to prevent the
purging of numerous pro-Soviet cadres inside the Party in 1964-65 and again
in 1967, includ ing the former personal secretary of "Uncle Ho." Such events
were enough to show that the leaders of the Vietnamese Communist Party
shared the antirevisionist tendenci es of their Chinese counterparts. Som e vic
tims of the purges remained in prison for more than a decade, without ever
being brought to trial. 25

The so-called American war, which ended only with the final withdrawal
of U.S, troops following the signing of the Paris peace treaty in January 1973
and the subsequent fall of the South Vietnamese regime on 30 April 1975, was
not in fact followed by the bloodbath that so many feared and that did take
place in neighboring Cambodia. But the Vietnamese prisoners of the Commu 
nist forces-including " traitors" from their own ranks-were severely abused
and often simply liquidated rather than moved." It is clear that the civil war
and struggle for freedom were accompanied by many atrocities on both sides.
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Atrocities were also committed against civilians who had elected to support one
side or the other. As a result, it is extremely difficult to calculate the numbers
involved or even to describe the methods used. But the Communists did carry
out at least one large-scale massacre. During the few weeks when the Viet Cong
controlled the ancient imperial capital, Hue, during the Tet offensive in Feb
ruary 1968, at least J,OOO people were massacred, including Vietnamese priests,
French religious workers, German doctors, and a number of officials and
government workers.v The number of deaths was far higher than in the mas
sacres carried out by Americans. Some of the victims were buried alive; others
were taken away to "study sessions" from which they never rerurned.P' It is
difficult to understand such crimes, which have never been officially recognized
and which were clearly an adumbration of what was to come from the Khmer
Rouge, Would the Communists have acted in the same manner if they had taken
Saigon in 1968?

In any case, they did not act in such fashion when they captured it in 1975.
For a few brief weeks, the approximately I million officials and soldiers in the
Saigon regime could even believe that the much-vaunted "policy of clemency"
of President Ho was more than simple political rhetoric. As a result, these
officials began to cooperate and register with the new authorities. Then, in early
June, people were suddenly called in for reeducation, which officially lasted
three days for simple footsoldiers and an entire month for officers and civil
servants." In fact three days often became three years, and the month became
seven or eight years. The last survivors of the reed ucarion programs did not
return home until 1986.111 Pham Van Dong, the prime minister at the time,
admitted in 1980 that 200,000 had been reeducated in the South. Serious
estimates range from SOO,OOO to I million out of a population of 20 million.
The victims included a large number of students, intellectuals, monks (both
Buddhist and Catholic), and political militants (including Communists). Many
of these people had been in sympathy with the National Liberation Front of
South Vietnam, which revealed itself to be no more than a cover for Northern
Communists and which almost immediately broke all its promises to respect
the wishes of the people of the South. As in 19S+-llJ56, onetime comrades-in
arms were soon suffering in the rectification campaigns. To the number of
prisoners who were trapped in special camps must be added an indeterminate
but large number of "minor" reeducation cases who were locked up for several
weeks in their place of work or study. By comparison, during the worst periods
of the anti-Communist regime in the South, enemies on the left claimed that
some 200,000 people were locked up in camps."

Conditions of detention under Communist rule varied considerably. Some
camps near towns did not even have barbed-wire fences, and the regime there
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was more one of constraint than of actual punishment. The more difficult cases
were sent farther north, to the more unhealthy, distant areas, to camps originally
built for French prisoners. Isolation was total, and there was almost no medical
care. Survival in these camps often depended on parcels sent by the families of
prisoners. Undernourishment was as bad as it was in the prisons; detainees
were fed only 200 grams of poor-quality rice filled with stones per day. As
elsewhere, hunger was often used as a weapon by the authorities against those
awaiting trial. Doan Van Toai has left a gripping account of life in one such
prison, which shows that this universe shared many of the characteristics of
the Chinese prison camps, but was somewhat worse in terms of overcrowding,
sanitary conditions, the prevalence of violent and often fatal punishments such
as whipping, and long delays before trial. There were sometimes seventy to
eighty prisoners in a cell built for twenty, and walks were often impossible
because of construction inside the prison yard. The cells of the colonial period
were seen as havens of peace and tranquillity in comparison. The tropical
climate and the lack of air made breathing very difficult. All day long, people
took turns standing by the one small airhole. The smells were unbearable, and
skin complaints were rife. Even water was severely rationed. The hardest
punishment was undoubtedly solitary confinement, sometimes for years on
end, with no contact allowed with family. Torture was hidden but ever-present,
as were executions. In prison, the tiniest infringement of regulations was
punished harshly, and rations were so small that death often came within

weeks."
One testament about prison conditions, "signed" orally by forty-eight

courageous prisoners, was memorized and circulated through the prisons of

Ho Chi Minh City:

We,
workers, peasants, and proletarians,
believers, artists, writers, and patriotic intellectuals interned in dif-

ferent prisons across Vietnam,
wish first of all to express our debt of gratitude to:

progressive movements throughout the world,
workers' and intellectual struggle movements,
evcrvonc who over the last ten years has supported the fight for

human ri~hts in Vietnam and supported the struggle for democracy and
the freedom of oppressed and exploited Vietnamese citizens ...

The prison system of the old regime (which was itself widely
condemned by international opinion) was quickly replaced by a more
subtly planned system that is far harsher and crueler. All contact be
tween prisoners and their families is forbidden, even by mail. The fami-
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lies of prisoners are kept in the dark about the fate of those in prison,
which adds to the suffering and anguish. In the face of these humiliat
ing, discriminatory procedures prisoners keep quiet , fearing that any
objections they raise might result in further punishment for their rela
tives, who could be killed at any moment without their knowledge .. .

Conditions inside the prisons are unimaginably bad. In the Chi
Hoa prison, the official Saigon prison, 8,000 people under the old re
gime were kept in conditions that were universally condemned . Today
there are more than 40,000 people in the same prison. Prisoners often
die from hunger, lack of air, or torture, or by their own hand . . .

There are two sorts of prison in Vietnam: the official prisons and
the concentration camps. The latter are far out in the jungle, and the
prisoner is sentenced to a lifetime of forced labor. There are no trials,
and hence no possibility of using a legal mechanism in their defense ...

If it really is the case that humanity at present is recoiling from the
spread of Communism, and rejecting at last the claims of the North
Vietnamese Communists that their defeat of American imperialism is
proof of their invincibility, then we, the prisoners of Vietnam, ask the
International Red Cross, humanitarian organizations throughout the
world, and all men of goodwill to send us cyanide capsules as soon as
possible so that we can put an end to our suffering ourselves. We want to
die now! Help us to carry out this act, and help us kill ourselves as soon
as possible. We would be eternally in your debt .

Vietnam, August 1975-0ctober 1977 u

To this strange tableau of "liberation" should be added the spectacle of hun
dreds of thousands of boat people who fled misery and repression, many of
whom drowned or were killed by pirates. The first real sign of relaxation in
repression came only in 1986, when the new secretary general of the Vietnam
ese Communist Party, Nguyen Van Linh, freed a large number of political
prisoners and dosed the killing camps of the northern region . A new penal
code is at last going to be promulgated. The process of liberalization has been
timid and contradictory, and the 1990s have been marked by an uneasy balance
between conservatives and reformers. Repressive urges have dashed the hopes
of many, even though arrests are now much more carefully targeted and carried
out on a relatively small scale. Many intellectuals and religious figures are still
persecuted and imprisoned, and rural discontent in the north has sparked riots
that have been put down with extreme violence. The best chance for a relaxa
tion of the situation in the longer term is probably the hope that private
enterprise will inevitably bring change, as it has in China, enabling an ever
growing number of inhabitants to escape the direct control of the state and the
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Party. At the same time, there is a growing business mafia that is extremely
corrupt and that itself constitutes a new, more ordinary form of oppression of
a population that is even poorer than the population of China .

Laos: APopulation in Flight

Everyone has heard about the drama of the Vietnamese boat people, but Laos,
which became Communist in the aftermath of the events of 1975 in Vietnam,
has seen a proportionally larger section of the population take flight. Admit
tedly, all that Laotians have to do to flee is to cross the Mekong River into
Thailand. Since most of the population of Laos lives in the river valley or
nearby, and since repressions are relatively limited, departure is quite easy.
Around 300,000 people (\0 percent of the population) have fled the country,
including well over 30 percent of the Hmong minority in the mountains
(around 100,000 people) and about YO percent of all intellectuals, technicians,
and officials. In Communist Asia, only North Korea in 1950-1953 saw a larger
share of its population flee the country.

Since 1945 the fate of Laos has depended on that of Vietnam. The French
and subsequently the Americans lent their support, including military support,
to what was basically a right-wing monarchy. The Vietnamese Communists
backed the Pathct Lao, which was dominated by a few local Communists who
invariably had personal links to Vietnam . The movement was totally dependent
on Vietnam for military support. The sparsel y populated eastern part of the
country was directly involved in the American phase of the Vietnamese conflict.
Ho Chi Minh's supply lines passed through the area, and as a result it was
bombed relentlessly by the Americans. The U.S . Central Intelligence Agency
established a powerful, armed anti-Communist movement among the local
Hmong. No signifi cant atrocities occurred in the ensuing military campaign,
which in general was desultory and intermittent. By 1975 the Communists
controlled the greater part of the eastern region but only one-third of the
country's population. The rest, including some 600,000 interned refugees
(20 percent of the inhabitants), were along the Mekong, to the west.

The seizure of power, in the new Indochinese political configuration, was
quite peaceful, a sort of Asiatic "velvet revolution." The neutral former prime
minister, Souvanna Phouma, became a special adviser to the new regime headed
by Prince Souphanouvong, a relative of the deposed king. The new "people's
democratic republic" followed the Vietnamese example. Almost all officials of
the old regime (around 30,000 people) were sent to reeducation camps in distant
northern and eastern provinces along the Vietnamese border, where the climate
is inhospitable . Many remained there for as long as five years. Around 3,000
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The lineage from Mao Zedong to Pol Pot is obvious. This is one of

the paradoxes that make the Khmer Rouge revolution so difficult to analyze

and understand. The Cambodian tyrant was incontestably mediocre and a pale

copy of the imaginative and cultivated Beijing autocrat who with no outside

help established a regime that continues to thrive in the world's most populous

country. Yet despite Pol Pot's limitations, it is the Cultural Revolution and the

Great Leap Forward that look like mere trial runs or preparatory sketches for

what was perhaps the most radical social transformation of all: the attempt to

implement total Communism in one fell swoop, without the long transitional

period that seemed to be one of the tenets of Marxist-Leninist orthodoxy.

Money was abolished in a week; total collectivization was achieved in less than

two years; social distinctions were suppressed by the elimination of entire

classes of property owners, intellectuals, and businessmen; and the ancient

antagonism between urban and rural areas was solved by emptying the cities in

a single week. It seemed that the only thing needed was sufficient willpower,

and heaven would be found on Earth. Pol Pot believed that he would be

enthroned higher than his glorious ancestors-Marx, Lenin, Stalin, Mao Ze

dong-and that the revolution of the twenty-first century would be conducted

in Khmer, just as the revolutions of the twentieth century had been in Russian

and then Chinese.
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"hardened criminals"-mainly police and army officers-were interned in

camps with particularly harsh regimes on the Nam Ngum Islands. The royal

family itself was arrested in 1977, and the last prince died in detention. Such

events are probably enough to explain most of the departures, which were often

quite dramatic. It was not unusual for people fleeing the country to be fired

upon.
The main difference from the pattern of events in Vietnam was the

presence of an anti-Communist guerrilla force that was several thousand

strong, consisting primarily of Hmong. In 1977 the guerrilla resistance was a

sufficient cause of concern in Vientiane that the government ordered aerial

bombardment of the region. Unconfirmed statements claim that there was a

"yellow rain" of chemical or biological weapons. What is certain is that after

their mobilization during the war, the Hmong guerrilla forces took part in the

large-scale departures from the country. In 1975 huge columns of Hmong

civilians set off for Thailand, leading to at least one serious incident with the

Communist army. Refugees' accounts claim that at least 45,000 victims either

were killed or died of starvation during the journey, In 1991 there were still

55,000 people from Laos, including 45,000 Hmong people from the mountain

regions, in camps in Thailand, waiting for a final destination. Some later

managed to find sanctuary in French Guyana.

There have been several purges of state and Party leaders, but these have

not been bloody. One took place in 1979 as part of a rupture with China;

another occurred in 1990, when some people advocated a course similar to the

one being pursued in Eastern Europe. The departure of some 50,000 Vietnam

ese soldiers in 1988, a series of liberal economic reforms, and the reopening of

the border with Thailand have also lightened the atmosphere. Today there are

few political prisoners, and Communist propaganda is quite attenuated. But

only a few thousand refugees have returned to the "country of a million

elephants." Laos remains extremely poor and backward, and its future depends

on increasing ties with the hundreds of thousands of wealthy and educated

people who left at the height of the Communist regime."

L4 Cambodia:
The Country of Disconcerting Crimes

Jean-Louis Margolin

We mustgive a pure and perfect depiction of the historyof the Party.

Pol Pot
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Cambodia

In reality, the Khmer Rouge's mark in history will always be written in

blood .' There is now an abundant bibliography to ensure that this is the case.

All eyewitness statements and analyses by researchers highlight the theme of

inhuman repression . The only real questions are why and how such horror

could have come about . In the scope of repression, Cambodian Communism

surpasses and differs radically from all other forms of Communism.' Depend

ing on how one phrases these questions, one can see it as an extreme and

aberrant case, pointing to its brevity-it lasted only three years and eight

months-c-or as a grotesque but revealing caricature of certain fundamental

traits of the Communist phenomenon. The debate is far from over, not least

because we still know very little about the leaders of the Khmer Rouge them

selves-they hardly ever spoke in public and they published almost nothing

but also because Chinese and Vietnamese archives, which might be of help, are
still inaccessible.

Still, we do have an abundance of information at our disposal. Although

Cambodia was one of the last countries in the world to become a Communist

state, it was also Communist for only a brief period, and by 1979 it had

dissociated itself altogether from the more extreme forms of Communism. The

strange "people's democracy" that accompanied the decade of Vietnamese

military occupation seemed to base its ideology entirely on condemnation of

the "Pol Pot-I eng Sary genocidal clique," judging all forms of socialism to be

too traumatic after the events of those years.' Victims, for the most part refu

gees who had managed to escape abroad, were encouraged to speak about their

experiences and were often very eager to do so. Researchers were also welcomed

into the country. A pluralist political regime was established under the watchful

eye of the United Nations in 1992.4 (At the same time, a sizable research grant

was given by the U.S. Congress to the Cambodian Genocide Program run by

Yale University, which made material conditions in the country considerably

easier.) For some, however, these stabilization measures have gone too far. For

them, the reintegration of the last surviving Khmer Rouge officials into the

political sphere seems to indicate a worrying form of amnesia inside the coun

try. The Museum of Genocide has also been closed, and many of the killing
fields are buried once again .

Nevertheless, we do know more or less what happened in Cambodia from

1975 to 1979, although there is still much work to be done in determining the

exact number of those who died, the extent of local variations in policy, the

exact chronology of events, and the manner in which decisions were made

inside the Communist Party of Kampuchea (CPK). We certainly know enough

to prove that the early claims of Francois Ponchaud were justified.' Like Simon

Leys before him, he shook up the conformism among leftist intellectuals, who

at first refused to accept his message." Because these claims slowly came to be
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recognized as the truth , in part thanks to the efforts of the Vietnamese Com

munists, stories of life under the terror of the Khmer Rouge played an impor

tant role in the crisis faced by Communism and Marxism in the West. Like the

Jews who gave their last ounce of strength so that the world would know about

the realities of the Holocaust, bearing witness was sometimes the last despairing

goal of a number of Cambodians who braved all sorts of dangers to escape

abroad . Their tenacity often bore fruit. All of mankind should take up their

flame toda y, remembering cases like that of Pin Yathay, who wandered alone

and starving through the jungle for a month "to bring news of the genocide in

Cambodia, to describe what we have been through, to tell how several million

men, women, and children were all coldly programmed for death . . . how the

country was razed to the ground and plunged back into a prehistoric era, and

how its inhabitants were tortured so relentlessly . . . I wanted to live so that I

could beg the world to come to the aid of the survivors and try to prevent total

extermination. "7

The Spiral ofHorror

Despite a rather prickly nationalism, rational Cambodians recognize that their

country was really a victim of a purely domestic tragedy-a small group of

idealists turned toward evil-and that the traditional elites were tragically

incapable of reacting to save the country or themselves. The combination is far

from exceptional in Asia or elsewhere, but only rarely does it lead to revolu

tions. Other factors were also to blame, including the unique geographic situ

ation of the country, especially its long border with Laos and Vietnam, and the

historical moment. The full-scale war that had been raging in Vietnam since

1964 was undoubtedly a decisive factor in these events.

Civil War (1970-1975)

The Khmer kingdom, which had been a French protectorate since 1863, es

caped the Indochinese war of 1946-1954 more or less unharmed ." At the

moment when resistance groups linked to the Viet Minh began to form in

1953, Prince Sihanouk began a peaceful "crusade for independence." Facili

tated by excellent diplomatic relations between Sihanouk and Paris, this "cru

sade" met with considerable success and undercut his adversaries on the left .

But in the face of the ensuing confrontation between the Vietnamese Commu

nists and the United States, the subtle balancing act by which he attempted to

preserve Cambodian neutrality earned him only the mistrust of all parties and

growing incomprehension inside the country.

In March 1970 the prince was ousted by his own government and by the
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Assembly, with the blessing (but apparently not the active participation) of the

U.S . Central Intelligence Agency. The country was thrown into disarray, and

terrible pogroms against the Vietnamese minority began . Of the roughl y

450,000 Vietnamese in the country, two-thirds were forced to flee to South

Vietnam . Communist Vietnamese embassy buildings were burned down, and

an ultimatum was issued for all foreign troops to leave the country immediately.

The ultimatum was of course ignored . Hanoi, which found itself with no ally

except the Khmer Rouge inside the country, decided to back them to the hilt,

supplying arms and military advisers and providing access to training camps

inside Vietnam . Vietnam eventually occupied the greater part of the country

in the name of the Khmer Rouge, or rather in the name of Sih anouk, who was

so furious at his earlier humiliation that he joined with the local Communists,

until then his worst enemies. On the advice of Beijing and Hanoi, the Commu

nists rolled out the red carpet for him but gave him no actual political power.

Thus the internal conflict became one of royalist Communists versus the

Khmer Republic, with the latter led by General (soon Marshal) Lon No\. The

force s of the Khmer Republic were considerably weaker than those of the

North Vietnamese and seemed unable to capitalize on Sihanouk's unpopularity

among intellectuals and the middle classes in the cities and towns . They were

soon forced to ask for American aid in the form of bombing raids, arms, and

military advisers; the y also accepted a futile intervention from the South Viet

namese.

After the catastrophic failure of operation Chenla-II in early 1<)72, when

the best republican troops were decimated, the war became a long agony as the

Khmer Rouge tightened the screws around the main urban areas, which even

tually could be supplied only by air. But this rearguard action was murderously

destructi ve, and it destabilized the population, who, unlike the Vietnamese, had

never experienced anything like it. American bombing raids were massive: more

than 540,000 tons of explosives were dropped on the combat zones, mostly in

the six months before the U.S. Congress cut off funding for such raids in

August 1971. The bombing slowed the progress of the Khmer Rouge, but it

also ensured that there would never be a shortage of recruits in a countryside

now filled with hatred for the Americans. It also further destabilized the repub

lic by causing a tremendous influx of refugees into the cities, probably one-third

of a total population of 8 million." This buildup of refugees facilitated the

evacuation of urban areas after the Khmer Rouge's victory and enabled the

Khmers to claim repeatedly in their propaganda: "We have defeated the world's

greatest superpower and will therefore triumph over all opposition-nature,

the Vietnamese, and all others." !"

The fall of Phnom Penh and the last republican cities on 17 April 1975

had been expected for so long that it came as something of a relief, even to the
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losers. Nothing, it was assumed, could be worse than such a cruel and futile
civil war. Yet the signs had always been there: the Khmer Rouge had not waited
for victory to demonstrate their disconcerting aptitude for violence and extreme

measures. Tens of thousands of people were massacred after the capture of the
ancient royal capital, Oudong, in 1974.11

As "liberation" swept the country, "reeducation centers" were established
and became harder and harder to distinguish from the "detention centers" that,

in theory, were reserved for hardened criminals. Initially the reeducation cen
ters were modeled on the Viet Minh prison camps of the 1950s and reserved

chiefly for prisoners from Lon Nol's army. There was never any question of
appl ying the Geneva Convention here, since all republicans were considered

traitors rather than prisoners of war. In Vietnam there had been no deliberate
massacres of prisoners, whether French or native . In Cambodia, by contrast,

the strictest possible regime became the norm, and it seems to have been
decided early on that the normal fate of a prisoner was to be death. One large

camp, which contained more than 1,000 detainees, was studied by Henri Lo
card." Established in 1971 or 1972, it confined enemy soldiers and their real or
supposed families, including children, together with Buddhist monks, suspect

travelers, and others. As a result of harsh treatment, a starvation diet , and

widespread disease, most of the prisoners and all the children died very quickly.
Executions were also very common, with as many as thirty killed in a single
evening.' :'

Massive deportations of civilians began in 1<)73. Some 40,000 were trans

ferred from Takeo Province to the border zones near Vietnam, and many fled
toward Phnom Penh. After an abortive attempt to take the town of Kompong

Cham, thousands of citizens were forced to accompany the Khmer Rouge in
their retreat. H Kratie, the first city of any size to be taken , was entirely emptied

of its population . The year 1973 also marked a decisive break with North
Vietnam. Offended by the Kampuchean Communist Party 's refusal to join the

negotiations in Paris in January 1973 concerning the U.S. withdrawal, the
North Vietnamese drastically reduced assistance, and thus their ability to
influence the Khmer Rouge . Pol Pot 's team 15 took advantage of this turn of

events to begin eliminating approximately 1,000 "Viet Minh Khmers" who had

returned to Cambodia. These former anti -French resistance fighters had left
for Hanoi after the Geneva peace accord of 1954.11> Because of their experience

and their links with the Vietnamese Communist Party, they represented a real

alternative to the Khmer Rouge leaders, most of whom had come to Commu
nism only after the Indochinese war or while studying in France. A number of

the latter had begun their political training as militants in the French Commu
nist Party.' ? After the break with Vietnam, the Khmer Rouge began to rewrite

history, imposing the dogma that the Kampuchean Communist Party had been
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founded in 1960, not, as was really the case, in 1951 as part of Ho Chi Minh's
Indochinese Communist Party, which was centered in Vietnam. This tactic

removed all historical legitimacy from the '''5 Is," who were then persecuted .
It also paved the way for an artificial break with the Vietnamese Communist

Party. The first serious clashes between Vietnamese troops and the Khmer
Rouge date from this period .IX

Deportation and Segregation of the Population (1975-1979)

The total evacuation of Phnom Penh following the Khmer Rouge victory came
as a great shock both to the city's inhabitants and to the rest of the world. !"

which began to realize for the first time that exceptional events were unfolding
in Cambodia. The city's inhabitants themselves seemed to accept the explana

tion given by their new masters, who claimed that the evacuation was a safety
measure to ensure protection from possible American bombing raids and that

people would be better fed elsewhere. The evacuation of the cities, for which
the regime will undoubtedly always be remembered, was a spectacular event
but cost relatively few lives. At the time people were still well fed and healthy,

and they were allowed to take some belongings and articles of exchange value,
such as gold, jewelry, and even dollars.?" There was little systematic brutality,

although an example was made of people who resisted, and there was certainly
no shortage of executions of enem y prisoners. Most deportees were neither

robbed nor searched . Direct or indirect victims of the evacuation-hospital
patients, the old, the sick, and the infirm, as well as people (sometimes whole
families) who committed suicide-numbered perhaps 10,000, out of a total city

population of 2 million to J million . Several hundred thousand were also

moved out of other cities, so that 4&-54 percent of the population of the
country found themselves on the road ." Despite the lack of brutality, the
evacuation of the cities was a traumatic event that remains indelibly etched on

the memory of all survivors. They had twenty-four hours to leave their homes.
Though somewhat reassured by the lie that they would be allowed to return

after three days, 22 they found themselves caught up in a human maelstrom in

which it was easy to lose their closest relatives, perhaps forever. Unsmiling
soldiers (yothea.) dragged them away to a departure point whose destination

depended on the neighborhood from which they left; thus families who were
separated before reaching the departure point stood little chance of meeting
again . Scenes of death and despair abounded, and no one received any food or
medical assistance from the Khmer Rouge during the journey to the destina
tion, which often lasted several weeks.

The first classification of city dwellers took place during this first depor
tation, at the roadside in the country. It was quite rudimentary and depended
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more or less on what people said about themselves. The aim "'JS to find as many
army officers and middle- and high-ranking offi cials as possible, in theor y so
rhJt 'Sihanouk , who \\JS nominally head of state until 1976, could form a new
government in the capital. In practice, most of them were immediately massa
cred or died shortlv afterward in prison . Inexplicably from the point of view
of police control, the Khmer Rouge had ordered that all identity paper s be
dcsrrovcd ;" as ;1 result, many guvcrnrncnt employees and former soldiers were
able to pass themselves off ;IS peasants and, with a hit of luck, survive."

Controlling such ;\ huge exodus was well beyond the organizational capac
itv ()f the Khmer Rouge, who in 1\)73 numbered only 12(),(){){) activists and
s\'mpathizns; most of these had joined reccntlv, and only half were soldiers,

L\,acut:cs were thus allowed to establish their new homes wherever thev wanted
(or wherever the y could), provided the \'illag\.: chief agreed . Cambodia is nei
ther hig nor densely populated, and almost all city dwellers had relatives some
where in the countrv, \ lam simply went to join them, and thus vastly increased
thcir chances of survival, ~r()\idCli they were not deported again , On the whole,
thinl!s were not too difficult. Sornerimcs the villagers even killed a cow in honor
of the evacuees, and otrcn they helped the evacuees set up new horncs': More
gcnnall\, from this moment until the fall of the regime, all witness state
merits concur that people tended to help one another and did not engage m
much physical violence or car ry out spontaneous murders ." Rclatio~s seem
til have been particularly amicable with the Khmer I.oeu (an ethnic mm
or itv in a remote regi()n) . ! ~ The fact that this last group, among whom the
"h;lln Rouge had established their first base, was particularty favored by the
regime until at least IlJ7, allows us to conclude that tensions between the
peasants and the new arrivals, which were increasing elsel~·her.e, USUJlly result
ed from thc generalized povcrt y that caused a mouthful lor one to mean
hunger for another. Such situations are rarely conducive to acts of great

altruism ."
The influx or citv dwellers to the villages caused a tremendous upheaval

in rural lite, particulari y in the balance between resources and consumption . In
thc krtik rice plains of Rq60n 5, in the northwest, the 170,UUO inhabitants
were joined hv 21O,ll()() new urrivals.:" The CP~ did all it could to drive a wedge
between the pra,h'·I/..-}/i1/I shah. the country people, also known as the "'70s,"
most of whom had been under rhe control uf the Khmer Rouge since the war

had broken out ; and the prasheashon thmci. the "Xcw People," also knuw~ ~s

the "',5s" or the "17 :\prils," It tried to incite class hatred among the "patriotic

proietariat" for these "lackevs of the capitalist Imperialists." :\ two~tier legal
svstern was introduced; in effcu only the rural people, who were 111 a small
~ajorit~, had any rights . In the early Jays they were allowed to c~lti,ate a small
amount of private property to cat in the obligatory canteen before the others.
Their food was marginally better, and occasionally they were also allowed 10
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vote in elections in which only a single candidate appeared on the ballot. An
apartheid system WJS quickly achieved. The two groups lived in separate areas
of the village and, in principle, were not allowed even to talk to each other let
alone intcrmarry" ,

These two population groups were Soon subdivideJ . As part of total
collectivization, the peasants were diYided into "poor peasants," "landed peas
ants," "rich peasants," and former traders. Among the New People, nonofficials
and those who lacked an education were soon separated from former civil
servants and intellectuals. The fate of these last two groups was generally dire :
they were purged little by little, with each successive purge reaching a little
further down the hierarchy, until both groups completely disappeared. After
1971\ the purges also included women and children,

But ruralizing the entire population was not enough for the leaders of the
CPK. After only a few months, many of the New People were ordered to new
deportation centers, and this time they had no voice in their fate, For example,
in September 1975 alone, several hundred thousand people left the eastern and
southeastern regions for the northwest ..' 1 It was not uncommon for an individ
ual to be deported three or four times. In addition there were "work brigades,"
which would take all young people and parents with no young children far
from their assigned village for several months. The intention of the regime was
fourfold. First, to preclude any potential political threat, the regime sought to
forestall the formation of any lasting links between the peasants and the New
People..12 Second , the regime sought to "proletarianize" the New People ever
more thoroughly by preventing them from taking their possessions with them
and from having the time to reap what they had sown ." Third, the Khmer
Rouge sought to maintain total control of population movements through the
initiation of large-scale agricultural projects, such as cultivating the relatively
poor land in the mountains and the sparsel y populated jungle regions in the
outlying areas of the country. Finally, the regime undoubtedly sought to rid
itself of a maximum of "useless mouths." Each successive evaeuation
whether on foot, in carts, or in slow, bad Iy overcrowded trains that sometimes
took as long as a week to reach their destination-was an extremely demanding
experience for severely undernourished people. In light of the severe shortage
of medical facilities, losses were high.

"Voluntary" transfers were a slightly different matter. New People were
often given the chance to "return to their native village" or to work in a
cooperative where conditions were easier, with better health care and better
food . Invariably the volunteers, who were often quite numerous, would then
find themselves in places where conditions were even worse, Pin Yathay, the
victim of one such transfer, learned to see through these promises: "This was
really nothing more than a ploy to weed out people with individualist tenden-
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cies ... Anyone who fell into the trap showed that he had not yet got rid of

his old-fashioned tendencies and needed to go through a more severe regime

of retraining in a village where conditions were even worse. By coming forward

as volunteers, people in effect denounced themselves. Using this infallible

criterion, the Khmer Rouge rooted out the more unstable among us, those who

were least satisfied with their fate."!'

The Time of Purges and Massacres (1976-1979)

The mania for classification and elimination of different elements of society

slowly reached to the very top of the political hierarchy. As noted above,

genuine supporters of the Vietnamese such as Hou Youn were wiped out quite

early on. Diplomats from the "royal government," not all of whom were

Communists, were recalled in December 1975. All but two were tortured and

executed." But because the CPK never seemed to have any regular pattern of

behavior and because the different geographic zones had varying degrees of

autonomy, there was a constant air of mutual suspicion. The army was not

unified until after 17 April. Things were made still more difficult by the

disintegration of the economy and by increasingly successful Vietnamese

counteroffensives in 1978.
With the arrest of Keo Meas, "Number 6" in the CPK hierarchy, in

September 1976, it became apparent that the Party was heing devoured from

within at an ever-increasing rate. There were never any trials or clear charges

brought, and everyone who was imprisoned was tortured in a harbaric fashion

before being killed. Only the victims' "confessions" provide an idea of what

"charges" might have been brought against them, but divergences from the Pol

Pot line were never very clear. Undoubtedly the aim was to crush anyone who

showed exceptional qualities or the slightest sign of a spirit of independence,

not to mention any past association with the Vietnamese Communist Party (or,

like Hu Nim, with the Chinese Gang of Four). Any quality that might threaten

the preeminence of Pol Pot led to repression." The paranoia among the lead

ership was like a caricature of the worst excesses of Stalinism. During one

study session for Communist Party cadres, immediately following a debate

about the purge, the top leaders in the "Center" concluded proceedings by

talking about "a fierce and uncompromising fight to the death with the class

enemy ... especially in our revolutionary ranks.?" In July 197R the Party

monthly, Tung padevat (Revolutionary flags), announced: "There are enemies

everywhere within our ranks, in the center, at headquarters, in the zones, and

out in the villages.t'" By that point, five of the thirteen highest-ranking officials

of October 1975 had been executed, along with most regional secretaries.l" Two

of the seven new leaders who took office in 1978 were executed before January

1979. The purge fueled itself; all that was required for an arrest was a total of
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three denunciations as a "CIA agent." The interrogators zealously extorted

successive confessions by any means possible in order to please their bosses.

Imaginary conspiracies abounded, and more networks were constantly being

uncovered. The blind hatred of Vietnam caused people to lose all sense of

reality. One doctor was accused of being a member of the "Vietnamese CIA";

he had allegedly been recruited in Hanoi in 1956 by an American agent dis

guised as a tourist." Liquidations were also carried out at the grass-roots level;

according to one estimate, 40,000 of the 70,000 inhabitants in one district were

killed as "traitors collaborating with the CIA."41

But the really massive genocide took place in the eastern zone. Hostile

Vietnam was nearby, and Sao Phim, the military and political chief of the

region, had built up a solid local power base. It was here that the only full

fledged rebellion against the central regime ever occurred, in a short-lived civil

war in May and June 197H. In April, after 40<1 cadres from the east had been

locked up in the central prison in Tuol Slcng and it was clear that all was lost,

Sao Phim killed himself, and his wife and children were murdered while

attending his funeral. A few fragments of the armed forces in the region tried

to foment a rebellion, then crossed into Vietnam, where they established the

embryonic Front for National Salvation, which later accompanied the Vietnam

ese army from Hanoi to Phnom Penh. When the central authorities regained

control in the east, they condemned to death all the people living in the region,

labeling them "Vietnamese in Khmer bodies." From May to December 1978

between I00,000 and 250,000 people out of a population of 1.7 million were

massacred, starting with militants and young people. In Sao Phirri's village all

120 families (700 people) were killed. In another village, there were 7 survivors

out of 15 families, 12 of which were totally wiped OUt.42After July any survivors

were taken away in trucks, trains, and boats to other zones, where they were

progressively exterminated. Thousands more died in transit. They were forced

to wear blue clothes specially imported from China; everyone else under Pol

Pot's rule wore black. Gradually, with little fanfare, and generally out of sight

of the other villagers, the people dressed in blue disappeared. In one coopera

tive in the northwest, when the Vietnamese army finally arrived, only about

100 easterners of the original 3,000 rernained.t' These atrocities took a horrific

new turn just before the fall of the regime. Women, children, and old people

were massacred together with the young men, and the original peasants were

killed together with the New People. Because the task was so overwhelmingly

large, the Khmer Rouge forced the ordinary population, including even the

"'75s," to help them carry out the massacres. The revolution was out of control

and was threatening to engulf every last Cambodian.

The scale of despair created by the Khmer Rouge is attested by the number

who fled abroad. Excluding those who arrived in April 1975, more than 23,000
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refugees had fled to Thailand by November 1976 44 By October 1977, there

were 60,000 Cambodians in Vietnam." All these refugees braved terrible dan

gers when they fled: capture meant certain death, and escape entailed wander

ing for days or weeks through hostile jungle." People were invariably in a state

of exhaustion before setting out, and such dangers were enough to deter most .

Of those who did try, only a small fraction succeeded . Pin Yathay's group

planned their escape quite meticulously, but out of the original twelve only

four survived .

After twenty months of sporadic border clashes, the Vietnamese invaded

in January 1979. The vast majority of Cambodians perceived their arrival as a

moment of tremendous liberation , and it is still remembered as such today. In

one typical incident, the villagers in Samlaut (heroes of the 1967 revolt) mas

sacred their Khmer Rouge tormentors.'? The Khmer Rouge also carried out a

number of atrocities at the last minute; in several prisons, including Tuol Sleng,

the liberators found almo st no one to set free. " Although many Cambodians

became disenchanted with their liberators in the following months, and al

though the intentions of the Hanoi regime were by no means humanitarian, a

central fact remains: given the increasing murderousness of the Khmer Rouge,

especially in 1978, the Vietnamese incursion saved an incalculable number of

lives. Since then the country has been gradually nursing itself back to life; the

inhabitants are slowly recovering their rights, cultivating their crops, pursuing

their religion and education , and reintegrating their country into the rest of

the world .

The Various Forms of Martyrdom

Horror is not always a matter of numbers. The account above gives a good idea

of the real nature of the Karnpuchean Communist Party. But numbers do help

us to understand . If no section of the population was spared, which section

suffered most, and when? How does the tragedy of Cambodia relate to the

other tragedies of the century and to its own larger history? A combination of

methods (demography, quantitative microstudies, eyewitness reports), none

sufficient in itself, can advance us inch hy inch toward the truth .

Two Million Dead?

Inevitably we must begin with an overall figure; yet even here we find enor

mous disparity among the claims. This fact in itself can be taken as an indica

tion of the scale of events: the bigger a massacre is, the harder it is to come to

terms with it, to reduce it to exact numbers. Everyone has an interest in

stretching the figure in one direction or another-the Khmer Rouge to deny
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their responsibility, the Vietnamese and their allies to justify their intervention.

Pol Pot, in the last interview he ever gave to a newspaper as leader of the CPK,

claimed in December 1979 that "only a few thousand Cambodians have died as

a result of the application of our policy of bringing abundance to the people.l"?
Khieu Sarnphan, in an official pamphlet in 1987, was a little more precise:

3,000 died "by mistake," I 1,000 "Vietnamese agents" were killed, and 30,000

people were killed by "Vietnamese agents who had infiltrated the country."

The document adds that the invading Vietnamese killed approximately 1.5

million Cambodians in 1979 and 1980. This last figure is enormously exagger

ated, and can reasonably be taken as an involuntary admission that close to that

number died after 1975, mostly as a result of the activities of the Khmer

Rouge." The manipulation of figures is even more flagrant in the claims about

the number who died before 17 April, during the civil war. In June 1975 Pol Pot

cited the grossly inflated figure of 600,000; by 1978 he was talking about "more

than 1.4 million ."!' As for the victims of the Khmer Rouge, President Lon Nol

cited 2.5 million; Pen Sovan, the former secretary general of the People's

Revolutionary Party of Kampuchea (PRPK), which took power in 1979, cited

3.1 million, the figure used in Vietnamese propaganda and by the PRPK.

The first two studies that can he taken seriously-although they, too,

acknowledge uncertainties-are those of Ben Kiernan, who calculates 1.5 mil

lion dead, and Michael Vickery, who arrives at a figure half that sizc" Stephen

Heder, using Kiernan 's figures, asserts that the dead were evenly divided

between peasants and New People (a claim that is hard to accept) and also

evenly divided between victims of famine and victims of assassinations. 51 David

Chandler, a renowned specialist in the field, but who has not himself carried

out an analytical evaluation, estimates a minimum of 800,000 to I million

dead." A CIA study based on approximate data estimates the total demographic

deficit (including the fall in the birth rate as a result of the situation) at 3 .8

million for the years 1970-1979, including war losses for the years 1970-1975,

with a resulting population of 5.2 million in 1979. 55 Another study based on a

comparative anal ysis of the extent of cultivated rice fields in 1970 and 1983

comes up with a figure of 1.2 million victims. 56 Marek Sliwinski , in a recent

innovative study using demographic techniques (rendered less reliable by the

lack of any census from the late 1960s to 1993), speaks of a little more than 2

million dead, or 26 percent of the population, not including deaths from natural

causes, which he estimates at 7 percent. Sliwinski's is the only study that tries

to break down the 1975-1979 figures by age and gender. He concludes that 33 .9

percent of men and 15.7 percent of women died. A difference of that size is

strong evidence that most of the deaths were from assassinations. The death

rate is horrendous for all ages, but especially high for young males (34 percent

of men aged twenty to thirty, 40 percent of men aged thirty to forty, and 54
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percent of people of both sexes over age sixty) . As during the great famines

and epidemics that occurred under the ancien regime, the birth rate plummeted
to nearly zero : in 1970 it was 3 percent; in 1978 it was 1.1 percent. No other

country in the world seems to have suffered so much since 1945. In 1990 the
total population had still not returned to the level of 1970. And the population

is still unbalanced, with 1.3 women for every man. In 191\9,38 percent of adult
women were widows, whereas only 10 percent of adult men were widowers. "
Close to 64 percent of the adult population was female, and 35 percent of heads
of families were women; these proportions are the same among Cambodian
refugees in the U nited States. 58

This level of losses-at the very least one in seven, and more likely one
in five or four-is enough to obliterate the oft-heard argument that the violence

of the Khmer Rouge, however terrible it was, was onl y the reaction of a people
driven mad by the original sin of American bombing." Many other peoples

including the British, the Germans, the Japanese, and the Vietnamese-have

suffered badly in bombing raids in this century, and no extremist fervor took
root in their populations as a result ; in fact the contrary was often the case.
However bad the ravages of war were, they were not comparable to what the

Karnpuchean Communist Party achieved in times of peace, even if one ex
eludes the last year and the border conflict with Vietnam. Pol Pot himself, who

had no interest in minimizing the figures, stated that the civil war claimed
600,000 lives. Although he never explained how this figure was determined, it

was often taken up by other specialists. Chandler talks rather lightly about "half

a million victims" and cities various studies claiming that the American bomb
ing raids cost anywhere from 30,000 to 250,000 victirns.?" Sliwinski reckons

240,000 victims to be a reasonable figure, to which perhaps 70,000 Vietnamese
civilians should be added, most of whom died in the pogroms of 1970. By his

calculations 40,000 died in the bombing, a quarter of whom were military
personnel. He also notes that the areas worst affected by the bombing were

relatively unpopulated, and in 1970 probably contained no more than a million

inhabitants, many of whom fled to the cities . By contrast, assassinations carried
out by the Khmer Rouge during the war period probably totaled around

75,000.61 There is no doubt that the war weakened society's resistance and

destroyed or demoralized the elite and educated sections of the population. At
the same time, the power of the Khmer Rouge was increased tremendously

thanks to Hanoi's strategic choices and Sihanouk's irresponsible decisions.
Accordingly, the people beh ind the 1970 coup attempt have much to answer

for. But none of that affects the responsibility of the CPK for its actions after

1975; there was nothing spontaneous about the violence of those years.
The serious quantitative studies also furnish some estimates of the num

ber of victims of different modes of mass murder. The forced ruralization of
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city dwellers (including deaths in transit, exhaustion at work, and the like) led

to 400,000 deaths at most, and quite possibly fewer. Executions arc the hardest
to calculate; the average hovers around 500,000. Henri Locard, by a process of

extrapolation, calculates that between 400,000 and 600,000 died in prison . That
figure excludes executions carried out on the spot, which were also extremely

numerous.f Sliwinski arrives at a total of I million executions. Hunger and
disease were undoubtedly the biggest killers, accounting for at least 700,000

deaths.v' Sliwinski mentions 900,000 in that context, including lives lost as a
direct result of ruralization .?'

Targets and Suspects

Trying to arrive at overall figures from local studies is difficult because circum
stances varied tremendously across the country. The '''70s'' suffered consider

ably less than the "'75s," especially from hunger, even if one takes into account
the distortions arising from the fact that most published eyewitness statements

come from New People rather than the peasants. The death rate was extremely
high among the people who had come from the cities; toda y it is almost

impossible to find a family that did not lose one or several of its members. City
dwellers made up half the population . Out of the 200 families that settled in a

village in the northern zone, only 50 survived until January 1979, and only one
family had lost "only" its grandparents." Certain categories were even more

severely affected. We have already seen how former officials and high-ranking
soldiers from the Lon Nol administration were persecuted; successive purges
struck even lower in the hierarchy.'" Only railway employees, who were judged

to be impossible to replace, were unaffected. The wiser among the station
chiefs declared that they occupied a post more lowly than the one they actually

held ." Monks, who had traditionally played an important role in society, were
considered to represent too much competition, and those who did not defrock

were systematically eliminated. In 1979, out of a group of 28 monks who had
been evacuated to a village in Kandal Province, there was only 1 survivor."
Nationwide, their number fell from approximately 60,000 to 1,000 .61

/ Almost all
press photographers disappeared .?"The fate of the "intellectuals" varied con

siderably:" sometimes they were persecuted simply for being who they were;
more often, though, they apparentl y were allowed to survive if they renounced

all pretense to expertise in any field and abandoned attributes such as books

and spectacles.
The peasants were treated considerably better, particularly when it came

to food supplies. Within certain limits the y could consume fruit, sugar, and a
little meat. Their rations were larger, and they could eat hard rice rather than

the universal clear rice soup, which came to be a symbol of famine for so many
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inhabitants of th e country T he Khmer so ldie rs were always the firs t to eat,
despite their pretension s of fru gality. T he "'70s" sometimes had access to
ph armacists and real medicines from China. But such advantages were only
re lative. Although the villagers had not been deported , the y were still forced to
carry out d uties tar from their homes and villages, and the y worked extre mely
long hours . T he tin y working class, wh ich lived in the mil itary-camp atmo
sphere of Phnom Penh , was also subjected to ext remely harsh discipline.
G rud uallv, poor peasants, who were co ns idered more reliable than workers,

replaced workers who had been in Phnom Penh before IlJ75.72

In IIJ7Xth ere were some signs that the barr iers between the peasan ts and
th e :"ew People were to be abolished . By that time some New People had even
begun to take up low- rank in g positi on of local auth ority. T he positi ve inter

pretation here would be tha t s uch peopl e had adapte d to the demand s of the
new regime. :\ more sinister in ter p re ta tio n would be that un ificat ion of the
population was being attemp ted in the LH:e of the brewing conflict with Viet
nam , similar to Stalin's unification of th e Soviet population against the Ger 
mans in 1lJ -l- I . Or , given the gene rJ lized sca le of the purges, there may simply
have been so nun" holes in th e sta te appa ratu s that th ere was no ot her option.
Wh atev er the reason. the gener JI increase in repression in the last year of the
regime seems to have been J dow nwa rd leveling movement; it was during this
per iod that a major change took place, as a majority of the '''70s'' beg un silently

opposing the Khmer Rouge.
The fate of the rwcnrv or so ethn ic minori ties who in 1970 made up 15

pcrccnt of the populat ion was often quite di fferen t. :\ n initial distin ction should
be dr awn between esse ntially ur ban minorities, suc h as the Chinese and the
Viet name se. and the rural min orities, suc h as the Cham \\ uslims in the lake
and river regions and the Khmer Locu, a generic term covering various groups
that were spread t hinlv through the mo untains and jungle s. The urban group s
did not suffer specific reprisals until 1477. Some 15(),()()O Vietnam ese were
repatria ted on J vnlu ntnrv basis between .\lay and Septembe r IIJ75 (half as
many as in l lJ70, under L on :" ( 1). T his action reduced the community to a few
tens 'of th ousands, most III' whom had intermarr ied with Khmers. But escaping
from the Khmer Rou ge was important eno ugh till' many Khmers to try to pass
themselves off as Vietnamese, an action that did not seem to be particularly
da nge ro us. In the regions where deportees ended up, there seems to have been
little discrimination between urban mino rities and ot her form er cit y dwellers.
Their new com mo n test seemed to pr ovide an imp ort ant social bond : "Cam
bod ians fro m the to wns, C h ines e, and Vietn amese were gathered together
indiscrimina teh', all under th e inv idio us label ' :\e\\ People.' We were all broth
ers . \\'c forgot ancient nationalist rivalries and gr udges . .. The Cambodians
were probably the most depressed . They were xickcncd bv the action s of the
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Khmer Rou ge, who were their compatriots and the ir executioners .. . All of
us were revolt ed by th e idea that our torturers were of the same nationality as
we." 73

Ho w then did it come about that some minorities were ent irely wiped out
by th e Khm er Rouge regime? It has been sugges ted that 50 percen t of the
400,000 C hinese died. ?! as did an even higher prop ortion of Vietnamese who
stayed after 1975; Sliwinski calculates a 37.5 percent death rate for the Viet
namese and 31\ .4 percen t for the Chinese. T he answer must lie in the compari
son with other groups of victims: accord ing to Sliwinski, 82.6 percent of
officers in the republican arm y, 51.5 percent of all "i ntellectuals," and , most
import ant , 4 1.9 percent of all residents of Phn om Penh perished." T his last
fi gure is very close to the one generally quoted for minorities, many of whom
were pursued as " ultra city dwellers" (according to t he 1962 census, 18 percent
of the residents of Phnom Penh were Chin ese, and 14 percent Vietnamese) or
as merchants and traders, many of whom were unable to disguise their recent
past." Man y of these were better off than the Khmers, which was both a
blessing and a curse : it meant that they could survive longer by using the black
market, hut it also turned them into easy tar gets for their new master s."
However, as good Com munists, the Khm er Rou ge believed that the class strug
gle was much more important than struggles between different peoples or races.

This is not to say that the Khmer Rouge were not above using and abusing
nationalism and xenophobia. In 197X Pol Pot stated that Camb odia was building
socialism on its own model. His 1977 speech in Beijing in homage to Mao
Zedo ng was not reported at home. Hatr ed for Vietnam, which had "s tolen"
Kampuchea Krom in the eighteenth century and integrated it int o Cochin
China, became a centra l theme in Khmer propa ganda and seems to be the only
raison cl 'ctrc fill' the few Khmer Rouge who are still politically active today.
Afte r mid-11J76 the Vietnamese who had stayed in the country found them
selves forb idd en to leave. A few killings took place on a local level. They became
more widesp read after a dire ctive from the Center on 1 April 1977 required
that all Vietnamese be arrested and handed over to the central security forces .
By th is stage their numbers were already considera bly reduced. For good
measure, their friend s were to be arrested as well, as was anyone else who spoke
Vietnamese. In Krutie Province, which shared a border with Vietnam, having
a Vietnamese ancesto r was enough to make peopl e liable to arrest, and the
authorities classified all Yuon as " historical enernies.I'" In this atmosph ere,
accusing all the inh abit ant s of the eastern zone of being "Vietnamese in Khmer
bodies" was tantamount to condemning them to death .

Accordi ng to Sli winski, Cambodian Catholics were the group that met the
worst fate; at least 4H .6 percent of them disappeared." Many factors conspired
against them : they came mostl y from the cities, were prima rily Vietnamese in
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origin, and inevitably were associated with colonial imperialism. The cathedral
in Phnom Penh was one of the few buildings razed to the ground. Ethnic
minorities saw their separate identity denied. According to one decree, "in
Kampuchea there is only one nation and one tongue, the Khm er. Henceforth
there are no more different nationalities inside Kampu chea." XlI People from the
mountains, such as the Khmer Loeu and small groups of forest hunt ers re
ceived reasonably preferential treatment in the early days because the CPK had
had its first bases there and had recruited a large number of troops from these
groups. But after 1976, to satisfy the official obsession with rice production,
the Khmer Rouge destroyed highland villages and forced their inhabitant s to
settle in the valleys, totally disrupting their traditional way of l i fe. " Even Pol
Pot's guards, who belonged to the Jar ai ethnic group, were ar rested and liqui
dated in Febru ary 1977.

The Cham, who were the largest indigenous minority-numbering
250,000 in 1970--and who were for the most part farmers and fishermen, had
a unique fate because of their Muslim faith." Because they were reputed to be
excellent warriors, they were courted by the Khmer Rouge in the early stages
of the "war of liberat ion ." At that time they were generally integrated into the
peasant group, although they were often reprimanded for being overly involved
in commerce. T hey were the main suppliers of fi sh for most of Cambodia. But
beginning in 1974, on secret orders from Pol Pot, their tiny villages were
destroyed. In 1976all cadres with Cham origins were removed from their posts.
A Khmer Rouge text in 1975 demanded that the Cham take new names that
would more closely resemble Khmer names. "T he Cham mentality is abolished
forth with. Anyone who does not conform to these orders will be punished
accordingly.P'" In the north western zone, people were sometimes killed merely
for speaking Cham. Women were also forbidden to wear the sarong and were
forced to cut off thei r hair.

The attempt to eradicate Islam provoked some extremely serious inci
dents. In 1973, mosqu es were destro yed and prayers banned in the liberated
zones. Such measures became more widespread after May 1975. Korans were
collected and burn ed, and mosques were either transform ed into other build
ings or razed. Thirteen Muslim dignitaries were executed in June, some for
having gone to pray rather than attending a political rally, others for having
campaigned for the right to religious wedding ceremonies. Oft en M uslims were
forced to make a choice between raising pigs and eating pork or being put to
death-an ironic demand, given that meat all but disappear ed from the Cam
bodian diet during these years. Some Cham were forced to eat pork twice a
month (a number of them of course then vomited up the meal). Th e more
fervent were all but wiped out : of the I,000 who had made the pilgrimage to
Mecca, only 30 sur vived these years. Unlike other Cambodians, the Cham
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frequently rebelled, and large numbers of them died in the massacres and
reprisals that followed these uprisings. After mid-1978 the Khmer Rouge began
systematically exterminating a number of Ch am communities, including
women and children, even though they had agreed to eat pork." Ben Ki ernan
calculates that the overall mortality rate among the Cham was 50 percent;
Sliwinski's fi gure is 40.6 percent. "

Geographic and Temporal Variations

There were large regional differences in the mortality rates. The place of origin
of the victims was a major factor. According to Sliwinski, 58. I percent of the
population of Phn om Penh was still alive in 11J79 (that is, I million died,
accounting for approximatel y half the total number of dead), whereas 71.2
percent of the inhabitants of Kompong C ham (ano ther densely populat ed
region) survived, as did 90.5 percent of the people of Oddar Mean Chhey, in
the north . In this last rcgion there was only a 2.1 percent increase in the death
rate.H6 Not surprisingly, the zones that were conquered last, which were more
densely populated and were closer to the capital (the evacuation of the suburbs
was less dramatic than the evacuation of the capita l itself), were the zones that
suffered most. In Democra tic Kampu chea, surviva l depended most of all on
the destination to which one was deported. Being sent to a wooded or moun
tainous zone or to a region where the main crop was jute was a sent ence to
almost certain death , since there was very little inte rregional communication,
and supplies rarely arrived ." T he regime demanded identical produ ct ion quo
tas from all regions and never supplied any form of assistance. Because people
had to begin by clearing the land and building cabins to live in, when they were
already exhausted from working on starvation rations and were also exposed to
dysentery and malar ia, the loss of human life was appallingly high . According
to Pin Yathay, one-third of the population of his camp died in the space of four
months in 1975. In the village of Don Ey, fami ne was widespread, there were
no births at all, and as many as RO percent of the inhabitants died ." If by
contrast one ended up in a prosperous agricultural region, the odds of surviv
ing were relatively good, part icularly if there were not too many New People to
upset the equilibrium of the local economy. But such villages did suffer in
other ways. The popul ation was more closely controlled, and there were more
purges. Chances of surv ival were also quite good in remote regions, where
cadres were more tolerant, the Khmer Loeu locals were quite welcomin g, and
the main danger was most often disease.

At the village level the behavior of local cad res was decisive, since they
controlled how the peasants were treated. The weakness and mediocrity of the
Khmer bureaucrati c apparatus meant that for better or for worse, local leaders
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had conside rable au to no my.'" There were sadis tic brutes (ma ny of th em young

wornenj .?" neophyt es with somethi ng to prove, or the usu al fai lures who tr ied

to stan d out by bei ng more repressive or mor e de mandi ng than th e rest when

it came to fulfillin g work quotas . Two types of cadres improved chances of

surv iva l: humane ones, such as th e village chief who in 1975 made sure that

refugees worked no more than four hours a day, or th ose who allowe d the sick

or ex haus ted to rest , permitted hu sbands to see their wives, and tur ned a blind

eye to people's efforts to feed them sel ves, a pract ice th at was for bidde n yet vita l

to su rv iva l; and th e corru pt, notably the officia ls who acce pted bribes of

watches o r gold jewelry to issue permits allowing people to sw itc h residences

or work teams, or eve n to d rop out of the wor k team s altoget he r for a while."'
O ve r time, as the regime beca me more cent ralized, such to lera nce was increas

in gly rare. Furthermor e, under th e regime's infernal logic, cad res su spected of

weakness or corruption wer e inevitably replaced in pur ges by leaders who were

younger, more zeal ou s, and cr ueler.

T he mortality rate also varie d considerably over time. T he regime's short

d ura tion and the geographic var iation in its policies make c lear di stinction s

among peri ods d ifficult . H ung er and terror were consta nt and widespread .

Their in tensity va ried, and cha nces of su rviva l depended on th at intens ity.

Nevertheless, eyewitness sta teme nts make a chro no logy possible. The first

months of the reg im e were marked by mass kill ings of car efu lly tar get ed socia l

groups; th ese slaug hte rs were faci litated by th e in itial naivet e of th e '''75s''

abo ut their new m ast ers. Hunger was not a major factor until at least th e

autumn, and it was not until then that the collect ive cantee ns forbade fami lies

from ea ting togeth er." On seve ral occas ions between the end of May and

Octo be r th e Cente r or de red massacres to cease, either as a result of th e residual

in flue nce of the m or e moderate leader s or in an attem pt to rei n in zo nes that

were perceived to be out of control. T he mu rder s continued, but at a red uced

rate. According to Kom phot, a banker who esca ped to the northern zone,

" people were killed one by one-there were no mass killings. The first to go

were a dozen New Peop le, people who were suspected of having been soldi er s,

an d so forth. During th e first two years about a tenth of them were killed, one

by one, together with th eir child ren . I don't know how many died in all. "~j

The year 1976 appears to have been marked by ter rible famines. The

Center was invol ved in large-scale projects at th e expe nse of ag riculture. Al

th ou gh the main h ar vest , in December and J anu ary, staved off famine in the

firs t hal f of the yea r, the total harvest was probably only hal f th at normally

produced in the 1 960s . ~4 Accordi ng to some acco unts, 1977 was the worst year,

marked by both widesprea d famine and massive pu rges." These purges d iffer ed

fro m th ose of 197 5: th ey were more polit ical (often the res ult of th e increasing ly
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bitter in-fighting wit hin th e regime), more eth nically bi ase d, more systemati

ca lly tar geted aga ins t groups th at had previous ly escape d the atte ntio ns of the

authori ties (suc h as schoolteachers an d wea lt hy an d m iddle-incom e peasants),

and mor e ferocio us . Alt ho ug h the instructi ons in 1975 had forbi dde n the

executio n of wome n and chi ld re n of officers of th e former regime, in 1977 the

wives of men who had alrea dy been exec uted (so me times cons ide rably earlier)

were themse lves arres ted and killed. W ho le fami lies were slaughtered, and

so meti mes enti re villages, such as that of fo rm er p resi den t Lon Nol, where 350

fam ilies were wiped ou t on 17 Apri l 1977 to celebra te th e anniversary of the

" libera tion."?" T here are co nt rad ictory accounts regarding 1978: Sliwinski be

lieves that t he fami ne abat ed beca use of a better ha rvest an ti better managemen t

of the economy; in C har les Twin ing's version , wh ich is backed up by severa l

witnesses, dr ou ght and war combined to make the situation worse than ever

before." Wh at is ce rtain is that the killin gs became more and mor e wides pread

among the peasants, particularly in th e easte rn zone, and reached an all- time

high.

Daily Death under Pol Pot

In Democratic Kampuchea, there were no prison s, no cour ts, no univer
sities, no schoo ls, no money, no jobs, no books, no sports , and no pas
times . . . T here was no spare mom en t in th e twenty- four-hour day.
Da ily life was divided up as follows: twelve hours for ph ysical labor, two
hour s for eating, th ree hou rs for rest and ed ucatio n, and seven hours IIJr
sleep. We all lived in an enorm ous co nce nt ratio n camp. T here was no
justice. T he Angkur IAngkar Padevar, or Revolutionary Organization,
the scmisccret cove r for the CP KJ reg ulated every moment of our
lives . .. The Khmer Rouge often used parables to jus tify their contra
dictorv actio ns. T hey would compare peop le to cart Ie: "Watc h this ox as
it pull~ the plow. It cuts when it is ord ered to cal. If yo u let it graze in the
field it will eat anythi ng. If you pu t it into ano ther field where there isn't
enough grass, it will still graze uncom plainingly. It is not free, and it is
constantly being watched . And when you tell it to pull the plow, it pul ls.

It never th inks about its wife or children . . ."<J~

For all th e survivors, the memory of Dem ocrat ic Kampuchea is extremely

strange . It was a place with no values or stable points of reference. It really was

the nightmare worl d on the othe r side of th e mirror . To survive the re, everyone

had to adap t to a com p letely new set of rules. T he firs t art icle of faith was a

radical d ism issal of th e idea th at hu man life had any va lue. " Losi ng you is no t

a loss, and keepi ng you is no specific ga in" went one te rri fying official slogan

that recurs time and ag ain in sta teme nts by witnesses."? What the Cambod ian s
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experienced was a descent into the underworld , which for some began as early

as ]973. From that time on the "liberated" zone in the southwest experienced

the suppression of Buddhism, the forced separation of young people from their

families, a uniform dress code, and the militarization of all cooperatives. What

must now be told are the myriad ways in which one could perish .

Slavery, Famine, and the Radiant Future

The first thing that people had to do was accept their new condition. For the

'''75s'' this was halfway between being a beast of burden and a war slave (in

accordance with the Angkor traditionl .'!" It was a lot easier to gain access to a

peasant village if one looked strong and healthy and was not accompanied by

too many "useless mouths."!" People were progressively stripped of their

possessions: during the evacuation, by the Khmer Rouge soldiers; in the coun

tryside, by the cadres and peasants; and finally through the black market, where

a 250-gram box of rice sometimes sold for as much as 100 dollars.l'" All

education, all freedom of movement and trade, all medicine worthy of the

name, all religion, and all writing disappeared . Strict dress codes were im

posed: people had to wear black , long-sleeved shirt s buttoned up to the neck .

There were also strict codes of behavior: all public displays of affection were

banned, as were arguments, insults, complaints, and tears. All figures of

authority were to be blindly obeyed . People were forced to attend interminable

meetings and while there to look alert, shout disapproval or approbation on

command, and to voice public criticism of others or themselves. The 1976

constitution of Democratic Kampuchea specified that the first right of all

citizens was the right to work ; many of the New People never received any

other rights. Not surprisingly, the early days of th e regime were marked by a

huge increase in suicides, particularly among those who were separated from

their loved ones, among the old who fclt that they were a burden on their

family, and among those who had been accustomed to a comfortable life style.

It was often very hard for the "'75s" to adapt to the terrible conditions at

their destination . Many were sent to unhealthy regions, particularly in the

autumn of 1975. They had only the most rudimentary tools and were invariably

given insufficient rations. They never had any technical assistance or practical

training and were punished severely for failures of any sort, regardless of the

reason. People with handicaps were simply treated as shirkers and executed .

Unless one had particularly strong family tics, location was always provisional;

constant transfers of production teams and repeated deportations to new areas

reinforced the impression of arbitrary power. Thus even the strongest were

often tempted to flee to some place still governed by reason and humanity. Too

often, flight itself was only suicide of a different kind, since it was usually

carried out without maps or compasses, in the rainy season to avoid pursuit and
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to cover one's traces more easily, and with little food. 10] People were exhausted

before they set out , and many must have died before even meeting a Khmer

Rouge patrol. Nevertheless, escape attempts were numerous, and facilitated by

the relatively lax surveillance, since the number of Khmer soldiers and cadres

was never very high. 11K

As though it was not already difficult enough to adjust to a new way of

life, the system gave people no time to rest and recover. The leaders seemed

convinced that the radiant future was just around the corner, at the end of the

Four- Year Plan presented by Pol Pot in August 1976. His objective was to

increase production massively by increasing capital through the export of

agricultural products, which were the country's only obvious resource. The

Khmer Rouge believed that the way forward would come through the indus

trialization of agriculture and the development of diversified light industry,

followed later by the construction of heavy industry. lOS Strangely, this modern

ist mystique was based on the old mythology about the state of Angkor:

"Because we are the race that built Angkor, we can do anything," said Pol Pot

in a long speech on 27 September 1977, in which he also announced that the

Angkar was really the Communist Party of Kampuchea. 106 His other justifica

tion for his belief in the Khmer Rouge was the "glorious 17 April," which had

demonstrated the superiority of the poor peasants of Cambodia over the

world's greatest imperial power.
These were days of tremendous futility. The population was asked to

increase prod uction to three tons of paddy per hectare.!" despite the fact that

production levels had remained stable at around one ton since 1970. Equall y

pointless was the attempt to triple the surface area of the rice fields in the rich

northwest , which would involve clearing huge amounts of land and developing

enormous irrigation projects-previously unimportant in this country with a

small population, abundant rainfall, and an annual flood . The goal was to pass

quickly to two, and eventually to three, harvests a year. The planting of all other

crops was suspended . No calculations were made regarding the size of the

"work army" of New People that would be necessary to implement this proj

ect. IIIxThe effort quickly drained off the strongest: since the fittest were worked

the hardest, they often died first. Ordinarily the working day was eleven hours

long; but sometimes, during competitions among villages, launched by the

cadres, workers were obliged to rise at four in the morning and to work until

ten or eleven at night. In some places rest days were abolished entirely; else

where one was allowed every ten days, but was filled with obligatory and

interminable political meetings. Usually the pace at which people were expected

to work was no higher than that of the Cambodian peasant. The differences

lay in the absence of rest periods and work breaks and in the chronic under

nourishmen t .IO'I
The future might have been radiant, but the present was disastrous. In
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November 1976 the American embassy in Bangkok calculated, on the basis of
refugee reports, that the surface area being farmed in Cambodia had fallen by
50 percent from its pre-1975 level.I III People who traveled through Kampuchea
described the countryside as being almost deserted , with existing fields aban
doned as a result of the massive population movements to newly cleared land
and the major development projects. Laurence Picq's testimony is typical:

On both sides of the road abandoned rice fields stretched to the horizon.
I looked in vain for planting teams. There were none; only a team

of a few young girls every ten kilometers or so.
Where were the hundreds of young mobile brigades that were

mentioned on the radio every day?
Here and there groups of men and women wandered around , their

possessions wrapped up in a handkerchief and a vacant look in their
eyes. From their clothes, old rags that had once been brightly colored,
you could see that they were New People, city dwellers who had been
driven out of the towns.

I learned that new population transfers were planned for the mid
dle of the year, to offset the effects of the absurd policies of a "gang of
traitors."

In the early days these city dwellers had been sent to the desolate
regions of the southwest, where in total deprivation thev had been
forced to create "a new concept of the world." During all that time, the
fertile regions had been left untended . People were dying of hunger all
over the country, and only one-fifth of the fields were actually being
tended!

What hat! happened to the peasant workforce that traditionallv
worked the land? Many such questions remained unanswered. <

The much-vaunted mobile brigades lived in very difficult condi
tions too. Meals were brought to them in the fields: bindweed in boiled
water, with a few spoonfuls of rice, about half of what we used to eat in
Phnom Penh. With rations like that it was impossible to make a real
effort to produce anything ...

I stared hard . The spectacle was frightening: indescribable human
misery, total disorganization, and appalling waste.

As the car moved quickly on, an old man came toward us gesturing
with his arms. At the roadside there lay a young woman, obviously ill.
The driver just swerved around him, and the old man remained in the
middle of the road, his arms raised to heaven.II I

The economic project of the CPK caused intolerable tensions. These were
made even worse by the high-handed incompetence of the cadres who were
supposed to oversee the work. Irrigation was the cornerstone of the plan, and
huge efforts were made to develop it, sacrificing the present for the future . But
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the poor planning and execution of the projects rendered the sacrifice largely
futile . Although some dikes, canals, and dams were well planned and continue
in use today, many were carried away by the first flood. On occasion hundreds
of villagers and workers were drowned in the process. Other projects caused
the water to flow in the wrong direction or created ponds that silted up in a
matter of months. Hydraulic engineers in the workforce were powerless to stop
such events. Any sort of criticism was viewed as an act of hostility toward the
Angkar, which inevitably brought consequences that can be imagined all too
easily. "To build dams, all you need is political education," the slaves were
rold.!" For the illiterate peasants who were often in charge of operations, the
solution was always more manpower, more man-hours, and more earth .

This rejection of technology and technicians was often accompanied by a
rejection of the most elementary common sense. It was perhaps the sons of the
soil who controlled operations on the ground, but their real masters were urban
intellectuals who were in love with rationality and uniformity and convinced
of their own omniscience. They ordered that all dikes dividing the rice fields
be abolished so that all fields would measure exactly one hectare.11.1 The agri
cultural calendar for the whole region was regulated from the Center, regardless
of local ecological conditions.' !' Rice production was the only criterion of
success. Some cadres decided that all trees, including fruit trees, should be cut
down in the agricultural regions to destroy the habitat of a few small birds,
thus destroying a vital source of food for the starving population. IIS While
nature was steamrollered, the workforce was divided into absurdly specialized
groups, with each age category- seven - to fourteen-year-olds, people of mar
riageable age, old people, and so forth-"mobilized" separately.!" Special teams
dedicated to one particular task became more and more common. The cadres,
by contrast, remained distant figures, caught up in their own importance and
power, seldom working alongside their teams, giving out unchallengeable or
ders.

The hunger that crushed so many Cambodians over the years was used
deliberatel y by the regime in the service of its interests. The hungrier people
were, the less food their bodies could store, and the less likely they were to run
away. If people were permanently obsessed with food, all individual thought,
all capacity to argue, even people's sex drive, would disappear. The games that
were played with the food supply made forced evacuations easier, promoted
acceptance of the collective canteens, and also weakened interpersonal relation
ships, including those between parents and their children. Everyone, by con
trast , would kiss the hand that fed them, regardles s of how bloody it was.!'?

It was a sad irony that a regime that wished to sacrifice everything to an
almost mystical belief in rice (in the same way that Russia had a belief in the
power of steel, and Cuba in sugar) managed to turn this once-plentiful product
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into something almost unobtainable. Since the 1920s Cambodia had regularly
exported hundreds of thousands of tons of rice each year while feeding its own
population frugally but adequately. After collective canteens became the norm
in early 1976, the majority of Cambodians were reduced to a daily diet of thin
rice soup, containing on average four teaspoons of rice per person. !" Harvests
varied from the miserable to the catastrophic. Daily rations fell constantly, to
extraordinarily low levels. It has been calculated that before 1975, an adult in
the Battambang region would have consumed on average 400 grams of rice per
day, the minimum quantity required in a normal diet. Under the Khmer Rouge,
a box of rice for one person was an almost unheard-of feast. Rations varied
considerably, but it was not unusual for five, six, or even eight people to share
a single box.!"

For that reason the black market became essential to people's survival;
there they could obtain rice, particularly from cadres who kept the rations of
peasants whose deaths had not been reported. Foraging for food was officially
prohibited on the ground that because the Angkar acted for the good of the
people, the rations it provided should suffice. Nevertheless, foraging was tol
erated, officially or unofficially, unless the food was considered to be stolen.'?"
Nothing wassafe from these starving people: not the communal goods such as
the paddy fields before or during the harvest, not the tiny strips of land that
people cultivated for themselves, or the chicken coops and domestic animals of
the peasants,or even the crabs, frogs, snails, lizards, and snakes so common in
the rice fields, or the red ants and large spiders that were eaten raw, or the
shoots, mushrooms, and forest roots that, when badly chosen or undercooked,
were the cause of many deaths. New depths were reached, even for a poor
country. People would steal food from pigs and feast on rats that they caught
in the fields."! Individual searching for food was always one of the main
pretexts for punishment. Such punishments ranged from a simple warning to
outright execution, if it was felt that the harvest was being threatened ."!

Chronic undernourishment and malnutrition promoted the spread of
diseases such as dysentery and made people sicker than they would have hecn
otherwise. There were also diseases and complaints specific to hunger; the
commonest of these was edema, which was brought on chiefly by the high salt
content in people's daily soup. Edema led to a relatively peaceful death-people
grew weaker until they fell into unconsciousness-an outcome that many,
especially the old, came to see as desirablc.!"

This universe of death and decay-sometimes the sick and dying formed
the majority of a community'Jv-seemed to haveno effect on the Khmer Rouge
authorities. Anyone who fell ill wasguilty of damaging the Angkar workforce. 125

Sick people were always suspected of malingering and were allowed to stop
work only if they actually went to the hospital or the infirmary, where food
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rations were only half the normal size and the risk of epidemics was even
higher. According to Henri Locard, "the purpose of the hospitals was more
to eliminate the population than to cure to it."12b Pin Yathay lost several
members of his family within a few weeks in one hospital. There a group of
fifteen young people suffering from chicken pox were kept at work with no
medical attention and were obliged to sleep on the floor despite their sores.
Only one survived.

The Destruction of All Values

Hunger dehumanizes, causing one person to turn on another and to forget
everything except his own survival. How else can one explain cannibalism? It
was perhaps less widespread than in China during the Great Leap Forward,
and it seems to have been limited to the eating of people who were already
dead. Pin Yathay reports two examples: a former teacher who ate her sister, and
the inmates of a hospital ward who ate a young man. In both cases, punishment
for the "ogres" (a particularly bloodthirsty spirit in the Khmer tradition) was
death; the teacher was beaten to death in front of the assembled village and her
own daughter.!" As in China, cannibalism also existed as an act of revenge: Ly
Heng tells of a Khmer Rougc deserter who was forced to eat his own ears
before being killed.!" There are also many stories about the eating of human
livers. This act was not confined to the Khmer Rouge: republican soldiers ate
the livers of their enemies during the 1970-1975 civil war. Similar traditions
can be found all across Southeast Asia.124 Haing Ngor describes how in one
prison the fetus, liver, and breasts of a pregnant woman who had been executed
were treated; the child was simply thrown away (others had already been hung
from the ceiling to dry), and the rest was carried away with cries of "That's
enough meat for tonight!" Ken Khun tells of a cook in a cooperative who
prepared an eye remedy from human gall bladders (which he shared out quite
liberally to his bosses) and who praised the tastiness of human liver.':" These
instances of cannibalism reflect the loss of all moral and cultural values, and
particularly the disappearance of the central Buddhist value of compassion.
Such wasone of the paradoxes of the Khmer Rouge regime: it claimed that its
intention was to create an egalitarian society in which justice, fraternity, and
altruism would be the key values, yet like other Communist regimes it pro
duced a tidal wave of selfishness, inequality, and irrationality. To survive,
people were forced to cheat, lie, steal, and turn their hearts to stone.

The loss of all human compassion and decency had long been the norm
at the highest level of power. After Pol Pot disappeared into the jungle in 1963
he did nothing to get back in touch with his family, even after 17 April 1975.
His two brothers and his sister-in-law were deported along with everyone else.
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One of them died very quickl y. Only much later did the two survivors realize,

thanks to an offi cial portrait , who Pol Pot really was, and (probably qu ite

rightlv) they never let on th at rhev even knew hirn. ':" The regime did all it could

to break Iamily tics, which it saw as a threat to the totalit arian project of makin g

each ind ividual totally dependent on the Angkar. Work teams had their own

houses, which were often sim p ly barracks or collections of hammocks or mats

for sleeping located ncar the village . It was very difficult III get permission to

leave these compounds, and hu sbands and wi\ 'es were often separated for weeks

or longer. Children were kept from their ext ended farnilies, and adolescents

sometimes went six months without seeing their parents. .\ !others were encour

agnl to spend as link time as possible with their children. Because the postal

service had stopped altogether, it was sometimes months before people learned

of the dca th of a relative .' :" Here again the example came from above, as many

of the leaders lived apart from their wives or husbunds.!"

The power of husbands mer their wives and of parents over their children

was shattered . .\len could he executed tor striking their wives, denounced by

their children for hitting them, and forced to make a humiliating public con

lcssiun before the assembled village for am insult or injury. This policy can be

seen as an attempt hy the state to ensure that it had a monopoly on violence,

and to destroy any relationship of authority in which it was not directly in

volvcd. Kinship bonds were given the lowest possible priority : people were

separated, often pcrrnanenrlv, simply because they had been unable to board

the same truck, or because the two handcarts th ey were pulling were ordered

to go in separate directions at a crossroads, The cad res cared little for old people

or children who found themselves alone: "Don"t worry : the Angkar will take

care of them . Have you no faith in the Angkar?" was the tvpical response

received by those who begged for clemency and reunion with their loved

unes.! "

The switch from cremation of the dead to simple burial (there were

exceptions to the rule, but people had to tight extremely hard for such excep

tions, and these depended on the humanity of the cadres) was yet another

assault on traditional family values, For a Khmer, to leave a loved one in the

cold and the mud without going through the traditional rites was to show an

atrocious lack of respect, to compromise the possibility of reincarnation, and

perhaps even to condemn the loved one to existence onlv as a ghost. By

contrast, possessing a few ashes was valued extremely highly, particularly be

cause evacuation was so common . This was one of the main battlegrounds in

(he svstcmatic attack on traditional Buddhist or pre-Buddhist values in Cam

bodi~. and no more respect was paid to the "primitive" ceremonies specific to

the Khmer Locu than to the old traditions that had come down from the

Angkur empire, regardless of whether these were popular traditions such as
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courtship rituals and jokes, or high art such as courtly dances, temple painting,

and sculptu re. The 1976 plan, doubtless in imitation of the Chinese Cultural

Revolution, allowed for no forms of expression other than revolutionary songs
and poems.U n

This denial of all status to the dead was the natural consequence of the

denial of the humanity of the living. "1am not a human being, I am an animal,"

one can read at the end of the confession by the former leader and minister Hu

Nim .1.17The implication was that a human life quite literally had no more value

than that of a beast. People were killed for losing cattle and tortured to death

for having st ruck a cow. U N Men were tied to plows and whipped mercilessly to

be shown unworthy of the cow they were supposed to be looking after.!"
Human life was worthless. "You have individualist tendencies ... You must . . .

shed these illusions," Pin Yathay was told by one Khmer Rouge soldier when

he attempted to keep his wounded son by his side. Several days after his son's

death, Pin Yathay had to beg for permission from the authorities to go and see

his body. He was made to swear that even though he was ill this visit would not

waste his en ergy, which belonged to the Angkar. Neither did he have the right

to visit his sick wife in the hospital; he was simply told that "the Angkar is

looking after her." When he came to the assistance of a neighbor with two

children who was seriously ill, he was told by a Khmer Rouge soldier: "You

don't have a duty to help these people. On the contrary, that proves you still

have pity and feelings of friendship. You must renounce such sentiments and

wipe all such individualism from your mind. Go home." 140

This systematic denial of the humanity of the country's citizens did

occasionally backfire on the leaders. It meant that their victims no longer had

any scruples about lying, shirking, or stealing whenever the guards or informers

turned their backs . It was a question of life and death, given how small the

rations supplied by the Angkar were . Everyone, from children to old men, stole.

But the term "stealing" came to have little meaning, since absolutely everything

belonged to the state, and even picking a little wild fruit constituted a theft.

Everyone was caught in the trap. Those who didn't cheat and steal, died . This

lesson has had serious consequences in contemporary Cambodia, creating a

cynical and selfish generation and seriously compromising the country's

chances of development.

•
The Triumph of Brutality

There was another strange contradiction inherent in the regime: whereas in

theory the lives and thoughts of the people were supposed to be absolutely

transparent and public, almost nothing was known about the people i~ power.

Uniquely in the history of Communism, the existence of the Communist Party
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of Kampuchea was kept hidden for thirty months after the regime came

to power; it was officially declared only on 27 September 1977. The personality
of Pol Pot himself was also a closely guarded secret. He appeared in public
for the first time during the "elections" of March 1976, described as "a worker

from the Hevea plantations." In fact he had never worked there, any more
than he had on his parents' farm, as was claimed in an official biography

circulated during a visit to North Korea in October 1977. Western secret
services were the first to realize that Pol Pot and Saloth Sar, the militant

Communist who had fled Phnom Penh in 1963 and who, according to certain
CPK cadres, had died in the jungle, were one and the same person. Pol Pot's

desire to remain in the shadows, the better to exercise his omnipotence, was
such that there were never any official portraits, official statues, or even an

official biography. His photograph appeared only rarely, and there was never
an official collection of his thoughts for publication. No trace of a personality

cult ever existed, and it was only after January 1979 that many Cambodians
finally learned who their prime minister had been over the preceding years.H I

Pol Pot and the Angkar were one and the same. Everything happened as

though he were the supreme anonymous deity of the organization, at once
absent and present in every village, inspiring everyone who held the smallest
position of authority. Ignorance is the mother of terror, and no one ever felt

secure.

The slaves of the system had no control over their own lives. Each moment
was carefully planned and was part of a timetable that never gave a moment's

respite, in which food was all-important and self-criticism meetings were cru 
cial, since the tiniest error could bring about one's downfall. Each person's past

was also carefully monirored.!" The slightest doubt about the veracity of one's
statements was followed by arrest and torture, through which the authorities

sought to extract a declaration about whatever the person might be hiding.

Everyone ran the risk of a denunciation following a chance encounter with an
old friend, colleague, or student; the future was always hanging by a thread,

dependent on the whim of those who pulled the strings. Nothing escaped the

vigilant eyes of the authorities, who according to one slogan had "as many eyes
as a pineapple." Everything was taken to have a political meaning, and the

smallest infringement of the regulations became an act of opposition and a
"counterrevolutionary crime." Even an involuntary slip brought disaster: in the

paranoid logic of the Khmer Rouge, accidents never happened , and one could

never blame chan ce or clumsiness; there was only treachery. Breaking a glass,
failing to control an ox, or plowing a crooked furrow was enough for people to

be brought before the court, which consisted of members of the cooperative,

often including friends and relatives . Someone would always be present to make
an accusation. People were forbidden to speak about the dead, who were either
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traitors who had been rightly punished or cowards who had robbed the Angkar

of the manpower it needed. Even words like "death" became taboo, leading
people to use circumlocutions and euphemisms such as bat kluon, "a body that
has disappeared."

Legal procedures were entirely absent. There were never any real trials,
and no police force worthy of the name existed. The army took over this role,

for which it was extremely badl y prepared . The inefficiency of the repressive
machinery accounts for the relative ease of smuggling and stealing and of
talking freely in private. It also goes some way toward explaining the widespread

use of children and young adolescents as police auxiliaries. A number of them,
integrated into the Khmer Rouge and known as chhlop, were basically spies,

hiding under houses to listen in on private conversations and to hunt out

forbidden stores of food . Others, often the youngest members, would be given
the task of tracking the political views of their parents and relatives to denounce
them "for their own good" if they ever showed evidence of deviant thoughts.

For most Cambodians, anything that was not explicitly allowed was forbidden
or could be considered as such . Because prison, in practice, was a waiting room

for imminent death, minor crimes that were not repeated, and that were im
mediately admitted and followed with a sufficiently humble, spontaneous act
of self-criticism, were either pardoned, punished with a job change (for in

stance, as in China, being sent to work in a pigsty), or disciplined by a beating
administered in full view of the assembled village. There were many such

crimes. Families were forced to accept that they would not meet for months on

end even though their work teams might be only a few kilometers apart. Little
mistakes were common at work, since workers seldom had experience in per

forming the tasks to which they had been assigned, and tools were usually
insufficient or old and worn. Few people could resist the temptation to hoard

a little food, when "hoarding" could mean simply hiding a banana .
Any of these "crimes" could bring imprisonment or death.!" Everyone

committed such crimes; hence the most common received milder sanctions. But
everything was relative: whipping was a minor punishment for the young, but

for adults it sometimes resulted in death. Although the torturers were often

Khmer Rouge military personnel, it was most common to be beaten by one's
work colleagues, "'75s," who would compete to be the most zealous in the

execution of the punishment, while knowing very well that they could be next .
As always, the key was to appear to be totally submissive. Any complaint or

protest would be interpreted as opposition to the punishment and hence to the
regime. The aim was to punish, but also to terrorize; hence there were also
occasional mock executions. 1+1
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Murder as a Means of Government

"All we need to build our country is a million good revolutionaries. No more

than that. And we would rather kill ten friends than allow one enemy to live."

Such statements by the Khmer Rouge were commonplace at cooperative meet

ings.!" and indeed they put this genocidal logic into practice. Under Pol Pot,

death by violent means was far more common than death through disease or

old age. What is known elsewhere as "the supreme punishment" became banal

here because of its frequency and because of the trivial reasons for which it was

invoked. By a strange inversion, in the cases considered most serious people

received only prison sentences, even though in practice that merely meant a

stay of execution, for it was in prison that they were expected to confess the

details of their plot and the names of their accomplices. Although the reality of

the prison system was carefully hidden-and this was a mystery that made it

more frightening still-some deportees had a reasonable idea of how the sys

tem worked: "Perhaps, I thought, there were two parallel systems of punish

ment: first, a prison system that was part of a bureaucracy that needed to be fed

to justify its existence; and second, an informal system that gave the leader of

the cooperative freedom to hand out punishments, although the effect of each

on the prisoner was ultimately the same."!" This description is backed up by

Henri Locard. 1.7 There was also a third way of putting people to death, which

was very common in the last year of the regime: the military purge, similar in

form to the events in the Vendee in France in 1793-1745. Teams of disgraced

local cadres, whole villages of "suspects," and even entire populations of areas

as large as the eastern zone were slaughtered en masse by government troops.

In these cases no charges were ever brought, no one was allowed to defend

himself, and the news of people's deaths was never passed on to relatives or

colleagues: "The Angkar kills but never explains." So went one of the new

proverbs that appeared during these years.':"

It is difficult to draw up a list of specific crimes that were punishable by

death. The problem is not that information is lacking, but that it is extremely

hard to find any crime that was clearly not punishable by capital punishment;

Khmer Rouge cadres were encouraged to interpret all deviant actions in the

most paranoid manner. What follows, then, is just a recapitulation of the main

reasons for which the death sentence was invoked, beginning with the most

common. Theft of food was without doubt at the top of the list. Given the

importance of rice in the local diet and the mystical significance that it had for

the regime, the death sentence was widely applied to anyone caught pilfering

in the fields or foraging supplies from kitchens or storage areas. People out

marauding were often beaten to death on the spot with pick-ax handles, then

left to rot where they died, to serve as an exarnple.!" People who stole vegetables
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or fruit had a greater chance of escaping with just a beating. But there were

exceptions: Khun relates an instance of the theft of a few bananas by a woman

who was nursing a starving child, and who was killed as a result.l'" In another

instance, a group of adolescents who had stolen some fruit from an orchard

were judged by their comrades (who had no option but to cooperate), con

demned to death, and immediately shot in the back of the head. "We were

shaking. They said it should serve as a lesson to us." It was rarer for animals

to be killed in secret; poultry and pets quickly disappeared or were watched

very closely, and it was extremely difficult to dispose of a large carcass in secret

because of the cramped living conditions. But in some cases whole families were

killed for having shared out a cow. III

Secret visits, even short ones, to family members were treated as deser

tions and were thus extremely dangerous, If one repeated the offense, one's life

was clearly at risk, since one had thereby committed the cardinal crime of

missing work. Being overly close to one's family was also frowned upon, as was

arguing with them, or with anyone else for that matter, and one could pay for

such a crime with one's life (though in this case, too, death was rarely meted

out for a first offense). The atmosphere was extremely puritan; men and women

talking to each other were expected to stand at least three meters apart unless

they were close relatives. Any sexual relations outside marriage were system

atically punished with death. Life was extremely difficult for young lovers, as

it was for lascivious cadres, many of whom were punished for crimes of the

flesh. l s2 The consumption of alcoholic beverages, which generally consisted of

fermented palm juice, was another capital crirne.l'" However, usually only

cadres and peasants were convicted of these offenses; New People had a hard

enough time just finding enough to eat. Religious practices were frowned upon

but were more or less tolerated, provided they were carried out discreetly and

on an individual basis (something that is possible in Buddhism but extremely

difficult in Islam). Any trance ceremonies, however, were punishable by

death. I 14 Insubordination meant immediate death. The few who in the early

days took advantage of the supposed freedom of speech that they were given

at meetings to criticize the insufficiency of the food they were given or the poor

quality of the clothes they were expected to wear "disappeared" very quickly,

as did one courageous group of teachers who, in November 1975, organized a

demonstration against the tiny food rations. Although their protest was not

actually stopped, all were deported soon afterward. lSI Defeatist remarks, calling

for the end of the regime or victory by the Vietnamese-which many Cambo

dians desired by I978--0r even admitting that one was hungry could have fatal

consequences. The task of the chhlop was to record, and even trap people into

making, such incriminating remarks.

Failure to complete the task one was assigned, for whatever reason, was
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an extremely serious matter. No one was safe from accidents, mishaps, or minor
errors, but all of these were potentially fatal, and it was mainly on grounds of
failure that many handicapped and mentally ill people were killed. Anyone who
failed to carry out his or her task was a saboteur, and even more useless than
the mass of New People. Anyone from the republican army who had been
wounded in the war or had lost a limb also disappeared. Especially at risk were
people who were unable to understand or carry out the instructions they were
given. A madman picking a manioc shoot (a root crop) or expressing his
discontent even in incoherent terms would usually be shot.!" The Khmer
Communists were in effect practicing a de facto eugenics program.

The general level of violence in Democratic Kampuchea was staggering.
But for the majority of Cambodians, what was most terrifying was the myste
rious and seemingly random nature of the disappearances, rather than the
spectacle of death. Death was usually discreet and hidden away. In that respect,
it accorded with the approach almost invariably taken by soldiers and CPK
cadres: "Their words were quite cordial and polite, even at the worst of times.
They could often go as far as murder without abandoning that tone. They
administered death with kind words ... They could promise anything that we
wanted to hear to lull us into a false sense of security. But I knew that their soft
words followed or preceded terrible crimes. The Khmer Rouge were polite in
every possible case, even while they were slaughtering us like cattle."!" The
first explanation for this behavior is inevitably a tactical one, as Yathay suggests,
to ensure that they always had surprise on their side and to discourage revolts.
A cultural explanation can also be made, based on the high prestige of self-dis
cipline in Buddhism, and the accompanying loss of face for anyone who gives
in to emotion. Finally, there is the political explanation. As in the heyday of
Chinese Communism before the Cultural Revolution, Jack of emotion served
to display the implacable rationality of the Party, in which nothing was ever a
matter of chance or the result of a momentary whim. The Party was shown to

be all-powerful under all circumstances. This discretion in executions might be
considered evidence that they were coordinated from the Center. Primitive and
spontaneous violence such as that of the pogroms had no qualms in showing
itself for what it really was. One afternoon, or one night, the soldiers simply
turned up and took you away for interrogation, study, or woodcutting detail.
Your arms were tied behind your back, and that was it. Sometimes they would
find your body later, left unburied in the woods, to instill fear in others; but
just as frequently the bodies were unidentifiable. In each of the provinces that
have been investigated, more than 1,000 burial grounds have been found; and
there are twenty provinces. ISH On occasion the Khmer Rouge really did put into
practice their constantly repeated threat to use human bodies as fertilizer for
the rice fields.l'" "Men and women were often killed to make fertilizer. They
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were buried in the mass graves located near the crop fields, particularly where
manioc was being grown. Often when you pulled out the manioc roots you
would pull up a human bone that the roots had grown down into."161J It was

almost as though the country's leaders were convinced that there was no better
fertilizer for crops than human remains.'?' but what can also be discerned here
is the logical endpoint, together with the cannibalism practiced by the cadres,
of the denial of the humanity of anyone judged to be a class enemy.

The extreme savagery of the system would reappear at the moment of
execution. To save bullets, and also to satisfy the sadistic instincts of the
executioners, shooting was not the most common means of execution.l'" Ac
cording to Sliwinski's research, only 29 percent of victims died that way.l''!
Some 53 percent of victims died from blows to the head, inflicted with iron
bars, pick-ax handles, or agricultural implements; 6 percent were hanged or
asphyxiated with plastic bags; and 5 percent had their throats slit. All witness
statements agree that only 2 percent of all executions took place in public. Most
of these were intended to set an example, and involved cadres who had fallen
from favor. They were usually killed by particularly barbaric means that in one
way or another involved fire. Often these disgraced cadres were buried up to
their chest in a ditch filled with firebrands, or their heads were doused with
gasoline and set alight.'?'

The Prison Archipelago

In principle, Democratic Kampuchea had no prisons. According to Pol Pot,
speaking in August 1978, "We don't have prisons, and we don't even use the
word 'prison.' Bad elements in our society are simply given productive tasks to
do."!" The Khmer Rouge were extremely proud of this, emphasizing the
double rupture with the political past and religious tradition, whereby punish
ment was deferred and detention supplanted by Buddhist karma, in which sins
are paid for only in the next life. Under the Khmer Rouge, punishments were
to be carried out immediately.l'" There were, however, "reeducation centers"
(munty operum.), sometimes called "district police headquarters." The old colo
nial prisons were deserted just like all the other buildings in the towns, and
were reoccupied only in a few small provincial towns, where as many as thirty
detainees would be crammed into a cell designed for two or three. The build
ings that served as prisons under the new regime were often old school build
ings, which were now useless, or temples."?

There is no doubt that these were quite different from traditional prisons,
even from prisons with an extremely harsh regime. The least one can say is that
nothing was done to make the life of the prisoners any easier, or even to help
them survive. Food rations were minuscule-sometimes a single box of rice for
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fort y prisoners.l" There wer e no medical facilit ies, and ove rc ro wding was

end emic. Pri soners were con stantl y kept in cha ins: one ankle for women and

the lighter cat egories of male pri soner, two for normal male pri soners, some

times with elbows tied hehind the back as well, and all cha ins tied to an iron

bar fixed to the floor (khnoh) , There were no toilets and no possibility of

washing. Average life expectancy under the se conditions was three months;

ver y few people survived."? On e of the rare exceptions de scribed his luck in

prison in the western zone: "They killed onl y abo ut half of the prisoners or

fewer. " l7o He was luck y enough to have been locked up in late 1975, when

freeing prisoners was still conceivable, as it was until 17 April. U ntil 1976,

between 20 percent and 30 percent of prisoner s were set free , perhaps becau se

at that time people still took quite seriously the idea of reeducation through

exhausting physical work , which was central to the Sino-Vietnamese prison

system. Officials and even soldiers from the o ld regime had a real chance of

escaping alive provided they behaved themselves and worked hard. This was

still true even during the early da ys of the evacuation.' ?' Thereafter the old

terminology was preserved but emptied of all meaning. Imprisonment was

often described as an invitation to a " study session ," the Khmer term being

borrowed from the Chinese xuexi . The disappearance of all pedagogical inten

tion (with the possible exception of the Bung Tra Beck camp, for Cambodians

who returned from abroad , most of whom were students, as described by

Y Phandara ) is tacitly acknowledged in a note from one local headquarters

st ipulating that all children should not be locked up with their mothers, reg ard

less of their age, "to get rid of them all at a stroke." 172 This was the implemen

tation of the slogan "When you pull up a weed, you have to dig up the roots

too," which was a radical formulation of the notion of "class heredity" among

M aoist extremists.17.1 The fate of these child ren, left alon e, not tied up but with

no one to look after them, was particularl y poignant. Wor se still was that of the

young delinquents, for whom there was no minimum age limit for confinement.

According to on e former official,

What moved us most was the fate of twenty young children, most of
whom belonged to people who had been evacuated after) 7 April 1975.
These children stole because they were too hungry. They had been
arrested not so that they could be puni shed , but so that they could be
put to death in an extremely savage mann er :

Pr ison guard s hit them or kicked them to death.
They made living toys out of them, tying up their feet, hanging
them from the roof, swinging them, then steadying them with
kicks.
Near the prison there was a pond ; the executioners threw the
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children into it and held them down by their feet, and when they
started to thrash about they would let their head s up, and then
starr the process all over again.

We, the oth er pri son ers and myself, cried in secret about the fate of
these children, who were leaving this world in such an atro cious manner.
There were eight executioners and guards. Bun, the chief, and Lan
(these are the only two names I remember) were the worst, but they all
took part, competing to see who could make their compatriots suffer
most cruelly.' ?'

The main di vision between the inmates W,IS between th ose who had been

cond emned to d ie s lowly and th ose who were to be executed imm ediately. That

depended abov e ,III on the reason for which they had been locked up : whether

they had broken a law, had impure social origins, had openly shown dissati s

faction with th e regime, or had taken part in some sort of con spiracy. In th e

last three cases, people were generally interrogat ed so that they would either

admit to previous employment in one of the proscribed categories or confess

their guilt and name their accomplices. If they put up any hint of resistance,

torture was used, and it was mo re widespread than in any other Comm un ist

regime . The Khmer Rouge were particularly morbid and sadis tically inventive

in this area.17; One of the most common methods was partial asphyxiation by

use of a plastic hag . Many prisoners, alread y qu ite weak, failed to surv ive these

torture sessions; women abo ve all suffered terr ibly. The executioner's exc us e

was that the wor st tortures brought the best results . One report stated that the

prisoner "was first questioned politely, without any violence at all. It was thus

impossible to know whether he was telling the truth or not." In the worst cases,

when admissions were particularl y promising in regard to futu re convict ions,

det aine es were moved up to the next circle in the prison hell. One could thus

go from the local jail to the di strict facilit y, then to the main zone prison, and

end up in the central prison at Tuol Sleng. Regardless of the level attained , the

out come was usu ally the same. On ce the prisoner had no more information to

convey, having been pressed to the end by his torturers (and this could tak e

weeks or even months), he was sim ply executed . This was often done with a

knife or, as in Trarnkak, with an iron bar. Loudspeakers would blare out

revolutionary mu sic to disguise the death throes of prisoners who died in such

fashion.

One could also be imprison ed for some of the same offenses that could

lead to trouble or de ath in the cooperative, espe cially if the se offenses were of

larger dimensions. The prisons hou sed man y thieves who had organized large

scale operations, often with accomplices. But there were also many people who

had had sexual relations outside marriage, and many more who had made
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"subversive" remarks: complaints about inadequate food or about Cambodia's
submission to China, statements about being fed up with an agricultural con

text presented as a form of military operation, jokes about the hymn to the
revolution, the spreading of rumors about anti-Communist guerrillas, or ref

erences to Buddhist predictions about an atheist topsy-turvy world that was
destined to be destroyed. One woman (who was a '''70'') was imprisoned for

having broken a spoon in a canteen after becoming enraged that, having already

lost four children to the famine, she was still not granted permission to stay

with her last one, who was dying in hospital.
In 1996 Kassie Neou, the director of the Cambodian Institute for Human

Rights, reported:

For the crime of speaking English, I was arrested by the Khmer Rouge
and dragged with a rope around my neck, hobbling and swaying, to the
Kach Roteh prison, near Battambang. This was only the beginning. I
was chained up with the other prisoners in irons that cut into my skin. I
still have the scars on my ankles. I was tortured repeatedly for months.
My only respite came when I passed out.

Every night the guards would come into the cell and call out the
names of one, two, or three prisoners. They would be led away, and we
would never see them again. They were assassinated on orders from the
Khmer Rouge. As far as I know, I'm one of a very small number of
prisoners to have survived from Kach Roteh, which was really a torture
and extermination camp. I survived only because I'm good at telling
Aesop's fables and the classic animal stories from Khmer mythology,
and I could thus entertain the adolescents and children who were our
guards.'?"

As well as these political cases, there were a good number of social cases:

people who had lied about their previous profession or concealed compromising
episodes in their past history such as a lengthy stay abroad in the West. There

were also a significant number of peasants in the prisons (although they were
very much in the minority), and even soldiers and Khmer Rouge officials. In

the Tramkak prison these accounted for 10 percent of all prisoners, or 46 out
of 477. They had shown signs of laziness or had "deserted," which in most

cases meant having tried to visit their loved ones. Middle- or higher-ranking

cadres were generally sent directly to a central prison such as Tuol Sleng.
To visit this old school building, which in the CPK era was known in code

simply as S-21, is to feel that one is plumbing the depths of horror. And yet

this is just one detention center among hundreds of others, and although it
claimed 20,000 victims, this was not an extraordinarily high number. Living

conditions were appalling, but were equally bad elsewhere. Only 2 percent of

all the people who died and perhaps 5 percent of all prisoners came through
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Tuol Sleng; thus there is no comparison with the central role of an Auschwitz
in the Nazi concentration-camp system. Nor was there a specific mode of
torture, other than the widespread use of electricity. Its only specific features

were that it was in a sense the "Central Committee" prison to which disgraced
cadres and fallen leaders were sent, and that it was a particularly powerful

"black hole" from which there was almost no chance of emerging alive; only
six or seven detainees survived. It is also unique in that it kept a complete list

of all inmates admitted to the prison between 1975 and mid-I978 (14,000
names), as well as a huge archive of confessions and interrogation reports,
including some concerning high-ranking figures in the regime. 177

Around four-fifths of the prisoners were themselves Khmer Rouge mem

bers. Others were workers and technicians, many of Chinese origin, who had

been sent there in 1978. There were also a few foreigners (mostly sailors) who
had been unlucky enough to fall into the hands of the regime.!" At any given

time there were between 1,000 and 1,500 detainees, but the turnover was truly
massive; the constantly growing entrance figures are about equivalent to the

annual number of victims. In 1975 there were barely 200, by 1976 there were
2,250, more than 6,330 in 1977, and 5,765 for the first quarter of 1978 alone.

Interrogators faced a dilemma: according to one notebook, "torture is consid
ered absolutely necessary"; but the problem was that prisoners died too quickly,

before having confessed enough, which was a sort of defeat for the Party. Hence
there was a minimal amount of medical care available in the one place where
all the prisoners were certain to die. m Some detainees were easier cases than

others; the wives and children of prisoners (who often had been executed
already) were disposed of swiftly at prearranged times. Thus on I July 1977,

114 women (<)0 of whom were the wives of prisoners) were hanged; the next
day, 31 boys and 43 girls were killed, all of them the children of prisoners.

Fifteen had been moved there from a special children's home. Soon after the
proclamation of the CPK's existence the daily number of executions reached
its peak; on 15 October 1977, 418 were killed.!'" It is estimated that 1,200
children died at S-21. IHI

Reasons for the Madness

As with the other mass crimes of the century, there is a temptation to seek an
ultimate explanation in the madness of one man or in the dazed enthrallment

of an entire people. But although there is no way to minimize the responsibility
of Pol Pot, neither should the national history of Cambodia, the impact of the

international Communist movement, and the influence of other countries
(principally of course China) be ignored. The Khmer Rouge dictatorship,
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though anchore d in a specific geographic and temporal context, can be seen as
a distillation of the worst possible factors from each of these categories.

A Khmer Exception?

"T he Khmer revolution has no predecessors. What we are trying to bring
about has never been accomplished at any time in histor y." As soon as the
Khm er Rouge freed themselves from their Vietnamese protectors, they were at
pains to und erscore the unique nature of their experiment . T heir official state
ments hardl y ever made reference to the outs ide world, excep t in extremely
negative ways; and they hardly ever quoted the founding fathers of Marxism
Leninism or even Mao Zedong. To a large extent, their brand of nationalism
had the same sta mp as that of their predecessors Sihanouk and Lon Nol-the
same mixture of self-pity and delusions of grandeur. Kampuchea, in th is
depiction, was a victim, constantly oppres sed by untrustworthy, cruel neigh
bors who were determined to destroy the count ry to ensure their own survival.
Vietnam was first among these oppressors. At the same time the country was
portrayed as a sort of arcadia, beloved of the gods, with an impressive history
and a population like no other, whose mission it was to lead the way into a new
order for the ent ire planet. lf Their triumphalism sometimes knew no bound s:
"We are makin g a uniqu e revolut ion. Is there any other country that would
dare abolish money and markets the way we have? We are much better than the
Chinese, who look up to us. T hey are trying to imitate us, but they haven't
managed it yet . We are a good model for the whole world"-so went one
speech by an inte llectual cadre who had been abroad .l" Even after Pol Pot was
ous ted, he continued to believe that 17 April 1975 was the grea test date in th e
history of all revoluti ons, "wit h the exception of the Paris Commune in
1871 ." lx4

T he sad reality was that Cambodia was a provincial country that had
looked inward for too long, where (thanks to the French protectorate) some
curio us conservative traditions remained in place, where several clans who were
constantly fight ing for control invariably accepted any foreign offers of inter
vention in th eir favor, and where the question of economic development had
never really been posed seriously. There was little business or industry, a tiny
middle class, few technician s, and a massive dependence on subsistence agri
culture. The country was the "sick man" par excellence of Southeast Asia.!"
T he extent to which the country was out of step with reality undoubtedly
encouraged extreme solutions. T he deadly combination of an almost paranoid
mistru st of its neighbors and a megalomaniacal exaggerat ion of its own capaci
ties magn ified its isolation and autarkic app roach, while the weakness of the
economy, combined with the povert y of most inhabitants, increased the appeal
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of those who appeared to be the new heralds of progress. Cambodia was thus
a weak link, both economically and politically. T he intern ational context, and
above all the war in Vietnam, did the rest. T he savagery of the Khmer Rouge
owes its origins in par t to the contradiction between the huge ambitions of its
leaders and the tremendous obstacles they faced.

Some scholars also believe that a number of characteristi cs peculiar to the
Cambodian nation played a part in facilitatin g the murd erous actions of the
Khmer Rouge. Budd hism, for examp le, played an ambiguous role: its indiffer
ence to social contrasts and to the present in genera l, together with the idea
that retr ibution will come only in a future incarn at ion , abetted the implemen
tation of the revoluti onary ideal. Its anti- individualism was also answered in a
bizarre fashion by the Khmer Rouge's suppression of the individual personal
ity. Th e idea that one partic ular existence is of limited value in the great wheel
of reincarnations led to fatalism in the face of what was perceived as inevitable
destiny and thu s diminished resistance amon g Buddhists to the events sur
rounding them . IXI,

When Haing Ngo r (who had told his captors that his name was Samnang)
emerged from prison , sick and suffering, one old woman voiced to him what
was in fact the opinion of many:

"Samnang," she said, "maybe you did something had in a previous life.
Perhaps you arc being punished for it today."

"Yes," I said. "I think my l ra nt« is not so good!"!"

Although Budd hists suffered violent repression, their religion did not
inspire any resistance comparable to that inspi red by the Islam of the Cham.

Contemporary events often cause us to reconsider the past-not to alter the
facts, in the manner of the Nort h Koreans, but to change priorities and to
reinterpr et even ts. For a long time Cambodia was seen as the peaceful countr y
of Sihanouk, an island of neut rality durin g the wars in Indochina, typified by
the "Khmer smi le" of Apsara goddesses on the Angkor reliefs and by the
happy faces of an urbane monarch and his peaceful peasant people who con
tentedly tended their rice crop s and palm canes. But the events of the last three
decades have brou ght out the darker side of the Khmer past. Angkor is one of
the marvels of the world, but most of its miles of low-relief sculptures repre
sent warlike scc ncs.l '" And such huge const ructio ns, with even bigger water
reservoirs (baray) , would have required massive deportations and enslave
ments,

T here are very few written records about the Angkor period, which lasted
from the eighth to the fourtee nth century; but all the other Hindu ant! Buddh ist
monarchies of the So utheast Asian peninsula (in Thailand, Laos, and Burma)
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were constituted along the same lines. Their rather violent history resembles

that of Cambodia: throughout the region repudiated concubines were trampled
to death by elephants, new dynasties began with the massacre of the previous

monarch's family, and conquered populations were deported to desert zones.
Absolute power was the norm in all these societies, and disobedience was

tantamount to sacrilege. The more enlightened despots did not abuse their
power, but administrative structures were invariably extremely weak and frag

ile, and the situation was often volatile as a result. Everywhere the populations
seemed to have a tremendous capacity simply to accept things; unlike in China,

revolts against monarchic power were rare . Instead, people tended to flee to
other states, which were never far away, or simply to more remote regions.':"

Sihanouk's reign (from 194 l , although the French protectorate lasted

until 1953) appears almost idyllic in comparison to the events that followed his
dethroning in March 1970. But he himself never hesitated to resort to violence,

particularly against his leftist opponents. There is a good deal of evidence that
in 1959 and 1960, when he was concerned with the growth in popularity of the
Communist left-which was highly critical of corruption within the regime

he had the editor of the newspaper Prasheashun (The people) assassinated, and

had Khieu Samphan, the editor of the best-selling paper in the country, the
biweekly French language paper L 'obseroateur, beaten up in the street. In Au

gust 1960 eighteen people were thrown into prison, and all the main left-wing
papers were banned. In 1962, in conditions that are still unclear today, Tou

Samouth, the secretary general of the underground Communist Party of Kam
puchea, was assassinated , most likely by the secret police, an event that facili

tated Saloth Sar's ascension to the top of the hierarchy. In 1967 the SamJauth
revolt and the influence of the Cultural Revolution in some Chinese schools

brought the worst episodes of repression of Sihanouk's reign, leading to nu
merous deaths, including those of the last Communists who were still out in

the open. One side effect of this was that about 100 intellectuals who were
sympathetic to the leftist cause then enlisted in the Khmer Rouge resistance

movement.I'" In Henri Locard's view "Polpotist violence grew out of the
brutality of the repression of the Sihanoukists."!" From a strictly chronological

point of view, he is undoubtedly correct. Both the regal autocrat and the

marshal silenced anyone who was remotely critical of their inept regimes. In so
doing, they left the CPK as the only opposition with any credibility. But it is

harder to agree with Locard from the point of view of genealogy : the ideological

foundations and the political ends of the Khmer Rouge were never a reaction
to Sihanouk, but were instead part of the great tradition of Leninism found in

the successive figures of Stalin, Mao Zedong, and Ho Chi Minh. Cambodia's
calamitous evolution after independence and its participation in the war facili

tated the seizure of power by CPK extremists and lent some legitimacy to their
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unparalleled recourse to violence, but the radicalism itself cannot be explained
away by external circumstances.

1975: A Radical Break

It was much easier for the revolution in Cambodia to define what it opposed

than actually to announce a positive program. For the most part, the Khmer
Rouge sought revenge, and it was through this intention that they found most

of their popular support, which then gained new impetus through radical
collectivization. The revolution was also the revenge of the countryside against

the towns. In no time at all the peasants had taken everything from the New
People, either through the black market or by quite simply going through their
baggage.In In the villages, the poorest peasants took revenge on the local

"capitalists," who were identified as anyone who had anything to sell or who

employed someone. But revenge was often personal, too, as old professional
and familial hierarchies were overturned. Eyewitness statements often empha

size the surprising promotion of previously marginal characters, such as alco
holics, to new positions of authority in the villages : "Often these people were

rehabilitated by the Angkar and given positions of authority because they
could kill their compatriots without showing any scruples or rernorse.t'I"
Haing Ngor saw in this action the political sanctification of what he considered
to be the lowest part of the Khmer soul, known as kum, a murderous thirst for
revenge that time is powerless to assuage. Many suffered as a result: Ngor's

aunt, for instance, stayed behind in her native village, lost without the help of
her parents in the city. Ngor also met a nurse who had been promoted to the

position of doctor and who tried to have him killed even though he was a
newcomer. The nurse was then promoted to the position of ward leader, radi

cally overturning the hierarchy he had helped support.'?' What exploded in
Cambodian society was thus a complex of tensions, only some of which could
be termed social in the strictest sense of the word.

Values were turned on their heads. Jobs that had been extremely low

status, such as chef or canteen cleaner, became the most sought after, as they
offered ready opportunities to steal food on the job. Degrees and qualifications

became useless bits of paper and a real liability if one ever attempted to use
them. Humility became the cardinal virtue: among cadres who came back to
the countryside, "strangely enough, the job they wanted most was toilet cleaner

. .. getting over one's repugnance for such things was proof of ideological
transformation ." !" The Angkar wanted a monopoly on familial relations, and

sought to be addressed by people in public as "mother-father." This typical
feature of Asiatic Communism caused considerable confusion between the

Party-state and the adult population. The whole of the post-1975 revolutionary
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period was known as samay pouk-me. "the era of fathers and mothers," and
military chiefs were known as "grandfathers."Il}h Hatred and fear of the cities
were extreme: as a cosmopolitan city centered around consumerism and pleas
ure, Phnom Penh was known to the Khmer Rouge as "the great prostitute on
the Mekong."1 ~7 One of the reasons put forward for the evacuation of the capital
was that "a secret political military plan by the American CIA and the Lon No1
regime" was aimed in particular at "corrupting our soldiers and softening their
combat spirit with women, alcohol, and money" after the "liberation .l'I'"

Even more than the Chinese revolutionaries , Cambodians took seriously
Mao's famous adage: "It is on a blank page that the most beautiful poems are
written.?'?? The aim was to get rid of everything that would not normally be
found in the house of a poor peasant. Cambodians returning to the country
had to get rid of almost all their baggage, including their books. Anything in
"imperialist writing" - that is, French or English-as well as anything in
Khmer ("relics of feudal culture") was destined for destruction; Haing Ngor
was told by ten-year-old Khmer Rouge soldiers : "No more capitalistic books
now! Capitalistic books are Lon Nol style, and Lon Nol betrayed the country!
Why do you have foreign books? Are you CIA? No more foreign books under
the Angkar."200 It was a good idea to burn any certificates and even photo
albums along with one's identity papers, since revolution meant beginning from
zero.2UIQuite logically, it was people with no past who were most favored: "Only
the newborn baby is spotless," said one slogan.202Education was reduced to a
bare minimum: either there was no school at all, or there were a few classes for
reading, writing, and revolutionary songs for children aged five to nine, lasting
no more than an hour a day and taught by teachers who themselves were often
barely literate. Practical knowledge was all-important . In contrast to useless
bookish culture, "our children in the rural zones have always had very useful
knowledge. They know a calm cow from a nervous one. They can stand both
ways on a buffalo. They are the masters of the herd . They are practically
masters of nature too. They know all the different varieties of rice like the back
of their hands . . . they know and they really understand . . . the sort of things
that correspond to the realities facing the nation today."20.1

In Pol Pot's day it really was the children who were in charge. All witnesses
agree that the majority of soldiers were extraordinarily young. They were
signed up when they were twelve years old or less. Sihanouk had pre-adoles
cents among his guards, who often amused themselves by torturing cats.i?' Ly
Heng remembers the last recruitment campaign immediately before the arrival
of the Vietnamese, which was extended to include the New People and was
aimed at boys and girls from thirteen to eighteen . Because there were by then
so few volunteers, the mobile brigades of young people were forced to move
from work into the army.2Il5 New recruits immediately lost touch with their
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family and usually also with their village. Living in camps and relatively isolated
from a population that feared them, yet well treated by the government, they
knew that they were all-powerful and much less at the mercy of purges than
the cadres. Beyond the revolutionary verbiage, the motivation of many, some
times on their own admission, was that they "did n't have to work and could
kill people."206 Those under fifteen were the most feared: "They were taken
very young, and the only thing they were taught was discipline. They learned
to obey orders, without asking for any justification. They didn't have any be
lief in religion or in tradition, only in the orders of the Khmer Rouge. That's
why they killed their own people, including babies, the way you kill a mos
quito." 207

Until 1978, only '''70s'' were allowed to be soldiers. The children of
"'75s," on the other hand, were often enlisted at the age of eight or nine as
spies; but the regime inspired so little faith that a tacit sort of complicity was
often established with the people they spied upon to discreetly make them
aware of the presence of the spies2 1lH Following the massive purge of local
cadres, children scarcely any older than that were sometimes enrolled as "militia
children," helping the new cooperative chiefs in their daily business by search
ing out and beating people who were feeding themselves.i'" The experience of
Laurence Picq at headquarters shows there was a clear intention of eventually
extending the "dictatorship of infants" to include a civic role. She describes
the accelerated training of one group of children from the countryside.

It wasexplained to them that the first generation of cadres had betrayed
the country and that the second generation had not been much better.
So they would have to take over quite quickly . ..

It was with this new generation that the child doctors appeared.
They were six girls aged between nine and thirteen . They could hardly
read, but the Party had given each of them a big box of syringes. It was
their job to give injections.

"Our children doctors," it wassaid, "are from peasant stock. They
are ready to serve their class. They are remarkably intelligent.If you tell
them that 'the red box contains vitamins,' they remember! Show them
how to sterilize a syringe, and they will remember that too!"

Of course the children were pure and innocent, but knowing how
to give an injection rather went to their heads. In no time at all they were
insolent and arrogant beyond belief."?

Haing Ngor reports the tirade of a Khmer Rouge cadre at Tonie Bati in
the summer of 1975:

"In Democratic Kampuchea, under the glorious rule of Angkar," he
said, "we need to think about the future. We don't need to think about
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the past. You New People must forget about the pre-revolutionary
times. Forget about cognac, forget about fashionable clothes and hairsty
les. Forget about Mercedes. Those things are useless now. What can you
do with a Mercedes now? You cannot barter for anything with it! You
cannot keep rice in a Mercedes, but you can keep rice in a box you make
yourself out of a palm leaf!"

"We don't need the technology of the capitalists," he went on. "We
don't need any of it at all. Under our new system we don't need to send
our children to school. Our school is the farm. We will write by plowing.
We don't need to give examinations or award certificates. Knowing how
to farm and how to dig canals-those are our certificates.

"We don't need doctors any more. They are not necessary. If some
one needs to have their intestines removed I will do it." He made a
cutting motion with an imaginary knife against his stomach. "It is easy.
There is no need to learn how to do it by going to school.

"We don't need any of the capitalist professions! We don't need
doctors or engineers! We don't need professors telling us what to do.
They were all corrupted. We just need people to work hard on the farm'

"And yet, comrades," he said, looking around at our faces, "there
are some naysayers and troublemakers who do not show the proper
willingness to work hard and sacrifice! Such people do not have the
proper revolutionary mentality' Such people are our enemies! And,
comrades, some of them are right here in our midst!"

There was an uneasy shifting in the audience. Each of us hoped
that the speaker was talking about someone else.

"These people cling to capitalist ways of thinking," he said. "They
cling to the old capitalist fashions! We have some people among us who
still wear eyeglasses. And why do they use eyeglasses? Can't they see
me' If I move to slap your face"-he swung his open hand-"and you
flinch, then you can see well enough. People wear them to be handsome
in the capitalist style. They wear them because they are vain. We don't
need people like that any more. People who think they are handsome are
lazy' They are leeches sucking energy from others!"

I took off my glasses and put them in my pocket. Around me,
others with glasses did the same ...

[A number of dances followed] At the end of the last dance all the
costumed cadres, male and female, formed a single line and shouted
"BLOOD AVENGES BLOOD!" at the top of their lungs. Both times
when they said the word "blood," they pounded their chests with their
clenched fists, and when they shouted "avenges" they brought their
arms out straight like a Nazi salute, except with a closed fist instead of
an open hand.

"BLOOD AVENGES BLOOD! BLOOD AVENGES BLOOD!
BLOOD AVENGES BLOOD!" the cadres repeated with fierce, deter-
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mined faces, thumping their fists on their hearts and raising their fists.
They shouted other revolutionary slogans and gave the salutes and
finally ended with "Long live the Cambodian revolution!'?"

The breakdown in social relations had much to do with the suppression

of religion and with the extremes of moralizing that went on in every domain

of life. Because there was no longer any place for anything outside the norm,

people with chronic diseases, mentally ill people, and the handicapped all

suffered. However, the system wound up operating against the official goal of

building a powerful and large population: the constraints imposed on sexuality

and marriage, together with chronic malnutrition, often killed off desire alto

gether, causing the birth rate to plummet from 30 per 1,000 in 1970 to around

11 per 1,000 in 1978. 212

The revolution's objective was to obliterate anything that could act even

involuntarily against the will of the CPK. An air of infallibility surrounded

even the least important of its decisions. As in China, the fact that one had been

arrested was proof enough that one was guilty. Later confessions would only

confirm what the Angkar already knew to be the truth. A case in point is that

of one man who was imprisoned in 1972. After surviving two years of inter

rogation, he managed to clear himself of the accusation that he had been an

officer in the republican army; he was set free after a propaganda meeting at

which the Angkar boasted about its beneficence in allowing an honest and

sincere man to go free "even though he had been an officer in the army of Lon

Nol."2l.J And that was even before the massive increase in repression that

followed the events of 17 April. Everything was arbitrary. The Party had no

obligation to justify its political choices, its choice of cadres, or its changes in

policy and personnel. Woe betide anyone who had failed to understand in time

that the Vietnamese were enemies, or that a certain leader had in fact been an

agent of the CIA. Pol Pot and his henchmen invariably imagined that the

economic and military disasters that increasingly dogged the regime were acts

of treachery or sabotage by the exploiting classes and their allies, a belief that

added ever more fuel to their campaigns of terror.!"
The system thus never progressed beyond its warlike origins, and hatred

always formed a crucial part of its ideology. This was often translated into a

morbid obsession with blood. The beginning of the national anthem, "The

Glorious Victory of 17 April," is revealing:

Bright red blood that covers towns and plains
Of Kampuchea, our motherland,
Sublime blood of workers and peasants,
Sublime blood of revolutionary men and women fighters!
The blood, changing into unrelenting hatred
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And resolute struggle
On 17 Apr il, under the flag of revolution,
Frees us from slavery!

Long live, long live, Glor ious 17 April,
Glorious victory, with greater significance
than the age of Angkor Wat!l!;

Pol Pot once commented : "As you know, our national anthem was not writt en

by a poet. It s esse nce is the blood of our who le peopl e, of everyone who fell in

the course of th e past few centu ries. It is the appea l of th is b lood that has been
inco rporate d into our national anthern.'?"

There was even a lullaby that ended with the words: " You sho uld never

forget the class struggle.'?"

The Marxist-Leninist Culmination

T he exceptiona lly bloody natu re of the Khmer Rou ge experience inevi tably

arouses a temptation to insist on its uniqueness as a phenomenon , similar to th e

argument for th e uniqueness of th e Hol ocaust. Other Co mmunist regimes and

the people who defend them have led th e way here, claiming th at th e Pol Pot

regime was an ultra -left - wing ph enomenon or some sort of red fascism tha t

was thinl y di sg uised as Communism . But two decade s later it is clear th at th e

CPK was indeed a member of th e family : it had its own peculiarities, but so d id

Poland and Albania . And in th e final anal ysis, Cambodian Communism was

closer to Chinese Communism th an Chinese Co mm unism was to the Russian
version,

Severa l possi ble influences on the Khmer Rou ge have been sin gled out.

T here has lon g been a theory th at th ere was a considerable Frenc h influen ce,

since almost all the Khmer Rou ge leaders were at some point students in

Fra nce, and most of them-including Pol Pot himse lf-wer e members of the

French Communist Party.11K A number of the historical referen ces they used

can be explained on that basis. As Suong Sikoeun, Ieng Sary' s second-in- com 

mand, expla ined : "I was very influenced by the French Revolution, and in

part icular by Robespierre. It was only a step from there to becoming a Co m 

munist. Rob espierre is my hero. Robesp ierre and Pol Pot : both of th em share

the qu alities of det ermination and inregrity.'" !" It is diffi cult to go beyond th is

ideal of intransigence and find anything more subs tantia l in the discourse or

practice of the CPK that might be describ ed as clearl y coming from France or

from Fren ch Communism . Khmer Rouge lead ers were far more pract ical than

they were th eoret ical: what was genuinely of interes t to th em was car rying out
an experiment in " real socialism ."
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In fact Vietn amese Communism had th e greates t influ ence, particularly in

the foundi ng days of the movement, altho ug h it a lso played an intimate ro le in

the move ment 's development right up to 1973 . In it ially th e CPK was merely

one part of th e Ind och inese Co mmunist Party, whic h was tota lly co n t ro lled by

the Vietnamese and was broken into three nation al branches (without actually

disappearing) by 1-10 C hi Minh and his comrades in 1951. Until the civil war

broke out, the CPK never showed any autonom y in relati on to th e Vietnamese

Com munist Part y in terms of its prog rams, it s st ra tegy (the ar me d ac tio ns of

Cambodia n Co mmunis ts were above all a m eans of putting pressure on Si

hanouk during the war in Vietnam), or its tactics concerni ng a rm ame nts,

political alignment , or logistics.i" Eve n after th e coup, it was th e Vietnamese

who took ove r the ad minis tra tio n of the " libe ra ted zones" filled with new

Cambodia n recr uits. O nly after the Pari s agreem ent in 1973 d id th e gaps begin

to be filled. Hanoi's strategy brou ght the CPK to th e negotiating table, but the

Khmer Rouge opposed a negotiat ed sett lem ent because it might have resulted

in a central rol e for S iha nou k and revealed the orga nizational weaknesses of the

Khmer Rouge. Fo r th e firs t tim e they refused to take a subserv ien t role, because

at last th ey had sufficient means to resist.

It is di fficult to sum up th e influence of Vietnamese Comm unism on the

CPK in simp le terms. M any of the C PK's method s were actually C hi nese. Even

from Phnom Penh it was sometimes hard to see what had come directl y from

Beijing and what had passed throu gh Hanoi. Certa in aspects of the Khmer

Rouge' s beha vior are strongly rem iniscent of Vietna m, includ ing the ob session

with secrecy and dissimulation : Ho Chi Minh himself first appeared in publ ic

in 1945 without making any referen ce to his rich past as a cadre in the Com

muni st International , where he had worked und er th e name Ngu yen Ai Qu oc;

several stages of his ca reer became known on Iy with the opening of the Sovi et

arch ives.? "The ICP declared its dissolution in November 1945 in order to make

way for the Viet M inh, th en res urfaced in 1951 as the Wor kers ' Party of

Vietnam, and took up th e Communist label again only in 1976 . In South

Vietnam, the People 's Revolution ary Party was only one part o f the N ation al

Liberatio n Fro nt. Yet all the se orga nizations were in fact directed by the same

tiny group of Co mm unist veteran s. The same patterns can be di scerned in Pol

Pot 's life (including the reports of his retirement and death after the defeat of

1979), in the op acity of his lead er ship, and in the unclear relati on s between the

Angkar and the C P K, all of whic h have no equ ivalent in Commun ist history

outside Ind ochina.

A seco nd tr ait in common, compleme n ta ry to the first , is th e ex ceptionally

wides pre ad use of th e united front. In 1945 th e former emperor, Bao Dai , was

for a while an adviser to Ho Ch i Mi nh, who also managed to gain s u pport from

the America ns and in fact based his declaration of independ ence on that of the

United States. Si milarly, in 1970 th e Khmer Rou ge were officially part of the
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royal government of national union, and they revived this strategy after their

fall. The Viet Minh, like the Angkar, never made any official reference to

Marxism-Leninism and made a great show of being a fiercel y nationalist party,

so much so that this became one of the main tenets of the official ideology.

Finally, in these forms of "war Communism," which seem able to prosper onl y

in situations of armed conflict (consider, for example, the problems in Vietnam

after 1975), there is inevitably a strong military component.m In such cases,

the army often forms the backbone and perhaps even the raison d'etre of the

regime while also providing a model for the mobilization of its citizens, par

ticularly in the economy.

North Korea was also an influence in some measure. The typically Korean

image of the flying horse (chollima) was often used to illustrate the idea of

economic progress.F' Pyongyang was one of the two foreign capitals most often

visited by Pol Pot as head of the government, and a number of North Korean

technicians were brought in to restart Cambodian industry?" From the par

ticular philosophy of Kim II Sung, Pol Pot adopted above all the constant

purges and the widespread usc of secret police and spies, while the discourse

about class struggle was shelved in favor of talk of a dialectic between the

people and a handful of traitors. In practice this meant that the entire society

suffered repression and that no social group could take over from the Party

state. All these aspects were quite distant from Maoism , and much closer in

fact to Stalinism.

After breaking with Vietnam in 1973, the CPK decided to change its "Big

Brother." The obvious substitute was Mao Zedong's China, not only because

of its affirmed radicalism but also because of its capacity to pressure Vietnam

along their common border. The Cambodian dictator was triumphantly ac

claimed in Beijing during his first official trip abroad in September 1977, and

the friendship between the two countries was officiall y described as "indestruc

tible"; thus Cambodia was put on a par with Albania in the terminology used

to describe relationships with China . The first Chinese technicians arrived in

Phnom Penh in May 1975, and before long at least 4,000 (Kiernan's figure is

15,000) were stationed in Cambodia. At the same time, the Chinese government

promised a billion dollars in various kinds of aid .22S

The experience of the Chinese was most useful in the enormous campaign

to collectivize the whole country. The Chinese popular commune, a vast struc

ture with diverse fields of activity and a relatively autonomous structure that

was used to control and mobilize the workforce in a military fashion, was quite

clearl y the prototype for the Cambodian cooperative. Even in tiny details, a

number of Chinese innovations made in 1958 were to be found in the coopera

tive, including obligatory collective canteens, communal childcare programs,

huge hydraulic engineering projects that absorbed so much of the workforce,
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the collectivization of all useful tools and implements, an almost exclusive

concentration on one or two types of production (quite at odds with the rest

of the project), totally unrealistic production targets, an insistence that every

thing be done at great speed, and a belief in the limitless poss ibilities of

well-organized manpower. Mao had once said: "With grain and steel, anything

is possible"; the Khmer Rouge echoed: "If we have plenty of rice, we have

plenty of ever ything.t'<" The absence of steel in the Cambodian version is

striking. Their lack of contact with realit y did not go so far as inventing

imaginary reserves of iron or coal, neither of which exists in Cambodia. On

the other hand, no one seems to have told Pol Pot how the Chinese Great Leap

Forward ended;227 or perhaps he felt that it sim ply was not his problem. The

idea was central in a number of Khmer Rouge speeches, and the national

anthem ended with the words: "Let us build our fatherland so that it may take

a Great Leap Forward! An immense, glorious, prodigious Great Leap For
ward!"22H

Democratic Kampuchea was faithful to the Chinese Great Leap Forward

beyond all hope and reason: and, as in China, it was rewarded with a huge,

murderous famine.

The Cultural Revolution, by contrast, had few echoes in Cambodia. Like

other Communist powers, the government in Phnom Penh had learned that

mobilizing the masses against a certain clan or section of the Party, regardless

of how clearly different from one another the targeted sections of the popula

tion were, was always a risky business. And in any case the Cultural Revolution

had been a fundamentally urban movement, coming largely out of the teaching

establishments, and was therefore not transposable to the Cambodian peasant

revolution . Cambodia did of course share the anti-intellectual currents of

mid-I960s China, including the negation of culture symbolized by the "revo

lutionary operas" of Jiang Qing (which appear to have been copied under Pol

Pot) .22'J It might even be claimed that the emptying of the towns was perhaps

inspired by the ruralization of millions of former Red Guards.

It looked as though the Khmer Rouge had been inspired more by the

theory or the slogans of the Maoists than by the actual practice of the Chinese

Communist Party. The Chinese countryside was a hotbed of revolution, and it

was there that a huge number of urban intellectuals were exiled, particularly

in the aftermath of the Cultural Revolution. Even today the regime still uses

quite draconian measures to limit rural migration to the cities. Still, the big

cities always had a major role to play both before and after 1949, and it was

often the urban workers who were the most favored sons of the revolution . The

Chinese Communist Party never thought for a moment of emptying the towns

and deporting the populations of entire regions, abolishing money, destroying

the education system, or wiping out a whole class such as the intellectuals.
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Although Mao never passed up an oppo rtunity to show his d isdain for them ,

in th e final ana lysis he kn ew he could no t do witho ut suc h peo ple. Ma ny of th e

Red Guards themselves came from the elit e un iversities. Kh ieu Sa m p han was

using clearly Maoist rhetoric whe n he welcomed back to Cambodia inte llectua ls

who had returned from ab road to dem on st rate th eir loyalty to th e regime: " I

can tell you qui te clearl y, we don 't need you: what we need is people who can

work the land, and th at ' s all .. . Anyo ne who is po litica lly aware and has

und erstood our regime can do anything at all, beca use technique comes after

ward . . . we don ' t need engi nee rs to grow rice, plant corn, or rai se pigs." 2.l0

Despite the rhetoric, denia l of the value of expertise in suc h fashion was never

governmen t policy in C hina . In any case, by a pr ocess of ine rtia ove r time, eac h

movement toward utop ian extremis m and each wave of repression soon ende d

in a return to more trad itional and normal method s, with th e impetus for th e

return generally ori ginatin g inside the Communist Part y itse lf. This was clearl y

one reason for th e stability of the Chinese regime. By cont rast , the CPK came

close to liquidating itse lf.

Similar contradiction s are discernible in th e types of repression used . The

main influence here was clearly Chinese (or Sin o- Vietn amese), with its obliga

tory and interminable processes of cri ticism and self-cri ticism , all in a vaguel y

ed uca tional or reed ucatio na l per spect ive. There were also th e same obsessio ns

with bio graphy and confessio nal accounts of the past, wh ich were to be rewrit

ten cons tantly without cha nges . One' s positi on in the socia l hierarch y by birth

and employment det ermined one 's place in th e political hierarch y, which in

turn defined one's place in th e legal sys tem . Familial origins were always

extrem ely impor tant. And as elsewhere in Asia, the demand that everyon e

participate in politi cs in an extremely int ense and com mi tte d fashion erod ed

the boundary bet ween soc iety and the Part y-stat e in an obv iously totalitarian

fashion.

There are of course many featu res peculiar to the Ca mbo d ian expe rience,

but most of these are a so rt of exaggerati on or intens ification of th e or iginal

model . The main differen ce, at least un til th e I960s, was that Chinese and

Vietnamese Commun ist s took reeducation quite serio us ly and went to grea t

lengths to demonstrate to prisoners, for example, th at th e state was right to

have imprisoned them.2.1I As a result prisoners were often well treated, and

torture was banned or us ed rarely. In Cambodi a, by contrast, torture was

systematic. The other co nse quence was the lack of even a hypothetical possi

bility that good behavior could bring freedom and rehab ilitation or at least a

shortened senten ce. Har dl y anyone ever left a Cambod ian pr ison ; in fact people

died th ere with incred ible rap id ity. In C hina and Vietnam massive repressions

came in waves and were followed by lon g per iod s of calm. Pa rt icul ar gro ups

were targeted , but th ey acco unted for only a sma ll segment of the population .
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In Cambodia, at th e very least , all the "'75s" were suspects, and there was never

a moment's respi te. W he n it came to putting repress ion into pract ice, the ot her

Communist Part ies in Southeas t Asia maintained a facad e of orga nization,

efficiency, re lative co here nce, and a cer tai n pe rve rse intelligen ce. In Cambodi a,

by contras t, simp le brutality and arbitra riness pr ed ominated; the repression s

were invari ably car r ied out accord ing to local orde rs, alth ou gh th e gener al

principles clearl y came from on high . Now here else in Asia were so many

murders and massacres car ried out on th e spo t, exce pt perhaps du rin g per iod s

of agricultura l refo rm (whe n the victims- the landowners and th eir assoc i

ates-were clea rly ide n tified and restr icted in number ) and in the heyday of

th e Cultural Revolution, though even th en in a mu ch more restricted and

limit ed fa sh ion . In sho rt , the M aoists on the Mekong were in many respects

far closer to a degen erate version of S talinism than to Chinese Communism .

An Exemplary Tyrant

The per sonal imprint of Stalin and Mao was such that their deaths brought

conside rab le chan ges, particularly in th e scale and sco pe of repression . Wh at of

Pol Pot ? T he man born as Sa loth Sar is pr esen t in th e histor y of Communism

in Cambod ia fro m th e beginning to the end, and it is impossible to speak of

Communism witho ut him. There is also no doubt th at tr aits discern ible in his

personality cor relate with th e bloodiest excesses of his regim e. His distant pas t

was highl y complex and bore littl e resembl ance to the revolutionar y legend he

attempted to erect in its place. He had a sister and co us in who were dancers and

concubines tor King Monivong and a br oth er who was a palace official unt il

1975, and he himsel f had spent part of his chi ldhoo d in the inn er circle of th at

archaic monarch y. One can easily imagine the guilty conscience that resulted

and the conseq ue nt desir e to dest roy the old wor ld . Pol Pot seems to have sunk

ever deeper into an altern ative reality, perhaps th rou gh an inabili ty to come to

terms with his own story. An apparatchik, ambitio us from an early age, more at

hom e in a sma ll gr oup than when faced with a crowd, he set out in 1963 to live

cut off from th e world in jungle camps or in secret hideouts in th e deserted

Phnom Penh, about which even today little is known. He seems to have become

increa sin gly paranoid with the passin g of tim e. Even when he was all- powerful,

everyon e who cam e to listen to him was searched . He constantl y moved from

residen ce to res ide nce, suspected his coo ks of tr ying to poison him, and once

execut ed th e electrician s who were "guilty" of caus ing a power outage.m

His obsessions are clear in a conversatio n he had with a journalist from

Swedish television in Aug us t 1978:
"Co uld Hi s Excellen cy explain to th e viewers what he conside rs to be the
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greatest achievement of Democratic Kampuchea over the last three and a half

years?"
"Our greatest achievement ... is having defeated all the plots and con

spiracies, the sabotage, the attempted coups, and all the other acts of aggression
carried out by enemies of all types hostile to the regime.'?"

This must surely be taken as a tremendous involuntary admission of the

failure of the regime.
There were undoubtedly two sides to Pol Pot. From the 1950s until the

1980s he was often described as a sensitive, timid man who loved reading

French poetry, was widely loved by his students, and was a warmhearted and
enthusiastic propagator of the revolution. But as a politician he had a number

of his old comrades-in-arms arrested, including several people who had be
lieved that they were his close friends. He never answered their begging letters,

authorized the use of the worst possible tortures on them, and eventually then
had them killed.i" His "expiatory" speech after his defeat, at a seminar for
cadres in 1981, was a model of hypocrisy:

He said he knows that many people in the country hate him and believe
he is responsible for the killings. He said he knows that many people
died. When he said this he nearly broke down and cried. He said he
must accept responsibility because his policies were too far to the left,
and because he did not keep proper track of what was going on. He said
he was like the master in a house who did not know what the kids were
up to, and that he trusted people too much ... They would tell him
things that were not true, that everything was fine, but that this or that
person was a traitor. In the end they were the real traitors. The major
problem had been cadres formed by the Vietnamese.!"

Another thought-provoking testimony is provided by one of his oldest

companions, his brother-in-law Ieng Sary, who later accused him of megalo
mania: "Pol Pot thought he was an incomparable genius in military and eco

nomic affairs, in hygiene, in song-writing, in music and dance, in cookery, in
fashion, and in everything else, even in the art of lying. Pol Pot thought that

he was above everyone else on the whole planet. He was a god on Earth."B6

This portrait bears a remarkable similarity to certain portraits of Stalin. Could
this be simply a coincidence?

The Weight of Reality

Besides the nation's uneasy history and the influence of world Communism,

the violence of the Khmer Rouge was brought about by the specific spatial and

temporal context of the regime. In some ways the regime was almost the
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accidental product of a war that took place beyond the borders of Cambodia.
Once the war ended, the regime found itself weak and isolated in its country of

origin. Vietnam's hostility and China's stifling embrace did the rest.
The seventeenth of April came too late for a world that had already passed

it by. Perhaps the greatest weakness of the Khmer Rouge was that they were a
historical anomaly. They created "late Communism" in the sense in which one
speaks of "late antiquity"-that is, a state of affairs that persists while the rest

of the world has moved on. When Pol Pot came to power, Stalin was long dead
(\953), Ho Chi Minh was dead (1969), and Mao Zedong was very ill (he died

in September 1976). Only Kim II Sung remained, but North Korea was both
small and far away. The great Chinese model was falling to pieces before the
eyes of the new dictator. The Gang of Four tried to relaunch the Cultural

Revolution in 1975, but without success. After Mao's death, the revolution was
swept away like a house of cards. The Khmer Rouge sought support among

those who refused to give up on Maoism, but the latter became too caught up
in a battle with Deng Xiaoping and his partisan reformers. Maoism officially

ended a year later, and the country entered the new era symbolized by the
Democracy Wall, whereas in Cambodia the killing was just beginning. In China,
the Great Leap Forward was over, and "revisionism" set in instead. The rest

of Asia, seen from Phnom Penh, was even more depressing: after the momen

tary stimulus brought by the victory of the revolutionary forces in Indochina,
the Maoist guerrillas everywhere else-in Thailand, Malaysia, and Burma
went into decline. Perhaps worst of all, the new Asian mercantile powers

emerging alongside Japan (Singapore, Taiwan, South Korea, and Hong Kong)
were "little dragons" whose economic prosperity was matched only by their

hostility to Communist ideas, and they were managing to find their way without
the help of the West. Finally, the Khmer Rouge were bound to feel a little

confused, with Marxism seemingly on a steep decline. Was the march of history

in fact being reversed?
There were two possible responses to these changes: they could go along

with them and revise their doctrines, at the risk of losing their identity and

raison d'etre; or they could reaffirm their identity and follow the North Korean
wayby becoming ever more radical in their goals and actions. Eurocommunism,
which was then in its heyday, or the Marxist terrorism of the Red Brigades

(Aldo Moro was assassinated in 1978)---such was the choice. As we now know,
both paths were dead ends, but one was considerably bloodier than the other.

It was as though this 1950s generation, which had studied in France, had

understood that unless they created their utopia immediately, at any price, they
would inevitably be forced into a long series of compromises. Their only

possibility, unless they wanted to be swept away, was to impose "year zero" on
a population that would not be allowed to have any choice. China's Great Leap
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Forward had failed; so had the Cultural Revolution . The reason, in the Khmer

Rouge's view, must be that the Chinese had stopped at half-measures; they had
failed to sweep away every counterrevolutionary obstacle: the corrupt and

uncontrollable towns, intellectuals who were proud of their knowledge and

presumed to think for themselves, money and all financial transactions, the last
traces of capitalism, and "traitors who had infiltrated the heart of the Party."

This desire to create a new society filled with New Men was bound to fail under

the weight of reality despite (or because of) the docility of the Cambodians.
Unwilling to abandon its plans, the regime slid ever deeper into an ocean of

blood that was shed so that it could remain in power. The CPK wished to be
the glorious successor to Lenin and Mao, but instead it was the precursor to

other grou ps that have made a travesty of Marxism and used it as a license to

commit intolerable acts of violence, such as the Peruvian Sendero Luminoso
(Shining Path), the Tamil Tigers in Sri Lanka, and the Kurdistan Workers'
Party.

The Khmer Rouge constantly struggled against their own weakness. This was

long hidden behind a facade of triumphalist verbiage. In fact there had been
two reasons for the events of 17 April: the considerable military support of

fered by North Vietnam, and the ineptitude of the Lon Nol regime, which had

been made worse by inconsistencies in U.S. foreign policy. Lenin, Mao, and
even Ho Chi Minh owed little to anyone for their military victories, and their

adversaries had been far from mediocre. Their parties and, for the last two,

their armed forces had been put together slowly and patiently and had been
q uite considerable even before they finally came to power. The situation in

Cambodia was different. Until the middle of the civil war, the Khmer Rouge
were totall y dependent on forces from Hanoi . In 1975 there were only about

60,000 Khmer Rouge soldiers (less than I percent of the population), who were

able to overcome about 200,000 demoralized republican soldiers.
If the army was weak, so was the Party. No sources are wholly reliable,

but the figures we do have show a Party membership of 4,000 members in 1970

and 14,000 in 1975: growth from a large group into a small party.-" These

figures also imply a dearth of experienced cadres until the very end of the
regime, which made the purges all the more dramatic. The consequences are

clearly visible in the tales of the deportees: for every responsible and intelligent
cadre, there were dozens who were cruel, stupid, pretentious, and stubborn.

"All the peasants who had been promoted to positions as cadres were quite
ignorant. They constantly misunderstood and misapplied the principles of the
revolution. The madness of the Khmer Rouge regime was intensified by their

incornpetence.Y'" It was as though the real weakness of the regime, which went

quite unrecognized, and the consequent feeling of insecurity that it engendered

Cambodia

could be compensated only by an increase in violence. This brought disaffec

tion, leading to another increase in terror, and so the cycle continued . The
result was an atmosphere in which insecurity, generalized mistrust, and fear for
the future were the norm, traumatizing everyone who lived through it. It was
also a reflection of the isolation of the leaders, who believed that traitors were

lurking everywhere. The result was the blind repression implicit in Khmer
Rouge slogans such as "One can always make a mistake and arrest the wrong
person, but one should never let the wrong person go."m Pin Yathay acutely
analyzes the infernal circle that was at work: "In practice, what the Khmer

Rouge feared was the anger that might surface in their new people if they eased
up on repression. Because they were haunted by the possibility of revolt, they
decided to reproach us for our impassivity and to make us pay for it. Hence

their constant reign of terror. We were afraid of persecution; they were afraid
of insurrection . They were also afraid of the ideological and political maneu
vering of their ccmrades-in-arms.v'" Were they justified in fearing popular

insurrection? There are few traces of any such movements, and all were speed
ily suppressed with tremendous violence.i" But whenever the opportunity did
present itself-for instance, whenever a local administration was wiped out by
a purge-the anger of the slaves became quite apparent, even if it brought a

commensurate increase in terror.
There were revolts born out of desperation, and others that began because

of senseless rumors. At the most modest level of resistance were the insults

that would float up through the darkness at a dam construction site to a Khmer
Rouge soldier sitt ing on a wall.Z4Z On the whole, statements from survivors show
that New People working together could take considerable liberties when ad

dressing one another. There was much complicity when it came to petty theft
or secret breaks at work; relativel y few people were denounced for such things,

and spies and informants met with little success on the whole. Hence the
division into '''75s'' and cadres. The preferred solution of the cadres was to
maintain a warlike atmosphere, and even the war itself, since this was a tried

and tested method. Some slogans attested the approach clearly: "One hand
holds the hoe, the other strikes the enemy," or "With water we grow rice, with
rice we make war."Z4.1 The Khmer Rouge were more correct than they realized.

They never had enough rice, and they lost the war.

AGenocide?

The crimes of the Khmer Rouge should be judged rigorously and objectively

so that the Cambodian experience can be compared to the other great horrors
of the century, and its proper weight assigned in the history of Communism.

There are also very strong legal reason s for such an approach, since a great
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number of CPK leaders are still alive and even active in official capacities.

Should they be allowed to move around freely? If not, what charges should be
laid against them?244

It is unquestionahle that Pol Pot and his cohorts are guilty of war crimes.
Prisoners from the republican armv were svstematicallv maltreated ' manv were
executed. Those who surrendered in 1975 ~ere later p~rsecuted wit'hout ~ercy.
It is equally clear that the Khmer Rouge also committed crimes against human

ity. Entire social groups were found unworthy of living and were largely exter
minated. Any political opposition, real or supposed, was punished by death.

The chief difficulty involves determining the crime of genocide. If one uses
the literal definition, the discussion risks falling into absurdity: genocide refers

only to the systematic extermination of national, ethnic, racial , and religious

groups. Because the Khmers as a whole were not targeted for extermination ,
attention would then have to turn to ethnic minorities and eventually to the

Buddhist monks. But even taken as a whole they would represent only a small
proportion of the victims; and it is not easy to say that the Khmer Rouge did
specifically repress minorities-with the exception of the Vietnamese after

1977, when relatively few remained in the country. The Cham on the other

hand were targeted because of their Muslim faith, which was a serious cause
for resistance. Some authors have tried to resolve the problem by bringing in

the notion of politicide, W which, broadly speaking, means genocide on a politi
cal oasis (one might also speak of saciocide, meaning genocide on a social basis).

But this fails to get to the heart of the matter. The real question is, should such

crimes be treated as seriously as genocide or not? And if the answer is yes, as
these authors seem to believe, why should the issue be clouded by the use of a

new term? It is perhaps worth recalling that during the discussions leading to

the adoption of the United Nations Convention on Genocide, it was the Soviet

Union that-for all too obvious reasons--opposed the inclusion of the word
"political" in the definition of the term. But it is above all the word "racial"

(which covers neither ethnicity nor nationality) that should provide an answer
here. "Race," a phantasm that recedes ever further as human knowledge in

creases, exists only in the eyes of the beholder; in reality there is no more a

Jewish race than there is a bourgeois race. But for the Khmer Rouge, as for the
Chinese Communists, some social groups were criminal by nature, and this

criminality was seen as transmittable from husband to wife, as well as an
inherited trait. Here the ghost of Trofim Lysenko looms large . We can speak

of the racialization of social groups, and the crime of genocide therefore can
be applied to their physical elimination . This elimination, as we have seen, was

pushed to its limits in Cambodia and was undoubtedly carried out deliberately.

Y Phandara was told by a Khmer Rouge worker that the" 17 Aprils" were "the
city dwellers who supported the regime of the traitor Lon Nol . . . There are
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a lot of traitors among them. The Communist Party quite cleverly eliminated
a good number of them. The ones who are still alive are now working out in

. h ' k to ri . "246the countryside. Now t ey re too wea to nse up against us.
For millions of Cambodians today, the era of Pol Pot has left indelible

scars. In 1979,42 percent of the country's children had lost at least one parent.
They were three times more likely to have lost their father than their mother.

Seven percent had lost both parents. In 1992 the isolation of adolescents was
the most dramatic: 64 percent had lost at least one parent .i? An array of social

evils besets Cambodian society today, at rates that are exceptionally high for a

Southeast Asian country. Crime is widespread and often very violent since
firearms are easily obtained; corruption is everywhere; and most people show
little respect for one another and little sense of social solidarity. No one seems

to have a sense of the common good at any level. Hundreds of thousands of
refugees abroad (there are 150,000 in the United States alone) still feel terror

ized because of what they lived through, with recurrent nightmares and the

highest rate of depression of any Indochinese national group. Many of the
female refugees came alone, and in general there are many more women than
men because so man y men of that generation fell victim to assassinarions. !"

Still , Cambodian society did not break down entirely. When the last vestiges of
collectivization were abandoned in 1985, increased production brought an al

most immediate end to food shortages.24~
It is easy to understand Cambodians' overwhelming desire to return to

normal life. But the y should not be left to face the former leaders of the Khmer

Rouge dictatorship alone. The form of Communism that they faced was per
haps the worst of all, and the liquidation of such a terrible past is an almost

intolerable burden. The rest of the world, which for so long showed such

complacency toward their executioners, should also make the drama of Cam-

bodia its own.
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Conclusion

East Asia is nearl y the only place on earth where Communists still

rule. But is there a specifically Asian brand of Communism, in the same way
that one can legitimately speak about a unique East European form of Commu

nism? The answer to this question is not easy. In Europe, with the exception of
Albania and the former Yugoslavia, Communism had the same father, and all
the Communist governments there (even in Yugoslavia and Albania) finally fell

at more or less the same time, when it suddenly became clear that the system
was no longer functioning in its birthplace, the Soviet Union . In Asia, a similar

relationship is discernible only between Vietnam and Laos, whose destinies are
still organically linked . What is remarkable elsewhere in Asia is the distinct

nature of the process of conquest and consolidation of power in each country,
despite the strong resemblance that North Korea initially bore to the "people's

democracies" established by Stalin in Eastern Europe, and despite the great
impetus that the Viet Minh received when the Chinese army arrived on the

borders of Tonkin . There is not now and never really was a Communist bloc in
Asia, except in the minds of the leaders in Beijing. Economic cooperation was

lacking, high -ranking cadres seldom visited other countries, no one was ever
trained abroad, and the secret police and the military onl y rarel y pooled their

information. The occasional attempts to do such things occurred on only a
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limited scale, and these efforts rarely lasted long except between Laos and its

"big brother," Vietnam. China and North Korea were close for a year after the
Korean conflict, and China and Vietnam were reasonably close during the

1950s. China was also quite close to Pol Pot's Cambodia, while Cambodia and
Vietnam were tightly linked in the 1980s. But Communism in Asia has in

general been a national affair, with national defense always the top priority
(except in Laos), even though at times Chinese or Soviet aid proved essential.

Asia after all has seen intense wars between Communist states, at the end of the
1970s between Vietnam and Cambodia, and then between Vietnam and China.

Where education, propaganda, and historiography are concerned, it is hard to
find more chauvinistic countries anywhere else, perhaps partly because all
these countries came into being as the result of a struggle against foreign

imperialism. That experience at least gives them something in common. The
problem is that the resulting nationalism has often been turned against their
neighbors.

On the other hand, similarities in the details of policies (particularly
policies of repression) are readil y apparent, and many of them have been
adumbrated in the preceding chapters. Before reiterating them, we might pause

to consider the comparative chronology of the regimes studied here. In Europe,
the broad outlines of the history of each country are quite similar, with the

exception of Albania and to some extent Romania and Yugoslavia. In East Asia,
the points of origin are disparate, stretching from 1945 to 1975, as are the

inception of agrarian reform and collectivization, especially in divided Viet
nam . But in all cases the two stages tend to succeed each other quite soon after
the seizure of power (the maximum interval in the process is seven years, in

China) . On the political plane, the Communist Party never acted openly during

the taking of power, and the appearance of some sort of united front was
maintained for some time after victory (eight years in China), even if it meant

not revealing the existence of the Party, as was the case in Cambodia before
1977. However, if many were deluded beforehand by the promise of a pluralist

democracy (and this often contributed to the success of the Communists,
particularly in Vietnam), the spell was usually broken soon-afterward. In one

Vietnamese camp for southerners, prisoners until 30 April 1975 were on the
whole quite well fed and well dressed, and were not forced to work. But the

moment the South was "liberated," rations were cut ruthlessly, discipline was
intensified, and forced labor was introduced . The camp chiefs justified their

actions as follows : "Until now, you have been treated as prisoners of war .. .
Now the whole country is free; we are the winners and you are the losers. You

should be happy you are still alive. After the 1917 revolution in Russia, all the
losers were exterminated!" ) Social classes that had been treated very well in the
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days of the united front, such as intellectuals and national capitalists, suddenly
found themselves ostracized and subject to repression when Party dictatorship
took over.

A close examination reveals important differences within the chronologi
cal similarities. North Korea developed at its own pace in the 1940s and 1950s,
and not long after that became quite isolated, a sort of living museum of
Stalinism. The Chinese Cultural Revolution had no imitators. Pol Pot tri
umphed just as Jiang Qing fell, and his dream of a Great Leap Forward came
fourteen years too late. But wherever Communist parties were in power, the
Stalinist era was marked by purges and by tightened security. Although the
shock wave from the Twentieth Soviet Part y Congress led to a burst of liber
alization throughout Asia, this was generally short- lived and was followed by
extremist measures of one sort or another, such as the Great Leap Forward in
China, its Vietnamese incarnation, and the Korean Chollima . Everywhere but
in North Korea, the 1980s and 1990s were marked by a liberalization of the
economy. In Laos and South Vietnam this came hard on the heels of collectivi
zation, which was never fully achieved . More quickl y than is often acknowl
edged, economic reform leads to a normalization of societ y and a disappearance
of repressive practices, even if the process is uneven, contradictory, and incom
plete. Except in Pyongyang, mass terror and totalitarian attempts at controlling
consciousness are now onl y a memory, and political prisoners are a rarit y. In
Laos, for example, according to figures from Amnesty International , the num
ber of political prisoners fell from between 6,000 and 7,000 in 1985 to a mere
33 by March 1991. Vietnam has experienced a comparable drop, and China
somewhat less so. Clearly, the compulsion to mass murder is no more irresistible
in Asian Communism than it was in the European version . It seems possible to

conclude that terror has finally outlived its purpose. Even though the terror
went on for a long time (at least until 1980) and everywhere, invariably, led to
horrendous crimes, it has been replaced today by selective, dissuasive repre s
sion, and because of the increasingly widespread reeducation programs it is
seen more and more often for what it really was.

The key factor in many of these chronological similarities, which at the
end of the day are greater than the differences (at least after 1956), is more
often Beijing than Moscow. This focus on China is one of the lasting effects of
the Twentieth Soviet Party Congress, which came as a shock to Asian Com
munists and was considered to be a serious threat by Mao Zedong, Ho Chi
Minh, and Kim II Sung (as well as Maurice Thorez). The fact of the surprise
alone demonstrates the bravery of Khrushchev's initiative. Since the days of
Yari'an , the Chinese government has played the role of a second Mecca for
Communists in Asia. However, the prestige of Stalin and the U.S.S.R. was st ill
immense, and Soviet economic and military might did the rest. The Chinese
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intervention in Korea and then the size of its aid to the Viet Minh caused the
first disturbances in the Sino-Soviet relationship, but it was 1956 that made
Mao the leader of the " antirevisioni st" camp that quickly came to include every
Communist country in Asia. The disaster of the Cultural Revolution did some
damage to Chinese hegemony, and Vietnam's military needs in the 1960s
pushed it closer to the Soviet camp. But this chronology on the whole is quite
trustworthy: initiatives regularly came from China, and were usually followed
with great dedication. There is an unmistakable similarity among all Commu
nist regimes, but in East Asia the similarity sometimes seems to border on
cloning; the Vietnamese agrarian reform, for example, was almost a carbon copy
of the earlier Chinese version.

The "goulash Communism" so dear to Khrushchev found few proponents
in Asia until the 1980s, in part because the continent was still involved in so
many revolutionary wars, but also because ideology had such a major role to
play in these countries. In the Confucian tradition of "the rectification of
names" (and all these countries, with the exception of Cambodia, had a strong
tradition of Confucianism), it is reality that must adapt itself to language. In
the prison system, this meant that what mattered was not the act that had been
committed , but the verdict that had been passed and the label that had been
applied, both of which depended on many factors independent of the act itself.
Peace of mind came not from good deeds, but from saying the right word in
the right place. Accordingly, two major factors influenced Communism in Asia:
an overextension of ideology, and an overreliance on willpower. The first
functioned as a mania for classification and reorganization based on the com
bination of Confucianism with a revolutionary vision through which the entire
society was to be remade. The second sought the transformation of the whole
world through reliance on the idea that the mind of every individual in society
can be completel y filled with new, better ideas, and that the actions of these
individuals will thereafter be based on that new knowledge. Mention was made
above of the verbal jousts in which victor y came to the person who made the
best use of quotations from Mao Zedong. In that sense, the Great Leap For
ward was a feast of words. But even the Asians could not escape reality forever,
and when it intruded too far into language, this phenomenon did not escape
them. After the failure of so many words and the innumerable catastrophes that
such language had brought, all anyone wanted to hear was the profoundly
anti -ideological language of Deng Xiaoping: "Who cares if a cat is black or

gra y, provided that he catches mice."
The great originality of East Asian Communism resided in the manner in

which it managed to transfer this ideology and belief in the will from the Party
to society as a whole. This happened in a more attenuated fashion in Stalin's
Russia, where it relied on different traditions. In Chinese Asia (and thus in
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Vietnam and Korea too) the Western divide between high and popular culture

has never existed, and Confucianism in particular was a way of life for all

classes, from the leaders in the center to the peasants in the most far-flung

regions. The same could be said of man y other traditions and barbaric practices,

such as the b inding of feet . Moreover, the state was never an institution set

apart from society, founded on complex laws. Contrary to the image that they

tried to present, Chinese monarchs, and leaders elsewhere who modeled them

selves upon them, had almost none of the formal means of intervention that
most Western kings possessed by the end of the Middle Ages .! They could

sur vive and govern only with the consent of their subjects, consent obtained

not by any form of democratic consultation, or by institutionalized arbitration

between confl icting interests, but by the widespread acceptance of certain social

civic norms, founded on a complex familial and interpersonal system of mo

ralit y, which Mao termed " the mass line ." The moral (or ideological) state has

a long and rich history in eastern Asia. In itself, such a state is poor and weak,

but if it succeeds in persuading each group, family, and individual of the value

of its norms and ideal s, its power is limitless. Its onl y bounds are those of nature

itself, which was the cause of Mao's undoing during the Great Leap Forward.

Asian Communism thus attempted-and for a short while it succeeded in its

objectives-to create profoundly holistic societies. Hence one comes across

cases such as that of the Vietnamese cell chief who was a prisoner himself but

felt obliged to shout at a recalcitrant detainee: "You are resisting the head of

cell nominated by the revolution-so you are resisting the revolution itsel f!" :'

Hence also the extraordinarily patient and relentless drive to make every pris

oner, even French officers who had passed through Saint Cyr," a bearer of the

Part y's good news . Whereas the Russian Revoluti on never su cceeded in de

stro ying the " us and them" mentality, the Cultural Revolution convinced the

entire population for a while that the y were a part of the state and the Party.

In some cases, Red Guards who were not themselves Party members seemed

somehow to have the right to decide who was to be excluded from it. Commu

nism in the West also had criticism and self-criticism , endless discussion meet 

ings, and its own selection of canonical texts . But such things were in general

reserved for Party members. In Asia, the y became the norm for all people.

There were two main consequences for the form of repression. The most

obvious, which we have noted so often above, was the absence of even cursory

references to the mechanisms of law and justice: ever ything was political. In

each country, the introduction of a penal code generall y marked the end of the

period of terror, as in China in 1979 or in Vietnam in 1986. The other conse

quence was the nature of the waves of repression, which were more notable for

their wide sweep than for their intrinsically blood y nature. They focused on

society as a whole or on extremely large groups such as peasants, cit y dwellers,
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and intell ectuals. Deng Xiaoping's regime stated that the Cultural Revolution

had persecuted lOa million people, a figure that is unverifiable. At the same

time, it is unlikely that there were more than I million deaths. The ratio was

quite different in the Stalinist purges. But what use was killing , when the

leader s could terrorize so effectively? This form of repression also explains the

high number of suicides: the intensity of campaigns, backed up by friends,

colleagues, neighbors, and one's own famil y, brought tension that for many

individuals became intolerable, as there was literally nowhere to turn .
The exception that proves the rule is Cambodia (and , to a lesser ext ent ,

Laos). Cambodia was never affected by Confucianism. In fact its political

tradition was much more Indian than Chinese. This fact may be one of the

main reasons th at violence there was so widespread and bloody. It is possible

that what happened there was the effect of applying Sino-Vi etnamese ideas to

a population that was fundamentally opposed to them. Much more work re

mains to be done in this area to get a preci se idea of the reasons for such a

terrible aberration .
This anal ysis of the specific nature of Communism in East Asia (at least

in Chinese Asia) afford s a basis for comparisons with the entire history of

Communism, and in particular with the So viet model. Many of th e phenom

ena, such as the obsession with notions of a tabula rasa and a fresh start, the

cult of youth, and the constant manipulation of the young, are clearly to be

found elsewhere. But the differences, too, are noteworthy; and th e surv ival of

Communism in Asia, even after its collapse in Euro pe, requires serious anal ysis.
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Communism in Latin America

Pascal Fontaine

Cuba: Interminable Totalitarianism inthe Tropics

Since the beginning of the century, the biggest island in the Caribbean has had

a turbulent political history. In 1931-1933 an army clerk named Fulgencio
Batista took part in a revolt against the dictator Gerardo Machado. In 1933
Batista led a military coup against Cuba's provisional president, Carlos

Cespedes. Thereafter, as head of the army, Batista was the major powerbroker
for a succession of provisional and de facto governments. Throughout this

period and afterward, he remained fiercely opposed to the United States. In
1940, after Batista was elected president, he enacted a liberal constitution. In

1952 he returned to power through a military coup, disrupting the prospects of
democratization symbolized by the elections scheduled for the following year.

Batista continued to govern with the support of various political parties, in
cluding the local Communist Party, which at that time was called the People's

Socialist Party (PSP).
The Cuban economy began to grow rapidly under Batista, but wealth

remained unevenly distributed, with a particularly marked contrast between
the countryside and the cities, with their impressive infrastructure. I The cities
also benefited from money brought in by the Italian-American mafia. In 1958
there were 11,500 prostitutes in Havana alone. The Batista era was notable for
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corruption and an obsession with short-term gain , and the middle classes

gradually distanced themselves from the regime.?

On 26 July 1953 a group of students attacked the Moncada barracks in

Santiago de Cuba. Several of them were killed, and one of the leaders, Fidel

Castro, was arrested . Though initially sentenced to fifteen years in prison, he

was soon freed and fled to Mexico, where he set up a guerrilla group called the

26 July Movement (M-26), made up for the most part of young liberals. In

1957 this group entered Cuba and began a twenty-five-month armed conflict

with Batista's forces in the Sierra Maestra . At the same time, urban students

led by Jose Antonio Echevarria formed the Student Revolutionary Directorate,

whose armed wing attacked the presidential palace in March of that year. The

operation was a total failure : Echevarria was killed, leaving the student move

ment without impetus and Castro's group as the only viable opposition to

Batista. During the ensuing conflict, violent repression by the regime claimed

thousands of victims. J The urban guerrilla network was especially heavily

affected, losing 80 percent of its members; the rural guerrilla groups in the

Sierra lost only 20 percent .

On 7 November 1958, at the head of a column of guerrillas, Ernesto

Guevara began a march on Havana . On I January 1959, Batista and the other

leading figures in the dictatorship fled. Rolando Masferrer, the head of the

sinister police apparatus known as "the Tigers," and Esteban Ventura, chief of

the secret police, both of whom had a penchant for torture, fled to Miami . The

leader of the Confederation of Cuban Workers (CTC), Eusebio Mujal, who

had signed a number of agreements with Batista, took refuge in the Argentine

embassy. The guerrillas' easy victory overshadowed the role played by other

movements in Batista's downfall. In fact the guerrillas were involved in only a

few minor actions, and Batista was defeated mainly because he had lost control

of Havana to urban terrorism . The current U.S. arms embargo also worked

against him.

On 8 January 1959 Castro, Guevara, and their forces made a triumphant

entry into the capital. As soon as they had seized power, they began to conduct

mass executions inside the two main prisons, La Cabana and Santa Clara.

According to reports in the foreign press, 600 of Batista's supporters were

summarily executed during a five-month period. Extraordinary courts were

established for the sole purpose of sentencing these opponents of the new

regime. In the words of Jeannine Verdes-Laroux, "The form of the trials, and

the procedures by which they were conducted, were highly significant. The

totalitarian nature of the regime was inscribed there from the very beginning."!

These travesties took place in a carnival-like atmosphere; a crowd of 18,000

people gathered at the Palace of Sports to "judge" the Batistan commandant
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Jesus Sosa Blanco, who was accused of carrying out assassinations, by giving

him the thumbs-down sign. As Sosa Blanco remarked before he was shot, the

scenes were " wort hy of ancient Rome."

In 1957, while still in the Sierra, Castro gave an interview to Herbert

Matthews, a journalist from the Net» York Times. in which he declared: "Power

does not interest me. After victory I want to go back to my village and just be

a lawyer again ." This statement was immediately contradicted by his policies.

After seizing power, the new revolutionary government immediatel y fell vic

tim to serious in-fighting, leading to the resignation of Prime Minister Jose

Miro Cardona on 15 February 1959. Castro, who was already commander in

chief of the army, replaced him. Although he initially promised to hold free

elections within eighteen months, by June he had decided to postpone the

elections indefinitely. Castro justified his decision in an address to the inhabi 

tants of Havana, saying: "Elections? What for?" thus renouncing one of the

fundamental points of the anti-Batista guerrilla program. In effect, he took over

the position vacated by the fallen dictator. He also suspended the 1940 consti

tution and its guarantees of fundamental rights, governing by decree until 1976,

when he imposed a constitution modeled on that of the U.S.S .R . The new laws

53 and 54 (relating to freedom of association) were particularly important in

abrogating civil liberties by limiting the rights of citizens to meet in groups.

In the spring of 1959 Castro, who until then had collaborated closely with

his associates, changed course and began removing democrats from the gov

ernment. He relied increasingly on his brother Raul (who was a member of the

People's Socialist Party) and on Guevara, who was a convinced supporter of

the Soviet Union . Agricultural reform was launched on 17 May 1959; by June

the opposition between liberals and radicals had begun to crystalize, The initial

plan, proposed by Agriculture Minister Humberto Sori Marin, had aimed at

establishing a program to reallocate land that belonged to bourgeois land 

owners. Castro, however, was supportive of the radical policies proposed by the

Institute Nacional de Reforma Agraria (National Institute for Agricultural

Reform), or INRA, which he had placed under the control of a group of

orthodox Marxists, and of which he was the head. With a stroke of the pen he

annulled the agriculture minister's program . In June 1959 Castro sought to

radicalize the agrarian reform by ordering the army to take control of 100

estates in Camaguey Province.

The gathering storm finally broke in July 1959 when President Manuel

Urrutia, a former magistrate who had courageously defended the rebels in

1956, resigned . Soon the minister of foreign affairs, Roberto Agramonte, was

replaced by Raul Roa, a staunch Castro supporter. Shortly afterward the min 

ister of social affairs also resigned to protest a verdict against several pilots
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accused of crimes against civilians.! This pattern continued throughout 1960.

Rupo Lopez Fresquet, the finance minister since January 1959, broke with

Castro in March, joined the opposition, and then went into exile; Anres Suarez,

another member of the government, also left the country that year. The last

independent newspapers disappeared, and the rest were muzzled . On 20 Janu

ary 1960 Jorge Zayas, who had been the editor of an anti-Batista newspaper

called Auance, also went into exile; Miguel Angel Quevedo, the editor of Bohe
mia, the weekly that in 1959 had published Castro's test imony from his 1953

trial for the attack on the Moncada barracks, left in Jul y. The only newspapers

left were the Communist Cranma (Grandma, named after a ship) and Hoy
(Today). In the fall of 1960 the last remaining political and military opposition

leaders, including William Morgan and Humberto Sori Marin, were arrested .

Morgan, a guerrilla leader in the Sierra, was shot the following year.

Soon thereafter the last democrats, including Manalo Ray, the minister

for public works, and Enrique Oltusky, the communications minister, were

removed from the government." The first great wave of departures now began.

Nearly 50,000 people from the middle classes, many of whom had originally

supported the revolution, all took the road to exile. This exodus of doctors,

teachers, and lawyers did irreparable harm to Cuban society.

The workers were the next group to suffer repression . The labor unions

had resisted the new regime from its earliest da ys. One of the principal leaders

was the head of the Sugar Union, David Salvador. As a man of the left, he had

broken with the PSP over its refusal to take a stand against Batista. He had

organized strikes at the big sugar plants in 1955, had been arrested and tor

tured, and had supported the April 1958 strike, which was masterminded by

Castro's 26 July Movement. After being democratically elected as secretary

general of the CTC in 1959, Salvador was made to work with two assistants

who were orthodox Communists appointed without a democratic mandate. He

tried to resist their influence and to put a brake on their activities, but after the

spring of 1960 he became increasingly marginalized . In June Salvador went

into hiding, but in August 1962 he was arrested and spent the next twelve years

in prison. Thus Castro forced off the stage another major figure in the anti

Batista movement. As a final blow against the workers, Castro forbade their sole

remaining union, the CTC, to stage strikes. As a Party spokesman noted: "The

union must not be used for the wrong purposes."

After being arrested in 1953, Castro had been saved mainly through the

intervention of the archbishop of Santiago de Cuba, Monsignor Perez Seran

tes. The clergy were happy to see Batista's departure ; several priests had even

participated in the guerrilla organizations in the Sierra. Nevert heless, the

church protested the overhasty condemnation of Bati sta's supporters in the
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same way that it had protested the actions of Masferrer's Tigers. In 1959 the

church denounced Communist infiltration of parishes. Castro used the 1961

Bay of Pigs affair as a pretext to ban the periodical La quincena.' In Mayall

religious colleges were closed and their buildings confiscated by the govern

ment, including the Bethlehem Jesuit College, where Castro himself had been

educated. In full military dress, the "Lider Maximo" (Supreme Chief) de

clared : "Let the Falangist priests start packing their bags!" This warning was

serious; on 17 September 131 priests were forced to leave the country. To

survive, the church had to scale back its operations considerably. The regime

continued to marginalize religious institutions and believers; though claiming

that it would allow all Cubans to profess their faith freel y, it subjected those

who did to repressive measures, such as forbidding them access to university

education or to jobs in the civil service.

Repression was also felt in the world of the arts. In 1961 Castro had stated

that the position uf the artist was at the very center of society. But a slogan

perfectly encapsulated his real views: "The revolution is all; everything else is

nothing." Heberro Padilla, a distinguished poet, finally left Cuba in 1980 after

many years of persecution. Similarly, Reinaldo Arenas, after ten years of ostra

cism , left the country in the Mariel exudus.

Like other Communist leaders, Fidel Castro loves comparisons to the French

Revulution ; and just as Jacobin Paris had Louis Antoine de Saint-Just, revolu

tionary Ha vana had Che Guevara, a Latin American version of Nechaev, the

nineteenth-century nihilist terrorist who inspired Dostoevsky's The Devils.
Ernesto Guevara was born into a well-off family in Buenos Aires in 1928,

and as a yuung man he traveled throughout South America. Because of chronic

asthma, his health was always fragile, but thi s did not prevent him frum riding

a motorbike all the way from the pampas to the jungles of Central America

after finishing his medical studies. He came to hate the United States in the

early 1950s, when he encountered the misery that ensued in Guatemala after

the leftist regime of Jacobo Arbenz had been overthrown in a coup supported

by the Americans. As Guevara wrote to a friend in 1957: "My ideological

training means that I am one of those people who believe that the solution to

the world's problems is to be found behind the Iron Curtain." One night in

1955 in Mexico he met a young Cuban lawyer in exile named Fidel Castro, who

was preparing to return to Cuba . Guevara decided to accompany Castro, and

they landed on the island in December 1956. In the resistance, Guevara soon

became commander uf a detachment, quickly gaining a reputation for ruthless

ness; a child in his guerrilla unit who had stolen a little food was immediately

shot without trial. Regis Debray, who was his companion in Bolivia, described
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h im as "a n aut horitarian through and through" who wanted to im pose a revo

lution of total Commu nism and sometimes found himself opposed to more

de mocratic Cuban guerri lla commande rs.x

In th e autumn of 1958 Guevara opened a seco nd fro nt on the plains in

Las Villas Provin ce, in the cen ter of th e island . He carried out a hi ghl y suc

cessful action in San ta Clara, attac king a tr ain of reinfor cements sen t there b y

Bat ist a. The sold iers fled , refusing to fight. Afte r th e rebel victo ry, G uevara was

ass igned the post of sta te prosecutor, which gave him authori ty ove r pardon s.

He worked in L a Ca bana prison , where a grea t number of peopl e were exe

cute d, including some of his former comrades-in-arms who re fuse d to aban do n

th eir democrati c beliefs. " I can't he th e friend of anyone who doesn 't share m y

ide as," he once sa id .

As minister of ind us try and head of th e Ce ntra l Bank, Guevara found

occ asion to appl y h is own political beliefs, im posing th e " Soviet model" on

C uba. He was an avid disci ple of Lenin, in whose hon or he named his son

Vladimir. Though cla iming to despise money, he lived in one of the rich, private

are as of Havana. D espite later serving as mini ster of th e econo my, he had n o

no t ion of the most basic ideas of economics and ended up ruining the Central

Bank. Soc ial iss ues were more his forte, and he int rod uced "v oluntary work

S undays" in emul ati on of th e U.S .S.R. and China . He was a grea t admirer of

th e Cultura l Revolution. Accordi ng to Regis Debray, " It was he and not Fidel

wh o in 1960 invented C uba's first ' cor rective work cam p' (we would say ' force d

lab or camp') ."?

In his will, thi s gradua te of the schoo l of terror praised th e " extremely

use ful hatred that turns men int o effective, violent, merciless, and cold killin g

machine s." !" H e was dogmatic, cold , and into lerant, and th ere was almost

nothing in him of th e tr ad ition ally op en and warm C uban temperament. He

was th e architect of th e militar izat ion of C uban youth, sacrificing them to the

cu lt of the N ew Man.

His strongest desi re was to sp read the Cuban expe riment far and wide. In

196 3 he was in A lgeria, and the n in Dar es Salaam , then in th e Congo, where

he crossed paths with th e Marxist Laurent Kabila , who is now the president

of the Democratic Republic of Congo and who never hesitated to massacre

civilians. Filled with pas sionate hatred for the United S tates, in 1966 he took

his guerrilla forces on a crusade through South America , with a slogan encour

agin g the creation of " two, three, many Viernams!"

Castro used Guevara for tactical purposes. O nce th eir rupture was com

plete, Guevara went to Bolivia. T here he tri ed to apply h is theor y of the

guerrillaJoco (cell), takin g no not ice of the policies of th e Bolivian Communist

Party. No t a single peasant joined his group th ere. Incr easingly isolated and
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hunted by gove rn men t forces, he was cap tured on 8 O ctob er 1967 and executed
th e following day.

Castro even mo d ified his rebel army. In J uly 1959 o ne of Cas tro's closest

adviser s, th e air force comma nde r Diaz Lanz, resigned and fled to the U nited

S ta tes. The following month , a wave of ar res ts was organized on th e pretext
that a cou p was bein g planned .

S ince 1956, Hubert M atos had helped th e re bels in the Sierra, getting

support from Costa Rica, su pplying th em with ar ms and munitions in a private

plane, and libera ting Sa n tiago de C uba, th e coun try's second- largest city, at th e

head of th e 9th detachment, named afte r Antonio Guiteras. Soon afte r bein g

made governor of Ca rnag uey Pro vince, he found him self in profo und disag ree

m ent with th e "Comm unization" of th e regim e and resigned from his post.

Ca st ro believed that he was part of a cons piracy and had him arrested by

Carnilo Cie nfuegos, another guerrill a he ro, on the grounds that he had di s

played " anti -Communist" tendencies. With scant regard for Matos' previous

exemplary cond uct as a freedom fight er, Cas tro su b jec ted him to a Moscow

sty le show- tria l in Ha vana and int er ven ed person a II y against his for mer a lly.

Ca st ro stood up in court and brou ght tr emend ou s pressure to bear on the

judges, saying: " I' m tel ling you th at you must choose: it's Matos or mel" H e

also prevented witnesses lor the defense from testifying. Ma tos received a

twenty-year se ntence, whic h he served to the last d ay. Several people close to

him were also sen t to prison .

De prived of th e means of expressing th emselves , man y of Cas tro's o ppo

nen ts went into hiding, whe re they were joined by people who had fou ght in

the anti- Bat ista ur ban guerrilla gro ups. In th e early 1960s thi s und erground

movement grew into a re volt based in the Escambray M o untains, the movement

rejec ted forced collect ivizatio n and d ictator sh ip. Raul Cast ro sent in all th e

military forces at h is d isposa l, includ ing armored ve hi cles, art iller y, and hun

dreds of infa ntry milit ia, to put down the rebelli on . The fami lies of rebel

peasant s were moved out of th e area to elimi na te popular suppo rt. H un dred s

of peo ple were fo rcibly mo ved to th e tobacco plantations in Pin ar del Rio

Province, hundreds of kilometer s away in th e west of the island . This was the

only occasi on when Castro actuall y dep orted parts of the population .

Des pi te th ese measures, the fighting continued for five years. Over time,

however, as th e rebels became increasingl y isolated, they began to be captured .

Justice was harsh for them . Guevara too k th e opportu nity to liqu idat e J esu s

Carreras, one of th e leaders of the anti-Batis ta rebellion as a young man , who

had opposed Guevara's policies since 1958. Woun ded in combat, Carreras was

dragged befo re a firing squad, whe re G uevara refused to grant him a stay of
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execution. Some 381 "bandits" were judged in similar fashion in the Santa

Clara prison. In La Lorna de los Coches prison more than 1,000 "counterrevo
lutionaries" were shot in the years between the triumph of 1959 and the final

liquidation of the Escambray protest movement.
After resigning from the Ministry of Agriculture, Humberto Sori Marin

tried to establish a fi co in Cuba. He was soon arre sted, court-rnartialed, and
sentenced to death. His mother begged Castro for mercy, reminding him that

he and Sori Marin had known each other since the 1950s. Castro promised that

his life would be spared, but Sori Marin was shot a few days later.
The revolt in the Escambray Mountains was folowed by periodic attempts

to land armed commando groups on Cuban soil. Many belonged to the Liber

acion group, headed by Tony Cuesta, and to the Alpha 66 group, both formed

in the early 1960s. Most of these efforts, modeled on Castro's own return,

resulted in failure.
In 1960, in a move typical of all dictatorships, the judiciary was forced to

surrender its independence and was placed under the cont ro l of the central

government.
The universities were also affected. Pedro Luis Boitel was a young student

in civil engineering who put himself forward as a candidate for the presidency

of the Federation of University Students. He had previously opposed Batista

but was also a determined opponent of Fidel Castro. Another student named
Rolando Cubella was the prefered candidate of the regime, and it was he who
was elected with the help of the Castro brothers. Boirel was arrested soon

afterward and sentenced to ten years in Boniato, a particularl y harsh prison.
Boitel went on hunger strike several times to protest the inhuman conditions

there. On 3 April 1972, as he began yet another, he said to one of the prison
governors: "I'm going on strike for the same rights as other political prison

ers-rights that you are happy to demand for prisoners in other South Ameri
can dictatorships, but that you won't allow here!" Nothing came of his protests,

however. Boitel received no medical assistance and suffered terribly. After
forty-five days his condition became critical; after forty -nine he slipped into a

coma. The authorities continued to refuse to intervene. At three in the morning
on 23 May 1972, 53 days after beginning his hunger strike, Boitel died. The

authorities refused to allow his mother to see the body.

Soon after taking power, Castro began to organize an extensive security and

intelligence service. As minister of defense, Raul Castro reinstituted military
tribunals, and soon the firing squad again became a judicial weapon . The first

formal security organization was called the Direccion General de Contra
Inteligencia (State Security Department; DGCI). Popularly known as the Red

Gestapo, the DGCI began to evolve in 1959-1962, when its task was to infil-
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trate and destroy the various groups opposed to Castro. The DGCI violently
liquidated the Escambray guerrilla movement and oversaw the creation of
forced-labor camps. It was also the department that ran the prison system .

Inspired by the Soviet model , the DGCI was initiall y directed by Ramiro
Valdes, who had been one of Castro's closest advisers since their days in the

Sierra. As the years passed, the department played an ever-larger role and
gained a certain amount of autonomy. Information on its organizational struc

tun: come s from air force general Rafael Del Pino, who defected to Miami in
1987. In theory the DGCI is accountable to the Ministry of Internal Affairs
(Min it) and is divided into various sections. Certain sections are charged with

surveillance of officials in all other government departments. The Third Sec
tion observes everyone who works in culture, sports, and artistic fields, includ

ing writers and film directors. The Fourth Section oversees everyone who
works in economic organizations ami the ministries of transport and commu

nication . The Sixth Section, which has more than 1,000 agents, is in charge of

telephone wiretaps. The Eighth Section oversees the postal service; that is, it
screens mail. Other sections watch over the diplomatic corps and keep tabs on
visiting foreigners . The DGCI promotes the Castro regime's survival economi

cally by using thousands of detainees as forced labor. Thus the department
constitutes a world of privilege, whose staff have almost unlimited powers and

a broad range of perquisites,
To control the population, the Direccion Special del Ministerio del Inte

rior (DSMI) recruits chiuatos (informers) by the thousand . The DSMI works

in three different fields : one section keeps a file on every Cuban citizen ; another
keeps track of public opinion; the third, in charge of the "ideological line ,"

keeps an eye on the church and its various congregations through infiltration.
Since 1967, Minit has had its own means of intervention, the Fuerzas

Especiales, which in 1<J95 consisted of 50,000 soldiers. These special shock
troops work quite closely with Direccion 5 and the Direccinn de Seguridad

Personal (DSP), Castro's praetorian guard . The DSP is made up of three escort
units of approximately 100 men each, as well as a naval detachment consisting

of sailors and frogmen, According to a 1995 estimate, the DSP numbers several

thousand men . Its experts are constantly studying possible assassination sce
narios; food tasters test Castro's food before he eats it, and a special medical

team is on alert around the clock.
Dircccion 5 specializes in the elimination of opponents. Two famous

opponents of Batista who subsequently clashed with Castro fell victim to this
section : Elias de la Torriente was killed in Miami, and Aldo Vera, one of the

chiefs of the urban guerrilla group that fought against Batista, was killed in

Puerto Rico. Hubert Matos, who now lives in exile in Miami, is forced to
protect him self with armed bodyguards. Direccion 5 carries out its detentions
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and in te rrogatio ns at a de ten tio n center in Villa Marisra in H avana , a bu ild in g

tha t previously belonged to a congregation of M arist monks. Far fro m pryi ng

eyes and in con d itions of extreme isolation, pr ison ers there are often subjec ted

to psych ological and physical torture.

Another co m po ne nt of the sec re t police is the Di reccion G en er al de la

Inteligencia, which is in many ways a typi cal sta te intel ligence-gathering se rv

ice. It works ab ove a ll in esp ionage, counterespionage, and the in filtration of

foreign governments and orga nizatio ns of C uban exiles .

Durin g the repressions of the 1960s, bet ween 7,000 and !O,OOD peopl e were

kill ed and 30,000 people imprisoned for politica l reasons. T h us th e Cast ro

go vernment quickl y faced the problem of what to do with a large number of

prisoners, especiall y th ose from the Escarnbray rebellion and the failed Ba y of

Pigs invasion.

The Military U ni t of Production Assistance (MUPA), which existed from

1964 to 1967, was th e first atte m pt to use prisoner s as a labor force. Beginning

in November 1965 , the M UPA organized con centrat ion cam ps in which eve

ryone who was co nsi dered a "pot ential danger to society," including religi ous

prisoners (Cat holics, notably Monsig nor J aime O rtega, th e bish op of Ha van a;

Protestants; and J eh ovah 's Wi tnesses), pim ps, and hom osexual s, was inca rcer

ated . The prison ers were forced to build thei r own shelte rs, part icul arl y in

cam ps located in th e Camagi.iey region . "Socially de viant peopl e" were s ub

jected to milita ry d isc ipl ine, which qu ickly degenerat ed in to poor tr eatment,

undernourishment , an d isolation . M any detain ees mutilated th em selves to es 

ca pe this hell; othe rs emerged psychologically destro yed by the ir expe rience s.

One of the MUPA's functions was th e " reed uca tion" of hom osexuals. E ven

be fo re these camps we re established, man y hom osexuals, and especially those

em ployed in th e c ult u ral sphere, had lost their jobs. The U nivers ity of Ha van a

was the subjec t of antihomosex ual purges, and it was com mo n practi ce to

"j udge" hom osexu als in public at their place of work . T hey were for ced to

admit their "vice," an d had to vow to give it up or face dismissal and impris

onment. Two yea rs after their establishment, th e MUPA cam ps were closed as

a result of widespread int ernational protest. Nevert heless many sorts of harsh

treatment continue to be reserved for homosexuals. So me times they are kept

in a particular section of the prison, as is the case in Eas t Havana's Nueva

Carceral.

After the M UPA was dissol ved, the reg ime forcibly conscripted pri soner s

into the military. Fi rs t orga nized in 1967, the Centenary Youth Column (co m

m em orating th e 1868 revolt aga ins t the Spani sh ) became EI E jercit o juvenil de

T ra ba jo (the Young Peopl e' s Work Army) in 1973. In this a par amil itar y or

ga n iza tio n you n g people d id ag ric ultura l and co nstruc tio n work, often under
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terr ible condi tions with hours th at were almost intoler able, for a deriso ry wage

of 7 pesos , eq uiva lent to 30 cents in 1997 do llars .

In 1964 a forced lab or program known as th e Cam ilo- Cienfuegos p lan was

es tablished on the Isle of P ines. T he pena l population was orga nized int o

brigades d ivided int o g ro ups of for ty, known as cuadnllas . Each gro up was

comma nded by a sergeant or lieuten ant and was assigned to agricultural and

min ing work . Working co nditions were extremely har sh , and pri son er s worked

almos t naked , weari ng little mor e th an un der garments. As a punishment,

" trou blema ker s" were forced to cut grass with th eir teeth or to si t in latrine

trench es for hou rs at a time.

T he vio lence or th e pr ison reg ime affected both pol iti cal prisone rs and

commo n criminals. Violenc e began with the in ter ro gations cond uc ted by the

D epartamento Tecnico de Inv esti gacion es (DTI). The DTI used solitary

confin ement and played on the phobias of th e detainees: one woman who was

afraid of in sects was locked in a cell in fested with cockroaches. The DTl also

used physical violence. Prisoners were forced to climb a staircase wearin g shoes

fill ed with lead and were then thrown bac k down the stairs. Psych ological

tortu re was also used , often observe d by a medical team. The gua rds used

sodiu m pcnr arhol and o the r drugs to keep p r isoner s awake. In th e Mazzora

hospital, elect ric shoc k treatment was ro utine ly used as a punishment without

any for m of medical observation. The guards also used a tt ac k dogs an d mock

exec utions ; d iscipl inar y cells had neither wate r nor e lect ricity; an d some de

tainees were kept in total isolation.

Because res po ns ibility in C uba was generally co ns id ered to be cu llect ive,

punishment was also fre quent ly collecti ve. T he regime ex erted pressure on its

opponents hy forcing th eir relatives to pay a soc ia l cost ; the child ren of de

tainees were han ned fro m higher ed uca tio n, and spous es were often fir ed fro m

their jobs.

Se ntences arc often len gthened by th e pr iso n authorities. Anyo ne who

rebels has ano the r st retc h aJJeJ . S imi lar pen alties apply to pr isoners who

refuse to wear the uniform of commo n crimi nals, who refuse to tak e part in

" rehabilita tion plans," or who take part in a hunger strike. The courts view

such actions ,IS att acks on the state and add another one or two years of

incar cer ation in a labor camp. Prisoners commonly serve an additional third or

half of their origi nal sentence. Boitel, who was initially sentenced to ten years

in pris on, u ltimarely served fort y-tw o.

A distinction sho uld he made he tween "normal" prisons and the high-security

pr ison s of th e G -2 , th e secret police. Prison K ilo 5.5 is a high-security prison

situated 3.5 miles from the Pinar del Rio freeway. For a time, und er the author

ity of Capta in J o rge G onzalez, known as " E l Nato," common cr imi nals and
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political prisoners were routinel y kept together. Cells originally intended for

two often contained as many as seven or eight pri son ers, most of whom were

thus forced to sleep on the floor. The disciplinary cells were dubbed tostadoras
(toasters), because of their terrible heat in both wint er and summer. A separate

section exists for women. Pinar del Rio, another high-security prison, contains

underground cells and interrogation rooms. O ver th e last few years, psycho

logical torture has largel y replaced physical torture; sleep deprivation, adopted

from the U.S .S.R., is a particularl y common technique. Once the sleep pattern

is broken, the notion of time is lost. Prisoners are also told that their families

ar e under threat and th at the y will no longer be allowed famil y visits. The Kil o

7 prison, in Cama gi.iey, is especially violent. In 1974, forty prisoners died in a

rebellion there.

The G-2 center in Santiago de Cuba, built in 1980, possesses cells with

extreme temperatures (both high and low). Prison ers are awakened every

twenty or thirty minutes . This sort of treatment may continue several months.

Kept naked and totally cu t off from the outside world, many of the prisoners

who have undergone the terrible psychological tortures here emerge with ir

reparably damaged psyches.

For many years La Cabana was the most infamous pr ison in Cuba, known

as the place where Sori Marin and Carreras were executed. As late as 1982,

nearl y 100 prisoners were shot there. La Cabana specialized in holding its

prisoners in tiny cells known as ratoneras, or rat holes. It was finall y closed in

1985 . Elsewhere, howe ver , executions have continued, including at Boniato, a

high-security prison known for extreme violence . Some political prisoners held

at Boniato have been known to smear themselves with excrement to avoid being

raped by other prisoners. Boniato houses all pr isoners sentenced to death ,

regardless of the category of their crime. It is known for its gr illwork cells or

tapiadas. Several writers-including the poet s Jorge Valls, who was there for

7,340 days, and Ernesto D iaz Rodriguez, as well as a commanding officer, Elo y

Guttierrez Menoyo--have described the terrible cond ition s there. The food is

contaminated, and infect ious diseases such as typhus and leptospirosis are

common. As a result, hundreds of prisoners have died from hunger and lack

of medical care. In August 1995 a hunger strike was launched jointly by the

political and common prisoners seeking to draw attention to the deplorable

conditions. The strike continued for almost a month but achieved no improve

ment.

Iron cages are still used in some prisons. In the late 1960s the Tres Macios

del Oriente prison used cages originally intended for com mon criminals for

political prisoners as well. The cages were I meter wide, 1.8 meters high, and

about 10 meters long. Such closed quarters are extremely hard to bear, espe

ciall y with no water or sanitation; yet pri soners of both types were kept here

for weeks or even months at a time.
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The IY60s also saw the invention of requisas (requisitionings) as a form of

repression . In th e middle of the night, detainees would be awakened and

violently removed from their cells. They were then beaten, often while naked,

and forced to wait until the end of the inspection before being allowed to return

to their cells. Requisas might be carried out several times a month .

Visits by relatives provide another opportunity to humiliate prisoners. In

La Cabana pri soners were made to appear naked before their famil y, and

imprisoned hu sbands were forced to watch intimate body sear ches carr ied out

on their wives.

Female inmates in Cuban pri son s are especially vulnerable to acts of

sadism by guards. More than 1,100 women have been sentenced as political

prisoners since 1<) 5<) . In 1<)63 the y were h ou sed in the Guanajay prison . Nu

merous eyewitn ess statements attest to beatings and other humiliations. For

instance, before shower in g, detainees were forced to undress in full view of the

guards, who th en beat them. Havana's Nuevo Amanecer (New Dawn) prison

is the large st in the country. Dr. Martha Frayde, a long-standing friend of

Castro, who was the Cuban representative at UNESCO in the 1960s, described

this prison and its exceptionally harsh conditions:

My cell was six meters hy five. There were twenty-t wo of us sleep ing
there in bunk beds of two or thre e layers. Sometime s there were as man y
as fort y-two of LIS. Sanitation was dreadful. The basins we had to wash
in were filthy, and it became impossible to wash at all . .. We were often
short of water . It became impossible to empty the toilets, which filled up
and overflowed. A layer of excrement form ed, invading our cells. Like
an irre sistibl e wave it reached the corridor, then flowed down the stairs
and into the garden . .. The political pri soners . . . made such a fuss that
the pri son authorities brought in a water tru ck . . . We managed to
sweep away some of the excrement with the pre ssure hoses, but there
still wasn't enough water, and we had to live with this vile layer for
anoth er few days."!'

One of Cuba's largest concentration camps, EI Manbu, in the Carnaguey re 

gion, contained more than 3,000 people in the 1980s. At the camp at Siboney,

where living conditions and food are execrable, German shepherd dogs are

used to track escaped prisoners. Those who are caught are judged by a popular

tribunal inside the cam p and sent on to a forced -labor camp, where a "severe

regime" operates. At these camps, consejos de trabajo de les pressos (prisoner

work councils) judge and punish their own companions.

In 1986 some 3,000 women were incarcereated in the Potosi cam p, in

Victoria de las Tunas, mostl y for juvenile delinquency, prostitution, and politi

cal crimes. T here are also special camps for children and adolescents. Situated
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near Santiago de las Vegas, the Arco Iri s (Rainbow) camp was designed to hold

1,500 adolescents. T he N ueva Vida (New Life) camp is in th e southweste rn

region . In the Palos zone is th e Capit iolo, a special internmen t cam p for

chi ldren up to age ten. The adolescents cut cane or make simple objects by

hand, which can th en be sold by the gove rn ment.

Altho ugh prison ers have no rights, th ey are subject to a rehab ilitatio n program,

whic h is intended to prepare th em for reintegr ation into th e socia list society.

The program has three stages : the first , called the " per iod of maxima l sec u

rit y," takes place in pri son; th e second, called " medium security," takes place

on a granja (farm); the thi rd , called "minimal security," is consid ered an "open

regime."
Detainees who ar e included in th e program wear the blue uni for m (azul)

of common criminals, as part of th e regime's effort to blur th e disti nc tio n

between the two types of prisoner. For a while, anyone who refused to follow

th e program was forced to wear the yellow un iform (amarillo) of Batista's

ar my-a harsh punishment for those prisoner s who had pr eviously belonged

to guer rilla groups that fought against Bat ista. Pri son ers who refused to wea r

e ithe r un iform were for ced by the autho rities to wear nothing but th eir under

wear for years on end and were banned from receiving visit s. Hubert Matos

was one such pri soner. He later reported : " I lived for several mo nt hs wit h no

uniform and no visits. I was cut off from th e outside world simp ly becau se I

had refused to confor m to the whims of the aut hor ities . . . I pre fer red being

naked, among other nak ed pri soners, even in th ose badl y over cro wded condi

tions."

The transit ion from one sta ge of the prog ram to the next dep en ded upon

the decision of a " reed ucation officer." On th e whole, the officer's inten tio n

was to impose acceptance through ph ysical and men tal ex haustion. Carlos

F ra nqui, a former official in the regime, described the sp irit of th e system: "The

opponent of th e regime is a patient, and the guard is a doctor. The prisoners

wi ll be set free when th e guard decides that th e cure has bee n effective. Time

is of no account until th e patient is cure d ."

T he longest sente nces were served out in the prisons. In 1974 La Cabana

had a special section (zone 2) reserved for civilian offenders an d another for

m ilitary pr isoners (zo ne I). M ore than 1,000 men were hou sed in zone 2 in

ga lle ries thirty meters long and six meters wide. Other priso ns are run by the

G-2, the secret police.

People who recei ve relati vely light sente nces , bet ween three and seven

year s, are sent to granjas, an invention of the Castro era ver y sim ilar to th e

S oviet corrective labor camps. These "farms" consis t of ba r racks surroun de d

by rows of barbed-wire fences and several observa tion tow ers, manned by
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guards from th e Ministry of Internal Affairs, who are allowed to open fire on

anyo ne they believe is atte mpting to escape ." Each camp genera lly contai ns

between 500 and 700 prisoners, who are required to work for twelve to fifteen

hours a da y. The guards are perm itt ed to use any tactics, including clubbing

prisoners with th eir guns , to make th em work faster .
The "open regime" is generally a con st ruction site where prisoners live,

usually und er the control of th e military. The number of priso ners at each site

ran ges from 50 to 200, dep end ing on th e size of th e pro ject . De tainees on the

granjas make the prefa brica ted eleme nts that arc assembl ed at the open- regime

sites. H ere detainees are granted thr ee-day furl oughs at th e end of each mon th.

Evidently, th e food is not as bad at these sites as it is in th e camps. Each site is

maint ained as an independen t entity; thi s stra tegy makes it easier to manage

the detainees, ens uring th at not too many are eve r togeth er at the same time to

prese nt un ited res istance. Some of the ope n-regime sites are in urban setti ngs ;

there were six operating in H avana during th e late 1980s.
T his type of sys tem affords a clear economic benefit .':' For example, all

deta inees arc mobil ized to harvest th e sug ar cro p, the zafra. The head of the

prisons in O rien te Province, Papito Struc h, declared in 1974: "Detainees are

the island's main workfo rce ." In 1974 the wor k th ey carried out was wort h 348

million dollars. Many government de part me n ts make usc of the prisoners.

About 60 percent of th e labor force of th e D epartment for Development of

Soc ial and Agricultura l Works is made up of deta inees. T he prisoners work on

dozens of farm s in th e Picad ura valleys, whic h const itute the main showplace

for th e work reeducat ion program . Among th e man y heads of state who have

been given tou rs of th ese si tes are Leo nid Brezhnev, Houar i Boum edien e, and

Francois M itterrand .
All th e provi ncia l seco nda ry schoo ls were bu ilt by political prisoners with

minimal in put from civi lian society, usu ally consis ting of no more than a

handful of civil engine ers. In Oriente and Ca maguey, detainees have built more

than twent y polytechnic schoo ls. T hey ha ve also built num erou s sugar sto res

throughout th e island . A list in Bohemia of othe r projects built by penal lab or

included dairi es and livesto ck centers in H avana Province; carpentry workshops

and seco ndarv schoo ls in Pinar del Rio; a sty, dair y, and woodworking cen ter

in Matanzas; and two seconda ry sch ools and ten dair ies in Las Villas. The work

plans becom e more co m plex every year, requiri ng an ever larger prison work

force.
In Septe mbe r 1960 Castro formed th e Committe es for Defense of the

Revolu tion (CDRs ), small neighborhood comm ittees based around the cuadra
(block). The leader is charged with surveillance of "counterrevolutionary"

activities. T he resulting socia l control is ext reme ly tight. Members of th e

committees atte nd all C D R meetin gs and patrol cons tant ly to root out "e nemy
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infiltration." The surveillance and denunciation system is so rigorous that

family intimacy is almost nonexistent.

The purpose of the CDRs became all too apparent in March 1961 when,

at the instigation of Ramiro Valdes, the chief of the security forces, a huge raid

was organized and carried out in the space of a single weekend . On the basis

of lists drawn up by the CDRs, more than 100,000 people were questioned,

and several thousand were taken away to detention centers scattered across the

country.

The CDRs are responsible for organizing aetas de repudio (acts of repu

diation) designed to marginalize and break the resistance of opponents

labeled gusanos (worms)--and their families. A crowd gathers in front of the

opponent's house to throw stones and attack the inhabitants. Casrroist slogans

and insults are written on the walls. The police intervene only when they decide

that the "mass revolutionary action" is becoming physically dangerous for the

victims. This quasi-lynching is designed to encourage reciprocal hatred be

tween inhabitants of the small island. Actos de repudio destroy the links between

neighbors and damage the fabric of society to holster the omnipotence of the

socialist state. The victim has no means of defending himself. Ricardo Bofill,

the president of the Cuban Human Rights Committee, was forced to undergo

one such act of repudiation in 1988. The liberation theologian Oswaldo Pay as

Sardinas underwent the same treatment in 1991. But because Cubans by the

end of the I980s were beginning to tire of this avalanche of social hatred, in

both of these cases the authorities were forced to bring in assailants from

elsewhere.

According to Article 16 of Cuba's constitution, the state "organizes, directs,

and controls all economic activity in accordance with the directives of the

single plan for social and economic development ." This collectivist phraseol

ogy hides a simple truth : inside their own country, Cubans are not free to work

where they want or to spend their money as they wish. In ICJ80 the country

experienced a wave of discontent and unrest, with factories and warehouses

being attacked and burned. The DGCI arrested SOO opponents of the regime

during a seventy-two-hour period. The security services then intervened in the

provinces to close the free peasant markets. Finally, a major campaign was

launched against the black market across the whole country.

Law 32, against absenteeism in the workplace, was passed in March 1971.

In 1978 a law was adopted to prevent criminality before it actually happened .

What this meant in practice was that any Cuban could be arrested on any

pretext if the authorities believed that he presented a danger to state security,

even if he had not committed any illegal act. In effect the law criminalized any
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thought that did not accord with the ideas of the regime, turning every Cuban
into a potential suspect.

In the 1960s Cubans began to "vote with their oars." The first large group to

leave were the fishermen, in 1961. The balseros were the Cuban equivalent of

the Southeast Asian boat people and were as much a part of the human

landscape of the island as the cane cutters, Exile was subtly used by Castro as a

means of regulating internal tensions. The phenomenon dates from the earliest

days of the regime and was used constantly until the mid 1970s. Many of the

exiled fled to Florida or the American base at Guantanamo.

The phenomenon first came to the world's attention in April 1980 with

the Mariel crisis. Thousands of Cubans mobbed the Peruvian embassy in

Havana, demanding exit visas to escape from an intolerable daily life . After

several weeks the authorities allowed 125,000---out of a population of 10

million-to leave the country from the port of Mariel. Castro also took this

opportunity to get rid of a number of criminals and people who were mentally

ill. The massive exodus was a demonstration of the regime's failure, for many

of the Martelilos came from the poorest segments of society, for whom the

regime had always claimed to care above all others. People of every race and

age were fleeing Cuban socialism. After the Mariel episode numerous other

Cubans registered on lists of people seeking permission to leave the country.

Nearly twenty years later, most of them are still waiting.

In the summer of 1994, violent riots occurred in Havana for the first time

since 1959. A number of people who wanted to leave the country on the

makeshift rafts called balsas were prevented from doing so by the police. They

reacted by sacking and looting the Colombo quarter on the Malecon seafront.

By the time calm was restored, dozens of people had been arrested, and Castro

was again forced to authorize the departure of 25,000 people. Departures have

been constant ever since, and the American bases at Guantanamo and in Pan

ama are full of voluntary exiles. Castro has tried to prevent people from leaving

by sending helicopters to drop sandbags onto the balsas when they are at sea.

In the summer of 1994,7,000 people lost their lives while attempting to flee.

It is estimated that approximately one-third of all balseros have died while at

sea. Over thirty years, approximately 100,000 have attempted the journey. The

result of this exodus is that out of 11 million inhabitants, 2 million now live in

exile. Exile has scattered many families among Havana, Miami, Spain, and

Puerto Rico.

From J975 to JCJ89 Cuba was the major supporter of the Marxist-Leninist

regime of the Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA; see
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Chapter 26}, which was engaged in a civil war with UNITA forces led by Jonas

Savimbi. In addition to sending innumerable " cooperators" and dozens of

technical advisers, Cuba sent an expeditionary force of 50,000 men.!' The

Cuban army behaved in Africa as though it was a conquered territory, engaging

in systematic corruption and smuggling (of silver, ivory, and diamonds). When

an agreement signed in 1989 put an end to the conflict, the Cuban troops, most

of whom were black , were repatriated . Cuban fatalities in the war were esti 

mated at between 7,000 and 11,000.

This experience shook the con victions of many officers. General Arnaldo

Ochoa, the head of the expeditionary force in Angola and a member of the

Central Committee of the Communist Party, organized a plot to overthrow

Castro. He was arrested and brought before a military court on corruption

charges, together with a number of other high-ranking officers from the army

and the security services, including the de la Guardia brothers, Antonio and

Patricio. The de la Guardias had also been smuggling drugs for the MC

(Moneda Convertible) service, popularly known as the "marijuana and cocaine"

service. Ochoa's involvement in smuggling was in fact quite limited; he had

returned from Angola with only a little ivory and a few diamonds. But Castro

used corruption as an excuse to rid himself of a potential rival, who, by virtue

of his prestige and high political office, could easily have channeled disaffection

into an anti-Castro movement. Ochoa's sentencing and execution were followed

by a purge in the army, causing further destabilization and trauma. Conscious

of the strong resentment that many officers felt toward the regime, Castro

appointed a trusted general minister of internal affair s. Henceforth the regime

could count on onl y the special forces for certain blind devotion .

In 1978 there were between 15,000 and 20,000 prisoners of conscience in

Cuba. Many came from M-26 or the student anti-Batista movements, or were

still in prison from the days of the Escarnbray resistance anq,the Bay of Pigs .IS

In 1986 some 12,000-15,000 political prisoners were kept in fifty regional

prisons throughout the island. Others were still at the many open-regime sites,

with their brigades of 50, 100, or 200 prisoners. Today the government admits

to holding between 400 and 500 political prisoners. In the spring of 1997 there

was another wave of arrests. According to Cuban human rights representatives,

many of whom are themselves former detainees, physical torture no longer

occurs in Cuban prisons. These sources, together with Amnesty International,

put the number of political prisoners in Cuba in 1997 at between 980 and 2,500

(including men, women , and children).

From 1959 through the late 1990s more than 100,000 Cubans experienced

life in one of the camps, prisons, or open-regime sites. Between 15,000 and

17,000 people were shot. "No bread without freedom, no freedom without
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bread," said the young lawyer Fidel Castro in 1959. But as one dissident said

before the start of the "special regime," when Soviet aid had come to an end:

"A pri son where you eat well is still a prison ."

Like a tyrant from a different age, faced with the failures of his regime

and the difficulties plaguing Cuba, Castro announced in 1994 that he "would

rather die than abandon the revolution ." What price must the Cuhan people

pay to satisfy his pride?

Nicaragua:The Failure ofa Totalitarian Project

Nicaragua is a small country in Central America, sandwiched between Hondu

ras and Costa Rica, with a tradition of bloody upheavals. Starting in the 1930s,

it was dominated by the Somoza family, whose most recent head , General

Anastasio Somoza Debayle, was "elected" president in February 1967. Little

by little, thanks to a formidable National Guard, the Somoza family took

control of 25 percent of all arable land and most of the tobacco, sugar, rice, and

coffee plantations, as well as a large number of the country's factories.

This situation led to the formation of several armed opposition move

ments. Following the Cuban model, Carlos Fonseca Amador and Tomas Borge

founded the Frente Sandinista de Liberacion Nacional (FSLN) in 1961. The

group was named after Augusto Cesar Sandino, a leftist army general who had

led a guerrilla war from the 1920s until his assassination by the Sornoza gov

ernment in IY.\4. Despite several cata strophic failures, the FSLN survived with

some assistance from Cuba anti Nort h Korea . In 1967 riots broke out in

Managua and were put down by the National Guard; the death of at least ZOO
people in the streets of the capital helped to stimulate popular support for the

FSLN. After the assassination in 1Y78 of Pedro Joaquin Charnorro, the owner

of the liberal newspaper La prensa and one of the leaders of the anti-Somoza

opposition, the Sandinistas resumed their guerrilla activities. A genuine civil

war then began between the FSLN and Sornoza's National Guard . On 2]

February 1978 the town of Masaya rose up. In August a guerrilla leader named

Eden Pasrora captured the Somoza presidential palace in Managua, taking

1,200 host ages; the government freed several FSLN leaders in exchange for

them. In September the National Guard, in an effort to retake Esteli after a

Sandinista assault, bombed the town with napalm and massacred a number of

civilians in violent street fighting. More than 160,000 people fled Nicaragua for

neighboring Costa Rica. In April 1979 the towns of Esteli and Leon rose up

again , as did the city of Granada . The rebels were better organized than they

had been the previous year, and they were further aided by the rapidly growing

popular revulsion toward the Sornoci stas , Throughout June the Sandinistas

took over more and more of the countryside, gradually approaching the out-
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skirts of Managua. On 17July 1979 the dictator, who had lost all international
support, was obliged to leave the country. Between 25,000 and 30,000 people

died in the civil war and the repression, although the Sandinistas claimed that
the figure was 50,000. Whatever the total losses were, the population of
3 million had paid an extremely high price.

The Revolutionary Careers of Ortega and Pastora

As young men , both Eden Pastora and Daniel Ortega had experience of the
prisons of the Somoza regime . Pastora was from a landed middle-class famil y

and was about twenty at the time of Castro's triumph in Cuba. Ortega, born in
1945 into a more modest family, was already taking part in the anti-Somoza
youth organizations in the early 1960s.

The Frente Sandinista de Liberacion Nacional, created by Fonseca and

Borge, brought together people of various political tendencies. The two foun
ders themselves had different political views: Fonseca was an admirer of Castro,

Borge of Mao Zedong. Over the years, three currents became discernible in the
group. The "prolonged people's war" faction was a Maoist group that assigned

the highest priority to the struggle in the countryside. The Marxist-Leninist
or "proletarian" faction, led by Fonseca and Jaime Wheelock, sought support

from the embryonic proletariat. The tercerista (third-way) faction, led by Marx
ist dissidents and democrats, sought to foment mass insurrection by creating

an urban guerrilla network through alliances with non-Marxists. Pastora be
longed to this group, as did Ortega initially, although he soon switched to the
Marxist-Leninist proletarians. Ortega joined the revolution out of a sense of

political commitment; for Pastora the revolution was an opportunity to avenge

his father, who had been a democratic opponent of the regime and had been
killed by the Somocistas. After the violent strikes that followed the rigged

presidential elections of 1967, Pastora was arrested and tortured (first bled,
then forced to drink his own blood) . After his release he launched a punitive

campaign against his torturers. The two guerrillas who accompanied him were

Daniel and Humberto Ortega. Later Daniel Ortega fell into the hands of
Somoza's police, who kept him in prison until 1974. Meanwhile Pastora con

tinued to build the guerrilla movement; he was received by Fidel Castro,

reiterated his allegiance to parliamentary democracy, and established links with
other Central American democrats such Jose Maria Fugueres in Costa Rica and

Omar Torrijos in Panama . Ortega was freed in 1974 in exchange for a Somo
cista dignitary who had been taken hostage; he soon flew to Havana. Pastora
remained with the guerrillas.

In October 1977 an uprising was organized in several Nicaraguan cities.
Harried by the National Guard and pounded by the Somoza air force, Pastora
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and Ortega took refuge in the jungle. In January 1978 the revolt spread
throughout the country. Pastora assaulted the Chamber of Deputies in the
National Palace and liberated Tomas Borge and all other political prisoners.

While Ortega was dividing his time between Havana and the northern front in
Nicaragua, one of his brothers, Camilo, died during an attack on Masaya.

Supported by Cuban military advisers, the uprising continued to gain ground .
FSLN cadres who had been in hiding in Cuba returned to Nicaragua, while

Pastora and his guerrillas fought hard aga inst the elite units of the National
Guard in southern Nicaragua.

When the Sandinistas triumphed in Jul y 1979, Pastora became deputy
minister of internal affairs; Ortega was elected president. Ortega openl y
aligned himself with Cuba, allowing military advisers and Cuban "internation

alists" to flock to Managua. Pastora, commited to parliamentary democracy,
became increasingly isolated. In June 1981 he resigned and began to organize

armed resistance in the south of the country.

Following their victory, the Sandinistas immediately formed a junta de Recon
struccion Nacional, which included socialists, Communists, democrats, and

moderates. The Junta proposed a fifteen-point program that envisaged a demo
cratic regime based on universal suffrage and the freedom to establish multiple

political parties. In the meantime, executive power was to remain in the hands
of the Junta, which the Sandinistas soon controlled.

The Junta acknowledged special ties to Cuba but did not exclude the
possibility of Western participation in the reconstruction of Nicaragua;" the

civil war had caused about 800 million dollars' worth of damage to property
and infrastructure. However, the democrats were quickly marginalized . In April

1980 both Alfonso Robelo and Violeta Chamorro, the widow of Pedro Joaquin

Charnorro, resigned from the Junta . Among the reasons they gave for their
resignation was their disapproval of the way in which the FSLN had taken

control of the State Council.
During this early period of political crisis, the Junta, which was now firmly

under the control of the Sandinistas, established a secret police force . The

Sandinistas transformed the 6,000 guerrillas of 1979 into an army, which over
the next decade expanded to 75,000 troops. After 1980 military service became

obligatory ; all men aged seventeen to thirty-five were mobilized and obliged to

report to military tribunals that had been created in December 1980. Students
could pursue their education only after undergoing military training. The

Sandinistas sought to use the army to help guerrilla groups throughout Central

America , beginning with El Salvador. In January 1981 the Salvadoran authori

ties publicly announced that Sandinista patrols were encroaching on their

territorv.
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In line with the Sandinistas' leftist views, the regime enacted a centrally

planned economy and pursued rapid nationalization; the state soon controlled

more than 50 percent of all the means of production. The whole country was

forced to accept the social model imposed by the FSLN. Following the Cuban

model, the Sandinista government covered the country with mass organiza

tions. Each neighborhood had a Cornite de Defensa Sandinista (Sandinista

Defense Committee), or CDS, with the same role as that of the Cuban CDRs:

to divide up the country and watch over its inhabitants. Children, who had

much more access to schooling than they had under the Somoza regime,

belonged to scouting and pioneer organizations known as Camilitos, after

Camilo Ortega. Women, workers, and peasants were drafted into associations

and brigades that were closely controlled by the FSLN. Political parties had no

real freedom. The press was quickly gagged, and journalists worked under

pervasive censorship. Gilles Bataillon correctly characterized these conditions

when he wrote that the Sandinistas wanted "to occupy the whole social and

political space of the country." 17

The Sandinistas and the Ind ians

Roughly 150,000 Indians live on the Atlantic coast of Nicaragua: the Miskito,

Sumo, and Rama tribal groups, as well as creoles and Ladinos (those of mixed

Spanish and Mayan ethnic background). Under previous regimes these groups

had enjoyed a certain degree of autonomy and were excu sed from paying taxes

and from military service . Soon after coming to power, the Sandinistas began

to attack the Indian communities, which were determined to hold onto their

land and their language. Lyster Athders, the leader of the Alliance for Progress

of the Miskitos and Sumo (Alprornisu), was arrested in August 1979 and killed

two months later. Early in 1981 the national leaders of the Misurasata, a

political organization that united several tribes, were arrested . On 2 I February

1981 the armed forces killed seven Miskito Indians and wounded seventeen

others. On 23 December 1981 in Leimus, the Sandinista army massacred

seventy-five miners who had demanded payment of back wages. Another

thirty-five miners suffered the same fate the next day.

The Sandinistas also carried out forcible displacements of native popula

tions on the pretext of protecting them against "armed incursions of Somocista

guards" operating out of Honduras. In 1982 the Sandinista army forcibly

moved nearly 10,000 Indians inland. Hunger became a formidable weapon: the

Indians in the interior received a plentiful supply of food from the government,

while those who remained on the coast were allowed to suffer. During these

operations the army committed a number of atrocities. Thousands of Indians

(estimates at the time ranged from 7,000 to 15,000) took refuge in Honduras;

thousands more (perhaps as many as 14,(00) were imprisoned in Nicaragua.
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The Sandinisras regularl y opened fire on people attempting to flee across the

Coco River. These three factors-massacres, displacements of the population,

and exile abroad-led the anthropologist Gilles Bataillon to speak of "a politics

of ethnocide" in Nicaragua .

The Indians turned against the Managua administration and formed two

guerrilla groups, the Misura and Misurasata, which contained people from the

Sumo, Rarna, and Miskito tribes. Although these tribes had very different life

styles, the y were united in their opposition to the government's assimilationist

policies.
Scandalized by the repressive policies, Eden Pastora exclaimed in the

Council of Ministers that "even that tyrant Somoza left them alone! He might

have exploited them a bit, but you want to turn them into proletarians by force!"

Tomas Borge, the Maoist minister of the interior, replied that "the revolution

could tolerate no exceptions."

The government had made its decision, and the Sandinistas opted for

forced assimilation . A state of siege, declared in March 1982, lasted until 1987.

The first years of Sandinista power were thus characterized on the Atlantic

coast by abuses of power, flagrant violations of human rights, and the system

atic destruction of Indian villages .

From north to south, the country quickl y rose up against the dictatorial regime

in Managua and its totalitarian tendencies. A new civil war began, affecting

numerous zones in the regions of Jinotega, Esteli, and N ueva Segovia in the

north, M atagalpa and Boaco in the center, and Zelaya and Rio San Juan in the

south . On 9 July 1981 Pasrora broke publicly with the FSLN and left Nicara

gua . Resistance against the Sandinistas-wrongly labeled "Contra," that is,

"counterrevolutionary" by the outside world-became more organized . Oper

ating in the north was the Fuerza Dernocrarica Nicaraguense (Nicaraguan

Democratic Force; FDN), which was made up of both former Somoza sup

porters and genuine freedom lighters. In southern Nicaragua, resistance was

organized bi' former Sandinistas and reinforced by peasants who rejected ~ol

lecrivization of the land and Indians who had fled to Honduras or Costa Rica.

Together, these groups formed the Alianza Revolucionaria Democratica (ARDE),

with Alfonso Robelo as political leader and Eden Pastora as military leader.

The new civil war spread quickly. The most violent confrontations took place

in the northern and southern parts of the country between 1982 and 1987, with

atrocities committed by both sides. The Nicaraguan conflict turned into a

confrontation between East and West. Fidel Castro played the role of mentor

to the new regime. Cubans were present in all units of the Sandinista army and

advised the Council of Ministers in Managua. While Eden Pastora was still in

the government, during a visit to Havana he saw the entire Sandinista cabinet
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assembled in Castro's office to receive his advice on how to manage agriculture,
defense, internal affairs, and oth er branches of government. For a while the
Cuban military advisers were led by General Arnaldo Ochoa . The population
transfers of the Indian population were assisted by Bulgarian, East German,
and even Palestinian advisers.

In 1984 the government attempted to restore its credibility by presenting
a democratic facade through organized presidential election s. A May 1984
speech by Bayardo Arce, one of the nine members of the leadership council of
the FSLN, is particularly revealing of the Sandinistas' intentions: "We believe
that these elections should be used to vote for Sandinism, because it has been
called into question and stigmatized by imperialism . It should allow us to

demonstrate that whatever happens , the people of Nicaragua support totali
tarianism and Marxism-Leninism .. . We should now agree to do away with
pluralism and the existence of a Socialist Party, a Communist Party, a Christian
Democratic Party, and a Social Democratic Party. All of that has been useful
up to now, but it has had its day, and we should do away with it." Arce then
invited his listeners (who were members of the pro-Soviet Nicaraguan Socialist
Party) to establish a single party for all."

The conservative candid ate Art uro Cru z withdrew from the campaign
because of the violence caused by the turbas. the thugs of the Sandinista party.
It thus came as no surprise when Daniel Ortega won, although this outcome
failed to curb the tension and unrest in the country. In IlJS4 and 1985 the
government organized several major offensives against the anri-Sandinisra re
sistance. In 1985 ami 19S6, troops from Managua attacked opposition forces
along the Costa Rican border . Despite continuing popular support, Eden Pas
tora gave up the fight in 1986 and withdrew with his troops into Costa Rica.
Outmaneuvered by Sandinista commandos, the Miskito Indians offered onl y
sporadic resistance to the government after 19H5 . The Contra forces and the
anti-Sandinista resistance also suffered but continued fighting .

The government used the Contra attacks to justify the suspension of
numerous individual and political freedoms and to excuse the country's poor
economic performance. Nearly 50percent of the hudget was devoted to military
spending. The economy was further devastated by the trade embargo imposed
by the United States on 1 May 1985 with the support of most Western Euro
pean countries . The coffee plantations, one of the main sources of export
income, were ravaged by the war. The country's external debt soared and
inflation peaked at 36,000 percent in 19119. At that point the government
introduced rationing, but acute shortages of milk and meat persisted .

The Sandinista government frequentl y used repressive measures to deal with
its opponents. Soon after coming to power, it established special courts to tr y
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political opponents. Decree No. 1115, dated 5 December 1979, created special
tribunals to pass judgment on former members of the National Guard and
civilian Somoza supporters, in much the same way that the Castro regime had
judged Batista's supporters. Although detainees were judged according to the
penal code in place at the time the offenses were committed, the appeals
process had to go through these same extraordinary courts. This strategy
allowed the Sandinisras to establish a special legal mechanism outside the
normal justice system. Trials were marked by many procedural irregularities.
Sometimes crimes were considered to have been proved even when no concrete
evidence had been produced . Judges operated without the presumption of
innocence, and sentences often rested on notions of collective responsibility
rather than on any proof of individual guilt. .

On 15 March )lJH2 the Junta declared a state of siege, which allowed it to
close independent radio stations, suspend the right of association, and limit the
freedom of trade unions, which had been hostile to the Sandinistas and had
resisted attempts to transform them into extensions of the central government.
There were also campaigns against religious groups, including the Moravians
and Jehovah's Witnesses. In June 19H2 Amnesty International estimated that
more than 4,000 former Somoza national guardsmen were imprisoned by the
Junta, as well as several hundred prisoners of conscience. One year later, the
number of political prisoners had soared to 20,O()O. At the end of 1982 the
United Nations l luman Rights Commission drew attention to two even more
worrying phenomena, the number of "disappeared" among people who had
been arrested as counterrevolutionaries and the number of people who had died
"while attempting to escape,"

To combat the opposition groups, the Sandinisras in April 1983 estab
lishcd Tribunales Popularcs Anri-Sornocisra (Popular Anti-Somoza Tribunals;
TPAs) to pass judgment on anyone who belonged to a Contra group or par
ticipated in other military activity. Any act of rebellion or sabotage meant an
appearance before the TPA, Members of the TPA were nominated by the
government and came from organizations closely associated with the FSLN.
Lawyers, some of whom had not even completed their training, carried out the
legal [(Irmalities. The TPAs often accepted any extrajudicial admission of guilt
as proof, regardless of its provenance, The TPAs were finally dissolved in 19H8.

Waves of arrests began in rural zones in 19S4, Carlos Nueves Tellos, an
FSL N delegate, defended the prolonged periods of preventive detention, ar
guing that they were "a necessity imposed by the difficulties inherent in having
to carry out hundreds of interrogations in the rural zones," Members of
opposition parties-liherals, Social Democrats, and Christian Democrats-and
unionists were arrested for "activities favorable to the enemy." There was no
possible means of appeal. The secret police force, which had a reputation for
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extreme violence, could detain any suspect indefinitely without bringing

charges. The police could also use whatever sort of detention they deemed

necessary and were authorized to keep prisoners from making contact with their

lawyers or families. Some detainees never managed to contact their lawyers

at all.

The Sandinistas quickly created an effective mechanism of repression.

The country was put under the control of 15,000 special troops from the

Ministry of Internal Affairs. One service in particular, the Direccion General

de Seguridad del Estado (DGSE), was responsible for surveillance and special

operations. Trained by Cuban agents from the G-2, the DGSE answered

directly to the Ministry of Internal Affairs. The DGSE was in charge of the

arrest and interrogation of political prisoners and practiced what is known as

"clean torture," adopted from Cuban and East German experts. Most interro

gations took place in the EI Chipote detention center in the German-Pomares

military complex on the slopes of the Lorna de Tiscapa volcano, just behind

the Managua Intercontinental Hotel. Two members of the Christian Socialist

Party, Jose Rodriguez and Juana Blandon, confirm that when they were inter

rogated there, they were deprived of sleep and their families were threatened.

The security forces also used much more degrading methods. Detainees were

kept in dark cubicles with a surface area of less than one square meter, known

as chiquitas (little ones). It was impossible to sit in them' thev were totallv dark
').' -

and had little ventilation and no sanitation. Prisoners were sometimes kept

there for more than a week. Interrogations were carried out at anv time of day

or night, sometimes at gunpoint and amid death threats and sim~lated execu

tions. Some prisoners were deprived of food and water. After being detained

for a few days, physically exhausted, many of them agreed to sign self-incrimi

nating false confessions. In distant rural regions, units from the regular army

often arrested and detained suspect civilians for several days in military camps
before handing them over to the DGSE.

Some of the DGSE prisons were notorious for their harsh conditions. At

Las Tejas, for example, prisoners were forced to stand without bending their

arms or legs. All prisons were constructed on the same model: the minuscule

cells had beds set into the concrete walls. There was no electicity or sanitation.

Nor were there windows; the only illumination came from a tiny ray of light

that slipped through the ventilation grill situated above the steel door. In times

of crisis, prisoners were kept in such cells for several months. After a campaign

by human-rights organizations, the chiquuas were abolished in 1989.

According to Amnesty International, only a few people actually died in

the DGSE centers. Danilo Rosales and Salomon Tellevia officially died of

"heart attacks." In 1985 Jose Angel Vi1chis Tijerino, who himself had been

beaten with a rifle butt, saw one of his companions die from the ill treatment
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he received. Amnesty International and other nongovernmental organizations

denounced similar abuses in rural zones. One detainee from the Rio Blanco

prison in Matagalpa stated that he was locked up with twenty other prisoners

in a cell so small that they all had to sleep standing up. Another was deprived

of food and water for five days and had to drink his own urine to survive. The

use of electric batons was common.

The penitentiary system was closely modeled on that of Cuba. The clem

ency law of 2 November 1981, based on Cuban texts, allowed the prisoner's

attitude and behavior to be taken into account in decisions on eventual libera

tion. The limitations of the law quickly became apparent. Although hundreds

of prisoners sentenced by the exceptional courts were pardoned, no systematic

revision of those sentences was ever undertaken.

People were arrested for "Somocista crimes," a notion that signified noth

ing concrete. In 1989 only 39 of the 1,640 people arrested for "counterrevolu

tionary crimes" had actually been members of Somoza's entourage. Members

of Somoza's guards never accounted for more than 20 percent of the Contras,

yet the threat of rebellion by Somoza's supporters was the key argument used

by the Sandinistas to lock up their opponents. More than 600 were imprisoned

for this reason in the Carcel Modelo, The early years of the Sandinista regime

were characterized above all by the falsification of evidence and by the invention

of spurious charges against opponents.

By 1987 there were more than 3,700 political prisoners in Nicaraguan

prisons. On 19 August 1987 in EI Chipotc, about a dozen detainees were beaten

by their guards. Prisoners also reported the LIse of electric batons by their

guards. In February 1989, as a protest against the harshness of the conditions

they faced, 90 prisoners in the Carcel Modelo, twenty kilometers outside Ma

nagua, began a hunger strike. Thirty of the strikers were transferred to EI

Chipote, where as punishment they were all kept naked in one cell for two days.

In other prisons as well, detainees were kept naked, handcuffed, and deprived

of water.

In 191\9 there were 630 prisoners in the Carcel Modelo. Thirty-eight

former Somoza guardsmen were also serving their sentences there, in a separate

block. Political prisoners were kept in the regional prisons in Esteli, La Granja,

and Granada. for ideological reasons, a number of prisoners, particularly in

the Carcel Modele, refused to do the work they were assigned; they suffered

violent reprisals. Amnesty International also reported ill treatment of prisoners

after protests and hunger strikes.

Some prisoners were eligible for a program of reeducation through work.

There were five categories of imprisonment. Those declared unfit for the work

program for reasons of security were kept in a high security compound. They

saw their families only every forty-fi ve days and could leave their cells for only
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six hours a week. Prisoners who were integrated into the readaptation programs

were allowed to carry out paid work. They were permitted one conjugal visit
per month and a visit by another close relative every two weeks. People who

satisfied the demands of the work program had the right to request transfer to
a work farm, where a "semi-open" regime was in operation, and they could

eventually pass to an open regime.
The offensives and counteroffensives of the two sides in the civil war make

the calculation of losses difficult, but there is no doubt that hundreds of
opponents were executed in the rural zones, where the fighting was particularly

violent. The massacres appear to have been carried out by army combat units
and by special troops from the Ministry of Internal Affairs, which were ac

countable to Tomas Borge, the minister. These troops were the Nicaraguan
equivalent of the Cuban Minit special forces.

Executions of villagers were reported in the Zelaya region, although no

precise figures on casualties are available. Bodies were often mutilated and men

emasculated. The massacred peasants were suspected of having either assisted
or belonged to the Contra movement. The suspects' houses were destroyed,

and survivors were forcibly deported. These actions were carried out by troops
from the regular army. The intention of the government was to impose its

policies by terror and through this terror to deprive the enemy of its bases.
Unable to catch the resistance fighters, the army took revenge on their relatives.

In February 1989 Amnesty International reported dozens of extrajudicial exe

cutions, particularly in the provinces of Matagalpa and Jinotega. The mutilated
bodies of the victims were found by their families near their homes. Through
out the war there were numerous reports of "disappearances" carried out by

groups from the DGSE. Furthermore, the minister of internal affairs rarely
hesitated to shoot political prisoners in Managua. The total human cost of the

war was between 45,000 and 50,000 people, most of them civilians. At least

400,000 Nicaraguans fled to Costa Rica, Honduras, or the United States, par
ticularly to Miami and California.

The treaties signed in Esquipulas, Guatemala, in August 1987 relaunched

the peace process, and in September 1987 the opposition daily La prensa was
authorized to reappear. On 7 October a unilateral cease-fire was signed for the

provinces of Segovia, ]inotega, and Zelaya. More than 2,000 political prisoners
were freed, although another 1,200 remained in prison as of February 1990. In
March 1988 direct negotiations began between the government and the oppo

si tion in Sapoa, Costa Rica. In June 1989, eight months before the presidential
elections, most of the 12,000 anti-Sandinista guerrillas returned to their bases
in Hand uras.

Unable to impose their ideology by force, under attack by both internal
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and foreign forces, bereft of support from their erstwhile Eastern-bloc patrons,
and weakened by internal quarrels, the Sandinistas took the country to the polls
again. On 25 February 1990 the democrat Violeta Chamorro was elected presi

dent, winning 54.7 percent of the vote. For the first time in 160 years of

independence, a peaceful transfer of political power took place in the country.
The desire for peace seems to have triumphed over the permanent state of war.

For whatever reason-perhaps they finally understood the need for democracy

or perhaps they simply bowed to the inevitable as their support ebbed away
the Sandinistas did not resort to the extremes of terror used by Communists
elsewhere in attempts to cling to power. But in their attempt to impose their

point of view and apply their policies without regard to the political realities
facing the country, they led a genuine revolution astray, provoked a second civil

war that delayed the coming of democracy to Nicaragua, and caused the loss

of many lives.

Peru: The Long Bloody March ofthe Sendero Luminoso

On 17 May 1980, the day of presidential elections, Peru witnessed the first
armed action by a Maoist guerrilla group calling itself the Sendero Lurninoso
(Shining Path). To announce the start of a "people's war," young militants

seized and set fire to voting booths in Chuschi. Nobody took much notice. A

few weeks later, the inhabitants of the capital, Lima, found dogs hanging from
lampposts with signs around their necks bearing the name Deng Xiaoping. The

"revisionist" Chinese leader was accused of betraying the Cultural Revolution.

Who had resorted to such macabre practices?
The late 1970s were a particularly turbulent time for Peru. Six general

strikes took place in 1977-1979, all preceded by large demonstrations in the

main provincial towns of Arequipa, Ayacucho, Cuzco, Huancayo, and Pucallpa.
They were accompanied by the emergence of massive "defense fronts" struc

tured around the demands of the protestors. These fronts became the backbone

of the Sendero Luminoso. In Ayacucho the defense front had already been in
existence for some time. In Quechua, Ayacucho means "the dead area," and in

truth it was long one of the most deprived areas in the country. Here less than
5 percent of the land could be cultivated, the average annual per-capita income

was less than 100 U.S. dollars, and life expectancy was only about forty-five
years. Infant mortality was approximately 20 percent, whereas the national

average was 11 percent. It was in this region, plagued by social problems, that

the Sendero Luminoso first came into being.
Ayacucho has also had an active university center since 1959, which spe

cialized in pediatrics, applied anthropology, and rural engineering. A revolu-
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tionary studen t front developed there and played an important role at the
uni versity. Initially, ort hodox Communists, supporter s of Che G uevara, and
Maoists all vied for control, but beginn ing in the early 1900s a young Maoist
an d philosophy teacher named Abimael Guzman assumed a domi nant role.

Born in Lima on 6 December 1Y34, Gu zman started out a taciturn young
man and a br illiant stu dent. In 1Y58 he had joined the Comm unist Part y, where
he soon gained not ice thr ough his rhetor ical talent, developed afte r his student
days. In 1965 he help ed found the Communist gro up Bandera Roja (Red Flag),
which was a product of a schism inside the Peru vian Comm unist Party follow
ing th e Sino-Soviet split. Accordi ng to some accounts, G uzman visited-China.!"
In 1966 the govern ment closed the university in the wake of insurrectionis t
riots. At thi s time the Maoists of the Bandera Roja, led hy G uzman, set up the
Fro nt for Defen se of the Population of Ayacucho, heginning their armed
struggle the following year. In june 1%9 Guzman took part in the kidnappin g
of the assistant prefect Octavia Cabrera Rocha in Hu erta, in the north of
Ayacucho Province. H e was imprisoned in 1970 for attacking state security, but
was freed a few months later. At the Fourth Conference of the Bandera -Roja,
in 1971, another schism resulted in the formati on of a new Co mmunist group
calling itself the Sendero L uminoso. The name is taken from Jose Carlos
Mariateg ui's claim that "Marxism-Leninism will open the shining path toward
the revolution.Y'' The hero of the militan ts, G uzman is known as the " fourth
swo rd of Ma rxism " (after Ma rx, Lenin, and Mao) . T he novelist Ma rio Vargas
Llosa analyzed G uzman' s revolutionar y project as follows: " In his eves, th e
Peru t hat M ariaregui described in the 1920s is essenriallv identi cal with th e
realit y of Chin a as described by Mao at tha t time-'a semi'feudal, scmicolonial
society' that can be liberated by following a strategy identical with that of the
Chinese revoluti on : a pro longed people's war waged on the towns and based in
th e co unt ryside .. . T he socia list model he claims to follow is that of the Russia
of Stalin, the Cultura l Revolut ion of the Gang of Four, and the Pol Pot regime
of Cambodia.'? '

From 1972 to 1979 the Sendero seemed to content itself with taking
cont ro l of student orga niza tions. It received the support of students in th e
Technical University of San Martin de Torres in L ima and also infiltrated th e
union of primary school teachers. Many of Sendero's ru ral guerrilla networks
were headed by teach ers. In late 1977 Guzman went into hiding and began
preparing the organization to embark on armed struggle, a course that was
forma lly ratified by party members on 17 March 19RO. Sende ro troop s were
reinforced by T rot skyites led by Carlos Mezzic h and by Maois t d issidents from
the Pukallacra gro up. The hour of the armed struggle had come, and the
Ch usc hi ope ration, followed on 23 December 1980 by the assassination of a
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land owner called Benigno Medina, was the first case of "popu lar justice."
Although the Se nde ro in these early days had no mor e than 200 to 300 men at
its disposal, it quickly began methodically elim ina ting the middle and upper
classes and memb ers of the country's security forces.

In 1981 the police stations in Toros, San Jose de Secce, and Quin ca were
att acked . In August 1982 the Sende ris tas sto r med the police headqu ar ters in
Viecahuarnan, killing six antiguerri lla policem en (sinchis, the Quechu a word for
" brave" or "co urageous"); fifteen others eit he r took flight or were taken pris
oner. Because the guerr illas had no outside ass istance, they took arms from
police stocks and explosives from the mines, not hesitating to attac k the miners
if they put up any resistance. The stick of dynamite th rown as a maraka, a
tr aditional act of resistance, qu ickly became the Sendero's favor ite weapon. In
addition to these attacks, the guerrillas carr ied out a multitud e of assaults on
publ ic buildings, power lines, and bridges.v With a firm foothold in Ayacucho,
the command os invaded the city in March 1982, freeing 297 political prisoners
and common criminals. The careful planning of the attack, th e infiltr ation of
the town, and the simultaneous actions agains t several different police targets
all revealed a lon g and careful apprenticeship in subversion.

To estab lish a count rywide network of " peop le's communes," the Sende ro
Luminoso set abou t destroying all govern ment inst all ati on s and infrastructure.
In August 19H2 a Scndero commando gro up destroyed the Center for Agricul
tural Research and Experim ent ation in Allpahacu, slaug hte ring animals and
setting fire to machinery. A year later, the ln st itute for T echnical Research on
Carnelidae (llamas, guanacos, and alpacas) went up in smoke. Engineers and
techni cians, who were considered to he vecto rs of capitalist cor ruption, were
also massacred . T ino Alansaya, the head of the project, was murdered and his
body dynamited . In just ifying this act, the Sende ristas claimed th at he was "an
agent of the feudal and bureaucrat ic state." O ver th e next eight years, sixty
engineers were killed in rural areas. Nongove rn me nta l ope ra tives were not
spared either: in 19RR an American citizen working for the U.S . Agency for
Intern ational Development, Constan tin G regory, was killed by the Sendero;
two French aid workers were killed on 4 D ecember of the same year.

Guzman had predicted that " the tr iumph of the revolution will cost a
million Iives"-at a time when the population of Peru was onl y 19 million.
Following that principle, the Scndcro L uminoso set about eliminating all sym
bols of the hated political and social order . In January 1982 th ey executed two
teach ers in front of their students. A few months later, sixty-seven " traitors"
were killed in publi c, ostensibly on the basis of a " peo ple's verd ict." In the early
days, the peasant s had not been too concer ned by th e murder of a few land
owners and sta te officials, in part because taxes were high and borrowing rates
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ex tortiona te. But the target ing o f traders and memb er s of the m iddle class

depri ved pea sants of some key benefits, including loans at affordable rates,

work, and aid of various kind s. As part of a "revolutionary purity" campaign

and an effort to consolidate the Sendero's hold, th e guerri llas also attacked th e

gro u ps of abigeos (cattle thieves) who lived on th e high plains. This campaign

against delinquency was purely tactical , since from 1983 onward the Sendero

collaborated with the drug smugg lers in Huanuco.

In regions plagued by ethnic conflicts, th e Sendcristas did all the y could

to st ir up hatred of the cent ra l govern ment in Lima, which , in the words of

" Pres ident Gonzalo" (Abimael Guzman 's 1/1111/ tie gllerre), was an outdated

colonial relic. Sendero claimed to defend the Indi ans in the same manner that

Pol Pot had sought to reclaim the Khmer purity of the Angkor dynasty period.

As a result, the guer rillas initially received the backing of a number of Indian

tribes. Before long, however, almost all the Indian and peasant leaders grew

disaffected with the Sendero' s graphic violence and coercive tactics. In 1989 in

Upper Amazonia, th e Ashaninkas were forced to enlist in the Sendero or face

reprisals. Nearly 25,000 of them lived in the jungle before being placed under

the protection of the army.

By the late 1980s the Ayacucho region was entirely under the control of

the Sendero Luminoso, which attem pted to set up a new social order in the

province. Prostitutes had their heads shaved , un faithful and drunken hu sband s

wer e whipped, and anyone who showed any sign of resistance had a hammer

and sickle sh aved into his hair. Any celebration jud ged to be "unhealthy" was

banned . Communities were controlled by "people's committ ees," each run by

five "political commissars," in a pyramidal structure that echoed the political

and military or gani zation of the Sendero itself. Committees were organized

into small cells that reported to the main "column" for the area, whi ch typicall y

had seven to eleven members. Attached to the politi cal commissar s were assis

tants whose task was to promote rural organization and production and who

were in charge of coll ective work in the " liberated zones." Insubordination or

a refusal to cooperate was immediately punished by death . Because the Sendero

wanted the rural village zones to be autarkic and isolated, the guerrillas began

blowing up bridges, a policy that sparked strong oppositi on from the peasants.

The Sendero freq uently enl isted children by force to maintain its control of

the population.

The government's initial response to the terrorism was to send in special

com m ando groups (sinchis) and marines, but this effort met with little success.

In 1983 and 1984 , th e "people's war" was intensified . In April 1983, fifty

Sendero guerrillas took cont rol in Luconarnanca, using axes and kni ves to

massacre thirty-two " traitors" and a number of other people who were caught
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fleeing . Sixty-seven people died , including four children. This massacre was

intended to show the authorities that the Scndero was without mercy. In 1984

and 1985 th e group expanded its offensi ve to members of th e governm en t, a

polic y th at had begun in November 1983 with the assassination of the mayor

in th e mining center Cerro de Pesco. Sen sin g that the authoriti es had aban

doned th em , several ma yors and deputy ma yors resi gned; priests also fled.

In 1982 th e war cost 200 lives. T en times that number died th e following

year. In 1984 alone the terrorists carried o ut mor e than 2,600 actions, and more

than 400 soldiers and policemen died in these operations . The ar my launched

reprisals. Wh en militants mutinied in three prisons in Lima in June 1986,

government repressions were ferociou s, res u lting in more than 200 de aths. The

Senderisras failed to gain any signifi cant footholds in the well -structured min

ing unions and in the barrios, where a strong social support network already

existed. To maintain credibility, they concentrated their efforts on the majority

party in power, the Alianza Popular Rcvolucionuria Americana (American

Revolutionary Popular Alliance; APRA) ,21 In 1985 seven Aprists were killed

and mutilated in the manner reserved for police informers, with th eir ears,

tongues, and eyes cut out. The Scndcro also opened a new front in Puna that

year. Sever al zones in La Libertad and th e provinces of H u.inuco, La Mar, and

Upper Amazon ia were also affect ed by guerr illa act ion . Plastic exp losiv e attack s

were carried out on the electricity gen erating cente rs in Cuzco and Arequipa.

In June 1984 th e guerrillas derailed a train car ry ing concentrated lead , and

shortly afte rward the y did the same to a train carrying copper.

The army responded with cvcr- grca tel' repression. In 1984 a state of

em ergency was declared in 10 of Peru 's 146 provinces. The army an no unced

that mass killing s were justified if three people out of every sixty killed turned

out to be guer ri llas; there were wide spread massacres of pea sants in Ayacucho.

Not sur pr isingly, undecided peasants began to look more favorably upon the

Sendero Luminoso. But in the earl y JINOs the government changed its strategy,

declaring th at it would con sider the peasants partners in stead of enem ies. The

military hierarchy was reorganized, and better methods of recruitment resulted

in closer collaboration with the peasants. The Sendcro also began to change its

tactics, split ting into separate units at its third conference. Autonomous units

were put in charge of guerrilla warfare, sabotage, terrorism, and ps ychological
warfare .

To punish anyone who betrayed the " forces of the people," the Sendero

set up labor camps in Amazonia . Since 1983 , enslaved peasants had been trying

to leave the zones controlled by the guerrillas, who had forced them to work

the land and the coca fields to meet the Sendero's own needs. Many children

born on the high plains died there, and anyone who was caught attem pting to
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escape was executed immediately. Trapped in the camps and forced to attend
study sessions where they read the works of President Gonzalo, the prisoners
suffered greatly from hunger and deprivation. This was the case for the 500
detainees in the camp in the Convenci6n region. In December 1987, 300
starving men, women, and children managed to escape from the "Peruvian
gulag" and arrived in Belern, on the edge of the jungle.

Revolted by the cruelty of the Sendero, which had proved itself incapable
of improving the lot of the lower classes, the vast majority of peasants gradually
abandoned the Guzman revolution. The Sendero also found itself in competi
tion with other political groups. The United Left, strongly supported by the
unions, had successfully resisted infiltration by the Sendero, which had shown
itself to be more at home carrying out bloody repressions than organizing
community projects. In 1988 and 1989 the Sendero targeted Lima and Cuzeo,
especially the surrounding shantytowns, which were hotbeds of revolutionary
culture. The Sendero began to set up cells there, and resistance was quickly
eliminated. Militants also infiltrated several charities, including Peruvian Popu
lar Aid. The Senderistas systematically attempted to eliminate all the classic
Marxist organizations and to take control of the unions, but this latter effort
again met with failure. The Sendero also clashed with the Movimiento Revolu
cionario Tupac Amaru (MRTA) terrorist group, resulting in significant casu
alties on both sides and among civilians. In 1990, for example, 1,584 civilians
and 1,542 rebels died. Outmaneuvred by the MRTA and harried by the army,
the Sendero began to decline. The process had been hastened by brief internal
dissidence in the late 1980s, followed by executions of some key figures as
"traitors following the bourgeois line."

In September 1983 the Peruvian police achieved their first major victory
against the rebels by arresting Carlos Mezzich, one of Guzman's closest asso
ciates. Nearly a decade passed, however, before the government made further
progress in eliminating the leadership of the Shining Path. On 12 and 13
September 1992, Guzman and his companion Elena Iparraguire were arrested.
A few weeks later the organization's third in command, Oscar Albert Ramirez,
fell into the hands of the police. On 2 March 1993 the Sendero's military leader,
Margot Dominguez (code name Edith), was also arrested. Finally, in March
1995 a group of thirty guerrillas with Margie Clavo Peralta at its head was
uncovered by the security forces. Despite this progress in eliminating the
group's leadership, a downturn in Peru's economy led to an increase in popular
support: in the middle and late 1990s the Sendero Luminoso still had about
25,000 members, including between 3,000 and 5,000 regulars.

The cost of the conflict in Peru has been estimated at 20 billion dollars.
According to some sources, the Shining Path has been responsible for between
25,000 and 30,000 deaths. Children in the countryside have paid a particularly
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heavy toll in the Sendern's violent campaign; between 1980 and 1991 more than
1,000 died in terrorist actions, and another 3,000 were seriously wounded. The
breakup of families in war zones has also left some 50,000 children abandoned
or orphaned.
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LO Afrocommunism: Ethiopia, Angola, and
Mozambique

Yves Santamaria

Even before the Cold War was full y under way, France sought to

establish a linkage between the international Communist movement and ant i
colonial struggles. Under pressure from the United States to relinquish over

seas colonies, the French Fourth Republic tried to make Washington believe

th at any surrender to nationalist movements in the colonies was automatically
an invitation for Moscow to take over. Time and again , Lenin's old adage was

trotted out in support of this view: from the East, he had said , the road to Paris
passed through Algeria. This strange mixture of the exotic and the familiar, of

Africa and Communism, did not reall y coalesce until a vacuum emerged after
the American defeat in Vietnam, when pro-Soviet regimes took hold in what

had been the Portuguese part of Africa and in Ethiopia . For the first time it

seemed that these countries were not merely pawns in a geopolitical game.
Although the constant threat of socialist control over sectors judged vital by

the West still existed, what seemed even more worrying was Communism's

app arent success in offering the Third World an ill usory remedy for under
development. On top of all the suffe ring th at these countries had already

experienced , their leaders seem ed to believe that the force of history was to
make them the final inheritors of the glorious October Revolution .
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Communism African Style

In 1989, not long after the fall of the Berlin Wall, the Tutsis of the Rwandan

Patriotic Front found themselves labeled the "black Khmers" for their sus

pected sympathies with Pol Pot. At the same time, their U.S.-educated leader,

Paul Kagame, was labeled "American" by the French, who have always been

wary of possible Anglo-Saxon interventions in Francophone Africa.' Politics in

the Great Lakes region are extremely complex, and the region is a good indica

tor of the difficulties faced by observers of the African political scene. The

West has always projected its political fantasies onto the "Dark Continent."

Therefore, one might think it would be difficult to talk about "African Com

munism" without falling into ethnocentricity. But in reality, debates about the

authenticity of African states' role in the Communist universe take exactly the

same form as debates about other forms of Communism throughout the world.

Even the president of Mozambique, joaquirn Chissano, readily admitted, as

Communism began to crumhle in Eastern Europe, that "the history of Marx

ism was beginning to pose serious problems for us."? General Charles de

Gaulle always perceived the U.S.S.R. as first and foremost a Russian state, so

why should the Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA) not

be viewed as the Marxist-Leninist expression of the country's creole, Indian.

and Mbundu ethnic patchwork' People have often denied Mengistu Haile

Mariam the label "Communist" in the same way it was denied to Stalin himself

by the extreme Marxist left and by the Trotskyites in particular.

Nevertheless these African movements made serious reference to Marx,

Bolshevism, and the U.S.S.R. throughout the period 1974-1991, and these

references were taken seriously by the protagonists and their supporters in the

Soviet Union and the Communist International. Actual membership in Com

munist Party organizations was certainly limited to a minority: Soviet estimates

of the number of Communist Party members in the whole of Africa were only

around 5,000 in 1939, increasing to 60,000 by the early 1970s. J But numerous

examples of Communist states, especially in Europe, demonstrate that in Len

inist logic, societal power relations and the vanguard party's ideological adher

ence to Marxism are much more important than the impregnation of society

with a Communist ethos. As soon as the new leaders were in power, they

symbolically divided up the landscape, carefully making a significant break with

the "African socialism" of the first independence movements in the 1950s and

1960s. The lessons to be learned from the first wave of failures were quite clear.

If the policy of communal agriculture (ujamaa) carried out in Tanzania by

Julius Nyerere had not brought the desired results, this was because, as noted

by Frelimo-the Mozambique National Liberation Front-and by Ethiopian

experts, the Tanganyika African National Union/Afro Shirazi Party had not
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been sufficiently Marxist-Leninist. The adoption of a "scientific socialist"

framework enabled the new elites to avoid the dangers of tribalism, which they

considered to be the major risk facing their countries and which would naturally

have resulted from traditional bonds of solidarity among the peasants. It was

accepted in advance that the role of the state was to build the nation, just as it

had been in Europe in earlier times. The new Marxist leaders hoped that as a

result of this state-building process they would be accepted into the interna

tional community. No one who landed at the airport in Maputo, the capital of

Mozambique, could ignore the placard announcing that he was entering one of

"the free zones of humanity."!

Rather than an invitation to ignore human rights, the slogan illuminating

the airport facade was an illustration of two different aspects of the Communist

project: anti-imperialism, in opposition to racist South Africa; and enrollment

in the Communist world order, alongside the other socialist states. Like

Mozambique, Angola and Ethiopia joined the ranks of countries with a "so

cialist orientation." Soviet analysts had refined their terminology since the days

of Khrushchev, and the emergence of new progressive states required the

invention of a new vocabulary to describe countries that had broken with

capitalism but that (unlike Cuba or Vietnam) could not really be labeled "so

cialist.:" The socialist label was a guarantee of economic aid from the Soviet

Union, but this was not always forthcoming in the case of African states. Most

of those with a socialist orientation had to rely on their own resources and on

financial aid from the West for their development. On the other hand, the

military aspect of cooperation was part of the long tradition of "Red imperi

alism" that had existed since the earliest days of the Communist International,

establishing an absolute duty to aid the international prolerariat.? Although

Soviet weaponry was supplied to many parts of Africa, the three states dis

cussed here were the main recipients of Soviet military aid. These states

benefited from a whole galaxy of resources provided by the worldwide Com

munist network. In addition to the 8,850 Soviet advisers to be found all across

the African continent, there were 53,900 Cubans and a large contingent of East

German specialists in many African countries in the middle and late I980s. The

East Germans and Cubans specialized in assisting the local security services.'
It is certainly possible to find, in the adoption of Marxist-Leninist rhetoric

by the MPLA in Angola, by the Frelimo in Mozambique, and by the Dergue/

Ethiopian Workers' Party in Ethiopia, the process known to historians of

antiquity as "interpretation," through which, for example, the pagan gods of

Gaul long survived in Roman form. This "instrumentalization" was not a

one-way process, as is evident from the way the imperial Ethiopian bureaucracy

used the real centralizing potential of the Communist model to consolidate its

own control. Nonetheless, however powerful that explanatory model might be,
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several common and distin ct features of Afr ican Communist polic y can be

identified. Taken individually, man y of them, including the rejection of plural

ism and the idea that only the party in power represents the real vanguard, can

also be found in other Afri can states. But Moscow gave the label of a " vanguard

party relying on revolutionary theory" onl y to the MPLA Workers ' Party in

Angola, the Frelimo in Mo zambique, the Congo Workers' Party, and, after its

founding in 1984, the Ethiopian Workers' Party. Another feature found else

where in Africa was the Mafia -like "politics of hunger," an arrangement that

arose because the absence of a middle class meant that individuals could get

rich only through the state." State control of all app ointments was, of course,

a practice not unique to Africa . Still, the chief underl ying aim of these three

regimes, identical in form and rhetorical presentation, can be defined very

simply : to create a "new man," authorizing the Ministry of Truth to decide

what should be retained or eradicated from ancestral folklore .

One might still wonder why, in the ideological bazaar of the twentieth

century, these African states decided to follow Marxism-Leninism rather than

some other theory." One element of the debate here might be the fascination

exerted by the vertiginous use of violence by previous proponents of the

doctrine. Just as it is becoming apparent to researchers in the West that there

is a link between totalitarianism and the "war culture" that prevailed in Europe

from 1914 to 1945, it might well be that the Communist era in the history of

Africa is related to the continent 's long history of violence. However, the study

of this matter is only just beginning to emerge from its focus on three

Manichean oppositions: precolonial harmony versus barbarism, colonial order

versus oppression, and the chaos that followed independence versus the ex

cesses of neocolonialism." Communist Africa was by no means the onl y center

of violence on the continent: both the Biafran civil war in Nigeria and the Huru

genocide in Rwand a gave the people in those countries ample reason to despair.

But quarrels about numbers aside, the violent actions in Ethiopia , Angola , and

Mozambique still have a unique criminal specificity, if onl y in the state's

attempts to remodel the fabric of society through enforced "villagization" of

the traditional countryside and in the use of hunger as an instrument of

government policy. Such tactics are familiar to historians of Communism who

have no special knowledge of Africa. Equally famili ar are the Party purges and

the liquidation of all rivals, whether leftist groups or nationalist, partisan,

religious, or ethnic opposition forces.

Although mass murder is more difficult to conceal than it was in the past ,

se veral large-scale atrocities have been carried out in Africa. For commentators

not burdened with the need to observe events with impartialit y, these initiatives

by Marxist-Leninist st ates appear to be merel y a measured repl y to counter

re volutionary forces. This quarrel over the legitimacy of state-sponsored via-
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lence first appeared during the Terror of the French Re volution, and was

revi ved by the Bolshevik Revolution. Other commentators, attempting impar

tiality, often invoke the " tyranny of circ umstances." In that respect the polemic

in the West about these three countries-which includes no comparison with

other African countr ies with socialist tendencies-justifies their being singled

out for special attention here.' ! In Ethiopia, Mozambique, and Angola, aside

from the tr aditional twin evils of the legacy of the past and imperialist inter

vent ionism, Communist officials have often emphasized that there are other

natural forces at work , particularly the endless danger of drought. But besides

variations in rainfall and ethnic factors, there has always been the temptation

simply to blame som e sort of African soul. Such societies are of cou rs e as much

a product of their time as they are of their heritage, and it is for that reason

that tot alitarian bloodletting was perhap s inevitable.

The Red Empire: Ethiopia

The Revolution and the Rise of Mengistu Haile Mariam

When the empire ruled by Haile Selassie I, then aged eighty-two, suddenly

crumbled on 12 September 1974, the rea sons seem ed quite ob viou s. Made

fragile by the uncertainty surrounding h is successor, the worldwide oil crisis of

the previous year, border wars, food shortages, and the discontent of a middle

class that was growing fast as a result of social modernization , the regime

disappeared without putting up much resistance. The arm y, which had been

created to achi eve the geopolitical am bitions of the exiled sovereign during

Ital y's colonization of the country in 1936-1941, and which had di stinguished

itself fight ing alongside the American s in Korea in 1950, decided to take over.

The new government, called the Provisional Military Administrative Commit

tee or Dergue, was made up of 108 officers. Initiall y, ideological dis agreements

within the Dergue seemed inconsequential as the entire group rallied around

the slogan "Ethiopia tikdem'~"Ethiopia first ." But this honeymoon was short

lived, and General Aman Andom, of Eritrean origin and a hero of the war

against Somalia who had been made the head of state, came into conflict with

the Dergue and was killed trying to resi st arrest during the night of 22-23
November 1974. A few hours later, 59 other s were also executed. As is so often

the case, liberal politicians met the same fate as traditionalists with links to the

previ ous regime. The fate of the Dergue was henceforth linked to that of

Mengistu Haile Mariam, who had been elected its first deputy chairman in July

and who on 21 December 1974 made the public announcement th at the coun

tr y would henceforth be a sociali st regime.
The definitive biography of M engistu has yet to be written .' ! He enjoyed
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playing the role of a pariah, making the most of his dark skin and his short
stature (although he often wore platform soles to disguise this) to pose as a
bariah, or slave, opposed to the Amhara ethnic group, which had been at the

heart of the imperial regime. Despite this underdog role, Mengistu had links

to the circles of privilege through his mother, who was a genuine aristocrat. He
was born out of wedlock (his father was an illiterate corporal), and he benefited

from the protection of an uncle who, as a minister in the Selassie regime, set

him on the fast track in his military career. Mengistu's education was very
limited, and it was with no qualifications at all that he entered the military

school in Holetta, which was reserved for people from disadvantaged back
grounds. As the commander of a mechanized brigade, his leadership qualities

twice earned him a place in a training program at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.

He had no ideological baggage, but he did have a strong appetite for power.
After the revolution , it took him three years to displace his rivals. The first step

was the elimination of Major Jamor Sisay Habte, for right-wing tendencies in
July 1976. After growing conflict between Mengistu and the more moderate

faction led by General Teferi Banre, Mengistu ordered members of his security
force to open fire with machine guns at a Dergue meeting on 3 February 1977,

killing Bante and seven of his supporters. He then set out to eliminate his

civilian political rivals.
The "Ethiopian way" proposed in December 1974 by the provi sional

committee took shape in January 1975, when the Dergue nationalized banks
and insurance companies together with most of the manufacturing sec

tor. Above all, the abolition of land ownership in March 1975 and the intro
duction of a one-per-family limit on property ownership demonstrated the

radical nature of the regime. To expedite land reform in rural areas, the gov

ernment dispatched over 50,000 high school and university students to set
up peasant associations and assist in rural reform in what became known as

the zemacha (cooperation) campaign. Because of the Dergue's opposition to

student efforts to create Maoist peasant communes, most students quickly be

came hostile to the military government and sought to mobilize the peasants
against it.

When the students returned , they formed two rival Marxist-Leninist
organizations called the Ethiopian People's Revolutionary Party (EPRP) and

the All-Ethiopian Socialist Movement, or Meison . The population in general
was unimpressed, and the rivalry between the two movements was largely a

result of their ethnic makeup : the EPRP consisted predominantly of Arnhara ,
whereas the Meison, was largely Oromo. Although they were extremely close
in ideology and on most policy questions, the Meison initially was allied with

the Dergue while the EPRP opposed the military government from the start.
The two organizations also differed on the question of Eritrea, with the EPRP
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accepting secession, whereas the Meison wanted to crush the secessionist
movement. Playing up the armed confrontations between the two organiza
tions, and decrying the "white terror" (the terror committed by the EPRP),

Mengistu successively destro yed both movements. He first launched a cam
paign of "red terror" against the EPRP and its sympathizers in the autumn of

1976. The terror reached its peak in the spring of 1977, after Mengistu, in a
public speech on 17 April, called on the people to attack the "enemies of the

revolution." Backing up his words with dramatic actions, he broke open three
flasks of what was supposed to be blood, which represented imperialism, feu
dalism, and bureaucratic capitalism. Much of the terror campaign was carried
out by ZlJ3 kehele. urban militia groups established by the Dergue on the model

of the Parisian "sections" of the French Revolution ;13 the army had provided

these groups with training and equipment . The Meison supported this opera
tion, which resulted in the destruction of the EPRP in Addis Ababa . Next the
Dergue turned on the Meison and its allies in the Political Bureau, blaming

them for the excesses of the red terror. After the execution on 11 November

of their principal supporter in the Dcrgue, Lt. Colonel Atnafu Abate (who had
been especially fierce in the repression of the EPRP), the noose began to tighten
around the Mei son, and that organization, too, fell victim to the death squads

of the security forces, who were instantly recognizable in their infamous white

Peugeot 504s. H

The new supreme leader of Ethiopia took up residence in the Great

Palace built bv Menclik 11 after the found ing of Addis Ababa in 1l~86 .I S His, .
implacable style of leadership, publicized by an extremely elaborate system of

communications, failed to surprise a nation that had grown accustomed to the
previous "king of kings." Mcngistu's legitimacy was uncontested in socialist

countries, which saw in him a stable long-term partner. The coup in February
1977 had been preceded by Mengistu's visit to Moscow the previous December.
In April 1977 Ethiopia broke off military relations with the United States. The

Cubans and the Soviet Union stepped in with massive aid, including both
personnel and equipment, which proved decisive in defeating the Eritrean

independence movement and the Somalian offensive of July 1977 in Ogaden.!"
Soviet leaders appreciated the new regime's attempts at Sovietization, some
times in imitation of the process that was taking place in Somalia, which was

another Soviet ally at the time.
Moscow pushed all the harder for the creation of what it considered to be

the onl y instrument that would enable a society to cross a decisive threshold: a
full-fledged Communist Party. Not until 1979, however, was a Commission for

the Organization of the Ethiopian Workers' Party set up. The results of its

second congress in January 1983 were judged sufficiently fruitful by the Soviet
Union for the Ethiopian Workers' Party (EWP) to be created in 1984 in cele-
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bration of the tenth anniversary of the revolution. Calling itself the heir of the

"great October Revolution," the EWP was accorded complete integration into

the system of world Communism through inter-Party agreements. The only

cloud on this success was the Soviet refusal to grant Ethiopia the status of a

"people's democracy" because of the country's multiethnic fragmentation and

its continued economic dependence on the West. I)

The speed with which the Party grew resulted in an "improper" socio

logical composition. Despite initial all-out efforts to show that anyone could

join the Party, workers stayed away in droves, making up less than one-fourth

of the membership. Over three-fourths of the members consisted of soldiers

and civil servants, representing the reality of social relations inside the country.

Although peasants were 87 percent of the total population, they accounted for

a mere 3 percent of Party members. IX The vast majority of leaders were from

the army. Most of the EWP Politburo was made up of former Dergue members.

The intelligentsia constituted only a small proportion of the Party, since many

of their organizations had been broken up.

The Consequences of the Terror

At present there is no way to know exactly how many people fell victim to the

terror. For the period February 1977-June 1978 the figure of 1O,()()() political

assassinations in the capital alone was cited during trials in Addis Ababa in

May 1995.I~ It is perhaps rather out of place to try to divide the victims into

categories (pro-Chinese, jewish Falashas massacred in 1979, and so on). As

Karel Barrosck remarked about Czechoslovakia, the days when we looked for a

satanic figure hovering in the background, devouring his own children, arc

gone.?" The Dergue killed and buried everyone indiscriminately, as Stalin did,

attaching a perfunctory label such as "reactionary," "counterrevolutionary," or

"antipeople subversive anarchists from the EPRP" only after the fact, As is the

case in the former Soviet Union, mass graves are still being discovered, graves

in which many of the "disappeared" recorded by Amnesty International arc to

he found. As was the case in China, families were even asked to pay the state for

the cost of the execution. The nylon rope, or "Mengisru bowtie." was one of

the most widely used and distinctive methods, practiced in particular by Colo

nel Teka Tulu, who was known as "the Hyena" and was one of the most hated

chiefs of the state security forces. It was also the method used one night in

August 1975 on the fallen emperor (though it was claimed officially that he had

died during a surgical operation) and on his granddaughter, Princess Ijcgayehu

Asfa.
Assistance from the East German state security forces, the Stasi, and from

the Soviet KGB was provided through many channels. In several cases the
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Soviet security forces handed over Ethiopian students in Moscow to Ethiopian

security personnel. In Addis Ababa, Sergeant Legesse Asfaw acted as an inter

mediary between Eastern European and Soviet specialists and their Ethiopian

counterparts. It was common practice to expose the victims of torture on the

pavements of the capital. On 17 May 1977 the Swedish general secretary of the

Save the Children Fund lamented that "1,000 children have been killed, and

their bodies are left in the streets and are being eaten by wild hyenas ... You

can see the heaped-up bodies of murdered children, most of them aged eleven
to thirteen, lying in the gutter, as you drive out of Addis Ababa."?'

Most of the 1,823 cases that went to trial after 1991 under the justice

system of the new president, Meles Zenawi, concerned well-known figures in

the citiesr? but the terror extended throughout the 1.22 million square kilome

ters of the country and affected the whole population of over 30 million. Welo,

where the EPRP had a relatively firm foothold, suffered badly. In May 1997,

Colonel Fantaye Yhdego, Lieutenant Haile Gebeyahu, and Colonel Alemu

Ambachew were brought before the criminal bench of the High Court in Addis

Ababa to answer for their actions, which included the gassing of twenty-four

members of the EPRP in February 1977 in Dese and Kornbalcha.P Outside the

central province of Shewa, the best-known situation is that of Eritrea, where

the nationalist opposition, which was extremely well organized and had solid

support among other Third World Marxist groups, succeeded in gathering and

spreading information to discredit the Addis Ababa regime in the eyes of the

international community." On 20 December 1974 the regime had reaffirmed

the indivisibility of the nation, pointing out that any secession by the former

Italian colony and British protectorate would cut the country off from its Red

Sea coast."
In the southeast, near the Indian Ocean, conflict was provoked by So

malia's demands for Ogaden, a region of Ethiopia inhabited mainly by Somalis.

From 1909 on, the Somali leader Mohammed Siad Barre had officially em

braced Marxism-Leninism, and relations between Moscow and Mogadishu had

grown ever closer after the signing of a friendship treaty in 1974. The Soviet

Union was forced to make a choice between two clients, and after vainly trying

to convince Ethiopia, Somalia, and South Yemen to form a federation, Moscow

chose the Addis Ababa regime. Thereafter Mengistu could draw on the fire

power and the naval and aerial logistical support of the Soviet army, as well as

the Cuban expeditionary force, to repulse the guerrilla offensives of the (also

Marxist-Leninist) Popular Front for the Liberation of Eritrea and incursions

by the Somalian army from June 1977 to January 1978.
Mengistu's actions were so effective that at the thirty-ninth meeting of

the Worldwide Unionist Federation Bureau, held in Addis Ababa on 28-30

March 1988, the organization presented him with a gold medal "for his con-
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tribution to the struggle for peace and the security of nations, and for their

national and economic independence." In june 1988, shortly after the meeting

ended, some 2,500 inhabitants of Hawzen, in Tigre Province, died in a bombing

raid . As in Guernica during the Spanish civil war, it had been market day when

the attack occurred . Whether during a colonial war or during anti nationalist

repression, the peripheral areas of the old empire (Eritrea, Tigre, Ororno,

Ogaden, Welega, Welo) were often shaken by revolts led by "popular fronts,"

whose cadres used the same Marxist-Leninist rhetoric as their adversaries.P

Various military resources were deployed to deal with these situations, and

certain far-left and pro-Chinese factions were at pains to point out that some

of the atrocities perpetrated during the revolts had the backing of the united

States, the Soviet Union, and Israel. 17

A "Permanent Tribunal of the International League for the Rights and

Liberation of Peoples," which modeled itself on the movement against Ameri

can intervention in Vietnam, went into session in Milan in May 19HO and

focused on atrocities committed in Eritrea. Its report was published in 19H 1 by

the Belgian Committee for Aid to Eritrea, and its opinions largely reflected

those of the Eritrean Popular Liberation Front." Some of the information it

gathered (backed up by Amnesty International reports) bears comparison with

atrocities committed by the Nazis; the French observer at the session drew a

comparison with Oradour-sur-Glane, where groups of people had been herded

into churches that were then burned down . The brochure published by the

"Permanent Tribunal" cites the example of the village of Wokiduba, where, in

the summer of 1975, 110 people were massacred inside the Orthodox church .

Instead of the white Peugeots of Addis Ababa, the death squads in Wokiduba

drove brown Volkswagen vans, which whisked bodies away to dump them

in mass graves. There was also a concentration camp in Adi Qualla, near

Mendefera .
It is still unclear how many died in the "total war" that Mcngistu declared

in August 1977 on the Eritrean secessionists . An estimate of HO,OOO civilians

and military personnel for 197H-I9HO includes victims of the massive air raids

that were used as reprisals, but does not include those who must have died as

a result of the government's subsequent systematic disruption of the traditional

way of life,zy Whereas the urban centers had a reasonable supply network and

benefited from the presence of salaried military personnel who ensured a

reasonably stable economy, agricultural areas suffered badly from destruction

of livestock-s-often by air force personnel, who especially enjoyed bombing

camels-minefields, deforestation, and the disrupting effects of authoritarian

control. Women, who had traditionally played a major role in agriculture, were

subjected to systematic rape by soldiers, whose presence also led to a permanent
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climate of insecurity that did little to encourage trade and commerce with other
regions..1O

It is perhaps going too far to say that the main reason for the massive

displacement of the population during the famines of 1982-1985 was an inten

tion to cut the guerrillas off from their civilian bases, but there were significant

local demographic movements. Although Eritrea was barely altered, Welo was

sharply affected. Of the 525,000 people moved between November 1984 and

August 1985, 310,000 (8.5 percent of the population of the province) came

from Welo ." Some border regions such as Godar were emptied of a significant

proportion of their population (30-40 percent), many of whom took refuge in

camps controlled by opposition groups in Sudan ..12 Despite the vast publicity

that the famine received in the West, it was not a countrywide or unprecedented

phenomenon . Although the famine was extremely serious, it was no more than

a regional crisis affecting 25 percent of the population, and was one of a series

of famines stretching back centuries. (The most recent famine, in 1972-73, had

been a major factor in the downfall of the previous regime.) The effects of the

famine were made worse by the impoverishment of millions of peasants who

had been forced to give up their food reserves to meet the delivery quotas

demanded by the state. The peasants were already taxed very heavily and had

to buy grain at extremely inflated prices on the black market, only to be forced

to sell it back to the state at a fixed price. Many of them were also forced to

dispose of their livestock, and were thus acutely short of food at the worst

moment. When the famine began in 1982, it was the result of a genuine

drought, hut the crisis was made considerably worse by the virtual cessation of

trade, stemming partly from the rigid persecution of traders and partly from a

widespread feeling of insecurity.

By controlling aid and displacing the population, the hunger weapon was

used by the authorities to help realize their objectives, which naturally included

the silencing of dissidents and the improved "scientific" use of space by the

Party-state." The ban on intervention by nongovernmental organizations in

regions other than Welo and the diversion of aid intended for Tigre forced the

rural population to flee from areas that were under guerrilla control and to flock

to the zones held by Mengistu's forces. These forced transfers, often facilitated

by an announcement that food was on the way, were presented as the demo

graphic redeployment of people from the dry north to the more humid and

fertile south . For the most part, the transfers affected not the victims of the

famine, but sections of the population that were under military control, regard

less of their situation regarding food and their geographic location . Inhabitants

of regions in which conflict was raging between the Dergue forces and the

Tigre Liberation Front were a case in point. Although in theory people had
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the option of staying, in practice the size of the exodus meant there was little

point in remaining. This accommodating despotism was what the authorities

called bego teseno, "well-meaning coercion" or "coercion for the good of others."

The policy was introduced in 1980, before the famine, to find "volunteers" in

the big cities to work on the state farms, where living conditions were so bad

that they attracted the attention of Anglo-American antislavery organizations.f
The "villagization" policy, aimed at nomadic populations, met with stiff

and sometimes bloody resistance from the tribes in question, and in many ways

was typical of the peasant wars under Communist regimes. As was the case in

Mozambique, the intention was to group rural communities into associations

that could more easily be controlled by the Party, encouraging the peasants to

"change their way of thinking and their way of life, and open a new chapter in

the creation of a new modern society in rural zones, and thus help build

socialism?" As with the population transfer program, the aim was both the

extension of the state farm sector and the creation of "new men." As the

geographer Michel Foucher pointed out, "the effects of the famine went far

beyond the areas affected by the drought and the climatic crisis inasmuch as it

was used as a pretext for a significant spatial reorganization of the country. "J6

Although some operations were a considerable success, the human cost of these

operations is extremely difficult to calculate. The 14 percent death rate in

certain transit camps, such as Ambassel and Welo, was even higher than that

recorded in the pockets of famine.'? The 200,000 to 300,000 victims of this

incompetence were supplemented by an equivalent number of people sacrificed

during the accelerated passage from "feudalism" to "socialism," who were

deliberately deprived of international aid, killed in raids or while trying to

escape, suffocated or frozen in the depressurized holds of Antonov airplanes

taking them to the promised Eden, or simply abandoned with insufficient

reserves of food to the whims of the (sometimes murderous) first group to find
them.

The famine generally brought mixed results for the regime. Mengistu at

first tried to hide the scale of the problem, but then counterattacked, using to

his own advantage the shocking pictures of starving victims that appeared in

the West in the autumn of 1984. On 16 November 1984, when emotion was

running at its highest, he announced his decision to transfer 2.5 million people

and, despite the hostility of the Reagan administration to the idea, managed to

enlist the support of the international community in the enterprise. Reactions

were somewhat muted in France, where familiarity with the culture of Com

munism among French intellectuals was perhaps one reason behind the deci

sion of Medecins sans Frontieres to protest the forced resettlement. As a result

of this decision, members of the organization were declared persona non grata

by the Mengistu regime on 2 December 1985. On a wider level, the exemplary
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management of images and support from United Nations experts enabled the

regime to build up food stocks-most of which went to the military-and to

reap the benefits of an unprecedented wave of human solidarity created by a

variety of rock stars who sang the anthem "We Are the World." This song may

well be the only trace left by the Ethiopian drama on the consciousness of

millions of people who were adolescents in the early 1980s.

Mengistu's declining fortunes after 1988 coincided in part with the fate

of Communism in the Soviet Union. The departure of Soviet military advisers

from the combat zones was announced in March 1990. By this time, the balance

of power was already beginning to swing to the other side. On all fronts the

army was in retreat from the Popular Fronts for the Liberation of Eritrea and

Tigre, and the regime was giving out distress signals to the international

community. The halting of the resettlement policy and the ostentatious an

nouncement of measures to liberalize the economy coincided with a final purge

of the army following an abortive coup attempt on 16 May 1989. The plotters

had been infiltrated by the secret services, and reprisals were extremely bloody.

On 21 June 1990 Mengistu decreed a general mobilization, which in theory

applied to people age eighteen and over but in practice included fourteen- to

sixteen-year-olds who were picked up in football stadiums or at schools. In 1991

higher-education establishments were closed, and all students were ordered to

take part in the war effort. When the vise continued to tighten on Addis Ababa,

Mengistu on 19 April 1991 announced his intention of forming a conscript

army as large as Iraq's, with more than I million soldiers. At that moment his

army already numbered 450,000 (compared to 50,000 in 1974) and was the

largest in the sub-Saharan region by a considerable margin. As the Ethiopian

army continued to suffer major defeats, Mengistu began to lose control. On 21

May 1991 he fled via Kenya to Harare, Zimbabwe, where he was granted

sanctuary by Robert Mugabe, the hero of the struggle against the white Rho

desian colonizers. In the autumn of 1994, when Mengistu was summoned to

appear for trial in Addis Ababa to take responsibility for the Ethiopian tragedy,

Zimbabwe refused to extradite the man whom East German reporters had once

quoted in the Ethiopian Heraldas saying: "We will liquidate the satanic heritage

of the past and place nature itself under our controll'v"

tusophone Violence: Angola and Mozambique

Portugal had maintained a presence on the African coast since the fifteenth

century, but it was a latecomer in colonizing a vast empire (twenty-five times its

own size), which it had been granted when the European powers divided up

Africa at the Berlin Conference in 1884-85. This belated and superficial colo

nization prevented a feeling of unity from developing among the various colo-
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nized peoples. As a result, the groups that launched armed struggles in the

early 1960s were forced to rely on anticolonial sentiments, which were consid

erably more powerful than any putative nationalist aspirations..19 Conscious of

the obstacles to their extremist viewpoint, after independence the nationalist

groups focused on the inimigo tnterno, the "enemy within," by which they

meant traditional chiefs, people who had collaborated with the colonizers, and

political dissidents, all of whom were accused of endangering the country.

Such were the characteristic traits of a political culture torn between Stalin and

the Portuguese dictator Antonio Salazar, which had few incentives to build

representative democracies despite the hasty departure of the Portuguese colo
nial power.

The People's Republic of Angola

At the very moment when, to the fury of the white colonial population, the

officers who took power in Lisbon in 1974 pronounced themselves to be in

favor of independence for the colonies, the Portuguese army was still firmly

in charge of Angola. The swift withdrawal of the army after July 1974 opened

the way for a coalition government, consisting of the three organizations that

had fought for independence since the 1960s: the Movimento Popular de

Libertacao de Angola (Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola;

MPLA), the Frente Nacional de Libertacao de Angola (National Front for the

Liberation of Angola; FNLA), and the Uniao Nacional para a Independencia

Total de Angola (National Union for the Total Independence of Angola;

UNITA). On IS January 1975, when the independence treaty was signed in

Alvor, the new Portuguese republic recognized these organizations as "the only

legitimate representatives of the people of Angola ." The timetable looked

promising: elections were to be held for a Constituent Assembly within nine

months, and full independence was to be proclaimed on I I November 1975 .

But after the departure of 400,000 Portuguese in February-June 1975 and the

emergence of tensions among the three groups, the coalition government (in

which the MPLA had charge of the information, justice, and finance minis

tries) rapidly ceased to be viable. Bloody incidents became more and more

common, and the Nakuru cease-fire of 14 June was simply used as a truce by

all sides to strengthen their reserves and prepare for intervention by their
foreign allies.

From October 1974 onward the Soviet Union significantly increased its

financial and military assistance to the MPLA, which also received support

from the left wing of the Portuguese army, the so-called Armed Forces Move

ment, and from the "Red admiral" Antonio Rosa Coutinho, who was based in

Luanda and had been charged by the Portuguese government with overseeing
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the Angolan transition to independence. In March 1975 the first Cuban and

Soviet advisers landed in the country. Fidel Castro later described this decision

in the following terms: "Africa is today a weak link in the imperialist chain. It

is there that the best hopes exist of passing from tribalism to socialism without

passing through the different stages that other parts of the world have been

obliged to experience.":" After the collapse of the coalition government on 14

August 1975, the Vietnam Heroico docked in Luanda, with several hundred

(mostly black) Cuban soldiers on board. By the time South Africa intervened

on the side of UNITA on 23 October, the Soviet and Cuban advisers numbered

7,000 . UNITA was not taken very seriously by the MPLA and its patrons;

Pravda described it as "a farcical army, filled with mercenaries from China and

the CIA and aided by racist South Africans and Rhodesians." :" There was some

truth in this description. Originally a Maoist organization, UNITA was forever

signing pacts with the devil. Its heterogeneous organization and allies reflected

the bitter realism of the Leninist and Stalinist approach, and the fact that Jonas

Savimbi sat at the same table as Pik Botha should not surprise those who

remember Stalin's pact with Hitler.

Soviet and Cuban air support proved decisive for the survival of the

regime. On II November 1975 the MPLA and UNITA declared the country's

independence separately," while maps of what had been the jewel among

Portugal's colonies were redrawn. The MPLA held the coastline, including not

only the ports but also the oil reserves and the diamonds, while its rivals (among

whom UN ITA was soon the most important) held the north and the central

plains.
After the interventions by South Africa and the Communist bloc, it be

came easier for the Western powers and for other leaders in southern Africa to

sort out the different groups. For the Mozambican leader Samora Machel, the

relentless nature of the struggle was clear from the alignment of the forces: "In

Angola, two parties are facing each other: imperialism, with its allies and

puppets, and the progressive forces which support the MPLA. It is that sim

ple."!' The uncontested leader of the MPLA, Agostinho Nero, was an assimi

lated black who came from a line of Protestant pastors and had been a member

of the pro-Soviet Portuguese Communist Party since the 1950s. The MPLA

had been founded in 1956, and many of its cadres, such as J. Mateus Paulo and

A. Domingos-Van Duncm, had been trained in the U.S .S .R . in the 1960s and

were well versed in the prevailing Marxist-Leninist theories. In addition to this

training in scientific socialism, some of them, like J. Njamba Yemina, had also

received military training while abroad, either in the Soviet Union or in the

guerrilla schools of Cuba.
After taking power, the MPLA decided at the Congress of Luanda (on

4-11 December 1<,)77) that it was time to move from a popular-front type of
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movement to a vanguard part y structured along Bolshevik lines. Onl y such a
part y, MPLA leaders realized, would be allowed to join the international Com
muni st movement . The new MPLA Workers' Part y was imm ediatel y recog
nized by Raul Castro, who was present at the congress, as th e only possible
means by which "the interests of working people could be correctly expressed ."

The idea of the state as "the only instrument capable of applying the
decisions made by the single Party" implied extreme vigilance against rival
parties , which presumabl y were masking their counterrevolutionary nature
behind left-wing phraseology. No t sur prisingly a number of the "a ntideviation
ist" practices that until then had been the preserve of Communist regime s in
the Northern Hemisphere began to emerge in Angola. Even before Bolshevism
was officially installed as the new faith in Angola, Neto had gained considerahlc
experience in that area. When in Fehruary 1975 (with the help of Portuguese
troops) he attacked the "Eastern Revolt" faction, led by the Ovimbundu cadre
Daniel Chipenda, Chipenda claimed that the episode was only the latest in a
series of liquidations of MPLA dissidents since 1967. Bearing that in mind,
we can understand more clearl y the MPLA communique, issued in February
1974, that claimed to have " uncovered and neutralized" an internal counter
revolutionary plot aimed at " the physical elimination of the president and
several his cadres.t'"

Nito Alves, the minister of internal affairs and one of Ne w 's main rivals,
had heen present in Luanda during the events of 25 April 1974, which had
sounded the death knell of the colonial regime . In the absen ce of the other
leaders, he managed to win over a sizable proportion of the urhan black popu
lation by denying Angolan nati onality to whites unless they could prove sig
nificant anticolonial behavior. Alves had the support of a network of
neighborhood committees thanks to what he termed poder popular (popular
power), which he had gained by not hesitating to use what were quite clearly
Stalinist practices. These practi ces were not surprising to th e victims, most of
whom had been brought up in the Maoist trad ition ." Trusting in the promi ses
of support he had received from the Soviet Union, the Cubans, and the Por
tuguese Communists, he attempted a coup on 27 May 1977 to prevent a purge
of his partisans that had just been getting under way. When it became clear
that the operation failed (partly because of the hesitancy of Alves' foreign
advisers), Neto said in a radio broadcast: "I am sure that the people wiII
understand why we will be forced to act somewhat harshl y toward the people
involved in these events." Accused of "racism, tribalism, and regionalism," the
conspirators suffered a radical purge. The membership of the Central Com

mitt ee and of the major offices of state was entirely changed," there were
bloody confrontations in the capital, and the repression reached deep into the
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provinces. In Ngunza (Sout h Kuan za) 204 dev iationists wer e killed during the
night of 6-7 August ;' ? this figure lends cred ibility to tho se put forward aft er
1991 by surv ivors, who reported that the MPLA was definitively purged of
several thou sand members on that occasion. M an y of the political commissar s
in the armed forces were liquidated in Luena (Moxico) by Anibal Sapilinia, a
member of the MPLA Central Committee."

Before the attempted coup, Nito Alves was popular because of his columns
in the newspaper Diorio de Luanda and hi s commentaries on two radio pro
grams, "Kudibanguela" and "Povo em arrnas," which constantly denounced
the country's poor living conditions. These items confirmed th e existence of
severe food shortages (his supporters went so far as to speak of famine) in
certain region s. They also highlighted the exhau st ion of urban salaried workers
who were forced to work for the regime. A law introduced in November 1975
and a decree in March 1976 tightened disciplin e in the manufacturing sector
through the criminalization of "extra-union" (that is, anti -Party) strikes and
the creation of a political climate filled with s logans such as "Produce and
resist." New form s of protest, which went beyond the usual denunciations of
the war and of the chaos after white rul e, began to appear. The Angolan
economy had prospered in the 1960s, but it crum bled in 1975, and despite state
cont rol of the system, the government found it harder and hard er to deny that
the economy was gr aduall y being dollarized. A governing class largel y indif
ferent to the living conditions of ordinary people began to emerge, partly as a
result of the MPLA's monopol y on power and partly because of the difficulty
of procuring foreign currency, which changed hands on the black market at
fifty times its official price. For more than a decade it was imp ossible to get even
a reasonable idea of what conditions inside the country were really like. The
government succeeded in separating the urban market-supported by oil ex
port s-from local producers, and the state more or less abandoned the war-torn
countryside to its fate . Forced conscription was practiced in rural areas by both
sides in the conflict . The term "famine" was carefully avoided in official circles,
hut was used in a warning in 11)85 by the World Food Organization . With the
advent of pcrcstroik:a in the Soviet U nion, th e Angolan government began
publicly to admit the gravity of the situation, leading to an announcement hy
UNICEF in early ]lJ87 that tens of thousands of children had died of famin e
in Angola over the pr evious year.

Despite the wealth created in the oil -producing region of Cabinda , the
state's administrative and militar y resources were quite limited , and the regime
made few attempts at collectivization and rural reorganization." Nevert heless,
ther e was considerable resentment toward the government in the countrysid e.
Problems in tax collection, a lack of investment in infrastructure, barriers to
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commerce, and the disappearance of the urban market meant that the country

side often was left to fend for itself. Thirteen years after independence, the

Angolan state published an official report based on the findings of the agrono

mist Rene Dumont, who sharply criticized the trading conditions in Angola

because they failed to recognize the true worth of the peasants' contribution. 50

The situation led to increasing hostility toward the coastline, which was domi

nated by the Marxist culture of the creole or mixed-race assimilados, many of

whom held positions in the MPLA.

It was among the rural population, many of whom also hated foreigners,

that Jonas Savimbi's UNITA Party found a growing number of supporters

outside the Ovimbundu territories where it had its origins. UNITA's support

grew even though Savimbi made the same demands on the population that the

government did. The ensuing conflict, rather than a Stalinist war led by the

MPLA against the peasantry, was in effect a war in which the peasants were

often in conflict with one another. Supported by the Reagan administration,

but taking most of their ideas from Maoism, UNITA leaders were always eager

to play up the conflict between town and country; they often denounced the

creole aristocracy of the MPLA in the name of the "African people.">' None

theless, it is difficult to gauge the extent to which the peasantry rallied to

Savimbi's cause before upheavals engulfed the Soviet bloc. When the South

Africans and Cubans finally withdrew after peace accords were signed in New

York on 22 December 1988, the MPLA's conversion to Western ideas produced

the expected results. In July 1990 the MPLA leadership accepted the necessity

of a market economy and political pluralism, a change that proved to be the

undoing of UNITA, which suffered a heavy defeat in the elections of 1992.

The undeniable changes undergone by the MPLA during fifteen years of

independence were essentially the result of a massive popular rejection of the

idea of an MPLA Party-state and of the traumatic experience of fifteen years

of economic instability, forced conscription, and massive population move

ments.

The transitional period in the evolution toward a multiparty democracy

was clearly not the time to begin the search for those in charge of the secret

police or responsible for the violation of human rights. As in the Soviet Union,

many of those responsible were members of ethnic minorities and have never

been forced to answer for their previous activities, not least because of the

essential continuity inside the government. With the exception of a few small

groups of people who survived the purges, none of the major parties has asked

for an investigation into the disappearance of the tens of thousands of victims

whose fate, as the carefully worded Amnesty International reports put it, did

not "conform to internationally recognized standards of equity."
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Mozambique

On 25 December 1974, when Portuguese army officers established a multiparty

democracy in Lisbon, they entrusted the destiny of Mozambique to one party,

the Frente de Libertacao do Mocarnbique (Mozambique National Liberation

Front), or Frelimo.F The Front, founded in June 1962 under the leadership of

Eduardo Chivambo Mondlane, a doctor of anthropology, managed to win the

sympathy of the international community and had the military support of both

China and the Soviet Union. Unlike in Angola, Frelimo managed on the eve of

the Portuguese revolution of 25 April 1974 to cause serious problems for the

colonial troops, most of whom were African in origin.P Because Frelimo had

already won over a significant proportion of the nationalist intellectual elite,

the Front mirrored the different ideological tendencies among intellectuals. By

1974, however, it 'was clear that Marxism-Leninism predominated among Fre

limo's leadership. After Frelimo's second congress in 1968, the significance of

the anti-imperialist struggle, as formulated by Samora Machel in accordance

with the Chinese notion of "liberated zones," gradually took the shape pro

posed by Mondlane shortly before his death in 1969: "I conclude today that

Frelimo is more socialist, revolutionary, and progressive than ever, and that our

line is now firmly oriented toward Marxist-Leninist Socialism." To explain

this evolution, he added: "With living conditions the way they are in Mozam

bique, our enemy leaves us no choice."

In the immediate aftermath of independence, this "enemy" seemed to give

some respite to the new rulers of the country. The white, mixed-race, and

Indian assimilado clements who played a dominant role in the new system

launched a major reorganization of the country. In the belief that the essentially

rural Mozambique could take shape only as a party-state, they sought to control

the country though a process called "villagizarion.t'r' This policy was first

implemented in the early 1970s in the "liberated zones," where it had met with

varying degrees of success. Frelimo decided to extend it systematically

throughout the territory. All peasants (RO percent of the population) were

expected to abandon their traditional homes and to regroup in new villages. In

the initial enthusiasm of independence, the population responded quite favor

ably to the government's requests, creating collective farms and sometimes

cooperating in the construction of communal buildings, although they gener

ally refused to inhabit them and soon abandoned the communal fields. On paper

it appeared that the country was under the careful control of a hierarchical

administration though a network of Communist cells.

In 1977 the Frelimo leaders had openly proclaimed their allegiance to the

Bolshevik ideal, calling for extended collectivization and closer links with the
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international Communist movement. Various treaties were signed with the

countries of the Soviet bloc, which provided arms and military instructors in

exchange for close support of the Rhodesian nationalists of the Zimbabwe

African National Union (ZANU).

While Mozambique was busy signing accords with the Eastern bloc

(which soon came to dominate the country), white Rhodesians led by Ian Smith

sought to retaliate by supporting the resistance movement that was beginning

to emerge in the countryside. Under the leadership of Alfonso Dhlakarna, the

Resistencia Nacional Mocarnbicana (National Resistance of Mozambique), or

Renarno, benefited from the support of the Rhodesian special services until

Zimbabwe achieved independence in 1980. At that point the South African

government took over responsibility for providing logistical support to

Renamo. To the surprise of numerous observers, the population of the villages

rallied to the resistance movement despite the barbarism of Rename's methods,

which had frightened even the Rhodesians. Some of Rename's supporters were

people who had escaped from the "reeducation camps" of the Service Nacional

de Seguranca Popular (National Service for the Security of the People), or

SNASP, which had become ubiquitous after 1975.55 The SNASP had assumed

that even jf most people could not be won over, they could at least be kept

under control. Control of the population was of vital consequence for both

parties. The few studies carried out on the ground confirm the the scale and

seriousness of the violence committed by both sides against the civilian popu

larion. " The actions of Renamo, on the whole, were considerably less system

atic than the state violence perpetrated by Frelimo, and the support that

Renarno received demonstrated just how hated the regime had become. Frelimo

justified its actions in terms of a struggle against tribalism, against antiquated

and outdated religious practices, and against the deep-seated belief in lineage

and ancestral fiefdom, whieh the Front had rejected at independence, dispar
aging it as "feudalism." ; 7

The prerogatives of the SNASP had been considerably expanded even

before the authorities in Maputo realized the extent of the danger presented

by Renamo. Established in 1975, the SNASP was responsible for arresting or

detaining anyone suspected of being a threat to state security on either political

or economic grounds. The SNASP was supposed to follow normal judicial

procedure and did its own prosecuting, but it also had the right to send people

directly to "reeducation camps." This practice was facilitated by Article 115 of

the penal code, which eliminated the right of detainees to habeas corpus (al

though the extent to which it had ever existed under the Salazar regime was

quite limited). The first large-scale attack by the resistance was on the reedu

cation camp at Sacuze in 1977. The ofensiuas pela legalidade (offensives for

legality) that were periodically championed by Samora Machel did not remove
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the SNASP's prerogatives. Instead, these campaigns were aimed at bringing

the law into line with the de facto situation. This was the logic behind Law

No. 2/79 of 28 February 1979, regarding crimes against national security of

the people and the people's state. This law also reintroduced the death penalty,

which had been abolished in both Portugal and its colonies in 1867. The death

penalty, however, was not systematically used, except in the elimination of

Frelimo dissidents. Such was the fate, for instance, of Lazaro Nkavandame,

Joana Simaiao, and Uria Simango, who were liquidated while in detention in

1983, and whose deaths were kept secret until the formal ending of the Party's

Marxist-Leninist period ." In 1983 the Eduardo Mondlane law faculty at the

University of Maputo was closed. This was perhaps no great loss; according

to government legal reports, the function of the institution was not to prepare

lawyers to defend the interests of the people, but to train those who exploited
thern."

The intelligentsia rapidly became disenchanted with the movement, al

though they did show considerable sympathy with an organization that in

theory protected their interests, the Associacao dos Escritores Mocambicanos

(Association of Mozambican Writers). They also forged secret links with or

ganizations such as the CIA, the KGB, and the SNASP itself." Rather rarer

were those who, like the poet Jorge Viegas, paid for their dissidence with

enforced stays in psychiatric hospitals and exile.

A hardening of the political line, following the logic of the early years of

the Soviet system, went hand in hand with an opening of the economy. Invest

ment had always come in from abroad, and continued to do so under Frelimo,

as befitted a country that the U.S.S.R. had barred from entering the Council

for Mutual Economic Assistance (COMECON) .& l After Frelimo's Fourth Party

Congress in 1983, the organization turned its attention to the rural population,

putting a halt to the policy of collectivization that had had such disastrous

consequences. In a typical condemnation, Samora Machel did not mince his

words: "We tend to forget that our country is made up mostly of peasants. We

keep on talking about the working classes and relegating the vast majority of

the country to the background."62 Every time the government militia had

burned another haystack to try to ensure the villagization quota, it had in

creased Rename's support. The severe damage done to traditional systems of

agriculture, together with the wildly erratic exchange rates for consumer goods

versus foodstuffs, had led to severe problems with the food supply.

Neither the government nor Renamo appears to have used the weapon of

hunger in a systematic fashion. But control of the food supply was a vital tool

for Frelimo when moving populations from areas that were in dispute between

the two sides. Separating farmers from their land was also a disastrous policy

that contributed in no small measure to the food shortages in the country.
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According to Human Rights Watch, in the period 1975-1985 food shortages

caused more deaths than did armed violence.v' This view is shared by UNICEF,

which calculated that 600,000 died of hunger during this period, a loss of life

comparable to that caused by famine in Ethiopia. International aid was a major

factor in helping the affected population to survive. In January 1987 the U.S .

ambassador in Maputo reported to the State Department that as many as 3.5

million Mozambicans were at risk from hunger/" prompting an immediate

response from Washington and several international organizations. Despite this

effort, the most exposed regions fell victim to a terrible famine whose scale has

never been full y appreciated . In the Mernba region alone, humanitarian organi

zations report that 8,000 died of hunger in the spring of 1989.65 Market forces

soon took over in the regions that received support from abroad . Such was one

of the lessons drawn in a European Community report in 1991, which revealed

that only 25 percent of food aid was sold at the agreed rate, while the other 75

percent remained in the hands of the authorities, who, after the usual pilfering,

sold it on the black market." The Mozambican "new man" whom Samora

Machel and his associates had been so zealous to foster revealed himself to be

"the deeply pathological product of compromises inside each individual, which

take the form of dishonor, deception, and schizophrenic madness. The indi

vidual wants to live, but he must split in two to do it, and live a double life, a

hidden , true life and a false public life, the second protecting the first , and he

must constantly lie to have a tiny parcel of truth for himself. "07

The sudden collapse of the Communist states in Eastern Europe led

people to realize how fragile these regimes were and how resistant civil society

could be. Even if, during the fifteen years covered here, the public charac

terization of African Communism as "modern political legitimation" might

have had painful consequences for a university lecturer from the region, that

perception does have a certain explanatory power." The brief nature of the

African experiment with Communism, together with the dominant perception

of Africa as doomed to violence by its very nature, risks hlurring the contours

of the project as it was o utlined at the outset . To resist this temptation, we

should perhaps invert the perspective. Although it may be difficult to see the

specific nature of violence in these Marxist-Leninist states themselves, as

Achille Mbembe suggests, it is likely the case that the famines and massacres

of civilians occurred because the African countries, "having been colonized and

led into independence by the Western powers, chose to take the Soviet-style

regimes as their model." This pattern ensured that efforts to promote democ

ratization would do little to change the deeply Leninist nature of most African

states.

Communism in Afghanistan

Sylvain Boulouque

Afghanistan has a surface area of 640,000 square kilometers and is

thus slightly bigger than France.' Until IlJ91 the country was neatly tucked

amid four other states : the Soviet Union to the north, Iran to the west, Pakistan

to the east and south , and, for a few dozen kilometers, China to the cast . More

than one-third of the country is mountainous, with several peaks exceeding

22,900 feet. In IY79 the population of 15 million was divided among a variety

of ethnic groups. The dominant group, numbering more than 6 million and

living mainly in the south, are the mostly Sunni Pushtuns, who speak their own

language. The more than 4 million Tajiks, who live primarily in the eastern

part of the country, are also Sunni Muslims but speak the Dari dialect of

Persian . Approximately 1.5 million Uzbeks, who are also Sunni and speak a

Turkic language, live in the north . The 1.5 million Hazaras are mostly Shiite

and live in the center of the country. Other ethnic groups, including Turk

mens, Kirgiz, Baluchis, Ayrnaqs, Kohistanis, and Nuristans, are scattered

through the territory and account for the remaining 10 percent of the popula
tion of Afghanistan .

Traditionally, Afghanistan has been held together primarily by its Muslim

faith . N inety-nine percent of the population is Muslim; 80 percent are Sunnis,

and the rest are Shiite. There are also Sikh and Hindu minorities and a tiny

Jewish com mun ity. The Afghan version of Islam was traditionally quite mod-
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crate in both urban and rural areas. It was closely integrated into the traditional

tribal structure, in which village chiefs served as the community leaders. Most

of the population lived in rural areas; in 1979 the only large city was the capital,

Kabul, situated in the cast and home to 500,000 people. Smaller cities included

Heriit in the west, Kandahar in the south, and Mazar-i-Sharif and Kundiiz in

the north, each with a population of less than 200,000. The Afghans had a long

tradition of resisting invasions, especially those by the Mongols and the Rus

sians. Afghanistan was under the protection of the British from the mid nine

teenth century until just after World War I, in 1919. While England and Russia

(later the Soviet Union) were engaged in a series of conflicts with the people

of Central Asia, the Afghan monarchy always succeeded in maintaining inde

pendence by playing off the two great powers against each other. When King

Zahir Shah came to power in 1963, he accelerated the drive toward cultural,

economic, and political modernization . After 1<)59 women were no longer

obliged to wear veils and were granted access to schools and universities. Once

the king had decided in 1965 that something akin to democracy was the way

forward, the country began to develop a parliamentary system with full-fledged

political parties and free elections. The Communist coup in April 1<)78 and the

subsequent Soviet intervention destroyed the political equilibrium in the coun

try and undid the process of modernization that by then was well under way.

Afghanistan and the U.S.S.R. from 1917 to 1973

Links between Afghanistan and the Soviet Union went back a long way. In

April 1919, Khan Amanullah established diplomatic relations with the new

government in Moscow, allowing the Bolsheviks to open five consulates in the

country. On 28 February In I a treaty of peace and economic cooperation was

signed. As a result of this treaty, the Soviet Union assisted in the construction

of a new telegraph line and agreed to pay the king 500,000 dollars annually.

This was partly an attempt by the Soviet government to show its goodwill and

to counterbalance the still-dominant British influence in the country,' but it

was also an attempt to spread the revolution to countries that were still under

colonial influence. At the Congress of Eastern Peoples, held in Baku in Sep

tember 1920, the heads of the Communist International concluded that anti

colonialist and anti-imperialist slogans might attract nations under European

colonial influence to the Communist camp. The Comintern soon issued a

number of proclamations in which the term "class struggle" was replaced by

the term jihad (holy war) . It appears that three Afghans were present at the

congress: Agazade, of the Afghan Communists; Azim, who represented people

with no particular party attachment; and Karol. Tadjiev, another representative

of those with no clear party alignment.' In a similar vein, the resolutions of the
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Fourth Congress of the Communist International, which opened on 7 Novem

ber 1922, sought to weaken the imperialist powers by creating and organizing
"unified anti-imperialist fronts."

In September 1920, just before these events, Soviet troops led by Mikhail

Frunze, one of the leaders of the Red Army who had also taken part in the

repression of Nestor Makhno's Ukrainian anarchist movement, annexed the

Bukhara Khanate, which for a time had been part of the Afghan kingdom .

Several reprisal operations were carried out against the peasants and basmachis,
the resistance fighters labeled "brigands" by Soviet officials. The busmachis
fought against Russian and later Soviet domination of the region. The methods

used by Soviet army personnel in Afghanistan were analogous to those used

against rebellious peasants in Russia. The region was definitively annexed in

1924, although some fighting continued into the I<)30s, and more than a million

basmachis took refuge in Afghanistan. Basmachi resistance was not definitively

crushed by the Soviet Red Army until 1<)33. The Communists soon began to

exert influence on the leadership in Afghanistan, and a number of Afghan

officers left for training in the U.S.S.R. At the same time, Soviet diplomats

carried out a variety of underground activities, causing one attache and several

engineers to be expelled from the country for espionage." There is also evidence

that GPU agents were present in the country, most notably Georgy Agabekov,

who had been a member of the Cheka since Ino and was a member of its

foreign section. Agabekov was in charge of the Afghan operation while living

illegally first in Kabul and then in Istanbul, before he finally broke with the
GPU in 1<)30.;

In In<) Khan Amanullah introduced a policy of agricultural reform but

simultaneously began an antireligious campaign . The new antireligious laws

were modeled on the Turkish reforms of Kemal Ataturk and provoked a

peasant uprising led by Bacha-i Saqqao ("Son of the Water Carrier"), who

succeeded in overthrowing the regime." Initially this uprising was interpreted

by the Communist International as anticapitalist, but Soviet officials later

changed their mind and sought to help the troops of the old regime under the

command of Gulam-Nabi Khan, the Afghan ambassador in Moscow, to return

to Afghanistan . Suviet troops (the best units from Tashkent, with the assistance

of the Soviet air force) penetrated Afghanistan while disguised in Afghan

uniforms. Five thousand Afghans fighting for the government were killed. Any

villagers whom the Red Army encountered were immediately executed ." De

spite some battlefield successes, Gulam-Nabi's forces retreated north after

receiving word that Amanullah had abdicated and fled abroad. At this point

Soviet support for the anti-Saqqao forces ceased . The fight was taken up by

Nadir Shah, a noble with close ties to Great Britain who returned from his exile

in France and took over the leadership of the Afghan army. He was quickly
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proclaimed king by the nobility and tribal leaders. Bacha-i Saqqao found him

self without a disciplined army and on the verge of defeat, but soon after he

went into hiding he was arrested and executed . Nadir Shah tried to come to an

arrangement with both the British and the Soviet Union. He was recognized

and accepted in Moscow on condition that he withdraw Afghan support for the

basmachls. After Nadir Shah agreed to this condition, the leader of the basma
chis, Ibrahim Bek , was forced by the Afghan army to retreat into Soviet terri

tory, where he was arrested and executed." A new treaty of nonaggression with

the Soviet Union was signed on 24 June 1931. Nadir Shah was assassinated by

a student in 1933, and his son, Zahir Shah, became king in his place, although

actual power remained in the hands of the king's uncles and cousins.

After 1945 there were several more waves of modernization, which were

particularly notable in the capital, where five- and seven-year development

plans were enacted. Further treaties of friendship and cooperation were signed

with the Soviet Union, including a 1955 treaty providing for noninterference

in internal affairs. A number of Soviet advisers were welcomed into the country,

mainl y to help modernize the Afghan army.

From 1953 to 1963 Prince Mohammed Daoud, a cousin of the king, served

as prime minister and was responsible for governing the country. Despite

Daoud's role in helping to create the nonaligned movement, Soviet influence

in the country became more and more pronounced as time passed, and Soviet

officials were gradually assigned to key positions in the Afghan army and civil

service. Economic accords were almost invariably slanted in favor of the Soviet

U nion , despite efforts by Prince Daoud to move closer to the United States. In

1963 Daoud was sidelined by Zahir Shah, who over the next ten years

attempted to transform Afghanistan into a constitutional monarchy. Political

parties were legalized, and the first free elections took place in 1965. A second

round of elections followed in 1969. On both occasions the results favored the

local nobility and groups supporting the government. Afghanistan was slowly

becoming westernized and more modern, although the country was not yet

close to a true democracy. As Michael Barry noted, "The regime was far

from perfect : it was high-handed , privileged, and often corrupt. But it was

a long way from being the barbarous regime that the Afghan Communists

claimed it had been. The royal family had outlawed torture back in 1905,

and even the corporal punishments normal under Koranic law had fallen

into disuse. In that respect, the Communist regime represented a serious step

backward.t"

The Afghan Communists

Zahir Shah's democratization allowed the Afghan Communist Party, which

had long been an underground organization, finally to come into the open . The
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Communists took part in elections in the 1960s under the name of the Demo

cratic Party of the People of Afghanistan (DPPA). The DPPA held a congress

in early 1965 at which the Soviet-backed candidate, Nur-Mohammed Taraki,

was elected secretary general. However, serious tribal divisions and personal

rivalries sw irled behind the facade of Party unity. One DPPA founder, Babrak

Karrnal, was an aristocrat from the royal family: "KarmaI" was a pseudonym

meaning "friend of the workers" ; his real name was Mohammed Hussein

Khan. According to a KGB defector, Karma] was for many years a KGB

inforrner.!" Nur-Mohammed Taraki, the other founder of the Party, was the

son of a wealthy peasant from a village in the province of Ghazni . He was a

Push tun who had gained high government office thanks to his knowledge of

English . Hufizullah Arnin was also a Pushtun, but born in the suburbs of

Kabul into a family of civil servants. I I In the 1965 election Babrak Karmal and

two other Communists won seats in the parliament. In 1969 Karmal was
reelected and was joined in parliament by Amin.

The DPPA was made up of two factions, the Khalq (the People) and the

Parcharn (the Flag), each of which was named after its respective newspaper.

Khalq was the paper of the Push tuns from the southeast, while Parcharn was

read primarily hy middle-class Persian speakers, whose project was to put into

practice the theory of the united front. Both groups were orthodox Commu

nists and hewed very closely to Soviet policy, although the Parcharn were

perhaps slightly closer to the Soviet line. The schism hetween the two groups

lasted from 1lJ66 to 1976, with both sides claiming the right to be known as the

Afghan Communist Party and to act on behalf of the entire DPPA, In 1976

they reunited at Moscow's behest. The Party never had more than 4 000-6 ODO
rnernbers .!' In addition to these factions of the DPPA, there were sev~ral gr~ups
whose ideologies were oriented toward Marxism. The Shola-i-Javaid (Eternal

Flame) was a Maoist group founded in the early 1970s, which recruited most

of its members among Shiites and students. It later divided into several fac
tions, all of' which joined the anti-Soviet resistance.

From 1965 to 1l.J73 all Afghan Communist grou ps sys te rnat icallv deni

grated the government and the monarchy. Demonstrations became more and

more common, as did disruptions in parliament. The DPPA also began to
recruit more widely, particularly among the political elite.

The Coup ofMohammed Daoud

Daoud, who had been sidelined by Zahir in 1%3, carried out a coup in 1973

with the help of a number of Communist army officers. Outside observers have

offered various interpretations of these events. Some are convinced that the

strings were being pulled by Moscow;'! others believe that Daoud was manipu

lating the Communists. Wherever the truth may lie , seven members of the
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Parcham faction entered th e Daoud government as ministers. After th e coup,

consti tutional liberties were suspende d, and, at the instigation of the Commu

ni st s, the government unleashed a wave of rep ression . As one analyst noted,

" T he nationalist leader Hashim Maiwandwal (wh o had been a liberal prime

minister o f the country in 1965-1967) was arrested along with about forty

others for consp iring to overthrow the government; four of them were exe

cuted . The official version was that Maiwandal 'committed suicide' in prison.

The widely held belief was that D aoud had him assassin ated because he was

one of the few non-Communist opponents who pre sented the country with an y

real alternative."!" Torture and terror became commonplace, and the sinister

Pol-e-Charki prison was opened in 1974.

In 1975, howe ver, Daoud got rid of th e Communists and signed new

commercial ag reements not onl y with Eastern-bloc countries, but also with Iran

and India . Relations with the U.S.S.R. det eriorated, and during an offic ial visit

to the U.S.S.R., Daoud qu arreled with Brezhnev and began openly promoting

the eco nom ic independence of his country. Thereafter his days were numbered,

and he was toppled in a coup on 27 April 1978. Barry describes the situation

in the cou n try on the eve of the coup as follows : " Pre- I978 Afghan istan was a

secular state, with little time for Muslim extremism, officially neutral, accom

modating toward the Soviet Union, and not questioning either its borders or

its relations with other M uslim states . . . T o say that the U.S .S .R. acted to

block the rise of Mu slim extremism is simply not true: by overth rowing Daoud ,

the U.S.S.R . instead aided the rise of Muslim extremists, whose stre ngth it had

perhaps rather underestimated. Quite clearly the Soviets aided the Communist

coup d'etat to ensure that Afghanistan did not escape th eir clutches at the last

minute."! '

The April 1978 Coup. or "Saour Revolution"

The incident that provoked the Communist coup d'etat was the assassination

of Mir-Akbar Khaybar, one of the founders of th e OPPA, on 17 April 1978 in

circumstances that rema in mysterious. One theory put forward after the Par

cham had seized power is that he was eliminated by agents from the Kh alq led

by Hafizullah Amin. Another theory is that it was the work of Mohammed

Naj ibullah, the future leader of the Afghan secret ser vice, with help from th e

Soviet secret services." The immediate result of th e assassination was the

staging of a large Communist demonstration, followed by th e overthrow of

Daoud's government. The seizure of power doe s appear to have been premedi

tated . Amin, head of the Khalqs, who were particularly well represented in the

military, was planning a coup that was to take place in April 1980 .17 The spread

of Communism in Afghani stan had been brought about through the methods
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developed in Spain and then used in other "people 's democracies." First, Party

members sought high-ranking positions in industry, th e army, and the civil

serv ice. This infiltration was followed by the actual seizure of power in the

"Saour [Bull] Revolution" of Ap ril 1978. Daoud's attempts to outm aneuver

the Communist s, together with the assassination of Mir-Akbar Khaybar,

merely accelerated th e process. Shortly after the assassination , Communist

demonstrations became more and more widespread . Daoud ordered th e main

Communist leaders to be arrested or kept under close watc h . Arnin was also

placed under hou se arrest , but he was secret ly aided by the policemen sent to

guard him, who apparently were members of the DPPA. As a result, he was
able to organize the whole coup from his horne."

The pre sidential palace was attacked with tanks and planes on 27 April

1978. D aoud , his famil y, and the pr esidential guard refused to surrender. The

president and seventeen members of his famil y were killed the following day.

The first purge of non-Communist members of the military took place on 29

April. In the coup's aftermath, repressions of the o ld regime's s uppor ters led

to the death of about 10,000 people and the irnpr iso n rncnr of between 14,000
and 20,000 for political reason s."

The new government was proclaimed on 30 April. N ur- M ohammed

Taraki, a Khalq , was named president of the Democratic Republic of Afghani

stan; Babrak Karrnal , of th e Parcham faction, was named vice president and

deputy prime minister; and Hafizullah Amin, a Khalq , was named second vice

president and foreign minister. The Soviet U n ion was the first state to recog

nize the new government," and a treaty of cooperation and mutual assistance

was quickly signed. Taraki proposed a series of reforms that, according to

obser vers, broke with the traditional ways of Afghan societ y. Rural debt and

mortgages on land were aboli shed , school attendance became obligatory for all

children, and an tirel igious pr opaganda began to appear. Taraki was proclaimed

the "guide and father of the April Revolution." The spate of reforms led to

widespread discontent, and by Jul y 1978 the first revolts had broken out in

Asmar, in the southeast . Political vio lence became widespread . On 14 February

1979 the U.S., ambassador Adolph Dubs, was kidnapped by the M aoist Group

Setem-i-Milli (O ppress ion of the Nation), which demanded the release of one

of their leader s, Barrudem Bahes. Bahes, however, had already been executed

by the KHAD, the Afghan securi ty service, which was under the control of the

Soviet KGB. Officers from the KHAD tried to intervene, but ended up killing

both the ambassador and his kidnappers." According to Etienne Gille, "Some

say th at this operation was carried out in secret to compromise the diplomatic

situation of the Khalq regime.':" In any case, no witn esses of the events
survived .

Sho rt ly afterward the government began an antireligious cr usad e. The
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Koran was burned in public, and imams and other religious leaders were

arrested and killed. On the night of 6 January 1979 all 130 men in the Mo

jaddedi clan, a leading Shiite group, were massacred.P All religious practices

were banned, even for the tiny S,OOO-strong Jewish community living in Kabul

and Herat, who responded by fleeing to Israel.

The rebellion began to grow, although it lacked any real structure. It

spread fastest in the cities and from there into the country. According to Eri c

Bachelier, "In every tribe and every ethnic group with its own traditions,

networks of resistance began to spring up. The resistance was the result of a

multitude of groups in permanent contact with the population, and the com

mon link was invariably Islam."H Faced with this widespread resistance, the

Afghan Communists and their Soviet advisers began to practice terror on a

large scale. Michael Barry describes one such incident:

In March 1979 the village of Kerala became the Oradour-sur-Glane of
Afghanistan; 1,700 adults and children, the entire male population of
the village , were all assembled in the town square and machine-gunned
at point-blank range . The dead and dying were thr own into three mass
graves and buried with a bulldozer. For a while afterward the women
could still see the earth move slightly as the wounded struggled to
escape, but soon all movement stopped . All the women fled to Pakistan.
They were labeled "feudal counterrevolutionaries who had sold them
selves to American and Chinese interests" hy the Afghan leaders, and
they told these stories crying with anguish in the refugee shelters. I ;

The Afghan Communists were constantly asking for more assistance from

the U.S.S.R. In March 1979, severeal MiG fighters based in Soviet territory

bombed the small city of Herat, which had just fallen into the hands of

anti-Communist rebels. The army then entered the city to mop up the remain

ing resistance. The ensuing bombardment, together with the repression that

followed the town 's recapture, claimed between 5,000 and 25,000 lives out of

a total population of 200,000. There is not currently, and ma y never be, any

way to tell exactly how man y died in the repression ." After this action, the

rebellion spread throughout the country, forcing the Communists once again

to ask the Soviet Union for aid . In this instance, the dissident Vladimir Bu

kovsky reports, Soviet assistance ineluded "special supplies, for 53 million

rubles, of 140 artillery pieces, 90 armored vehicles (including 50 ambulances),

48,000 guns and rifles, nearly 1,000 grenade launchers, and 680 aerial bombs

.. . As an immediate response [the Soviet Union] sent 100 stocks of incendiary

gas and 150 cases of bombs, but were unable to meet the Afghan request for

chemical weapons and bombs filled with poisonous gas. They were also unable

to send pilots for the helicopter teams.t?? At the same time, terror reigned in

Kabul. The Pol-e-Charki prison, on the eastern outskirts of the city, became a
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concentration camp." As Say yed Abdullah , the director of the prison, ex

plained to the prisoners: "You're here to be turned into a heap of rubbish."

Torture was common; the worst form entailed live burial in the latrines. Hun

dreds of prisoners were killed every night, and the dead and dying were buried

by bulldozers. Stalin's method of punishing entire ethnic groups for the actions

of some of its members was adopted, leading to the arrest on 15 August 1979
of 300 people from the I-1azaras ethnic group who were suspected of supporting

the resistance. "One hundred fifty of them were buried alive by the bulldozers,

and the rest were doused with gasoline and burned alive." In September 1979
the prison authorities admitted that 12,000 prisoners had been eliminated. The

director of Pol-e-Charki told anyone who would listen : "We'll leave only I mil
lion Afghans alive-that's all we need to build socialism."?"

While the country was being transformed into a giant prison, the struggles

between the Khalq and the Parchurn continued inside the DPPA, with the

Khalq gradually gaining the upper hand . As Parcham leaders were steadily

removed from positions of power, they were sent as ambassadors to countries

behind the Iron Curtain . Babrak Karmal was sent to Czechoslovakia at the

express request of the Soviet U nion . Conflicts occurred within the ruling

Khalq as well. On 10 September 1<)7<), Amin overthrew Taraki, becoming

prime minister and secretary general of the DPPA. He quickly eliminated his

opponents within the Khalq and had Taraki assassinated, although the official

newspapers stated that Taraki had died as the result of a long illness . Foreign

observers noted the presence of 5,()()() Soviet advisers in Afghanistan at the

time, as well as a special visit by General Ivan Grigorievich Pavlovsky, the
commander in chief of Soviet ground forces. "

One year after the Communist coup, the situation in the country was
terrifying. As Shah Bazgar explains:

Babruk Kurrnal claimed that IS,O()() people had died in the purges car
ried out bv his two predecessors, Taraki and Amin . The real number
was at least 40,()(){). Among them, alas, were two of my maternal cousins,
who died in Pol-e-Charki . One of them, Selah Sufay, was a well-known
man of leiters, whose poem s used to he read on the radio and television .
I was extremely fond of him. My other cousin, his brother, was a
teacher, The whole elite of the country was purged. The few who sur
vived all told of terri hie Communist atrocities. The doors of the cells
would he opened , and, lists in hand, soldiers would call out the names of
the detainees. They would slowly get up. A few minutes later mutlled
machine-gun lire would he heard .nw

These casualty ligures include onlv Kabul and the other cities. Executions in

the countryside, where the Communists sought to wipe out the resistance

through a genuine re ign of terror, including a bombing campaign, led to the
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death of approximately 100,000 additional people. The number of Afghan

refugees who fled these massacres en masse has been estimated at more than

500,000 ..11

TheSoviet Intervention

Afghanistan by the fall of 1979 was deep into civil war. Despite the repressions,

the Communists were unable to enforce their authority in th e co untry and were

com pe lled once more to seek assistance from the Soviet U nion . This assistance

proved to be greater than Arnin's government had expected . Am in had been

startin g to sh y away from M oscow, increasing contact s with countries not

directly under Soviet influence and even with the Americans (as a young man

he had studied in the U nited States). Soviet leaders decided to intervene to

rea ssert control. The decision was approved by the Sovi et Politburo on 12
December 1979. On 25 December Operation Storm 333 was launched, and

Soviet troops crossed the borders into Afghanistan. Ostensibly they were hon

orin g the treaty of friendship and cooperation and were offering "fraternal"

assistance to the authorities in Kabul. According to a former KGB officer, " A

com m ando assault team from the KGB led by Colonel [Grigory] Boyarinov .. .

attacked th e pal ace, assassinating Amin and any witnesses who could have

reported on the events.":" Before his death, Arnin was given th e opportunity to

retire and accept a generous pension. When he refused , he was killed and

replaced by Babrak Karma\. The new government was proclaimed in a radi o

broadcast from the Soviet Union before Am in was executed ."

There are numerous hypotheses concerning the Soviet intervention. Some

commentators view it as an attempt by Moscow to expand to the south . Others

see it as part of a project to br ing stability to a region in whi ch the expansion

o f radical Islam posed a clear threat. The int er vention mi ght also be seen sim ply

as a case of So viet imperialism, a further expre ssion of th e mes sianic character

of Marxist regimes desiring all peoples to be Communist. Another possibility

is that the Sovi et government felt a genuine desire to defend ano ther Commu

ni st sta te that was under attack from "agents of imperialism.v'"
The first Soviet troops arrived in Afghanistan on 27 December 1979; by

early 1980 th ere were nearly 100,000 on the ground. The war fell into four

distinct phases. In the first phase, in 1979-1982, Soviet troops occupied the

country. The second , most difficult phase was the "total war " of 1982-1986.
S oviet retreat in 1987-1989 marked the th ird phase. The final phase, lasting

until 1992, beg an after the Soviet Army' s withdrawal on 15 February 19H9,
when Mohammed N ajibullah became the head of state and initiated an effo rt

to create national unity and reform in a manner akin to Gorba chev. In 19H9 the

Soviet go vernment sent aid in the form of military technology wort h 2.5 bill ion
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rubl es. Another 1.4 bill ion rubles' wort h of weaponry was provided the follow

ing year. The ajibullah government fell when military assistance ceased in
1992 afte r the So viet U nion 's collapse..15

Throughou t thi s time the country was caught between two different

mode s of terror: th e Soviet Army practiced a form of total war and a scorched

earth policy, while in areas not under direct Soviet attack Afghans experienced

traditional method s of terror at th e hands of the Communist regime. The

syst ematic elimination of real or imaginary opponents took place in the special

pri son s of the AG SA (O rganization for the Protection of Afghan Interests).

The AG SA quickl y went through various incarnations, becoming the KHAD

(State Information Service) and then the WAD (Ministry of State Security) .

By lImo the secre t police organs were directly dependent on the KGB for both

finances and advi sers. This method of govern ment by terror theoreticall y last ed

until 19HtJ, when the Soviet troops left th e country. In practice, however, it

lasted until the fall of Mohammed Najibullah's government in 1992.
Throughout the nine years of the war, th e Soviet Army and the Afghan

Communists never fully controlled more than 20 percent of the country. They

cont ented themselve s with the main cen ters of power, such as the cities, the

grain- prod ucing areas, and the areas with gas and oil reserves-which were of

course inevitably de stined for the U.S.S.R. "T he extraction of resources and

the development of Afghanistan were car ried out in a typicall y colonial fashion .

The colony produced the primary resources and provided a market for the

industrial product s o f the metropolis, keeping its ind ustry goin g . . . In line

with the well-established Russian technique, the occupying fo rces made the

country itself pay for the cost of the war. The armies, tanks, and bombing of

villages were invoiced and paid [or with gas, cotton, and, later, copper and

electricity." 1/, During these years the Soviet Un ion, with the aid of the Afghan

arm y, carried out what was in pr act ice a total war. Meanwhile the Afghan army

suffered massive losses from desertions, falling in strength from 80,000 in 1989
to barely .\ 0,000 two years later. In 19H2 all reserves were called up , and in

March of the t(lilow in~ year general mobilization was decreed for all men aged

eighteen and 0\'Cf". C hi ld ren were also forcibl y con scripted at age fifteen.

Aside from elite units of special operations (Spctsnaz) forces, the Soviet

soldiers sent to Afghanistan were primarily from the western peripheral repub

lics, including Ukraine, Latvia, Estonia, and Lithuania. They replaced the

cont ingents of tro ops based in Central Asia, whom the Soviet government ma y

have seen as potent ially susceptible to a rad ical form of Islam. More than

600.00() troops were sent to th e country, and 14,751 of them died in the war.'?

Their bodies wer e ra rclv returned to their famil ies, and many were not even

brou ght hack to the U.S.S .R. The scaled , lead-lined coffins that were sent to th e

families usuallv held nothing hut sand or som etimes the bodies of unidentified
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soldiers." Demoralized by this war that had no name, countless soldiers fell
pre y to alcoholism and drug abuse involving hashi sh, opium, and heroin . Some
of th ese drugs were supplied by the KGB. Pr ofits from drug production in

Afghanistan were even greater than those of Southeast Asia 's Golden Triangl e.

To be sent home, many soldiers mutilated themselves. Upon thei r return they
were generally abandoned to their fate , and some were sen t to psychiatri c

hospitals." Many others dri fted into a life of crime. The war also gave birth to

a number of right-wing nationalist groups, most notably the ultra right-wing

and antisemitic Pam yat group, to which the KGB turned a blind eye."
The Afghan resist ance gathered strength in the face of the Soviet invasion ,

growing to between 60,000 and 200,000 fighters. With suppo rt from a majority

of the population, the Afghan resistance con sisted of seven Sunni parties,

whose headquarter s were in Pakistan, and eight Shiite groups, with bases in
Iran." All claimed some basis in rad ical or moderate Islam . The resistance also
had the support of the U.S. government, which supplied the guerrillas with

arms, including surface-to-air Stinger missiles, which deterred low-level aerial
attacks by Soviet bombers, thu s foiling one of the key elements in the Soviet

war effort. Other than aerial bombardment, th e Soviet Army's main strategy

had been simply one of terror. Any person or village suspected of assisting the
resistance in the smallest degree suffered immediate reprisals. Repression was

constant and omnipresent.
The atrocities committed were those to be found in all large -scale war s,

and the violence born of total war and constant attrition spread throughout the

country.f The Afghan resistance also carried out atr ocitie s, likewise barbaric

and inexcusable. Unlike other conflicts, notabl y the war in Vietnam, to which
Afgh anistan was often compared, the war received very little attention from the

world press, and very few pictures of the conflict were ever released . The
Afgh an resistance was in fact waging a general insurrection in response to both

the Communist coup d'etat and the invasion from abroad . The powers who
supported the resistance fighters paid scant attention to the extent of their

respect for human rights and on occasion supported some extremely unsavory
groups. But on the whole, responsibility for the origins of the conflict must rest

with the C ommunists and their Soviet allies. Government by mass terror and
the system of coercion establ ished by the Communists in Afghanistan were

constants in the history of the Communist movement .

The Scale of Repression

The Refugee Problem

The number of refugees grew con stantly. At the end of 1980, it was estimated

that more than 1 million refugees had fl ed Afghanistan. Eighty percent of the
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intellectuals had left by mid-1982 . Earl y in 1983 there were more than 3 mil

lion refugees out of a total pre war population of 15.5 milli on . In 1984 the
number passed 4 million," and it reached 5 million in the early 1990s. In
addition to those who had left the country, there were 2 million internal refu

gees who were forced to leave their villages to escape the war and repression.
According to Amnesty International, the refugees who left Afghanistan were
" the largest refugee group in the world .":" More than two-thirds of all refugees

fled to Paki stan; most of the rest went to Iran; a tiny number reached Western
Europe or the United States. Michael Barry recalled that "in the autumn of

1985, during a secret mission on horseback in four provinces in eastern and
central Afghanistan on behalf of the International Federat ion for the Rights of

Man, the Swedish doctor Johann Lagerfelt and I made a survey of twenty

three villages and found that 56.3 percent of the population had been dis
placed ."4s O ver the whole territor y, more than half the population was forced
to move as a direct con sequence of' the politics of terror deployed by the Soviet

Army and its Afghan assistants.

War Crimes and the Destruction of Villages

From the outset, Soviet atta cks were concen trated In four areas: alo ng the

bord er ; in the Panjshir valley; in the Kandah ar region , in the sou th of the
country; and in Herar, in the east; the last two zones were occupied in February

1982. The total -war strategy pursued by the Soviet army received swift con

demnation in 1981 from the Permanent Peoples' Tribunal in Stock holm and
London , heir to the "Russell Tribunals" (the International War Crimes Tribu

nals ) that had been " inspired directly by the Nuremberg tribunals, of which
they are a legal offshoot.":" The Permanent Peoples' Tribunal began an inves

tigation into one case of mass killing. It was entrusted to Michael Barry, a

specialist in Afghan affairs; to a legal expert, Ricardo Fraile; and to a photogra
pher, Michel Baret. The investigation confirmed that on 13 September 1982 in

Padkhwab-e Shana (south of Kabul , in Logar Province) , 105 villagers who

were hiding in an underground irrigation canal were burned alive by Soviet
troops. The investigators determined that th e Soviet troops had killed the

Afghans with a combination of gasoline, pentrire, and dinitrotoluene (a highly

combustible subs tance) from pipes plugged into tankers th at the y had brought
in . This crime received official condemnation at a session of the Peoples'

Tribunal held at the Sorbonne on 20 December 1982. The representative of
the Afghan government in Paris claimed that the tribunal was an instrument of

im perialism and denied the crime, arguing that " the ceilings inside the Afghan

kdrez [water pipes] ar e onl y a few cen t ime ters high , and it would be impossible
for humans to fit inside."47

In the village of Khasham Kala, also in Logar Province, 100 civilians, who
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had put up no resistance at all, died in the same manner." Whenever the Soviet

troops entered a village, the y brought terror with them, as one observer de

scribed : "The convoy stops within sight of a village. After an artillery barrage,

all the exits are blocked ; then the soldiers enter the village in armored vehicles

looking for 'enemies.' All too often, and there are innumerable reports of this ,

the searching of villages is accompanied by acts of blind barbarism, with

women and old men killed if they show any sign of fear. Soldiers, Afghans as

well as Soviets, steal radios and carpets, and tear jewelr y off the women." War

crimes and acts of savagery recurred with monotonous regularity: "Soviet

soldiers poured kerosene over the arms of one boy and set fire to him in front

of his parents to punish them for refusing to hand over any information.

Villagers were forced to stand barefoot in the snow in freezing temperatures to

force them to talk." One soldier explained: "We never took prisoners of war,

not a single one. We just killed the prisoners wherever we found them ... If

we were on a punitive expedition, we didn't shoot the women and children with

bullets. We just locked them in a room and threw in a few grenades. "4~

The intention was to sow terror, to cow the population into submission,

and to prevent Afghan civilians from helping the resistance. Reprisal operations

were always carried out in the same spirit. Women were thrown naked from

helicopters, and entire villages were destroyed to avenge the death of one Soviet

soldier. Observers recalled that "after an attack on a convoy near the village of

Muchkizai in the region of Kandahar, the population of the villages of

Kolchabad, Muchkizai, and Timur Qalacha was massacred on 13 October 1983

in a reprisal operation. There were 126 dead in total : 40 in Timur Qalacha (i.e.,

the entire village), 51 in Kolchabad, and 35 in Muchkizai. Most of the victims

were women and children-50 women aged twenty to thirty-two, and 26 chil

dren . All the young men had left the villages as soon as the convoys arrived, to

avoid conscription .l"? Villages were also systematically bombed to prevent the

resistance forces from launching any sort of counterattack . On 17 April 1985,

for instance, Soviet troops destroyed villages to wipe out resistance bases in

Laghman Province, killing nearly 1,000 people. On 28 May 1985, having

"cleansed" the villages, the Soviet Army left the Laghman-Kounar zone."

International conventions were systematically violated. All evidence sug

gests that poison gases of various types were used regularly against the civilian

population. There are numerous reports of the use of toxic gases, tear gas, and

asphyxiants. Napalm and phosphor gas were used intensively during the bom

bardment of the Afghan countryside by the Soviet air force.V On I December

1982 neurotoxic gases were allegedly used against the Afghan resistance, result

ing in an unknown number of victims. " In 1982 the U.S. State Department

reported the use of mycotoxin, a biological weapon. The periodical La nouvelles
d'Afghanistan noted in December 1986 that " the So viets this summer have used
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a chemical weapon in Kandahar," and Le point on 6 October 1986 noted that

deadl y chemical weapons had been used in Paghman. In addition , the Soviet

army was known to have poisoned water supplies, causing the deaths of both

people and cattle.54 The Soviet high command ordered the bombing of villages

known to shelter deserters to discourage the Afghans from showing them any

hospitality.v The Soviet army also used Afghan soldiers as front-line troops in

mine-clearing operations, and sent them out to test the ground ahead of Soviet

troops. In late 1988, Soviet forces used Scud and Hurricane missiles to clear

the main routes for their withdrawal. In 1989 Soviet troops retraced the route

taken ten years earlier, making sure they controlled all the access roads to

prevent attacks from the resistance.

Before withdrawing, the Soviet Union had begun a new strategy of killing

refugees. Amnesty International remarked that

groups of men, women, and children fleeing their villages have been
subjected by the Soviets to intense bombardments as reprisals for guer
rilla attacks . Among the cases cited is one group of ]00 families from the
village of Sherkhudo, in Faryab Province, in the extreme northwest of
the country, who were attacked twice during their SOD-kilometer fl ight
toward the border with Pakistan . In the first attack, in October 1987,
government forces encircled them, killing nineteen people, including
seven children under six years of age. Two weeks later, helicopters again
opened fire on the group, killing five men ."

Several times, refugee villages in Pakistan that were suspected of harboring

resistance bases were relentlessly bombed, including the Matasangar camp on

27 February 1987Y

Observers also noted the extensive use of antipersonnel mines. Some 20

million mines were laid, mainly around security zones. These mines were used

to protect Soviet troops and the industrial complexes that supplied products to

the Soviet Union. Mines were also dropped from helicopters into agricultural

areas to render the land useless . Antipersonnel mines have so far maimed at

least 700,000 people and are still a major hazard today. During the height of

the war, Soviet troops also deliberately targeted children, dropping booby

trapped toys from airplanes" Shah Bazgar described the systematic destruc

tion of villages: "The Soviets attacked every single house, looting and raping

the women . The barbarism was worse than instinctive, and appeared to have

been planned. They knew that in carrying out such acts they were destroying

the very foundation of our society.?"

The scorched-earth and total-war policies were accompanied by the sys

tematic destruction of Afghanistan's cultural heritage. Kabul had been a cos

mopolitan city in which "the Kabuli spirit was alive, with good humor verging
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on the risque, and a generally relaxed air toward moral s and social mores far

removed from the norm in the countryside.t'r" These cultural characteristics

disappeared as a result of the war and the Soviet occupation . The small cit y of

Herat suffered terribl y from repeated Soviet bumbardments and reprisals for

the general uprising that had taken place in the west of the country in March

1979 . All the monuments in the town, including a twelfth-century mosq ue, and

the old town, which dated back to the sixteenth century, were seriously dam

aged. Their reconstruction was stymied by the continuing Soviet presence."!

Political Terror

The war not only was directed against the civil population, but was accompa

nied by political terror in the zones controlled by the Afghan Communists,

with the support of the Soviet forces. Soviet-occupied Afghanistan was effec

tively transformed into a giant concentration camp. Prison and torture were

systematically applied against anyone who opposed the regime.

Political terror was the province of the KHAD, the Afghan secret police,

which was the equivalent of the KGB. The KH i\D controlled all detention

centers and practiced torture and murder on a grand scale. Although the secret

police were officially controlled by Mohammed Najibu llah, "Vatanshah, a So

viet Tajik aged around forty .. . took charge of the torture and interrogation

service in the KHAD headquarters after Soviet troops moved into the coun

try."~2 The Pol-e-Charki pri son had been emptied after the amnesty declared

by Babrak Karrnal upon coming to power. It did not stay empty for long. In

February 19110, after Karmal imposed martial law, the prisons quickly filled

once more. Bernard Dupaigne described Poi-e-Charki :

The prison is made up of eight wings laid out like the spokes of a wheel
. . . Block 1 is reserved for people whose interrogation is completed but
who have not yet been judged. Block 2 holds the most important prison
ers, particularly survivors of the group of Communist officials from the
faction that has lost favor . . . Block 4 holds prisoners of great impor
tance ... Block 3 is feared most because it is between the others and
receives no direct sunlight. It is here that the most obstreperous prison
ers are kept. Its cells are so small that the prisoners can nci rher stand nor
stretch out. Overcrowding is common .. . The size of the prison was
increased in the spring of 1982 by the creation of underground cells.
These are probably what prisoners are referring to when they speak with
sueh fear of "the tunnels" . . . Between 12,000 and 15,000 people are
imprisoned in Pol-e-Charki . To that number we should add at least
5,000 political prisoners in the eight other detention centers and in the
other prisons in Kabul .?"!
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In early 1985 a United Nations report on the human-rights situation in

Afghanistan accused the KHAD of being an immense torture machine. The

report indicated that the KHAD controlled seven detention centers in Kabul:

"(I) Bureau 5 of the KHAD, known as Khad-i-Panj; (Z) the KHAD headquar

ters in the Shasharak district; (3) the Ministry of Internal Affairs building; (4)

the Central Interrogation Bureau, known as the Sedarar; (5) the offices of the

military branch of the KHAD, known as the Khad-i-Nezami, with two private

houses ncar the Sedarat building; (6) the Ahmad Shah Khan house; and (7) the

Wasil' Akbar Khan house, the KHAD offices in the Howzai Bankat district."?'

The KHAD had also requisitioned ZOO individual houses around the capital,

in addition to its prisons and military outposts in the major towns ."
The UN report continued:

With regard to the nature of the tortures practiced [by the Afghan
government], the reporter's attention has been drawn to a wide range of
techniques. In his statement, a former security police officer listed eight
different types of torture: electric shocks applied to the genitals of men
and the breasts of women; tearing out fingernails, combined with elec
tric shock; removing all toilet facilities from the prisoners' cells, so that
after a cert ain time they are obliged to perform such functions in full
view of their cell mates; the introduction of wooden objects into the
anu s, a practice used in particular with aged or respected prisoners;
pulling out the beards of prisoners, particularly if they are old or relig
ious figures ; strangulation of prisoners to force open their mouths,
which arc then urinated into; the use of police dogs against pr isoners;
hanging by the feet for an indefinite period; the rape of women, with
their hands and feet tied, and the introduction of a variety of objects
into the vagina .?"

To these physical tortures should be added an array of psychological tortures,

including mock executions, the rape of a member of the prisoner's family in

his presence, and the pretense that the prisoner was to be freed." Soviet

advisers took part in interrogations and assisted the executioners."
Christopher Andrew and Oleg Gordievsky maintain that "the KGB reen

acted some of the horrors of the Stalinist period on Afghan territory."?" The

KHAD employed 70,000 Afghans, including 30,000 civilians, and was con

trolled by 1,500 KGB officers."
Despite the politics of terror that immediately followed the Communist

coup, resistance groups proliferated, and bombs rained down on Communist

centers. Demonstrations also took place. Students went on strike on 27 April

1980 to celebrate the coup d'etat in their own fashion . Their initial demonstra

tion was repressed, and sixty students, including six young girls, were killed ."
The str ike lasted for one month, ending in the imprisonment of numerous
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stude nts both male and female, man y of whom were subseq uently tortured .

" T he lucky ones were merely expelled from the ir schoo ls, on a temporary or
permanent basis." 72 Non-Communists found man y opportun ities barred to

them, and repression of students and teachers became ever more severe. "T o
fr ighten the schoolgirls, the executioners would take them to visit the chamber

of horrors where resistance fighters were tortured : Farida Ahmadi saw severed
limbs scattered around one room in the KHAD bu ildin g . .. These selected

victims from the student milieu were then released back into the community
to spread panic among their comrades, so that their experie nces might ser ve as

a lesson to the others."?'
In the autumn of 1983 Amnesty International publi shed a report and

launched an appeal to obtain the release of a number of prisoners. Professor

Hassan Kakar, who was the head of a history department specializing in th e

history of Afghanistan, and who had earlier taught at Harvard, was arrested
for having helped members of the Parcham faction (even though he was not a

member of the DPPA) and for having given shelter to several others. His trial
took place In camer a, with no lawyer permitted to defend him. He was accused
of counterrevolutionary activities and sentenced to eight years in prison . Two

of his colleagues, who were also professors, were sentenced to eight and ten
years in prison, respect ively. Mohammed Yunis Akbari, the onl y nuclear physi

cist of any renown in Afghanistan, was relieved of his duties in 1983 and
simultaneously arrested and detained without charge. Having already been

arrested on two pre vious occasions, in 1981 and 1983, he was sen tenced to death

in 1984 and finally executed in 1990.74 Intellectuals who belonged to research
and discussion groups whose aim was to find an end to the conflict were

sys tematically imprisoned . A similar fate was in stor e for anyone who was
deemed to present any sort of threat to the regime.

Information was strictly controlled throughout the Communist era. For
eigners not accredited by the government were considered per sonae non gratae,
as were journalists and medical personnel. When arrested, they were taken to

the central prison and interrogated. They were not ph ysically tortured because

humanitarian organizations were invariably aware of their presence in the

country and would immediately demand their release . But when they were tried
and it became clear that the prosecution's case was based on falsified evidence,
they were often forced to admit that they had been spying for foreign govern

ments and had taken part in resistance forces, despite their presence there in a
purely humanitarian capacity,"

Although foreigners were a nuisance, the y were neither tortured nor

killed." By contrast, Afghan suspects who were arrested were often tortured

and killed. Militants from Afghan Mellat, for instance, the social democratic
Pushtun party founded in 1966, were arrested on 18 Ma y Ilj83 despite lack of
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proof that the y had suppor ted resistance activity. Amnesty International pub
lished a list-to which more names were added Iater-s-of eighteen members of

Afghan Mellat who had been arrested for allegedly making public statements
in suppo rt of th e rebel s. Officiall y, between 8 June 1980 and 22 April 1982, the

government announced more than fifty death sente nces for counterrevolution
ary activity. Another seventy-se ven were announced in 1984, and fort y more in
1985.77

In the summer of 1980 Shah Bazgar put together a list of more than
52,000 prisoners in Kabul and 13,000 in Jelalabad . According to his figures ,
there were more than 100,000 prison er s in all.?" On 19 April 1992 the Pol-e

Charki pri son was captured by the resistance, which freed 4,000 pr isoners. In
May 1992 a mas s grave was disco vered nearby, containing the remains of 12,000

people."
When Babrak Karmal was dismissed in Ilj80, he was replaced by Moham

med Najibullah, a president who closely resembled Gorbachev and who usually
called himself "Comrade Najib" to avoid all reference to Allah. After assuming

power, he restored his last name in the interests of national unity. Najibullah
was a member of the Parcham and a retired physician who had been a diplomat

in Iran and was extremely close to Mo scow. He had been the head of the KHAD
from 19RO to 19H6 and had heen praised for his work there by Yuri Andropov,

the longtime head of the Sovi et KGB who went on to become general secre tary
of the Soviet Communist Party. Najibullah was called " the ox" by his brother

Seddiqullah Rahi, who once com pared him to Lavrcnti Beria, and claim ed that
he had signed execution orders for 90,000 people in the spa ce of six years .xn In

addition to being the head of the secret services, N ajibu llah was resp onsible for

person ally torturing countless people. On e of the rare survivors had th e fol
lowing to say: " Because I had denied the accusatio ns several times, Najib ullah

approached me and dealt me several blows to the stomach and thc face. I fell

to the ground . On the ground, half-con sciou s, I remember recei ving marc kicks
in the face and in the back . Blood was pouring out of m y mouth and m y nose.

I did not regain consciousness until a few hours later, when I was hack in my
cell."

Frequently blind chance had a major role to play in the repressions. One

merchant , who had been a deputy in parliament during Zahir's reign, was

arrested by mistake, tortured, and subsequently released.

My arrest took place at ahout 9:30 in the evening . .. I was put into a cell
with two other prisoners, a builder from Kalahan , to the north of Kabul ,
and an official from Nangarhiir Province who worked in the Mini str y of
Agr iculture. It was clear that the builder had been very badly beaten
already. His clothes were covered in blood, and his arms were badl y
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brui sed . . . I was taken away for interrogation . I was told that in the last
few weeks I had visited Mazar-i-Sharif and Kandahar, and that the
purpose of my visit had been to sow discont ent with the gove rn ment
among the populace there . . . In reality, I hadn 't left Kabul for more
than six months. I protested my innocence, but as soon as I did that the
blows started to rain down ... An old-fashioned telephone was con
nected to my toes, and they used it to give me electric shocks .. . I
wasn't interrogated any more after that . Two days later one of the
KH AD men who had taken part in the interrogation came into my cell
and told me I was to be released. He said that the KHAD was satisfied
that my arrest had been a mistake."

Terror was also used on Afghan children. They wer e picked up and se n t

to the Soviet Union, where they were tr ained as child spies to be sent to

infiltrate the resistance. Children were drugged in order to limit th eir ind e

pendence, and the older ones were offered the services of prostitutes. One boy,

Naim, told Shah Bazgar:

I come from Herat. When I was eight , I was taken out of school and
placed in the Sazman [the Afghan Communist Youth organization] and
then sent to the US.S.R. for nine months. M y father was a Communist,
and he was in favor of this. M y mother had died by th en, and my father
had remarried . At home, apart from one brother and one sister, every
one was a Khalq . My father sold me to the Soviets. For several months
he got money like that . . . Our task was to be spies.

When Bazgar asked Naim whether he had ever seen a child die, th e b oy

answered : "Several times. Once by electricity. The child 's bod y sprang about a

meter up into the air and then fell to the ground . The child had refused to work

as a spy. On another occasion a child was brought before us. He was accused

of not having told on one of his comrades who had apparentl y placed a bomb

underneath a Rus sian armored car. We watched as they strun g him up from a

tree. They sh outed out : 'This is what happens if you don 't do what you' re

told!"'R2More than 30,000 children between the ages of six and fourteen were

sent to the Soviet Union. If the parents dared to protest, they were labeled

resistance fighters and thrown into prison.

The terror touched the whole population . Ever y age group fell victim to this

total war and the government 's repressive policies. The Soviet occupying

forces tried to stam p out the resi stance by ever y possible me an s, including the

use of indiscriminate terror, th e bombing of civilians, ma ssacres of entire

villages, and the sending of countless people into exile . Hand in hand with the

Communism in Afghanistan

civil terror came the political terror. All th e lar ge towns had special prisons

wher e detainees were tortured and then usually killed .

The Consequences of the Intervention

The Communist coup d'etat and the subsequent intervention by the Soviet

arm y had tragic cons eq uences for Afghanistan . In the 1960s the coun try was on

the road to prosp erity, modernization, and d emocracy; Daoud's coup, which

was supported by the Commun ist s, ended eco no mic de velopment and plunged

Afghanistan deep in to civil war. The country was forced to make do with a war

economy, whi ch was oriented heavil y in favor of th e Soviet U n ion . Smugglin g

(of drugs, guns , and other goods) became common, and the eco no my rapidl y

fell into ruins. The scale of the d isaster is still hard to measure today. Out o f a

population of approximatel y 15.5 million, more than 5 million inhabitants have

left for Pakistan and Iran, where they now live in miserable conditions. The

number of deal! is extremely hard to determine, but most ob servers agree that

th e war took between 1.5 million ami 2 million lives, 90 percent of whom were

civilians . Between 2 million and 4 million were wounded . The direct and

ind irect role played by Communi sm in the g ro wth of ex tre mis t Islamic m ove

ments, and in the reawakening of tension between diffcrent eth n ic gro u ps , is

undeniable, although it ma y be hard to quantify. A fghan istan was once on the

path to modernity, but it has become a count ry in which war and vio len ce seem

to have become the central refe rence points in society.
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Conclusion: Why?

Stephane Courtois

Theblue eyesof the revolution burnwith cruel necessity.

Louis Aragon, Lefront rouge

This book has attempted to look beyond blind spots, partisan pas
sions, and voluntary amnesia to paint a true picture of all the criminal aspects
of the Communist world, from individual assassinations to mass murder. It is

part of a more general process of reflection on the phenomenon of Commu

nism in the twentieth century, and it is only one stage, but it comes at a key
moment, with the internal collapse of the system in Moscow in 1991 and the

consequent availability of rich new sources of information that until recently
had been inaccessible. Better knowledge of the events is indispensable, but no

matter how sophisticated our knowledge may become, it will never on its own

satisfy either our intellectual curiosity or our conscience. The fundamental
question remains: Why ? Why did modern Communism, when it appeared in

1917, almost immediately turn into a system of bloody dictatorship and into a

criminal regime? Was it really the case that its aims could be attained only
through such extreme violence? How can one explain how these crimes came to

be thought of as part of normal procedure and remained such for so many

decades?
Soviet Russia was the first Communist regime. It became the heart and

engine of a worldwide system that at first established itself slowly, and then

expanded rapidly after 1945. The Leninist and Stalinist U.S.S.R. was the cradle

of all modern Communism. The fact that it became a criminal regime so
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quickly is extremely surprising, particularly given the manner in which the

socialist movement had developed until then.

Throughout the nineteenth century, theories about revolutionary violence were

dominated by the founding experience of the French Revolution. In 1793-94
the French Revolution went through a period of extreme violence that took

three distinct forms. The most savage were the "September massacres," during

which 1,000 people were spontaneously killed by rioters in Paris, with no

intervention by the government, and no instructions from any party. The

best-known form of violence was carried out by revolutionary tribunals, sur

veillance committees, and the guillotine, accounting for the death of 2,625

people in Paris and 16,600 in the provinces. Long hidden was the terror

practiced by the "infernal columns" of the Republic, whose task was to put

down the insurrection in the Vendee, and who killed tens of thousands of

innocent and unarmed people in that region. But these months of terror,

bloody though they were, were only one episode in the long history of the

country's revolution, which ultimately resulted in the creation of a democratic

republic with a constitution, an elected assembly, and genuine political debate.

As soon as the Convention regained its courage, Robespierre was deposed and

the terror ceased.
Francois Furet has demonstrated how a particular idea of revolution was

then born. This concept was inseparable from extreme actions: "The Terror

was government by fear, which Robespierre theorized as government by virtue.

Invented to destroy the aristocracy, it soon became the means to dispose of the

wicked and to combat crime. It became an integral part of revolution and

appeared to be the only means of forming the future citizens of the republic

... If the republic of free citizens was not yet a possibility, it must be because

certain individuals, corrupted by their past history, were not yet pure enough.

Terror became the means by which revolution, the history yet to be created,

would forge the new human beings of the future."!

In several respects, the Terror prefigured a number of Bolshevik practices.

The Jacobin faction's clever manipulation of social tensions, and its political

and ideological extremism, were later echoed by the Bolsheviks. Also, for the

first time an attempt was made in France to eliminate a particular section of

the peasantry. Robespierre laid the first stones on the road that spurred Lenin

to terror. As the French revolutionary declared to the Convention during the

vote on the Prairial Laws: "To punish the enemies of the fatherland, we must

find out who they are: but we do not want to punish them; we want to destroy
them."?

Yet this founding moment of terror did not inspire any other followers

among the main revolutionary thinkers of the nineteenth century. Marx him-

Why?

self accorded it relatively little attention. Admittedly, he emphasized and de

fended the "role of violence in history," but he saw it more as a general

proposition than as a systematic program of violence against particular people.

There were of course ambiguities in Marx's writings that were seized on by a

number of believers in terror to justify the violent resolution of social conflict.

At the same time, Marx was extremely critical of the disastrous experience of

the Paris Commune and the resulting bloody repressions, in which more than

20,000 workers died. During the early debates in the First International, which

saw Marx opposed to the Russian anarchist Mikhail Bakunin, it was clear that

Marx came out on top. Hence on the eve of World War I, debate within the

socialist and workers' movements about terrorist violence seemed nearly closed.

In parallel to these events, the rapid development of parliamentary de

mocracy in Europe and the United States represented a new and fundamental

factor for socialist strategists. Parliamentary practice enabled socialists to be

come a genuine force within the political system. In the elections of 1910, the

French Section of the Workers' International obtained 74 seats. An additional

30 independent socialists were also elected, including their leader, Etienne

Millerand, who had entered a "bourgeois" government for the first time in

1899. Jean jaures was another figure who managed to combine revolutionary

rhetoric and reforming democratic action in everyday matters. The best-organ

ized and most powerful socialists were undoubtedly the Germans. On the eve

of World War I they had more than I million members, 110 deputies, 220

provincial Landrag representatives, 12,000 municipal councillors, and 89 other

delegates. The British Labour movement was also numerous and well-organ

ized, with strong support from powerful unions. The Social Democratic Party

rapidly gained strength in Scandinavia, where it was highly active, influential

in reforms, and well represented in parliament. In general, socialists hoped that

they would soon have an absolute parliamentary majority in many different

countries, which would allow them to implement fundamental social reforms

peacefully in the ncar future.

This evolution found its theorist in Eduard Bernstein, one of the most

influential Marxist thinkers of the late nineteenth century, who, together with

Karl Kautsky, was one of the great interpreters of Marx. He argued that

capitalism was not showing the signs of collapse that Marx had predicted, and

that what was required was a progressive and peaceful move toward socialism,

with the working classes slowly learning the processes of democracy and liberty.

In 1872 Marx had expressed hope that the revolution could take a peaceful form

in America, England, and Holland. This view was developed further by his

friend and disciple Friedrich Engels in the preface to the second edition of

Marx's Class Struggles In France. published in 1895.

Socialists often had an ambivalent attitude toward democracy. When the
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D reyfus affair erupted in France at the turn of the cent ury, they took some
contradictory positions: j aures came out in favor of Dreyfus, whereas Jules
Guesde, who was the central figure in French Marx ism at the time, declared
with disdain that the proletariat would do well to keep out of the interna l
sq uabbles of the French bourgeoisie. The left in Europe was far from united,
and some currents within it- par ticular ly anarchists, syndicalists, and support
ers of Louis Auguste Blanqui- were still strongly inclined to reject all aspects
of the parliamentary process, often through violent means. No net heless, on the
eve of the 1914 war, the Second International, which was officially Marxist,
endo rsed a ser ies of peaceful solutions, relying on mobi lization of the masses
and un iversal suffrage.

The extremist wing of the International, which had coalesced around the turn
of the century, included the most hard-line Russian socialists- Lenin's
Bolsheviks. Althou gh the Bolsheviks were clearly descended from the Euro
pean Marxist traditi on, they also had strong roots in the revolutionary Russian
land movement. Th roughout the nineteenth century one section of this
revolutionary movement was linked to violent activity. The most radical propo
nent of violence within the movement was Sergei Nechaev, whom Dostoevsky
used as a model for the revolutionary protagonist of The Derils. In 1869
Nec haev published a Revolutionar y Catechism in which he defined a revolution
aryas

a man who is already lost. He has no particular interest, no private
business, no feelings, no personal attachments, and no property; he does
not even have a name. Everything in him is absorbed by one interest to

the exclusion of all others, by a single thought, a single passion . . .
revolution. In the depths of his being, not simply in words out in his
actions as well, he has broken all links with society and the world of
civilization, with its laws and conventions, with its social etiquette and
its moral code. T he revolutionary is an implacable enemy,and he carries
on living only so that he can ensure the destruction of society.1

Nechaev then set out his objectives: "The revoluti onary never enters the
political or social world, the so-called educated world, and he lives with faith
only in its swift and total destruction. No one who feels pity for anything can
truly be called a revolutionary." His plan of action argued that "this whole sick
society must be divided into several categories. In the fi rst category are the
people who are to be killed immediately . .. The second should include indi
viduals who are to be allowed to continue living for a while, so that by their
mon strous acts they merely accelerate the inevitable uprising of the people."!

N echaev had several imitators. On I March 1887 an atte mpt was made on

Why?

the life of Tsar Aleksandr III; it failed, bu t th e perpetrators were arrested.
Among them was Aleksandr lIich U lyanov, Lenin 's older brother, who was
hanged together with his four accomp lices. Lenin 's hatred for the regime was
thus deep-seated, leadin g him personally to decid e and to or gan ize th e massacre
of the imperial Romanov family in 1918 with out the knowl edge of th e rest of
the Polithu ro.

For Mart in Ma lia, th is violent actio n by one faction of th e int elligentsia
represented "a fantasy reenactm ent of the French revolution [th at] was the
beginn ing of political terrorism (as opposed to isolated act s of assassinatio n) as
a systematic tactic in the modern world . T hus, the populist stra tegy of mass
insur rection from below, in conjunct ion with th at of elite terror from above,
combined in Russia to lend further legitimacy to political violence over and
above the initial legitimation pro vided by th e Western revolutionary tradition
from 17H9 to IH71."5

This political violence on the margin s of society was fueled by th e violence
that for cent uries had been a common feature of life in Russia, as Helene
Carri ere cl 'Encausse emphasizes in her study The Russian .~yndrome : "T his
country, in its unparalleled misfor tune, remains an enigma for stude nts of its
history. In trying to shed light on the und erlying causes of thi s age-o ld tragedy,
a specific-and always damaging-link has eme rged bet ween the seizure or
maintenance of power and the pract ice of political murder, he it individual or
mass, real or symbolic . . . This long trad ition of murder has dou btle ss created
a collective consciousness that has littl e hop e for a pacified political world.?"

Tsa r Ivan IV, known to posterit y as Ivan th e Terrible, was only thirteen
when in 1543 he had his prime mini ster, Prin ce C huisky, devoured by dogs. In
15()() his wife's death threw him into a murd erous rage, leading him to suspect
everyone of being a potential tr aito r and to ex ter m inate his real or imagined
enemies in ever-wi dening circles. He crea ted a new guard with sweeping pow
ers, called the Oprichnina, which set abo ut sowi ng terror among the populace.
In 1572 he liqu idated the members of th e O pric hnina and then killed his own
son and heir. Peter the Great was scarce ly more compassionate toward Russia's
enemies, the aristocracy, or the people, and he also killed his own son with his

own hands.
From Ivan to Peter, a solid tradi tion arose that linked progress under

absolute power to the enslavement of the people and the elite to th e dictatorial
and ter ror ist state. As Vasily Gr ossman noted regarding the end of serfdom in
180I: "This act, as the following cen tury showed , was more genuinely revolu
tionary than the October Revolut ion . Emanci pa tion shook the millennial foun
dations of Russian life, as neith er Peter nor L enin co uld shake them: the
subjection of progr ess to slavery."? And as always, the slavery had been held in
place for cent uries through a high level of perman ent violence.
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Tomas Masar yk, a great statesman and the founder in 1918 of Czecho

slovakia, who visited Russia frequently during the revolution and conseq uen tly

knew the country well, was quick to draw a link between tsarist and Bolshevik

violence. He wrote in 1924 :

The Russians, including the Bolshevik s, are all sons of tsar ism : this has
been the ir culture and their edu cation for centuries. They got rid of the
tsar, but they cann ot get rid of tsarism overn ight. They still wear the
uniform of tsarism, even if it is back-to-front .. . The Bolsheviks were
not ready for a positive, administrative revolution . What they wanted
was a negati ve revolution whose doctrinal fanat icism , meanness of
spirit, and general lack of culture the y could use as a pretext for any
number of acts of de struction. One thing I hold aga inst th em above all
is the pleasure they took in murder, just like the tsar s before them ."

The culture of violence was not uniquely the preserve of the powerful.

When the peasant masses began to revolt, they engaged in ma ssacres of the

nobility and trul y savage terror of their own . Two such revolts that left a deep

imprint on the Rus sian con sciousn ess were the Stenka Razin revolt of 1667

1670 and the Pugachev rebellion of 1773-1775, which spread quickl y and

posed a serious threat to th e reign of Catherine the Great , leaving a long and

bloody scar all across the Volga reg ion . After his capture, Emelyan Pugaehev

was execu ted in an atrocious manner-quartered, cut into pie ces, and fed to

dogs.

Maksim Gorky was a great interp reter of pre-1917 Russian culture, and

if he is to be believed, the violence emanated from society itself. He disapproved

of the Bolsheviks' method s, and in 1922 he wrote a long, almost visionary text:

Cruelty has stupefied and tormented me all my life. What are the roots
of human cruelty? ] have thought much about thi s and] still do not
understand it in the slightest . .. But now, after the terrible madness of
the European war and the bloody events of the revolution . .. I am
forced to remark that Russian cr uelty appears not to have evolved at all;
its forms have rema ined the same. A chronicler from the turn of the
sevent eenth century recorded that in his day the following tortures were
practiced : "The mouth was filled with gunpowder, and then set alight;
others have their nether regions filled with powder. Holes were made in
women 's breasts and ropes passed through the wounds, and the women
were suspended by the ropes ." In 191 8 and 1919 the same practices were
used in the Don and the Urals; men had dynamite placed in their rear
and blown up. I th ink the Russians have a unique sense of particular
cruelty in the same way that th e Engl ish have a unique sense of humor:
a cold sort of cruelty that seeks to explore the limits of human resistance
to suffering and to study the persistence and stability of life. One can

Why?

sense a diaboli cal refinement in Russian cr uelty; there is some thing quite
subtle and refin ed about it. This quality cannot fully be explained by
words like "psychosis" or "sadism," words that in essence explain noth
ing at all . . . If such acts of cruelty were the expression of the perverse
psychology of a few individuals, the y would not con cern us here ; they
would be material for the psychiatrist rather th an for the moralist. But I
am concern ed her e with human suffering as a collecti ve entertainment
... Who are the more cruel, the Whites or the Reds? They are probably
equal, as the y are both Russians. In any case, history answers quite
clearly-the mo st cruel is the most active.')

Despite this tradition of violence, Ru ssia by the mid-nineteenth century

seemed to have adopted a more moderate, Western , and democratic course. In
186 I T sar Aleksand r III aboli shed serfdom and established z emstcos, which

were local cen ters o f power. In IBM he approved judicial independence as the

first step toward the rule of law. The universities, the arts, and the press all

flourished . A civilizing current flowed through soci et y, and violence de creased

everywhere. Even the failed revolution of 1905 had the result of stirring up the

democratic fervor of society. Paradoxicall y, it wa s precisely at the moment when

reform seemed to have conquered violence, obscurantism, and old -fashioned

ways that the process was interrupted by the outbreak of the wors t mass

violence ever seen in Euro pe, on I August 1914.

As Martin Malia has written, "The burden of Aeschylus' Oresteia is that

crime he gets crime, and violen ce violence, until the first crime in the c ha in, the

original sin of th e genus, is expiated through accumulated suffering. In sim ilar

fashion , it was the blood of August 1914 , acting like some curse of the Atreidae

on th e house of modern Europe, that gen erated the chain of international and

social violence that has dominated the modern age . For th e violence and car

nage of the war were incommensurate with any conceivable gain, and for any

party. The war itself produced the Russian Revolution and the Bolshevik

seizu re of power."!" Lenin would not have rejected this analysis . From 1914 on

he cons tant ly called for the transformation of "the imperialist war into civil

war," prophesying that the soc ialist revolution would emerge from the capitalist

war.

The violence of the world war was extrem e and went on for four years, a

continuous massacre that seemed totally insoluble, leading to the death of 8.5

million soldiers. It was a new type of war, which General Ludendorff labeled

" to tal war, " hringing death not only to so ld iers but also to civilians. Yet the

violence, which rea ch ed a level ne ver before seen in the history of the world,

rema ined co nstrained by a whole series o f laws and international conventions.

The daily slaughter, often under terrible conditions-gas, men buried

alive under earth thrown up by explosions, the long agony between the lines-
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weighed heavil y on the consciousness of everyone concerned and weakened the

psychological defenses of the men who faced death every da y. Many people

were completely desensitized by these events. Karl Kautsky, the main leader

and theorist of German socialism, returned to that theme in 1920:

The real cause of the change into a development toward brutality is
attributable to the world war When, therefore, the war broke out and
dragged in its train for four years practicall y the whole of the healthy
male population, the coarsening tendencies of militar ism sank to the
very depths of brutality, and to a lack of human feeling and sentiment.
Even the proletariat could no longer escape its influence. They were to a
very high degree infected by militarism and , when they returned home
again, were in every way brutalized. Habituated to war, the man who
had come back from the front was only too often in a state of mind and
feeling that made him ready, even in peacetime and among his own
people, to enforce his claims and interests by deeds of violence and
bloodshed. That became, as it were, an element of the civil war. II

None of the Bolshevik leaders actually took part in the war, either because,

like Lenin, Trotsky, and Zinoviev, they were in exile or because they had been

sent to Siberia, as was the case with Stalin and Kamenev. Most of them were

inclined to work in the bureaucracy or to make speeches at mass rallies. Most

had no military experience, and they had never reall y seen combat or the deaths

that it involved. Until they took power, all they knew was the ideological and

political war of words. Theirs was a purely abstract vision of death, massacre,

and human catastrophe.

This personal ignorance of the horrors of war was perhaps a factor that

itself engendered more brutality. The Bolsheviks developed a largely theoretical

analysis of class, which ignored the profoundly national , not to say nationalistic,

aspects of the conflict. They made capitalism the scapegoat and sanctioned

revolutionary violence against it in advance. By hastening the end of capitalism,

the revolution would put an end to massacres, even if it meant disposing of a

certain number of the capitalist leaders. This was a macabre gamble, based on

the theory that evil should be fought with evil. But in the 1920s, a certain degree

of pacifism arising from revulsion toward the war was often strongly influential

in converting people to Communism.

It is still the case, however, as Francois Furet emphasizes in The Passing
of an Illusion, that

war is waged by regimented civilian masses, who have gone from the
autonomy of citizenship to military obedience for a time of unknown
duration, and who are plunged into a raging inferno where staying alive
rather than being intelligent or courageous is the main objective. and

Why?

where even victory is a distant abstraction. Military service can rarely
have seemed less noble than it did to the millions of men plucked from
civilian life and trapped in the trenches War is the political state
furthest removed from normal civilian life It is a purely instinctive
business totally removed from other interests and intellectual pursuits
.. . An army at war is a social order in which individuals no longer exist,
and whose inhumanity creates a sort of in ertia that is almost impossible
to break .'!

The war gave a new legitimacy to violence and cheapened the value of human

life; it weakened the previously burgeoning democratic culture and gave new
life to the culture of servitude.

In the earl y years of the twentieth century the Russian economy entered

a period of vigorous growth, and society gradually became more autonomous.

But the exceptional constraints imposed on people and on the means of pro

duction by the war suddenly highlighted the limitations of a political regime

that clearly lacked the energy and foresight required to save the situation . The

revolution of February 1917 was a response to a catastrophic situation and put

society on a classic course: a "bourgeois" democratic revolution with the elec

tion of a constituent assembly, combined with a social revolution among work

ers and peasants. Everything changed with the Bolshevik coup of 7 November

1917, which was followed by a considerably more violent phase. The question

that remains is why, of all the countries in Europe, did the cataclysm take place

in Rus sia?

The world war and the tradition of violence in Russia are undoubtedly

factors that allow some understanding of the context in which the Bolsheviks

seized power; but they do not explain the Bolsheviks' propensity for extreme

violence. This violence was apparent from the outset, all the more so in com

parison with the largely peaceful and democratic February re volution . This

violence was imposed on the Party by Lenin himself as soon as it seized power.

Lenin established a dictatorship that quickly revealed itself to be both

bloody and terrorist in nature. Revolutionary violence no longer appeared to be

a reactive defense mechanism against tsarist forces, since the latter had disap

peared months before, but an active process that reawakened the old Russian

culture of brutality and cruelty, sparking the latent violence of social revolution.

Although the Red Terror was not officially inaugurated until 2 September 1918,

it existed in practice from November 1917. Lenin employed it despite the

absence of any genuine manifestation of overt opposition from other parties

and social movements. For example, on 4 January 1918 he broke up the first

Constituent Assembly, which had been elected by universal suffrage, and

opened fire on anyone who protested in the streets.

The first phase of the terror was immediately and forcefully denounced
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by a leading Russian socialist, Yuri Martov, the head of the Men sheviks, who

wrote in August 191 8:

From the first day of their coming into power, having proclaimed the
abolition of the death penalty, the Bolsheviks began to kill. Th ey killed
prisoners captured in the battles of the civil war. The y killed enemies
who surrendered on the condition that their lives would be spared .. .
These wholesale murders, organized at the instigation of the Bolsheviks,
were followed by murders at the direct behest of the Bolshevik govern
ment . . . Having assassinated tens of thousands of men without trial,
the Bolsheviks started their executions by verdicts of the courts. The y
established a supreme revolutionary tribunal to convict enemies of the
Soviet regime."

Martov had a dark prem onition :

The beast has licked hot human blood. The man-killing machine is
brought into motion. Messrs. Medvedev, Bruno, Peterson, Veselovsky,
and Karclin [the judges of the Supreme Revolutionary Tribunal] have
turned up their sleeves and set to workas butchers . . . But blood breeds
blood. The reign of terror established by the Bolsheviks since October
1917 has filled the air of Russian fields with vapors of human blood. We
witness the growth of the bitterness of the civil war, the growing besti
ality of men engaged in it. The great principles of true humanity that
formed the basis of socialist teachings have sunk into oblivion.

Marrov then went on to attack Karl Radek and Chr istian Rakovsky, two social
ists who had joined the Bolsheviks, one of whom was a Polish Jew, the other a
mixture of Romanian and Bulgarian : "You came to us to cultivate our ancestral
barbarism, long nurtured by the tsars, and to place offerings on the antique
Russian altar to murder, to elevate disdain for the life of others to a degree the
like of which has never been seen; you came to bring the rule of the execution
ers throughout the country . . . The executioner is now again the chief figure

in Russia!"
U nlike the terror of the French Revolution , which with the exception of

the Vendee touched only a small section of the population, terror under Lenin
was directed at all political parties and at all the layers of society: nobles, the
bourgeoisie, soldiers, policemen, Constitutional Democrats, Men sheviks, So
cialist Revolutionaries, and the entire mass of the population, including peas
ants and workers. Intellectuals were treated especially badly. On 6 September
1919, after the arrest of several dozen members of the intelligentsia, Gorky
sent a furious letter to J.enin : "For me, the richness of a country, the power of
a people is to be measured by the quantity and quality of its intellectual
de velopment. Revolution is a useful enterprise only if it favors such develop-
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ment. Scholar s should be treated with care and respect. But in trying to save
our own skins, we are decapitating the people, destroying our own brain."!"

The brutality of Lenin's respon se matched the lucidity of Gorky's letter:
"We would be wrong to equate the 'intellectual strength of the people' with the
strength of the bourg eois intelligentsia . . . The intellectual strength of workers
and peasants grows in the struggle to overturn the bourgeoisie and their aco
lytes, those second-rate intellectuals and lackeys of capitalism who think they
are the brain of the nation. They are not the brain of the nat ion. They're shit."
This response on the subject of intellectuals is one of the first indicators of the
profound disdain that Lenin felt for his contemporaries, even the most eminent
among them. And he quickly passed from disdain to murder.

Lenin 's primary objective was to maintain his hold on power for as long as
possible. After ten weeks, he had ruled longer than the Pari s Commune, and he
began to dream about never letting go of the reins. The course of history was
beginning to change, and the Russian Revolution, under the direction of the
Bolsheviks, was to take humanity down a previously untraveled path .

Why should maintaining power have been so important that it justified all
means and led to the abandonment of the most elementary moral principles?
The answer must be that it was the only way for Lenin to put his ideas into
practice and "build socialism." The real motivation for the terror thus becomes
apparent: it stemmed from Leninist ideology and the utopian will to apply to
society a doctrine totall y out of step with reality.

In that respect one may well ask exactly how much pre-1914 Marxism
there was to be found in pre-1914 or post-1 t) 17Len inism. Lenin of course used
a number of Marxist axioms as the basis for his theories, including the class
struggle, the necessity of violence in history, and the importance of the prole
tariat as the class that brought meaning to history. But in 1902, in his famous
address What Is to Be Done? he proposed a new conception of a revolutionary
party made up of professionals linked in an underground structure of almost
military discipl ine. For this purpose, he adopted and further developed
Nechaev' s model, which was quite different from the great socialist organiza
tions in Germany, England, and Fran ce.

In 1914 Lenin made a definitive break with the Second International. At
the moment when almost all socialist parties, brutally confronted with the
power of nationalist sentiments, rallied around their respective governments,
Lenin set off on an almost purely theoretical path, prophesying the "transfor
mation of the imperialist war into civil war." Cold reason led him to conclude
that the socialist movement was not yet powerful enough to counter national
ism, and that after the inevitable war he would be called on to regroup his forces
to prevent a return to warfare. This belief was an act of faith, a gamble that
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raised the stakes of the game to all or nothing. For two years his prophecy

seemed sterile and empty, until suddenly it came true and Russia entered a

revolutionary phase. Lenin was sure that the events of this period were the

confirmation of all his beliefs. Nechaev's voluntarism seemed to have prevailed

over Marxist determinism.
If the prediction that power was there to be seized was correct, the idea

that Russia was ready to plunge into socialism, making progress at lightning

speed, was radically wrong. And this was one of the most profound causes of

the terror, the gap between a Russia that wanted more than anything to be free

and Lenin's desire for absolute power to apply an experimental doctrine.

In 1920 Trotsky predicted the turn that events were to takc: "It is quite

clear that if our problem is the abolition of private property in the means of

production, the only road to its solution lies through the concentration of state

power in its entirety in the hands of the proletariat, and the setting up for the

transitional period of an extraordinary regime . . . Dictatorship is necessary

because this is a case not of partial changes, but of the very existence of the

bourgeoisie. No agreement is possible on this basis. Only force can be the

deciding factor . .. Whoever aims at the end cannot reject the means."! '
Caught between the will to apply his doctrine and the necessity of retain

ing his grip on power, Lenin created the myth of a worldwide Bolshevik

revolution . In November 1917 he wanted to believe that the revolutionary fire

was going to engulf all countries involved in the war, and Germany above all

others. But a worldwide revolution did not come about, and after Germany's

defeat in November 19I8, a new European order emerged that seemed to care

little for the abortive revolutions in Hungary, Bavaria, and Berlin. This was

already obvious when the Red Army was defeated in Warsaw in 1920, hut it

was not admitted until 1923, after the failure of the German October. The

failure of the Leninist theory of European and worldwide revolution left the

Bolsheviks quite isolated and in a head-to-head conflict with an increasingly

anarchic Russia . In a desperate attempt to hold onto power, the Bolsheviks

made terror an everyday part of their policies, seeking to remodel society in the

image of their theory, and to silence those who, either through their actions or

by their very social, economic, or intellectual existence, pointed to the gaping

holes in the theory. Once in power, the Bolsheviks made Utopia an extremely

bloody business.

This double gap---a gap both between Marxism and Leninism and be

tween Leninist theory and reality-led to one of the first fundamental debates

about the meaning of the Russian and Bolshevik revolution . Kautsky was quite

clear about it in August 1918 : "In no case need we anticipate that in Western

Europe the course of the great French Revolution will be repeated. If present

day Russia exhibits so much likeness to the France of 1793, this shows only

Why?

how near it stands to the stage of middle-class revolution." !"Kautsky saw 1917

not as the first socialist revolution, but as the last bourgeois revolution.

Following the Bolshevik seizure of power, the status of ideology within the

socialist movement changed radically. Before 1917 Lenin had already demon

strated his adamant conviction that he was the only one who truly understood

the doctrine of socialism and who could decode the "true meaning of history."

The outbreak of the Russian Revolution and the Bolshevik seizure of power

appeared to Lenin as portents from above and as an incontestable confirmation

that his ideology and his anal yses were infallibly correct .'? After 1917 his

policies and the theoretical elaboration that accompanied them became gospel.

Ideology was transformed into dogma and absolute, universal truth . This con

version of ideology into sacred writ had immediate consequences, which were

noted by Cornelius Castoriadis: "If there is one true theory in history, if there

is a rationality at work in things, then it is clear that its development should be

entrusted to specialists in that theory and technicians of that particular ration

ale. The absolute power of the Party . . . has a philosophical status; its founda

tion is a function of the materialist conception of history .. . If that concept is

true, power should be absolute, and democracy is a concession to the human

fallibility of the leaders, or a pedagogical procedure that they alone can meas
ure out in the correct dosages. "IX

This transformation of ideology and politics into absolute, "scientific"

truth is the basis of the totalitarian dimension of Communism. The Party

answered only to science. Science also justified the terror by requiring that all
aspects of social and individual life be transformed.

Lenin affirmed the verity of his ideology when proclaiming himself to be

the representative of the numerically weak Russian proletariat, a social group

he never refrained from crushing whenever it revolted . This appropriation of

the symbol of the proletariat was one of the great deceptions of Leninism, and

in 1922 it provoked the following outburst from Aleksandr Shlyapnikov, one

of the few Bolshevik leaders who really did have proletarian origins. At the

Eleventh Party Congress he addressed Lenin directly: "Vladimir Ilich affirmed

yesterday that the proletariat as a class in the Marxist sense does not exist in

Russia. Allow me to congratulate you for managing to exercise dictatorship on

behalf of a class that does not actually exist!" This manipulation of the symbol

of the proletariat was common to all Communist regimes in Europe and the

Third World, as well as in China and Cuba.

The manipulation of language was one of the most salient characteristics

of Leninism, particularly in the decoupling of words from the reality they were

supposed to represent, as part of an abstract vision of society in which people

lost their real weight and presence and were treated as no more than pieces in
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a social and historical erector set . This process of abstraction, closely linked to
ideology, is another key factor in the birth of the terror. It was not human beings
who were being killed, but "the bourgeoisie," "capitalists," or "enemies of the
people." It was not Nicholas 11 and his family who were killed, but "the
representatives of feudalism," "bloodsuckers," "parasites," or " lice."

This transformation of ideology gained considerable weight thanks to the
Bolsheviks' swift seizure of power, which immediately brought legitimacy,
prestige, and the necessary means for taking action. In the name of Marxist
ideology, the Bolsheviks passed from symbolic violence to real violence while
establishing a system of absolute and arbitrary power that they called "the
dictatorship of the proletariat," reusing an expression Marx had once used in
a somewhat offhanded manner in his correspondence. They also began a for
midable process of proselytism, which brought new hope and seemed to purify
their revolutionary message. That message of hope quickly resonated among
those driven by a desire for revenge at the end of the war, and among those
who dreamed of a reactivation of the revolutionary myth. Bolshevism quickly
acquired a universal relevance and attracted imitators throughout the world.
Socialism had come to a crossroads: democracy or dictatorship.

In his book The Dictatorship 0/ the Proletariat, written during the summer
of 1918, Kautsky turned the knife in the wound. Although the Bolsheviks had
been in power for only six months and there had been only a few hints of the
dreadful massacres that were to follow, Kautsky already saw what was at stake:

The antagonism of the two socialist movements . . . is the clashing of
two fundamentally distinct methods: that of democracy and that of
dictatorship. Both movements have the same end in view: to free the
proletariat, and with it humanity, through socialism. But the view taken
by one is held by the other to be erroneous and likely to lead to destruc
tion .. . We place ourselves, of course, by asking for the fullest discus
sion, firmly on the side of democracy. Dictatorship docs not ask for the
refutation of contrary views, but the forcible suppression of their utter
ance. Thus, the two methods of democracy and dictatorship are already
irreconcilably opposed before the discussion has started. The one de
mands, the other forbids it ."

Putting democracy at the center of his argument, Kautsky continued :

A minority dictatorship always finds its most powerful support in an
obedient arm y, but the more it substitutes this for majority support, the
more it drives the opposition to seek a remedy by an appeal to the
bayonet, instead of an appeal to the vote that is denied them . Civil war
becomes a method of adjusting political and social antagonisms. Where
complete political and social apathy or dejection does not prevail, the

Why?

minority dictatorship is always threatened by armed attack or constant
guerrilla warfare . . . The dictatorship is then involved in civil war, and
lives in constant danger of being overthrown. There is no greater obsta
cle to the building of a socialist society than internal war . . . In a civil
war, each party fights for its existence, and the vanquished are threat
ened with complete destruction. Th e consciousness of this fact is why
civil wars arc so terrible.?"

This prophetic analysis demanded a response, and Lenin wrote an angry
rejoinder that became famous in its own right, The Proletarian Revolution and

the Renegade Kuutsl:». The title was a fair indication of the tone of the discus
sion therein, or, as Kautsky argued , the refusal to conduct a discussion . Citing
Engels, Lenin made clear what was at the center of his thought and his actions:
"In reality the state is nothing hut a machine for the suppression of one class
by another." This reductive concept of the function of the state was accompa
nied by an analysis of the essence of dictatorship : "Dictatorship is rule based
directly on force and unrestricted by any laws. The revolutionary dictatorship
of the proletariat is rule won and maintained through the usc of violence by
the proletariat against the bourgeoisie, rule that is unrestricted by any laws." 21

Faced with the central question of democracy, Lenin evaded it with an
intellectual pirouette : "Proletarian democracy, of which Soviet government is
one of the forms, has brought a development and expansion of democracy
hitherto unprecedented in the world, precisely for the vast majority of the
population , for the exploited and toiling people." 22 The expression " proletarian
democracy," it should be remembered, was used for decades afterward to cover
U[> a large number of terrible crimes .

The quarrel between Kautsk y and Lenin highlights exactly what was at
stake in the Bolshevik revolution. The quarrel was between Marxism, which
claimed to he the codification of "the inevitable laws of history," and an activist
subjectivism that was willing to use anything to promote revolutionary action.
The underlying tension in Marx's writings between the messianic rhetoric of
the Communist Manifesto of 1848 and the clinical analysis of social movements
to be found in Das Kapital was transformed by the triple influence of the world
war, the February revolution, and the October Revolution into a profound and
irreparable split between socialists and Communists that brought them into
conflict throughout the twentieth century. The choices underlying the quarrel
were no less important: democracy or dictatorship, humanity or terror.

Completel y in thrall to revolutionary fervor and confronted by a whirlwind of
events, Lenin and Trotsky, the two main actors in this first phase of the
Bolshevik Revolution, theorized their actions extensively. Or, rather, they
transformed conjecture into ideological conclusions. They invented the idea of
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a "permanent revolution," which they based on the Russian case, in which the
bourgeois February revolution supposedly led straight into the proletarian
October Revolution. They dressed up this situation in ideological terms as the
transformation of a "permanent revolution" into "permanent civil war."

The importance of the war can be gauged by the impact it had on the
revolutionaries. As Trotsky wrote, "Kautsky sees one of the reasons for the
extremely bloody character of the revolution in the war and in its hardening
influence on manners." But Trotsky and Kautsky did not come to the same
conclusion: The German socialist, faced with the weight of militarism, was ever
more open to the question of democracy and the defense of the rights of the
individual. For Trotsky, "the development of bourgeois society itself, out of
which contemporary democracy grew, in no way represents the process of
gradual democratization that figured before the war in the dreams of the
greatest socialist illusionist of democracy-Jean jaures-i-and now in those of
the most learned of pedants, Karl Kautsky.'V'

Generalizing from this, Trotsky went on to speak about the "unpitying
civil war that is unfolding the world over." He believed that the world was
entering an era in which "political struggle is rapidly turning into civil war"
between "two forces: the revolutionary proletariat under the leadership of the
Communists, and counterrevolutionary democracy headed by generals and
admirals." There was a double error of perspective at work here. On the one
hand, subsequent events demonstrated that the desire for representative de
mocracy and its realization was a worldwide phenomenon, reaching even the
U.S.S.R. in 1991. On the other hand, Trotsky, like Lenin, had a strong tendency
to develop general conclusions based on the Russian experience, which in any
case was often exaggerated in his interpretation. The Bolsheviks were con
vinced that once the civil war had begun in Russia-largely because of their
own efforts-it would spread to Europe and the rest of the world. These two
major errors would serve as the justification for Soviet terror for decades to
come.

Trotsky drew definitive conclusions from these premises:

It could, and must, be explained that in the civil war wedestroyed White
Guards so that they would not destroy the workers. Consequently, our
problem is not the destruction of human life, but its preservation ...
The enemy must be made harmless, and in wartime this means that he
must be destroyed. The problem of revolution, as of war, lies in break
ing the will of the foe, forcing him to capitulate and to accept the
conditions of the conqueror ... The question about who will rule the
country-that is, about the life or death of the bourgeoisie-will be
decided on either side not by reference to the paragraphs of the consti
tution, but by the employment of all forms of violence."

Why?

Trotsky's rhetoric uses many of the same expressions that are found in Luden
dorff's explanation of the concept of total war. The Bolsheviks who believed
themselves to be such great innovators, were in fact very much a product of
their time and of the highly militarized atmosphere that surrounded them.

Trotsky's remarks about freedom of the press demonstrate the pervasive
ness of a war mentality:

During war all institutions and organs of the state and of public opinion
become, directly or indirectly, weapons of war. This is particularly true
of the press. No government waging a serious war will allow publica
tions to exist on its territory that, openly or indirectly, support the
enemy. Still more so in a civil war. The nature of the latter is such that
each of the struggling sides has in the rear of its armies considerable
circles of the population who support the enemy. In war, where both
success and failure are repaid by death, hostile agents who penetrate
into the rear are subject to execution. This is inhumane, but no one
ever considered war---{)r, all the more, civil war-to be a school of
humanity.IS

The Bolsheviks were not the only group implicated in the civil war that
broke out in Russia in the spring and summer of 1918, beginning a four-year
long orgy of killing by all sides, with people crucified, impaled, cut into pieces,
and burned alive. But they were the only group to theorize civil war, and to
seek it openly. Under the joint influence of their doctrine and the new modes
of behavior created by the world war, civil war became[or them a permanent form
ofpolitica! struggle. The civil war between Whites and Reds hid a different war
of far greater significance: the war of the Reds against the majority of the
working population and a large part of the peasantry, who after the summer of
1918 began to rebel against the Bolshevik yoke. The war was not a traditional
confrontation between two opposing political groups, but a conflict between
the government and the majority of the population. Under Stalin, the war put
the Party-state in opposition to society as a whole. This was a new phenomenon,
which could exist only because of the ability of the totalitarian system, backed
by mass terror, to control all spheres of activity in society.

Recent studies based on the newly opened archives show that the "dirtv
war" (the expression is taken from Nicolas Werth) of 1918-1921 was the
founding moment of the Soviet regime, the crucible in which the people who
would develop and continue the revolution were formed. It was an infernal
caldron in which the mentality peculiar to Leninism and Stalinism originated,
with its unique melange of idealist exaltation, cynicism, and inhuman cruelty.
The Bolsheviks hoped that the civil war would spread across the country and
throughout the world and would last as long as it took for socialism to conquer
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the planet. The war installed cruelty as the normal means by which people were

to relate to one another. It broke down traditional barriers of restraint, replac

ing them with absolute, fundamental violence.

From the earliest days of the Bolshevik Revolution, the issues raised by

Kautsky were a thorn in the side of the revolutionaries. Isaac Steinberg, a left

Socialist Revolutionary allied to the Bolsheviks, who was the people's commis

sar for justice from December 1917 to May 1918, spoke in 1923 about a

"methodical system of state terror" used by the Bolsheviks. He posed the

central question about the limits of violence in the revolution:

The overturning of the old world, and its replacement by a new life in
which the same old evils are kept in place, a life that is contaminated by
the same old principles, means that socialism is forced to make a crucial
choice during the decisive struggle about whether to use the old
fashioned violence of the tsars and the bourgeoisie, or to resort instead
to revolutionary violence ... Old-fashioned violence is merely a protec
tion against slavery, while the new violence is the painful path toward
emancipation ... That is what should be decisive in our choice: We
should take violence into our own hands to be sure that we bring about
the end of violence. For there is no other means of fighting against it.
Such is the gaping moral wound of the revolution. Therein lies the
central paradox, the contradiction that will be the inevitable source of
much conflict and suffering.

He added: "Like terror, violence (considered both as a means of constraint and

as deception) will always contaminate the soul of the conquered first, before

affecting the victor and the rest of society"?"

Steinberg was well aware that this experiment represented a huge risk for

"universal morals" and "natural law." Gorky clearly felt the same way when he

wrote to the French novelist Romain Rolland on 21 April 1923: "I have not the

slightest desire to return to Russia. I would not be able to write a thing if I had

to spend the whole time returning to the theme of 'Thou shalt not kill' time

and again.l"? The scruples of non-Bolshevik revolutionaries and the last con

cerns of the Bolsheviks themselves were all swept away by Lenin's and Stalin's

enthusiasm. On 2 November 1930 Gorky, who had just aligned himself with

the "genius leader" himself, again wrote to Romain Rolland:

It seems to me, Rolland, that you would judge events inside the Soviet
Union more evenhandedly if you admitted one simple fact: that the
Soviet regime, together with the avant-garde of the workers, is locked in
a civil war, which takes the form of a class war. The enemies they
fight-and must fight-are the intelligentsia, who are desperately at
tempting to bring back the bourgeois regime, and the rich peasants, who
are desperate to look after their own interests in the traditional capitalist

Why?

manner and are preventing the advance of collectivization. They are also
USIng terror, killing collectivists, burning collective goods, and the like.
War is all about killing2 X

Russia then entered a third revolutionary phase, which until 1953 was

incarnated in Stalin. It was characterized by widespread terror which found

its strongest expression in the Great Purge of 1937 and 1938. Th'ereafter Stalin

found ever more groups to eliminate, targeting not only society as a whole, but

a~so the state an~ Party apparatus. This terror had no need of the exceptional

clrcum~tancesof a war to start it rolling; it came about in a time of peace.

HItler rarely played a personal role in repression, leaving these ignoble

tasks to trusted subordinates such as Himmler. By contrast, Stalin always took

a strong personal interest in such matters and played a cen tral role in the

process. He personally signed lists of thousands of names of people to be shot

and forced other members of the Politburo to do the same. During the Great

Terror, in fourteen months of 1937 and 1938, 1.8 million people were arrested

in forty-two huge, minutely prepared operations. Nearly 690,000 of them were

killed. The climate of civil war varied considerably, but it remained a fixture

of everyday life. The expression "class war," often used in place of "class

struggle," had nothing metaphorical about it. The political enemy was not a

named opponent or even an enemy class: it was society as a whole.

It was inevitable that the terror, whose aim was the destruction of society

would ultimately, in a process or contagion, reach the counrcrsociery formed

by the Party itself. Although it is true that under Lenin, beginning in 1921,

anyone who deviated from the Party line suffered punishment, the main ene

mies had always been people who were not actually Party members. Under

Stalin, Party members themselves became potential enemies. The Kirov assas

sination provided Stalin with the excuse he needed to begin applying capital

punishment inside the Party. In doing so he moved closer to Nechaev whom

Bakunin had addressed at the time of their break with ~he following ;arning:

"The basis or our activity should be simple ideals like truth, honesty, and trust

among revolutionary brothers. Lying, cheating, mystification, and--of neces

sity-violence should be employed only against the enemy ... Whereas you,

my friend-and this is where you are most gravely mistaken-you have fallen

under the spell of the systems of Loyola and Machiavelli ... You are enamored

of police tactics and jesuitical methods, and you are using such ideas to run

your organization ... so you end up treating your own friends as though they
were enemies.'?"

Under Stalin, the executioners eventually became victims. Bukharin, after

the execution of his old Party comrades Zinoviev and Kamenev, publicly de

clared: "I am so happy that they have been shot like dogs."u Less than two
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years later, Bukharin himself was shot like a dog. Th is characteristic of

S ta lin ism was to become widesprea d in Communist states th rou gh out the

world .
Before ext erminatin g his enemies, S talin had them disp layed in publ ic in

a show- tr ial. L en in had int rod uced thi s stra tegy in 1922, with th e show-trial

of the Sociali st Revolution ari es. Stalin merely impro ved on th e formula and

m ade it a permanent feature of his appa ratus of rep res sio n, applying it wide ly

in Eastern Europ e after 1948.
An nie Kriegel has show n how th ese trial s served as a terrible me chanism

of social cleansin g and how, in an atheis t sta te, the trials ca me to repl ace the

hell th at religion had tradi tio na lly promised." T hey also served to reinfor ce

class hatred and publ icly to stigma tize the enemy. Asian Co m m unis m took th is

procedure to its logical extreme, going so far as to organize " ha te days."

Stalin added mystery to the pedagogy of hatred : tota l secrecy shrouded

the arrests, sentences, and fates of the victims. M ystery and secrecy, closely

linked to terror, brought terrible anguish to the en tire population .

Cons idering themselves to be at war, the Bolsh eviks insta lled a vocabulary of

" the enemy" su ch as "e nemy age nts" and "populat ion s lend in g s up port to the

ene my." In accorda nce with the war model, polit ics reverted to sim plis tic

te r ms. The binary "friend/ foe" oppos ition was app lied across th e boa rd as part

of a relentless " us versus th em " mentalit y" and th e militar y term "cam p"

turned up repeatedl y: the revolutionary cam p was opposed to th e counte rrevo

lutionary camp. Everyone was for ced to choose his cam p, on pain of death . T he

Bolsheviks thus returned to an archaic form of polit ics, destroyin g fifty years

of democracy and bourgeois individuali sm .

How was the enemy to be defined? Politi cs was reduce d to a civil war in

which two opposin g forces, th e proletar iat and the bourgeoisie, were in confl ict ,

and th e former had to extermina te the latter by any mean s necessary. T he

enemy was no longer the ancien regime, the aris tocra ts, the bo urgeo isie, and the

military officers, but anyone op posed to Bolsh evik pol icy. T hose who ex presse d

op pos ition were imm ed iately designated "bourgeois" and tr eated accordingly.

To the Bolshevik min d, an " enemy" was anyone, regardless of social category,

who presented an obstacle to the Bolsheviks' absolu te power . This phenomenon

appeared immediately, even earlier than terror, in th e elec to ral assemblies of

the Soviets. Kautsky foresaw thi s development when he wr ot e in 1918 that the

on ly people all owed to elect deputies to the Soviets were to be those

"who pr ocu re their suste nance by useful or produ ct ive work." What is
" use ful and productive work"? T his is a very clastic term . No less elastic
is the defin ition of those who are excluded from the fra nchise . They

Why?

includ e any who employ wage laborers for profi t . . . One sees how little
it takes, acco rdi ng to the Constit utio n of the Sov iet Republic, to be
labeled a capi talist, and to lose the vote . The elasticity of the definition
of the franc hise, which opens the door to the greatest arb itrar iness, is
due to the subject of this definition , and not to its framers. A jurid ical
definition of th e proletariat tha t is distinct and precise is impossible to
formulate."

T he wor d " pro letaria n" played th e same ro le here that th e term " pat riot"

had for Rob esp ierre. " E nemy" was also a tota lly elas tic category that expanded

or contrac ted to meet th e politi cal needs of th e mom ent , be com ing a key

elem ent in Co mm uni st thou ght and practice. As T zvet an T odoro v put it,

T he ene my is the great justification for terr or, and the totalitarian state
needs enemies to survive. If it lacks the m, it invents them. On ce they
have been identified, they are treated with out mercy ... Being an enemy
is a hered itary stain that cann ot be remo ved . . . As has oft en been
point ed out, Jews are persecuted not for what they have done but for
what they are, and Communism is no d ifferent . It demands the repres
sion (or in mom ent s of crisis, the elimina tion) of the bour geoisie as a
class. Belonging to the class is eno ugh: there is no need actually to have
done anything at all." :"

On e essentia l qu esti on remains: W hy sho u ld the ene my he exte rmi nate d? The

tr aditi onal ro le of rep ression, in Fou cault 's terminolo gy, is to " d iscipline an d

punish. " Was the tim e of di scipline and punishment ove r? H ad class enemies

becom e " unredeema ble"? Solzh en itsyn pro vides one resp onse by showing th at

in the G ulag common crim inals wer e systematica lly tr eated better than politi

cal prison er s. T his was the case not so lely for practical reasons-that th ey

helped ru n th e camps-but also for theoret ical reasons. On e of th e aims of th e

Soviet regime was to build new men , and doing th is implied th e reedu cati on

of the most hard en ed criminals. It was also a key propaganda issue in th e

So viet U nion und er Stalin, as well as in C hi na under Mao and in C uba under
Castro.

But wh y sho uld the enemy be killed? The identification of enemies has

always play ed an important role in politics. Even the gospel says: "He who is

not with me is aga ins t me ." What was new was L enin 's insistence not only th at

tho se not with him were against him, but a lso that those who were against him

were to d ie. Furthermore , he extended th is principle outside th e domain of

polit ics in to the wider sp here of society as a who le.

T error invo lves a double mutat ion . The adve rsary is firs t labeled an enemy,

and th en declared a crimi nal, which lead s to h is exclu sion from society. E xclu-
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sia n very qu ickly turns into extermination. The friend /foe dialectic no longer
su ffices to solve the fundamental problem of totalitarianism: the search for a
reunified humanit y that is purified and no longer antago nistic, cond uc ted
th ro ugh the messianic dim ension of the Ma rxist projec t to reunify humanity
via th e proletariat. That ideal is used to prop up a forcible un ification-s-of the
Party, of society, of the entire emp ire-and to weed out anyone who fails to fit
into th e new world . After a relatively short period, society passes from the logic
of politi cal strugg le to the proces s of exclusion, then to th e ideo logy of elimi
nati on, and fina lly to the exter mination of impure elemen ts. At the end of the

line, there are crimes against hum anit y.
T he attitude of Communists in Asia-in China and Vietnam-was some

tim es a litt le d ifferent. Because of the Confucian tradition, grea ter allowance
was made for the possibility of reedu cation . T he Chinese laogu] was run on the
expecta tion th at prisoners--described as "s tudents" or " pupils"-would re
form t heir thinking und er the instruction of their guard-teachers. But in the
final analysis such thinkin g was even more hypocritical than straightforward
assassinat ion. Forcing one's enemies to change their ways and submit to the
discourse of th eir executioners might well be worse than simply killing them .
The Khmer Rou ge, on the other hand, from the outset ado pted a radical policy.
Beli eving th at th e reedu cat ion of an ent ire section of the pop ulation was an
impossibl e task (since the se enemies were already too corrupt), they sought to
change the peopl e. To th is end, they carried out a massive extermination of
intellectuals and the urban popul ation, seeking to destroy their enemies psy
chologically by b reaking up the ir personalit ies and by imposing on them a
con stant process of self-criticism, which forced them to suffer acute dishonor
whi le sti ll in all likelihood being subject to the supreme punishm en t.

T hc lead ers of totalitarian regimes saw themselves as the moral guardians
of society and were proud of their right to send anyone they chose to his death .
The fundamen tal justification was always the same: necessity with a scientific
basis. Tzvetan T odorov, reflectin g on the origins of total itarianism, writes: "It
was scie ntism and not humanism that helped establish the ideo logical bases of
tota lita rianism .. . T he relation between scientism and totalitar ianism is not
lim ited to th e jus tification of acts th rough so-ca lled scientific necessit y (biologi
cal or his torical): one must already be a practitioner of scientism, even if it is
' wild' scientisrn, to believe in the perfect transparency of socie ty and thus in
th e possibi lity of transform ing society by revolution ary means to conform with

an idea l.".1 ;
Trotsky provided a clear illust ration of th is "scientific" ap proach in 1919.

In hi s Defense o]' Terrorism he claimed : "The violent revolution has become a
necessity precisely because the imminent requirement s of histor y are unable to
find a road through the apparatus of parliament ary democracy." In suppor t of

thi s claim he advanced " proofs" :

Why?

The proletariat is the historically rising class . . . T he bourgeois ie [by
contr ast] today is a falling class. It no longer plays an essential part in
production and by its imperialist methods of appropriation is destroying
the economic structure of the world and human culture gene rally.
Nevertheless, the historical tenacity of the bourgeoisie is colossal. It
holds to power, anti does not wish to abandon it. It thereby threatens to
dr ag after it into the abyss the whole of society. We are forced to tear
off this class anti chop it away. The Red Terror is a weapon used against
a class that , de spite being doomed to destruction, does not wish to

perish..!"

T rotsky thereby mad e history into a divine force to which everythi ng must be
sacrificed, and he displayed the incurable naivet e of a revolutionary who imag
ines that a more just and hum ane society will emerge out of a dialectical
process, desp ite the crimina l nature of the methods employed. Twelve years
later, Go rky was con siderabl y more brutal: " Against us is a whole outmoded
society that has had its day, and that should allow us to think of ourselves as
still being in a civil war. So qui te natu rally we can conc lude that if th e enemies
do not surre nder, it is up to us to exterminate th em .":" T hat same year found
Aragon writing lines of poetry such as "T he blue eyes of the Revoluti on burn
with cru el necessity."

U nlike these write rs, Kautsky in 1<1I Xfaced the issue squarely, with cour
age and honest y. Refusing to be taken in by the revolutionary rhetoric, he wrote:
"To be exact, howe ver, our goal is not socialism as suc h, which is the abolition
of every kind of expl oitation and oppression, be it di rect ed against a class, a
party, a sex, or a race . . . Should it be pro ved to us that . . . somehow the
emancip ation of the pro letariat and of hu manity could he achieved solely on
the basis of pr ivate pro perty, we would discard socialism without in any way
giving up our objective, On the contra ry, th is would be cond ucive to our
objective.":" Kaut sky, though one of the most eminent advocates of Mar xism,
put his human ism before his Marxist belief in science.

Putting peopl e to death required a certain amo unt of study. Relat ively few

people actively desire the death of their fellow hum an beings, so a method of
facilitating th is had to be found. T he most effective means was the denial of
the vict im's humanity through a process of dehumanization . As Alain Brossat
notes: "The barbarian ritual of the purge, and the idea of the ex termination
machine in top gear arc closely linked in the discou rse and practice of perse
cution to the anirnalizarion of the Other, to the redu ction of real or imagina ry
enemies to a zoological stare.":"

There were man y examples of this process. D uring the gr eat trials in
Moscow, the procur ator Andre i Vyshinsky, who was an intellect ual with a
tradition al classical training, thr ew himself into a ver itable frenzy of anirnali
zarion:
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Shoot these rabid dogs! Dea th to th is gang who hide their ferocio us
teeth , their eagle claws, from the people! Do wn with that vult ure Trot
sky, from whose mouth a bloody venom drips, putrefying the great
ideals of Ma rxism! Let 's put these liars ou t of harm 's way, th ese miser
able pygmies who dance aro und rotting carcasses! Down with these
abject animals! Le t's put an end once and for all to th ese miserable
hybrid s of foxes and pigs, these stinking corpses! l .et their hor rible
squeals finally come to an end! Let 's exte rminate the mad dogs of
capital ism, who want to tear to pieces the flower of our new Soviet
nation ! Let's push the besti al hatred they bear our leaders back down
their own throats!

Jean-Paul Sarrrc also cr ude ly remarked in 1952 th at "a ny anti-Commun ist is a

dog!" This dem oni zin g animal rhetor ic see ms to sup po rt Annie K riege l's re

m ark s abou t the pu bl ic ins tructive func tio n of th e rigged s how - tria ls. As in

m edieval mystery plays, everythi ng was arran ged so t ha t the good people were

in no doubt abo ut th e rea l identity of th e bad T rot skyite hereti cs or "cosmo

pol itan Zi on ists" : th ey represe n ted the devil inca rna te.

Alain Brossat recalls th at European shiva rees and carnivals had begun a

lon g tr adition of the animalization of th e ot her, which resurface d in the po litical

carica tures of the eighteenth cen tury. T his metaphor ic rite allowed all so rts of

hidden cris es and latent conflicts to be expressed . In M oscow in th e 1930s, there

were no metaphors at all. The animaJized adversary really was treated like a

prey to be hun ted , befor e bein g shot in th e head . S ta lin systematize d th ese

m ethod s and was th e firs t to use th em on a lar ge scale, and th ey we re ad opt ed

by h is heirs in Cambod ia, Chin a, and elsew he re. But Sta lin himself did not

inven t these methods. T he blam e sho uld pr obably rest on Leni n's sho ulde rs.

Afte r he took power, he often describ ed his ene mies as " harmful inse cts ," " lice,"

" scorpions," and "blood suckers."

During the rigged spec tacle known as the " Ind ustrial Party tri al," the

L eague for the Righ ts of M an sent a pr otest pet it ion signed by, among ot he rs,

Albert Ein stein and T hom as Mann . Gork y res po nde d with an ope n letter : " In

m y opinion the exec u tio n was en tirely legit imate. I t is qu ite na tu ra l th at a

wor ker-and- peas ant regime sho uld stam p out its enemies like lice." ·10

Brossar draws th e following conclusions about thi s process of anirnaliza
tion:

As always, the poets and butchers of totalitarianism reveal th emselves
first of all by the vocabulary they use. T he " liquida tion" of the M usco
vite executioners, a close relative of the " treatment" car ried out by the
Nazi assassins, is a linguist ic microcosm of an irre parable mental and
cultural catastrophe that was in full view on the So viet stage. T he value
of hum an life collapsed, and thinking in categor ies ("ene mies of th e

Why?

people," " t raitors ," " untrustworthy clemen ts," ctc.) replaced ethica l
thought . . . In the d iscour se and pr actice o f the Na zi exterm inator s, the
anim alization of th e Other, which could not be dissociated from the
obsessio n with cleanliness and contagion, was close ly link ed to the ideol
ogy of race . It was conce ived in the implacably h ier arch ical rac ial terms
of "s ubhuma ns" and "s uper men" . . . bu t in Moscow in 1937 , the dis
cour se abo ut race and the totalitarian measu res associated with it were
quite different. W hat matt ered instead was th e to ta l anima liza tion of the
Other, so that a policy und er which abso lutel y any th ing was possible
could come int o practice."

So me, ho wever, d id not hesitate to cross the ideological ba r rie r and m ove

from social to racial co nce rn s. In a 19:\2 letter, G o r ky (who it sho uld be

rem embered was a personal fr iend of G enrikh Yagoda, the head of t he GPU,

an org aniza tio n for whic h his son also worked) wrote: "Class hatred shou ld be

cu ltivated by an organ ic revul sion as far as the enemy is concerned . Enemies

mu st be see n as in ferior. I believe quite profoundl y that th e enemy is our

in ferior, and is a degen er ate not only on the physical pl an e but a lso in th e moral
sense.?"

Taking th ese id eas to th eir logical extreme, he favored th e creation o f th e

U.S.S.R . Institute o f Ex perimen ta l Medici ne . Early in 1933, he wrote that

the time is nearing when science will imper io us ly address normal people
and say, would you like all diseases, handicap s, imperfec tio ns, seni lity,
and prematu re death of the organism to be st udie d m inutely and pre
cise ly? S uch stud y cannot be carried ou t so le ly with expe riments on
dogs, rabbits, and guinea pigs. Exper imen ts o n human be ings are indi s
pensable, for what must be studied are th e human mech an ism s of the
functio ning of the org anism, intracellular p rocesses, hematopoiesis,
neurochemistry, and all the proces ses that go o n inside th e organism.
Hund reds of human guin ea pigs are requi red . T his will be a true service
to human ity, which will be far more im portan t and useful than the
ex term inatio n of tens of millions of healthy bein gs for th e comfo rt of a
miserable, physically, psychologically, and m orally degen erat e class of
pr edators and parasites."

T he worst as pects of sociohisto rical scien tism thu s rejoined those of biological

scientism .

This biological or zoo logical strai n of thinkin g enables us to understand

better why so man y of the crimes of Co mm unis m we re c rimes ag ainst human

ity, and how M arx ist - Leninist ideolo gy managed to justi fy th ese cri mes to it s

followers. Consi deri ng legal decisions abou t recent di sco veries in biology,

Bruno Gravier writes: "Legal texts abou t bioethics ... act as signposts about

some of th e more in sidious th reats link ed to the progress of sc ien ce, whose rol e
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in the b irth of ideo log ies link ed to terror (J. As he r's ' law of th e movem ent ' )

has ye t to be fu lly recogni zed . T he fun dam en tally euge nic th ru st of wor k by

well-know n doctors suc h as [C ha rles ] Richet and [Alex is] Carrel clearly pave d

th e way for Nazi exter m ina tio n and the wayward actions of Nazi doctors.?"

In Communism there exists a sociopoli tical eugenics, a form of soc ial

Dar win ism . In th e words of Dom inic Colas, "As master of th e knowled ge of

the evolut io n of soc ial species, L enin de cid ed who sho uld d isappear by virt ue

of having been co nde m ned to th e dust bin of history. Y" F rom th e m oment th at

a d ec is ion had been made on a "scien t ific" basis (that is, based in politi cal and

h ist orical ideolog y, as well as in Marxis m-Leni nis m) that the bourgeoi sie re p

resen ted a stage o f h uma nity th at had been surpassed, its liquidati on as a class

and th e liquida tion of th e individua ls who ac tua lly or supposed ly bel on ged to

it co uld be just ified .

Marcel Colin, speaking of N azism , refer s to "classificat ion s, segregat ion,

e xcl usio ns, and purely biolo gical criteria th at are brought in by this criminal

id eology. We arc thinking of scie n tific ideas (h eredity, hybridization, racial

pu rity) and th e fantas tic, mill en ar ian, or apoc alyptic aspects th at are clearl y also

th e prod uc t of a partic u lar historical moment."!" T he application o f scie ntific

presuppositi on s to hist or y and society-such as th e idea th at t he p rol etar iat is

th e bearer of the meaning of hist or y-is eas ily tra ceable to a mill en ari an

cosmolog ica l pha ntas mago ria, an d is om ni presen t in th e Comm un ist expe ri

e nce. It is th ese presup positions that lie beh ind so mu ch of th e crim inal ideol

ogy in wh ich purel y ideo logica l ca tegories de te r m ine arb itrary se para t ions, like

the division of humanity into bourgeoisie and proletariat, and into clas sifica

tions such as petit- and grand-bourgeois or rich or poor peasant. By reifyin g

th ese ca tegories, as th ou gh th ey had lon g ex ist ed and wer e utterl y immutable,

Marx ism-Leni n ism deified th e sys tem itsel f, so t hat categories and abs trac tio ns

we re far more important th an any human rea lity. Individuals and gro u ps were

seen as th e arc he ty pes of some so rt of pr imary, di sembodi ed soc iology. T his

m ad e crim e m uch eas ier : T he info rm er, th e to rt ure r, and th e N KV D execu

t ioner d id not denou nce, cause suffering, or kill peopl e; th ey merely el im inat ed

so me so rt o f abs t rac tio n that was not beneficial to the common goo d .

The do ct r in e be cam e a crim inal ideology by the simple act of denyin g a

fundamental fact : the unity o f what Robert Antelme calls th e " h uman species,"

or wha t the pream ble to th e U niversa l Declarat ion of Human Rights de scribed

in 1948 as "the h uman fami ly." T he roo ts of Marx ist-Leni nism are perh aps

no t to he foun d in Marx at all, bu t in a d eviant vers ion of Darw inis m, applied

to socia l question s with th e same catas trophic res ults th at occ ur when suc h

ideas are applied to rac ial issues. One th ing is certa in: C rim es aga ins t human ity

arc the p rodu ct of an ide ology that reduces peo ple not to a uni versal but to a

Why?

particul ar co nd it io n, be it biological , r acial , Of socioh istorica l. B y means of

pro paganda, the Comm unists succeeded in m ak in g people bel ieve that th ei r

cond uc t had uni versal im plicati on s, relevant to humanity as a whole. C ri tics

have ofte n tried to ma ke a di stinction between Nazism and Com m unism by

argu in g that the Nazi project had a p articular aim , which wa s nationalist and

raci st in the extreme, whereas L enin's project was universal. T his is entirely

wron g. In both th eory and p ractice, Lenin and h is success ors ex cl uded from

human ity a ll ca p italists, the bourgeoi si e, co unterrevolutio na ries, and others ,

turn ing them in to absolu te ene m ies in their sociologica l an d politi cal discourse.

K autsky noted as early as 191X th at these terms were en tirely clastic, all owin g

th ose in power to excl ude who meve r they wa n te d from humani ty whe never

th ey so wis he d. T hese we re th e te rms that led directl y to crimes against

human ity.

In discussing bio logists su ch as Henri Atlan , who "reco gnize that the

notion of humanity extends be yond the biological approach, and that hiolog y

'has little to say about the human person," Mire i lie Del ma s- Ma rty concedes :

" It is tr ue that it is per fectl y possible to co nsid e r the human s pec ies an an im al

species like an y ot he r, a species tha t man is learning to make hi mself, as he

alrea dy makes other ani m al and vegeta ble spec ies." :'? But is th is not in fact wha t

Co mm unism tri ed to d o - Is th e idea of a "new m an " not a t th e he art of t he

Com m unist pro ject? Di d Co m m unis m not have a se r ies of m e galom ani acs such

as Trofi m L ysen ko wh o trie d to create no t m erel y ne w species of toma to Of

co rn hut also a new human species?

T he scientific mentality of th e late nineteenth century, which emerged at

th e time of the tr iumph of medicine, inspired t he fo llowing remarks by Vasil y

G rossm an co nc erni ng the Bolshevik lead ers : " Th is so r t of person behaves

among othe r people as ;\ su rgeon docs in the wards o f a hospital ... His so u l

is reall y in h is kn ife. And th e essence o f these people lies in their fa na tica l fai th

in th e surgeo n's kn ife. The surgeon's knife- that is t he great theo re ticia n, th e

arch phi loso p hcr of the twent ieth century." :" T he idea was taken to its fu r t hest

ext reme by Pol Pot , who with a te rri fying st ro ke of the kn ife excised th e

gangreno us part of th e socia l hody-the "New Pcople' t-i-whilc re taini ng th e

" hea lt hy" peasant part . As in san e as this idea was, it wa s not exactly new.

Alr eady in the I X70s, Pyotr Tkachcv, a Russian revolutionary and worthy heir

of Nechae v, proposed the exterminati on of all Ru ssians over twenty-fi ve years

old , who m he co nsi de red inca pable of ca r ryi ng ou t h is re vol u t io na ry ideal. In

a letter to Ncchacv, Ba ku n in ob jected to this insa ne idea : "O ur people ar e not

a blan k she et of paper on which any sec re t so ciety can wr ite wh at ever it wa nts,

like your Com m unis t pro gram, for instance. ,, ~y The Internation al demanded

th at th e sla te of the pa st be wiped clean , and Mao fam ously co m pared himsel f
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to a poetic genius writing on a blank sheet of paper, as though he genuinely

believed that thousands of years of history could simply be ignored.

Most of the mechanisms of terror discussed above originated in the

U.S.S.R. under Lenin and Stalin, but some of their features are to be found,

with differing degrees of intensity, in all regimes claiming to be Marxist in

origin. Every Communist country or Party has its own specific history and its

own particular regional and local variations, but a linkage can always be traced

to the pattern elaborated in Moscow in November 1917. This linkage forms a

sort of genetic code of Communism.

How can we possibly understand the people who took part in this terrify

ing system? Did they have specific psychological features? Every totalitarian

regime seems to find a segment of the population that has a special calling for

such behavior, and it actively seeks them out and promotes them within its

ranks. Stalin's own case is representative. In terms of strategy, he was a worthy

heir of Lenin, capable of expediting business with ease on either a local or a

global scale. To the eyes of history he might well appear as one of the great

men of the century, transforming the weak Soviet Union of 1922 into one of

the two world superpowers, and for decades causing Communism to appear to

be the only real alternative to capitalism.

But he was also one of the greatest criminals in a century in which great

criminals have been all too easy to find. As far back as 1953 Boris Suvarin and

Boris Nikolaevsky labeled Stalin the century's Caligula, and Trotsky always

believed that he was a paranoid maniac. But more than that, Stalin was an

extraordinary fanatic with a particular talent for politics, and a man with no

belief in democracy. Stalin was the logical result of the movement begun by

Lenin and dreamed of by Nechaev: a man using extremist means to implement

extremist policies.

The fact that Stalin so deliberately engaged in crimes against humanity

as a means of governance returns us to the specifically Russian aspects of his

personality. A native of the Caucasus, he was surrounded during his childhood

and adolescence by tales of brigands with hearts of gold, and of abreks, moun

tain dwellers who had been expelled from their clan or who had solemnly sworn

bloody vengeance-stories, in short, of men filled with despairing courage. He

used the pseudonym Koba, which was the name of one such mythical brigand

prince, a local Robin Hood figure who came to the assistance of widows and

orphans. Bakunin, in his letter disavowing Nechaev, wrote:

Do you remember how angry with me you became when I called you an
abree, and described yoU!' beliefs as a sort of abreki catechism? You said
that all men should be made so, and that the abandonment of the self
and the renunciation of personal needs and desires, all feelings, attach-

Why?

ments, and links should be a normal state, the everyday condition of all
humanity. Out of that cruel renunciation and extreme fanaticism you
now want to make a general principle applicable to the whole commu
nity. You want crazy things, impossible things, the total negation of
nature, man, and society!"

Despite his total commitment to the ideal, as early as 1870Bakunin had under

stood that even revolutionary action had to submit itself to a number of funda

mental moral constraints.

Communist terror has often been compared to the great Catholic Inqui

sition. Here novelists are probably of more use than historians. In his mag

nificent novel La tunique d'infamie, Michel del Castillo remarks: "The purpose

is not to torture or to burn the victim: the aim is to ask the right question. No

terror without truth, which is its foundation. Without truth, how can error be

recognized? ... If one is certain that one possesses the truth, how can one leave

one's neighbor in error?"!'

The Church promised the remission of original sin, and salvation or

eternal damnation in another world. Marx had a redemptive belief in the

Promethean destiny of mankind. This was the messianic dream of the Great

Evening. But for Leszek Kolakowski, "the idea that the world we see is so totally

corrupt that it is beyond improvement, and that accordingly the world that will

follow will bring plenitude, perfection, and ultimate liberation is one of the

most monstrous aberrations of the human spirit ... Of course this aberration

is not an invention of our own time, but we should recognize that religious

thought, which opposes all temporal values to the force of supernatural grace,

is much less abominable than doctrines that tell us we can assure our salvation

by jumping from the edge of the abyss to the glorious heights of the heavens."52

Ernest Renan was probably quite correct when he claimed in his Philo
sophical Dialogues that the sure way to guarantee oneself absolute power in an

atheist society was not to threaten people with some mythological inferno, but

to institute a real hell-a concentration camp to punish insurgents and to

frighten all others, with a special police force made up of beings devoid of

conscience and entirely devoted to the government in power-"obedient

machines, unencumbered by moral scruples and prepared for every sort of

cruelry.'l-'

After the liberation of most of the prisoners in the Gulag in 1953, and even

after the Twentieth Congress of the Soviet Communist Party, when some

forms of terror seemed to have disappeared, the principle of terror retained its

function and continued to be extremely effective. The memory of the terror

lived on and paralyzed people's wills, as Aino Kuusinen recalled: "The mern-
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ory o f the terror wei ghed on people 's minds; no one co uld bel ieve that S ta lin

had reall y gone for good. There was scarce ly a fam ily in Moscow tha t had not

su ffered in so me way from persecution , ye t no o ne ever talked about it. I , for

in stance, would n ever talk abo u t m y exp er ien ces in th e ca mps in fro n t of my

fri ends. And th ey never asked abo ut it . The fear was too deep- ro oted in every

one' s minds.I''" If the victims carr ied their memories of th e terror wherever

the y we n t, their executioners were just as depend ent on th ose m em ories. In the

middle o f th e 8 rezhnev period , the Soviet U nio n broug ht out a post age stamp

to com m emora te the fiftieth anniversary of th e C he ka, and publis he d a book in

homage to it s memory.55

In co nclus ion, the last word sho uld go to Gorky and his hom age to Lenin

m 1924:

O ne of my oid friends, a work er from Sormov, a kind -h ear ted man ,
comp lained that it was hard to work for th e C heka. I ans wered him: "It
seem s to me that it's not for you. It's just not in your character." He
agreed, sadly. "No, not at all." But afte r th inking for a moment , he
added , "B ut when I th ink abou t it, I'm sure I1 ich often also has to hold
his so ul back by its wings and th at makes me ashamed of my weakness"
. .. Did Lenin rea lly have to "hold his soul back by its wings" ? H e paid
so little atten tio n to himsel f th at he never talked about himself with
Others; he was be tter than anyone at never reveali ng the storms that blew
ins ide h is mind . But he told me once as he was stro king some chi ld ren,
" T he ir lives will be better than ours: they'll be spared man y of th e
th ings we have been forced to live throu gh. T heir lives will be less
cruel." He star ed off into th e di stance, and added dreamily: "Mind you,
I don't envy th em. Our genera tion will have carr ied out a tas k of tre 
mend ou s historical import ance . T he cr uelty of our lives, im posed by
circums tances, will be und erst ood and pardo ned . Everyth ing will be
understood , everyrhingl't'"

We are be ginnin g to under st and it , but not quite in th e manner that Lenin

imagined . W hat re mai ns today of th is " tas k of tremendou s h is to rical impor

tan ce" ? N ot th e ill usory " build ing o f soc ialism," bu t an im me nse tragedy th at

s ti ll weighs on the lives of hundred s of milli on s o f peopl e, and that will mark

th e en tr y into the third millennium . Vasily Grossman, the war co r responde nt

from Stalingrad, t he writer wh o saw the manuscript of his magnum opus

co nfisca ted by the KGB and who died a broken m an as a res u lt , st ill drew an

optimistic lesson from his experiences th at is well worth repeat in g:

Our century is th e century of the grea test violence ever committed
agains t human beings by th e sta te. But it is precisely her e th at the
streng th and hop e of hum an ity lie. It is the twent ieth cent ury t hat has at
last shaken the Hegelian co ncept of the histor ical pr ocess wher eby

Why?

"eve ry thing real is rational. " It was thi s concept, vio len tly debat ed for
decades, tha t Russian thinkers of th e past centu ry finall y accepted . But
now, at the height of th e state's tr ium ph over individ ua l freedom, Rus
sian thin kers wearing padded cam p jackets have dethroned and cas t
down the old Hegelian law and proclaimed their new, supre me, g uid ing
principle of world history: "E veryth ing inhu man is senseless and worth
less" . . . Am id the total triumph of inhumanity, it has become self
evide n t that every thing effected by violence is sense less and wort h less,
and th at it has no future and will disappear wit hout a t race.'?
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